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THE HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF LATER 
ANSAR! POETRY—I

By W. ‘Ararat

Of the poems of boasting ascribed to Hassan b. Thabit, 16 are found on 
investigation to be by later Ansarls and reflect the inferior status to which the 
An art in general were reduced after the battle of al-Harra and the sack of 
Madina in the year a.h. 63, as well as, occasionally, the tribal rivalries which 
prevailed during the Umayyad period.

Of these poems some may be only partly of doubtful authenticity. A 
number indicate that the poet is boasting of a heritage. In some, events are 
listed just as history. In certain cases explicit indications are found in the lines 
of the poet’s awareness that he is boasting of his ‘ ancestors ’ who were the first 
Muslims. In some the boasting is in very general terms and full of platitudes. 
Some of the poems tire ascribed to others, and some contain unmistakable 
interpolations.

Because of their late authorship, and because they share many common 
characteristics, it is difficult to group them satisfactorily for the purpose of 
detailed examination. As some of them contain, however, explicit indication 
of late authorship, these will be examined together, whereas similar poems 
without this ‘ explicit indication ’ will be dealt with later.

One poem, no. cm,1 * stands alone because, unlike the rest of the poems, 
the boasting in it is concentrated on the poet’s own person.

The first group will, therefore, be nos. vi, ix, xvn, clxi, and two poems in 
the Sira,3 p. 474 and p. 929. Nos. vn, x, lxxtx, and xix come next, and will 
be considered in part n of this article (BSOAS, xxtx, 2, 1966). Reference will 
be made to nos. v, oxn, cxix, and cltx.

No. vi, of 41 lines, is one of the longest poems attributed to Hassan. The 
poet begins by addressing his beloved one or his wife :

jir l* (_$£• ^3~e' ^
‘ Mayest thou have what is good ! abate thy blame of me, for I like finer 

qualities ’.
The next four lines are personal boasting in the first person singular. First 

he adjures her not to object to his qualities and character (11.2-3), and continues 
to assert that he thinks stinginess a disgrace, and that he dislikes the inconstant 
and the hypocrites (L 4); once he takes a dislike to anything, he never turns 
back to it (1. 6).

Following a hackneyed method of transition, he proceeds to describe his 
camel in traditional terms and with no attempt at originality (11. 6-10).

1 In Hirschfeld’s edition of the jMvxln of Ijlasaan b. Thabit (Gibb Memorial Series, xm), 
Leyden and London, 1910.

* Ed. Wflstenfeld, Gottingen, 1869.
VOL. XXTX. PABT 1. 1
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Quite arbitrary, however, is the manner in which he begins the next section, 
which is boasting of himself and his tribe, in the first person plnraL

‘ We are a people who do not choose as chief anyone who is treacherous or 
who withdraws at the moment when there is responsibility to be borne, (1. 11) 
or one who withholds wealth or a coward in war (1. 12). We choose as chief a 
grey-haired, dignified person (1. 13), one who in the assembly shows generosity, 
achieves glory, and is found stronger than anyone who tries to stand up to 
him (1. 15).’

Line 17 continues the description of the ‘ patriarch ’ they would accept as 
chief. The line means in effect, that the chief has insight in his wise firmness and 
in his deeds.

Line 18 is very significant:
Njt _/J-l (Jjt (J litJ bit iili L)

‘ And that is only because our “ elders ” were pioneers for us at the very 
beginning of goodness ’.

From this line it is clear at a glance that the poet is confessing to an inferior 
status in regard to those akabir as well as to a certain gap of time that separates 
him from them—a position which would be neither true of Hassan nor acceptable 
to him. The word akabir itself might very well be intended to mean the (past) 
‘ generation of Elders ’. The word al-khair always smacks of a quasi-religious 
sense of ‘ goodness ’ or ‘ good deeds ’. The words annual al-khair and awwala 
could hardly mean anything but ‘ pioneers ’ or perhaps ‘ precedents ’ in the 
beginning of the ‘ era of goodness ’.

The next two lines, 19 and 20, contain such platitudinous exaggerations as 
could not possibly emanate from Hassan : ‘We are the “ summit ” of the 
children of Adam ’ (1. 19); ‘ Glory built a mansion over us, firmly founded, 
which men could not move ’.

Line 21 clearly indicates the time when they had come to be known finally 
and definitely as ‘ al-Amjar ’ and when the name had become not only their 
proper name instead of the Aus and Khazraj, but also the main basis and chief 
source of their pride. Indeed in this poem, apart from generalities, the fact 
that they are the ‘ Ansar ’ is the sole basis of boasting. Thus in 1. 21, we read 
‘ And thou wilt never find among men a tribe better or of greater glory than 
the “ Ansar ” ’.

Then follows a list of the ‘ types ’ of men who abound among the Ansar 
(11. 22-7): many a generous lord, an auspicious grey-haired man, a hopeful 
child, a beardless youth of ready service, a matchless speaker, a clever poet who 
‘ sifts ’ his poetry, a kingly hero who swiftly responds to the call of death, 
a proud one who has a trail behind him, open-handed and ‘ much-blamed ’ for 
his generosity.

Then follows a return to the first person plural to begin a section of the poem 
boasting of Madina itself, though it is not mentioned by name : ‘ We have a 
land (hurrah) of our own, surrounded by its own mountains. In it glory built
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its own mansion (1. 28). In it are palm trees and fortresses with streams running 
between them (1. 29)

Lines 30-2 explain the method of drawing more water when one of the 
streams runs dry. Line 33 tells ns that in its various parts horses and well-cared 
for camels are found.

This section clearly indicates that al-Madina was no longer the centre of 
events, nor indeed a place of particular importance. The fact that the poet 
finds himself compelled to resort to this land of boasting, based on ‘ having good 
land of their own ’, shows the political bankruptcy of the Ansar. The almost 
casual way the poet refers to it, not even mentioning Madina by name, the 
attempt to draw attention, as it were, to its mere existence, the way he dwelt 
on the material and worldly qualities of it point only to a time when Madina had 
long been reduced to a mere provincial town of hardly any importance.

The poet goes on to some reminiscences of past history : £ We protected it 
by our swords and lances against the army and the Beduins ’ (1. 34), which is a 
significant way of referring to the siege of Madina in the year a.h. 5 and those 
who took part in it; ‘ Whenever they gathered a host we rose up to them ’ 
(1. 35); ‘In it (Madina) we supported the best of all mankind as Imam, and 
revered the revealed Book ’ (1. 36); ‘ We supported [him] and gave shelter [to 
him], and the blows we struck with the sword on his behalf straightened the 
deviation of those who deviated ’ (1. 37).

These brief references to the siege of Madina and to the support the Prophet 
received are all there is in this poem connected with that vital period in the 
history of Islam. By the time this poem was written, all that had clearly 
become past history and memories of a glorious page which the first Ansar 
had written, but which had now been turned and their descendants were merely 
aware of its existence. They refer to it as part of their past heritage of glory, 
then dwell on their own present, what riches they possess, and what empty 
boasts they can make in general platitudes.

The ‘ defensive ’ strain which runs through the whole poem comes out most 
clearly in 1. 38, where the poet seems almost in a supine position under a con
tinuous shower of insults directed against the Ansar in general. ‘ Thou wilt 
find none who treats us harshly or abuses us except a base person who has gone 
astray ’ (1. 38) or else one who had ‘ suffered from the edge of our swords ’ (1. 39).

One can only imagine the attitude of Hassan in a similar situation. He 
would indeed have replied to the least harshness or insult with such effective 
slander as would more than make up for a physical revenge. But Hassan lived 
in a different age and in different circumstances.

The last two lines, 40-1, are the last fling of boasting based on their 
hospitality, their ability to give protection to whosoever may seek it, and their 
generosity.

Thus this poem on the whole represents a much weaker spirit and shows a 
defensive, almost passive attitude. It has certain pompous phrases, such as 
‘ We are the summit of the sons of Adam ’, which have a ridiculously empty
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ring. It is very revealing, for it shows that the poet feels in the depths of his 
heart that the only really solid ground for boasting that he had was the rich 
land of the Madina which he could plant. All else had melted into thin air. 
Even the references to the support they gave to the Prophet are hurried.

In general, while the poem as verse, is not as inferior as many others 
attributed to Ijlassan, it lacks the power of Hassan’s verse. The lines have not 
the terseness, the tightness and firm strength of Hassan’s lines. The weakness 
comes out sometimes in certain repetitions such as the word at the

beginning of the second half of each of 1L 11 and 12, and in 11.15 and
16. It is also clear in the obscurity of 1.15. A certain amount of padding and 
artificially-placed rhyme-words can also be found, though in a much lesser 
degree than in other poems, especially those dealing with subjects other than 
boasting. The best part of the poem is the traditional introduction including the 
description of the camel, where the traditional ideas are couched in good verse. 
There is, however, no point in lifting the doubt from this section on this account. 
It is safe enough to say that this poem is the work of a member of the Madinese 
tribes, who might have been originally from either the Aus or the Khazraj, and 
who lived in the Umayyad period, later, perhaps than the days of Yazid I.

No. ix must be the work of later Ansaris than Hassan.3 The very first line 
rings a note which seems to carry one some way back across the expanse of 
time:

‘ Those are my people, if thou askest, hospitable if a guest arrives one day ’. 
One suspects that qawmi really means ‘ the people to whom I belong ’, ‘ my 
ancestors and that the translation should really be ‘ those were my ancestors ’, 
or1 that was my tribe ’. The poet’s individuality then merges into the historical 
personality of the tribe. Lines 2 and 3 praise their hospitality and their 
generosity.

From 1. 4 to 1. 31, three lines before the end, the poem deals with the 
‘ history ’ of those 1 people ’, the Madinese. This part of the poem is clearly 
divided into two sections ; one deals with the ‘ history ’ of the time before the 
immigration of the Prophet, and the other with the Prophet’s immigration 
and the support he received.

At the end of the historical part we find explicit and irrefutable proof of 
later date, for in 1. 32 the poet seems to shout, ‘ So that is our heritage from 
[past] generations, ancient glory and outstanding greatness ’, and in 1. 33 
‘ When one generation goes its descendants prove sufficient in themselves and 
leave [another] generation when they pass away ’. ‘ Thus there are none among

• Hirsohfeld adds the note that this poem is ‘ ascribed to the poet’s son, ‘Abd al-RafrmSn 
but there is no manuscript authority for this note. It probably arose from a nommerit by Ibn 
Hisham whioh concerned a poem on p. 929 of the Sira (to be discussed below) but whioh Hirschfeld 
may have interpreted as covering the two poems which follow immediately after it. One of these 
is the poem now under consideration.
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men but that they are indebted to us for abundance of grace, though they may 
act treacherously ’ (1. 34).

The first part of the historical section deals methodically with the legendary 
history of pre-Hijra Madina, adorned and embellished to suit the purpose and 
the poetic narration : ‘ they were “ kings ” in their land (1. 4), kings over men, 
never subjected even for a short time (1. 5), they told the story of ‘Ad, Thamud, 
and “ certain remnants of Iram ” (1. 6), (these) had built among the palm trees 
in Tathrib fortresses and acquired cattle (1. 7) which drew water from the walls 
and which were taught certain calls by the Jews (1. 8), [they were living] a 
carefree life with as much wine as they desired (1. 9). Then they (the ancestors of 
the poet) marched upon them (11. 10-12) surprised them (1. 13), and they were 
scattered in alarm (1. 14) ’.

From the second half of 1. 14 onwards, the poet turns to the first person 
plural, evidently identifying himself with his victorious ancestors. From then 
until 1. 19 they and their horses are described. Lines 19 and 20 describe the 
final result of that phase of history : ‘We returned with their chief men and 
their women forcibly [led], and with their wealth for distribution (1. 19). We 
inherited their dwellings after them and were kings in them, never to leave 
(1. 20) ’.

The ‘ Islamic phase ’ of this historical narration now begins : ‘ Then when 
the Messenger of “ the King ” came to us with truth and light after darkness 
(1. 21), we put our trust in him and did not disobey him when he came to us 
from the land of the “ Haram ” (L 22) ’.

The lines that follow (23-7) are in the form of an address to the Prophet, 
put in the mouth of his Madinese hosts : ‘ We said, “ thou hast said the truth, 
0 Messenger of ‘ the King ’, come unto us, and among us stay ” ’ (1. 23); ‘ For 
we testify that thou art the servant of “ the King ”, sent, as a light, with an 
upright faith ’ (1. 25).

Line 25 is an exhortation for the Prophet openly to declare the hitherto 
secret mission, 1. 26 a promise that they and their children would protect him, 
and an offer of their wealth, 1. 27 is more or less a repetition of the exhortation 
in 1. 25.

The result is in 11. 28-31 : ‘ The unbelievers and their followers hurried to 
him thinking he could be killed but we rose up to them with our swords . . . ’. 
‘ That is the heritage that (past) generations left for us ... ’ (1. 32).

Other poems will be found where ‘ history ’ is narrated, or where the events 
of the early Islamic era are listed with something like detachment. Only later 
generations could look at events in this simplified ‘ textbook ’ manner. The 
presence in a poem of this method of presenting events is a clear indication of 
later authorship, probably late in the Umayyad period. Though not all such 
poems contain, in addition, explicit evidence of later date, the presence of such 
evidence in the poem just discussed and a number of others should enforce the 
argument for late authorship where the sole evidence is this method of parading 
past history.
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This poem shares with the previous one, no. vi, the emphasis laid on the 
qualities of Madina as a rich town. It also shares that definite inferiority to 
Hassan’s more powerful verse.

Line 25, which is an exhortation to the Prophet put in the mouth of the 
An gar, to spread his mission openly, is contrary to the accepted historical facts. 
For the Prophet had actually come out openly before his immigration. Such an 
exhortation, therefore, for him to come out openly with ‘ what thou hast kept 
secret ’ could only arise from a distortion of facts by lapse of time.

The next poem, no. xvn, is a very good example of a reply by a member of a 
later generation of the Ansar to attacks from members of other tribes, some of 
whom had suffered defeat when the Madinese formed the main part of the 
Prophet’s army, and whose descendants were now finding their chance to 
retaliate.

The first five lines of the poem are a traditional introduction of mixed 
description of the traces of the camp and the beloved one. The fifth line is 
interesting only because an identical line except for the rhyme-word is ascribed 
in the notes to the Ausite poet Qais Ibn al-Khafim.4

The polemical part of the poem begins at L 6. That the poem is a reply to a 
definite attack by a certain person is clear, not only from the persistent use of 
the imperative, and the second person but from such dramatic interjections as 

j m 1. 8, and from the vehement and quick succession, without conjunc
tions, of verbs in the imperative exhorting the person concerned to inquire, etc__

Addressing the person who is ‘ trying to attain our glory ’ the poet orders 
him, with a curse, to make inquiries (L 6), for, the poet argues (1. 7), are they 
the same, an ocean and a pool of water ? ‘ Woe to thee, who equals the heads 
with the tails ’ (1. 8); ‘ Try to reach Canopus in the sky, if you attain it then 
you will overtake us ’ (1. 9); ‘ Are we not the ones who occupy the land of our 
enemy ? Wait a little, inquire about us among the tribes ’ (L 10).

Then follow lines that describe the tribe in pompous terms (11-17). Line 18 
mentions the help they gave to the Prophet, and is very significant:

J-jli (Jjt 1—iJljljt CJi SLpj ^_jJI LjjjT^

‘ We supported the Prophet and gave him shelter, and the first of us believed 
the first one to proclaim the truth ’.
So J-Jljt is unmistakable, it always means the first or past ancestors, whereas 

j>-\^ means the later generations.

After this clear indication that those who ‘ believed and supported ’ were the 
earlier generations, the poet goes on, still using the first person, to state how 
they used to support the Prophet whenever he raided a tribe (1.19). Then follows

4 Ibn al-Athlr, al-Kamil, I, 6X2, and the Diwan of Qais b. al-Khafiin, ed. NJujir Eddln el-Asad, 
Cairo, 1902, p. 34, where the rhyme-word is e-jlTjU. It is understandable that a versifier of a 
later generation may include such a line, intentionally or otherwise.
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a short list of some of the battles. Line 20 evidently refers to the siege of 
Madina:

Jil—sdl itioj UlLj |« 4”*$,

‘ And on the day when the Quraish came to ns with their host, we trod down 
the enemy with the tread of one who is walking deliberately

The rhyme-word here is poor style, for nsnally tathaqal implies reluctance. It 
is perhaps significant that the line is omitted from one of the older manuscripts.

Line 21 recalls Uhud, and calls it ‘ a day disgracing to them ’ (i.e. to Quraish) 
which is the opposite of the fact. Later generations of ‘ days that have passed ’ 
in 1. 2, and ‘ the name that has passed ’ in the second half of 1. 3 only repeat the 
same idea.

Very significant, therefore, is the cry in 1. 4 immediately following, ‘ Those 
are my people ’. This is a very clear instance of the detachment that the expres
sion implies as well as of the recognition by the poet that his only firm ground 
for boasting is the glorious inheritance from ancestors who are already far 
removed from his own time.

Lines 5-10 are praise for his people, all in the third person plural, except for 
one instance (1. 8, second half) where it is obvious that the metre dictated the 
use of the first person plural. The qualities for which they are praised are all 
general abstractions : ‘ They beat with their good works the good works of all 
who have gone before ’ (L 5), ‘ when they are approached in their assembly, they 
utter no insults, nor Eire they stingy towards those who ask for their favours ’ 
(1. 6), ‘ they fulfil what they undertake ’ (1. 7)‘ Their “ neighbour ” is given 
high place among them, and so long as he stays with “ us ”, is honoured and 
hospitably treated ’ (1. 8); ‘ Their speaker is the first to declare the truth, their 
judgment is just, their pronouncement decisive ’(1.9); ‘In peace and in war 
they are matchless. In war they infuse fear, in peace security ’ (1.10).

The last line, 11, seems to jar with the general trend of the poem, 
for it is a sudden turn towards the first person singular, and an un
expected change of grounds for boasting: ‘ And of us are the trusted one 
of the Muslims, all his life, and the one whom the angels washed ’. Notes in 
the British Museum MS and other editions explain that the ‘ trusted one ’ is 
Sa‘d b. Mu‘adh of the Aus, and the other is Hanzalah b. Abi ‘Amir, also of the 
Aus, who fell at Uhud. The Prophet is said to have told his relatives that the 
angels bathed him. The story (Sira, 567-8) also states that when inquiries 
were made from his wife, she said that her husband had no time, in his hurry, 
for the ‘ major ablution ’, before rushing out to join the Muslims at the battle. 
The angels, however, performed it for him. Hence the reference in this line.

It is significant that both the men mentioned are Ausites. The line itself 
may well be a later addition to the poem, probably by an Ausite. It merely 
hangs on to the end of the poem without being part of it.

This is significant because it reveals a phase of the process by which these 
poems came to be attributed to Hass an. There is little doubt that the author
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of the poem himself had no intention of disclaiming responsibility for it. It 
most have been fathered on Hassan at a later period, possible unintentionally. 
The last line, however, is clearly a deliberate addition. Such interpolations in 
gemline as well as attributed poems are found in the BFvwans.

Similar thoughts to those which begin this poem, couched partly in the same 
phrases, begin and end poem no. glxvt. In the opening line the poet declares 
that God favoured them by making them the helpers of the Prophet, and in the 
final line he explains that if he boasted of them, it is because their past record 
deserves to be boasted of. In between he elaborates the boast of their relation 
to Islam, calls them the best of all creation, and praises them in exaggerated 
traditional terms.

Line 1 :
^flit hjj ^

‘ God favoured us by making us the supporters of His Prophet, and through 
us He established the foundations of Islam ’.

‘ Through us He gave power to His Prophet and His Book, and gave us 
power through fighting and courage ’ (1. 2). ‘In every battle our swords cut 
off heads ’ (1. 3). ‘ Gabriel comes to us in our homes ’ (1. 4). ‘ In them he recites 
to us the light ”—a fortune indeed like no other ! ’ (1. 5). ‘ Thus we would 
be the first to know what is lawful and unlawful ’ (1. 6). ‘ We are the best of all 
creation, and the controllers of everything ’ (1. 7) ‘ who do things through our 
power, and undo what others do ’ (L 8). Lines 10 and 11 exhort the hearer to ask 
various people about them. The poet then returns to direct boasting : ‘ We 
protect whomever we choose to protect, and extend our favours generously ’ 
(L 12). ‘ We repel the aggressive army, and break any hero’s pride ’ (1. 13). 
‘ In every battle, we fought until we levelled the ground and filled it with lines 
of our horse ’ (11. 14-15).

In the final line, 16, the poet makes it clear that he is boasting of a remote 
heritage:

J (j_S_Ll
‘ Thus if I boast of them, a past such as theirs is one of which an intelligent 

person boasts ’. ’

This and the looseness apparent in the structure of certain lines as well as the 
pompous and exaggerated terms of boasting make it certain that this is a poem 
by a member of the later generations of the Arnjar, during the Umayyad period. 
This is yet another poem which shows the development in their attitude to the 
coming of Islam and the part they played in establishing it. At first they claimed 
the credit and expected to reap the fruit. Now they claim it as a divine favour 
that they and no one else were allowed to give the Prophet support, and this 
privilege had come to be the watchword, and, apart from the traditional and 
common sentiments, almost the sole ground for their boasts. Everything else 
had been lost.
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Finally it is to be noted that the Lisdn B provides one extra line, before the 
final line, which is nof found in the manuscripts 0:

^ j li£-j

‘ And certain people escaped, having run away, and had they stayed they 
would not have returned safely ’.

This is clearly a reference to battles against the Qurashites, and most 
probably the poet had Badr in mind and the flight of al-Harith b. Hisham, who 
left his brother on the battlefield. This impression the line gives of a.particular 
incident being in the mind of the poet and the fact that the line does not exist 
in other sources seem strongly to suggest (hat it is an interpolation by an even 
later An$ari.

Of this group two poems remain, neither of which is found in the Dlwdns ; 
one is ascribed by Ibn Hisham 5 * 7 to Hassan’s son, ‘Abd al-Rahman.

The first of these two poems 8 contains more than implicit evidence of later 
date in the first two lines, and the rest of the poem tells in a narrative form, of 
the reception the Madinese accorded the Prophet on his immigration, the help 
they gave him, and the victory at Badr. The boasting in the poem goes only so 
far. The poem opens :

jCLT J-ftt, 4ji 'jjf p* ud^' t/j*

jL/uf jl_ yai^ll (jd-LvaJJ
‘ My “ people ” are they who gave shelter to their Prophet, and believed in 

him when the rest of the world were unbelievers—except for choice men of 
certain peoples, who were predecessors of righteous men, and who were helpers 
with the Helpers ’.

With this clear indication that the poet is consciously dealing with past 
history, one gets yet another example of the exact meaning of the word qawrni 
‘ the people from whom I am descended, my ancestors

The poem then goes on to tell of the attitude of the An§ar to the Prophet 
on his arrival. They rejoiced at this fortune bestowed upon them by God, when 
the Prophet came to them (1. 3). They welcomed him (1. 4) and received him in 
their own land where he need have no fear (1. 5) and shared their wealth (1. 6).

Turning to the first person plural the poem now mentions and elaborates on 
the battle of Badr. ‘ We marched to Badr and so did they, though had they 
known the truth [about its result] they would not have marched ’ (1. 7). They 
were deceived into it (by Satan ? or by Abu Jahl ? it is not clear) and then left 
in the lurch (1. 8). They were promised protection and help by the same but were 
in fact brought to disgrace (1. 9). ‘ We then met and they ran away in all direc
tions leaving their chief men ’ (1.10).

5 B.V. luo.

• Barqfiql reproduces the line in hia edition of the Diwdn p. 391, in the place indicated.
7 Sira, 929.
* Sira, 474.
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Thus it is all history, and part of the heritage. However, in addition to this 
and to the explicit evidence of the first two lines one would note that such 
sentiments as are found in 11. 3-4 cannot he Hassan’s.

Lastly, one notices the general inferiority of this poem to Hassan’s style, an 
inferiority which it shares with the rest of this group. On the whole the words 
are more commonplace, the lines are far less tight-packed and less terse. The 
poem contains also a number of instances where padding is clear, sometimes in 
the form of a parenthesis.

It is clear that this poem also is most probably the work of a descendant of 
the Ansar, some generations after the time of IjTassan and the events dealt with 
in the poem.

Finally in this group there is another poem which is found in the Sira only.® 
Ibn Ishaq attributes the poem to Hassan, but Ibn Hisham states that it is 
attributed to his son, ‘Abd al-Rahman.

This poem of 19 lines is a very good example, though an extreme one, of the 
tendency, no doubt of later date, to enumerate the deeds of the Ansar or of 
the poet’s ancestors—and the battles they fought. Apart from twice mentioning 
that they paid homage to the Prophet and remained loyal to him (1. 3 and 1.12) 
the poet lists no less than 11 battles and raids.

However, the explicit proof of a much later authorship than the time of 
Hassan occurs in 1.18, one line before the end :

(J ^ uy- j*-*j

‘ Those people were the helpers of the Prophet, and they are my people ; 
to them I finally come when I relate my descent ’.

Clearly, there is a wide gap of time between the poet and the people of whom 
he is boasting.

It has been pointed out that this group of poems has one important common 
factor, and that is the existence in each poem of explicit evidence of late 
authorship, in the form of lines or phrases which unmistakably show that the 
events of early Islam and the services the Madinese rendered to the Prophet are 
spoken of as past history and a heritage of a bygone age. This is in addition to 
other characteristics which point in the same direction. It will be useful, 
therefore, before proceeding to discuss poems that seem to be similarly of late 
date, but which do not contain this explicit evidence, to sum up the main traits 
of the group already discussed.

(1) Boasting is in general terms and is full of platitudes and abstractions.
(2) It is inclined to be pompous and sounds empty. One gets the impression 

that an effort is being made to build up an impressive position merely by means 
of big words, and to rely on the glories of the past.

(3) Most of the poems have a ‘ defensive ’ character and are indicative of a 
state of weakness. Effort is made to gain force by argument and some rhetoric.

• Sira, 929.
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(4) The boasting rests mainly on three bases : (i) the generalities already 
referred to ; (ii) the past of the Madinese treated as history or presented as a 
heritage ; (iii) the fertility and richness of their native town.

(5) The services of the Ansar to the Prophet and Islam are treated as 
history—battles are often presented merely in a list, events are sometimes a 
little ont of focns and some inaccuracies are fonnd in historical data.

(6) These services of the Ansar are presented more as a divine privilege 
bestowed upon them than as a positive and valuable contribution which is to 
their credit and which must be rewarded—as was the view of the Helpers 
themselves.

(7) Whenever the boasting is of the services of the Ansar to Islam, the 
impression is nearly always gained that the poet cannot be identified with those 
who actually performed these services. He merely ‘ belongs ’ or is related to 
them. The word qawmi is particularly significant. Even when the first person 
plural is used one feels strongly that the identification is not complete, and the 
relation between poet and incidents is not personal.

(8) Sometimes the Prophet’s connexion with the Ansar is elaborated and 
is given a dramatic or a narrative form with pieces of dialogue put in the mouths 
of the Anjjar.

(9) The word ‘ Ansar ’ comes to prominence instead of Khazraj or Aus, so 
also do certain terms such as dJ-JU.1-

(10) The verse is on the whole inferior. The structure is not very firm. 
There is much padding, repetition, parenthesis, obscurity, and many construc
tions of doubtful validity.

i



MU‘TASIM AND THE TURKS1

By Osman S. A. Ismail

In the course of their expansion into Central Asia the Muslims came 
into contact with Turks, either settled and Iranized or else nomadic and 
marauding in their mode of life. As early as the time of the Caliph ‘Uthman, 
when the conquest of Khurasan was barely complete, there were, according to- 
the historical sources, a number of incursions by Turkish nomads into that 
province in the neighbourhood of Marw and even as far as Nlshapur.2 Under 
the Umayyads, however, the Muslims came into direct contact with both the 
Western and the Northern Turkish states. In the period 86-96/705-15, under 
Qutaiba b. Muslim, the famous Umayyad governor, the Muslims won their 
first important victory over the Western Turks. Under Nasr b. Sayyar, in the 
year 121/738-9, the Muslims broke the power of the Western Turks by defeating 
the dominant group amongst them, that of the Tiirgesh Khaqans. The empire 
of the Northern Turks was destined to come to an end shortly afterwards in 
the year 744.3

Having prevailed over the settled, and hence according to Barthold, the 
civilized regions in Transoxania and having broken the major threat to their 
rule there, the Umayyads then followed a defensive policy, as all those had done 
who preceded them in those regions.4 5 In view of the rugged and mountainous 
nature of the land and of the turbulent and nomadic characteristics of the 
Turks it was difficult and unrewarding to attempt a full conquest. The main 
problem was indeed one of defence against the constant inroads of the nomads 
into the settled parts. In facing that problem the Umayyads, and the ‘Abbasids 
for some time after them, followed the practice of their predecessors, the 
Romans, the Greeks, the Byzantines, and the Sasanids, in dealing with similar 
situations, namely the building of defensive walls in strategic areas to stop the 
advance of the attackers.6 The erection of these walls against the threat of the 
Turks was so common a practice that one Arabic writer explained the wofd- 
Turk as being derived from the Arabic verb taraka ‘to leave behind’. 
According to him they were so called, because they were left behind the wall of 
Alexander.6 It was perhaps due to such notions as well as to the difficulties

1 For bibliography, giving fuller details of works cited in footnotes, see p. 24.
1 Ya’qubI, Bitlddn, 66 ; Baladhuri. Futilh. y. 583 : cf. Gibb, The. Arab conquests in Central Asia.
s Barthold, Histoire its Turcs, 31; Wittek, ‘ Tfirkentum ’, 495 ; El, first ed., s.v. ‘ Turks ’.
* Barthold, Histoire its Turcs, 31-2 ; Wittek, ‘ Tfirkentum ’, 509. It is to be remembered 

that the final viotory over the Western Turks took place only some 20 years before the ‘AbbSsid 
Revolution.

5 Mas’udi, Muruj, n, 2-3 ; Ya'qubI, Bvldan, 66 ; Qudama, Kharai. 262; Ibn al-Faqih, 
Btdddn, 304 ; Ibn Isfandiyfir, 27 ; Barthold, Histoire its Turcs, 32 ; Wittek, ‘ Tfirkentum ’, 609.

8 Ibn al-Faqih, Buldin, 399. Earlier, p. 6, he gives a different explanation for the name : 
they were oalled Turks beoause of their egg-shaped faces. This shape was the result of the 
oonstant cold to which they were exposed. Cf. C. E. Wilson, ‘ The wall of Alexander ’, and 
Lisin, sub trk ; see also Qur’an xvm, 90-7.
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which faced the early Muslims with the Turks that the tradition of ‘ Leave the 
Turks alone as long as they leave you alone ’ became current.i * * * * * 7 Trade relations 
between Muslim and Turk, however, continued and, through these relations as 
well as through other contacts of Turks with Muslims, Islamic influences found 
their way to the Turks. This penetration was especially important in relation 
to the Northern Turks with whom the Muslims did not have the same contacts 
that they had with the Western Turks.8

Through these contacts came also, amongst other things, knowledge about 
the Turks, their kingdoms and empires, their languages and tribes, their 
settled as well as their trading centres. Yet despite the evidence that some of 
the early Arabic writers were aware of these things,9 most, if not all of them, 
used the word Turk to signify all Turks and thus the word became synonymous 
with the nomads of the Central Asian steppes. In this respect the Arabs were 
indeed not very much different from the Turks themselves, who used the word 
Turk not in the ethnic so much as in a political and/or a linguistic sense.10 

Their empires, whioh extended from Mongolia and the northern frontiers of 
China to the Black Sea, were essentially nomadic ones. But, needless to say, 
not all the Turks were nomads, nor were all of them contained within the 
boundaries of these empires. During the course of their incursions into the 
neighbouring lands like Soghd, Ushrusana, Tabaristan, and Jurjan as well as 
Khurasan, some Turks were left behind, who in time became part of the 
indigenous populations. In certain cases their own Turkish language prevailed 
over the local ones ; owing to their use of the Turkish language even non-Turks 
came to be considered as Turks.11

For the ‘Abbasids Khurasan and the provinces around it had always a 
special significance. The important role played by these regions in the history 
of the dynasty need not be mentioned here. At first, the ‘Abbasids followed the 
defensive role of the Umayyads vis-ct-vis their neighbours east and north-east 
of Khurasan. The change-over to an offensive policy came, significantly, 
under Ma’mun and then during the period when he was in Marw. Khurasan, 
in recognition of its importance, had already been elevated to the status of a 
royal province before the reign of Ma’mun.u Under him it became for a while 
a ruling province.13 During his stay there as a prince and as a Caliph Ma mun 
came to grips with the defensive and even the offensive possibilities of the

i Qudima, Khardi. 262; Ibn al-Faqih, Butddn, 316 ; cf. Goldziher, hluh. Siu., 270.
Jalji?, ManSqib, 34, attributes to tbe Caliph ‘Umar I a tradition whioh desoribes the Turks as
an enemy diffioult and unrewarding to pursue.

» Mas'fidi, Murdj, I, 298-300, and n, 14-16; Barthold, Histoirt des Turcs, 32, 36 ; El,
first ed., s.v. ‘ Turks ’.

• Mas'fidi, Murdj, i, 286-90, and n, 38-64; Barthold, Histoire des Turcs, 26.
10 Barthold, op. oit., 26 ; Wittek, ‘ Turkentum ’, 496 ; El, first ed., s.v. ‘ Turks ’.
n Frye and Sayili, ‘ Turks ’, 194-5 ; Wittek, ‘ Tflrkentum ’, 496; Barthold, Histoirt des

Turcs, 29-31 ; of. B. Lewis, The Arabs in history, introduction.
u Barthold, Turkestan, 197-8.
18 Tabari, years a.h. 198-204.
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situation. For with the dangers in these regions were linked chances of terri
torial, religious, and material expansion. There in fact lay the land of promise. 
Unlike the other frontiers of the ‘Abbasid world, where political, religious, and 
geographical harriers rendered penetration and expansion difficult, if not 
impossible, there were no such barriers here. Ma’mun, whose relations with 
‘Iraq before and for some time after the death of Amin, made it crucial for him 
to safeguard his position in Khurasan and look east and north-east for expansion 
as well as for the securing of Khurasan itself, inaugurated a new era in Muslim- 
Turkish relations. The change seems to have been noticed and appreciated by 
the early Muslim writers—e.g. Baladhuri begins his statements on Ma’mun’s 
activities with the Arabic word fa-lammd ‘ and when ’, which indicates a new 
turn in the narrative. He reports that Ma’mun, after his accession and during 
the years that he remained in Khurasan, sent soldiers to Soghd and Ushrusana 
and to the rebels in Farghana. At the same time he sent letters inviting people 
to accept Islam and to come within the fold of the Caliphate.14 This dual 
approach won him RaiT b. al-Layth and his Turkish supporters as well as 
Mazyar of Tabaris tan. More important than this, perhaps, was the fact that 
under Ma’mun, Nub b. Asad the Samanid and his three brothers became 
governors of Samarqand, Farghana, and Shash.15 With the collaboration of 
these Samanid brothers and from those regions, and especially from Samarqand 
under Nuh, came the bulk of Mu'tasim’s new troops.

Although these new troops were commonly referred to as Turks, not all of 
them were in fact of Turkish origin. Amongst them there were the Maghariba 
group recruited from Egypt, or perhaps from further west. According to 
Mas'udi these troops were of Arab origin, from the factions of Yemen and Qays.16 

In regard to those elements which came from the eastern districts from beyond 
Khurasan and Ma-wara’ al-Nahr, Transoxania, there are sufficient references 
to their lands of origin to show that the name Turk was used indiscriminately.17 

The omission of the name in some of the sources is indeed worthy of attention. 
Baladhuri relates that the majority of Mu‘ta§im’s troops were of the people of 
Transoxania, from Soghd, Farghana, Ushrusana, Shash, and elsewhere. For him 
the Turks lay beyond these regions, since he goes on to report that the kings of 
these regions came to Mu'tasim’s court, that Islam was dominant among their 
populations, and that these populations had begun to invade the Turks 
situated beyond them.18 In this respect he does not differ from other writers 
who, as their allusions make clear, viewed the inhabitants of the above- 
mentioned regions and the Turks as distinct and separate peoples. Ibn al-Athir,

14 FulUb, y, 603—4 ; Barthold, Turkestan, 212.
14 Barthold, Turkestan, 109-11.
16 Mas'udI, Muruj, vn, 118 ; idem, Tanbih, 366.
17 Baladhuri, Fuiuh, v, 606; Ya‘qubl, BvUdn, 29-33 ; Mas‘fidl, MurHj, vn, 118 ; Jabi?, 

Man&qib, 6-8 ; Ibn al-Agur, Kamil, n, 319 ; Ibn Khaldun, ‘Ibar, m, 367. Only the two latter 
souroes give the names Karaghina and Maghariba as collective names for the two categories 
of troops.

14 Baladhuri. Fuiilh, v, 606.
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■writing under the Seljhqs, and Ibn Khaldun, writing under the Mamluhs, do 
not mention the name Turk at all, hut refer to the Maghariba19 from Egypt 
and the Fardghina from Samarqand, Ushrusana, and Farghana. Ya‘qubl and 
Tabari, reflecting the Baghdadi attitude, use the name Turk for all troops but 
give, here and there, indications relating to their diverse origins; Ya'qub!, 
however, makes little mention of the Maghariba group. Mas'udi, falling between 
the two groups of writers in time and place, mentions the Maghariba ; although 
using the name Turk to cover all those troops who came from the eastern 
provinces, he points out that amongst them were in fact non-Turks from 
Khurasan. Farghana, and Ushrusana. For Jahiz all who came from the east 
were Khuras anls. ®°

Indeed, in view of the indiscriminate application of the words Turk and 
Khurasan!—used always in a regional sense—the ‘Abbasid armies had beyond 
doubt Turkish elements within their ranks long before the time of Mu'tasim. 
From the time of Mansur one encounters references to individuals described 
as Turks, in ‘Iraq and elsewhere.91 It is to be noted that in almost all these 
cases such individuals had acquired a measure of importance through their 
relationship with a caliph, a ruler, or a notable. Certainly there were others 
who could have been described in the same way, had the occasion arisen. 
But again one is not certain of the precise meaning given to the word Turk. 
That these men were distinguished from the other Khurasanls must have been 
due to their fitting the accepted meaning of the word Turk in that period— 
the nomad of the Central Asian steppes, who was not described as Khurasan!, 
since the latter had been Islamized and probably Arabicized for a long time 
before coming to “Iraq. For the Baghdadis the problem was not that they were 
Turks, but that they were savages (‘iduj) and foreigners (‘ajam).**

Certainty about the racial origin of Mu‘ta§im’s new troops is perhaps not so 
important in itself, although for those who seek to explain ‘Abbasid history as 
a glorious period of Persian influence followed by a dark age of Turkish 
domination the case is otherwise. What is important is that Mu‘ta§im 
collected a good number, if not the majority, of these troops under Ma’mun, 
in whose reign the necessity for the introduction of new elements into the army 
arose. It is very probable that Ma’mftn had other Turks in his armies in 
addition to the troops mentioned in connexion with Mu'tasim. When he 
was in Marw, during the years when the bulk of the Khurasan! soldiers were

1* Pabarf, 1260, 1312 (tr. Marin, 71, 118) mentions the Maghariba.
10 Jabi? is here reporting the -views of al-Fatb b. KhScian. to whioh he, however, subscribes 

and in favour of whioh he argues. For both al-Fatb and Jalji? the only distinction between 
Turks and Khurasanls was that the latter were settled and the former were nomads. The argu
ments of Jahi? for identifying the Turks with the KhurSaknis bear witness to his recognition of 
the importance of the role of the Khurasanis in the rise of the ‘Abbasids and in the empire of 
his own time.

11 Jha'alibi, Lata’if, 15 ; Jahshiyari, Wuzara', 134 ; Ibn al-Faqih, Bvlddn, 282 ; Ibn Badrun, 
Mharh, 292. Hia'SJibi and Ibn Badrun state that it was Mansur who first introduced Turks 
into the servioe of the ‘Abbasid state.

“ Tabari, 1181 (tr. Marin, 17) ; Ya'qub!, Bulddn, 29.
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fighting first against AmTn and then for the suppression of the many revolts in 
‘Iraq, Yemen, and Syria, the gaps created by the absence of those soldiers 
must have been filled by new elements. These elements could not have been 
different from the ones that Mu'tasim collected from the east, the more so as it 
was Nuh b. Asad, one of the governors of Ma’mun, through whom the collection 
was done. Jaljiz mentions a group of Turkish soldiers who were waiting with 
other troops for Ma’mun. 'While the other soldiers, except for three or four, 
relaxed on the ground after having been exposed to the midday heat, the Turks, 
save for three or four, kept their vigil on horseback. Jahi? then praises 
Mu‘ta§im for his wisdom in collecting such good troops, meaning the Turks.23 

His references do not make it clear whether the Turks mentioned in connexion 
with Ma’mun were in fact other than the troops of Mu'tasim who was then 
also under Ma’mun. The important thing is that these Turks were in the 
service of Ma’mun. At that time they were a minority in number compared 
with the veterans, who dominated them in rank also. The mention of the new 
troops in connexion with Mu'tasim, even in the time of Ma’mun is perhaps 
to be explained on the ground that he had no other troops or perhaps because 
of what happened later in the reign of Mu'tasim, when the new troops became 
dominant both in numbers and also in ranks.24

Moreover, the group that Mu‘ta?im controlled during the time of Ma’mun, 
was not a contingent of soldiers under his command but was described rather 
as his slaves. The words used in this respect were ‘alnd, ghUmdn, and mamaRk.16 

The absence of the word matoati is worthy of note. The nature of the relation 
that linked Mu'tasim and his slave troops was not similar to that of loald’ nor, 
for that matter, to that of wold’ cd-istind‘, abnd’ cU-dawla, or ‘Arab al-dawla.3e 
The first term related the individual or the group to the family, then the 
tribe, and finally to the Arabs in general, while the two latter related the 
person to the state or the dynasty, but Mu‘tasim’s slaves owed him a personal 
allegiance. This was perhaps the beginning of the slave army system the 
ultimate development of whioh was to be reached under the Mamhlks of Egypt. 
But again it is to be remembered that this process began in Ma’mun’s reign. 
A prince and a provincial governor then, Mu‘ta§im was first and foremost a 
commander. Taking into account the circumstances which prevailed in that 
period, and leaving aside the legal aspect, the relation between Mu‘ta§im and 
his troops was indeed not very different from that whioh existed between other 
commanders and their troops.

Eurthermore, although the new troops were commonly described as slaves, 
not all of them were in fact so—a qualification which applies, perhaps, to the

13 Jatl?, Manaqib, 37.
14 was a contemporary of Mu'ta^im, but most of the other writers were not.
** Ya'qubI, Biddan, 20-30 ; 'Tabari, 1180-1 (tr. Marin, 16-10) ; Mas'udI, Tanbih, 366 ; 

Yftqut, Mu'jam m, 16 ; Ibn al-Faqlh, Buiddn, 319 ; Ibn Kajhir, Bidaya, 296 ; Snyuti, Ta'rilch. 
133 ; Wittek, ‘ Tiirkentum 610. Cf. El, second ed., s.v. ‘abd; El, first ed., s.v. mamlHk 
and ghuldm.

** El, second ed., s.v. abnd’ and ‘Arab ai-dawla ; El, first ed., s.v. mawld.
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majority of them, especially in Samarra. Hence the descriptions ‘aind, ghilman, 
and mamdtik were as inexact, in relation to them, as the appellation Turk. 
Ibn al-Athir and Ibn Khaldun do not use these words, nor do they use the 
words jama1 a ‘ collected ’ or ishtara, ‘ bought ’, where other authors do ; they 
relate that Hu‘ta§im istana‘a ‘ won over and used for his purposes ’ peoples 
from Egypt and from Samarkand, Farghana, and Ushrusana. Jahiz uses the 
words i§tana‘a and jama‘a ‘ collected ’, but not the other terms. Tabari calls 
them ghUmdn ‘ slaves Ya‘qubl gives the impression that they were all 
bought and that accordingly they were all slaves. Mas'udI uses all of the above 
descriptions, but Baladhurl uses none of them, not even istana‘a.2’’

In addition to the diverse statements about the character of these troops 
we have also some references to their numbers. These numbers vary a great 
deal. But it is clear, however, that even when Mu'tasim was a prince, or later 
at the time when he moved to Samarra and also towards the close of his reign 
the number of his so-called ‘ Turkish ’ troops was too large to have been 
bought or owned by an individual, be he a prince or a caliph, without the 
support of the state. At their lowest number, during the time when Mu'tasim 
was a prince, these ‘ Turkish ’ troops were quite numerous. Ya'qubI relates 
that they were 3,000 and more; al-Kindl puts their number at 4,000.28 
Hu‘tasim, though of royal birth, could not have bought and maintained, as a 
private individual, such numbers at that time. These troops as a part of the 
army enrolled in the registers of the state, the IHwdns, drew their salaries from 
the central treasury. It is thus to be assumed that at the time of Ma’mun also 
they had all been enrolled in the registers of the state and that the state was 
responsible for their pay. Mu'tasim himself was but in the service of the 
Caliphate. Els own group of slaves, perhaps with a good number of Turks 
amongst them, was to be the core of the new troops, the name of which was 
linked with his own ; but the majority of these troops owed allegiance to the 
state, serving it as free men.

In addition to the soldiers bought or collected by Mu'tasim from the eastern 
provinces there were a few others whom he bought in ‘Iraq itself. It is note
worthy that the leading figures among the new troops came from this latter 
source. Amongst these men of note were Ashinas, Itakh, Bugha the Elder, 
Wasif, and Sima of Damascus, all of whom rose to places of importance in the 
reign of Mu'tajjim and later.28 These men were already slaves of certain 
individuals, in ‘Iraq and elsewhere. As such they must have learnt the language 
and known some of the customs of the people. Because of this fact not only 
were they to serve as a link between Mu‘ta§im and the other slave troops, but

*7 See p. 14, n. 17; of. Bar-Hebraeus, Chronography, i, 140. J5bi?, Ibn al-Athir, and Ibn 
Khaldun might have had good reasons for not calling them slaves. The evidence shows, however, 
that, together with Mas'udI and Baladhurl. these authors are more reliable than the other writers.

** Ya'qubi, Bvldctn, 30, al-Kindl, Wulah, 188 ; here al-Kindl refers to the number of those 
who were with Mu'tasim in Egypt in the year 214/829-30. These numbers in all cases do not 
inolude the troops from the west, but refer specially to the so-oalled ‘ Turkish ’ slaves.

*• Ya'qflbl, Bvidan, 29-30, of. Tabari (tr. Marin), index.
VOL. XXIX. PAST 1. 2
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in doing so they were also to ch arm el tlie latters’ loyalty through their own 
loyalty to Mu'tasim. This development was very opportune both for Mu'ttujim 
and for the troops themselves. As a governor and a commander Mu'tasim had 
rivals, whose ambitions nearly cost him the succession to the Caliphate, perhaps 
his life as well80 His reliance on and increased use of these new elements, then 
and after his accession, was thus a result of his needs and circumstances. 
For the new troops it was very rewarding to be connected with a prince and 
later a Caliph, who patronized them and took their cause in the face of deeply 
entrenched hostilities. It was this relationship of need and trust which paved 
their way to power and influence under Mu'tasim. Coming at a time when not 
only the veteran soldiers, but also the ‘Iraqis in general were mistrusted and 
discredited by the ruling Caliphs, the new troops found the shortest way to 
the state and the seat of power without difficulty or delay. The events which 
brought Mu'tasim, during his own reign, into a head-on collision with the 
veterans and which discredited such new commanders as A fall In were decisive 
in that process. The occurrences which threatened the security of Mu‘ta§im 
and the lives of his favourite Turkish generals hastened in fact the advance of 
the new elements to positions of power and influence.

Some of the new troops who were bought as slaves could have been subjected 
to capture and sale, while still non-Muslim. Captives of war' provided such a 
source of recruitment. A captive could not have served in the armies of the 
Caliphate, if he was not Muslim. But while there are references to the centres 
where such slaves were bought, there is nothing to indicate the maimer of their 
purchase and presentation to Mu'tasim. The only evidence of this kind is that 
Mu'tasim used to send to Nuh b. Asad at Samarqand a certain Ja'far 
al-Khushshaki to buy Turks there and that Ja'far used to return with a number 
of Turks every year. It was thus, according to Ya'qubi, that Mu'tasim gathered 
together his 3,000 Turks during the reign of Ma’mun.31 Doubts have been raised 
above as to the truth of this number. Were these Turks already Muslims when 
they were bought for Mu'tasim or did their conversion follow their purchase ? 
There is no direct evidence on this problem. They were all described, however,, 
as non-Arabic-speaking, ‘ajam. Even Ashinas, who was bought in Baghdad, 
belonged to this group according to Tabari.38

The name Turk was given to all of these troops, despite the inclusion 
amongst them of some elements of Iranian origin, from Fargljana, Ushrusana, 
and Shash—places which were in fact the centres where this slave material was 
collected together.33 It is more than probable that most of them were converted 
to Islam before their coming to ‘Iraq. Even before the rise of the ‘Abbasids 
Islam was making headway in the provinces bordering on Khurasan.

Through contacts with traders and individual wandering §fifls converts

*Q Tabari. 1164 (tr. Marin, 1); Ya‘qubi, Bvldan, m, 197; Ibn Qutaiba, Ma'arif, 199.
11 Ya‘qubi, Btddan, 24.
31 Ya‘qubi, Buiddn, 24 ; Tabari, 1067, 1181 (tr. Marin, 16) ; Ibn Miskawaih, Tajdrib, vi, 437. 
M Barthold, Turkestan, 212.
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were made. That Islam was the religion of the state which had inherited the 
Sasanid Empire, to whose civilization the nomads had always aspired, was 
also an important factor in winning over adherents.34 The active policy of 
Ma’mun—which MiTta^im also followed—in spreading Islam and pushing 
forward the boundaries of the state and its sphere of influence was but a speeding 
up of an already existing process. The available evidence suggests, however, 
that this forward policy bore quick and important results. The mention in the 
time of Ma’mun and Mu'tasim of a number of rulers from these regions, who 
visited the court of Mu‘tasim, bears witness to this fact. The type of Islam 
which these Turks adopted was the one which came later to be called Sunni 
Islam, in their case an Islam muoh influenced by the spirit of jihad, which 
suited their nature and whioh was the mark of Islam in those frontier provinces.36 

Perhaps what appealed to the Turks most was the fact that, over and above 
the simplicity of its basic tenets, Islam opened to them in particular, careers 
whioh befitted their natural aptitudes : service in the army, which, in addition 
to regular pay, provided chances for booty. The simplicity and, at the same 
time, the firmness of their new belief oan perhaps be seen in the declaration of 
Bugha the Elder, who, wondering what the Inquisition of Ahmad b. Hanbal 
was about, stated that he knew no more of Islam than the declaration of the 
Articles of Faith, the Shahada, and the fact that the Caliph was a relation of 
the Prophet.38

On his accession Mu‘ta§im increased his efforts to recruit new troops. 
In doing so he was driven not only by his fears and misgivings in regard to the 
veterans, who had not accepted without demur his elevation to the Caliphate, 
but also by the prospect of the campaigns which he would have to face. And it 
was not merely for their suitability on political grounds but also for their being 
militarily the best material for his purposes that Mu‘ta§im undertook such 
recruitment. Professor Durl has suggested that it was perhaps because 
Mu‘ta§im’s mother was a Turk that he introduced them into his service.37 

His suggestion, that Mu‘ta§im’s mother was a Turk, is, however, of doubtful 
validity, and probably untrue. More relevant perhaps was Mu‘ta§im’s own con
viction that the Turks were the best of soldiers.38 In his treatise on the Turk, 
where arguments supporting the qualities of other ethnic elements in the 
army—the abna’, the Khurasanls, and the mawati—are produced, as well as 
in other places, Jahiz describes the Turks in terms which make it clear that 
they were the most suitable troops to meet the problems of the reign.39

31 Barthold, Histoire dee Turcs, 35-6, 47-8, 66-9 ; Wittek, ‘ Tttrkentum ’, 613 ; of. Ibn 
Khaldun. Muqaddima, 147.

3‘ of. Ni$am al-Mulk, Siyfoat-nama, 68, 166; also C. Cahen, ‘ The Turkish invasion ’, and 
Wittek, ‘ Devghirme and ^ori'o ’, BSOAS, xvn, 2, 1966, 271-8. Nijam al-Mulk refers to the 
existence of IJanafI influences amongst the Turks.

*• Abu Nu'aim, IfUya, 198.
37 Durl, ‘Afr, 228.
33 Taifur, Ta'rifeh Baghdad (ed. Muhammad Zihid b. al-Husayn al-Kawifcari), Cairo, 1949, 80.
39 See J&bi?, Manaqib ; idem, Eaiawdn, n, 353-4, and 161.
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Primarily horsemen, they were possessed of remarkable powers of endurance 
and resourcefulness, especially in difficult frontier conditions. Nor—as the 
campaign against Byzantium revealed—were they lacking in discipline and 
the ability to learn new techniques in regard to organized campaigns and siege 
warfare. Moreover, to judge from the little that is known about his own 
training in his youth and also from his ‘ image ’ as a cavalier, Mu‘tasim himself 
fitted well with the character of his new troops. The important problem is to 
know how many such troops he had at the moment when he became Caliph. 
The idea that the Cahphal troops under Mu‘ta§im were overwhelmingly com
posed of Turkish slaves is indeed not new. The relatively reasonable number 
of 3,000, which, according to Ya'qubi, he was able to acquire during the long 
reign of Ma’mun, is said in some sources, to have numbered 20,000, and in 
other sources, 70,000.40 And these estimates relate only to the Turkish slave 
troops. The laok of a proper appreciation of numbers had already been a 
subject of complaint by Ibn KhaldOn.41 Closer to the truth was perhaps 
Mas'udi’s estimate of 4,000.42 Moreover, the Turks were neither the only nor 
even the dominant element in Mu‘ta§im’s army.43 Had they been so, Mu‘ta§im 
would have had no fear of their being killed off by the veteran troops. The 
accounts of the campaigns of Mu‘ta§im’s reign, with the descriptions of the 
various troops and their commanders, show that the Cahphal Corps (Jund 
al-Hadra) 44 formed but a small section of the army. Even in Samarra, a city 
which was built mainly in order to garrison them, they were not the dominant 
group at that time. Despite all his preference for and reliance upon these 
troops Mu'tasim did not discriminate against the other elements in their favour. 
The fact that the Caliphal Corps was spared the brunt of the campaign against 
the Zuff was a question of technical suitability. Such also was the case with the 
campaign against Babak, which was led by AfshTn, a favourite commander of 
Mu‘ta§im. A part of the forces under Afshln was in fact drawn from the new 
troops, the Jund al-Hadra. It was only after the discrediting of the old 
commanders, ‘Ujaif, ‘Abbas, AfshTn, and others, that Ashinas, the favourite of 
Mu‘tasim from the new troops, rose to a place of importance. Before that time 
it was Mu‘ta§im himself who might have been counted as the commander of his 
royal troops and as the equal, in that respect, of the veteran commanders. 
The deposition of Ja‘far b. Dinar al-Khayyat. also from the new troops, who

10 Ya'qubI, BuMdn, 29 ; Yaqut, Mu'jam, m, 16 ; Ibn Kajbir, Biddya, 296. Bar-Hebraeus, 
Ohronography, I, 140, relates that on his death Mu'tagim freed 8,000 slaves and left 30,000 slaves 
for the stables.

41 Ibn Khaldun. Muqaddima, 10.
44 Mas'udi, Muruj, vn, 118.
43 See Jafri?, Mcmaqib.
44 Jahfr, Manaqib, 6, speaks of Jund ai- KhUafa. the Caliphal troops, whioh inoludes the 

Jund cd-]Jadra, the Caliphal Corps ; of. Bal&dhuri, Fuiuh, rv, 4:74. It was the latter who were 
distinguished from the rest by their gold-deco rated girdles ; Mas'udI, Murdj, vn, 118, SuyutI, 
2Vrf£&, 113. They were not, however, of Turkish origin only. Afstpri of Ughrusana and his 
offioers, probably all of them Iranian in origin, were amongst the bodyguards of Mu'tagim. 
Cf. Tabari, 1306 (tr. Marin, 113).
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had been elevated to the position of governor of the Yemen, is yet another 
example of how Mn'tasim treated his favourite commanders. Commenting on 
the subsequent difficulties that befell the ‘Abbasid Caliphs in Samarra, Ibn 
Badrun points out that these difficulties came into being only after the reign of 
Wathiq (227-32/842-7). Owing to the personality of Wathiq and to the 
respect which, he commanded, argues Ibn Badrun, the Turkish slaves would 
not have dared to go against him.46 This state of affairs was never more true 
than with Mu'tasim himself, in whose reign the Turkish troops were the most 
loyal servants of the Caliphate. It is to be remembered that, although some of 
them like Itakh. Ja'far b. Dinar al-Khayyat, and Ashinas rose to the rank of 
provisional governor,46 their pre-eminence derived from their military capacities 
and not from entrenched political positions such as the Tahirids in Khurasan, 
or, later the Tulunids and the Ikhahidids in Egypt enjoyed. Throughout the 
reign of Mu'tasim and of his son and successor Wathiq, the Turks served the 
dynasty well, quelling anti-‘Abbasid revolts and guarding the territorial 
integrity of the realm. Mu'tasim in his later years was reported to have 
expressed regret that he had favoured Afghln, Itakh, and Wa§If, who were, 
according to him, nothing compared to the four men who had been fostered by 
his brother Ma’mun.47 The important thing here is that his regret was made 
known only in relation to a different, but parallel situation. Mu'tasim expressed 
no overall regret that he had favoured the cause of the Turkish troops.

Other factors operative at this time must also be taken into account. 
Ma’mun had striven hard to maintain the prestige and power of the Caliphate, 
only to end in a condition of dependence on the military forces that he was able 
to muster. To the growing weakness of the Caliphs was seen to be added the 
adverse effects of their isolation, with their troops, in Samarra.

That the age of the generals had'begun during the reign of Ma’mun is to be 
seen in his choice of Mu'tasim as successor and also in the remarks of the 
chroniclers to the effect that the troops of Ma’mun had not been matched 
earlier, either in numbers or in weapons—remarks later to be made about 
Mn‘tasim and his force.48 It was, however, under Mu‘tasim that the ‘ Era of 
Isolation ’ began.49 His ‘ image ’ and that of his Turks came to be associated 
with the disturbances which, in fact, lay behind the building of Samarra and, 
in addition, with all the similar happenings that took place afterwards, and 
often with the cause of the decline of the Caliphate itself. Passages in the

45 Tab111. 1303 (tr. Marin, 110).
44 Ibn Badrun, Shark. 292-3.
47 Tabari, 1327-8 (tr. Marin, 130-1). Mn‘tasim is reported to have expressed this opinion to 

Ishaq b. Ibrahim b. Mu?‘ab b. al-JJusayn, who, together with his brother Muhammad, his unole 
Tahir b. al-.Husayn, and the latter’s son ‘Abd AUflh, are designated as the four men favoured 
by Ma’mun. Ishaq was governor of Baghdad at that time and ‘Abd ATlSh the governor of 
XhTirfiaAn.

14 Taifur, Ta’rikh BagJjdad, vi, 12 ; Tabari, 1236 (tr. Marin, 60-1).
49 Bv this is meant the period 221—79/836—92, in which the ‘Abbasid Caliphs ruled from 

Simarra. Cf. El, second ed., s.v. ‘ ‘Abb&sids ’; also G. Le Strange, Baghdad, 13 ; Tabari (tr. 
Marin), p. 16, n. 106.
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earlier sources which mention the Turkish troops reflect in no small measure 
the attitude of the Baghdadis, as revealed in the Baghdadi sources. But even 
the Baghdadi chronicles make no more than a limited mention of the Turks, 
and even then rather adverse in character, under the influence of the distur
bances which some of the Turkish troops caused from time to time in Baghdad. 
Jahiz offered a splendid defence of the Turks and Taharl makes occasional 
mention of individuals in connexion with particular events but with the move 
of the Turks to Samarra mention of them in the sources comes to an end as far 
as the reign of Mu'tasim is concerned.

The Turks of Mu'tasim are not reflected in the earlier sources as representa
tives of an emerging dominant race—a fact which can be used as a further 
argument in support of the view that they were only a group not even dominant 
numerically in Mu'tasim’h time. The ‘ Turkish invasion ’ par excellence was yet 
to come.80 At the time of Mu'tasim and for quite a period after him the break
down of the frontiers between the lands of the Caliphate and the steppe-lands 
of the Turks had worked in favour of the Caliphate. Under the T^hirids and 
Samanids Islam had been the conquering power.

Later writers, like Ibn Khaldun and Ibn al-Athlr, who wrote after the 
penetration of the Turks as far as Syria and Egypt, do not suggest an identifica
tion between Mu'tasim’s troops and the Turks as such.61 These two writers 
called the troops of Mu‘ta§im the Earaghina, as opposed to the Maghariba, and 
both groups were included under the designation of ‘ new troops ’. Ibn 
Khaldun, faithful to his theories of kinship, of the decadence of civilizations, 
and of the cycles of rejuvenation based on the encroachment of the nomads 
over the settled population, did indeed characterize in such terms the advance 
of the Turks under the Seljuqs, but, even so, his remarks are limited to the rise 
of the Seljuqs, a subject which he introduced by traoing the nomadic origins of 
the Turks.82 It is perhaps worth mentioning that the important thing for 
him was that the Turks had become Muslims. The real problem that beset the 
Caliphate in his view was the decline of the sense of Arab kinship and the 
conflict over the Caliphate between the Umayyads and the ‘Abbasids and later 
between the latter and the ‘Alids.83 The sources, in one respect alone, seem to 
have some awareness of a relation between the Turks of Mu'tasim and the 
Turks in general—an awareness not that the former were the heralds of the 
Turkish wave, but an awareness of them as fearless, dangerous, and uncivilized 
nomads. Even Nizam al-Mulk, whose overlords were Turks, speaks of the Turks 
in such general terms, although it is quite clear that for him, as well as for his 
contemporaries, any derogatory remarks were meant to refer to the Turkomans 
and not to the Seljuq ruling circles.64 The identification of Mu'tasim’s Turks

80 C. Cahen, ‘ The Turkish invasion
81 of. C. Cahen, ‘ The Turkish invasion ’, 136.
88 ‘Ibar, m, 443, 460 ; of. Muqaddima, index.
88 ‘Ibar, m, 170.
81 Ngjiin al-Mulk, Siyasat-nama, index, s.v. ‘ Turks ’ ; El, first ed., s.v. ‘ Turkoman ’.
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with, all the Turks and of the latter with all that beset the Caliphate and the 
Arab world in particular is a modern phenomenon resulting from ideas of 
nationalism and from recent unfavourable trends in Arab-Turkish relations. In
deed such a projection could not have developed earlier, while the Turks were still 
seen either as a caste of slaves or as the saviours of the Caliphate and of Sunni 
Islam from the menace of the Shfls and of the Dailamites, not to mention the 
Crusades and the Byzantine reoonquests of the tenth and eleventh centuries.

One may wonder whether there was any choice left for Mu'taijim, in that 
age of regionalism, of weak central administration, and of dependence on 
military support, but to surround himself with the best and most loyal of 
troops. To ask whether or not such a course fitted into his other policies is to 
run the danger of projecting back into his reign what happened after it and 
also to ignore the facts of his upbringing and personal circumstances. His 
administration was left in the hands of the very men who had worked with 
Ma’mun and who had been recommended by the latter.65 The reasons for 
Mu'tasim’s recruitment of troops from the east have been noted above, but it 
should also be stressed that he was in ‘Iraq where, even had he so desired, the 
local population, mostly settled and urbanized, was unable to provide enough 
elements to fill the ranks of the army. This factor is relevant to Egypt also. 
It was in these two provinces that the rule of the ‘Abbasids was based in a 
pre-eminent degree on the use of foreign troops. As to Mu'tasim’s troops, 
already ‘ foreign ’ when introduced into ‘Iraq, their alien character was 
greatly enhanced by their isolation in Samarra and by the policy of separate 
settlements and of non-integration.

The ‘ Era of Isolation ’, begun with Mu'ta^im’s move to Samarra with his 
troops, saw the reduction of the ‘Abbasid Caliph to the status, de facto, of a 
regional ruler or even less. What local support, or semblance of local support, 
there was for the ‘Abbasid Caliphate among the Baghdadis in the time of 
Ma’mun—and that for practical reasons—disappeared when the Baghdadis 
made it incumbent upon Mu‘ta§im to leave their city. Compared to the 
Tahirids or even to the Ikhshidids later, the Caliph was in a weak situation. 
The Tahirids had strong local support, he had little. The Ikhshidids were 
provincial governors, he was not one. He was the Cahph, the overlord of all. 
Isolated and deprived of local support, the Caliph came gradually to be the 
prisoner of his own troops.

The caliphs of a later time were little involved in the problems of the 
frontier regions, which claimed the attention of the Tahind armies and likewise 
of the forces of the 'fulunids and the Ikhshidids. For Mu'tasim the situation 
was different. His troops defeated Babak and Mazyar and also marched into 
the Byzantine territories. Despite the varied problems that he had to face and 
although he found it advisable to confirm the position of the Tahirids in 
Khurasan, he was still master of the situation.

55 See D. Sourdel, Le vizirat 'Abbfoide, i, 246—80.
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IBN SINA’S ‘ ESSAY ON THE SECRET OF DESTINY ’ 

By George F. Hourani

On several occasions in his -writings Ibn Sina discusses the problem of 
destiny (al-qadar), by which he means primarily the problem of reconciling the 
divine determination of human acts and characters with the rewards and 
punishments of the after-life, in such a way as to safeguard God’s justice to 
man. This aspect of the problem of theodicy had arisen long before his time out 
of statements of the Qur’an and Traditions, and had been settled in their own 
fashions by Mu'tazilite and predestinarian theologians. Ibn Sina as a philosopher 
could hardly avoid offering a solution, if only to satisfy the doubts of his 
Muslim public ; but he goes beyond a perfunctory answer, and seems to show a 
genuine interest in finding an intellectually convincing solution consistent with 
his own philosophy. As would be expected, he interprets the data of the 
problem in his own terms and comes up with a distinctly Neoplatonic answer, 
while taking care to express this in a way that might have a chance of acceptance 
in his religious milieu, Muslim Iran of the early eleventh century a.d.

The word ‘ destiny ’ in the title and text of this article is used as a deliberately 
ambiguous translation of Arabic al-qadar. Omitting complexities, we may for 
our purpose distinguish two main significations of the word in the religious 
context of earlier Islam. The older usage is ‘ predestination.’ of human acts and 
characters by a freely willed decision of God for each person. This is the apparent 
meaning of the word in the Qur’an and Traditions, and it was understood thus 
by Muslim theologians. But al-qadar also came to be used by Muslim philo
sophers in their own sense : ‘ determination ’ of man’s life as a part of a cosmic 
system in which God causes His effects by the necessity of His nature and their 
natures. As in other cases, the philosophers found it convenient to employ an 
accepted Islamic term in a new way rather than draw attention to their own 
innovation of thought by inventing a new term. I shall therefore distinguish 
‘ predestination ’ and ‘ determination ’ where it is required for analysis, but in 
many places it will be more suitable to use ‘ destiny ’, to reproduce as nearly 
as possible the full associations of Ibn Slna’s language.

Apart from the passages occurring in longer works on other subjects, which 
will be referred to below, Ibn Sina wrote two monographs on destiny which have 
survived. One is Risalat al-qadar ‘ Essay on destiny k1 This is written in a 
florid, rhetorical Arabic, with a vocabulary which would place it beyond 
the reach of readers unlearned in Arabic literature. It is one of a group of 
mystical works which Ibn Sina presented as the wisdom of the mythical Hayy 
b. Yaqzan. I shall refer to it, but it is not the subject of this article. The other 
monograph, of unknown date, is Risala fl sirr al-qadar ‘ Essay on the secret

1 Ed. and paraphrased by A. F. Mehren, Traitis mystiques . . . cTAvicenne, rv, Leiden, 1899.
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of destiny ’.2 This opuscnlum too is difficult, but for different reasons. One is 
extrinsic : the faulty state of the Hyderabad edition, which has been the most 
accessible version so far. Two further reasons are intrinsic to the essay as its 
author wrote it: the order of the argument is not altogether logical, and the 
exposition is very concise. The work therefore stands in need of elucidation, and 
I shall try to provide this in the present article. Ibn Slna’s general thought on 
the problem of destiny will be described to the extent that is needed for this 
purpose. Finally I shall discuss the problem of Ibn Sina’s style of philosophical 
writing in the essay.

Editions and manuscripts
Of the two printed editions, that of Cairo (1910) has not been available to 

me. That of Hyderabad (1934) is based on two manuscripts in Indian libraries, 
referred to below. The resultant edition is not very satisfactory, as I believe 
will be evident by a comparison of it with the text offered here. As there are 
many manuscripts of the work, some unobtainable by photography, I am not 
attempting a fully critioal edition. But in view of the unlikelihood that such an 
edition will be produced in a foreseeable future, it seems worth while to publish 
a provisional text, based on a few good manuscripts, which will at least settle 
the main problems of meaning in the essay.

The relevant bibliographies 3 list 14 manuscripts of the essay as existing in 
London, Istanbul, Tehran, and more eastern cities ; and there are very likely 
others.4 Out of these I have used three manuscripts in photocopy, and controlled 
a fourth indirectly, as will be explained. I am grateful to the respective libraries 
for photographic services and permission to use their manuscripts in making'this 
edition.

B(l): British Museum, 978.16 = Or. Add. 16659, fols. 369v-370r. NasJchi, 
clear, with many superior readings.

B(2): British Museum, Or. 12804, fols. 8v-9v. A recent acquisition of the 
Museum Library, to which my attention has been drawn by Hr. Martin Lings. 
Nasta‘Uq. On the whole the best of the manuscripts used, though none is 
outstanding. Many of its readings agree with B(l). The spelling ‘ Aflafun ’ for 
‘ Aflafun ’ in line 33 seems to indicate an older tradition, not preserved in the 
other manuscripts used. I have made B(2) the basis of this edition ; hence it is 
not listed for accepted readings (first position in the notes), except where it 
shares an accepted reading with another manuscript.

* Ed. ‘Abdullah b. Ahmad al-‘Alawi in Majmu‘ rasa'il ad-shayhh cU-ra'is . . . , Hyderabad, 
1363/1934, fourth treatise. Also in MajmU'at cd-rasd'il, Cairo, 1328/1910, 243-9. Translated 
from the Hyderabad edition by A. J. Arberry in Avicenna cm theology, London, 1961, 38-41, 
‘ Predestination ’.

3 See C. Brookelmann, GAL, I, 466, Suppl., No. 49 ; G. Anawati, Mu'attafat Ibn Sind, Cairo, 
1960, 240-1, No. 181 ; Yahya Mahdavi, Fihrist nvskhahd-ye mufannafai-i Ibn-i Sind, Tehran, 
1964, 9-10 ; Majmd1 raad’il. . . , Hyderabad, editor’s note after the text.

4 One more at the British Museum : see below, B(2). One other supposed copy, listed as 
Istanbul, University 9658.3, fols. 9-16, oould not be traoed by Anawati or myself in the oolleotion.
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I: Istanbul, University 1458, fols. 109v-110r. Nasta‘Uq, clear enough. 
Often loose in word order ; additions and omissions. In spite of this free manner, 
the scribe or his source shows intelligent interest in the meaning, and makes a 
few sensible conjectures.

A : Although the Hyderabad editor based his edition—Hyd.—on a manu
script at Rampur State Library (Hikma 82), he collated it with one in 
Hyderabad: Asafiyya, HI, 728 = ‘Arab!, Majami‘, No. 41, Treatise No. 6, 
pp. 328-31. The Director of the Osmaniya Press, Dr. M. Nizamuddin, has very 
graciously copied and sent me all the variations of this Asafiyya manuscript 
from the printed Hyd., so that in effect A has been at my disposal. It often 
agrees with I.

No attempt is made to record here all the variant readings of B(l), I, and A, 
where B(2) is accepted. Hence the impression given by the notes that B(l) 
is superior to B(2) is misleading.

Text

.Alii At*j h--" jjJ ^Lp jASJl aJL-j

^11 Ol^JI Alii ^*0

( Ajil 8* 7 ^lp 8 bl ^-A!I (J^bll
aIIamI! oSa (1)J ^ Jldi .8 Ujil (if4® a (JjJ
Ajy£L> j^luj V, «jJAJ* *)?1 OjAJ ^ ^1 JJLII tA^yP Jjl

aAp alii iSjj ^ .5—jLij 5

5 Title as in I, esoept y for his jjl. Om. B(l), B(2). jail j- y y* ^ aJLj
^Jl ^j«ajjJI fi.O ai-l 4jti a.

• B(l), A. ^jl B(2). Names om. I.

7 B(l), A. ^1 add. B(2). Om. I.
» B(l). Om. B(2), A, I.
‘ All MSS; Hyd. ijjcl, Brookelmann, GAL, i, 456, Suppl., No. 49, a mistaken reading of 

B(l). (Jj^l or Li'y understood by Arberry, Avicenna on theology, 38, ‘ to make known ’; possible
because ahaidas are often omitted in MSS, and attractive because revealing a seoret is more 
easily condemned than merely knowing it, and because Ibn Sink’s reply refers to teaching. But 
absenoe of the shadda in the four MSS creates a presumption for y, and this is confirmed by
parallel acoounts. Abu Ja’far b. Babawayh (d. a.d. 922), reporting Ja'far al-fj&diq : ‘ He who 
attempts to seek knowledge of it goes contrary to Allah’s command ’, etc.—Risdlat al-i‘tigaddl, 
vm, 16, Najaf, 1924, 102, as tr. by A. Jeffery, Islam : Mohammad and his religion, New York, 
1968, 154. A hadith about Salman al-Farisi—reference not traced : -W-l Aiy ji ^jJI y *J *Ij]
jjiSCJ Util JA.. The three Traditions of ‘All quoted below forbid knowledge; the one of Muhammad 
forbids teaching. H knowledge is forbidden teaching is also forbidden a fortiori, which allows room 
for all the Traditions, but this is not true in the reverse case.
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10

(jLx (SJJ l—y C JA)il j~“ ) *)lj All I j~» ! l_Hi A_it j»^*y

j»j L JA_p*1j liU iyJf' j*1jsHb cj\-Si ^ C AlP a))I 1-3p

iyw’ aJ}b JU <ls i aJL. 12) |»j (. ja^XmJ U^j (Ji^5 ‘*-’1® ^lii (1°

.GAil^X _/-p

Ijly !UJI ^UaJ l^L* coU Alt jJp j~» ^&\) ; Jli
jUII- OL‘1 18 i_jliUJj} <_->jyt!l ti-j>A»- 

14 ‘L^e>j')!\) o jJUJI AS\j^Xij azIajG- <1)1 <1)1 ^a Jtj'l)/! a* >lAili

jil Oj^i <1)1 (j^i) ^’iyry *— ■ ;«** adI <1)^3 <1)1 ^p ^J^~.

^Jp IJLa .Ajjljlj *uApj ajjJusJf OjuJli aIS"” ^Jj C aJjSnJ I aJ Aj L*JIp

Aijfu l* Ojl AjL/>j (J £*3J '--3L^>jNI oJLf- JbjJ US' il)jj jAllail} aL*XI 15
pliUll 13a "<1)1 y jii .illi Jp ojaIjJIj aL^I jIy\ jSXjj cOjJKdl

^IXasJI aIa! ij* ^s<a^«_jj JJ<J1jI_^uA-I Aj 17 <iiAs»_j 8 L*^ I_

^Av3l iJ} <*-3 j*3UJI <1)IT ji Sj c^UaJ j*3UU j»J 1^3 L*-^
l^juJi jj$3 ol^ <i)iXij cy-T lJu- jir Jj p3i_*Ji IJL*> (jS3 jl

^LiJi <u» ^ n oir j di]as5 iju C!s> 20 
a>-j!I IJLa ^Jp l_A^« oir U L*ti •>T L«Jip oir ^jj j*3u]i Ua ,j^3 ^

. LjuA* A*i (Sj^T ^^3 ^1

jJi ® 3J i—>[ji!l <1)1 j*A^)p pI«JLSJl jl AJllil a^ J^llj
18 U> U jJa; (J-^a)D j*3t <_jLiJl <l)tj Jl53l U> (J-ya>- l*

AlnUl C (jlxj A))l {j£- -IwJl ^j/2 tf)ll (_} ^^aJl *-l—A) (l)l$s3 C 25

il^l jA lilTj Cjj^aiJl dJJ-ij j»3^ IA C< yii]lJ AjjJi*!!)

. j^p *)/ j^AwUp < >Ui*Jl} < jlytJI l-\ <—ajAilj ^jil) 1^-p
( l^Jlp (J,| A_J^ijJl Ji^P ^jA iL*ll l)t ^A AiJlill A> Jill^

1° A, I. Om. B(l), B(2).
U A, I. (f) S B(l), B(2).
11 A, I. Om. B(l), B(2).
ls A, I. tjL4«JI B(l). _IUI B{2) ; same meaning, but i_jU«JI is regular, see below.
11 I.li-ll A, I; both om. L^.
15 B(l), A, L (?) .4^ B{2).
11 L See A.-M. Goiohon, Lexique d& la langue philosophiquf. d'Ibn Sind, Paris, 1938, No. 429, 

examples 4 and 5 . Cf. Ibn K/ushd, Tahdjul al-tahdfui, ed. M. Bouyges, Beirut, 1930, indexes. 
L Je B(l), B(2). L & A.

17 B{1), B{2): better sense; good and evil are objects, produced. i>AP A, I: good and evil 
as subjects, producing elements of the world.

18 A, I. Om. B(l), B(2).
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.! jA -W’lj ii-Jj (J,| 4_2L*Jail 10 IflLt liB JLj <iul Jli IJLij

. I^Jp ^aI^JI A«liJ (J,| 30
^ jjjJtJI |*3l*]l IjA (_} ^2j (_£jJI hli Ol* Jill aj* OjjA lili
y* Ol_^J-l p}j j»3UJI y» 28 JjvaiC 22 ^_^J-I J*st (J*i 21jAlIall
jlj C.ilj>) SyJiJLA ^»jL-l jl 26 JJPj c24 ^ljp| jja^vaiil

jlS" Jp*J i—jpy J* C'i* uyj-l^ll JUil y* ^Wl (J jA^II Ai ~t)J
^5-ri ^ (*(j 27 <>^ ‘20J^' V ^ fcj 35

0~* L-j^*** _/•'jI olSs* t" ^g-fl—«JI jjp
M jJj (8° J^l £j8’0) iUi ^ ^ ^ jJj ciUJU £-31 ^ 89 £Jb>.

jlS”" ^L~a1I *j_>* 4jI—4 j4-V-1 81 . I j-#> j-^y> N jlS3 j_j-(JI
l J>3 <y [?r Oj~j- g) 82 J-=rj lilj ^1 V J j^-d 

N jlSi jaT ^Snj ji jJ c j^l dJJj-Sj i<trT £-*} (j^i 40
.^-MvaJI t}>- 0y~J* j^Nl 88 -ijj l^i» £-tA*aJl Ja

Jp (B4jj:i Jpli M) tl>- U*Jb4 cyT^ £j)j pi» “^JUj, coii Oi 

yp ^J—«ji]l >- j->d c 4p^ aJJ t^jll Aii*

14 B(l), A, I. Lf-I B(2).
“ B{I), B{2), L ^lip A.

“ B(l), A, L JiJI B(2).
» B(l), B(2), A, I. p-1 Hyd.

” B<1), A. a^ai. L (t) JUic' B(2).
M B{2), A, L j*l_J B(l) : ‘ unavoidable ’; meaningful in itself, but misses the Neoplatonio 

dootiine of evil.
16 For spelling, of. F&rAbi, Falsajat Arisfufdlis, ed. M. Mahdi, Beirut, 1961, p. 69, lines 6 and

7 ; Ibn Bnshd, Fapl al-maqdl, ed. G. F. Hourani, Leiden, 1969, n. 171. B{1), A, L
*• B(l), B(2) : possible as a loose expression, ‘ oommandments ’ for ‘ what is oommanded ’. 

jjJl\ A. 4j jjjlil I; best sense and grammar.

17 B(l), B(2). jlT add. A, L

24 B(l), A, I. pUI B(2).
« B(l), A, L yJbJ B(2).
M B(l), B(2). Om. L J»ill A. JcUJl Hyd.
31 Emend. jlS^ B(l), B(2), A. UT I, with sound understanding, : j ililS” ‘ He imagined ’ 

would refer this and all the preceding passage to Plato, whereas the views are more like Ibn 
Sln&’s.

’* B(2), I. jfj B(l). JPa A.
53 B(l), A. jj jl B(2), possible as passive of jj jl. Om. L
84 Emend. jJJ Jj Jeli B(l), B(2), A, I. Cf. Qur’an xn, 73, oljJ-’l Jj L^-jlj.

I. |»JUIj B(l), B(2), A.36
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A~^ -‘j-i ^ (J** <lf ^ ^ AX* 8 (jD A_li* SjsjU^

,a1*aj <1)1 A**y (j L*^ 45

(jljll 88 ^ Oj^Kdl 37 ajJs U ^Jp <_jlidl, <_»d)l ^
(Jj>-\ Jju iy jbJl) Ailj>-\j 40 A_Jp (8B Jl^j^/I^ J^lpi'/I 80) !>Lt*

®^J-3 4 jJ-** (il!i Dli i A^lp (_Jjlitw]l, (HjLjA-I 
i| 42) (Jpl~ AUl AjL^j ^ 41 Jl>t_4 tiilij CaJp Aj-LjCj AjL><J_i jit jl J^vaj

jl aLxi Ji* jjP 4j 144 JJt^dl (j^p 44) <1)1 Jj j-j jj-* 48 (J_j»i (42 IJLa> 50

J-*l) i—AjlSC) (1^S\J 'ULjjII .A*J (1)1 V, . <tlX* OJSjUa ^jp 46^>^/J

L*p (_jLi*J]j i—jl^lll oJ^Li l* (Jp
(_jli*Jj} <—il^SsJ (1)1 49 JJijJ i48 Aj I,Oj A_Xp I,^j>-J

, l*

(J ci>^ cij^; AJli * 4 ^^Uil ^&jjA [J ap,01, 55

£ AX* Ap^j, j-lJ L*^ A^va*il ^JP (jOJ £^.5, Ajl

•jJ_j_i I.J.^1 ((1 ^llJI dN, C jS»-T iL«i Jjp ^ ^ \* l — .11 Aa i4* *(1)1 jj-“lxil O^/j t jjP’ A*J»* (J J^U?x^i] A*jtX«

(1)1 'bfl .jOlLJl j*xJ JiJI uJL £*jj l-4} (_y -)-i

3” Supplied for sense. Om. B(l), B(2), A, I. A negative sentence complements the preceding 
one; an affirmative one merely repeats it, substituting a vague present tense J~aP for the olear 
past tense of the preoeding sentence, jl could easily have been omitted after 

37 Past tense like »j. t>y below, end of paragraph. *iL B(l), A, I.
33 B(l), A. Not olear in I.

“ B(l), A, I.
40 I. Om. B(l), B(2), A.
41 B{1), A,I. ^8(2).

4* I. jl B(l), B(2), A.
43 B(l), B(2),I. uiA
41 B(2), probably JhdJ & A. Jt^JI B(l). (?) JlSoll I, omitting ^c. or tf.

44 (?) add. B(2).
44 B(l), A,L oXl B(2).

17 Emend., to follow , like £JSj j\ j*rju. \y^-j B(l), B(2). Om. A, I, with other words. 
The change from singular to plural can stand more easily as a careless but natural transition.

43 B(l). Om. B<2), A, I.
48 B(l). JL B(2). Om. A, I.

80 All MSS. jP LjLi emend. Hyd., to accord with jjiJ-1. But the text continues masculine, 
with 4jl, etc., so evidently Ibn Sini made an illogical ohange of gender, perhaps thinking of

U-l.
41 B(2),I. bj±3 B(l), A.

“ B(l). jj^-l A, L
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y (J^- (ji Cx*
^pl «dllj ^y JJill y J>clll SJ^j j»IU*Jl 60

Translation 63

Ibn Sind, ‘ Essay on the secret of destiny ’
In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.
Someone asked the eminent shaykh Abu ‘All b. Slna (may God the Exalted 

have mercy on him) the meaning of the §ufl saying, ‘ He who knows the secret 
of destiny is an atheist In reply he stated that this matter contains the utmost 
obscurity, and is one of those matters which may be set down only in enigmatic 
form and taught only in a hidden manner, on account of the corrupting effects 
its open declaration would have on the general public. The basic principle 
concerning it is found in a Tradition of the Prophet (God bless and safeguard 
him): ‘ Destiny is the secret of God ; do not declare the secret of God ’. In 
another Tradition, when a man questioned the Prince of the Believers, ‘Al! 
(may God be pleased with him), he replied, ‘ Destiny is a deep sea ; do not sail 
out on it ’. Being asked again he replied, ‘ It is a stony path ; do not walk on 
it ’. Being asked once more he said, ‘ It is a hard ascent; do not undertake it ’.64

The shaykh said: Know that the secret of destiny is based upon certain 
premisses, such as [1] the world order, [2] the report66 that there is Reward and 
Punishment, and [3] the affirmation of the resurrection of souls.

[1] The first premiss is that you should know that in the world as a whole and 
in its parts, both upper and earthly, there is nothing which forms an exception 
to the facts that God is the cause of its being and origination and that God has 
knowledge of it, controls it, and wills its existence; it is all subject to His 
control, determination, knowledge, and will. This is a general and superficial 
account, although in these assertions we intend to describe it truly, not as the 
theologians understand it;66 and it is possible to produce proofs and demonstra
tions of that. Thus, if it were not that this world is composed of elements which 
give rise to good and evil things in it and produce both righteousness and

81 The essay has been previously translated by Professor Arberry (see p. 20, n. 2). I should 
not have thought of repeating the work of the prince of translators, were it not for the faulty 
Hyderabad edition at his disposal. A preliminary translation by myBelf, from the same edition, 
was published prematurely in Muslim World, nm, 2, 1968, 138—40.

I have inserted numbers and letters in square brackets, to show what seem to be the divisions 
of the argument and facilitate the analysis which follows.

81 These Traditions do not explain the meaning of the original saying, they merely reaffirm 
the prohibition.

88 ‘ Report ’ (hadilh) seems to hint, that after-life Reward and Punishment in the usual sense 
are only traditional doctrines, not known by science. This view is confirmed below, and elsewhere, 
e.g. Shifa,': lldhiyyai, ed. I. Madkur, H. Y. Musa, S. Dunya, and S. Zayed, Cairo, 1960, ix, 
7, pp. 414 ff.

88 ‘ Truly ’, i.e. according to the Neoplatonic system of causal determination, not the volun- 
taristio conceptions of Muslim kalcim, Mu'tazilito and other. Thus Ibn Sina’s ‘ destiny ’ should not 
be called ‘ predestination ’.
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wickedness in its inhabitants, there would have been no completion of an order 
for the world. For if the world had contained nothing but pure righteousness, 
it would not have been this world but another one, and it would necessarily 
have had a composition different from the present composition ; and likewise 
if it had contained nothing but sheer wickedness, it would not have been this 
world but another one. But whatever is composed in the present fashion and 
order contains both righteousness and wickedness.

[2] The second premiss is that according to the ancients Beward is the 
occurrence of pleasure in the soul corresponding to the extent of its perfection, 
while Punishment is the occurrence of pain in the soul corresponding to the 
extent of its deficiency. So the soul’s abiding in deficiency is its ‘ alienation 
from God the Exalted ’,67 and this is ‘ the curse ’, ‘ the Penalty ’, [God’s] 
‘ wrath ’ and ‘ anger ’, and pain comes to it from that deficiency ; while its 
perfection is what is meant by [God’s] ‘ satisfaction ’ with it, its ‘ closeness ’ and 
‘ nearness ’ and ‘ attachment ’. This, then, and nothing else is the meaning of 
‘ Reward ’ and ‘ Punishment ’ according to them.

[3] The third premiss is that the resurrection is just the return of human 
souls to their own world : this is why God the Exalted has said, ‘ 0 tranquil 
soul, return to your Lord satisfied and satisfactory ’.

These are summary statements, which need to be supported by their proper 
demonstrations.

[a] Now, if these premisses are established, we say that the apparent evils 
which befall this world are, on the principles of the Sage,58 not purposed for 
the world—the good things alone are what is purposed, the evil ones are a 
privation, while according to Plato both are purposed as well as willed ; [6] and 
that the commanding and forbidding of acts to responsible beings, by revelation 
in the world, are just a stimulant to him of whom it was foreknown [by God] 
that there would occur in him [performance of] the commandments, or (in the 
case of a prohibition) a deterrent to bim of whom it was foreknown that he 
would refrain from what is forbidden. Thus the commandment is a cause of the 
act’s proceeding from him of whom it is foreknown that it will proceed, and the 
prohibition is a cause of intimidation to bim who refrains from something bad 
because of it. Without the commandment, the former would not have come to 
desire the act; without the prohibition the latter would not have been scared. 
It is as if one were to imagine that it would have been possible for 100 per cent of 
wickedness to befall in the absence of any prohibition, and that with the presence 
of the prohibitions 50 per cent of wickedness has befallen, whereas without 
prohibitions 100 per cent would have befallen. Commandments must be judged 
in the same way : had there been no commandments nothing of righteousness 
would have befallen, but with the advent of the commandments 50 per cent of 
righteousness has occurred.

87 All the words put here within quotation marks are Islamio religious expressions which Ibn 
Sln2t is interpreting in his own way.

*8 al-ljLak%mt the epithet of Aristotle.
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[c] As for praise and blame, these have just two objects. One is to incite a 
doer of good to repeat the like act which is willed to proceed from bim ; the 
second is to scare the one from whom the act has occurred from repeating the 
like of it, and [ensure] that the one from whom that act has (not) occurred 
will abstain from doing what is not willed to proceed from him, though it is in 
his capacity to do it.

[d] It is not admissible that Reward and Punishment should be such as the 
theologians suppose : chastisement of the fornicator, for example, by putting 
him in chains and shackles, burning him in the fire over and over again, and 
setting snakes and scorpions upon him. For this is the behaviour of one who wills 
to slake his wrath against his enemy, through injury or pain which he inflicts 
on him out of hostility against him ; and that is impossible in the character of 
God the Exalted, for it is the act of one who wills that the very being who models 
himself on him should refrain from acts like his or be restrained from repeating 
such acts. And it is not to be imagined that after the resurrection there are 
obligations, commandments, and prohibitions for anyone, so that by witnessing 
Reward and Punishment they should be scared or refrain from what is pro
scribed to them and desire what is commanded to them. So it is false that 
Reward and Punishment are as they have imagined them.

[e] As for the [system of] penalties ordained by the divine Law for those who 
commit transgressions, it has the same effect as the prohibitions in serving as a 
restraint upon him who abstains from transgression, whereas without it it is 
imaginable that the act might proceed from him. There may also be a gain to 
the one who is subject to penalty, in preventing him from further wickedness, 
because men must be bound by one of two bonds, either the bond of the divine 
Law or the bond of reason, that the order of the world may be completed. Do 
you not see that if anyone were let loose from both bonds the load of wickedness 
he would commit would be unbearable, and the order of the world’s affairs 
would be upset by the dominance of him who is released from both bonds ? 
But God is more knowing and wiser.

Problems of interpretation
The text and translation presented above are, I believe, clear enough in the 

meaning of the individual sentences. But the meaning in general is still not 
clear. What is the problem of the essay 1 What are the steps in the argument, 
and the conclusion ? To answer these questions, we have to deal with the two 
intrinsic kinds of obsourity mentioned at the beginning of this article, the 
illogicality and excessive brevity of the essay ; and we may begin by specifying 
these apparent defects.

[1]—[3] are the three ‘ premisses ’ (muqaddamat), which are initially stated 
together and then explained briefly in the same order. Now the peculiarity of 
this order is that it is logically inappropriate, because [2] implies [3] as its 
condition ; [3] should therefore have been stated before [2], The ‘ Reward ’ and 
‘ Punishment ’ spoken of in [2] are certainly states of the soul after death;

VOL. nit. PABT 1. 8
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this is proved both by the terms used, thawab and ‘iqab, which are not applied 
to ordinary rewards and punishments, and by what is said about them in [d] and 
in other works of Ibn Sina. Thus [3], the existence of an after-life, is basic to [2]. 
Further, what is said in [2] about this Reward and Punishment is determined 
by the character of the after-life described in [3]: it is ‘ a return of human 
souls to their own world ’ (without bodies), therefore Reward and Punishment 
can only be of souls alone. Thus the natural order of premisses in this context 
would be : [3] there is an after-life of the soul; [2] in that life souls receive 
a certain kind of reward and punishment.59

When we turn to the sections listed [o]-[e], further problems of order 
emerge. What is the relation of these sections to [l]-[3] ? The only clue given 
is at the beginning of [a], ‘ Now if these premisses are established, we say 
This is insufficient. We are 'not shown which of the lettered sections follow 
from which of the three premisses, or whether there is some other relation 
between them. Actually the lettered sections make the best sense when taken 
as further explanations of the premisses, or answers to objections against 
them, and this is how I shall take them in reconstructing the argument. 
But even if this is granted, the order of the five lettered sections does not 
correspond in a simple way to the order of the premisses. Four of them, [a], 
[6], [c], and [e], are connected in their subjects with [1], in a way which will be 
shown, but their series is interrupted by [d], which is connected with [2], The 
order of my exposition will therefore be as follows :

[1] , [a], [b], [c], [e]
[3]
[2] , [d]

The brevity of the essay as a quantity is self-evident. But it is necessary to 
point out some features of this brevity which add to the work’s obscurity. ‘ The 
secret of destiny if known, would certainly solve some problem, by bringing to 
light an understanding of destiny which is now hidden from most human minds. 
This much can be gathered from the introductory paragraph. But we are not 
told what the problem is. We are taken straight into three ‘ premisses ’, on 
which the secret is said to be 1 based ’. Then perhaps we may find out what the 
problem is when we come to the conclusion, to which the premisses will lead. 
But there is no conclusion either ! So both the problem and its solution have 
to be inferred from the premisses and from what we know of Ibn Sina’s concerns 
and ways of thinking in other writings. Besides, the whole argument is very

88 This correction would not be justified if the author were here concerned with proving an 
after-life from Eeward and Punishment as previously known facts, used as evidence. He might 
then conceivably have reasoned in the order of implication : ‘ [2] we know there are Eeward and 
Punishment of the soul after death ; [3] such Eeward and Punishment imply a life of the soul 
after death ’. But in this essay Han Sin5 is taking the existence of an after-life of the soul as an 
aooepted premiss ; the appropriate order of exposition is therefore from the general assertion 
of a state [3], the after-life, to a specification of that state [2], certain experiences in that life. 
I have called Ibn Sina’s order ‘ logioally inappropriate ’, rather than simply ‘ illogical ’, just for 
this reason, that in another contort ‘ [2] implies [3] ’ would have been logioal.
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concise at every stage, and also needs to be filled ont from the thought-world 
of the philosopher. He himself is conscious of this, as can be seen in two places 
where he says he is only giving a general summary of the premisses without 
their proofs.

By now it will be natural to wonder why the essay has these peculiarities, 
and Ibn Sina’s introduction may have suggested a reason. But it will be less 
prejudicial to the understanding of the essay1 s main content if we leave that 
question in suspense, and first examine the content in itself, seeking out what is 
intelligible in it without having come to any conclusions about the cause or 
causes of its recondite presentation. The main argument will therefore be set 
out next in the reconstructed order mentioned above, and the missing elements 
will be supplied, by inference from what is stated here and in other works. The 
reconstruction is, of course, a hypothesis, but it will be presented oategorically ; 
its probability can then be judged from its internal coherence and its consistency 
with Ibn Sina’s thought as a whole. After that we can oonsider his introduction 
and the question mentioned above.

Elucidation
The first task must be to find out what the problem is which the essay is 

trying to solve. This can best be done by considering the premisses on which the 
secret is said to be based. What is meant by ‘ basing a secret on premisses ’ 1 
I think the three premisses are three propositions which, if they are all accepted 
as true, lead to a serious question. If we set the propositions in their medieval 
Islamic context, the question to which they lead comes easily to mind :

If [1] all events in the world are caused by the power (qadar) of God,
and [3] there is an after-life,
and [2] in the after-life men are rewarded and punished,
Then how can God be good ? And in particular how can He be just to man ? 

This is the classical problem of evil, with its special form the problem of divine 
justice. The latter had been brought to the fore by the Mu'tazilite theologians 
as early as the end of the eighth century, as a result of studying the difficulties 
raised by the Qur’an ; and it was still being discussed in Ibn Sina’s time by the 
Persian Mu'tazilite ‘Abd al-Jabbar (c. 937-1025), chief justice of Rayy, whose 
great work aZ-Hughni was very probably known to him.60 The problem is 
stated concisely by Ibn Sina in his Ishdrdt: ‘ If there is destiny why is there 
Punishment ? ’ 81 It is also the primary topic of Risalat aVqadar, in which Ibn 
Sina’s travelling companion was unable to reconcile destiny with Reward and 
Punishment, and so came to doubt destiny.62 Ibn Sina’s solution is not that of a

See cU-Mughni ft abwab cd-tawhid wa 'l-'adl, part 0.1, ‘ Justice and injustice ed. A. F. 
al-Abwani and L Madkur, Cairo, 1962.

n fa.'in tana 'l-qadaru falima 'Viqabt, Eitdb al-ishdrdt wa 'l-tanbihdi, ed. S. Dunya, Cairo, 
1960, 742. French tr. A.-M. Goiohon, Livre des directives et remarques, Paris, 1961, 463.

,a Ed. Mehren, Ar. pp. 1-2. For another form of the problem of divine justice—the uneven 
distribution of worldly fortunes—see Risalat al-arzdq, ed. H. Ritter, MajaWit al-Majma‘ al- 
‘Ilmi al-'Arabi (Damasous), xxv, 2, 1960, 203-9.
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Mu'tazilite theologian but of a Muslim Neoplatonic philosopher. It is reached 
by interpreting the premisses in his own terms and answering objections that 
might be raised.

[1] Ibn Srna asserts emphatically the complete determination of the world 
by God. We must understand this qadar in the Neoplatonic sense of the necessary 
emanation of everything else from the Supreme Being. Thus it is clear that in 
seeking a solution to the problem of divine justice he is not going to abandon or 
weaken this doctrine of destiny, even though he understands it very differently 
from theological ‘ predestination ’. Then he mentions that this world which 
proceeds from God necessarily contains evil as well as good. The reason for this 
is indicated only briefly here : that without evil ‘ there would have been no 
completion of an order for the world ’, and 1 it would not have been this world 
but another one ’. This explanation is inadequate, because it prompts the 
the question, Why did it have to be this world just as it is, and not another one ? 
Ibn Sina appears here to beg the whole question of the existence of evil in a 
world made by an omnipotent God.

But we find his answer expounded more fully in the ‘ Metaphysics ’ of 
al-Shifd’, along the following lines : A perfect, all-powerful Creator necessarily 
fulfils the maximum good in every possible variety of ways.

‘ So if someone objects, “ It was possible for the First Governor to have 
brought into being pure good, free from evil ”, we answer : That was not 
possible in this sort of existence. If it was a possibility of absolute existence, 
on the ground that there is a kind of absolute existence free [from evil], 
it was not this present kind ; it was something which had already emanated 
from the First Governor and existed in the intellectual, psychic, and celestial 
spheres, and there remained as a possibility the present sort’—i.e. our 
world, compounded of form and matter.63

The causes of evil are found only in the sublunary sphere, a minute part of the 
total universe, which contains matter. And even here there is far more good 
than evil, which strikes only a minority of individuals, leaving the majority 
untouched by real evil and allowing the preservation of the species.64 Con
sequently God is producing more good and less evil by creating this sphere than 
by refraining from its creation.65

‘ The outpouring of good does not require that a predominant good be 
abandoned because of a rare evil; for its abandonment would be worse 
than that evil, because the privation of that [good] which is capable of 
aviating in the character of matter is a double privation and thus worse than 
a single one.’ 66

«a nahiyycU, rx, 6, p. 418. Cf. Ghazali, Tahafut (U-faHsifa, ed. M. Bouyges, Beirut, 1927, 260 : 
according to the philosophers the purpose of the celestial souls is to draw near to God by occupying 
successively every possible position in the universe and thus actualizing every potentiality in turn. 

84 IUihiyySt, rx, 0, p. 417.
88 op. cit., pp. 418, 421.
,e op. cit., p. 418. The double privation is of the good that is normally found in material 

things and the good that might conceivably have existed in place of the evil. The single privation 
is of the latter only.
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So this is how the creation of our mixed sphere ‘ completes the order ’ of the 
world as a whole.67 To have refrained from producing it would have been ‘ a 
greater fault in the total order of good \68 Why evil is unavoidable in a sphere 
which has matter will be explained shortly in connexion with [a].

[a] is a very brief discussion of a further point about the relation of a 
perfectly good God to evil, so the passage goes naturally with [1]. It has been 
stated as true in [1] that everything in the world is willed (mured bihi) by God ; 
and it has been suggested, though much too briefly, how this fact can be 
reconciled with the existence of a certain amount of evil which God cannot 
avoid. But this position suggests a further problem. Does God really purpose 
(iqa§ada) these things which He cannot help creating ? To will something is to 
perform the mental act which carries over into an external change in the world ; 
it is to create or to do. To purpose is at least to intend a certain result, 
consciously aware of what will he effected by the act of will, and possibly also to 
desire it. Now God as conceived by a Hellenistic philosopher necessarily wills 
everything that exists, good and evil. But it is an open question whether 
He purposes everything. Does He in any sense purpose the evil which He 
creates ?

Ibn Slna contents himself with stating the different answers which he 
attributes to Aristotle and Plato : of the former, that the evil is not purposed, 
of the latter, that it is. He does not give his own preference. This reticence 
seems strange, since the question raised here poses a more acute dilemma than 
what has gone before. For, if Aristotle is understood as saying that God in no 
sense purposes evil, God seems unable to control fully what He wills by His 
conscious mind; while according to the view ascribed to Plato His will is 
controlled by His purpose, but this purpose now appears as partly sinister, with 
evil entering the very heart of God. But before we try to decide why Ibn Slna 
gives no opinion of his own here, it will be useful to turn again to what he 
teaches about evil in other works.

In his discussions on providence (al-Sndya) in the ‘ Metaphysics ’ and 
elsewhere Ibn Slna explains that in the material conditions of this world many 
things can only give their advantages at the risk of evil incidentally arising from 
them. The stock example is fire. Its burning power is precisely ‘ the aim that is 
purposed from fire ’, but the movements of things in the world inevitably bring 
it occasionally into conflict with other things like flesh which are damaged by 
it.69 Another example is taken from human society: a certain amount of

•7 Sirr al-qadar, [1]; Ilahiyyat, rr, 6, p. 421.
“* Ilahiyyat, ix, 6, p. 418. Cf. Ddnesh-ndme-ye Ald’i, French tr. M. Achena and H. Mass6, 

Le livre de science, I, Paris, 1965, 216. Cf. St. John of Damascus, Defide orthodoxa, iv, 21 : God 
oreated people who He knows will sin ; but if He had refused to oreate them, evil would have 
won a victory in preventing the oreation of some people with potentialities of good.

•» IlShiyydt, ix, 6, pp. 420-1. Cf. Plato, Timaeus, 73 ff., for the original example : bone in 
the body is useful by its hardness, but this involves inflexibility which makes it liable to be broken. 
For a short critical comment on this type of argument, see my article ‘ Averroes on good and evil 
Sludia Islamica, xvi, 1902, 22-3.
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inequality in skills among men is necessary so that they will have mutual needs, 
which are the basis of the social order.70 Thus in each case the good effects are 
of the essence of the thing, while the evil is incidental.

‘ And because this is known in the First Providence, it is as if “ purposed 
incidentally ” (ka ’l-maqsudi bi ’Waradi), so that evil enters into destiny 
incidentally, as if it were so to speak “ pleasing to it incidentally 71

Thus evil may he said to be ‘ intended ’ by God, in the sense of intention defined 
by Henry Sidgwick as ‘ including not only such results of volition as the agent 
desired to realise, but also any that, without desiring, he foresaw as certain or 
probable ’.n But it is not desired by Him, i.e. ‘ purposed essentially ’. 
Presumably Ibn Sina wanted to make out that God is conscious of the evil He 
produces without being blameworthy for it.

We can now see how the statements attributed to both Aristotle and Plato 
could be harmonized with Ibn Sina’s position, by defining ‘ purpose ’ in narrower 
and wider senses respectively. Aristotle’s statement is right in the sense that 
evil is not desired by God, ‘ purposed essentially ’ or for its own sake, while 
Plato’s statement is right in the sense that evil is intended by God, 1 purposed 
incidentally ’ to what He desires—and unavoidably if the greater good is to be 
fulfilled. Ibn Sina might have shown in the present text how both the ancient 
philosophers were right in different senses, but perhaps he thought the matter 
too complex to explain satisfactorily in a short essay. Whatever his reasons for 
silence, a contemporary reader already familiar with his ideas would probably 
have been able to recall the distinction between the two senses of qasada, and 
consequently to work out quite easily Ibn Sina’s relation to Aristotle and Plato 
on this question.

[6] is continuous with [a] in syntax, since both are co-ordinate object- 
sentences following the main verb ‘ we say ’. Both sections deal with problems 
arising from the divine omnipotence asserted in premiss [1], but they are two 
distinct problems, [a] has discussed briefly a moral objection to divine omnipo
tence, that it seems to make evil purposed by God. [6] discusses a more 
‘ scientific ’ objection, that if God is omnipotent His commands and prohibitions 
to men cannot be explained by any purpose. It iB hard to see why Ibn Sina 
has run these two sections together in this manner without a break. Perhaps 
one objection to divine omnipotence suggested another one by a rather free 
association of ideas, and the distinction between God’s purpose and Hia 
will recalled another well-known distinction, between His will and His 
command.73

[6] is concerned with the objection that if human acts were determined (or 
predestined) the commands and prohibitions issued to men in revelation would 
be useless, for God would not exhort and try to persuade people whose acts were

,0 ArzBq, 206.
71 Ishdrdt, rr, 736 ; tr. Goiohon, 460.
’* Methods of ethics, seventh ed., London, 1907, p. 60, n. 1; of. p. 202.
” For this footnote, see p. 39.
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already fixed in advanoe. This was a Mu‘tazilite objection 74—indicating once 
more that the theologians whom Ibn Sina was confronting in Iran of the early 
eleventh century were of Mu‘tazilite and associated Shl‘ite tendencies, not 
predestinarian Ash'arites who had scarcely been heard of in that country and 
time.76 Ibn Sina’s answer is that the commands and prohibitions of God are 
themselves parts of the grand causal system which governs the universe, for 
they act as stimulants and deterrents to men’s minds. The effect of the 
commands accompanied by promises of rewards, and of the prohibitions 
accompanied by threats of sanctions, is that human wills perform the commands 
and respect the prohibitions in far more instances than they would have done 
without these stimuli. In a modem-sounding example Ibn Sma illustrates his 
doctrine by imagined percentages of increased efficacy. He supposes that 
without the help of revelation men would be completely wicked, but with its 
help half of them can be rescued.

[c] makes the same point about praise and blame as [6] has about commands 
and prohibitions. They are stimuli to future action, and so have a place in a 
determined world. We must understand the praise and blame referred to as 
those of scripture for certain acts, if we are to see this section as relevant to the 
main question. The point is once more to find a purpose in an aspect of God’s 
revelation which might appear useless in view of His determination of human 
lives.

[e] makes the same point with regard to the earthly punishments ordained 
by scripture (al-hudud). They are indispensable as sanctions, to restrain those 
people who would not be restrained by their own rational appreciation of the 
social order. Ibn Sina’s attitude to the sanctions of the next life is quite 
different, as will be seen.

[3] There is a resurrection, though it applies only to human souls. Ibn 
Sina makes it evident in the ‘ Metaphysics ’ 78 that he does not believe in the
- 73 distinctions that have been made can be olarified by a diagram :

Willed by God (everything)

Purposed, i,e. Not purposed, i.e.
intended by God not intended by God
(everything) (no members of class)

I
Purposed incidentally, 
i.e. intended but not 
desired by God (in
cludes forbidden acts 
done by man). Plato 
affirms evil is pur
posed in this sense.

74 See A. N. Nader, Li sysUmi philosophiqui da Mvftazila, Beirut, 1966,263—4, and references,

Purposed essentially, 
i.e. intended and desired by God 
(inoludes commanded aots done 
by man). Aristotle denies evil is 
purposed in this sense.

p. 264, n. 1.
74 A critioal analysis of later Asbtarite damns is made by G.Makdisi, * Ash 'an and the Ash arites 

in Islamic religious history ’, Studia Iilamica, xvn, 1962, 37—80, and xvm, 1963, 19—40.
74 IWiiyyat, rr, 7, p. 423.
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resurrection of bodies. It is something reported in revelation, but not known by 
reason or cared for by the wise.

[2] The second premiss was originally stated as ‘ the report that there is 
Reward and Punishment ’. This doctrine creates the most acute difficulty 
about the justice of God, when it is combined with either predestination or 
determinism, for it means that God punishes men for acts which He has willed 
them to do. The Mu'tazila had solved the problem in the terms in which they 
had faced it, by denying predestination, and would no doubt have denied 
determinism as well. Ibn Sina, while not accepting traditional predestination, 
insists on determinism which is central to his philosophy. His solution is 
different: to deny Reward and Punishment, in the usual sense of requital for 
deserts imposed by another person. His initial description of this dogma of 
Islam as a ‘ report ’ (hadtih) now appears significant. Here he reinterprets that 
dogma figuratively, claiming that what are described as the ‘ Rewards ’ and 
‘ Punishments ’ of the other life are in fact the inevitable effects of the soul’s 
own behaviour in the present life. Its pleasures there are like the results of 
healthy living, its sufferings like the pains of a diseased body.

It should be noticed that Ibn Sina attributes this doctrine to the ancient 
philosophers, and it is at any rate of Platonic inspiration.77 Yet we know that 
it is his view, for in the ‘ Metaphysics ’ he states it with some elaboration as 
his own.78 Why he does not endorse it here will become clear later when the 
method of the essay has been examined.

Whereas [2] shows briefly the reality of the soul’s fate in the next life, [d] 
completes the argument by giving the negative side of this, denying that there 
is any reward or punishment in the proper sense after death. It is pointed out 
that there is no place at that stage for stimulation and deterrence, since man 
is no longer under obligations or on probation. The only conceivable motives 
for chastising him would be anger and revenge, and these are impossible in God 
and contradict the ideals of mercy which He himself prescribes to man.79

The whole argument may now be resumed.
[Main problem : If God wills man’s evil acts, yet punishes him for them, is 

He not unjust ?]
[1] Good and evil are willed by God, as part of the causal order.
[a] Aristotle says evil is not purposed by Him, Plato says it is.
[6, c, e] The commands, blame, etc., in revelation, and the prescribed earthly 

punishments all have causal functions.
[3] There is an after-life of the soul.

77 See Phaedo, 80-2 ; Phaedrtis, 246-56 ; Respublica, x, 613—20. But Plato puts his accounts 
of the after-life in the form of myths, and includes in them a Judgment and a ohoioe as well as 
an element of necessity.

79 Jlahiyydl, rx, 7, pp. 423 ff.
78 of. Risalat al-qadar, Ar. pp. 17-20 : God does not need to stick to His word in executing 

uselessly the exaggerated Promises and Rewards announced in revelation. To imagine Him as a 
vain despot is the result of weak anthropomorphic analogies.
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[2] Its ‘ Rewards ’ and ‘ Punishments ’ axe effects of the soul’s conduct and 
habits on earth,

[d] not rewards and punishments handed out by God.
[Solution : God is not unjust, for He does not punish man after death. In 

the present life He helps man to improve his soul and so increase its happiness 
in the after-life.]

Thus Ibn Sma has worked out ‘ the secret of destiny ’ by upholding the 
divine determination very firmly and reinterpreting Rewards and Punishments. 
The solution as presented above follows a logical order and arrives at conclusions 
which accord with his philosophy. It is beyond the scope of this article to 
discuss whether it is a convincing solution.

The style of the essay
After this reconstruction and interpretation of the essay, it is time to inquire 

why Ibn Slna expressed himself in a way which needs so much unravelling. Two 
lines of explanation suggest themselves : that he wrote carelessly, or that the 
obscurity was deliberate. These explanations are mutually exclusive for any 
one utterance (word, phrase, or sentence), because carelessness and deliberation 
are indirectly contradictory of each other : carelessness implies lack of thought, 
deliberation implies thought. But there is nothing to prevent careless obscurity 
and deliberate obscurity from being present in different parts of the whole 
essay. Let us see, then, what are the arguments favouring each alternative in 
general, and whether any points of detail can be found as evidence for either of 
them in particular parts.

In favour of the hypothesis of carelessness, it can be pointed out that Ibn 
Slna claimed to be capable of writing very rapidly,80 and sometimes wrote much 
in unpropitious conditions—while accompanying his sovereign on army 
campaigns, or sitting through a night and drinking wine.81 The brevity of 
expression might be largely spontaneous, if Ibn Sma was writing for a circle of 
disciples and friends familiar with his ideas and able to supply for themselves 
what was implicit. Against these considerations it must be said that Ibn Slna 
is not usually a careless writer, and the present essay is quite precise in its 
detailed language, except for three insignificant examples of loose grammar 
(recorded in the notes to the Arabio text). And what are we to think of the 
illogical order of the argument, and the omission to state the problem and the 
conclusion ? It is hard to believe these are uncontrolled oversights in the work 
of so great a logician, and we should certainly heed the principle put forward by 
Leo Strauss for such cases :

‘ If a master of the art of writing commits such blunders as would shame
90 At the end of the Siscdaft mdhiyyat al-faldt ‘ Treatise on the nature of prayer ’, two of the 

manuscripts have a final paragraph in whioh it is olaimed that the work was written ‘ in less than 
half an hour, amid many distractions ’ : Mehren, Traitis mystiques, m, ii, p. 42. As the treatise 
oovers 15 pages in the edition, this is barely possible, in the absence of shorthand dictation. The 
paragraph is bracketed by Mehren.

11 Abu ‘Uhayd al-Juzjam’s biography of Ibn Slna, in editor’s introduction to Manfiq al- 
mashriqiyyin, Cairo, 1328/1910, pp. hd, yd ; tr. Arberry, Avicenna on theology, 19, 22.
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an intelligent high school boy, it is reasonable to assume that they are 
intentional, especially if the author discusses, however incidentally, the 
possibility of intentional blunders in writing ’.M

Ibn Sina does not, so far as I know, discuss just this possibility, but there are 
other indications that point no less surely to a definite method. So let us con
sider the other explanation, deliberate secrecy.

Ibn Sma’s place in the medieval esoteric tradition is well established and can 
easily be documented. His introduction to Mantiq al-mashriqiyyin makes an 
explicit distinction between the author’s earlier, Aristotelian books, which were 
intended for ordinary students of philosophy, and the present ‘ oriental ’ 
work which contains ‘ the principles of true science ’.

‘ We did not compose this book to reveal it to anyone but ourselves, i.e. 
those who are in our situation. As for the generality of those who pursue 
this interest, we have already given them plenty, more than they need, in 
the Shifa’.’ 88

Among the esoteric works is the last part of the Ishdrdt, which he calls the cream 
of wisdom, to be withheld from those who would waste it, those not gifted 
with inspired intelligence, etc.84 At the end of his study ‘ On the nature of 
prayer ’ he writes, ‘ I forbid this treatise to be shown to anyone whom passion 
has led astray and branded his heart \85

But, beside the more ‘ exoteric ’ works of philosophy and the more ‘ esoteric ’ 
mystical ones, there is a third group which appear at first sight more popular, 
presenting subjects in a short and simple manner, but which in fact contain 
deeper meanings only perceptible to thoughtful readers. This type of work 
would be useful when it was required or desirable for any reason to write some- 
thing, on serious subjects like religion and philosophy, that would circulate 
among a wider public than students of those subjects. The model was the 
Qur’an. In the chapter on prophecy of the ‘ Metaphysics ’, Ibn Slna mentions 
the mental confusion created in ordinary people by attempts to teach them 
advanced theology, and says it is the duty of a prophet ‘ to acquaint them with 
the Majesty and Might of God the Exalted by means of symbols (rumuz) and 
images (amthila) ’ of familiar things ; and ‘ it is not good for a man to appear 
openly to possess knowledge of a truth which he is concealing from the public ’.
‘ But there is no harm if his speech contains symbols and allusions {ishdrdt), to 
draw persons naturally qualified for theoretical studies to undertake philoso
phical inquiry.’ 86 In ‘ On the nature of prayer ’ he says near the end that he 
would have gone into more detail,

but it was difficult for us to enter upon matters in which it is not good 
for everyone to receive instruction. For such people we have therefore laid

** Persecution and the art of writing, Glencoe, HI., 1962, 30.
83 Ibn Sln&’a introduction to Mantiq al-mashriqiyyin, 4. Of. Ibn Tufayl, Hayy b. Yaqian, ed.

L. Gauthier, Beirut, 1936, Ax. p. 4 : ‘ the secrete of the oriental philosophy mentioned by the 
eminent shaykh Aba ‘All b. 8In& ’.

84 Ishdrdt, ed. Dunya, 903-4 ; tr. Goiohon, 626.
85 Mahiyyat al-saldi, ed. Mehren, m, ii, p. 42.
88 Ildhiyydt, x, 2, p. 443.
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down a clear and straightforward plan, while the emancipated man (aX-hurr)
will be satisfied with allusions \87

In the Isharat he refers to the myth of Salaman and Absal, and says that each 
one of them is an image (mathal) of the reader, or of his degree of knowledge if 
he is one of the initiated. Then he adds, ‘ Solve the enigma (hilli ’l-ramza) if 
you are able \88 This is significant for our problem because it shows ramz 
clearly in the meaning of an ‘ enigma ’ or ‘ puzzle ’ to be solved, and not merely 
a ‘ sign ’ or ‘ symbol

With this background we can consider the introduction to the essay. Ibn 
Sina is asked to explain, not the secret of destiny but only the meaning of the 
fjlufl saying condemning knowledge of the secret. It is indeed difficult for us to 
see how the possession of knowledge could make a man an atheist (mtdhid), 
unless we suppose that the truth about destiny implies that there is no god— 
which is certainly not Ibn Sina’s view in any of his writings. It is tempting to 
read ‘arrafa ‘ makes known ’ for ‘arafa ‘ knows ’, to give an easier meaning, 
that teaching the secret is condemned. This is textually possible, but there are 
factors weighing against it (see line 3, n. 9). In any case the problem comes up 
again in the three sayings of ‘All, which unmistakably discourage seeking 
knowledge. So we must do the best we can with the reading ‘ knows ’, and try 
to understand the saying in the light of Ibn Sina’s reply.

He says that ‘ this matter ’, i.e. the secret of destiny, is an obscure question, 
knowledge of which would corrupt the general public—by confusing their 
minds, as we can safely understand from elsewhere.89 Thus the reason for not 
teaching them is a fault in their knowing if taught, a confusion in their 
thinking about religion which could be described as ‘ atheism ’. It is implied 
in the reply of Ibn Sina and the Tradition of Muhammad quoted that the 
secret is known to someone, of the rank of a prophet or philosopher. The three 
sayings of ‘All suggest that he too knows it, which would readily be understood 
since ‘All in medieval Islam was thought of as a master of esoteric wisdom. We 
can conclude, then, that the §ufi saying is not meant to discourage everyone 
from knowing the secret of destiny, but only the vast majority. This interpreta
tion is in line with Ibn Sina’s general position, illustrated above with quotations 
from other works.

The opening paragraph thus gives an answer to the question asked at the

,T Mahiyyat cd-scdat, ed. Mehren, m, ii, p. 42. Immediately after this he forbids the essay to 
be circulated, as noted above : which seems in confliot with the method just stated, or at least 
unnecessary. It is hardly if at all possible to make a olear-ont division of all of Ibn Sma’s works 
into the three types mentioned, and to find a consistent polioy throughout his writings. The 
question of his esoteric methods is complex and needs further study. On the symbolio method of 
the ‘ IJayy ’ oyole of mystioal fables see H. Corbin, Avicenne tt le ricit visionnaire, 2 vols., Tehran 
and Paris, 1964. For a comprehensive introduction to esoteric writing in Islam see N. R. Keddie, 
‘ Symbol and sincerity in Islam Studia Idamica, in, 1963, 27-63.

88 Ish&rat, ed. Dunya, 790-3. Goichon, 486, translates : ‘ Ensuite, ddcouvre le sens de 
I’allfigorie si tu en es oapable ’. TusI, commentary ad loc. (in Dunya), understands al-ramza as 
siydqai al-qisaa ‘ the thread of the story ’.

“ lldhiyydi, x, 2, p. 443, referred to above.
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beginning of the essay, and with that the essay might have ended since its 
formal subject has been dealt with. But it then takes a surprising turn : Ibn 
Slna goes on to discuss the secret of destiny itself, which he was not asked about 
and which he has just said would be harmful if declared openly (izharihd). The 
apparent strangeness of his procedure is brought out in the title of the work, 
whether it is original or not: Risdlafi sirr al-qadar. Does one publish an essay 
on a secret ? The conclusion to which we are led almost inevitably is that Ibn 
Slna wants to write about destiny in the only way he thinks permissible : ‘ in 
enigmatic form (marmuza)’ and ‘ in a hidden manner (mahnuna) ’. This puts 
the essay in the third group, mentioned above, of ‘ popular ’ works which also 
contain a deeper meaning, not apparent to every reader. Several questions may 
be raised about this conclusion, which will now be answered briefly in order.

What were Ibn Sina’s specific reasons for secrecy on the subject of destiny, 
beyond the vague assertion that plain teaching on it would harm the public ? 
We can find in his own doctrine elements that would be unsettling to less 
sophisticated Muslims of his time. The whole problem of evil which is raised 
might not occur to many of them if left to themselves. And those to whom it 
did occur might be more easily satisfied with a simple answer, in terms of the 
will of a personal God, than with an answer depending on Neoplatonic premisses 
about a necessary world order and the metaphysical relation of evil to matter. 
More especially, the denial of after-life Reward and Punishment in the proper 
sense might be seriously disturbing to morality and to belief in scripture. Ibn 
Sina’s sensitivity on this matter appears from his precautions in discussing it: 
in [2] he puts his own view in the mouth of the ancient Greek philosophers, 
while in [d] he attributes the conventional view to ‘ the theologians (al- 
mutakaUimun) ’, not to the Qur’an. By contrast, in a work like the ‘ Meta
physics ’, which would be read by philosophy students only, he did not need to 
take such precautions but could state his theory more plainly.

But in view of these dangers, what reasons did Ibn Slna have to publish 
anything at all on the subject in a short, popular form, at the risk of injuring 
public religion ? It is not an adequate answer to say that the purpose lay in 
the expounding of a hidden meaning to the 61ite ; for they had access to the 
author’s views formulated as clearly as the subject would allow in various places 
in his straight ‘ exoteric ’ and ‘ esoteric ’ books. The question is not easy, 
and any answer must be tentative, in the absence of knowledge about the 
occasion of the essay ; but two lines of approach can be suggested.

First we must notice a circumstantial reason : that ‘ someone asked ’ Ibn 
Slna about destiny. If this questioner was a prince or a minister, it may have 
been difficult for him to avoid a reply altogether. Still, he could have said less, 
and we have to look for a more interior and positive reason. From what we 
know of Ibn Slna as a sincere scholar it is fair to believe that he wished to make 
use of every opportunity to hand on a portion of truth to someone ; the question 
is, to whom, in a work such as the essay 1 I think the key to an answer is given 
in a passage already quoted about the method of a prophet:
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‘ But there is no harm if his speech contains symbols and allusions, to draw 
persons naturally qualified for theoretical studies to undertake philosophical 
inquiry \60

What this points to is that enigmatic writing is not meant for the accomplished 
adept hut for the novice, to arouse his curiosity and stimulate his intellect to 
work on the problems involved. The point has been so well put by Leo Strauss, 
with reference to all this class of writing, that I take leave to quote from him 
again:

‘ Those to whom such books are truly addressed are, however, neither the 
unphilosophic majority nor the perfect philosopher as such, but the young 
taen who might become philosophers : the potential philosophers are to be 
led step by step from the popular views which are indispensable for all 
practical and political purposes to the truth which is merely and purely 
theoretical, guided by certain obtrusively enigmatic features in the presenta
tion of the popular teaching—obscurity of the plan, contradictions, pseudo
nyms, inexact repetitions of earlier statements, strange expressions, etc. 
Such features do not disturb the slumber of those who cannot see the wood 
for the trees, but act as awakening stumbling blocks for those who can ’.91

The reverse side of this reason is that Ibn Slna must have felt confident 
enough that what he was writing down here was so garbled that it would not 
‘ disturb the slumber ’ of these ungifted for such studies. All they would get 
would be impressions of a profound philosopher discoursing on a God who 
governs the whole order of the universe and is not vengeful, on the divine 
purposes in the commands and prohibitions of revelation, on pleasures and 
pains in a life of the soul beyond the grave .... The more questionable opinions 
that they read were those of pagan philosophers of long before Islam, whose 
theories could be reported as matters of historical interest, unlikely to under
mine the faith of any genuine Muslim.

We may find Ibn Slna naive in his confidence that such writings would not be 
understood by ordinary Muslims sufficiently to unsettle their faith or provoke a 
public reaction against philosophy. But it is well to remember that in fact no 
great reaction came until half a century after his death, and that when it came 
it was directed not against such essays but against the more professional works, 
which Ghazali took pains to understand before criticizing them from the 
standpoint of a Sunni ‘alim. And in general the Greek philosophical tradition 
was continued in the Islamic world for hundreds of years, without attracting 
too much adverse attention ; the trial and temporary disgrace of Ibn Rushd in 
twelfth-century Muslim Andalusia was an exception. The discrete caution of 
the philosophers in publicizing their theories was no doubt one reason for their 
long survival.

Next we should ask about the methods of concealment used by Ibn Slna. 
We seem to have found three : changing the order, silence and brevity, ascribing

•° Ilahiyydt, x, 2, p. 443.
81 Persecution and the art of writing, 30.
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views to others. Are there any precedents or parallels in other writers of the 
medieval Islamic and Arahio world, to help to convince us that Ibn Sina might 
have used these devices intentionally, and that readers educated in the same 
learned tradition would have been on the look-out for them ?

With regard to jumbling the order of the argument, several clues, more 
or less indirect, can be mentioned.

(а) Farabi, Ibn Sina’s predecessor whose thought had the greatest influence 
on him, had spoken with approval of Plato’s method of teaching philosophy to 
an inner circle :

‘ So he chose symbols (rumuz) and enigmas (alghaz), aiming thereby to 
compose his sciences and wisdom in a manner that could only be fathomed 
by those who are meritorious ’, etc.92

Ramz has the initial meaning of ‘ sign, hint, allusion ’, and is probably so used 
here, but laghz is more exclusively ‘ enigma, riddle, puzzle ’. The approved 
Platonic method therefore definitely includes this type of concealment.

(б) Speaking of Aristotle’s method, Farabi quotes a supposed letter from 
Aristotle to Plato in which he gives a defence of his practice of committing his 
learning to writing, in the following terms :

1 If I have written down these sciences and the wisdom contained in 
them, I have arranged them (rattabtuha,) in such an order that only those 
qualified for them can attain them ’.93

(c) We have seen previously a sentence of Ibn Sina in another treatise where 
he speaks of ‘ solving a ramz ’, i.e.- clearly ‘ an enigma ’ ; so mamvuza in the 
present essay can mean ‘ enigmatic ’, not just ‘ in signs ’ or ‘ symbols ’.

(d) In the large Arabic literature on the occult sciences known as jafr, one 
of the methods was the transposition of letters in a word to form another 
word.94

(e) Ibn Sina himself was partial to acrostics, for he played with another 
common method of jafr, the use of a well-known magic square of nine Arabic 
letters with numerical values, corresponding to the hierarchy of beings in the 
universe.96

(/) In his summary of the Arabic astrological compendium Ghdyat al-hakim, 
Martin Plessner calls attention to the interrupted order of treatment, in which 
‘ subjects which belong together are separated ’ ; and he suggests that this 
method may be intentional, to make the magical sections less prominent or for 
other reasons. He also points out that a similar presentation is found in the

** aX-Jam‘ bayna ra’yay al-haldmayn AflafOn ai-\lahl u>a ArispUfalfs, ed. A. N. Nader, Beirut, 
1960, 84. Cf. TaOchis Nawdmis AflSfun, ed. F. Gabrieli, in Plato Arabus, III. Compendium 
Legum, London, 1962, 4.

,s Jam‘, 86.
•* T. Fahd, art. ‘ ’, Encyclopaedia of Islam, ueoond ed.

See S. H. Nasr, An introduction to Islamic cosmological doctrines, Cambridge, Mass., 1964, 
209-12, referring to Ibn Sm5’a al-Rimla cU-Nayrdziyya fi ma‘dni aX-hv.ruf al-hijd’iyya, in TisL 
rasd’il, Cairo, 1908.
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1 Encyclopedia ’ of the Ikhwan al-§afa’, which is a principal source of Ghayat 
ad-haJam.™

(g) Maimonides in frankly explaining 97 the methods used in his esoteric 97 

work ‘ The guide of the perplexed ’ includes the following statement:
‘ Hence you should not ask of me here anything beyond the chapter 
headings. And even those are not set down in order or arranged in coherent 
fashion in this Treatise, but rather scattered and entangled with other 
subjects that are to be clarified ’.9S

(h) The sfiras of the Qur’an are notable for the discontinuity of their thought- 
sequences. However a modem orientalist such as Richard Bell may explain 
this in terms of early editing,99 in medieval Islam it was taken as certain that the 
order within each sura of the Qur’an was intended in every detail for some divine 
purpose. Such a model might well encourage a similar feature in a human book 
of wisdom that was meant to be enigmatic.

These diverse examples should be enough to convince us that a jumbling 
of order was entirely within the range of devices for concealment which would 
occur to the minds of Ibn Sina and his learned readers. It would, of course, 
occur to some who were unsympathetic, but it could be hoped that they would 
not take the trouble to re-arrange, or would be unable to do so for lack of 
familiarity with the underlying system of thought. Disciples, on the other hand, 
would have little difficulty in making the re-arrangement, especially since the 
disorder is not very extensive.

A difficulty might be raised here about the lack of paragraphs in Arabic 
texts. I have inserted paragraphs with numbers and letters, but what indication 
would readers of Ibn Sina’s original manuscript have of where the sections of 
the argument, began and ended ? This is easily answered: Arabic writers 
commonly indicated paragraphs by overlines above the opening words, and 
Ibn Sina may have done so. It is not surprising that these have not survived in 
the copies that have reached our century.100

In support of brevity and silence (which we can take together as one method) 
there is a good precedent in Farabi’s approving statement about the method of 
Aristotle: that though in general he writes in a plain and straightforward

88 ‘ Picairix’, das Zid des Weisen von Psevdo-Matfriti, tr. H. Bitter and H. Plessner, London, 
1962, p. lix. The ‘ Encyclopedia ’ was earlier than Ibn Sina and known to him.

87 The self-contradiction is in Maimonides. But his explanation will not take the outsider very- 
far. See L. Strauss, Persecution and the art of writing, ch. iii.

86 Ikdalat al-hd'irin, ed. S. Monk, Jerusalem, 1929, 3 ; as tr. by S. Pines, The guide of the 
perplexed, Chicago, 1963, 6.

88 Introduction to the Qur’dn, Edinburgh, 1963, ch. v, and his translation, 2 vole., Edinburgh, 
1937-9, passim.

108 B(l) has overlineB above certain quotations and the beginning words of [c] and [e]— 
obvious divisions since they start with ammd ‘ as for B(2) has them for ‘ The thaykh said ’, 
and the second and third premisses—three major divisions. In neither oase can we attach any 
relevant significance to these crude and incomplete attempts at paragraphing. There is always 
a hope that one or more of the unexamined manuscripts will have preserved something more 
original.
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manner, there is much that is recondite, obscure, and complicated.—e.g. 
omission of essential premisses of a philosophical argument, omission of one 
member of a pair, to he understood, from the other, etc.101 With reference to 
Maimonides,’ Strauss sayB:

‘ Another device consists in silence, i.e. the omission of something which 
only the learned, or the learned who are able to understand of themselves, 
would miss ’.1W

It seems unnecessary to substantiate this method any further, since it is central 
to any enigmatic writing.

Lastly, the method of attributing one’s beliefs to ancient writers of prestige 
is a common feature of medieval literature, which appears in many forms. The 
most pertinent precedent for Ibn Sma is again Farabi, who composed entire 
books on the philosophies of Plato and Aristotle, whose positions he evidently 
endorses.

Any conclusions about the secret meaning of a piece of writing and any ■ 
reconstruction of its composition must from the nature of the case be accepted 
with caution, more especially since the challenge of discovering and deciphering 
a secret is attractive to scholars. But in the light of all that has been shown, 
I believe we can confidently state at least this much about the 1 Essay on the 
seoret of destiny ’ : that the probability of some conscious reserve in the manner 
of writing it on the part of Ibn Sma is very much greater than the probability 
that the difficulties of the essay are entirely due to his negligence. We have to 
be less confident in claiming to have discovered correctly the precise nature of 
his reserve and the inner meaning which he intended his more perceptive 
readers to see ; for we are, after all, not among that group, nor have we had the 
benefit of oral instruction or of living as contemporaries in his intellectual 
milieu. What can fairly be claimed, however, is that the interpretation of his 
meaning given above makes sense and is consistent with the rest of his thought. 
If this is so, it can stand until a better hypothesis is worked out.

101 Jam‘, 84-5.
io* Persecution and the art of writing, 75.



THE WORKS OF SHAMS AL-DIN AL-DAILAMl

By A. J. Arberry

Brockelmann mentions onoe a certain Shams al-Din Ab& Thabit 
b. ‘Abd al-Malik al-Dailami as author of a treatise entitled 

Mir’at cd-arwah wa-surat al-aujdh, ‘ Erl&uterung einer Figur, welche die 
Einteilung der Welt naoh den Vorstellungen der §fifis von der hochsten Region 
‘dam al havra wal ‘Urn al maghdl bis zur tiefsten mahatt aS Saipin taht al ard 
darstellt ’.1 The unique copy of this curious work is preserved in Gotha ; and 
W. Pertsch when cataloguing it, having seen the entry in Hajji Khalifa in which 
it is stated that this al-Dailami composed al-Jam‘ bain alrtauhid wa ’l-ta zim 
during the year 899 (1493),® very reasonably gave that date as his floruit. 
In this Brockelmann duly followed Pertsch.

In the new (Istanbul, 1941-3) edition of ?ajji Khalifa the entry in question
is rather differently worded: 3 JJ AjUI. This

provides a more reliable terminus ante quem for al-Dailami, two centuries 
earlier than hitherto supposed. Nor is this all; in the entry for the Muhimmdt 
al-wdsiRn, here confirmed as of al-Dailami,4 we are now given the additional
information oA^ JjAl, a terminus post quem more than a century
earlier still. In my Handlist of the Chester Beatty Arabic manuscripts I have 
been able to confirm this dating,6 which places al-Dailami in a much more 
interesting period in the history of §fifism.

Chester Beatty MS 4142 contains two separate works of al-Dailami, together 
with quotations from a third book of his. Both texts were transcribed by the 
same copyist in the same year. The colophon of the first of the two, the 
Muhimmdt al-wapHn, readB (fol. 23b):
ilhy All! jjwj C~c

Jijb Ajj ^ li' *01' ^ (JP

juJ-1, aJL OUj (j<~m) jjfi ^ ^y. J

All

The colophon of the second text, the Shark Krtab al-Anfds, is longer and 
much more informative (fol. 88a):
AjJ dJill JUp «Aa

Ua ^ £jyiSl Alii 4T-J Aj(jdUj (jU £— J A^d Jp

a /- ^ j' (^') ^ C^5'
1 GAL, n, 207.
1 Eashf cd-junun, (ed. Flflgel), n, 622, no. 4183. Tlie entry for the Mir’dt cd-arwah names no

author.
» Col. 361.
* Col. 1916 ; of. Flflgel, yi, 280, no. 13479.
• See Vol. v, p. 47.
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cAj 4{'"A!Aj ^ ^ (JLa«js]I tJ,jInwall Jj't Jyj ijli

DUj tjC—y <Aj^ (jA jL*_i jaU C>>J1 jj Sj-iilb ^J> \e-i

.^cJI (j^iWI i_>j <lU 5Jl«

Evidently it was from a copy containing a transcript of al-Dailami’s own 
colophon, as quoted in the foregoing copyist’s colophon, that Hajji Khalifa as 
now edited derived the information that al-Dailami died after 688/1192. The 
Chester Beatty manuscript was completed by one TJmar b. Dawud b. Ahmad 
al-SakhrawI al-Qubaibatl al-Dimashqi on Saturday, 8 Sha'ban 863/10 June 
1469. Al-Sakhawi 6 mentions a certain TJmar b. Dawud b. Ahmad al-Sha’ml 
as having been in his class at Mecca,7 and it is possible that he and the copyist 
of Chester Beatty 4142 were the same man.8

This paper is a brief exploratory study of the two books contained in this 
precious manuscript; but first we may list the titles of works now known to 
have been written by Shams al-Dih al-Dailami.

Erom Hajjl Khalifa:
(1) U§vl madhahib al-‘ulamd’ btUdh. Fliigel, i, 340, no. 866.
(2) al-Tajrid fi radd Maqdsid al-faldsifa* Fliigel, n, 204, no. 2454.
(3) al-Jam‘ bain al-tauhxd wa ’1-ta‘zim. Fliigel, n, 622, no. 4183.
(4) Jawahir al-asrdr. Fliigel, n, 640, no. 4263.10
(6) Nuprat al-miUa. Fliigel, vi, 349, no. 13819.

From Pertsoh-Brookelmann:
(6) Mir’at al-arwah iDa-surat al-aujdh.

From Chester Beatty 4142 :
(7) Muhimmdt al-wdsiLin. Contained in fols. 1-23.
(8) Shark Ktfdb al-Anfas. Contained in fols. 29-88.
(9) al-Najdt. Mentioned on foL 2a.

(10) I slab. al-akJddq. Mentioned on fol. 2b.
(11) ‘TJyun al-ma’arif. Mentioned on fols. 3b, 27a.
(12) Tasdiq al-ma‘drif. Mentioned on fols. 3b, 10a.
(13) Mdkdyid al~shaitdn. Mentioned on fol. 7b.
(14) ‘Ajd’ib al-ma‘drif. Mentioned on fol. 19a.
(16) al-Ma‘drij. Mentioned on fol. 20a.
(16) Mihakk al-nufus. Mentioned on fol. 23a.
(17) al-‘Aql wa ’l-‘dqil. Mentioned on fol. 23a, b.

On fol. 8b there is a solitary reference to
presumably al-Dailami’s teacher, whom it has not been possible so far to identify.

• oZ-_Pa«’ al-ldmi‘, vi, p. 85.
7 For details of this visit in 885-7/1480-2 see my Sakhawiana, pp. 3-13.
* The nisba al-fjakhrawi is perhaps a variant of al-fjakhrabadi, see al-Sam‘fim, al-Ansab, 

fol. 350a. For al-Qubaib&ti see of-Paw’ al-ldmi‘, in, p. 220 ; Yaqut, Mu1 jam al-buld&n, vn, p. 30 
(various places, inoluding a large quarter of Damascus).

8 Extracts in Chester Beatty 4142, fols. 24-7, 88.
18 Cited ibid., fol. 23b, as ai-Tajrid min Maqdsid at-folds if a.
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It is noteworthy that al-Dailarm does not once refer to such well esteemed 
and widely read textbooks of §ufism as the Ta‘arruf of al-Kalabadhi, the 
Qut al-gvlvb of al-Makkl, the J'abaqdt al-Sufiya of al-Sulaml, the HUyat dl- 
auliyd’ of Abu Nu'aim, the Risala of al-Qnshairf, or the Kashf al-mahjub of 
Hujwiri; neither does he quote from the numerous works of such recognized 
masters as al-Muhasibi or al-TirmidhL On the other hand, as will be seen 
below, he appears to have been familiar with the poetry of Sana’!, and was 
well aware of the brothers al-Ghazall. The conclusion seems inescapable that 
al-Dailaml was something of a lone wolf; and this would account for the 
oblivion into which his voluminous writings have fallen.

A
Muhimmat al-umilln

Beginning (fol. lb):

(►f'4 (jyJhll Cj* IJL#> a_*j bJ

sAa OjAj all I <■_ JJg 4_*j

,«A>-} Alii *li 0} A*J y* (Jp Lflilpjj
This work, as Hajji Khalifa states,11 is divided into a series of untitled and 

unnumbered fusdl, each dealing with a qualification, or an aspect of theological 
doctrine or mystical praotice, thought to be indispensable to the advanced 
§ufi aspiring after complete attainment to God. The preliminary conditions of 
the mystical life are (1) the possession of ‘aql, (2) the profession of Islam, (3) the 
observance of the commands and prohibitions of the faith, (4) progress through 
the maqamdt, (5) the avoidance of the errors of tashfch, ta'tU, huliU, tajsim, 
and ibaha.

Next follows (foL 3b) a section dealing with the true doctrine of the vision 
of God (ru’yat AUah); al-Dailami holds (with most of the Sufis) that believers 
may see God in this world with the eyes of the heart.

dlidi oLcNl jyj (Jt® c5 ala3' alii ijj b*T
j&i a-^b uyq y (j* l» aAJj alll

prAij* Cj* ‘ ayy. j*-r^ hja> p-ri» a_ij^' f-'ijA dliS

J aj djjJL t-^jA dJJi (Jp jl£j^/l (_5 .|*«A TaJju >

i—qAi-l y* SbbJ-l SJaJ-I 3y>-'i/l jli

dy0 1 Ia*j

The form in which God is seen is that of a spiritual light (nur ruJiarii) which is 
itself a veil (hijdb), and is variable. The §ufl must also believe (foL 6a) that it 
is possible to converse with God (mukalama, mundjat). He must realize (foL 7a) 
that the satans and jinns, presided over by Iblls, are the enemies of the myBtic,

11 Istanbul edition, ool. 1916 : ihjal\ J^l j Jc
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and that the phenomenon commonly known aa madness may have a satamc as 
well as an angelio origin; the cure of such madness lies in the hands not of 
physicians but of Sufi shaikhs. If such phenomena as firdsdt and kardmdt occur 
along with the commission of major sins, this is a proof of their demoniac nature.

A comment on the ‘ Light Verse ’ (Qur’an x x_iv, 35) is the occasion for 
al-Dailami to quote Hebrew (fol. 10a):12

J,l LfJ oISCaS"” jy Alii (JUj <0)1 JlS

Qjj cSISLaII jjq 6jy 4-jA f ijy <0)1 JU—11 tit JUj 4illi .S/iH

.i'i/l (_5 tJslvsjt) 0lil til—Sl^Al! a*

"j[ Jtlqj 4_JlP <0)1 JLs Lr~t\ Jlij ,tj>jUil JjAvaJ t-jl^ (J tl>yum iNl 

.j^ll tjyp (Jp- <SJJJ ^ ^

Sjl yA iA>J *-^-A -) Q^l J^Jl L^-bt (J L?
^ ^ ** . f > > > .< ° -,o - - >t * > °. -- -* °r 'Lm2-

This leads on to a general condemnation of tajsim, and the Christian doctrine 
of ikhtildt and huluL which is stated to be of philosophical origin.
(JjJbM l«tj c Oj*-Ub dJjA^UI la'*'>-' St>L/i!l 4-fip (_5 (Jjjbi/gl'l (Jlij

l-i*j J ‘jt 'iJj ^y N L^i*
Cjy'^i 1 J-3- Ai S^LaJI 4-Ap (_?-ap J IjHS 4(_£)U<al]l i-j^yaJl
jj Liyijll <,*'..■>■ <0)1 ilL«!AiJl (jA <_JtA-U liJili Iji^t .Oj-ubJl (J

L ^Jp ^Ap ioU-l 51*11 jftj j^Jap'yi jlU“l j»j Jll^iil J1U!I oLoMl 4-ly>-

.slll (J

The notion of ibdha is roundly condemned (foL lib), as well as the love of 
firdsat and Jcardmat for their own sake (fol. 12b). The mystic should combine 
tauhid with ta'zim, if he is to avoid the pitfall of ta‘fU and so become a mulhid 
(foL 13b). This is particularly apposite to the aspirant after spiritual ascension 
(mi'rdj), who must learn to observe good manners (fol. 14a). He must realize 
that he is a weak slave, and that ‘ubuddya is an attribute attaching to him 
both in this world and the next (fol. 14b). This is the only safeguard against 
shirk.

One of the most dangerous defects against which the §ufi has to guard 
himself is infatuation with eloquence and poetry, a vice which affected a 
number of famous mem Those specifically named are abSana’i,13 al-Mutanabbi, 
al-Faramadhl,14 Yahya b. Mu‘adh al-Raz!,16 al-Hasan al-Basrf,16 and al-Ghazall 
(fol. 20b).

11 A somewhat garbled version of Genesis i, 27.
11 This is surely the earliest reference to SanaT in Arahio writing. 
14 Pupil of al-Qnshairi and teacher of al-Ghazili, d. 477/1084.
14 Famous preacher, d. 268/872.
14 D. 110/728.
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*ixllj -laP^llj I^IaXmO dill

l^iU^t iri>l*^ptj jjlysj Ia t3j* J' jjJ—a^-UasJI OiijO

l)|j c 11-Ip IjJ_*j£|j ^Idil ly \y\£ l* ^Jp \j*\aai\ UJI ill^A ^-^Jp t—JIp L-*J 

jJKiI (j^- (_^JL_5\j . I^aLAIj ^LJiilj ^L*aJl ,jA CjliUJlj LJjJI ^p JajII ^

(y* 1* jiLlj t 4_&JjA-Ij j»-»AI jiljp l3 Jj S^LaJIj .IajJI j-4^ *4®
17 .d^-fy (JwJlj ^-»>iJ *Ls^]$ (j***>*l! '-djk-l oUlSil

The criticism of Sana’! is repeated and detailed (fol. 21a-b).
J- t jUA^I 18.Oj_)l*!l ^*A) aI^aAJIj (_^Uj dill Jli A^xAjj) j*AJI ulj

ojIaJjI (_j aJIJiS"” j&\ ^ c (_^IXmJI jlxAt (_^l

d_jl*ad!l} AjLi'^/Ij jUA^fl jJilJtj ji jli t AjIjP L-(-a jdSj jLdAj

j)i *Al.All oI*15a ^ aaJj <AjU12a Jl (jjjjlall ^d* (3
. . . . (_jj^iail IdA iJjJLJ !A*t jlS' 4j’t jjp (Jdj (_5 Aa*^

jUitr jLU[j jii.1 Lfrlalk; V jt <rr^3j La^Cj Nj 19A.Lvaill iil& j-i"

(J^aj Lit ^p c N ^dJj^ ^,d^]l O^-i £

.aJI ^Jj L»a ^ht dJUli* ol^J dxil^ j*AJL ^J*x£j jl jJ aJ}

Anticipating a lu quoque, al-Dailami defends his own activity as an author, 
and explains why he is superior to those whom he has condemned.
t pJ>L j-iaki jlj |^Uj U (jxbJI (J.l~ ‘dsl (jjd!' ^ <j
U Juu Ajlx^Jli C-lixil lc| Lftd^-t C j_>-l «j->3 (j-4 c?ri ^

(j dJLJI jt aI^AI (J jddJlS^ ^aL* L^J 4-LiJ-l ^lljP (J,l C...L,«gj

.^ji tx^icj

Another of the dangerous defects for §ufls consists (foL 22b) in khayal, 
tdkhaiyuL, and tahhyxl which lead to imagined visions of God and the angels. 
It is for the shaikh to treat such reported experiences on the part of his 
disciples with all reserve.

The final requirement enunciated concerns the nature of the human soul-; 
here (fol. 23b) al-Dailami denounces (without naming names) those §ufis who 
have been influenced in their beliefs by the philosophers, notably Ibn Sma.
dUi Ad^A^(d]l ^pdi^-)j j^ldlp Ayjyia}\ a* tfl.1 ^(j)

1 J 4jJ-*JLdi)j ^Ad]l C—Ah* (jA^ h-ril ^P (jA

i’ Doubtless Aljmad Ekl-Gbazali, famous for his Sawanih on mystical love, d. 617/1123. 
le Qur’an xxvi, 224.
18 Sc. slrill in admonition and wise sayings.
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AjT t_.4«d /Jjl d t

4-Ii) sI^IaII} dtlUM *lSsi-1 lJVJ jt-fjj l*j AjjJLJI s-lju'd/l Jl* 4_Jtil*j

it-(-^ liiiij ... svyi &Sa ^i^}j jL-^-'yij <!yj^5]i jip

jA lc|_j OaJI IJa (J jA )Jj O-UI Ua dLiU (j jLj^l IJLa <jt ^>y^y 

dlJ^hjl (J’^’ J (JdAdll ^Jj5a)I dtj (_£.-1_j1 ^C*Jj *^£

jt dlliil a_IaJI 4jT Offy lc jj di^ aIaII ajTj J^d/I 4_1a5I jjA ®-^>-j ot J

(Jd^f dilillj dJ^*M aJaJI ti-AJj Oj_*^j . . •j^s' d.iU-1 4-IaJI jl JajI^JI

-£c]l Ojil liiU 4-maU-I} <KjKj\Ji\j

B

Shark Kitab al-Anfas

In a paper written nearly 30 years ago 20 a brief reference was made to a 
Cairo manuscript containing a work ascribed to the famous Sufi al-Junaid 
entitled ai-Sirrfi anfas al-Sufiya.21 It was conclusively demonstrated that the 
attribution was erroneous, and the promise was given that an edition of this 
nevertheless interesting treatise would be prepared.

Meanwhile the discovery of Chester Beatty 4142 has thrown important new 
light on the contents of the Cairo manuscript. The second of the two works 
comprised in Chester Beatty 4142 is a commentary by al-Dailami on this 
text,2* now described by the commentator as a compilation of al-Junaid and 
his contemporary Ibn ‘Ata’. This attribution proves to be equally suspect; 
but at least we can now be certain that the text was composed before 588/1192, 
the date of completion of the commentary.*3 Internal evidence suggests that 
it may have been compiled as early as the second half of the fourth/tenth 
century.

Beginning (fol. 29b) :24 '
dUjJ (jv*- diS"" "Vj 4jL£3 iAaS’ 'i/ 41 JUJ-I

_jAj *(_£* di$”" (j-“d jA \S~ jAj jA AjLS”” _jA jjjl *)}j jA ^jt

jjj^Llajl (judaJl dT AjI^Upj c ia]I
DUUNI L-ikS' ^jA IAa o^i Jaj UT . /^2jdl

j_P,L.a]I -Lli-I Ajj *ta\\ jALh* IjjJi ASydl JaI

10 JBBRAS, NS, nn, 1937, 1-5.
11 Brockelmann, 1, 199, Suppl., 1, 354.
“ My pupil Mr. Gaafar informs me that another copy of this commentary is preserved in the 

library of the Ashar in Cairo.
“ The Cairo manusoript is undated, but looks to be not later than the ninth/fifteenth century.
“ The author seems to have been oareless sometimes in his grammar. His solecisms have 

been left unoorreoted.
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Lf !Aa Alit #•!—lap yi
^Jp IaIv^jP^ t>-U^ tlaUjt l.ia2:il U Jm jLSsil jtfdAil Jilajjj \c_^is«Lilt y# lAJUp.
(3>Xva Alt tiuq Iftjiy-j ^ jxJl^ (J^~l (Ji \j li Aiydl^ ^7~Lll) Ji!*Jl

jf' L-^p Jjip j-jj Ia^aI^ L^liUJl oir o}j <_jUS3I Ua (j Laj^jjI
(Jp- M Ljiftt j^p ^Jp a_Xv3 IL^jJ Iaj_*pj JalaJNl oJLa j^/1

Lp-^i (J ^-jli lit Iaj .Ulp-'i! ojjjjs LjLp \y>y>- OjIa^I ^^3 l^ial

From this introduction it is seen that al-Dailami attributes the compilation 
of this anthology of mystical aphorisms to two celebrated §ufis of the classical 
Baghdad school, al-Junaid who died in 298/910 and his companion Abu 
’l-‘Abbas Ahmad b. ‘Ala’ (his full name was Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Sahl b. 
‘A(a’ al-Adami), who died in 309/921 or 311/923.26 Unfortunately this 
attribution, like that to al-Junaid alone in the Cairo manuscript referred to 
above, is invalidated by the fact that amongst the §ufis cited in the course of 
the anthology are some who belonged to the generation after these two masters, 
like Abu ‘All al-Rudhabarl who died in 322/934, and al-Shibli who died in 
334/945.

The commentary is preceded by a preliminary discussion of the meaning of 
the term anfas (sing, nafas) in relation to §ufi psychology. The exposition proper 
begins on fol. 34b :
V* ci 1 aJu^ *_jL

oj AjA-I ^lall (Jli .^3 Cf*
J^ji _^JIj ^pl .4J1P ... 0

. /31 A^.^.w.0 ^31
Thereafter each saying (and the sayings are grouped in chapters according 

to topics, see below) is explained at length according to al-Dailami’s under
standing. The final quotation in the Cairo manuscript occurs at the top of 
fol. 87b and is followed by a few more not present there.

End:
0\lS3l oJa <JLS .aJs*-) aJJ| *li j] (j* dJJS

(_^$3 Lpiq (J iSj ^^aIa* (jlij ^Jp li Uj^Liq J
<u!pj oUnAl <ui)j y>-\ (J lA« CJ.-.I l* LjLttiaSj LjIp

.O^ScJl

Then follows the transcript of al-Dailami’s colophon as reproduced at the 
beginning of this paper.

In conclusion, the following is the text of the opening lines of the Cairo 
manuscript of the so-called Kitdb aL-Sirrfl anfas al-Sufiya.

“ See al-Sulami, Tabaqai al-Sufiya (ed. Nur al-Dln Shuraiba), p. 205 for references.
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aH^ b'A-** 4Bl ^

(j^ AJ^aJl <_^<bsjt (J

4^41 ^lall Oiui^-1 Qllal—4^

4^-^4Ul kA-4-^-l

^ Ui^i “ijup i_jI)
t ^^J| Jb (^ill aB JuJ-I .Up abI -Ust ,jj -U^r' jjJ <Jl»

Jp abI JL^j a^pIIj Jj cjIJ-JI ac’U- aJpj

. . . bjui l$l>-ta (_aji2!l jb*- Afll il .jb^' Oi*^' ^ (J*) ‘ J^'

.^Jl Sbf Jb-lj (jUi J *LlaP (j-UJI _yj (J^ ■ • ■ ^ £j <-^J
It is evident that the title and exordium were supplied by an editor of the 

anthology, probably some time after al-Dailami composed his commentary. 
We may speculate that the original text as available to al-Dailami, and to the 
editor of the Cairo manuscript, was in fact a fragment of an extensive anthology 
of §ufi sayings, arranged in chapters by topics. This fragment would seem to 
have lacked both beginning and end. It was presumably the accident of the 
occurrence of al-Junaid’s name at the opening of the fragment that suggested 
the idea that the whole text was composed by him, or by him and Tbn Afa 
whose name comes second.

The titles of the chapters into which the text is divided in both recensions, 
as listed below, show further that in reality only the first section deals with the 
theme of nafas and anfds, and that therefore the title given to the work is 
entirely supposititious.21’

CB Cairo
fol. 34b page 2 4Xs<3 i—>b

foL 43a page 8 «->b

foL 49b page 11 j&\ aU* ^b

fol. 66a page 16 SJUtlill A4m3 Ljb

fol. 62a page 20 P aU» vb

fol. 70b page 24 A(Up Vb

fol. 74b page 26 aI^I i/Up «_»b

fol. 81a page 30 SyAjI <UP ^b

fol. 83b page 32 aJLaJ- 1 (JUp c_ib

fol. 86a page 33 A(Up ^b
** The ohapter headings are as given in CB 4142 ; the wording in the Cairo manuscript is 

occasionally slightly different.
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SELJUQED ZIYARATS OF SAR-I PUL (AFGHANISTAN)1

By A. D. H. Bivajr 
(PLATES I-XI)

The story of Yahya b. Zayd (in foil, Yahya b. Zayd b. ‘All b. al-Husayn b. 
‘All b. Abi Talib) forms a well-known episode in tbe history of the closing years 
of the Umayyad Caliphate. The insurrection of Yahya was in many respects 
a forerunner of the final rising under the ‘Abbasid emissary Abu Muslim, by 
which Umayyad government in Khurasan was overthrown.2 The fullest early 
description of this episode is that given by the historian al-Tabari in his account 
of the events of the year 126/742-3.3 After the rebellion and death of his father 
Zayd at Kufa in 122/739-40, the young Yahya had fled from Iraq with a few 
companions to Khurasan. At Balkh he lived concealed under the protection of 
a man named al-Huraysh b. ‘Amr. Eventually ‘Uqayl b. Ma'qil, the prefect 
of the town for the Umayyad government, received instructions to track down 
the fugitive. When Huraysh had been severely beaten his son revealed the 
hiding-place of Yahya, who was sent as a prisoner to the governor of Khurasan, 
Na$r b. Sayyar, at Merv, and there incarcerated in the citadel.

However, on his accession, the new caliph al-Walid H (125-6/743-4) sent 
instructions for the release of Yahya, who was allowed to set out for the west, 
and given an allowance of 2,000 BagJdi dirhams 4 for the expenses of hiB journey. 
After passing through the districts of Sarakhs and Tub. Yahya clashed with the 
prefect of Nishapur, ‘Amr b. Zurara, whom he routed despite a great inferiority 
in numbers, the prefect himself being killed in the battle. After this incident 
Yahya discontinued his journey to the west, and withdrew past Harat to the 
district of Juzjan, where, having raised 700 followers, he was intercepted by 
a certain officer of the governor named Salm b. Afiwaz, with a strong force of 
cavalry. A pitched battle was fought at a village in the neighbourhood called 
Arghuy or Arghuya, where the followers of Yahya, were defeated, and Yahya 
himself slain.8 The body of Yahya was long exposed at the city gate, and only 
buried at hist by the followers of Abu Muslim after their conquest of Khurasan. 
Al-Mas‘udl relates that in later centuries the tomb became a place of pilgrimage.

The episode is also mentioned by Yaqut, Mu‘jam al-biUddn, s.v. Anbir and 
Juzjan, Anbir being the name of the capital city of Juzjan district, near which 
the battle took place. Minorsky has pointed out that the medieval town of Anbir

1 The journey to Sar-i Pul on which the present study is based was made possible by a 
generous grant from the Univorsity of London Central Research Fund.

1 For the career of Yahya b. Zayd, see Encylopaedia of Islam, s.v.
3 Ed. de Goeje, n, 1770-4.
4 For an acoount of the Baghli dirham see J. Walker, A catalogue of the Muhammadan coins in 

the British Museum. [L] A catalogue of the Ardb-Sassanian coins, London, 1941, p. oxlviii. The 
term implies a pre-reform dirham of full Sasanian weight.

5 The name of the village does not appear In the text of al-fabarl, ed. de Goeje, n, 1773. This 
is, however, one of a number of additional details supplied by Abu ’1-Faraj ‘All b. al-Husayn al
ls bahAni, Maqatil al-falibiyin, Najaf, 1363/1934, 116, who names the scene of the fatal encounter 
as Arghuy. It is evident, therefore, that in al-Mas‘udi, MurUj al-dhahab, vi, 2, the true reading of 
the corresponding name should be Arghuya.
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is to-day represented by the modem Sar-i Pul8 (in fall, Sar-i Pul-i Khaflb), 
but although this town is celebrated in connexion with the journey across 
Afghanistan of the nineteenth-century French traveller J. P. Perrier,7 no 
modem visitor seems to have described Sar-i Pul from the point of view of its 
antiquities.

In August, 1964, the present writer had the opportunity to visit Sar-i Pul. 
The purpose of the trip was to investigate Perrier’s notorious report of the 
existence of a rock-sculpture, apparently Sasanian, in the adjoining hill-country. 
This question had been previously investigated by Maricq, without positive 
result, and it is understood that several years ago Professor D. Schlumberger of 
the D6l6gation Arch6ologique Franfaise en Afghanistan had also visited Sar-i 
Pul. None the less the question seemed of sufficient interest to merit another 
visit. The journey was arranged with the Afghan authorities by Mr. R. J. 
Alston of the British Embassy, Kabul, and Mr. Asadullah Habib of the Faculty 
of Letters of the University of Kabul accompanied the writer as interpreter. 
A journey up the valley of the Astarab river south of Sar-i Pul led the party 
successively to the villages of Balghall, Adrln, Laghman (where several caves 
of the Buddhist period were seen in the cliff-faces), ‘Alaf-i Safid, Sar-i Darrah, 
Jirghan, Faizabad, Warwa, Bedistan, Gtanja, Deh-yi Surkh, Khumdan, 
Pasmay, and Khawal. Almost all these villages had already been listed by 
Maricq,8 and are now accessible from Sar-i Pul by jeep. Yet though inquiries 
were made at most of these places with a view to ascertaining whether any rock- 
sculpture such as that described by Ferrier 9 was known locally, the results were 
uniformly negative. Since many of the informants questioned were plainly 
well acquainted with the local countryside and its antiquities, and denied all 
knowledge of any rock-sculpture, it becomes increasingly difficult to believe in 
the correctness of Perrier’s report, though as Maricq had observed, his account 
of the terrain appears to correspond olosely with the facts.

On his return to Sar-i Pul, the writer made inquiries about the ziydrats of the 
town, with a view to discovering whether the shrine of Yahya b. Zayd was still 
known locally. It came as a surprise to learn that it was, indeed, very well 
known, and still the site of an Islamic monument of considerable interest. 
Altogether, informants gave details of ten ziydrats in the town of Sar-i Pul, of 
which the names were as follows :

(1) Imam-i Khurd ‘ The Lesser Tmn.m ’
(2) Imam-i Kalan ‘ The Greater Imam ’
(3) The ziydrat of Sayyad
(4) Baha al-Din Balagardan
(5) Khatlb fjiahib
(6) Sayyid Ibrahim Jan

• V. Minorsky, Euddd al-'alam, London, 1937, 335.
7 For a recent discussion of Ferrier’s journey ,see AndrA Marioq and Gaston Wiet, Le minaret 

de Djam, Paris, 1969, 71-6.
• op. oit., 76-6.
• J. P. Ferrier, Caravan journeys. 8econd edition, London, 1867, 229.
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(7) Imam Ja'far
(8) Khwaja Sabzposh
(9) Shah Bahmatullah Wall

(10) Sultan Uways Qarani
The time available was not sufficient to make possible an investigation of all 

ten of these ziydrats. It was, however, the first two which were of the greatest 
importance. It soon transpired that the first was, in.fact, the tomb of Yahya b. 
Zayd. The second, the Imam-i Kalan, was reported locally to be the shrine of 
another Yahya, son of the Imam of the Ithnay'ashariyya Shi'a, Muhammad 
al-Baqir.10 Both of these ziydrats were said to contain ancient inscriptions, and 
under the guidance of the Qaxji of Sar-i Pul, who had taken a keen interest in the 
preservation of the shrine, and gave valuable help with the reading of its 
inscriptions, a visit was paid first to the Imam-i Khurd.

This ziydrat lay about a mile south-east of the centre of Sar-i Pul, that is to 
say, in the up-stream direction. It consisted of a simple domed chamber about 
16 feet square, with a rectangular antechamber at the entrance. The centre of 
the inner chamber was occupied by a large wooden sarcophagus of modem 
construction. The outer walls were covered in natural mud-plaster, and from 
the outside the building looks entirely unremarkable. However, the inside 
walls of the cella bear spectacular inscriptional decoration in carved stucco, 
which had recently been restored and whitewashed.

Plate i illustrates the mihrdb of the inner shrine. This is plainly a piece of 
carved stucco decoration of the Seljuq period, if not, indeed, earlier. The 
decoration may best be compared with that of the Masjid-i Jami‘ at Nayin in 
Iran,11 dated by Pope to c. 350/960. This early dating originated with Viollet 
and Plury, cf. Henry Viollet and S. Flury, ‘ Un monument des premiers sfficles 
de l’H6gire en Perse ’, Syria, n, 1921, 226-34, especially p. 229; S. Flury,
‘ La mosqu6e de Nayin ’, Syria, xi, 1930, 43-58. It was however contested, 
it seems rightly, by Herzfeld apud Myron Bement Smith and E. Herzfeld,
‘ Tmam Zade Karrar at Buzun, a dated Seldjuk ruin ’, AMI, vn, 1935, 72, who 
stressed the analogy of the Buzun monument, dated Jumada n 528/April 1134. 
In the case of the Sar-i Pul mihrdb, an inscriptional date is lacking, but it will 
be shown that there is little doubt that the work is either of the fifth Muslim 
century, or the early sixth. In addition to its rich floral decoration, the mihrdb 
bears three Arabic inscriptions in remarkably fine foliate Kufic script. The 
horizontal inscription reads:

a*^ aIII a*p aJsII sA& Iaj j—*1 br

10 However, Dr. S. M. Stem points out that no suoh person is listed by Jamal al-DIn Ahmad b. 
‘All b. al-Husayn b. Muhanna, 'Vmdot al-0libfi nasab dl Abu Talib.

u A. U. Pope (ed.), A survey of Persian art, London, 1938-9, v, 265.
u The first word of the inscription, minima, is in fact redundant. It helps to show that those 

who drafted these Arabio inscriptions were not native Arabio-speakers, and that their oommand of 
the language sometimes fell short of complete profloiency.
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‘ Ordered the building of this dome the noble Shaykh Abu ‘Abdallah Muhammad 
b. Shadhan al-FarisT, may Allah unite him with Muhammad and the People of 
his Household.’

Interspersed between the elements of the floral decoration above this 
inscription are a number of flat panels which carry the architect’s inscription 
in smaller characters.

aJ 411 ytZ <_£ju jdl LJI JL?-1

Of that which Abu Nasr13 Muhammad b. Ahmad, the builder of Tirmidh, 
constructed. May Allah, forgive him and his two parents ’.

Around the curve of the mihrab arch runs another Kufic inscription, which 
coincides to a large extent with the text of the first. The reading of this inscrip
tion, which helps to supply the damaged portion of the first, runs as follows :

d^P1 1 <Ljsjl c[.JLa--------

Ij 4J jaZ\ (Jej Ju£j

. . this dome Abfi ‘Abdallah Muhammad b. Shadhan al-FarisI, may (Allah) 
inspire (him) . . . Muhammad and ‘Ah. Forgive him and his two parents (their 
sins), by Thy mercy, 0 most merciful (of the merciful ones) ’.

Near the apex of the arch there appears to be a break in the continuity of 
the inscription, and the present wnter has not been able to read the short word 
beginning with the latter fa’ which occupies the apex of the aroh.

It will be observed that the two larger inscriptions of the mihrab are written 
in a highly decorative variety of foliate Kufic script. Yet accomplished as is the 
calligraphy of these panels, it is far surpassed by that of the truly remarkable 
inscriptional frieze which runs round the cella at the level of the top of the wall, 
and contains historical information on the origins of the shrine. This inscription 
is illustrated in plates n-rx, and the text reads as follows :

uri' Cf J* oi (J* ui js IbXA aAJI

^ JjLi ,-uLp <dJI d\j+0_) 4 JlU

jJI J jL* ^ j+3.3 J jj?~l £1 ^1 .4?Uj

aUI jhZ Qi AJ'I Sj^- ^1 (_£A Jp [sic] l/»- Lr .aAJI Ajj jj dJ

Ajdfljjj 4J

‘ In the name of Allah, this is the grave of the Sayyid Yahya b. Zayd b. ‘All b. 
al-Husayn b. ‘All b. Abi Talib, may the approval of Allah be upon him. He was

19 The reading is not entirely certain.
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killed at Arghuy on a Friday of the month of Sha‘ban, in the year 125. Salm b. 
Ahwaz killed him, during the governorship of Nasr b. Sayyar, in the days of 
al-Walld b. Yazid, may Allah curse them. (This was part) of what was executed 
at the handB of Abu IJamza Ahmad b. Muhammad, may Allah forgive him and 
his two parents ’.

The text of the inscription, which corresponds closely in its historical content 
with the narrative of al-Tabari, proves conclusively that the ziyarat known as 
the Imam-i Khurd at Sar-i Pul is indeed the site of the grave of the Sayyid 
Yahya b. Zayd, and that the medieval town of Anbir is in fact the modem 
Sar-i Pul. But the chief point of interest about the inscription is less its historical 
content, than the superb calligraphic technique in which it was executed. The 
lettering combines elements not only of foliated, but also of floriated and plaited 
decoration. Particularly characteristic are the variant renderings of the word 
‘ Allah ’, decorated at its first occurrence (plate n) with a complex interlace 
pattern between the two lams, and at its second appearance with a pattern of 
two stars in the same position (plate rv). In its two other occurrences this word 
is more simply written (plates vm and rx). Another strikingly decorated letter 
is the plaited ‘ayn of the word ‘Sha'ban’ in plate v, larger and more ornate than 
the other occurrences of this letter in the inscription. The letter ra’ is more than 
once rendered as a simple leaf, as in plate rv. Ldm-alif has an elaborate plaited 
form, and a great variety of plaited shapes is found for the final yd, some of 
these being extremely intricate. It is, of course, not possible to describe in 
detail the rich decorative effects which have been achieved in the carving of this 
inscription. These can best be appreciated by an inspection of the plates. But 
it may be said without exaggeration that this is one of the most magnificent 
decorative inscriptions preserved from the Muslim Middle Ages.

Unfortunately, as was noticed above, the inscriptions of the Imam-i Khurd 
do not preserve the date of erection of the building. Since the personages named 
in the inscriptions appear to be unknown,14 any effort to establish its date must 
therefore depend on analogy and general considerations. The present writer 
knows no close parallel for the calligraphy of the frieze inscription, but the 
nearest approach is perhaps provided by two well-known tomb-towers of 
Mazandaran. The first of these, whioh provides some parallel for the foliate 
and floriate lettering, is the exquisite monument of Besget, near Pul-i Safid.16 
Some doubt remains as to the date of this building, since a portion of 
the inscription is damaged, but the editor took the date as being exactly 
400/1009-10.

In the Resget monument, however, plaited decoration does not yet appear, 
and to find an analogy for this feature we have to look at a slightly later tower,

11 It is not possible to identify the patron of our work with any of the 19 personages listed s.v 
SaSfin by P. Justi, Iranischcs Namenbuch, 270. Nor is the builder Muhammad h. Ahmad al- 
Tinnidhi amongst the persons-listed by L. A. Mayer, Islamic architects and their works, Geneva, 
1966.

11 Andrd Godard, 1 Lea tours de LadjTm et de Resget Athdr-i Iran, i, 1, 1930, 119 ff.
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that of Radkan-West in Guxgan Province,18 begun in 407/1016-17 and finished 
in 411/1020-1. Yet even this analogy provides no more than a terminus post 
quem. Por the lettering of the Radkan inscription is markedly simpler than that 
of the Imam-i Khurd, which should therefore be appreciably later. Whilst 
any attempt at a close dating for the Imam-i Khurd is therefore hazardous, it is 
reasonable to suppose that it would be not earlier than 460/1058-9. It is there
fore clear that by this date, if indeed not earlier, this spot was regarded as being 
the authentic site of the burial of Yafiya b. Zayd.17

It remains to say a few words about another medieval ziyarat which is still 
partly preserved (and of course like that of Yahya b. Zayd still in use as a place 
of worship) at Sar-i Pul. This is the shrine known as the Imam-i Kalan, which 
is situated about three-quarters of a mile to the westward of the town centre. 
Like the Imam-i Khurd, the Imam-i Kalan has the external appearance of 
a simple mud building. According to local tradition, to which, however, there 
attaches an element of doubt, the site represents the grave of another Yahya, 
the son of the Imam Muhammad al-Baqir. The inscriptions of this shrine are 
much less well preserved than those of the Imam-i Khurd, so that epigraphic 
confirmation for the tradition is lacking. However, the epigraphic decoration 
of the west wall of the cella contains the words ‘Aliyu waliyu ’Uah ‘ ‘All is the 
friend of God ’, a phrase which confirms that the shrine was a Shi'a foundation.

At the Imam-i Kalan portions of a decorated mihrab in stucco are once more 
preserved (plate x), together with a few adjoining panels of epigraphic deoora- 
tion. In this case the writer has not been successful in deciphering the texts, 
which appear to consist merely of Qur’anio phrases. An inscription on the arch 
which surrounds the entrance to the cella from the antechamber is of a Tather 
different character. Instead of being written in Kufic script, as are all the other 
inscriptions of the ziyarais of Sar-i Pul, the entrance inscription is written in 
a bold and flowing nasTch (plate xi). Unfortunately the greater part of this arch 
is badly broken, and only the closing words of the text are preserved. These 
contain a tantalizing fragment of the date, with the words

‘ In the month of Sha'ban, (year) .. . 9 ’. Unfortunately the vital figures for 
the tens and hundreds are no longer to be distinguished. None the less, the

1( E. Diez, Churasanieche BaudenbneUer, i, Berlin, 1918, 36-9. It is worth pointing ont that 
the photographs at present available of the K3xIk3n-Wost tower leave something to be desired. 
Those reproduced by Diez have been printed with the negative reversed, and are on an in
sufficiently large scale to show the inscription. The good reproduction in A. U. Pope, A survey 
of Persian art, v, 340, shows only a small portion of the inscription.

17 The present writer is puzzled by the tradition prevailing at Gunbad-i Qabus in Iran that 
the personage whose grave is marked by the large im&mz&dth there was Yahya b. Zayd. This 
version is attested by EL L. Rabino, Muzandardn and Astardb&d, London, 1928, 92, and is that 
ourrent in local tradition at the present day. However, according to ljamdull5h Mustawf! Qazwlnl 
(Nuzhat cd-qylub, tr. Le Strange, 166) the Sayyid whose grave was venerated at Jurjan (i.e. the 
modem Gunbad-i Qabus) waB Muhammad, the son of Ja‘far al-fj&diq, who died in 203/818-19. 
Another Sayyid who was killed near Jurjan was Muhammad b. Zayd, known as al-Di'i al-Kabir, 
whose death occurred in 287/900.
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appearance in monumental decoration of the naskhi script is sufficient evidence 
that the arch cannot be earlier than the sixth Muslim century.18 Meanwhile, 
at either side of the arch in the antechamber, may be seen fragments of painted 
floral scroll decoration in red upon the walls. This is evidence that the ziyarat 
in its hey-day must have been splendidly adorned.

The ziyarat of the Imam-i Kalan is now in sadly dilapidated condition, which 
makes it difficult to visualize its original appearance. But no doubt thiB building, 
like the happily far better preserved ziyarat of the Imam-i Khurd, was once 
a handsome example of Seljuqid decoration in carved stucco. The existence of 
these Shi'a shrines at Sar-i Pul on the route from Khurasan via the Astarab 
valley to central Afghanistan may be relevant to the problem of the introduction 
of Shi'ism to this part of the world, where it has become in more recent times 
the prevailing cult amongst the mountain peoples of Hazarajat.

18 The date of the introduction of naskhi aoript for historical inscriptions in Iran is disoussed 
by G. C. Miles in his appendix to the artiole by Myron Bement Smith, ‘ Material for a corpus of 
early Iranian Islamic architecture, m. Two dated Seljuk monuments at Sin (Isfahan) Ars 
Islamica, vi, 1939, 13-14. The first appearance of naskhi is on the minor called Cihil Dukhtaran 
at Isfahan, dated a.h. 601 ; the next is on the rnindr of Muhammad b. Malikshah at Saveli, 
dated a.h. 603, for whioh see G. C. Miles, ‘ Inscriptions on the minarets of Saveh, Iran Studies 
in Islamic art and architecture »n honour of Professor K. A. G. CresweU, Cairo, 1966, 174. The 
naskhi inscription at Sar-i Pul may thus be confidently dated after 600/1106-7.



SOME NOTES ON THE DEVSHIRME
By Y. L. Manage

No Ottoman institution has aroused more hitter criticism than the devshirme, 
the ‘ tribute of blood especially—and naturally—among those Christian 
peoples whose forebears were subjected to. it; and at the same time none 
touches on so many fundamental problems. Dr. Basilike Papoulia, bringing 
together the Western and oriental sources and submitting them to a close and 
careful analysis, has now presented the first full discussion of its origin and its 
character.1 The scope of her study appears already in the definition with which 
she begins and ends it, that the devshirme was ‘ the forcible removal, in the form 
of a tribute, of children of the Christian subjects from their ethnic, religious, and 
cultural environment and their transplantation into the Turkish-Islamic 
environment with the aim of employing them in the service of the Palace, the 
army, and the state, whereby they were on the one hand to serve the Sultan 
as slaves and freedmen and on the other to form the ruling class of the State ’.

She presents a valuable new source, the vita of St. Philotheos of Athos 
(which she has since published and discussed more fully in Siidost-Forschungen, 
xxn, 1963, 259-80). Here it is stated that for fear of the Turks the saint’s 
parents had moved from Elateia in Asia Minor (near the coast, opposite Lesbos) 
and settled in ‘ Chrysupolis in Macedonia ’ (between Xanthi/Yenije and Christu- 
polis/Kavala)—which cannot yet therefore have been in Ottoman hands ; but 
that as boys the saint and his brother were seized in what the writer clearly 
depicts as a devshirme.2 Although this incident cannot be dated more precisely 
than to the last years of the fourteenth century, it is a welcome parallel to set 
beside the earliest datable reference, the sermon of Isidore Gllabas of 1395.3

Her book consists of four sections : (1) ‘ Das Ph&nomen ’ (pp. 1-23), in 
which she surveys the ‘ slave-institution ’ of the Ottoman Empire and the 
similar institutions of earlier Muslim states; (2) ‘ Der TJrsprung ’ (pp. 21—61), 
in which she seeks to show that the Ottoman slave-institution performed a 
similar function to the institution of clientage (wala’) in the ‘ classical ’ Caliphate, 
the new and characteristic Ottoman feature being the levy of dJiimmi children ; 
(3) ‘ Die Entstehung ’ (pp. 62-97), a discussion of the sources, in an attempt to 
determine when the devshirme was instituted; and (1) ‘ Hintergriinde ’ 
(pp. 98-116), a survey of the reactions of the subject populations as expressed 
in the laments of their writers and the resistance of individuals.

Her remarks on military slavery in the Muslim world in general are now to 
be complemented, and are in part overtaken, by the long article s.v. ghuldm 
in the new edition of the Encyclopaedia of Islam. One weakness in her discussion 
is that the Seljuq sultanate of Hum, the state most likely to have influenced the

1 Basilike D. Papoulia : Ursprung and Wesen der ‘ Knabeiilese ’ im osmanischen Reich. 
(Sfldostenrop£ische Arbeiten, (59.) x, 139 pp. + errata slip, plate. Mflnohen.: Verlag R. 
Oldenbourg, 1963. DM. 16.

1 He speaks of a jrpdoTaypa of the ruler for rrjjAAay v Trai&icav.
3 S. Vryonis, Jr., ‘ Isidore Q la baa and the Turkish devshirme ’, Speculum, xtxt, 1966, 483-43.
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Ottomans, is mentioned only in a footnote (p. 17, n. 33). Professor S. Vryonis 
has already, in a review-article on her book,4 snpplied several references to help 
fill this gap. He there draws attention to the corps of igdish (pseudo-Ar. plural 
agadisha), and particularly to Professor Osman Turan’s remark (in Studia 
Islamica, x, 1959, 150) that they were ‘ analogues aux devshirme de l’Empire 
ottoman ’. All the same, it is perhaps premature to read too much into this. 
Practically nothing is known of this corps beyond the name, but the probable 
etymology of the word and its semantic development6 tend to suggest that the 
igdish were not themselves ghvlams but were the sons of ghiddms ; certainly 
there is no clear indication that they were raised directly by a forced levy of 
dhimrrii children—and this is the crux if any real analogy with the devshirme 
is to be considered.

In the course of this same first chapter (pp. 4-10) Dr. Papoulia tackles the 
very obscure problem of the juridical status of members of the Ottoman slave- 
institution. She concludes that the dlkma, the ‘ passmg-out ’ from the various 
training-schools, amounted to a modified manumission and bestowed a status 
comparable with that of the ‘ client ’ (mawld) in the classical Muslim world.

1 Balkan Studies (Thessaloniki), v, 1964, 146-68.
4 Sir Gerard Clauson suggests to me that the word is a deverbal noun in -ish from igib-/ikib-/ 

\kit-, ‘ to rear, bring up and so means primarily ‘ reared, [home-Jbred ’. We may perhaps 
compare (KighfiharT) iktil : aZ-‘alu/a min ul-Juiyawdn ‘ hand-reared animal', (Codex Cumamcus) 
ikti : domesticus ‘ tame ’, Old Ottoman (TTS, s.v. ekti, definition 2) and provincial Anatolian 
{SDD, s.v. ekti) ikti/ekti : ‘ tame ’. Sir Gerard also kindly refers me to the earliest attestations 
of the word, in the KuiadJum bUig : verse 1664 (ed. R. R. Arat), men igdish kvlwg-msn ‘ I am your 
servant (?)brought up in your household * (the speaker is the son of the ruler’s recently-deceased 
adviser Ay-Told!, and oertainly not a bought or oaptured slave); v. 6690, takt yilkt<3 igdish 
UklitsUni ‘ and let the herdsman inorease the (T)home-bred stook ’; and verses 4439 ff., speaking 
of the duties of the igdi^jiiler : kamug ytlktlarka bular baslySllar ‘ it is these who are in oharge of 
all the flooks ’.

From this meaning it is only a short step to the meanings noted by I. H. TJzun^arph (Osmanlx 
dedeti teqkildtina medhal, Istanbul, 1941, p. 116, n. 3) as attested by the thirteenth-century Ibn 
Mnbanne (ed. Melioransky, 61,10 ; ed. Kilisli Rif‘at, 147), al-muwallad ‘ ohild bom of one brought 
up in the Muslim world * (see W. Hefifening, in Eno. Islam, first ed., s.v.) and by the early four
teenth-century Wassaf, ‘ half-Turkish ’. In the thirteenth-century MS of Mahmud al-Kashgfcari’s 
Diwan lughdt al-iurk (facsimile, p. 611) one reads dearly igdish or (as interpreted by Besim Atalay) 
ikdish. with tbe translation banH ’l-akhvdf ‘ uterine brothers ’ ; but the context, a proverb 
contrasting the behaviour of half-brothers having a common father (karj-dagH) with that of 
half-brothers having a common mother, strongly suggests that igdigt here is a slip for dg-deeh; 
the copyist may have been misled by the meaning ‘ hybrid, half-breed 1 which igdisfc bore in his 
day. The eighteenth-century dictionary of Caghatay Turkish, the Sangldkh (ed. Sir Gerard 
Clauson (GMS, NS, xx), 1960, fol. 108v, line 28), gives two forms, igdish/igdii, and the definition 
‘ horse of mixed blood ’. The Ottoman meaning ‘ gelding ’ (Redhouse, with the variants igdi^/ 
igdiS—and also the doublet ikdish [Persian !] ‘ hybrid ’) seems to be modem; it developed, 
perhaps, from the idea of dooility.

Either of the contemporary meanings attested by Ibn Muhanna and Wa$$&f fits a corps raised 
from the sons of giuldms, of men brought into the Islamic world where they married local girls. 
Such a Muslim-born second generation represented something of a problem in a Muslim Btate and 
various solutions were found in order to provide for them ; with all reserve I suggest that the 
igdish are to be oompared with the atdad dl-nds in the Mamluk state (1). Ayalon, in BSOAS, 
xv, 3, 1953, 466 ff., and in Enc. Islam, second ed., s.v.) and the miUeferriqa (M. Tayyib GOkbilgin, 
in IA, s.v., especially the seoond paragraph) under the Ottomans, 

von. xxix. past 1. 6
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Part of the difficulty, as she fully appreciates (pp. 8-9), resides in the word 
hd. Lexically it undoubtedly means ‘ slave 1; yet in most Ottoman contexts 
its true meaning is something less precise : ‘ servant ’ or ‘ officer ’. The defini
tion of Rycaut (c. 1666) is significant here : ‘ Such as receive any wages or pay 
coming from the Exchequer, or any office depending on the Crown, have the 
title of Kid, which is, the Grand Signior’s Slave . . . and it is more honourable 
than the condition and name of Subject. . ,’.6 That this relatively late definition 
held good also for earlier periods is apparent from an Ottoman agent’s report, of 
1486, describing how he was cross-questioned by the young Duke of Savoy : 7 
‘ What is your status ? Are you a hd of the Sultan ? ’ ‘ I am.’—‘ What is your 
descent ? ’ ‘I am Turkish-born.’-—■' One who is Turkish-born cannot be the 
Sultan’s hd.’ ‘ Your Excellency is right, but I am the son of a hd ; I eat the 
Suit®11’9 bread and so count as his hd.’ The speaker, we may be sure, was 
a free man and bom free, but he claimed—and proudly—the ‘ title ’ of hd.

Indeed the terms hittuk and khizmet, often interchangeable, usually mean 
merely ' service ’, without any implication of 1 servitude ’.8 Dr. PapouLia is 
probably right in seeing a distinction between the terms khizmet eden (‘ Die- 
nenden ’), which appears in documents concerning the ‘ajenii-ogManlari, and the 
yoldashllk of grown Janissaries; but she presses the distinction too hard in 
making of it ‘ einen qualitativen Unterschied ’ of status (p. 6, n. 16). The text 
to which she refers (I. H. Uzunqar^ih, Kapxhdu ocaldan, i, Ankara, 1943, 136) 
for the interpretation of hUR khizmet, eden as meaning ‘ ganzlich Dienenden ’, 
with the implication ‘ full slaves ’, cannot possibly be read in this sense. The 
document on which she relies, a firman of 992/1684 addressed to the A glia of the 
Janissaries, says merely : ‘ Since it has been reported that some of the paid 
‘ajeml-oghlardari and some of those still undergoing basic training (Turk 
uzerinde olan)9 rendered every service that could be expected (Jtiitti khizmet) in 
the recent fire and that they have shown themselves fit for campaigning-service 
(yoldashllk) . . .’; the background is simply that the cadets turned out to fight 
a fire and are to be promoted as a reward. The distinction between khizmet and 
yoldaddtk in such contexts is, in my view, more likely to be that between non- 
combatant and combatant duties, or that between peace-time and war-time 
service. Thus for example a qanun-ndme of 962/1646,10 referring to the exemp
tion from taxes enjoyed by certain voynuks in return for ‘ frontier service ’ and 
for services rendered as scouts, etc., on the occasion of a campaign, sums these

* Present state, Bk. i, oh. iii.
T Published by §. Turan in BeUeten, xm, 103, 1962, 639-66, at p. 647.
8 See, for example, in H. Inalcuk, Bitret-i defter-i sancak-i Arvanid, Ankara, 1964, the referenoes 

to sipShis who, through blindness or old age, kuUukdan kalmlsh or kuUugha yaramaz {timirs 132, 
338) ; the first of these is called ahvldm-i mir, but the second is one of the sfirpttn, presumably 
free-born Turks, from Sara khan ; the term for a sipahi who fails to report for duty is kuU.uk etmez 
(tim/lr 169).

• For the technical meaning of this phrase see I. H. Uznmfarjfii, Kapikulu ocaldan, i, Ankara, 
1943, 116 ff.

10 0. L. Barkan, Kannular, Istanbul, 1943, p. 306, § 12, and of. p. 381, § 38.
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up as envd'-i khizmet ve yoldaMik, which I should interpret as ‘ various services 
rendered to the state in peace and war ’A1

The collapse of this unstable prop does not, however, bring her thesis down 
in ruins. There is here a very real problem, and her solution is, I shall suggest, 
on the right lines. In this connexion there are some illuminating details in the 
testament of Murad II, which survives both in the original Arabic text of 860/ 
1446 and in a slightly later Turkish translation.12 It contains this significant 
paragraph (p. 212, lines 6-7 [Arabic]): ‘ Every slave (‘abd) which I possess at 
the present time or shall possess hereafter of those called in Turkish i£ ogManl, 
whether he be now with me or whether he has gone out (kharaja) to a post 
(mansib), shall be free (hurr), as from 40 days before my death-sickness . . ,’.13 
The Turkish paraphrase (p. 207, § X) renders ‘abd as azadsuz kid (and mansib as 
Umar); azadsuz, it is dear, can mean only 1 unmanumitted ’,14 so that these 
persons are not merely, in the general sense, kid, but juridically 'abd, slaves ; 
and the Sultan, be it noted, is bestowing the ‘ post-dated 1 manumission not 
merely on the pages still in the palace service but also on those who have 
‘ passed out

11 That all three terms kulluk, khiimei. and yoldashltk might, however, he practically synony
mous is nioely illustrated in a report of DSwud Pafha, of o. 1482 (Arfiv Kilavuzu, n, Istanbul, 
1940, pi. xvn, lines 13-14); some members of the DhuT-Q.adr house having submitted, Dawud 
had proposed to send them to the Porte, but they volunteered to join his forces : . . . dsitdne-i 
devlete ifal eidtlk-idi. SSJiyd ‘ Yoldaaiillk mahaUindt gitmezQz; elden geldiliit A'azz AUShu 
angarahu yollnda khizmet ve kulluk edelam ’ deytl bunda voldaefalugha haldtlar.

u Published by Halil Inaloik, in Fatih devri Qzerinde teXkilder ve vesikalar, i, Ankara, 1954, 
204-15 and plates m-v ; and again by I. H. Uzunrarjili, in Vaktjlar Dergiei, iv, 1968, 1-17.

18 A grant of manumission with effect from the master’s death is known as iadbir (see Enc. 
Islam, seoond ed., art. ‘ ‘Abd ’, by B. Brunsohvig, ooh 30a; M. D’Ohsson, Tableau giniral..., 
Becond ed., vi, Paris, 1824, 31 ff. ; T. W. Juynboll, Handbuch dee ielamischen Oeeetxes, Leiden and 
Leipzig, 1910, 208). Here, however, it is stipulated that the manumission takes effeot not at the 
testator’s death but as from 40 days before his death-siokneas (marad al-mawt). A slave freed at 
death (mudabbar) formed part of the estate, and hence complications might arise in that a testator 
could dispose of only one-third of his estate, the rest going to hiB heirs according to the Qur’anio 
provisions (Juynboll, Handbuch, 206-7; J. Sohacht, An introduction to Islamic law, Oxford, 
1964, 100-74); again, a gift made during death-sickness was treated as a legaov (Enc. Islam, 
first ed., art. ‘ Wa$iya ’, by J. Sohacht; idem, Introduction, 174; A. A. A. Fyzce, Outlines of 
Muhammadan law, third ed., Oxford, 1984, 363 ff.); but the provision ‘ 40 days before my death- 
sickness ’ would presumably remove altogether the risk that the grant of manumission, inter
preted as a bequest, should be hindered in the event that the testator had exceeded the one-third 
limit of his property that he was able to dispose of by will.

It is a point of some interest that the wording of this testament (kuUu ‘abdin amlakuhu 
al-dn . . ,/dzddsuz IcuUarlmdan sbplhi ib-oohlanlarlmdur . . .) showB dearly that the members of 
the ‘ slave-institution ’ were regarded as belonging not to ‘ the Crown ’ impersonally, but to the 
Sul (An personally, and (as a oorollary) were inherited by his son and successor.

11 Like hul, the word dtad must be Interpreted with oaution. It may bear the neutral meaning 
1 released (from prison) ’, as in ‘A^Jyqpafhazade, ed. Giese, 122 : khunkdr dakhi ftrdhindan dzdd 
eyledi, Tokat hiftdrlnuy habsinden Hkaridt, and L. Fekete, Die Siydqai-Schrift, Budapest, 1966, 
doe. 3 ; but in other contexts dzdd tit- means, more preeisely, ‘ to manumit ’ : see for example 
G. Elezovifi, Turski spomenici, i, 2, Belgrade, 1962, p. 87, a letter of Hersek-zHde Ahmed Pasha 
to Bagusan ambassadors who are claiming the return of an enslaved lad: biz ol oohlan [sic] 
dzdd etdiirUb-daniritz ; oohlan phimdi dzddXu-dur amma oohlan dzdd dduohl gibi kendtX ikhtivdriyle 
MilsOlmdn oldl . . .; of. also Barkan, Kanunlar, p. 102, § 47.
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The next paragraph reads (Arabic): . . and every slave (‘abd) of whatever
category who came with me from Sarukhan to Edime and is at this time with me 
at Edime shall be free as from 40 days before my death-sickness ’. The Turkish 
version (here rendering ‘abd simply as kid) goes into greater detail and specifies 
the categories as ‘ ‘ulufejis, kapujls, solaks, 6adlr-mihterleri, doghgnjis, segbans, 
at-oghlardari, khar-bendes. devejis, askMs, and so on All or most of these are 
not lads in training bnt grown men ; and though some of these categories, the 
cooks and ostlers, might be regarded as ‘ domestic slaves ’, others—the solaks 
and segbans, for example—certainly counted as members of the ‘ slave-institu
tion Furthermore, the implication is inevitable that their fellows serving in 
the palace at Edime, those who had not been in the household of Murad II 
during his retirement in Sam khan, were to remain unfree.

Equally eloquent is another slightly earlier document of Murad II, dated 
end of Sha“ban 848/early December 1444,16 by which the Sultan renews a grant 
of manumission at his death (tadinr) for 15 survivors, all of European origin,16 of 
a larger group to whom tadinr had been granted three years before, ‘ but some 
of them have already gained the honour of freedom (hurriyya) from the above- 
mentioned deponent (muqirr, i.e. the Sultan), and some of them were killed in 
the battle in which the accursed Hungarians were defeated [i.e. the battle of 
Varna, fought two months before] ’. The manumission is said to have been 
granted to them as a reward ‘ after they had been his slaves (‘atndahu wa- 
mamatikahu) for many years and had served him well ’. For these therefore the 
Hbna must have been a thing of the past; nevertheless they had remained 
slaves up to that point, and in the future too the Sultan, with the normal right 
of the mudabbir,17 is to enjoy their service ‘ as he enjoys the service of an 
absolute slave \18

A third witness is the curious notice, found in contemporary histories, of 
a great freeing of slaves by Mehemmed II during his campaign against Uzun 
Hasan in 878/1473. The earliest Ottoman record of this seems to be the brief 
note in the history attributed to Hutu, which states that after the second, 
successful, engagement Mehemmed II ‘ gave thanks to God and in gratitude 
manumitted the slaves of his who were present on that campaign \18 Idris 
BidlisI, either following this work or recalling something he had heard when he 
himself had been a munshi in the service of Uzun Hasan,so gives the number of

16 Also published by H. tnalcik, Fatih devri . . ., 216-17 and pi. vr.
18 Three are Serbians, two Saxons (sdsi), four Bosnians, five Albanians, and one Vlach ; five 

are described as $hahinji and four as iaktrjt (two groups of falconers, see Enc. Islam, second ed., 
B.w. (aktrUl-boeht (B. Lewis) and doghanijl (H. Inaloik)) and one eaoh as khazine-oghlant, 
silihddr, rikfibi, oda oghfant, raqg&s, and tabbakh.

17 Juynboll, Handbnch, 200 : ‘ Solange der Herr lebt, ist die reohtliohe Stellung sines solchen 
Sklaven durchaus dieselbe, wie die anderer Sklaven ’.

19 kamd yantafi'u bi-hhidmati [so to be read, not khidmaiihC ’l-'abdi 'l-mutlaq.
19 Bodleian Library MS Marsh 313, fob 133r : pddiehdh-i Islam dakhi feth u wafers mutfali1 

olub ahilkr-i IJoqq edUb 6u gjtflkrdneye ol stferde olan IcuUartn &z8d etdi.
10 See Y. Minorsky (tr.), Calligraphers and painters : a treatise by Q54i Ahmad... (Freer 

Gallery of Art Occasional Papers, m, 2), Washington, 1969, 86.
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those freed as 40,000 and makes it clear that he regards them not as domestic 
slaves in general21 but as the slave-troops of the Sulfam22 From Idris s work 
this notice has passed into the histories of BihishtI and Sa‘d al-Din.23 All present 
this manumission as being a pious act of thanksgiving.

Granted that the figure of 40,000 is a gross exaggeration, it still seems 
difficult at first sight to credit that this note should be historically true : are we 
to understand, for example, that the Janissaries were manumitted ? Yet its 
truth is confirmed by the completely independent testimony of Angiolello, who 
weis present on the campaign as the slave of Prince Mustafa. But Angiolello 
sets it in a different, and perhaps more convincing, context: he records the 
manumission not as a gesture of thanksgiving for victory but as one of several 
desperate meEisures employed by the Sultan to restore the spirits of his army 
a week earlier, after the criticEil setback when the begletrbegx of Rumeli had been 
killed.24 This is not the place to go into all the implications of Angiolello s 
presentation 26; it suffices to note that he confirms, in its essentials, the 
historicity of Idris’s notice, and that for him, as for the Oriental historians, 
the status of many of the Ottoman troops was such that they were eligible for 
manumission, that they were, in other words, ‘ absolute slaves

These three examples suffice to show that—in the middle years of the

>i This seems to be the interpretation of Mtaejjim-ba&I, m, 391, for he mentions slave-girls 
as "well: ns kadar kvd ve jdriyeye malik iseler jumlestni i‘taq buyttrdUar; and cf. Hammer, QOS, 
n, 122 : ‘ gab er . . . alien seinen Solaven und Solavinnen die Preyheit ’.

*» Hasht bihighl, MS Nuruosmaniye 3209 (fair-oopy autograph), fol. 468v :
jlWL [sic ; read r_b] [> io j• & jl %b j* ^ rj"

‘\j\t jly, tAjJ .U-A jl -to . . . -uil; jljl Jll **-jl CJU- -Lilj

. oIYxj I & JlUL- <h>U-

»* Bihigfrti, British Mnsenm MS Add. 7889, fol. 201r: haiid mtnddUr hi bu ehilkrdneye bir 
gUnde ihah-i ‘ali-nizhdd dil-tdi&d odub kirk biy kulin azdd eylcdi; Sa‘d al-Din, I, 542 : bir kelime-i 
jtimi'a tie bir khavr-i ‘a$im-i ndfi'a mebde' ohib ‘ jtmi'-i ‘abid ve memalikim abrar olsttnlar demelde 
biiSb oltndukda kirk bir) raqabt ribqa-i rlqqdan dzdd oidl.

14 ‘ Breve narratione della vita . .. del signor Ussuncassano ’. in Ramusio, Navigationi ..., 
n, 1669, 68r-78r, at 09r : ‘ Hannta qnesta rotta fl Turco dubrth fortamente, & deliberb di ridurre 
il suo esseroito per la pin corta nel suo paese, & per eonfortar li snoi soldati, oltra il soldo ordinario 
dette un’ altra prestanza, & don6 la prima, ohe hanena data alia sua partita : & fece anche liberi 
tntti li suoi schiaui, ohe si tronauano in oampo, oon qnesta oonditione, ohe nrano fosse in liberty 
di abbandonarlo, ma fnssero hnomini del Signore, come gli altri stipendanj, ohe non sono sohiaui, 
A posson fare della lor robba quel ohe lor piace : & fece molte altre pronisioni carezzando & 
donando alii Capitani ’. (Cf. the very similar account incorporated in Donado da Lezze, Htstorta 
turchesca, ed. I. Ursu, Buoharest, 1909, 64.) The remitted ‘ earlier loan ’ to whioh Angiolello 
refers was an advanoe of ‘ one quarter’s pay ’ (to the kapa khaiql) and a ‘ subvention to the 
timariots ’ made at the beginning of the campaign (Ursu, 49). This detail also is confirmed by the 
Oriental sources (who say that the sum involved was 100 yUks = 10 million aides), though they 
represent this as being, like the manumission, a gesture of thanksgiving after final victory (Idris, 
Sa‘d al-Din, Hammer, loo. oit.).

“ I note only that what Angiolello oalls ‘ the condition that none should be at liberty to 
desert him but that they should be the Sultan's “ men ” like the other paid troops who are not 
slaves ’ presumably refers to the bond of clientage (wold’). Dr. Papoulia is evidently right in 
seeing this as an important element in the Ottoman ‘ ruling institution ’, but the question is 
when, and to what extent, the master-slave relationship was modified to that of patron and client.
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fifteenth, century at least—a Ukrrui did not automatically bring with it legal 
manumission; thus although the dikma as an institution seems to imitate the 
Mamluk Tcharj—and the term itself sounds very like a caique—it differed from 
it fundamentally in that the id oghlanl, unlike the Mamluk, was not (or perhaps 
not necessarily) then ceremonially manumitted.80

The dikma certainly did, to varying degrees for the various categories, bring 
with it an increased freedom of action : Dr. Papoulia justly emphasizes (p. 7) 
that the former id ogManlari, for example, could thereafter marry and themselves 
own slaves, thus enjoying a status somewhere between complete servitude and 
complete freedom. But it is unnecessary to postulate, as she appears to do, that 
this status sprang from a quasi-manumission based on ‘orf.27 By the shori'a 
doctrine of idhn or aMiyya the master could authorize his slave (now ‘abd 
ma’dhun) to marry and to possess property, slaves included.88 This doctrine 
would justify not only the greater personal freedom which the Sultan’s slaves 
enjoyed on the completion of their training but also their possession, on his 
behalf, of executive power.89

In her second section Dr. Papoulia discusses the still more obscure question 
of whether, and if so how, the devshirme was accommodated to the sharVa. She 
rejects (pp. 43-7) Professor Wittek’s point30 that according to Shafi‘i law 
Christians converted from paganism after the revelation of the Qur’an—and 
hence nearly all the Slavonic population of the Balkans—were not entitled to 
the status of dhimmi, principally on the grounds that there is no evidence that 
the Greeks were ever exempted as ‘ genuine ’ dhimmts. She inclines rather to the 
concept expressed by H. A. R. Gibb and H. Bowen,31 that the devshirme was 
a ‘ penalization ’ of the Balkan peoples ‘ for the sins of their fathers in that 
they had resisted the Ottomans and submitted only reluctantly to paying the 
jizya (pp. 49-53); this comes near to the apologia of Idris Bidlisi, which presents 
the dhimmis as having been conquered by force and thus in reality reduced to 
slavery.38

*■ See D. Ayalon, L'esdavagt du Mamelouk, Jerusalem, 1951, 17. If the Ottoman slave- 
institution was in some features oonsoiously based on the Mamluk syBtem, it may be that this 
striking difference, the absence among the Ottomans of a wholesale manumission, was a conscious 
‘ improvement ’, aimed at eliminating the intense group-loyalties which in Egypt so easily led to 
faction.

17 p. 6, n. 16 : ‘ Es ist offensiahtlich, dass das “ ilqma ” ein staatsreohtlioher Begriff war mit 
einer Bpeziellen Bedeutung beitlglioh der zuktinftigen Stellung dieser Sklaven. Es handelte sick 
um einen Staatsakt, fdr den die Erlaubnis des Sultans erforderlioh war . . .’. Long before the 
Ottomans oame on th e scene, the doctrines of servitude and manumission had been fully elaborated 
by the gftar1, so that (in prinoiple, at least) no Boope remained for the operation of ‘<3rf. Certainly 
the permission of the SulpSn was required when a dikma was held ; but he was acting (I suggest) 
not as ‘ Head of the State ’ but as the personal owner of the slaves involved.

** M. D’Ohsson, Tableau g&niral..., vr, 18-23; Enc. Islam., first ed., s.v. i$tm, by T. W. 
Juynboll.

Any officer of the state held his position by virtue of a berHi. In the oase of a slave this 
would presumably, in law, amount to a delegation of upm.

]0 P. Wittek, ‘ Devshirme and sharia ’, BSOAS, xvn, 2, 1956, 271-8.
31 Islamic society and the West, i, 2, London, 1957, 223.
3a Quoted in V. L. Manage, ‘ Sidelights on the devghirme . . BSOAS, mn, 1, 1956, 181-3.
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She fortifies her case with an impressive series of references (pp. 49-51, 
n. 16) for districts which were granted exemption from the devshirtw in return 
for a willing snbmission. All the same, she is perhaps a little too vehement in 
insisting (p. 47) that reasons of state alone could justify the institution ; reasons 
of state certainly lay behind it, but some religio-legal justification, however 
sophistical, must at some stage have been advanced and accepted. By advancing 
the ‘ law of fratricide ’ as a parallel and asking (p. 47) by what possible religious 
authority this could be justified, Dr. Papoulia in fact weakens her case, for that 
some sort of a justification had been put forward is evident from the very terms 
in which the ‘ law ’ is expressed in the qdnun-ndme of Mehemmed II:33 
‘ Most of the 'ulema’ have declared it permissible ’ (tejvxz etmishdiir, i.e. have 
deemed it jd’iz ‘ unobjectionable ’31). It is striking that Sa‘d al-Din uses the 
qdnun-ndme’s phrase nizam-i ‘alem i&iin ‘ for the sake of the good order of the 
world ’ in describing (i, 407) Mehemmed II’s execution of his infant brother, 
and that in recounting the killing of Bayezad I’s brother Ya'qub (i, 124) he 
cites the Qur’anic phrase (n, 187) oX-fdna ashadd min al-qail, which, interpreted 
as ‘ civil war is more serious than killing might be the very authority that 
justified the practice. So too it is by no accident of vocabulary that Ibn Kemal, 
one of the greatest of Ottoman legists, says that the killing of Mehemmed II’s 
brother mustahsen goriildi 36 ‘ was regarded as the better course ’ with an 
implicit appeal to the (HanafI) doctrine of isiihsdn.33 For both these writers 
the ‘ law of fratricide ’ was, at the worst, not incompatible with the sAari'a.

The devshirme, as Professor Wittek has suggested, presumably developed in 
the unsettled conditions when there was no precise frontier defining the ddr 
al-harb. But it is scarcely credible that after things had settled down no Ottoman 
theologian—not an Idris but a jurist of the calibre of Ibn Kemal or Abu’l- 
Su'ud—posed himself the question whether it was compatible with the shana. 
We may of course be confident that, if he did, he succeeded in finding an affirma
tive answer; but it would be interesting to know what the grounds for that 
answer were.

A related question is whether the exemption from the devshirme granted to 
some (all ?) inhabitants of waqf-Qstates rested on a principle—that it was 
presumptuous to levy an impost which impaired the productivity of estates 
devoted to pious aims—or arose from the fact that when the estates had been 
granted as freehold (miiVc) to the endowers, some of the latter were sufficiently 
influential to request that their properties should be exempt.37 Dr. Papoulia

33 Supplement to TOEM, nos. 14—16, p. 27.
51 Enc. Islam, seoond ed., art. ‘ Djd'iz ’, by Cbafik Chehata ; J. Sohacht, Introduction, 121 f.
35 Tevdrih-i Al-i Osman, VII. defter, ed. fj. Turan, facs. (Ankara, 1964), 10 = transcription 

(Ankara, 1967), 9.
33 Juynboll, Handbuch, 62 f.; idem, in Enc. Islam, first ed., s.v. ; J. Sohacht, Introduction, 

60-2.
37 The devshirme must have been unpopular "with landholders, for whom it entailed the loss of 

hardy peasants ; thus in an early sixteen th-oentury document (Uzun^ar^ih, I, 92—4) punishment 
is threatened to anyone who hides away a lad. ‘ in his timdr or in his house or in his village ’ : the 
first of these can be direoted only at the sipahis.
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touches on this point in referring, inter alia, to a firman of 987/1579-80 38 by 
which the qddis whose jurisdictions embrace the Yeni H kha^larl (near Sivas) 
are informed that these estates have now been granted as miilk to the Yalide 
Sultan (Nut Banu) and that ‘ from his Imperial clemency ’ (mezXd-i merhamet-i 
khusrevdnemden) the Sultan, Murad III, has exempted all the inhabitants from 
‘awarii and tekdlif, and the Christians among them (keferesi) from the devshirme 
Cajemi ogfdanl vermekden).

The history of these estates can be traced more widely in 0. L. Barkan’s 
Kanunlar (p. 85, § 28 and n.). They had formed part of the Hides of Biistem 
Pasha (d. 968/1561) and his wife Mihrimah Sultan (d. 985/1578), the daughter 
of Suleyman I, and in those days too the inhabitants had possessed these 
exemptions ‘ because it was the Imperial will that the estates should flourish5 
(irddet-i sherife abaddnlighina miite‘aUiq olmaahln). Then, presumably on the 
death of Mihrimah, the estates were granted as miilk to the Yalide, but (again 
presumably) on the understanding that she would make them over as waqf for 
the mosque, now the Atikvahde Camii, which she was founding at tlskiidar. 
Hence the exemptions are confirmed in the firman of 987/1579-80, while the 
mosque is still building and the land is still miilk, and re-confirmed in the 
qdnim-ndmes of 991/1583, when the estates have become waqf so that ‘ it is 
even more necessary [for they now support not a mortal member of the Imperial 
family but a pious foundation] that they should be given protection ’.39

At the same point Dr. Papoulia interprets three late documents, of 1621, 
1622, and 1666, as implying that Jchdss- and wo^/dands at that time no longer 
enjoyed immunity. It is true that the documents begin with the emphatic 
command that all ra‘ayd are to present their sons to the recruiting-officers for 
inspection, whether they are living ‘ in towns or villages, on ze‘dmets or itmars, 
on Jchdss- or waqf- or tnuZi-lands ’. But later on 40 comes the provision that 
those who claim that they are exempt, as being miners or dwellers on tco^/’-lands, 
must surrender their diplomas (mudfmdme, hiiJcm) to the recruiting-officer, 
to be sent to the Porte. Already at this time the central administration had in 
practice broken down : the very length of these documents, with their threats of 
punishment for every conceivable infringement, indicates that their execution 
was difficult, so that the Porte was concerned first to get hold of the lads and 
only then to investigate whether claims to exemption must be upheld. The 
principle has not necessarily been abandoned; but the genuineness of the 
mu‘df-names is suspect.

In the third section of her book Dr. Papoulia analyses the imprecise and 
contradictory accounts in the Ottoman historical sources of the origin of the 
Janissaries—on the one hand the presentation of the Anonymous Chronicles, 
Uruj, and ‘Ashiqpashazade, aptly called by J. A. B. Palmer 41 ‘ the Chroniclers’

’* pp. 64-5 and. n. 33. The document is transcribed in Uzunfarjih, i, 114.
3* himdyttleri da^i ziySde I3zim olmaHa.
10 Uzunjaripli, I, 90, last para., and 97, second para.
11 J. A. B. Palmer. ‘ The origin of the Janissaries ’, Bull, of the John Uplands Library, xxxv, 

2, 1963, 448-81, at p. 448.



narrative ’, which describes the levying of the yaya from Turks by Orkhan and 
the introduction of the penjik and (apparently) the establishment of the 
Janissaries by Murad I; on the other, Idris’s unequivocal statement that, 
Orkhan having raised the yaya and found them unsuitable, it was Orkhan 
too who instituted the devshirme and manned from it the corps of Janissaries, 
Murad I introducing the penjik simply as a monetary tax on prisoners of war. 
Dr. Papoulia concludes emphatically that Idris’s account is to be preferred.

This is, I feel, extremely dubious. In the absence of convincing external 
evidence, the question resolves itself into that of the relative reliability of the 
‘ Chroniclers’ narrative ’ and of Idris.

The former relates that early in the reign of Murad I (the incident is located 
between events dated to 762/1361 and 766/1364—5) the danishmend Kara 
Rustem came to the qadi‘asker Kara Khalil asking why the treasury (beglik) did 
not exact its due of one-fifth on the prisoners taken by the ghazis. Murad I 
having been assured that this was indeed the provision of the sAari'a, Kara 
Rustem installed himself at Gallipoli and collected 25 akies per prisoner ; ‘ this 
innovation (ihdath) of taking dues (bdj) at Gallipoli on prisoners was introduced 
by these two. They also ordered Evrenos Beg to take one prisoner in five of 
those brought in by raids (akin) or else 25 akdes per prisoner from a captor who 
had less than five. They proceeded on this arrangement and began to collect 
(divshiir-, in some texts) lads, brought them to the Porte, and distributed them 
to Turks in the countryside to learn Turkish. After some time they called them 
in, [Uruj and ‘ Apz.: -j- made them wear the white cap] and made them Janissaries 
at the Porte ’.

So far so good : 42 this description of the introduction of the penjik agrees 
broadly with Idris’s, and can be interpreted in the sense that the penjik-levies 
were drafted into the ranks of an already-existing Janissary corps. But all the 
texts then have, with variants, a concluding sentence which, with various 
degrees of explicitness in the various texts, implies that the Janissaries had not 
existed before this time.43 In order to reconcile the ‘ Chroniclers’ narrative ’
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** Except that Dr. Papoulia sees here (pp. 76-7) two separate episodes, the Gallipoli levy 
being an ‘ eoonomio measure ’ and the Evrenos levy a recruitment of men. This interpretation 
is pofflible, but unlikely. Gallipoli, the main crossing-point from Rumeli into Anatolia, is the 
obvious place for ‘ oustoms control where dues may be levied from the sipfihis of Anatolia as 
they return to sell their booty, human and otherwise, in the markets of Bursa before dispersing 
to their fiefe ; but the ghazis of Rumeli have no occasion to pass through here, and so the powerful 
Evrenos is given the thankless task of collecting penjik from them. In later years, when great 
raids were made aero® the Danube, the penjik could conveniently be levied at the crossing-place 
on the river, but even so the control was not easy : in describing a raid of Mikhal-oghll ‘All Beg, 
Ibn Kemil, to emphasize the great number of prisoners taken, says (facs., 410) : ‘ at the crossing- 
place [on the Danube] the nhazis paid penjik to the treasury on 32,000 prisoners, apart from those 
[evidently numerous] who were hidden away in remote frontier regions *.

48 TJruj, MS Oxford (ed. Babinger, 22) : astlda yepiSerinUp bunyadt budur, ol vaqitdenberU 
adinl yepiieri Jcodilar; MS Cambridge (ed. Babinger, 94) lacks a$tlda and ol vaqitdenberU ; MS 
Manisa (fol. 21r) begins yepiSerinUy a?lt bunyadt . . . and continues as Oxford; MS Paris, Bibl. 
Nat. supp. 1.1047 (fol. 17v) : a$Uda yeytierinUy a$H bunyadt budur, ol vaqitdenberU adt yepiieridUr. 
The Wx reoension of the Anonymous Chronicles has the clauses transposed (ed. Giese, 22) : ve
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•with. Idris Dr. Papoulia wishes to reject this last sentence as an addendum by 
a redactor.

The common source of the Anonymous-Uruj group and of ‘Ashiqpashazade 
was a redaction made in the very first years of the reign of Murad II,44 so that 
any sentence or phrase found in any of the Anon.-Uruj texts which is found also 
in ‘Apz. must have stood in this common source,46 and is therefore traceable 
back to about 1425. By this test, the whole story of the ‘ Chroniclers’ narrative ’, 
including the last sentence, can confidently be located in this source. In it stood 
also the phrase ‘ made them wear the white cap ’ (for it is shared by Uruj and 
‘Apz.). Whether the verb divskiir- stood in the source is less clear, for ‘Apz. 
has here jem‘ olun- and the W3 group of Anon, has oZ-; but my own conclusion 
is that divshur-, attested both by Uruj and by Type Wx of Anon., had stood in 
the source, in the neutral sense of ‘ collect ’, and that ‘Apz. and the redactor of 
Type W3, in whose times the verb had acquired the narrower sense of a forced 
levy from dhimrms, independently paraphrased it by ‘ neutral ’ words. Be that 
as it may, the source of 1425 presented the Janissaries as newly-raised (and 
hence, presumably, called the ‘ New Corps ’) from penjti-prisoners early in the 
reign of Murad I.

Idris was a foreigner, a high-ranking officer of the Ak-Koyunlu administra
tion, who came to the Ottoman court as a refugee only in 907/1501-2. It was 
his skill as a stylist that procured him the commission to write his history of 
the Ottomans. It is unlikely that he travelled much in Rumeli or had first-hand 
acquaintance with qhazi traditions there. His chapter on Or khan’s institution 
of (1) a coinage, (2) a distinctive head-gear, and (3) an infantry force (fcatiba n, 
dastdn 7) is certainly inspired—directly, or indirectly via Neshn—by ‘Apz.’s 
chapter (§ 31) on head-gear and the raising of the yaya (itself inspired by the 
‘ common source ’ of 1425, cf. Anon., ed. Giese, p. 14, lines 12—25, but with many 
additions by ‘Apz.). Idris’s concern, however, is to transform the amiable 
family atmosphere of ‘Apz.’s account into the majestic dignity of a classical 
Oriental court. He notices that although ‘Apz. had recorded earlier (§ 14) 
the introduction of the Ichutba in the Ottoman ruler’s name, he fails to mention 
(until § 37, and then only in passing) the other characteristic prerogative of an 
independent ruler, his own coinage. This then he mentions first, implying that 
Ottoman coins were first struck in 729 and at Bursa (which may well be

hem adlnl yepiieri kodUar, bunlaruy asU ol vaqitdeiiberil oldi; the W3 recension has a single, 
telesooped, clause (MBS M,L) : yeytierinUx) adlnt ol vaqiidenberil yeqjiieri kodUar (of. Annales : 
et inde ab iUis usque temporibus nomen hoc Oenizarorum adepti retinent). ‘Apz. reads (§ 46) adtn 
yeyiieri kodUar, yepOeri bunup zamdnlnda vdqi1 oUll, with the same transposition aa W,.

44 Not the ‘ mendqib of Vakhrin Faqlh ’ but an anonymous work, see V. L. Manage, in 
Bernard Lewis and P. M. Holt (ed.), Historians of the Middle East, 1962, 171 and 176, and in 
BS0A8, xxvi, 1, 1963, 62.

45 Barring, of oourse, the ease of contamination, which has admittedly occurred (elsewhere) 
in the Paris texts of Uruj (they contain some Interpolations from ‘Apz.); but otherwise the 
Anon.-Uruj group and ‘Apz. do not seem to have influenced each other.
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correct)/6 but describing them as being ‘ of gold and silver ’ (az zar u s%m): 
this is certainly an anachronism, for the first Ottoman gold coins were struck 
only under Mehemmed II. For the section on head-gear he adds some details, 
perhaps from traditions he had heard at the court (where these minutiae were 
carefully observed). In the section on the yaya he promotes Kara Khalil, 
‘ qadi of Bilejik ’ in ‘Apz., to qadi aX-qudat—an office common in many Muslim 
states, the Ak-Koyunlu (with which Idris was best acquainted) among them,47 
but unknown to the Ottoman hierarchy. Idris then adds the passage on the 
devshirme, the introduction of which is explicitly attributed to Or khan (after 
consultation with the principal officers of the state, arhan-i dawlat); from the 
lads so recruited the Janissary corps was formed.48

Sa‘d al-Dln, mainly following Idris, reproduces (x, 39) the phrases relating to 
‘ gold and silver ’ coinage, not noticing the partial anachronism; but he

4* See, for example, ‘All, in TOEM, vm, 48, 366 ff., and Klialll Edhem, MeskukSt-i ‘Othmti- 
n*yy&> 2—4. There is no need to postulate a written source for this statement of Idris : lie may 
well have seen one of these early coins.

47 L BL Uzunjarjih, Osmanlt devleti teflcilditna medhal, Istanbul, 1941, 302 f. and index, b.v. 
kadilkuzat.

44 This is the appropriate point to dear up a misunderstanding. At p. 161 of his review 
(cited at p. 66, n. 4 above), Professor Vryonis speaks of the discrepancies between the ‘ Palmer 
version ’ of Idris (i.e. Palmer’s summary at p. 470 of the article cited at p. 72, n. 41 above) and 
the ‘ Manage version ’ (the passage quoted in B80A8, xviu, 1, 1966, 181 f.). The ‘ Palmer 
version ’ is a summary of the whole chapter as presented by Sad ai-Din (i, 37-41); the ‘ Manage 
version ’ is a quotation, from Idris, of a small passage in the whole chapter : it oocupies 16 lines 
out of a total of 136 in the Nuruosmaniye MS 3209, Idris’s autograph, of which I now have 
a microfilm (the equivalent in Sa‘d al-Dln is p. 40, 1. 24 to p. 41, 1. 6 ; and in Palmer, p. 470, 
lines 26-30, ‘ This piydda . . . service and obedience ’). Idris oertainly does refer to the collected 
youths as beooming Janissaries—but in contexts before and after the passage whioh I quoted: 
he introduces the ‘ infantry ’ seotion by speaking of Lj 4j <_jj ^iL
jj -jdJ j*S~i J and later refers twice to ^ 0^ aD<^ AStS*1

Again, Dr. Papoulia’s aside (p. 72), that perhaps not all MSS mention Kara Khalil, is un
warranted (unless her MS, Berlin Or. fol. 3179, has very different readings from those I have 
seen). Idris begins his ‘ infantry ’ seotion by stating that Orkh&n consulted his brother ‘Ala’ 
al-Dln Pasha and the qddi aX-<pu}at Kara Khalil; Kara Khalil pointed out that in order to take 
fortified towns (cf. Sa‘d al-Din, I, 39, line 10) infantry were more necessary than oavalry (another 
anachronism I) ; Orkfaan agreed, and Kara Khalil was put in charge of recruiting yaya. The levy 
of dhimmi lads, however, is ascribed to the advice not of Kara Khalil but of arkan-i dawlat 
(line 3 in B80A8, xvjjj, 1, 181 = MS Nuruosmaniye, fol. 93v, line 7, and of. Sa‘d al-Din, I, 40, 
line 26). Dr. Papoulia is therefore mistaken in saying (p. 72) that Kara Khalil is mentioned by 
Idris ‘ als Ratgeber Orfofins ’ on the question of the dev.^hirme, and (p. 89) that ‘^dio Einftthrung 
des DevSirme mit dem Namen des Qara IJalil verbunden ist ’; it is Hammer who makes this 
assumption (GOB, I, 91).

Even if there were a link between Kara Khalil and the devshirme, it is rather hard on him to 
say (p. 89) that he was ‘ fllr seine Verstbsse gegen das Scheriat-Recht bekannt ’. This notoriety 
rests solely on the oritioisms of the redactor of the Anonymous Chronicles (ed. Giese, p. 30, 
lines 21 ff., and of. ‘Apz. § 63), who is saying in effeot that in the good old days honest ah&zis 
were not pestered by the central government: there was no penjik (= khums. one of the basio 
prescriptions of Islam) to tax private enterprise ; there were no laws compelling the surrender of 
an earlier sound ourrenoy in exchange for a debased new one ; and there were no nasty ii-oahlans 
(everyone knows how they won favour) coming out of the Palace to lord it over free-bom Turks. 
Kara Khalil’s evil reputation derives in faot not from his infringement of the shari'a but from his 
attempts to apply it.
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follows ‘Apz. and/or Ncshri in mailing Kara Khalil only ‘ qacfc of Bilejik’ 
(i, 40, line 16). In his shortened section on the devshirme (i, 40-1) he does not 
mention the name of Orkhan, but speaks, perhaps with intentional vagueness, 
only of skah-i ‘ati-jah. Again, when inserting his own calculation that over 
200,000 men have been brought into the Muslim community through the 
devshirme since it was instituted, he comments that this is a period of ‘ over 
200 years ’: since Sa‘d al-Dln completed his history in 982/1575, this comment 
hardly takes us back so far as the reign of Orkhan. Thus though he is in 
general content to follow Idris, Sa‘d al-Din seems to have reservations about 
his chronology.

The historian whom it would be most interesting to hear on this point is 
Ibn Kemal. He had started his career as a soldier and served in Rumeli, he 
wrote the bulk of his history while a miiderris at Ediroe (between 908/1502-3 
and 916/1510-11), and rose to be Sheylch al-Islam. He was, beyond doubt, no 
less familiar with the existing chronicles than Idris and was certainly better 
acquainted with Ottoman traditions and institutions. The introduction of the 
penjik (and perhaps too of the Janissaries) we should expect him to describe 
in his third book, on the reign of Murad I, but the relevant pages seem not to 
have survived.49

The establishment of the yaya he describes as occurring after Orkhan had 
made Tznik his capital (with many details found in ‘Apz., §§ 33-4). He names 
neither ‘Ala’ al-Din Pasha nor Kara Khalil; the sipahis, he says, were prospering 
so much from rich booty that the ra‘dyd too were eager to serve, as infantry ; 
some of them therefore were enrolled and granted exemption from taxes. He 
continues : ‘ The origin of the enrolling of yaya in Anatolia is this which has 
been related. But at that time there were no Janissaries : the service which 
they render was rendered then by the yaya. . . . Later, when the Janissaries 
were introduced, this corps of yaya fell from the ruler’s favour and became 
abandoned in the nook of rejection ; hard and rough tasks were assigned to 
them and that body lost all esteem: they became despised among their 
successors ’.60 Thus Ibn Kemal says only that the Janissaries were instituted 
‘ later ’ and makes no mention here of the devshirme. If Idris had before him 
a source now lost or knew of a tradition which ascribed the institution of the

49 I have micro films of MS NnruoHmaniye 3078 and of part of MS All Emin 30. The former is 
wrongly described in 1st. hut. tarih-cofirqfya yazmalarx JcaialogUirtt i, 2, 1944, p. 122, as containing 
books i—iv : it contains only i, n, and rv ; the latter (books i—iv) lacks bo me pages between fol. 81v 
(the incidents of ‘Apz., § 44) and fol. 82r (defeat of the Serbs, ‘Apz., § 49).

ao AIR EuruoBmaniye 3078, fol. 4fiv : j & t£-bl jj ULj

ll*. Jh- jU d/Jjl (jJjl L.I tsurijl

iliVtSjjjS <~lj\ pjj |»•/!

jji j-UlixL. jL jhjl A* AA*

oX—ljl iiiL- tpLili iT—CJ djl '-r’A-!/ AA AAA
AAA
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devtihirme and the Janissaries to Pridian, Ibn Kemal either was unaware of it 
or rejected it.81

Dr. Papoulia’s reasoning therefore fails to persuade me to reject J. A. B. 
Palmer’s conclusion that Idris, using the sources known to us, re-cast and 
distorted the sequence of events. On the present evidence we must adhere to 
her second—and rejected—summary of the position (p. 70): ‘ Die Grundung 
der Janitscharen ist mit der Einfuhrung des Penffik zur Zeit Murads I. ver- 
bunden, wahrend das DevSixme, auf Grand der Rede von Isidoros, anschliessend 
innerhalb der Regierangszeit Murads I. oder spates tens im Jahre 1395 anzusetzen 
ist ’.

Dr. Papoulia is well aware of the difficulties inherent in the discussion of 
Ottoman institutions—that the two principles of shar‘ and ‘orf could lead to 
contradictions, that the position of the Sultan’s subjects varied from district to 
district, and that the extension of the Empire impelled modifications from 
century to century, so that the attempt to bring together data from different 
regions and different periods may produce only distortion. We have, she says, 
‘ nur Brackstucke eines verlorengegangen Mosaiks ’. Without attempting to 
fit them in precisely, I append a few more fragments which have now come to 
light.

1. In discussing the numbers of lads taken (p. 96 and n. 22), Dr. Papoulia 
notes the proportion ‘ one lad per 40 households ’ mentioned in an undated 
nisAan ascribed by Uzumjanjih (i, 92—4) to the early sixteenth century. Dr. D. 
Bojanid-Lukafi has now explained the term dilik, used in the ‘ Memoirs ’ of 
Konstantin Mihailovid to designate a ‘ devtshirme-boy ’, as derived from Persian 
6ihal-yah, ‘ one in 40 ’ (cf. penjik < panj-yak).M Thus it seems that the propor
tion of one lad per 40 [households] was observed as early as the mid-fifteenth 
century.

2. The document of 787/1385 (TOEM, v, 28, 244-6, considered by

51 Closely linked with this point is the question whether the devshirmt was first applied in 
Rumeli and then extended to Anatolia or whether (perhaps as a continuation of Seljilq praotioe) 
it had been earned from Anatolia into Rumeli. This is oruoial for Dr. Papoulia’s thesis, for if the 
devghirme were shown to have originated in Rumeli it oould hardly have been instituted by 
Orkh&n. and still less in the first years of his reign. Dr. Papoulia points out that there is no evi
dence in the earliest sources that it was oonflned to the European domains; and she argues 
convincingly (p. 86 and n. 19) that the letter of 1466 to the Grand Master of Rhodes (whioh, in 
my artiole ‘ Devshirmt ’ in Ene. Islam, second ed., I suggested might refer only to piraoy) does 
indeed indicate that the devshirmt was then practised in Anatolia. But the existence of an 
Anadolu Agh&sl, which she cites in corroboration (p. 87), does not in faot help her argument. This 
officer’s duty, apparently, was to supervise the lads from Rumeli who were undergoing their 
‘ basio training ’ in Anatolia, and that of his oolleague, the Rumeli Aghasl, the oonverse (see e.g. 
Hezarfenn, quoted in TUrhiyai Mecmuast, x, 1963, 383). Of the two, however, the Anadolu 
Aghasl was senior in rank (Uzumjarjih, I, 44-6); and this suggests that his post had been estab
lished earlier (just as the beglerbegi of Rumeli out-ranked his oolleague of Anatolia), and hence that 
the devshirmt had been established first in Riimeli.

51 DuSanka Bojani6-Luka6, ‘ Povodom izraza jSilifc ’, in Vtsnika Vojnog Muzejajna (Belgrade), 
vt-vn, 1962, 237-9.
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Dr. Papoulia at p. 67), which refers to the misdeeds of two Janissaries, has now 
been discussed by Professor Wittek (WZKM, LVin, 1962,192-4). He concludes 
that it is spurious (not merely because of the surprisingly early reference to 
Janissaries), so that it is no indication for the date of the founding of the corps.

3. In a document of about 880/1476 it is threatened that Christians (of 
Premedi, in southern Albania, and Grevena, in south-western Macedonia) 
liable to the jizya who have fled will be pursued, apprehended, and transported 
to Anatolia, and their sons taken ‘ for Janissary service ’ (yeyi6erilige).M Here 
then a near-equivalent to the demhirme is represented as a punishment—but 
here easily justifiable on the ground that the dhirmms in question have broken 
their compact with the Muslim ruler.

4. In a recently-published article,84 Professor Inalcik has noted that in the 
early Ottoman period ‘ relatives of the children levied for the Janissaries ’ were 
exempted from paying jizya. To surrender a son to the ‘ slave-institution ’ 
seems therefore to have been regarded els a quELsi-military service, comparable 
with the other services (guarding of pEisses, etc.) which too could bring exemp
tion from jizya.

5. I take this occasion to mention some further manuscripts of the Qawdmn-i 
Yerfiieriyan, to add to the two already noted (p. 88, n. 26) in public collections : 
(i) Istanbul, Revan 1319 (F. E. Karatay, TopJcapt Sarayi. . . tiirJcge yazmalar 
kataloju, i, 1961, no. 1839); (ii) Bratislava (Arabische, turJdsche und persische 
Handschriften der Vniversitdtsbibliothek in Bratislava, by J. Bla§kovi6 and 
others, Bratislava, 1961, no. 439), where are noted also : (iii) Gotha (Pertsch, 
no. 134); (iv) Nuruosmaniye 4095 (?); (v) no. 66 in the library of Dr. Safvet 
Beg Ba&igid (Popis orijentalmh rukopisa ..., in Glasnik Zemaljskog Huzeja u 
Bosna i Hercegovini, xxvm, 1916, 207-90, at p. 225).

I should be most reluctant, by these criticisms of a few points, to leave the 
impression that Dr. Papoulia’s monograph is unsound. On the contrary, it is 
the most exhaustive study of the devshirme yet made, based on very extensive 
and critical reading. Indeed it is simply because it will be widely read and 
deservedly cited, especially by non-Orientalists, that I have attempted here to 
overtake, before they gain general currency, a few interpretations that seem to 
me rather hazardous.

“* ^inUnndme-i sulfiJnf her mUceb-i ‘Srf-i ‘osm&nt, ed. B. Anhegger and H. Inaltnk, Ankara, 
1966, 70 (= ed. F. Babinger, Munich, 1966, 272, and of. N. Beldiceann, Les odes des premiers 
sultans... , i, Paris, 1960, p. 149, § 3).

11 Enc. Islam, seoond ed., art. ‘ Qjizya ’, ooL 664b.
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By Mohammad Ali Jazayery

1.1.1. It Lae been said thatc the interrelation of language and other aspects 
of culture is so close that no part of the culture of a particular group can 
properly be studied without reference to the linguistic symbols in use \x One 
manifestation of cultural change in the language is seen in ‘ linguistic 
borrowing which, both as a general linguistic and cultural phenomenon, and 
as a process related to particular languages, has attracted the attention of 
a great number of scholars, including many linguists.®

1.1.2. As the previous studies have indicated, linguistic borrowing may 
occur in all domains of language : phonology, morphology, syntax, and lexicon. 
However, ‘ since lexicon is the index of culture, and in its totality presumably 
can describe the culture, we would expect the greatest correlation [between 
language and culture] to be here : the lexicon expresses the meanings, which 
are the culture. But the correlation of the more purely linguistic and structural 
parts of language with culture is indirect, and therefore less responsive to 
cultural change \3

1.1.3. Persian is a very fertile field for studying the various aspects of 
linguistic borrowing and its relation to cultural borrowing, since the cultural 
contacts of its speakers have been very extensive through the centuries. 
Unfortunately, however, the matter has received much less attention than it 
deserves. It is the purpose of this paper to present, on a modest scale, a general 
survey of the more recent developments in this connexion. Although we shall 
try to cover as much of the subject as possible, our concern in the bulk of what 
follows will be lexical borrowing in Persian—subject to two restrictions. In 
terms of time, we shall only cover ‘ contemporary ’ Standard Persian—more

1 H. Hoijer, ‘ Linguistic and cultural change ’, Language, xxrv, 4, 1648, 330.
a See, for example, W. D. Whitney, The lift and growth of language, New York, 1883, oh. vii, 

eBp. pp. 114-20 ; 0. Jespersen, Language, New York, 1923, oh. xi; E. Sopir, Language, New York, 
1927, oh. ix; L. Bloomfield, Language, New York, 1933, ch. xxv-xxvii. In recent years, in the 
United States, Einar Haugen has published extensively on the subject, developing, and from 
time to time refining, a theoretical and terminological framework, mu many publications on the 
subjeot inolude : ‘ The analysis of linguistic borrowing Language, xxvr, 2, 1960, 210-31 ; The 
Norwegian language t» America: a study in bilingual behavior, 2 vols., Philadelphia, 1953; 
Bilingualism «a the Americas: a bibliography and research guide, [Tuscaloosa], University of 
Alabama, 1966 ; and 1 * Language oontaot ’, Proceedings of the eighth International Congress of 
Linguists, Oslo, 1968, 771-85. Another Amerioan scholar, Uriel Weinreich, has discussed the 
theoretical aspeots of ‘ language oontaot ’, and has proposed a rather elaborate methodology. HU 
major published work is Languages in contact: findings and problems, seoond printing The Hague, 
1963, whioh includes a 668-item bibliography. In Europe, books and articles have been publidied 
on the subject by Deroy, liotx, Qnenss, and others. See, for example, Louis Deroy, L’emprunt 
linguistique, Paris, 1666. This book contains a very extensive bibliography, in whioh references to 
other European scholars can be found.

* E. Haugen, Proceedings, 774.
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exactly, tlie Persian of the period of ‘ Westernization ’.4 5 As far as the sources 
of borrowing are concerned, we shall mainly consider the languages of the 
‘ West ’—Europe (and America), including Russia. Our plan in what follows is 
first to present briefly some basic notions and terms used in the discussion of 
linguistic borrowing (in § 1); then to discuss the sources for research on recent 
linguistic borrowings in Persian (§ 2); the cultural background against which 
the recent borrowings have taken place in Persian (§ 3); and, finally, the 
borrowings themselves (§ 4). In the latter connexion, it is not our purpose—nor 
will it be possible in a single article—either to list all the loans, or to discuss all 
the problems and ramifications involved. Rather, we shall try to present an 
over-all picture of the situation. In § 5 one or two broad questions concerning 
recent loans will be dealt with.

.1.2.1. ‘Linguistic borrowing’ may be defined, for our purposes, as ‘the 
attempted reproduction in one language of patterns previously found in 
another ’.6 The borrowing language is called the ‘ recipient ’ language ; it has 
also been called the borrowing, primary, or replica language. The language 
from which the borrowing is made is referred to as the ‘ source ’ language ; it 
has also been termed the lending, secondary, model, or donor language. The 
borrowed element as it was in the source language is the ‘ model ’, and as it is in 
the recipient language is the ‘ replica

1.2.2. Writers on lexical borrowing use the term ‘ loan-word ’ to refer to a 
‘•borrowed ’ word. ‘ Word ’, however (even disregarding the fact that, though 
universally used, it is still an undefined, or at best an inadequately defined, 
term), will not always be an adequate term, as when one wants to refer to affixes. 
A more exact term, covering both words and affixes (as well as some other 
things) is ‘ morpheme ’; morphemes are, in one definition, ‘ the smallest 
individually meaningful elements in the utterances of a language ’.7 Two other 
relevant terms are ‘ free ’ and ‘ bound ’. A ‘ bound ’ form is a linguistic form 
which is ‘ never spoken alone ’; all other forms are ‘ free ’.8 Finally, by 
‘ phoneme ’ is meant, roughly speaking, eaoh of the significant speech sounds, 
used to distinguish two forms which are otherwise alike in the sounds composing 
them (barring the oases of homonymy).9

1.2.3. Linguistic ‘ loans, of whatever kind, may be analyzed and described ’,

4 We shall not inolude Afghan or Tajik Persian in our discussions. The recent linguistio 
developments in these dialects have not been identical with those in ‘ Tehrani ’ Persian. Nor will 
we attempt to oover other Persian dialeots of Iran, such as those of the south (formerly the area 
of the operations of the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company) and the north (where Russian has had more 
influence than elsewhere in the oountry).

5 E. Haugen, Language, xxvi, 2, 1960, 212.
6 The terms ‘ model ’ and ‘ replica ’ are often used by scholars to refer both to the languages 

involved and to the items borrowed. Here we use them only with reference to the latter. The 
corresponding terms for the languages are, as indicated, ‘ source ’ and ‘ recipient ’.

7 C. E. Hookett, A course in modem linguistics, New York, 1968, 123.
s L. Bloomfield, Language, 160.
' These definitions of general linguistio terms are not intended to be exhaustive. Bather, 

they are given as working definitions.
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according to Haugen, 1 in terms of the extent to which they are imported in 
extenso and the extent to which they are modified hy substitutions of native 
habits ’.10 All types of loans (including the lexical ones) may thus he said to fall 
between the two extreme poles of complete ‘ importation ’ and complete 
‘ substitution On this basis, he recognizes three major varieties of loans.11 
‘ Loanwords ’ are complete morphemic importations, as in P /fizfk/ <—jJ 
‘ physics ’ < F ■physiqueA* When only partial substitution is involved we have 
‘ loanblends ’, as in P /v61t sscnj/ dJj ‘ voltmeter ’, where F volte is 
imported, but where P /sdmj/ is substituted for F mitre. ‘ Loanshifts ’ involve 
complete substitution, as in P /r&he '‘aham/ ol; ‘ railway ’, where P /r&h/ 
is substituted for F chemin, P /-e/ (the ezaf6, or connective /-e/) for F de, and 
P /?alfien/ for F fer. Loan-shifts are foreign loans which ‘ appear in the language 
only as changes in the usage of native words \18 In some cases a native mor
pheme takes on a new meaning or meanings transferred to it from a foreign 
morpheme with which it originally had one or more meanings in common. An 
example is /SeerayAt/ Jajl^ in Persian which originally meant ‘ conditions ’ 
in the sense of ‘ terms ’, but now also means ‘ conditions ’ in the sense of 
‘ situation ’, on the model of the word condition in English or French. Such 
loans are ‘ loanshift extensions ’. On the other hand, a combination of native

10 E. Haugen, ‘ Problems of bilingualism *, Lingua, n, 3, 1960, 288.
11 The terminology of linguistics borrowing used here, and the definitions of the terms, are 

based on the works of Haugen cited in p. 79, n. 2, p. 81, n. 10, and p. 82, n. 14. Deviations from 
his terminology are negligible.

11 In what follows, we shall use the conventional orthographies for representing the foreign 
(Le. non-Persian) forms cited. The Persian forms, however, will be represented in phonemic 
transcription as well as conventional orthography. The following symbols are used to represent 
the Persian consonant and vowel phonemes : /pbtdkg?8E62 ojfvxqhrlmnywie 
© u o a/. The symbols /& i/ stand for pre-palatal fricatives, voioeless and voiced respectively 

and j in Persian orthography). /c j/ are pre-palatal afirioated stops, voiceless and voiced
respectively and ^). /x q/ are voiceless and voiced post-velar fricatives respectively and 

or J). /’/ is the glottal stop (the hamza or £). /w/ occurs only as the seoond member of 
certain diphthongs (in the literary style only in /ow/) and there it corresponds to the letter j 
(waw) when the latter symbolizes a diphthong, /v/ is a voiced labial fricative, written as j (wdw) 
in Persian orthography, /i e »/ are the front vowels, from high to low, and correspond, respec
tively, to the Persian letter (j (in one of its uses), the kasra, and the faiha. /u o a/ are the 
corresponding back vowels ; /u/ is represented by the letter j (w&w); /o/ by famma in some 
cases, and by j (waw) in others; /a/ by the letter I (alef). The Persian stress phonemes are 
J'' w jt primary (or strong), secondary, and tertiary (or weak); this last will be left unmarked. 
On the phonemes of Persian see G. E. Nye, ‘ The phonemes and morphemes of Modem Persian : 
a descriptive study ’, doctoral dissertation, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1954; C. T. 
Hodge,1 Some aspects of Persian style ’, Language, xxx.ni, 3, Pt. 1,1967, 366-69 ; and G. Lazard, 
Orammaire dupersan coniemporain, Paris, 1967. In book titles, authors* names, etc., transliteration 
is used throughout; when an item has been published with a title-page in roman characters, the 
author’s own roman-character rendition will be used. The following abbreviations will be used : 
P(ersian), F(renoh), E(nglish), R(ussian).

13 E. Haugen, Language, xxvi, 2, 1960, 219.
VOL. xxix. past 1. 6
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morphemes may aoquire, on the model of an item in a foreign language, a new 
meaning or meanings not equal to the sum total of its components. P /mhhe 
?sssffil/ aU ‘ honeymoon ’ is an example. These loans are called ‘ loanshift 
creations ’.

1.2.4. All the above types of words can be subsumed under the term 
‘ dependent innovation which we can define as any linguistic innovation based 
on a model in another language. It may be noted here that not all linguistic 
innovations naming cultural innovations borrowed from other cultures depend 
on models in other languages. Thus, P /maSin dudi/ (Jbjb ijiil*, a word used 
to designate a ‘ tramway ’ running between Tehran and a nearby shrine, and 
literally meaning ‘ smoky machine ’, was coined in Persian without any foreign 
model to base it on. Such innovations can be called ‘ independent 
innovations \14

2.1.1a. As for the sources, no serious attempt seems to have been made to 
collect recent Western loans in Persian, to classify them systematically, or to 
analyse them from a linguistic point of view.16 Even a reasonably complete list 
has not been published. There are, however, a number of secondary sources, 
some of which we shall mention here. These sources fall within two groups : 
dictionaries, and other works. We begin with the latter group. Most of the 
Iranian writers who have dealt with the subject of recent linguistic borrowing at 
all have confined their discussions exclusively—or very nearly so—to whether 
or not loan-words (and loan-shifts) should be admitted to, and accepted as 
a legitimate part of, the language.16 The earliest discussion of recent loans in 
Persian that has come to this writer’s attention is an article in French, by the 
Iranian Foroughi (Zokaol Molh), published in 1908. In it, the author discusses 
foreign words in Modem Persian, emphasizing those introduced in recent times, 
and gives examples of Arabic, Turkish, Indian, Chinese, English, French, and 
Kussian loan-words. In 1908, M. K. Shirazi, another Iranian, published a list 
of 138 new words, which he had collected from recent Persian newspapers, in an 
English journal. With one or two exceptions, the new words were borrowings 
from European languages. The list provided the Persian orthographic forms of 
the words, their English meanings, and indications as to the source languages ; 
there was no accompanying discussion. Meanwhile, Paul Horn, in his grammar

14 E. Haugen usee the terms ‘ borrowed ’ and ‘ native ’ respectively where we use ‘ dependent ’ 
and ‘ independent ’. See his review of H. Gneuss, LthnbUdungen und Lehnbedeutungen im 
Altmglischen, Berlin, etc., 1965, in Language, mu, 4, Pt. 1, I960, 761-9.

15 This writer made suoh an attempt for a small segment of recent Western loan-words in his 
unpublished dootoral dissertation, ‘ English loanwords in Persian : a study in language and 
culture ’ (University of Texas, Austin, 1968), and is currently engaged on a book on the same 
subjeot.

14 Examples are S. Nafioy in the introduction to his Dictioimaire frangais-^persan, 2 vols., 
Tehran, 1930-1; M. T. Bahar in his Sabk-shenasi, second edition, m, Tehran, 1969, 403-7 ; 
Mohammad Qazwinl, in Nathr-e Fdrsi-ye mo'dfer, ed. by I. Afshar, Tehran, 1961, 69-03 ; 
A. Kasrawi, in Zabdn-e pdk, Tehran, 1943, 2-12 ; S. 5. TaqizSdeh in zabdn-e fafih-e Farsi,
Tehran, 1947; M. A. Foroughi, in the work oited under Mass6 in p. 83, n. 18 ; and P. N. Khiinlari, 
Dar b&rt-yt zaban-e Farsi, Tehran, 1901, 107-26 (a reprint of articles published earlier).
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of Modem Persian, among the earliest publications to discuss recent loans even 
in passing, devoted seven pages to an extremely brief discussion and examples of 
loan-words (old and new) in Persian. He gave only two short paragraphs to 
borrowings from Russian, French, and English, citing only one example. In 
1910 L. Bouvat published a paper on the modem evolution of the languages of 
the Islamic world, devoting about four pages to Persian. In 1934—9, C. E. Wilson, 
in a Persian-English glossary of new words and expressions he had compiled 
mostly from recent Persian newspapers, included a number of European 
borrowings, almost all of them from French. Malek’ol-Sho'ara Bahar, in his 
history of the evolution of Persian prose, published 1940-4, gave a few examples 
of recent lexical developments in Persian, including Western loan-words. In 
1943, M. Ishaque gave a short list of European loans in discussing the poetry 
of modem Iran. In 1955-6, C. Dutt, in a general discussion of loan-words in 
Persian, gave short lists of borrowings from Greek, Aramaic, Babylonian, 
Indian, Turkish, Chinese, Armenian, Russian, English, and Frenoh. In 1956, 
an article by W. Giese dealt with Frenoh loan-words in Persian, including some 
analysis. A list of some recent Western loan-words and foreign proper names 
appeared in Persian in 1959 ; and another short list in 1961.17 Since the founda
tion of the Iranian Academy (the Farhangestan) in 1935, several articles have 
appeared in European journals on the major activity of that institution—the 
coming of new words to replace loan-words in scientific terminology, as well as 
in the language at large.18 The Academy itself has published periodic lists of 
the words it has coined or adopted.19

2.1.1b. As far as the dictionaries are concerned, we must first make certain 
general observations. About 200 monolingual Persian dictionaries have been

17 Foronghi (Zokaol Molk), ‘ L’influence oxerc6e par les langnns 6trangferes sur le persan ’, 
Revue Bleue, No. 21, 1908, 364—68 ; M. K. Shirazi, ‘ A list of 138 new words, chiefly European, 
that constantly ooonr in modem Persian newspapers . . .’, Journal and Proceedings, Asiatic 
Society of Bengal, NS, m, 1, 1907, 9-13 ; Paul Horn, ‘ Nenpersische Schriftspraohe ’, in W. Geiger 
and E. Kuhn (ed.), Orundriss der iranischen Philologie, i, 2, Strassburg, 1898-1901, 1-8; L. 
Bouvat, ‘ Involution modeme des langues musnlman ’, Revue du Monde Musvlman, x, 1910, 
47-69 ; C. E. Wilson, ‘ Contributions to the Modem Persian-English vocabulary ’, Islamic 
Culture, vm, 4, 1934, 660-84; jx, 1936, 80-106, 308-34, 493-618, 680-602; x, 1936, 63-87, 
280-98, 461—70, 610-32; xm, 1, 1939, 82-97 ; M. T. Bahar, Sdbk-shendsi, second edition, in, 
Tehran, 1969, 404-06 ; M. Ishaqne, Modem Persian poetry, Calcutta, 1943, oh. iii; C. Dntt, 
‘ Loan-words in Persian ’, Indian Linguistics, xvn, 1966-6, 114-20 ; W. Giese, ‘ FranzSsisohe 
LehnwOrter im modemen Persisohen Zeitschrift far Pranz6sische Sprache und Literatur, lxvu, 
1, 1966, 69-77 ; F. Kar, Farhang-e emrdz, Tehran, 1968 ; H. Ba$i, Farhang-e esieldhdi-e khdreji 
dar tabdn-e Farsi, Tehran, 1961. A few other artioles have been published on the subject in 
Persian, and are listed in Iraj Afshar, Index Iranians, I, 1910-1958, Tehran, 1961.

18 See, for example, B. Lesoot, ‘ La reforme du vooabulaire en Iran Revue des Ptudes 
Islamiques, 1939, Cahier 1, 76-96; H. Mass6, ‘ La lettre a l’Aoad6mie Iranienne de S. A. 
Mohammed Ali Foronghi ’, ibid., 17-74 ; W. Him, ‘ Neue Formen des persisohen Wortschatzes ’, 
ZDMO, xoi, 3, 1937, 680-98 ; E. Bossi, ‘ La riforma linguistioa nell’Iran ’, Oriente Modemo, xex, 
9, 1939, 616-19.

18 The last of these was Vdzhehd-ye now ke id pdydn-e sdl-e 1319 dar Farhangestdn-e Irdn 
pazirofteh shodeh ast, Tehran, 1941. The Academy discontinued its word-coining activities after 
the abdication of Be^i Shah in 1941.



compiled in the Islamic era.40 Of these, about 50 have been published during the 
last 40 years or so—some 15 or so in the past 12 or 15 years, during which period 
a sudden interest in compiling dictionaries has been manifested in Iran. How
ever, with little or no exception, the existing dictionaries are hardly more than 
lists of words, with very inadequate definitions, uncritically collected from 
earlier dictionaries. While a great number of words they list have been out of 
use for centuries (without being marked accordingly) the great majority of 
recent additions to the lexicon are not even listed. A number of dialect words 
are included, but not always labelled as suck Not a few ghost words are listed. 
Pronunciation of words is indicated by inadequate methods, when indicated at 
all. As for the later European borrowings, some of the more recent dictionaries 
have included a number of them, but here, as in the case of the native, and older 
foreign, material, the coverage as well as the treatment leaves something to be 
desired. These remarks, it should be noted, apply also to the bilingual Persian 
dictionaries (Persian-English, Persian-French, Persian-Russian, English- 
Persian, French-Persian, etc.). Sometimes, however, these are somewhat better 
than the monolingual Persian dictionaries.21

2.1.2. The secondary sources surveyed (as well as others not mentioned) are 
restricted in their usefulness for several reasons. First, the number of recent 
loans they list is very small. Second, even when a loan is listed, it is not always 
correctly identified. Sometimes words are tagged as ‘European’, without further 
identification. Third, some sources do not give the Persian meanings or defini
tions of Western loans they list. Fourth, the pronunciation is usually not 
adequately represented. In some cases, it is not indicated at all As a result of 
these and other shortcomings, the existing secondary sources are not always 
of as much help to the investigator as he might wish.22

2.2.1a. By far the most important sources for the study of recent linguistic 
borrowings in Persian are the primary sources. By a primary source, we mean 
the language itself as it appears in everyday speech and in writing. (Such 
things as radio and television broadcasts are, strictly speaking, neither the 
spoken nor the written form of the language, but something between the two : 
the element of spontaneity which marks the spoken style is absent in them, 
while, on the other hand, an attempt is often made to make at least some 
broadcasts ‘ sound natural ’. Those novels—such as the works of Hedayat and 
Jamalzadeh—and plays which aim at reproducing natural spoken forms are

84 MOHAMMAD ADI JAZAYERY

10 In a revised version of an earlier list, S. Nafioy enumerates 188 monolingual dictionaries, 
including glossaries, etc., in ‘ Farhanghd-ye farsi in A. A. Dehkhoda, Loghat-ndma, ed. M. MoTn, 
Tehran, 1946- , faso. 40 (introduction by a group of soholars to the whole work), 178-86. The 
figure given in the text above inoludes works not in the Nafioy list.

%1 For a list of the dictionaries of Persian into European languages, and vice versa, see 
Loghat-ndma, fasc. 40, 873-8.

,s For some detailed observations on the souroes see my dissertation (oited in p. 82, n. 16 
above), 6-16. Matters are not helped by the laok of an etymological dictionary of Modem Persian. 
Loghat-ndma and a new dictionary now in preparation under the editorship of M. Minovi (of. 
p. 86, n. 27 below) will be helpful when completed.
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also to be delegated to the in-between position. Extemporaneous, unrehearsed 
interviews and speeches, on the other hand, are of course in the same general 
category as the spoken style.) In the written primary sources, a cross-section of 
the language can be found in selected newspapers and journals ; a fairly com
plete set of school textbooks, in all fields; works of selected novelists and poets ; 
a selection of books on various subjects; and selected records of travels to 
Western countries, especially in the earlier periods.23 In all cases, especially in 
the periodicals, selections should be representative, both chronologically and 
geographically. In the newspapers, perhaps complete files of the Rdzndme-ye 
Waqdye‘-e Ettefdqiyeh, which was the first Persian newspaper to last for any 
length of time (even if under different names); the original (Calcutta) HabVol- 
Madn ; the London Qdnun ; the Istanbul Alchtar ; the Ghehreh-nemd (first of 
Alexandria, later of Cairo); Shafaq-e Sorkh; Iran; and E{feld‘dt, all of 
Tehran (the last one the only paper to be published uninterruptedly since its 
inception in 1926), would yield very nearly all the instances of linguistic 
borrowing (with the exception of those in the ‘ pure sciences ’) up to the present 
time. In journals, Irdnshahr (of Berlin); Armaghdn; Ta‘Um wa Tarlnyat, and 
its continuation, Amiizesh wa Parwaresh; Yaghmd; Mehr; Sokhan; Ayandeh; 
Mardom ; and Ettdd‘dt-e Haftegi (all of Tehran) can be examined. The yearbook 
Salndme-ye Pars may be added to the list. In all periodical publications, 
especially the newspapers, advertisements should be carefully examined.

2.2.1b. The importance of native informants as a primary source should not 
be forgotten. Even when lists of loans have been collected from various other 
sources, the use of native informants will be necessary foi at least two purposes: 
to verify the actual use of each item in the spoken style, and to determine its 
pronunciation, which is not always adequately recorded in the various sources. 
To a lesser degree, radio and television broadcasts can also be used for the same 
purposes as the live informants.

2.3. Undoubtedly, in an effort to conduct a comprehensive study of recent 
Western loans, the secondary sources must also be utilized, despite their 
imperfections, although the emphasis should be placed on the use of primary 
sources, of which not the least important are native informants. Until, there
fore, the full examination of primary sources can be undertaken, and even when 
such an examination is undertaken, in conjunction with the primary sources, 
there is a handful of dictionaries which can be consulted with advantage. It

21 For a list and descriptions of the newspapers published in Iran since the earliest times, see 
M. fjadr-e HashemI, Tdrilch-e jara’ed wa majaWU-e Iran, 4 vole., Isfahan, 1949-64. For journals, 
see also Iraj Afshar, Index Iranians (oited in p. 83, n. 17), i, 16-38. A list and descriptions of 
Persian yearbooks is given in the latter work, pp. 39-42. On Persian books published since the 
introduction of printing in Iran see KhSn B6h5 Moshar, A bibliography of books printed in Persian, 
2 vols., Tehran, 1968-63 ; and the annual Bibliography of Persia, comp. Iraj Afshar, Tehran, 
1966- . It is true that, for more complete results, aU the publications of the period since 1800 
should be examined. Suoh a gigantio task, however, would involve too many participants, and 
too long a period of time, to be feasible in the near future. The major aspect of the work which 
would suffer from using only a selection of sources is the establishment of the date of the first 
occurrence of each borrowed item.
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must, however, he home in mind that the major use of the dictionaries, and 
other secondary sources, is in making an initial list of words "presumed to be of 
Western origin. Once such a list is made, each item must be subjected to careful 
examination, its actual use in the language verified, its pronunciation(s) and 
meaning(s) checked, its source language determined, and the fined analysis 
based on the outcome of these investigations. Subject to these reservations, we 
may mention several dictionaries the examination of which should prove 
fruitful. In the bilingual group, one of the earliest, which is also the largest, is 
that compiled by Steingass (1892). Others are Naficy’s French-Persian 
(1930-1); Boyle’s Persian-English (1919); and Miller’s Persian-Russian (1953) 
dictionaries. But perhaps the most useful bilingual dictionaries are these 
compiled by Haim. Of the monolingual dictionaries, we should mention the 
Farhang-e Nezam (1927-39), Katuzlyan (1932), Famudsar (1939-45), Amir 
Kainr (1955), and 1Amid (1955).24 Two other Persian dictionaries deserve 
special mention : Dehkhoda’s Loghat-nama is a monumental work now in 
progress. The compiler, a distinguished scholar who died in 1956, worked on 
this encyclopedic dictionary for 45 years, extracting and excerpting materials 
out of a large number of works, both published and in manuscript. He collected 
about three million cards. The work of supervising the publication, as well as 
some updating, is now carried on by a committee headed by Dr. Mohammad 
Mo‘im Over 50 fascicules have been published so far. A larger number of 
European loan-words than in any other work are included.15 The other work 
is a new edition of Borhdn-e qdte‘, also edited by Mo‘in.16 By far the most useful 
and voluminous part of the edition are Mo'in’s footnotes, where, among other 
things, he lists some recent Western loan-words.27

3.1.1. From the earliest times Iran has been a meeting-place of many 
cultures, and an intermediary between East and West. Trade, diplomacy,

14 F. Steingass, A comprehensive Persian-English dictionary, fourth impression, London, 1957 
(first edition, 1892) ; S. Nafioy, Dictionnaire frangais-persan, 2 vols., Tehran, 1930-1 ; J. A. 
Boyle, A practical dictionary of the Persian language, London, 1949 ; B. V. Miller, Persidsko- 
russhij slovar', third edition, Moscow, 1953 ; 8. Halm, Neu> Persian-English dictionary, 2 vols., 
Tehran, 1934-6, and The one-volume Persian-English dictionary, Tehran, 1961 ; S. M. ‘A. D5‘i-ol 
Eslam, Farhang-e Nc%am, 5 vols., Hyderabad, 1927-39 ; M. ‘A. Katuzlyan, Farhang-e Kdiuzidn, 
Tehran, 1932 ; ‘A. A. NafisI, Famudsar yd farhang-e Nafisi, Tehran, 1939-45 ; M. ‘A. Khallll and 
‘A. A. Shamim, Farhang-e Amir Kabir, Tehran, 1966 ; H- ‘Amid, Farhang-e 'Amid, fourth edition, 
Tehran, 1962.

15 For further details on this work and its historical development see faso. 40 of the work 
Itself, oited in p. 84, n. 20 above.

14 Mohammad IJosayn ebn-e Khalaf de Tabriz, Borhdn-e gape', ed. Mob. Mo‘In, 4 vols., 
Tehran, 1961-6. A fifth volume, containing addenda and corrigenda was later issued (Tehran, 
1963).

47 To the above list we may add several now in preparation. One is a dictionary to cover 
Modem Persian up to the end of the nineteenth century. "Under the editorship of M. Minovi, this 
work is based on selected primary sources representative of each century, from the ninth to the 
nineteenth. This work, whioh should prove very valuable, is expected to be published before 
long. Mo‘In, also, has promised four dictionaries, of various sizes and levels, whioh, according to 
advanced descriptions on p. 8 of the foreword to the fourth volume of his edition of Borhdn, 
should solve many, if not all, of the problems in Persian lexicology.
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wars, science, the arts, religion, philosophy, have brought its inhabitants into 
contact with many other peoples and cultures. By the seventh century of the 
Christian era, Elamites, Sumerians, Akkadians, Aramaeans, Greeks, and a 
number of other peoples, as well as Iranians themselves, had met, in wax and 
in peace, and out of these meetings Persian culture as it existed at the dawn of 
the Islamic era had emerged.88

3.1.2. In the seventh century, Muslim Arabs invaded Iran, which thus 
became part of the Muslim world. ‘ Iran was penetrated to the core by Arabian 
religion and Arabian ways.’89 Arabic beoame the language of religion, and for 
centuries also the language of science and scholarship, throughout the Islamic 
lands. During the Islamic period, Iranians have also come in contact with 
Turkic peoples, at times ruled by them, at others competing and fighting with 
them: in one way or another, they have had close dealings with them for 
almost as long as they have had dealings with the Arabs. Turkic languages have 
at various times been spoken at the royal courts of Iran, and in certain sections 
of the country.30

3.2.1. At the beginning of the nineteenth century Napoleon Bonaparte was 
planning to attack India with the help of Iran. Britain was trying to forestall 
this. Napoleon’s dream was never realized, but as a result of it Iran was drawn 
into the orbit of European politics. The Anglo-French rivalry over Iran’s 
alliance soon gave place to an Anglo-Russian rivalry over controlling Iran. This 
state of affairs was to dominate Iran’s external, as well as internal, affairs in 
the years that followed.31

3.2.2. The 1828 Treaty of Torkmanchay, ending the wars between Iran and 
Russia, marked the beginning of a new era in Iran’s diplomatic relations with 
the West. Among other things, this treaty gave Russia extraterritorial privileges 
in Iran. By the end of the nineteenth century, treaties of friendship and com
merce had been signed between Iran and a number of other countries of the 
West, including England, France, Germany, and the United States, among 
others. Many of these countries established permanent legations in Tehran.32

3.3.1. At about the same time as the beginning of Iran’s involvement in 
Western politics, and, partly at least, as a result of it, some Iranian leaders 
began to think of the necessity of military, and other, reforms. Thus it was that 
began the period of so-called ‘ Westernization ’. During this period, Iran’s

a* A general survey of Iran’s major oultural relations in pre-Islamio times may be bad in 
R. Ghirshman, Iran from the earliest times to the Islamic conquest (Penguin Books, A 239), 1964 ; 
and R. N. Frye, The heritage of Persia, Cleveland and New York, 1963.

*• Tb. NSldeke, as quoted in P. Sykes, A history of Persia, third edition, London, 1930,1, 636.
*° On Iran’s history in Islamio times, Sir Peroy Sykes, A history of Persia, third edition, 

2 vols., London, 1930, or, for a more up-to-date aoconnt, the relevant volumes of Handbuch der 
Orienialistik, may be consulted.

81 See Sykes, op. cit., n, 298 to the end of the book ; and G. Lenczowski, Russia and the West 
in Iran, Ithaca, N.Y., 1949.

31 On the Treaty of TorkmSnohiy see Sykes, op. cit., n, 319-32. For a list of the countries 
with whioh Iran signed treaties on the basis of Torkmanchay see A. A. Siassi, La Perse au contact 
de I’Occident, Paris, 1931, p. 124, and n. 1.



cultural relations with the West have expanded along with her diplomatic and 
commercial relations.83

3.3.2. ‘ Westernization ’ as used here refers to cultural changes and innova
tions in various phases of life which have come about in Iran as a result of that 
country’s expanding cultural contacts with the Western world. These contacts 
have been effected through various factors and channels. Chief among these 
have been : the increasing foreign trade, including the various economic con
cessions granted to Westerners; developments in science, technology, and 
industry ; new and expanding means of communication and transportation ; 
modem education, including missionary and other foreign schools; printing 
and publication, including the introduction and numerical expansion of news
papers ; the spread of European languages; translations of European (and 
American) books and articles ; the two World Wars ; and the direct personal 
contacts resulting from the presence in Iran of European and American 
missionaries, educators, technicians, advisers, administrators, soldiers, etc., as 
well as the visits, of varying length, paid by an increasing number of Iranians, 
especially students, to Europe and the United States.34 The proclamation of 
a Constitution in 1906 and the conscious, concerted, and determined efforts of 
Reza Shah (1921-41) helped to increase the tempo and the extent, if not 
necessarily the depth, of Westernization.86 Since the second World War, the 
movement towards ‘ modernization ’, which to many Iranian people is synony
mous with ‘ Westernization ’, has gained even more speed.

4.1. The various cultural contacts of its speakers had, by the end of the 
eighteenth century, left considerable traces in the Persian language. In the 
realm of vocabulary, there were elements in it from a great variety of sources. 
It included, besides a small number of words of Persian, and other Iranian, 
origin, words from a number of non-Iranian languages, including Arabic, Greek, 
Latin, Aramaic, Turkish and Mongolian, and Indie languages.36 Most of 
these came from Arabic. Arabic also served as the medium through which some 
Greek and Latin words, as well as words from other languages, found their way 
into Persian. A few examples of these early loan-words may be in order here.

(a) From Arabic Persian has borrowed /ket&b/ ‘book’; /saPy/

‘ effort ’ ; /towzfh/ ^py ‘ explanation ’ ; /jam6?/ ‘ comprehensive ’;
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11 See Siassi, op. oit., on Iran’s onltnral contacts with, the West.
34 See Siassi, op. oit.; It. Arasteh, Education and social awakening in Iran, Leidon, 1962 ; and 

for a brief factual outline, my dissertation (oited in p. 82, n. 16), oh. ii.
34 On the Repi Shah period see A. Banani, The modernization of Iran, 1921-1941, Stanford, 

Calif., 1961.
38 There is no complete study of Arabio influence on Persian. Some examples, however, may 

be found, among others, in Paul Horn’s work cited in p. 83, n. 17 above. Examples of loan-words 
from other old sources are found in the same work as well as in the following: Th. NOldeke, 
Persische Studien, Wien, 1892; P. Horn, Neupersische Etymologic, Strassburg, 1893; P. de 
Lagarde, Persische Studien, Gottingen, 1884 ; and Borh&n-e jS/e‘, oited in p. 86, n. 26, where an 
extensive bibliography is given in the introduction to voL x, and supplements in the other three 
volumes.
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/mowziiy ‘subject’; /tffib?/ ‘printing’; /S6wq/ <_}yi

‘ enthusiasm ’ ; /tekrhr/ ‘ repetition ’; /?enteMr/ jlinl ‘ publishing ’ ; 

/xatem6/ 4£l>- ‘termination’; /nsetij6/ a>iAj ‘result’; /faz61/ Jvili 

‘ learned ’; /leMs/ ,_yU ‘ clothes ’; /msenz61/ J/a ‘ house ’ ; /haM/ Nl>-
‘ now ’; /tffiqrib&n/ Toys; ‘ approximately ’; and literally thousands of 

others.
(b) From Turkish and Mongolian come : /osepavbl/ djh>- ‘ plunder ’ ;

/yor6£/ ‘ attack ’; /?ordu/ ‘ camp ’; /?aq&/ liT ‘ gentleman ’

/W Ji' ‘ tribe ’; /tup/ uy ‘ cannon ’; /tutun/ Oyy ‘ (pipe) tobacco ’; 

/?ilcf/ iM1 ‘ envoy ’ ; /yaqi/ ‘ outlaw ’ ; /boluk/ ‘ cluster of

villages ’; /qaedqam/ ‘ emphasis ’; /top6z/ jyJy ‘ mace ’; /qseravbl/

‘ guard ’; /qac4q/ (jU-li ‘ contraband ’ ; /qeycl/ ‘ scissors ’ ; and 
a number of others.

(c) Greek is represented by: /lsegten/ ‘ basin ’; /kengter/ j3A 

‘anchor’; /kalbad/ -UlS" ‘mould; carcass’; /mumiya?i/ (JAja 

‘ mummy ’; /deyhfrn/ ‘ crown ’ ; and others.

(d) Aramaic loan-words include : /kelffi/ (jhyiA” ‘ priest ’; /cselipd/ h-i>- 

‘ cross ’; /Seypux/ jjlJi ‘ trumpet ’; /gombdd/ -UlS” ‘ dome ’ ; /Seydk/ 1-LA 

‘ mad ’; /g6wd/ JjS ‘ deep ’; /tut/ Oy ‘ berry, mulberry ’ ; and so on

(e) From Indie languages have come : /Sekter/ ‘ sugar ’ ; /Soq&l/

JUA ‘ jackal ’; /nargfl/ jAfjli ‘ coco-nut ’; /c&p/ ‘ printing ’; and
so on.

4.2. Since the nineteenth century, new cultural developments have left 
their impress on the Persian language. On the lexical level, the cultural changes 
and innovations have resulted in the expansion of the Persian vocabulary, 
which, as a result of these same cultural developments, has been exposed to 
influences from languages of the Western world. This vocabulary expansion 
has resulted, for the most part, though not in all oases, from the necessity to 
meet new lexical needs.

4.3.1. Three major sources have been used in meeting the new lexical 
situations: (1) the established resources of Persian, by which is meant the 
native Persian elements as well as the ‘ naturalized ’ foreign elements of long 
standing (notably those from Arabic); (2) new loan-words of Arabic origin; 
(3) loan-words from Western languages. These three types will be discussed 
briefly, and a few examples of each will be supplied.

4.3.2a. As for the words based on the established resources of Persian, these
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are of two major varieties. In some oases, old words are given new meanings. 
Sometimes the old meanings are kept, perhaps with lessened frequency. Thus
/?6zv/ now means ‘employee’, as well as the old ‘member (limb,

organ) ’; /taszkeni/ jj means ‘ passport ’ as well as ‘ biography ’ (although 

in this sense its use is restricted); /rte?y/ means ‘opinion’ as well as

‘ vote ’. /Mr/ jlS", originally meaning ‘ labour ’, now means a ‘ work ’ of art 

(or scholarship) also, /melltet/ <—J-4 now means ‘ nation ’; its original meaning 
of ‘ religious community ’ has all but completely disappeared. /ruznam6/ 

now means ‘ newspaper ’; its older meaning of ‘ official diary ’ is 
virtually unknown.37 /dan&§nam6/ now means ‘ (university) degree ’,
while at some time or another it was used in the past to mean something like 

encyclopedia ’ (as in Ibn Sina’s Ddneshndme-ye ‘Alai), /'’agsehi/ has

aoquired the specialized sense of ‘ advertisement ’, besides its general meaning 
of information’. Its variant /'’agahi/ ^IS’T now means ‘secret police

(department) ’. /mal&S/ (jh!U ‘ rubbing ’, now means ‘ friction ’ (in physics) 
too. There are many more examples.

4.3.2b. In some other cases new words are coined, as in the following 
examples : /xiebairneg&r/ ‘ reporter ’ ; /xsebaargozari/
‘ news agency ’; /baSgah/ olflib ‘ club ’; /^bdozdsek/ ^JOjT ‘ syringe ’;

/degserdisi/ ‘ metamorphism ’; /vazsen68/ ‘ repulsion ’ (in

physics); /?asaye§gdh/ o15\AjL»T ‘sanatorium’; /bazdk3tg4h/ elSliitajli

house of detention’; /Sirxkrgdh/ ‘nursery’; /dsermhngiLh/

alSbUp dime’; /geranlgclh/ alSLil/T ‘centre of gravity’; /ssengvarfi/

ojl^So^ ‘ fossil ’ ■ /mixi/ ‘ cuneiform ’; /baznefiseste/ aiMjjIj ‘ retired ’;

/balini/ b ‘ climoal (patient) ’ ; /behdari/ ‘ public health (depart
ment) ’.

4.3.3. New loan-words of Arabic origin are of three major types. Some have 
been borrowed directly from Arabic, usually through Egyptian and Syrian 
publications. Others have been taken from Turkish, in which some terms were 
coined from Arabic linguistic materials, rather than borrowed from terms 
actually used in Arabic ; most of these terms—which, strictly speaking, are not 
Arabic, but Turkish, loans—date back to the pre-Republican period in Turkey. 
Still other terms were coined in Persian itself from Arabic resources.38 A few

17 See Bahar’s work (cited in p. 82, n. 10 above), m, 343.
3* For a brief discussion of this subject, see Taqizadeh, oited in p. 82, n. 16 above ; and 

Bahfi-r (also oited there), m, 404.
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examples of new loans of Arabic origin are : /?8eq8elllyy6t/ C-IJii I ‘ minority ’; 

/?8eks£erlyyffit/ lLujS'I ‘majority’; /?eftexari/ (jjjb>«iil ‘honorary (chair

man, doctorate, etc.) ’; /?ettehadlyy6/ A_jil^l ‘ union ’; /motta3hfedolmse'>41/ 

Jill ‘ circnlar (Le. “ form letter ”) ’ ; /layehd/ 4^)1 ‘ bill (parliamentary 

term) ’; /beeyanlyyd/ a_j‘Lj ‘ communique ’; /tseyyard/ 9)ills ‘ aeroplane ’ ; 

/?e?te84b/ <_jIv2IpI ‘ strike ’ (labour term); /mizhnolhaerar6/ \ o\yj»

‘ thermometer ’; /msedrutd/ aL;‘ constitutional (government) ’; /qanimc 

?asasi/ ^l—l ‘constitution’; /rsQ?lsolvozserd/ Jj‘prime

minister ’; /nrezmlyyd/ a ‘ pohce (department) ’ ; etc., etc.

4.3.4a. Of the three sources of new words mentioned in § 4.3.1, the third one, 
Western loan-words, accounts for one large group of new words in Persian. 
These are ‘ loanwords ’ proper. Two other groups of new words represent 
a combination of the first and third sources—that is, of the native (including 
naturalized foreign) resources and Western language resources. Of these, one 
sub-group is made up of the ‘ loanshifts ’, in which no new morphemes are 
involved, but in which established morphemes take on new functions under 
foreign linguistic influence. The other sub-group is that of ‘ loanblends ’, each 
of which involves one (or more) native morphemes and one (or more) foreign 
morphemes, the combination having a new meaning (or meanings) based on 
a foreign model containing the foreign morpheme.

4.3.4b. Loan-words from Western languages can be numbered in the 
thousands, and are illustrated by /fizfk/ iJxj ji ‘ physics ’ < F physique ;

/tanzdnt/ CJljilJ ‘tangent’ (mathematics term) < F tangent; /bdz/ ‘base ’ 

(in chemistry) < F base ; /saemavdar/ ‘ samovar ’ < R, samovar ; /giMs/ 

‘glass (tumbler)’ <E glass; /c6k/ ‘cheque’ <E cheque;

/dorodkd/ “CxAp ‘ droshky ’ <R drozhki; /?£enzfeksiy6n/ O^N'jJl ‘injec
tion’ <F injection; /boSkd/ A$Ci.j ‘barrel’ < ft bochka; /yuneskb/ jSwyj 

‘ UNESCO ’ < E UNESCO ; /mdtr/ _/-* ‘ metre ’ (measure of length) < F 

mktre ; /?estekdn/ ‘ glass cup ’ < R stakan ; and so on.
4.3.4c. As for the loan-shifts, there are, as we have seen, two varieties. We 

have examples of loan-shift extensions in : /rdst/ 0-1; ‘ right ’ and /csep/

‘ left ’, both now used in the political sense also ; /bonydd/ jLL ‘ founda
tion ’, now also used in the sense of ‘ (charitable, educational, etc.) founda
tion ’; /dsebsekd/ aSJ— ‘ network ’, now also used in ‘ (spy, telephone, etc.)

network ’; /pd/ b ‘ foot ’, now also ‘ foot ’ (measure); etc.
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4.3.4d. Loan-shift creations are illustrated by: /mahe ?8essel/ «l» 

‘ honeymoon on the model of the English word ; /noqt&ye nsezser/ Jaj Siai»

‘ point of view on the model of the English phrase or its French equivalent; 
/bolaendgu/ j-ShuL ‘ loud-speaker on the model of F haul parlour or E loud

speaker ; /sib zsemini/ ‘ potato modelled on F pomme de terre ;

/qow6ye '’tfesb/ i—*1 o ji ‘horse-power’, modelled on E horse-power; and 
so on.

4.3.4e. Loan-blends are represented by : /? amp hr ssenj/ where the
first element is ‘ imported ’ from F amj&re, and the second element is a Persian 
morpheme ‘ substituted ’ for the F metre ; /rekbrd Sekeestron/ u

‘ to break a record ’; /rekord goza&tien/ (joildS” ZjjSj ‘ to set a record ’ ;

/polise meexfi/ (j-ob ‘ secret pohce ’; /'’aeSse5 ?6ye ?lx/ 4-*^ ‘ X-rays ’ 
and so on. Loan-blends should not be equated with ‘ hybrid ’ forms involving 
borrowed morphemes as well as native morphemes. Loan-blends are formed on 
the model of words, or morphemes, in a foreign language, as our examples 
illustrate. ‘ Hybrid ’ forms, on the other hand, are not formed on any foreign 
model; they just happen to contain elements borrowed from other languages. 
Thus, the Persian compound /saheb xan6/ ‘ landlord ’ contains the
loan-word /sahib/ (< Arabic §ahib) and the Persian word /xan6/, but the 
compound is a Persian formation; there is no Arabic compound on which it 
is modelled. Another such formation, consisting entirely of native Persian 
elements, is /dariixan6/ ‘pharmacy’ <P /daru/ ‘medicine’ + P
/xan6/ ‘ house ’.

4.4.1a. Of the three major types of new words described, the first one, based 
on the established element in Persian, especially the ‘ pure ’ native element, 
was for quite some time almost completely ignored. One reason for this situation 
is to be sought in the extended use of Arabic—for over a millennium—as the 
language of science and learning throughout the Islamic world, of which Iran 
was an active part. Persian had been used as a vehicle of belles-lettres since 
about the ninth century of the Christian era. Histories, also, had been written 
in Persian. Even in these fields, however, especially in prose works, the vocabu
lary could hardly be considered Persian. At any rate, the language of science, 
and, even when Persian was used, its vocabulary, had remained almost ex
clusively Arabic, and it was here that many new terms have come to be needed 
in the recent period.

4.4.1b. Another reason for the virtual absence of native coinages was that 
most Iranian writers—or, rather, translators—especially in the scientific field, 
and especially in more recent decades, have not been adequately acquainted 
with the possibilities existing in their own language for forming new words.
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In earlier decades, their ‘ linguistic ’ education, when they had any, was, for all 
practical purposes, restricted to the grammar of Classical Arabic.

4.4.2a. There remained, then, two alternatives for designating new con
cepts—Arabic and Western loans—and both of these were made use of. Arabic, 
however, with the passage of time, gradually lost its hold. The younger genera
tions of writers and translators became weaker and weaker in their knowledge of 
Arabic. At the same time, they acquired more familiarity with Western 
languages, especially French. Consequently, when they needed new terms, they 
usually found it easier to use the original Western terms (or facsimiles thereof) 
than to try either to find already existing—but infrequently used—Persian 
words for them, or to coin new terms by using the resources of Persian itself. 
As a result, large numbers of new loan-words found their way into Persian in 
a comparatively short time.

4.4.2b. Borrowing Western words thus became more and more common 
at the expense of Arabic loans. Then came the time when the use of Persian 
resources was more and more encouraged, the new words, to some extent, 
displacing Western loans. This was the time when the movement for language 
‘ purification ’ gained momentum in Iran, especially in the 1930’s, during the 
zenith of the regime of the nationalist-minded Re?a Shah (1921—41). With the 
establishment of the Academy in 1935, native lexical creations became the rule, 
their use enforced by the authority of the government. In fact, the Academicians 
not only coined ‘ pure ’ Persian terms for new concepts, but also coined new 
terms, or revived older ‘ pure ’ Persian ones, to replace many Arabic and 
European terms already in use—such terms as /beexM/ (= /mseqsum/

^ ‘ dividend ’ (in arithmetic); /baexSy&b/ (= /mseqshmon

?sel6yh/ aJp ^ j_Jl*) ‘ divisor ’; /pi£in6/ alJiaj (= /sabeq6/ 4JLL0) ‘ record 

(of employment, etc.) ’; /bazporsi/ jb =( /?estent4q/ (jlk^ufl) ‘ interro

gation ’ ; /bkzrsesi/ jb (= /teeftiS/ ‘ inspection ’ ; and so on.

4.5.1a. So far we have been concerned solely with the vocabulary of Persian. 
The Western influence in Persian goes beyond the individual borrowed elements, 
however. To round out our survey, therefore, we must at least mention some of 
the influences in areas other than the lexicon. Considering grammar first, a new 
device has come to be used in word formation, hitherto using the two devices of 
compounding and affixation (or a combination of these). Now, through such 
loans (usually names of organizations) sis /yuneskd/ ‘ UNESCO
(= United Nations Economic, Social, and Cultural Organization) ’ and /yunisdf/ 

‘ UNICEF (= United Nations International Children’s Emergency 
Fund) ’, the device of ‘ acronymy ’ seems to be finding its way into Persian. 
An ‘ acronym ’ is a word formed by the first letters of the components of 
a compound term, arranged in sequence and pronounced as a single word.
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Persian examples are : /?emki/ 1^*1 < 4__.jilaal (Ettehd-

diye-ye Mdti-ye Kdrgmdn-e Iran) ‘ National Union of Iran’s Labourers ’; 
/sumkd/ < jl_^l jl^lT ^1* C-~JL-^-x ([^ezb-e] SosyaMst-e

MelR-ye Kdrgardn-e Iran) ‘ National Socialist [Party] of Iran’s Labourers ’ ; 
and one or two others.38 Admittedly, the number of such acronyms is quite 
small in Persian, and we cannot predict as yet whether or not their number will 
increase and the device will become a permanent part of Persian grammar.

4.5.1b. Not to be mistaken for acronymy is the orthographic device of 
‘ abbreviation ’, i.e. the use of first letters of the components of a long word 
(usually a name) pronounced, not as a single word (as in the case of acronyms), 
but as individual letters, as in E U.S.A. Such abbreviations occur now and then 
in Persian, though they are far from common. An example is . 1. ^

(S.B.E.K.) < i)lpj d)L)L« ‘ Organization of Social
Insurances [= Social Security ?] of Iran’s Labourers ’. Occasional occurrences 
of (E.JM.S.) for l&jjA jaoUJjI ‘ U.S.S.R.’

have also been recorded. However, the only situations in which abbreviations 
are now reasonably common involve the use of initials of personal names. These 
are to be found in signatures to newspaper and journal articles, on covers and 
title-pages of books, store and company signs, etc.

4.5.2a. Another sort of influence in grammar is seen in certain grammatical 
forms which have gained frequency, even if they have not been created, under 
the influence of Western languages, as a result, originally, of translations from 
those languages. One such form is the so-called ‘ definite future ’— the peri
phrastic verb formed by the verb /xastron/ ‘ to want ’ followed by the

past stem (‘ short infinitive ’) of the ‘ main verb ’: /xahted rreft/ C-ij

‘ he will go ’; /xahtem rMt/ C-Aj j*-6‘ I shall go ’; etc. The commoner 
form in these situations continues to be the ‘ present continuous ’, i.e. /mirsevsed/

‘ he will go ’; /mlrsevrom/ ‘ I shall go ’; etc.
4.5.2b. Similarly, the formation of the ‘ passive voice ’ by the past participle 

of a verb plus the appropriate form of the verb /Sodsen/ OAi ‘ to become ’ (or,

less often, its more formal synonym /gaeStffin/ CfAS) is becoming more and 

more frequent; e.g. /ko5t4 §od/ JLi 41‘ he was killed ’; /did6 xahfm

88 We use transliteration here and in the next paragraph, rather than transcription, since our 
concern is the orthography of the Persian words oited. Note that the phoneme /?/, which appears 
as the initial consonant of /^emkd/ is represented by the letter cdef in the Persian spelling, and 
by E in the transliteration of that letter. Furthermore, the last phoneme of /9emk4/, i.e., the 
vowel /a/, represents the initial letter alef in ol^l, where it is part of the diagraph ^1 {cdef ye) 
which is pronounced /’i-/, though this pronunciation does not affect the pronunciation of the 
final cdef in /9emk4/. This is somewhat akin to the problem of the pronunciation of the letter c in 
UNICEF, where it is pronounced /«/, although in the original word c is part of the diagraph chr 
which is pronounced as in ‘ church \
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§6d/ -ti ^Aly>- aJ_ji ‘ we shall be seen ’ ; etc. However, the more common 
way of expressing this kind of meaning is to say ‘ they killed him ’; ‘ they will 
see ns ’; etc., without the use of the independent subject pronoun. The 
Persian forms would be /kbStsendfeS/ ‘ (they) killed him ’; /mfbinsen-

dbman/ ‘ (they) will see us ’; etc. (but not /?anM kbSteend&S/
XzlS' l/T ; /?anM mibinsendbman/dUxjLuA l^l etc.).40

4.6. If certain recent secondary sources are to be relied on, there seems to be 
evidence that a change is taking place in the phonological system of Persian, 
and this under the influence of recent Western influence : Modem Persian, 
certainly in the Standard dialect, and in the major known local dialects of Iran, 
is generally stated to have no initial consonant clusters. Persian speakers 
learning foreign languages have difficulty pronouncing initial clusters.41 Thus, 
they pronounce E sport as /?esp6rt/; F platine as /pelatln/; F Frangais as 
/fseransb/; etc. In the morphemes that have survived from Old and Middle 
Persian periods, initial clusters have disappeared. Now, a few sources claim 
that initial clusters do exist in contemporary Persian, even if in small numbers 
and/or with distributional limitations. In Haim’s two-volume Persian-English 
dictionary (p. 86, n. 24 above) we find such forms as P /flut/ Ojli ‘ flute ’ ;

P /gramafbn/ OjiUl/T ‘ gramophone ’; P /gliserin/ ‘ glycerine ’ ;
and a few others. In Miller’s Persiau-Russian dictionary (p. 86, n. 24 above) 
the number of words with initial clusters is larger. In the grammar appearing 
as an appendix to Miller’s dictionary, we find a statement to the effect that 
initial clusters do not usually occur in Persian, but that there are certain 
exceptions, ‘ primarily later loans ’, in words which have /r/ or /l/ as the 
second of two initial consonants, as in P /prozb/ oj j‘ project ’; /proletariyd/

F, ‘ proletariat ’; /plin/ b^o ‘ plan ’; etc.42 Other observers generally 
transcribe each of these words with a vowel between the consonants in some 
cases, or before them in other oases. It is of course possible that a change is in 
fact taking place in the phonological system of Persian, under the influence of 
recent loan-words. The evidence, however, is .quite scanty, and not always 
entirely reliable. The sources from which examples have been cited are not, 
strictly speaking, phonemically oriented; they do not approach language in 
a structural framework. Furthermore, it is not at all unlikely that the writers 
whose works have been cited have not been linguistically unbiased ; even, the

40 Note that in the second example, where reference is made to an action whioh is to take 
place in the future, we have in the passive voice used the ‘ definite future ’, which, as indicated in 
the preceding paragraph, is not a very common form. In the active voice, the ‘ definite future ’ is 
even less oommon, especially when a pronominal saifix (here /-eman/) is involved.

4X See Lazard (p. 81, n. 12 above), 18 ; and V. S. Rastorgueva, A short sketch of the grammar 
of Persian, translated by S. P. Hill, ed. by H. H. Paper (Bloomington, Indiana, 1964 ; published 
also as International Journal of American Linguistics, xxr, 1, Pt. n, 1964), 8.

V. S. Rastorguova, loc. cit.
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most experienced linguistic field-worker sometimes ‘ hears things only to 
find out later that he had heard the foreign language with his ears tuned 
wrongly, as it were. And, it is possible to assume that the statements and 
examples quoted are not based on thorough, systematic, field-work on Persian 
phonology. All of this is not to say that these sources are to be ignored. It is 
best, however, at least for the time being, to regard the scanty evidence they 
offer with considerable scepticism at the very best.

4.7. Finally, we might mention the gradual spread of simplicity in style ; 
decrease (though by no means disappearance) of elaborate honorifics and of 
complicated labyrinthine sentences ; virtual disappearance of long strings of 
meaningless adjectives and adjectival phrases in addressing, or referring to, even 
the most ordinary of people, but especially men (and women) of high rank. 
These developments reflect in part the tremendous changes in the cultural 
conditions in general, without relation to linguistic changes properly considered. 
On the other hand, however, a very important factor in bringing about the 
stylistic changes has been the ever-increasing number of translations of Western 
publications, representing the linguistic materials (as well as the stylistic 
features) of the languages of the original. Direct and extensive personal dealings 
with speakers of Western languages, and the resulting communication—oral 
and written—with them has also played a part.

5.1. The extent to which the Western element in contemporary Persian has 
become integrated in the language will have to be dealt with at some length 
elsewhere. It may, however, be pointed out here that by no means all the 
Western loan-words are certain to stay. As in the rest of the language, these 
loan-words are not necessarily ‘ immortal ’. Some of them, in fact, have already 
fallen into disuse, if they were ever in common use at all, as an examination of 
publications more than three or four decades old will show. Such an examination 
will indicate a higher ‘ mortality rate ’ for these recent Western loans than for 
the more established parts of the language. It may be added that somewhat the 
same state of affairs has existed involving Arabic (and Turkic) loan-words. 
Many a Persian-speaking writer has in centuries past helped himself to unlimited 
numbers of words from Arabic dictionaries, but the percentage of such words 
that have become part and parcel of the Persian language has been extremely 
small

5.2. Another question that often comes up is whether, or to what extent, 
the linguistic loans discussed reflect cultural innovations. This problem is 
perhaps even more complex than the preceding one. It is possible to say, 
however, even on the basis of limited data, that not all linguistic loans symbolise 
cultural (i.e. nonlinguistic) innovations. Many do, as the majority of the 
examples cited indicate, but there are others that do not. What any and all 
linguistic loans do reflect is cultural influence on a large scale.



MBABARAM: A DYING AUSTRALIAN LANGUAGE
By Robert M. W. Dixon

Between October 1963 and August 1964 the writer was engaged in linguistic 
field-work in the Cairns Rain Forest of North Queensland, while employed as 
Research Officer by the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies. Intensive 
studies were made of the Dyirbal, Giramay, and Mamu languages, and linguistic 
descriptions of these languages are at present being prepared for publication.

In 1942 Tindale had mentioned a language that he called ‘ Barbaram ’, 
spoken on top of the Dividing Range about 70 miles inland from Cairns. 
Entirely on the basis of the 11 words Tindale quoted,1 * it seems, Mbabaram 
acquired a reputation of mystery, and has been singled out as one of the two 
Australian languages which seem least able to be fitted into the linguistic 
pattern of the continent.® Recent work by Hale on 30 Cape York languages 
seemed to emphasize the possible uniqueness of Mbabaram.3

In view of the interest surrounding Mbabaram, the writer made serious 
attempts to locate speakers of this language. It took four months to locate an 
informant, and after that a delayed wet season curtailed visits that could be 
made to him. The Mbabaram tribe was in August 1964 represented by three 
half-caste aborigines, aged about 75, 70, and 65 respectively; of these only the 
youngest was suitable as informant. The language had not been actively spoken 
for 10 or 15 years, and it took considerable persistence and depth probing to 
persuade the speaker to remember fragments. The first visit produced only 
28 words ; five months later about 250 words and 300 short sentences had been 
elicited. In view of the possible pivotal position of Mbabaram, normal field
work requirements—that an informant should speak the language concerned 
most of the time—were completely relaxed. Whatever validity the material has 
is due to the fact that the informant was probably more intelligent than any 
other the writer worked with in Australia ; he was also extremely honest, not 
at all obsequious, and, at the end, friendly and interested.4

A statement of Mbabaram phonology will be published separately. The first

1 South Australian Museum Records, vn, 1942, 7.
* S. A. Wurm, ‘ The present state of New Guinea (non-Melanesian or Papuan) and Australian 

historical and comparative linguistics ’, Proceedings of the ninth International Congress of Linguists, 
The Hague, 1964, 679.

’ K. Hale, ‘ Vocabularies and oognation judgments for 30 Cape York Peninsula languages ’ 
(unpublished).

* The writer’s major debt Is to the Mbabaram informant, Albert Bennett. Mention must also 
be made of .Timmy Taylor and Miok Bums (Mbabaram), Mitchell Dodd and Jack Brumby 
(Wagaman), Willie Richards (Dyangun), Mrs. D. M. MoGrath (of Petford), Jack Doolan (for 
assistance on Palm Island Aboriginal Settlement), Douglas Seaton (of Cairns), and others who 
assisted in various ways. Major acknowledgement must be made to P. D. MoCarthy and the 
Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, for their great oo-operation and enoouragement 
throughout and beyond the writer’s stay in Australia. And to A. Capell, S. A. Wurm, K. Hale, 
and La Mont West, Jr. Also, M. A. K. Halllday and R. D. Huddleston read a draft of this article 
and made some useful suggestions for improvement. Thanks are also due to M. Young of the 
Department of Geography, University College, London, for his expert drawing of the map.
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section of the present paper discusses Mbabaram grammar. Then follow tenta
tive remarks relating Mbabaram to some surrounding languages. Thirdly, 
Tindale’s remarks about the languages and people of the Cairns region are 
commented upon. The paper ends with a lexicon.

1
1.0. A language only has significance with relation to the cultural situations 

in which it is used. We can consider the meaning of a language pattern to be 
the sum of the correlations we can recognize between it and other language 
patterns (calling this the internal component of the meaning) and the correla
tions between it and general situational, behavioural, and mental patterns (the 
external component). .Linguistics can conveniently set up different levels to 
describe different sorts of meaning—in one theory, a level of ‘ form ’ to deal 
with internal meaning, and a level of ‘ context ’ to deal with external meaning. 
Then, form and context are each considered with respect to the other : . a con
textual difference must correlate with each formal contrast, and vice versa.6

Where a description is wholly based on bilingual elicitation, only internal 
meanings can be described. And in this case the formal description is not with 
respect to a contextual description of the same language, but—rather un
satisfactorily—by translation equivalence, with respect to intuitive semantic 
notions in a second language. In the present case the writer kept in mind as 
much as possible the contextual categories he had set up for Dyirbal, Giramay, 
and Mamu, and tried to rely more on semantic intuitions based on a working 
knowledge of these languages, than on intuitions based on his use of English. 
The formal remarks that follow are, then, relative to English through translation, 
and to Dyirbal, Giramay, and Mamu through form-context analogy. They 
have not been related to spontaneous occurrence of Mbabaram patterns in 
everyday situations (and could not be, since such occurrence no longer takes 
place).

A formal description naturally resolves itself into two parts—a largely 
qualitative grammatical statement, and a mainly quantitative lexical statement. 
Since lexis—which deals with the potentialities of mutual co-occurrence of 
different lexical items, and so on—requires vast textual samples, only the 
grammatical component of a formal description can be put forward for 
Mbabaram. Again, only rather small utterances can be obtained through 
elicitation. So that just four grammatical units—oalled ‘ clause ’, ‘ group ’,
‘ word and ‘ morpheme ’—will be set up here. But it is extremely likely that 
at least one higher unit could be postulated in addition if textual material were 
available.

The grammatical remarks that follow are within the framework of the 
‘ scale-and-category ’ general theory.6

* of. the writer’s What IS language, t A new approach to linguistic description, London, 1966.
• o£ M. A. K. Halliday, ‘ Categories of the theory bf grammar Word, xvn, 3, 1961, 241-92 ; 

It. M. W. Dixon, * A logical statement of grammatical theory ’, Language, mm, 4, 1903, 
664-68.
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1.1. Typical simple clauses in Mbabaram are :
(1) yi and*db I’ll come
(2) lu andPdb He/she’ll come
(3) mug andvdb Tbe man’ll come
(4) daydfi and*db Tbe horse’ll come

and, bearing in mind that at this degree of simplicity word sequence is quite 
free:

(5) yi yin* nddb I’ll kick him/her
(6) lu nddb nd He/she’ll kick me

The reader with an Indo-European background would expect to infer from 
this that

(7) mugul daydyi nddb
should be translated ‘ the horse’ll kick the man ’. In fact (7) should be trans
lated as ‘ the man’ll kick the horse ’. ‘ The horse’ll kick the man ’ is a translation 
of

(8) mug daydyil nddb 
Other examples are:

(9) yi nddb yin* mug
(10) yi ydpl yin* gub
(11) yi ydyi nib
(12) lu mugul nd gub

I’ll kick that man
I’ll hit him/her with the spear
I’ll take the spear
That man’ll hit me

Roughly (and in terms of Indo-European semantic categories) we can say 
that both actor of an intransitive clause and goal of a transitive clause can be 
exponenced by the uninflected form of a noun, but that actor of a transitive 
clause is exponenced by an inflected form of a noun. And that actor of both 
intransitive and transitive clauses is exponenced by what we can call the 
uninflected form of a pronoun, whilst goal of a transitive clause is exponenced 
by an inflected pronoun.7

The last paragraph spans the ranks of clanse, group, and word. We can best 
describe the data by setting up nuclear 8 clause structures :

(i) A^ and (iij AgAgBg
(i) describing clauses (l)-{4) above, and (ii) (5)-(12). Here Bx is exponenced by 
intransitive verbal group class, B, by transitive verbal group class, and A1: Aa, 
and As by different nominal gronp classes.

Full clause structures involve two optional elements, C and D. Typical 
clauses, with structural descriptions :

(13) A^BjD ndi an*dg ygin* You sit down there I
(14) A1B1C gug aydnuy d*indu It’s raining on me (‘ the water’s

falling on me ’)

7 In traditional terms, pronoun constructions are of the nominative type, and noun construc
tions are of the ‘ ergative ’ type (see, for example, W. K. Matthews, ‘ The ergative oonstruotion in 
modem Indo-Aryan ’, Lingua, m, 4, 1953, 391-406).

• cf. R. E. Longacre, Grammar discovery procedures, The Hague, 1964.
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(15) AiBjDC
(16) A^C
(17) AjAaBjjD
(18) AjBjAgD
(19) AjAgBaC
(20) AjBjD
(21) B2C

yy andvdb ygin* d*ugundu I’ll go across that creek
He told me 
Yon make a fire there !
Now you cook the kangaroo 
He gave me water 
Granny took [it] up the hill 
Give [it] to grandfather !

mugul mbdnu dvrndu 
ndi ayi d*Yg yginv 
ndr dvrg amvy argim 
lu gug yd[u d^vndu 
amiyga nipu ygdl 
nig abfndu

Element C in clause (14) is identified with C in (15) with reference to structural 
similarities at the next lower unit. Element D in (17) is identified with D in 
(18) on distributional grounds. There are strong intuitive semantic reasons for 
conflating the elements C and D at primary delicacy (and giving clause (15) 
a three-element description, for instance). However, this would considerably 
complicate the grammatical description, and make correlation between delicacies 
at different ranks difficult. At increased delicacy we can recognize two elements, 
D01 and D02, corresponding to the primary element D—according, roughly, as 
the adjunct can be given ‘ time ’ or ‘ place reference ’ semantic qualification. 
Structures involving two D elements were not elicited but seem highly probable. 
At increased delicacy we can also recognize elements An and A12; A21 and

La* > B^ and B-,2 ) B2^ and B2
We can now state clause structure more perspicuously, in terms of the scale 

of delicacy. In all clause structures the elements are unordered, and written in 
arbitrary sequence (corresponding, since all else is equal, roughly to majority 
textual sequence).9 Parentheses indicate that an element is optional, and an 
integer superscript that it can occur up to that many times in a structure. 
Primary structure: A(A)B(C)(D2)
Secondary structures : A-lB^CD1) ; AtA3B2(C)(Da)
Tertiary structures : A11B11(C)(D01)(D02) and A12B12(C)(D01)(D02);

A2iA3B21(C)(D01)(D02) and A22A3B22(C)(D01)(D02)
In fact, not every clause need necessarily include a full quota of A and B 
elements—but to clarify exactly what must be obligatory and under what 
conditions we would have to be able to refer to a higher unit.

1.2. We can recognize three primary group classes: I, nominal group ; 
H, verbal group ; and ni, locational group.

Primary doss I exponences elements A and C, and' has associated with it 
•primary system ‘ I ’; this system has four terms : 1.1, exponencing element 
Ax; 1.2, exponencing A2; 1.3, exponencing A3; and 1.4, exponencing C. 
Secondary system ‘ 1.1/2 ’ is associated with the classes exponencing Al and A2. 
In the case of 1.1 the system has terms 1.11, exponencing An ; and 1.12, ex-

• See Diion, ‘ Mbabaram phonology ’ (to appear in Trans. Phil. Soc., 1986), seotion 5.6 ; 
and oompare H. A. K. Halliday, ‘ Categories of the theory of grammar Word, xvn, 3, 1961, 
264-6 ; J. R. Firth, ‘ A synopsis of linguistio theory, 1030-1966 ’, Studies in linguistic analysis, 
Oxford, 1967, 6, 17 ; F. It. Palmer, ‘ “ Sequence ” and “ order ” ’, Report of the 15th Annual 
Round Table Meeting on Linguistic and Language Studies, Georgetown, 1964.
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ponencing Aia. For 1.2 the terms are 1.21, exponencing Aal, and 1.22, ex- 
ponencing Aaa. (These and other classes, structures, and systems set up are 
shown diagrammatically, arranged as to delicacy, on pp. 118-21.)

Primary class II exponences B and has associated with it a two-term primary 
system, ‘ 13 ’, whose terms are II.1 and II.2, exponencing Bx and B2 respectively. 
A two-term secondary system cuts across the primary system and is associated 
with both H.l and 13.2 ; the terms 11.11, 11.12 ; 11.21, 13.22 exponence Bu, 
Bia; Bai, Baa respectively.

Primary doss 133 exponences D and has associated with it a two-term 
secondary system ‘ 133.0 ’, whose terms III.01 and 133.02 exponence D01 and Doa 
respectively.

1.3. At the rank of group, primary class I is exponenced by : 
primary structure: |((E)E)(Fn)|
Secondary classes 1.1; 1.2; 1.3 ; 1.4 are exponenced by : 
secondary structures : |((E1)E1)(F1n)| ; |((E1)E1)(Ean)| ;

|((Ea)E,)(E1n)| ; |((E3)E3)(F3*)|
respectively. More delicately, classes 1.11 ; 1.12 ; 1.21; 1.22 ; 1.3 ; 1.4 are 
exponenced by:
tertiary structures : EnE^F^) and |(E13)(E1n)| ; |(E14)(F1n)|;

EnEia(Ean) and |(E18)(Fa")| ; |(E14)(Fa»)|;
EACFi*) and |(El3)(E1°)|; E31E3a(E3“) and |(Ea8)(Fa")|

Vertical lines, | |, in structures denote that at least one of the optional elements 
or sets of elements within the lines must be present; so that |(x)(y)| is an 
abbreviation for x, y, xy, and |(x)(y(z))|t abbreviates xt, yt, yzt, xyt, xyzt.

Some examples, with clause structure and nominal group structures (given 
in sequence of clause structure nominal elements):

(22) D01AaaBaaA3; E14, FjFx 
argim ndr dvrg alm&g amity

(23) A^Doa^aa! EjFj 
almdg yginv ydg albdn

(24) AalBaiC ; E13, E33F3
yr ydpu rjrndu n*ulmbundu

(25) AnB1;II)oa; EiaEn 
ndi U and*db ygal

(26) AiaBiaDoa; FxE14 
nvulmbu ndr adinug yginv

Now you cook the kangaroo meat I

Give [me] that piece of meat!

I gave [it] to the little child

Let’s you and me both go up the hill

You, little one over there, join in the 
crying!

(27) AxxBn; FjFx
mug dlb-fn arginur) Lots of men are dancing

(28) AaaCA3Baa; E14, E33, F4
ndr d*rndu gurgdfa nig You bring that billy-can to me 1 

1.4. Substantial exponents of E elements can be tabulated in part as 
follows (with semantic gloss in English):
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E, e2 e3 (x)
(i) y* nd dvfndu d?f I

(ii) ndf n*rndu you
(iii) lu yrn* yindu him/her/it
(iv) li Unv lindu Uy I and someone else

The first three columns give exponents of E1; Ea, and E3. For each Ej, the
fourth entry in the ith column exponences E^, the second entry exponences 
Ei4, the second and third entries exponence Ei2, and all the entries exponence 
Ei3. It will be seen that the table is far from complete: it should almost 
certainly have more rows, and the gaps should be filled in. The last column 
indicates ‘ possessives ’—these could only once be elicited within a verbal clause, 
and so cannot properly be placed within the grammatical description :

(29) ydfi dvf That’s my spear
(30) albd dvf That’s my home
(31) ami d?Y lunu My granny died

1.5. We can recognize two primary word classes—IV, pronoun class, and V, 
nominal word class—that exponence elements in nominal group structure.

Primary doss TV exponences element E, and has associated with it a three- 
term ‘primary system; cutting across the primary system is a four-term secondary 
system, associated with the first term of the primary system, and a three-term 
secondary system (whose terms correspond to three of the terms in the four- 
term system), associated with each of the other two terms of the primary system. 
In this case delicacy in nominal group structure, and in word classes and 
systems, are at each point in one-one correspondence.

Primary doss V exponences element F, and has associated with it a three- 
term primary system (analogous to the primary system for class TV), whose 
terms—V.l, V.2, and V.3—exponence F^ F2, and F3 respectively.

1.6. At the rank of word, primary class V is exponenced by : 
primary structure: K(L)
Secondary classes V.l, V.2, and V.3 are exponenced by : 
secondary structures : K ; KI^ and KLa 
respectively.

L is exponenced by a two-member morpheme class which has associated 
with it a two-term system ; the terms exponence Lx and L2 respectively and 
have each one formal item exponent. K is exponenced by an open morpheme 
class.

Lx and L2 have several alternate phonological exponents. Enough data are 
not available to attempt an exhaustive statement; the following are all the 
examples obtained:

K KLj kl2
ami amirjga granny
abr abindu grandfather
9*9 gugtd water
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K KLX EL,

mug mugrd man
ydp ydpil spear
daydp daydpl horse (coinage)
yaramdn yaramdnda horse (loan)
nvulmbu nyulmhundu small (thing, child, etc.)

bfr bfril emu
dvugun dvugundu creek
ndb ndyga ndndu who

The small number of examples indicates the sparseness of the corpus from which 
this description is abstracted. But in nominal word structure, as in many other 
things, there are very strong similarities between Mbabaram and Dyirbal, 
Giramay, and Mamu.

It will be noted that ndb ‘ who ’ has to be considered with class V rather 
than with class IV. Bor example :

(32) ndb andvd[uy Who’s that coming ?
(33) yargul ndyga nipt Who brought the woman 1
(34) ndyga gupu, ygin* yargul Who killed that woman 1
(35) ndr ndndu ydb Who will you give that to 1
(36) ndb mug rjgin* Who’s that man ?
ndvdndu, with structure KLa, has a common root with ndvdb, ndvddam, ndvdg, 

and ndvdm (see section 1.7 below):
(37) ndf u/Pdndu ydpu Where did you leave it ?
(38) ndf nd*dndu almbunu Where were you bom ?
With more data it would probably be necessary to set up another structure, 

KL3, where L3 could be semantically qualified as ‘ possessive suffix ’ (again 
there are formal-substantial analogies with Dyirbal):

(39) albd ndy yginv Whose camp is that 1
(40) abfy daydyi Grandfather’s horse
Pronominal words can be allocated word structures in a similar way. The 

available data were tabulated in section 1.4.
1.7. No primary structure at the rank of group typically exponences primary 

class III. Tertiary class in.02 is exponenced by : 
primary structure: |(1)(J)|

Tertiary class HLOl cannot be allocated any (non-trivial) group structure 
and must be referred directly to its formal item exponents :

argim now
anmfn to-morrow (?, or earlier on to-day 1)
anu, to-night
ndP&b when

(41) ndvdb andvab lu When’s he coming ?
(42) yy argim gupu, 1 killed [it] just now
(43) anmyn andvab [He’s] coming to-morrow
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This class will certainly have further members, in addition to the four that have 
been abstracted from the present limited corpus.

We can recognize primary word classes YUI and IX, exponencing elements 
I and J respectively. Class VllI has no word structure, and must be referred to 
its formal item exponents :

ygin* there
agdg here
ygM up
alygida down

and probably others.
(44) lu ygdl an*dnuy She’s standing on top of the hill 
(46) ndf argig ygin* You dance there !
(46) ndf arjx nig agdy You bring the wood here 1 
Class IX is exponenced by primary word structure :

Q(R)
where, roughly, Q denotes a locational root, with typical exponents dibud 
‘ Dimbulah ’or wu ‘ west ’, and R, denotes a directional suffix, such as ‘ from ’ 
(exponenced by -urn or -m, as in albudum ‘ from Dimbulah ’, and wum ‘ from
the west ’). Class IX is only poorly 
indicated by examples:

(47) nd*dm andydpiy
(48) ndydg and*d[ur)
(49) mug ygin* ndvddam andydpj,r)

(60) mug yginv albudum andvd{uy
(61) abirum and^djay
(62) gam andyd{uy
(63) ayi nig gd
(64) nd? ndvddam aruLydpiy
(65) yv ari andvd{u dibud

documented, and its structure is best

Where’s [he] from ?
Where’s [he] going to ?
Where’s that man there just come") 

from 1 l
He’s from Dimbulah J
[I’ve] just come from the south 
[I’ve] just come from the east 
Take the wood to the east!
Where have you come from ?
I’ve never been to Dimbulah

1.8. At the rank of group, primary class II is exponenced by : 
primary structure: (G)H
Secondary classes H.l and II.2 are exponenced by : 
secondary structures : (G)H1 and (G)Ha
respectively. TertiaryclassesH.il; H.12 ; and H.21; H.22 are exponenced 
by:
tertiary structures : (G01)HU ; (G02)H12; and (G01)HS1; (G02)H22

Element G is exponenced by word class VI of verbal modifiers. The corpus 
yields two formal item exponents :

ari not
tody don’t

Class VI has associated with it a two-term secondary system ; term VI.01 has 
ari as sole formal item exponent and term VI.02 has wdy :
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(56) yt ari andvdb
(57) wdy andy&g
(58) yfndu tody andvdg
(59) ndv wdy artaq mlny
(60) &fndu an ydb

I shan’t go 
Don’t go !
Don’t go near him !
Don’t fall down there ! 
[He] won’t give [it] to me

1.9. Element H of verbal group structure is exponenced by word class VII. 
This class is in turn exponenced by primary word structure :

M|(N)(P)|
Increasing delicacy, secondary classes VII. 1 and VII.2, exponencing Hx and Ha
respectively, are exponenced by :
secondary structures : Mj|(N)(P)| and M2|(N)(P)|
respectively. And then classes VII. 11; VII.12 ; and VII.21; VH.22, ex- 
ponencmg elements HX1; H12; and Hai; H22, are exponenced by : 
tertiary structures : HX|(H)(PX)| ; Mx(N)Pa; and M2|(N)(P1)| ; M2(N)P2

M is exponenced by a class, at morpheme rank, of verbal roots. Associated 
with this class is a two-term system ; one term exponences Mx and yields a class 
of ‘ intransitive ’ verbal roots, with typical formal item exponents : 

andd- talk
andvd- come, go 
ayd- fall down
agd- laugh

whilst the other term exponences M2 and yields a class of ‘ transitive ’ verbal 
roots, with formal item exponents :

amongst others.

gu- hit, kill
yd- give
gd- pick up, get
ndd- spear, shoot, kick
dvf- bum, cook, make a fire

Element N has a single formal item exponent, which can be semantically 
interpreted as indicating ‘ action initiated and, unless otherwise indicated, 
completed in the past ’. It has alternate phonological exponents -yu- or -nu-:

(61) yv aydnu I fell down
(62) yi yinu I’ve eaten
(63) ndvdg andvdyu Where’s he gone to ?
(64) lu gu{u yargul He’s killed [his] woman
Element P is exponenced by a morpheme class ; associated with the class is 

a two-term system—the first term exponences Px and the second Pa. Semanti
cally, the first term can be interpreted as having an implication of ‘ future time ’, 
the second term as having an implication of ‘ commanding ’; the statement of 
clause structure indicated selection by a ‘ commanding ’ verbal group of a 
nominal group involving pronominal element ndr ‘ you ’.

So that structure MiPx (i = 1 or 2) can be interpreted in terms of ‘ intention ’
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or ‘ expectation in terms of simple ‘ commanding MiN in terms of
completed action, MiNPx in terms of action started some time ago bnt con
tinuing at least up to the present, MiNP 2 in terms of a command to continue 
some action, or else to join in an action others are engaged in. Phonologically, 
Pa is exponenced by -g ; and Px by -b in structures MiPx and by -rj in structures 
MiNPx. For example :

(66) li nddb yin* Let’s [you and me] spear him
(66) ndi nddg ydjjl yargul You spear the woman with the spear !
(67) yi rjinv nddpi mug I speared that fellow
(68) ndinddpig You carry on spearing !
(69) mugul nd nddpiy This fellow’s spearing me
It should be noted that all the word structures given above are strictly 

ordered, the ordering being expounded by sequence. None of the structures of 
higher units are ordered; in fact, strings are sequence free between word and 
clause ranks, in material of the simplicity represented here.

1.10. A handful of more complex examples were elicited :
(70) ndi andvdg ygin* / ayl gd%ug You go there, and get wood !

A-it Bia Doa
Ajj Al3 BI2

In this two-clause sentence ndi exponences both the Ax element in the first 
clause and the A2 element in the second. Similarly :

(71) ndi andvdg ygiy / yargul nddg ydyd You go there, spear the woman
A1S B1b Doi! with a spear!
A2S A3 B2a Aaa

where ndr is sole exponent of the Ax element, and part (with yapl) of the 
exponent of the A2 element.10 A straightforward two-clause sentence :

(72) U ari gub yrn* flu gib tin* He’ll kill us if we don’t kill him
A more complex example :

(73) yi andvdb r)fndu / mbdnu rjfniu I told him I’d come (to him)
A„ B,

B, C
The whole first clause might be looked upon as ‘ A3 ’ element in the mbdnu 
clause ; but more corroborative data would be needed before such an analysis 
could be put forward with confidence.

1.11. For additional illustration, amongst other clauses elicited were :
(74) yip, mbdd* [There are] no spears
(76) ndvU mbdd11 [There’s] no food
(76) yi ar)gwdyir I’m hungry
(77) ndg ndi You stand up 1

10 The exact status of -ggiy is doubtful. This ‘ word ’ occurred three times in the corpus ; in 
(112) and in (113) ayl nig ygfy gd, with gloss ‘ take it over there to the east ’. It may differ from 
yglnv in implying a different order of distance (‘ a long way over there rather than ‘ just over 
there say).
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(78) yf ndnuy
(79) gurg&ia bug rjginy
(80) mufu Um
(81) ndf mug yglnv almdg
(82) bfril nddh nd
(83) yargul mbul anddpiy
(84) ndf yap dydg
(85) ndf gdg yginy yap
(86) yfgdpi
(87) lu gug yd[u dvfndu
(88) yf gub yfny yargul
(89) mugul nddpi nd
(90) daydpl nddpi nd
(91) yaramdnda nddpi abf
(92) ndf ndug amfy
(93) amfy ndupi yginy
(94) yf argim yfnu gug
(95) guygdg bdnurj
(96) argid* argidy bdnuy
(97) arbdy bdnuy
(98) lunu lu
(99) yf bunu

(100) ndf agdy / dyfndu

I’m standing up already 
Empty out the billy-can !
It smells good 
You smell that beef!
The emu’ll kick me 
Those two women are talking 
You put that spear down ! 
You pick that spear up !
I have picked it up 
He gave me some water 
I’m going to fight that woman 
That man just shot me 
The horse kicked me 
The horse kicked grandfather 
Cut up the kangaroo !
[I’ve] cut up that kangaroo 
I’ve just drunk some water 
The jackass is laughing 
Willy wagtail’s singing out 
The locust is making a noise 
He’s dead 
I had a bathe
You come over here, to me !

1.12. On being asked ‘ What’s he going for l ’ the informant mentioned the 
word nvfb, but then and at other times used nyfbug in clauses :

(101) nvfbug andvd^uy What’s [he] going for ?
(102) ygtnv nHbug What’s that for ?
(103) yargul n*fbug adinuy What’s the woman crying for ?

Other clauses that cannot be placed in the grammatical description through lack 
of corroborative material are :

I’m going down to the water 
I’m going home
You go and have a bathe in the water ! 
You bathe in the water !
I’m not going to bathe, the water’s too cold 
I’ll go down to bathe in the water

(104) yf andvdb guguy
(105) yf andydb albdy
(106) ndf andydg gugul bug
(107) gugul bug ndf
(108) yf arl bunbu / gug mufdl
(109) yf guguy and*db bunbu /

gugul bunbu
(110) yf lunbu
(111) yf andvdb nunbu
(112) ll andydb ygfy arginbu U

I’m going to die
I’ll go [there] to sleep
Let’s go there and dance

2.0. The Mbabaram language was spoken by a tribe bearing the same name, 
that lived at about latitude 17° 20' S, longitude 145° E. The tribal area was
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bordered on the north by the Walsh River and included the present settlements 
of Irvinebank, Petford, and Lappa. It did not extend as far as Almaden, Mount 
Garnet, or Mareeba. The tribes with whom the Mbabaram seem to have had 
most contact were the Dyangun to the north and the Wagaman people (speaking 
the Agwamin language) to the east. Albert Bennett, the writer’s Mbabaram 
informant, stated that Agwamin was most similar to Mbabaram, although in 
fact no language was very close to it.

In this region of north Queensland, as in most or all of Australia, each 
tribe’s language is generally to some degree mutually intelligible with those of 
surrounding tribes. Mbabaram appears to have been an exception. Because of 
the difficulty of the language for aborigines of other tribes, the writer was told 
that Mbabaram people would tend to learn the neighbours’ languages, rather 
than the other way round. Speakers of Muluridyi, Agwamin, and Dyangun 
languages were encountered who said they could understand Mbabaram but not 
speak it. Undoubtedly, the relative difficulty of the language for speakers of 
other languages has aided its premature near-disappearance.

Geographically, Mbabaram is seen in the map (p. 109) to be enclosed within 
a broken circular continuum of mutual intelligibility. Taken in order round the 
circle, the tribal languages are Agwamin, Dyangun, Muluridyi, Dyabugay, 
Yidin, Dadyan, Mamu, Dyirbal, Giramay, and Warui|u. Each language is 
mutually intelligible with (at least) the ones immediately next to it; Warurju 
does not appear to be very similar to Agwamin. Mbabaram is not mutually 
intelligible with any of the other languages.

Thus, Mbabaram appears on the surface to be linguistically distinct from 
surrounding languages. This is mainly because of large phonetic and some 
phonological differences; grammatically, the language has quite great simi
larities with, for instance, DyirbaL11 On closer inspection, Mbabaram can be 
related fairly satisfactorily to the general linguistic pattern of the Cape York 
Peninsula.

The writer is not a comparativist, and has insufficient data to attempt 
a systematic comparison of Mbabaram with other languages of its region. What 
follows should be taken in the spirit of rather random remarks indicating how 
Mbabaram quite certainly could be placed within the general scheme of Cape 
York languages.

2.1. A phonological description of Mbabaram will be published separately. 
This posits three structures at the rank of phonological word :18

(i) TS(8n) (ii) R8(Sn) (iii) S(S»)

11 Although, whereas languages from Mamu down to Dyirbal and Giramay have four noun 
olasses, Mbabaram makes no grammatical distinctions of this sort. A grammatical comparison of 
Mbabaram with Dyirbal will be inoluded in a projected full description of the Giramay, Dyirbal, 
and Mamu languages.

11 This is a quite different unit from grammatical word, lexical word, and graphologioal or 
graphetdo word, and is set up with regard paid mainly to purely phonologioal distributional con
siderations.
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Examples of words with T8-type structures are bigin, dargvy, marjdr, yaurid, 
laygal; of RS-type are argidv, agvu, amry, ahnbvr, arwfy, arji; of S-type are 
bi, ndug, r)gK&x, mbrl, gug, wir. Restricting ourselves to nuclear structures, 
conflating units of phonological word and syllable, and using 0 to denote 
consonantal phonematie unit and V for vowel phonematie unit, these three 
structures can be written roughly :

(i) cmcycmc,) (ii) A(C6)CSV2(C4) (iii) C3V2(C4) 
where each distinct structural symbol is etxponenced by a different system of 
phonematie units. Now in Dyirbal, and in most or perhaps all of the other 
surrounding languages, we have just to set up one compatible structure (in 
general form similar to TS):

(i1) CJV'tCJjCJV'^)
Systems exponencing correspondent elements in (i) and (i1) are compatible. In 
Dyirbal, C{ is exponenced by an 11-term system; in Mbabaram is ex- 
ponenced by a 12-term system. Moreover these two systems can, when regarded 
phonetically, be said to have 10 common terms (roughly : b, d, dv, g, m, n, nv, 
r), y,w, the first system also has term f, and the second gK and 1). Similarly 
for the other consonantal elements. There is more difference in the vowel 
systems, Dyirbal (and most or all of the other languages surrounding Mbabaram) 
having just one three-term system, and Mbabaram a one-term system at A, 
a three-term system at and one "with four terms at V2. Orthographically, we 
can use u, i, a for the terms in the Dyirbal system, and u, r, i, a for the terms 
in the main Mbabaram vowel system (also using orthographic a for the single 
exponent of Mbabaram element A and u, i, a for the exponents of V-J. Phoneti
cally the two systems can be identified as follows :

Dyirbal Mbabaram.

where the correspondences are only majority ones, since the phonetic exponents 
do not (and would not be likely to) coincide absolutely.13

2.2. Some words are effectively identical in Mbabaram and neighbouring 
languages :

11 We can usefully think of the phonetio exponent of a term in these phonological vowel 
systems as a ‘ volume ’ in three-dimensional phonetio space, where the dimensions are defined 
by ‘ olose/open ‘ front/back ‘ ronnded/unrounded ’. Then we are saying that the r-volume 
for Mbabaram does not fall completely within the «-volume for Dyirbal. In fact, most of both the 
u-volume and the r-volume for Mbabaram fall within the u-volume for Dyirbal; but a small 
part of the y-volume falls within Dyirbal’s i-volume. In each instance, the ‘ point ’ within a 
particular volume that is 1 chosen ’ (i.e. that describes the articulation in this instance) is deter
mined partly by environmental and partly by structural considerations. (Cf. Daniel Jones, The 
phoneme, Cambridge, 1962, especially pp. 92-8.)
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Mbabaram baryan Dyangun bdryan (or bdryun ?) kangaroo-rat
(Dyirbal bdyyan)

Mbabaram bumba Agwamin, Dyirbal bumba ashes
Mbabaram gurgd^a Dyirbal gurga^a billy-can

(Dyangun gurgaju ?)
Mbabaram daydyi Agwamin ddyap horse

And Mbabaram has accepted some of the same loan-words via English as other 
languages of North Queensland :

Mbabaram yaramdn Neighbouring languages ydraman horse
Mbabaram migulu Neighbouring languages migulu white man

Another close correspondence is :
Mbabaram wdygu Agwamin wdngu small guana

2.3. In other cases we can identify a TS-type structure in another language 
with either an RS-type or an S-type structure in Mbabaram. Examples of the 
correspondence TS to RS :

RS TS
Mbabaram ari Dyangun, Agwamin gdri no

J J ami 33 33 gdmi granny
J J andyd 33 3 3

ydndvan14 father
>) aydl Dyirbal wdyal boomerang

(Agwamin wdyara; Dyangun wdyi)
J) ardW Dyangun, Agwamin gurdvu three

In the third example Dyangun and Agwamin have a final consonant where
Mbabaram has none. In the last line u in the first syllable of the Dyangun/
Agwamin word corresponds to initial a in the Mbabaram word.

Examples of the correspondence TS to S are:
S TS

Mbabaram 9d Dyangun, Agwamin ndga east
3 J yu 3 3 33 guyu fish
3) 9* 33 33 dvugu tree

(Dyirbal yugu)
33 V9* Dyangun, Agwamin, Dyirbal buygu knee
33 mbul Agwamin dydmbuL two
33 ndvd- Dyirbal wundya- where
33 mbd 33

bdmba belly
33 V9"6 r Dyangun, Agwamin guygar north

(Dyirbal guygari)
The orthography should not be allowed to mislead. The correspondence 
between yu and guyu is exactly the same as that between gv and dyugu (and 
that between ardvi and gurdvu as far as the last syllables are concerned, and 
so on): it was mentioned above that the two terms u and y in the main

14 One Agwamin Informant said tjdnd'an, the other (now living several hundred miles away) 
Xi&nd*a ; the sole Dyangun informant said pdnd'on.
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Mbabaram vowel system can be identified phonetically with the single term u in 
the Dyirbal system.16 Similarly, the two terms rjg and ygK, in the Mbabaram 
system exponencing element C3, correspond phonetically to two ‘ allophones ’ 
of the single term r/g in the Dyirbal system exponencing element C3. The 
correspondence TS to S is thus complete in each of the first seven examples 
quoted above ; in the eighth line there is non-correspondence between r and f ,16 

There is one example where a longer word of structure TSSS corresponds to 
a Mbabaram word of structure RS :

RS TSSS
Mbabaram afu Agwamin wdpimugu wallaroo

2.4. A number of weaker correspondences are also worth mentioning. 
A TS-RS correspondence where there is vowel non-correspondence between 
S syllables :

Mbabaram alyu Dyangun, Agwamin gdlya uncle
In other putative correspondences, an initial, single a syllable in Mbabaram 

has no correspondent in the neighbouring language :
Mbabaram aramdn Dyangun, Agwamin rdman woomera

» obu „ „ bu{a ground
» obi „ „ bina ear
„ ahd Agwamin bdma body

In the last three examples, Mbabaram has no third syllable corresponding to the 
second syllable of the word in the neighbouring language (we can represent the 
first correspondence RSS-SS, and the last three RS-SS). It may be coincidental 
that the final vowels in the right-hand list are identical with the initial vowels 
in the left-hand list.

In other cases we can establish correspondences where there is no final 
vowel in Mbabaram corresponding to one in a neighbouring language :

Mbabaram bib Muluridyi btbi breast
>> gwQ9&9 Dyirbal guygaga laughing jackass
„ gaydmbal „ gdyambtda white cockatoo
» gug Agwamin17 gugu water

the third example also involving vowel non-correspondence.
In three instances, vowels appear to have been reversed :

15 At the level of phonology only systems can be compared, and those only through their 
phonetio exponents. In order to set np syBtem-system correspondences examples shonld be given 
involving all or almost all the terms in each system, showing their correspondents in the other 
system (and dealing with all kinds of possible structural environment). It can be seen that here the 
examples given are quite inadequate for the comparisons to have full scientific validity. Similarly, 
grammatical comparison oan only be of systems, and only through the systems’ contextual and 
situational exponents.

16 Roughly, r is further forward than For more detailed phonetic remarks reference should 
be made to the writer’s forthcoming account of Dyirbal.

17 One informant gave two words for water: guffu and bdna; the other only gave bdna. 
bdna is very common, as the word for water, in languages of thin area.
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Mbabaram ayui Agwamin wurjaf sun
(Dyangun wuqa)

„ abir Dyangun, Agwamin dvibar south
,, \du „ ,, gumi west

2.5. The examples above are all that the writer has collected. It must be 
realized that the data for Mbabaram are scanty, and for Dyangun, Agwamin, 
and Muluridyi even more so—a word list was gone through in a couple of hours 
solely to look for superficial word correspondences with Mbabaram. But the 
correspondences that have been postulated indicate that it would not be difficult 
fully to relate Mbabaram to the neighbouring languages in terms of phonological/ 
lexical correspondences.

3
Tindale theorized in 1942 that in the eastern coastal and mountain region 

near Cairns existed ‘ several small tribes of a people characterized by a high 
incidence of relatively and absolutely small stature, crisp curly hair, and a 
tendency toward yellowish-brown skin colour. All of the tribes appear to be 
mixed in greater or lesser degree with the Australian aboriginal type, but 
preserve in their mixed condition characters recognizable as belonging to the 
Tasmanian aborigines ’ .■*8 He mentioned that ‘ there is a central bloc of a dozen 
small tribes of the Tasmanoid people occupying an area one hundred miles wide 
(from Cape Grafton in the east to Lappa Junction in the west) and 180 miles 
long (from the headwaters of the Annan River in the north to near Cardwell 
and Ravenshoe in the south) ’,16 Tindale listed as ‘ Tasmanoid ’ the Ngatjan, 
Mamu, Wanjuru, Tjapukai, Barbaram, Idindji, Kongkandji, Buluwai, Djiru, 
Djirubal, Gulngai, and Keramai tribes. He also mentioned that ‘ grouped in 
a half-circle, and enclosing the area, except along the sea front, are other more 
mixed peoples, who include some pygmoids. They form a transitional type 
between the nucleus of Tasmanoid tribes and the more normal Australian 
ones ’,20 and listed the ‘ transitional ’ tribes as Bandjin, Hewegi, Agwamin, 
Wfl.kRmn.Ti, Muluridji, Djankun, and Irukandji. Tindale’s short section on 
‘ language ’ will be quoted in full.

‘ Comparative vocabularies indicate that, while the peripheral and 
intermediate zones of pygmoid peoples have languages allied to those of 
their taller neighbours, there is a central area where the languages appear to 
be nuclear and to have been strongly isolated. Barbaram seems best to 
represent this archaic type : Wakaman and Agwamin, which adjoin, show 
marked influences from the west. The northern and north-eastern Tasmanoid 
tribes reveal the influence of northern languages of the Koko Imudji type 
(Koko-yimidir of Roth). In Tjapukai, for example, the original Barbaram 
elements have been obscured and overlaid, surviving only in modified form.

18 N. B. Tindale and J. B. Birdsell, ‘ Tasmanoid tribes in North Queensland South Australian 
Museum Rtcords, vn, 1942, 1.

18 ibid., 2.
10 ibid., 3.
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Barbaram, which is regarded in this preliminary statement as most 
typical of the area of isolation, is characterised among other things by 
many monosyllabic words with consonantal endings : ['kag] tree, ['mok] 
man, ['kok] water. In words of two or more syllables, principal stress is often 
placed on the second syllable : [a'ro] a species of kangaroo, [a'nmda] head, 
[a:'tja] three, [n'kaila] leg, [al'maik] meat, [a'bo] ground, [a'wa] mother, 
[m'beira] grass basket.

A glottal stop [‘] is evident in some words, and in others this is so marked 
that it seems to have almost, the effect of a click, as in [n‘gara].

Terminal vowels are often indeterminate, and the voice may be raised 
a tone [nd*], [atj*], [k°], [k*]. The last-named word is an example in which 
the terminal vowel is very short.

Short texts and grammatical notes have been obtained from two of the 
tribes in this area, and parallel vocabularies from each of them. They will be 
the subject of a more detailed separate study.’ 31
In actual fact, all the languages but Mbabaram fit perfectly well into the 

pattern of Australian linguistics. Mbabaram has some superficial phonetic and 
phonological eccentricities (which made learning it difficult) but is grammatically 
not too unusual and, as was indicated above, can with a little dexterity easily 
be related to its neighbours. Mbabaram is not typical of the other 11 languages 
Tindale mentioned as centrally Tasmanoid, but is a little nearer Dyangun and 
Agwamin. Tindale’s statement concerning the ‘ original Barbaram elements ’ 
having been overlaid and obscured in Dyabugay cannot be commented on in 
the absence of explicit specification of the ‘original Barbaram elements ’. But 
such a genetic-type statement, based on parallel vocabularies and texts in only 
two (unspecified) languages, seems a little speculative. The evidence available 
does not really yield any genetic judgments. If one were forced into one, it 
would seem far more reasonable to say that Mbabaram had in some ways 
diverged a little more than is usual from the common linguistic pattern of that 
region, but that it is still very recognizably of that region.

In fact consonantal endings are not uncommon in this area (to the south and 
east, non-plosive consonants often end words—only in Agwamin is it unusual to 
end a word in a consonant). What is unusual to Mbabaram is the presence of 
final stops—often globalized (but, as in near-by languages, globalization iB 
a phonetic feature that is not phonologically significant). Stress peculiarity, and 
the presence of monosyllabic words and words beginning with a vowel, give 
Mbabaram most of its phonetio peculiarity. On the last two points (no 
surrounding language allows either) reference can be made to the TS-BS and 
TS-S correspondences set up in the last section. Unstressed terminal vowels in 
Mbabaram are often short and difficult to determine at first; similarly, in 
Badyan, terminal consonants are often long—neither of these observations has 
any great linguistic significance.

Capell commented28 that to uphold Tindale’s Tasmanoid thesis on linguistic
u fbid., 7 ; no further study has appeared in the intervening 24 years.
** A. Capell, A new approach to Australian linguistics (Oceania Lingulstdo Monographs, No. 1), 

Sydney, 1962, 111.
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grounds ‘ one or both of the following facts would have to appear—(a) that the 
Rain Forest languages are not Australian; (b) that they are linked with 
Tasmanian With reference to the first feet, the Rain Forest languages 
(Tindale’s central dozen) are almost all obviously Australian. Bulway appears 
to have died ont, and the writer could gather no material on it; the indications 
are that it was fairly similar to Dyabugay. Mbabaram was a little eccentric 
phonetically and phonologically, and was certainly not typical of the nuclear 
Rain Forest region : but little ingenuity is required to show that it is Australian. 
And, linguistically, there is little apparent reason specifically to separate out the 
central ‘ Tasmanoid ’ languages from the * transitional ’ ones. Thus the first fact 
cannot be upheld.

4

The most attested 90% of the writer’s Mbabaram lexicon is written 
out below. First, exponents of element Mj in verbal word structure (with, for 
each stem, a specification of whether it selects -[u- or -nu- as exponent of element 
N):

adi- (-nu) cry andd- (-j-u) talk
agi- (-nu) laugh an*d- (-nu-) stay, sit
argi- (-nu-) dance and*d- (-pi-) come, go
almbu- (-nu) grow up ayd- (-nu-) fall down
Exponents of element M2:

bd- (-nu-) (bird or insect) mbd- (-nu-) tell
making [a noise] ni- (-pi-) take, bring

bu- (-nu-) bathe, immerse nu- (-nu- ?) sleep
dvd- (-pi-) put down ndd- (-pi-) shoot, spear, kick
d*f- (-pi-) bum, cook, make a ndu- (-pi-) cut up

gd- (-pi-)
fire yd- (-pi-) give

pick up, get yi- (-nu-) eat (drink ?)
gu- (-pi-) hit, kill lu- (-nu) die
mu- (-pi-) smell

In addition nd- (-nu-) is probably another exponent of Mi and, even less well 
attested, muyd- (-pi-) an exponent of Ma; the former can be given gloss 
‘ stand up ’ and the latter ‘ plant (?) ’.

Elements K and Q include, amongst one or both of their classes of exponents:

abd body
abdl tobacco
aibd camp, home
albdn lump
arbdy brown locust
obi ear
dbir south

dtbvn track
albir beard
abu ground
cdJbu egg
cdbud Dimbulah
abf grandfather
cUbv grey
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albrn a lot baybun tail
add ring-tail possum bargdn kangaroo-rat
adug sore (e.g. eye, nose, belly) bdldn moon
adugil Petford bdra big
ardvf three bi liver
agir (any) snake bib breast
argid* willy wagtail bigin shield
algu, grass birgU frost
argui; emu’s neck binig Boonmoo pinnacle
agwdmin language spoken to the birgga old man

west bugir armpit
algv’dr sky, cloud bumba ashes
agHy smoke bundi a kind of grass
ag^u black native bee buy ghost
anmdg sore (e.g. knee) m carpet-snake
dlmdg meat bfr emu
ami granny ddbu baby
cdmin forehead, face dargfy wild turkey
amty (any) kangaroo dambu short (e.g. man)
armbdr bone dambun borer
ahnbvr ricket-bush daydgi horse
anu night didbu match
anub green dug dog, dingo
adndd big possum dun stone
and?d father did son
agdd boomerang dvdngun language spoken to the
ayi fire, wood (for fire) north
argin black dvdgga black yam
ayu{ sun, daytime dvibu no good (e.g. man)
algu uncle d'igyy white-tail rat
arggin leaf dvugun creek
cdggy neck gd east
aggadyir hungry gawir tomahawk (i.e. hatchet)
alggHn foot gaydmbal white cockatoo
alggKugi white gdga bread
aramdn woomera gagig bandicoot
arin a thin tree gagul wild yam
arib head 9*9 water
agib close gurgdga billy-can
agu wallaroo guggdg laughing jackass
agun gum tree gur nulla nulla
aicd mother g* tree
arwyy lice g*r elbow
bdybu pipe gvdndvU frilly lizard
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gwudHn no good yawiy hot weather
malgddHf, big ydrabulgdn Mount Mulligan

mcdgdi ygdr leg
mini stone W* knee, kneecap
may dr grey kangaroo north
migvlu white man wagdy big sword
mir thirsty walgfy brown snake
mix spirit warmdg Dyangun corroboree
mug man walyd teenage girl
muga anntie wdygu tree-guana
muidl cold, cold weather wdy river sand
mbd belly wi mouth
mbdbaiam name of language wir head-hair
mbdd* none wu west
mini bottom (anat.) tourgun young boy
mind two wumbun Boonmoo pinnacle
mbrdv frilled lizard (another (another name)

name) wunda not sweet
mbfl back (anat.) wungdl tall
nambur big brown snake yargul woman
numbf big red wallaroo yawul blood
nvwiy larrikin yaramdn horse
nddm arm ydp spear
ndir chest yigir itchy
nduy rock-wallaby yu (any) fish
nduyir cheeky, dangerous Idbalaba Lappa Junction
n*umdyig cheeky Idygcd a light
n*ulmbu small libui eye
nd*U food (vegetables and lim good

fruit) lugul a long way
ndWy nose lur whip-tail kangaroo
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DIAGRAMMATIC SKETCH Off THE MAIN PHATURES Off MbABARAM GRAMMAR 
\ is to be read' exponences ’

Unit: clause

Clause structures

Unit: group

Group classes and systems

primary primary secondary
classes systems classes

I--------
\A,C

n—
\B

-1.1-
\AX

■12
\Aa

■L3
*

■14
\Aj

\C

rui

n’

\Bi

Ln.2— 
NB,

m—
\D

secondary
systems

-‘1.1/2’—

tertiary
classes

pill
NAU

-1.12
VA1S

t-1.21
\Aji

-1.22
\A2,

-cn.i/2’—

rn.ii
nbu

-IL12
\Bla

rn.2i
\BU

-n.22

r-HLOl
M>01

Lm.o2
\D0j

jm.o ’■
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Group stbuctubes
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Unit : word

Word classes and systems

primary primary secondary
classes systems classes

IV-
\E

\E

VI-
\G

vn-
\H

vru
M

IX

\J

-‘IV’-

—rv.i-
\EX

■rv.2-
\ES

— IV.3-
\E,

r v.i

V.2
Mi

i
\Et

*- V.3
\ES

— VII. 1-

rvir
\Hx

*— vn.2-

secondary
systems

:IV.l

-‘rv.2/3’—

tertiary 
classes

— IV. 11
\Ex!

- iv.i2
\Elt

f— rv.i3
\E1S

—rv.ii
\e14

rIV.21
\E21

- - IV. 22
\E„

LIV.23
\E23

rIV.31
\E31

—-rv.32
\E3}

LIV.33
\E 33

vr.o’
r vi.oi
L VI.02

\G01

\Goa

\H. -1

vn.i/2

rVn.ll

■vn.12
\H.

i
NlI-

'ii

13
-vn.21

«

-vn.22
21

22
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Word structures 

primary

K(L)

M](N)(P)|

QCR) \ix

secondary tertiary

\YII22

Graphic representation of other classes, systems, and structures (including 
morpheme classes and systems) can easily be provided by inspection of the data.



MATERIALS RELATING TO THE COWRY CURRENCY 
OF THE WESTERN SUDAN—I

A LATE NINETEENTH-CENTURY SCHEDULE OF 
INHERITANCE FROM KANO

By M. Hiskett 

Introduction

The following schedule of an inheritance was discovered by me in 1962 
when, by courtesy of the Kano Native Authority, I was carrying out a survey 
of manuscripts contained in the Library of the Shahuci Judicial School, Kano. 
In the course of my searches I unearthed from the back of a cupboard a bundle 
of miscellaneous papers. On examination these proved to consist largely of 
single folios of Arabic, Fula, and Hausa MSS displaced from their contexts. 
Scattered among them, however, were a number of sheets which appeared to be 
taxation returns ; lists of booty; household accounts of the palace ; fragments 
of prayers, wirds, Qur’anio charms and the like. Among them was this 
incomplete schedule of an estate.

The MS is written on coarse brown paper of a type common in Northern 
Nigeria, and bears no watermark. It is written in a large square hand typical 
of the Kano scribal tradition. It is, however, a fluent and not unlearned hand 
of a quality better than that usually associated with the ajami MSS of the 
Hausa tradition. It is written in common black vegetable ink. The text is 
mainly Arabic, but with numerous Hausa terms occurring throughout. These 
Hausa terms are rendered according to the normal practice of the ajami scribe. 
Nothing was known of the schedule or of the papers among which it was found 
except that they were thought to have been acquired as part of the library of 
the late Alkalin Kano, Malam Ibrahim, said to have died ‘ about twenty years 
ago’.

The identity of the scribe is not stated; nor is the deceased identified other 
than as Madaki, a title which is normally that of a high official of the Kano 
Court. The schedule is not dated. Among the other fragments found with it 
were several which mentioned the names of the Emirs of Kano Abdullahi 
(1854-81); Muhamman Bello (1881-92); Tukur (1892-3) and Aliyu (1893- 
1903). Thus, although it is not possible to date the schedule precisely, it is 
clear that it relates to the last half of the nineteenth century.

It seemed to me that this document contained a great deal of detailed 
information on cowry prices, and that it was therefore of value as a source of 
reference for the economic history of the period with which it was concerned. 
It also contains* a list of textiles, imported and local, which will be of interest 
to Hausaists and historians alike. Finally, it provides information on the 
method of accounting in a cowry currency.
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In the course of preparing this MS for publication I became impressed with 
the importance of the cowry in the economic and cultural history of our area. 
I thus deoided to attempt to present the Madaki’s very substantial estate within 
the whole historical context of the cowry in the Sahara and the Western Sudan, 
and to examine those theories which have hitherto been advanced concerning 
its provenance. The text and translation of the MS are given here ; ‘ Reflections 
on the provenance and diffusion of the cowry in the Sahara and the Sudan ’ 
will appear in ‘ Materials relating to the cowry currency of the W estem Sudan—n ’, 
BSOAS, xxrx, 2, 1966.

Text

jLiU c^J-l 41 JUi-l f. 1 

'V- P'] j (J <y
^ il) JJ* J—ISJ Id^i

1 ‘ u*

^IdJ^I JjMl

LjJI Of*^) si* I^ a . *. )
lill Of**) al» . ‘Uu>-

liil Of**) al* .".
lill Of**) Si* i—ip 

lill Of**) Si* 

lill Ojj**&) 31* 01
liJI Of** , t£2>)jlS”"[j 

lill jjllc . (jjIp f. 2 
lill jjJlc CiTjl 

lill 0)j-~pj Si* . •. i_Joj 

i_ill Si* . •. ^.iJUl

1 Sic, read —It is apparent that this MS is a scribe’s jottings, for his own nse and 
not for public display. There are a few gross errors wbioh I have corrected as indicated. There 
are in addition, as one might expect in a text where Arabic and Hausa are mixed, certain minor 
inconsistencies, suoh as for instanoe in the agreement of Arabic adjectives with Hausa words 
and loan-words. I have not attempted to oorreot these, but have left the MS as the scribe 
wrote it. I have also preserved his layout as far as the exigencies of printing permit, together 
with certain idiosynoratio spellings of a type common among the ajami scribes.

* Sic, read
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j\) J&-\j al*

<_0)1

lill jjl** . •.
ISJ*~\ Jjj'

il* . * .

lill OjMjjtj al*

lill o

ItfJI Oy~uPj

lill OjJlc .•. 

till Ojioi . •.

lill jj*jjl . •. C-Ji 

lill j^wjjl .•. jli jl

i_Jj j Ifjj £« . •. -1> J

(_ill Si* . • . yji J

i_ill al* . •. £ 

li!l jy’lc

liJI jjal* . •. jj-*» 

lill Ojw . •. {£ j>-\ iS^

■ ' !/lill Oy*ual* aJj^» l^jjl .•

f. 3

lill jjJlc .•. aAJI Xs-

i_a!I al*

loil 0y^> .'. <_ S"

i_ill al* .•. (j^4 
cjajl al* . ■.

lill jy'lc . ■. (_j*IL* f. 4 

lill j^U* . •. -Ut** 
i_iJl al* . •. ^sj

lill jyIc »X«_>-I 

lill Oj*j jl . •. O i 

i_ill al* . •. -UL*

3 A marginal insertion : iJJI »l* alt.
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l_£ya>- J^«*il a1*J>U

UJI l*

t_kil SU . • .
Uil jjjU . • . jPol*

i_Uil Si* . •. y>y
Uil UjJlC . •. ^IU

a>-l SJlCj Sl«

AJlCj IOjJ^j

4~iU.I <uJ Ji's IJL^i f. 5 

i_jJI S^JUu .•. ■s'^jl olji <JLj1jAi C.^

i_iil Slc^U .•. C..,.*

Uil 0^**?' .•. <Zj\jA> 

lJaII S|(-*^>i .•. SjjL IliJI 

t_Uil S|c_*jjI •'■ jjiil (j-* SJlc 
c-pil Si* ^)j£il

IjJue- ^Jp . *. ^J>tp

Uil Oji*“ .'.
Uil Ojjis-j Si* .-. ^l^il Aj^AJ 

UJI ^AAJ jl ^Jp . " . l*-wA^ ^-~P 
Uil ^p ^Jp . •. j*ll Si*-

4_a51 Si* . •. jL*^i f. 6 

Uil Oj*jjI .•. (jx 
UJI Dj)’lc ^>3 >aJ £« ^^

Uil Oj

LiSI j*£p fUr
<3^1 Ojji*& i£j>~\

<sys a;s-\£&>
*L*v*j£ ^j+M

i_iJI ol* . *. ^jcJI

0**JI cj -' • IJL$i f. 7
Ld!l ^j**^3 4***^ iL..-flP l)1^v^I ol*^aju9

lill l)[j

UJI j«ip obJI
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5Jlc . Ijl) (cS jlp) 2jm>\ u,axi
laJI by\*j 4mj\j iJaJI oLc^AJ Jp *yLJ dj*~3) oWlj aU

‘-jaJI (> aJU“ .•. AJj'i/l ^U>-l

Aj^j jylj
LUI bj*~> .•. (_^Us ^j£-j .•. jhj| jP

UJI by-. •. ailp jjIp ^£p J>-|

LaJI bjy~£" . ’. a^*sAj

1 Spip . •. ay>y ^UajI ^

UJI A-J^ . • . 2yj, Ay J jlp f. 8

<-iil (J* •'■ .-. OVl S^ip ... {£j^

<J»JI Jp aJ U a1^ £« ... Jj 

a-^NI S|JLp ^Jp jbJI

UJI bjjb*e- jjUajI C-S^IS^ ^^UJl ^ a->*

t-i'yi iujl ... ap^ j]| jp. <j_Ji

t-i^l a^ip ^Jp (jl5s!l A^J 

<_j^ (J*1 ■ ’ • yf- a^j ^

*—*^l aJU tlr4 • ’ • aJLc

UJI 0^_y«ip jwU •’• jj*Vl

t-J**yi Aj^ ^Jp ... jj'i/l ^y*

Al^ I^VIA- by^ aU-U C.Jl J ... [^yaa- bjJ?-l Jbyj

APij (^-J <-J»^l apjj aJfjcjlj UJI ^ip bjl

cr^' u*
UJI bjjle- .-. jl*^JI <J>Nl ... 4j1pj ... ^yvi £*J f. 9

l—j'i/l S^ip ... .5^1 ^jU (Jlj 

tjs*yi S^ip jilJUlvK (JljJ*H

a—^*yi a,-,~P (Jl^
t-j*yi e^ip ^L< Jljj*» UJI bj*.jjI (JaJU" Jlj

1—*^l Sr^P .•. (_^Uaj.I djjj-»
(J*VI A~j£ J|^^ (JsVl yispl Jl^^
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yS'l J
jjlJUL* 4PJJ ^jll (Jljj-u

}y*I (£\ >J»Nl ^itp Jl)
liJI jj^Jtp

LiJI i)j^Jtp ^L»* (_£jlp 
LiJI ^juujlj ji>pl .’. ^j-J-Jal Jl,)j**

LiJI Oj.■. _jjl !•
liJI t—'lysJI t£S

i_J»Vl S^-ip J”C- tl-S^lS"

LiJI j~1>p jjIJaL** <S 

LiJI Oy^M , • . ^ I—*** ^jS* 

liJI dj_/iP ^yax*
LiJI Jj^JSp l£

LiJI <jj^JLp tSLyaxl
ii!i jj J~tp. •. <yy tS"A 

LiJI Oj^JLp .•. jjli>L**i *S 

4 LiJI OjjLc .-. _yL.pl (J-JlIsI ,_yaxl
lill Ojji*& dJblj c£

LiJI . ■. iJLi 'ji- 

8 LiJI jyujl ^yaxi I . •. (j-J J> f- 11 
LiJI (jjjU .-. y^L isjlP (J-Xisl (_/ax*

LiJI Oy^S .’. (_yax<^ (Jp S'y*

LiJI jJL . •.
<J»Nl S^jtp (ji^jl . •. i£j\&

LiJI tjou-L jjJ (<>
LiJI jl .'. (5*jr*

J^l a^ip (_y<LJ tiwaj

4 A marginal insertion : UJl J*L- t£jU.
6 An extensive marginal insertion : UJI c£jU Ji jjU

tjj^l S^-ip Olxjl Ojlp

UJI Ojjlc Ji> ts^l ^ <jjU< £jl
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8 Ull Ojji>£- jX'I fjMjiji

Liil t-i

Ull *\j?- jj

LdJl OjJ^J .'. I {'J*3^J*

Ull byuj\ A,?- . •.

(j^. -U- Ull *1^ .-. yyy f. 12 

Ull Ojj^s- .-. ^1j>- 

Ldll O^j^j ,*.

^isp
Li!l Ojj5*& .*. yup\

<J^I Gp**P . ' . Ac>-

Ull Oj*jj\ t-\jA^9 «U>-

Ull .•. ^pbJI OlS ^J_i (_$jIp 
(_jllj Jb^JI . •. Ull (j^Ai; iu* S^Ip- (_^jIp 

Ull cv\ri ^ij* (UJ^1 LfJji

J>^l l~r- .-. (Jj f. 13 
Ull ^pip wb-L jhjl

Ull CjIjJJI y» OUlaJU
<—®^l Op«P C-*JiAll yyfij 1^9 ^i|^0

Ull by'^jj Z~*r~- llj ^Jivall jbjl yz- y

cS^. y.
i_j*yi . •. jji

ipjj <—jal 1) .•. <y^l-l *uij (J^-llj JjU-

Ull UjOUlax*

■jryi Opip *1^' . ■ . Ac>- 
Ull <jC~J pi" jJj jlyJ I^J^J 

Ull bjj-i&j (jbjl 4*12* jUi^j

5 A marginal insertion : Ull jj^ic (JAijI . 

* A marginal insertion : UVI i?t)b <^^1 iy^~.
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li!l ^jl f. 14 

LtJI •X*-! £* OWI iSM^'
o'ifl aJLc yj ^ lLj^j

IdJl 0}'jP 

^ \—** yj jy

tJs'ljfl 4***J yj
4PJSJ L_aHj 2uwP" 0>XL*“ ^U\i*

(Js'i/l SAJp Oyujl . •. jjjj <Jy*

(JsNl .•. £* <JjL>-
4£*«j (_}yi> Jpo . ■. . ■. tS"(J^-3

U!i QjajjI .•. 3~£p i**

li!l 0}. *. JaJl^ f. 15 

CjjjIj jy
aJLc .•. C-Jj . •. i_JPj y!^>- £*

3 LjVl 4X~o *)ly>~ A~>- Jlai* 41**
t_jVI 4j^11j .*. Xp ^ ^L*

* 4P^J ^jjli . • . jf'b ji_A>Ja

li)l bjl .■. oLJ £jl

4Pij i_jJl) (yOXi £» (J#Nl Aj^ij jjJ Jp

3)^Ojjlvsy .*. 4j^A1j £*

iJ>N\ Ju*^ j»U^ Ull ^JLp £->• .-. |Jb 

USI J/jujI jJp .•. Oj**> 4-UaJ

4P0^ ^JsJl

'tyis- .-. (5^. f- 16

4PJj jjp tlpj J Xj

(_!**i/l 4jt^i) JjL>3 £* . ‘. 

t-iVI 4j^1j (JjXi* £« ^Jlp 4dLC

s A marginal insertion : *e-aj jJlj j\j.

• A marginal insertion: iJjljjpl f (j’JI IjujI JUi. ^j! jiU Jlii*.

VOL. XTTX. PABT 1. 9
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a**Ju

4j^j .•. il^^-l ij** £* 9-^^

bail 0) j-£pj ‘b'P' . ’. lT*

4**j <jl' J* J/ iS^r2
uw aw,.-. >jj\ jju. &ys

ifi-ij ^jjb Ift^P aJL>- A-i^l aL*^

APJSj . •. jbjl iiULj

AP.2} t—3^/1 0p£p ^J^^il ^*4 

10 APJSj 4_jJb AJj (j*sLpj!l Sjbl

APij Jib . •. * f. 17

(J^l Opip . • . a“^ ^r" £j

Aim ^Jp (_s-*^1^’

tjj'yi iuji j-jii4 a*jjI 

«J»VI Spip JJli* Spip jii-pJl Jjjll

11AP^ <_jljb (jC»J £4 iJU- SJj J iiUlj

£4 . • . ^jA (l)lpAm

«-liil *j>- ^4 . •. olpim *liit 

tJ»Nl aJIc Jp .-. a!UJI j~&£- JjNI

uy°.j' J* •■■ <y

bail iijji*& . •. (_^li> £'Jr 

bail OjjJSp . •. ^ lm ^j& 

i_jNI Spip jjl

liil ^jJ!m .•. Xi fj^axi f. 18

j*y\ A~P- .•.

t_j*yi Spijt) (J-Jisl 
Splp .•. tS^l—" (Sj^

liJI ^ip .•. (j^l jj-ilsl jjPaJ

10 A marginal insertion : C---J!.
11A marginal insertion : £*jjl <Jyj.
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<-3^1 C-aS"

•A**' L-3*yi o^JLp . •, 

l—j'ifl ijju& 3yjiJ I l?lt^ 3 AS”” jj

IflJI Oylc .•. jf*I 

li!l jjilc *[r4v5 

lill jylc Jj-i

LsJI *1^" .•. (j^/. f. 19

uji oj>y£ . •. (j^ajui crir

Lflil Oj. *. 3^**l
i~3*i/l o^ip OWI jjJ 

ball A»~f~ .•. ^\JF' h+J*

o>'yi 5j^\j i_-n i oi^-i^

(—3^1 . • , jl^

l3^/1 A***^^-

i-j'i/l 4j^j .•. tZjjjjJlj JlS'l (Jji jllxJai

LflJI jJLp .’.^^ULaL* (JIr]sjl«

<J»MI ^aTJj

Ull ^-Lp a*jjI jWI

£j-^l JJL>J f. 20

aJjj CwJJj 

•A—*^ ^jj^aJI p^I lialil

ii->lJ'Vl Ap>
4_jAwL>-

\jw2s*- (112 Aa-J S^-*yi ^j5^-l 

1jw*>- dy^oj (jlJli

AAbj (jv<
Utjf^ u* t}f ^JJ*

11A marginal insertion nnder what appears to be a mark of insertion : iiOj jll ji..
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otUj tliIjwi?-

Afiij jjdUj

oLo ^ 3d?-!) J£" Cjjj j f. 21 

(juujlj Sly bt!!j **■?*

Translation

f. 1 Praise be to God, the Noble, the Preserver, He who becomes the Heir 
to all who are in the earth and heaven. This is the account of the estate 
of MadakI, of domestic servants and other property, and the value 
thereof, and the designating of heirs, according to the Muhammadan 
shar\a.

Firstly, domestic servants,
‘Aflruwa : her value is one hundred and fifty thousand 
Hablbah : one hundred and sixty thousand 
ArTtT : one hundred and sixty thousand 
Ghanbu : one hundred and sixty thousand 
Irmakulla : one hundred and sixty thousand 
Tnnfl.: one hundred and twenty thousand 
Wakabuday: sixty thousand 

f. 2 Gharf : eighty thousand 
Irkutu: eighty thousand 
Zaynab : one hundred and twenty thousand 
Alladadl : one hundred thousand 
Arzuqi: forty thousand 
Another Hablbah : one hundred thousand 
Ghuday: sixty thousand 
Another Arzuqi: forty thousand 
‘Aysa : one hundred and fifty thousand 
Atljam: eighty thousand 
IJajara : sixty thousand 
Fanta: forty thousand 
An fan a : forty thousand

f. 3 Rfika,14 together with her daughter Zaynab : one hundred and fifty 
thousand

is A word is here entirely blooked out, and under a mark of insertion in tie margin appears :

11 Tie full form of this name is ‘ Naroka The oustom of giving slaves these obliquely 
allusive names is known in Hausa as habaici ‘ innuendo ’. The master oalls the slave by name, 
in this case ‘ Naroka ’ (Na roHa ‘ I beseech ’) and the slave caps her name with her reply, in this 
oase AUah ya ba ni ‘ May God grant me Sometimes the intention is simply a pious one, to 
bring good fortune to the household. Sometimes, however, it is employed as a means of oon- 
founding enemies and evil-wishers, as in n. 10. and 10, below, and p. 133, n. 18.
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N ufimmudasu 15: one hundred thousand
Kuru : one hundred thousand
Maysukayi16: eighty thousand
May-rh : one hundred and twenty thousand17
Another Ghuday : sixty thousand
Tara, together with her daughter Maymunah: one hundred and fifty 

thousand. And the total of the price of the female servants is one 
hundred and forty-one mats.

‘Abdullah: eighty thousand 
Suba : one hundred thousand 
Kibu: seventy thousand 
Musa : one hundred thousand 
Sulay : one hundred thousand 

f. 4 Sa’ayyi18: eighty thousand 
Sa‘id: sixty thousand 
Bukar : one hundred thousand 
Ahmad: eighty thousand 
Dati: forty thousand 
Matfathidu : one hundred thousand 
Masaw: seventy thousand 
Ja‘ay : one hundred thousand 
Madughu: eighty thousand 
Nawmaw : one hundred thousand
Mala : eighty thousand. And the total of the price of the male servants is 

sixty-seven mats.
f. 5 And this is the record of the value of the quadrupeds 

Six cows with calves : value six hundred thousand 
Six cows : three hundred thousand 
Three cows : fifty thousand 
Two cows : seven hundred thousand 
Eight bulls : four hundred thousand 
Five bulls : one hundred thousand 
A calf: at ten thousand 
An akawal19 horse : sixty thousand 
Three horses : one hundred and twenty thousand 
Eleven rams : at forty-four thousand

i* Nufimmu da su ‘ Chir intention towards them ’ (i.e. the master’s enemies and rivals), to 
whioh the slave replies Anniya ta gari ‘ The intention is good ’.

i« Me suka yi ? ‘ What have they done ? ’ The slave replies Ba su yi dadi ba ‘ They have not 
done good ’.

IT A marginal insertion : Tsada : one thousand.
18 Saayi' Cause one to do to whioh the slave replies Ba don su so ba ‘ Not so that they may 

like it 1 ’
18 A breed of black horse.
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Six goats : at fifteen thousand. And the total is one hundred and eight 
mats.

f. 6 Two horses : one hundred thousand 
One horse : forty thousand
Talaha 80 saddle with lifidi21 and girrtawx22 stirrup : eighty thousand
Bagariye 23 saddle : twenty thousand
Bridle with bammomi24 : eleven thousand
Another talaha saddle : ten thousand
Another talaha saddle : three thousand
Toureg saddle : five thousand
The camel: one hundred thousand. And the total is thirty mats and 

eight thousand cowries.
f. 7 This is the record of the value of the inheritance on Saturday :

Two black gowns with gifto 25: at twenty-five thousand 
Trousers in samazadawa 28 patterned stuff: fifteen thousand 
Two bunu27 cloths with some danlele 28 cloth : seventeen thousand 
Black gare29 gown with wawa 30: eight thousand
One hundred and ninety-two dollars : at three hundred thousand and 

eighty-four thousand
Various perfume phials, empty : one hundred thousand 
Three luru31 cloths : one thousand-
Two girke 32 gowns of safci 33 material, and one girke gown of tsamiya 34 

cloth: ninety thousand
Eleven ordinary garura35 caps : fifty-five thousand 
A hUasamadu36 with tinjima 37: twenty thousand 
A white blanket and a jauha 38 gown : ten thousand

10 A North Afrioan decorated saddle.
u Arabic libd. Felt covering to proteot horse in battle.
88 An alternative form of zirnawi, a flat iron stirrup.
88 A Bomu saddle with a curved pommel.
11 White metal ornaments for a harness.
15 An alternative form of gyauto, a type of woman’s doth.
’• A type of cloth with linear pattern.
87 A woman’s doth of blaok and blue pattern.
88 Cloth made up of gvxmda and saRi material.
88 A type of gown.
80 A type of blaok doth for covering the head and shoulders.
81 Blaok and white striped doth.
88 A type of gown.
88 Cotton material with a blaok and blue oheok pattern.
81 Locally made white silkproduoed from the worms whioh feed on the tamarind (tsamiya) tree. 
88 A type of oap whioh Abraham (Dictionary, s.v.) desoribes as * oap of imported cotton 

material with pattern bitten in by TTaruum ’.
88 A bit strap.
87 This may be an alternative form of binjima—a sleeveless shirt. Malam Isa Kurawa thinks 

it is a type of jalaia—embroidered saddle-cover.
88 Described by Abraham (op. cit.) as ‘ Close-fitting, thiok gown with wide tinsel-adorned 

sleeves ’.
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f. 8 Garura caps : seven white and three black : fifty-five thousand 
Kore39 gown : ten thousand ; a box at one thousand 
A lefe 40 basket with contents : at one thousand 
Two muskets : at ten thousand
A jibba 41 gown with bamtis aUqcds,i3 and a white kicahmia 43 gown : 

twenty thousand
A stone pot of honey at two thousand cowries : two boxes, four thousand
A stone pot of honey in fine condition at ten thousand
Three pots of spoiled honey : at two thousand cowries
Eight mats of millet: eight thousand
Rice : five donkey-loads : twenty thousand
Three mats of rice : at three thousand. And there are twenty-one mats in 

the house : twelve thousand, four hundred and seventy cowries.
And the total is sixty mats and six thousand, four hundred and seventy 

cowries.
The price of the garments

f. 9 Value of the schedule of the garments and other things : the first the 
Qur’an: twenty thousand

Trousers of black mvlufi44 material: ten thousand 
Trousers of samazadawa patterned cloth : ten thousand 
Trousers of samazadawa patterned cloth : ten thousand 
Kdtif45 trousers: forty thousand: trousers of safci material: ten 

thousand
White trousers : ten thousand
Yellow trousers: five thousand: trousers of yaminu 48 stuff: five 

thousand
Red trousers : five thousand
Trousers : two thousand cowries—samazadawa patterned stuff 
Trousers : ten thousand—that is, black 
Duma 47 trousers : twenty thousand 
Gate shirt of sa/ci material: twenty thousand 
Yellow satin trousers : at forty thousand 

f. 10 Girke gown of samazadawa patterned stuff: twenty thousand 
Girke gown of the same stuff: thirty thousand .

39 An indigo-dyed gown.
,0 A basket woven of palm fronds.
41 Abraham gives this as ‘ type of sleeveless gown ’. In fact, however, it is the Arabic jubbah 

which is a gown for the upper part of the body with very foil sleeves.
43 A bamUs (burnous) is a type of long flowing mantle worn by the Arabs ; ai-qals I cannot 

identify, but think it to be a type of felt.
43 A type of gown with a neck opening, lined sleeves, and a wide skirt.
44 A kind of flannel or serge.
45 The word katifa means mattress, in Hausa, and the root k.t.f. means ‘ broad ’ in Arabic. 

This is dearly a referenoe to some kind of trouser material, but I have not been able to traoe it.
46 Yemeni stuff—yellow striped material from the Yemen. Cf. Arabio yumnah.
47 This is dearly a type of material, but I have not been able to trace it.
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Kwakwata gown of sa/ci material: ten thousand 
Girke gown of samazadawa patterned stuff: twenty thousand 
Girke gown of sa/ci material: sixty thousand 
Grown of yatninu stuff: twenty thousand 
Black gare gown : twenty thousand 
Black gare gown : twenty thousand 
Kurmi 48 girke gown: twenty thousand 
Oirke of samazadawa patterned stuff: twenty thousand 
Yellow velvet gown : eighty thousand 49 
Gare of zabako 80 cloth : twenty thousand 
Girke in shata 61 material: thirty thousand 

f. 11 White Nupe girke : forty thousand 63
Velvet gown shot with red : eighty thousand 
White Nupe girke : thirty thousand 63 
Gare of buUam 54 : fifteen thousand 
White gare : ten thousand 
Three Nupe gare gowns : ninety thousand 
Gare of sa/ci material: forty thousand 
Bamus of indigo dyed stuff, part made-up : ten thousand 
Bed bamus : twenty thousand 55 
A bamus of cd-s.b.t,65: fifty thousand 
A red bamus : fifty thousand 
A yellow bamus : thirty thousand 

f. 12 A red bamus : forty thousand
A red bamus : forty thousand : with gwado 87: at two thousand 
Mattress: twenty thousand

** The Hauga word fcurmt means ‘ thickly-wooded country, thicket ’, eto., and Kurmi is the 
title of the Chief Prison Warder. I have not been able to trace thin as a type of gown.

46 Marginal insertion : dart of saKi material: twenty thousand.
60 A poor type of doth, resembling saMi.
51A doth of open-work weave.
61 An extensive marginal insertion : Nupe garuma gown of saKi material with gare : at sixty 

thousand. Two garuma (gowns f) : ten thousand. Four garuma (gowns T) with another bviiam 
of Nupe stuff: eighty thousand.

,s Dr. A. I). H. Bivar has kindly shown me a fine Maghrib! MS of Itqan wa 'i-akkam fi iuhfat 
al-hukkam, oopied in a.h. 1070, and belonging to the TUmir of Yanri’s collection, which bears the 
following note of sale in a typical jihads hand reoorded at the end of It:

till jjoTbh JLhll jjAnl iyu.»ei •UiSi UAu ^
‘ The one sold it, and the other bought it, and he paid for it with a white Nupe gown which 

had been purchased for thirty thousand (cowries) ’.
It thus appears that 80,000 was a standard price for this artiole.
44 Locally woven material made up into narrow strips.
41 Marginal insertion : A white bamus : twenty thousand.
441 have been quite unable to trace tbe meaning of this word. I oannot find it in Hausa. In 

Arabio it of course means ‘ the Sabbath ‘ Saturday and it has many other meanings none of 
which, however, appearto flit here, except possibly tanned hide ’. But this seems an unlikely
material out of whioh to make a burnous.

47 A type of locally woven doth resembling itmu.
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A black bamus : thirty thousand 
A black bamus : twenty thousand 
A yellow bamus : twenty thousand 
Jibba gown of indigo dyed stuff: ten thousand 
A yellow jibba gown : forty thousand 
A red jauha gown : five thousand 
Nape gate gown of algasa 68 stuff: thirty thousand 
Six ordinary garura 68 caps : at thirty thousand, with arkiUa 80 cloth : 

two thousand cowries
A bamus in indigo dyed stuff decorated with copper wire: eighty 

thousand cowries
f. 13 Black zone 6:1 cloth : five thousand

Two mubarad 62 turbans and hassa 63 turban : at eleven thousand 64
Two pieces of zawwati 66 calico : thirty thousand
A carpet in which is the representation of a wolf: ten thousand
Two blankets, one small, one large : thirty-five thousand
Three blankets : at twelve thousand
Luru stuff: five thousand
Gum resin, jasmine, and the remainder of the sweetmeats : one thousand 

cowries
Two pieces of ahoho 66 stuff: twenty thousand 
A red jibba gown : ten thousand 
Three pairs of red trousers : at sixty thousand 
Two face veils with a piece of velvet: twenty-two thousand 

f. 14 Four mattresses : at eighty thousand
Two kilishi 87 rugs with their cords : forty-one thousand
Three body-cloths of zone material; another of sa/ci : eighty thousand

e* Described by Abraham as a bridal gown, but apparently also used to signify a type of white 
material. The word appears to be from the Arabic root ghjjf±.& ‘ to veil, to cover \

58 Described by Abraham as * cap of imported cotton material with pattern bitten in by 
Hausas \

80 A type of locally woven black and white doth.
61 Zans is basically a woman’s body-oloth, but there are many varieties of this garment, a 

number of which have been listed by Barth, Travels, second ed., London, 1867, n, 126, for instance 
‘ zenne daffowa * which is light blue ; 4 fessagida ’ which has a broad line of silk interwoven ;
‘ hammakuku * with less silk ; 1 mailemu ’, an interesting word which makes it dear that the 
Hausa lemu is derived direotly from the Arabio laimHn and not from the Tflngliflh word * lemon *;
4 zelluwami * with a silk border ; 1 dankatanga * with red, blaok, and white silk interwoven ;
‘ albassan kwara ’ with three stripes of mixed colours ; ‘ godo ’ with a thick white and blaok 
thread; * alkOla * with white and blaok ohequer pattern j 1 keki ’, half indigo, half safii ; and 
most charming of all, a gay doth known as ‘ bini da gani * ‘ Follow and see me 1 \

Turban presumably made from the cloth known in Arabio as burd.
w White muslin material used for making turbans. This is clearly an Arabic loan-word, 

although I have not been able to traoe this material in the Arabio dictionaries. It may be a 
material peculiar to North Africa.

84 A marginal insertion : another hassa turban : at three thousand.
85 A kind of soft calico.
88 Grey baft.
87 A type of wool rug.
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Girice of zaunoati calico : twenty thousand 
Three sa/ci body-cloths : fifteen thousand 88 
Three body-cloths of dardele 69: nine thousand 
Five pieces of sanda 70 cloth : one thousand 
Forty skeins of indigo war-war 71: at five thousand 
Kakibi 78: five thousand 
Gum resin with jasmine : at three thousand
Embroidered trouser ankle-bands of sa/ci: white embroidered trouser 

ankle-bands: indigo-dyed embroidered trouser ankle-bands: six 
thousand

Thirteen qalansub 73 fez caps : forty thousand 
f. 15 Assorted threads of various colours : at twenty-five thousand 

Five wooden boxes of sweetmeats : at five thousand 
A donkey-load of sugar with sweetmeats and grapes: and peppers : 

eight thousand, five hundred
Six mis/cali of musk with huwald 74 : six thousand, five hundred 
Sa/ci material with gwanda 76 cloth : at three thousand 
A waist-wrapper embroidered in red : two thousand cowries 78 
Four cream cheeses : twelve thousand 77
Gwado cloth with luru cloth : at three thousand ; with a gown : at one 

thousand
Ahugwaru 78 cloth with sandal: at three thousand : and soap : at five 

hundred
Buttam : fifteen thousand ; and a black turban : at five thousand 
Four black gowns : at forty thousand 
Dried dates with jasmine : one thousand cowries 

f. 16 Chain-mail helmet: ten thousand
Azben salt79 in a jar : at two thousand cowries

•® A marginal insertion : Wawa : at two thousand oownes.
89 Cloth of mixed gwanda and saRi.
70 Patterned cotton cloth.
71 Wound silt thread.
71 Kakibt, sometimes kakidt, means in Hausa 1 beef or mutton dripping \ This is a possible 

though unlikely meaning for the word in this context. My opinion is that it refers to a type of 
material which I have not traoed.

73 Arabic qalansvt, a type of cap.
741 have been unable to trace this form as it appears in the MS. I suspect, however, that it is 

a corruption for haldwa—sweetmeats, or possibly ftaZti’—collyrium eyesalve.
75 A type of locally woven doth with a white edge.
78 A marginal insertion : A miskali of rose-water at two thousand cowries ; four miskalis : 

four thousand : then another at one thousand.
771 am informed by Malam Isa Kurawa that cheeses are brought from Damagaram and 

Bomu and are bought up by wealthy persons.
78 Described by Abraham as ‘ check-matting cloth ’.
79 Beza is given by Abraham as ‘ yellowish salt from Azben, Taudeni, etc.’. P.-L Monteil, Dt 

Saint-Louis d Tripoli par It lac Tchad, Paris, 1896, 290-1, describes the caravans which set out 
each September from Azben and Air, picked up salt at Bflma, and proceeded from there to 
Hausaland.
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Sweets with sugar and gum resin : at three thousand
Eighteen labvje 80 kola-nuts with danbtdu 81: at three thousand
Sweets : three rotMs : at nine thousand
Fifty twists of white silk with teasing comb : three thousand
Five dollars : twenty-five thousand
Kunm turkudi 83: at two thousand
Three miskali of rose-water : three thousand
A collection of perfume phials, empty and otherwise : at two thousand 

cowries
Two metal perfume containers : at five hundred cowries 
Ten minwd 88 of honey : one thousand cowries
Ibalah 84 of cartridges with perfume phial: one thousand cowries: 

aX-s.b.t.6i: at one thousand cowries 86 
f. 17 Darduma 87 blanket: two thousand cowries

Saddle-cloth with lijidi and spur : ten thousand 
Six miskali of shashimi 88 perfume : at six thousand 
Rose-water four miskali : at four thousand 
Second quality rose-water 89 ten miskali : ten thousand 
Metal perfume container and empty perfume phial with two (full ?) phials : 

at a thousand cowries 80
Two volumes of al-Bukhari 91 with Dala’il Ash fa’,92 two volumes: with one 
• part of Ash fa’, the first part of the Mulchlasar 93 with al-Risalah94: eight 

thousand

80 Nupe kola-nuts. Those are considered to be the best type.
,l Another variety of kola-nut.
“A turkudi is described by Barth, op. oit., n, 25, as ‘a large cotton doth of dark green 

oolour ’. Abraham describes it as ‘ doth consisting of 12 or 10 lcamu of/ort-doth sewn together, 
dyed with indigo, beaten glossy and wrapped in paper ’. Prom Barth’s account it appears that 
this artide, whioh was a Kano manufacture, was highly valued elsewhere in the Sudan, and was 
sometimes employed as a form of ourrenoy, see e.g. n, 602.

88 Arabio mana—a weight equal to two rothls.
*4 I have not been able to trace this word, either in Hausa or in Arabic.
85 See p. 136, n. 66.
88 A marginal insertion : al-s.b.t.: at one thousand.
87 A coarse woollen blanket.
88 A kind of perfume with a non-oily base.
88 There are two qualities of rose-water known to the Hausa, and they are termed babban 

toardi (first quality rose-water) and Raramin wardi (second quality rose-water). Barth, op. oit., 
rt, 141, says that rose-water is imported and describes it as a ‘ very dear artide ’ very little 
disposed of in general trade, but passing privately to princes and great men.

80 A marginal insertion : and one phial of lawanti. Lavxmti is a kind of perfume, also with a 
non-oily base.

81 The well-known Sahib of al-Bukhari. See artide ‘ al-Bukhari ’ in Encyclopaedia of Islam, 
seoond ed.

88 Sic. Probably al-Shifd’ by Abu ’1-Fadl Tya<} b. Musa al-Yahsibi, whioh, of course, is well 
known in Northern Nigeria ; see W. E. N. Kensdale, A catalogue of the Arabic MSS preserved in 
the University Library, Ibadan, Nigeria, Ibadan, 1966-8, p. 13.

81 Of al-Khalil. A standard work on Islamio law. See artide ‘ al-Khalil ’ in El, first ed.
81 Of Ibn Abi Zayd. Also a standard legal text.
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Ten dollars : at forty thousand 
Girlce gown of tsamiya material: twenty thousand 
Grirke gown of safci cloth : twenty thousand 
Nupe gari gown, part made-up : ten thousand 

f. 18 Gown of shadda 95 material: twenty thousand 
Nupe girlce : at twenty thousand
Taguwa 98 gown of samazadawa patterned stuff: five thousand 
Taguwa gown of velvet: ten thousand 
Gare of safci silk : ten thousand 
A white velvet gown : fifteen thousand 
A red velvet kufta 97: ten thousand
Trousers of shadda, material: ten thousand, (with ?) Garage 98 and shadda 

material
A damisa 99 twrkudi shot with white and black : ten thousand 
A red barniis : eighty thousand 
A yellow barniis : eighty thousand 
An indigo-dyed barniis : eighty thousand 

f. 19 A black barniis : thirty thousand
A white kwakwata gown : thirty thousand
A black garura cap : twenty thousand
Two luru cloths : ten thousand
Five turbans : fifteen thousand
And two others, part made-up : three thousand
And two others, and one other black : five thousand
Another black : five thousand
Two pieces of Icarfi,100 atsala,101 and zawivatt calico : three thousand 
Two pieces of samazadawa patterned stuff: fifteen thousand 
Three bunu cloths : at thirty thousand 
Turkud/i: at three thousand 
Two white patterned turbans : fourteen thousand 

f. 20 And the grand total is five hundred and ninety-nine mats.
And the deceased has two male heirs and three female. The names of the 

two males are Muhammad and ‘Abd al-Qadir; the names of the females 
are Raqiyah, Rabi ah, K hadijah. Then deduct the fee102 : sixty-nine 
mats, and the remainder is five hundred and thirty-one mats to be

85 Described by Abraham as ‘ a type of European silk-fabrio ’.
*• A type of gown with a oiroular neok and narrow sleeves.
87 A short embroidered gown.
88 A locally woven doth of red, white, and blaok weave.
88 The word means ‘ leopard ’ in Hausa. This is probably a type of patterned cloth called 

thus because of its resemblanoe to a leopard’s skin. I have not, however, been able to traoe the 
term.

100 Possibly yar Rarjit the cotton material call<xl gxoandi or baywandi.
101 Possibly the material known as isaiala^-'‘ the bride’s white doth ’ (Abraham).
108 A marginal insertion : less two thousand.
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divided among two male (heirs) and three daughters. Each one of the 
males inherits one hundred and fifty-four 103 mats and two thousand, 
two hundred and eighty-six cowries, and each one of the three daughters 

f. 21 inherits seventy-seven mats, and one thousand, one hundred and 
forty-three cowries.

SELECT LIST OP ITEMS VALUED IN THE SCHEDULE

akavxd, horse, f. 6 
ctkoho stuff, f. 13 
akugvxim doth, f. 16 
dlgasa stuff, f. 12 
ankle-bands, f. 14 
arkiUa doth, f. 12

Bagariye saddle, f. 6 
bammomi, f. 6 
Oarage, f. 18
Samis, f. 8, 11, 12, 18, 19 
blanket, f. 7, 13, 17 
Bukhari, al-, Sahlh of, f. 17 
bull, f. 6
buUam stuff, f. 11, 16 
bunu doth, f. 7, 19

oalf, f. 6 
camel, f. 6 
carpet, f. 13 
cartridges, f. 16 
cheese, f. 16 
cow, f. 6

DaW,'a (ai-)A.}hfa' (aDghifa’ f), f. 17
damisa turkuSi, f. 18
Sanbulu kola-nuts, f. 16
Sanlde doth, f. 7, 14
Sarduma blanket, f. 17
dates, f. 16
dollars, f. 7, 16, 17
dumo trousers, f. 9

jasmine, £ 13, 14, 16 
jauba gown, f. 7, 12 
jibba gown, £ 8, 12, 13 
jimawi Btirrup, £ 6

kSkibi, £ 14
karfi, £ 19
halif trousers, £ 9
kilasamadu (bit strap), £ 7
kxlishi rug, £ 14
iore gown, £ 8
kufta gown, £ 18
lcurmi gown, £ 10, 16
kwakwata gown, £ 8, 10, 19

labuje kola-nuts, £ 16 
lawanti perfume, £ 17, n, 90 
life basket, £ 8 
lifidi, £ 6, 17 
lam doth, £ 7 ,13, 16, 19

mattress, £ 12, 14 
millet, £ 8
mubarad turban, £ 13 
MukfUasar, (al-), £ 17 
mulufi stuff, £ 9 
musk, £ 16 
musket, £ 8

Nupe manufactures, £ 11, 12, 17 

phials, perfume, £ 16, 17

face veils, £ 13

gare, £ 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 17, 18 
gamma gown, £ 11, n. 62 
gamra cap, £ 7, 8, 12, 19 
gifto, £ 7
girlce, £ 7, 10, 11, 14, 17, 18
goat, £ 6
gown, £ 16
grapes, £ 16
gum resin, £ 13, 14
gwado doth, £ 12, 16
gwanda doth, £ 16

hassa turban, £ 13 
helmet, £ 16 
honey, £ 8, 16 
horse, £ 5, 6 
huwald, £ 16

ibalah, £ 16

Snsil fei cap, £ 16 
’an, £ 9

ram, £ 6 
rice,£ 8
BisSlah, al-, £ 17 
rose-water, £ 16, 17

saddle, £ 6 (see also talaha, Bagariye, and 
Toureg)

saddle-cloth, £ 17
saHi doth, £ 7, 9, 10, 11, 14, 16, 17, 18 
salt, £ 16
samazadawa, £ 7, 9, 10, 18, 19 
eanda doth, £ 14 
sandal, £ 15 
s.b.t., al-, £ 11, 16 
shadda material, £ 18 
shashimi perfume, £ 17 
shata material, £ 10 
silk, £ 16

its phe text reads ‘ fifty ’ but a following word has been erased and ‘ four ’ inserted in the 
margin. See Arabio text, p. 132, n. 13.
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spur, f. 17 
sugar, f. 15, 16 
sweetmeats, f. 13, 16, 16

taguwa gown, f. 18 
talaha saddle, f. 6

tinjima, f. 7 
Toureg saddle, f. 6 
trousers, f. 7, 9, 13, 18 
tsalala (?), f. 19 
tsamiya doth, f. 7, 17 
turbans, f. 19 
iurJfeutfi, f. 16, 18; 19

velvet gown, f. 11, 18 
velvet materia], f. 13

waist-wrapper, f. 15 
war-war, f. 14 
wawa, f. 7

yaminu stuff, f. 10

zabaho cloth, f. 10 
zcme doth, f. 13, 14 
zawwati calioo, f. 13, 14, 19 
zimawi stirrup, Beejimawi



NOTES AND COMMUNICATIONS

A NINETEENTH-CENTURY LINK BETWEEN CHINESE AND 
AFRICAN LANGUAGE STUDIES

In a recent paper on tone-marking systems employed during the last hundred 
years in African language studies, Professor Tucker has referred incidentally to 
parallel developments in Chinese language studies.1 * The present note, offered 
as a footnote to Professor Tucker’s paper, documents recognition, early in the 
nineteenth century, that Chinese and a number of African languages have in 
common the feature of semantic tone.

The earliest definite reference to tone in West African languages 3 appears 
to be one in Bowdioh’s Mission from Cape Coast Castle to Ashantee (London, 
1819). The reference—to tone in Aka.n—is limited to a single sentence, hut this 
includes a passing mention of tone in Chinese : ‘ They frequently are obliged 
to vary the tone, in pronouncing a word, which has more than one meaning, as 
the Chinese do ’. Professor Tucker has noted that, whereas European scholars 
could learn about tone in Chinese from Chinese scholars, in African languages 
the first clue often came from the African use of ‘ talking ’ musical instruments. 
At another point in his book, Bowdich describes such instruments—‘ the natives 
declare they can converse by means of their flutes ’, and again, ‘ all the superior 
captains have peculiar flourishes to their horns, adopted to short sentences, 
which are always recognisable ... though at a distance to be scarcely audible ’.3 
But the context does not specifically relate ‘ talking ’ instruments to the tonality 
of the language, and it is uncertain whether Bowdich had grasped the connexion.

As Christaller, the first European to give full recognition to the place of tone in 
West African language studies, pointed out in 1893,4 5 the earliest tone-marking in 
West African languages was carried out by two native speakers, the Yoruba 
Crowther and the mulatto Gold Coaster Hanson, both in the 1840’s. Hanson’s 
work does not concern us here. Crowther’s first publication, a vocabulary of 
Yoruba in 1843, while it did not systematically pronounce on tonality or 
indicate tone fully, did in its introduction suggest a method of marking certain 
obvious tones : ‘ h at the end of a word points out that the word or syllable 
should be pronounced with an elevation of the voice ... on the contrary hh or 
rh at the end of words should be pronounced with a great depression of voice ’. 6

1 A. N. Tuoker, ‘ Systems of tone-marking African languages BSOAS, xxvu, 3, 1964, 
594-811.

* It would be of interest to know whether those who first deteoted semantic tone in Bantu, 
e.g. de Couto in 1661, the Protestant missionaries in South Africa in the early nineteenth oentury, 
thought of the comparison with Chinese. They could oertainly have known about Chinese tonality 
sinoe this was first recognized by European missionary-linguists around 1600. But there is no 
mention of a comparison in C. If. Doke and D. T. Cole, Contributions to the history of Bantu 
linguistics, Johannesburg, 1981.

8 T. E. Bowdioh, Mission. . . to Ashantee, 229, 359, 361.
* J. G. Christaller, Die Tone der Neger-Sprachen und ihre Bezeichnung, Basel, [1893], 1-5.
5 S. Crowther, Vocabulary of the Yoruba language, London, 1843, 2.
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Thus, ‘ a contemporary movement in Chinese tonetic study. .. whereby un
wanted letters of the roman alphabet are attached to the end of syllables to 
indicate their tonal values ’6 would seem to have had a forerunner in West 
African linguistics over a century ago.

In his 1862 grammar, Crowther was able to pay more attention to tone, and 
he described his revised method of tone-marking in the following terms: ‘ The 
acute and grave accents are simply marks of intonation—Le. of the rise or fall 
of the voice—often, as in the Chinese language, affecting the signification ’.7 
Crowther’s awareness of the tonality of Chinese almost certainly arose through 
contacts within the mission he served, the Church Missionary Society of London. 
One of Crowther’s European mission colleagues in West Africa, S. W. Koelle, 
was in London in 1863 and attended a meeting, called by the Secretary of the 
CMS, at which problems of tone-marking in Chinese were discussed.8 (Protestant 
missionaries in China, including some members of the CMS, were beginning to 
prepare material in roman characters for Chinese readers, and this had produced 
many different views on tone-marking.9) It is possible that the Secretary, 
Henry Venn, who was personally interested in the linguistic problems of the 
society’s missionaries, had at an earlier date referred Crowther to the literature 
on Chinese tonality. Problems relating to tone-marking also arose in CMS 
circles in connexion with the formation of a ‘ universal orthography ’. First 
suggested by Venn in the 1840’s, one was prepared at his request by Riohard 
Lepsius in 1862 : when a second edition of this Standard alphabet appeared in 
1863, Lepsius listed tone-marked material in West African languages by 
Crowther and by others, and commented that ‘ we find here in a smaller extent 
the same principle of intonation as in the Chinese ’.10 In discussions with 
Lepsius, it is not unlikely that the CMS had submitted evidence on tone-marking 
which covered both Chinese and African languages.

However, despite this opportunity to learn more about tonality from the 
relatively well-studied example of Chinese, it cannot be said that tonal study of 
West African languages was taken very seriously during the remainder of the 
nineteenth century. Crowther had only limited success in convincing his 
European colleagues that tone-marking was essential for many African lan
guages. His friend, J. F. Schon, took account of tone in his Ibo grammar of 
1861, but the same scholar’s Hausa material lacked tones when it appeared in 
print—‘ a very great mistake from whatever cause it was done ’, complained 
Crowther in 1864.11 Koelle ignored tone in Kanuri and Vai in publications of 
1863-4. The studies of the German missionaries on the Gold Coast showed more

• Tuoker, op. oit., 602.
’ S. Crowther, A grammar and vocabulary of the Toruba language, London, 1862, unnumbered 

page and p. 2.
• E. Stook, History of the CMS, London, 1899, n, 102-3.
• J. DeErancis, ‘ A missionary contribution to Chinese nationalism ’, Journal of the North 

China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, t.xiiii, 1948, 1-34.
10 C. R. Lepsius, Standard alphabet. Second edition, London, 1863, 276, 277.
11 S. Crowther, A grammar and vocabulary of the Nupe language, London, 1864, p. iii.



interest in tone and culminated in Christaller’s magnum opus, his tone-marked 
dictionary. But the majority of writings in this period, even those on highly 
tonal languages, ignored tone ; and partly as a result general studies of tonality 
in African languages were also lacking. Comparison, in both theoretical and 
practical aspects, between West African languages and Chinese was therefore 
not pursued ; and we have not so far come across any references to Chinese in 
nineteenth-century West African language studies later than those already 
quoted.

p. E. H. HAIR

[Editorial note. We are indebted to Professor Malcolm Guthne for drawing 
our attention to A grammar of the Mpongwe language with vocabularies, by the 
Missionaries of the A.B.C.FJd. Gaboon Mission, Western Africa, New York, 
1847. In this language differences in tone alone distinguish positive from negative 
in certain verb tenses. Intonation in the negative is indicated in the Grammar 
by the use of italic vowel letters (when the rest of the word is in roman fount) 
and by roman vowel letters (when the rest of the word is in italic fount).]
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REVIEWS
Sabatino Moscati (ed.): An introduc

tion to the comparative grammar of the 
Semitic languages: phonology and 
morphology. By Sabatino Moscati, 
Anton Spitaler, Edward UUendorff, 
Wolfram von Soden. (Porta Lin- 
guarmn Orientalium, Neue Serie, vi.) 
viii, 186 pp. Wiesbaden: Otto 
Harrassowitz, 1964. DM. 28.

Professor Moscati explains in the preface 
the purpose of the book and the way in whioh it 
was written. It is ‘ intended primarily as a text
book and limited in its scope so as to serve for a 
beginners' course ’. The editor began by prepar
ing a draft and sending it to his collaborators 
for their comments ; then, in the light of their 
suggestions, he revised his work and wrote the 
book in its present form. The preface reveals 
his awareness of the difficulties that faced 
him in selecting material in a subject of suoh 
complexity and in seeking to present it in a 
form comprehensible to the beginner; it also 
expresses his dissatisfaction with what he has 
achieved. Despite his misgivings, however, 
readers of the book will admire the skill with 
which the task has been accomplished.

The book begins with a description and 
classification of the anoient Semitio languages 
and a disoussion of some general questions; 
then follow chapters on phonology and morpho
logy, and finally a bibliography. Little com
ment is needed on the arrangement of the 
book, though it may be noted that no attempt 
is made to classify North-West Semitio 
languages into Canaanite and Aramaio families 
before the first millennium b.O. and that 
Arabic and South Arabian are grouped together 
on a geographical principle. Throughout, the 
disoussion is balanced and judioions and 
obviously draws on a profound and extensive 
knowledge of the snbjeot. It is, in general, 
highly successful in presenting the material 
in a simple form without distorting the picture, 
and the reader can find in the bibliography 
references to fuller treatments of particular 
questions. The English in whioh the work is 
written is good and idiomatio, and awkward 
sentences, such as the one at the bottom of 
p. 23 and the top of p. 24, are rare.

It would have been impossible to write a 
book of this kind without making some ques
tionable statements, and there is no point in 
listing them in a review. Attention may, 
however, be drawn to a few minor points : 
p. 38 f. : although this seotion is right in 
rejecting RuziSka’s theory that ghain is not a 
Proto-Semitio oonsonant but a secondary

development in Arabio, it does less than 
justice to the theory by fading to mention the 
phonetio argument advanoed in its favour. 
The existence of ghain in Proto-Semitio can be 
maintained only if the consonant coalesced 
with ‘ain in oertain languages; Rfiiibka, 
however, argued on phonetio grounds that suoh 
a change is improbable.

p. 95 : it is pointed out that the Hebrew he 
locale ' is regarded by some scholars as ... a 
survival ’ of a case-ending. This opinion has 
certainly been held, but reference should have 
been made to the existence in Ugaritso of a 
similar directive ending -h which is distinct 
from the accusative oase-ending.

p. 121 : the table of prepositions is mis
leading, sinoe it attaches to the Ugaritio 
prepositions b, l, and ‘m only the meanings ‘ in, 
by ‘ to and ‘ with respectively, and might, 
suggest that the language was unable to express 
the meaning ‘ Horn ’ by means of a preposition.

pp. 171 If. : while it would be unreasonable 
to expect the bibliography to be complete, 
there is at least one serious omission: 6. R. 
Driver, Canaanite myths and legends (Edin
burgh, 1950). Incidentally, the same writer’s 
essay ‘ Gender in Hebrew numbers Journal 
of Jewish Studies, i, 2, 1948, 90-104—one of 
his many articles—might also have been men
tioned.

p. 184 : for ‘ Mnss-Amold ’ read ‘ Muss- 
Amolt and for ‘ Margoliouth, G.P. ’ read 
‘ Margoliouth, J.P. ’.

Apart from such details, two more substantial 
oritioisms may be made. In the first place, it 
may be doubted whether the book is every
where easily comprehensible to the beginner 
for whom it is intended. Such a reader is, for 
example, unlikely to know what is meant by 
‘ glottalized ejeotrves ’ or by ‘ velarization ’ 
(p. 23), and he would have been helped by a 
page or two explaining such technical terms. 
Similarly, a reader may have some difficulty 
in understanding the character of the sound of 
the Ethiopio vowel » (p. 63 f.). Seoondly, 
although the book lists the phenomena of 
Semitic languages dearly and accurately, it is 
loss successful in helping the reader to under
stand them. Admittedly, explanation is more 
hazardous than listing and is often liable to be 
charged with being subjective and open to 
question. Caution must therefore be used in 
offering explanations in an elementary work, 
and the writer may be excused for not trying to 
explain, for instance, the connexion between 
third person pronouns beginning with A or an 
unemphatio unvoiced sibilant and oausative 
themes of the verb introduced by the same 
consonants—though it would have been
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helpful to draw attention to the probability 
that some connexion exists. But the chaise of 
rash speculation could less easily he brought 
against an attempt to explain the origin of the 
Hebrew relative ’Aftr (p. 113), or of the Syriac 
prefonnative n- used with the third person of 
the imperfect (p. 143 f.).

In the preface, Professor Moscati describes 
the preparation of this book as 1 a thankless 
task whose accomplishment is, after all, 
indispensable for the common good ’, and it 
would he both ungrateful and unjust to suggest 
that the criticisms offered above seriously 
detract from the value of the work. The 
problems inherent in such an undertaking 
have been overoome with admirable suoceBS, 
and teachers and students of Semitic languages 
have been provided with a serviceable tool that 
they have long needed. Professor Moscati and 
his colleagues have earned our gratitude.

J. A. EXEKRTON

J. Aistleitner (tr.): Die mythologischen 
und kuliisohen Texts aus Ras Schamra. 
Zweite Attflage. (Bibliotheca Orientalis 
Hungarica, vm.) 113 pp. Budapest: 
Aiad&niai Kiado, 1964. $3.50.
■When the first edition of this book appeared, 

since it was furnished with neither commentary 
noT glossary, the paths by whioh Aistleitner 
had arrived at many of his translations were 
difficult to trace. The few notes at the back 
were of extremely restricted soope. Scholars 
familiar with Aistlcitner’s previous contribu
tions to Ugaritology might recognize the 
reappearance of some of his suggestions in 
many of the renderings and much of the 
material was, of course, based on the efforts of 
other workers in the field. Not a little of the 
translation, however, was dependent on 
material published by Aistleitner some time 
ago in journals more or less difficult of access, 
or,- indeed, on ideas which had not as yet seen 
print. The publication of his WGrier buck der 
ugaritischen Sprache largely remedied this 
situation by making available the ‘ rough 
working ’ on whioh most of the proffered 
solutions were based, though it also showed that 
the author had abandoned some etymologies 
previously proposed' in support of translations 
whioh appeared in the Texte (without, however, 
abandoning those translations 1).

On the appearance of the second edition of 
the Texts, it might be useful to discuss some of 
the unfamiliar renderings together with the 
materia] upon whioh they are based, as given 
by the Wdrterbuch. It iB doubtful whether 
many of these renderings will gain any degree 
of acceptance. Serious objections may be

brought against most of them, but one or two 
may commend themselves.

At I* AB I 4 (Aistleitner’s text reference) 
ttkh is translated ‘ wttrdest du getroffen 
warden ’ on the basis of Syr. ’eZkah ‘ finden 
The proposed rendering has but a tenuous 
connexion with the sense of the word invoked 
to support it and this is the case with many of 
Aistleitner’s suggestions. Thus at I* AB II 5 
hrr is translated ‘ zur Beife kommen ’ since a 
root-morpheme of these consonants hears the 
meaning ‘ bum 1 and the like in some Semitic 
words. ‘ Kfimmerlioh ’ is proposed for I J at 
I AB II 25 on the strength of Arab, lo’o 
‘ nnglfioklich sein ’ (Aistleitner seems to have 
been changing his mind on this point: in the 
Wdriertmch he also mentions the more favoured 
etymology la'la'a ‘ gltthen ’). Bor tStr at III Bp 
B 11 ‘ mit Nets . . . einfing ’ is offered on the 
strength of Arab, satara ‘ bedecken ’. ‘ Ge-
w&sserten Tmi-Wein ’ at HI Bp B 17 is hardly 
justified by Arab, marata ‘ erweiohen. in 
Wasser anflOsen ’.

There are further cases where highly 
derivative meanings of Arabic words are 
treated as primaiy and posited for allegedly 
oognate Ugaritio roots. Thus 'mr at I* AB VI 
13 iB rendered ' Erdkrumen ’ with the support 
of Arab, ‘a/imarat, ‘ bearbeitete Erde 
which is surely derived from the primary 
notion of ‘amura, i.e. ‘ settle, oultivate 
Similarly the sense of Arab, ntctl, ‘ Speise . . . 
fbr den Gast. . . reserviert invoked to explain 
Dim d nzZ, I K 09, 162, appears to he derived 
ultimately from the meaning 1 alight ’ which 
the ancient West Semitic nzl does not share 
with Arab, nazala, whatever genetio affinities 
may exist.

Some of Aistleitner’s suggestions are inappro
priate to their context and some yield very 
awkward Ugaritio. At I AB VI16 }< ‘n kgmrm 
should, to judge by the parallel phrases whioh 
follow, describe animals in combat. The trans
lation, albeit tentative, ‘ Sie prallten anein- 
ander wie Kieselsteine ’ is bizarre and the 
reference to Arab, UTia'a ‘ einen sohtttteln ’ and 
jjfomr ‘ Kieselstein ’, gratuitous. The rendering 
of Z 4&f, H AB HI 21, by ‘ gab es eine 
Sohmach, woriiher geklatsoht wnrde where 
Heb. bafa{h) ‘ unbesounen reden ’ is invoked, 
posits a clumsy turn of phrase. Often Aist
leitner retains or proposes solutions inferior to 
others which have already some currency. 
There was no need to oonjeoture ‘ ragen ’ as 
the meaning of tins on the strength of Aik. 
■iandsu ‘ hineinsteoken ’ at V AB B 12, since 
the Heb. Sinnes yields the appropriate meaning 
‘ gird ’ as already reoognized.

The proposed explanations of qs'i, translated 
‘ Schiesswaffe II D V 3, on the strength of 
Eth. qas'a ‘ krilmmen' (‘Vgl. deutsch: 
biegen-Bogen’) and of mjirf Sdm, I D 210,
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translated ‘ wohlbekannten Felder ’—‘ J) part 
s f. (wohl bekannt mit den Eeldem) ’, exhibit 
elements of eccentrioity.

At HI AB B 19 ‘ Art ’ is offered for pSt, 
Arab, fa’s and Akk. p&Su being compared. In 
the Wbrterbuch Aistleitner adds ‘ andere vgl. 
hb. paz: Gold’. The latter is evidently correct 
sinoe the phrase “rtm pSfh here has a parallel at 
V AB I) 44 ’tri for? eto. These parallel passages 
incidentally, strengthen TJllendorff’s oase (JS8, 
vn, 2, 1962, 348 if.) for regarding the sign here 
transcribed S% as originally representative of 
the phoneme £ before the shift £—d.

One or two of Aistleitner’s proposals are 
more attractive. ‘ Er zerkratzte die Haut mit 
Stein ’ for £r b‘bn ydy, I* AB VI 17, is suitable 
to its oontert and the association of ydy with 
Arab. wa£8 is sound. ‘ Der jene vertreibt, die 
seine Nachtruhe stfiren ’ is tempting as a 
rendering of grS d ‘Sy Ink, II D I, 30 and the 
equation of ‘Sy with Akk. eSi may be correct. 
The suggestion that bbr is the Ugaritio reflex of 
Akk. fouburu ‘ Tongefass ’, SS 76, is not un
acceptable and the meaning would then be 
appropriate to a oontert whioh seems to contain 
words for ‘ wine ’ and ‘ filling ’. If Srh is oognate 
with Akk. Seri, as suggested, in the phrase 
Srh Ifre brgm, II AB IV-V 71, it should perhaps 
be oonstrued as an ‘ infinitive absolute ’ as 
used in a familiar Hebrew construction and the 
entire passage might, then be translated ‘ Baal 
will give forth his voioe from the clouds, 
hurling the lightning to earth ’. This would 
seem preferable to taking Srh as a construct to 
brgm with JJr? intervening between them 
(‘. . . des Schleudems der Blitze zur Erde ’) and 
posits a smoother syntax than that required 
by other translations.

The examples discussed are representative 
of the translation as a whole and of Aistleitner’s 
treatment in general. His introductions to the 
various texts and summaries of the subjeot- 
matter of the various seotions contain some 
interesting comments but the ideas behind 
them are not adequately developed and often 
depend on too undisciplined an interpretation. 
The idiosyncrasies of this book mar its value 
both for the general reader and for the specialist.

T. L. FBNTOH

Richard Hausohild : Die indo- 
germanischen Volker and Sprachen 
Kleinasiens. (Sitzmigabericlite der 
Sacha ischen Aiademie der Wissen- 
schaften zu Leipzig, Philologisoh- 
historische Klasse, Bd. 109, Ht. 1.) 
119 pp. Berlin : Akademie-Verlag, 
1964. DM. 7.40.
A sense of the fasoinating variety of peoples 

and languages involved in the history of Asia

Minor is happily conveyed by the author of 
this interesting survey, although it is restricted 
in principle to speakers of Indo-European 
languages.

The usefulness of this book is considerably 
diminished by the absence of any kind of index 
or even a table of contents. If, for example, 
one wishes to know about the Pisidian lan
guage, one can find the appropriate remarks 
and bibliography only by reading through the 
book till one comes across it. The main peoples 
and languages discussed are (with page- 
numbers) : Armenian, 81-91; Carian, 62—3 ; 
Celts, 101-6; Etrusoan, 64 if.; Germans, 
107-9 ; Hieroglyphic Hittite, 44—6 ; Hittites, 
14 ff. (language, 32-4) ; Iranians, 91-101 ; 
Kassites, 69-60; Luwian, 42-4; Lycian, 
48-9 ; Lydian, 49-61 ; Milyan, 62 ; Mitanni, 
66-9 ; Palaio, 46-7 ; Pelasgian, 64-6 ; Philis
tines, 70 ; Phrygians, 72-6, 79-81 ; Pisidian,, 
63-4 ; Thracians, 71-2, 77-9.

The author often fails to bring out the great 
uncertainty that surrounds most of the prob
lems connected with many of these languages, 
especially those of which very little is known. 
Thus he acoepts readily (p. 66) a recent attempt 
to identify Etrusoan as a continuation of 
Hittite without mentioning the fact that for 
many years excellent scholars have tried in 
vain to conneot Etruscan with known lan
guages. Likewise, on p. 93, n.l, in accordance 
with the author’s practice of giving etymolo
gies for the names of peoples discussed, we are 
given the one etymology for the Sakas as ‘ die 
(Jung-)Hunde ’ without any reference to other 
suggestions, which some may prefer, such as 
that of H. W. Bailey (< *sak- ‘ be powerful ’) 
or that of O. Szemerdnyi (< *sak- ‘ pass to 
and fro ’, hence ‘ nomads ’).

Many references are made to the 1 beech-line ’. 
Although on p. 11, n. 1, the artiole by W. Eilers 
and M. Mayrhofer on ‘ Kurdisoh biz und die 
indogermanisohe “ Buchen ’’-Sippe ’ is men
tioned, the author does not discuss the implica
tion of the elimination of one group of the 
Indo-European languages from the problem. 
See now W. B. Henning, ‘ The Kurdish elm ’, 
Asia Major, NS, x, 1, 1963, 68-72.

It should be noted that the observation on 
the removal of speakers of Indo-European 
languages from Asia Minor (p. 109) not only 
disregards the Kurds but also ignores 
altogether the Armenians, and the Tati 
in Azerbaijan. We now have a description 
of the language of the T&ti by A. L. 
Gryunberg, Yazyk seoeroaztrbaydzhanskikh 
Taiov, Leningrad, 1963. The mention of the 
Scythians on p. 94 might have provided an 
opportunity to refer to the IE-speaking 
Ossetes, who still speak their Scythian language 
in two dialeots in the Caucasus near-by. 
Although native to the Soviet side of the
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Blaok Sea and so strictly speaking outside the 
scope of the present work, mention might 
perhaps also have been made, when dealing 
with Germanio, of the Crimean Goths inter
viewed by Ghiselin de Busbeeq in the sixteenth 
century.

Minor misprints are frequent. More serious 
for the general reader are : Jahrhunderts on 
p. 56 for Jahrtausends; and <fMrYV for 
on p. 87.

Sa krtptt

W. S. McCullough (ed.) : The seed of 
wisdom: essays in honour of T. J. 
Meek, xi, 200 pp. [Toronto]: Uni
versity of Toronto Press, [1964]. 
(Distributed in Cf.B. by Oxford 
University Press. 44s.)
This volume consists, with two exceptions, 

of papers read to the Oriental Club of Toronto 
whioh was founded in 1962 soon after the 
retirement of Professor Meek who is here 
honoured as its first President. The brief 
summary of Professor Meek’s life and the 
selected list of some 70 of his writings, dated 
between 1910 and 1963, show the width of his 
own interests in the field of Semitio studies, 
with emphasis on Hebrew and Akkadian. The 
contributions reflect the even wider interests 
of the orientalists, classicists, and medievalists 
within the Club.

Theologioal studies are represented by 
several artioles. W. G. Lambert discusses the 
reign of Nebuchadrezzar I (c. 1124 B.o.) as a 
turning-point in the history of anoient Meso
potamian religion (pp. 1-13). The deity 
Marduk was at this time first attested as ‘ king 
of the gods ’, a fact which may result from the 
primacy of the oity of Babylon, and thns of its 
god, following the viotory over Elam, Since 
there are few texts extant from this Middle, as 
opposed to the Old or New, Babylonian period 
only further evidence oan confirm or confute 
this interesting theory. D. K. Andrews writes 
on the use, origin, and significance for post- 
Exfiio Judaism of the title ‘‘I6hi haSiamayim 
‘ God of the heavens ’ as applied to Yahweh. 
He examines the theories whioh would consider 
this an ancient Israelite title, the Hebrew 
counterpart to the epithet of the Phoenician 
Ba‘al or the influence of Persian religion (pp. 
46-67). E. W. Beare details the manifold identi
fications of Zeus in the Hellenistic age with 
oriental deities of most diverse origin and 
character. There appears to be no unifying ele
ment. Evidence is drawn from Egypt, Syria, 
and Asia Minor (pp. 92-113). M. E. Marmura 
discusses Avicenna’s theory of propheoy in the 
light of Ash'arite theology (pp. 169-78) ; while 
C. C. Shih offers a brief study of ancestor
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worship in anoient China in Shang and Chou 
times (pp. 179-90).

Textual and literary oriticism is the subject 
of a number of papers. R. J. Williams shows 
from texts composed to bolster the position of 
such kings as MerikarS', Amcncmhot, Sen- 
wosret, and Harnesses IV that the ancient 
Egyptians used literature for propaganda 
purposes. When a predecessor, especially a 
deceased god-king known for his ‘ wisdom ’, 
communicated, then a word reinforced by 
the authority of antiquity was indeed potent 
(pp. 14-30). R. A. E. Mackenzie outlines the 
formal aspect of anoient Near Eastern law 
showing the combination of both casuistio and 
apodiotio forms in Mesopotamian and Hebrew 
case-law (pp. 31-44). J. W. Wevers reviews 
proto-Septuagint studies with particular criti
cism of Kahle’s hypothesis that the New 
Tostament writers had the actual Greek text 
of the Old Testament before them from whioh 
they quoted verbatim (pp. 68-77). E. J. Sherry 
writes on the life and works of the prolifio 
Nestorian writer Joseph Hazzaya (pp. 78-91) 
and J. ML Risk re-examines the literary fraud 
assigned to St. Denis—Dionysius the Areopa- 
gite—and now attributed to a Neoplatonist, 
possibly a student of Damasoius (pp. 118-40). 
History is represented (pp. 140-68) by the 
glimpse of Mamluk Egypt ‘ at the eleventh 
hour ’ afforded by the quotations from the 
journal of Ibn Iyas for the year 921/1615.

It rests with G. Bagnani to touoh on Old 
Testament studies, which was the subjeot 
nearest to Professor Meek’s heart. Since his 
interpretation of the form and capacity of the 
‘ molten sea ’ which stood before Solomon’s 
temple requires the jettisoning of one main 
measurement given in the text, it is tempting 
to wonder whether the veteran translator of 
the Hebrew text, to whom the article is 
dedicated, would agree with the methodology. 
Withal this volume pays true honour to a 
distinguished scholar.

D. J. WISEMAN

Claude Cahen : Jean Sauvaget’s Intro
duction to the history of the Muslim 
East: a bibliographical guide. Based 
on the second edition as recast by Claude 
Cahen. xxi, 262 pp. Berkeley and Los 
Angeles: University of California 
Press, 1966. $6.95. (English agents : 
Cambridge University Press. 66s.)
There is no respeot in which this book is not 

superior to the French edition of 1961. This 
reviewer is gratified, as others must be, to note 
that suggestions made in reviews have been
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80 generously incorporated into the English 
edition (see BS0A8, xxv, 2, 1962, 367-8). The 
edition is more than simply a translation into 
English and has been acknowledged as such by 
Professor Cahen in his preface (pp. vii-viii). 
The scope of the work (see pp. 3-7), whloh was 
disonssed in my review of the Erenoh edition 
oited above, is reasonable (despite oritioism of 
the title by some readers) and requires no 
further comment. The organization of material 
remains the same as in the Erenoh edition, 
except that the two indexes have been con
tracted into one, as in the earlier editions of 
1943 and 1946. Beoause of the book’s general 
excellence and high degree of practicability it 
seems almost petty to include a list of correc
tions and additions. But beoause, on the other 
hand, it is bound to remain for many years the 
best handbook available to students of Muslim 
history, such a list might prove helpful in 
producing a future edition.

To begin with, the English translation, 
though generally reliable, is misleading in a 
few places : e.g. p. 162, 1. 12, which ought to 
read ‘ that distinguish it from the Maghrib, 
which remained for a long time, ’ ; p. 227, 
1. 16, read ‘ become increasingly important, ’ ; 
p. 228, 1. 18-19, read ‘ namely Italy [viz. 
Sioily] under the Norman regime and above 
all Spain ’.

Seoond, while the numerous typographical 
errors of the French edition have for the most 
part been eliminated, new ones have crept in : 
e.g. p. 93, 1. 4, read W. Heyd (who ought also 
to be restored to the index), of whose book 
incidentally there was a further reprint in 
1969 ; p. 176, the ohapter heading must surely 
read 1 thirteenth to fifteenth oentury ’; p. 201, 
1. 14, read ‘K. Bitter (1822-1869)’; J. 
Waardenburg’s book on European orientalists 
appears neither on p. 229 (where it ought to, 
according to the index), nor on pp. 6-7 (where 
it would be more suitable).

Third, because a bibliography is in the nature 
of things dated at the time of its appearance 
it would seem superflous in a review to list 
subsequent publications. But a few remarks 
on the data already included might, be useful: 
e.g. p. 13, Flick's ‘Arabiya is not quite a 
description of the historical evolution of 
Arabio but rather of the evolution of the 
ooncept ‘ 'Arabiya ’; a more valuable work 
from an historical point of view is J. Blau’s 
The emergence and linguistic background of 
Judaeo-Arabic, London, 1965 ; p. 18, for the 
Geniza see now S. Shaked, A tentative biblio
graphy ofQeniza documents, Paris, 1964 ; p. 37, 
1. 6 from bottom, see Levi della Vida, ‘ II regno 
di Granata nel 1466-66 nei rioordi di un 
viaggiatore egiziano ’, in Andalus, I, 1933, 
307-34 ; p. 73, in the expanded and improved 
list of periodicals, WZKM might be added to

the German ones; p. 96, L 9, beoause this is 
an essentially oritioal bibliography it might be 
useful to point out that Hatsohek’s book is not 
only unreliable but positively dangerous in the 
hands of all but the most experienced students 
of Muslim jurisprudence (see reviews in Der 
Islam, xm, 1923, 144^9, and OLZ, xxvjl, 1923, 
cols. 346-6, as well as Kruse,in JPHS, 1,2,1963, 
90-100); p. 99, 1. 10, Nioholson’s The mystics 
of Islam was reprinted in 1963; p. 100, 1. 8, 
the English translation of T. de Boer was 
reprinted in 1961; p. 142,1.16, the 1919 edition 
of C. van Arendonk’s book was in Dutoh, the 
1960 edition is the French translation made by 
J. Ryokmans; p. 168, bottom, on the policy 
of the Seljuq madrasas, see the artioles by G. 
Makdisi and A. Tibawi, B80A8, xxiv, 1, 1961,
I- 56, and B80A8, xxv, 2, 1962, 226-38, resp. ; 
p. 172, 1. 7, Boemer’s book is usually oited as 
Siaaisschrciben der Timuridenzeit; p. 186,1. 4, 
again, with regard to the oritioal function of 
this biography it oould be useful to refer to 
Fekete’s review of Busse’s book in Der 
Islam, xxxvi, 1961, 289-96; p. 218, 1. 6, a 
complete and corrected edition of the 
‘ M6moires d’ ‘Abdallah ’ was published by 
Idvi-Provenijal in Cairo, 1966 (Dhakhd’ir al- 
‘Arab, 18) ; p. 219, 1. 6, for the Trois traitis 
hispaniques de hisba, see also the annotated 
French translation of the other two parts by 
R. Arie, in Hespiris-Tamuda, I, 1960, 1-38, 
199-214, 349-86 ; p. 220, 1. 12, L. de Mas- 
Latrie’s book was reprinted (but without 
Suppliment) in New York (n.d., Burt Franklin 
Research and Source Works Series, No. 63), 
and it would not have been irrelevant to 
mention here Amari’s Diplomi arabi (of which 
a new edition is being prepared); p. 223, 1. 1, 
a fourth volume of IAvi-Provemjal’a Histoire 
de I’Espagne musulmane, presumably the 
work of his students and successors, has been 
announced ; and finally, on the previous page 
(222, middle) it might be worth mentioning 
that Reinaud’s work on the Saracens in France 
and elsewhere was reprinted in 1964.

In addition to these almost exclusively 
technical matters there are three questions 
whioh I should like to raise relating to the total 
conception of the book as an introduction and 
guide to the study of Muslim history. First, 
with regard to the associated problems of 
disciplinary (here, history and its ancillary 
techniques) and philologioal training (see pp.
II- 12) the statement ‘ Many translations by 
eminent linguists are inadequate for the 
historian, for a general literary knowledge of 
the language is not sufficient to determine the 
meaning of terms used in Bpecial technical 
contexts ’ requires, I think, some modification. 
If it is true that certain of the earlier transla
tions have now been shown to be inadequate it 
ought not to mean that there can be more than
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one standard for modem critical editions of 
any sort of Oriental text. Sound pMlological 
training has traditionally been founded upon 
familiarity with and competence in the entire 
body of literature in any given language. How 
indeed can one distinguish between ‘ philo
logical ’ and ‘ historical ’ requirements in 
dealing for example with the early Sira litera
ture or with the highly diversified collection of 
source material for Umayyad history ? The 
only plea, it seems to me, oan be one for acade
mic professionalism, which will in time perhaps 
discourage those without proper qualifications 
from entering this arena, which has long since 
had more than its share of entertaining hut 
misguided amateurs.

Second, I still think that a section on 
diplomatic (thus, not diplomacy, is the acoepted 
designation of this diBoipline and the heading 
used in the new edition of El; see p. 21) 
would have been useful, though the ohapter on 
archives (pp. 16-21) has been expanded and 
Professor Cahen has published an artiole on 
the subject in JA, oou, 2, 1963, 211-25. I 
cannot quite agree that the abeenoe of Islamio 
archives in the same quantify as those for 
corresponding periods of European history oan 
be explained by ‘ the nature of the political 
institutions of Islam and in certain character
istics of its history ’ (p. 19). Professor Sobacht 
has pointed out (Introduction to Islamic law, 
Oxford, 1964-, 82-3; a book which ought to have 
been included here on either p. 41 or 88) the 
importance of documents in Islamio juridical 
practice; and it appears to me somewhat 
premature to pronounce upon the quality and 
quantity of archival material for the study of 
Muslim history.

Finally, the insistence (pp. 22 if.) upon ‘ oral 
tradition ’ as the characteristic means of 
transmission and preservation of all kinds of 
record in the early Muslim community may 
be an exaggeration. Efforts to modify this 
view were undertaken hy Goldiiher (see 
Muhammedanische Studien, n, oh. vii) with 
regard to one kind of souroe material (a kind 
which, incidentally, permeated every other 
Muslim science), and were resumed some years 
later for historical literature by N. Abbott 
(Studies in Arabic literary papyri, I, Chicago, 
1957). A reservation of this sort cannot of 
oourse add to or subtract from the corpus of 
early Islamio historical writing as It has been 
preserved. It oan, however, serve as warning 
to students of Muslim history who might tend 
at the beginning of their studies to .establish 
and/or adopt categories of thinking whioh 
could subsequently prove to be a oause of 
intellectual embarrassment. An example of 
this danger, I think, is to be found here, p. 26, 
1. 27 : to speak of al-Tabari’s history as ‘ the 
work of a historian who was also a traditionist

and a commentator on the Koran ’ oould be 
misleading. A dearer understanding of his 
work oan be obtained, I believe, if one remem
bers that he was first and foremost a mvfassir, 
then a mitbaddiflt, and finally a mw’amJA.

J. AVAR'S BROUGH

Joseph Chelhod : Lea structurea du
soere chez lea Arabes. (Islam d’Hier et 
d’AujoTLrd’hid, Vol. an.) 288 pp.
Paris : Gr.-P. Maisonneuve et Larose, 
[1965],
The thesis of this work is that Islam is the 

logical and necessary issue of the religious, 
BOcial, and eoonomio condition of Arabia 
towards the end of the sixth century, and it is 
argued that, despite Muhammad’s opposition 
to nomadism and national institutions, hiB work 
hears the mark of the desert and of the 
lanirai: city where his education was com
pleted. The aim is to discover the basic 
elements from which Islam draws its inspira
tion and has its development shaped. The 
author holds that by considering the differences 
of structure one oan understand how two 
religions so near as Islam and Christianity oan 
produce such distinct civilizations. These are 
due to the physical and sooial milieu in whioh 
Islam was bom rather than to dootrine. The 
ethnologist has much material for his research, 
as he is dealing with a sooiety which has a 
literature, and at the same time has main
tained many ancient customs.

There are: a preface, an introduction on 
Tnln-Tn and nomadism, and ohapters on (1) the 
bardm or equivocal expression of the holy;
(2) the anonymous holy : jinn, demons, angels ;
(3) the differentiated holy : Allah ; (4) the 
structures of mythical thought; (6) the soul 
and the holy; (6) holy beings and objects ; 
(7) holy space and time ; and (8) a brief 
ohapter containing conclusions.

The author disagrees with the view of W. 
Marjais and others that Islam is a town 
religion and that it was propagated by an 
extension of urban installations, arguing that 
the new religion was most profoundly marked 
by bedouin conceptions. Islam teaches a 
divine immanence whioh diffuses the holy in 
beings and objects without transforming them 
into divine receptacles, a development of 
pre-Islamio ideas. It keeps the tribal idea of 
chief, but extends the nature of the community. 
Caliph and shaikh alike have a sunna which 
they must observe. Islamio eoonomio theory 
is more like the nomadio collectivism than 
the Meccan capitalism. Note is taken of the 
retention of blood sacrifice, a legacy of the 
pastoral life, and of the use of the lunar
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calendar which suits bedouin custom. Islam 
suppresses the embryonio pagan Arab concep
tion of clergy, institutes tayammum, suitable 
for desert wanderers, and does not insist on 
prayer in mosques. The practice of religion 
without a priestly intermediary suits nomadio 
life. The mosque, whioh iB not strictly neces
sary, is not God's house, hut simply a place 
where people gather for the ritual prayer. 
One may feel that this last statement is too 
strong, for although prayer may be conducted 
anywhere, mosques are looked on as sacred 
plaoes. Authorities who have proposed 
removing even a very primitive mosque have 
experienced violent opposition.

The author feels that muoh work must still 
be done before one can come to a decision 
regarding the nature of the holy. He rejects 
Robertson Smith’s confusion between the holy 
and the taboo, and considers that Otto’s 
treatment of the holy is influenced by a pre
conceived idea of the divine. While the holy 
does inspire terror and awe, there are kindly 
elements. The wide use of the root Jrm is 
pointed out, expressing not only something to 
be avoided or approached with caution, but 
also a source of baraka. The root also applies 
to an old man, a person of importance, or a 
woman.

There are some interesting details from the 
author’s observation of Arabs in the Negev. 
For example, after saying that the pre-Islamio 
Arab did not sacrifice to a rook itself, the blood 
being destined for the jinniya inhabiting the 
idol, he adds that the Arabs of the Negev 
believe that the blood is drunk by angels. He 
says that whenever they erect one of their 
primitive dwellings sacrifice is offered to the 
occupants of the land, i.e. the earth spirits 
whioh are the real owners. He tells that when 
retiring to perform ablution they ask permis
sion of the sojib ai-mahdU, adding that one 
who had neglected to do so was smitten with 
madness.

M. Chelhod argues that while Muhammad 
did borrow from Judaism and Christianity, 
the influence of these religions was ohiefly to 
open the way to monotheism ; they had little 
influence on ritual. He goes farther and says 
that Muhammad borrowed more than one rite 
from the ancient pagan oulture, and came near 
to proclaiming in the Qur’an itself the national 
character of Islamio institutions and lows. He 
argueB that Islam, in spite of its wide expan
sion, is basioally Arab. But though insisting on 
the strong influence of the old Arab oulture, he 
holds that this does not detract from Muham
mad’s profound originality. He says also that 
if Islam is nationalist in its rites and laws, it is 
undeniably universalist in its dootrines and 
dogmas.

This work, whioh oovers a wide field, is

oarefully documented and interestingly pre
sented. There is a large bibliography of Arab 
and Occidental sources, and also a useful index.

JAMBS BOBSON

Gosta Vitestam (ed.): Kitab tabaqat 
al-fuqaha,’ a$-§afi‘iya: das Elassen- 
buoh der gelehrten Safi’iien des Abu 
‘Apim Muhammad b. Ahmad al- 
‘Abbadi. (VerofferLtKchungen der ‘ De 
Goeie-Strftung ’, Ni. xxi.) x, 61,155, 
[3] pp., 8 plates. Leiden : E. J. Brill, 
1964. Guilders 75.
One instance of the Arabs’ fondness for 

orderly enumeration is to be found in the 
number of lists preserved in their literature— 
of companions, reciters of tradition, doctors, 
or, in the case of the work reviewed here, 
ShAfi'ite fagths. For the specialist such lists 
have an obvious historical value, even though 
a large number of their details may be so 
unimportant os to be almost better forgotten. 
So it is with the present text. There are in it 
points of note for the study of the historical 
development of Islamio law, sandwiohed be
tween material that might charitably be called 
of antiquarian interest. For the non-speoialist, 
however, who reads suoh works as representa
tives of a branch of literature, their attraction 
usually lies in the irrelevanoies of biography 
and aneodote. In this context, the present 
work contains a fair proportion of what is 
readable in its store of sardonio legal oddities 
that tell, amongst other things, of when 
oannibalism is permitted and give the answer 
to the question, when a paralysed man carried 
on a blind man’s back enters a store and they 
both steal something, whose hand should be 
out off.

The edition has been carefully made and 
shows sound scholarship. It is well presented 
and is backed by an index and full and helpful 
notes dealing both with the text itself and its 
background. Not unnaturally there are a 
nnmber of small points that can be criticized. 
Some of the editor’s readings may be chal
lenged. (For instanoe, I would doubt his 
ohango on p. 6,1. 13, where he runs oounter to 
all his manuscripts.) Shadda and hamza at 
times appear and disappear on the same word 
in different contexts without apparent reason. 
But these are mere trivialities. In no degree 
do they diminish the value of the edition as a 
whole.

One larger point, not of critioism but of 
query, remains to be raised. In his apparatus 
oritious the editor gives what are presumably 
all the variants of his five manuscripts. This
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oan mean that in extreme cases every Becond 
word of a line has a note attached to it. On 
the assumption that all the manuscript 
variants are significant, this unpleasantness 
■would have to be acoepted. As it is, though, 
a very high proportion of the variants repre
sent obvious mistakes and as such they are 
directly important only for the history of the 
manuscript tradition and not for the text 
itself. It must be asked whether the reader 
who is not concerned with the minutiae of that 
tradition oould be Bpared their presence, they 
themselves removed to an appendix and the 
apparatus left to readings of importance.

M. O. LYONS

‘Abdallah al-Tatyib (comp.): al- 
Hamdsatu ’l-ftighrd. Glossary com
piled by J. 0. Hunwick. [v], 326 pp. + 
4 pp. errata. London: Oxford Uni
versity Press, 1964. 18s.
Professor ‘AbdallAh al-Tayyib has put into 

the hands of teachers of Arabic a new teaching 
aid of major importance. The ‘ Lesser 
sah ’, despite its name, does not invite com
parison with the great bamasae in respeot of 
form and arrangement, but the very use of 
this name, as an indication of the tradition in 
which the work has been conceived, evokes a 
oonsoiousness of the continuity of the stream 
of poetic activity in Arabic, which this present 
compilation itself must do muoh to inculcate. 
Nor does it invite comparison with the Delectus 
of Nflldeke, of which it carries many echoes, 
but from whioh it differs fundamentally in 
intent. Nbldeke’s aim was to introduce mature 
European students to aspeots of the poetry of 
a significant alien culture of the past. Professor 
al-fayyib’s object is to put youthful Arabio- 
speaking secondary schoolboys into direct 
contact with and possession of some of the 
treasures of their own living poetic heritage. 
His avowed aim is to revitalize the teaohing of 
poetry in the schools by replacing the dull 
unimaginative schoolmasterly textbooks about 
poetry, which do so muoh to deaden forever 
the souls of our pupils, blinding them to the 
beautieB of the verses Teduced for syllabus 
purposes to the status of prescribed texts. He 
seeks, rather, to put the student into immediate 
oontact with a poem, on the unexceptionable 
premise that there is no more eloquent testi
mony to the beauties of poetry than the voice 
of poetry itself. This principle he scrupulously 
adheres to throughout the plan of this very 
slrilfully organized work. The tdme-Bcale of 
the book is enormous—from the fifth century 
to the 190O’b—and it is arranged chronolo
gically in six major sections : the pre-Islamio 
period (33 pieoes) ; the coming of Islam and

the age of the Conquests (35 pieces) ; the love 
poets (the ghazal)—24 pieces ; the three great 
Umayyad poets and some of their contem
poraries (44 pieces) ; the ‘Abbfisid period and 
the Middle Ages (140 pieces); and, finally the 
modem age (60 pieces).

Each seotion is preceded by a oonoise discourse 
in which the political and social conditions 
within which the poets lived and worked are 
delineated in a manner whioh provides the 
student with a continuing perspective, firmly 
linking the individual poets with the world of 
life and people, events and tastes, and thus 
supplies many dues to the understanding of 
the poets’ choice of genre and style, and factors 
affeoting even ohoice of vocabulary. This 
preparation serves to deepen the student’s 
understanding and enjoyment of the pieces 
themselves. The poems are also accompanied 
throughout by a commentary whose express 
function, by supplying the necessary lexioal 
and grammatical assistance, is to remove the 
final barriers to immediate contaot with the 
poet’s expression.

Each division of the book is followed by a 
discussion section designed to encourage the 
student to bring to bear directly upon the 
poems he has been introduced to, his own 
powers of perception and assessment, gradually 
elioiting from him simple value judgments, 
with the aim to awaken and gently extend his 
response, to train (but not to impose) taste, 
encouraging the employment of the gradually 
developing critical powers.

The work has a singular unity, being held 
together by Professor al-Tayyib’s extensive 
erudition, and although it is inevitable in suoh 
a considerable range of poetio material that 
there should be unevenness in quality, the very 
key to the compiler’s main purpose is provided 
in the excuse he offers for the inclusion of 
certain weaker verses, that a poem, despite 
weakness, may nevertheless give pleasure. 
Himself a practitioner, imbued with a profound 
and totally unpretentious love of poetry, he 
is solicitous as teacher to communioate the 
immense joy he derives from the reading of 
poetry.

Throughout the selection the pieces are 
deliberately kept short, to enable the student 
to commit to memory those which appeal to 
him—the surest way to gain lasting possession 
of poetry and to derive recurrent pleasure from 
its possession. Additional notes and explana
tory material, of a kind appropriate to the 
difficulties experienced by primarily English- 
speaking students in Nigeria or Pakistan are 
supplied in English by Mr. Hunwick in an 
appendix. This seldom, however, adds any
thing to the Arabio commentary which, indeed, 
it frequently merely repeats. It might have 
been wiser, in catering for tho needs of such
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students, to have supplied an Arabio-English, 
or even an Arabio-Arabic glossary alphabeti
cally arranged. If students have enough Arabic 
to work through this selection, they oould, 
with such an aid, easily enjoy the use of Professor 
al-Tayyib’s extensive Arabio commentary, thus 
incidentally training themselves in the use of 
the commentary, itself an indispensable skill 
for all Btudents of Arabic. An index of the 
poets whose work figures in the selection would 
also be a useful addition.

Eour pages of errata are included in thiB 
printing—but these are mostly minor irritants 
caused mainly by broken ligatures, or unolear 
pointing, and are too insignificant to spoil the 
considerable pleasures to he derived from the 
use of this excellent publication.

JOHN BURTON

G-abbiel Baeb : Egyptian guilds in 
modem times. (Oriental Notes and 
Studies, No. 8.) xiii, 192 pp. Jeru
salem : Israel Oriental Society, 1964. 
IL. 13.50, $4.60.
Our understanding of modem Egyptian 

social history owes much to the researches of 
Professor Baer, and this study of the guilds 
displays those qualities of oareful scholarship 
and lucid exposition to which we have become 
acoustomed in his previous books and writings. 
It is concerned mainly with the organization, 
functions, and history of the guilds in the 
nineteenth century, for which period data are 
abundant. Professor Baor has been unable to 
deal fully with the development of the guilds 
in the earlier Ottoman period, for whioh infor
mation is much sparser. He iB indeed able to 
give some account of the seventeenth century, 
for whioh he has two important sources, on 
which he bases his first obapter (pp. 1-15). 
One of these is an unpublished Arabic manu
script, KitSb at-dbath&'ir wa ’i-tuju/ fi btr 
al-fana’i ‘ wa 'l-hiraf (Gotha, Landesbibliothek; 
Arabische Handsohrift No. 903) ; the other is 
Evliya I'olobi’s account of the guilds in his 
Seyahatname, x (Istanbul, 1938), 358-86. The 
anonymous author of Kitfib al-dhakha’ir, 
writing in the late sixteenth or early seven
teenth century, looked baok to the Mamluk 
sultanate as a golden age, and depicted an 
organization already in decline, as a conse
quence of the Ottoman oonquest. The situation 
he reflects is one in which the guilds, formerly 
autonomous, were passing under governmental 
oontrol. Later evidence would indicate that 
this was a continuing process, although there 
appeara to be an almost oomplete lacuna in our 
information between the seventeenth and the 
nineteenth centuries. The history of the guilds 
in the nineteenth oentury is resumed in

Professor Baer’s fifth (and final) chapter 
(pp. 127-49). In oontrast to the generally 
reoeived opinion, he demonstrates that the 
guilds did not disappear as a result of 
Muhammad ‘All Pasha’s attempts to indus
trialize Egypt, but oontinued into the late 
nineteenth century and even beyond. He 
reaches the oonolusion that they survived 
because the government was for long unable 
to create any new organization whioh would 
fulfil their functions. They came to an end, 
not suddenly, by a fiat of the ruler, hut 
gradually, as the eoonomic and administrative 
structure of Egypt changed, with the influx of 
foreign merchants and goods, the development 
of urbanization, and the growing effloienoy of 
the governmental machine. The greater part 
of Professor Baer’s monograph is concerned 
with the organization and functions of the 
guilds. His second ohapter (pp. 16-48) begins 
with a disoussion of nomenclature, in which he 
draws attention to pitfalls resulting from the 
different significances of terms suoh as (a'ifa 
and shayleh. He then examines the range of 
occupations organized in guilds, and their 
classification by social status, affinity, and 
means of administrative control. ETom this 
survey he concludes that ‘ the Egyptian guild 
system in the 19th century was not one of 
‘ ‘ craft guilds ’ ’ in the narrow sense. It was a 
general system embracing almost all aotive 
town people permanently resident in Egypt, 
including even the lower ranks of government 
employees, suoh as scribes and tax-colleotors ’ 
(p. 47). In the following ohapter (pp. 49-76), 
he describes first the traditional guild stmoture, 
from data provided by the Gotha manuscript, 
and then indicates the changes whioh can he 
observed from nineteenth-century sources. The 
role of the guilds as an administrative link is 
examined in the fourth ohapter (pp. 77-126), 
and Professor Baer notes that ‘ Like the 
shaykhs of Egyptian villages, the shaykhs of 
the guilds represented the authorities to the 
guilds rather than the guilds before the 
authorities ’ (p. 84). He goes on to consider in 
detail the Amotions of the guilds in connexion 
with taxation, the supply of services and 
labour, the fixing of wages and prices, the 
exercise of restriction and monopolies, the 
arbitration of disputes, and participation in 
public oeremonies. The appendixes (pp. 163-65) 
oontain excerpts from Kitab ai-dhakhS’ir and 
Evliya felebi, and the text of two nineteenth- 
century documents. There is also a compre
hensive list of the guilds (pp. 100-76). This 
systematio and detailed investigation is valu
able contribution to a subjeot, the importance 
of whioh has long been recognized, but whioh 
has been involved in much obscurity and 
confusion.

r. M. HOLT
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Abner Cohen : Arab border-villages in 
Israel: a study of continuity and 
change in social organization, xiv, 
194 pp. Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, [1965], 30s.
This book is concerned "with the social 

institutions of the Arab villagers of the 
1 Israeli Triangle ’ on the border with Jordan, 
whose traditional ties with their kith and kin 
across the frontier have been greatly attenu
ated with the rise of the Israeli state and 
attendant Arab-Israeli hostility. The analysis 
is based on Dr. Cohen’s sooial anthropological 
field-work in this tense area in 1908—9 and 
strengthened by his earlier knowledge of it in 
the period 1949-69. The resulting monograph 
is of wide interest. It is to be oommended first 
as an excellent political history of this segment 
of the Arab community in Israel; second, as a 
sociological analysis of what might be oalled 
the opportunist strategy of border situations ; 
third, as an illustration of the depth of under
standing which sooial anthropology can bring 
to oriental studies ; and finally as an important 
case study in the dynamics of lineage and 
marriage organization.

The book is historical in the sense that the 
present social and political structure of the 
Triangle villages is examined in relation to 
their past with particular reference to cruoial 
eoonomio changes between the position early 
in the nineteenth oentury when Palestine was 
under the Ottomans, the mid-twentieth 
oentury Mandate period, and the ethnographio 
present (1969). The material, however, is not 
presented in a simple chronological sequence— 
for this is not a study of the unfolding of events, 
hut of social processes and their consequences— 
and the author uses his historical data in 
different contexts to show how village institu
tions have changed in response to changing 
conditions, seeking to isolate the relevant 
variables in the oourse of his analysis. This 
being so, it must be admitted that the reader 
unfamiliar with Palestinian history would have 
been better prepared for the admirably tightly 
woven and integrated examination of institu
tional continuity and change which the author 
presents, had he been forearmed by a short 
straightforward ohronologioal sketch of the 
main periods involved. Nevertheless with a 
wealth of data and sometimes poignant ease 
material whioh makes exciting reading, Dr. 
Cohen successfully traces highly significant 
changes in village structure.

To-day villages of some 2,000 or so inhabi
tants are organized in groups of patrilineally 
based lineages (hamulas), eaoh lineage forming 
an exclusive residential group with a high 
degree of endogamy (about 60%, of whioh 13% 
are marriages between a man and his father’s

brother’s daughter), and aoting as a corporate 
group both in terms of payment and receipt of 
blood-oompensation and in village council 
elections. In the early nineteenth century 
hamula identity was even more strikingly dis
played since these units were then also land- 
holding groups. During the Mandate period, 
however, individual tenure developed and new 
economio conditions favoured the development 
of relatively large class and status differences 
within hamulas. Law and order were now also 
more effectively maintained by the central 
authorities than previously, thus reduoing the 
need for oolleotive hamula solidarity. In these 
conditions where the majority of many 
hamula members were landless peasants 
working as tenants for rich patrilineal kinsmen, 
class differences militated against the tradi
tional practice of lineage endogamy. Rich 
married with rich, and this promoted the 
growth of strong ties between wealthy families 
of different hamulas and led to a reduction in 
hamula solidarity. This trend was further 
reinforced by the existence outside the villages 
of a strong Arab national movement which was 
opposed to hamula particularism and favoured 
wider allegiances. The subsequent incorpora
tion of the Triangle villages in Israel, however, 
changed all this. There was now no effective 
Arab political organization outside the villages, 
and new possibilities of wage employment 
which did not require villagers to ohange their 
residence, and equal political opportunities for 
all in terms of voting rights, all combined to 
level olass distinctions promoting a new 
egalitarianism and a revival of hamula identity 
in village affairs. Outside the village, by 
contrast, in relation to the affairs of the 
Israeli state in general, hamulas did not aot 
corporately. This distinction which follows 
from the character of the wider social structure 
in whioh these villages were embedded emerges 
very dearly in Dr. Cohen’s fascinating analysis 
of electoral behaviour in the municipal and 
national elections of 1959. At the same time, 
hamula endogamy expressed in the abhorrence 
with whioh agnates view the marriage of their 
sisters or daughters by outsiders was very 
strongly reasserted. Cruoial to an understand
ing of these changes is the strong bond which 
exists between brother and sister and the 
cultural principle that marriage should be 
between sooial equals. To gain more wives 
than you give is prestigious, but to lose more 
wives than are received in return is a sign of 
weakness and a cause of shame.

Dr. Cohen repeatedly insists that lineage 
unity derives as muoh from endogamous 
marriage—whereby one’s paternal and mater
nal kin are equated—as from patrilineal de
scent per se. Thus small intermarrying groups 
can in time develop into hamulas, just as
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hamulas may lose their identity by exogamy. 
Yet the conjunction of endogamy and patriliny 
does not itself appear to be sufficient to 
produce an agnatic corporate group. Thus 
endogamous groups of landless agricultural 
labourers from Egypt attached to landowning 
hamulas in the pre-Mandate period have only 
become hamulas in the full sense by gaining 
political autonomy within the village. This 
suggests that something is missing from Dr. 
Cohen’s analysis, or at least is not sufficiently 
stressed. This seems to me to be the faot that 
political unity is traditionally achieved and 
expressed in terms of solidarity in the blood- 
feud and in the payment and receipt of damages 
in ooncert (see e.g. pp. 138 ffi). And it is 
significant here that Dr. Cohen rejects the 
translation 4 lineage ’ for his hamula as being 
likely to give rise to ambiguity. This insistence 
on the vernacular term seems to arise from a 
confusion between form and function. For 
whatever its changing functions, this unit is 
clearly a lineage in a formal sense in terms of 
its members’ recognition of descent from a 
common patrilineal ancestor. There is no 
reason why the same morphological structure 
(here a lineage) should not fulfil different social 
functions in changing oontexte. Nor is it very 
convincing to assert, as Dr. Cohen does, that, 
other things being equal, the hamula has 
greater potentiality for survival than many 
comparable exogamous groups. It seems 
indeed to be contradicted by his own data 
which show how these Triangle hamulas 
survived the shedding of their endogamy in 
the Mandate period to recover it again later. 
Here, as at some other points in the analysis, 
comparative reference to other studies of 
similar phenomena might have helped to 
clarify the argument.

These, however, are purely technical criti
cisms of a work which provides a great deal of 
highly topical fodder for the current descent- 
alliance debate in social anthropology. On 
more general grounds Or. Cohen’s study is 
equally welcome, and traditional Arabists 
certainly have much to learn from it.

I. 21. LEWIS

Ulrich Gehrke and Gustav Kuhn : 
Die Grenzen des Irak : historische und 
reckdiche Aspekte des irakischen An- 
spruehs auf Kuwait und des irakxsch- 
persisohen Streites um den Schatt 
al-Arab. (Darstellungen znx Ana- 
war tigen Politik, Bd. 2.) 2 vols. :
[iii], is, 352 pp., map ; [iii], 112 pp. 
Stuttgart: W. KohLhammer GmbH, 
1963. DM.42.
The second of these two volumes gives the

documents relevant to the historical, political, 
and legal study set out in the first volume. 
Both are reproduced lithographically from 
typewritten copy. Despite the indications of 
the title Arabic and Persian names are given 
in transliteration. This is a welcome feature 
which is not often found in this kind of study.

The introduction (pp. 1-6) sets out clearly 
what the authors conceive as the background 
for both these territorial disputes. Whereas in 
the days of the Ottoman Empire there was 
thought to be some advantage in not fixing 
frontiers precisely, this is not true of the 
nationalist regimes which have replaced it. 
Thus Iraq wishes to benefit on the one side 
from the vagueness of the Ottoman frontier 
with Persia, and on the other from the even 
more ill-defined Ottoman suzerainty over 
Kuwait. Both these disputes accordingly arise 
from the acceptance by nationalist states of 
European frontier concepts.

After discussing (pp. 16-30) how Iraq fixed 
its frontiers with Turkey, Syria, Sa'udi Arabia, 
and Jordan, the book goes on to discuss 
historically the problem of the relation of 
Kuwait to the Ottoman Empire in the nine
teenth century. From this it seems clear that 
Turkish suzerainty was purely nominal and 
was frequently repudiated by the Kuwaitis.

The first Iraqi claim to Kuwait in 1938-9 
under the regime of Nuri al-Sa‘Id (p. 93) would 
seem to have had some support in Kuwait, 
probably from the merchant class. This was 
no doubt a manoeuvre on their part to put 
political pressure on the ruler. After the war 
the intelligentsia would seem to have toyed 
with the idea of union with Iraq as a realization 
of nationalist aspirations. With increasing 
prosperity from oil and the disfavour in which 
Qasim’s regime was latterly held any such 
desires had altogether disappeared before the 
second, more ominous, claim in 1961. The 
Iraqi arguments were legalistio in the extreme 
and corresponded even less than in 1938 with 
political realities. It is clear that the Kuwaitis 
themselves, before the 1961 crisis, considered 
that the nebulous Ottoman suzerainty was 
abrogated in 1914 on the outbreak of the first 
World War. (Thus compare S. M. Shamlan, 
Min tdrikh al-Kuwait, Cairo, 1969, 136-7.)

Unlike the Kuwait crisis the Shaft al-‘Arab 
dispute did not cease with the overthrow of the 
Qasimite regime and some action was taken to 
obstruct shipping at the mouth of the Shaft 
al-‘Arab in 1963 (of. p. 284). After Persia’s 
recognition of the new regime in the same year, 
however, the situation eased considerably.

There are a few points of <ietail which call 
for comment. Little use has been made of 
Arabio books and newspapers in the section on 
Kuwait. These could have thrown light on 
Kuwaiti attitudes to the Iraqi claims and on
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other points of detail. Thus regarding p. 88, 
n. 107, Shamlan (p. 181) and M. B. Sinan, 
al-Kuwait—zahrat al-khalij al-‘arabi, Beirut, 
1966 (p. 49) both give 3 January 1916 as the 
date of the death of Shaikh Mubarak. On the 
other hand Persian sources have been quoted.

It is an exaggeration to refer to Bahrain as 
among ‘ den reichen Ollfindem ’ (p. 101) when 
its oil revenues are in fact very modest. 
Finally the name given to the ruling house of 
Kuwait throughout is Subnab. fjubiih (or 
fjabab) is more oorrect.

This is a careful and exaot study of two 
complex and important border disputes and 
the two volumes together form a valuable 
source of useful reference data.

T. M. JOHNSTONE

Kenneth Gragg : Counsels in contem
porary Islam. (Islamic Surveys, 3.) 
xiv, 255 pp. Edinburgh: Edinburgh 
University Press, [1965]. 21s.
This slim volume makes the reader work 

very hard indeed, and whilst it contains much 
that is admirable, especially the imagination 
and perception brought to the disoussion of 
certain themes, as for example, exegesis, there 
is also serious ground for dissatisfaction. The 
author employs a curiously oblique mode of 
expression whioh produces a hieratio note, 
more appropriate to a work of persuasion, 
perhaps, than to one aimed at exposition. 
This is unfortunate, often distracting, and 
occasionally irritating the reader, and obscuring 
for him some penetrating observations.

The aim of the book is to provide educated 
readers and undergraduates with an account 
of the definitions of ‘ Islam ’ proposed by 
individual contemporary Muslims, who have 
attempted to take stock of the spiritual and 
social resources left by 14 centuries of tradition 
at the disposal of Muslim peoplesnow construct
ing nation-states on the sites of retreating 
empires. Judgment must, therefore, depend 
upon the range of topics selected for review, as 
upon the quality of their discussion. On both 
these aspects of the book there are questions 
to be asked.

What ought to be borne in mind, in any such 
appraisal of the ‘ brioks and mortar ’ of 
' Islam ’, is that the various voices competing 
to be heard above the olamour of the modem 
nationalisms represent, generally, one or other 
of two principal and irreconcilable notions of 
what is meanly by ‘Islam’. That they are 
really irreconcilable explains why there is a 
crisis, whioh, as Dr. Cragg rightly perceives, is 
‘ not so much a orisis of Islam, as of Muslims 

This crisis affeoting Muslims, in so far as it

differs from the crisis affecting anyone else 
trying to fit into the world of the twentieth 
century, springs from the relatively sudden 
clash between two opposing views of human 
sooiety, resting in turn upon mutually unin
telligible readings of history. One view, realis
tic, pragmatio, is largely imported ; the other, 
romantio, escapist, is indigenous, and this 
distinction it is whioh serves to emphasize the 
advisability of avoiding any kind of termino
logy which might tend to obscure this essential 
dichotomy.

Is history the record of fallible human 
endeavour to devise workable instruments for 
the regulation of the social order, at the 
suooessive stages of its development ? Is 
Islamic history the record of effort by the pious 
to extract from the historical oontext, and to 
preserve for posterity, the divinely-revealed 
(and therefore solely valid) religio-political 
principles which, if only Muslims would 
faithfully implement them, would assure again, 
as it was onoe represented in the golden age of 
‘ Islam ’, the rightly-guided caliphate, the ideal 
society, pleasing to God, and uniquely capable 
of satisfying all the Muslim’s legitimate aspira
tions ?

Evidently the orisis, where it is felt, is 
psyohologioal in nature, and, for this very 
reason, to aohieve an adequate assessment of 
the stresses operating upon Muslims, one must 
preserve a due balance in the presentation of 
these rival philosophies, neither of which lacks 
its ohampions. At the same time, whether 
looking in from without, or, as Dr. Cragg 
professes to do, from within the sphere of 
comment by Muslims themselves, it is essential 
to exercise the utmost wariness and discipline 
in the use of language, guarding against the 
confusion whioh must inevitably result from the 
failure to challenge either one’s own vocabu
lary, or another’s in any statement made in 
the name of, or about Muslims. This book 
fails to satisfy both these requirements. Dr. 
Cragg frequently uses undefined terms, the 
commonest example of which is ‘ Islam ’ itself, 
as in the title of the book. We even find this term 
personified, as in : ‘ . . . contemporary Islam is 
set in more orucial relation to its Prophet, its 
Qur’an, its Shari’a, and its Tradition than at 
any other point in its fourteen centuries ’.

This term ‘ Islam ’ is to-day (and perhaps, 
always has been) as meaningless, for suoh a 
purpose as Dr. Cragg has set himself, as its 
Bister term ‘ Christendom ’, and dangerous, 
because convenient. There is no suoh thing as 
‘ contemporary Islam ’, only contemporary 
Muslims. Abstractions, apart from leading to 
confused communication, since no two people 
are agreed on their meanings, may also lead to 
self-oontradiotion. Thus, having, for example, 
stated that Muhammad Ali Jinnah, as
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primarily a politician, who was also inciden
tally a Muslim, calculated upon religious 
susceptibilities for political ends, the author 
gives expression to the astounding statement 
that the creation of Pakistan, than which 
he thinks ‘ there is no more definitive event in 
the history of Islam ’, was ‘ the most evident 
single institutional expression of the mind of 
Islam ’ I Was it not rather, an occasion on 
whioh some Indian Muslims, to the consterna
tion of other Indian Muslims, happened to he 
involved in a local political decision, qnite in 
the tradition of the twentieth century Western 
principle of national self-determination on the 
basis of racial, linguistic, religious, and cultural 
self-consciousness ? Dr. Cragg realizes that 
this creation of Pakistan was not the solution, 
merely the postponement of disoussion of the 
constitutional problems. It is all the more 
regrettable, therefore, that, in a work of this 
scope, space could not have been found for an 
examination of the great Pakistani constitu
tional debate and the various positions whioh 
were represented. Other major and inexpli
cable exclusions are Sannsiyya and, especially, 
Wahh&bism, whioh, at the lowest estimate, has 
at least as good a claim to inclusion as several 
of the topics covered, not least because, where
as the bulk of the definitions oited from con
temporary disoussion among Muslims are 
predictably negative, having a surer sense of 
what must be denied in defining 1 Islam ’ than 
of what may safely be affirmed, Wahhabism is 
a characteristically indigenous and positive 
attempt to organize a state on ‘ Islamio ’ lines. 
Such a disoussion would surely have balanced 
the negativism of Turkish secularization.

Of the 12 ohapters, folly four (in addition to 
parts of other ohapters) are taken np with 
Indian topios, whioh may be considered an 
undue proportion, and partly accounts for the 
impression that the book is lop-sided. This 
feeling arises also, as has been suggested, from 
Dr. Cragg’s signal failure to maintain a due 
impartiality as between the 1 modems ’ and the 
‘ anoiente ’ where, indeed, these latter are 
allowed to be heard. This is most aoutely felt 
in his central chapter on ‘ Consensus and 
oommunity ’ whioh is, perhaps, the core of the 
entire book, and might have provided a fruitful 
oooasion for a useful comparison of the two 
thinkings about the nature and the organiza
tion of the ‘ Islamio state ’. The author shows 
himself, however, to be hopelessly unsympa
thetic to the traditional view, brushing aside 
Mawiana Abu ’1-JjTasanat’s exemplary formula
tion of the definition of fiqh as ‘ timid obscuran
tism ’ whioh ‘ time itself has made ludiorous ’. 
Ludiorous it may be, but this is not the issue. 
What is significant is that it is held, and held 
sincerely, by many Muslims. If this were not 
so, there would of course, be no orisis.

The inadequacy of Dr. Cragg’s discussion of 
’ijma‘ and ijtihad makes it indisputable that 
no one can hope to understand the new Muslims 
unless he is equipped to appreciate the assump
tions and the values which shaped the thinking 
of the old Muslims, and whioh represent the 
major part of the heritage of the new men.

JOHN BUBTON

G-. M. Wickens (tr.): The Nasirean
ethics, by Na.fir ad-Din !£usi. (TJnesco 
Collection of Representative Works, 
Persian Series.) 352 pp. London: 
Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1964. 46s.
' What irony that this douhle-dyed traitor 

should be the author of one of the best-known 
works on Ethics written in Persian 1 ’ (E. G. 
Browne, A literary history of Persia, n, 467). 
‘ The verdict of history on Narfru ’I-Din is a 
most unfavourable one. It might have been 
expeoted that the oonduat of a man of his 
undoubted mental qualities would have been 
regulated by some standard higher than that 
of personal advantage. Yet he appears not 
only to have betrayed bis Isma'ill master to 
Hiiligii, but to have been instrumental in 
bringing the last Caliph treaoherously to his 
death at the hands of the Mongols’ (Reuben 
Levy, Persian literature, 04). Eew of us to-day 
would pass so harsh a judgment on this great 
man of science. In the second half of the 
twentieth century it is only too easy to under
stand and appreciate ‘ the predicament of a 
powerful and sensitive mind caught up in a 
process of violent political and spiritual 
ohanges ’ (Wiokens, 9). The attitude of ortho
dox Islam was of course wholly condemnatory 
and is exemplified in SubkI’s description of 
Tub! as ‘ that unmistakable devil ’ and ‘ one of 
the bitterest opponents of the Muslims ’,l the 
latter expression referring perhaps not only to 
his implication in the death of the Caliph and 
his Shiism and possible Isma’IliBm but also 
to hiB role as a rationalist philosopher, ‘ a proud 
believer ’—like Averroes before him—‘ in the 
possibility of reason to achieve a knowledge of 
“ was das Innere der Welt zusammenhtlt ’ ’ ’ 
(Simon van den Bergh, Averroes' Tdhafut 
ai-tahafut, I, xxxvi). JusI was in fact one of the 
last, as he was one of the greatest, of the 
Muslim scientists, and it is on his mathematical 
and astronomical researches, carried out at 
Maragha under Mongol patronage and with

1 See Otto Spies, ‘ Ein unbenntzter Bericht 
fiber die Mongolen in Bagdad ’, Per Islam, XL, 
2-3, 1905, 97-112, at p. 105.
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the collaboration' of non-Muslim colleagues, 
that his fame will ultimately rest.1

Of his celebrated manual of ethics, the 
Alchldq-i-Ndfiri, Professor Wiokens has now 
produced the first translation into a European 
language. It is strange that this work should 
have waited so long for a translator, when two 
later manuals—‘ progressively inferior Persian 
successors ’ as Professor Wiokens calls them 
(loo. cit.)—have been available in English 
versions for more than a century.’ The reasons 
are no doubt to be sought in the lack of a 
critical edition and the inherent difficulties of 
the text itself. While these obstacles have in 
no way prevented Professor Wickens from 
rendering Tusl’s work into what he calls, too 
modestly, ‘ serviceable ’ English (p. 15), they 
have had one rather unfortunate consequence. 
He has thought it proper in the ciroumstanoes 
to reproduce in the annotation the original 
Persian of ‘ any term or turn of phrase con
sidered to be doubtful, unexpected or am
biguous ’. Although this is done for the laudable 
purpose of enabling the Islamist to ‘ arrive at 
his own evaluation ’ it has the regrettable effect 
of completely swamping the translator’s ‘ brief 
elucidations on Islamio matters for the non- 
Islamist ’ as also his references to ‘ questions of 
content interesting to both Islamist and non- 
Islamist alike ’ (p. 14). It would have been 
more convenient for the reader if Professor 
Wiokens had devised some means of segregating 
these linguistio notes from the rest of the 
annotation. Their number might also have 
been drastically reduced. None of the following 
expressions, all taken from a single page (p. 74), 
strikes the reviewer as being either ‘ doubtful, 
unexpected or ambiguous ’ : ‘... he becomes 
familiar therewith (bd an Tear ulfat girad);
‘ The Anoients . . . ’ (qudama’); ‘. . . one of 
the properties of the animal soul. . . ’ (ax 
hhawdss-i nafs-i hayawdni); ‘ . . . inoapable of 
deoline . .. ’ (mumtani‘ al-zawdX); ‘. . . oome 
into being . . . ’ (hddith shavad); ‘ . . . removal 
from them being impossible’ (intiqdi az-dn 
na-mumhin).

A point or two of detail:
p. 12 : Jus! did not ‘ defeot ’ (perhaps too

’ Willy Hartner, ‘ Quand et comment, s’est 
arr6t6 l’essor de la oulture scientifique dans 
l’Islam ’ in Brunschvig and von Grunebaum, 
Classicisms et didin culiurd dans Vhistoire de 
VIslam, Paris, 1967, 319-37, describes the 
period of Naslr al-j )in 'fusi as ‘ oomparable 
aux meflleurs 6poques de la soienoe musulmane ’ 
(326) and ‘ le dernier renouveau de la pen see 
scientifique ’ (332).

’ W. E. Thompson’s translation of the 
Akhldq-i-Jaldli was published in 1839 and 
H. G. Keene’s of the AleJtldq-i-Mubsini in 
1861. See Browne, op. oit., m, 442—4.
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strong a word) to the Mongols in 646/1247 but 
ten years later in 665/1267.

pp. 178 and 312: by ‘ Emperor of the 
World ’, i.e. pddshSh-i-jahdn (here, for once, 
Professor Wickens does not supply the Persian 
original), 'JusI can refer only to Hillegii. The 
latter’s son Abaqa is referred to in the intro
duction to the Zij-i-Ilkhani, composed during 
his reign, as pddshdh-zada-gi-jah&n ‘ Prince of 
the World ’. (See J. A. Boyle, ‘ The longer 
introduction to the Zij-i-lllehdni of Naelr-ad- 
Dln fuel ’, JSS, vxn, 2, 1963, 244-64, at p. 247 
and n. 6.)

p. 286: the verb mdndan does not mean 
‘ “ to remain ” and also “ to seem (like) ” ’. 
Professor Wickens is presumably thinking of 
mdnistan ‘ to resemble ’, the present stem of 
which (man) is identical in form with that of 
mdndan.

In congratulating Professor Wiokens upon 
what will undoubtedly become the standard 
translation of this Persian olassic the hope may 
perhaps be expressed that, in a second edition, 
he will relegate the linguistio annotation to an 
appendix (or perhaps dispense with it alto
gether, if a critioal edition of the text should 
have appeared), at the same time adding 
somewhat to the commentary for the benefit of 
both soholar and layman alike, and, above all, 
devoting more space in his introduction to the 
life and writings of this strange, Eaust-like 
figure, the contemporary of Albertus Magnus 
and Roger Bacon.

JOHTt A. BOYI.F.

M. §. Ip^Iroglu : Saray-Alben: Diez’sche 
Klebeb&nde aits den Berliner Samm- 
lungen. (Verzeicbnis der Orientaliscben. 
Handschriften in Deutschland, Bd. 
vm.) xv, 135 pp., 67 plates. Wies
baden : Franz Steiner Verlag GmbH, 
1964. DM.96.
The four albums which are described in this 

catalogue are of considerable importance for 
the study of early Persian miniature painting. 
They were brought from Istanbul by Eriedrioh 
Heinrich von Diez, Prussian Ambassador to 
the Porte from 1784 to 1791, but it is not known 
how they came into his hands. With others 
from the Dioz oolleotion, they were incorpor
ated in the former Preuasische Staatsbibliothek 
and are now at Tubingen. As they contain no 
text or headings except in two cases, they were 
not included in the Berlin catalogue. Since 
1956, when they were first exhibited, they 
have attracted a great deal of attention and a 
brief oommunioation on their content and 
scope was given by Professor Kilhnel at the 
XA-LVth International Congress of Orientalists
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in 1957. They have many points in common 
with the well-known Fatih Albums and may 
well have been from the game source. Not only 
do they show the same taste for chinoiserie 
hut also a number of the attributions to various 
artists lire identical. Professor Ip^iroglu has 
presented the material in four groups, divided 
according to subject, each of which he analyses 
in very full detail, with seotions on the style, 
iconography, and composition.

The first group, whioh he calls ‘ seldschukisoh- 
mongolisch ’, comprises a series of 15 miniatures 
from the Shahndmeh whioh the author has 
assigned to Shiraz c. 1330—40 and they thus 
belong to the Injii style. He draws a parallel 
between them and similar Shahndmeh manu
scripts at Istanbul and Leningrad. To these 
one might add the miniatures from the 
Mu’nis al-ahrdr of Jajarm! in some American 
collections and the unique Samak-i ‘ayydr 
manusoript at Oxford in whioh the same double 
plaits worn by the women and the same red 
background appear. The drawing is rough but 
pleasing; likewise the warm yet subdued 
oolour scheme. They are in complete oontrast 
to the very muoh finer work whioh was being 
done at Tabriz during this period where the 
Far Eastern influence is more strongly marked. 
A Bingle folio from a Hai™ manusoript has 
been treated with this group. Although there 
are some similarities to the Birun! manuscript 
at Edinburgh, the author’s suggestion that 
it was executed at Shiraz in the early four
teenth century is probably correot. The figure 
of a ruler seated in state comes from another 
manuscript of the same period and seems to be 
a title-page. Professor tpproglu mentions that 
it resembles a similar scene found in Arabio 
manuscripts (e.g. the Vienna Kit&b al-dirydg). 
In his detailed analysis of this miniature, the 
author says that the treatment of the indivi
dual figures follows the Far Eastern tradition 
and that their heraldio arrangement comes 
from Sassanian art; but the artistio influence 
of the Far East in actual fact seems to be very 
slight, except in the costume and features of 
the attendants.

In his description of the second group (called 
‘ mongolisoh-ohinesisoh ’), Professor Ip^iroglu 
is inolined to devote too much space to the 
artistio importance of the Mongols who, as 
patrons of the arts, were only the vehiole 
whereby Far Eastern ideas reached Iran and 
the neighbouring countries. The 44 miniatures 
come from a oopy of the JdrnV al-tavdrikh 
which dates from the first quarter of the 
fourteenth century. In the author’s opinion 
they are inferior to other oopies known from 
this period and are olosely related to those in 
Topkapi Sarayi No. 1314—a manuscript 
containing also the Majma‘ al-tavdrikh of 
H&fi?-i Abru. The illustrations form a dose

series, coming from the same studio but are by 
different artists. The soene showing un
harnessed horses drawn with elongated bodies 
(to suggest speed?) stampeding under a hail of 
arrows towards a body of riders is full of move
ment. It appears to show a ruse de guerre sinoe 
riderless horses in a state of panio were a 
severe impediment to oharging oavalry, as was 
the case in the charge of the Light Brigade. 
Two other soenes, probably from a different 
manuscript, are excellent examples of the 
delineation of landscape during the Ilkhanid 
period. The autumn landscape has a strange 
prismatio efleot while the rider in the mountains 
shows a dramatio use of line. Over the plain 
beyond the mountains the approach of dawn 
is indicated by rows of faintly-tinged stratus 
olouds. Here the author examines the separate 
elements of landscape painting very thoroughly 
without reaching any general conclusion. This 
would have added more to the value of his 
description.

In the third group, whioh is of a more varied 
character, one can see how completely the 
Chinese elements were assimilated and how 
ingeniously the landscape was adapted to the 
action taking place. The group oonsists of 
miniatures from various manuscripts of post- 
DkhfLnid date (o. 1340-70), including an 
Iskandar romance, a Shahnameh. and a book 
of travels. All these, Professor Ipjiroglu says, 
are related in varying degrees to the illustra
tions in the Demotte Shdhndmeh hut are 
coarser provincial work. One illustration, 
showing Iskandar visiting a hermit, is perhaps 
the earliest known representation of this soene. 
A miniature, captioned * Ahnenbesuch ernes 
KOnigs ’ is evidently from the Bahmanndmth 
and shows Bah man looking at the bodies of 
Rustam, Sam, Narimto, and Garshasp lying 
in their ooffins. Unlike the same illustration 
in the British Museum MS Or. 2780, f. 171a, in 
whioh the coffins are placed in a straight line 
as seen from the portal, this version depiots 
the mausoleum from above whioh has a much 
more striking effect. The treatment of the 
ram and an angora goat in another miniature 
is exceptionally fine, and this must surely be 
oounted as one of the most outstanding and 
realistio animal studies by a pre-TTmurid artist. 
The torture of four prisoners whose pain- 
distorted faces express their anguish, is muoh 
less attractive. One bystander holds what 
appears to be a chafing-dish to heat the iron. 
The inside is red, presumably to indioate red- 
hot coals.

This group abounds in unusual features of 
iconography—the library in which the titles of 
books in a oabinet are dearly shown, the 
ourious anohor in a nautical scene, the king 
visiting a cripple whose shoulders are supported 
by a strange appliance suspended between two
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wind-towers, and, above all, the strongly 
Seljfiq motifs of the architecture in three 
miniatures. With their interlacing strapwork 
surrounding a oircular medallion and, in one 
oase, a frieze of running animals, these form a 
refreshing oontrast to the tiled fajades so 
frequently enoountered in Persian art.

Several of the miniatures, notably those from 
an unidentified travel book, have parallels in 
the Fatih Albums. The right-hand portion of 
the scene showing a sea monster attaoking the 
survivors of a shipwreck is made up from 
another miniature—a characteristic found over 
and over again in the albums where as many 
as four miniatures are joined together to form 
one leaf of an album. The story of a man and 
his adventures with a monkey people occurs 
in the ‘Ajd’ib al-Hind of Buzurg ibn Shahry&r 
and in the D&rdbnameh. One scene, depicting 
a man with a female monkey, is almost identi
cal with a miniature in a British Musenm copy 
of the DarSbndmeh (Or. 4616) but it would be 
dangerous to assume that it oomes from an 
early illustrated copy of this work. In 
No. 80 (one of several scenes captioned ‘ Dame 
mit Dienerin ’) which is apparently from the 
Si-ndmeh, a poem by KStibI on the loves of 
Mufiibb and Maljbub, the heading seems to 
have escaped the author’s notice. It reads :

Lj C^1
Two of the scenes whioh have a Biblical flavour 
may well be from some lost manuscript of the 
Jami‘ al-tavarifch.

Some Shdhn&meh miniatures of small format 
by several hands have been ruthlessly out up 
for mounting. Their background is heavy and 
obtrusive which tends to obscure what is taking 
place. As Professor Ipgiroglu says, the land
scape has some resemblance to that in the 
Demotte Shaknameh but he does not mention 
that they belong to the Baghdfid-Tabrlz sohool 
between 1340 and 1370.

A number of folios from another oopy of the 
Shahnameh which were painted towards the 
end of the fourteenth century are of a very high 
standard of execution. The spirited battle scene 
between two groups of riders outside a city 
gate gives a feeling of depth. Acoording to the 
author, it has stylistio affinities with a single 
folio from a Shahn&meh in one of the Topkapi 
Sarayi Albums (Hazine 2163), dated o. 1370 
by Mr. Basil Gray and assigned to Baghdad. 
This may very well be from the same manu
script. The miniature in the Diez Album was 
later attributed to Ahmad Musa, and Professor 
Ip^iroglu places it in the last decade of the 
fourteenth century. From approximately the 
same period oomes the Fire-ordeal of Siyavu^. 
Here the author compares the treatment of the 
fire with that in an earlier representation of 
this scene from group i. It is here decorative
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rather than realistic. The hunting scene, 
signed by Darvigii Mansur, is likely to be from 
a Baysungtiurl manuscript and foreshadows 
the very lively scenes of a similar character 
painted later in the fifteenth century. The 
simple background accentuates the movement 
of the riders who gallop madly across the field.

Group rv consists of 267 items which are of 
very mixed and uneven quality. These draw
ings and sketches are all of various sizes and 
are partly newly mounted. Some are in 
monochrome and some are lightly ooloured. 
Many of the brush and pencil drawings indicate 
through pin marks and pouncing that they 
were superficial drafts for artists to traoe. All 
are isolated full-page drawings and, with one 
exception, were not executed for a particular 
manuscript. As it was obviously not practic
able to classify them in small groups, they are 
treated in numerical order. The album is in 
two parts, the earlier of which contains sketches 
and drawings of the fourteenth and fifteenth 
centuries. There is also some ooarse seven
teenth-eighteenth century work including 
illustrations of Turkish costumes of the 
eighteenth century with oaptions, and an 
engraving of the Moroccan Ambassador to 
Austria dated 1783. A few others of the illus
trations are Western (Nos. 163 and 200) and 
some are Western-inspired. Among these a 
soene with Classical associations of Dionysos 
holding a cornucopia (23) takes pride of place 
and must be one of the earliest Persian oopies 
of a Western picture. Others are based on 
Chinese originals or are actual Chinese drawings 
with typical dragons, ch'i-lin, and flying birds. 
Many of these are familiar to us as marginal 
deooratdons which appear in ever-increasing 
numbers in manuscripts from the fifteenth 
century onward. Among the imitations of 
Chinese drawings, those whioh depict the 
dragon and the phoenix (Sfmvrah) in combat 
raise an interesting point. As both these 
animals have a beneficent significance in the 
Far East, it seems incongruous that they 
should bo fighting. Such a scene would never 
occur in Chinese art. According to Werner, 
only the mountain dragon (Naga) was regarded 
as evil by the Buddhists and we may have here 
an echo of its fights with the Qaru4a ; but a 
more likely explanation is afforded by a T'ang 
mirror in the British Museum. On this a 
‘ rampant ’ dragon and two phoenixes 1 dis
played regardant ’ are arranged in a symmetri
cal group. This heraldic juxtaposition was 
oopied by non-Chinese artists who thought 
that the two oreatures were fighting or perhaps 
they sought to introduce a more realistic 
touch. Again, the idea of the dragon as an 
opponent of the Simurah was probably ooloured 
by their own concept of the dragon as a 
malevolent monster whioh was ohained by

11
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angels and banished with, the Dws beyond 
Mount Qaf. Among the quasi-Chinese draw
ings, the warrior and his horse (100) are 
noteworthy in that they betray by a certain 
laboured touch that they are copied from a 
Chinese pioture.

Many of the items date from the JalS’irid 
period, showing the potentialities of Islamio 
line drawing before the rigid formalities of 
design restricted its development. Professor 
Ippro glu states that Timurid art is not so well 
represented in this album, but it is likely that 
some of the drawings are in fact Timurid 
copies of earlier works (e.g. Nos. 27, 46, 48, and 
164). The illustration of Abraham and the 
three guests with its strong Byzantine charac
teristics, on the other hand, appears to be 
earlier than the fifteenth century. Several of 
the sketches and drawings are of special 
interest—a draft (for the ‘ Battle of the 
Clans ’?) showing how the figures were built 
up from lines (83), the fight between Suhrab 
and GurdS-frid which seems to be an unfinished 
miniature for a manuscript as some lines of 
text attest (234), the nomad encampment (118), 
the figure of an angel (probably a study for a 
MVrdjndmeh) wearing a cap made of petals 
similar to those in the British Museum manu
script Add. 27261 and bearing a flaming vessel 
(126), the study of a potentate, perhaps for a 
B5ysunghur! Jam! (137), and lastly, a very 
unusual miniature in the form of a triptych 
showing a lovera’ tryst in the centre, with a man 
in an attitude of deep sorrow to the left, 
while a duok is flying to the right (207). The 
attributions to various artists are of a later 
date, as the author says; in one case this is 
confirmed beyond any doubt by the name of 
Shams al-Din who would never have referred 
to himself as ‘ Ustddh ’.

Several of the sketches showing scenes of 
everyday life are plainly by Turkish artiste— 
the soldiers pillaging the ass-driver’s goods 
(26), the pair of musicians who are shown in 
profile (187), and the very realistio smithy 
scene (262). The latter is almost certainly part 
of a study for the miniature in the Majdiis 
al-'uehshdq where ‘Ayn al-quql&t Hamad an! is 
seen outside a blacksmith’s shop in whioh 
three men are working, just as in this study. 
All these are Turkish copies of Timurid minia
tures and are not likely to be earlier than the 
second half of the fifteenth century. The 
falooner (1) appears also to be a Turkish copy 
of a much later date.

The author has a tendency to forget that 
artistio traditions in Islamio painting had 
deep local roots which existed long before the 
Mongol conquest. Thus his statement (intro
duction, x) that Persian painting had no tradi
tion of its own for book illustration is open to 
challenge. Although one cannot speak with any

confidence of Persian painting before the 
tlkhanid period, it is difficult to believe that 
Sassanian Persia, with its highly developed 
literature and art, was baokward in this respect. 
In addition to the references in Arabio works 
to early books, of which two at least must have 
been illustrated by Persian artiste, we have the 
more positive evidence of the few surviving 
fragments of Manichaean illuminated manu
scripts, not to mention the astronomical 
drawings of the Suwar al-kawdkib at Oxford 
(dated 400/1009) and the title-page of a 
manuscript found in Egypt which depiots a 
dignitary seated upon a throne. All these are 
essentially Iranian in character or show un
mistakable signs of Iranian influence. Even if 
the earlier illustrated manuscripts have 
perished for the most part, the figures on the 
Seljuq pottery and the mural paintings at 
S&marra provide a link between the Sassanians 
and the early Islamio miniature painters in the 
oastem provinces of the Caliphate. The facility 
with whioh the art of book illustration de
veloped in these former lands of the Sassanian 
Empire is an argument in favour of the survival 
of some underlying native tradition.

Professor Ipjiroglu’s comparison of llkhanid 
painting with Gothio art (p. 30) is bold and 
interesting ; but it is not dear what is meant 
by his statement that the Mongol, like the 
Gothio artist, inherited the late Classical 
tradition.

Apart from these few points, the book is one 
of the most valuable works in t.hto field pub
lished in reoent years. It is particularly strong 
in providing early prototypes of familiar 
soenes and ■will open up new vistas for the 
study of ioonography whioh is at present not 
very far advanoed. In conclusion, the high 
quality of the colour reproductions and the 
photography deserves special mention.

G. M. MEREDITH-OWENS

Peter Avert : Modem Iran. (Nations 
of the Modem World.) xvi, 527 pp., 
map. London: Ernest Benn Ltd., 
1965. 60s.
This book treats of the history and politics 

of Iran from the Treaty of Gulistan (1813) 
until to-day, with a description of the country 
and passages about its economy and the 
character, religion, and customs of its people. 
A good plan. What of the execution?

The author hampers his purpose from the 
beginning by writing with extraordinary 
prolixity; he even tends to repeat himself— 
e.g. on pp. 330 and 368 he gives slightly 
conflicting accounts of Ri£& Shah’s movements 
after his abdication. He is also capable of 
passages like this (from p. 490) :
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‘ But what began most seriously to engage 
his attention was the continued division of 
opinion, and the continued inflammability 
of some men’s thoughts in his realm; and 
what most seriously illuminated these darker 
areas of the nation’s political life was once 
more the advent of the Majlis elections ’. 
Anyone may protest against verbiage which 

wastes the reader’s time and the buyer’s 
money, but as history and politics are in 
question the reviewer must declare his interest. 
Prom December 1939 until March 1946 he was 
the British representative in Tehran.

The best part of the book is on the period 
from 1947. Mr. Avery has pioked up much 
information from Iranians (this applies also to 
the beginnings of Ri$a Sh&h) ; moreover, his 
imposing bibliography includes many books in 
Persian. On the other hand, if he had read, or 
read more thoroughly, some of the books in 
Tr.njrligE on his list, many errors and omissions 
might have been avoided.

The author makes various comments on the 
Iranian oharaoter, some of them sensible and 
just. It would indeed be unfair to demand a 
high degree of frankness and moral oonrage 
from a people whioh has spent such long 
periods under foreign domination or pressure ; 
but when, in a high-flown passage on p. 76, 
the author attributes to perfeotionism the 
Iranian habit of ceaseless criticism (would not 
the oauses he posits—experience of temporal 
vioissitudes and of clear starry skies—have 
made perfectionists out of Egyptians, many 
Australian aborigines, and numerous other 
human groups ?), he leaves out of account the 
almost universal tendency in Iran to refuse to 
accept responsibility for anything that goes 
wrong. This refusal, which is the despair of the 
Iranians who face it, accounts for the fact, 
noted by the author, that for deoades the 
Iranians have blamed Britain for all their 
sufferings, real or imaginary. Thus Iranians 
who used to accuse Britain (unjustly) of having 
put Rfra Shah on the throne for her own ends, 
are capable of blaming the British now for his 
abdication. We can understand this human 
weakness, but we must not rewrite history to 
gratify it.

At the time of the Allied invasion in 1941 
Bqia Sh5h enjoyed the support of favoured 
classes like the army, but he was detested by 
educated Iranians in general (not to mention 
the overtaxed poorer people), and when they 
found that the British did not remove or even 
criticize him it raised their anger agamst 
Britain, already fierce because of the invasion, 
to white heat. To destroy^, this identification 
of Britain with the policy and actions of 
Ri?a ShaE the BBC gave several broadcasts in 
Persian about constitutional government 'and 
certain aspects of the Ri$a Shah regime. Mr.

Avery assumes that the purpose was to 
‘ destroy ’ Rita Shah, but he is mistaken, and 
his abuse of the broadcasts is baseless.

A grievance against Rita Shah was that he 
built costly palaces but rejeoted all schemes for 
a much-needed piped water supply for Tehran. 
Aooording to the author, just such a scheme 
was in the budget for 1941—2, only the Allied 
invasion blocked it. This statement, which will 
amuse many Iranians who remember those 
times, is remote from reality. Ri?& Shah was 
fully occupied by the desperate problems 
oreated by the war—and by the feverish 
acquisition of yet more estates by forcible 
expropriation. Most important, there could 
have been no financial provision for such a 
scheme, for when Ri$& Shah abdicated the 
state treasury was virtually empty, and 
the government formed after his departure 
could only meet essential expenditure by 
‘ borrowing ’ from Ri?a Shah’s private account 
of some £4 millions. Mr. Avery must have been 
misled on this point.

The author states (p. 289) that the rise of 
middle-olass men enabled Ri?i Shah to dis
pense with ‘ men like Teymourtash, for in
stance’. Attention is paid to some minor 
oharaoters in this period, but we are told no 
more about Taimurtash—the man who bore 
the orown before Ri^a "Khan at the ooronation, 
and was Minister of Court and an immense 
power in the land until he was dismissed, at the 
end of 1932, and sent to prison, where he died 
soon afterwards—of heart failure, according 
to the official account. Mr. Avery gives us 
Henry Vlii without Wolsev.

Perhaps the other parts of the book are 
more reliable than the history 7 Not p. 6, 
where the author states that the system of 
qanSts (underground water-channels) is peculiar 
to Iran, whereas it extends to Afghanistan, 
Baluohistan, and the North-West Frontier of 
India. Then there are three errors in the 
statement on p. 326 : ‘... in 1939 ... a oredit 
of £6,000,000 was extended to Iran, but had to 
he withdrawn when war broke out ’. What 
happened was that in 1940 Rfrft Sh&h accepted 
a credit of £26 million from Britain (he repudi
ated it when he found that it would not buy 
the modem arms etc. that he wanted) beoause 
the British blockade cut him off from his main 
source of supply, Germany.

Iran during the period covered by this book 
offers a remarkable field for the study of 
imperialism, in the sense of the use of a small 
by a greater power in the interests, primarily 
at any rate, of the stronger. Mr. Avery laments 
the situation of Iran, with good reason, hut he 
never grapples with the problem as a whole. 
Given the conditions of the time it was natural 
that in the early part of the nineteenth century 
Britain should oppose Russian influence in
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Iran. Would it have been better for Iran at 
the time if Britain had held aloof ?

But that of oourse led us on, eventually, to 
the 1907 agreement, whioh fear of the growing 
power of Germany induced Britain to oonclude 
with Russia. The reviewer remembers the 
hopes aroused among Western sympathizers 
by the 1900 revolution in Iran and the indigna
tion at the attack on it by Persian reactionaries 
aided by Russian intervention. Mr. Avery 
breaks no new ground here : what is new is his 
melancholy story of what the Iranians did 
with parliamentary democracy after the abdi
cation of Ri$a Shah. He considers that they 
showed none of the qualities required, and 
that the suspension of the parliament by the 
Shah for over two years was justified and 
salutary.

The author’s aocount of the situation in 
Iran from 1907 to 1914 bears heavily on 
Britain, whose position was indeed humiliating. 
He makes fun of Sir Edward Grey, yet he has 
to admit that Grey was right in anticipating 
war with Germany, but he draws no conclusion 
from this. He rightly paints Shuster, the 
American adviser, as an honest, well-meaning 
man, but has he read thoroughly Shuster’s 
The strangling of Persia ? Shuster wanted to 
use Britain as a lever against Russia. In his 
book he maintained that if Britain should be 
drawn into war with Germany, Russia would 
stand aside ; and he urged Britain to oppose 
Russia in Iran at whatever risk. Shuster was 
wrong, and in any oase it was not his country’s 
safety that was at stake, but ours. However, 
he was writing before 1914; Mr. Avery, with 
more information to go on, might at least 
have told ns what polioy that was within 
Britain’s power would have been better for 
Iran.

When we come to the second World War 
Mr. Avery is again silent upon an essential 
issue. He records that Ri$a Shfih’s appeal to 
the United States for help against the threat
ened Anglo-Rnssian invasion was made in 
vain, but he never asks why. As constant 
oritics of British imperialism, not least in 
relation to Iran, the United States Government 
might have been expected to prefer that all 
their aid to Russia should be sunk on the way 
to Murmansk rather than sent across Iran by 
a route seoured by an Anglo-Rnssian invasion. 
Did they say that ? Fortunately for the world 
they did not; they advised Ri$& Shah (see the 
Memoirs of Cordell HvU, a book not on the 
author’s list) to aid the Allies and avoid helping 
Hitler. After the invasion they sent to Iran 
30,000 troops to dispatch aid to Russia, though 
these were nominally part of the British forces. 
Mr. Avery says (p. 362) : ‘ Above all the 
Americans desired to avoid the obloquy and 
suspicion attaohed to the names of the other

two powers ’. Imperialism without responsi
bility T

Mr. Avery might have been led to discuss 
this fascinating (question if he had not ignored 
a matter of cardinal significance. He refers to 
American (State Department, not military) 
protests when the British had to arrest 
General Zahidi, who was deep in a pro-German 
conspiracy, but does not mention that the 
British had to secure the arrest of over 30 
Iranian railway employees, on the demand of 
the American G.O.C., who feared that they 
might commit sabotage. H this incident had 
been mentioned the reader might have 
realized that the difference between Americans 
and British in Iran, which to Mr. Avery 
was a matter of sympathy towards the Iranians 
in which the Americans were superior, in 
faot represented (not to be captious, let 
us say also represented) a difference of 
funotion. All the disagreeable tasks, and 
they were many, suoh as keeping order on 
the Allied lines of communication and ensuring 
the internment of Iranians known to be 
oonspiring against the Allied oause, had to be 
performed, on behalf of British and Americans 
alike, by the British.

We conclude with notes on a few of the 
points where the author might have been more 
helpful to the reader:

(1) The vague references to the tariff agree
ment concluded seoretly between Russia and 
Iran in 1902 are not intelligible. They should 
have been made clear, for the agreement not 
only damaged our trade, but revealed the 
growing influence of Russia and therefore 
provided an additional inducement for Britain 
to come to terms with Russia.

(2) Far more important than Lord Curzon’s 
Persian Gulf tour in 1903, which the author 
mentions, was Lord Lansdowne’s strong 
warning against the establishment of a naval 
base or a fortified post on the Persian Gulf by 
any other power.

(3) The author explains the judicial privi
leges of foreigners (capitulations) when men
tioning their abolition by Ri$& Shah, but not 
how they came into existence. Unlike the 
capitulations in Turkey, whioh were ancient 
(they had been taken over by the Turks from 
Byzantium), in Iran they had been imposed by 
Russia, by the Treaty of Turkmanchay (1828).

(4) The author tells at length the story of 
the oil crisis of 1946—7, but dismisses in an 
inaccurate aside the hardly less important 
crisis of 1944-6, in whioh the Russians used 
violent pressure and, when rebuffed, brought 
down the Iranian Government. The Majlis 
then passed a law to rule out even the discus
sion of an oil concession with any foreign state 
or interest, and Dr. Musaddiq foreshadowed 
the fate of the AIOC, soouting the notion of
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being ‘ fair ’ to the Russians by granting them 
a concession, and recommending for Iranian 
oil a ‘ negative balanoe i.e. no Russians but 
no British either.

(6) The author writes of the Rnsso-Iranian 
treaty of 1921 and subsequent disputes about 
the meaning of the attached letters, but not of 
the vital assurances given to Russia by the 
Sh&h in I960 and again (in ■writing) in 1962, 
that he would never allow the soil of Iran to be 
used as a base for an attack on the U.S.SJEt.

(6) The legal character of the lands sold to 
the peasants by the Shah needs to be defined. 
Mr. Avery adds to the confusion by referring 
to them as Crown lands, personal estates, and 
in other ways. Is it true that Ri$a Shah, when 
he abdicated, transferred all his estates to his 
successor, for a peppercorn payment, as a 
waqj(charitable trust) ? In any case, it appears 
that the Majlis took over all these estates and, 
after spending several years trying to satisfy 
former owners who olaimed to have ‘ sold ’ to 
Ri?5 Shah under pressure, handed the rest to 
the Shah to administer for charitable and 
analagous purposes.

(7) The author attributes to Ri?& Sh&h a late 
interest in the anoient Iranian crafts, but says 
nothing about the work done by Iranian 
craftsmen, who needed only a chance to show 
their skills, when a Trench architect, M. 
Godard, with a minute budget allocation not 
always paid in full, embarked on the restoration 
of mosques and other ancient buildings, 
repairing the damage done by decades of 
corruption and neglect.

(8) The index is not classified, except for 
the item ‘ Iran ’ and would therefore be a less 
helpful guide to a book like this even if it 
were acourate, whereas it has numerous other 
faults. Gaps discovered by accident inolude tie 
topics ‘ Capitulations ’, ‘ Tinman Dootrine ’, 
‘ Teymourtash ’. The 42 entries on ‘ Russia ’ 
end with p. 486, but of the 20 remaining pages 
of text in the book four mention Russia. The 
statesman Husain ‘Ala becomes in the index 
two persons, with half his life under ‘ Husain 
‘Ala ’ and half under ‘ ‘Ala, Mr.’.

B. W. BTJT.T.ABD

Serge Tsouladzt^ (tr.)': Ghota Rousta- 
velx : Le chevalier d la peau de tigre. 
(Collection Unesco d’Oeuvies Repre
sentatives, S&rie G&ncgieime.) 272 pp. 
[Paris]: Gallimard, [1964], Fr. 17.50.

Shot‘a Rust'aveli is the national bard of the 
Christian Georgians of the Caucasus—their 
Homer, their Dante, and their Milton com
bined. He was a contemporary, probably a 
oourtier of the great Queen T'amar, who

reigned from 1184 to 1213. It was at this time 
that the Georgians established a short-lived 
imperium stretching from the Black Sea to the 
Caspian, including Armenia and Azerbaijan, 
and exercising suzerainty over the Christian 
empire of Trebizond. Rust'aveli was thus a 
contemporary of NframI of Ganja, whose 
‘ Laila and Majnun ’ is in faot alluded to in his 
epio, ‘ The man in the panther’s skin ’ (the 
Soviets prefer ‘ tiger ’—opinions continue to 
differ on the animal’s precise identity).

It is also interesting to note that the poem 
was evidently oomposed around the year 1200, 
at the same time as the N ibtlungenlitd. 
Competent critics such as Sir Maurice 
Bowra and Robert Stevenson have drawn 
instructive parallels between the techniques 
and imagery of Rust'aveli and his Western 
contemporaries. One of the mainsprings of 
Rust'aveii’s outlook is his emphasis on amour 
couriers—the perfect, idealized love of a 
knight for his fair lady, for whose sake he is 
prepared to go through fire and water. Some 
have sought to trace influences penetrating 
Christian Georgia from the troubadours of 
Provence via the Crusaders in the Levant. 
This line of inquiry is worth pursuing, though 
evidence is scant. What we do know is that 
Rust'aveli, like his Muslim confreres, drank 
deep of the waters of Neoplatonism, and was 
well versed in such Byzantine writers as 
PBeudo-Dionysins the Areopagite and Proolus 
Diadochus, who were translated into Georgian 
and popularized in the twelfth century by the 
Georgian philosopher Ioane Petridsi.

The story of the epio is a dramatio but 
rather involved one. It has the outward 
appearance of some tale from the ‘ Arabian 
nights ’—Rust'aveli pretends in faot to have 
come across the plot in Persian and versified 
it in his own tongue. This is probably a 
literary fiotion—no prototype in Persian has 
ever been traced, in spite of the efforts of 
scholars. Though set at the oourt of the 
Arabian king Rostevan, the poem is really 
an allegory of Georgia’s Golden Age. The 
fact that the aged King Rostevan takes his 
daughter T‘inat‘in as his oo-ruler during his 
own lifetime is eloquent of this, since Tamar, 
to whom the poem is dedicated, was likewise 
admitted co-ruler by her own father King 
Giorgi IH (1166-84). The adventures of the 
heroes and heroines, who sustain and support 
one another through endless battles with 
kajis and jinns, travels to China, India, central 
Asia, and the ends of the earth, are secondary 
to the poet’s searching after philosophical 
truth and ultimate verity. The profundity of 
Rust'aveii’s thought and the laconio oonoision 
of his olose-knit language are exemplified by 
the faot that so many strophes have become 
Georgian proverbs : ‘ Better a glorious death
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than a life of shame or ‘ The fatherland, 
prospers when the son excels his sire ’—two 
examples, whioh may sound banal in transla
tion, from dozens in daily use throughout 
Georgia to this day.

Was Ruat'aveli a Christian ? He begins by 
invoking ‘ God the Creator, who made the 
world by His power and mightBut he never 
alludes to members of the Holy Trinity or to 
individual saints. His theology is heretical 
and heterodox, and this was sensed by the 
medieval clerics who burnt the book. Elements 
of pantheism and of oriental fatalism obtrude. 
The gods of the Greek Pantheon, and the stars, 
the planets, the Bun and moon are muoh in 
evidence and have mystioal significance. In 
fact, Rust'aveli creates a profound and 
enigmatio metaphysical synthesis, our under
standing of whioh has still far to go.

In undertaking a new translation of 
Vep'khis-tqaosani, Dr. Tsuladze follows un
daunted a formidable line of predecessors, 
including M.-F. Brosset (whose name is 
inoorreotly given on p. 11, n. 1, as J.-H. 
Brosset) and Georges Gvazava and A. Maroel- 
Paon in Prenoh, Marjory Wardrop in English, 
Bal’mont and Nutsubidze in Russian, as well 
as a considerable number of other renderings in 
languages including Italian, Hungarian, Czeoh, 
and even Japanese. As a Georgian eduoated in 
France but now in oontaot with the leading 
specialists of the Tbilisi Academy of Sciences, 
Dr. Tsuladze has the advantage of native 
oommand of both languages involved, and 
access to the latest findings of Rust'aveli 
scholarship. He has made a courageous 
attempt to reproduce in a verse form modelled 
on that of the original the characteristic 
Rust'avellan shairi of 16 syllables, though 
without attempting to copy the elaborate 
rhyme scheme. His style is limpid and felioi- 
tous, and from a literary view-point, this 
rendering gives pleasure to the reader. Less 
rigidly faithful than Marjory Wardrop’s word- 
for-word prose translation, Dr. Tsuladze’s 
version none tbe less sticks closely enough to 
the original to be used as a reliable key to the 
Georgian text. In faot, it is one of those few 
translations of a major oriental poetio work 
whioh combine soholarly aocuraoy with literary 
readability. Its value is enhanoed by an 
excellent introduction, which Bets Rust'aveli in 
perspective against the background of the 
history and philosophical trends of his age. 
I noted two small oversights : p. 270, note to 
str. 1394/1, should refer to str. 1494/1; back 
cover, ‘ composd de soixante et onze 
quatrains ’—the correct number of quatrains 
is of oourse 1671. Otherwise the book is most 
attraotively presented and produced. A copy 
of Rust'aveli’s poem is traditionally inoluded 
in every Georgian bride’s dowry; this new

French translation could fittingly adorn any 
library or collection of poetry and belles- 
lettres.

D. M. LAEQ

Fahtr Iz (ed.) : Eski TUrJc edebiyatinda 
nesir: xiv. yiizytldan xzr. yuzy\l 
ortasina leadar yazmalardan secilmi§ 
metinler. i. zxviii, 653, 5 pp. Istan
bul: Osman Yalfin Matbaasi, 1964. 
Lira 100.
With this volume Professor Fahir Iz begins 

publication of what promises to be a most 
extensive and varied anthology of Anatolian 
and Ottoman Turkish literature, from its 
beginnings up to the period of the TanjImSt. 
Of six volumes projected, three will be devoted 
to prose and three to poetry, the first two in 
each group containing texts and the third 
consisting of notes, glossaries, some facsimiles 
of manuscripts, and bibliography. The first 
volume of the poetry group is already in the 
press. The series is intended primarily for 
Turkish university students, to be used in 
conjunction with a history of Turkish literature 
which the compiler is writing. It would 
therefore be both premature and presumptuous 
to ‘ review ’ this first volume of the anthology, 
divorced not merely from the projected 
history but from the supporting volume of 
notes, etc.; but in view of the scope and 
importance of the enterprise it is appropriate 
to give some indication of Professor Iz’s 
approaoh and method.

In a brief introduction he explains that he 
deoided to start with prose rather than 
poetry and to put the emphasis on straight
forward everyday prose in order to combat 
the misconception, still widely held, that the 
classical period of Turkish literature saw the 
production solely of divdn poetry and of 
elaborate works of in^ia'. He distinguishes, 
with illustrations, three broad ourrents in 
prose-writing, which he defines as simple prose 
(sade nesir), based on the popular spoken 
language, ornate prose (aUslU nesir), with its 
unlimited reoourse to the vocabulary and the 
stylistio devices of Arabic and Persian, and a 
middle stream (orta nesir), a style which, 
though far removed from everyday speech, yet 
aimed at communication rather than 
ostentation.

The texts, in Arabio script but with modem 
punctuation, are arranged by genre, and within 
each genre, chronologically. The subjects 
ohosen for this volume are suoh that the 
majority of the selections fall in the olass of 
‘ simple prose ’, with only an occasional 
specimen of the turgid style of Veysi and Nabl.
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The seven broad categories oovered are (1) 
‘ Religions texts ’ (pp. 2-166), with selections 
from works on tefsir, hadith. and the artioles of 
faith, /eftad-collections and popular works of 
edification by writers suoh as Eshref-oghlu and 
Abmed BIjan; (2) ‘ Legendary history of
Islam ’ (pp. 166-246), histories of the Prophets 
and of saints, eto. ; (8) ‘ Religious epio ’
(dtnt-destant met inter, pp. 247-369), the tales 
of Abu Muslim, Seyyid Battal, eto., and the 
mendqib-n&mes of holy men (this section 
includes several episodes from the Saliuk- 
ndme); (4) ‘Stories’ (pp. 360-402); (6)
‘ Folk-stories ’ (pp. 403-21): (6) ‘ Epio ’
(idestdnt estrler, pp. 422-608), mainly selections 
from the Kitab-i Dtde Korlcut; and (7) the 
early histories (pp. 609-663).

Many of the passages, particularly in the 
first three seotions, are taken from hitherto 
unpublished works. For these Professor Iz 
does not olaim to present a critical text, but 
gives the text of the oldest available manu
script, controlled occasionally by the readings 
of other MSS. This procedure is in general 
thoroughly satisfactory, for even if it were 
possible to assemble the numerous manuscripts 
in which many of these popular works exist the 
divergences among them might well prove 
numerous and extensive, whereas reliance on a 
single good manuscript has the advantage of 
presenting a text that is orthographically and 
syntactioally consistent. It does, however, 
give rise to one major difficulty: the earlier 
the manuscript, the more likely it is that its 
orthography depends little on vowel-letters and 
largely on vowel-points, the latter being not an 
adornment bnt an essential aid to the compre
hension of the text. In this volume the vowel- 
points are perforce omitted, for to reproduce 
them in a printed text is nowadays prohibi
tively expensive. For one excerpt (the early 
fourteenth-century translation of al-Thalabi’s 
'Ard’is al-majalis) Professor Iz adopts the 
expedient of giving a transcription in Latin 
characters ; but for some others too a trans
cription would have been helpful: to read 
without the help of vowel-points the passages 
from the translation of Kalita wa Dimna or 
from the works attributed to Afimed-i JJiVl is 
occasionally something of an exercise in 
oryptography.

Although it is no part of the compiler’s 
intention to oater for him, the historian will 
perhaps be interested to know what texts are 
included in the last section. In fact it consists 
mostly of passages from already published 
texts. The principal exceptions are several 
long exoerpts from the Oghuz-ndme of Yaziji- 
oghlu ‘All (including the story of the origin 
of the Gagauz, disoussed by P. Wittek in 
BS0A8, xxv, 3, 1962, 639-68) and two from 
the Ottoman history attributed to Ruhr

(Bodleian Library, MS Marsh 313) : the first 
of these (headed by oversight ‘ Ertugrul Gazi ’) 
is the interesting introductory chapter on the 
‘ laudable qualities ’ of the Ottoman House ; 
the seoond is in fact nothing new, for it is 
reproduced praotically verbatim by Neghri 
(ed. Taeschner, i, 98-107; ed. Unat and 
Kflymen, I, 366-94). Elsewhere, however, the 
historian should find much illuminating 
reading : the few pages from /eliud-oollections, 
for example, suffice to show how much a 
comprehensive study of these works might, 
contribute to our knowledge of Ottoman social 
history.

The book is clearly printed and has been 
meticulously proof-read. All teaohers of 
Turkish will wish Professor Iz and his assistants 
success in this ambitious enterprise and await 
the future volumes with impatience.

v. L. mAnaob

Johanua Narten : Die sigmatischen 
Aoriste im Veda, [v], 311 pp. Wies
baden : Otto Harrassowitz, 1964. 
DM. 48.

Jerzy Kuryrowicz : The inflectional 
categories of Indo-Eurogtean. (Indo- 
gennanische Bibliothek. Dritte Reifre: 
Untersnclmngen.) 246 pp. Heidel
berg : Carl Winter, Universitats- 
verlag, 1964. DM. 32.

Dr. Narten’s exhaustive formal survey of the 
Vedio (Sarphita, Brahmapa, Sutra, and 
Upanipad) sigmatio aorist provides, in its 
seoond and major portion, a catalogue of the 
material far exceeding that available in stan
dard reference books, arranged under the 
various Sanskrit roots and with full disoussion 
of interpretative difficulties and the laying to 
rest of many ghost forms. The indexes Eire 
excellent; the ‘ SEichindex ’ is in itself a 
reference work and a summary of the author’s 
findings. The first section draws together her 
hypotheses and conclusions regarding the 
typology and historical development of the 
Indo-Aryan (and Old Iranian) sigmatic 
Eioriste. In details one may not always accept 
her calculus of probabilities, e.g. p. 173,
‘ typologisoh erklfiren sich die Formen [AV 
aprdt and TBr. dhdt (beside RV variant aprah 
and productive A&s-)] nicht als isolierte 
Bildungen des Wz.-Aor.’; p. 246, ‘ das 
Danebenstehen des Konj. prefat von pri 
[losst] in vefat einen entspreohend gebildeten 
Konj. von ef vermuten ’; p. 288, ‘ typologisoh 
ist ahiifata eine jftngere Bildung, vgl. . . . 
paviffa (: pit, entspreohend anesata < *onoj- 
ifata : n») ’—paviffa being said to contain
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‘ die bei vokalisoh auslautenden Wuzzeln 
korrekte alte Yollstufe ’ despite the cumulative 
evidence of the isolation, regular Ablaut, and 
original root-final consonant (-H) of ahd$ata. 
This use of the maxim ‘ typologisch ’ has 
something in common with reliance on majority 
readings in textual oritioism. The explanation, 
reported in p. 268, n., Br. agra(b)haifam < 
*agr(b)Myifam. (of. VS agrbhii = agrabhit) is 
preferable u> that accepted in the text; 
agrahaisyat and abarait are doubtless errors 
baaed on this form, but other examples 
(iasaparyait, amanasyait, and the compromise 
TS dhvanayit) will represent corresponding 
-ayit aorists formed on -aya- presents (RV 
unayih, dhxxmayit) and then on -pa- denomina
tives, influenced orthographically by agrahaip- 
(henoe *asaparyayit, not *asaparyit: of. 
Paipp. asiparyairyaih).

In The inflectional categories of Indo- 
European, Professor Kurylowioz continues to 
develop his systematic reconstruction of the 
prehistory of the Indo-European languages. 
The emphasis is here placed on the formulation 
of morpho-semantio laws on the analogy of the 
familiar ‘ sound laws', and on probing the 
development of the means of expressing basio 
concepts—voice, tense, person, case, gender, 
eto. We need scarcely insist on the great 
value of this realistic, essentially diachronio 
approach to the reconstruction of Indo- 
European. On points of philological detail the 
last word has doubtless not yet been Baid (thus 
to the three explanations given on p. 162 for 
vjtrdya h&ntaee—in whioh context lcartdd 
avapddah should be mentioned—one may add 
the suggestion of an additional influence of the 
constructions suvtryasya dhdioh and tvd 
samidham). Muoh of the material requires 
constant recourse to the sources (after the 
painstaking manner of Dr. Narten). dudrdvat 
and mimayat, oited on p. 120 as aorists, are 
probably subjunotive. aricai (p. 123 £), often 
identified with chine in order to attribute IE 
date to the non-sigmatio aorist (according to 
p. 72 it would antedate even the perfect 
middle), is difficult, to trace : its basis is doubt
less the DhAtupatha note ricfyipi . . . fdittv&d 
vd-hi ‘ aricat ’ ‘ araikfft ’, but this surely 
misinterprets an equally scholastic misapplica
tion of Papini’s sutras relating to root-final -f, 
intended to justify oraifcfil.

The theory that IE s > Dr. t (despite 
‘ Burrow’s Law ’) leads ProfessoT Kurylowioz 
to deny relationship between Lat. (dix)isiiand 
Yd- {jdn)isfhab (W. P. Schmid’s explanation 
of the s-aorist with relation to the former, 
IF, lxv, 3, 1060, 300, would seem to be iden
tical with that of T. Burrow for the latter, 
see The Sanskrit language, 338, middle ; the 
explanation of Kurylowicz, p. 110, that the 
•s-aorist is simply the preterite of an s-present, is

less oonvinoing). It also results generally in 
the separation of the Vd. types adtthdh, 
agrabhU, and abravit from the IE i- and 
i-presents (note, however, the type svanayan, 
isvanit, svdnit: Narten, p. 276 f.). It is simpler 
to regard the absenoe of if-aorists and the 
presence of pitr-, barziman-, eto. in Old Iranian 
as morphological idiosyncrasies, than, with 
Dr. Narten, to set up a category of ‘ set ’ 
roots on the basis of attested i- and v-forms 
(her discussions of 1 stabh1 ’ and ‘ grabh* ’, for 
example, take no notice of EV tastabhvirgsam, 
AV stabdhvd, and Hr. *ghrpia- in R. L. Turner 
A comparative dictionary of the Indo-Aryan 
languages, s.v. *ghfpta- and *grbdha-). Av. 
narJai must surely disoourage the explanation 
(see Narten, p. 36 f.) anegaia < *-nejsw-, 
abhaisvb < *-bhijps-.

.3. o. WMQHT

Claus Vogel (ed. and tr.): Vagbhafa’s 
A$tahgahrdayasamhitd : the first five 
chapters of its Tibetan version. (Ab- 
bandlungen fflr die Kunde dea Moigen- 
landes, xxxvn, 2.) viii, 298 pp. 
Wiesbaden: Deutsche Morgen-
landische Gesollscbaft, KommiBsions- 
verlag Franz Steiner GmbH, 1965. 
DM. 52.
A metrical Sanskrit medical treatise, the 

Aftaiigahfdayasaijihitd (Ah.) was, on tbe 
evidence of the colophon, translated into 
Tibetan verse soon after A.D. 1000 and 
incorporated in the Tanjur Sutra (on the 
strength of the inclusion of an originally 
Buddhist, but reinterpreted, mantra, and of 
the dubious BnddhiBt affiliation of the reoensor 
VSgbhafa—a colophon refers to a guru 
Avalokita). Dr. Claus Vogel has reprinted the 
first five adhyAyas of A. M. Knnte’s Sanskrit 
text noting the variants cited by N. S. Mooss, 
and edited the corresponding Tibetan text. 
Both versions are translated, very literally for 
the sake of studying the technique of the 
translators (from this it is clear that the 
reconstruction of the wording of lost Sanskrit 
originals with the help of Tibetan versions is 
quite out of tbe question in the case of metrical 
works).

The introduction and appendixes summarize 
the textual researches of Luise Hilgenberg 
and W. Kirfel whioh sought to establish the 
priority of the verse of the Ah. over the prose 
and verse of the Vrddhavdgbhafa (styled 
Affatigasayigraha). This does not, however, 
establish that the attested Ah. is the direct 
forerunner of the As.; the postulated Bporadio
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disintegration of verse into prose is not 
credible. More probably our Ah., like a version 
of As. known to Axupadatta, replaced ap
pended prose commentary with, the extraneous 
verses from whioh the prose derived and with 
original (re)versifioations : for similar processes 
in the Nafya&istia literature, see my indica
tions in BSOAB, xxvi, 1, 1968, 98 and 111. 
We cannot talk of ‘ the muoh earlier Caraha ’ 
and so exolude borrowings from an Aspihga- 
hrdaya into a Car at a (thus Vogel, p. 5, despite 
the erplioit statement of Hilgenberg-Kirfel 
to the contrary). The terminus ante quern for 
the triad Subruta, Caraka, and Aff&hgahrdaya 
remains the ninth century (Persian and Arabic 
sources), in spite of the unenlightening procya- 
mdn&n subrut[e], eto. of the Bower Manuscript. 
I-ching was, by ‘ recently ’ (kaliyuge), certainly 
referring to the mythioal proto-Ayurveda (of 
Dhanvantari, aooording to the imperfect 
account of the tradition prefixed to the 
Subruta; of Suhruta, aocording to the even less 
explicit preamble in the Bower Manuscript), 
and he may or may not have been informed of 
all three versions. The name VSgbhata. which 
is associated with a commentary on, and with 
the extant recensions Ah. and As. of the 
Ailaitgakrdaya, is first guaranteed (in the form 
Babhata ‘ servant of his father ’) by the 
Tibetan translation.

We cannot yet guess the form and the state 
of the medical Saiphitas in earlier centuries, 
and the first step must surely be the textual 
critioism whose value is ‘ seriously doubted ’ 
by Dr. Vogel. As a contribution towards this, 
his work is of great importance, since the 
Tibetan provides evidence of readings and 
commentatorial interpretations unknown to 
our Sanskrit sources. He has understandably 
refrained at this stage from introducing correot 
readings into Kunte’s text, but why retain 
misinterpretations in the translation from 
Sanskrit (e.g. 1.S.81 laghu) f Dr. Vogel, who 
has undertaken eventually to treat all 120 
adhySyas and to draw up a Tibetan-Sanskrit- 
English glossary of medical terms, would find 
his task easier if his interpretation of the 
Sanskrit wore Burer (e.g. p. 2, n.: kapha- 
hartrtve . . . k&ranam and kim va are mis
construed ; and 1.1.23: Hrlgenberg-Kirfors 
rendering of soma is improved, but their 
correct rendering of sadhararut, bhiyiflha, and 
vBxtria, and their recognition that jahgaia 
signifies ‘ trookenes Land ’ are ignored, and 
their failure (being unaware of the reading 
dnupam) to note the vfddhi of jdhgalam is not 
corrected; the reference is, despite the 
commentators, to food, although the terms 
have been untranslatably misapplied to the 
ooDeept of geographical region).

J. o. WEIGHT

Madeleine Biakdbau : Theorie de la 
connaissance et philosophie de la parole 
dans le brahmanisme dassique. (£oole 
Pratique des Hautes Strides— Sor- 
bonne. Sm&me Section: Sciences 
Bconomiques et Sociales. Le Monde 
d’Outre-Mer, Passd et Present. Pre
miere Serie : Ptildes, ran.) 484 pp. 
Paris, La Haye : Mouton & Co., 1964.

By providing a detailed handbook for the 
benefit both of the Sanskritist and of the 
philosopher unable to read the original texts, 
MUe. Biardeau places Indian epistemological 
and linguistic philosophy in a privileged 
position among the various branches of 
Indological study. The key passages from the 
standard philosophical works, which must 
reflect in the main the activity of the Gupta 
period (it is really time that one thought also 
in terms of a terminus ante quern for Patanjali’s 
compilation), are oited in footnotes and 
translated and discussed in the text; full 
explanatory indexes of Sanskrit terms, names, 
and quotations, and a bibliography are 
appended. The first half of the book is devoted 
to an examination of the epistemology of 
Patanjali, Jaimini, Sahara, Gotama, and 
Vatsyayana, eto., with particular reference to 
theories of language; the second surveys 
Bhartjhari’s philosophy of language, a remark
able reintegration of Dariana grammatical and 
epistemological studies with Vedic-8aiva logos 
metaphysios (the definitive title ‘ philosophic 
de la parole ’ seems an improvement on that 
used in the course of the work ‘philosophic 
de la grammaire ’). That this volume has 
appeared in a series of studies of ‘ Sciences 
Economiques et Sociales ’, seems to reflect a 
current inclination to replace the infelicitous, 
but perhaps innocuous term ‘ philosophy ’ 
by the neologism ‘ sociology of knowledge ’.

Few Indologists have had the oourage to 
conduot surveys so detailed and demanding, 
faoed with imperfectly edited source material 
and centuries of widely divergent interpreta
tion, and it must be recognized that for many 
key passages better interpretations will be 
found, or have already been found. Thus the 
translation of parts of the opening passage of 
the Kaiydyanavdrttika (p. 36, n. 1 and n. 3), 
which is a commentary on atha bdbddnu- 
idsanam : atha . . . Sasiram . . . kabddnarn 
laukikdndm vaidikandm ca embedded in the 
MahSbhdgya, misconstrues siddhe iaMartha- 
sambandhe lokatah and prayoge . . . dharmani- 
yamah, and ignores yathd laukihavaidikepu 
with the result that bastrapurvake prayoge is 
misunderstood as a reference ‘ easentiellement 
& la recitation vfedique ’. For Sabarabhasya ad 
Mfm. su. 1.1.4 (p. 74, n. 2), the correct reading
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navyapadt&ya buddhir avyapadtbyaiji ca nab 
pratyakfarp tasmdd apratyakqd buddhih 
lias been adopted recently. In Patanjali’s 
definition of babda (p. 371, n. 2), read athavd- 
apratitapaddrthakab with. J. Brough, TPS, 
1951, 28 ; in Patanjali’s discussions of spbofa 
(p. 367, n. 2, and p. 368, n. 1), bheryaghdtah ... 
kabcit... gacchati means ‘ one drummer walks ’ 
(of. dundubhyaghaidsya beside bankhadhmdsya 
in a similar context in Bf. dr. Up. 2.4.7 f.), and 
in avibbaktiko nirdebah krpa uh rah lcrpo ro 
la iti, the meaning of avibhaktika is not ‘ sans 
6tre B(':par6 ’ but 1 without case ending ’ (i.e. 
krpa stands for g. sg. krpah—not, with J. 
Brough, op. oit., 36, for loo. sg. krpt). There are 
several errors in the rendering (p. 38 f.) of 
athavd kir/i nab . . . ceii [inadvertently written 
cef\ kaiham punab . . . as ‘ et si ce n’6tait 
pas . . . alors comment. .. ’. We may welcome 
with some reserve the bold announcement 
‘ l’on ignorera les oommentaires . . . ils 
contribuent notablement a obsourcir les 
ohoses ’; but a false inference of the standard 
type is drawn on p. 33 from a oommentatorial 
souroe : Niige4a’s akrtir jdtib saipsthdnarp ca 
evidently rests on an attested corruption 
(p. 32, n. 2) in Bhartj-hari’s MaMbMfyavrtti 
and oannot support the contention that 
Bhartfhari did not mean what he said : 
dkrtib ■ ■ ■ jdtir eva. Despite the unfortunately 
numerous errors in rendering, this oarefully 
compiled and accurately printed compendium 
of not readily accessible data and luoid, 
intelligent comment should be warmly wel
comed by Indologists and sociologists of 
knowledge.

J. 0. WRIGHT

Gulab Chandra Choudhary : Political 
history of northern India from Jain 
sources (o. 650 a.d. to 1300 a.d.). 
xxvii, 449 pp. Amritsar: Sohanlal 
Jaindliarma Pracharak Samiti, [1964]. 
Rs. 24.
The first ohapter of this book is devoted to a 

brief classification and evaluation of the Jain 
sources available for the period c. a.d. 650 to 
1300. They consist of inscriptions and literary 
works, the latter including carilas, prabandhas, 
and Jain contributions to arihabdstra, and also 
paftavalis (traditional lists of teachers, etc.) 
and prabastis (oolophons to MSS).

The remainder of the book falls into two 
parts. In the first, and longer, part (pp. 13-323) 
entitled ‘ Political history ’ an attempt is made 
to use these Jain sources to fix the chronology 
of the various dynasties and individual rulers 
of northern India in the period under discus
sion. The kings of the dynasties of Madhyade4a,

eastern India, central India, Rajasthan, and 
Saurastra are dealt with in ohronologioal order, 
the Jain information about eaoh one being 
given and then considered in the light of 
information already available from Hindu, 
Muslim, and other sources.

In this task the author reveals very wide 
reading of both primary and secondary 
sources, and considerable critical powers in 
disentangling the historical details buried in 
the mass of mythology and romantio embroi
dery. Some of the information thus obtained 
merely corroborates what was already known, 
but much serves to supplement previous 
knowledge by providing names or dates for 
kings whioh were hitherto lacking. When the 
Jain material oontradicts other sources, the 
author considers very oarefully which to 
follow, and is free from pro-Jain bias.

Extensive quotations are given from the 
Jain sources, but as many of these are merely 
anecdotes about the munificence, valour, or 
amorousness of kings they could with profit 
have been shortened, since the information 
gained is frequently not in proportion to the 
space devoted to them. Brief genealogical 
trees are inserted in the text from time to 
time, whioh help greatly with the task of 
following the author’s (sometimes involved) 
arguments. These trees could have been made 
even more informative by giving dates for all 
kings, and by incorporating where neoessary 
data from non-Jain sources.

In the second part (pp. 329-81) entitled 
‘ State and administration ’ the author tries 
to reconstruct the Jain political oonoepts and 
administrative ideas prevalent during the 
period. This task is not simple, and as the 
author himself says, ‘ The political charac
teristic of our period is somewhat monotonous 
and stagnant. Literature in polity during the 
period is lacking in originality, depth and 
movement. The Jain literature of this period 
... tells us little that is absolutely new ’.

In this section all the information which can 
be extracted from the Jain sources is arranged 
under headings such as ‘ The king ’, ‘ Organiza
tion of the central government ’, ‘ Law and 
justice ’, eto. The terms ‘ state ’ and ‘ adminis
tration ’ are taken in their broadest sense, so 
that such statements as ‘ We find references to 
the battle drums in the Jain literature ’ are 
found under ‘ Military administration ’, and 
‘ References to coins are not wanting in the 
Jain literature ’ under ‘ Revenue and finance 
administration ’. For Jain political theory the 
author quotes extensively from Somadeva’s 
NUivdkydmrta. Even if it is not correct to call 
this work a mere copy of the Kaufilya-artha- 
bdstra, nevertheless it is clear that there are 
extensive borrowings from Knutilya. As the 
author admits, there is nothing exclusively
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Jain about Somadeva’s political views, and 
muoh of his advice is merely oommon sense, 
e.g. ‘ The treasury should be full of preoious 
metals, like gold and silver ’. A reference to the 
reiteration by Jinaeena of the conventional 
literary myths about the origin of the state is 
hardly relevant to the period under review, nor 
are quotations from the Vasudtvahin^i (dated 
by the author to the sixth century A.D.).

The second seotion, therefore, must be 
considered to have fallen short of the author’s 
announced intention, since very little of the 
information he lists reveals anything which can 
be definitely identified as Jain. It is, however, 
very useful to have collected together from 
Jain sources the names of functionaries, 
administrative officers, etc. Many of these, 
and their functions, are well known from other 
souroes; the duties of others the author 
delineates with a good degree of probability ; 
a few (e.g. pratirUjyika) remain problematical.

The first section, too, of this book is somewhat 
misnamed, for the amount of political activity 
recorded in Jain sources does not seem sufficient 
to justify the title ‘ Political history ’. As a 
contribution, however, to the task of providing 
a firm ohronologioal basis for the major and 
minor dynasties whioh ruled over much of 
northern India for nearly seven oenturies this 
publication deserves muoh praise.

K. B. KOKMAN

Sulekh Chandba Gupta : Agrarian 
relations and early British rule in 
India : a case study of Ceded and 
Conquered Provinces (Uttar Pradesh) 
(1801-1833). six, 338 pp. London : 
Asia Publishing House, [1963]. 45s.

Por both historians and economists the land 
revenue polioy of the British government in 
India seems at the worst a hotchpotch of 
opposing principles and methods and at the 
best a series of experiments never attaining 
any finality in form or principle. Starting 
with the permanent settlement in Bengal, 
shifting towards a ryotwari system in Madras, 
striking a compromise solution in U.P., the 
British government unwittingly established 
diverse systems of revenue administration in 
India, which overlapped one another and 
whioh exhibited a variety of procedures. 
Whioh of the various systems was more 
conducive to the agricultural prosperity of the 
country is a question which baffles soholars 
as muoh to-day as it did the British adminis
trators a century ago. Perhaps the answer to 
this question lies in the distriot records which 
show how a system aotually worked in a

particular area and with what results. Hitherto 
scholars have mainly examined the central 
records—the proceedings of and the corre
spondence between the India and London 
governments—and some private papers of the 
history-oonsoious British administrators who 
were instrumental in the formulation or 
implementation of a certain polioy.

Dr. Gupta seems to be aware of the 
complexify of the problem and knows how best 
to approach it. His book is a study mainly 
of the land revenue administration which 
developed in the first 30 years of British rule 
over the 12 districts (some of whioh were 
ceded by the Nawab of Oudh to the East 
India Company in 1801 and some annexed 
from Daulat Rao Sindhia by the Company in 
1803 after conquest) which together consti
tuted the Ceded and Conquered Provinces, 
whioh now form part of Uttar Pradesh. He 
first examines the state of revenue administra
tion in the Ceded and Conquered Provinces on 
the eve of British rule. The pioture he 
presents does not seem basically different from 
that of Bengal immediately before the British 
occupation. The Mughal revenue system had 
disintegrated and the revenue administration 
had passed entirely into the hands of the 
oppressive revenue farmers. One therefore 
fails to notice any regional peculiarities 
obtaining in the agrarian system of the area 
and to understand fully the argument the 
author advances later in the book that owing 
to the peculiar agrarian conditions of the 
Ceded and Conquered Provinces a total 
implementation in that area of either the 
Bengal or Madras systems was not possible. 
The author then proceeds to examine the 
polioy underlying the land settlements made 
by the India government up to 1810. During 
this period the government was determined to 
extend the Bengal system to this area. Then 
followed the period 1810-22, in whioh there 
was a definite retreat from the Bengal system 
and a shift towards the ryotwari system of 
Madras. As a result of this ohange in polioy, 
the author argues, a new land revenue system 
was evolved for the Ceded and Conquered 
Provinces. The ‘ new system ’ which acquired 
a final form by 1822 was based on the sugges
tions of Holt Mackenzie who, having come 
under the influence of classical economists and 
their rent theory, was definitely against 
maintaining intermediaries, like talukdars, 
between the government and the actual 
cultivators. Thus it became the polioy of the 
government to establish a land system in the 
Provinces, ‘ according to which the rights, 
interests and privileges of the village zamindars 
and the resident tenants, organized into the 
village communities, oould be fully protected 
against violation of the government or by the
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superior landed proprietors ’ (p. 218). How
ever, the corner-stone of the policy was to 
‘ recognize the rights of private property on the 
soil enjoyed by the village zamindars ’ (p. 206). 
The implementation of this policy (which does 
not seem as ‘ new ’ and as ‘ unique ’ as the 
author wants us to believe) involved elaborate 
research and survey for which the government 
had neither the time nor the machinery. The 
policy therefore remained in the balanoe until 
Lord Bentinok arrived in India. Urged by the 
need to decrease government expenses and to 
inorease revenue, Bentinok took a practical 
view of the situation. His first proposal was to 
make a summary settlement with the zamin
dars for a limited period hut realizing that this 
might, mean a loss of revenue to the govern
ment he abandoned it and opted for a system 
whioh was based on a classification of tenures 
into zamindari and pattidari; the former 
vesting a right of property in the soil in the 
persons who were intermediaries between the 
cultivators and the government and the latter 
vesting it in those who were both proprietors 
and cultivators of their lands (p. 300). Thus 
we find that what emerged after 30 years of 
trial and error was more a mixture of the 
Bengal and Madras systems than a completely 
‘ new ’ or ‘ unique ’ system, as the author 
prefers to call it.

Two main questions were involved in the 
formulation of the land revenue polioy : with 
whom the land settlement should be made and, 
for what length of time T In Bengal the land 
settlement was made in perpetuity with the 
zamindars ; in Madras it was made with the 
actual cultivators for a limited period of time 
and, in U.P. with both the zamindars and the 
actual cultivators for a period of 30 years. 
How-much of the retreat from the Bengal 
system was due to the influence of English 
utilitarians on the Indian administration T On 
this question the author does not take suf
ficiently into aocount the faot that it was 
expediency more often than abstraot principles 
of political economy, ignorance more often than 
mastery of details that determined the various 
land revenue settlements in India. Bentinck’s 
land revenue polioy of 1832 does not smaok of a 
utilitarian brand of anti-landlordism though 
he is supposed to have been as muoh under the 
influence of Bentham and Mill as Holt 
Mackenzie was under Malthus. Having access 
to the distriot records—some of which he has 
made excellent use of—the author was in a 
better position to throw some new light on this 
question than merely to endorse and repeat the 
arguments whioh Erio Stokes brilliantly put 
forward in The English utilitarians and India, 
1969.

Though not very original in approach and 
interpretation, the work none the less contains

a systematic textbook account of the revenue 
history of the Provinces. The arrangement of 
the ohapters, however, is a little confusing and 
the narrative repetitive. But these drawbacks 
do not diminish the usefulness of the book, for 
it is one of the very few works of quality so far 
produced on this subject.

B. n. PASDEV

J. Duncan M. Derrett : Introduction 
to modem Hindu law. xciv, 653 pp. 
Bombay, etc. : Oxford University 
Press, Indian Branch, 1963. Bs. 30, 
52*. 6d.
The author of this work is well-known in 

Indian legal oircles for his scholarly and 
thought-stimulating comments on some of the 
recent decisions of the Indian oourts on Hindu 
law. His present publication is sure to be 
welcomed by all persons interested in Hindu 
law.

Among the systems of law now in force, the 
Hindu law is one of the oldest, there being an 
unbroken history of its evolution during a 
period of some 2,600 years. There is, to begin 
with, the period of what are known as dharma- 
siitras or legal aphorisms, of Gautama and 
others, and they refleot a comparatively simple 
society. Then follows the period of smrtis 
or codes of law by Mann and others, and of 
arihatdsiras, i.e. manuals of statecraft and 
government administration, by Kautilya 
andothers. They deal with both substantive and 
adjeotive law in great elaboration and reveal 
a society well advanoed. Then in oourse of 
time differences began to develop in the observ
ance of law in different parts of India and the 
jurists, writing in different regions, interpreted 
the law of the smrtis in the light of the local 
practices. So there arose different schools of 
Hindu law, having authority in different 
parts of India.

Then came British rule. The English judges 
had before them translations of the Sanskrit 
texts and gave decisions in accordance with 
the interpretation which they put on them. 
Thus, the decisions of oourts beoamo an 
important source of law and formed the warp 
and woof of the fabrio of, to adopt the con
venient expression of the author, Anglo-Hindu 
law. In giving these decisions, the judges 
naturally acted on the principle that it was the 
duty of the court merely to interpret the law 
and not to legislate. There accordingly arose a 
demand for legislation as it was felt that the 
law as laid down in the smrtis required to be 
suitably amended to keep paoe with the 
ohanges in society. That led to legislation on 
Hindu law. During the British regime, it was
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rather tardy but after Independence, the 
directive principle of the Constitution that 
there should be one oode of law for the whole 
of India gave a powerful impetus to it and that 
resulted in the enactment of a number of 
Statutes on Hindu law in 1955 and 1966. The 
history of Hindu law through the ages and its 
evolution from the sutras of anoient jurists to 
parliamentary legislation in 1966 and 1956 is an 
attractive subjeot for study and research by 
students of comparative law and jurisprudence.

But it is not from this angle that the author 
presents Hindu law. As indicated by its title, 
the work is an exposition of Hindu law as it 
now stands. Its primary object is to enable 
students taking up Hindu law as a subjeot for 
examination to acquire a good knowledge of it. 
And thisobjeotit is well designed toaohieve. The 
statement of the law is dear and comprehen
sive ; reference to oase law selective and up to 
date ; and the comments oritical and sug
gestive.

Many of the topics of Hindu law are now 
covered by legislation and in dealing with them, 
it would be necessary only to find out what the 
law is as enaoted in the statute. When that 
law merely embodies the law previously in 
force, no problem arises. Nor does any problem 
arise when it departs from the previous law in 
dear and unambiguous terms. It is only when 
the statute is not sufficiently explioit that 
difficult questions arise as to its true interpreta
tion in relation to the previous state of the 
law. Problems of this kind arise when a new 
statute is enacted and many suoh are posed and 
■discussed by the author with reference to 
the statutes on Hindu law passed by Parlia
ment in 1966 and 1966. The disoussion of these 
problems and the solutions suggested are 
among the most instructive portions of this 
book. Take, for example, the discussion of the 
position of a de facto guardian under the 
present law (pp. 84-87). A de facto guardian 
is one who, not being a person authorized by 
law to aot as guardian, as for example a natural 
guardian like the father, takes upon himself to 
manage the properties of a minor. Has he 
power to alienate them T The Anglo-Hindu 
law gave him a status and upheld alienations 
by him if they were for necessity or were 
beneficial to the minor. Now, Section 11 of 
the Hindu Minority and Guardianship Aot, 
1966, enaots that ‘ after the commencement of 
this Aot, no person shall be entitled to dispose 
•of or deal with the property of a Hindu minor 
merely on the ground of his or her being the 
de facto guardian of the minor ’.

What is the effect of this seotion ? Does it 
abolish de facto guardianship ? There is a body 
-of opinion holding that it does—vide the 
authorities cited at p. 84 by the author, and 
also the opinion of Mulla, twelfth edition,

p. 1040. But the author differs from this view. 
If the intention of the legislature was to 
abolish de facto guardianship, asks the author, 
why does it not simply deolare the alienation 
void ? Then the question has to be answered : 
What effeot is to be given to the seotion T The 
author says that, while an alienee from a 
natural guardian, who aote bona fide on his 
apparent authority, will be protected without 
needing to prove more than this, in the case 
of an alienee from a de facto guardian, he can 
succeed only if he establishes actual necessity 
or benefit. This interpretation has much to 
oommend it. It tends to advance justice and 
it does not involve a violent departure from 
the previous law. In discussing that law, 
Kania C. J., observed in Sriramulu v. 
Pvndarialcshiah (1949) 11 F.C-R.66 : ‘ In law, 
there is nothing like a de facto guardian. There 
can only be a de facto Manager. . . . When a 
Hindu minor has no legal guardian, there will 
be no one who oan handle and manage his 
estate in law, so that unless someone is deemed 
to have such authority, the minor will not 
receive any inoome or return from his estates. 
The second point is that a person having no 
title cannot be permitted to intermeddle with 
the minor’s estate so as to cause a loss to the 
minor. Judicial decisions have tried to ftndaway 
out of these difficulties ’. In the result, the Court 
held that an alienation by a de facto guardian 
or manager would be valid if there was 
necessity or benefit. If, as seems probable, the 
seotion and also the marginal note—which, of 
course, cannot be referred to for oonstruing the 
seotion—were both intended to give effeot to 
these observations, then the opinion expressed 
by the author becomes unassailable.

Then again, Seotion 1(2) of the Hindu 
Marriage Aot, 1956, poses a problem which is 
disoussed at p. 22. Suppose two Hindus 
domiciled in India contract a marriage in 
Kenya and that is solemnised in accordance 
with the law in force in that country. Can the 
validity of the marriage be challenged in 
Indian courts on the ground that the formali
ties laid down in the Indian Aot had not been 
oomplied with f The Hindu Marriage Aot, 
1966, applies, according to Seotion 1(2), to all 
Hindus domiciled in India, even if they are 
temporarily resident outside. If this section is 
striotly construed, the marriage in question 
would be invalid. But then, according to well 
settled rules of private international law, while 
the lex domicilii governs questions relating to 
the capaoity of parties to marry, it is the lex 
loci celebrationis that governs questions relating 
to the formalities to be observed in marriage. 
Does Seotion 1(2) abrogate the rule of private 
international law as regards the law applicable 
to forms of marriage ? The author refers to 
the opinion expressed by a writer that it does.
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But he differs from it and holds that the section 
must be read consistently with rules of private 
international law and the question as to the 
validity of the marriage should be held to be 
governed by lex loci celebrationis. That clearly 
is the correot interpretation to be put on 
the seotion. Tor, though a sovereign legislature 
has the power to enact laws which confliot with 
rules of international law, the accepted rule of 
interpretation is that a statute should be 
construed as to be consistent with such rules 
unless the language of the section shows a clear 
intention to the contrary and that suoh an 
intention cannot be inferred from the UBe of 
general terms—see Maxwell, Interpretation of 
statutes, eleventh edition, p. 142.

Turning now to topics which tire not wholly 
covered by legislation, the law relating to 
joint family is easily the most important of 
them. Though that law is complicated, it is, as 
the result of a long course of decisions, now 
well settled. The author expounds this topic 
lucidly and exhaustively, and deals not 
merely with MitSksara and Dayabhaga joint 
family but also the Malabar joint family. 
Points on whioh there are controversies among 
the High Courts are discussed, such as the 
oapacity of a widow who sucoeeds to the 
ooparcenery interest of her husband to act as 
manager (p. 260) ; the devolution of that 
interest on her death, where there had been a 
partition (p. 266) ; the effect of a gift by a 
coparcener in excess of his powers, whether it is 
void or voidable (pp. 287-8). Similarly, in the 
chapter dealing with succession, the author 
refers to the different views taken by the 
High Courts on the right of an unohaste widow 
to succeed to her husband’s interest under the 
Aot of 1937 (p. 374), and on the right of 
succession as bandhus when two female links 
intervene (p. 387).

The chapter on Hindu law in East Africa is 
by far the most interesting and informative to 
Btudents in India. This is a subject which is 
generally not dealt with in Indian textbooks, 
and is one on which the students have practi
cally no knowledge. It is well known that 
Hindus from Bombay and Gujarat have from 
time to time migrated to East Africa and 
settled down there. They would be governed 
by their personal law subject to local legisla
tion. It is seen from this book that the extent 
of such legislation has varied from State to 
State. In Zanzibar, there has been no legisla
tion and the law administered is very muoh like 
the law administered in the Indian oourts. In 
Kenya, a law was passed in 1960 on Hindu 
marriage and divorce, and subject to that it is 
the personal law of the Hindus that applies and 
that law is the law administered in Bombay 
and Gujarat. Likewise, in Tanganyika and 
Uganda, there are laws regulating marriages,

divorce and succession. But they leave 
considerable scope for the personal law of the 
parties. The praotioe of the courts is stated 
to be that when a matter comes before it, the 
parties plead the rule of Hindu law applicable 
and then proceed to establish it by reference 
to standard textbooks or leading decisions of 
Indian courts.

Enough has been said to show that this book 
is a valuable contribution to the subjeot, and 
deserves to take a place along with the 
authoritative textbooks on the subject, suoh as 
those of J. D. Mayne and D. E. Mulla.

T. L. VKNKATABAMA AIYAtt

Mxjhamilad Sadiq : A history of Urdu 
literature, xi, 429 pp. London, etc. : 
Oxford University Press, 1964. 65s.

Dr. Sadiq is well known as a sincere critic of 
Urdu literature with a great love for his 
subjeot, and an experience in teaching it to 
his fellow-countrymen over the laBt 30 years. 
This work is necessarily both the fruit of his 
experience and the expression of his personality 
and taste : not in itself a bad thing, for how 
can deep involvement with a literary oulture 
fail to produce a purely personal expression 
of the experience ? And was it not EitzGerald 
who so charmingly defined ‘ taste ’ as a sort 
of feminine of genius 1

Tastes, however, differ ; de gusiibus non est 
disputandum; and while Dr. Sadiq’B views 
must command respect, they will not always 
be accepted whole-heartedly by many of his 
readers. This reviewer, whose many Hindu 
friends have been known at times to be dis
quieted by his Muslim sympathies, has here 
found Tather less on the Hindu side than he 
would have hoped for : many of the Hindu 
authors of Urdu have received short shrift, and 
the author has perhaps given less than is just 
of events on the Indian side of the border since 
1947 : Urdu has still a great part to play in the 
Indian Union, and its talented writers there 
cannot be discounted. Much work has been 
done in India recently on Dakhni—there is 
little to choose between its ‘ Hindi ’ and 
‘ Urdu ’ aspeots—whioh is ignored in the 
present volume ; indeed, the author tends to 
disparage it, remarking that ‘ lor the student 
of Urdu literature it can at best be an acquired 
taste and no more ’—a view hardly likely to 
commend his opinions to the Urdu-Bpeaking 
elite of Hyderabad. ‘ Persian influence on 
Dakkani [sic] ’, says Ur. Sadiq, ‘ is synchronous, 
with the dawn of Dakkani literature under the 
Muslims. Dakkani poetry ... is modelled on 
Persian forms . . . though not without some 
leaven of Hindi ’; this is to neglect the-
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considerable element of the Dravidian sonth, in 
sentiment and to some extent in vocabulary, in 
the formation of DakhnI poetry in all its levels.

Another point on whioh the reviewer would 
take issue with Dr. Sadiq is in the realm of 
drama. True, the Urdu drama has never been 
a compulsive literary movement, and its 
achievements have been somewhat arid and 
jejune ; but to say, as our author says, that 
‘ the revival of drama in India in the middle 
of the nineteenth oentury owes nothing to the 
discovery of an indigenous tradition. It is essen
tially an exotic ’ is unneoessarily to belittle the 
living traditions of the folk-drama, the miracle 
play, the Sdm-lild, the rustio swang, and the 
more cerebral aspects of the study drama of 
Bharatendu Hari&jandra and his ooterie, all of 
which represent a strong indigenous element in 
the modem drama of India, by whioh Urdu 
drama was not untouohed. And even if Urdu 
drama is not the best theatre, it is surely not 
to be entirely discounted as literary history in 
its contribution to the Urdu cinema.

Critioism of this sort must depend, as I said 
above, largely on individual tastes ; but a few 
more general points demand attention. The 
author’s transliteration of Urdu names is the 
pretentious-unsoholarly : diacritical points are 
omitted exoept for the macron, but the ‘ayn 
is there (sometimes misprinted as ’), and hh 
and gh are invariably underscored; not so, 
however, sh, whioh leads him to write Musfiafi’R 
name inelegantly as Mus-hafI; and Hindu 
names are given rather poor treatment: thus 
on p. 2S4 ‘ Arya Smaj ’ and ‘ Dayannnd ’ side 
by side. He speaks of a dissension as a ‘ rift 
in the lute *, p. vii ; those who know both the 
situation and the quotation will recognize 
that in this case it hardly ‘ slowly silenced all ’.

The book really has the wrong title. One 
expects A history of Urdu literature to be a 
comprehensive statement of all the major 
literary movements. However, the modem 
prose movements have largely been omitted, 
particularly the Progressives and their fol
lowers and opponents; and even those who 
have little sympathy with their ideologies 
expect at least to be told something of them in 
a general history. The author has, it is true, 
disoussed these topios in another work; but 
this knowledge will be poor consolation to the 
reader who has expected from the title a 
comprehensive account.

These faults apart, the author has presented 
a detailed and generally objective account of 
the major literary figures and movements of 
Urdu before the Progressives, and has enriched 
his criticism with copious quotation and 
elegant translation, whioh both the serious 
student and the eduoated layman will find of 
lasting interest and value.

finally, mention must be made of the

extraordinary dust-jacket in which the 
reviewer’s copy appeared : although Karachi, 
Lahore, and Dacca are mentioned besides 
London as the places of publication, the jaoket 
bears a drawing of the most famous Mughal 
fort of the sister Bepublio (perhaps a less 
incongruous dushjacket will aocompany the 
book as published in Pakistan) ; and among 
the ‘ other Oxford books ’ on the back flap 
appears Bengali literature by ‘ J. C. Gosl ’ ; 
I wonder if the OUP can find a more perceptive 
designer for their next effort in this field.

J. BURTON-PAGE

I. P. Desai : Some aspects of family in 
Mahuva: a sociological study of 
jointness in a small town. (M.S. 
University of Baroda. Department of 
Sociology Publication No. 4.) sdi, 
239 pp. London: Asia Publishing 
House, [1964]. 45s.
In Borne aspects of family in Mahuva 

Professor I. P. Desai considers the nuclear 
and the joint nature of the Indian family. 
Mahuva is a town in the state of Gujarat, 
north of Bombay, and it is more rural than 
urban in its social relationships. In 1968 the 
total population of the town was about 26,000. 
The town is itself old, but a new suburb has 
been added to it in the form of a planned town 
whioh has separate residential, shopping, and 
industrial areas. The new area looks completely 
different from the traditional Gujarati town, 
and one could expect that with the ohange in 
the physical appearance of the houses, the 
families that dwell in them may also have 
changed in their structures. But Professor 
Desai’s study based on a sample of 423 
households leads to opposite conclusions.

At the time of the study there were in 
Mahuva a cotton spinning mill which employed 
about 1,000 persons, and three oil mills in 
whioh employment was seasonal. There were 
sawmills attached to the timber shops which 
together employed about 100 persons. There 
were also some io'ri-making concerns. Then 
there were small engineering and soap-making 
ooncems, and smithies and carpentry shops 
whioh together may be described as cottage 
industries. Altogether about 1,600 people of 
the town were employed in these small and big 
industries.

40% of the heads of the sample households 
are employees in the manufacturing and 
trading concerns and in the government and 
municipal offices. 46% are self-employed, 
owning small shops or horse or bullock 
carriages whioh they ply themselves. 6% are
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employers, 8% are non-earners, and 1% 
remain unaccounted for.

Professor Desai points out rightly that the 
term ‘ joint ’ household is foreign to the 
Indian languages and that the term ‘ joint * is 
translated from English whenever it is used in 
the vernacular. To analyse the 423 sample 
households he made two categories. One was 
of the types of households classified according 
to the kind of members contained in each, and 
the other was something more abstract, a 
classification of what he calls ‘ jointness ’. The 
author considers that the joint family extends 
beyond the joint household, and he measures 
the degrees of ‘ jointness ’.

First by analysing the households he finds 
that most of the households in Mahuva are 
composed of members usually thought to 
comprise the ‘ nuclear * family. Much depends 
on the definition of the ‘ nuclear ’ and the 
‘joint’. By including households in which 
parents live with married sons and their wives 
who do not as yet have children in the category 
of the ‘ nuclear 01% of all households become 
counted as ‘ nuolear ’. But if such households 
are considered to be ‘ joint *, the purely 
* nuolear ’ families oome to 42% only.

In the scale of 1 jointness ’ only 5% of all 
families show ‘zero degree of jointness*. 
Professor Desai has classified 6 types of 
jointness. He considers those families to show 
zero degree of jointness which are unimember 
households or comprised of married persons 
with unmarried children only and who do not 
maintain any kin relations with the members 
of any other households. Among the other 
types of jointness are the sharing of mutual 
obligations with relatives who live elsewhere 
by residentially nuolear families; sharing 
property jointly with other branches of the 
joint family by residentially nuclear families ; 
marginal jointness shown by families which 
may become nuclear through dependants 
leaving the household, or may become joint 
with the birth of children ; and jointness 
shown by the traditional joint household. 
These four types of jointness are all considered 
by Professor Desai to make the respective 
families joint in nature.

In the remainder of the book the author 
shows again and again that jointness of any 
degree may prevail among any of the sooial 
groups in Mahuva without any particular 
order, except in the case of families which own 
property. Joint property in the form of 
agricultural land contributes to the main
tenance of the traditional type of jointness or 
the joint household. Caste or education have 
no particular relations to jointness, nor do 
occupational relations in the form of employers, 
self-employed, or employees.

In his analysis of jointness the author is too

intent on showing that Indian families are not 
nuclear in the Western sense of the word, and 
maintain joint relations even when they are 
residentially nuclear. He is not at all interested 
in showing the differences in the personal 
interactions of members in the various types of 
Indian households. As his guiding definition of 
the family is ‘ unity of interacting personali
ties ’ he could have compared the relations 
between the various branches of joint families 
according to whether they live in nuolear 
households, partitioned households, or joint 
households. Whether people live together or 
live apart does influence their patterns of 
behaviour.

Also his classification of nuclear families as 
those who show zero degree of jointness by not 
having any kin relations at all with any other 
families may be questioned. Since the concept 
of the ‘ nuolear family ’ seems to come from 
the Western societies we ought to realize that 
in the West families which are residentially 
nuolear maintain a great many kin relations 
with members of other households. The 
joint household and the joint ownership of 
property are distinctive features of Indian 
society and as such they have attracted much 
attention, but not the maintenance of kin 
relations with members of other households.

JYOTIRMOTBB RARMA

Edward Allworth : TJzbek literary 
politics. (Publications in Near and. 
Middle East Studies, Columbia Uni
versity, Series A* v.) 366 pp. The 
Hague, etc. : Mouton and Co., 1964. 
Guilders 42.
The main theme of this book is the way in 

which the literature of the Uzbek people of 
Soviet Central Asia has been moulded, trun
cated, and regimented so as to form a vehiole 
for propaganda designed to further the Soviet 
nationalities policy. But it also describes the 
birth and growth of Uzbek literature before 
the coming of the Russians, its development 
under the Tsarist regime when it was influenced 
by cultural oontaots with the Russians as well 
as by the Tatar Muslim reformist movement 
known as TJ^ul-i-Jadld, and its unsuccessful 
efforts to preserve its genuine national 
character in the face of Soviet encroachment.

The work is arranged in seven parts. Part i 
is concerned with developments before and 
during the Tsarist regime ; parts n and m 
deal with the opening phases of the Soviet 
oultural-cum-political campaign and how it 
dashed with Uzbek national consciousness ; 
and the remaining parts with the intensification
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of Soviet linguistio and literary policies, and 
their effect on Uzbek orthography and 
vocabulary and on various types of Uzbek 
literature.

The book contains a number of interesting 
quotations from Uzbek writing given both in 
the original Uzbek and in^ translation. A 
transliteration table is provided in an appendix 
but readers unfamiliar with modem Uzbek 
may be left wondering at the significance of 
the final * y * in Buoh names as Qadiriy and 
Navaiy. This is intended to represent the 

i hratkiy which in combination with i 
to render i in modem Uzbek.

The subject of the Soviet regimentation of 
the traditional oultures, and in particular of the 
literatures of the Muslim nationalities of the 
U.S.S.R., is one which has been touched on in 
a general way by several writers. But Professor 
Allworth is the first scholar to make an 
exhaustive study of the vioissitudes through 
which the literature of one people, the Uzbeks, 
has passed sinoe the Russian Revolution. TTia 
choice is a good one : not only are the Uzbeks 
the fourth most numerous nationality in the 
Soviet Union, but they of all the Muslim 
peoples have the most highly developed written 
literature. The author explains that for the 
latter reason the literatures of the other 
Muslim nationalities have not necessarily 
undergone the same experience ; nevertheless 
the Soviet treatment of Uzbek literature is 
typical of the offioial attitude towards all 
national art whioh, in the nature of things, 
must be incompatible with ‘ socialist realism ’. 
Some of it may be respeoted as a national 
heritage, but socialism demands a complete 
break with the past in themes and literary 
genres and in style.

Soviet writers always insist that the changes 
introduced into national literatures were 
brought about by the will of the people 
themselves. But Professor Allworth shows 
oonolusively that from 1932 all Uzbek literary 
activities were under direct Russian control 
through the medium of the Communist Party. 
Before that, literary controversy between 
reformists and traditionalists and between 
Uzbek nationalists and Communists had been 
to some extent genuine, and nationally 
conscious writers had not been completely 
suppressed. But the natural development of 
literature was already doomed and the only 
safe course was to follow the Party line. This 
at first inoluded the throwing of all pre- 
Revolutionary literature on the scrap-heap, 
and although this crazy polioy was abandoned 
in respect of Russian literature in 1925, it 
persisted in the eastern republics for another 
decade. It was not until 1938 that the great 
fifteenth-oentury poet ‘Alisher Nav&I was 
‘ rehabilitated \ In the meanwhile, a large
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number of writers whose names were household 
words among the Uzbeks had ‘ disappeared ’ 
in various purges, which meant that in one way 
or another they had been done to death. Prom 
then onwards Uzbek literature like that of the 
other Muslim peoples assumed the forced, 
artificial, and unrepresentative character which 
it has to-day.

Professor Allworth has done a great service 
to oriental scholarship in thus relentlessly 
exposing the deliberate Soviet polioy of 
stunting, if not of totally destroying, what was 
once a vigorous and promising literature. His 
book should be studied by those Western 
scholars who believe that the Soviet attitude 
towards Eastern learning and literature is no 
different from their own and that Muslim men 
of letters in the U.SJ3.R. enjoy the same 
freedom of expression as elsewhere in the 
Mnslim East.

This book is most carefully documented from 
both Russian and Uzbek sources and is clearly 
the result of many years’ research. Although 
the author evidently feels strongly on the 
subjeot his approaoh is restrained and objective 
throughout. He refrains from attempting to 
forecast the future of Uzbek literature. He 
notes that * the last twenty years have been 
more or less quiet for Uzbek writers ’ owing 
mainly ‘ to the circumspection with which the 
Uzbeks have conducted themselves ’; but he 
adds that ‘ Uzbek literature can develop no real 
modem tradition' under the present system. 
How much of the Soviet Russian imprint will 
stay in the institution of Uzbek literature is 
problematical, for it is impossible to predict 
what degree of suasion will be maintained

G. SI. w h ktst/rh.

Tun-huang i-shu tsung-mu suo-yin
& it & m I m 51- 2,552 pp. 
Peking: Shang-wn yin-shu kuan, 
1962 ; [reprinted] Tokyo : Kyokuto 
sKoten, 1963. ¥ 3,000.

ChUNG-KUO k‘o-HSUEH-YUAN Lt-btttw
YEN-CHXU-8UO TETT-LT AO-SHUT cfl ggj

% &
(ed.): Tun-huang tzu-liao, 1 4$

& n ■ m - tt. 5, 14, 485 pp. 
Peking: Clmng-lma shu-chii, 1961 ; 
[reprinted] Tokyo: Daian, 1964. 
¥ 2,200.

Toyo Bunko TonkS bunken kenkyu

hnkai 3i€ # && Xffiffi
ft (ed.) : Sutain [Stein] 

Tonkd bunken oyobi kenkyu-bunken ni 
inyd shOkai seraretaru Saiiki shutsu- 
to Kambun bunken bunrui mokuroku
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shoki5. Hi-BukkyO bunken no bu. Ko 
monjo rui, i. X £ 4 'S $$l X

& & ^ ti tz z> m *r aj ± *
ft

i. vi, viii, 402, xxxiv pp. Tokyo : 
Toyo Bunko, 1964.
The ever-growing number of scholars 

engaged in research upon the Chinese docu
ments discovered at Tun-huang and at Turfian 
and elsewhere in Central Asia have so far been 
seriously handicapped by the fact that the 
documents are scattered all over the globe. 
Apart from the four major collections of 
Tun-huang MISS, in Peking, Paris, London, 
and Leningrad, and the three chief oolleotions 
of Central Asian documents in London, Berlin, 
and the Byukoku University, KySto, there are 
many items, some of them important, which 
were acquired by libraries and individuals in 
China and Japan, their present whereabouts 
being in some cases unknown. Of the major 
collections, none is really completely and 
adequately catalogued, though published 
catalogues of the Peking, London, and part of 
the Leningrad collections are in existence, and 
only the Peking and London collections are 
widely available in microfilm. There is urgent 
need for a soholarly union catalogue, and also 
for the systematic publication of facsimiles and 
edited texts of the manuscripts. Suoh a task, 
however, would be a tremendous one, for the 
manuscripts run into tens of thousands, and 
cover practioally every category of Chinese 
literature.

The works under review go some way to 
meeting these needs, and are doubly welcome 
since so little Chinese work on Tun-huang 
material has been published in recent years, 
apart from work on literary genres.

At first sight the Tun-huang i-shu tsung-mu 
suo-yin appears to be exactly what is needed. 
It provides lists of the holdings of: (1) the 
Pei-ohing t‘u-shu kuan, (2) the Stein collection 
of the British Museum, (3) the Ponds Pelliot 
Chinois Touen-houang of the Biblioth&que 
Nationals, and (4) 19 catalogues of' minor 
collections in China and Japan together with 
union lists of certain literary genres suoh as 
pien-wtn ^ and chtU-tzu [{}] -J-. These 
lists are followed by a general index to the 
titles of every individual item in each list, 
arranged under the stroke order of the first 
oharaoter. This will be of immense convenience 
to soholars working in this complex field.

However, the catalogue has glaring defects. 
Pirst of all, it takes no notice whatsoever of the 
extremely important manuscripts from Turfan 
and elsewhere in Central Asia, whioh are an

essential part of Tun-huang studies. For 
example, of the extremely rich collection of the 
Byukoku Daigaku it lists only some Buddhist 
items deriving from Tun-huang, and does not 
even mention the Berlin collection. Muoh 
more glaring an omission, although the preface 
and postfece make oontinual remarks about 
the ‘ imperialist robbers ’ Stein and Pelliot, 
and consistently refer to the London and 
Paris oolleotions as ‘ stolen documents there 
is not one word in the entire book to acknow
ledge the existence of the very large Leningrad 
collection. Perhaps the doctrinal implications 
of its existence have not yet been clarified.

All the items reprinted in section (4) are 
taken at second hand from existing catalogues, 
through no fault of the compilers, since many 
items have since ohanged hands (many items 
in Chinese collectors’ hands having been 
placed in the Peking collection, it would 
appear, from a note on p. 108). Other collec
tions, the most important being the manu
scripts once in the Museum at Byojun, have 
simply disappeared. It is very useful to have 
these catalogues brought together, since many 
of them were printed in obsoure places. There 
are, however, a good number of further items 
whioh might well have been reprinted at the 
same time. For a list of these, see Saiihi 
shutsu-to Kambun bunktn bunrui molcuroku 
shota, 376-96.

The catalogue of the Pelliot collection too is 
a reprint of the hand-list made before the war 
by Wang Chfirng-min, the impeTfeotions of 
which Mr. Wang acknowledges in his postface, 
and for which he cannot, be blamed, sinoe the 
Biblioth&que Nationale has regrettably per
sistently refused to permit the microfilming of 
its collection for general use.

This leaves the British Museum and Peking 
collections, for both of whioh catalogues, 
admittedly imperfeot, are already in print. 
The new catalogue of the Stein collection, the 
work of Liu Ming-shu §|J made from
microfilms suppb'ed by the Museum, is im
portant. In many cases it offers improvements 
upon Giles’s catalogue, although Giles neverthe
less inoludes a great deal of information which 
the new catalogue laoks, and is by no means 
superseded. The new catalogue gives notes on 
some items, and quotes colophons, extracts, or 
even the entire text of others, apparently 
selected at random. The volume also includes 
a very useful oheok-list of Giles’s numbers and 
the Museum catalogue numbers, the lack of 
whioh was a great inconvenience of Giles’s 
catalogue which has, of course, since been 
repaired in a separate list compiled by 
Mr. E. Grinstead.

In view of the usefulness of this new cata
logue, it is perhaps ungrateful to point out that
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Mr. Liu’s work suffers from precisely the same 
shortcoming as did Dr. Giles’s, that he is not 
au courant with the work in progress and 
already published by scholars elsewhere. This 
particularly affects the non-Buddhist items, 
especially official documents. Let us see what 
Mr. Liu makes of half a dozen or so of the 
best-know official pieces, all of them published 
many years ago, and all the subject of several 
secondary studies.

(1) S 1344, Liu Jpf /^. There is in fact some 
doubt about the exaot nature of this document, 
which is probably a fragment of the ‘ Ordi
nances of the Board of Finance * (Hu-pu ko 
J3 >£§.) of early K‘ai-ytian date. It was 
published by Niida Noboru ^ 03 PS in 
‘ To no ritsuryd oyobi kaku no shin shiryd; Stein 
Tonko bunken \ Toyd BunJca Kenkyujo Kiyd, 
nn, 1967. But whatever doubt one may have 
about it, it cannot possibly have been a section 
of the * Statutes ’ {ling as Mr. Liu would 
have it, since it consists of a list of dated 
r6sum6s of edicts. Anybody with an elementary 
understanding of Chinese legal literature could 
see that it must belong to some other category 
of law.

(2) S 0613, Liu
is not a hu-chi fa jj^f but a chi-chang ^j- 
and bears an exact date (647). It was the 
subject of a long article by Yamamoto TatsurC 
iJj ^ J|]5, ‘ TonkO haiien keichd-y6
monjo zankan ’, T5y6 QalcuhH, xxxvn, 2, 3, 
1964.

(3) S 4673, Liu ){if This is in fact not a 
piece of the ‘ Code ’ (Id.) but an obvious con
tinuation of the fragment of the ‘ Ordinances 
of the Board of Justice ’ (Hsing-pu ko

iofi l&) °f Shen-lung period (P 3078), 
one of the best-known of till Tun-huang legal 
documents, the very extensive literature on 
whioh goes back to the early 1930’s, and which 
has been published in facsimile several times.

(4) S3876, Liu /ft- (?). There is no
question about this being a fragment of the 
‘ Statutes ’. It is in fact another piece of the 
fragment of the Ghih-ydan ling /ft-
(S 1880), whioh was correctly identified in the 
1920’s by Wang Kuo-wei.

(6) S 3392, Liu ^ H $ $ ffcj.
This is not part of an edict, but of a brevet of 
appointment (k'aoshcn ^ which has
been published and commented on many times 
since about 1931, and which was published 
already by Giles in BSOS, n, 1, 1937, 13.

(6) S 0236a, Liu %§ T/£ /ft- This “ not 
a hu-chi, but part of a list of lands received 
under the chdn-t'ien system.

None of the documents I have mentioned is

in any way difficult, to identify, for anybody 
who is abreast of current Tun-huang studies, 
and all have been published and identified.

I would add that very many more of the 
documents in the Stein collection oan be dated 
than Mr. Liu dates in his list.

I mention these points, for in the postface to 
the volume, by Wang Chfirng-min, which even 
making allowances for the current atmosphere 
of xenophobia in China is a particularly 
nauseating example of self-righteous chauvin
ism, a great play is made with Giles’s short
comings, and with the faot that while he took 
30 years over his catalogue Mr. Liu was able 
to bring his to triumphant conclusion within a 
few months. Giles, it seems, lacked the correct 
methods of materialist analysis (these must 
be a great consolation to the scholar attempting 
to identify a short fragment of an obscure 
Buddhist text).

After these strictures and high methodo
logical claims, we turn with great expectations 
to the catalogue of the Peking collection. 
Since this has been freely available to Chinese 
Tun-huang experts for some three decades or 
more, here at least Mr. Wang and his colleagues 
will surely be able to provide us with a cata
logue of impeccable quality whioh would at 
least enable us to find our way surely among 
the Peking microfilms.

What, in faot, do we find ? Perhaps it is 
unreasonable for a mere Westerner to complain 
that the manuscripts are arranged under the 
order of characters in the Ch'ien-izu wen, 
though a case could surely be made that 
retaining this old stand-by of the Confuoian 
school ourrioulum might be ‘ correctly charac
terized ’ as a ‘ remnant of feudal mentality ’. 
It is however, mystifying to discover that there 
is not listed any non-Buddhist work, save the 
very last item, in spite of the fact that many 
suah documents from the Peking collection have 
been published. The catalogue also fails entirely 
to note documents written on the verso of the
manuscripts, it fails to note dates, and there is 
not a single note provided. It is no easy matter, 
either, to cheok it against the existing catalogue 
(Ch’en Yflan ^ iff, Tun-huang chich-yd lu 
$C & ffl & 6 ohdan, Peking, 1931),
since the numbers have all been ohanged, and 
no conversion table from the old numbers to
the new is given.

However, even a catalogue denuded of notes 
and making no attempt at description can be 
useful if it is complete. The following random 
cheok of items from the Peking collection 
reprinted in 100 pages or so of the Tun-huang 
txu-liao, vol. i, published almost simultaneously 
with thiR volume in 1961, will illustrate its 
utter uselessness to anyone whose interests in
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Tun-huang material extends beyond locating 
copies of well-known sutras.

(1) Tzu-liao, p. 314, MS sheng 25, Tzu-liao, 
p. 336, identical MS, respectively a deed of sale 
of a house and a ocntract for the hire of a 
labourer. Suo-yin, p. 49, lists sheng 26 simply

(2) Tzu-liao, p. 336, MS hsien 69, oontraot 
hiring a labourer. Suo-yin, p. 79, gives onlyss-

(8) Tzu-liao, p. 338-40, MS yin 41, three 
contracts hiring animals or labourers, and 
Tzu-liao, p. 366-7, MS yin 41, three oontracts 
relating to loans of oloth or grain. Suo-yin 
ends before the oharaoter yin in the Ch'ien-lzu 
wen is reached.

(4) Tzu-liao, p. 397-402, MS hsien 69, 
several letters requesting loans of seed grain to 
monastio dependent families. Suo-yin, p. 79, 
gives only the title cited under (2) above.

Not a single item listed in the Tun-huang 
tzu-liao as from the Peking collection appears 
in this catalogue. It would, in short, be a 
great help to those working in the field if 
Ch‘en Yttan’s catalogue, compiled when Tun- 
huang studies were in their infancy, were to be 
reprinted, for it is far more useful than this 
new one.

If I have spent some space on the short
comings of the Tun-huang ishu tsung-mu 
suo-yin, I do not wish to imply that the work 
is useless. On the contrary, it gives the first 
printed list, however impreoise, to the Pelliot 
collection, is a handy and oheap substitute for 
(or rather supplement to) Giles’s catalogue of 
the Stein collection, and offers a very rough 
and ready guide to the minor collections and 
to the titles of Buddhist sntras in a part of the 
Peking collection. But its quality remains very 
disappointing, for bibliography is one field in 
which we have come over the years to expect 
a very high standard from Chinese scholars.

The other field where we have come to 
expect much is in the editing and publication 
of source materials. The seoond work under 
review comes within this category. It is the 
first volume of a series of reprints in movable 
type of Tun-huang texts oonneoted with 
eeonomio history, prepared by the Historical 
Research Institute of Academia Sinica. The 
selection is very useful, and sensibly arranged. 
It includes items from the Stein, Pelliot, and 
Peking collections, and a number of documents 
taken from pre-war repertories of documents. 
The items are apparently reprinted at seoond 
hand from pre-war Japanese works, and the 
transcriptions are sometimes at fault as a result 
(see the review of Ikeda On £0 tSL> 
Togo QalcukO, xlvi, 1, 1963, 114412). It also 
gives no suggestion that many of the documents 
inoluded have given rise to a considerable

secondary literature both in Chinese and 
Japanese. No notes are given.

This brings me to the last of the three items, 
a oyclostyled ‘ preliminary draft ’ of the first 
part of a catalogue of the non-Buddhist 
manuscripts in the Stein collection, and related 
dooument8 from other collections whioh have 
already been edited and published. It is the 
work of the Tun-huang research group at the 
Toyo Bunko, and has been ably edited for 
publication by Kikuchi Hideo zfc-
Here we move into a very different, highly 
professional and well-organized world of 
scholarship.

The present volume deals with those of the 
Stein manuscripts connected with administra
tion, rather than with semi-private eoonomio 
matters which are the chief ooncem of the 
Tun-huang tzu-liao volume. The manuscripts 
are arranged under 20 or so categories, some of 
these minutely subdivided. Under each 
administrative topio are first listed the relevant 
items from the Stein collection, followed by 
related or parallel documents from the Pelliot, 
Peking, Otani, or other collections, and finally 
a list of all the relevant secondary literature. 
The volume ends with an excellent bibliography 
of all the printed collections of Tun-huang 
materials, divided between facsimiles and 
transcribed texts, and of all the bibliographies 
and catalogues devoted to Tun-huang, or 
Central Asian materials, a most formidable list.

The whole book is completely up to date, 
oovers the Turfan and other Central Asian 
materials, and even mentions the published 
list of part of the Leningrad collection which 
appeared only a matter of weeks before 
this volume. The body of the book, however, 
quotes only those materials introduced in 
pre-war Russian artioles. Por any scholar 
whose interests in Tun-huang centre on the 
evidence which the manuscripts provide on the 
workings of local government, this book is an 
indispensable guide. Let us hope that it will 
shortly be joined by more volumes covering 
other aspects of Tun-huang studies in equal 
detail.

d. o. TWiTOiamr

W. A. C. H. Dobson : Late Han Chinese: 
a study of the Archaic-Han shift, xxiv, 
138 pp. [Toronto]: University of 
Toronto Press, [c1964:]. (Distributed 
in G.B. by Oxford University Press. 
£5.)
This is the third of Professor Dobson’s 

full-length studies of the Chinese language at 
different stages of its development, following 
Late Archaic Chinese (1969) and Early Archaic 
Chinese (1962). It describes the language of
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the commentary on ‘ Mencius ’ by Jaw Chyi 
j§l K A-D- 201). Professor Dobson 
systematically compares this language with the 
Late Arohaio Chinese (LAC) of the fourth and 
third centuries B.o., and provides appendixes 
tabulating comparisons with Early Arohaio 
and Modem Standard Chinese.

The author’s rather small samples force him 
to class as Late Han innovations some usages 
whioh are attested as early as the third century 
B.o., as he reoognizes in a postscript (p. 103). 
Restriction of attention to the samples also 
adds to the danger of missing quotations ; the 
Confucian statement of the Golden Rule, 
‘ What you would not like yourself do not do
to others’ (E, FJX Wl M t* A)’ 
quoted verbatim by Jaw Chyi from ‘ Analeots ’ 
12/2, appears as a Late Han illustration (p. 62). 
But the choice of Jaw Chyi as a sample is an 
excellent one. The commentary is largely a 
paraphrase, allowing direct comparison 
between the way that Menoius says something 
and the way that Jaw Chyi says it. Moreover 
Professor Dobson establishes that the com
mentary, since its aim is clarification of the 
text for contemporary readers, consistently 
avoids words obsolete in ‘ Late Han Literary 
Chinese ’, words whioh are common enough in 
the archaizing ‘ Late Han Classical Chinese ’ 
of the ‘ Han history ’ and of Jaw Chyi himself 
in his chapter summaries.

Descriptions of grammatical functions in 
this volume are muoh closer to received 
opinion than in Late Archaic Chinese. The 
subjunctive mood and the stressed negatives 
have disappeared; guh [5] and guoo ^ are 
given their traditional functions and no longer 
treated as simply markers of the indicative 
mood (p. 18) ; wey ^ no longer negates 
universally and has come to mean ‘ not yet, not 
so far ’ (p. 17). Eor Professor Dobson, these 
are historical ohanges between LAO and Late 
Han. He keeps to his LAC definitions except 
in the case of wey, of which he now says that 
it ‘ denies experience of, rather than instances 
of an act in LAC (see LAC, 3.3.1.1.) ’. The 
passage to whioh he refers us Btated that 
‘ whereas with bu one particular instance of 
the act is envisaged and negated, in wey all 
conceivable instances envisaged are negated. 
The difference is between particular denial 
(an envisaged instance) and universal denial 
(all envisaged instances) ’. The new definition 
for LAC seems to me an improvement, but 
obsoures the distinction which the author still 
wishes to make between LAC and Late Han
usage. In what way did the function of this 
negative alter when it ceased to deny that an 
aot has been experienced, and began to be 
translatable as ‘ not yet ’ ?

Professor Dobson’s central thesis is that

during the Han there oocurred what he calls 
the ‘ Archaio-Han Shift ’ : ‘ The Archaio-Han 
Shift is away from the preoise, predictable 
and major role of the “empty words” of 
Arohaio Chinese in making grammatical 
distinctions towards the use of periphrastic
means for making these distinctions in Late 
Han. The consequent loss in both role and 
meaning of the “empty words” is aooom- 
panied by greater complexity in the “ full 
words”. The trend is towards compound 
rather than single forms and to greater 
restriction in syntactical deployment, so that 
the degree of ambivalence between nounal, 
adjeotival, verbal and adverbal usage of the 
“full words” of Arohaio Chinese is greatly 
reduced by Late Han’ (p. xxiii).

This might well be taken as a description of 
the general development from anoient to 
modem Chinese; since Late Han was un
doubtedly very different from modem Chinese, 
Professor Dobson’s case is significant to the 
extent that he can show ns just where and how 
far Chinese was already moving in these 
directions during the Han. A point whioh 
deserves close examination is the claim that 
Late Han Chinese blunts many distinctions 
between LAC particles. Such blunting in later 
Chinese is an important phenomenon the 
history of which is largely unexplored. In 
several instances the author makes valuable 
contributions; he argues convincingly, for
example, that the final particle yan ^ and 
the agential distributives huoh ‘ some ’,
moh j^l ‘ none ’ no longer have their LAC
functions. But in other oases Professor Dobson 
gives no evidenoe that distinctions between 
particles have been blunted except for quite 
meaningless lists of examples of Mencius using 
one and Jaw Chyi another. These lists take 
no account of context, of differences of 
phrasing, or of the faot that dearly distin
guished particles may have overlapping 
functions. Por example, Professor Dobson 
olaims that the negative wey narrowed in 
function during the Han, yet on the previous 
page (p. 16) lists examples of Jaw Chyi using 
wey for the bu of Mencius as illustrations of 
‘ the blunting of the modal negatives ’.

The following particles illustrate the author’s 
approach at its weakest.

(1) Ju . According to Professor Dobson 
(pp. 61-3) Jaw Chyi treats ju either as para- 
sitio or as a simple equivalent of jy ^ • The 
evidence is a list of references to passages
where interrogative ju (= jy hu ^ 3p.) is 
replaced in the paraphrase by jy and an 
interrogative particle or jy in an interrogative 
pattern (1/79, 3/11), or a noun and interroga
tive particle (1/72 : in 6/106 the ju olause is
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not paraphrased at all), and of passages where 
post-verbal ju (=jy yu ^ ) is replaced by
jy (3/92) or by yu (1/68), both jy and yu 
standing like ju between transitive verb and 
direotive noun. The examples seem to me to 
support the opposite of the author’s case; 
Jaw Chyi understood ju perfeotly in any 
particular oontext. It is quite likely that he 
no longer reoognized it as a fusion, and took it 
for an equivalent of jy or yu in contexts where 
the other of the two particles is unnecessary ; 
the many examples of ju equated with jy or yu 
by oommentators of the period (of. Morohaahi 
ft Dai Kanwajitcn ^ ^ fO f$ J&. 
85743/3, 6) support this suspicion. But the 
only example given which iB at all relevant is 
an interesting case in which Jaw Chyi himself 
uses ju in an archaizing chapter summary:
6/39 H Jit H n ± 0 f£ iThe 
loss of these three, does not the man of honour 
trouble himself about it ? ’ This is presumably 
a rhetorioal question (as translated) or an 
exclamation ; the oontext shows that it is not 
a simple question. It is evidently modelled on 
‘ Analeots ’ 6/30 ^ ‘ Did
not even Yau and Shnenn have trouble with 
this ? ’, in which the pattern ^ . . . ^ (f^) 
marks a question expecting agreement. Jaw 
Chyi has overlooked, not the function of ju, but 
the consequences of omitting the modal chyi 

The danger of assuming that Jaw Chyi 
simply equated ju and jy is illustrated by Pro
fessor Dobson’s treatment (p. 0) of the phrase 
VC 0 % tk ‘ compares it to being 
exiled’ (6/93, of. 4/03 ifc g H 4,
‘ compares him to the thumb ’). Equating ju 
and jy, Professor Dobson takes this as evidenoe 
of the blunted distinction between jy and chyi, 
and translates : ‘ by the time that he was 
exiled'.

(2) Finai/tsu^ ‘ n’eshcepas f ’ (romanized 
correctly on p. 99 but as ju in the index). 
Professor Dobson’s sole evidenoe that Jaw 
Chyi misunderstands it is that he defines it 
simply as a ‘ Bigh-word ’ (^^ , p. 04). But
Jaw Chyi has a small vocabulary of gramma
tical terms (examined in a useful appendix,
‘ Jaw Chyi’s notions about language ’), and 
does not necessarily misunderstand what he 
fails to analyse. The modem scholar Peir 
Shyuehae |g| Ipi gives virtually the same 
definition (gj£ ^ fu]) in hia Quuehu shiutzyh 
jyishyh -£ # jg ^ & U altkou«k ho 

recognizes it as similar in function to modem 
ba 1

(3) Tec Jjtj and yii (The latter is roman-

1 op. oit., 881.

ized as yih repeatedly on p. 06, but as yii in 
the index.) Since the author has proposed no 
distinction between these particles except for 
effeots on the stress pattern for which he offered 
no criteria (LAO, §3.12), it is difficult to see 
how he oould substantiate his claim that the 
distinction Is blurred in Late Han (p. 09). In 
fact he oonfines himself to a list of passages 
where the two interchange between text and 
commentary. But even on the more orthodox 
assumption that yii is a perfective particle in 
verbal sentences (similar to colloquial 1c ~f), 
while yet belongs primarily to the nominal 
sentence (‘ A is B ’) but also Berves in verbal 
sentences to mark judgments (‘ It is that. . . ’) 
and explanations (‘ It is beoause ...’), philo
sophical writing is unsuitable material for 
deciding whether the partioles are clearly 
distinguished. In narrative or description yet 
sentences are comparatively rare and show up 
clearly as explanatory interruptions ; but in 
an argument of Mencius or exposition of Jaw 
Chyi it is not so easy to be sure that a statement 
with yii could not have been expressed as a 
judgment with the substitution of yet. There 
is less scope for the opposite substitution ; but 
it is noticeable that nearly all Professor 
Dobson’s interchanges are in fact replacements 
of yii by yet. There is one exception : 8/2 
Mencius : ^ ^ -tfe ‘ <^0 people may
be made rioh ’ ; Jaw Chyi: BJ S S ^
‘ then the people will be rich ’. Here the 
difference of phrasing is important; Mencius 
himself tends to use yii in the apodosis after 
tzer j}IJ, but yet after leet nj with passive verb.

(4) Eel If (fusion of erl-yiiff[] EL) ‘ merely, 
simply ’ is said to have weakened in Late Han 
and to he used only ‘ for marking heightened 
emotion ’ (p. 64). It is possible that if I bad 
read as muoh of Jaw Chyi as Professor Dobson 
has I might share this impression; but his 
evidence consists of four cases where Jaw Chyi 
uses it for the yet of the text and, strangely, 
two where it replaces erl-yii (but none where 
it replaces an exolamatory partiole). The fol
lowing example of Professor Dobson’s, in whioh 
the yte and the tel are used in quite different 
constructions, illustrates the utter pointlessness 
of listing substitutions without regard for 
context:

3/37 Mencius: ^ ^ Zp Jn

tecau8e
heaven does not yet wish to pacify the world. 
If it did, who is there at the present time 
except me ? ’

Jaw Chyi: jfc ? g 8f! f £ & &
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^ ‘ Menoius says that he is oapable of being 
the “scholar who names for his age” (the 
phrase is so understood, 3/36), and the time is 
also ripe for it, but he cannot get to do it. This 
is simply because heaven itself does not yet 
wish to pacify the world, not beoause of any 
fault of mine

(6) Hu Jp- and yu |J(1. In pre-Han Chinese, 
as Leu Shwushiang g ^ has pointed 
out,* hu is interrogative in the final position 
but exclamatory after the preposed verb. Tu, 
as Professor Dobson and I agree, is a fusion of 
yet hu. It would be of great interest to know 
whether final hu is purely interrogative in 
Late Han and whether yu is still confined to 
types of sentence which take yet in the affirma
tive. Professor Dobson, as it happens, defined 
hu in LAO as a ‘ sentential modal particle 
indicating doubt, surprise, indignation, etc. ’ 
(LAO, p. 242), a definition which seems scarcely 
to admit further blunting. The hypothesis of 
blunting is again supported solely by a list of 
passages in which Jaw Chyi uses other partioles, 
in most oases interrogative partioles. The list 
in faot confirms, as far as it goes, that hu and yu 
were still purely interrogative. (We shall not 
consider its bearing on the more complicated 
question of the relation between yee and yu.) 
One is at firat sight impressed by the cases in 
which hu and yu are disregarded or ‘ used 
wrongly ’ or replaced by yu or yit; but on 
inspection most turn out to be questions with 
interrogative adverbs or double questions in 
the form ‘ ye 3f|5 • • • !/** ’■ There is only one in 
which Jaw Chyi paraphrases a question as an 

tion in direct speeoh (3/10). The yu 
wrongly ’ (8/91) turns out to be the 

conjunction yeu. Apart from a oase where Jaw 
Chyi is not paraphrasing at all (6/68), there 
remains only one example : (6/88) Mencius 

S'J m fg m M ® ‘Hesaid“In 
that case was Shuenn a man who pretended to 
rejoioe ? ” ’ ; Jaw Chyi: ^ gf fca pH;

^ ‘ Wannjang says that in that case we 
suppose that Shuenn practised perfect 
sincerity, yet he pretended to rejoice in order 
to please others ’. Jaw Chyi does not need an 
interrogative partiole because he is paraphras
ing in indirect speech after yan gf ‘ say that ’ 
(not iue frj ‘ say ’). Mencius uses yu after a 
nominal clause, which in the affirmative would 
have yee; Jaw Chyi turns it into a verbal 
sentence, and oan therefore use yii.

(0) Shunt ^ ‘ whioh 7 ’. Professor Dobson 
gives good evidence of its obsolescence in

* Wenyan shiuizyh^Q gf |j]g 1^, Shanghai,
1967, 163-6.

Late Han (p. 48). His further olaim that when 
used it has a blunted sense is interesting, since 
it was certainly blunted in later Chinese ; but 
in the only passage which he adduces shunt in 
fact has its LAC sense : ‘Jaw Chyi transposes 

“ Cooked meat or 
dates—which of the two is the better (eating) ’ ’
to 3= jft ft M St m ■& “ who thinks 
dates are better than cooked meats to eat 7 ” 
(8/106) ’ (p. 48). The curious but well-estab
lished construction in which shunt is put 
immediately in front of yeu does not alter the 
sense.3 Professor Dobson’s translation of the 
second passage would be hard to justify in any 
case.

(7) Tsemg Professor Dobson suspeots 
two instances of tsemg ‘ how 7 ’, ancestor of 
the modem tzeen J|! ^ f' sf
in lit “ (The Duke of Chou, in writing 
this song) wanted to needle (= oriticize) the 
Prince of Pin (by asking) why did (he) not 
emulate this bird 7 ” (2/87) ffjj ^ §5 
“so why should he not mourn 7 ” (7/16)’ 
(p. 96).

Two commonly recognized partioles are 
written with this character :

(i) Tzeng, traditionally explained as similar 
to tier jJIJ and nae J1].

(ii) Tsemg, temporal particle referring to 
the indefinite past, of which there are scarcely 
any pre-Han examples.

The function of the former is doubtful, but 
it is commonest combined with a negative, with 
the sense ‘ not even ’ : Shyyjih JJi ^ (Syhbuh 
tsonglcan 0 gfj g flj) 118/12B/4 ft #

the high position of Emperor, but dead he was 
not even as good as a oommoner ’.

There is a striking example in Shyuntzyy 
with the tzeng in front of the inverted 

object resumed by jy: (Harvard-Yenohing 
concordance) 76/19/101 fffi $£ fl'J

# £> I* £ 'f % -ffei ‘ But
about it, this is to be not as good even as the 
birds and beasts ’.

We find the same tzeng with negative in 
Professor Dobson’s two examples: ‘ It criticizes 
the Prince of Pin as not even as good as this 
bird ’ ; ‘ and did not even mourn ’.

This is the third of the author’s full-length 
studies, and provides a suitable occasion for 
some general reflections about his methods. 
An inquirer into the Chinese language of a 
particular period has two legitimate altema-

3 cf. Jou Faagau JSJ ^ Jon9Too guuday 
yeufaa tf ® A ft E® l£- (Ohengday biann 
ffij ft £g). Taipei, 1969, 216.
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tives ; lie may seleot a sample and analyse it 
exhaustively, or read widely and illustrate his 
conclusions by examples ohosen at his own 
discretion. Professor Dobson, who has always 
metioulonsly cultivated the externals of exact 
scholarship, seems at first sight to ohoose the 
former, the more rigorous alternative. But in 
the case of LAC he his never even disclosed 
the precise limits of his samples, from 
‘ Menoins ’, Mohtzyy § , Juangtxyy ij-,
and the Tzttoojuann fjj ■ He does so in 
the ease of Late Han, but still without any 
attempt to list and classify his particles 
and constructions exhaustively. Even in the 
ooncordanced texts one comes to take it for 
granted that one must expect to find exceptions 
to his most confident generalizations. We are 
told that the wu jy 3E of the commentary 
is ‘ unknown to LAC ’ (p. 4), although there are 
examples in the text itself (‘ Menoins ’ IB/10, 
0A/4); that jis ‘ all ’ is purely an 1 agential
distributive ’ in LAC but can point forward to 
post-verbal elements such as jy in Late Han 
(p. 47), although again there are examples of 
jie pointing forward to jy in ‘ Mencius ’ (2A/0, 
3A/4) ; that in Jaw Chyi’s phrase 
‘ rob them of their property ’ ‘ chyi not jy 
would be LAC usage ’ (p. 6), although the 
Tzuoojuann has nine cases of jy to one of chyi 
in this construction. As for the examples from 
Jaw Chyi, they are regularly listed out of 
sequence, implying that Professor Dobson 
notes them as they catch his eye instead of 
working through the commentary system
atically.

If Professor Dobson wishes to oonvinoe us
'hat ju is no longer equivalent to jy yu or jy hu, 
why not list all oases of ju used by Jaw Chyi 
and olassify them as occurrences (1) between 
transitive verb and direotive noun (= jy yu) ; 
(2) in the final position after a transitive verb 
(=jyhu); (3) in neither postion ? To demon
strate that Jaw Chyi no longer distinguishes 
hu from yu and ye {= yee hu), why not list all 
his interrogative nominal sentences and olassify 
them according to the partiole used, so that
we ean see how often he uses hu in nominal sen
tences where we should expeot yu or ye ? 
Until Professor Dobson commits himself to 
such prooedures, his rigid sohematization and 
formidable terminology (in whiah, by the way, 
he consistently uses the words ‘ diachronio ’ 
and ‘ synohronio ’ the wrong way round 
throughout the introduction) cannot be much 
more than an elaborate and pointless make- 
believe. Professor Dobson remains the intuitive 
kind of scholar who supports his impressions 
about Chinese grammar by casually chosen 
examples—a method whioh is fruitful in pro
portion to the quantity of material mastered. 
Under these oironmstances, to limit oneself

striotly to a sample amounts to no more than a 
pretext for not reading very muoh Late Han 
Chinese. His impressions are sometimes novel 
and interesting. But he defeats himself; it is 
often easy to prove him wrong, but one can 
seldom confirm that hp is right without doing 
the whole of his work over again.

A. O. QBAHAM

Joseph K. Levenson : Confucian China 
and its modem fate. Vol. turn. The 
problem of monarchical decay.—Vol. 
three. The problem of historical 
significance. xiv, 178 pp.; xi, 
180 pp. London: Rontledge and 
ELegan Paul, 1964-5. 26s. each.

With the appearance of these brilliant, 
provocative, often exasperating volumes, Pro
fessor Levenson brings to a olose his three-part 
contrapuntal study of the death and trans
figuration of Confuoianism. The leit-motiv (to 
oontinue one of the author’s favourite meta
phors), sounded first in Vol. I (The problem of 
intellectual continuity, 1968), is profoundly 
historical and ultimately tragic : the vulnera
bility of traditional, universal values in a 
modem, particularistic world. Time, that is, 
does not stand still for absolute, hence time
less, values but rather throws up constant 
alternatives to them. And when those alterna
tives no longer eome from within the tradition 
and are more compelling than the old abso
lutes, tradition is in danger of becoming 
irrelevant. It must either change or die. It is 
possible that it will change and die. This is 
what happened in nineteenth- and early 
twentieth-oentury China. As new and alien 
(though not always foreign) choices pressed in 
on the old ones, Confucian thought and institu
tions became drained of real significance. They 
were vitiated by continuous compromises with 
modernity until they came to stand for every
thing they once denied: narrow national 
pretensions, ethical oultnre divorced from 
political responsibility, formal religiosity, a 
politios of popular rather than heavenly will. 
Nothing remained of their once confident olaim 
of oecumenical relevance. Their onltnral uni
verse, with China at its centre, had disappeared 
and so they became relics—something to point 
to baok in history rather than to act on in 
the bare-and-now. Nothing remained but a 
memory.

It is this process of deoline into irrelevanoe 
that ooncems Professor Levenson in these 
volumes. In Vol. n he treats it in its institu
tional setting, in Vol. m in its historiographical 
setting. In both the technique is the same: 
to range over most of Chinese and much of
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Western history in a series of idiosyncratio, 
largely self-contained and apparently unrelated 
essays that explore diverse strands of the long 
tradition that ultimately failed. Anything 
goes, everything fits, as if the author is 
challenging history to show him something he 
cannot use, something that does not fit into 
the grand design described above. The result 
is disoonoerting though never dull. From a 
stratospherio discussion of the relativity of 
ideas (in Vol. i) to a more earthly treatment 
of Yuan Shih-k‘ai playing the fool in his 
restorationist’s robes, from New Text Han 
Confuoianism to Hassidio folk-lore, from the 
courts of K‘ang-hsi and Yung-cheng, among 
others, to those of Versailles and the Hohen- 
zollems, we are taken on an exploratory tour 
of the author’s mind and of the mind of modem 
and pre-modem China. Where the record fails 
to provide the necessary facts for a needed 
conclusion, Professor Levenson comes to its 
resoue with his own supple logio, almost always 
persuasive but sometimes tinged with the 
suspicion that rhetorio and history are one.

The suspicion is intensified by the author’s 
highly distinctive style. Professor Levenson is 
a master of the metaphor, the epigram, the bon 
mot, the paradox, the pun, and often his history 
gets hopelessly lost in the verbal thiokets. Thus, 
for his Amerioan readers—referring to Yuan 
Shih-k'ai’s fatuity in words that mock Henry 
Clay’s sense of principle : ‘ He would rather 
the rite than the presidency ’ (n, 6). Or for his 
English readers—discussing the quid pro quo 
arrangement of imperial patronage in return 
for loyal support that marked the relationship 
between monarchy and bureauoraoy : ‘ ... if 
the soholar had support to offer, some power 
to sell for his quid, the monarch still fell . . . 
short of monopoly ’ (n, 66). Or for his Chinese 
readers—noting the late Ch’ing obsession with 
the t'i (Chinese ‘ essence ’)-yung (Western 
‘ utility ’) dichotomy : ‘ ... if the . . . essence 
could really not be saved, Manohus were 
endangered, even more than the Chinese f’t 
addicts ’ (n, 8). And finally, at the end of his 
study, the worst barbarism of all—a desperate 
phrase that acts as a stall for time between the 
last essay and an attempt to pull the whole 
mHange together: ‘ Having concluded roundly, 
let us oonolude squarely, with a concluding 
conclusion’(m, 110). One wonders whether, 
in studying the descent of traditional thought 
into meaninglessness, the author himself does 
not at times become meaningless.

Yet however crippled by rhetorio, his story 
still limps along at a pace that other, less 
oourageous history, marching, cannot match. 
It has many important things to say. It 
attempts with considerable suooess to remove 
Confucianism—sensibly taken as the domi
nant, though by no means exclusive, mode of

Chinese intellectual and socio-political life— 
from the realm of bland generalization and 
make of it an organic problem of real and 
vibrant values—shifting, variable, sensitive to 
pressures, susceptible of damage, subject to 
change even within the old order. The tired 
old myth of a statio, unchanging China is thus 
given a helping hand to oblivion. So is the 
oomplacent view that Chinese history is too 
exclusive and exotic to warrant comparison 
with WeBtem intellectual and institutional 
experience. Much of this work is devoted to 
the difficult, task of making sense of compara
tive intellectual history and as such joins 
Benjamin Schwartz’s very important study, 
In search of wealth and power: Ten Fu and 
the West (Cambridge, Mass., 1964), as a muoh- 
needed corrective to the more usual parochial 
treatment of the history of ideas.

There is muah more here that is good: a 
strong counter-argument to the historicist view 
that history is in essence a suooess story, 
a debunking of the more egregious assertions 
of the orientally despotio interpretation of 
Chinese history, a convincing demonstration 
of the weakness of what might be oalled the 
[C.P.] Fitzgerald syndrome—the need to 
explain the Chinese revolution as a modem 
analogue of traditional dynasty-making. Pro
fessor Levenson is an historical relativist. He 
believes that the failure—the hapless character 
and insignificant event—has a place in the 
main stream of history too. Thus, for example, 
Liao P‘ing, the last and by all counts the least 
of the latter-day traditionalists; the other 
sentimental reactionaries of the May Fourth 
period ; the post-1911 monarchical restoration 
movements, really only parodies of past 
reality ; and the late and forlorn attempts of 
K’ang Yu-wei and others to sanotify the dead 
body of Confuoian thought by putting it into 
the ohurch—wen.: all relevant, all distinctly 
modem, and, in their way, all important 
indexes of change. By the same relativist 
reasoning, the author argues that total terror, 
the key to oriental despotism’s theory of 
power, is less persuasive as a description of 
the mechanics of the traditional Chinese state 
f.ban the concept of tension between monarchy 
and bureaucraoy. In other words, it took two 
to play the game. Again, and for similar 
reasons, he rejects the ‘ just-another-dynasty ’ 
approach to the present, for it denies the 
organio complexity of tradition and the radical 
break with it that made even modem tradi
tionalists strangers to the past.

Of the many problems raised in these 
volumes I should like to examine just one in 
greater depth : the nature of the relationship 
between monarchy and bureauoraoy (see all of 
Yol. n). Essentially it is understood as a 
symbiotio tension between two vested interests,
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each posed against the other yet looked in 
mutual dependenoe. Originally, in feudal 
times, the tension was represented by king and 
aristocrat, the centripetal olaims of monarchy 
opposing the oentrifogal acquisitiveness of 
aristooraoy. As the scholar-bnreauorat in
truded on the administrative scene in the long 
years from the Ch‘in to the T‘ang, the 
centralizing emperors began to use him as a 
counter to the aristocrat, Finally aristocracy 
was shorn of its independence (though not of 
all its pretensions); it moved to the side of 
monarchy, and left the field to civil bureau- 
craoy, now indispensable to the crown yet 
dangerous too as the new olaimant to indepen
dent action, wealth, and power. Conversely, 
bureaucracy needed monarchy to secure its 
privileges and assure its continuity. And so 
the two shared the ‘ pie of power ’ (n, 83-6) in 
a working tension characterized neither by 
total terror on the one side nor total divisive
ness on the other. As long as it lasted, the 
dynasty as a viable political form lasted. 
When the tension was broken after the Taiping 
rebellion, dynasty was doomed. Bureaucracy 
abdicated its last claim to independence—• 
intellectual independence of the throne—as it 
was forced, in order to survive at all, to Bide 
with a discredited court against the radical 
ideology of the rebels and the revolutionary 
ideas of the West. It oame to be looked upon 
as an extension of the throne rather than as 
a counterpoise to it, and when the Manohus 
fell before the new nationalism, Confucianism, 
embodied in bureauaraoy, fell too.

This in broad outline is Professor Levenson’s 
contribution to the theory of the Chinese 
monarchy. It is not entirely original (see, for 
example, James T. C. Liu’s ‘An administrative 
cycle in Chinese history : the case of Northern 
Sung emperors ’, JAS, xxr, 2, 1962, 137-62, 
where many of these ideas were adumbrated), 
but it is the fullest statement made so far. 
How useful is it f The answer is, very. It is 
the best paradigm of dynastio power that has 
yet been devised. It substitutes complexity for 
the monolithio simplicity of other theories that 
give all initiative in the governance of the state 
either to an unreal, because perfect, tyrant or 
to an all-wise, self-perpetuating Confucrian 
Establishment or to both in conspiratorial 
union against the People below. It allows for 
the growth of imperial despotism, notably after 
the Sung, without having to make the bureau
crat an abjeot tool of the throne. In other 
words, if the emperor got stronger vis-d-vis the 
bureaucracy, the bureaucraoy got stronger 
vis-d-vis everybody else and retained in the 
bargain its claim to judge the throne even 
while being humiliated by it. As a theory of 
independence and interdependence, it prompts 
a much more sophisticated and human-oentred

analysis of Chinese institutions than has hereto
fore been suggested.

Unfortunately Professor Levenson never 
really gets beyond a general treatment of the 
problem. The monographic testing of the 
theory remains to be made. As it stands it is 
too perfeot, too pat, and leads the author into 
overstatement and questionable conclusions. 
The very complicated and oritical bureaucratic 
role of a new breed of aristocrats, the great 
families, from the third to the seventh oen- 
turies a.d. is largely ignored, almost as if this 
anomaly were an embarrassment to the con
cept. And since the author insists on retaining 
aristooraoy as an irritant to both monarchy 
and bureaucraoy long after it beoame politi
cally irrelevant, he has trouble looating his 
aristocrats in later dynasties. For the Ming, 
other than the early rusticated princes, they 
are eunuohs, for the Ch'ing, Manchus. As 
representatives of special, oourt-centred privi
lege they qualify. As kept men, the king's 
men—attributes he gives to post-T‘ang aristo
cracy—they are more problematical. What of 
the eunuohs courted by the Tung-lin party at 
the end of the Ming ? Whose side were they 
on—or did they somehow retain an ‘ aristocra- 
tio ’ independence of their own ? What, for 
that matter, of Wei Chung-hsien, who eventu
ally called the emperor’s tune rather than 
danoing to it ? More significantly, what of the 
great mid-Ch‘ing Manohu bureauorate, men 
suoh as Hsil-yfian-meng, O-er-t’ai, and A-kuei, 
who belonged rightly to both camps, aristo
cracy and bureauoracy f The clear theoretical 
lines of tension are in danger here of being 
blurred by the real complexities of administra
tive life. One solution, recently suggested in 
a Tale doctoral thesis by Jonathan Spenoe, is 
to replace the Manohu as the eunuch-equiva
lent in the Ch'ing with the Chinese bond
servant, a bannerman of sorts, but not a racial 
aristoorat. Here was the real king’s man, 
pioked for privilege, not bom to it. In any 
case, this problem indicates that the theory 
will have to be given more precise chrono
logical underpinnings before it can be aocepted 
as valid for any one period or for all.

The weakest link in Professor Levenson’s 
argument, however, is his attempt to pin 
ideological labels on his participants in ten
sion : Confucian on bureaucracy, Legalist on 
emperorship, and, more neutrally, feudal on 
aristooracy. By perpetuating these simplistio 
formulae he does a disservice to his own 
commitment to complexity and reduces history 
to a contest between Good and Bad, Weak and 
Strong, Bealist and Idealist. Monarchy, he 
says (n, 26-7), patronized at various times 
non-philosophical Taoism, seonlar Buddhism, 
eunuohs, and trade, and was frequently 
involved in parrioidal and fratricidal family
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strife, thus offending, respectively, the rational
ist, sceptical, civil, aesthetic, and ethical tenets 
of the Confuoian literatus-type. True, perhaps, 
but not good enough. The trouble lies in the 
word type. Professor Levenson is posing a 
series of historical realities against a composite 
ideal. The argument is loaded and unhistorical. 
Confucianists, as bureaucrats, offended as 
much against their own ideals as did Chinese 
emperors. In fact, as local and provincial 
officials, where in effect they wore monarchs in 
miniature, they operated just as much with the 
striot code book as with the sacred text. 
Authoritarianism and real-politik were no more 
monopolies of the throne than idealism was a 
monopoly of bureauoraoy. The emperor, after 
all, especially after the Sung, was as thoroughly 
indoctrinated in the ethical curriculum as were 
his civil servants. They both shared the same 
intellectual world, one largely circumscribed by 
set texts and fixed ideas, and if the monaroh 
sometimes only paid lip-service to them so did 
the bureauorat. Neither was a perfect type; 
both were fallible men in an imperfeot world.

Without the labels, Professor Levenson’s 
theory of tensions makes sense. With them 
it does not. Monarchy versus bureaucracy 
suggests a real political issue ; Legalist versus 
Confuoian suggests nothing but an airy 
abstraction.

Several minor errors of fact should be 
pointed out. (1) rr, 9 : his reference to the fact 
that until 1906 the emperor did not perform 
the semi-annual Confuoian sacrifices in person 
needs to be amended. On special occasions, the 
emperor in fact did attend to them personally. 
(See Shinkoku gytetihO ^ |§ iff jgf 
xv, 18.) (2) n, 43 : of the four local pariah 
peoples listed as having been raised to com- 
moner status during the Yung-oheng reign 
(1723-35), three in fact were—the yUeh-hu (his 
lo-hu) p in 1723, the shih-p'u ftk in 
1727 (though not with any legal precision till 
1809-10), and the to-min m&in 1730. The 
fourth, the chiu-hsing yil-hu jh %£ P < 
were not thus honoured until 1748. Two other 
groups, the tan-hu p and kai-min Pj Jjjl, 
were indeed also made commoners during the 
Yung-oheng era, but they are not mentioned 
here. (See Shinkoku gyOseihd, n, 109, and 
Ch‘u T‘ung-teu, Law and society in traditional 
China, Paris, 1961, pp. 130-2, n. 4.) (3) n, 
72 : quoting from a secondary source, he 
unwittingly telescopes into one two statements 
from two independent essays of T‘ang Chen. 
The first, ‘ Prom the Ch‘in, monarohs have 
been bandits ’, is from T'ang’s essay ‘ House 
talk’ (j|f ; the second, ‘The prince 
became aggrandized . . . ’, from the essay 
‘ Stop the slaughter ’ ( ^ (See T‘ang

Chen g[, Ch'ien-shu ||| Peking, 1966, 
190, 198.) It should also be pointed out that 
the second statement, correctly interpreted, 
does not fit Professor Levenson’s discussion 
here of imperial acquisitiveness. T‘ang Chen 
was talking about the people as murder 
victims, not as royal ohattel as is implied here. 
(4) n, 90 : ‘ wang-i ’ (no characters supplied) 
is surely a misprint for wang-chi ^ jJJj.

The indexes in both volumes are wretched. 
They are oonfined almost exclusively to proper 
names and are useless as a guide to the many 
oonoepts and ideas to which these volumes are 
devoted. In Vol. n all index references to 
pp. 140-63 are faulty and should read one page 
less than given.

HA BOLD L. KAHN

Jaboslav PafiSr-K (ed.) : Studies in 
modem Chinese literature. (Ost- 
asiatische Forschimgen, Ht. 2.) iv, 
179 pp. Berlin: Akademie-Yerlag, 
1964. DM. 67.
We are twice cautioned by Professor PrfiSek 

in bis introduction to these studies by his 
proteges not to expeot too much; they are 
to furnish the Bolid—and by implication 
unexciting—matter which will later be used to 
construct the ‘ syntheses * whioh the group 
consider it their proper business to produce. 
They have the confidence that they can, along 
the way and among other things, * contribute 
to the solution of the question of whether the 
development of literature is immanent or 
whether it is determined by sooial forces ’. 
From present evidence the syntheses are going 
to come from Professor PriiSek himself; cer
tainly there is no one better qualified to do the 
job. Perhaps because of a feeling that the 
volume would be too slender otherwise, he hna 
lent his own weight to the collection by con
tributing an introduction, longer than any of 
the individual studies, in which he interprets 
the general social and literary scene between 
1919 and 1937. His approach is to be wel
comed. Most previous surveys of modem 
literature were perforce evaluative, trying to 
separate wheat from chaff, but enough has 
probably been done in that direction now to 
allow disouseion to proceed to the more techni
cal stage, employing modem analytical con
cepts, that Professor Pnlfiek enters upon. It 
would be better not to discuss in this review 
the ideas he puts forward, as they are 
apparently only prefatory to a major work 
that will be a separate volume in the series. 
One’s initial hesitancy in accepting some of his
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points may be overborne by the weight of 
lengthier argument. One oan say in general, 
however, that Professor PrfiSek seems anxious 
to agree with his Chinese colleagues; he 
generously supports for example Ch'en Yung’s 
oontention that Lu Hsiin accepted the view
point of the revolutionary peasants when he 
wrote his ‘ Diary of a madman ’ : not, of 
course, that he does not also put forward his 
own original ideas.

This introduction was finished in 1961 (the 
delay in publication is truly unconscionable), 
the individual studies are even earlier, and do 
not now impress very much. One has the 
uneasy feeling that too trusting a faith is put 
in the mere language of oriticism, and some of 
the contributors seem to have taken too much 
to heart Confuoius’s commendation of trans
mission above oreativeness. However, they do 
provide much needed information for the 
student, on Tien Han, for instance. Marcela 
BouSkovd’s essay on Ping Ham’s stories stands 
out for its genuine sympathy with its subjeot; 
she is also able to persuade one that her subject 
is more complex, not simpler, than it first 
appeared. The other studies are of Pa Chin’s 
1 Family ’, Kuo Mo-jo’s autobiographical 
works, Lao She’s early work, and, the only one 
to deal with contemporary literature, Chao 
Shu-li’s San-li-wan. All are faotually reliable.

Because of the admitted youthfulness of this 
work, and its delayed publication, the collec
tion does less than justice to the actual 
standing of Prague as a centre, perhaps the 
centre, for the study of modem Chinese 
literature.

D. B. POLLARD

Kenneth E. Walker : Planning in 
Chinese agriculture : socialisation and 
the private sector, 1956-1962. xviii, 
109 pp. London : Frank Cass and 
Co. Ltd., 1965. 25s.
The purpose of this monograph is to explain 

the significance of the private sector in Chinese 
agriculture and to aocount for the variations in 
government polioy toward it during the years 
1966-62. Dr. Walker introduces the subjeot 
with a brief account of the evolution of sociali
zation polioy in the oountryside from the early 
1960’s to the emergence of the commune system 
in 1968. This chapter oontains a particularly 
useful table whioh sets out with precision the 
various forms of collective agricultural insti
tutions and the timing of their introduction.

The second section of the monograph is 
an analysis of the economic significance of 
the private sector and this is the most 
original and important part of the book. Dr. 
Walker sees two main reasons for the

persistence of private agriculture in a pre
dominantly collective setting. First, the collec
tive system did not provide sufficient security 
of income for the peasants who therefore in 
effoot required that they be allowed to retain a 
measure of private aotivity as the price for 
participating in the collective system. 
Secondly, the government found that socialized 
pig farming was so inefficient as to jeopardize 
the supply of pig manure, whioh in the absence 
of ohemical fertilizer was essential for the 
maintenance and growth of agricultural 
output. But as Dr. Walker points out, the fact 
that the private sector was in some ways 
complementary to the public seotor did not 
preclude serious conflicts between them, or 
lessen the hostility of the Party to the private 
seotor whioh it regarded as a remnant of an 
alien and largely superseded mode of produc
tion. The final part of the book is a chronolo
gical account of the successive attempts to 
eliminate the private sector. From the material 
presented here it appears that whenever there 
was an upsurge of socialism in the countryside 
the right of the peasants to a private plot came 
under attaok and that whenever there was a 
crisis, oonoessions to private agriculture were 
one of the primary forms which retreat took.

One general point arising out of the con
cluding note on ‘ the influence of theory over 
polioy ’, is that the pioture of the Chinese 
polioy makers as slavish ideologists only 
redeemed by periodically falling back on their 
native ‘ pragmatism ’, oan be overdrawn. The 
case for collective institutions and large 
planning units is not as weak as might be 
implied from this monograph, although 
questions of detail and timing leave ample 
scope for controversy. To some extent Dr. 
Walker has used the advantages of hindsight 
and the simplifications made in the cause of 
brevity, to make the Chinese polioies appear 
more irrational than they really were.

This book, however, dearly represents a 
most impressive preliminary analysis of one 
aspect of China’s rural revolution find one 
awaits with interest the more detailed and 
considered account of it whioh one hopes is to 
follow.

OHBISTOFHRR HOWS

G. H. L. Le May : British supremacy in
South Africa, 1899-1907. ix, 229 pp.
Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1965. 25s.

There is a nice touch of irony in the title of 
Professor Le May’s book: although Britain was 
employing huge military forces, and one of the 
most formidable administrators of the age, 
British supremacy in South Africa during and 
immediately after the Anglo-Boer war was
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tenuous and hollow. Lord Milner dominated 
this period. He was a man whose complex 
personality defies simple definition, and whose 
political ideas are not so silly as they are some
times made to appear. British supremacy in 
South Africa was written before the publication 
of A. M. Gollin’s masterly study, Proconsul in 
politics. The picture of Milner presented by 
South Afrioan historians, even by Professor 
Le May and Thompson, should be compared 
with Godin's fuller and more understanding 
portrait. Gollin traces Milner’s imperialist 
views to his Balliol days (considerably earlier 
than Le May, who sees them ‘forged’ in Egypt) 
and his friendship with the remarkable 
Canadian GeoTge Parkin.

Professor Le May’s central theme is how the 
unsatisfactory relationship between Milner and 
the British military authorities, notably Lord 
Kitchener, and the inept oonduot of the never- 
ending war by them, frustrated the High 
Commissioner’s ‘ Grand Design ’ for the future 
settlement of South Africa. This was based on 
a prosperous and pro-British Transvaal. Yet 
when the firing ceased, all Milner’s administra
tive talents, and those of the young men he 
brought out from Oxford to help him, were 
squandered (in his eyes) on the gruelling job of 
repairing the broken economies of the 
Transvaal and the Orange River Colony. The 
erasing of the Afrikaner’s bitterness, bom 
amidst the burning farms and the concentra
tion camps, was a task beyond a man like 
Milner, if it could be accomplished at all. 
Because of his distaste for the ‘ publio relations ’ 
aspect of government, he even failed in the 
more immediate business of winning over the 
English-speaking Transvaalers, on whose 
shoulders the ‘ Grand Design ’ should have 
rested fairly and squarely. Professor Le May 
gently sabotages the story of Smuts converting 
Campbell-Bannerman in 1906 to the liberal 
policy of self-government for the Transvaal 
and thereby ‘setting the future of South 
Africa ’. Campbell-Bannerman needed no such 
conversion. As soon as the new administration 
was aware of the oontents of the offioial corres
pondence in the Colonial Office files, especially 
Milner’s own dispatches, it realized that any
thing short of responsible government would 
have been unworkable.

The author’s treatment of what he labels 
Milnerism, and its failure, is rather uneven. 
The story of the ‘ methods of barbarism ’ has 
been told elsewhere, but never so perceptively. 
Milner’s reactions to these tactics, and his 
losing battle with Roberts and Kitchener for 
overall direction of the situation in South 
Africa, are admirably related. The acoount of 
the first few months of the war as it was 
experienced in the Cape Colony, and of the 
growing tension between the High Commis

sioner, the Military, and the Cape politicians, 
is perhaps the most illuminating part of the 
book. It is based on magistrates’ and civil 
commissioners’ reports, and on the local press, 
as well as on the private papers which are 
Professor Le May’s chief sources. The result 
is a pioture of a few confused and dangerous 
months in the Colony’s history, which is 
wonderfully alive, and which opens a window 
on to a whole new perspective of South African 
history. By comparison, the treatment of the 
Vereeniging Treaty and of the Lyttelton 
Constitution is disappointing. When the author 
moves, with Milner, up to the Transvaal, the 
wider and more vital dimensions seem to be 
laoking. The Cape gets left out of the story. 
Admittedly Milner relinquished the governor
ship of the self-governing Colony, yet it 
remained one of the most serious hurdles to be 
overoome if Milner’s dream of a ‘ British South 
Africa ’ was to be fulfilled. There is no mention 
of the plot in 1902 to suspend the Cape 
Constitution, though this was undoubtedly 
Milner’s brain-ohild.

Professor Le May is primarily concerned with 
the effects military operations and Milner’s 
polioies had on the subsequent political 
development of South Africa, and on the in
tensification of Afrikaner nationalism. On 
these weighty matters his conclusions carry 
conviotion. Afrioans, however, only receive 
mention as the source of certain white attitudes 
and policies. The materials for the study 
of the non-white peoples of South Africa 
during this oritical period are scattered and 
difficult to obtain. Nevertheless, suoh a study 
is very necessary in the present state of South 
African historiography. The work of Milner in 
South Africa will not be appreciated fully until 
the majority of the inhabitants are given their 
share of the limelight.

The absence of a bibliography or of a critical 
assessment of the sources used is a serious and 
a ourious omission in a work of this nature. 
The notice on the jacket states that the work 
is based on unpublished documents ; exactly 
what these are, and how Professor Le May has 
treated them, the reader has to discover himself.

ANTHONY ATHOBB

M. Foetes and G. Deeteblen (ed.) : 
African systems of thought: studies 
presented and discussed at the third 
International African Seminar in Salis
bury, December 1960. viii, 392 pp. 
London, etc. : Oxford University 
Press for the International African 
Institute, 1965. 50s.
This book, after a delay of more than four 

years, gives the 21 papers specially written for
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tke International Seminar by a number of 
American, Belgian, British, French, and Sonth 
African anthropologists. The papers vary 
considerably in length and in importance. 
Some ara quite slight in their content and 
treatment, and presumably are only inoluded 
in the volume because they were in faot pre
pared for the Seminar ; some have interest and 
value for particular regional speoialists, hut 
perhaps rather little for others ; and some aTe 
quite important contributions to anthropology 
in the fields of religion, ritual, cosmology, and 
witchcraft. The book is thus of variable 
quality—too variable for the high price set by 
the publishers. Even some of the more im
portant contributions seem to be hampered by 
limitations of length. Professor Turner’s paper 
on Ndembu ritual symbolism, suggestive and 
stimulating as it is, mainly whets the appetite 
for the more extended exposition of ritual on 
which, one understands, he is now working. 
Professor Marwick continues his well-known 
approach to the study of witchcraft, developing 
a little here a technique of statistical analysis 
of the status and relationships of accusers, 
accused, and victims. In the space at his 
disposal he is not oonvinoing : he may be 
pursuing a profitable line, or he may not, but it 
is difficult to know from this short paper. 
Professor Fortes has a more extended contri
bution on ancestor worship which is one of the 
best things in the whole book, and it should 
become a standard reference in this field. 
Specialist contributions such as that by Mme. 
Diertelen on Pen! initiation and Dr. Bradbury 
on Edo mortuary rituals and father-son 
relations will be valuable. Drban specialists 
will be intrigued by Professor Mitohell’s 
suggestions coming from his work in Salisbury. 
These are, in the view of one reader, the more 
important contributions.

In addition to the prepared papers, there are 
summaries of the Seminar discussions in a 
number of particular fields: indigenous 
African religion, ritual and symbolism, ancestor 
worship, witchcraft and soroery, Islam, 
Christianity, and cosmology. Eaoh of these 
summaries was oompiled by one of the parti
cipants in the Seminar who has a special 
interest in the particular aspect. They are, of 
course, scarcely substitutes for what seem to 
have been lively and stimulating interchanges 
of ideas and methods in whioh differences 
between the starting-points of British and 
Frenoh anthropologists were brought into 
direct confrontation. But again, as with the 
papers themselves, one feels slightly oheated 
because this is not the whole story : we are 
getting only a part.

Thus, despite some excellent pieces, this 
hook is not altogether satisfactory; and in 
that it is not unlike its companion hooks whioh

resulted from the other International African 
Seminars. Not all the contributions to the 
Seminars are really worth publishing, at least 
not in expensive book form. This volume is 
dearly not a definitive compilation of anthro
pological work and thought in its particular 
field : a number of most notable anthropolo
gists who have worked on African religious and 
moral systems have no work included beoause 
they were not present, for whatever reason, at 
the Seminar. Much of this book is working 
material, work in progress, only : fine for a 
seminar, but not necessarily usefully published 
in hook form. Students concerned with the 
general field of religion and moral systems 
must take account of thiB new book, but they 
should not expeot too much from it.

P. H. GTTLUV.BK

Marie-Jos£ Tubiana : Survivances pre- 
islamiqwes en pays zaghawa. (Uni- 
versit6 de Paris. Travail! et Me
moir es de l’tnstitut d’Etimologie, 
Lxvn.) 229 pp., 16 plates, 2 maps. 
Paris: Institut d’Etimologie, 1964. 
Fr. 50.
Tha author of this study of pre-Islamie 

religious rites of the Zaghawa of Wadal has an 
intimate experience of the people she describes. 
A student of history and geography, as well as 
ethnology, the author took part in an expedi
tion of the Centre National de la Recherche 
Soientifique to northern and eastern Chad in 
1966, and she spent a year in the oountry of the 
Zaghawa whioh embraoes the frontier region 
between the Republic of Chad and the D&rfur 
province of the Sudan Republic. She has 
written a number of articles and oo-operated 
with her husband Joseph Tubiana in a book on 
Zaghkwa folk-tales.

This book is both a labour of love and a 
valuable reoord of a people about whom little 
is known, hut who, in view of their geographical 
situation and their customs, are of interest to 
a number of research workers in many fields of 
study, in partionlar African onlture and 
religion and the impaot of Islam on a funda
mentally, non-lslamic society. The author 
concentrates on speoific religious rites and 
practices associated with the investiture off 
chiofa, with their status as rain-makers, with 
annual rain-making rites, and sacrifices con
nected with the fertility of the crops.

The author indicates that her study, which 
she modestly describes as a sketch, has been 
oarried out only just in time, or perhaps just a. 
little too late, sinoe she has never witnessed 
these rites, most of whioh have been abandoned 
within the last 30 years. Her sources are based 
on eyewitness accounts from informants who-
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come from all olasses of Zaghawa sooiety. 
Despite this handioap, the author has taken 
great pains to test the aoouraoy of her informa
tion, whioh, whenever possible, was oollected 
where these rites and sacrifices once occurred. 
Her research was carried out within the four 
cantons of the sultanate of Kob6, but her most 
comprehensive material is about the Kob6, 
since she spent several months in the oapital 
AiRiba, where she was helped by the Sultan, 
Abderaman, and two of his half-brothers.

The ZaghSwa, in all, number some 60,000 
people, scattered between Chad and Darfur. 
They are semi-nomadio pastoralists, grouped 
by some with the Tibbu (TtifcrS.), northern 
Negroid-Hamites of the eastern Sahara. They 
live by herding, gathering edible plants and 
grasses, practising a little agriculture, hunting 
and commerce. They inhabit a wild rooky 
terrain, in part desert, in part savannah, where 
famine is an ever-present threat, and where 
life itself seems to be symbolized by the grass 
shoots at the hoginning of the rainy season. 
Like many other societies whioh move between 
the southern border of the Sahara and the 
Sudan, the wealth of the Zaghawa is to be 
found in their herds whioh, in part, provide 
their food, their dress, and their utensils, and 
whioh are exchanged for millet, tea, sugar, and 
doth.

Before 1911 Zaghawa society was a loose 
confederation of tribes in which were grouped 
clearly defined families or dans. Each dan was 
associated with a mountain from whioh it took 
its name, or with a valley, or an animal which 
in the remote past rendered some service to the 
founder of the dan. Hence the veneration of 
the Imogu for the ostrich whioh is never eaten, 
nor are its eggs, nor do members of this tribe 
touoh it, not even a fan made from its feathers. 
It is on the top of the mountain, or at the foot 
of a tree in a valley, or at the tomb of an 
ancestor—where divinity in some sense resided, 
that the sacrifices described by the author 
were made. Prayers and offerings were 
addressed to the anoestor of the dan, who was 
identified with this mountain or tree, or who 
was present in the form of a serpent or a genie. 
God was also addressed, invoked under the 
name of iRu or more recently AUah.

The main part of the book is devoted to a 
detailed description of these ceremonies among 
the Kobd, Kafka, Kigd, Dirong, and Guruf. 
This is followed by a comparison of the rituals 
among the Zaghawa of Chad and Darfur, and 
a general discussion, furnished with a wide 
quotation of documents and accounts by 
travellers and administrators. In the intro
duction the author describes the scanty 
historical information available about the 
Zaghawa, and she quotes Arab geographers 
from the eighth century onwards. But the

whole problem of identification is a compli
cated one since the references made by the 
Arab accounts may embrace a much greater 
grouping of peoples in the south-eastern 
Saharan region.

There are great gaps in our knowledge as to 
when Islam first gained a foothold. According 
to Ibn SaTd, the Zaghawa, who had submitted 
to the prinoe of Kanem, embraced Islam in the 
thirteenth oentury, while Kanem itself was 
officially converted in 1086. Elsewhere in the 
region a muoh later date is indicated ; Darfur, 
about 1600, WadaI a little later. The Zaghawa 
have a tradition that ‘Abdullay Born, the 
founder of the reigning dynasty of Kobd, was 
the first person who proclaimed Islam and 
championed its cause, and this at the beginning 
of the seventeenth century. This would link 
the tradition of WadS’I and the Zaghawa, but 
the latter tradition could well have been in
spired by the former and all other evidence 
points to the introduction of Islam of a most 
superficial kind. It is suggested on the one 
hand, by the fact that the Zagh&wa were 
peripheral to the Mahdist and Sanusi move
ments, and on the other by the late survival 
of the pre-Islamic customs here described. 
Islam in any tme sense has entered at an even 
more recent date—within the last 60 years or 
so, and aided indirectly by the French admini
stration.

The Zaghawa, then, are a people who are 
still in the process of being converted to Islam, 
and it is precisely t.hiK fact that gives additional 
value to this study since in so many other 
Saharan commnnities, particularly in the west, 
but also in the central Sahara, Islam has 
penetrated kindred cultures in depth, whether 
by arabization or by the spread of the Sufi 
orders, or by the rise of commercial centres 
with colonies of lettered Muslim merchants, at 
a far earlier date. In succeeding centuries such 
oustoms as are here described have disap
peared, and in any event have received scanty 
or fanciful or garbled descriptions by Arab 
authors or local historians.

The pre-Islamio oustoms range from forms 
of sympathetic magio of a simple kind, such as 
the use of rain pots or the slaughter of a goat, 
a sheep, or a ohioken at seasons of the agricul
tural year, and in particular when the first 
millet shoots are in need of rain. However, 
a ceremony, now discontinued under the impact 
of Islam, such as Ha Kobd, is of far greater 
sooial significance. The chief, or Sultan, was 
both rain-maker and intercessor between the 
divinity and his subjects. It was both an 
investiture, repeated and renewed every three 
or seven years, and a rain-making ceremony 
held at the end of the dry season. The chief 
sacrificed in the name of the olan or the tribe, 
or else the sacrifice was made by one or other of
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his uterine nephews. The ceremony also sym
bolized the alliance between invaders who had 
become ohiefs, and the ancient masters of the 
soil. Of unusual interest were certain rites 
oonneoted with this ceremony, in particular the 
sacrifice of a pregnant camel by the chief, the 
extraction of the foetus by the mira, the repre
sentative of the former masters of the soil, 
the concealment of the foetus with its plaoenta 
in a doth, and the bearing of the cloth by the 
uterine nephews to the mountain summit 
where, after the slaughter of a ewe or a goat, 
the foetus was hidden within a hollow, and the 
doth removed and delivered to the chief or 
Sultan.

In her conclusion the author sees little 
chance of a ‘ coexistenoe ’ between Islam and 
ancient Zaghawa village oults. Everything 
points to the radical replacement of these 
oustoms, although the possibility of an Islam 
dearly stamped by Zaghawa oustoms is by no 
means exduded. There is a wealth of informa
tion in this stimulating book, whioh is distin
guished by the general excellence of its 
presentation and oare and accuracy of trans
cription. The anthor has integrated her 
material without burdensome notes, and the 
text is free from irrelevant reminiscences 
whioh so often mar a work of this kind.

H. T. NOBBIS

J. Van Velsen : The politics of kin
ship : a study in social manipulation 
among the Lakeside Tonga of Nyasa- 
land. xxix, 338 pp., front., 7 plates. 
Manchester: Manchester University- 
Press on behalf of the Rhodes- 
Livingstone Institute (University Col
lege of Rhodesia and Nyasaland), 
[1964], 45s.
The Lakeside Tonga, whose Bocial organiza

tion is the subjeot of this book, are one of at 
least five distinct and separate peoples known 
by the name ‘ Tonga ’ in Central Africa. Dr. 
Van Velsen spent about three years of field 
study (between 1952 and 1955) in a few of their 
villages. As a social anthropologist he looked 
for forms of social structure among them but, 
to his surprise, could not readily find any. 
Social life in those villages seemed to be ohaotio, 
full of tension, quarrel, and confliot. neverthe
less, the people lived in peace and friendliness, 
and life went on in an orderly fashion.

The paradox in this ‘ ordered anarchy ’ 
presented him with the sociological problem 
which he tackles in this monograph. In doing 
so, he makes extensive use of a method he oalls 
‘ Bituational analysis ’. This consists in the 
study of cases involving the same individuals 
and groups within the same community under

different circumstanoes. The underlying 
theoretioa] assumption is that a culture is 
systematized only through situational selection 
by individuals. This procedure is derived from 
the ‘ extended case method ’ which has been 
developed in recent years particularly by social 
anthropologists of the ‘ Manchester School ’. 
Dr. Van Velsen presents in this book 20 de
tailed eases wbioh are illuminated by a large 
number of genealogies, tables, maps, and plans 
and which are placed within a sociological 
context by the more orthodox methods of 
morphological analysis. In conclusion he 
argues that the Lakeside Tonga achieve order 
and peace in their society through their 
ubiquitous disputes and oonfliots, in the oourse 
of whioh they ‘ re-affirm and re-analyse the 
relationships within the village or larger unit, 
whioh in the aggregate provide foundation for 
their feeling of identity ’—aow a well-known 
theme associated, again, with the ‘ Manchester 
School ’.

Dr. Van Velsen’s book raises a number of 
methodological and sociological problems. In 
the first place one wonders whether the theme 
of the ‘ ordered anarchy ’ can to-day (25 years 
after Evans-Pritohard first used it in his study 
of the Nuer) be posed as a specific problem, 
rather than as an axiomatio assumption, in 
social anthropology. When an anthropologist 
goes to study a society he takes it for granted 
that it has some kind of order, of regularities in 
sooial behaviour, underlying apparent disorder. 
Apart from this point, one is not certain after 
reading the book whether the apparent lack of 
clear principles of social organization among the 
Lakeside Tonga is not partly due to the difficul
ties which the author had in getting from his 
informants the neoessary information from 
which such principles could have been elicited. 
Throughout the hook the reader is told over 
and over again (twioe within eight lines on p. 9) 
that field-work was oarried out under extremely 
difficult conditions. The study was oarried out 
at the time when the Central African Federa
tion was being formed and the natives were 
naturally very suspioious of a European living 
in their midst and asking all sorts of questions 
about their life. It was thus difficult for the 
author to oollect census material or even to 
collect genealogies in publio.

Seoondly, one wonders whether the village is a 
significant unit for investigating the sociological 
problem as formulated by the author. From 
occasional remarks made in the book, the 
reader gathers that these people are highly 
individualistic and sophisticated. They were 
among the first tribal groups in Nyasaland to 
come under the influence of European mis
sionaries, and to-day they all profess to be 
Christian. They began migrating for wage 
employment as early as 1886 and to-day 70%
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of the men are absent from the villages. They 
are a ‘ go-ahead people ’, enjoying a monopoly 
of the best jobs in towns, and supplying the 
African population in these towns with pro
portionately more leaders than other tribal 
groups. We also gather from the book that law 
and order in the villages are maintained by the 
central administration. Furthermore, land and 
other natural resources neoessary for the 
subsistence seotion of the village economy are 
abundant and their distribution is not con
trolled by headmen. And ‘ the attraction of 
the great majority of Tonga headmanships is 
on the whole not strong enough to counteract 
the pull of the industrial oentres abroad ’ 
(p. 209). The acquisition of wealth ‘ no longer 
requires local oo-operation since the main 
source of wealth now lies in the distant towns ’ 
(p. 302). It is obvious from all this that the 
major economio and political relations inter
lock outside the village. Is it, therefore, at all 
surprising that the anthropologist should fail 
to find in the village to-day monolithio 
principles of sooial organisation 7 '

A third point which the book raises is 
ooncemed mainly with techniques of presenta
tion. The author states : ‘ My aim has been to 
describe the Tonga sooial system by the same 
process whereby I gained my own insight ’ 
(p. xxvii). Thus, rather than organising the 
material presented in the book around the 
end-results of many years of study, he gives a 
wealth of data of all types and makes the 
reader share with him the very slow process 
of researoh and discovery, examining what is 
relevant and what is not relevant. This can 
indeed be very instructive ; but it can also be 
very oumbersome and confusing. The book is 
orowded with innumerable faots and the general 
reader can often miss the forest because of the 
many trees. One particularly wonders whether 
the author has not gone too far in presenting 
so muoh ‘ oase material ’.

But these are technical problems and the 
student of central African anthropology will 
find the book informative and interesting.

ABNER GOTTEN

E. E. Evans-Pritchard : The position 
of women in primitive societies, and 
other essays in social anthropology. 
260 pp., 4 plates. London : Eaber and 
Faber Ltd., 1965. 35s.
This is the second published collection of 

some of Professor Evans-Pritohard’s past 
essays, including lectures. The 14 essays fall 
into several different orders of interest. With 
the exception of two on the comparative 
approach, most are ethnographio accounts of 
oertain aspeots or institutions of a particular 
East Afrioan sooiety. Though there is little

von. xxix. past 1.

theoretical value in these ethnographio 
acoounts, the student interested in the wide 
sweep of so-oalled -Nilotic and related peoples 
has data which may be useful comparatively, 
provided he is familiar with the relatively 
recent accounts by different anthropologists 
of these and other Nilotes.

Within this general category one may single 
out as of espeoial quality and interest the two 
essays on the Luo, and one each on the Nandi 
political structure and the Zande state. The 
Zande essay may be read in oonjunotion with 
the other Zande essays in the author’s first 
collection and so add to an understanding of 
features of Zande sooial life still not frilly 
described. In parenthesis, one might echo other 
reviewers’ critioism and ask why all the Zande 
artioles were not collected together in one 
volume. The essays on Luo tribes and clans 
and on bridewealth are still among the most 
informative regarding this people, though they 
were published 16 years ago. The essay on the 
‘ Nandi ’ group of peoples is a useful prelimi
nary to more reoent comprehensive contri
butions.

Five of these mostly ethnographio accounts 
were written before the war. The author 
acknowledges a change in thought and style 
sinoe that time but adheres to the original 
manuscript. This gives an historical perspective 
of ‘ the intellectual olimate ’ of anthropology 
at that time, but rather leaves one wondering 
how the author would interpret his data now. 
How, for instanoe, would the data on the 
Zande beer dance or Dinka oattle-names be 
interpreted in the light of the special contem
porary interest in symbolism and ritual 7

Most essays are of interest to the student of 
a speoial area. A couple, like those on canni
balism and expressions of obscenity, have a 
more general interest. The ohief value to the 
student or professional anthropologist is 
probably limited to the three or four essays 
first mentioned, while the casual reader of 
anthropology will find much that seems 
removed from topioal anthropological interests. 
The problem of the hook’s balanoe is expressed, 
probably unwittingly, in the juxtaposition of 
the opening ‘ two attempts at comparative 
analysis ’. The first of these is a careful and, 
for teaching purposes, useful exposition of the 
development and value of a comparative 
approach in anthropology. The seoond is a 
muoh less soholarly lecture delivered to a 
non-anthropologioal audience of young women 
on some superficial differences in status 
between ‘ primitive ’ and * modem ’ women, 
henoe the title of the book.

In short, neither student, professional, nor 
casual reader will find more than a few essays 
of appeal.

D. J. PARKIN

13
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M. E. L. Hallowan : Early Meso
potamia and Iran. (The Library of 
Early Civilizations.) 142 pp. Lon
don : Thames and Hudson, [1966]. 
30s.

This book is one of a series whereby the 
individual chapters of the symposium The 
dawn of civilization (1961) are expanded and 
brought up to date both in text and illustra
tion. Since the latter, excellent as they are, 
comprise almost half the volume, the text can 
be but a severely oompressed account of the 
archaeological evidence for the beginnings of 
oivilized life in Mesopotamia and neighbouring 
Iran. In particular, architecture, art, and 
crafts (including that of the earliest scribes) 
are discussed for the TJbaid, Uruk, Early 
Dynastio, and Ur III periods (i.e. c. 4000-2000 
B.O.). Professor Hallowan draws on evidence 
from such sites as Brak, Chagar Bazar, and 
Ur, among others, where he has personally 
oonduoted the excavations. For this reason it 
would have been of special interest to have his 
view of the philosophy whioh led to the noted 
death-pits of Ur (cf. Iraq, yytt, 1960, 61-68). 
Also in the discussion of the ways used by ‘ the 
early scribes to extend the meaning of their 
signs ’ (p. 62) it would be helpful to discuss the 
prevalent theory that the Uruk IV texts 
represent the end of a long period of develop
ment rather than that they are the partial 
survival of a reoent and highly sophisticated 
invention (as B. L. Goff, Symbols of prehistoric 
Mesopotamia, 1963, 77-9 ; see BSOAS, xzvin, 
1, 1966, 140). Only if the former theory is to 
be held, as it may well be, could such an 
expression as en.lil.ti ‘ (may the god) Enlil 
grant life ’ be supported as an example of a

pure piotogram ti (originally an arrow Z\

u ^
rather than W as given) already used as a

phonogram, ti more commonly in these, and 
later texts, denotes ‘ to receive ’.

The author brings his own interpretation to 
many difficult subjects and no other book 
serves as so reliable and dear a guide to the 
relations of these two anoient civilizations. 
The well-presented rehabilitation of the 
so-called Blau monuments, once considered 
forgeries, is to be welcomed.

d. j. w.

Ze’ev W. Falk : Hebrew law in Bibli
cal times: an introduction. 179pp. 
Jerusalem : Wahnnann Books, 1964.
$3.60.
Originally given as lectures in the Hebrew 

University, Jerusalem, this useful study of the 
Biblical data foouses on the administration of 
justice, crime and punishment, property and 
contracts, persons, the family, marriage and 
divorce, children and succession. The author 
confesses to giving only an incomplete account 
which he hopes will stimulate further research, 
and he is aware that more detailed work and 
improvement is required. Thus Biblical 
soholars will find it little advance on R. de 
Vaux’s Ancient Israel, its life and institutions, 
(1961). Moreover, if the book is to be the 
contribution to the study of anoient law in 
general olaimed in the prefaoe, legal historians 
would require attention to be paid in detail 
to comparisons with the dated sources which 
abound in Akkadian texts from contemporary 
Syria (e.g. Ugarit, Alalah, Mari). This would 
replace the uncertainty (and some inconsis
tency) embraced by Dr. Falk when he follows 
some outdated forms of literary critioism of the 
Old Testament. Thus he assumes that there 
was little or no writing, and thus written 
agreements, ‘ in the tribal period ’ (p. 97). If 
his view that ‘ anoient Hebrew society did not 
have muoh use for agreements and contracts ’ 
(p. 92) were substantiated, it would show the 
Hebrews as isolated and unique amid peoples 
and plaoes whioh have left a legacy of suah 
documents.

Although many early comparisons could 
have been included to show that the Israelite 
kings and royal institutions used the same 
legal forms as their neighbours whether in 
covenants or treaties, in international agree
ments for the exchange of territory, or the 
disposition of trade or of extradited fugitives, 
this element of comparative law is largely 
ignored. Law (the Torah) as the (unique ?) 
bond in ancient Hebrew law, religion, and 
morality (of. JS8, in, 2, 1962, 166-8) oould 
well be stressed in a future edition.

D. j. w.

Fabhat J. Zladeh (ed.) : A reader in 
modem literary Arabic. (Princeton 
Oriental Studies, 22.) xiii, 426 pp. 
Princeton, N.J. : Princeton Univer
sity Press ; London : Oxford Univer
sity Press, 1964. 36s.
This is a reader of modern literary Arabio
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for students who have learnt the essentials of 
grammar and have done some elementary 
reading. It offers a wide and comprehensive 
selection of pieces from the most important 
modem authors whioh should give the student 
a good grasp of the present state of modem 
Arabic literature, and also help him to form 
Borne idea of how that literature has developed 
in the last half-oentury.

The book has several subsidiary features 
whioh make it most useful for teaohing. Each 
piece is followed by notes and exeroises. The 
incidence of vocabulary has been correlated 
with Landau’s word count and the exercises 
have been used inter alia to make sure that the 
student has opportunity to learn the most-used 
words. It has a full vocabulary in Arabic 
orthography and in transcription, and also an 
index of idioms and set phrases.

A feature which should also be of consider
able use to students iB the short biographies of 
the authors. Until a good history of modem 
Arabic literature appears this section will give 
them some ground on which to base their 
general ideas.

The print is neat and readable though I find 
the note numbers large enough to distraot the 
eye in continuous reading.

In these days of increasing specialisation 
this reader should be a most useful tool in the 
teaching of students whose main interest lies 
in modem literary Arabio.

T. M. JOHNSTONE

Miohel Jtha (ed.) : Der arabische 
Dialekt von Bibnizzin : volkstUmliche 
Texte aus einem libanesischen Dorf mit 
OrundzHgen der Laid- und Formen- 
lehre. (Beiruter Texte und Stndien, 
Bd. 1.) xvii, 185 pp. Beirut: in 
Kommission bei Franz Steiner Yerlag, 
Wiesbaden, 1964.

It is a most desirable thing that native 
speakers should write studies of their own 
dialects, and this study of the dialect of a 
Lebanese Greek Orthodox village dialect 
throws a good deal of light on important points 
of phonology and morphology.

The texts (pp. 2-113) are all interesting and 
the informants have been well chosen so that 
formal education is not likely to have distorted 
the purity of their dialect. There are perhaps 
too many formal stories : while these are 
equally informative there oan be less certainty 
that they are typioal of the speech of Bish- 
mizzin. Here again, however, the author is 
able to indicate in footnotes when there are 
deviations from the local dialeot.

In text 12 the author notes (p. 78) that the 
speaker does not speak very oarefully. This
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text is in fact useful as an example of com
pletely informal speech.

It is partioularly to be expected that a native 
speaker’s comments on phonology will be of 
importance, and on two major points at least 
this is so of this study. Thus (p. 119) the author 
defines the short front and back a as non- 
phonemio variants of central a. As examples of 
the latter moreover he gives mafa ‘ woman ’ 
and basli 1 onion ’. On the oontrary S and d are 
shown to be phonemio, d occurring frequently 
in non-emphatio contexts. On emphatic and 
non-emphatio r he makes the remark (p. 126)
‘ Ioh muss aber anmerken, dass ich selber in 
vielen EtUlen nioht eindeutig feststellen kann, 
ob ein r emphatisch ist oder nioht’. This 
tends to support the view of Cantineau 
speaking of a minimal pair in Damascus 
Arabio (Word, xn, 1, 1066, 117) where he 
asks ‘. . . but is the r really emphatic ? Isn’t 
the timbre of the final vowel the true differen
tiating element T ’.

In his description of vestiges of the old 
aoousative inflection (p. 160) the author 
might have mentioned the -a of 'ahla w-aahla 
(p. 106).

On p. 162 the author gives broken plurals and 
fem. plurals in -at as feminine by usage. This 
is apparently only so for nouns of non-personal 
reference, and indeed there would appear to be 
Borne exceptions here also (as e.g. bkay&ldk 
ibhUwin, p. 106, and p. 22, story 3, para 4.).

These are small matters, however. This is a 
good selection of material and the phonology 
and morphology are well analysed. It is to be 
hoped that we shall Bee many more studies of 
this type and quality.

T. M. JOHNSTONE

David Cohen : Le par hr arabe des Juifs 
de Tunis: iextes el documents lin- 
guistiques el ethnographiques. (Fcolo 
Pratique des Hantes Etudes —■ Sor- 
borme. Sixifeme Section: Sciences 
Pconomiques et SocialeB. F tudes 
Jnives, vn.) x, 177 pp. Paris, La 
Haye : Mouton & Co., 1964.

This is a well-rounded book in which a study 
of language, culture, and history are closely 
integrated. The introduction gives a historical 
acoount of the Jewish community in Tunis, and 
of the importance in its development of 
immigrants from Spain and Italy.

The main body of the book consists of a 
collection of texts in Tunisian Jewish Arabio 
and translation, on ceremonials, festivals, 
devotion to saints, and popular beliefs and 
superstitions (pp. 19-118). These are of 
considerable interest and are well documented 
and annotated. One might have wished,
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however, to know something of the informants, 
particularly as regards social status.

Those texts are followed by chapters on 
written and oral literature, on proverbs and 
sayings, and on food.

Key-words for the understanding of this 
oulture are not discussed in footnotes but are 
marked throughout with an asterisk, so that 
the index-glossary is a useful summary of a 
number of the most important terms.

All of the texts are also of muoh linguistic 
interest. The dialect of the Jews of Tunisia has 
a number of interesting phonological features. 
The most important of these is the loss of 
distinction between S and a, and between £ and 
z. Thus a and z ooour only before non-emphatio 
r as e.g. yiary&u ' (they) buy it ’ (p. 24) and 
tizri ‘ it (f.) runs ’ (p. 139). Before emphatic r, S 
and £ are realized a and ?, as e.g. flub ‘ wine ’ 
(p. 28). In all other positions only S, £ occur, 
as tirnoS ‘ Tunis ’ (p. 23), iadd ‘ also ’ (p. 130 
and freq.).

The author gives on phonology and morpho
logy only the minimum necessary for the 
understanding of the texts (pp. 12-17) in 
view of his intention of publishing a detailed 
linguistic description of this dialect. One looks 
forward to seeing this both for its linguistic 
interest and as an aid to the better under
standing of these excellent texts.

T. M. JOHNSTONS

Nicholas Resoheb : al-Kindl: an 
annotated bibliography. 55 pp. [Pitts
burgh] : University of Pittsburgh 
Press, 1964. $3.
This work is a oompanion volume to 

Professor ReBoher’s al-Farabi: an annotated 
bibliography, and together they form part of a 
series of Btudies on Axabio soience published 
with the assiBtanoe of the Amerioan National 
Science Foundation.

Professor Reseller presents a comprehensive 
inventory of printed materials relating to 
al-Kindl, arranged alphabetically, by author. 
To facilitate the use of the main list of over 
300 items, four other shorter lists have been 
drawn up, in which the materials are re
ordered. The first of these indexes lists, 
according to the branches of his scientific 
interests, the published Arabio and Latin texts 
of works attributed to al-Kindl, with notes on 
available translations or specialized studies on 
the various works. The works listed in this 
section are further identified by reference to 
three earlier bibliographical studies : R. J. 
McCarthy, al-taeanif al-mansubah ila failasdf 
oi-‘oro5, Baghdad, 1963, which lists the works 
attributed to al-Kindl by Arab writers; 
F. J. Carmody, Arabic astronomical and

astrological sciences in Latin translation, 
University of California Press, 1966; H. G. 
Farmer, ‘ The sources of Arabian musio ’, 
Records of the Glasgow Bibliographical Society, 
urn, 1939.

Three smaller lists index: (o) the authors 
of the works on al-Kindl, referred to in the 
main list, subdivided under broad subject- 
headings ; (6) earlier bibliographical works in 
European languages; (c) earlier biblio
graphical works in Arabio.

Easy to use, and attractively printed, this is 
a very useful work of reference to have by one.

JOHN BUM ON

Salvatobe Bono : I corsari barbareschi. 
(Saggi, 39.) Yxxii, 516 pp., 18 plates. 
Torino : ERI, Edirioni RAI Radio- 
televisione Italians, [1964], L. 3,000.

This book has an excellent pedigree, 
descended from a seminar conducted by 
Professor Federigo Chabod at the University of 
Rome and carefully related to the monumental 
work of Ferdinand Braudel. Besides a 
oompendious bibliography there are eight 
chapters : i, ‘ I Barbaresohi nella storia del 
Medlterraneo ’ ; ii, ‘ Origini e vicende degli 
Stati barbareschi ’ (up to 1830); iii, ‘ Metodi e 
leggi della guerra corsara ’ ; iv, 1 Minaoce e 
incursioni snlle ooste europee ’ ; v, ‘ Le difese 
contro i oorsari ’ ; vi, ‘ Schiavi e rmnegati ’; 
vii, ‘ II ritomo alia liberti ’; viii, ‘ Corsari e 
sohiavi illustri ’. Apart from the chapters of 
straightforward historical narrative, whioh 
owe a good deal to Julien’s Bisioire de I’Afrique 
du Nord, questions of more general interest for 
students of Mediterranean history are treated 
in oh. iii, vi, and vii. And it is here that one 
senses most acutely the shortcomings of the 
book. With regard, for example, to the 
‘ passaporto ’ furnished corsairs by heads of 
state, one would like to know what the Arahio/ 
Turkish documents looked like, and something 
of its juridical baBis, for ‘ passaporto ’ oan 
hardly have been its original designation 
(pp. 92 ff.). Again, negotiations for the 
exchange of slaves (pp. 332 ff.) must have been 
bilateral, and it would be valuable to know 
something of the conditions imposed on these 
transactions by the Barbary Btates. The 
author has in fact performed a considerable 
service in collecting and arranging both 
chronologically and topically the European 
sources for a history of the BarbaTy oorsairs. 
But surely one is entitled, in the light of 
modem historical and orientalist researoh, to 
ask whether that is enough. To the question, 
what form should a modem history of the 
Barbary states take, this bookis not the answer.
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For this particular history there are sources iu 
archives from Algiers to Istanbul. Until these 
have been assembled and studied there seems 
little point in repeating the now traditional 
story of the corsair states in North Afrioa.

J. WANSBBOtTQH

Dr. J. M. Unvala memorial volume, [ii], 
xviii, 272 pp., plate. Bombay: 
Dr. J. M. Unvala Memorial Volume 
Sub-Committee, 1964.

This volume honours the memory of a 
Parsi priest, Jamshedji Maneokji Unvala 
(1888-1961), who devoted himself principally 
to the study of PahlavL It is appropriately in 
large part a Pahlavi volume. Portions of the 
Ddtastdn i denik are here edited and translated 
by P. K. Anklesaria and by M. F. Kanga. The 
opening section of Dcnkart v is edited and 
translated with detailed disonssion by H. S. 
Nyberg; and the ‘ B ’ manuscript of the 
DSnkart is described in some detail by M. J. 
Dresden as part of the introduction to a 
projected facsimile of the manusoript. J. P. 
Asmussen provides in convenient form an 
English translation and glossary of Psalm oxxii.

Middle Persian grammar is the subject of 
artioles by D. N. MacKc.n7.ie and by Mary 
Boyce. Studies of particular Pahlavi words 
are presented by J. P. de Menasoe (legal 
terms), J. Duohesne-Guillemin, 0. Kllma, G. 
Widengren, H. Mirza, and K. Jamasp Asa.

Next to Pahlavi in popularity is Avestan. 
F. B. J. Kuiper provides a study of Tasna 
30.7o and K, Hoffmann a convincing reinter
pretation of Vendidad xix, 28. Particular 
items of Avestan vocabulary receive the 
attention of L. Benveniste (vispayeirina), W. 
B. Henning (Sanman-), B. Sohlerath (panti-/ 
pad- and advan-), and H. Humbach (pairigaiBa- 
and apairi.gaeffa-).

Religious problems are discussed by M. Mol6, 
U. Bianchi, and R. N. Frye.

I. Gershevitch offers some etymological 
notes on four well-known New Persian words. 
H. W. Bailey discusses Khotanese lyrical 
poems, translating some passages for the first 
time. G. Morgenstieme finds in dialeots of the 
Shughni group the continuation of an Old 
Iranian *8u$na- ‘ snake whioh he oompares 
with the name of the Rigvedio demon Supna-.

Inoluded in the volume are also artioles by 
M. Mo‘in, M. Moghdam, J. C. Tarapore, and 
Y. M. Nawabi.

This volume is full of interest for Iranian 
scholars. It is pleasing to see that there are 
comparatively few misprints. The volume can 
be accounted a suocess.

R. R. EMMBRICK

E. D. Phillips : The royal hordes : 
nomad peoples of the steppes. (Library 
of the Early Civilizations.) 144 pp. 
London: Thames and Hudson,
[1965], 30s.

Although, like its fellows in the series, this 
book is an extended version of a chapter in 
The. dawn of civilixaiion1 it is still, with about 
60 pp. of text, not more than a sketch of the 
history of the Eurasian steppes from the 
earliest times down to a.d. 600. In the first 
ohapters the word ‘ perhaps ’ is inevitably hard 
worked and oould have been more so (e.g. in 
the statement ‘ that the name Saka, com
monest of all names applied to the Iranian 
nomads by themselves and by others, actually 
means “ stag ” ’, discounted by H. W. 
Bailey*). Equally inevitably, the archaeolo
gical material treated has almost all been 
presented in greater detail, if in a different 
context, in A. L. Mongait’s Archaeology in the 
U.8.S.E.3 It is notable that nearly half of the 
illustrations, many in excellent colour, are of 
items in the rich collections of the State 
Hermitage, Leningrad. But these alone, 
particularly the examples of the vivid Animal 
Style of the Scythian objcts d’ari, are enough 
to make the book of interest to the general 
reader. Into the bargain he gets a sueoinct 
‘ Chronology ’, a select (if rather uneven) 
bibliography, and an index. If a glance at the 
latter leads him to expect a discussion of the 
historio role of ‘ baoteria ’, however, he will be 
disappointed—should the Greek kingdom of 
Baotria not interest him more.

D. N. M.

Gilbert Hazard (ed. and tr.): Les 
premiers poUes persons (ix‘-x‘ sibcles): 
fragments rassemblees. (BibliothAque 
Iranienne, Vol. 13.) 2 vols. : [iv], 
190 pp. ; [v], 225 pp. T6h4ran: 
Ddpart-emont d’lranologie de l’lnsti- 
tut Eranco-Iranien ; Paris : Adrien- 
Maisonneuve, 1964.

This work is an anthology of Persian poems 
written in the ninth and tenth oenturies. The 
first volume contains an introduction in 
French followed by a translation of the texts 
which are collected in the second volume. This

1 Ed. Professor Stuart Piggott, London, 
1961.

* ‘ Languages of the Saka ’, Handbuch der 
Orientalisiik. Iranistik, Leiden, 1968, 133.

3 Arxeologija v 888R, Moscow, 1966 ; 
English translation by M. W. Thompson, 
Penguin Books, 1961.
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is the first attempt to bring together examples 
of the works of all the early Persian poets. 
Examples of the work of 22 poets of varying 
importance are given, the length of quotations 
ranging from a single oouplet to 230 oouplete. 
The poet RudakI, the greatest poet of this 
period, has been left out deliberately as his 
works have already been exhaustively studied 
by Sa‘Id NaflsI. The last 22 pages are devoted 
to extensive quotations from the poetical 
works of a oertain physioian called Maysari 
who oomposed a mathnavi entitled Ddnesh- 
ndme of which there is a unique copy in the 
Bibliothfequo Nationals in Paris. With few 
exceptions the poems quoted are lacking in 
literary merit in comparison with Persian 
poetry of later ages. Their significance lies in 
the fact of their belonging to the period when 
Persian poetry first began to be written. In his 
introduction M. Lazard gives a short aooount 
of the origins of Persian poetry and some useful 
details concerning the lives and style of these 
early poets.

The text is well produced but there are a few 
misprints, for example on p. 58, 1. 2, the last 
word is to be read Similarly
the translation is not always accurate, for 
instanoe jIj Jijf j JUj jIS~ j jS -Uj is 
translated (on p. 61, 1. 9) ‘ —aocepte cet avis, 
qu’il r6glo ta conduits et rests en ta mfimoire ’. 
This is a welcome contribution to the study of 
the early stages of Persian poetry.

A. A. TTAmA'RT

V. L. Manage : Neshri’s history of the 
Ottomans: the sources and develop
ment of the text. (School of Oriental 
and African Studies, University of 
London. London Oriental Series, 
Vol. 16.) xvi, 86 pp. London, etc. : 
Oxford University Press, 1964. 36s.

The difficulty about reviewing an original 
contribution to knowledge suoh as Dr. Manage’s 
book is that few but the author are, by defini
tion, qualified to discuss adequately the 
material presented. None the less, even one 
not previously intimately acquainted with the 
subject-matter cannot, but admire the skill and 
olarity with which. Dr. Manage presents his 
arguments, the gratifying logio of his conclu
sions, and the thorough documentation which 
bespeaks painstaking researoh.

In the introduction, Dr. Manage reviews the 
studies previously done on Negjjri’s work and 
states that the relatively recent isolation of 
Negri’s souroes [for which he himself was 
partly responsible] and the discovery of a 
number of additional manuscripts have

necessitated a re-examination of the materials 
relative to it. Beginning with a disoussion of 
the few facts known of the author’s life, a 
discussion in which he separates the wheat 
from the ohaff, and a general description of the 
‘ History of the Ottomans ’ and its relationship 
to the larger work, the Jihdn-numa, of whioh it 
forms the sixth and last seotion, Dr. Manage 
proceeds to disouss in some detail the sources 
whioh Neahrl used. He then analyses in turn 
each of the surviving manuscripts, constructing 
as he does so a logical sequence of the various 
recensions of the text and identifying the 
recension to whioh each manuscript belongs. 
Further, he identifies Neghri’s work, and 
indeed, tentatively, a particular recension by 
Neg^ti himself, as one of the sources for the 
Codex Hanivaldanus, in turn a source for 
Leunolavius’s Historian mumiimanae . . . libri 
xviii. He appends a useful oonoordance of 
texts and sources, showing the interrelation
ships of the texts and manuscripts to whioh 
reference is mpst frequently made and the 
souroes for each of Negri’s ohapters.

Not only does Dr. Menage’s book throw 
considerable light on the sources and develop
ment of Negri’s text, in itself a subject of 
interest, but it could also provide a possible 
pattern for analysing the stages in the develop
ment of other Ottoman historical texts for 
whioh there is a defloienoy of material. His 
book is a model of detailed yet lucid analysis, 
and is one for whioh those engaged in Ottoman 
studies will be grateful.

B. o. BEPP

V. Fausbgll (ed.): The Jataka, to
gether with its commentary; being 
tales of the anterior births of Gotama 
Buddha, for the first time edited in the 
original Pali. Reprinted. 7 vols. : 
[xiv], 611 pp.; [x], 461 pp. ;
[viii], 543 pp.; [xii], 499 pp.; [xi], 
611 pp.; [viii], 599 pp.; [vii], xix, 
246 pp. London: Luzac and Co., 
Ltd. for the Pali Text Sooiety, 
1962-4. Vols. i-vi, 42s. each; Yol. 
vn, 268.
The first volume of the Jatakatihararinand, 

popularly known by the term the Jataka book, 
was first edited in 1877 by the great Danish 
Pali soholar V. Fausbell. The whole work, 
containing 547 Jataka tales, consisted of six 
large volumes running to more than 3,000 
pages, and was completed after nearly 20 
years, in 1896. This was followed in 1897 by 
the seventh (and last) volume of indexes 
containing ‘ a complete index of proper names 
and titles, together with a list of the introduo-
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tory gilt has and an index of parallel verses ’ 
by another illustrious Pali scholar, Dines 
Anderson. The entire work was first published 
by Tnibner, and now after a lapse of nearly 
70 years we are presented with a most welcome 
reprint of this work by the Pali Text Society.

That a work undertaken so long ago when 
Buddhist studies in general and Pali studies in 
particular were still in their infancy should be 
unsuperseded after so many years of intensive 
Pali studies speaks very highly for the achieve
ments of its editor. In a large measure the 
lasting valne of his edition arose from 
Fausbnll’s ingenious and far-sighted deoision 
to employ roman characters for transliterating 
Pali.

In his 1 Preliminary remarks ’ to the first 
volume Fausball states that his text is based 
on three MSS, all written in Sinhalese charac
ters, representing a single redaction. While 
editing the seoond volume, in 1878, he received 
a Burmese MB of the whole work representing a 
redaction different from the Sinhalese, whioh 
‘ in some oases [had] most likely preserved the 
true reading ’, but he continued to give the 
Sinhalese redaction in the text, putting the 
Burmese readings in the footnotes. It was not 
until 1886 while he was preparing the fourth 
volume that Fausbell reoeived a Siamese MS of 
parts of the text, which redaction, according 
to him, ‘ takes up an intermediate position 
between the two former ’. Thus for a while the 
text is based on a comparison of all three 
redactions until we oome to the last volume 
containing the MahdnipSta whioh represents 
only the Sinhalese tradition. Fausbell states 
that although he had the Burmese MS of the 
Mahanipdta he has not taken full notioe of it 
‘ as the text, in this part of the book, has been 
very much enlarged throughout, so as to make 
it in many places quite different from 0. The 
aim of the Burmese redactor seems to have 
been, to make the tale more lucid and intel
ligible, but as the difference in many particulars 
consequently is so great I should advise some 
scholar to give a separate edition of the 
Mahanipita aooording to the Burmese redac
tion that we may judge of its exact relation 
to C ’.

Unfortunately, even after the lapse of almost 
70 years, Fausbell’s advice seems to have been 
ignored by subsequent editors of the Jdidka 
book. A oomplete edition of the Jaiakai^ha- 
kaihd in Siamese characters appeared in 1924 
followed by another edition in Sinhalese 
characters in the Simon Hewavitame Bequest 
series in 1939. The editor of the latter makes 
full use of Fausbell’s edition but fails to oonsult 
even a single Burmese MS independently 
and admits to having ignored a large number 
of Siamese readings beoause of their apparent 
lack of oonformity to the Sinhalese redaction.

Under these circumstances it appears that even 
to-day we have only a ‘ provisional edition' 
of the Jdtaleatthavavnana in Fausball’s words, 
written at the completion of his editing in 
1896. Fortunately we are now in full possession 
of all three redactions denied in time to 
Fans bell; we understand that the Burmese 
have now published a oomplete and ‘ oritical ’ 
text of the JdtakaKhakathd as a result of the 
‘ Sixth Sangayana ’ held in 1969. While 
congratulating the Pali Text Sooiety on 
reprinting Fansboll’s great edition, we would 
like to recommend that they should also 
publish the Burmese redaction of the Mahdni- 
pSia thus adding to the value of the present 
edition and as a major step in reconstructing a 
final text of the JatakaUhavannand as envisaged 
by Fausball himself.

p. s. jaini

Dieteb Schlenciloef (ed. and tr.): Ein 
buddhistisches Yogalehrbuch. Text- 
band. (Deutsche Akademie der 
Wissensohaften zu Berlin. Institut 
ftlr Orientforsohnng, Yeroffentlichung 
Nr. 59; Sanskrittexte aus den Tur- 
fanfunden, vn.) 259 pp. Berlin: 
Akademie-Verlag, 1964. DM. 116.

E. Waldsohmxdt (ed.): Faksimile- 
Wiedergaben von Sanskrithandschriften 
aus den Berliner Twfanfunden. i. 
Handschriften zu fUnf Sutras des 
Dirghagama, unter Mitarbeit von W. 
Clawiter, D. ScMingloff und R. L. 
Waldschmidt. (Indo-Iranian Fac
similes Series, Yol. i.) 59 pp., 176
plates. The Hague : Mouton and Co., 
1963. Guilders 98.
The fragmentary Buddhist treatise on Yoga 

from the vioinity of Kuca is distinguished by 
being the only extant Sanskrit text written in 
Central Asian Brahml on birch-bark. It has 
been reconstructed by Professor Schlingloff 
from innumerable fragments, transliterated, 
translated, and fully evaluated, with a 
detailed description of the orthography and 
state of the text, and a complete glossary of 
words and forms ; some parts of an identical 
recension written on paper have also been 
identified and utilized. We may perhaps infer 
from the sub-title that a facsimile volume is 
envisaged. The text is shown to be a further 
development of a treatise on abstraction and 
meditation attested in Pali (Satipafthdna) and 
Sanskrit (Smriyupasthdna). In stressing the 
changed aspect of this latest version, Professor 
Schlingloff observes (p. 28) with reference to a 
tolling passage ‘ Das Gleichnis wird zum Sinn- 
Bild, die Anschauung zur Vision ’ : where
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there was originally merely a comparison of the 
self-analyser with a butcher laying out the 
parts of a carcass, we now have, by a process 
of corruption similar to that seen in the 
Dharmapada texts, the ‘ vision ’ of a super
human being extruding butcher’s knives from 
his navel in order to reveal to man a ready
made dootrine of six dhdtus.

Professor Waldschmidt’s book begins a 
welcome and valuable series of reproductions 
in facsimile of Central Asian Sanskrit manu
scripts located in Germany. The present 
volume contains plates (1-148, 162, 170) 
reproducing fragmentary manuscripts con
taining parts of from two to four of the 
Dakdtara, Sarjigiti, Oatufparifad, Mahdvad&na, 
and Mahdparinirvdna (with Mahdsvdarbana) 
sutras, and the intervening plates contain 
minor fragments from these same texts, which 
according to the editor constituted a SafsiUra- 
kanipdta in the Dirghdgama of the Sarvastiva- 
dins. The offset reproduction is occasionally 
unsatisfactory, and a second attempt at 
achieving legibility for certain fragments is 
oontained in the final plates. An introduction 
describing the manuscripts supplies a concord
ance between the plates and the published 
transcriptions by E. Waldschmidt, Kusum 
Mittal, D. Sohlingloff, and Valentina Rosen, 
and also a transcription of the hitherto 
unpublished fragments.

j. o. w.

B. R. Sharma (ed.) : Samavidhana 
brahmana, with Vedarihaprakaia of 
Sdyana and Paddrthamdtravivfti of 
Bharatasvdmin. (Kendriya Sanskrit 
Vidyapeetha Series, No. 1.) [vi], 4,
xxii, 316 pp. Tirupati: Kendriya 
Sanskrit Vidyapeetha, 1964. Rs. 16.
Dj. B. R. Sharma has inaugurated the 

Tirupati Central Sanskrit Institute’s series of 
publications of inaccessible Sanskrit texts with 
an edition of the Samavidhana (on the analogy 
of the title Pgvidhdna, there seems little point 
in maintaining the designation brahmana for 
this text, whioh lists prayaAcittas and kimya 
rites involving SSmavedio mantras). A. C. 
Burnell’s edition (London, 1873) and Satya- 
vrata S5maArami’s edition (Calcutta, 1896), 
both with Sflyana, and also S. Konow’s trans
lation and study (Halle, 1893) have long been 
out of print; Bharatasvamin’s commentary 
was hitherto unpublished. Eresh manuscripts, 
whioh oonflrm that the mula is extant in a 
single archetype, and the printed editions have 
been collated (perversely, the variants oited by 
Burnell have been ignored; his accepted 
readings are occasionally ignored or mis-

quotcd) ; a oomplete word-index for the text, 
and indexes of S&mavedio references in the text 
and of quotations in the commentaries are 
supplied ; and the editor and Dr. V. Raghavan 
contribute useful introductory notes. The only 
remarkable linguistio feature in the text 
(apart from neut. pi. samd u [sic] in an etymo
logy) is labhst, doubtless an error in the arche
type ; SAyapa offers labhst labhats, while 
Bharatasvamin, who provides a less, developed 
form of the commentary and occasionally has 
better readings, does not comment.

j. o. WBIQHT

Gadjtn M. Nagao (ed.) : Madhydnta- 
vibhaga-bhafya. rvii, 231 pp., front. 
Tokyo: Suzuki Research Founda
tion, 1964. ¥ 2,200.

Professor Nagao’s edition makes accessible 
for the first time the Sanskrit text of Vasu- 
bandhu’s commentary (bhd$ya) on the 
Madhydntavibhaga-kdrikds. Although con
siderable portions of the direct commentary 
are embedded in the sub-commentary (pikd) by 
Sthiramati (ed. S. Yamaguchi, Nagoya, 1934), 
the text as a whole has hitherto been known 
only through the Chinese and Tibetan versions. 
The edition is based on a manuscript of whioh 
photographs were procured in Tibet in 1934 by 
Rahula Baiplq-tylLyana. A valuable feature of 
the work is the inclusion of detailed indexes, 
Sanskrit-Tibetan-Chinese, Tibetan-Sanskrit, 
and Chinese-Sanskrit. These follow the pattern 
of Professor Nagao’s earlier publication, Index 
to the Mah&yana-sutrxilarfikdra (Tokyo : Nip
pon Gakujutsu ShinkOkai, 1968, 1961), and 
constitute a further important contribution 
to Buddhist lexical studies.

J. B.

Abdul Kabim : Dacca: the Mughal 
capital. (Asiatic Society of Pakistan 
Publications, No. 16.) xii, 614 pp., 
5 maps. Dacca : Asiatic Society of 
Pakistan, 1964. Rs. 20, 40s.

Dacca has been well treated over the years 
in the general political histories and in mono
graphs, and her antiquities in particular have 
reoeived a fair share of attention ; this mono
graph gives us a different view, for it looks at 
the vioissitndes of Dacoa in the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries in terms of the 
administrative system and the economio 
faotors obtaining during the Mughal rule of the 
fUba of Bengal.

There is certainly ample material for such a
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study in the information and records collected 
from a wide range of sources by the officials 
of the East India Company. These documents 
are preserved in the India Office Library, and 
it is those with special reference to Dacca 
which have been published here in the 13 
appendixes whioh make up four-fifths of the 
volume of the book. To these, whioh offer a 
wealth of information on suoh subjeots as 
receipts in the various markets and bazaars, 
the rate of taxes on commodities of every 
description in the Dacca markets, the average 
prices of goods, individual accounts of the 
revenues, and so on, the author has added half 
a dozen ohapters in the form of an extended 
essay on the rise and fall of Dacoa under the 
Mughals and its earlier days under the Com
pany, based largely on the IOL doouments but 
also well documented with references to other 
sources.

The Dacca documents have been published 
as they stand, and will be of great value to all 
specialists in the late Mughal and early 
British period ; but it must be mentioned that 
they may be bewildering, even misleading, to 
the layman. The numeration system of Arabio 
has been described as ‘the nightmare of a 
bankrupt financier ’; but Arabio numeration 
falls into a serene lucidity beside the incubus 
of a trading system where no less than 16 
different denominations of the rupee might 
obtain simultaneously, all of them liable to be 
filed and punched and pared by the unscrupu
lous, so that ‘ no person can tell the value of 
the coin he is possessed of until a shroff be 
consulted upon the matter ’. James Steuart’s 
Principles of money applied to the present state 
of the coin in Bengal, London, 1772 (from which 
the above quotation is taken), is an essential 
work for the eeonomio historian who might 
wish to pursue Dr. Karim’B studies further.

There are a few misprints and infelioities in 
the text, and the maps should have been re
drawn by a competent oartographer; but 
these are not such grave deficiencies as to 
detract from the book’s general utility and 
interest.

J. BURTON-PAGE

Hkt.t/miith Hecker : Das Staatsange- 
hdrigkeitsrecht von Indien, Pakistan, 
Nepal. (Sammlung Geltender Staats- 
angehorigkeitsgesetze, Bd. 26.) 187
pp. Frankfurt am Main: Alfred 
Metzner Verlag, 1965. DM. 36.
This highly compressed volume belongs to 

the series of publications put out by the 
Research Division on International Law and 
Foreign Publio Law of the University of

Hamburg. The intention is to give the effeot 
of legislation, treaties, and other international 
instruments on the subjeot of nationality and 
naturalization (including case-law) in a dear 
German text, followed by German translations 
of the texts of the relevant documents or in 
some cases their substanoe. Extraordinarily 
difficult even for specialists of the countries 
concerned, this task becomes baffling for any 
jurist who is bound to approaoh the materials 
at second and eventually at first hand in the 
dry, succinct, and difficult language of Anglo- 
American legal documents. On the whole this 
is a marvellously efficient piece of work, 
giving the information with sufficient exacti
tude, and with a bibliography more extensive 
than in any publication by a native Indian, 
Pakistani, or Nepalese lawyer. Muoh of the 
Nepalese material will be new. Though the 
German text will not be needed by an English- 
speaking inquirer into these topics, the 
bibliographical information will certainly be 
valuable; and for this reason the book 
certainly deserves to be bought outside the 
oonflnes of areas (e.g. Greece, Turkey) where 
German is the usual medium for international 
jurisprudence.

j. D. M. D.

Martin HDrlimann : Delhi, Agra, 
Fatehpur Sikri. Translated from the 
German by Jean Carroll and Isobel 
Hatton. 150 pp., including 141 photos. 
London: Thames and Hudson, [1965]. 
42s.
This is a mere collection of the author’s 

photographs of the three towns in many 
aspects, mostly architectural but partly of 
human interest; perhaps ‘ touristio ’ is the 
fitting adjective here. Some are excellent and 
may assist the memories of the serious 
student—little, however, appears whioh has 
not already received adequate and competent 
treatment in the specialist literature ; some 
are tediously repetitive and pointless, as the 
dozen snaps (one can call them nothing more) 
of the Delhi bazaars; some are of that 
indifferent quality which the popular photo
graphic press describes as ‘ artistic ’, such as 
pi. 39 where the superb pieira dura of the 
hammam in the Delhi Fort is so out of focus as 
to be futile. The author’s sense of the inappo
site appears at its most banal in pi. 101, 
the Moti masjid of Agra Fort, which shows a 
bare-headed Hindu girl picking her nose and a 
bare-headed Hindu youth both sprawling on 
the floor of the liwdn with their baoks to the 
mihrdb.

The author has added his own text, replete
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with the sort of information, oredible and 
inoredihle, whioh is properly the province of the 
tourist guides; he seems unaware that 
constant research, in India and outside, has 
now brought an extensive precision to the 
historical and archaeological matters of whioh 
he speaks.

In a ‘ postscript ’ the author asserts that 
‘ as the spelling of proper names differs in 
almost every book, it cannot be claimed that 
the “ right ” spelling has been adopted ’ ; 
certainly a popular spelling is called for in a 
book of this sort, but ‘ Zinat-ul-Masjid ’ 
is hardly an acceptable popularization of 
Zinat al-masajid (pi. 63), and 1 Nahabat 
Khana ’ is unrecognizable as the Nawhat-khdna 
of Eatehpur Sikri. That no pretence of a 
“ right ” spelling of ‘ Dr. Sarvepalli Rhadha- 
krishnan ’ has been made amounts to a 
slovenly discourtesy.

J. BURTON-PAGE

P. V. Bapat (ed. and tr.) : Vimukti- 
marga-dhutaguna-nirde&a: a Tibetan 
text. (Demi University Buddhist 
Studies, No. 1.) xxx, 123 pp. Lon
don : Asia Publishing House, [1964]. 
66s.

Ever since the publication of his Vimutti- 
magga and Visuddhimagga: a comparative 
study in 1937, Professor Bapat has continued, 
by means of several learned articles, to give us 
more and more information on the Vimutti- 
magga of Upatissa, available now only in its 
Chinese translation. As early as 1933 he found 
a fragment of it, from the chapter on dhuiahga, 
in a Tibetan translation attributed to Vidya- 
karaprabha and Lo tsa ba Dpal Brtsegs. 
Professor Bapat has now for the first time 
edited this Tibetan text and has presented a 
luoid translation, affording us the opportunity 
to compare at least one whole chapter of the 
Vimuttimagga with the corresponding ohapter 
in the Visuddhimagga.

In preparing his Tibetan text (printed both 
in roman and Nagarl characters) the editor 
has used, in addition to the two MSS based 
on the xylograph of Kanjur (Narthang 
edition), three photostat copies—one obtained 
from the State Library of Berlin and two (W1 
and W2) from the Library of Congress, 
Washington. With the exception of Wl, all the 
four MSS are enlarged texts containing seven 
interpolations of irrelevant quotations from 
several Mahay&na texts not found in the 
Chinese version of Vimuttimagga. With the 
help of Wl, the editor has been able to 
reconstruct the original Tibetan text. Some of 
the interpolations have been identified, and are 
given separately in Appendix n.

In his introduction Professor Bapat once 
more reiterates his oelebrated views on the 
date and authorship of the Vimuttimagga and 
particularly on its ascription to the Abhayagiri 
sohool in Ceylon. The present edition seems to 
support his original thesis and is thus a 
welcome addition to our scanty sources for 
the study of the Abhayagiri sohool. The 
glossary of Tibetan words at the end should 
prove to be of great assistance to students 
engaged in handling Tibetan texts of this 
nature.

p. s. JAINI

Nicholas Poppe : Bashkir manual : 
descriptive grammar and texts with a 
Bashkir-English glossary. (Indiana 
University Publications. Uralic and 
Altaic Series, Yol. 36.) x, 181 pp. 
Bloomington : Indiana University ; 
The Hague : Mouton and Co., 1964. 
$3, guilders 11.

Bashkir belongs to the north-western branoh 
of the Turkio language family and is spoken by 
almost one million people in the Bashkir 
Autonomous Socialist Republio of the U.S.S.R.

This grammar of Bashkir is written on the 
same lines as the author’s Tatar manual whioh 
was published as Vol. 26 of the same series. It 
is in three parts. Part I is the grammar, part n 
the texts, and part m is a glossary.

Part i is divided into six sections. The short 
introduction and bibliography are followed by 
seotion 1, the phonology. Phonemes and 
morphophonemio alternations are dealt with 
under this heading. Bashkir is written in the 
Cyrillio orthography and a table is provided 
setting out the Cyrillic alphabet with a trans
literation into the Roman alphabet and a 
phonemio transcription. Seotion 2 deals with 
the inflection of such olasses as substantive, 
pronoun, verb, partioiple, and gerund- Here 
the more traditional terms ‘ possessive suffix ’ 
and ‘ deolension suffix ’ are used in preference 
to the more cumbersome ‘ concrete-relational 
suffix ’ and ‘ pure-relational suffix ’ of the Tatar 
manual. Examples of infleoted forms are pro
vided and paradigms of noun and verb forms 
are given. Seotion 3 is headed ‘ form- and 
function-classes’. The functions of the various 
parts of speeoh are dealt with briefly and are 
illustrated by examples. Seotion 4, ‘ word for
mation ’, lists suffixes most of whioh are used 
to ohange one class of word into another. 
Examples are given. Seotion 6 deals with 
phrase-structure. Phrases are divided into two 
main types: (1) co-ordinate and (2) oontrastive, 
and these are further analysed into nominal, 
adjeotival, pronominal, adverbial, and post
positional phrases, and verbal complement.
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Seotion 6 is on danse structure. Clauses are 
classified into declarative, interrogative, and 
exolamatory by the type of intonation used. 
The information on intonation is very brief and 
the marking of contours is very approximate 
with little indication of the relationship be
tween the syllables and the lines marking the 
pitch levels, e.g. on p. 95, § 6.21, 2° : ‘ Falling- 
level intonation (comma intonation/,/). The 
pitch is high at the beginning of the danse, falls 
and remains level ’, with the example :
6ep KeHjie huyra CapaM ran, cufmii Enron, 
MOKera Temen, wyHga BaifsiT 6ynFaH. Hue koh 
yraoc Kona 6apnn Tafiun ajigsuiap

,
The texts (part n) are selected for the 

purpose of providing material for reading and 
translation. Texts typical of modem Bashkir 
literature are chosen and are photographed 
direct from the originals. The quality of the 
printing of these originals, as in the case of 
several Soviet publications, is not of uniform 
quality, with the result that the reproduction 
is generally poor and on some pages, e.g. pp. 
Ill, 112, 115, 119, hardly readable. The same 
weakness was a feature of the reproduction of 
the Tatar texts in the same author’s Tatar 
manual. The technique used to reproduce the 
texts of the Kirghiz manual of R. J. Hebert 
and N. Poppe (Vol. 33 of the same series) 
resulted in the texts being neat, clear, and 
legible and it would be an advantage if this 
technique were used (in spite of the greater 
cost) in future publications instead of direot 
photography of the original texts.

Part m is a Bashkir-English glossary of the 
words contained in the texts.

This Bashkir manual is primarily intended 
to be a reference grammar but in view of the 
lack of material available on the Bashkir 
language in English, it will no doubt prove to 
be a useful teaohing grammar as well. The 
manual is a welcome addition to the slowly 
expanding stock of Turkio language material 
written in English.

HATAUtE WATEBSON

' Joseph Needham : Time and Eastern 
man : the Henry Myers Lecture, 1964. 
(Royal Anthropological Institute. Oc
casional Paper No. 21.) ix, 52 pp. 
[London]: Royal Anthropological 
Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, 
1965. £1.
Were it not for the attention that naturally 

centres on his great history of Science and

civilisation in China, Joseph Needham would 
have a separate fame, great enough to satisfy 
most men of learning, earned by his extra
ordinary record of monographic studies. 
While most of these are by-produots of the 
major work—supplements to themes in the 
volumes already published, or anticipations of 
themes in future volumes—eaoh of them is 
an independent contribution to knowledge. 
Sometimes Dr. Needham writes alone, some
times with one or several collaborators, but 
always the produot bears the imprint of one of 
the great minds of our time—a polymath of 
the soienoes, and also a notable humanist. The 
range of topios is extraordinary—‘ Hygiene 
and preventive medicine in ancient China ’, 
‘ The past in China’s present ’, ‘ The earliest 
snow orystal observations ’, ‘ An eighth
century meridian line ’, ‘ An early mediaeval 
Chinese alahemioal text on aqueous solutions ’, 
‘ Efficient equine harness : the Chinese inven
tions ’, and many others.

In this latest treatise Dr. Needham is 
concerned with the meohanical, philosophical, 
and Booial aspects of time, and his point of 
departure is that ‘ Western Man had no 
monopoly of the sense of linear continuous 
time, and . . . the “timeless Orient” is 
nonsense ’.

Quoting Granet, Dr. Needham notes that one 
very ancient Chinese conoept was ‘ that 
time . . . was always divided into separate 
spans, stretches, blooks or boxes, like the 
organio differentiation of space into particular 
expanses and domains ’. They also had, 
however, both cyolioal and linear notions of 
time ; of these the former, not surprisingly, 
was especially oongenial to the Taoists. The 
oyclioal notion of time was convenient in 
accounting for the rise and fall of dynasties, but 
linear time served the strong sense of history 
of the Chinese even better, and also favoured 
the idea of history as growth and evolution. 
Against the deeply-entrenched Western con
viction that the Chinese culture was endlessly 
stagnant, Dr. Needham oomes forward to 
show that the sequence of the stone, bronze, 
and iron ages, not dearly accepted in Europe 
until the nineteenth century, was understood 
by the Chinese in the first century a.d.— 
perhaps even several centuries earlier. 
Similarly, he shows that veneration for 
ancestors and for the sages of the past did not 
prevent Chinese scholars from accepting new 
ideas and improvements. ‘ Those who can 
think, learnt from themselves and not from 
the Sages ’, says one quotation from the 
eighth century a.d., and in the century before 
that, a memorial to the throne, proposing the 
geodetio survey of a meridian arc, begs his 
Majesty ‘ not to give credence to the worn-out 
theories of former times, and not to use them ’.
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On one of the great open problems of 
history—the failure of the Chinese to develop 
modem natural science, after being far ahead 
of anoient and medieval Europe in many 
ways—Dr. Needham’s oonolusion is that at 
least this has nothing to do with the Chinese 
attitude toward time.

OWEN LATTIUOEB

Jean Chesneaux and John Lust : 
Introduction aux etudes d’histoire con- 
temporaine de Chine, 1898-1949. 
(Maison des Sciences de l’Homme. 
MatAriaux pour l’Rtude de l’Extr&ne- 
Orient Modeme et Contemporain. 
Travaux, n.) 148 pp. Paris, La
Haye: Monton, 1964.
In the words of the authors the present work 

‘ ne oherche pas tellement k foumir encore une 
nouvelle bibliographic sur la Chine contem- 
poraine, mais a faire briivement le bilan des 
sources et des travaux disponibles, et & 
suggdrer des directions de reoherohe The 
two most important sections of it discuss the 
half-century aooording to chronological 
divisions and topic headings; for every 
question discussed the authors give as much 
space to what is left undone as to what has been 
done already. It is, then, a kind of didactio 
bibliography ; it lays down an impeccable line 
on the need for professionalism in the study of 
modem China, and enjoins researchers particu
larly to know their traditional China, and to see 
recent developments in China in their world 
context. Comments on defioienoies in existing 
appraisals are pertinent, and proposals for 
review or researoh are radical and constructive, 
though some of them might not be taken up in 
a hurry. The soope of the work could hardly 
be more comprehensive: it ranges from 
bibliographies, archives, and sooiety papers to 
oartoons and telephone directories. I am not 
absolutely clear whom it is meant for, but it 
should be very handy for tutors, and good 
reading for all interested parties.

D. E. p.

Edward J. M. Rhoads : The Chinese 
Red Army, 1927-1963 : an annotated 
bibliography. By Edward J. M. 
Rhoads, in collaboration with Edward 
Friedman, EUis Joffe, Ralph L. 
Powell. (Harvard East Asian Mono- 

aphs, 16.) xiv, 188 pp. Cambridge, 
ass. : East Asian Research. Center, 

Harvard University, 1964. (Distri

buted by Harvard University Press. 
Distributed in G.B. by Oxford Uni
versity Press. 26s.)
This is the first bibliography of its kind 

devoted exclusively to the Chinese Red Army 
to be made available in a Western language. 
Other compilations exist whioh inolude 
material on this subject—notably the Hoover 
Institution bibliographies edited by Hsueh 
Chtln-tu1 and a recent bibliographic survey 
published in Washington1—and they contain 
many specialised items not listed here. 
Dr. Rhoads has very sensibly not attempted to 
provide an exhaustive bibliography, however, 
concentrating rather in the 600 items which he 
lists on giving a representative selection of the 
available literature.

I notice no omissions or inaccuracies of 
which one could fairly oomplain. But it is a 
pity that the physioal location of the items 
inoluded is not given. One assumes that most 
are available at Harvard, but since the 
bibliography is based upon the personal file of 
Professor Powell at the American University, 
one cannot be Bure even of this. Some indica
tion should have been given at least of the 
location of the rarer Chinese-language items.

The user of this bibliography will find the 
short evaluative notes attached to most 
items very useful in sifting the chaff from the 
grain. There is also a welcome emphasis upon 
artioles in Western and Japanese periodicals, 
which help to fill some major gaps in the early 
years of the People’s Republic. The sectional 
arrangement and indexing is altogether 
admirable. Any student of contemporary 
Chinese affairs, whether or not he is a military 
specialist, should find much to interest him 
here.

JOHN GETTINGS

G. B. Endacott : Government and 
people in Hong Kong, 1841-1962: a 
constitutional history, xiv, 263 pp., 
front., 12 plates. Hong Kong : Hong 
Kong University Press, 1964. (Dis
tributed in G.B. by Oxford University 
Press. 46s.)
Government and people is a misleading title 

for this work, for ‘ people ’ play little part in it. 
Indeed, one could wish for far more information

1 Hsueh Chiln-tu : The Chinese Communist 
movement. Vol. I, 1921-1937.—Vol. II, 
1937—49. Stanford, Calif.: Hoover Institution 
on War, Revolution and Peace, 1960, 1962.

a Communist China: ruthless enemy or 
paper tiger f A bibliographic survey. Washing
ton, D.C.: Headquarters, Dept, of the Army, 
1962.
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both on personalities and on the effect of the 
government upon the people at large. One 
almost forgets the fact that the population of 
Hong Kong is predominantly Chinese, so little 
do they enter into the picture ; and while this 
no doubt reflects the attitudes of the colonial 
government of much of the colony’s history, 
one would feel happier if the author had 
devoted a section of the book to explaining 
the reasons for this and to giving some account 
of what was happening in Chinese circles.

The failure of the title to describe the book 
accurately does not detract from its merits. As 
a history of the evolution of government in 
the colony, of the formation and development 
of the Executive, Legislative and Urban 
Counoils, as well as of the position of the 
Governor and colony in relation to the home 
government, it is a useful and irreproachable 
work. The appendixes showing historical 
changes in table form are illuminating, while 
the careful footnoting shows the amount of 
work which went into the writing of the book.

It is a pity that the same amount of care 
was not bestowed on the printing and proof
reading. Mistakes are numerous and range 
from small typographical errors, such as the 
‘ wanted to replaced ’ on p. 104, to omission 
of footnotes, as with the unidentified quotation 
at the bottom of p. 207. Some of the figures 
quoted are apparently inaccurate—for example 
the census total given on p. 4, and the figures 
for the electorate on p. 207.

A solid work, poorly produced, this book is 
perhaps of more interest to the student of 
colonial affairs and political institutions than 
to the specialist in Asian studies, but the latter 
may still use it for much valuable background 
material.

HUGH D. B. BAEEB

John E. Embree : Suye mura: a 
Japanese village. Seventh impression. 
(Phoenix Books, P173.) xxxi, 354 pp., 
18 plates. Chicago and London: 
University of Chicago Press, 1964. 
$2.95, 21a.

The ManyOshu: the Nippon Oakujutsu 
Shinkdkai translation of one thousand 
poems with the texts in romaji. 
(Records of Civilization : Sources and 
Studies, No. nxx ; Unesco Collection 
of Representative Works, Japanese 
Series.) [iv], lxxxii, 502 pp., 5 maps. 
New York and London: Columbia 
University Press, 1965. 90s.
Suye mura first came out in 1939, and The 

Manydshu in 1940 and they re-emerge now

with new forewords respectively by Richard 
Beardsley and Donald Keene. Both, of course, 
are masterpieces in their fields, and neither 
needs amendment. Eaoh is a classio of the 
interpreting of Japan to the West and will be 
read with profit by generations of students to 
come. Both forewords are written with 
discretion, doing no more than is necessary to 
place the books in their setting. It is with 
great pleasure that we welcome the reappear
ance of these two old friends.

C. J. D.

E. M. Uhlenbeok : A critical survey of 
studies on the languages of Java and 
Madura. (Koninklijk Instituut voor 
Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde. Biblio
graphical Series, 7.) viii, 207 pp., 
3 plates, 2 maps. VGravenhage : 
Martinus Nijhoff, 1964. Guilders 16.
Professor Uhlenbeok deserves our thanks for 

his latest publication. Apart from Bahaa a 
Indonesia, which has been dealt with by Pro
fessor Teeuw in the fifth volume of this series, 
the three languages spoken in Java are Sou
danese, Javanese, and Madurese, so that the 
island of Madura was quite naturally included. 
In view of the fact that the literatures of 
adjaoent Bali and Lombok have borrowed to a 
very considerable extent for centuries from the 
Javanese literature, just like the Soudanese 
and Madurese, it would not have been arbitrary 
to extend the scope of this bibliography in the 
eastern direction, but as language is the main 
object of this series (no. 1, languages of 
Sumatra ; no. 2, languages of Borneo ; no. 6, 
Malay and Bahasa Indonesia), the author is 
perfectly right in limiting his scope to Java 
and Madura. Quite naturally his book is 
subdivided into the three linguistic seotions ; 
eaoh section is subdivided into an analytical 
study and a bibliography arranged alphabeti
cally. For Sundanese and Madurese, being 
1 minor languages *, the author found room to 
be exhaustive ; for Javanese this was utterly 
impossible, but fortunately he could refer to 
several existing bibliographies. The Javanese 
section has been split up into two parts: 
(i) Javanese, and (ii) Old Javanese and 
Javanese literature. There is a nice balance 
between the analytical studies and the purely 
bibliographical pages. When dealing with 
Madurese and Sundanese the author did not 
make any subdivisions in the studies; for 
(i) Javanese he makes 4 subdivisions, for (ii) 13. 
They are well chosen, and though at first sight 
the sequence of headings may look surprising, 
there is good sense in it. The author, who holds 
the chair of Javanese in Leiden, is impartial
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and fair to his colleagues and predecessors, 
never spending too muoh praise or blame. He 
has succeeded in being an excellent guide, and 
complete as far as possible. The print is 
excellent, the illustrations and maps very 
weloome, misprints are almost entirely absent, 
though on p. 156 the citation of a review by 
C. C. Berg in BSOAS, xrx, 2, 1957 under 
The Old-Javanese Itdmdyana: an exemplary 
leakawin should have been 11 lines higher up 
under The Old-Javaneee R&m&yana leakawin 
and has replaced the citation of a review by 
J. Gonda in JA08, T.xxxn, 1, 1962. Private 
information about books to come is included ; 
this unusual constituent of a bibliography iB 
most welcome. To sum up : author and Royal 
Institute are to be congratulated.

O. HOOYKAAS

C. Hooykaas : Agama tirtha: five studies 
in Hindu-Balinese religion. (Verimn.de- 
lingen der Koninklijke Nederlandfle 
Akademie van Wetenschappen, Afd. 
Letterkonde, Nleuwe Reeks, Deel lxx, 
No. 4.) 253 pp., 23 plates, 5 maps. 
Amsterdam: N. V. Noord-Hollandsoke 
Uitgevers Maatschappij, 1964. Guilders 
35.
In what is certainly the most illuminating 

book yet written on the subject of Hindu 
religion and Saiva literature in Bali and Java, 
Hr. Hooykaas has drawn on personal contact 
and observation, as well as on Hutch and 
Indonesian souroes and a large unpublished 
manuscript literature ranging from impeccable 
olassica] Sanskrit (often bafflingly miswritten, 
but not exposed to the textual corruption and 
conflation of the Agamic literature of India) 
through Archipelago macaronio to Old Java
nese and Balinese. The material, well 
illustrated with excellent photographs, is 
arranged under five headings : (i) the oult of 
Sarasvati, (ii) the Yamarajaslava genre (the 
striking and probably original association of 
the yamaka alaipkara with Yama is not 
obvious in literature preserved in India: of., 
pp. 63 and 68, YAMARAja .. . niRAMAYA), 
and the ritual and liturgy of (iii) Asanapuja, 
(iv) fSivalinga, and (v) Sivaratri. The material 
has great importance for the elucidation of the 
soarcely comprehensible early Saiva ritual 
texts of India, as well as for the reconstruction 
of the role and development of Saivism in the 
culture of Indonesia.

Agamatlrtha, designating Indonesian 
Hinduism, is now understood as ‘ religion 
(agama) of holy water (iirtha) ’, and suoh 
secondary reinterpretation is, of course, 
prevalent. The interpretations of Sanskrit

texts imposed by context or offered to the 
author give the language a more debased 
appearance than is really the case. The text 
cited on p. 32, for example, styled PrajAdpdra- 
mitdsiuii and SarvadevalUtuti [stc] by compi- 
lators who must have deemed it a collection of 
feminine attributes, consists of good (by 
Agamio standards) Sanskrit phrases and need 
not have been misunderstood at the time of its 
composition (in India or Indonesia t) ; the 
anaooluthon and hyper-sandhi of manirah 
alha hi and the prosody would not be surprising 
in an Agamio or late Vedio text. It may be 
restored: prajAdpdramilatp dtvarp jagatarp 
tuftikdranam/ sattvefu vyOpinarp mitrarp 
murdhnd prapamya akinamjj bhagavatiip 
namasyami ewadimatrdevaldm/ kumdmmcUf- 
pdrp devirp, sarvopadravadahane tvaip namdmi 
mahddeni (orp ah uip iti mantrdiha hy evam 
apohitod [? J] Heiam) ahatp bandhanamuklaye// 
It is not made dear in such oases whether 
Hr. Hooykaas has any basis in the form of 
Balinese glosses or modem informants for his 
renderings (‘. . . o Goddess Prajfllparamitfi 
who bringsfch about the oontentment of the 
worlds ...’), i.e. whether in fact Buch an 
‘ Archipelago Sanskrit ’ existed as opposed to a 
gradual and uneven forgetting of standard 
Sanskrit.

J. 0. WBIOHT

C. Hooykaas : Perintis eastern. Terje- 
mahan Raihoel Amor gelar JDatoek 
Besar. (Pustaka Bahasa dan Sastera.) 
xvii, 477 pp. Kuala Lumpur : Oxford 
University Press, 1965. M$ 11.50.
This is a second edition, ‘ rearranged and 

enlarged by inclusion of works of Malay writers 
(in addition to Indonesian writers), in order to 
make it suitable for use in Tanah Melayu ’, 
the contents having been compiled hy Hr. C. 
Hooykaas and translated by Raihoel Amar 
gelar Batoek Besar.

I take it that ‘ translated ’ means that the 
spelling has been adapted to Malay nsage, and 
this has generally been done, though in most 
cases words suoh as di-, -lah, and -nya are, 
contrary to Malay praotioe, joined on to the 
next word without a hyphen. When the 
proposed unified system of spelling oalled 
Melindo, held up for several years hy politios, is 
officially introduced, this and other more 
important differences will doubtless be ironed 
ont.

Starting with a long literary survey of the 
two branches of what iB basioally a ‘ Malay ' 
language, the hook prooeeds to a collection of 
synopses of classical Malay writings, followed 
by extracts from modem prose and poetry,
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criticisms of modem writings, including an 
essay in his usual lucid style by the oelebrated 
Malay writer Za'aba, and winds up with 
extracts from classical prose and poetry down 
to Munshi Abdullah.

The book as a whole should be of value to any 
serious student of the two branches of the 
‘ Malay ’ language.

I feel, however, that there might well have 
been a more generous allocation of space to 
the section devoted to modem prose, especially 
to modem Malay, as opposed to Indonesian, 
writers of fiction, who now employ a more 
naturalistic style than their predecessors. 
Perhaps in the next edition they will get more 
space.

However, this defect, if it is one, does not 
seriously detract from the essential value of 
the book.

A. B. c.

Seegmund Bbauneb and Joseph K. 
Bantu : Lehrbuch des Swahili. (Lebr- 
buolier fiix das Stadium der Orienta- 
lischen and Afrikanischen Sprachen, 
Bd. vm.) 220 pp. Leipzig : VEB Ver- 
lag Enzyklopadie, 1964. OM. 22.

After Dr. Margarets Hdftmann’s excellent 
Swahili—German dictionary, Swahili studies in 
East Germany are now provided with a 
grammar. Dr. Brauner, of the Karl Marx 
University, Leipzig, writes in the preface that 
the book is meant to be a practical introduc
tion, made necessary by the many changes in 
the language since the war. ‘ Previous 
grammars . . . could not give a true picture 
of the African peoples because they were 
written from a oolonialistio and racist point of 
view. It has been the purpose of the author ... 
to create a grammar that witnesses to 
humanism and to respect for the Afrioan 
peoples. Therefore, problems of the national 
battle for liberation, of the upbuilding of the 
eoonomy . . . occupy a large part of the work.’ 
They do. Some examples from sentences in the 
exercises: ‘ Every teacher in Africa is a
politician as well, and all ohildren, boys and 
girls in every school, are little politicians and 
followers of their teacher. . . . Our teacher has 
two wives and many children from his two 
wives. ... In Kenya, the English are farmers 
and the Indians are traders. All these people 
are foreigners in Kenya ’ (p. 27). ‘ British and 
American traders and oompany managers are 
powerful in Africa. They have many Afrioan 
employees and some are very severe to their 
employees ’ (p. 28). ‘ The greatest plan is to 
oust the colonialists from Angola and Mozam
bique and to put an end to segregation in

South Africa ’ (p. 36). ‘ The Europeans oame 
to Africa and took all the beautiful cultivated 
fields of the Africans ’ (p. 60). ‘ It is the duty of 
every government to give help of every kind 
to the freedom fighters whose purpose is to 
oust the colonialists ’ (p. 178).

In the list of classes on p. 14 the place 
olasses (16,17,18) are not mentioned. On p. 16 
the author writes : ‘ Relationship of case is not 
formally distinguished in Swahili. The subjeot 
is in the nominative, the object in the dative 
or accusative, a formal distinction between 
them does not exist ’. Surely, however, the 
objeot infix does distinguish objeot from 
subjeot?

The book is divided into 18 lessons, each with 
numerous examples and an exeroise. All 
important subjeots of Swahili grammar are 
duly treated, e.g.: norm olasses (lesson 1-8), 
relatives (9), looative relations (10), numerals 
(11), derived verbs (13), prepositions and 
conjunctions (15), syntax (18p Aohrestomathy 
(pp. 163-96) contains inter alia: ‘ Colonialism 
cursed in a meeting ’. A word-list of 23 pp. 
ends the book.

JAN ICNAPPERT

Proceedings of the East African Academy, 
first symposium, Makerere University 
College, June 1963. [v], 145 pp.
Nairobi: Longmans for tbe East 
African Academy, 1964. 50s.

This is the first produot of a new African 
scientific association, organized by African 
scholars and scientists to cover Kenya, 
Tanganyika, Uganda, and Zanzibar. The 
volume (produced by Uneoprint) is divided 
into four sections : (A) physical soiences, with 
six papers dealing with the land and the 
atmosphere ; (B) arts and social sciences, with 
three papers; (C) medical soiences, with one 
paper; and (D) biological sciences, with 
eleven papers. Most of the material deals with 
physical and biologioal subjects, but there are 
five papers whioh cover human studies: 
‘ Problems of land and population in the Lake 
Districts of western Kenya ’, by S. H. Omide, 
a useful study of the area whioh used to be 
known as Kavirondo (seotion A) ; ‘ Formal 
and informal learning in a second language ’, 
by Jonathan Silvey (seotion B) ; ‘ Progress 
and the one-party state ’, by Donald S. 
Rothchild (seotion B) ; ‘ Explorers and East 
Afrioan history ’, by R. C. Bridges (section 
B); and ‘ Olorgesailie—a study of the natural 
history of a Middle Pleistocene lake basin ’, by 
G. Isaac (seotion D). The general quality of 
these papers, so far as a non-soientifio reader
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oan evaluate the scientific seotions, seems to 
be high; the sooiologioal papers are somewhat 
slighter in oontent. It is to be hoped that 
future volumes issued by the East Afrioan 
Academy will give more spaoe to the history 
and problems of Man.

a. w. B. H.

University of Ghana Law Joumal. Vol. i, 
No. 1. 74 pp. London : Sweet and 
Maxwell Ltd.; Lagos : African Uni
versities Press Ltd., 1964. 25s. per 
part, 42s. per annum.
A flood of Afrioan legal periodicals is now 

beginning to flow from the recently established 
law faculties of English-speaking tropioal 
Africa. Such journals provide a welcome 
vehicle at a more specialized level for reports 
of onrrent research and thinking in the field 
of African law. The first number of the 
University of Ghana Law Journal includes four 
useful articles by then members of the Legon 
Law Faculty ; it is a melancholy commentary 
on the transient character of some of these 
faculties that none of these authors is now at 
the "University of Ghana. Two (including the 
Dean and the then Editor of this Journal) 
were deported from Ghana ; the other two are 
now on the staff of other universities. The 
difficulty of ensuring any continuity in the 
affairs of a fledgling journal such as this one 
oan be readily appreciated. This is a pity, as 
such house journals obviously have a con
siderable contribution to make to African legal 
studies.

One of the novel features of the University 
of Ghana Law Journal—explicable both by its 
derivation from the oyolostyled Legon Law 
Journal, and by the American influence that 
was then preponderant at the Faoulty—is the 
appointment of a ‘ Board of Post-Graduate 
Student Editors ’. It is standard practice to 
entrust the management of law journals 
published from American law schools to a 
board of student editors ; indeed, service on 
suoh a board is one of the most coveted 
honours that oan be bestowed on a law student 
there. However successful the institution may 
be in the U.S.A, and however praiseworthy 
it is to give the chance of experience in legal 
writing to law students, one must have some 
reservations about the adaptability of the 
institution to Afrioan circumstances. So far as 
one oan see from the first copy of the Journal, 
the role of the student editors was advisory 
rather than executive in the particular periodi
cal under review.

A. N. A.

M. M. Green : Igbo village affairs, 
chiefly with reference to the village of

Umueke Agbaja. Second edition, xvii, 
262 pp., map. London : Frank Cass 
and Co. Ltd., 1964. 35s.

A book should be assessed not only within 
the discipline, hut also within the period, in 
which it is written. Since the book under 
review was first published in 1947 (by Sidgwick 
and Jaokson) social anthropological theory and 
technique have greatly developed and one 
therefore should expect this book to be, to some 
extent, out of date. But what is surprising is 
that the book is in fact now more in keeping 
with recent developments in the discipline than 
it was in 1947. At that time, the author was 
oritioized for her failure to cast her analysis in 
terms of lineage theory whioh was then in its 
hey-day. In recent years that theory has been 
subjected to a great deal of criticism and to-day 
many anthropologists believe that social life in 
even the simplest of societies is governed by a 
multiplicity of organizational principles which 
cannot be subsumed under a monolithio 
principle like that of descent.

The field-work on whioh the book is based 
was carried out at a time when the British 
administration was looking for indigenous 
‘ natural rulers ’ in Iboland in order to incor
porate them within the system of rule through 
‘ Native Authorities ’. Miss Green’s study, 
however, shows that power and authority in 
Ibo sooiety are diffused and that law and 
order in it are (or were) maintained through 
the many cleavages and counter-oleavages 
outting across each other so that people thrown 
apart by one line of oleavage are held together 
by virtue of other oleavages—a theme whioh 
has been greatly developed in sooial anthropo
logy in recent years.

Miss Green’s book is lacking in quantitative 
data and her three appendixes on ‘ Tempera
ment ’ remain, as in 1947, unnecessary and 
even irrelevant. But the student of Ibo 
society and oulture will still find this book a 
mine of authentic ethnographio data and of 
sooiologioal insights.

ABNHB 00 HEN

Sylvia Leith-Ross : African women : 
a study of the Ibo of Nigeria. Reissued. 
367 pp., 8 plates, map. London-: 
Routledge and Kegan Pan! Ltd., 1965. 
42s.

A rumour oiroulated in 1929 in Iboland that 
the Administration was planning to extend 
taxation to the women. The reaction of Ibo 
women was immediate, dramatic, and of far- 
reaching consequences. In the oourse of a 
few days, thousands of simple, illiterate, half- 
naked women, aoting on their own, without any
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enoouragement or support from their men, 
mobilised around their leaders and staged 
violent riots against Europeans and Warrant 
Chiefs, attacking trading stores, banks, and 
prisons, and dictating terms to Distriot Officers. 
In enoounters with police and troops scores of 
their number were killed or injured.

The rapidity, efficiency, and effectiveness 
with whioh the women organized and aoted 
astonished everyone, including the Ibo men 
themselves. The Administration wondered :
‘ Where did we go wrong ? ’ . Two commissions 
of inquiry were appointed and one of them 
observed that the government did not under
stand native institutions.

Mrs. Leith-Ross begins her book, first 
published in 1939, with an account of the 
‘ Women’s War ’ and then proceeds to disouss 
various aspects of the position of women in 
Ibo society in an attempt to explain how these 
women organized their forces. She considers 
the Ibo woman in four different contexts, 
presumably representing four stages of 
development towards ‘ civilization ’: ‘ primi
tive woman ’ in the purely fanning community 
of Nneato, ‘ sophisticated woman ’ in the 
farming-trading community of Nguru, ‘ woman 
in transition ’ in the urban-farming community 
of Owerri Town and, finally, ‘ sophisticated 
woman ’ in the purely urban community of 
Port Hareourt.

The disoussion is not confined to overt social 
and oultural behaviour, but also oovers 
attitudes and peychio processes. The author 
not only reports what she saw and heard, but 
also diagnoses, and discusses ‘ solutions ’. In 
oonolusion she expresses her anxiety about 
the women’s future and wonders : ‘ Where are 
they going to T What will become of them f 
What use will be made of their . . . startling 
energy ...?’.

In the course of her disoussion, Mrs. Leith- 
Ross points out some simple facts whioh are 
direotly relevant to the understanding of the 
women’s uprising of 1929. In traditional Ibo 
sooiety, it is the women, not the men, who are 
the main breadwinners for the household. 
Their role in both agriculture and local trade is 
crucial. The tax imposed a few years earlier on 
their men had already hit their household 
economy. The world-wide economio crisis at 
the time affected the prices of their palm oil. 
The Warrant Chiefs imposed on their villages 
by the oentral administration were mostly cor
rupt and arbitrary. The threat of direct taxa
tion of the women themselves proved to be the 
last straw. Under those conditions, women 
anywhere could indeed have reacted violently 
and thus Ibo women need not be especially 
‘ problematic ’ or a oause for anxiety.

ABNEB OOHBN

Dilim Okaeor-Omali : A Nigerian 
villager in two worlds. 159 pp. 
London: Faber and Faber, 1965. 
12*. 6<Z.
The sucoess of a book like Baba of Karo by 

M. E. Smith indicates how valuable can be the 
reoord from the living memory of an African, 
of his, or her, own biography, as a source of 
ethnographio and historical data, as a literary 
theme in its own right, and as a medium 
showing how Afrioans view their own society 
and oulture. The book under review is a short 
aooount of some episodes in the life history of 
an Ibo man, Christopher Nwoko Okafor, who 
was bom in 1898 in a village in Oniteha 
Provinoe of the Eastern Region of Nigeria, and 
who, after a remarkable career whioh took him 
to many places in Nigeria, returned to his 
home village to die in 1944. The story is told 
by Dilim, Christopher’s son, against the back
ground of the general history of Iboland during 
the first half of the present century.

After a short description of the social 
organization of the village, the writer traces 
events in his father’s ohildhood and education, 
and then proceeds to describe the coming of the 
white man, the imposition of the Warrant 
Chiefs on the village population, and the 
impact of Christian missionary activities on 
local politics. The underlying theme of the 
whole book is how the Ibo left then villages to 
adopt the white man’s oulture in the towns and 
how, in the end, they returned to the villages 
as the only source of then oultural and spiritual 
life. The theme is dramatio and at some points 
very moving, but whether it is an authentic 
description of reality is a different matter. The 
reader is told in the introduction by Dr. Han 
that1... up to the present day, the author has 
never had the fortune to live for any length 
of time in the “ home ’ ’ village about which he 
writes so lovingly and longingly ’. The author 
was 17 when his father died and he writes the 
book finally in England, 20 years later, in a 
very polished and sophisticated manner, 
though attempting to maintain nalvetA of 
narration and of style. Nevertheless, the 
reader cannot fail to leam much from the book 
about Ibo sooiety and oulture. The disoussion 
of the formation and activities of Ibo tribal 
unions in Nigerian towns is particularly 
interesting and instructive.

A~R n RR COHJ5N

Abthus Norton Cook : British enter
prise in Nigeria. Second impression. 
xi, 330 pp. London : Frank Cass and 
Co. Ltd., 1964. 45*.
This is an unchanged reprint of a work first 

published by the University of Pennsylvania
14VOL. XXIX. PAST 1.
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in 1943, which has been for many years quite 
unobtainable in this oountay. It is a sound, 
well-constructed narrative of the evolution of 
the British Nigerian administration from the 
mid-1880’s to the 1930*8. It has dated badly 
in tone and in its total neglect of the African 
side of the story, but nevertheless remains, 
within these limitations, probably the best 
short account of its subject available. The 
lengthy annotated bibliography, in spite of 
some ourious judgments, is an especially 
valuable feature. Its appearance therefore is 
welcome, though a new edition, if incorporating 
only minor changes and corrections, would 
have been much more useful and acceptable to 
African students and teachers.

D. H. JONKS

Georges Niangoran-Bouah : La divi
sion du temps et le calendrier ritud des 
pmples lagunaires de C6te d’Ivoire. 
(University de Paris. Travaux et 
M4moires de l’lnstitut d’Ethnologie, 
Lxvm.) 164 pp. Paris: Institnt 
d’Ethnologie, 1964. Fr. 30.

This book describes the indigenous calen- 
drioal systems of a number of African peoples 
who, though not apparently comprising a 
homogeneous ethnio group, live adjacent to one 
another in the coastal lagoon region of the 
southern Ivory Coast. Some general principles 
of identification of days of the week, months, 
seasons, and years are given, and then a more 
detailed account of the particulars for each of 
the eight peoples oonoemed. The third part of 
the book deals with * the ritual oalendar ’ : 
proscriptions and rites of weekly, monthly, and 
annual significance. The principal concern is 
to describe the faots of these indigenous 
calendars rather than to make an interpretative 
analysis.

P. H. GULLIVER

Sheila T. Van der Horst: African 
workers in town : a study of labour in 
Gape Town, ix, 140 pp. Cape Town, 
etc.: Oxford University Press, 1964. 
36s.

This book is probably the most detailed 
quantitative analysis of aspects of African 
urbanisation ever published. The author and 
her co-workers have managed to avoid 
discussing the wider political implications of 
urbanization in South Africa, and their results 
may usefully be compared with studies made 
elsewhere in Afrioa.

The author specifies very dearly the criteria

to be used in assessing urbanization. Her 
general theme is to eluoidate each of these 
criteria, but there are many other useful 
findings peripheral to the general theme. One 
is that, among her sample, educational level 
is not particularly correlated with occupational 
status, a fact reflecting perhaps the relative 
glut of ‘ semi-educated ’ urban migrants in 
South Afrioa.

The author acknowledges that this book does 
not claim to offer a qualitative analysis, for 
which we must turn to anthropological 
literature.

D. J. PARKIN'

Raghavan Iyer (ed.): The glass 
curtain between Asia and Europe : a 
symposium on the historical encounters 
and the changing attitudes of the peoples 
of the East and the West, xii, 356 pp. 
London, etc. : Oxford University 
Press, 1965. 42s.

To write a review, in the ordinary sense of 
the term, of a work consisting of 20 separate 
contributions would dearly be impossible. 
Even to give a complete list of these contribu
tions would be out of place. I will merely give a 
few speoimen titles : ‘ Historical context of en
counters between Asia and Europe ’, by Geof
frey Hudson; ‘ Chinese attitudes to theWest ’, 
by Evan Luard ; ‘ Modem Turkish attitudes 
to Europe ’, by Geoffrey Lewis; ‘ Dialogue be
tween Asia and Europe ’, by Joseph Needham ; 
‘A dialogue on the glass curtain between Arnold 
Toynbee and Raghavan Iyer ’. Many of the 
artides are straightforward historical sum
maries or descriptions of ourrent situations ; 
others are more general and speculative, and 
these, one feels, would have gained in depth 
and unity by treating the mutual attitudes of 
East and West as part of a larger problem— 
the ambivalent attitude of cultural groups to
wards one another, manifesting itself not only 
in irrational hostility but also frequently in 
equally irrational admiration. Such hostility 
is of course the main theme of this book; but 
examples of wildly exaggerated admiration are 
also not wanting, suoh as that of eighteenth- 
oentury Europe for the supposedly ideal 
political system of China, ruled by Sages of 
unparalleled benevolenoe and sagacity. A book 
of this kind is almost bound to contain 
incautious generalizations. An example 
(p. 346) is Raghavan Iyer’s statement ‘ in 
Eastern languages you don’t get a separate 
word for rights and a separate word for duty ’. 
There are hundreds of Eastern languages and 
no generalization about them could fail to be 
absurd; in this oase it at onoe oocurs to one
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that in Japanese kenri means ‘ rights ’ and 
selcinin ‘ duties There are some failures of 
communication. Hajime Nakamura (p. 248) 
talks about the doctrines of someone he calls 
Chia-hsiaiig-tai-shih -without any indication of 
who he is or when he lived. I wonder how 
many readers would know that he means the

Chinese monk Chi-tsang, who died in a.d. 623. 
On the next page he speaks of the ‘ turbulent 
days of the so-oalled Chu‘un-oh‘iu up to the 
beginning of eh‘in [stc] in China ’. No hint as 
to when this turbulent epoch occurred.

AJ’.TH Uii WAT/HV
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THE HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE. OF LATER
ansar! poetry—n1

By W. ‘Arafat

A second group of poems share the same characteristics with the poems 
discussed in part I of this article, and tire of equally late authorship. However, 
they lack the explicit evidence of a later date. These are nos. vn, x, xix, lxxlx.2

Poem no. vn is yet one more of those ‘ defensive ’ poems whioh seem to 
indicate that not only the poet, but the whole tribe, in the wider sense, are on 
the defensive. Although it can be argued that the poem is not by Hassan, there 
is evidence of a deliberate attempt to give the impression that it is. At the same 
time there is evidence, too, of even later interpolations. There is a marked and 
abrupt deterioration in the structure of the verse at more than one point in the 
poem, and some unexpected and inexplicable changes of person and number.

From the very beginning one forms the impression that the poet and his 
tribe are being attacked and are defending themselves. At the beginning, 
however, there is a note of defiance, which later on in the poem gives place to 
a much weaker psychological attitude. The poem opens :

a_[A 4 «A.« A1 AfJ *
‘ Tell those who are awaiting the news, of a battle [approaching] which will 

force the old grey-haired woman to flee nimbly ’.
The poet then continues the boasting in the first person singular :
‘ Their opinion is that I am a defender of my clan in all circumstances (1. 2); 

and if I do not confirm their opinion, then may the clouds not water my grave 
(1. 3). My equals among men know that I am the knight-defender and fighter 
(L 4), that my enemies know no weakness of mine, and never encroached upon 
me (1. 5), and that ever since I grew up 3 I had enemies and envious people to 
suffer from (1. 6). Yet I repaid such twice over, or even more ’.

In 1. 8 the poet addresses his lady, * If thou should’st ask people about me, 
I come from an ancestry from which [good] ancestries trace their descent ’.

From 1. 9 to 1. 16 we find the first person singular and the first person plural 
alternating in a confused manner. There is also some obscurity and anachronism. 
It is only necessary, however, to quote 11. 9-13 in full:

eJ_lPj Cft) jJljll lit

1 ■ i1 IaLi^-T c. - 

jJl>- jdaiT 0£jt>

1 For part I see'BSOAB, isn, 1, 1966, 1-11.
1 In Barqaql’s edition of the Diwin of IJassan b. Thabit (Cairo, 1929) pp. 113-21, 392-7, 426, 

286, respectively.
* Barqflqi seemed unoertain of the meaning of the Arabio. In a footnote (Diwin, p. 114) he 

suggests tentatively that '.- A-l JL. ‘ may mean: from the time I attained my desire ’. This is 
difficult to sustain, and is unnecessary.

VOL. XXIX. past 2. 16
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AaL«1I 41* jS""JJ1 f T.I^i C«jIi ^ (j^5^ t_.»All Si Lly
AfcUM -wLjjJI illS ^_if ^ 4*f a-L>-

‘ I am lie who visited the hawk, son of Salma, when he had [in prison] 
Ubayy, Nu'inan, ‘Amr, and Wafid.

He thns gave ns glory to inherit, for he who earns similar [glory] where he 
did, returns thankful.

And my grandfather was the chief speaker on the day of Sumaiha, and my 
uncle is the feeder of birds, Khalid son of Hind.

From us came the “ martyr at the mountain ”, Aus b. Thabit, of whom the 
noblest memories are the battles [he fought];

And he whose nearest grandfather is my father, and the son of whose 
mother is [the son] of my father’s mother, he, that warring martyr ’.

Certain points stand out concerning these lines :
(1) uneasy alternation of first person singular with first person plural;
(2) ambiguity as to the exact meaning of certain lines, the exact identity of 
persons, and the relation between ideas and persons ;
(3) certain unusual expressions and, in the case of 1. 13, a highly complicated, 
tortuous, and contradictory statement.

According to the notes attached to this poem in various editions, as well as 
in manuscripts, Ibn Salma (1. 9) is al-Nu‘man b. al-Mundhir, Nu'man HI, of 
Hira. The four people mentioned in the second half of the line, are, according to 
these notes where the names are given in full, Madinese who were imprisoned by 
Nu'man but later released as a result of Hassan’s intercession. The incident is 
worth boasting of, and is mentioned elsewhere in the poems.4 It is quite likely 
that the incident did actually take place, and even if these lines were doubtful in 
themselves, they could have been based on a fact then well known. It is of no 
particular consequence whether the word ‘ hawk ’ refers to Ibn Salma, or to the 
poet, as Barquqi seems to have taken it, influenced no doubt by poem v, 1. 9 
where the same word is used, unmistakably referring to the poet.

In 1. 10 we find the first person plural in the first word. Complication is 
added by the meaning ‘ he left to us as a legacy ’, while the rest of the line does 
not help to clarify the exact sense of the whole line. Even if one takes the first 
two words in the simple sense of ‘ thus he gave us glory ’ and refers them to Ibn 
Salma in the preceding line, who then is the logical subject of the rest of the line 
and who is the grammatical subject of the verb in the second half of
the line ? To this is added the obscurity of the word i It generally denotes 
place, which would not be very acceptable here.

BarquqiB seems to have noticed the unusual change to the first person plural 
in this line (as well as other changes in the passage under discussion) and 
amended it to This, however, does not solve the essential problem.

* v, 9, and probably, by implication, ooxx. 
5 Diw&n, p. 116.
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In 1. 11 the first person singular is again used : ‘ And my grandfather . . 
The reference in the first half of the line is clear both in the manuscripts and in 
other sources such as Ibn al-Athir.8 Hassan’s grandfather al-Mundhir was made 
arbiter at the end of a long war between the Aus and the Khazraj which had 
started over the blood-money to be paid by the Aus for the murder by an Ausite 
of an ‘ ally ’ of the chief of the Khazraj. The convention demanded that blood- 
money payable for the death of tin ‘ ally ’ should be half that payable for a free 
member of the tribe. The powerful head of the Khazraj, however, insisted on the 
full amount, and the Aus, resenting the indignity and unable by any means to 
change the position, preferred to fight. This ‘ war ’ went on for many years until 
finally they referred the case to Hassan’s grandfather, all previous arbitration 
having failed. He satisfied everyone and obtained lasting glory by his com
promise judgment. Tor he ruled that the full amount should be paid on that 
occasion only, but that the accepted convention should otherwise stand. 
Arbitration took place at the well of Sumaiha, whence the boasts associated with 
the name.

As for the poet’s uncle Khalid, ‘ son of Hind ’ and ‘ feeder of the birds ’, 
mentioned in the second half of the line, neither the notes nor any other sources 
seem to offer a clue as to his identity.

The next two lines boast of two people not on the grounds of Jahill qualities 
and pre-Islamic fame, but for their record of service to Islam.

Reverting once again to the first person plural the poet boasts ‘ and from us 
[came] Aus b. Thabit ’, who is usually identified as Hassan’s brother, and who, 
according to the notes attached, as well as to a large proportion of other sources, 
was supposed to have fallen at Uhud. According to the same notes the person 
intended in the following line, 13, is Shaddad b. Aus b. Thabit.

These references to Aus and Shaddad are the only ones in the poetry 
attributed to Hassan, and that is the more remarkable because both are des
cribed as martyrs.

It can be seen at first sight, however, that these two lines must be an 
interpolation in the main body of the poem, regardless of the questions of 
authorship and date. The two lines go together as one unit, in spite of the fact 
that the first person singular is used in the second line, because the first word in 
the first line ‘ and from us ’ is the predicate to the first word in the second linn 
‘ and he whose . . .’ in addition to being predicate to the subject immediately 
following it. The interpolation is clear from the sudden introduction of the first 
person plural ‘ and from us [came] ’, which is a sudden jump from the personal 
and particular in ‘ and my grandfather is . . .’ in 1. 11 preceding, to the general 
and more or less impersonal. The word itself ‘ from us ’ clearly indicates that the 
poet is thinking as an Ansari, a Madinese, not as a Khazrajite or Ausite, and the 
reference to ‘ the battles ’ (al-mashdhid) as ‘ memories ’ (dhikr), in the second 
half of the same line is further proof of that.

• al-K5.mil, i, 496.
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Strong suspicions concerning Hassan’s, or even an early Ansari’s, authorship 
of these lines can he confirmed by the following evidence.
(1) The absence of any elegies on IJassan’s brother, which throws very grave 
doubts on the possibility of Aus having been killed at Uhud. Even if it is argued 
that much of Hassan’s poetry must have been lost, it must be remembered that 
such an incident as the death of the poet’s brother and the resulting poetry 
would certainly have received some special attention from any person who 
became interested in Hassan’s poetry.
(2) Historical evidence. Ibn Lsbaq lists Aus b. Thabit among the dead at Uhud. 
More authorities, however, deny that. Ibn Sa‘d 7 mentions that Aus attended, 
not only Badr, Uhud, and the seige of Madina, but all the battles (mashahid) 
fought by the Prophet. He also states that Aus died during the caliphate of 
“Uthman.

He does, however, quote one of the Ansar as saying that Aus fell at Uhud, 
but dismisses that quickly on the grounds that his first authority did not know 
that.

Ibn Ha jar 8 is particularly helpful because he quotes various authorities, 
and is very revealing. First he states that Aus died at Uhud, and quotes the line 
now under consideration (vn, 12), as proof.

He'then quotes WaqidI to the effect that Aus attended Badr, the siege of 
Madina, Khaibar, and all the mashahid, and lived till the days of “Uthman. This, 
says Ibn Hajar, is supported by Ibn Zabalah in his book AJchbdr al-Madina.

He then draws his own conclusion to the effect that the first version must be 
right, and that Aus must have died at Uhud. Proof is found in the line in 
question (vn, 12). Thus Ibn Hajar actually gives a clue to the mistake of later 
authors.

Yet in Ibn Hajar one finds what may be the source of the story of Aus’s 
martyrdom at Uhud. Eor on the same page, the next biography (no. 315) is that 
of ‘ Aus b. Thabit al-Ansar! ’. The sole claim of this man to his place in the book 
appears to be that his death was the occasion of a legal ruling by the Prophet. 
When he died, we are told, his two brothers tried to take possession of the 
property he left, upon which his widow complained to the Prophet.

Two statements follow which are very significant. One is to the effect that 
‘ Ibn Manda ’ mentioned the story and identified the man with Hassan’s 
brother—which is evident confusion.

The second is that ‘ Muqatil ’ mentions the story with two very important 
differences : (i) that the person concerned was Aus b. Malik; (ii) that he died at 
Utud.

Thus, though it cannot be said with certainty, it is quite possible that the 
confusion of these stories and persons over a long time was the source of the 
belief that Aus fell at Uhud. Such a story would naturally appeal to Anijarls in 
later years, who either did not have the means or did not have the will to verify

T Tabaqdt, m, 2, 63.
• Ifftbah, i, 167.



it. It is interesting that Ibn Ha jar himself noted one instance of confusion, or 
what may be one phase in the development of the story.

As for the person referred to in 1. 13, the only indication as to his identity is 
in Barquqi’s notes to the poem, where he is stated to be Shaddad b. Aus b. 
Thabit, Hassan’s nephew. Assuming that this is so, two points may be noted.
(1) Shaddad died in a.h. 68 (according to Ibn Kathir) 9 or a.h. 64 (according to 
Ibn al-Athir).10
(2) There are no grounds for calling him ‘ warring martyr ’.

The line itself with its tortuous reference to the person intended indicates not 
only the author’s inferior powers, but also a deliberate desire to give the im
pression that some kind of relation exists which actually does not. Whatever 
meanings one tries to give to the word cd-adna after ‘ his grandfather ’ or 
‘ ancestor ’ in this line one cannot avoid the plain contradiction. ‘ He whose 
near (?) (close (?)) grandfather is my father (or ancestor ?) ’ could only mean that 
the person concerned is the poet’s nephew, whereas the other statement ‘ he the 
son of whose mother [is the son of] the mother of my father ’ seems to indicate 
the opposite relationship.

One need hardly say that Hassan would not have referred to his brother or 
nephew in that manner, nor used such a form as min-na ‘ from us came ’. There 
is no need to state, either, that the inferiority of the verse, the tortuous character 
of the second of the two lines, as well as the more probable dates of those two 
persons, make it out of the question for Hassan to have been the author. The 
question is who interpolated them and when. This question will be discussed 
later.

The alternation of the first person plural and first person singular continues 
until L 23. One can see a continuation of the general characteristics noted 
above, for the lines in the first person singular are uniformly better than those 
which use the first person plural. The latter, on the other hand, are mostly of 
inferior power and looser structure. Some reveal a much weaker spirit, and 
a number are distinctly out of place.

In 1.14, the poet clearly shows that he is thinking as an Ansari and not as an 
Ausite or a Khazrajite, a clear indication of a date much later than the time of 
the Prophet. ‘ In the summit of every noble house, Khazrajite or Ausite, I have 
an ancestor (1. 14). Thus none of us would do harm to his neighbour or mock 
him while he is worshipping [God] (1. 16), for we consider neighbourly rights as 
a trust, which the noble amongst us keep (1. 16).’

The poem reflects a defensive attitude. ‘ Thus whatever I say, I always find 
among my “ people ” a witness to its veracity (1.17). Every tribe has a “ stamp 
to stamp others ”, and our stamp is immortal rhyme (1.18). When we do stamp 
[someone] with it, it is commonly recognized (1. 19). Our marks appear on him 
like the streams on black land (1. 20). Thus they [the rhymes] give relief even to 
him who is difficult to relieve, and last as long as eternal mountains (1. 21). They
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8 al-Biddya, vnr, 87. 
10 cd-KHmil, iv, 143.
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give ill luck to him who harbours enmity towards us and felicity “ in this world, 
through us, to him whom we help ” (L 22). Whenever we break the standard 
of one poet, we feel the urge again and repeat the action (1. 23).’

The remaining five lines form one unit and are a simile elaborating the idea 
of the poet who exposes himself to punishment by the present author. He would 
be like the ‘ ill-starred one of Tharnud ’ who killed the she-camel and brought 
destruction on the whole tribe.

Looking at the poem as a whole one notices that there are three distinct 
sections : 1L 1-9, 10-23, and 24-8.

The first section is all in the first person singular. It is on the whole good 
verse, has a smooth and easy flow, and reflects a somewhat spirited author, who 
is conscious both of the need to defend himself and his tribe against rival poets 
and of his ability to do so effectively.

The third section, in all probability an interpolation, has already been 
discussed.

In the second section, 11.10-23, one sees two strands of thought intertwined. 
One is seen in those lines which employ the first person singular and which are 
clearly a continuation of the first section. The other is seen in the lines which 
employ the first person plural and which alternate irregularly with the first. 
There is an exception in each of these two groups which is easily explained. 
Line 13 employs the first person singular but is clearly a part of the second 
group because it is grammatically connected with the line before it. Similarly 
11. 18 and 23, and probably 19 and 20, belong to the first group although they 
employ the first person plural. For the use of the first person plural in them 
comes naturally after the word qawmi ‘ my people, my tribe ’ in L 17.

The first of these two groups, where the first person singular is employed, 
has on the whole a better standard of verse and is clearly a continuation of the 
first section of the poem. The lines represent the same spirit.

The second group, on the other hand, is clearly much inferior. The lines are 
looser, they laok power, and are full of padding. Further, they reveal a very 
much weaker psychological attitude. Lines 15 and 16, fox instance, illustrate 
both points. ‘ None of us offers harm to his neighbour or mocks him delibe
rately ’11 (1. 15), or, according to another reading,12 ‘ . . . mocks him when he 
worships God ’. The various readings,13 however, do not alter the significance 
of this particular ground for boasting. Hassan and other poets did boast of 
keeping good manners towards their companions in drunkenness, but when an 
Arab of that period boasts of being harmless, there must be something wrong.

The same two points are-made clearer in the following line, 16, which shows 
the reason for this attitude, ‘ for we consider the right of “ neighbourliness ” a

11 This is according to both the oldest manuscripts.
i* The reading <Hb\d is found in the British. Museum, and the Bibliothfeque National© manu

scripts, on which. Hirschfeld based his edition of the Dioxin.
•w Barquqi gives JjLc jt>j which he explains: 1 when he returns as of habit, to seek our 

customary help \ This, however, is rather forced.
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trust, which is kept by the noble . . . amongst us who are pledged to it \14 For 
the line as a whole, it is a sure sign of feebleness to try and give a feeble reason 
for an even more feeble boast. In boasting, no reasons are given and no 
justification offered. Any elaborations are usually intended to enhance the 
boast.

Lines 20 and 21 reflect as clearly as any similar line in the poems already 
discussed in these articles, the complete loss of power and prestige that the 
Ansar must have suffered during the Umayyad period and later. Line 21 is 
almost pathetic, for in spite of the rhyme-word ‘ him whom we help ’, one feels 
very strongly that the dominating feeling is fear of enmity being harboured 
against the Ansar, and a kind of pious reliance on their own ‘ sanctity ’. Hence 
the claim that (the poems) give felicity ‘ through us ’, to whomever ‘ we help ’. 
This, and the tone of the lines, indicate clearly a poor state of helplessness.

The only conclusion, therefore, is that this poem is a composite work of two, 
perhaps more, authors. The first and earlier part would be 11.1-9, 11 (probably 
11), 17 (possibly 18, 19), 23. The second part, 11. 10, 12, 13 (probably 14), 15, 
16 (probably 18, 19), 20-2, 24-8.

The first part is more personal, better poetry, and more spirited. The 
second part is inferior verse and reflects weakness.

There is no doubt that the second part is a deliberate interpolation by a later 
AnsarT. That it is deliberate interpolation is clear from the way the lines were 
distributed in the poem. That it is one individual who is responsible is clear 
from the uniform character of the lines as well as from the deliberate distribution.

The question is, who is the author of the first, the better, part which is the 
‘ original ’ ? Such lines as line 9, ‘ I am he who visited the hawk, son of Salma ’, 
if the notes are right, certainly point to Hassan as author, as does, on the face of 
it, 1. 11 concerning his grandfather’s judgment at Sumaiha. The verse is not 
very inferior, though it has a slight raciness, and the diction tends on the whole 
to be common.

On the other hand, the treatment and certain information in the lines seem 
to suggest that Hassan is not the author. Though the lines are spirited and have 
a threatening attitude, they are not as aggressive as one expects Hassan to be. 
Instead of saying that his tribe know he is their defender (1. 2) Hassan would 
have addressed himself directly to the ‘ enemy ’, or else threatened him, more 
likely by threatening his tribe, firmly and in unmistakable terms, that he would 
say something unless .... More likely than not, he would either actually say 
what he threatens to say, or give a foretaste of it.

Secondly, in 1. 6 the poet says that he has had enemies attacking him since 
his adolescent years and surrounding him with their envy. This is a clear 
revelation, but there is nothing whatever, either in Hassan’s more authentic 
poetry or in any information about him, creditable or otherwise, to suggest that

11 Tills is the best that can be made of the rhyme-word 1*13.1, whioh i* evidently forced 
in order to provide a rhyme for the line.
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he ever had a sense of persecution, even though it is accompanied by confidence 
in his ability to look after himself (1. 7).

So also, the obscurity of the person mentioned in the second half of 1. 11 
makes one wonder if Hassan could possibly boast of a person who was likely to 
sink into oblivion so quickly, considering that Hassan not only had confidence 
in his own value, but never forgot that his close relatives and personal friends 
were the Ghassanid kings.

It is perhaps more likely that the author of these lines is either : (i) Hassan’s 
son, ‘Abd al-Rahman, or grandson, Sa'Id; or (ii) an An$arl who deliberately 
fathered them on Hassan to give the lines prestige.

The possibility of ‘Abd al-Rahman being the author is supported by the fact 
that he was a good poet, though inferior to his father, that he lived early enough 
to have the spirit to make a strong stand, yet late enough to have the occasion 
to need it, that he actually was deep in poetic ‘ battles ’ early in life, and lastly, 
that the personal boasts would not be completely out of place with him.

Poem no. x is not found in the Tunis edition or in those which are based on 
it. Hirschfeld states, without giving a reason or providing a reference, that the 
poem is ‘ of doubtful authenticity ’. Nevertheless, there is enough internal 
evidence in the poem to support this contention.

The poem can be divided into two main sections. The first (11. 1-16) repre
sents an introduction, and the second (1L 17-37) is boasting in very general 
terms.

The poem opens in a traditional manner :

^jr* iSjiJsjj jUpLs- 4__oLS' * jjl
ol 0 ' * * o

‘ Whose is the ruined abode ; its traces are like cloaks of fine patterned cloth 
of Sapur ’.

Then follow eight more lines on the traces, which give a very strong impres
sion of being both stilted and hackneyed. The ‘ three [stones of the fire-place] 
resembling sitting doves ’, as well as the ‘ peg with a “ notch ” in the back of 
its “ head ” ’ (1L 2-3) sound very hackneyed. Worse is the reference to the 
stones by the adjective only, and from a root which is not, in its real sense, very 
appropriate. Thus the use of the word for the stones seems to represent 
a departure from the primary sense of the word which a Jahili poet could not 
make. When this form of the plural is followed in the same line by another 
example in the rhyme-word, which is meant to give exactly the same meaning, 
the artificiality becomes too striking to be passed over. Similarly, one wonders 
if a Jahili poet, or a good poet of any age, is likely to use in two successive lines 
rhyme-words which derive from the same root. In this poem rhyme-words 
from the root ^ ‘ to cut ’ appear in 11. 6-7 and again in 11. 13-14. Moreover,
the same root appears in 1. 10 and again in 1. 13 with only one word to separate 
it from the rhyme-word, also of the same root. Parallel to this, one finds, be
tween 11. 6 and 11, the repetition, three times, of the metaphor of ‘ cutting
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the cord (of love) and four times of the word ‘ cord This is all the more signifi
cant because one is struck by the same quality of emptiness in the latter part of 
the poem 'which is devoted to boasting ; in 11. 17-37 very few points are made 
and the same points are merely repeated.

The first part of the introductory section of the poem is followed by a passage 
of love poetry, 11. 10-16. The lines are clearly artificial, for they are not only 
void of feeling, but are wholly made up of a collection of traditional expressions 
put together, and the effect is soulless.

‘ If “ Laila ” has gone fax, and withheld the desires of the loving heart, (1.10), 
and intended to cut the “ cord ” [of love], and listened to the words of an 
mimical liar (1. 11), the “ cord ” [of my love] is not weak, nor is it liable to 
change with separation—“ though she did not speak ” (1. 12). Nor would her 
love, had she entrusted me with keeping the ties, have been cut short (1. 13). 
I haven’t lost the secret [of your love] so that you should reward me by separa
tion and cut me off, (1.14), nor did I find love too much nor was my bosom filled 
with too much “ suppressed conversation ”, (1. 16), and all that “ they ” have 
talked about me was no more than random suspicion.’

As for ‘ Laila ’ she does not appear anywhere else in the poems attributed to 
Ijlassan. In these lines one gets the impression that the name could have been 
anything that suits the metre. At the same time except for Sha'atha who was 
Hassan’s ‘ lady ’ for poetical purposes, and for two other women who appear 
in poems with stories, all other female names to whom love poetry is addressed 
in the poems attributed to Hassan, appear in poems which are of doubtful 
authenticity.

The remainder of the poem is devoted to boasting in the first person plural.15 
The boasting in these lines is in very general terms and rests on the nobility, 
generosity, and bravery of the tribe, as well as on the noble qualities of its 
chiefs. One feels that the same things are being repeated and that the poet is 
moving in a circle around himself. The ‘ we ’ and ‘ our ’ and ‘ us ’ are repeated 
so often that the effect becomes unpleasant. Yet the whole of this section is 
both lifeless and colourless.

The generalities and exaggerations—lacking any personal touch, thus giving 
the impression of remoteness and emptiness—are the same here as in the other 
poems already discussed; the inferiority of the verse has been illustrated; 
repetitions and many instances of padding and unusual or forced expressions or 
forms of the word can be quoted. The fifth form of the verb and its derivatives 
are used very often without any justification in the sense, and merely because 
this form and its derivatives help more than others to complete the lines. Thus 
the form j_£^JI in 1. 11 is unusual in the sense required and no doubt has
been forcibly formed to complete the line and provide a rhyme-word. The same 
applies to the rhyme-word of 1. 20 and to a lesser extent to the rhyme-word of

15 In Hirschfeld’B edition the line contains a grammatical mistake which was dearly due to a 
scribe’s error in the British Museum MS.
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1. 29. Other examples can be found, some acceptable, some clearly forced into 
their places. They are all rhyme-words, and the inevitable result in each case is 
to give a short final syllable instead of the long one in the penultimate ‘ foot ’ 
of the line. Although strictly speaking this is not a fault in prosody, these lines 
jar a little with the more regular lines. Coupled with the artificiality of the form, 
the resulting effect of slight irregularity appears worse than it might have been.

Lines 15 and 16 offer instances of padding. Line 16 in particular presents 
a glaring instance of versifying, of words used to make up the line. Thus in the 
first hemistich we find ‘ And there did not happen of that which happened of 
what they invented about me, . . .’.

Finally, of special interest are 11. 29 and 30. Here amid all the boasting in the 
first person, there are references to another party. In 1. 29, the poet boasts, 
‘ We . . .all the time . . . repay the foolish among them with patient forgive
ness ’. Then in 1. 30, ‘ Thus had they understood or been guided rightly in their 
affair, we would have brought them blessings after misery ’.

These two lines in particular re-echo sentiments expressed in poems already 
discussed and found to be by later generations of the Ansar. They betray the 
defensive attitude of the poet, and the bankruptcy of that section of the com
munity which has come to rely for power on pompous but empty boasts, of 
a past from which they had been completely cut off, and a present which seems 
to have nothing glorious. Again there is the attempt to claim some kind of 
sanctity or inherited privilege, providing only an empty boast.

Whatever the reasons, then, for the absence of this poem from the Tunis 
edition, it is justified in so far as the poem is not by Hassan, but most probably 
by an An sari of a later generation.

Poem lxxtx is another which shows the same traits as the group previously 
discussed. The poet boasts, in the first person plural, that they are ‘ kings and 
sons of kings ’, of their relation to the Ghassanids and the Lakhmids, then of the 
help they, both Aus and Khazraj, gave to the Prophet, and ends by the general 
boast that they are better and wiser than everybody else.

The poem opens :
I j-Uj i-—' UI j-*I—e Ujj
‘ Didst thou not see us, the sons of ‘Amr b. ‘Amir—our lofty nobility is too 

high for every aspirer ? ’
‘Amr b. ‘Amir, better known as Muzaiqiya’, was the ancestor both of the 

Ghassanids and the Ansar.16
The poet continues in L 2 to elaborate the ‘ height ’ of the sharaf, thinking of 

it, as in L 1, simultaneously in an abstract and concrete sense, thus producing 
a compound metaphor and playing with subtlety on the word sharaf, which 
means both honour or nobility, and high ground. Thus in 1. 2 the poet tells us 
that this sharaf stands firm on the ground, while branches have shot out of it 
rising as high as the stars.

18 WOb tenfold, TabtUen, No. 12.
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He then goes on to elaborate and make full and rather exaggerated nse of the 
blood relationship between the Aus and Khazraj on the one hand and the 
Ghassanids on the other. The boast, however, is carried farther, one would 
think too far, to include the Lakhmid kings as well; there is far less justification 
for boasting of a relationship with them.17

With an exaggeration that a Madinese of the Jahiliyya would not think of, 
the poet calls his tribe ‘ kings and sons of kings ’ (1. 3). More points will be put 
forward to support the contention that this is the poetry of a member of a later 
generation of the Ansar, but one would say here that such a boast of being 
kings and sons of kings is the natural reaction of the Ansaris who found 
themselves reduced to a position of no consequence, when the real kings who 
held the power in their hands were the Umayyads. Hence all this insistence and 
all the repeated emphasis on this supposed kingship.

Those kings and sons of kings are like stars in the east (1. 3). When one star 
sets another makes the earth bright (1. 4). Every noble member has an equally 
noble father (1. 5), such as Jafna, the hero ‘Amr b. ‘Amir (Muzaiqiya’), the sons 
of Mu’ al-Sama’, and the two sons of Muharriq (1. 6) as well as Haritha al- 
Ghitrif—or else, such as the son of Mundhir or Abu Qabus, the lord of the 
Khawamaq (L 7).

The members of the first group of these names are supposed to be Ghassanids, 
whereas the last two are Lakhmids. It can be seen, however, that the first group 
listed indicates a lack of skill and perhaps a lack of knowledge, for it involves 
a good deal of overlapping. Haritha al-Ghitrif18 is grandfather of ‘Amr b. 
‘Amir; and Ma’ al-Sama’, his son, is the father of ‘Amr b. ‘Amir, the most 
illustrious ancestor who is also mentioned in the first line. Thus when the poet 
mentions ‘ the sons of Ma’ al-Sama’ ’ he really includes everyone mentioned, 
except al-Ghitrif, as well as the rest of the Ghassanids and the An?ar. Instead, 
however, we find the list containing, as different people, ‘Amr b. ‘Amir, Jafna, 
his son and direct ancestor of the Ghassanid kings, and the ‘ two sons of 
Muharriq ’.

Barqfiqi19 mentions in a note to the poem two more names, among the 
Lakhmids, who are sometimes called Muharriq, no doubt on account of their 
having used fire as a means of punishment. These Eire Imru al-Qais b. ‘Adiyy 
and ‘Amr b. al-Mundhir HI. It is more likely, however, that the poet intended 
a Ghassanid of this name because the name is the last but one of a group of 
Ghassanid princes, and because the Gheissanid group is clearly separated from 
the other by ‘ or ’. In any case, it is not clear at all who exactly are ‘ the two 
sons ’ of Muharriq.

Very conspicuous in these two lines, however, is the alteration in the name of 
Mb,’ al-Sama’, who is spoken of as Ma’ al-Muzn. One would think that a first- 
class poet would not succumb in this way to the exigencies of the metre, but to

17 Wflstenfeld, TabeUen, No. 12.
18 Wttstenfeld, TabeUen, No. 12, item 15.
18 Diwan, p. 287.
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a later poet these are all mere names. Again, apart from the fact that Hassan 
would not make such a violent alteration in the name to suit the metre, his 
personal acquaintance with the Ghassanids, with whom he felt a genuine personal 
affinity, would prevent him from committing this fault. The same feeling and 
his love and respect for the Ghassanids would also prevent him from listing the 
names in this way, for there is something disrespectful in lining up so many 
names, taking the names that suit best, altering as is necessary, and filling 
the gaps with epithets. Hassan had love and respect for them, and yet he did 
know his place. To him they were real, to the poet of two or three generations 
later, they were mere names.

With a broad hint directed at the Qurashites and, one may think, at the 
Qais section of the Arabs, the poet continues in 1. 8, ‘ Those, and not the base 
ones, repel the army bristling with bright spears ’, by stabs with the lance and 
blows with the sword (1. 9).

The poet then deals with one particularly bright spot in the history of the 
Madinese : ‘ The Apostle of God came to us when the world frowned upon 
him ’ and when he was attacked by everyone (L 10). He was ruthlessly driven 
out by the riff-raff of Qais and Khindif (i.e. the non-Yamani tribes) (L 11), but 
‘ we were an impregnable and lofty stronghold for him against everyone else ’ 
(L 12). The heights [of this stronghold] axe crowned with swords and spears 
(1.13). In it Khazrajis defend their land like lions (1. 14) assisted by men of the 
Aus (L 15).

So the arrival of the Prophet at Madina and the support he received are 
treated as history. It is also used to bring out strongly the contrast between the 
hospitable, loyal, noble, and religious An gar on the one hand, and the Qaisites 
in general on the other, who showed the opposite qualities. Some generations 
after the death of the Prophet it became natural for the poets to be more general 
than particular, and for the Madinese to think as Ansaris vis-d-vis the Qurashites, 
and again as Yamanls vis-d-vis the Qaisites, rather than as Aus opposed to 
Khazraj.

The next two lines are boasts in traditional terms. ‘ In every battle our 
devastating “ stabbing ” saved us from being disparaged (1. 16), as did our 
hospitality to our guests and fulfilment of our trusts (1. 17).’

In the last two lines, however, the pompous note common to all poems 
previously discussed, reappears. ‘ Thus we are the lords of men in every place ; 
whenever we say anything among men we are believed (1. 18).’ 1 In their deci
sions, our wise men are guided to the right judgment when others are not 
similarly guided (1. 19).’ Both in the exaggerations contained and in the hint 
at the ‘ other party ’, one finds more indication of the closeness of this poem to 
the rest of those discussed earlier.

There remain four poems, mostly short pieces, which may he classified as 
poems of boasting by later Ausites, but which have individual characteristics. 
They too recount or hint at earlier events, but they do not reflect the political 
and social atmosphere which prevailed after the battle of al-Harra.



PETITIONS FROM THE MAMLUK PERIOD 

(NOTES ON THE MAMLttK DOCUMENTS FROM SINAI)1

By S. M. Stern 
(plates i-vn)

I. The Mamj.uk documents eeom Sinai

The monastery of St. Catherine in Sinai possesses a large collection of 
documents concerning its own affairs and dating from the Fatimid, Ayyubid, 
Mamlffk, and Ottoman periods. They were used for historical purposes as early 
as the seventeenth century by certain writers belonging to the monastery, but, 
if exception be made for the pioneer (but limited) work done by B. Moritz in 
the early years of this century, they remained unexploited by modem scholars. 
The American expedition of 1960, which has microfilmed about one-half of the 
library’s manuscripts in various languages, brought back microfilms of the 
entire collection of Arabic and Turkish documents, thus making a thorough 
study of them possible for the first time. There is no need to specify the earlier 
bibliography of the Sinai documents, since readers of this Bulletin can obtain 
the necessary information from an article of mine published in an earlier 
volume.® In that article I also described in greater detail the documents from 
the Fatimid period, and published the earliest of them, announcing the publi
cation of all the Fatimid documents from Sinai in a volume which has now been 
published under the title Fatimid decrees.

Simultaneously with that article there appeared a volume by H. Ernst3 
containing the edition of the greater part of the documents belonging to the 
Mamluk period. Thus the contents of the Sinai archives are being revealed with 
all speed, and most of the medieval chancery documents are either published, 
or due to be published in the foreseeable future.4

1 Abbreviations :
Ayalon = D. Ayalon, ‘ Studies on the structure of the Mamluk army—m ’, BSOAS, in, 1, 

1964, 67 ff.
CIA ■ M. van Berohem, MaUriaux pour un corpus inscriptionum ardbicarum. I. figypte, i. - 

Cairo, 1894-1903.
FSfimid decrees = S. M. Stem, Fatimid decrees. London, 1964.
Gaudefroy-Demombynes = M. Gaudefroy-Demombynes, La Syrie d Vipoque des Mameloulcs. 

Paris, 1923.
‘ Petitions from the Ayyubid period' = S. M. Stem, ‘ Petitions from the Ayyubid period ’, 

BSOAS, xxvn, 1, 1964, 1 ff.
Quatremire = E. Quatromiro, Eistoire des sultans mamlouis, de l’£gypie. Paris, 1837-45.
‘ Three petitions of the Fatimid period ’ = S. H. Stem, ‘ Three petitions of the Fatimid period ’, 

Oriens, xv, 1962, 172 ff.

* ‘ A Fatimid decree of the year 624/1130 ’, BSOAS, xtttt, 3, 1960, 439 ff.
3 Die mamiukischen Sultansurkunden des Sinai-Klosters. xXxix, 363 pp. Wiesbaden : Otto 

Harrassowitz, 1960. DM. 44.
4 Two Sinai doouments of the Ayyubid period, containing petitions with the sultan’s decree 

on their back, are published (together with a third of different provenance), in the artiole 
* Petitions from the Ayyflbid period ’. The remaining two decrees from the Ayyubid period are
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I have been asked to review Ernst’s edition of the Mamluk documents, but 
since some points with which I propose to deal at length demand a certain 
amount of space, the review has assumed the character of an article.

It is self-evident that the publication of a considerable corpus of documents 
such as the present one (containing over 70 items) deserves the gratitude of 
students of Islamic history. The dates of the documents extend throughout 
the whole period of Mamluk rule. Thus, there are pieces issued in the name of 
Qutus (1), Baybars (3), Qala’iin (2), Khalil (2), Baybars II (1), Muhammad b. 
Qala’un (2), his sons Hajjl (1), Hasan (3), $alih (2), and Shaffian (1), Barquq (3), 
Faraj b. Barquq (2), Shaykh (1), Jaqmaq (1), Inal (2), Khushqadam (6), 
Temir Bogha (1), Qa’itbay (22), Qansuh (15), Tumanbay (1). It is true that 
the contents of the documents are far less varied. Most of them consist of the 
reiterated confirmation of the privileges granted by the rulers of Egypt to the 
monks of Sinai, safeguarding them against the encroachments of government 
officials or of the Bedouins of the peninsula. Some provide information on the 
history of the monastery, its relation with the Mamluk government, its posses
sions, its bishops, and even its quarrel with the Melkite patriarchate of 
Alexandria. Nevertheless the importance of the documents lies less in their 
actual subjeot-matter than in the light which they throw upon medieval Islamic 
diplomatic and the practice of the Mamluk government bureaux. In fact, the 
splendid collection of Mamliik documents in the Sinai monastery is facile 
princeps in the field, and the one which is next in importance—the collection 
preserved in the Franciscan Custodia Terrae Sanctae in Jerusalem—follows it 
at some distance. The first complaint which we have to bring against the 
volume is that none of the documents is photographically reproduced, so that 
the external features (script, arrangement, signature of the ruler, entries of 
registration), which make for a great part of the interest of the documents, 
cannot be studied at all. In order to get some idea of the appearance of the 
documents the reader must turn to the few photographs in A. S. Atiya’s 
hand-list,6 where on plates xiv-xvi parts of six documents (Le. the signature 
of the sultans and two to six lines from the beginning) are reproduced.8 The 
Franciscan collection of Mamluk decrees which we have just mentioned has 
not yet been as exhaustively published as the Sinai one—but those documents 
which have been published are accompanied by full illustration. Yet there too 
the student of Islamic diplomatic is pursued by misfortune: the volume in 
question seems never to have been on sale and is absent from many of even the

published by me in Documents from Islamic chanceries (Oxford, [1966]) under the title ‘ Two 
Ayyfibid dearees from Sinai ’. Thus the only medieval ohancery documents still awaiting 
publication are Mamluk documents whioh emanate from officials rather than the sultans them
selves and whioh are therefore not inoluded in Ernst’s volume (of. below, p. 260).

5 The Arabic manuscripts of Mount Sinai: a handlist of the Arabic manuscripts and scrolls 
microfilmed at the library of the monastery of St. Catherine, Mount Sinai, Baltimore, 1966.

• The documents in question are nos. v, ix, xix, lx; one dooument—Atiya, no. 964 add.— 
is omitted in the present volume, while a document by Qa’itbay, dated aooording to Atiya 6 June 
1473, cannot be identified, either because the editor dates it differently, or has omitted it.
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greatest libraries.7 In order to provide some further illustrations, photographs 
of the doouments discussed in the present study are provided.8

The editor has acquitted himself fairly well of his main tasks, which are the 
transcription and translation of the texts; the first of these, as a glance at 
the photographs will show, was not an easy one. Fairly well—since the 
decipherment is not perfect. There are many words left undeciphered and there 
are some erroneous readings. To justify this statement I refer to the textual 
notes accompanying the re-edition of some of the documents in the following 
pages : here the reader is also able to check the readings in question against 
the photographs of the originals. Elsewhere I have also pointed out errors of 
reading and translation in some of the other documents.9 One could go on, 
but it is not my purpose to re-examine text and translation exhaustively.10

The explanatory material—introduction, notes, bibliography—bears witness 
of great industry and wide reading, and is very informative even beyond the 
striot limits of the subject in hand. In the extensive bibliography, listing in 
four sections studies concerning Sinai (monastery and peninsula), Islamic 
diplomatic, the Mam Ink period, and some general works, the second is 
especially useful. The notes also contain many references which render good 
service. They are put together a little too mechanically—instead of proper 
explanation a mass of references is flung at us, some of them relevant, some 
less so. What is especially felt is the lack of a real diplomatic commentary:

’ The volume, containing 20 decrees and deeds, was published by N. Risciani as Documenti 
e ftrmani, Jerusalem, 1931 ; but it—or at least my oopy of it—has no title-page. The deorees 
are photographically reproduced in their entirety. A hand-list of the doouments conserved in 
the Custodia Terrae Sanotae ranging from the Ayyflbid to the most recent Ottoman period 
(listing 2,644 items) was published by E. Castellani: Catalogo dti firmani td aitri documenti 
legaii emanati in lingua araba t tuna concementi i santuari It proprietd i diritti dtUa Custodia di 

■ Ttrra Santa conseroaii neW archivio dtUa sttssa Custodia in QtrusaUmmt, Jerusalem, 1922. I am 
most grateful to the authorities of the Custodia, and more especially Father E. Tonini, and to 
Father A. 8. Rosso in Rome, for their generosity in procuring for me oopies of these works.

* As in my former studies on doouments from Sinai, I am again indebted to the Manchester 
University Library for providing me with prints from the duplicates, preserved in the Library, 
of the miorofllms taken by the American expedition to Sinai.

• In the article ‘ Petitions from the Ayyubid period ’.
10 Some further oorreotions, taken at random. In no. iv, 1. 21, the word OVjJ-li does not, 

of course, mean ‘ by messengers ’ (suoh a word does not exist) but ‘ in the Jawlan ’, and belongs 
to the date, whioh is 12 Ramajan 670/12 May 1272. In that year Baybars, after having oonoluded 
peace with the Crusaders in Caesarea on 22 April (R. Grousset, Histoirt dts Croisadts, m, 063 ; 
oorreot misprint ‘ mai ’ in title) left that city on 3 Sha‘bfin for Uamasous, where he arrived on 
2 Shawwal (al-MaqrlzI, Suluk, I, 698). The document was issued on the way, while he was 
encamped in the district of the Jawlan, the biblical Golan. In nos. Ixv and lxvii the words 
ruhbdn al-Kurj are absurdly rendered as ‘ the monks of the Kurds ’; al-Kurj or al-Gurj are, 
of course, the Christian Georgians. These doouments are valuable additions to the evidence 
about a fairly well-known episode. Indeed, most ouriously the text of no. lxvii is also extant in 
the form of an inscription whioh used to be to the left of the door of the Basilica of the Holy 
Sepulohre and has been published by M. van Berohem, Matiriaux pour un corpus inscriptionum 
ardbicarum, n, 1 (Jerusalem ‘ ville ’), pp. 348-98. (Cf. also E. Cerulli, Etiopi in Palsstina, Rome, 
1943, i, 379—81. Ernst quotes in his notes to no. Ixv the title of Cerulli’s book, but did not 
notice that the episode is treated in it 1) I shall re-edit these documents on another occasion.
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the official procedure culminating in the issue of the documents is nowhere 
explained. True enough, in his introduction the editor meticulously (and 
somewhat pedantically) tabulates the phraseology employed in the various 
parts of the actual decrees, and some of the notes contain summary references 
to passages occurring in the handbooks for secretaries, such as al-Qalqashandl’s 
Subh al-a‘sha, which describe this or that phase of the bureaucratic machinery 
which produced the documents. These occasional references cannot, however, 
compensate for the lack of a systematic description confronting the actual 
documents with the literary evidence.

To mention one particular point. Many of the documents contain entries 
referring to their registration in various government offices—a practice which 
left its traces also in documents of the preceding periods of the Fafimids and 
Ayyubids.11 These registration marks have been rather unsatisfactorily treated 
in the present edition. Admittedly, they are most difficult to read, since they 
are frequently written in an extremely cursive hand. At any rate, since they 
have often been left undeciphered, and at other times have been wrongly 
deciphered,12 if one wishes to study this aspect one has to examine again the 
originals or their photographs—the edition alone cannot serve as sufficient 
basis.

Again, one could continue raising one point after another and supply the 
diplomatic commentary which the editor has failed to give. I am not proposing 
to do that here, but have chosen one particular subject, since in treating of it 
I can supplement some former studies of mine, doing for the Mamluk period 
what I had done in them for the Fatimid and Ayyubid periods. This concerns 
one important feature of the administrative practice which seems to have been 
missed completely by the editor, namely, that it was a petition submitted to 
the sultan, or his ministers, which set in motion the whole apparatus culminating 
in the issue of the decree. In order to make up for this omission I supply a 
detailed account of the petition in the Mamluk period and the different ways 
in whioh it was submitted to the authorities and was subsequently dealt with 
by them. Such a commentary is indispensable for the understanding of the 
documents in general, and the interpretation of some particular documents has 
been vitiated by the faot that the editor did not realise the role of the petition 
and that the texts in question contained the actual petitions.

Before turning to the interpretation of these documents—whioh is the main 
business of the present article—it is only right to stress again that in spite of 
the serious shortcomings which have been pointed out, the volume as a whole 
is of great value.

11 of. FSfimid decrees, seotion 10 of the diplomatic commentary, and the artiole on the 
Ayyubid decrees quoted above, p. 233, n. 4.

A fundamental error consists in that the editor has not recognized that many of these 
marks contain two complementary entries : one of them being an order to register the document, 
the other a note that the registration has been effeoted. In such cases the first entry begins with 
a jussive, li-yuihbat, the second with the perfeot uthbita—li-yuthbal has, however, been usually 
misread by the editor as uthbita. Cf. below, p. 248 and n. 60.
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II. Three petitions and their consequential, decrees

In the Mamluk empire, as in all medieval Muslim states, subjects with a 
grievance had the right to approach the ruler and submit to him, or his 
deputies, their petitions; this was an important means of making justice 
prevail, which was, theoretically at least, the chief raison d’etre of rulership. 
The petitions preserved among the Mamluk documents of Mount Sinai allow 
us, taken together with the detailed information provided by al-Qalqashandi, 
to form a clear picture of this important feature of Mamluk: administration. 
Moreover they take their place in a series of extant specimens which makes it 
possible to follow the development of this particular kind of document: we 
have a number of petitions from the T’afimid period, three from the Ayyubid 
period (two of which also come from Sinai), and they show the continuity of 
the tradition on the one hand, and the gradual change in details on the other.18

Many decrees in the volume published by Ernst begin with the statement 
that they have been granted in response to a petition (called ruq‘a or qissa) 
submitted (the verb rafa‘a is used in Arabic) to the sultan by the monks.14 

In effect, three petitions are actually preserved among the documents, though 
the editor has not recognized them as such. Since this has seriously impaired 
his interpretation of the documents in question, I re-edit them here with the 
necessary comments.

13 cf. 4 Three petitions of the Fafimid period ’, and 4 Petitions from the Ayyubid period ’. 
In these artioles too the evidence of the actnal documents has been combined with literary 
information in order to provide as full a description as possible of the administration of this 
particular branch of justice, viz. the ruler’s investigation of grievances (cU-na%ar Ji
The Mamluk practice has been desoribed on the basis of the literary authorities only by Im Tyan, 
Histoire dt Vorganisation judiciaire en pays d’Isiam, Leiden, 1900, 600 fiF. In W. BjQrkman’s 
Beitrdge zur Oeschichte dtr Btaatshanzlei im islamischen Agypten, Hamburg, 1928, 62-3, the 
Mamlfilr petition is desoribed chiefly after al-Qalqashandi, vi, 202 fF. The artiole by the same 
author entitled ‘ Die Bittschriften im diwan al-in5i ’, Dtr Islam, xvm, 1929, 207-12, is based, 
as far as the Min,)Inl- period is concerned, on the same passage ; for the suggested antecedents 
of the Islamio petition of. my remark in the article 4 Three petitions of the fat,imid period ’, 
p. 189, n. 1.

14 Suoh a statement is contained in nos. ix-xii, xvi, xix, xxv, xxviii, xxix, xxxii-xlix, li-lv, 
lviii-lx, brii, lxiii, lxv, lxix, lxiii. Similarly in the deorees of the Franciscan arohives (above, 
p. 236, n. 7) nos. i-viii, x-xii, xv-xvi, xx, xxv-xxvi. The contents of deorees were, as is well 
known, often inscribed on stone (G. Wiet, 4 Repertoire des d6orete mamlouks de Syrie ’, M&anges 
syriens offtris d Monsieur Reni Dussaud, Paris, 1939, n, 621-37 ; J. Sauvaget, 4 D6crets 
mamelouks de Syrie Bulletin deludes Orientates (Instdtnt Fran^ais de Damas), n, 1932, 1—62, 
ttt, 1933, 1-29, 3H, 1948, 6-00 ; and for the unique case where we have both the decree and the 
inscription see above p. 236, n. 10). In some of these inscriptions the petitions win oh led to the 
issue of the decrees are mentioned : 4 according to the petition (qispa) submitted by his exalted 
excellence the q5<JI BahS,’ al-Din ’ (Sanvaget, BEO, n, 1932, 26) ; 4 a petition (qis?a) in the 
name of the inhabitants of Sarmln, in whioh they reported ’ (idem, BEO, xn, 1948, 38) ; 4 a 
number of the inhabitants of Trims . . . complaining . .. the petition (qispa) distinguished by the 
noble handwriting ’ (M. van Berohem, 4 Arabisohe Inschriften ’, in M. von Oppenheim, 
InscAriften aus Syrien, Mesopotamien und Kleinasien, 9 fF.). A great number of references to the 
word qiffa in the meaning of 4 petition ’ are listed by Quatromere, i, 230 (note 111) ; for addi
tional examples for qifpa and ruqla see my artioles 4 Three petitions of the IOlfimid period ’, 190, 
196, 198-200, 208, and 4 Petitions from the Ayyubid period ’, p. 20,1. 4 of text, and p. 27, 1. 38.

VOIi. 3313. PAST 2.
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No. iii = Atiya, no. 26 (plate i).
Petition addressed to Baybars in 659/1261 and the sultan’s decree. 
Recto15:

. <i, r -

Jlaiat} aL‘Ip jh (jl

AiIjUj ^yii j^laJli aJj j^jlaJb

A£*L^ aJI .ijil) 5

jl j>t «p<a> J-p- (jliaLJl liVj^

Alstf- (J iJji*il V

y^ o,Lo L ^ Ip aj*.Ltll f (Vwll j |p

ija^ ^laj jjAjUj V (j[)

dJhL ij/Uil ^JUa 10 

16. . . . (?) a_b>-* aU

In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.
The slave, Salama aL-Shawbald, kisses the earth and reports that the slave is a 

pauper, with a family and children, residing at al-Tur, where he has palm trees to 
support his family and visitors. The petition of the slave from the bounty of our 
Lord the Sultan (may his victory be glorious !) is that an order be written to the 
effect that the slave should suffer no interference in respect of the aforementioned 
palm trees of his, and that he should be treated according to time-honoured customs 
as defined in decrees in his possession, and that he should not be met with injustice 
and oppression. The slave has made his account about this.17 Praise be to God 
alone ... ,18

Salama was obviously a Christian, native of al-Shawbak, the well-known 
place to the east of the Araba, famous in Crusader times as Montreal, but

11 Ernst oalls this the verso. Moreover, since he did not realise that one side of the dooument 
contains the petition, the other the deoree, he writes that ‘ the recto is the same as the verso ’■— 
without asking why the same thing should be written twioe. (In the oolleotion of microfilms too 
the petition is called ‘ no. 20. Part 2 ’, the deoree ‘ Part 1 ’.) The dimensions of the dooument 
are 38 X 11-6 om.

18 In 11. 4-5 the words yaqUmu. . . ilayhi are not read by Ernst, nor are the words 'azza 
no-jruAu in 1. 6. In 1. 6 he reads lahum instead of amr, in 1. 7 tea- instead offi. In 1. 8 he does not 
read al-qadima. He offers no reading for 1. 10 in the text, but in the notes he has: f<Ua‘a (?) 
al-diwan.

17 The reading fdla'a '1-mamiulc bi-dhSlih is suggested by the use of the same formula in 
reports submitted by government officials, see below, pp. 241—2, where also a passage by al-Qalqa- 
shandi is quoted aooording to whioh the formula fala‘a 'l-mamluk was sometimes used in private 
correspondence (modelled on the style of the petition). In the other petitions published below 
the phrase is more legible than in ours.

18 I cannot read the last words.
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retaining a large Christian population even after its capture by Saladin.19 
He lived in the town of al-fur,20 where he had a plantation of palms, whioh 
sufficed for the livelihood of his family and the needB of ‘ visitors It is not 
quite clear who these visitors are ; was Salama an agent of the monastery and 
had he to entertain monks visiting al-^fur ? That there was some connexion 
between him and the monastery follows of course from the fact that the 
document is preserved in the monastery archives, though it is possible that 
this is because, as we shall see (p. 249), his property passed into the possession 
of the monks. It is not stated what Salama’s trouble exactly was. To judge 
from the analogy of the complaints of the monastery itself in its petitions, it 
may have been Bedouins who interfered with Salama’s palm trees. He seems 
to have had similar troubles before, sinoe he refers to previous decrees issued 
in his favour. One of the salient impressions received from these documents is 
how the central government had to be approached again and again about quite 
trivial business. We are, however, less interested in Salama and his particular 
affairs than in what we can learn from his petition about the form of the 
petition in the Mamluk period.

For comparison, we have material of two kinds : the description by 
al-Qalqashandl of the type of petition current in the MamlUk period, and the 
extant petitions of the Fatimid and Ayyubid periods which inform us about its 
antecedents. The following is a translation of al-Qalqashandi’s passage (vr, 203). 
‘ The custom in this matter is to leave some empty space at the beginning of 
the sheet and make its margin according to its breadth. One starts with the 
basmala and writes under its beginning: “ The slave 21 so-and-so kisses the 
earth and reports thus ” (al-mamluk fuldn yuqabbil ai-ard wa-yunhi ka-dlia 
wa-lca-dha) upon which follows the whole of the report. Then it is said : “ and 
his petition is such-and-suoh ”. If the petition is addressed to the sultan, one 
says : “his petition from the noble bounties (al.-padaqdt al-sharlfa)22 is such- 
and-such ” ; if to someone else : “ his petition from the all-embracing bounties

” of. Encyclopaedia of Islam, first ed., s.v. ‘ al-Shawbak ’.
*° of. B. WeiH, La presqu’ilc du Sinai, Paris, 1908, 93 ff., the artiole ‘ al-Tur ’ in Encyclopaedia 

of Islam, first ed., and ‘ Petitions from the Ayyubid period ’, 22-3. ’
11 Ernst has failed to recognize that the word ‘ slave ’ in the phrase ‘ the slave (al-mamlilk) 

Salama ’ is merely a formula required by protoool, and describes therefore the deoree as con
cerning ‘ a mamldk living in al-ifur ’ (whatever this is supposed to mean). Similarly in no. xiii B 
(Bee below, p. 260) the petitioners, who desoribe themselves as ‘ the slaves, the monks of the 
monastery of Mount Sinai in the wilderness ’, are made into ‘ mamldks of the monastery of 
Mount Sinai ’; in xiii C (below, p. 267), owing to an erroneous reading (al-mamalik li 'Umhbdn 
bi-dayr Tur Sind instead of al-mamalik dl-ruhbdn, etc.), they become ‘ the mamluks for the 
monks in the monastery of Mount Sinai ’ 1

” One will have noted that our petition also has ‘ from the bounty of our Lord the Sultan ’—- 
though here the word fadaqa is in the singular. That the plural fadaqdt is often used in the 
Mamluk ohanoery in connexion with petitions has already been pointed out by M. van Berohem 
(in the study quoted above, p. 237, n. 14), 11, who refers to the documents published by Amari 
(I diplomi arabi del B. Archivio Fiorenlino), pp. 166, 167, 186, 207, and more especially p. 227, 
in connexion with sa’ala, marsum. See for al-fadagdl al-sharifa also Ernst, no. w-H, 1. 14, and 
Khalil al-£ahin, Zvbdat lcashf al-mamalik, ed. Bavaisse, 137, wa-sa'dla min al-padaqat al-sharifa.
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(al-sadaqat al-‘arriima) is such-and-suoh In the case of a petition in which 
one asks for the issue of a letter one says, if addressing the sultan: “his 
petition is for a noble command (mithal sharif) ordering so-and-so ” ; if 
addressing someone else: “a gracious command (mithal karim) ordering 
so-and-so Then one says : “ if God (may He be exalted) wills ”, and adds a 
praise to God (may He be exalted) and a blessing upon the Prophet (may God 
bless him), as well as the formula “ God is sufficient for us; how excellent 
a Keeper is He ”. Sometimes the words “ the slave so-and-so ” are written at 
the side of the petition, outside the line of the basmala. The formula “ so-and-so, 
who is in need of God (may He be exalted) ” is sometimes substituted for the 
words “the slave” ; in this case instead of “kisses the earth” one says 
“ beseeches God (may He be exalted) with pious invocations ” or “ continually 
offers pious invocations ”, or something to this effect.’

The style of the Mamluk petition as described by al-Qalqashandi and 
exemplified in the specimen under discussion (and the others dealt with in this 
study) follows the tradition of the Fa(amid and Ayyubid periods. The Fatimid 
petition has been analysed in the article repeatedly referred to.18 In another 
article devoted to the Ayyubid petition 24 I have shown how on the whole it 
directly continues the Fa timid practice, introducing, however, some innovations 
due to the changed circumstances. As I have said there, the Mamluk petition 
is modelled on the Ayyubid one, with some of the innovations carried a step 
further. In the Ayyubid period the petitioner wrote his name, preceded by 
the words ‘ the slave ’, in the upper left comer, just above, or almost in line 
with, the basmala, which was followed by the phrase ‘ kisses the earth ’; in the 
articles quoted above I have explained how this convention was derived from 
that obtaining in the Fatimid period. Under the Mamluks this was simplified 
and the name of the petitioner, preceded by the words ‘ the slave ’, was put at 
the beginning of the first line after the basmala, yet so that the words ‘ the 
slave ’ and the name were written one beneath the other ; this formula was 
immediately followed by the words ‘ kisses the earth and reports ’. In a 
preliminary note on the form of the petition26 I quoted the passage from al- 
Qalqashandi concerning the exordium of the petition. However, being 
acquainted with no actual specimen, I misinterpreted al-Qalqashandi’s words 
about the position of the petitioner’s name : judging from Fatimid practice, 
I took his words to mean that the name was in the upper left margin (‘ outside ’ 
= above). In fact, al-Qalqashandi says that the name was sometimes 
‘ outside ’—i.e. to the right—of the actual written body of the document. 
This is not so in our specimen, where the words in question are in line with the 
rest; but if we turn to the second petition published here, we can verify that 
the relevant phrase there (‘ the slaves, the monks of Mount Sinai in the 
wilderness ’) are slightly out of line—as described by al-Qalqashandi (who

** ‘ Three petitions of the Fatimid period ’.
14 ‘ Petitions from the Ayyubid period ’.
15 See B80AS, nm, 3, 1960, 449.
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Lima elf stresses that this practice was not general and was only followed 
‘ sometimes ’).16

As regards the body of the petition, the arrangement is similar in "Fatimid, 
Ayyubid, and Mamluk practice: there is first the ‘ exposition ’ (or as 
al-Qalqashandi calls it: the ‘ report ’) in which the grievance is concisely 
described, then the ‘ request ’, in which the issue of an order for the redress of 
the grievance is sought. The whole ends with the final formulae (which may 
contain the ‘ motivation ’—that the granting of the petition will manifest the 
justice of the regime). In regard to the particular formulae there is a general 
correspondence between al-Qalqashandi and our document, with discrepancies 
in details. The ‘ request ’ is introduced in the document by the words ‘ (the 
petition of the slave) from the bounty of our Lord the Sultan (is) ’, instead of 
‘ from the noble bounties ’. The final formulae are very different: the in shd’a 
’Udh is missing in our document, and so is the hasbah (‘ God is sufficient... ’).S7 
In no. 3, published below, both phrases are included.48

In this passage al-Qalqashandi does not refer to the formula before the 
final eulogies : ‘ The slave has made his account about this ’—which also has 
its counterparts in the following petitions, with the difference that instead of 
the verb tala‘a the synonymous anha is used. In his suggestive description of 
the form of reports submitted by government officials (vm, 64 ffi, cf. also 
pp. 390 ff.) which still under the Mamluks is similar to that of petitions 49 
(though the reports have some features absent in petitions), he quotes, however, 
in addition to the exordium ‘. .. kisses the earth and reports ’, the final formula 
‘ the slave has made his account about this (fala‘a ’l-mamluk bi-dhalik), and 
increased excellence belongs to the exalted opinion ’,30 or other similar phrases. 
Moreover, the formulae of the petition also influenced ordinary correspondence

18 In a petition by the Ragusan consul to the governor of Egypt from the early Ottoman 
period, when Mamlfik practices were still followed, the name of the petitioner is in the left margin, 
quite far down—the petition is very long. (See my review of E. Bajraktarevifi, Les documents 
arabes aux archives d'ilat d Dubrovnik, in Oriens, xvm, forthcoming.) I do not think, however, 
that al-Qalqashandl’s description refers to suoh a method. It is not dear why in that document 
the name of the petitioner is put so far down in the margin; the length of the petition is no 
sufficient reason in itself.

,T The ‘ praise to God ’ demanded by al-Qalqashandi takes here the form (if the reading is 
correot) tea %bamd li ’Hah wahdah; in nos. 2 and 3 published below: ai-bamd li 'Uah rabbi 
’l-‘alamin. The Ayyubid petitions have too''l-hamd li ’Udh toahdah. No ‘praise upon the 
Prophet ’ is inoluded. It may be pointed out that the characteristic phrase which oomes in the 
Ayyubid petitions before the final praise : ‘ And the opinion [of the sultan] is the highest ’ does 
not recur in our petitions. All this shows the continuous ohange of phraseology oharacteristio 
of the history of suoh documents.

31 In this case, however, one oan hardly assume a historical development, since no. 2, written 
only a year before no. 3, lacks the phrases : here we have another feature, namely that there is 
no absolute consistency even in one given period.

11 Por the similarity between petitions and reports in the F&timid period of. ‘ Three petitions 
of the Fifimid period ’, 190. Eor the Mamlflk period this similarity was pointed out in the 
artiole by Bjbrkman quoted above (p. 237, n. 13), p. 211, n. 2.

“> This phrase derives firom the Ayyubid convention referred to in n. 27, above.
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from the Ayyubid period onwards, and al-Qalqashandl, when discussing the 
type of letter in which the initial formulae of the petition are employed, attests 
that it ended with the formula ‘ has made his account ’ (tala‘a) or ‘ has 
reported ’ (anha).sl Thus again our documents tally very well with the evidence 
of the literary texts.

Having prepared his petition according to the prevailing form, Salama had 
to present it. In order to do so, had he to betake himself to Cairo ? Al- 
Qalqashand! (vi, 204) quotes the wordB of Abu ’1-Fadl al-§url,32 who, in order 
to stress the importance of ensuring that the officials dealing with petitions 
should be uncorruptible, points out that ‘ it is a known fact that most of those 
with a grievance come from the far ends of the empire, and that amongst them 
are women (and some of them unused to public appearances), orphans, and 
poor people, all of whom undertake the journey to the capital in the firm belief 
that there they will find someone to help them, redress their grievance, and aid 
them against their adversary But it is not impossible that petitions could 
also be presented through a representative. In the Syrian provinces, petitions 
could be presented to the governors, who held audiences, modelled on those of 
the sultan, in their provincial capitals 33; but this is irrelevant for Egypt. 
We see the inhabitants of Trims presenting to the governor their petition in 
which they ask for the abolition of some vexatious economic measures, with the

81 The whole passage is instructive, so that it may find plaoe here : ‘ The seventh method is 
to begin the letter with “ kisses the earth ”, make the transition to the subject-matter with the 
words “ and reports ”, and end up with “ has made his account ” or “ hm reported ”. This 
style of correspondence is found in some of the letters of al-Qa<Ji al-Fa^il; I have seen no earlier 
example. It is as if they, having been accustomed to write in the preambles of letters to the 
caliphs “ kisses the earth ” or “ the threshold ”, etc., adapted this formula for the beginning of 
letters and used it in addressing those who were of high rank—such as the sultan and others of 
his kind—in relation to their subordinates’. There follow some pertinent remarks about 
obeisance by prostration : it had been the custom of the pre-Islamio empires, was condemned 
in early Islamio times, and came back—though not in aotual fact, but as a verbal flourish of 
courtly style—with the recrudescence of Persian customs. (I think al-Qalqashandl is wrong 
here ; there are innumerable passages whioh show the subjeots actually 1 Viawing -the earth ’ in 
front of the prince.) It seems that what al-Qalqashandl means to say is that it was al-Qa^I 
al-Fa<Jil, Saladin’s famous secretary, who transferred the pattern with * kisses the earth . .. and 
reports * from its exclusive use in letters and petitions addressed to the (F&timid and ‘Abb&sid) 
caliphs to a more general use. Al-QatJI al-FJwJil did indeed use the formula, as attested e.g. by 
a letter by him to Salad in quoted by al-Qalqashandl, vn, 90. It also occurs in private letters of 
the Ayyubid period (written by Jews) preserved in the Cairo Geniza, of which I hope to treat on 
another oocaaion. (For the pattern—beginning with ‘ the Blave kisses the earth ’ and ending 
with ‘ has made his account ’—in letters addressed to the caliphs of. also Ibn Fa<Jl Allah, 
al-Ta'rif bi ’l-muffalah cd-sharif, 4-6 =■ al-Qalqashandl, vn, 119-20.)

38 As a matter of fact, the passage in question ultimately comes from Ibn al-Qayrafl’s Q&n&n 
dtwdn al-ras&'il, written under the FS^imids ; see ed. Bahjat, pp. 160-1 and the translation in 
my article * Three petitions of the Fatimid period ’, 187. From there it was borrowed, with 
slight stylistic changes, by Ibn al-§uri, whose book, apart from quotations in al-Qalqashandl 
(see Bjdrkman, Beiirdge, 76—7) is lost, and about whom nothing is known. I quote the derivative 
version in preference to the original, since it is oloser in point of time to our texts.

33 Governor of Damascus, al-Qalqashandl, iv, 194-7 (‘ petitions are submitted . . . p. 196, 
last line ff.); Aleppo, 222-4 (petitions, p. 224, 11. 13 ff.); Tripoli, 234; 5amat, 238-9 (the 
corresponding passages for fijafad and al-Karak are missing, of. 240, 242).
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request to forward it to the sultan34; but that also happened in Syria, and 
we do not know whether one is justified in drawing conclusions about it for 
Egypt. A more comprehensive examination of the Mamluk chronicles and 
other sources will perhaps yield some information about the practice in this 
respect; our document gives no clue.

On the other hand it indicates exactly the official who dealt with Salama’s 
petition. Petitions could be submitted to the sultan himself or to some of the 
highest dignitaries such as the lieutenant-general of the realm (nd’ib al-saUana), 
the commander-general of the army (atabak al-‘asdktr), the vizier, or the 
major-domo (ustadh al-dar). In the last section of this study (below, pp. 266 if.) 
I shall describe at length the various methods of submission of petitions, 
chiefly following the systematic accounts of Ibn Eadl Allah, and more especially 
al-Qalqashandl, who wrote in the first half of the fourteenth, and the first half 
of the fifteenth century, respectively. It will make, I think, for greater clarity 
if we anticipate here the study of the procedure followed in the present case.

The present petition was not dealt with by the sultan, but by the atabak.36 
It is a moot point in general why some petitions went to the sultan, others to 
officials, and why to one official rather than to another—and as we shall see 
(below, p. 268) it is not at all easy to give a satisfactory answer to these 
questions. In this particular case, however, there is perhaps no mystery. 
This document dates from the first year of Baybars’s reign and he may have 
been too busy to deal personally with petitioners, leaving this for his ministers.36 
Both the present petition, and the one which gave rise to the decree no. ii 
(dated a few months earlier, namely 7 Dhu T-Hijja 668/13 November 1260) 
were dealt with by the atabak. The evidence is of course insufficient to allow 
us to decide whether this is a coincidence, and other officials were also hearing 
cases in the same period, or whether most cases were in fact being decided by 
the atabak. The systematic accounts belong, as we have said, to later periods 
and do not allow us to discern possible fluctuations in the practice.

In the first years of Baybars’s reign the atabak37 was Faris al-Din Aqfay 
al-Salihi al-Najml, who was appointed to this high office by al-Malik al-Mansur 
in 656/1257 38 and administered the realm during the absence of Qufuz in 657.39

34 See tiie inscription published by M. van Berchem in the study quoted above, p. 237, n. 14. 
For a discussion of the problem of how provincials submitted their petitions in the F&l/i^id 
period see * Three petitions of the F&tunid period ’, 196-7.

36 Properly speaking the petition was submitted to the sultan (of. the sentence : * the petition 
of the slave from the bounty of our Lord the Sultan . . . is *), but dealt with by the atabak. 
We shall see, when dealing with the third petition published here, that a petition could also be 
addressed to an official. Al-Qalqashand! is silent on this subject, so that we do not know when 
a petition was addressed to the sultan, when to an official.

18 Both in Dhu T-ljlijja 668, date of decree no. ii, and Sha‘b&n 669, date of our decree, 
Baybars was staying in Cairo, so that the delegation of this kind of business to the atdbah is not 
due to his absence.

37 For the office see CIA, p. 290, n. 3 ; Gaudefroy-Demombynes, p. lvi, n. 3 ; Ayalon, 68-9.
33 Ibn Taghribirdi, at-Nujum al-zdhira, ed. Cairo, vn, 43.
33 ibid., 78. He was in the entourage of Qutur, during Baybars’s unsuccessful attempt to 

invade Egypt in 666/1266.
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After the murder of Qufuz by Baybars (15 Dhu ’1-Qa‘da 658) he seated the 
latter on the throne,40 and served as the new sultan’s emissary to Tripoli 
(4 Shawwal 659/1 September 1261).41 He died in 672/1273-4.42 When Baybars 
set up, in imitation of the Ayyubid practice, a Palace of Justice—this occurred 
in 661/1263—4, two years after the date of our document—he made the atabak 
sit in it; in the words of a contemporary authority : ‘ Then he [Baybars] set 
up the Palace of Justice in the form in which it had existed before and 
appointed there the amir Faris al-Din the atabak to deal out justice among the 
people.43 It was the atabak who dealt with Salama’s petition and gave the 
order to issue a decree forbidding interference with his palm trees. This is 
indicated by an endorsement in the margin of the decree (on the back of the 
petition): ‘ At the gracious instruction of the atabak Aqtay ’. We shall speak 
in greater detail about these notes of ‘ authorization ’ by which there was 
indicated in the decrees the identity of the person who gave the order for their 
issue : either the sultan or one of the competent officials (see below, pp. 266, 
270—4). The note in our document is such a mustanad, or authorization, and its 
form corresponds to that described in the handbooks for secretaries. So also does 
its position, since, according to them, though in independent documents such 
notes of authorization were written at the end just after the date, in decrees' 
which were written on the back of the petition these notes were written in the 
right margin, exactly as is found in our document.44 Though the decision was 
taken by the atabak, the decree was made out in the name of the sultan and 
bore the sultan’s signature; this is the usual form observed with petitions 
dealt with by officials.

[i/'-tt]
'JlUJI IsJJ,I JUI 
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40 Ibn ‘Abd al-?ahir, Siral ai-Mdlih ed. S. M. Sadeque (Baybars I of Egypt, OOP,
Pakistan, 1966), 17 (transl., 97) ; Ibn TaghribirdI, vu, 84.

41 Ibn TaghribirdI, vrr, 162.
41 ibid., vn, 242 and 344-6. Baybars’s own mausoleum was built on the site of a house 

whioh had belonged to Aqt&y ; ibid., to, 263.
45 Ibn ‘Abd al-£5hir, 23 (transl., 103 ; I have revised the wording of the translation). The 

institution of the Palace of Justice (situated at the entrance to the Citadel of Cairo) was taken 
over from the Ayyubids; of. ‘ Petitions from the Ayyubid period ’, 14, and Gaudefroy- 
Demombynes, Ittt ; CIA, p. 812.

44 Ibn Pajl Allah, cd-Ta‘rif bi ’l-mutfalah alshartf, 91 ; al-Qalqashandi, vi, 264-6. Since 
al-Qalqashandi’s text is more informative, let it be quoted in translation: ‘ The formula is 
written in the margin in the oase of small decrees which are written on the baok of petitions .... 
Its position is opposite the first two lines, from below upwards, so that the end of the formula of 
authorisation is level with the firet line ’. See also xm, 131 (below, pp. 247,264); and p. 273, n. 154.
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aldiy

fJjLil oL>*A cJ 1_^
4fi -tl . -

[In the right margin :]
tfllaiT Sl£l$l A£jZI SjliNb

[Baybars]
It has been decreed by the exalted order of the Lord, the Sultan, al-Malik 

al-Zahir Rukn al-Dunya wa ’1-Din (may God establish it firmly) that Salama 
al-ShawbaM, who has submitted this petition, be dealt with according to the 
decrees which are in his hands and which continue in force, and no one be allowed to 
interfere with his palm trees, or to act towards bim unjustly or oppressively. Let all 
governors obey what we have ordered and prescribed.

Written tins ninth day of the blessed month of Sha'ban in the year six hundred 
and fifty-nine.

[In the margin:] At the gracious instruction of the atabdk Aqtay.
The decree is here written on the back of the petition, and the document 

was returned to the petitioners and so survived—whereas in most cases a 
separate decree was written out and the petition—filed in the chancery—has 
not been preserved. In this respect, too, the Mamluk practice continues that 
of the Ayyubids, in whose times also the decree was written either on the back 
of the petitions (as is the case with nos. ii and iii, both from Sinai, of the 
Ayyfibid petitions edited by me 4S) or as an independent document. I pointed 
out 47 that there is no text from the Ayyubid period to enlighten us about 
when the decree was in the form of an endorsement and when it took the form 
of a separate decree ; nor is there such a text from the Mamluk period, in spite 
of its voluminous handbooks. To be sure, it was only in the case of the least 
important decrees that such an informal procedure was admissible, and we 
can easily understand that the decree about Salama’s petty business was so 
classified. On the other hand, much of the business with which the independent 
documents granted to the Sinai monastery are concerned is hardly more im
portant. Thus one is necessarily led to conclude that the choice between an endorse
ment and the issue of a separate document was to a certain degree arbitrary.

In analysing the form of this and the following decrees we shall continually 
refer to al-Qalqashandi, especially to passages in which he describes ‘ smaller 
decrees An observation is, however, called for about al-Qalqashandl’s 
terminology. The word ‘ petition ’ (qipsa) is used in Mamluk chancery practice 
not only for the statement of a grievance submitted by a subject, but also for 
a request for an appointment or the grant of a fief. In speaking of ‘ smaller 
decrees ’ (al-mardsim al-sigliar), written either on the back of the petition or as

45 In 1. 3 Ernst has as‘adahu instead of anfadhahu ; he does not read the word rafi'uha in 
1. 4 and the words min nakhlihi in 1. 5. He does not read the words after ya'tamidina in 1. 6. 
The reading raeamndku was suggested to me by Dr. J. D. Latham.)

44 In the artiole ‘ Petitions from the Ayyubid period ’.
47 Pp. 18-19 of the artiole.
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an independent document, al-Qalqaahandl mainly refers to the least important 
letters of appointment or diplomas of grant. This is clear from his large section 
devoted to letters of appointment (vols. x-xi). Indeed, if I am not mistaken, 
he does not speak at all of administrative decrees such as ours in his enormous 
summa of chancery practice : a curious omission in that comprehensive work. 
On the other hand, the ‘ smaller decrees ’ quoted by al-Qalqashandi, and the 
various rules which he gives for them, clearly show that their form, though not 
their content, was similar, we may say identical, to the administrative decrees 
of lesser importance such as the decrees with which we are dealing in this study. 
The form of these ‘ smaller decrees ’ obviously cuts across the classification by 
subject-matter, followed by al-Qalqashandi. Keeping this in mind, we may 
now examine the features of our decree in comparison with what al-Qalqashandi 
has to say.

Our decree bears no formula of basmdla—that it was the custom to omit it 
when the decree was written on the back of a petition is attested by al-Qal- 
qashandl (vi, 220): ‘ [The secretaries] are accustomed to omit it [the basmala] 
at the beginning of smaller decrees, e.g. those written on the back of petitions, 
etc. It seems that in this they were following the tradition related by Abu 
Dawud and Ibn Maja in their Sunan, and Abu ‘Awana al-Isfara’ini in his 
Musnad,iS on the authority of Abu Hurayra, according to whom the Prophet 
said: “ All important affairs which are not begun in the name of God the 
Merciful, the Compassionate, are crippled ”, i.e. lacking in blessing; now the 
contents of lesser decrees are not important things, and therefore the omission 
of the basmala at their beginning is quite appropriate ’. The omission of the 
basmala is also mentioned in xm, 128, in a passage discussed below (p. 264).

The opening formula ‘ It has been decreed by the exalted order. . . ’ 
(rusima bi ’l-amri ’l-‘ati, etc.) is the one-used for documents of minor im
portance.19 The main part of the document repeats the terms of the request.

The marginal note indicating that the decree was issued on the instruc
tion of the atabak has already been mentioned.60 It reads : SjLiNL;

** The references are inexact: Ibn M&ja {Sikdh, 19) and Abu Dawud (Adah, 18) quote this 
tradition (with small variants) as follows : ‘ All important affairs whioh are not begun with the 
praise of God . . . ’—i.e. they refer to the formula al-hamd li 'Uah, not the basmala. Nor does 
the variant * in the name of God . . . ’ come from Abu ‘Aw&na’s text: it is true that the tradition 
doeB not, as far as I see, ooour in the partial edition, Hyderabad, 1362/1943, but it is quoted 
from Abu ‘AwSna by al-8ub]d, (U-Tabaqat ablcubra, r, 3, 11. 11 ff., and the text reads ‘ with the 
praise of God ’. Al-Subki begins his great collection of biographies of the Shafi‘1 doctors with 
a long dissertation on these traditions, registering the different texts and splitting hairs about 
them (al-Tabaqat ai-kubrd, i, 2 ff.) The variant with bismi ’UShi 'l-rahmani 'l-rahim (instead of 
the usual ‘ praise of God ’, or else ‘ mention of God ’) is registered on p. 6, 11. 4 ff., and is 
referred to on p. 3 last line, p. 8,11. 6-7, p. 9,11.17 ff. (where the difficulty raised by the differences 
is resolved). Al-Qalqashandi quotes again the tradition in a similar context (xi, 128), but this 
time in the form ‘ with the praise of God ’.

41 The exordium rusima bi 'l-amr al-'ali was inherited from Ayyubid practioe, where also it 
was used for documents of minor importance ; see ‘ Petitions from the Ayyubid period ’, 33.

60 Above, p. 244. Some decrees carved in stone (of. above, p. 237, n. 14) also mention that 
their original was issued on the instruction of the atabak : ‘ There was promulgated a decree of
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the first words (‘ at the gracious instruction of the atabak ’)
are clear, the last (‘ Aqtay ’) is not so, owing to a blur, and has been supplied 
more or less by conjecture. The position of the note, high up in the margin 
near the beginning of the text, is the one prescribed by al-Qalqashand! for 
smaller decrees : ‘ in the case of a small marsum and a small tawqi‘, written in 
the form of a passport or on the back of the petition ’61 the notes of authoriza
tion are written in the margin, level with the interval between 1L 1 and 2 
(xm, 131). Otherwise, the note of authorization is placed at the end of the 
decree, between the date and the formula cU-hamd li ’Udh wahddh. This is 
the position of the notes in the Sinai decrees other than the ‘ smaller decrees ’ 
published in this study.62

When the document had been prepared, the signature of the sultan was 
appended. In the decrees of the type to which the Sinai documents belong, 
the signature consisted of the name of the sultan (or if his father had already 
been a reigning sultan, of his and his father’s name) written in an especially 
large script, the tumdr script.68 There is a great deal to say about the different 
forms of signature in the Mam Ink period, but since the subject does not directly 
concern us here, I reserve it for another occasion ; a short preliminary account 
can be found in the chapter on signature in my Fctyimid decrees.5* The signature 
is usually put in the interval between the first and second lines of the text, 
which is therefore called bayt al-alarm, the ‘ house ’, i.e. space, ‘ for the 
signature ’. This placing goes back to Fatimid and AyytLbid practice.66 In the 
‘ smaller decrees ’, such as those published here, the signature is, however, 
placed at the top of the text, before the first line.66

Nor can I deal at length with the final phase of the procedure, which left

our lord the sultan . . . Sha‘b&n ... at the gracious and exalted instruction of the lord the Great 
Amir, the Protector, the atSbalc, YalbughS al-Ashrafi, atabak of the victorious armies ’ (G. Wiet, 
‘ Un d6cret du sultan Malik Ashraf Sha‘ban MSangts Louis Massignon, m, 383 fF.); ‘ According 
to the noble decree at the exalted instruction of the cUSbak Sayf al-DIn Barquq al-Hansurl ’ 
(M. Sobemheim, ‘ Die Insohriften der Zitadelle von Damascus Dtr Islam, xtt, 1922, 16 ; 
note the phrase ‘ according . . . ’ together with the ‘ authorisation ’, exactly as in the decrees). 
Cf. also ‘ at the exalted instruction of the lord Sayf al-DIn Tatar al-Hu^affari, regent (nifdm) 
of the noble kingdom ’, Maliriaux pour un corpus inscriptionum arabicarum, n, 2 (J6rusalem 
‘ IJaram ’), no. 183. (These examples are quoted by Wiet, p. 397.) For the origin of the formula 
‘ on the instruction of. . . ’ see below, p. 270, n. 141.

81 For the interpretation of this passage see below, pp. 263-4. Cf also p. 244, n. 44.
88 For tlie detailed discussion of the various notes of authorization see below, pp. 266, 270-4.
63 For the fUmSr soript used for signatures see al-Qalqashandl, m, 63 fF. A ‘ specimen of the 

writing [of the sultan’s name] in smaller correspondence ’ [to which category our decrees 
obviously belong] is given on p. 67 : it is the signature of IjFasan b. Muhammad and is more or 
less identical with the actual signature whioh appears on the decree published below as no. 2, 
see plate rr. The reader will, I hope, also appreciate being able to inspeot the signature of 
Baybars on the photograph on plate I.

64 Pp. 167-9. 88 ibid., 131.
88 I found no reference to this in the handbooks for secretaries, but may have overlooked it. 

The practice is derived from the Ayyubids; see the decrees published in ‘ Petitions from the 
Ayyubid period ’.
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its imprint on the document in the form of registration marks. After the 
document had received the sultan’s signature, it went round the various- 
government offices concerned with its subject. The first stage is reflected in 
a note of exsequatur between 1L 2 and 3: J.U; -dll J,U]I Jiic
‘ Let the exalted order (may God exalt it) be obeyed ’. It is obviously by a. 
high dignitary of the court, but I cannot make a reasoned suggestion as to his 
identity.67 Perhaps it was by the nd’ib al-saltana. Another unidentified, 
official made a corresponding remark between 11. 3 and 4: J.UJI j^l Jri<l 
<_iL*J 4JI a jpl ‘ The exalted’orderJ(mayaGod give it glory) has been obeyed ’.

It must be admitted that the exact purpose of these countersigns, and th& 
similar notes which appear in the other documents is not altogether clear, since- 
we do not know by whom they were made.

The interpretation of the registration marks is also very difficult. They 
occur in pairs : an order that the decree should be registered in a certain office, 
and a note to the effect that the order has been complied with. A decree was 
obviously circulated to those offices which were concerned with the affair to- 
which it related and had therefore to take notice of the order of the ruler. 
Similar registration marks occur in some of the Fatimid and Ayyubid decrees 5g 
as well as in those of the Mamluk period published in Ernst’s volume—though 
we immediately come up against the first problem : why is it that some of the 
documents bear no such marks ? The choice of the offices is also not always 
quite obvious—quite apart from the fact that their identity is often doubtful. 
Moreover, there is an even more elementary difficulty : since these registration 
marks are, for obvious reasons, written in an extremely cursive script, it is a 
most difficult task to decipher them. The study of the registration marks 
ought to be taken up anew 69; here I simply reproduce those to be found in 
our document, though I must confess that I have not succeeded in deciphering 
much more than the"editor.

The first note is in two parts on the right side between 11. 3 and 4 and 4 and 5 : 
J,Uj 411 *-li <1)1 Sjj^jJ.1 JjjIjJJI || (Jp- J C-AJ 80 ‘Let it be regis

tered in the Office of the Supervision of the State Offices, if God (may He

57 Al-Nuwayri, Nihdyat al-Arab, vm, 209, describes a document bearing the sultan’s signature 
and exsequaturs by the lieutenant-general and the vhrier (wa-tashmaluh ‘alamat alsulfdn wa-khaU 
na'ibih wa-toaxirih bi ’LimtiihdT). Al-Qalqashandi (nn, 163-4) mentions the formula yvmtathal 
ai-marsHm cU-tharif in connexion -noth documents concerning the Offloe of the Army (diwdn 
al-jaysh), in which thin exsequatur was appended by the head of that Office : Ji\j ^
iJvjJtli Jiu *Jli. L (jlA-l.

“ See Fafimid decrees, section 10 of the diplomatic commentary; ‘ Two Ayyflbid deorees 
from Sinai ’ (as above, p. 233, n. 4), 36-8.

51 This can, of course, only be done by a fresh scrutiny of either the originals or the 
photographs.

M Ernst reads uihbita. Admittedly, the word is not quite dear, but the first letter seems to 
be a lam rather than an alif; also it seems that ordinarily the phrase in aha,'a 'Uah is added to 
the order, while the olerk who notes the execution of the order of registration adds his ‘alamo.
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he exalted) wills ’.61 On the left side between the same lines there is a note 
which could be the mark that the registration has taken place or another order 
of registration; unfortunately I am not able to decipher the first part, while the 
second can be read with the editor : <ujJ ^Jp aD JUA-I ‘ Praise be to God for
His bounties Two general remarks about the registration marks. (1) As a 
rule, there are two corresponding entries in regard to each office : one the order 
to register, the second a note to the effect that the registration has been 
done. (2) These latter notes are signed by a clerk of the office concerned, who 
uses a motto (‘alamo). In the present document there are no orders of regis
tration, but registration marks only, eight in number. The term used is nuzzila 
‘ it has been registered ’,ea which is mostly abbreviated by the sign J (the final 
lam); underneath are the various mottoes. Between 11. 5 and 6 there are six 
marks : (a) . .. || Jjj; (b) aI)^' ^Jp aU || 84<JjJ; (c) aU || JjJ

> (d) • • • || > (e) ^Jp a!) || 86Jji; (/) ||

87(?) . . .>-1 aIJ In front of L 6 i aJL* ^p aU || (Jy

Between 11. 7 and 8: (a) . . . ojjjAi || cJjJ; (b) jh’.il . . . || tjj

After the different offices had inspected the decree it was delivered to the 
petitioners for keeping. The document was rolled up and oovered by a piece 
of cloth glued to its head, and fastened by a thread. On the cloth is written a 
short indication of the subject-matter : ^ || aJl*£ *-lipjj ^hJI a_«^LJ
jiAil Aiijt aL^j ^Uil ‘ Bor Salama al-ShawbaM, a decree exempting his palm

trees—with which he has endowed the monastery—from impositions ’. From 
the fact that the body of the document does not mention that the palm trees 
were given to the monastery, and that there is altogether a discrepancy 
between the tenor of the document and the label, we may infer that the label 
is not due to the chancery, but was added in the monastery for identification 
purposes.

2
No. xiii = Atiya, no. 37 (plates n-m).
Petition addressed to Hasan b. Muhammad in 749/1348 and the sultan’s decree.

81 For tie Office of the Supervision see al-HnqrlzI, al-Khifaf, n, 224; Gaudofroy-Demom- 
bynes, p. lxviii. It was the central financial offioe and was taken over from the Ayyubids (of. my 
article on the Ayyfibid decrees [above, p. 233, n. 4], 37).

“ For nazzala ‘ to register ’ see Fafimid decrees, 168.
83 Ernst reads uthbita in the first line, and reads the second line (which I oannot deoipher) as 

cd-hamd li 'Rah ioa-kafd ai-tawkil ‘alayh.
84 Ernst reads uthbita. 44 Ernst reads ‘ala 'Ltaxoakkul.
88 Ernst reads uthbita. 81 Ernst reads ihsanih.
88 Ernst reads ni'amih. •» Ernst roads uthbita.
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Recto70:

diJUl

jl Oj^jj l—**1 Jjk oLa;

(jwoty *U*vi> iUlfil

jjj^jjjJI (jOT lij 4jc^LiJI 4_J j-Jli

t-j^xJ! Aij l-A)^tJl 5

jj jjAJI JJ^U *-ij-JI <—1

OLaJI jj^vaJj aljjj jjjJI Ij=r- oLa^J l* £*■ 

^~>AjIj i_jaj^*<i ^ill 4>^jJ j*-<il^y j^|-^I*Lljj

j*A JJM Vj pJI V (1)Ij

aJjUJI aJjAJI a-ift (jjlitj aSCU aJJI aI>- jlkUl li'i/jx 10

dJJi djum \j^\ |*Al£Oj £*>

71 J^lLxil i_jj <01

5j j-JIj

[For the entries in the lower right comer and the right margin see below, 
p. 262.]

In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.
The slaves, the monks of the monastery of Mount Sinai in the desert, kiss the 

earth and report that they, the slaves, are weak and poor persons staying in the 
distant desert and looking after the pilgrims who come baok from the noble Hijaz.72 
The Bedouins of the desert overpowered them and took to entering the monastery, 
plundering the belongings of the monks both inside and outside the monastery, 
and beating and molesting the monks. Their petition, for the sake of God (may He 
be exalted), is [the issue of] a noble order (which should remain) in their hands that 
they should not be interfered with, and that they (the Bedouins) should not enter 
their monastery—as an act of bounty on the part of our Lord the Sultan, may God 
prolong his reign, and may He bestow upon this just government the benefit of 
their reward 73 and their prayer. The slaves have reported this ; praise be to God 
the Lord of Creation.

70 Under no. xiii Ernst unites Atiya, no. 37, parts 1-3, whioh he calls A, and part 4, which 
he calls B, as well as no. 36, which he calls C. The last does not belong here at all—it will be 
treated under the next item (see below, p. 267); B is the present petition, A the decree resulting 
from it. The dimensions of Atiya, 37 are given as 123 • 6 X 14 cm.

71 The three words after wasu'Bluhmm in 1. 8 are not read by Ernst; the decipherment of the 
first of these I owe to Dr. J. D. Latham who proposed li-toajh, a reading whioh is confirmed by a 
phrase in the repeatedly quoted inscription from IJims published by M. van Berohem (see above, 
p. 237, n. 14) : ioasa’alil sadag&tihi li-wajhi 'Uah Ui did. L. 10 : the word IchaUada is not read 
by Ernst; wa-adhaqa is read by him wa-adama, na‘ima ajrihim (1. 11) is not read by him 
Admittedly, the phrase is somewhat peculiar, but most of the letters seem to be fairly dear. 
The last three words of 1. 11 are not read by Ernst.

71 Eor the argument, often adduoed by the monks of Sinai in their petitions, that they 
entertain the Muslim pilgrims, of. ‘ Petitions from the Ayyubid period ’, p. 19, n. 60.

7* i.e. the reward due for the good act done to the petitioners.
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This petition, as is shown by the minutes found on it, was not, as was the 
preceding one, dealt with by an official, but was read out to the sultan, who 
gave his orders to the dawdddr for transmission to the chancery through 
a messenger. I shall again anticipate the systematic survey of the different 
methods of dealing with petitions (below, section nr), and quote the relevant 
passage of al-Qalqashandl (vi, 209), who contrasts the old practice with the 
new : ‘ Know that in the old days the practice was as follows : If the sultan 
gave orders for one to write [a decree] through the intermediary offices of one 
of the dawadars, a messenger of the post (band) brought the relevant message 
from the dawdddr in question to the kdiib al-sirr. The latter listened to what 
the messenger had to say, and wrote upon the petition—if there was one— 
or on a separate piece of paper the following words : “ A message has been 
brought by so-and-so, messenger of the post, to such-and-such an effect ” ; 
after which he appointed a secretary of the chancery to write [the decree] 
The new arrangement, introduced in the reign of Muhammad b. Qala’un [first 
half of the eighth/fourteenth century] by Shihab al-Din b. Tafil Allah, 
consisted of the appointment of a special secretary who wrote upon the petition 
or separate paper the note previously written by the kdiib al-sirr himself; 
after which the matter was brought before the kdtib al-sirr who then gave 
instructions for the writing of the decree. A further change was introduced 
later under the dawdddrship of Yunus aJ-Nawrusi, when one of the secretaries 
of the dost was allowed to note down the formula regarding the ‘ message ’ of 
the dawdddr. The new practice was in force in al-Qalqashandl’s own day.

The custom of transmitting the ruler’s command to the chancery through 
the ‘ message ’ of an amir was taken over by the Ayyubids from the Seljuq 
practice. We find a note recording the name of the amir to whom the ‘ message ’ 
was given, but also that of the janddr, i.e. bodyguard, who actually delivered 
the message to the chancery, in an Ayyubid document.74 In the Mamluk 
period the message was always entrusted to a dawdddr ‘ holder of the inkpot ’, 
i.e. a kind of private secretary of the sultan,75 whereas the actual task of 
delivering the command was a duty of the corps of the baridiyya, couriers of 
the post.76 As we shall see in the systematic survey, sending a message through 
the dawdddr and the courier to the chancery was one of the methods for the 
sultan to deal with a petition, the others being a direct order to the head of

74 For the history of the convention of the risdda see ‘ Petitions from the Ayyubid period ’, 
15-18.

75 For the dawdddrs, reoruited from the military officers, see Gaudefroy-Demombynes, 
pp. lvii-lviii, Ayalon, 62-3. There is an amusing anecdote about the dawdddr Balab&n (in the 
reign of Baybars) delivering his message to the head of the chancery in a confused manner. 
This allegedly gave rise to the later custom of the sultan giving his order directly to the kdtib 
al-sirr. (See Ibn Taghribirdl, vn, 332-3.) The anecdote suggests that sometimes the message 
was actually delivered by the dawdddr himself rather than by a baridi.

74 For the baridiyya (singular: baridi) of. J. Sauvaget, La posit, aux chtvaux dans Vempire 
des mamelouks, Paris, 1941, 18-20, who does not, however, deal with this ‘ internal ’ servioe of 
the couriers, but only with their main role as couriers of the postal service proper.
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the chancery in attendance during an audience in the Palace of Justice, or a 
similar order to the same offioial in the course of the sultan’s daily business.

That the petition under discussion was dealt with by the sultan, and that 
his command was transmitted to the chancery through the message of the 
dawadar, can be Been from the note in the lower comer of the right margin, 
which corresponds closely to the formula given by al-Qalqashandl:

Jp (_£abJI || jbljdJI ljjjll i!Lupt || (?) • • • s'33*"

77 42s* || SjjL* Ic (1)1
‘ [So-and-so] son of [So-and-so] the messenger (?) has presented himself, 
delivering the message of his excellency Sayf al-Din Tashbugha the dawadar 
al-Na§in (may his victory be exalted) that a document be drawn up granting 
their petition. Written 10 Rabi‘ II 749 \78 As the document belongs to the 
period following Ibn Fadl Allah’s reform, we may conclude that this is not the 
handwriting of the kdtib al-sirr (whose task it would have been to write this 
note prior to the reform) but of the special secretary appointed ‘ to record the 
message ’ (li-ta‘Viq al-risdla). The petition was then brought to the kdtib al-sirr 
who ‘ gave instructions for the writing of the decree ’ by adding, in the right 
margin and written from below upwards, his minute: 5J L^SI jywa-g 
79dJJi (j ic ‘ Let a document be drawn up according to the gracious message

concerning this ’, and appointed one of his subordinates to write out the decree. 
(The entry on the margin against L 8—which contains the words ‘ their petition 
is ’—is perhaps also by the kdtib al-sirr and could perhaps be read as i_jL£
‘ it is granted ’ (?).) The decree itself bears the note ‘ Message of his exalted 
excellency the Amir Sayf al-Din Tashbugha the dawadar al-Nasiri, may God __ 
prolong his prosperity ’. Since document no. iv has a similar note (‘ Message 
of his excellency the Amir Husam al-Din the dawadar ’) it is clear that it also 
came into being by the same procedure. The same applies to no. vi, though it is 
not immediately apparent from the text as it appears in the edition. The 
opening words of the note : ‘ Message of his excellency the most exalted amir, 
the fighter in the holy war, the chosen one, Baha’ al-Din ’ obviously suggest 
that the document was drawn up in accordance with the message of the 
dawadar; but the following words have not been deciphered by the editor. 
Nor can I read with certainty the name of the official—but afterwards the 
word alrdawaddr can be clearly recognized, so that the rest of the notice reads :
‘ So-and-so the dawadar, official of the sultan al-Mansur (i.e. Qala’un; cd- 
Manpuri), may God prolong his glory ’.80

77 Ifatlara .. . al-baridi (the last word conjectural) was not read by Ernst, bi-risaiai was read 
as risSlat, cd-Nafiri 'azza napruh not read.

T* fashbugha is well known from the ohronloles (see the references quoted by Ernst). 
Emst also gives some references for the common title al-maqarr.

71 Yuwaqga' was read by Ernst as tawql'.
10 of. for the reading ‘ Petitions from the Ayyubid period p. 18, n. 47.
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The decree reads as follows (plates n-m):

"Isj*LJ1 £3ll lillaJLJf
aUI o^pl ^p^hjl 

L1»Ij (J-4^ gI
(_/?j*zj N oIj ^3Jcj j 5

£US JUaJ, y? ^ j*i%

CfiUoLly 4—

a^lpt 4_ju Jai-I Jju

(J,l*J a3JI *li 01

^ILp (J 10

41*.

JjJl (_$ (_jUl (j-JfM aJL^
4!l ^bt (jj*p\.J1 jbl^oJl liJLt 

81 JjTjll aUI L*^-

[In the margin:]
Jl L-4>-

[The signature, with large letters :]
[Hasan b. Muhammad]

It has been decreed by the noble and excellent order of the Master, the Sultan, 
the Victorious King, Nasir al-Dunya wa ’1-Din,82 may God exalt and ennoble it, 
that the report submitted on the recto by the petitioners be accorded consideration 
and that it be enjoined that they shall suffer no interference and that their monastery 
should not be entered. Let this be done and executed in accordance with the 
provisions thereof, after the noble hand has been set thereover, if God—be He 
exalted—so will.

Written this tenth day of the month of Rabf II, of the year seven hundred and 
forty-nine.

Message of his exalted excellency the Amir Sayf al-Din Tashbugha the dawadar 
al-Nasiff, may God prolong his prosperity.

God is sufficient for us ; how excellent a Keeper is He 1
[In the margin :] According to the noble decree.

81 For the final sign ()) which appears on many documents see Ernst, p. xxxvii.
•* In the title of the sultan the word al-ndfiri is put twice, in the first instance as part of the 

title al-MalaM al-Nasiri, in the seoond as the (regular) abbreviation of N&sir al-Dunyfi. wa ’1-Din, 
another title of 5 as an. Ernst reads the second word as <ti-na4\r%, without, however, being able 
to explain it.

VOL. XXIX. PABT 2. 18
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This decree too, like the preceding one, is written on the back of the 
petition—yet it is more formal than the preceding one. The lack of formality 
in the preceding decree is manifest from the way in which the lines follow each 
other without the wide spacing de rigueur in more formal documents emanating 
from the chancery. Here we have the spacing and the document is in the usual 
format of the decrees. Thus it required more space than provided by the back 
of the petition, and this was supplied by a further sheet glued on to it. I suggest 
that the form of decrees written on the back of petitions was changed between 
the date of no. 1 and no. 2. Originally, if a decree was written on the back of 
the petition, one made do with the verso of the original sheet, by writing the 
lines closely together. We have an example from the Ayyubid period : of the 
two decrees which, as we have said above,88 were written on the back of 
petitions, one (no. 2) is such and Baybars’s decree—above, no. 1—is in the 
same form. The Ayyubid document no. 3 shows that occasionally there might 
arise the need to glue on additional sheets : but that was a case in which there 
was genuine need for a longer text, and the additional paper was not merely 
required for empty spaces between the lines. At some date or another it was 
decided to write out all petitions in the form of the usual decrees, i.e. leaving 
those spaces between the lines, so that the gluing on of extra paper now became 
a regular feature. That the form exhibited by the present document became 
the normal practice is shown by the handbooks, in the first instance by Ibn 
Nazir al-Jaysh’s heavily revised edition of Ibn Badl Allah’s Ta‘rif called 
Tathqif al-Ta‘nf and belonging to the generation next to that of the original 
work, and then by the manual of al-Qalqashandi, who yet a generation later 
reproduced the, paragraph of the Tathqif. The passage of the Tathqif84 occurs 
at the end of the discussion of the various types of letters of appointment; 
but it has already been explained 85 that what applies to the form of a decree 
on one particular subject may also apply to a decree of similar ‘ rank ’ on 
another subject. Indeed, the author says this in so many words. Petitions 
were submitted not only in order to ask for the redress of grievances, but also 
for obtaining the grant of fiefs and—as we learn from the present passage— 
appointments to offices. The passage belongs to the section about appointments, 
and so the petitions in question are in the first instance concerned with appoint
ments ; but almost as an afterthought the author—who has no section at all 
about petitions as such including those about grievances—adds that the 
petitions could also be about this subject (at least if I correctly understand him).

83 Above, p. 246.
84 I used the Oxford MB Pooooke 142 (catalogue, n, 363); the passage is on fols. 76v-77r. 

Sinoe the beginning of the paragraph, Tvhioh, as can be seen from the discussion in the text, is 
not devoid of interest, has not been reproduced by al-Qalqashandi, let it stand here in the original:

i^Jl ^e- (J-aL ol 1 iojji-l iJliail Lc j\ (j*
jrJI : ^U<j1 iujl (Jr*

88 Above, p. 246.
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‘ As regards decisions written on the back of the petitions, whether they 
concern appointments—suoh as [orders] to conform with an appointment 
prescribed by the canon law,86 or to conform with the noble decisions which are 
in his hand 87; or such as are conoemed with warding off exaction or keeping 
away innovations or giving one one’s due.88 The way to do it is to glue on to 
the petition two sheets of paper and to write on the verso, without putting the 
basmala, and at a distance of about four fingers before the additional sheet: 
“ It has been decreed by the noble and exalted order of the Master, the Sultan 
al-Malik So-and-so, So-and-so, may God exalt and ennoble it, have it executed 
and carried out, that the report submitted on the recto by the petitioners be 
accorded consideration and that there be enjoined such-and-such ”, explaining 
the contents of the reply written on the margin of the petition.89 One goes on : 
“ Let all whom it reaches execute the noble decree and do in accordance with 
the provisions thereof without deviating from it or contravening its meaning, 
after the noble handwriting (may God ennoble it) has been set thereover, if God 
wills ”.90 Then there follows the date, then the hasbala without the hamdala-91 
The authorization is written on the margin of the aforementioned tawqV, as 
has been explained in the case of passports.92 Nothing except the hasbala is 
written after the date, excepting one sole case: if the document is written 
through the message of the dawaddr, when one writes a note suoh as is described 
in connexion with the passports \93 Al-Qalqashandl (xi, 126) reproduces the 
passage, though as we have seen with some cuts, in part two of a section headed

*• I take this to mean an order confirming a legal right to an appointment—suoh as the 
trusteeship of a pious endowment.

*’ That is, an order confirming previous decrees of the sultan. Whereas petitions were often 
submitted for the granting of fiefs, it is obvious that there was usually no place for petitions in 
the oase of appointments to offices ; in suoh cases, however, as are quoted here, when it was a 
question of confirming an appointment, it was appropriate to petition the sultan.

" I hope I have correctly rendered this sentence, whioh would then refer to petitions about 
grievances, suoh as those with whioh we are conoemed here. Thin whole introductory sentence 
is left out by al-Qalqashandi, who begins his corresponding seotion as follows (xi, 120) : ‘ The 
second kind [of the smaller tawqi', whioh is the lowest rank among the letters of appointment] 
is what is written on the back of petitions. The method foDowed is to glue the petition—on 
which is the reply of the head of the ohancery, or of another offloial—on to two sheets of paper 
of the small ordinary format. The author of the TaOufif says : “ The way to do it is to write 
on the verso of the petition, without putting the basmala, and at a distance there
follows the text as reproduced.

“ ‘ reply ’ in our oase is the message transmitted by the dawaddr ‘ that a document be
drawn up granting their petition ’; and indeed the operative words of the decree : ‘ and that it 
be enjoined that they suffer no interference and that their monastery be not entered ’ merely 
repeat the wording of the petition.

80 What follows afterwards is omitted by al-Qalqashandi.
111 Indeed, whereas Baybars’s decree treated above under no. 1 has no fiasbala, our decree 

has it; the bamdala is absent, also conforming to the description.
81 The author explained that passports (whioh in their forms are similar to small deorees) 

bear the authorization in the margin, not at the end after the date ; indeed, our document too 
has the formula basab al-marsHm alsbarif in the margin.

11 Since our document was drawn up in oonsequence of the message of the dawaddr, the note 
appears, exactly as described, after the date.
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‘ small tawqi's ’."4 Further details in the Tathqtf (also reproduced by al- 
Qalqasbandl), concerning petitions by men of rank, do not relate to our subject. 
The passage itself is the best commentary upon our dooument, which follows 
the formulae set out in it almost literally and conforms in other details too 
with the description given there.

We have discussed, in connexion with Baybars’s decree, the formula of 
authorization (mustanad) for decrees issued on the instruction of the atabak. 
The formula for decrees issued by the order of the sultan was hasaba ’l-marsumx 
’Ishanf ‘ According to the noble decree ’; below (pp. 266-7) we shall discuss the 
different variations of the formula. Usually the formula is placed near the end 
of the document, immediately after the date. Yet it is not by an irregularity 
that in our decree it is written in the margin near the beginning: we are 
informed by Ibn Fadl Allah (cd-Ta‘nf91) and al-Qalqashandl (vi, 264r-5) that 
this was the position of the formula in decrees written on the back of petitions.66

As in the case of the preceding document, ours too was signed at the top 
by the name of the sultan written in large letters. Since Hasan’s father, 
Muhammad b. Qala’un, had been a reigning sultan, his name is included in the 
signature, which therefore reads ‘ Hasan b. Muhammad ’."6

Between the first two lines of the text there are two entries in large letters : 
yu'tamad ‘ Let it be done ’, and in another hand : yumtathal ‘ Let it be obeyed ’. 
The entries are countersigns by high officials. We have seen that a similar 
formula (‘ Let the exalted order be obeyed ’) is found in Baybars’s decree. 
In other documents there appear formulae exactly corresponding to those of 
the present decree ; in the absence of sufficient evidence I cannot establish to 
which officials they have to be attributed."7

Finally it may be pointed out that our decree contains no registration marks.

94 Al-Qalqashandl’s seotion on the classification of the different kinds of letters of appoint
ment (n, 101-7) is essentially based on the much shorter ohapter in the Taihqif, which is com
mented on and elaborated; sometimes there are also small differences, reflecting the evolution 
of ohanoery practice. This is not, of oourse, the place for more detailed comparisons.

94 The passage from al-Qalqashandi is quoted in translation on p. 244, n. 44.
94 of. above, p. 247, n. 63, where it was also pointed out that a facsimile of IJasan b. 

Muhammad’s signature, more or less identical with that appearing in the present dooument, is 
given by al-Qalqashandi. It may be worthwhile to point out that on his accession to the throne 
in Ramadan 748/Deoember 1347 IJasan was 11, or aocording to others 13 years old, so that at 
the date of the present decree he was a mere boy.

97 Al-Qalqashandi (in, 6), speaking of diplomas of appointment, says that they are always 
issued in the name of the sultan, and the lieutenant-general of the realm (ai-nd’ib cU-kajU) only 
countersigns them: ‘ writes yu'tamad on the documents signed by the sultan ’ (I think this is 
the right rendering of yaJctubu bi ’1-i‘timad 'aid md yakiubu ‘alayhi ’Isulfdn). Al-Qalqashandi 
adds that he had dealt more fully with this matter before ; I oould, however, find no passage in 
which he disousses the i'timdd formula added by dignitaries of the central government. In iv, 
184, he explains that the governor (nd’ib ai-salfana) in Damascus writes the formula on all kinds 
of documents issued by the sultan and referring to his province; similarly the governor of 
Aleppo (217 ; Gaudefroy-Demombynes’s translation, p. 204,11. 6-8 is inoorrect). Thus the note 
yu'tamad in sultanian decrees preserved in the Custodia Terrae Sanotae (nos. ii, iii, xxv) is 
evidently the countersign of the provincial governor—not, as Risolani writes in his note 3 on 
no. ii, the sultan’s signature ; the ‘ noble sign ’ refers not to this entry, but to the sultan’s name
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3
No. xiii C = Atiya, no. 36 98 (plates iv-v).
Petition addressed to a high dignitary in 760/1349 and the dignitary’s decree.
Recto :

. . dUUl
rl *4* ^ ^ ^ . W|
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[For the note in the right margin see below, p. 268.]

In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.
The slaves, the monks of the monastery of Mount Sinai, kiss the earth and 

report that they are poor and destitute persons residing in the remote desert, 
stationed for the service of the honourable pilgrims returning from the noble 
Hijaz in the sea of Qulzum, their duty being to supply all their needs. There axe 
in their hands noble decrees prohibiting the entrance of the Bedouins to their 
monastery, as is the case with all the monasteries. The Bedouins have lately 
harassed them and attempted to enter their monastery and do them harm. Their 
petition for the sake of God (may He be exalted) is the issue of a gracious decree 
ordering that the Bedouins should not enter their monastery and that they [the

in oipher. See also below, p. 260, where it is suggested that in decrees issued not by the sultan, 
but by high officials, yv'tamad is the signature of the offioial in question. This muoh for the 
i‘timSd formula ; for the imtith&l formula of. the note on Baybars’s decree, above p. 248, n. 67.

89 As explained above (p. 260, n. 70) this text was quite erroneously joined by Ernst to xiii 
(Atiya, 37). The context showB quite dearly that it belongs together with his no. xiv (Atiya, 36), 
and on the back of the photographio print snpplied by the Manchester University Library it is 
stated that it is no. 36, part 3 (parts 1-2 being the prints of the decree); this I can oonflrm 
from a personal inspection of the microfilm. Just as in the previous cases, the petition is to be 
considered as the reoto, since the decree was subsequently written on the baok. The dimensions 
of Atiya, 36 are given as 136 X 13-6 cm.

88 In 1. 2 Ernst reads it ’i-ruAMn instead of c&-rvhban, of. above, p. 239, n. 21. In 1. 7 he reads 
wa-yatasaddH li ’l-duthil. . . wa-li-fydl instead of toa-qafadu '1-duiAiil. . . wa-fydl. IA-wajhi ’Udh 
ta'tiUl is not read by Ernst (for the reading of. above, p. 260, n. 71). In 1. 10 the words wa-ihsanan 
ilayhim were not read by Ernst, nor was the beginning of 1. 11.
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monks] should be dealt with according to the noble decrees which are in their hands 
and that they should be allowed to dwell safely in their place ; as an aot of mercy 
and kindness towards them; their prayer will be for this government (may it 
flourish). The slaves have reported this, if God wills.

Praise be to God, the Master of the universe; He is sufficient for me; how 
excellent a Keeper is He !

The clue to the correct understanding of this petition and the decree which 
resulted from it is to be found in the words ‘ gracious decree ’ (marsum karim) 
when stating the object .of their desire. For everything used by the petitioners 
in connexion with the sultan requires, according to protocol, the adjective 
‘ noble ’ {sharxf); ‘ gracious ’ (karim) is appropriate in the case of some of the 
high dignitaries.100 Thus we must conclude that the petition was not addressed 
to the sultan himself but to some high dignitary of the state. We shall see that 
this is confirmed by some features in the decree too. One cannot be quite sure 
who the addressee was, since neither the petition nor the decree contains a 
direct statement in this connexion, and the decree is unique in its form, so 
that we cannot judge by analogy with others. Since, as we shall see, the amir 
Manjak, vizier and major-domo, had certainly something to do with the 
matter, it can be assumed that the petition was submitted to him. It is rather 
surprising to find a petition not only dealt with by an official (which is quite 
in order) but also formally addressed to him rather than to the sultan ; as far 
as I oan see the handbooks do not allude to this practice. Thus it is useless, 
in the absence of evidence, to speculate whether this practice was common or 
due to particular circumstances. An examination of the documents issued by 
officials which are preserved in the Sinai archives, but have not yet been 
published, may provide further information on this matter.

The addressee—if our surmise is correct, the amir Manjak—gave the 
following order, noted down in the right margin, in a position corresponding 
to the autograph note of the head of the chancery in the preceding petition :

‘ Let a document be drawn up to the effeot that they be treated according to 
the noble decrees which are in their hands and that they be allowed to dwell 
safely in their places and that the Bedouins be prevented from trespassing 
against them or entering their monastery—treating them according to the 
rules of the noble decrees ’. In front of 1. 8 we have the word which appears in a 
similar position in petition no. 2, preceded by another word:
‘ their petition is granted ’ (??).

100 of. al-Qalqashandl, vi, 187 : * The secretaries of our times conventionally describe most 
things attributed to the sultan as “ noble ” There follow examples, among them marsHm sharif. 
The next section deals with the attribute karim : ‘ It is the convention of the secretaries of our 
times to treat it as an attribute of lesser value than sharifand desoribe by it documents issued 
by high dignitaries of the state beneath the sultan, suoh as na'ibs, amirs, find viziers ’/

101 Instead of yuwaqqa* Ernst reads tawqi1.
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In accordance with, this order, the decree was drawn np as follows 
(no. xiv = Atiya, no. 36, measuring 136 X 13-5 cm.):
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at.-Mat,akt al-Nasim

It is decreed by the exalted order (may God exalt it) that the report herein 
submitted by the petitioners be accorded consideration and that it be enjoined that 
they be treated according to the noble decrees which are in their hands, and that 
they be allowed to dwell safely in their places and that the Bedouins be prevented 
from trespassing against them or entering their monastery; treating _ them 
according to the ruling of the noble decrees. Let this be done and executed, without 
any deviation therefrom or departure from the ruling thereof, after the exalted 
hand has been set thereover, if God (may He be exalted) will.

Written this third day of the month of Rajab, in the year seven hundred and fifty.
God is sufficient for us ; how excellent a Keeper is He 1
The first thing to note is that the main part of the text is a literal repetition 

of the order written in the margin of the petition.
The decree, just as the petition, shows unmistakable indications that it was 

not issued by the sultan himself. Whereas the other decrees have the formula 
‘ the noble and exalted deoiee of the lord, the sultan So-and-so , the present 
one simply qualifies itself as being ‘ by the exalted order ’. Similarly its signa
ture is described at the end as * the exalted hand ’ (al-hhaff oil- 5R), whereas 
the sultan’s signature is always referred to as ‘ the noble hand ’ (al-khatt 
cd-sharif). Hence the editor of the volume is quite wrong in assuming that 
‘ the sultan’s signature is missing ’ at the beginning. In fact nothing is missing 
at the beginning of the document. There is no formal signature, but the issuer 
of the document is indicated by the words 1 al-Malaki al-Nasiri ’, which describes 
the official in question as the servant of the sultan, who bore the title al-Malik
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al-Na§ir. It is known from the handbooks 101 that documents issued by officials 
were headed in this way.

Underneath the words al-Maiaki al-Ndsiri we see the word yu'tamad ‘ Let 
this be done ’, written in bold characters. Since the words al-MalaJct al-Ndsiri 
are not distinguished at all in their script from the rest of the text and look as 
if they were written by the clerk, while yu'tamad immediately attracts attention 
by its bulk and cipher-like form, we are hardly mistaken in assuming that it is 
the latter which is the signature of the dignitary who issued the decree, the 
signature to which the words in 11. 9-10 refer : ‘ after the exalted hand has been 
set thereover \103

I have said that among the documents published in Ernst’s volume the 
present decree is unique as being by an official, rather than by the sultan 
himself. This does not mean, however, that there are no more documents of 
this kind in the Sinai collection : they have been excluded from the volume 
whioh is devoted, as its title indicates, to documents issued by the sultans. 
There are in fact in the monastery a few documents issued by officials, which 
could be cited as parallels to the document under discussion; since they are 
unpublished, reference to them would not be of much use without long descrip
tions, and some illustrations, requiring space. I prefer therefore to quote from 
that other collection, preserved in the Franciscan Custodia Terrae Sanotae in 
Jerusalem, for which there is, as we have seen, an excellent, fully illustrated, 
publication—though it is true, as we have also seen, that the volume is not 
easily available for most readers.104 In addition to decrees by Mamluk sultans, 
the Franciscan archives contain a number of documents written by officials of 
the administration in Syria. These are mostly letters from one high official 
(such as the governor of Damascus) to another (such as his subordinate, the 
governor of Jerusalem) and are therefore signed with the name of the sender 
accompanied by the appropriate word prescribed by etiquette (‘ his brother ’,
‘ your brother ’, ‘ the slave ’, ‘ the slave your brother ’).106 There are, however, 
three documents which illustrate ours. These are nos. xi, xxi, and xxvi, decrees 
by provincial officials, the first of whioh emanates, as it seems, from the governor 
in Damascus, the other two from two officials in Jerusalem. They are headed 
with the words ‘ al-Malaki al-Fulanl ’ and bear underneath the signature 
yu‘tamad, exactly as our document.

As I have explained, the decree seems to give no clue—any more than the 
minute in the margin of the petition—as to the identity of the dignitary who 
issued it; but since the document dealing with the same affair and issued by

101 See e.g. al-Qalqaahandi, yi, 121 ; xi, 87.
104 The mark yu'tamad corresponds, of course, to the yu‘tamad whioh appears in the deoree 

published above (no. 2) and in other decrees; but whereas in decrees signed by the sultan the 
mark yu'tamad is a countersign, here and in the other decrees (to be mentioned presently) issued 
by officials, it is the signature.

104 See above, p. 236, n. 7. The numbers quoted below are those in Bisoiani’s publication.
10‘ I hope I shall have the opportunity to treat of the various signatures of this type on a 

future occasion.
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the sultan two days later was drawn np, as we shall see, on the order of Manjak, 
vizier and major-domo, I have proposed that he was the person involved in 
this document too. As to the second decree : since it was issned in the name of 
the sultan and hears his signature, it must have been in response to a petition 
addressed to the sultan. But why two petitions—one to the sultan and another 
to the vizier—about one piece of business, concerning in addition such a simple 
routine case as Bedouins causing trouble to the monastery ? I have no better 
answer than the supposition that the monks thought that if they obtained two 
pieces of paper, one from the sultan, the other from the vizier, this would make 
a greater impression on those with whom they had to deal—Bedouins and 
local authorities—than one piece.106

3A
No. xv = Atiya, no. 30 (plates vi-vn).
The decree issued in response to the above-mentioned hypothetical second 

petition reads as follows107:
Decree by Hasan b. Muhammad dated 760/1349.
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108 An alternative erplanation would be to assume that decrees by officials had to be con
firmed by another dearee by the sultan ; but this seems far-fetched.

10T The dimensions are given as 120 x 13-6 om.
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[In the right margin :]
aJUI! > SbJ, 4_i>^piJI A.^JI 4j CjJjI 5JUJI SjLiNL

aDI Ia^pT

A noble tawqi1108 containing the order that the Bedonins be prevented from 
entering the monastery of Mount Sinai.

[Hasan b. Muhammad]
It has been decreed by the noble and exalted order of the Lord, the Sultan 

al-Malik al-Nasir Nasir al-Dunya wa ’1-Din (may God exalt and ennoble it, and 
cause it to prevail and be duly executed) : that the Bedouins be prevented from 
entering the monastery of Mount Sinai, following the ruling of the noble decrees 
which are in the hands of the monks residing in the aforementioned monastery as 
well as in other monasteries ; that they be prevented from harassing the monks ; 
that care be taken to deal with the monks in accordance with the demands of 
justice and equity. Let this be obeyed and be acted upon, without any deviation 
from its ruling or departure from its intention, consequent upon the noble hand
writing (may God ennoble and exalt it) being set thereover, if God will.

Written this fifth day of the month of Bajab, in the year seven hundred and fifty.
God is sufficient for us ; how excellent a Keeper is He 1
This decree was issued on the order of the vizier, who simultaneously held 

the office of controller of the household (major-domo)—as is shown by the 
note in its margin : ‘ At the exalted instruction of the amir, the vizier, Sayf 
al-Dln, governor of the noble kingdoms and controller of the exalted household 
(may God exalt it) During the early reign of Hasan (as we have seen, a mere 
boy) the offices of vizier and major-domo were jointly held by the powerful 
amir Manjak al-Yusufi, who occupied this double position from Shawwal 748 
to Shawwal 751 (January 1348-December 1350).109 The vizierate seems to 
have lost some of its importance, and Manjak perhaps thought that the mere 
title of vizier was not sufficiently dignified to express his true position as the 
second most powerful amir after his brother, who was nd’ib (d-saUana, and 
therefore combined it with the office of major-domo.110 At any rate it is quite 
natural that this most influential man should deal with petitions.

Since our purpose was to elucidate the form of the petitions in the Mamluk

108 This is the short summary—called hy Ihn Fa<jl AlFth ‘unwdn and by al-Qalqashandi 
furra—which is put at the head of Mamlfik documents ; there are many examples in the Sinai 
and Franciscan as well as in the Florentine arohives. I hope to give further particulars on another 
occasion. From the wording we leam that our decree is a tawqi', but it would again lead us too 
far to disouss the nomenclature of the dearees and try to establish the use of such terms as 
taioqi' and maradm.

1OT See for him al-MaqrizI, al-S-olitk, n, 748 ff. passim; idem, Khifaf, n, 320-4; M. van 
Berohem, 01 A, nos. 163, 632, pp. 208-8, 216, 226 ; G. Wiet, Les biographies du Manhal safi (as 
below, p. 270, n. 142), no. 2,636. We shall meet Manjak again at the peak of his oareer, holding 
the office of nd’ib alsalfana : see below, p. 271.

uo The temporary abolition of the vizierate under Mubammad b. Qala’un and the restriction 
of the functions of the vizier afterwards (see below, p. 273), may have something to do with the 
combination of the offices of vizier and major-domo. (We shall see that the offioe of major-domo 
had a high prestige : below, p. 274.) Similarly, under the Circassians, the vizierate completely 
lost its importance whereas the major-domo advanced to a position of one of the highest digni
taries : as al-Maqrizi points out (n, 223-4), the vizierate was then often held together with the 
office of major-domo.
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period, we have hitherto been dealing, as far as decrees were concerned, with 
those written on the hack of petitions. The course of our investigation led ns, 
however, to the present decree, which is—-like the majority of those preserved— 
an independent document. Nevertheless, it is closely related to the type of 
decree of which we have examined two specimens, being decrees written on 
sheets glued to the petition. The present decree is also a rather informal docu
ment. This is betrayed by certain features, such as the absence of the basmala 
and the placing of the formula of authorization in the right margin, rather than 
at the end under the date. Thus we can identify in al-Qalqashandl the descrip
tion of the type to which our document belongs. In fact both the description 
of the smallest marsum and the smallest tawqi fit our document,111 but since 
it is described in its heading as a tawqi‘, we must obviously opt for the latter. 
Al-Qalqashandl (nn, 125-6) distinguishes two kinds among the ‘ small tawqi‘s 
which are the smallest of all letters of appointment ’—I need hardly remind the 
reader that what is said about the form of the letters of appointment (as 
distinct from the subject-matter) also applies, as has been explained above, 
to decrees such as ours. The first kind is ‘ what is written in a form similar to 
that of passports ’, the second is what is written on the back of the petition— 
a type which we have already discussed. Both kinds have many things in 
common. They are always fairly short, being written, as al-Qalqashandl says,
‘ on three sheets or thereabouts ’, glued together, of course. Other similarities— 
such as the omission of the basmala and the position of the note of authoriza
tion—have already been briefly mentioned and will be explained in greater 
detail presently. We may, however, first reproduce al-Qalqashandi’s prescrip
tion for the text of such decrees : ‘ The first kind is what is written in a form 
similar to that of a passport. The way to draw up such documents is to write 
at the top of the roll: “A noble tawqi' that So-and-so occupy such-and-such 
a post, as is explained in it ”, this being written in two lines.118 Then one 
writes at the end of this sheet113: “ It has been decreed by the noble and 
exalted order of the Lord, the Sultan ”—to the end, as described in connexion 
with the third kind.114 In the eulogy one writes : “ May God exalt and ennoble 
it, and cause it to prevail and be duly executed ”, or words to this effect. 
Then one says “ that So-and-so occupy such-and-such a post ”, explaining

U1 Al-Qalqashandi describes tie smallest marsum ‘ written in the form of a passport on three 
sheets ’ on p. 112 of vol. xm, the small tawqi' ‘ written in form similar to the passport also on 
three sheets, on p. 126. Indeed, it is not dear what the difference between the two is, apart from 
the one being called marsHm, the other taivqV. It will be remembered that the passage of 
al-Qalqashandi deals with letters of appointment, and that he has no seotion dealing with 
administrative deorees (see above, p. 246).

lla Al-Qalqashandi insists that all summaries at the top must contain the words ‘as is 
explained in it ’ (xm, 126) and repeats these words in each formula whioh he gives for the 
different purras ; I do not know why these words are miming in the purr a of our dooument.

lls The implication is (hat in these ‘ small ’ documents one does not, as in the more important 
ones, leave entire blank sheets between the sheet containing the purra and the text.

114 See p. 123 : ‘ . . . the Sultan, al-Malik So-and-so, So-and-so—giving both the private title 
(ai-laqah al-kh&sf) and the sultan ian title (laqab alsaitana), as e.g. al-Malik al-Nasir Zayn al-DunyS 
wa ’1-Din ’.
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the contents of the reply on the margin of the petition.116 Then one writes : 
“ Let all those who take cognizance of it obey this noble decree and act 
accordingly, without any deviation from it, or departure from its intention, 
consequent upon the noble handwriting being set thereover ” ’.U6 Our docu
ment corresponds closely to this model.

In the chapter on the outward arrangement of the letters of appointment 
(xttt, 127 ff.) al-Qalqashandl touches upon various points concerning our form. 
Thus he brackets (p. 128) tavxji's ‘ in the form of passports ’ with those written 
on the back of petitions in prescribing the omission of the basmcda in documents 
of no importance (p. 128) and the writing of the formula of authorization in the 
margin (p. 131: ‘ in the case of a small marsum and a small tavxft‘, written in 
the form of a passport or on the back of the petition ’ the various notes of 
authorization, which are specified, are written in the margin, level with the 
interval between 11. 1 and 2).U7 Also the spacing between the lines is less in 
these two kinds of tawqV and marsum, being about three fingers (p. 133).

We have now finished with the three petitions surviving in the Sinai archives. 
They owe their survival to the fact that the resulting decrees were written on 
their backs and that they were therefore returned to the monastery, whereas 
those petitions the decrees for which were written out as separate documents 
were not handed back and were lost. Yet even from these decrees one learns 
something about the petitions which had given rise to them, since, as we have 
seen, the decrees mostly contain notes referring to the manner in which the 
petitions had been dealt with. We have in the course of our study of the extant 
petitions examined as we went along the entries on them and on their decrees, 
calling upon the help of the handbooks of chancery practice which are invaluable 
for elucidating the meaning of the entries in the documents. We shall now 
scrutinize the relevant passages of the handbooks in their full context and also 
confront them with the entries in the decrees the petitions for which are no 
longer extant: this systematic study of the ways to deal with petitions will 
also put the preceding discussion of the particular documents in proper 
perspective.

115 We remember that the section deals with letters of appointment. The deoision to grant a 
post was written on the margin of the petition, and the text of the deoision was incorporated in 
the letter of appointment. In the administrative decrees, too, the same praotice was followed. 
We have seen in the oase of the preceding decree that the deoision written in the margin of the 
petition was repeated in the decree, and we may safely assume that the operative phrases of our 
decree (‘ that the Bedouins be prevented . . . ’ up to ‘ demands of justice and equity ’) reproduce 
the decision which was written in the margin of the lost petition.

118 There are many variations of this formula as can be seen also from the preceding decrees 
and from the other deorees from Sinai (the various formulae of whioh are listed by Ernst on 
pp. xxviii-xxxi). For the Fatimid and Ayyubid antecedents of. Fdfimid decrees, 113-14, and 
‘ Two Ayyubid deorees from Sinai ’ (as above, p. 233, n. 4), 34-5.

11T While in the other deoree of IjTasan b. Muhammad published above as no. 2 the position 
of the note of authorization corresponds exactly to this description, in our deoree it is written 
in the margin level with 11. 2-4. Al-Qalqashandl omits to point out yet another characteristic 
of the ‘ smaller deoree ’, whether written on the back of the petition or independently : that the 
signature of the sultan is at the top, not between 0.1 and 2 of the text. (See above, p. 247, n. 56.)
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III. The procedure in dealing with petitions

Having examined our extant specimens of petitions and discussed the 
particular methods by which they were handled, we may now, with the help 
of information afforded by al-Qalqashandi—who seems to be the only author 
to provide a systematic account—and others, extend the field of our inquiry to 
establishing the various possible procedures applicable to petitions in general. 
There is, of course, no need to repeat what has been said before about the form 
of the petition.118 We have also explained that whereas petitions could in 
Syria be presented to the provincial governors, in Egypt they probably had to 
be presented in Cairo.118

1. Handling of petitions by the sultan
The sultan himself was naturally the fountain-head of justice. Following the 

Ayyubid practice,120 Baybars set up in 661/1263—4 a Palace of Justice (dar 
al-adl) and began the next year to give audiences on Mondays and Thursdays. 
This Palace was at the foot of the Citadel; under Qala’un, however, the 
Palace of Justice was transferred to the Citadel, where a special building, 
called ‘ the Hall ’ (al-iwdn), was erected for it. It was rebuilt under Muhammad 
b. Qala’un in a splendid fashion, with a cupola and big columns. From the 
reign of Barquq the audiences in the Hall were reduced to a short formality 
and the proper business was transacted in the building of the Stable.

We have fairly detailed descriptions of the ceremony observed during the 
audiences in the Palace of Justice which took place on Mondays. The sultan 
took his seat on the throne. On his right were seated the chief qadis of the four 
schools of law, the commissioner of the treasury, and the inspector of the 
market (muhtasib). On the sultan’s left sat the head of the chancery and the 
secretaries of the dost m ; if there was a vizier ‘ of the pen ’ in office or a 
lieutenant-general, he sat next to the sultan on his left. Behind the semi-circle 
formed by the seats of the sultan and the dignitaries stood guards (sdahddriyya). 
The lower positions in the circle on the right and left sides of the hall were 
taken up by the most eminent amirs, and beneath them sat other amirs and 
officials. In front of the counoil stood chamberlains and secretaries (hdjibs and 
dawaddrs) who received the petitions and introduced the petitioners. ‘ The 
petitions were read out to the sultan. If he felt that it was necessary to consult 
the qadis, this was done, whereas if the petition concerned the army, he dis
cussed it with the chamberlain and the inspector of the army ; in other oases 
he gave orders according to what he thought fit.’ The composition of the

11® See above, pp. 239 ff.
110 Above, p. 242.
1M of. ‘ Petitions from the Ayyubid period 14.
151 The secretaries of the dost (‘ benoh ’) are those who take part, together with the head of 

the ohancery (the lcatib dl-sirr) in the audienoes of the sultan, in contrast to the secretaries of the 
darj (‘ soroll ’), who drew up, aooording to the instructions of the bltib ai-sirr, the documents of 
the ohancery. See Gaudefroy-Demombynes, pp. Ixix-lxxi.
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council underwent some changes in the course of time, bnt it would be profitless 
for ns here to follow them in detail.1*2

Al-Qalqashandi devotes a whole section to the various methods by which 
petitions were dealt with133 and begins with those which were decided by 
the sultan himself, either in the ordinary course of his daily business or in the 
audiences of the Palace of Justice. Under the section concerned with the 
audiences he merely summarizes the account about the ceremony observed in 
them, so that we need not translate the passage. We shall presently come to 
the petitions submitted to the sultan ‘ on ordinary days ’. It must, however, 
be explained that another section, in which al-Qalqashandi re-arranges and 
amplifies a paragraph in Ibn Fadl Allah’s handbook,124 is also relevant for the 
study of the methods of submitting petitions. We have already seen126 that 
the decrees which resulted from the petitions bore notes specifying the methods 
by which they had been dealt with. These formulae are called mustanadat 
‘ authorizations ’, and were described briefly by Ibn Fadl Allah Al-Qalqashandi, 
recapitulating his predecessor’s notes, not only amplified them, but put them 
into a more logical order.126 According to both authors, if the order of the 
sultan was issued in a publio audience the decree resulting from it bore the 
formula ‘ according to the noble decree from the noble Palace of Justice ’ 
(hasab al-marsum al-sharif min ddr al-‘adl al-sharif); al-Qalqashandi adds 
that the note was written in two lines. This particular formula mentioning 
the Palace of Justice does not appear in any of the Sinai documents. On the 
other hand deoree no. xi must have been issued in reply to the submission of a 
petition at the Palace of Justice, since it is stated in the deoree itself (11. 10-12) 
that ‘ a petition has been submitted to us in the noble Palace of Justice in the 
name of the Christians, in which they have reported . .. ’. I am not sure how 
to explain the absence of the formula of authorization as prescribed by 
al-Qalqashandi.127

Petitions could be presented to the sultan not only during the audiences in 
the Palace of Justice, but also ‘ on any ordinary day ’. Apropos of this 
al-Qalqashandi writes as follows128: ‘ Petitions submitted to the sultan on 
ordinary days.129 The custom is to read out such petitions to the sultan.

111 A classic description is by Ibn Fa<jl Allah in his Masalik al-ab$ar, the unpublished text of 
whioh was used by Gaudofroy-Demombynes, pp. xoviii ff. Ibn Fa<Jl Allah’s passage is reproduced, 
by al-Qalqashandi, iv, 44. An even more detailed account is found in al-Haqrizi, n, 208—9. 
Of. also Bjflrkman, Beitrage, 62, and Tyan, in the passage quoted above (p. 237, n. 13).

us vi, 204 ff.
u* Ibn Fadl Allah has no section on petitions.
1,1 Above, pp. 244, 247, 266, 262.
1,1 Ibn Fa<jl Allah, ai-TaWlf bi ’l-muffalab al-sharif, 90-1 ; al-Qalqashandi, vi, 262-6.
U7 To judge by its form, the document is not an open deoree but a letter addressed to one 

particular official; but one would expect also letters to contain a formula of ‘ authorisation ’. 
The document is dated 740/1339, and is contemporary with Ibn Fa<Jl Allah, so that the absence 
of the formula oannot be explained by an evolution of practioe.

“» vi, 206.
“* Ahdd al-ayy&m. BjSrkman (Bevirdgt, 62 and 116) translates this (though with a question- 

mark) as ‘ on Sundays ’; but that would be ayyhm al-ahad.
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Petitions granted by bim are minuted : “ Let it be written ”, and are then 
taken to the Jcdtib al-sirr130 wbo appoints one of the secretaries to write 
accordingly and file tbe petitions as proof Tbe reason wby most of the 
petitions have not been preserved is precisely that usually the decrees were not 
written on their back, but as separate documents, and the petitions were not 
returned to the petitioners, but filed in the chancery. Prom al-Qalqashandi’s 
passage about the formulae of authorization it emerges that sometimes the 
decrees were issued on the authority of the head of the chancery, without 
reference to the sultan. The formula of authorization for documents issued by 
the order of the sultan, or by the head of the chancery on his behalf, was :
‘ According to the noble decree ’ (hasab al-marsum al-sharif). Ibn Fadl Allah 
and al-Qalqashandi state in their passage on ‘ authorizations ’ that this simple 
formula was used when (a) the order was given by the sultan to the kdtib al-sirr, 
or (b) in clear cases the kdtib al-sirr dealt with the matter himself, without 
reference to the sultan. ‘ The first case181 is when it is received by the kdtib 
al-sirr, either in the form of an order by the sultan issued at the time when the 
petition is read out to him, or when the kdtib al-sirr writes it, granting the 
petition on his own initiative, e.g. when it is a question of a man obtaining his 
right; in this case hasab al-marsum al-sharif is written in one line, nothing 
more.’ In fact this formula appears alone in nos. xvi-xvii (from the reign of 
Salih, dated 752/1352 and 751/1353), and in all the documents from xxi to 
the end.182

i»o For the office of the hatxb al-sirr, i.e. the head of the ohanoery, of. Gaudofroy-Demombynes, 
pp. hnx ff.

131 Al-Qalqashandl oounts as the first case the use of the formula hasab al-marsdm al-sharif 
without any further addition, as the second case the use of it with the addition of min ddr 
al-ladl al-sharif.

191 The handbooks reflect the usage of the eighth/fourteenth century ; it seems that in the 
preceding century the practice fluctuated. No. i of the Sinai series (Qu^uz, 668/1269) has no 
formula of authorization at all. Nos. ii—iii have ishara, no. iv risala formulae, without hasab 
formula. Nos. v and vi (Qala’un, 084/1286 and 687/1288) have ishara and risala formulae 
respectively, preceded by hasab al-amr [sic] al-sharif vii (Khalil, 090/1291) the ishara formula 
preceded by the same formula. Thus the formula hasab al-amr al-sharif seems to have been 
introduced under Qala’un, and was also used with ishara and rx&tila formulae. It looks as if in 
690 or 691 the practice was again reformed, because in no. viii, dated 091/1292, we find the 
ishdra formula without a preceding ftusoi formula ; subsequent documents with ishara or risdla- 
formulae regularly omit the hasab formula. When we next find the hueab formula (now of course 
standing alone, without ishdra or risala), namely in a letter from 699/1300, it reads hasab 
al-marsum (not al-amr) al-sharif (see M. A. Alarodn y Santdn and R. Garcia de Linares, Los 
documented drabes diplomdticos del Archivo de la Corona de Aragdn, Madrid, 1940, no. 146 the 
first Mamluk document of that series). Here we seem to have the usage described 40 years later 
by Ibn Fa^l Allah : the same funotion (the formula standing alone and presumably referring to 
the sultan’s order given to the head of the ohanoery) and the same wording (al-marsdm instead 
of al-amr). From now on the formula appears regularly in the diplomatic letters preserved in 
Barcelona (first half of the fourteenth century), in the Sinai documents (as noted in the text,, 
for the first time in 752/^362), in the documents of the Franciscans in Jerusalem (those published 
belonging to the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries); and also in many inscriptions 
reproducing decrees (see above, p. 237, n. 14—the editors have not always understood the 
function of this formula). Sinai nos. xi (dated 740/1339) and xii (748/1347) pose, however, a 
problem : they have no authorization—I cannot guess why.
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Sometimes the sultan, instead of giving his orders directly to the kdtib dl-sirr, 
sent him his decision through one of the dawaddrs, these officials being a kind 
of ‘ private secretary \133 In such cases the decree was said to have been 
issued ‘ upon the message of the dawddar Above, on pp. 251-2, we quoted 
al-Qalqashandi’s description of the procedure and pointed out that nos. iv, vi, 
and xiii were drawn up in pursuance of a message by the dawddar. The dawddar 
received the order of the sultan and sent it by a messenger to the chancery, where 
a note to this effect was written on the petition (at first by the head of the 
chancery, later by a special clerk), as well as a minute (by the head of the 
chancery) giving orders for the drawing up of a decree. The decree also bore 
an indication of the fact that it was issued according to the message of the 
dawddar.

Ibn Fadl Allah (al-Ta‘nf bi ’l-mus(alah al-shanf, 90) also gives the formula 
of ‘ authorization ’ for decrees drawn up according to the message of the 
amir of the Stable (amir akhur). Al-Qalqashandi does not mention this role of 
the amir akhur which must have become obsolete. There is no example of this 
kind of ‘ message ’ among the Sinai decrees.

2. Handling of petitions by dignitaries
So far we have been dealing with various procedures for petitions submitted 

to the sultan and dealt with by him. They could, however, also be submitted 
to some of the highest dignitaries of the empire, namely the lieutenant-general 
of the realm (the nd’ib al-saltana), the vizier, the commander-general of the 
army (atabak), and the major-domo (ustddh al-ddr).lai There is, however, a 
fundamental question for which the handbooks provide no answer : when did 
a petition come before the sultan and when before one of the officials 1 Some
where in the literature there may exist passages which elucidate this matter ; 
at present, however, I am unable to ofFer a satisfactory explanation. Let us 
now take each of these officials in turn.

(o) By the lieutenant-general
As well as the chapters on petition and formulae of authorization, we have 

another account of the lieutenant-general’s role in dealing with petitions 185; 
this is a passage quoted from Ibn Fadl Allah’s Masdlik al-absdr138 by al- 
Qalqashandi, rv, 17 : 1 When the office of the nd’ib was of this kind [i.e. he

1,1 For the datodddrs see above, p. 261.
1,4 Ayalon, 07-70, provides a brief account of the fluctuating structure of the higher grades 

of the Mamliik official hierarchy and the ohanges in the relative importance of this or the other 
offloe in different periods. The inclusion of the nd’ib at-acdtana, the vizier, and the atabak in the 
list of those officials who could receive petitions is self-evident; from Ayalon’s pages it can be 
seen that in the early Mamluk period the major-domo ranked in importance with them.

1,6 For the offioe of al-nd’ib ai-kdfU or nd’ib alsaifana al-sharifa see OIA, pp. 211 ff. ; 
Gaudefroy-Demombynes, pp. Iv-lvi ; Ayalon, 67-8.

1,4 The fundamental description of the Mamluk institutions of Ibn Fadl Allah’s enoyolopedia 
has not been printed, but it has been extensively used by later Arab writers, and passages have 
been quoted from MS by modem authors.
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was a lieutenant-general with full powers137] the sultan did not personally 
busy himself with reading petitions and listening to complaints: it was the 
na’ib who gave orders as he thought fit to draw up documents, etc., about such 
cases. Yet it was not in the nd’ib’s name that correspondence from the court of 
the sultan was issued : it was written on his instruction, and there was a note 
to this effect in the letter, which was afterwards signed by the noble ‘alarm \138 
This passage has the air of providing an answer, as far as the lieutenant-general is 
concerned, to the question of competence which we have raised : when there 
was a lieutenant-general, it was he, and not the sultan, who received petitions. 
Yet 1 cannot believe that the passage should be thus interpreted. As far as I can 
see there was regularly a lieutenant-general from the early Mam Ink period 
until 735/1334-6, when the office was temporarily abolished by Muhammad b. 
Qala’im, so that if we take Ibn Fafil Allah’s statement literally, the sultan 
never took cognizance of petitions—which is manifestly not true. Thus I think 
that Ibn Fajl Allah merely wishes to say that the sultan did not always 
bother to deal with petitions himself, but often left that business entirely to 
the na’ib al-saUana. If so, we are still left in uncertainty about the following 
points. When the sultan accepted petitions personally, either in his daily busi
ness, or -at the audiences at the Palace of Justice, did the lieutenant-general 
also do so ? If he did so, as probably he did, which petitions went to the sultan 
and which to the lieutenant-general %

We may draw attention to Ibn Fafil Allah’s statement that even when the 
decision about a petition was taken by the lieutenant-general and the corre
sponding note was entered on the document, the document was ultimately 
signed by the sultan. This statement has a general force and applies to docu
ments issued ‘ on the instruction ’ of the various officials competent to decide 
cases : these documents were signed by the sultan.138

The passage quoted by al-Qalqashandi140 from Ibn Fadl Allah gives some

137 There was another kind, of lieutenant-general: when the sultan and the na’ib al-saUana 
left Egypt for campaigning abroad, a ‘ lieutenant of the absence ’ was appointed, who had, 
however, no foil powers.

133 I have rendered this sentence somewhat freely; it reads in the original: wa-ld 
yaslabidd bi-md yuhlab mina 'l-abwdbi ’Isulfdniyya bi-nafsih. .. wa-tashmcduhu 'l-'aldma 
al-sharifa ba'da dhdlih. The term ‘aldma had in older Islamio usage the meaning of 1 motto 
used for signature ’ (of. Fdfimid decrees, 123 £F.). This specifio meaning is also found in the 
Mamlnk period, in whioh the sultans used mottoes in signing manshurs, i.e. letters granting the 
most important fiefs (of. ibid., p. 169). Cf. for instance Ibn Ea^l Allah, al-Ta'rif, 83 : ‘ For 
manshurs one uses the noble ‘aldma’. The word 'aldma can, however, also be used as a generio 
term for ‘ signature ’, inoluding the other, more usual, kind of signature : the sultan's name (of. 
Fdfimid decrees, 167-8). Here 'aldma is evidently used in this wider sense.

133 We have interesting descriptions of how at first documents were brought to the sultan 
for signature at irregular intervals during the whole of the day, and how this gave way to the 
more orderly method of collecting all the documents in a bundle and submitting them together ; 
see Quatromfere, i, 1, pp. 219-20 (n. 98). We have seen that petition no. 3 was addressed to a 
dignitary and the decree on its baok was issued by the dignitary. This procedure is (as stated 
above, p. 268) somewhat enigmatic in itself, but does not infringe the rule that decrees issued in 
response to petitions addressed to the sultan were signed by him, though they were issued at the 
instruction of a dignitary. 140 iv, 17.

vol. nn. past 2. 19
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details about the na’ib’s receptions for petitioners : on the days of ceremonial 
processions the lieutenant-general (al-nd’ib alrkdfil) held audiences in his palace 
in the Citadel, in which, among other business, petitions were read out to him.

We return now to the passage in al-Qalqashandi in which he discusses the 
various procedures of dealing with petitions and see what he has to say about 
those submitted to the al-nd’ib al-kdfil (vi, 208): ‘ Petitions which are submitted 
to the al-nd’ib al-kdfil, if there is such a nd’ib. It was the custom for the nd’ib 
to have a secretary of the dost sitting before him to read out the petitions, and to 
execute his recorded instructions. When a petition is submitted to al-nd’ib 
al-kdfil, the secretary of the dost reads it out to him and obeys his appropriate 
order, correcting the petition as need arises, cancelling whatever should be 
cancelled, and making such interlinear additions as may be necessary. The 
petition is then handed to al-nd’ib al-kdfil, who writes in its margin, in the 
middle, from bottom to top in the shortened fumar script: ' ‘ Let it be written ’ ’. 
It is then carried to the kdtib al-sirr, who then appoints one of the secretaries 
of the chancery to write it out ’.

This was the procedure followed in the case of the petitions which resulted 
in the issue of nos. ix, x, xviii, xix, xx. This can be seen in the ‘ authorisation ’ 
notes of these decrees, which read as follows. No. ix, dated 26 Dhu ’I-Qa‘da 
708/7 May 1309 and signed by the sultan Baybars II: ‘ At the exalted instruc
tion of the Amir Sayf al-Din, Lieutenant-General of the Noble Sultanate, may 
God—be He exalted—grant him glory! ’ (bi ’l-ishara al-‘dliya al-amiriyya 
al-sayfiyya nd’ib al-salfana al-sharifa a'azzahu ’Uah ta‘ala).11A We know very 
well the nd’ib al-satiana who gave the direction for this decree: it was the 
famous viceroy Sayf al-Din Sallar, who filled this office under different sultans 
for 11 years. He was nd’ib al-saliana during the whole of the reign of Baybars 
al-Jashnigir, and was deposed on 2 Shawwal 709/5 March 1310 on the return 
of the sultan Muhammad b. Qala’un from his exile.148 No. x has exactly the 
same note, but the person to whom it refers is quite different—though he had 
the same title as Sayf al-Din Sallar, his predecessor in office. On 23 Shawwal

141 la the case of petitions handled hy dignitaries the decrees were marked with the ishdra 
formula : ‘ at the instruction of. . . ’. This formula, like the one about the ‘ message ’ (used 
when petitions were handled hy the sultan and his order transmitted by a ‘ message ’), ultimately 
derives hum Seljuq ohancery practice. I oannot go into details here, but confine myBelf to 
quoting the same example whioh I also used for the illustration of the praotioe of the ‘ message ’ 
in my artiole ‘ Petitions from the Ayyubid period 16-16 : according to al-NasawI, the end of 
Seljuq and Khw&rizmshahi documents bore three indications : that they had been written 
(1) ‘ according to the exalted order ’—he. the order of the sultan ; (2) the ‘ exalted instruction ’ 
of the vizier; and (3) the message of So-and-so. These elements appear also in the Mamluk 
doouments, though their funotion is modified. The indication concerning the sultan’s order 
(1) is the origin of the formulae ‘ aooording to the noble deoree ’ etc., while the formula of 
‘ instruction ’, applied in the model to the vizier and figuring together with (1), is distributed 
among various officials in Mamluk practice and is entered in cases where the sultan’s order is 
not mentioned. No. 3, the ‘ message ’, has been discussed in detail above (p. 261).

111 See for him 01 A, no. 106 ; 6. Wiet, Les biographies dti Manhal soft (Memoires presentees 
a rinstitut d’lSgypte, xrx), Cairo, 1932, no. 1,062; L. A. Mayer, Saracenic heraldry, 196-7. 
These authors give the references to the Arabio texts; add al-MaqrizI, al-Suluk, n, index, 
s.v. Sallar.
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709/26 March 1310 Sayf al-Din Baktamur al-Juqandar was appointed nd’ib 
cd-sdUana in succession to Sallar,143 and it was he who gave the direction to 
issue our decree, which is dated 13 Rabi‘ II 710/9 September 1310, and is 
signed by the sultan Muhammad b. Qala’un.

More such notes are forthcoming from the reigns of later sultans, this time 
not only from the Sinai archives, but also from those of the Franciscans in 
Jerusalem. No. xviii from Sinai, dated 20 Dhu ’1-Qa‘da 776/3 May 1374 and 
bearing the signature of Sha‘ban, has the note : bi ’l-ishdra al-‘dliya al-amvriyya 
alrlcarima al-kdfiliyya al-sayfiyya kdfil cd-mamdlik al-sharifa a‘ldha ’Hah ta'ald 
‘ At the exalted instruction of the Gracious Amir, the Protector, Sayf al-Din, 
Protector of the Noble Kingdoms, may God—be He exalted—exalt him ! . 
The reference is to Sayf al-Din Aqtamur, who was lieutenant-general at that 
date, though a few days afterwards he was dismissed from his office.114 He was 
replaced by Sayf al-Din Manjaq (by a coincidence we have all these Sayf 
al-Dins 1)—a fairly well-known personality.145 It is he who appears in a 
Franciscan document of the following year (Risoiam, no. i) dated 2 Rajab 776/ 
1 December 1374, which bears exactly the same note as Sinai no. xviii, omitting, 
however, the adjective al-kanma. Similarly, from the reign of Barquq we have 
two documents from Sinai and two from the Franoiscan archives bearing 
almost identical notes. Sinai no. xix and both Franciscan documents (Risciani, 
nos. ii-iii) are of the year 790/1388—9. All three have exactly the same formula . 
bi ’l-ishdra al-karvma al-aliya al-armriyya al-Jcdfiliyya al-sayfiyya kdfil al- 
mamdlik al-shanfa al-isldmiyya al-mahrusa a‘laha ’Udh ta‘dla. This corresponds 
closely to the formula employed under the reign of Sha'ban. In the year 790 
the lieutenant-general, who gave the instructions to issue these decrees, was 
Sayf al-Din Sudun al-Shaykhuni.14" The same is true of 797/1394-5, the date 
of Sinai document no. xx, which again shows only insignificant differences as 
against the preceding (the following words are omitted : al-kanma, al-mahrusa).

The relevant paragraphs in Ibn Fafil Allah’s and al-Qalqashandl s descrip
tions of authorizations tally well with the evidence of the documents. Ibn Fafil 
Allah writes (p. 90): ‘ When the document is based on an order of the nd’ib 
al-sallpna al-shanfa one writes : “At the exalted instruction of the Protector 
the Amir147 So-and-so, may God exalt it! ” ’. There follows a similar sentence 
about the instruction of the major-domo. Al-Qalqashandi (p. 264) is more 
systematic and also shows small changes : ‘ There are three cases in which the 
authorization consists of the word “ instruction ” (ishdra). The first case is 
when the instruction is that of the al-na’ib al-kdfil; it is then written : “At 
the exalted instruction of the Great Amir, the Protector, the Protector of the

1U See the works quoted in the previous note, namely CIA, no. 47 ; Wiet, no. 673 ; 
al-Maqrlzi, cd-SuHJc, n, 77.

1*4 Wiet (as in the preceding notes), no. 492 ; 8alih b. Yahyil, ‘ History of Beirut , 
ed. Cheikho, 62.

145 See for him above, p. 262, n. 109.
14» CIA, no. 36, pp. 60, 222 ; Wiet, no. 1,117.
117 The word td-atmriyya is missing in the edition, but is extant in the Oxford MS of the book.
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Islamic Kingdoms, may God exalt it 1”, in two lines, the words “ the Protector 
So-and-so ” coming at the end of the first line The other two cases are those 
of the vizier and the major-domo.

A comparison shows that the simple formula given by Ibn Fadl Allah has 
been expanded by the time of al-Qalqashandl. The earlier documents (Sinai 
ix and x) show formulae which are not identical with that of Ibn Fadl Allah, 
but similar to it, just as the formulae in the later documents (Sinai xviii, xix, 
and xx; Franciscan documents i-iii) are similar, though not identical, with 
that of al-Qalqashandl. The formulae in the documents also show small 
discrepancies. Here we can observe very well that there was no uniformity in 
the minutiae of chancery practice.
(b) By the atabak

The petition of Salama al-Shawbaki, from the beginning of the reign of 
Baybars, was dealt with, as we have seen, by the atabak, Faris al-Dln Aqfay. 
The same atabak also sat to deal out justice in the dar al-adl when it was first 
instituted.148

Al-Qalqashandl describes the procedure followed when the petition was 
submitted to the atabak (vi, 208): ‘ Petitions submitted to the atabak—when 
there is in the empire an atabak of the army, i.e. a Great Amir.149 This mostly 
happens when the sultan is a minor, or in similar cases. It is the custom that 
the atabak also has a secretary (ohosen from among the secretaries of the 
dost),160 and when a petition is submitted to the atabak which concerns a clear- 
cut case—e.g. obtaining one’s due, etc.—the secretary of the dost writes on the 
margin the appropriate decision without reading out the petition to the atabak. 
If it is otherwise—e.g. if the case ooncems a dispute between two parties, etc.— 
he reads out the petition to the atabak and follows his instructions, writing his 
orders on the petition. In both cases the present practice is to take the most 
characteristic letter of the atabak’s name and to put it at the end of the note 
or underneath it; thus for Barqiiq (before his sultanate) one used to write Q, 
for Itmish Sh, for Nawruz N, and so on’.

Ibn Fadl Allah in his section on authorizations (pp. 90-1) does not give 
the formula for the atabak. This may be due to a mere oversight—if there is 
another reason, I cannot say what it is. Al-Qalqashand! also omits the atabak 
from his list of dignitaries who give ‘ instructions ’ (vi, 264)—presumably 
because he was following Ibn Fadl Allah’s text. From our petition we see that, 
as in the case of the lieutenant-general, the formula was compounded with ‘ at 
the instruction of ’ (bi-ishdrat): ‘ at the gracious instruction of the atabak 
Aq(»y ’. Some decrees preserved on stone also state that they were issued 
‘ at the instruction ’ of the atabak161: their originals evidently bore the 
ishdra formula.

14“ See the commentary on petition no. 1.
144 For the title aX-amir al-kabir of. 01 A, p. 275, find Gaudefroy-Demombynes, p. Ivii, n. 1.
150 For the secretaries of the dost of. above, p. 265, n. 121.
161 Above, p. 247, n. 60.
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(c) By the vizier
In the earlier Mamluk period the vizier also received petitions,15® though 

we must again leave unexplained when and for which kind of petitions he was 
competent. Under Muhammad b. Qala’un the office was abolished for some 
time, and when it was restored, the functions of the vizier were restricted and 
he was deprived of the office of deciding about petitions : al-tawqi‘ ‘ala ’l-qisas 
(al-Qalqashandi, iv, 29).153 In the section on the submission of petitions 
al-Qalqashandi does not name the vizier, but in that on authorizations he does 
quote the formula used for the ‘ instruction ’ of the vizier. (Ibn Fadl Allah 
does not include among the formulae of authorization one for the vizier.154) 
Al-Qalqashandi continues the passage quoted above on the ‘ instruction ’ of 
the al-nd’ib al-kdjU with the following words : ‘ The second case is where the 
instruction is that of the vizier ; it is then written : “At the exalted instruction 
of the vizier So-and-so, the Administrator of the Noble Kingdoms, may God 
exalt it ”, in two lines, the words “ the vizier So-and-so ” coming at the end 
of the first line \155 No. viii (dated 691/1292, i.e. well before the reformation 
of the office of the vizier) bears such an authorization: ‘ At the exalted 
instruction of the Companion, the vizier Shams al-Dln, may God ennoble it ’. 
The vizier in question is, as has been pointed out by Ernst, Shams al-Din b. 
al-SaTus.155 I may recall the case of Hanjak, who combined the offices of 
vizier and controller of the household, and who issued his instruction in both 
his capacities (see above, p. 262).

(d) By the major-domo
Nor does al-Qalqashandi mention in the chapter on petitions that a petition 

can be submitted to the ‘ controller of the household ’ or ‘ major-domo ’ 
(ustadh al-ddr, or in later usage ustaddr, etc.).157 In the paragraph on authoriza
tions, however, both in Ibn Fa<Jl Allah and al-Qalqashandi, there is provision 
for decrees issued by the major-domo, implying petitions submitted to him. 
Ibn Fadl Allah writes (p. 90): ‘On documents issued on the authority of the 
controller of the exalted household one writes : “At the exalted instruction

1H See for the vizier CIA, p. 403 ; Gaudefiroy-Demombynes, pp. Ixvi ff. ; Ayalon, 61 ; 
cf. also Ibn al-Daw&dari, Kanz al-durar, ix, 64-5.

163 There was no vizier between 713—23 and 728 and the sultan’s death in 741 ; of. Ibn al- 
Dawadari, n, 265 (1. 18), 312 (11. 7-0), 344 (1. 13).

114 The omission is probably due to the lapse of the vizierate at that period. The Tathqif 
(above, p. 254) mentions decrees issued on the instruction of the vizier : ‘ Among these decrees 
[written on the back of petitions] there are those written on the instruction of the vizier, in which 
case the authorization is put in the margin, as mentioned above \ (For the placing of the 
authorization in the margin of. above, p. 244, n. 44.)

i®6 I am not sure whether all this implies that the vizier could again hear petitions, or that 
he only gave instructions in oases where no petitions were involved.

148 See for him al-SJafadl, cU-Wdfi hi *Z-toafaydt, no. 1,555; Ibn TaghrfbirdI, aX-Maiihal 
al-pdfi, in Wiet (as in p. 270, n. 142), no. 2,241; idem, al-Nujdm aL-zdhira, vn, 334, viu, 53—4. 
For the title ‘ Companion * given to viziers if they were civilians see CIA, p. 403.

147 See for the ustadh al-ddr or ustaddr Quatremfere, i, 1, pp. 25-7 ; CIA, pp. 159, 387-8; 
Gaudefroy-Demombynes, pp. lx-bti ; Ayalon, 61-2.
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of the Amir So-and-so {Controller of the Exalted Household),158 may God 
exalt it ” Al-Qalqashandi is as usual a little more explicit and continues the 
passage repeatedly referred to as follows: ‘ The third case is when the 
instruction is that of the controller of the household: it is then written: 
“ At the exalted instruction of the Great AmTr So-and-so, the Controller of the 
Exalted Household, may God exalt it ”, in two lines, the words “ Great AmTr 
So-and-so ” coming at the end of the first line. We have mentioned above in 
speaking of titles that it is the practice of the secretaries to corrupt the word 
into ustadddr and ustdddr. Their practice, though erroneous, must be followed, 
since it is part of the accepted usage ’.

There are some difficult questions to be asked in connexion with the role 
of the ustadh al-ddr. Quite apart from the problem, already raised, about the 
distribution among the various officials of the competence to accept petitions, 
and the relation between their role and that of the sultan, we may ask why the 
ustadh al-ddr should be competent at all. The answer is that although his ex 
officio role was the administration of the sultan’s household, his actual impor
tance was often greater so that he counts among the highest officials of the state 
(see above, p. 268, n. 134). We have seen in the commentary on Hasan b. 
Muhammad’s decree (above, p. 262) that under that sultan Manjak, one of the 
most powerful amirs, combined the titles of vizier and controller.

Secondly, the actual notes marking some decrees as issued at the instruction 
of the controller of the household pose a problem. Such notes occur in nos. v, 
vii, and xv of the Sinai documents. No. v, dated 684/1286, from the reign of 
Qala’un, has the note: bi-ishdrat al-majlis (d-sdml al-arnin al-isfahsaldri 
al-Husdmi ustadh al-ddr al-dliya a‘ldha ’Udh ta‘dld ‘ At the instruction of his 
high excellency the amir and general Husam al-Din Controller of the Exalted 
Household, may God exalt it ’. The official in question is Husam al-Din 
al-£ahiri.159 He still held the office six years later under Khalil, when no. vii 
was issued (in 690/1291), with the note: bi-ishdrat al-majlis al-ali ol-amiri 
al-dhukhn al-Husdmi ustadh al-ddr alr‘dliya a‘azzahu ’Udh ta‘ald ‘ At the 
instruction of his exalted excellence the amir, treasure [of the realm], Husam 
al-Din, Controller of the Exalted Household, may God give him glory ’. So far 
so good ; however, immediately before the note about the controller’s instruc
tion both documents have the entry : hasab al-amr al-shanf ‘ according to the 
noble order ’. As we have seen, in later times this note (only with al-marsum 
instead of al-amr) was put on documents drawn up according to the personal 
order of the sultan, and could not therefore be used simultaneously with a note 
about the ‘ instruction ’ of an official. We have noted, however, that this 
standardized use of the formula hasab al-marsum, al-shanf does not seem to 
have obtained in the early Mamlfik period, and its exact history is obscure. 
On the other hand no. viii, written only one year after no. vii at the instruction 
of the vizier, has, as we have seen, the ishdra formula, but not hasab al-amr

188 These words must obviously be supplied in the text.
188 Incidentally mentioned by Ibn Taghribirdi, vm, 07, 1. 8.
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al-sharif. Have we then to conclude that the appearance of the latter formula 
in documents issued on the instruction of the usladh al-ddr has particular 
significance in so far as this official was less independent in his competence to 
decide upon petitions than higher officials such as the vizier, the atabak, and 
the nd’ib aL-sdl^ana ? Since the hulk of our documentation (whether original 
documents or handbooks) comes from later generations, we do not have at the 
moment sufficient evidence to make definite statements, though it is possible 
that in the future further evidence may turn up. Whereas those documents in 
the Franciscan archives in Jerusalem which belong to the end of the fourteenth 
and the first half of the fifteenth century have been published by Risciam, 
there are in that collection eight (or nine) decrees by earlier sultans, amongst 
them several by Baybars and Qala’un, which are still unpublished. There can 
be no doubt that they will shed some further light on the diplomatic of the 
early Mamluk period, and they may also prove helpful in connexion with the 
problem which we have discussed.

It is fitting to end this article with an allusion to evidence which future 
study is liable to produce. The preceding notes are by no means based on an 
exhaustive study of the sources. The aim here was to elucidate the Mamluk 
petitions preserved in the Sinai monastery, and for this recourse was had, 
apart from the published original documents, to the handbooks of Mamluk 
chancery practice. It would be surprising if the immense historical literature 
of the Mamluk period did not contain information about the procedure of 
submitting petitions and dealing with them, and with the help of such informa
tion the preceding account could perhaps be completed and may also prove to 
be in need of some retouching. The future will show how far this expectation 
may be fulfilled, and how far the many uncertainties still remaining will find 
their solution. Because of these uncertainties I could not give a crystal-clear 
exposition of ascertained facts in the preceding pages, but had to follow 
laboriously the evidence presented by texts whioh were often not as clear or as 
sufficient as one would have wished. I am afraid this does not make for easy 
reading, but the only way to simplify the exposition would have been to gloss 
over difficulties and uncertainties, and this seemed too high a price to pay.

Appendix

The three petitions in the Sinai archives are, as far as I know, the only 
extant petitions addressed to Mamluk sultans. One of the pages in Muhammad 
b. Hasan al-Tibl’s treatise on the various styles of calligraphy, presented by him 
to the sultan Qan§uh al-Ghawri in 908/1503, is in the form of a petition by the 
author to the sultan, in a style invented by the author and called by him 
ta‘Uq script.180 It follows the usual arrangement of the petitions. The tarjama 
is placed in the position usual in the Mamluk period and reads : ‘ The slave 
Muhammad b. IJasan al-Tibi, teacher of the Mamluks in the great Bafraf

Jdmi‘ mahasin kitabai (d-kuttdb, ed. in facsimile by fjalah al-Dm al-Munajjid, Beirut, 
1962, fol. 42.
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barracks The beginning of the text follows directly upon the tarjama :
‘ kisses the earth and reports ’—that (a) the various madrasas of Cairo have 
posts for the teaching of calligraphy, (b) the madrasa endowed by the sultan 
is equal in worth, if not superior, to the other madrasas—and the transition to 
the petition proper : ‘ his request from the noble bounties is ’—that he be 
appointed in that madrasa to teach calligraphy, with his son to succeed him. 
The final phrase: ‘ He has reported this, if God wills ’161 is also the one 
customary in petitions.18*

The form of the petition used in the Mamluk period survives in Egypt into 
the Ottoman period. We have a petition submitted by the consul of Ragusa 
to the governor of Egypt soon after the Ottoman conquest, which follows on 
the whole the Mamluk style, though its tarjama is placed not at the beginning, 
but on the margin some way down (see above, p. 241, m 26). A petition 
addressed to the governor in 1048/1638, the copy of which is inserted in the 
register of the qadl of al-Tur (in the Sinai peninsula) shows that the Mamluk 
style was followed as late as that.183

161 Bead, at the beginning of the last line anh& dhdlik. In the line before I propose 
j, jL jiy jy hyjl .Jjj jo j ^ (The reproduction is not good
enough for an assured decipherment.)

1,1 See above, p. 241.
ie> Na“um Shuqayr, Ta'rikh Sina, Cairo, 1916, 143-4. The tarjama: ‘ The slave (banda, 

a substitute for the earlier al-mamlQk}, the dhimmi Firunas the Christian from al-Tur is plaoed 
at the end in the copy, but in the original it must have formed the beginning, since the first 
sentenoe of the text (the usual ‘ kisses the earth and reports ’) presupposes it as its subjeot.



SYRIAN URBAN POLITICS IN THE TANZIMAT PERIOD 
BETWEEN 1840 AND 1861

By Moshe Maoz 

Introduction

One of the major political and social results of the Ottoman Tanzimat in 
Syria and Palestine during the nineteenth century was the transformation which 
it wrought upon the form of rule in the towns. The era of Turkish reform not 
only gave a new shape and a different content to the struggle for authority 
in the Syrian city between the Ottoman government and the local forces ; it 
also contributed largely to the crystallization and consolidation of the urban 
leadership of ‘ultima’ and a‘ydn, by the establishment of local councils (Majlis) 
in the towns, which formed the main basis of future municipal life and autonomy 
in the area. The internal strife in the Syrian town, although acquiring a different 
character during the Tanzimat period, had its roots in the pre-reform era, when 
a fierce contest for power took place in many cities between various forces, of 
which the Turkish Pasha was only one. In the eighteenth century feuds 
occurred in the big cities, either between the rival Janissary units, or between 
them and the Ashrdf militia, the descendants of the Prophet. The Pashas with 
their own forces also took part in this struggle, usually siding with one faction 
and seeking to establish their control.1 Involved also in this struggle were the 
local ‘ultima’, in whose hands was the administration of justice, and the a‘yan, 
who controlled the civil administration in the towns.2

This contest continued into the first three decades of the nineteenth century, 
especially in Aleppo and Damascus, hut also in other, smaller towns, with an 
increasing tendency towards co-operation among local forces against the Turkish 
authorities. In Aleppo the retil power lay with the Janissary and the Ashrdf 
factions, which fought each other for authority. Prom time to time the 
Ottoman walt, allying himself with one of the parties, was able to rule the city 
for a short period. However, before long the rival groups managed to unite and 
to nullify his authority, and even to expel him from the city.3 In 1813, for 
instance, a certain Jalal al-Din Pasha was able to restore the Porte’s control in 
Aleppo, hut in 1814 the Aleppines revolted against his successor, Muhammad

1 For a brief outline of this struggle, see H. A. R. Gibb and Harold Bowen, Islamic society and 
the West, i, Pt. 1, London, 1960, 218-21 ; a detailed study in Shimon Shamir, The ‘Ajm wSlis of 
Syria, 1724-1785 (unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Prinoeton, 1960), 220 ff.

* On the role of a‘ydn in the Syrian oity see, Gibb and Bowen, op. oit., I, Pt. 1, 198-9, 250-7. 
See also, Ibrahim al-‘Awra, Td’rith wU&yat Svlaymdn Bashd al-‘Adil, Sidon, 1936, 130-1, 280-1 ; 
Yusuf al-Dibs, Ta’rikh Suriyya, 8 vols., Beirut, 1893-1906, vm, 629.

* Examples in J. L. Burckhardt, Travels in Syria and the Holy Land, London, 1822, 649-66. 
The author indicates that the Turkish Pashas usually ‘ occupied the Serai more like state 
prisoners than governors ’; see p. 063. For a study on the struggle for power in Aleppo during 
the end of the eighteenth century and the beginning of the nineteenth oentury, see H. L. Bodman, 
Political factions in Aleppo, 1760-1826, University of North Carolina Press, 1903, ch. v.
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Pasha, and deprived him of his power.4 After five years of tension, a popular 
rebellion, inspired by the local notables, broke out in 1819, in protest against 
heavy taxation. At first the Turkish garrison was heavily defeated, but when 
reinforcements arrived the uprising was bloodily suppressed.' A similar revolt, 
based on the same motives and probably conducted by the Janissaries, occurred 
in Damascus in 1831. As a result of this revolt, the waM was killed, the army 
expelled, and government buildings were burnt down.6 This state of affairs 
prevailed in a number of other towns throughout Syria and Palestine. In 
Tripoli, for example, a constant struggle existed between the Janissaries and the 
Ashrdf, with frequent expulsions of the governors.7 Jerusalem rose against her 
Turkish authorities and expelled them in 1808-9 and again in 1825.8 Other 
events of this kind occurred in Idlip in the north, and in Gaza on the Egyptian 
border.9

A decisive shift in the balance of power within the Syrian towns in favour 
of the government occurred under the Egyptian occupation of Palestine and 
Syria, which lasted from 1831 to 1840. With the help of a huge army the 
vigorous Egyptian Pasha, Ibrahim, was able to destroy the power of each of the 
forces mentioned above and to establish his own delegate as the sole authority 
in each town. Conscription and disarmament drained the source of local military 
strength,10 while strict government control undermined the position of the town 
notables. The secularization of the judicial administration, like other anti
clerical measures, severely damaged the prestige of the ‘ulama’ and served to 
deprive them of their political influence.11 Finally, many town leaders—a‘ydn 
and ‘ulama’—were imprisoned or executed by Ibrahim Pasha for the part 
they had taken in leading the popular revolts against his regime which broke 
out during the 1830’s.1*

When the Ottomans resumed their government in Syria in 1840-1, the 
balance of power within the towns shifted again. Theoretically, according to 
the Tanzimat concepts, the Turkish authorities now possessed aims similar to

* E. B. B. Barker, Syria and Egypt under the. last five Sultans of Turkey, 2 vole., London, 1870, 
I, 78-80, 138-9.

5 ibid., t, 302 ; Anon., Rambles in the desert of Syria, London, 1864, 64; Yusuf Qara’li (ed.), 
Ahamm bawadith Tfalab, [Egypt, n.d.], 37-43, 46-68.

• Qua tan [In al-Basha (ed.), Mudhakkirai ta’rikhiyya, [Lebanon, n.d.], 3 ff., 33-4; .Tamil 
al-Sbattl, Rated al-bashar fi a'ydn Dimashq ft abgam al-thdlith ‘ashar, Damascus, 1946, 119-20.

7 Burokhardt, op. oit., 109-70 ; A. Y. Kayat, A voice from Lebanon, London, 1847, 09.
* al-‘Awra, op. oit., 88; 8. N. Spyridon (ed.), Annals of Palestine, 1821-1841, Jerusalem, 

1938, 32-8. With regard to other places in Palestine see Ihsiin al-Nimr, Ta’rikh Jabal Nablus 
wa ’l-balqd', Damascus, 1938, 21.

• Burokhardt, op. oit., 124-6, 132, 138 ; ‘Arif al-'Arif, Ta'rilch Ohaxza, Jerusalem, 1943, 186.
10 al-‘Arif, op. oit.,214 ; MnljammadSalimal-Jundl, Ta'rilchMa‘arrataiNu‘mdn, Damascus, 

1923, 197; Asad Rustum, al-Mahfu^Ht al-malakiyya al-Misriyya, 4 vols., Beirut, 1840-2, rt, 347, 
no. 3433 ; Anon., Rambles, 46.

11 See, for example, Rustum, op. oit., I, 187-8, no. 496 ; n, 68, no. 1400 ; n, 303, no. 3234 ; 
al-Shattl, op. oit., 12 ; Spyridon, op. oit., 67.

11 al-Basha, op. oit., 30, 118, 127; al-Dibs, op. oit., vm, 060; As‘ad Mansur, Ta’rikh al- 
Ndfira, [Egypt], 1924, 72 ; Rustum, op. oit., n, 489, no. 3868 ; Spyridon, op. oit., 93, 97.
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those of the Egyptians with regard to the setting up of centralized direct rule 
in the Syrian provinces.13 In praotice, however, they acted contrardy, weakening 
their governors’ authority and promoting local self-rule in the towns. Not only 
did they refrain from carrying on the subjection of the old leadership on the 
same lines as the former regime ; they also helped to restore a measure of power 
to the local elements. The traditional oligarchy of ‘ulama’ and a‘ydn was again 
given a big share in local administration ; upon their members were conferred 
high administrative ranks as well as imperial medals.14

The administration of justice and the management of the religious institu
tions (whose high prestige was revived) were again placed exclusively in the 
hands of the Ashraf ,15 Although the Muslim sharVa court was, as under the 
Egyptians, deprived of most of its functions, its senior officials were not greatly 
affected ; they were usually appointed to administer the new secular judicial 
system. The chief ‘idamd’ in each town and city were, furthermore, nominated 
ex officio to the local councils, which had both administrative and judicial 
powers. The opinion of the senior religious and learned men was again sought 
and highly valued by the Turkish local authorities.19 The influence and prestige 
of these sages spread again beyond their cities to other towns, including 
Istanbul; prominent ‘vlamd’ from the Syrian cities would occasionally 
correspond with, or go to, the capital—sometimes on special invitation from the 
Sultan and at his expense.17

At the same time the other local leading element, the a‘ydn, was further 
improving its position under the new regime by taking a direct share in govern
ment administration. Some of the chief notables of the town were normally

13 See Moshe Mao*, The Tanzimat »» Syria and Palestine, 1840-1861 (unpublished D.Phil. 
thesis, Oxford, 1906), Pt. n, oh. i.

14 The following abbreviations are used in this and in subsequent notes for references to 
Ottoman documents:

BA Istanbul, Baijvokalet Arjivi
Cev. D Cevdet, Dahilrye
Cev. Z Cevdet, Zaptiye
It. D Iradeler, Dahiliye
It. H Iradeler, Harlciye
It. Mm. Iradeler, Meclis-i mahsus
It. Mv. Iradeler, Meclis-i valS.

BA, It. D, no. 2603, 26 Jumfidfi I 1267 ; do., no. 6129, 11 Rabl‘ II 1262; do., no. 26797, 
28 Rabf I 1274; BA, Ir. Mv., no. 6498, 20 Jumadfi I 1267 ; do., no. 10926, 26 $afar 1269 ; 
BA, It. H, no. 1884, 11 Rabf II 1263; BA, Cev. D, no. 2094, 2 Dhu al-ffijja 1266; Taqvim-i 
Vaqa’i‘ (the Ottoman offioial gazette), no. 238, 3 Mubarram 1268 ; do., no. 242, 6 Jumida 11268.

15 BA, It. D, no. 4697, 9 Bama44n 1260; BA, Cev. D, no. 3361, 22 Rabi* II 1260; ‘Abd 
al-Razzaq al-Baytar, llilyut al-bashar fi ta'rikh dl-qam al~thdlith ‘ashar, 3 vole., Damascus, 
1961-3, n, 9 ; ‘Ahdnl1fi.il IJablb Nawfal, KitSb tardjim ‘tdamd’ Tarahiue al-fayha’ wa-’vdabd'iha, 
Tripoli, 1929, 81, 122, 164-6, 268 ; al-Shatth 37, 48, 67, 101-2, 136.

13 BA, Ir. D, no. 13193, 29 Dhu al-5ijja 1286 ; London, Publio Record Office, PO 196/361, 
Moore to Canning, No. 10, Beirut, 26 May 1861 ; I'O 78/1029, Dufferin to Russell, No. 26, 
Damascus, 19 April 1861; al-Bayffir, op. oit., I, 349-60 ; n, 748-9 ; al-Shatth op. oit., 362.

” BA, Ir. D, no. 11668,6 Dhu al-Qa‘da 1206 ; al-Baytar, op. oit.,1,464-9 ; n,841; al-Shattb 
op. oit., 209-10, 219, 234, 230 ; F. Taoutel (ed.), Wathd'iq ta’riihiyya ‘an Halab, 3 vols., Aleppo, 
1968-02, m, 47.
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members of the Majlis, while others held important posts in all branches of 
administration; for example, the governorships of provincial towns or sub- 
governorships of big cities.18 Though the power of the city leaders was thus 
increased, the Tanzimat government in Istanbul appointed to the Syrian towns 
governors whose powers were weaker than before ; their authority was greatly 
checked by other senior officials in the province as well as by various restrictions 
from the capital.19

The Turkish Pasha, moreover, was not now in a position to gain the support 
of one local body against the other, as he had been in the past; most of the 
duties he had to perform under the Tanzimat edicts were at variance with the 
interests and feelings of each of the urban groups and provided them with 
common ground on which to oppose him.

On the other hand, the encounters between the Ottoman authorities and 
the local forces in the town were no longer warlike and violent as in the past; 
apart from some instances, notably Aleppo in 1850, they did not again lead to 
popular rebellions against the Turkish governor or armed hostilities among the 
urban para-military organizations. While the latter were in decline since the 
Egyptian occupation, Ottoman military supremacy in the Syrian towns became 
generally recognized and unchallenged.20 The struggle for power in the city 
thus now did not take a military form; it was conducted instead on more 
modem and sophisticated lines and was concentrated mainly in the local coun
cil—the Majlis, which was the major institution created by the Tanzimat in the 
Syrian town.

I. The Majlis
The system of local councils set up by Reshid Pasha on a French model, in 

the early 1840’s, was an important innovation in the Ottoman Empire—al
though the principle of consultative meetings was uncommon neither in the 
Empire nor generally in Islam; so far as Syria and Palestine were concerned 
the Majlis system was hardly new at all. A similar system had prevailed in 
these provinces during the Egyptian regime, and a form of local council had 
existed there even before the Egyptian occupation. During the eighteenth 
century and up to 1831 a provincial council (Diwdn) operated in the chief 
Syrian cities under the waUP- As well as the senior officials—the wali, muta- 
sattim, and defierdar—and the military commanders, the Diwdn included also

11 See, for example, BA, Ir. D, no. 2648, 23 Jumftda II 1267 ; do., no. 9077, 16 JumSda I 
1264 ; do., no. 21648, 1 §afar 1272 ; BA, Ir. H, no. 2138, 14 Rajab 1263 ; BA, Ir. Mv., no. 2166, 
22 Rajab 1263 ; do., no. 7796, 8 RabF I 1268 ; do., no. 16697, 21 Dhu al-?ijja 1272 ; Jafia, 
Sijill of the Muslim skari'a court, no. 13, order of 26 Dhu al-Qa‘da 1269 ; do., 6 Rabl‘ I 1260 ; 
FO 196/210, Young to Canning, No. 3, Jerusalem, 23 January 1844; FO 196/207, Worry to 
Canning, No. 11, Aleppo, 8 August 1846 ; al-Baytar, op. cit., I, 343-60 ; J. Finn, Stirring tints, 
2 vois., London, 1878, i, 232-3, 408 ; Mansur, op. oit., 300 ; Nawfal, op. oit., 97, 108, 148-9 ; 
al-Nimr, op. oit., 299-300.

19 Se© Maos, op. oit., Pt. n, ch. i.
*° ibid., Pt. nr, oh. ii.
11 This provincial oounoil was sometimes called also Diwan aX-Mashwara or Majlis aX- 

Mashwara ‘ Council of Consultation ’; see al-‘Awra, op. cit., 73.
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the leading local ‘ulamd’—the qada (who was sometimes a Turk), mufti, and 
naqib al-Ashrdf. In its extended form the council included more members of the 
‘ulamd’, local notables (a‘ydn), and representatives of merchants, guilds, and 
mystic orders.42 The Ldwan, however, did not admit representatives of the 
non-Muslim communities although Jews and Christians sat occasionally on the 
council in the capacity of senior provincial officials.13

Though the Diwan consisted of leading figures in the city, it had little 
administrative and political power. This was a consequence of its sporadic 
nature as well as of the deficiency of its official powers ; the provincial council 
used to meet infrequently upon the vxtWa call and under his presidency, merely 
to discuss problems of finance, trade, maintenance of order, and the like.24 Its 
lack of power also resulted from the immaturity of the political consciousness 
the local urban leadership possessed. Although they had great influence in 
their provinces as well as in Istanbul, the city notables would rarely act against 
a Pasha unless he constituted a threat to their private interests.16

An important change in the formation and the nature of the local council 
occurred under Egyptian rule. When the Egyptians occupied Palestine and 
Syria they replaced the Thwart by a comprehensive and regular system of local 
councils, which was also more representative. The Majlis (or Diwdn) aTShurd 
‘ Advisory Council ’, which was set up in every city and town to assist the 
governor, included government officials, notables, merchants, and other 
representatives from all the communities, Muslim and non-Muslim alike.26 

Apart from its functions of discussing matters of administration, finance, and 
local trade, the Majlis sat also in the capacity of a court for civil cases.27 

Commercial disputes were at the same time settled by a separate commercial 
council, which was established in the chief Syrian cities and was composed of 
Muslim, Christian, and Jewish merchants nominated by the authorities.28 But 
the Egyptian Majlis, although investing its members with a considerable 
number of functions, managed to keep them in check while at the same time it 
did not give the traditional leadership enough scope to exercise their influence. 
The local members of the Majlis, whose decisions were of an advisory nature, 
were kept subservient to the local governor, who presided over and firmly 
controlled the council. Appeals against the local council could be made to the 
provincial Majlis and from there to the central council in Damascus—which

M A. Honrani, Arabic thought in the liberal age, London, 1962, 31-2 ; Shamir, op. cit., 219, 
238 ; Anon., Ifasr al-lithdm ‘an nakabdt cU-shdm, [Egypt], 1890, 31.

** See, for example, al-‘Awra, op. cit., 72, 234.
11 Shamir, op. oit., 219-20 ; Anon., Host al-lithdm, 31.
” Shamir, op. oit., 219-20 ; Barker, op. oit., I, 146, 148 ; Anon., JJcwr al-lithdm, 26.
” For details on the formation and the work of the Majlis under the Egyptians, see al-BSsha., 

op. oit., 66 ; H. Guys, E&quisee de Vital politique et commercial de la Syrie, Paris, 1862, 48 ff.; 
Sulayman Abu ‘Izz al-DIn, Ibrdhim Bdehdfi Sdriyya, Beirut, 1929,136-8 ; Bustum, op. oit., n, 
368, no. 3204 ; Kayat, 264.

17 Abii ‘Izz al-DIn, op. oit., 136-8 ; Bustum, op. oit., n, 68-9, no. 1636 ; rr, 369, no. 3207.
*» BA, It. D, no. 1867, 27 fjafar 1267 ; EO 78/412, Werry to Ponsonby, 20 January 1840, 

end. in Werry to Palmerston, No. 7, Aleppo, 20 February 1840.
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was directed and closely supervised by the Egyptian beads of the Syrian 
administration.®9

When the Egyptians withdrew from Syria in 1840, their Majlis system 
continued, to provide the basis for the newly established council; it probably 
also had a certain effect on the new Majlis system which was introduced in the 
whole Ottoman Empire. Immediately on their return to Syria the Ottoman 
authorities revived the former local councils in at least the Palestinian districts, 
directing them to conduct their affairs ‘ as in the time of the Egyptian Govern
ment \30

In Damascus, where the two former councils (the provincial and commercial) 
had been dissolved by the first Turkish governor, a new Majlis was established 
by his successor, Nejlb Pasha, on nearly the same lines as the Egyptian provin
cial council. It weis composed of ‘vlama’ eis well as of notables and merchants 
from Muslim and non-Muslim communities and was presided over by the wait. 
Like the Egyptian Majlis, it was to deal with judicial cases in addition to 
administrative and financial affairs.81 On the whole the local councils at that 
stage continued to use the former Egyptian title Majlis (or IHwdn) al-Shiird (or 
at-Mashwara) throughout Syria and Palestine.32

It appears that while in the Syrian provinces local councils were re-estab
lished in 1840-1 on the Egyptian model, in other parts of the Ottoman Empire 
the Majlis system was not yet operating. Moreover, there are grounds for 
assuming that the Porte gave some consideration to Egyptian methods and 
experience before establishing its own system of local councils. In his first 
dispatch, after his arrival in Damascus, the new wati Nejib Pasha sent to the 
Grand Vizier information on the structure and procedure of the local councils 
in the Egyptian period. He went on to describe the new Majlis which he had 
just set up, and ended his letter of April 1841 by urging that it was necessary 
to establish in Damascus a Majlis in accordance with an order from the Porte, 
and to nominate and elect to it Muslims as well as rafaya.™ The Imperial firman 
ordering the setting up of local councils in the provinces was indeed issued later 
in 1841; the organization resembled in its general features the Egyptian system. 
The new Majlis too was to consist of government officials and Muslim and non- 
Muslim religious leaders—all appointed by the authorities—Etnd also to include 
Muslim and non-Muslim deputies elected by their respective communities.3*

’* Guys, op. oit., 48 ; M. Mishaqa, Muntakhabai min aX-jawdJb ‘aid iqtirah al-abbdb, Beirut, 
1966, 120 ; Rustum, op. oit., n, 383, no. 3369 ; m, 417, no. 6490.

30 FO 196/170, Young to Canning, No. 14, Jerusalem, 28 June 1841 ; FO 78/413, Young to 
Palmerston, No. 18, Jerusalem, 28 Ootober 1840 ; Jaffa SijiU, order from ‘Iizet Pasha registered 
on 27 Ramadan 1266.

31 Paris, Arohives Nationales, Affaires Ftrangferes, Damns, I, No. 11, report by Menton, 
13 March 1841 ; A. A. Paton, The modem Syrians, London, 1844, 206.

33 FO 196/170, Young to Canning, No. 14, Jerusalem, 28 June 1841 ; BA, Cev. D, no. 13973, 
28 Babi‘ I 1268 ; al-Basha, op. oit., 243.

33 BA, It. D, no. 1867, 27 fjafar 1267. Compare al-Basha, op. cit., 243.
34 BA, Maliyeden mfldewer, no. 9061 dated 1267/1841 ; Taqvim-i Vaqd’i1, no. 238, 3 

Muharram 1268/February 1842 ; AE, Alep, I, No. 66, from Guys, 10 September 1841, oiting an 
order by Selim Pasha, the Turkish ser'asker in Syria, dated 6 September 1841 ; aooording to
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Like the Egyptian council, the Ottoman Majlis was to deal with both the 
administrative and the judicial affairs of the province or the district. The 
Egyptian pattern was not followed immediately in the arrangements made for 
commercial disputes; at first commercial suits were transferred from the 
jurisdiction of the Mahkama to that of the new local council.35 But in the early 
1850’s, following the setting up in 1849 of commercial courts in Istanbul and 
other Ottoman cities, a Majlis Tijdra ‘ Commercial Council ’ was established in 
the cities of Beirut, Damascus, and Aleppo.39

Whereas the framework of the Ottoman Majlis system was similar to the 
Egyptian one, its substance and the character it developed were completely 
different. To begin with, the new Majlis in Syria was not representative, either 
in the sense in which it was intended to be or as the Egyptian council had been ; 
it resembled rather the pre-Egyptian IRvxin in its composition. The new 
council included hardly any deputies from either the lower classes or the middle 
classes, such as the merchants, who under the Egyptian regime had formed the 
backbone of the local Majlis. Instead, apart from government officials, the 
council consisted mainly of the traditional leadership of ‘ulamcC and heads of 
prominent families (a‘yan) : the qadi, the mufti, and the naqtb al-Ashrdf, who 
were appointed to the Majlis ex officio, and great landowners or other large 
proprietors who nominally were elected.37 In fact, the latter became members 
of the council by virtue of their local influence or by bribing certain persons 
either in Istanbul or in Syria.38 In this way, the oligarchical knot of ‘ulama,’ 
and a‘ydn who sat in the local council almost perpetually39 used their official 
status to reinforce their political position and to further their private interests.40

Lutyfi the decrees for the setting up of the Majlis in the provinces were promulgated in 1844. See 
Ahmed Luffl, Ta’rikh-i Lulji (8 vols., Istanbul, 1290-1328), vn, 91. R. H. Davison olaims, 
furthermore, that the new Majlis system was first tried experimentally in 1846, in a few provinoes 
and afterwards extended to the whole Empire. See R. H. Davison, Reform in the Ottoman 
Empire, 1856-1876, Princeton, 1963, 48.

35 EO 196/170, ‘ Copy of Zecaharia Pacha’s letter to the Musselim of Damascus ’, in Werry to 
Ponsonby, Damascus, 6 March 1841; EO 78/800, Moore to Canning, No. 63, 26 October 1849, 
end. in Moore to Palmerston, No. 41, Beirut, 31 Ootober 1849 ; Paton, op. oit., 269.

33 EO 78/838, ciroular from Vamiq Pasha wdli of Sidon of 8 Rabf II 1266, in Moore to 
Palmerston, No. 16, Beirut, 1 March 1860 ; EO 78/872, Wood to Palmerston, No. 6, Damascus, 
29 January 1861 : AE, Alep, n, No. 6, from Geofroy, 7 May 1863 ; D. Urquhart, The Lebanon, 
2 vols., London, 1860, n, 346-6.

37 See, for example, BA, Ir. D, no. 1867, 26 $afar 1267 ; do., no. 21422/9, 6 Dhu al-Qa‘da 
1272 ; BA, It. Mv., no. 9481, 3 Muharram 1269 ; do., no. 16686/1, 18 Mufiarram 1274 ; BA, 
Cev. Z, no. 2703, Kanun 13, 1277.

33 See, for example, EO 78/622, Wood to Canning, 31 May 1846, end. in Wood to Aberdeen, 
No. 21, Damascus, 24 June 1846 ; EO 78/1031, Moore to Clarendon, No. 43, Beirut, 28 September 
1864 ; EO 78/1118, Wood to Reddiffe, No. 27, 28 June 1866, end. in Wood to Clarendon, No. 31, 
Damascus, 7 July 1866.

33 See, for instance, EO 196/302, Werry to Canning, No. 1, Aleppo, 2 February 1860; 
EO 78/1621, Einn to Bulwer, end. in Einn to Russell, No. 21, Jerusalem, 19 July 1860. Compare 
also al-Bayf&r, op. cit., n, 1134.

40 See, for instance, EO 78/499, Wood to Aberdeen, No. 74, Damascus, 6 Ootober 1842 ; 
EO 196/207, Barker to Werry, Suedia, 16 January 1843, end. in Werry to Canning, No. 3, 
Aleppo, 11 February 1843 ; EO 78/962, Einn to Reddiffe, No. 26, 11 August 1863, end. in Finn 
to Clarendon, No. 13, Jerusalem, 12 August 1863 ; Finn, op. oit., I, 321, 323, 397.
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As well as the lower and middle classes of the Muslim population, the non- 
Muslim communities also were not fairly represented in the Majlis. Although 
Christian and Jewish deputies were admitted to the local councils, they were 
disproportionately outnumbered by the Muslim members and had no equal 
status there; they were usually abused by the majority, were not allowed to 
take an active part in the council’s work, and sometimes were even forced to 
withdraw.41

Moreover, whereas the great majority of the Syrian population, Muslim and 
non-Muslim alike, was under-represented in the local councils, the upper class 
of Muslim religious leaders and notables was greatly over-represented, far 
beyond the official limit.

Officially, the provincial council was to consist of a president and about 13 
members; 3—4 from each group of government officials and local religious 
leaders, and 6 elected deputies from the population.48 This rule was observed, 
more or less, with regard to the provincial Majlis of Sidon, a district largely 
inhabited by Christians. Its seats were shared by an equal number of Christians 
and Muslims with the thirteenth member as the president.43 This was also the 
case, but to a lesser extent, in many of the councils in the small towns, whose 
members did not usually exceed the official number but which included only 
a few non-Muslim deputies.44 In other provincial councils, however, the number 
of the Muslim ‘vlama’ and a‘ydn greatly exceeded the fixed figure, whereas 
deputies from other classes of the population, particularly the non-Muslim 
communities, remained few in number. In Damascus the provincial Majlis 
permanently consisted of 10 salaried Muslim notables instead of 7, and 3 more 
honorary members who found it in their interest to attend the council. Among 
the extra members there were the ShafTi mufti and other ‘vlama’ and a‘ydn.ib 
In addition, this Majlis would include from time to time members of mystical 
orders as well as visiting ‘idama' from other parts of Syria and Turkey.48 By

41 For example, see FO 78/801, Wood to Canning, No. 6, Damascus, 14 February 1849 ; 
FO 78/1031, statement from Consul Moore, 26 September 1864, enol. in Moore to Clarendon, 
No. 43, Beirut, 28 September 1864 ; FO 78/1621, Firm to Bulwer, enol. in Finn to Bussell, No. 21, 
Jerusalem, 19 July 1860. Compare also al-Bayt6r, op. cit., n, 1134-6 ; al-Shattb op. oit., 20, 32, 
189, 202, 207, 227, 362 ; Nawfel, op. oit., 108.

43 BA, Maliyeden mildewer, no. 9061, dated 1267 ; FO 78/1462, Skene to Bulwer, No. 11, 
enol. in Skene to Malmesbury, No. 20, Aleppo, 31 Marob 1869 ; FO 78/1630, memo, by Vice- 
Consul White in Dufferin to Bussell, No. 113, Beirut, 10 May 1861; compare also BA, Ir. Mv., 
no. 1036/1, 18 Dhu al-IJijja 1269.

43 See BA, Ir. Mv., no. 6184, 19 BabF II 1266; FO 78/499, Moore to Palmerston, No. 43, 
Beirut, 19 June 1841.

44 See BA, Ir. D, no. 14609, 2 Dhu al-l/ijja 1267 ; BA, Ir. Mv., no. 18868/6, 21 JumSdS II 
1276; BA, Cev. Z, no. 4610, NisSn 1266 ; BA, Cev. D, no. 6163, 14 Dhu al-Qa‘da 1276 ; FO 
196/170, Young to Ponsonby, No. 14, Jerusalem, 28 June 1841.

46 BA, Ir. D, no. 1867, 27$afar 1267 ; do., no. 13183/4, 9 Dhu al-IJijja 1266 ; BA, Ir. Mv., 
no. 9481, 3 Muharram 1289 ; do., no. 166861/1, 18 Muharram 1274 ; oompare FO 78/622, Wood 
to Canning, 31 May 1846, enol. in Wood to Aberdeen, No. 21, Damasous, 24 June 1846.

44 BA, Ir. Mv., no. 17266/2, 29 Babi* II 1274 ; do., no. 18868/7, 11 Jumiida H 1276 ; BA, 
Cev. Z, no. 1811, 6 fjafar 1276.
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contrast, the 3 non-Muslim members—2 Christians and a Jew—were compelled 
to withdraw within the first few years and were not readmitted until I860.47 
Jerusalem, which like Damascus was a centre of Muslim piety and learning, 
had in its Majlis a number of ‘ulama’ additional to the 7 regular Muslim mem
bers, while only 4—5 non-Muslim deputies represented a population which greatly 
outnumbered the Muslim section.48 Similarly, the provincial council of Aleppo 
usually consisted of 2 Christian members and not less than 13 Muslims.49

II. Powers of the Majlis
Another major feature which characterised the Tansin-mf,-inspired Majlis in 

the Syrian cities, as well as in other towns, was the unprecedented amount of 
power with which it was invested by the Porte ; indeed, the authority of the 
Majlis was supreme in nearly all areas of administration, finance, and justice. 
It was authorized, firstly, to assess and farm out taxes, keep the tax registers, 
inspect the tax-collectors, and receive revenue from them.50 The local council 
was entitled to rate the custom duties and to supervise the production, 
marketing, and prices of agricultural produce; 51 it examined and registered 
land transactions, managed public works, and controlled the entry of foreign 
visitors.62 The provincial Majlis, in addition to the above functions, had also 
a hand in recruiting and employing irregular troops as part of its duty to help 
in maintaining peace and security.68 Members of the council would also 
occasionally be nominated to investigate various disorders or even to settle 
armed disputes.64 The Majlis also had the power to confirm nominations of 
junior governors in the districts, and to fix rates of pensions and inspect the

47 FO 78/622, Wood to running, 31 May 1845, end. in Wood to Aberdeen, No. 21, Damascus, 
24 June 1846.

48 FO 78/1521, Finn to Bulwer, end. in Finn to Bussell, No. 21, Jerusalem, 19 July 1860 ; 
compare BA, Ir. D, no. 21422/7, Dhu al-ljijja 1271 ; BA, Cev. Z, no. 2703, Kaniin II, 1277.

4» BA, It. Mm., no. 219, 26 ShawSl 1271 ; BA, Cev. D, no. 7367, 17 Ramad&n 1273 ; BA, 
Ir. Mv., no. 17321/20, 29 Rajab 1274 ; compare AE, Alep, I, No. 34, from Guys, 28 September 
1845.

80 BA, Maliyeden mfldewer, no. 9061, dated 1257, pp. 3-4, para. 9-14 ; LutfT, op. oit., vi, 94. 
See also, FO 78/455, Rose to Palmerston, No. 30, Beirut, 3 May 1841 ; FO 196/210, Young to 
Canning, No. 2, Jerusalem, 22 August 1842 ; FO 195/291, Wood to Canning, Damascus, 
22 November 1848 ; Urquhart, n, 161, 217.

41 Jaffa Sijill, no. 18, order from 17 Jumada II1266 ; do., no. 13, 2 Jumada II1266 ; no. 13, 
awakhir Mubarram 1268 ; FO 78/1388, Brant to Malmesbury, No. 25, Damascus, 7 May 1858 ; 
Finn, op. oit., n, 407.

" Jaffa SijiU, no. 13, 26 Ramadan 1266; do., no. 18, 28 Shawwal 1266 ; FO 78/1389, ‘ A 
general report on Aleppo ’, end. in Skene to Malmesbury, No. 26, Aleppo, 17 June 1868; FO 
78/872, Wood to Canning, end. in Wood to Palmerston, No. 17, Damasous, 29 May 1851 ; AE, 
Jerusalem, n, No. 81, from Lantivy, 18 September 1844 ; Urquhart, op. cit., n, 161.

88 BA, Ir. D, no. 7691/28, 6 Jumada I 1203 ; BA, Ir. Mv., no. 9481, 3 Mubarram 1209 ; 
BA, Cev. Z, no. 1811, 6 fjafar 1276 ; the Istanbul weekly Jeride-i Eamdiih, no. 096, 11 Shawwal 
1270 ; compare FO 78/022, Wood to Aberdeen, No. 3, Damascus, 14 January 1845.

84 BA, Ir. H, no. 2273/15, 23 Shawwal 1263 ; FO 196/274, Rose to Cowley, Broumana 
(Lebanon), No. 46, 26 August 1847 ; FO 78/910, Werry to Robo, No. 26, 31 July 1862, end. in 
Werry to Malmesbury, No. 13, Aleppo, 13 August 1852 ; FO 78/1462, White to Skene, No. 22, 
Antioch, 27 Ootober 1869, end. in Skene to Russell, No. 73, Aleppo, 29 October 1869. 
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conduct of public officials.68 The provincial council supervised the work of 
the district councils and was required to exercise a general supervision over 
the execution of the reforms in its province.68 In short, all administrative and 
financial affairs were to pass through the Majlis and almost no action could be 
taken without its consent, which was given in the form of a madbata (official 
report).67

Another vast area of public life which came under the control of the council 
was the administration of justice. Although the Egyptians had already intro
duced this practice, it was very likely Reshld’s own initiative to amalgamate the 
administrative and judicial systems, which he expressed in the first Ottoman 
Penal Code of May 1840.88 Indeed, one of the very first orders given to the 
newly created councils in Syria was to assume the management of judicial 
affairs,89 leaving the Muslim court (Mahkama) to deal only with matters of 
personal status, property holdings, and the like.60 The judicial powers of local 
councils in small towns were, apparently, very limited and not defined ; as in 
the administrative field, they would refer the major cases to the provincial 
Majlis, which acted also as a court of appeal against their decisions. The 
provincial council would discuss the civil and judicial suits which came before it 
and would submit its findings in a madbata ; but its power to inflict punishment 
was limited to certain categories. Major cases were to be referred to the Supreme 
Council of Justice in Istanbul for confirmation; in 1862, however, the waH 
was authorized to confirm and execute most verdicts of his Majlis, within 
certain limits.61

All these numerous functions of administration, finance, and justice were 
performed by the provincial council, usually called Majlis KaJnr ‘ Grand 
Council ’ or Majlis al-Iyala ‘ Provincial Council ’ which met two or three times

“ See, for example, BA, Ir. Mv., no. 16905, 8 Mufiarram 1273 ; Sofia, Bulgarian Archives, 
NBVK/OR, no. 287/61, 16 JumAd5 II 1268; FO 78/872, Wood to Canning, enol. in Wood to 
Palmerston, No. 17, Damasous, 29 May 1861.

BA, It. D, no. 2680/63, 16 Jumfidfi. 11267 ; do., no. 14323/2, 27fjafar 1267 ; Finn, op. cit., 
x, 13 ; Urqnhart, op. oit., rr, 163.

57 See, for example, BA, Ir. D, no. 2680/27, Jumada 1267 ; do., no. 13183/4, 9 Dhu al-lfijja 
1266 ; FO 196/170, Werry to Ponsonby, Aleppo, 2 August 1841 ; FO 78/872, Wood to Canning, 
No. 12,28 May 1861, end. in Wood to Palmerston, No. 17, Damascus, 29 May 1861 ; FO 78/1388, 
Brant to Alison, No. 11, 23 February 1868, end. in Brant to Clarendon, No. 11, Damascus, 
24 February 1868 ; AE, Damas, m, No. 22, from de Barrtro, 16 August 1866 ; Finn, op. oit., n, 
407; Urquhart, op. oit., n, 161-4. Compare also E. Engelbardt, La Turqv.it et le Tanzimat, 
2 vols., Paris, 1882—4, x, 108.

58 Engelbardt, op. oit., n, 290 ; Ahmod Lutfl, Mir'di-i ‘adalet, Istanbul, 1304, 164.
59 BA, Maliyeden mildevver, no. 9061, dated 1267 ; AE, Damas, I, No. 11, from Menton, 

13 March 1841; Great Britain, Parliamentary Papers, Accounts and Papers, lx, 1843, Pt. 2, No. 27, 
from Wood, Beirut, 9 September 1841 ; the legal procedure of the Majlis was to be based on the 
penal code of 1840 and later on those of 1861 and 1868. See Lutfi, Mir’dt, 128.

80 See examples in Jaffa SijiU, no. 18, order of 1 §afar 1270 ; Ben-Zvi Institute, Jerusalem, 
Navon Collection, two Ottoman documents of 1 Rajab 1271 and 28 Dhu al-Qa‘da 1271 respectively.

81 Engelhardt, op. oit., I, 83 ; Lutfi, Mir’dt, 131-2, 166 ; M. A. TJbioini, Letters on Turkey, 
2 vols., London, 1866, i, 47-9, 170-1 ; Urquhart, op. oit., n, 217-22; compare Taqvim-i 
Vaqd’i', no. 283, 3 Mufiarram 1268.
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a week. In district towns many of these functions were carried out at a lower 
level by the Majlis of the sanjaq, presided over by the qd’im maqdm, and by the 
Majlis al-Qada’, under the mudir ; 82 the latter councils were responsible before 
the Great Qouncil of the province. The various councils were assisted in the 
performance of their duties by the mukhtars of the town quarters and the 
shaykhs of the artisan guilds ; 63 within the Majlis itself, the councillors, who 
received regular salaries, were assisted by one or two clerks and a financial officer. 
The expansion of government administration and the introduction of new 
measures during the Tamimat period required the creation of new posts and the 
allocation of areas of responsibility amongst the council’s members. Thus, 
apart from the offices of kdtib tahnrdt (registrar) and hdtib mal (financial 
officer), there appeared in the Majlis in the 1840’s new appointments like 
tidzir nufus (census inspector), mudir waqf (inspector of waqjs), and mudir 
zird‘a (agricultural inspector).64

Despite these arrangements, it appears that some of the councils were 
unable to tackle their numerous duties efficiently ; the Majlis of Damascus was, 
for example, instructed in 1860 to manage its affairs in a more orderly way by 
dealing with the civil and the financial affairs in separate sessions.65 A further 
step in this direction was taken in 1864, when each provincial council was 
reshaped into two bodies, an administrative one called Majlis Iddra ‘ Admini
strative Council ’ and a judicial body named MajUs Tahqiq ‘ Council of Investi
gation ’, each limited, to its own duties.66 In some places these two councils were 
in fact two forms of the same body, which held its meetings under separate 
titles. In other cities the members of Majlis Tahqiq, headed by Ma’mur 
Tahqiqat, were drawn from the provincial Majlis, which continued to hold 
supreme authority in both judicial and administrative affairs.67

m. The Majlis, the Pasha, and the Tanzimat reforms
Furnished with these enormous powers, the Majlis was nominally set up to 

assist the governor in carrying out his duties within the area under his

81 Examples in BA, Ir. D, no. 7692/21, 6 BabT II 1263 ; do., no. 21422/11, 16 Mubarram 
1272 ; BA, Ir. Mv., no. 16761/6, 27 Shaww&l 1274 ; BA, Cev. D, no. 6163,14 Dhu al-Qa‘da 1275 ; 
FO 78/1630, Dufferin to Bussell, No. 113, Beirut, 10 May 1861. For the administrative division 
of Syria and Palestine in the Tanximat period, see Maox, op. cit., Pt. rr, oh. i.

•3 BA, Ir. Mv., no. 4386, 8 Dhu al-Qa‘da 1266.
•* Examples in BA, Ir. D, no. 29302/16, 1 Dhu al-IJijja 1276 ; BA, Cev. Z, no. 2703, Tianjin 

II, 1277 ; BA, Ir. Mv., no. 14648, 27 Dhu al-ljijja 1271 ; Taqvim-i Vaq&’i', no. 238, 3 Mtdjanam 
1268. The office of mudir zir&'a was more common in small provincial towns.

68 BA, Ir. Mv., no. 4671, 23 fjafar 1266.
•« BA, Ir. Mv., no. 13697, 26 Babf 11274 ; do., no. 14248, 7 BamadSn 1271 ; BA, Ir. Mm., 

no. 412/16, 11 Shawwal 1273. '
•7 See FO 78/1460, Brant to Bulwer, No. 1, 14 January 1869, enol. in Brant to Malmesbury, 

No. 2, Damascus, 16 January 1869 ; FO 78/1462, Skene to Bulwer, No. 11, end. in Skene to 
Malmesbury, No. 20, Aleppo, 31 March 1869 ; FO 78/1630, memo, by Vice-Consul White, end. 
in Dufferin to Bussell, No. 113, Beirut, 10 May 1861; compare also BA, Ir. Mv.,no. 16697, 21 Dhu 
al-Hijja 1272; BA, Ir. Mm., no. 412/16, 11 Shawwal 1273 ; al-Shattl, op. cit., n, 22 ; Anon., 
RambUs, 66 ; Urquhart, op. cit., n, 164 ff.
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jurisdiction. In fact, however, this institution constituted a further check on 
the Pasha’s authority, which was already restricted by other senior Turkish 
officials in his province, such as the defterddr and the military com
mander.6®

Unlike the governors in small towns who presided over their local councils, 
the wad was not the official head of the provincial Majlis, though he usually 
took part in its work. The president of this council was usually a senior Turkish 
official, who was nominated directly from the Supreme Council in Istanbul and 
to which he and his Majlis were also responsible.69 Not until 1852, when the 
Pasha’s powers were extended, was the provincial council, now headed by the 
defterddr, put under the direct control of the wad.10

This, however, neither basically changed the inferior position of the wad 
ms-d-vis his Majlis, nor made him the real master of the provincial council. The 
Pasha’s authority was increased, it is true, but the wide powers of the Majlis 
were not diminished, nor did a change take place in the composition of the 
council. As before 1852, the wdti had to struggle constantly with the Majlis ; 
he could take no action unless it had been endorsed by a madba{a from his 
council. Only a small number of strong wads were able to dominate their Majlis 
and to force its members to sign the madbaja; able Pashas like Kibnsli, 
§afveti, and Vamiq, who served in various Syrian provinces during the 1840’s 
and 1860’s could subject the councillors to their will while dismissing or arresting 
the reluctant ones.71 But as soon as an energetic governor was replaced, the 
unfavoured councillor would be restored and the old struggle revived.7* The 
mediocre Pasha who usually served in these provinces depended on the madbata 
and could not do without the unchanging members of the Majlis, whose 
superior information and useful contacts were indispensable.73 He would 
often not dare to antagonize these notables for fear of their great influence in 
both Syria and Istanbul. If he did, they would arouse local disorders and bring 
the public administration to a standstill; or they would use their influence in

•8 See above, pp. 270-80.
•• BA, It. Mv., no. 6220, 17 Rajab 1266 ; Urqubart, op. oit., n, 160-4 ; compare also Lutfl, 

Mir’tU, 181-2 ; FO 78/622, Wood to Canning, end. in Wood to Aberdeen, No. 41, Damascus, 
4 December 1846. The president of the provincial council in Beirut was, however, a local notable 
by the name of ‘Abd al-Fattalj. See BA, Ir. H, no. 2273/16, 23 Shawwal 1263.

70 BA, It. D, no. 6970, 21 fjafar 1267 ; FO 78/871, Werry to Canning, No. 0, 3 April 1862, 
end. in Werry to FO, No. 6, Aleppo, 10 April 1862.

71 BA, Cev. D, no. 6676, Rabf II 1274; BA, Ir. Mv., no. 16700/12, 19 Rabl‘ I 1274; do., 
no. 17203/6, 16 fjafar 1274; FO 78/660A, Wood to Wellesley, No. 16, 2 December 1846, end. in 
Wood to Aberdeen, No. 17, Damasous, 7 December 1846 ; FO 78/799, Moore to Canning, No. 24, 
26 May 1849, end. in Moore to Palmerston, No. 20, Beirut, 1 June 1849 ; FO 78/1219, Moore to 
Clarendon, No. 62, Beirut, 19 Deoember 1866 ; FO 78/1298, Misk to Clarendon, No. 1, Damascus, 
28 January 1867 ; AE, Jerusalem, rv, No. 92, from Botta, 7 July 1864 ; Finn, op. oit., I, 473-4 ; 
Paton, op. oit., 206 ; Taoutel, op. cit., m, 146.

7a See, for example, FO 196/226, Wood to Canning, No. 9, Damasous, 8 July 1846.
7S FO 196/302, Werry to Canning, No. 1, Aleppo, 2 February 1860 ; compare FO 78/962, 

Finn to BeddifFe, No. 26, 11 August 1863, end. in Finn to Clarendon, No. 13, Jerusalem, 12 
August 1863 ; FO 78/1638, Skene to Buhver, No. 27, end. in Skene to Russell, No. 47, Aleppo, 
4 August 1860 ; Finn, op. dt., i, 180.
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the Porte to have him replaced.74 It sometimes happened that a Pasha would 
play off the councils factions against each other in order to dominate it; hut 
no less frequently the Majlis would collaborate with other senior officials in the 
province to control the wad.18 Many loads, therefore, preferred to leave the 
management of local affairs to the council, though in the process they often 
became its tool.76 Corrupt governors would choose to collaborate with the 
councillors to rule the province arbitrarily and rob both its inhabitants and the 
public treasury.77 Similarly, it was often the case that a Pasha would simply 
hide behind the madbafa to avoid assuming responsibility; he would likewise 
refrain at times from performing his duty with the plea that he ought to consult 
first his Majlis.18 In short, the local councils of the Tan zimat era, in Engelhardt’s 
words, ‘ 6taient devenus un obstacle au bien, tout en n’empechant pas le mal \78 
Even David Urquhart, who was an ardent supporter of the Majlis system, 
admits : ‘ It will be seen that all power is taken out of the hands of the Pasha. 
The MejUis is not his council. ... It seems then that the point has been passed 
where a check was desirable over the Pasha, and that now the danger lies in the 
MejUis ’.80

In these circumstances, the application of the Ottoman Tanzimat in each 
area of life was largely determined by the results of the encounter between the 
various forces and interests which prevailed in the Syrian cities. As things were, 
there emerged in the course of that period a fairly steady co-operation in certain 
aspects between the urban leadership and the local Turkish authorities on 
a basis of a mutual interest which at times was incompatible with the Tanzimat. 
The most conspicuous alliance between the two sides was in matters of govern
ment and administration.

74 See, for example, FO 78/872, Wood to Canning, No. 8, 23 April 1861, end. in Wood to 
Palmerston, No. 13, Damascus, 28 April 1861 ; FO 78/1118, Wood to Clarendon, No. 18, 
Damascus, 14 April 1866 ; FO 78/1220, Barker to Redoliffe, No. 36,16 September 1866, end. in 
Barker to Clarendon, No. 16, Aleppo, 24 September 1866.

74 FO 78/761, Wood to Canning, No. 29, 24 November 1848, end. in Wood to Palmerston, 
No. 30, Damascus, 26 November 1848 ; FO 78/1630, Dufferin to Bussell, No. 113, Beirut, 
10 May 1861.

78 FO 196/292, Finn to Canning, No. 13, Jerusalem, 21 August 1860 ; FO 78/1462, Skene to 
Bulwer, separate end. in Skene to Malmesbury, No. 42, Aleppo, 30 June 1869 ; Taoutel, op. dt., 
n, 100.

77 See, for instanoe, FO 196/194, Rose to Canning, No. 14, Beirut, 3 Maroh 1842 ; FO 78/677, 
Rose to Aberdeen, No. 19, Beirut, 9 May 1844 ; FO 78/801, Wood to Palmerston, No. 9, Damascus, 
28 April 1849 ; FO 78/1120, Finn to Redoliffe, No. 46, 1 December 1866, end. in Finn to 
Clarendon, No. 49, Jerusalem, 19 December 1866 ; FQ 78/1389, Skene to Bulwer, No. 29, end. 
in Skene to Malmesbury, No. 41, Aleppo, 4 September 1868 ; Barker, op. oit., I, 146; Finn, 
op. oit., i, 397.

78 FO 196/292, Finn to Canning, No. 8, Jerusalem, 1 March. 1849 ; FO 78/1388, Brant to 
Alison, No. 11, 23 February 1868, end. in Brant to Clarendon, No. 11, Damascus, 24 February 
1868 ; AE, Damas, m, No. 22, from de Barrbre, 26 April 1866.

78 Engelhardt, op. oit., I, 108 ; see also FO 78/1638, Skene to Bulwer, No. 27, end. in Skene 
to Russell, No. 47, Aleppo, 4 August 1860 ; AE, Alep, I,No.41, from Guys, 27 June 1846 ; Anon., 
SambUs, 61 ff.; on the Majlis vices in other parts of the Empire, see Davison, op. oit., 48-9, 
140-1.

80 Urquhart, op. cit., n, 164.
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In the first place the Syrian ‘ulamd’ and a‘ydn were themselves interested in 
the preservation of peace and stability in their cities, since, having owed their 
public positions to the Ottoman regime, they ultimately threw in their lot 
with it. Therefore, they were often willing to assist the government in main
taining order and in introducing such unpopular measures as conscription and 
taxation.81

For one thing many town notables no longer possessed any strong motive 
against conscription, since they now derived their power from sources other than 
military strength and were thus unable to challenge the Ottoman military 
supremacy. Moreover, in their capacity as members of the Majlis and as rich 
proprietors, the notables managed to exempt their young relatives from 
recruitment either by influence or by bribery.88 The councillors also contrived 
to avoid the direct impact of taxation and even make it beneficial; firstly, they 
would divide among themselves and their relatives the Utizams of the surrounding 
rural areas, out of which they would draw great profit at the expense of both 
the population and the public treasury. Secondly, they would levy the town’s 
biggest tax—the farda (personal tax)—in a manner that did not affect their own 
sectarian interest but was prejudicial to both the lower classes and the non- 
Muslim communities.83

The deeds of oppression and injustice, especially those concerned with 
excessive taxation, meant, in effect, a rebuff to another major concept of the 
Tanzimat: the well-being of the population. Accordingly, they provoked from 
time to time popular outbursts of resentment and violence, not merely against 
the authorities, but particularly against the local notables themselves.84 This, 
in a sense, represented a break with the tendency of the past, whereby the urban 
population, headed by their leaders, formed a solid block in order to resist 
measures of taxation and conscription imposed by the Egyptian or the Ottoman 
authorities. The emergence of this rift between the Muslim masses and their 
traditional leadership can be attributed to the new conditions created in Syria 
during the Tanzimat period. In these circumstances the city notables, seeing 
no other possible way of avoiding the impact of these unpopular reforms, took

81 B-A It. D, no. 13183/6, 24 Dhu al-llijja 1266; FO 196/207, Worry to Canning, No. 2, 
Aleppo, 27 January 1844 ; FO 78/679, Wood to Aberdeen, No. 7, Damascus, 4 March 1844 ; see 
also FO 196/292, Finn to Canning, No. 18, Jerusalem, 26 November 1860; FO 78/871, Werry to 
Canning, No. 16, 6 April 1861, enol. in Werry to Palmerston, No. 3, Aleppo, 10 April 1861. At 
the same time, however, some ‘ulamd’ from Damasous took pains to incite the neighbouring 
mountaineers against reoruitment. See FO 78/910, Wood to Malmesbury, No. 38, Damasous, 
7 Deoember 1862.

sa See Maoz, op. cit., Pt. m, oh. i.
83 FO 78/679, Wood to Aberdeen, No. 7, Damasous, 4 March 1844 ; FO 78/960, Werry to 

Eose, 29 January 1863, enol. in Werry to FO, No. 4, Aleppo, 3 February 1863 ; AE, Damas, i, 
No. 12, from Devoiiy, 7 February 1844; AE, Alep, n, No. 6, from Geofroy, 7 May 1863 ; 
Taoutel, op. oit., m, 169.

81 See, for example, FO 78/679, Wood to Aberdeen, No. 7, Damasous, 4 March 1844 ; and 
Taoutel, op. oit., in, 169 ; also AE, Damas, i, No. 13, from Devoizy, 6 Maroh 1844 ; FO 78/1298, 
Misk to Clarendon, No. 16, Damasous, 28 September 1867 ; FO 78/1452, Skene to Bulwer! 
No. 16, 14 May 1869, enol. in Skene to Bulwer, No. 28, Aleppo, 14 May 1869.
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to assisting the authorities in putting the main burden of these measures upon 
the masses.

On the other hand, the local Turkish Pasha, unable to take these steps 
without the notables’ help, was compelled, by way of compromise, to ignore 
their evasion and oppression.

This illicit co-operation between the authorities and the councillors was 
more remarkable with regard to the reform in the status of the non-Muslim 
subjects, another principle in the Ottoman New Order. As a matter of fact, 
the ‘ulamd’ and other urban conservative elements were the strongest opponents 
of the concession of equality to the ra‘dyd, an issue over which they were deeply 
sensitive. They therefore used their official positions as councillors and heads of 
the religious institutions to subvert the rights granted to the non-Muslim 
population.88 In this issue too the Muslim notables usually enjoyed the silent 
consent and sometimes even the secret support of many Turkish governors, who, 
on the whole, shared the Syrian Muslims’ opposition to Christian equality.88 
This unofficial and ill-omened agreement was furthermore the source of many 
anti-Christian activities as well as riots which occurred in the Syrian towns 
during the early Tanzimat period. The 1860 massacre of Damascus Christians 
in particular had some of its main roots in this tacit alliance ; the chief ‘ulamd’ 
took the lead in this bloodshed while the local Turkish Pasha remained passive.87

It is true that the Porte realized fairly soon the danger to its New Order 
which was latent within that form of local Majlis. Accordingly, the central 
government made great efforts during the years 1840-61 to curb the Majlis by 
reducing its numbers and by replacing its ruling clique of ‘ulamd’ and a‘ydn with 
representatives from all classes and communities. But, lacking a proper policy 
and the necessary instruments, the Porte failed to accomplish these aims.

Already in the early 1840’s an order was issued for a reduction of the number 
of councillors in both Damascus and Aleppo.88 This step, taken for reasons of 
economy, did not seem to be effective. For example, in 1844 the new ser‘asker 
of Syria, Namiq Pasha, was enjoined by Istanbul ‘ to strengthen the action of 
the authorities against the powerful and influential corps of Effendis and 
Ulemas ’.8S Instead, however, this able Pasha appeased and flattered the town 
notables, as did in fact other prominent Turkish officials.90 Five to six years

“ See, for example, FO 78/499, Wood to Aberdeen, No. 17, Damascus, 25 May 1843 ; FO 
195/266, Wood to Canning, No. 9, Damascus, 8 July 1846 ; FO 78/872, Wood to Palmerston, 
No. 26, Damascus, 28 July 1851 ; AD, Alep, m, No. 3, from Geofroy, 23 June 1860; Taoutel, 
op. cit., n, 99—100.

88 FO 195/207, Moore to Canning, 27 January 1842, encl. in Moore to Aberdeen, No. 1, 
Beirut, 5 February 1842 ; FO 78/761, Wood to Palmerston, No. 10, Damasous, 4 March 1848 ; 
FO 78/871, Worry to Canning, No. 34, 23 August 1861, enol. in Worry to Palmerston, No. 13, 
Aleppo, 30 August 1851; FO 78/1219, Moore to Clarendon, No. 62, Beirut, 19 December 1866.

87 On the 1860 massacres in Damasous, see Maoz, op. oit., Pt. rv, ch. iii.
88 FO 78/498, Wood to Aberdeen, No. 20, Damascus, 23 February 1842 ; BA, Ir. Mv., no. 

1036/1, 13 Dhu al-IJijja 1269.
88 FO 78/679, Wood to Aberdeen, No. 16, Damasous, 8 May 1844.
80 AE, Damas, i, No. 16, 6 Maroh 1844; BA, Ir. Mv., no. 967, 27 JumSda I 1269 ; do., 

no. 978, 18 Jumada H 1269 ; FO 196/361, Moore to Canning, No. 10, Beirut, 26 May 1861.
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later a general reorganization of the provincial councils was carried out: at 
Beirut and Jerusalem in 1849, at Damascus in 1850, and at Aleppo in 1851. The 
number of Muslim notables was reduced again to the official figure, while 
Christian and Jewish deputies were granted a slightly larger representation. In 
most places, however, the old Muslim members were partly restored to the 
Majlis and partly replaced by other Muslim notables ; only in Aleppo (and in 
Jerusalem 10 years later) were the a‘yan replaced by deputies from the lower 
classes but not for very long ; 81 the number of Muslim ‘tdamd’ and a‘ydn was 
increased again in this council during the 1850’s.M

In 1856 the Ottoman reformers still felt a strong need for another general 
reorganization of the Majlis system; their second great edict, the Hatt-i 
humayun, declared : ‘ In order to render fairness in the choice of the deputies 
in the provincial and district councils, from among the Muslim, Christian, and 
other subjects; and in order to ensure freedom of opinion . . . proceedings 
shall be taken ... to control their . . . decisions ... by reforming the regula
tions regarding the way these councils are formed and organized . . ,’.93

It seems, however, that these recommendations were again not put into 
practice in Syria and Palestine before 1860-1. At this point there came to an 
end not only a stage in the Ottoman Tanzimat, with the death of ‘Abd al-Majld 
in 1861, but also a period in Syrian urban politics, with the crystallization of the 
new political structure in the towns. The events of 1860 in Lebanon and 
Damascus, while involving the intervention of the Great Powers and bringing 
about the rhglement in the Lebanon, led, furthermore, to the drafting of a new 
system of provincial administration which was finally embodied in the Provincial 
Law of 1864.94

TV. Aleppo : balance of power in a big city
This was the broad pattern of town politics in most Syrian cities during the 

period 1840-61 : the local Majlis emerged as the principal ruling institution and 
the major scene of the Tanzhnat-inspired relations between the Turkish Pasha 
and the local leadership. This was, however, a gradual process which within 
that period reached various stages in different places. On the whole the small 
towns tended to lag behind the big cities since they were, generally, less open 
than the cities to the impact of the new era. Placed in this category was also the

“ BA> fr- D, no. 11287, 12$afar 1266 ; BA, Ir.Mv., no. 6220, 28 8haww5.1 1260 ; BA, Cev. D, 
no. 780, 10 Rabi‘ I 1267 ; AE, J6rusalem, m, No. 16, 10 November 1849 ; PO 196/331, Moore 
to Canning, No. 26, Beirut, 31 May 1849 ; PO 78/837, Calvert to Palmerston, No. 10, Damascus, 
30 May 1860 ; FO 78/872, Wood to Palmerston, No. 6, Damascus, 29 January 1861; PO 78/871, 
Worry to Palmerston, No. 1, 28 February 1861. A similar measure, namely replacing notables by 
shopkeepers, took place in Jerusalem in 1860. See PO 78/1621, Finn to Bulwer, end. in Finn to 
Russell, No. 21, Jerusalem, 19 July 1860.

” BA> It. Mv., no. 18868/7, 11 Jumada II 1276; BA, Cev. Z, no. 2703, KSnun It, 1277 ; 
BA, Cev. D, no. 7367, 17 Rama^in 1273.

” The text of the Hatt-i hUmayun in DilstUr (Istanbul, 1871-1928), i, 7-14.
** Compare Davison, op. oit., 108, 143 ; E. Z. Karal, Osmanli tarihi, v-vr, Ankara, 1947-64 

vi, 31.
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big town of Aleppo, whose political history during that period might represent 
the process of transformation to which the Tanzaniat gave rise in the Syrian 
town. During the 1840’s the internal politics of Aleppo were restored to a 
position somewhat similar to that of the pre-Egyptian period, chiefly because of 
a local para-military organization which managed to survive the harsh 
Egyptian rule. It has already been noted that in the pre-reform period real 
power in Aleppo lay with the Janissary and Ashrdf factions which violently 
fought each other for authority in the city. A Turkish Pasha was able to rule 
Aleppo only if he sided with one of the two local forces ; but occasionally the 
rival groups would co-operate, nullify the wa&’s power, or even expel him from 
the town. This struggle was usually accompanied by armed clashes between the 
various forces, resulting in destruction and loss of life in the city.

Only Ibrahim, the energetic Egyptian Pasha, managed to subdue the local 
strife and to control the city. He was able to do this only by appointing 
‘Abdullah Bey BabilsI, the Janissaries’ leader, as mutasaUim (civil governor) of 
Aleppo.98 When the Ottomans returned to Syria they reappointed ‘Abdullah as 
mutasaUim of the city and bestowed upon him great honours.96 This was also 
the policy with regard to other big Syrian cities, where the authorities had to 
appoint local notables as sub-governors for a transitional period. But, whereas 
in cities like Damascus and Jerusalem these notables were replaced by Turks 
as soon as the government had established itself strongly,97 in Aleppo things 
were different. ‘Abdullah, who commanded many thousands of armed followers 
from among the urban, rural, and tribal populations, was the only person 
capable of maintaining order in Aleppo, and in fact held most of the strings of its 
government.98 At the same time, however, the Ottoman authorities backed 
the local rival faction, the Ashrdf, allowing their chief members to dominate the 
provincial Majlis and nominating their leader, Yusuf Bey Sharif, as qd’im 
maqdm (military governor) of Aleppo.99 The Turkish government, which thus 
apparently tried to play off the old local rivals against each other, found itself 
completely powerless, while ‘Abdullah and the Ashrdf shared the authority. In 
the frame of their offices each faction managed to accumulate a great deal of 
wealth by holding the Utizdms of the province and also keeping to themselves 
large parts of the revenue.100

•5 FO 78/539, Worry to Bidwell, private, Aleppo, 2 June 1843 ; Paton, op. cit., 246.
'• Taqvim-i Vaqd'i‘, no. 238, 3 Mubarram 1268 ; BA, Ir. D, no. 2860/6, 21 Rabi‘ J 1258 ; do., 

no. 13493/8, 29 fjafar 1207 ; Taoutel, op. oit., m, 26-8 ; Paton, op. cit., 247.
87 FO 78/444, Young to Ponsonby, No. 4, Jerusalem, 5 March 1841; FO 195/210, Young to 

Canning, No. 3, 23 January 1844; al-Basha, op. oit., 240.
** FO 78/448, Werry to Ponsonby, Aleppo, 16 May 1848 ; FO 78/639, Werry to Bose, 

Aleppo, 1 May 1843, end. in Rose to Aberdeen, No. 42, Beirut, 6 May 1843 ; Barker, op. cit., 
n, 289 ; Paton, op. oit., 247.

*• Taqvim-i Vaq&’i', no. 238, 3 Muljarram 1268 ; BA, Ir. D, no. 2053, 25 Jumada I 1267 ; 
Taoutel, op. cit., m, 26-8 ; Paton, op. cit., 248.

1(0 A petition by inhabitants of the Pashalik of Aleppo, in BA, Ir. D, no. 13493/8, 29 Safar 
1267 ; FO 78/639, Werry to Bidwell, private, Aleppo, 2 June 1843 ; K&mil al-GhaizI, Nahr 
at-ihahab ft ta’rikh Halab, 3 vols., Aleppo, 1342, rr, 371.
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It was not until 1860 that the Turkish authorities dared to challenge openly 
these powerful bodies : Mustafa Zarif Pasha, the Ottoman wdU, charged the 
leading members of both groups with the payment of the long-standing Utizdm 
arrears, threatening them with imprisonment and confiscation of their 
property.101 Moreover, ‘Abdullah Bey, whose official powers had already been 
reduced by the Ottomans,102 was now removed from his office as mutasattim and 
was forbidden to farm any more ittizdms.103 This bold action of the Turks, who 
seem to have underrated ‘Abdullah’s actual strength, constituted one of the 
major factors leading to the revolt of 1850 in Aleppo. The other factors were 
the imposition of conscription and poll-tax—farda—on the population.

After his dismissal ‘Abdullah approached Yusuf, the leader of the Ashrdf, 
and urged him to co-operate in inciting a popular uprising against the 
Ottoman authorities by exploiting the approaching conscription and the recent 
levy of farda. In ‘Abdullah’s view, the authorities, being unable to quell the 
revolt themselves, since their garrison was extremely small, would be forced to 
seek the help of ‘Abdullah and Yusuf and as a reward would also concede them 
the tax arrears.104 The Ashrdf agreed to help in carrying out the plot, although, 
apart from the tax arrears issue, they did not share ‘Abdullah’s motives for the 
uprising. As great proprietors they would disagree with the popular demand 
represented by the veteran Janissaries to convert the farda from a poll-tax to 
a property levy.106 As a body which was composed of a relatively small number 
of notables who derived their power from great wealth and by controlling local 
public institutions, the Ashrdf were not likely to be affected by conscription so 
much as ‘Abdullah’s group, which was based on mass military organization. 
Yet the Ashrdf and their followers possessed a rather substantial grievance 
which the Janissaries did not fully share : their strong opposition to the 
concept of Christian equality which deeply affronted their sensitivities.108 (It 
must be noted here that the anti-Christian attitude reached its climax in Aleppo 
on the eve of the 1860 revolt against the government, when the Greek Catholic 
patriarch had made a triumphal entry into the city at the head of a procession 
carrying crosses and other church ornaments.107) It seems doubtful, however, 
that the Ashrdf were prepared to risk their position in Aleppo over this issue.

101 BA, Ir. D, no. 13493/8, 29 §afar 1207 ; al-GhaziI, op. oit., n, 371.
10* FO 78/639, Worry to Bidrvell, Aleppo, 2 June 1843 ; FO 196/207, Worry to Canning, 

No. 4, Aleppo, 4 April 1846.
101 FO 196/302, Worry to Canning, No. 8, Aleppo, 20 October 1860.
104 al-Qbazii, op. oit.,n, 372 ; Bee also Qara’ll, op. oit., 79-80; compare Barker, op. oit., n, 290.
106 Compare FO 196/207, Worry to Canning, No. 2, Aleppo, 14 February 1846 ; FO 78/960, 

Worry to Bose, 29 January 1863, enol. in Werry to FO, No. 4, Aleppo, 3 February 1863 ; Taoutel, 
op. oit., m, 109.

104 A petition by Muslim notables of Aleppo in BA, Ir. D, no. 13268/6, 1 Moharram, 1207 ; 
FO 78/836, Werry to Canning, No. 7, Aleppo, 19 October 1860, enol. in Rose to Palmerston, 
No. 49, Beirut, 6 November 1860 ; Records of the Churoh Missionary Society, London, CM/063, 
from Sandreczkl, No. 349, ‘Aynfab, 6 November 1860.

107 FO 78/836, Rose to Canning, No. 48, Beirut, 31 Ootober 1860, enol. in Rose to Palmerston, 
No. 49, Beirut, 6 November 1860 ; oompare also BA, Ir. D, no. 13268/6, 1 Mubarram 1267 ; 
al-Ghazzi, op. oit., n, 376.
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For, unlike ‘Abdullah and his partisans, who had nothing to lose from an 
uprising hut a good chance to regain their position, the Ashraf had little to gain 
and much to lose by rising against the Turkish authorities. They had already 
established themselves strongly in local government by dominating the Majlis 
as well as the judicial and religious systems, thus throwing in their lot with the 
Ottoman regime; an unsuccessful revolt against the Ottomans, therefore, would 
mean suicide. Indeed, the experienced and cautious notables, who did not 
command a substantial military force, presumably did not share ‘Abdullah’s 
confidence in his local military superiority, whioh he apparently based on both 
his old and recent experiences with the Ottomans.108 The Ashraf were rather 
more inclined to believe in the ultimate military supremacy of the Turkish 
authorities, which would eventually suppress any local revolt.

All this, then, lay behind the ambivalent attitude of Yusuf Bey Sharif and 
the notables towards ‘Abdullah’s suggestion of revolt; they seemingly agreed 
to co-operate with the Janissaries, but at the same time continued to show 
their loyalty to the wati. If the rebellion were to fail, their great rival, ‘Abdullah, 
would be once and for all destroyed;109 if it were to be a success, the Ashraf 
would achieve their limited aims.

In this context it should also be remembered that originally the conspirators 
intended to provoke a local insurrection on a small scale only ; to threaten the 
Ottoman authorities rather than to overthrow them. But the uprising which 
broke out in mid-October 1850 took such a gigantic form that even ‘Abdullah 
could hardly control it;110 it also involved such calamities as the plotters 
themselves could not possibly have foreseen. This was partly owing to the strong 
rumours about wide resistance to conscription around Damascus which aug
mented the size of the insurrection ;111 and partly because of the outburst of 
Muslim fanaticism fomented by the recent Christian provocation and encouraged 
by a desire to loot, which turned the rebellion against the authorities into riots 
against the Christians of Aleppo as well. Finally, the city garrison was small 
and the behaviour of the wait, Husfafa, Zarif Pasha, cowardly—he refrained 
from employing his troops to curb the disturbances—and this served also to 
aggravate the outbreak.

The tumult began when thousands of Muslims, mainly ‘Abdullah’s partisans, 
composed of the Aleppo mob and neighbouring nomad elements, invaded the 
city and attacked the wait’s residence. The latter hurriedly withdrew with his

io* | 1841, for example, only the military intervention of ‘Abdullah could save the ser aafcer 
Zakariyya Pasha from a rebellion by idle government basM-bozuks, wherefore ‘ The Government 
lost somewhat of its influence and power in the eyes of the inhabitants . . .’, FO 78/448, Werry to 
Ponsonby, Aleppo, 16 May 1841.

109 Compare Barker’s suggestions claiming that the initiative for the plot did oome from 
Yusuf Bey, who wanted in this way to min his rival, ‘Abdullah ; Barker, op. oit., n, 290. See also 
FO 78/836, WeTry to Canning, No. 43, Aleppo, 24 Ootober 1850, end. in Bose to Palmerston, 
No. 49, Beirut, 6 November 1860.

110 al-GhaizI, op. oit., n, 373.
111 FO 78/836, Werry to Canning, No. 7, Aleppo, 19 Ootober 1860, end. in Rose to Palmerston, 

No. 49, Beirut, 6 November 1860.
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600 regular soldiers and some members of the Majlis to Shaykh Yabrak, 
a fortress on the outskirts of Aleppo. The insurgents, encouraged by this retreat 
and accompanied by fresh Aleppo crowds, turned then to the Christian quarter, 
attacking and massacring Christians, looting houses, burning down churches 
and sacking them.11*

£arlf Pasha, unable to master the events, appointed ‘Abdullah Bey as 
qd’im maqdm of Aleppo, while calling for reinforcements from Damascus and 
Istanbul. ‘Abdullah managed to restore order, but the city remained occupied, 
by the rebels—‘Abdullah’s followers. The wall, still in Shaykh Yabrak, entered, 
through ‘Abdullah’s mediation, into peace negotiations with the rebels, 
apparently in order to gain time. Their principal conditions for laying down 
arms were: abolition of conscription, renomination of a native of Aleppo 
(‘Abdullah) as the city mutasaUim, and the turning of the farda into a property 
tax. An additional series of demands was that church bells must not be rung, 
neither must crosses be carried in processions, and that Muslim male and 
female servants were not to be employed in Christian houses.113 Zarif Pasha 
seemingly agreed to accomplish most of these demands while preparing his 
offensive with the reinforcements he had meanwhile received from Damascus 
and Anatolia. At the beginning of November 1860, after Aleppo had been 
occupied by the rebels for about a fortnight, the wdR made his first move to 
regain authority; ‘Abdullah was suddenly arrested and Yusuf Bey Sharif 
was appointed in his place. Consequently, the population divided into two 
groups : one, the veteran Janissaries and their allies from among the peasants 
and Beduin, all of whom continued their rebellion under the command' of 
‘Abdullah’s cousin; the other, the Ashrdf and their followers, who now sided 
openly with the Turkish authorities.114 After a few days of intense fighting 
which involved a great loss of life (3,000 to 6,000 people) the Ottoman army was 
able to recapture the city. Hundreds of rebels were arrested and banished; 
among them was also ‘Abdullah, who was poisoned on his way to exile. This 
was followed by the dismissal of the waR, Mustafa Zarif Pasha, and the nomina
tion in his place of Meljmed Kibnsh Pasha, who was specially summoned from 
London where he filled the post of Ambassador.116 Kibnsh, who arrived in 
Aleppo in December 1860 with more troops, took steps to complete the punish
ment of the culprits, impose conscription, and compensate the Christian.

111 For details of these events, see BA, Ir. D, no. 13186, 14 Dhu al-TJijja 1266; do., no. 
13493/8, 29 §afar 1267 ; FO 196/302, Worry to Canning, No. 7, Aleppo, 19 Ootober 1860 ; AE, 
Alep, n, No. 9, from de Lesseps, 29 Ootober 1860 ; Barker, op. oit., n, 292 ff.; al-GharzI, 
op. oit., n, 372 ff.; Qara’ll, op. oit., 79 £f.; Taoutel, op. oit., m, 143.

115 Bor full text of the rebels’ conditions, see BA, Ir. D, no. 13186/14, enol. in 26 Dhu al-Hijja 
1266 ; compare BO 78/836, Worry to Canning, No. 7, Aleppo, 19 Ootober 1860, enol. in Bose to 
Palmerston, No. 49, Beirut, 6 November 1860 ; BO 196/302, Worry to Canning, No. 8, Aleppo, 
26 Ootober 1860 ; al-Ghazsi, op. oit., ir, 376—7.

114 BO 196/302, Worry to Canning, No. 10, Aleppo, 8 November 1860 ; Barker, op. oit., n, 
293-4 ; Qara’ll, op. oit., 90-1.

116 BA, Mflhimme def., no. 268, p. 1, orders dated aw&'il and atoaJchir Mufiarram 1267 ; 
BA, Ir. D, no. 13268/6, 1 Mufiarram 1267.
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inhabitants for their losses. Above all, the new wdU adopted strong measures 
to procure the destruction of the local leadership and reorganize the local Majlis. 
He banished also Yusuf Bey, the Ashrdf leader, the chief mufd of Aleppo, and 
other notables, for the alleged part they had played in the revolt.118 In addition, 
Kibnsli Pasha reshaped the town council, excluding from it the a'ydn and 
replacing them by Muslims from lower classes as well as by deputies from the 
non-Muslim communities.117 The next wati, Nun ‘Othman, followed his 
predecessor’s line and exiled in 1851 ten more notables. For a time it seemed 
that the power of the Ashrdf and Janissaries was completely broken while the 
Ottoman authorities fully controlled Aleppo and managed to carry out in it 
a considerable number of reforms.118 But before long the new order of things 
was reversed ; the chief leaders of both local groups were pardoned and allowed 
to return ; Yusuf Bey Sharif was invested with the high rank of mirmirdn and 
was allowed to return to his former position ; the mufti also resumed his office 
in Aleppo.119 Gradually, local notables were restored to the Majlis and to its 
domination ; the outbreak of the Crimean War, involving the withdrawal of the 
Ottoman troops, enabled the old local leaders to establish their position more 
firmly uo Henceforth, the struggle for authority in Aleppo between the Ottoman 
waM and local forces was carried out mainly in the framework of the Majlis ; 
and consequently the Aleppo notables, headed by Yusuf Pasha Sharif, were 
occasionally able to control both the Pasha and the local affairs.131

Y. Government in the small town
In the small towns of Syria and Palestine Ottoman direct rule was generally 

even weaker than in the big cities. For one thing the struggle for authority 
between the governor and the local leadership was almost always in favour of 
the latter. In most places this struggle was concentrated mainly in the Majlis, 
where a coalition of Muslim notables was able to dominate the council as well 
as the town affairs.123 In some towns the real power lay with one local notable

118 Taqvim-i Vaqa'x, no. 634, 6 Shaw61 1267; al-GhazzI, op. oit., n, 382; see also BA, 
Ir. D, no. 13483, 26 §afar 1267 ; FO 78/871, Moore to Canning, No. 10, 26 May 1861, end. in 
Moore to Palmerston, No. 6, Beirut, 2 June 1861.

117 FO 78/871, Werry to Palmerston, No. 1, Aleppo, 28 February 1861 ; oompare also 
Taoutel, op. oit., m, 146.

119 FO 78/871, Werry to Palmerston, No. 20, Aleppo, 20 Deoember 1861 ; do., No. 21,
29 December 1861.

119 al-GhazzI, op. oit., n, 382 ; see also Barker, op. oit., n, 296 ;'FO 78/871, Werry to Canning, 
No. 19, 3 May 1861, end. in Werry to Palmerston, No. 6, Aleppo, 10 May 1861; BA, Ir. Mv., 
no. 13688, 23 Rabi* H 1271 ; do., no. 16361, 26 Rajab 1272.

1,0 Compare Taoutel, op. oit., m, 163.
m jo 78/1389, Skene to Bulwer, No. 26, 20 August 1868, end. in Skene to Malmesbury, 

No. 38, Aleppo, 21 August 1868 ; FO 78/1638, same to same, No. 27, end. in Skene to Russell, 
No. 47, Aleppo, 4 August 1860.

in FO 196/207, Barker to Werry, Suedia, 16 January 1843, end. in Werry to Canning, No. 3, 
Aleppo, 11 February 1843 ; FO 78/1219, Barker to Moore, Aleppo, 3 May 1866, end. in Moore 
to Clarendon, No. 22, Beirut, 12 May 1866; FO 78/1118, Werry to Reddiffe, No. 40, Aleppo,
30 December 1864, end. in Werry to Clarendon, No. 1, Aleppo, 3 January 1866 ; FO 78/1389, 
Sankey to Skene, XJrfa, 24 Maroh 1868, end. in Skene to Malmesbury, No. 23, Aleppo, 19 May 
1868 ; compare also BA, Ir. D, no. 7691/27, 23 RabT II 1262.
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(the mufti of Gaza, for instance) or a clique of two or three chiefs, either within 
the Majlis or outside it.1*3 These local elements managed either to subject the 
governor to their will, or to co-operate with him in misgoverning the town ; or 
to cause his withdrawal; and, infrequently, even to expel him by force.124 
Only a small number of governors were able to exercise regular rule in their areas 
and to subdue local opposition by the arrest and banishment of town notables.126

One of the major reasons for the inferior position of the junior governor 
vis-d-vis the local leadership was his insufficient military support; he normally 
had no regular troops, and was allowed to employ only irregular soldiers, who 
were usually ineffective. Related to this was the fact that only a small number 
of towns, such as Acre, Hama, and Raqqa, were permanently governed by 
Turkish Pashas 116 like the big cities. In most Syrian and Palestinian towns the 
qd’im maqams or mudlrs were either Arab notables or non-Arab chiefs of Muslim 
minorities, from the neighbouring areas.127 In some places the governor was 
occasionally one of the local inhabitants.128 Although Syrian natives were not 
on the whole less able governors than the Turks, they did not enjoy the same 
prestige and central backing as a Turkish official did.129 On the other hand, 
being more committed to local interests and rivalries, the native governors were 
more likely to misuse their powers, contrary to the Porte’s orders. Moreover, 
since they commanded superior local knowledge and influence, they could 
easily foil any Ottoman attempt to replace them by Ottomans or others ; they 
would ‘ excite seditions in order to show the Turks that the town cannot be 
governed without them \130 It is, indeed, true that the Ottoman authorities 
made considerable efforts during the 1850’s to replace local Arab governors by 
Turkish officials with the purpose of exerting direct rifle,131 but this did not 
always immunize the new qd’im maqdm or mudir against the local pressure and 
the temptation to abuse his powers. On the one hand he was not placed under

1,3 On Gaia, see FO 78/1217, Jinn to Clarendon, No. 65, Jerusalem, 1 September 1866 ; see 
also JO 78/1118, Worry to Rodoliffe, No. 33, enol. in Worry to Clarendon, No. 26, Aleppo, 
16 Deoember 1866.

1!* See, for example, JO 78/637, Rose to Aberdeen, No. 61, Beirut, 30 August 1843; JO 
78/1297, Skene to Clarendon, No. 17, Aleppo, 26 August 1867.

1,3 JO 78/677, Bose to Aberdeen, No. 31, Beirut, 10 July 1844; JO 78/1118, Werry to 
Kedelifie, No. 40, Aleppo, 30 December 1864, enol. in Werry to Clarendon, No. 1, Aleppo, 
3 January 1866.

1,3 Compare SSlndme, Istanbul, 1263-77 ; Jerfde-i Eavadith, no. 27, 22 Jumada I 1277.
137 BA, It. H, no. 537/4, Jumada I 1267 ; BA, Ir. Mv., no. 3746, 24 Rabl‘ II 1266; do., 

no. 13626, 23 Rabl* I 1271 ; Jaffa Sijili, no. 13, 11 Shaw&l 1268 ; do., 10 Babi‘ II 1266 ; 
Parliamentary Papers, Accounts and Papers, ax,-1843, Pt. 1, No. 1, from Ponsonby, 23 May 1841 ; 
Mansur, op. oit., 300.

138 BA, Cev. D, no. 10165, 29 Dhu al-Qa‘da 1261 ; BA, Ir. Mv., no. 16905, 8 Muharram 1273 ; 
also Jaffa SijiU, no. 13, 11 Shawal 1268 ; do., 10 Rabl‘ II 1266 ; Jinn, op. oit., i, 232-3, 296 ; 
al-Nimr, op. oit., 303.

1,3 See, for example, JO 78/676, Rose to Aberdeen, No. 11, Beirut, 9 April 1844 ; compare 
JO 78/913, Jinn to Canning, No. 10, enol. in Jinn to Malmesbury, No. 4, Jerusalem, 21 June 1862.

130 JO 78/1384, Jinn to Clarendon, No. 3, Jerusalem, 19 January 1848.
131 JO 78/837, Wood to Palmerston, No. 2, Damascus, 27 Jebruaxy 1860 ; JO 78/913, Jinn 

to Canning, No. 10, enol. in Jinn to Malmesbury, No. 4, Jerusalem, 21 June 1852 ; JO 78/1217, 
Rogers to Jinn, Haifa, 9 Maroh 1866.
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a strict central control; firstly, the watt’s residence was sometimes rather too 
remote to enable the anthorities to supervise the small town closely ; secondly, 
until 1862 the walVs authority over his sub-governors was limited ; for example, 
he had no power to dismiss or appoint junior governors. On the other hand, the 
salaries of the qd’im maqdms and mudirs were so low and irregular as to en
courage the practice of corruption and the misuse of power.182 Indeed, a great 
many governors of small towns in Syria and Palestine, while ignoring the 
imperial orders, would frequently practise extortion on and oppress the local 
population and embezzle the public funds, either by themselves or with the local 
notables’ co-operation.133 Because of their misrule and corruption the governors 
of small towns were changed frequently, sometimes every few months ; others 
were forced to withdraw because of local pressure, as already mentioned.

Consequently, Turkish direct rule was only lightly felt in the small towns of 
Syria and Palestine during the period 1840-61, although the ultimate authority of 
the Ottoman wdU in the chief city was never denied. This situation can be illus
trated by a brief survey of the political history of the Syrian town of Antioch 
during the 1840’s and 1850’s. As in Aleppo, the population of Antioch was 
divided between two factions, that of the ay an and that of the lower classes— 
artisans and the masses. The former group, being united and strong, acquired 
a leading position in the town during the early 1840’s. On the one hand they 
formed and dominated the local Majlis, thus holding legally a large share of the 
administration; on the other hand, being also wealthy and influential, they 
were de facto the rulers of Antioch. The governor sent from Aleppo to govern the 
town was forced to yield to the a‘ydn’s dictates, since he had no regular troops 
with him .13* But when in 1843 he tried to collect taxes in the town against the 
notables’ will, the population rose against him, besieged his residence, and 
arrested his chief of police ; at the same time the insurgents sent a petition 
against the governor to the wdU of Aleppo alleging that he had collected taxes 
which were abolished by the Tanzimat. The waM agreed to exchange the 
governor of Antioch with that of ‘Aynfab, but the local notables rejected this 
offer, demanding the appointment of one of their own number as governor.135 
Eventually, however, they let the new mutasaUitn enter the town; energetic 
and tactful, he managed to deprive the a‘ydn of their local popular support and 
banished many of them from Antioch.138 But when, a few months later, this

1,1 BA, Ir.Mv.,no. 3920,13Rabrni265; do., no. 12S30,10 Shawal 1270 ; do., no. 14706, 
14 Muharram 1272 ; do., no. 17321/10, 14 Dhfi al-Qa‘da 1274 ; FO 78/801, Wood to Palmerston, 
No. 5, Damascus, 26 February 1849 ; Jaffa Sijill, no. 13,11 Shawwal 1268 ; do., 10 Rabl II1266.

133 FO 78/801, Wood to Palmerston, No. 9, Damascus, 28 April 1849 ; FO 78/1118, Werry to 
Redoliffe, No. 40, 30 December 1864, end. in Werry to Clarendon, No. 1, Aleppo, 3 June 1865.

131 FO 195/207, Barker to Werry, Suedia, 16 January 1843, end. in Werry to Canning, No. 3, 
Aleppo, 11 February 1843 ; F. A. Neale, Eight years in Syria, Palestine, and Asia Minor, 2 vols., 
London, 1851, n, 30-1.

115 FO 195/207, same to same, 11 August 1843, end. in Werry to Canning, No. 16, 26 August 
1843.

133 FO 195/207, Barker to Werry, No. 11, Antioch, 8 September 1843, end. in Werry to 
Canning, No. 17, Aleppo, 23 September 1843.
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able governor was apparently replaced by the local qadi, the population rose 
against tbe qadi and compelled the wdH of Aleppo to discharge him. The next 
governor was, as a matter of fact, more co-operative with the local notables.137 
In the following years the office of governor passed through several hands ; it 
was held, for instance, by a Pasha sent from Istanbul, who was ‘ merely a 
cypher ’;138 he was later replaced by a notable from Aleppo, and in 1856 an 
Antioch dignitary was nominated qa’im maqdm of the town.139 During most of 
this period the local a‘yan continued to be the real rulers of the town. And 
although they used the name of the Tanzimat in the service of their opposition 
to Ottoman direct rule, their conduct was, in fact, adverse to the Tanzimat 
edicts ; they practised extortion on the local population, oppressed the neigh
bouring villages, and severely infringed the rights to equality of the Christian 
inhabitants ; similarly they opposed conscription and any other measures which 
were likely to affect their own interests.140

VI. Conclusions
Thus, to conclude, the Tanzimat era brought about a radical change in the 

political and social life of the Syrian town. On the one hand, it put an end to 
long, bloody warfare between the various local factions, and between them 
and the Ottoman governor, by depriving the urban population of its military 
strength and by establishing an unchallengeable Ottoman military superiority in 
the cities. On the other hand, however, the Tanzimat, by introducing the Majlis 
system, furnished the traditional urban leadership with a new powerful instru
ment which enabled it to ward off both Ottoman rule and reform. Originally, 
the Majlis was set up by Eeshid Pasha to fulfil two purposes; to plant the 
seeds of a representative system in the provinces and to check the autocracy 
and rapacity of the waU.1*1 This was in effect an ambivalent policy which, 
paradoxically, attempted to combine centralization and decentralization; it 
served to weaken the authority of the wait to the extent of making him some
times almost powerless, but helped the old oligarchical clique of ‘ulamd’ and 
a‘ydn, who formed and controlled the Majlis, to reinforce and consolidate their 
power. The Pasha’s rapacity was now, perhaps, checked; instead, there 
emerged 15-20 rapacious councillors who practised extortion on and oppressed 
the population they were supposed to represent. The Pasha could not replace 
this ruling 61ite by deputies from other classes, since he was no longer an autocrat 
and because he needed this traditional leadership to assist him in ruling his

137 FO 196/207, Werry to Canning, No. 2, Aleppo, 27 January 1844.
iss FO 78/871, Weny to Canning, No. 26, 7 June 1861, enol. in Werry to Palmerston, No. 8, 

Aleppo, 10 June 1861 ; Neale, op. oit., n, 30-1.
133 BA, Ir. Mv., no. 16906, 8 Mubarram 1273.
140 FO 78/637, Bose to Aberdeen, No. 61, Beirut, 30 August 1843; FO 78/871, Werry to 

Canning, No. 16, 6 April 1861, enol. in Werry to PalmeTston, No. 3, Aleppo, 10 April 1861 ; AJS, 
Alep, n, No. 1, 30 May 1861; Neale, op. oit., n, 30-1 ; Anon., Eambles, 133.

141 Engelhardt, op. oit., I, 107-8 ; C. MaoFarlane, Turkey and its destiny, 2 vols., London, 
1860, n, 38 ; H. Temperley, England and the Near East: the Crimea, London, 1936, 167-9.
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province. He could no longer strengthen his position by the support of one of 
the local factions, since the position of the Ottoman governor vis-a-vis both the 
‘ulama’ and a'ydn of the Syrian cities became basically incompatible because of 
the Tanzimat. Most of the Tanzimat measures which the Pasha was to carry 
out were by their very nature at variance with the interests and feelings of 
each of the above groups. Co-operation between the governor and either of the 
local forces, through mutual interests, was usually possible to the extent that it 
involved acts of misrule and subversion of the Porte’s orders.

Otherwise, these two urban elements would normally form an alliance and 
use both their great local influence and vast official powers to overcome the 
Turkish Pasha and nullify the Ottoman reform edicts. In this context we might 
end with the testimony of Shaykh Umar Efendi al-Ghazzi, the Shafi‘1 mufti, 
and a member of the provincial council of Damascus for more than 20 years 
without interruption. He is reported to have said :

t—oobl ^ J*\j\ Jp 4-JLiiil jl la LI I S-ijljJI (JlyjNl eJLfc . . .

‘ These papers coming from the Sultan and consisting of orders which did not 
suit the times, we therefore threw them away unused; we did not act upon 
them at all; we did not fear a ruler nor a great one, neither a judge nor 
a Vizier ’.148

141 al-Bayt&r, op. oit., n, 1136.
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AL-BIRUNI’S ARABIC VERSION OF 
PATANJALI’S YOGASUTRA:

A TRANSLATION OF HIS FIRST CHAPTER AND A COMPARISON 
WITH RELATED SANSKRIT TEXTS

By Shlomo Pines and Ttjvia Gelblum

The first text of al-Blrunl (a.d. 973-c. 1050) published in Europe which 
contains a reference to his translation of Patafij all’s Yogasutra is his Risdla 
fifihrist hutvb Muhammad ibn Zakariya’ aTRdzt, the relevant part of which was 
published by E. Sachau, Leipzig, 1876-8.1 * In his list of his own works, which is 
included in this Risala, al-Blruni states that this list comprises the works he has 
written up to the end of 427/1037.® Several years later Sachau published 
al-Biruni’s India (London, 1887), in which al-Blrunl not only refers to his 
having translated this work of Patahjali,3 but also quotes from it copiously.4 *

The relationship of the latter work to the well-known classical sources of the 
Yoga philosophy has since been debatable. Sachau himself was led astray by 
the partial evidence constituted by the excerpts in the India to the extent of 
stating : ‘ Al-Birum’s Patanjali is totally different from “ The Yoga Aphorisms 
of Patanjali ”... and as far as I may judge, the philosophic system of the 
former differs in many points essentially from that of the Sutras ’.6 This view 
was regarded as certainly true and further elaborated by S. N. Dasgupta, who 
as late as 1930 postulated a distinct Patanjali as author of the text translated by 
al-Blrum.6 Presumably Dasgupta did not have access to the MS of al-Biruni’s 
translation, which had been discovered by Massignon in 1922.7 Sachau’s

1 In his introduction to his edition of al-BIrfini’a iJLi-’l bjJHI ^ iJUl jO^I 
('Ohronologit orientalischtr Volktr von Albtrini, reprinted, Leipzig, 1923). The text in question is 
referred to on p. xxxv as fiUjVI cjlrf 'u~. J ‘the translation of
Patafijali’s book on the liberation from the entanglement ’ (see below, p. 308, n. 61). The whole 
text of this Risala was published by P. Kraus, Epitre it Birini contenant It riptrtoirt its cmvrages 
it Muhammad b. Zakariya ar-Razi, Paris, 1936. The relevant portion of the Risala was translated 
by E. Wiedermann, Btitragt air Gtschichit itr Naturwisssnschafttn, lx (Sitzungsberichte der 
Physikalisoh-Medioinisohen Soziet&t in Erlangen, Ltt-Lm), 1920-1, 66 seq. Al-Biruni’s translation 
of Patafljali’8 7ogasitra is mentioned onoe again in an appendix to this Risala, the author of 
whioh is Ibrahim b. Muhammad al-Ghadanfar al-TibrizI. According to Saohau (op. cit., p. xv) 
al-GhacJanfar states inttr alia that he attempted to read a portion of Patafijali’s book translated 
by al-Biruni but oould not understand it.

* P. Kraus, op. oit., 29 ; of. Sachau, op. oit., p. xiii.
* of- /» tahqiq mi li’ l-IIini or al-Birtini’s Iniia (Arabic text), Hyderabad, 1968 (hence

forth abbreviated as India, Hyd.), 6.
4 of. E. 0. Saohau (to.), Albtntni’s Iniia, London, 1910, reprinted, Delhi, 1964 (henceforth 

abbreviated as Saohau), index I s.v. Patafijali.
* Saohau, I, 264 (annotations).
“ s- N- Dasgupta, Toga philosophy in rtlaiion to othtr systtms of Indian thought, Calcutta, 

1930, 64.
7 KiSprUlQ. 1689, fols. 412a-419a. See L. Massignon, Essai sur Its origints iu Itxiqut ttchniqus 

de la mystiqut musulmant, Paris, 1922, 79 ; seoond ed., Paris, 1964, 97.
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opinion was, however, contested by R. Garbe, who traced the excerpts in 
question to the known Patanjali’s Yogasuira.8 He further claimed that the 
commentary on the Yogasuira contained in the excerpts could also be deter
mined. This be identified at one time as the Yogabhdsya of Veda-vyasa (fL 
between a.d. 650 and 850),9 and later—as the Rajamdrtdnda of Bhoja Raja 
(c. a.d. 1018-60).10

In 1956 H. Ritter prepared and published from the above-mentioned unique 
MS, which is very poor, a critical edition of the text of al-Blrfini’s translation.11 
The present undertaking is an attempted translation of al-Biruni’s Arabic 
version, based on a critical re-examination of Ritter’s edition and a comparison 
with Sanskrit sources.

From the translation given below it will become abundantly clear that most 
of the Yogasutras themselves are traceable in the Arabic text, occurring generally 
in their original sequence. They have, however, been woven together with a 
commentary on the Yogasuira, assuming the form of a dialogue of questions and 
answers. A priori this form may possibly represent the structure of the original 
Sanskrit commentary or alternatively be an adaptation based on an Arabic 
usage. The evidence from al-Biruni’s own testimony is self-contradictory. On 
the one hand, in his introduction to his translation he appears to indicate that 
the incorporation of the commentary with the sutras as well as the form of a 
dialogue are of his own making.12 But, on the other hand, in his conclusion he 
speaks of the book originally ‘ consisting of one thousand and a hundred 
questions in the form of verse ’.13 It may be suggested that having found in the 
original commentary occasional questions and hypothetical objections intro
ducing the sutras, al-Blrunl further systematized this form into a series of 
questions and answers, lending a dramatic effect and a higher degree of 
readability to his translation.

The commentary used by al-Birfin! cannot be identified with any of the 
printed commentaries, despite a large number of similarities in the interpretation 
of the text. Thus al-Blrunl’s translation of certain passages has an unmistakable 
resemblance to Veda-vyasa’s Yogabhdsya or to Vacaspati-mi&ra’s subcom
mentary (of about a.d. 850), called Tattvavaiidradi, on these passages. But 
these similarities can be explained as normal repetition due to borrowing from 
a common tradition.

Garbe was certainly wrong when he identified the commentary used by 
al-Biruni as that of Veda-vyasa, and even more so when in his later view he 
concluded that it was identical with Bhoja Raja’s. He argued that the latter and 
the relevant quotations in al-Biruni’s India used identical parables and

8 R. Garbe, 8diphhya und Toga, Strassburg, 1896, 41.
9 R. Garbe, Die S&ijikhya-PJiilosophie, Leipzig, 1894, 68.
10 R. Garbe, SUrjiJehya und Toga, 41.
11 H. Ritter, ‘ Al-BirunTs tlbersetzung des Yoga-Sutra des Patafijali ’, Oriens, n, 2, 1966, 

166-200 (henceforth abbreviated as R).
18 R, 168 (1. 2).
11 R, 199 (U. 1-2).
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examples.14 In fact the pertinent cases cited by him are also found in Veda- 
vyasa’s and other commentaries and appear to have been drawn from a common 
tradition. Equally erroneous is the statement made by J. FiUiozat as late as 
1953. Speaking of Bhoja Baja’s commentary he says : ‘ C’est peut-etre en 
partie dans ce texte, alors tout recent, qu’al-Blruni s’est initi6 au Yoga de 
Patanjali sur lequel il a d’ailleurs 6crit un ouvrage en arabe \18 In fact al- 
Biruni’s text has more in common with Veda-vyasa’s commentary than with 
that of Bhoja Raja. It is quite possible that the source of the commentary in 
question is traceable to one of the numerous manuscripts of unknown com
mentaries housed in Indian libraries. A comparison of peculiar figures of speech 
(rather than topics discussed) and perhaps especially of the opening benediction 
(mafigald), would be a useful clue for the detection of the source. But the 
possibility also exists that the source in question has been lost.

In two places in his translation al-Biruni distinctly and explicitly quotes from 
what he refers to as ‘ the commentator ’ (In one of them Ritter

suggests for the indistinct text the reading namely ‘ by Vyasa
the author of the Yogabhdpya.17 This suggestion, however, may be objected to 
on the following grounds.

(1) In his India al-Biruni invariably transcribes the name Vyasa—although 
not occurring there as the name of the commentator in question—by using the 
Arabic letter ^ and not

(2) A comparison of the two explicit quotations by al-Biruni with Veda- 
vyasa’s Yogabhdsya yields the following observations.

(a) In the case of the one quotation, where medical doctrines are referred 
to,19 only a small portion is paralleled in Veda-vyasa.

(b) In the case of the other quotation, though similar Purapic geographical 
and cosmological material is handled both in the Arabic version90 and in Veda- 
vyasa,*1 still the description in the former substantially differs from that in the 
latter. Furthermore, these differences may serve as an argument for inferring 
that the commentary used by al-Biruni had probably been written at a time 
when the bhdsya of Veda-vyasa had not yet attained any great sanctity or 
authority.** The Arabic version is not much younger than the oldest known 
commentaries, and may represent a hitherto unknown line of interpretation.

Similarly, the fact that a number of siitras—usually not essential ones—do 
not appear in the Arabic version suggests the possibility that the commentary

14 See p. 303, n. 8, above.
15 J. Filliozat in L. Renou and J. FiUiozat, L’Inde, dassique, n, Paris, 1963, 46.
1‘ R, 186 (1. 16), 188 (1. 3); of. India, Hyd., 191, 192, 194, 196, 206 (Sachau, I, 232, 234, 

236, 238, 248).
1T R, 186 (1. 16).
19 Thus at least 18 times (e.g. India, Hyd., 102, 104).
18 R, 188 (1. 2 et seq.).
» R, 186 (1. 16 et seq.).
11 Voda-vy&ga’s Yogabh&xya (henceforth abbreviated as V) on shtra 3.26.
“ of. S. N. Dasgupta, op. oit., 63-4.
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used by al-Biruni bad dealt with a very early version of the Yogasubra, before 
interpolations were added. This possibility is further supported by considering 
al-Biruni’s misunderstanding of the word nidra ‘ sleep in sutra 1.10,23 as 
referring to dream j j). He would hardly have done this had his source
included sutra 1.38, which clearly speaks of nidra ‘ sleep ’ and svajma ‘ dream ’ 
as distinct states.

It may be argued that the commentary in question could be related to the 
theistic developments evident in late commentators prior or posterior to al- 
Biruni, such as Vacaspati-mkira (ninth century a.d.), Vijnanabhiksu (sixteenth, 
century a.d.), and Nilakaqtha, who lived—as M. Eliade points out—when 
all India was full of mystical and devotional currents, and whose versions of the 
Yoga were shaped under the impact of Vedantic ideas and bhaJcti (mystical 
devotion).84 For indeed, whereas the sutras speak of the goal as kaivalya and 
define it as ‘ the energy of thought being grounded in itself ’,25 the Arabic 
version speaks of liberation and also of union with God U-l).26
Indeed, the concept of God in the latter is a far cry from that of the sutras them
selves, which conceive of Him as a passive archetype of the Yogin, the object of 
a purely ‘ intellectual ’ devotion.27 But against such argumentation one should 
not ignore the fact that al-Biruni was a Muslim, so that in this major charac
teristic of his translation as well as in its minor characteristics, which likewise 
exhibit a good deal of ‘ islamization ’, his own interpretation, conditioned by his 
own cultural orientation, might have been at work.

It is quite certain that the commentary in question was not an oral one, for 
in his introduction to his translation of the text, al-Biruni himself refers to it as 
belonging to a group of texts which were read to him ‘ letter by letter ’.28 That 
al-Biruni was assisted by teachers is also evident from his own testimony in his 
India.™ Nevertheless there is much in our text to suggest that al-Biruni relied 
to a considerable extent on his own intelligence and autodidactic capacity in 
studying the sutras and their commentary. The evidence for this, which is 
cumulative, may be exemplified by the following points.

(1) Al-Biruni’s incorrect rendering of the term nidra in sutra 1.10, mentioned 
above, can be accounted for only as due to his independent effort to understand 
the same stitra. The latter consists of a definition of the term nidra : abhdva- 
pratyaydlamband vrttir nidra ‘ Sleep is that mode of functioning of the mind 
which has as its object the conception of nothing ’. However, a literal and 
uninitiated reading of the Sanskrit here could easily yield what al-Biruni 
understood, namely: that mode of functioning of the mind which has as its

M Sutras refer to tlie edition of Dhundiraj, Kashi Sanskrit Series, No. 85, 1931.
14 of. M. Eliade, Yoga : immortality and freedom, London, 1968, 76.
16 Sutra 4.34 : . . . kaivalyam svardpa-pratisflid vd citi-iaktir iti.
84 R, 199 (1. 1); of. R, 197 (1. 20). Cf. India, Hyd., 01 (11. 7-8), 60 (1. 17), 102 (11. 3-4).
17 of. M. Eliade, op. oit., 76.
“ R, 167 (1. 10).
** India, Hyd., 18 ( = Saohau, I, 24).
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object a content which is absent (from the corresponding reality). That he 
naturally took to refer to the state of dream.80

(2) Another brain-wave of al-Biruni himself may account for what he 
made of sutras 2.33-4. Here the expression mtarha-badhane is translated by 
Ballantyne : ‘ in excluding things questionable ’, and by Woods : ‘ if there be 
inhibition by perverse considerations AI-Biruni apparently renders it by

UilJUi’b *.LANl CJlT ‘ if things are known in their

opposites and differences ’.31 The expression pratipaksa-bhavanam tradi- 
•tionally means ‘ cultivation of the opposite ’, the force of the context being 
that whenever perverse tendencies, such as anger and violence, should arise 
in the mind of the Yogin, he ought to cultivate their opposites, such as 
universal compassion, as an antidote. Presumably unaided by an oral tradition 
al-Biruni here legitimately takes the expression to mean simply ‘ vice versa ’, 
i.e. ‘ there is an effecting of the opposite ’; and in view of the context he 
understands : ‘ He who gives up violence will be recompensed by their opposites, 
namely the opposites of the earlier mentioned ignorance and causing of pain ’ 

(_£jL?«_j jjiiill iSjki • ■ •).82

(3) The succinct sutra 2.22 reads: krtdrtham prati na$am apy anaspim 
tad-anya-sadhdranatvdt ‘ Though it (the object of sight) has ceased (to be seen) 
in the case of one whose purpose is accomplished, it has not ceased to be, since 
it is common to others (besides him) ’. Al-Biruni appears to have taken the 
word sadhdrana in the sense of a generic property, a universal, and hence an 
inteUectum. And he takes krtdrtha to be its opposite—a sense-perceived object. 
He is consequently led to translate the sutra: ijlf 5JLh-
o'ypUil Oil ‘ The sense-percepts do not possess permanent reality in the

way the inteUecta do l33 A Platonic-Aristotelian background is evident in this 
translation.

(4) In sutra 2.6 al-Biruni, presumably unaided by a teacher, takes a 
definition to be a mere illustration and consequently fails to understand the 
sutra. Here the concept of asmitd ‘ the feeling of individuality or personality ’ 
is defined as irg-dar&ana-iaktyor ekatmatd ‘ the state in which the seeing agent 
and the sight function Eire identified as one self ’. Al-Biruni takes this to be just 
a case illustrating the vrtti (mode of functioning of the mind) called vikalpa 
‘ false conception (based on language symbols) ’,34 which he uniformly translates 
by jjlaJl ‘ unproven opinion ’,86

» R, 171 (1. ll).
11 R, 182 (1. 14). Perhaps al-Birum read here bodhane for badhane.
M R, 182 (11. 16-16).
" R, 181 (1. 20).
a* ‘ Vikalpa is the existence of abstraot imagination on the basis of language symbols, as when 

we say “ the intelligence of the pnrnsha ” though we know that the purusha has no other essence 
than pure intelligence. Without suoh characteristic mode of ohitta transformation abstract 
thinking would be impossible ’ (S. N. Dasgupta, op. oit., 276).

*s R, 178 (1. 13).
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(5) In illustrating how the latent deposits of karma effect a change in condi
tion, the commentaries on sutra 2.12 include a reference to the celebrated story 
from the Mahabharata of Nahu$a, who, having replaced Indra as the chief of 
the gods, was later transformed into a snake by the Ijlsi Agastya.30 Al-Biruni 
also has the story, but he has reversed the role of the characters: jJj[ Jby

-bu ^r. u~t~

‘ . and like Indra, chief of the gods (lit.: ‘ angels ’),37 for having com
mitted adultery with the wife of the brahmin Nahusa, he was cursed and turned 
into a snake after he had been a god ’.38 This mistake may be accounted for 
by al-Biruni’s misunderstanding a Sanskrit text (especially if it used the word 
indra both as a private name and as a name of an institution or title, such as in 
the expression devdndm indra) ;39 but it could hardly be accounted for by postu
lating an Indian teacher who did not know this famous story.

The Arabic translation betrays a constant effort to bring the work as near as 
possible to the mentality of the Muslim readers. This is evident both in the 
selection of the terminology and the transposition of Indian philosophical 
notions and problems into similar ones grounded in Aristotelian and other 
streams of Muslim thought. Random examples are as follows.

(1) The term karma-vipdka, which had to be coped with in sutra 1.24, is
rendered by . . . SJlA jl JJ** . . .
‘ . . . action for which either a blissful repose, which is hoped, and longed for, 
or a troubled existence, which is feared and dreaded, might be given as 
recompense . . I.40

(2) In dealing with sutra 1.41 the Indian epistemological triad of ghraitr, 
grahana, and grahya is transposed respectively into the JJLp, J-Ap, and

of the Aristotelians.41
(3) The Indian philosophical problem, implicit in sutra 2.15, of what

constitutes the real self (dtman) is analogous to a question discussed in Arabic 
philosophy as to whether it is the body (O-b) or the soul (cr'-'*-') constitutes
the essence of man ( jLJj). The form which this problem assumes in Arabic
philosophy is reflected in the selection of terms in al-Birum’s translation here.42

Evidently, from the point of view of al-Biruni and his readers, the Arabio 
work provides an operative or functional, though not literal, translation of the 
Yogasutra with its commentary. This is often done by means of paraphrasing.

38 Mahdbhdrata, v.17 ff., xn. 342 ff., and with some variations xm. 99 ff. (Referred to, 
summarized, and discussed by Jaooby in Hastings, Encyclopaedia of religion and ethics, s.v. 
‘ Agastya ’.

»7 of. India, Hyd., 72 : li^lc ^ 3JLk ‘ ... the olass of deva whom we
have explained as angels ’ (Saohau, I, 95) ; of. R, 168 (1. 7). In translating the term for gods by 
USo^U ‘ angels ’, al-BIruni follows a long-established usage of translators of Greek texts into Arabio.

38 R, 179 (11. 16-16). “ of. V on sfttra 21.2. 40 R, 173 (11. 13-14).
41 R, 176 (11. 11-12). 48 R, 178 (11. 11-12).
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An example is the rendering of the term maibn ‘ compassion ’ in sutra 1.34 by :
aJ_x^ y* ajI^I Ajmy_ jt

‘. . . that he should wish and desire well-being for all creatures without excep
tion and rejoice in their attaining it \43

But al-Bmml is also well equipped with a terminological apparatus, some 
of which is drawn from the tradition of Arabic translations from the Greek 
masters. That Aristotelian connotations, however, may constitute a pitfall can 
be seen from the following. In his treatment of sutra 2.6, drg-dar&ana-Saktyor 
ekdtmataivasmitd, al-Blrunl renders drg by Jilp and dar&ana by Jj£p, but he

is then caught in a dilemma: while the union of these two is denounced by the 
sense of the sutra here, it is commendable according to Aristotelian philosophy. 
He therefore slightly changes the two terms by qualifying them as follows: 
Ja^ail ‘ the corporeal knower and the simple (i.e. imma
terial) act of knowledge ’A4

Al-Biruni himself also coined new Arabic technical terms, this being another 
important aspect of his contribution in his work of translation. The following 
are examples : for kleia ‘ affliction ’—Jjj} ‘ weight ’ 45; for buddhi ‘ intel

ligence or the thinking organ ’—i_Li ‘ heart \49 His terminological apparatus,
however, is not completely uniform. Thus, for instance, the same term J -> c.

is used to render at least three distinct concepts : (i) kriya in the sense of 
rajas 47; (ii) karma 48; and (iii) sddhana, the name of the second chapter 
of the Yogasutra.i0

A better understanding and appreciation of al-Birdnl’s method of transla
tion, as well as light on other aspects of his work, may still be expected from 
further clarification of the remaining textual ambiguities. Furthermore, the 
possibility exists that the commentary will be identified.

(R, 167) The book of the Indian Patanjali 60 on liberation from afflictions,81 
translated into Arabic by Abu al-Raihan Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Blrunl.

43 R, 176 (11. 3-4); of. R, 186 (1. 11). « R, 178 (1. 14); of. R, 197 (1. 6 et seq.).
*s R, 177 (1. 20); of. R, 167 (1. 2). “ R, 192 (1. 20).
47 R, 181 (1. 7). « R, 186 (1. 7). « R, 183 (1. 18).
,0 The Arabio transliteration is whioh may also stand for the adjectival form

pdiahjala ; of. India, Hyd., 6, 102 ( = Saohan, I, 8, 132). However, in all probability al-Blrunl 
lengthened the first vowel in order to ensure an approximately correot pronunciation of the 
foreign name. Both in his present translation and in his India, he sometimes uses this method of 
transliterating a short Sanskrit a by an Arabio alif indicative of a long 4, e.g. ^Ij.—brahman (R,

176 (1. 3)) (but Ajl>/—brahmdnda, R, 187 (1. 2); j—brahma-loka, India, Hyd., 191 (1. 1)).
Cf. Saohan, I, 267 (annotations).

41 The printed text has JliJ. The emendation Jlijl (lit. ‘weights, burdens’) is based on 
R, 177 (1. 20), where this word corresponds to Ide&a in sutra 2.2. Tor other descriptions by al- 
Biruni of Patafijali’s treatise of. p. 302, n. 1 (of. R, 179 (1. 17), 180 (1. 9), 181 (1. 14), 189 (1. 4) ; 
India, Hyd., 61 (1. 12) for the expression iSl—jjj) ; India, Hyd., 6, y ii ('-r'^O
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The aspirations of men in this world vary, and the civilization of the universe 
is established in an orderly way through this variety. My resolution, nay my 
soul as a whole, is solely directed to teaching, since I have done with the 
pleasure of learning. This (i.e. teaching) I regard as the greatest happiness. 
Whoever has a correct knowledge of the situation will not blame me for my 
persistent efforts and for the burden of endeavour which I bear in translating, 
for the benefit of (my) equals and adversaries, from the language of India. 
Whoever does not know the situation 64 will set me down as ignorant and 
attribute my toil to my wretched state. For every man has things upon 
which his intention and thought are fixed and he is opposed to that of which 
he lacks knowledge—until he reaches a rank in which his excusing himself may 
be permitted and no obligation that does not please him is imposed on him.

I went on translating from the Indian (language) books of arithmeticians and 
astronomers 83 till I turned to 64 books on wisdom 88 preserved by their 61ite, 
and with respect to which the ascetics compete with a view to progressing upon 
the way 83 to worship. When they were read to me letter by letter, and when 
I grasped their content, my mind could not forgo letting those who wish to study 
them share (in my knowledge). For niggardliness with regard to sciences is one 
of the worst crimes and sins. What is (written) black on white cannot but 
(constitute) a new learning whose knowledge should lead to the attainment of 
some good and to the avoidance of harm.

An introduction giving particulars 87 about the state of these people and the
state of the book.
These are people whose talk within their community is never free from 

(reference to) topics concerning transmigration and (to) the misfortunes of 
reincarnation 68 and (to) unification 88 and (to) generation not according to the 
mode 80 of (ordinary) birth. For this reason their talk, when it is heard, has a 
flavour composed of the beliefs of the ancient Greeks, of the Christian sects,61

jxJI J.L j ‘ (a book) on the liberation of the soul from the fetters of the body ’ (of. Saohau, i, 
8); India, Hyd., 102, L^Lr ^-cJI a 1*1\j ^^1 .JU* j J-ClL ‘ (the book of) Patafijali 
on seeking liberation and union of the soul with its intdUcium (i.e. object of meditation) ’. There 
is a possibility that the original title was I y. 1 j ‘ liberation from entanglement
in whioh the last word was corrupted into Jli.1.

88 More literally 1 Whoever is in a different position ’.
53 Or ‘ astrologers ’. The text has j*^,. “ Or ‘ came upon ’.
55 Or ‘ philosophy ’. *“ 3 Jnu may also have the meaning ‘ to seek ’.
87 Lit. ‘ from whioh one is informed ’.
58 For of. below R, 193 (1. 16) ; R, 176 (1. 18) (Ans. to Q 20). In the language of the 

theologians and the fpufls this word may refer to the indwelling of God or of a spirit in a body.
88 of. R, 199 (1. 1); of. also India, Hyd., 102 (quoted in p. 308, n. 61), ols£[>

; India, Hyd., 65, Jl ^jL,_ii» ‘ seeking liberation and addressing
himself single-mindedly to (the achievement of) absolute unity ’ (of. Saohau, I, 73).

M Lit. ‘ law ’.
81 The printed text has j^i. The translation follows an alternative reading j j mentioned 

by Ritter in his oritical apparatus.



and of the §ufi leaders. Not one of them (i.e. of the Hindu community) is free 
from the belief that souls are hound in the world and entangled in its ties, and 
that only those which achieve the supreme goal in their endeavour are liberated 
from these (ties and obtain a state of) enduring permanence. Those (souls) 
which do not attain this (goal) remain in the world, tossed about between good 
and evil in the existent (things) until they are cleansed, purified, and 
liberated.

Their books are composed according to metres, and the texts are provided 
with commentaries in such a way that a complete and accurate 62 translation 
is difficult, because the commentators are concerned with grammar and 
etymology and other (matters) which are of use only to a (person) who is versed 
in their literary languages (R, 168) as distinct from the vernacular. For this 
reason I was obliged to amalgamate in (my) translation the text with that over- 
lengthy commentary,68 to arrange the work 64 in a way which resembles (a 
dialogue consisting of) questions and answers,66 and to omit (the parts which) 
are concerned with grammar and language. This is an apology which I offer 
because of the difference in size of the book in the two languages, if such a 
comparison is made. (I do this) in order that no one should think that this 
(difference) is due to remissness in (the rendering of) the meaning. Indeed he 
should be assured that it is due to a condensation of what (otherwise) would be 
troublesome (in its) prolixness. May God bestow His favour 68 upon the good.

This is the beginning of the book of Patanjali, text interwoven with 
commentary.

I prostrate (myself) before Him above whom there is nothing, and I glorify 
Him who is the beginning of things and to whom they shall return, Him who 
knows all beings. In the second place 871 exalt, with a humble soul and a pure 
intention, the angels 68 and (other) spiritual beings 89 who are below Him, and 
I call upon them to help me in my exposition—which I wish to keep short— 
according to the method of Hiranyagarbha.70
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81 Lit. ‘ according to what it is ’.
M The name of the commentator is not mentioned. For reference by al-Bmmi to ‘ the 

commentator ’ (^l) cf. R, 186 (1. 16), 188 (1. 2) ; India, Hyd., 191 (1. 1), 192 (1. 6), 194 (1. 6), 
196 (1. 16), 206 (1. 14) (= Sachau, I, 232, 234, 236, 238, 248).

84 Lit. ‘ the speech ’.
88 The Arabio has ‘ question and answer ’ in the singular.
88 Probably owing to a printing error the diacritical dot over the niLn in ~ is missing in the 

printed text.
07 Lit. 1 then ’.
68 i.e. gods (deva). See above, p. 307, n. 37 ; of. R, 172 (1. 17), 173 (1. 3), 192 (1. 2). Also of. 

India, Hyd., 68 (1. 17), ‘ the deva or angels * (Sachau, I, 91).
°f* 172 (1. 14). For a description of 4 angels ’ (deva) as a subolass of 1 spiritual beings ’

806 India, Hyd., 08 (of. Sachau, i, 91). Saohau’s identification of the latter term 
with deva (loo. oit.) appears to he erroneous.

70 In Vacaspati-miiira’s subcommentary TaUvavaUdradi (henceforth abbreviated as Vao.), 
under sutra 1.1, the following statement is quoted from the Yogiydjfiavaliyasmrti: ‘ Hirapya- 
garbha and no other of anoient days is he who gave utterance (vaktd) to Yoga ’ (J. H. Woods,
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The ancients have been deeply engaged in the study 71 of the things through 
which the four objectives 72 may be achieved. These (objectives) are : religion 
and conduct of life,73 property and ease,74 enjoyable living and pleasure, 
liberation and permanence.76 (In studying these the ancients) scarcely left for 
those who came later scope for discourse. However, my exposition excels in 
clearing up 76 the ambiguities which they put down. It is restricted to (a 
study of) the means 77 of bringing about the perfection of the soul through 
liberation from these bonds 78 and the attainment of eternal bliss. Accordingly 
I shall say:

As regards things which perception does not apprehend, the attribute (of 
not being apprehended) can only be ascribed to them because of various

The Toga system of Patanjali, with Vcda-vydsa’s Yogabhapya and Vdcaspati-mUra’s Tattvavai- 
Sdradi, Cambridge, Mass., 1927 (henceforth abbreviated as Woods), 5). According to the 
interpretation of Vao. this implies that Hirapyagarbha preceded Patafijali. For a similar 
argument MSdhava invokes in his SarvadarSanasaAgraha, ch. Paiahjali-darsana, the above- 
mentioned quotation (misleadingly abbreviating the name of its source as ‘ TajAavalkyasjnrti ). 
Cf. V&o. under sutra 1.26 and Vacaspati-mikra’s Bhdmaii under Brahmasntra 2.2.37. Also of. 
R&mananda Sarasvati’s Maniprabha (c. a.d. 1692) on sutra 1.1: ‘Although an authoritative 
book was made by Hirapyagarbha, still since that was deemed too extended, an authoritative 
work conforming to that (book) is begun ’ (J. H. Woods’s translation in JAOS, xxnv, 1916, 1 et 
seq.). According to the Mahabhdraia (Mbh., xn.349.66, quoted by P. Deussen, Allgemeine 
Geschichie der Philosophie, Bd. I, Abt. 3, Leipzig, 1908, p. 17, n), Yoga was introduced by 
Hirapyagarbha, whereas Kapila is designated as the founder of Sahkhya. Elsewhere too there is 
reference to a connexion between Yoga and Hirapyagarbha (Mbh., xn.342.95, referred to by 
Deussen, op. ait., 17). See op. oit. for further references to Hiranyagarbha. Also see K. Garbe, JHe 
Bdtjihhya-Philosophie, 27 et. seq.

71 Lit. ‘ mention ’.
7* The four objectives referred to in the text are the well-known aims of life

(purugdrtha), namely : dharma ‘ law ’, artha ‘ economio and political power ’, hdma pleasure , 
and molcsa ‘ liberation ’.

7S Ritter’s text has ly^. In the Arabio soript there is not much difference between ly^ and
which means religious tradition. Possibly al-Birunl had in mind the word In India the

meaning of dharma is uniformly expressed by jJI 1 religion ’. Cf. India, Hyd., 102, ^ j^—M}
^ ZjLp ‘the word dharma means “reward” but in general it is used for

“ religion ” 1 (Saohau, i, 132).
74 For the inclusion of ease within the concept of artha cf. Kaufilya’s Artha&dstra,

6.2.1—3 : * Peace and activity (Sama-vyaydmau) constitute the source of acquisition and security 
(yoga-kftmayor yoni). Activity is that whioh brings about the accomplishment of works under
taken. Peace is that whioh brings about security of enjoyment of the fruits of works (karma- 
phaiopabhogdndrji k$em&r&dhanah fama#)’ (R. P. Kangle, The Kaufilfya ArthaSdstra, I, Bombay, 
1960, 166; n, Bombay, 1963, 368). Elsewhere the word is used synonymously with 
to refer to the concept of sukha ‘ ease as opposed to dxihkha ‘ sorrow ’ (R, 189 (1. 7) ; of. 180 
(1. 10)).

71 In his India al-Biruni also uses the Sanskrit term moksa, e.g. India, Hyd., 63, j 
‘ they call its (the soul’s) liberation in the Indian language mok§a ’ (of.

Sachau, i, 70).
74 Ritter’s text has Emendation proposed : Jj£. The translation conforms to this

emendation.
77 The usual meaning of l-jL—-I iB ‘ causes ’.
78 All those who have not attained liberation are thought to be in a state of bondage.
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modalities 79: (1) (their) essential smallness, as (in the case of) atoms,80 whose 
minuteness is the cause preventing them from (being apprehended by) the 
senses 81; (2) (their being) far away, for distance prevents perception when it 
extends beyond the latter’s limit; (3) a barrier which conceals, e.g. a fence 82 
which prevents the perception of that which is placed behind it, bones which are 
covered up by the flesh and the skin, and mixtures,83 which being inside the 
body cannot be perceived because of the veils (intervening) between them and 
ourselves ; (4) their being remote from the present time either (because of their 
being) in the past, e.g. the former generations and the tribes which have 
perished, or (because of their being) in the future, e.g. things expected (to happen) 
in the time to come ; (5) the deviating from the methods of cognition by means 
of which apprehension becomes perfected, as in the case of necromancy 84 
whereby the state of hidden things is discovered. It is (in effect) known that the 
perfection of certitude can of necessity only be (obtained) through sense- 
perception, which is lacking in the case of hidden things. (R, 169) For what is 
absent can only be inferred from what is present, and that which can be attained 
only through arguments is not in the same (category) as that which is known 
through sense-perception. Similarly logical demonstration removes doubts as 
(effectively as) sense-perception. As long as ambiguities beset the soul, the 
latter is given over to perplexity and cannot give heed to that which (procures) 
its liberation from this entanglement and its deliverance from toil and bondage, 
and (gives) it an eternal sojourn, in which there is neither death nor birth.

Most of the intentions of the expounders 85 of books are (directed) either to 
the production of a comment88 peculiar to them or to guidance towards an

7> For the present discussion of causes of non-perception of. LSvara-kpjpa’s Sdfikhya-lcarikd, 
kariki 7: alidHral admipyad indriya-ghdtdn mano-'navasthdndi/saukpnyad vyavadhdndd 
abhibhaodt samdnabhihdrdc ca (anupaLabdhih) ‘ (non-perception may be) due to excessive distance, 
(excessive) proximity, damage to the sense-organs, unsteadiness of mind, minuteness (of the 
objeot), the intervening (of another object), being outshone (by another object), and the mingling 
(of the objeot) with like objects ’. Also of. V on sutra 1.49.

*° Read cIjILa instead of Ritter’s CjILa. This Arabic word has the primary meaning ‘ grains 
of dust ’. Cf. VScaspati-mifea’s Tativa-haumudl on S&Atfuja-kdrikd, kariba 7 (quoted in the 
preceding note) : saukfmyat—yathmdriya-samtikrafatji paramdnvddi pranifitia-mand api na 
pa&yati ‘ “due to minuteness”—as for instance (the oase of an object) suoh as an atom, whioh 
(although) connected with one’s sense (of sight), even one whose mind is fixed (on it) cannot see ’.

81 The Arabic has the singular.
“ For ^ example of the fence cf. e.g. JSnakinStha’s Nydyasiddh&ntamaAjari, Banaras, 

1910,40.
83 Probably the humours of the body are meant. Cf. Fdiihat al-bustdn 1368: 

4joL1.— cj-UI

8* The MS may be read I Jo or Jo In the translation Ritter’s
emendation instead of has been adopted. If the reading (instead of

i translated in the text) is adopted, the meaning would be ‘ prognostication from voices 
(of birds ?) ’.

86
** At- ‘ speech, discourse ’.
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objective which they endeavour to obtain.87 The aims are determined 88 
according to (the capacity of) the knower. As for knowledge, it is divided into 
two parts : the superior which leads to liberation, for it procures the absolute 
good,89 and that which is inferior relatively (to the first part) and which (refers 
to) the remaining objectives,90 which rank lower than (liberation). I shall try to 
see to it that, comparatively to the arguments set forth by (my) predecessors 
with regard to this hidden subject, my comment will have for the reader 91 a 
status similar to that of sense-perception productive of conviction.

Question 1. The ascetic who roamed in the deserts and jungles 91 addressed 
Patanjali, asking : I have studied the books of the ancients and their discourses 
about things hidden from the senses, and I have found them concerned with 
weak arguments which are beset with doubts and do not aim at demonstrations 
which have the same status as perception providing the calm of certitude and 
guiding towards the achievement of liberation from bondage. Is it possible for 
you to show me by arguments and demonstrations what is sought for in order 
that by grasping it I should be assisted against doubts and misgivings ?

Answer. Patanjali said : This is possible. I shall give about this a brief 
exposition whose brief (compass) will convey many notions, using at the same 
time sound reasoning.93 For not every man likes or has the time for a lengthy 
exposition. Indeed boredom overcomes him speedily so that he grows tired (of 
the exposition) and abandons it. Listen then, since you have asked. That which 
you seek is praxis,ai which has (in the first place) causes and thereupon results 
and consequences and an agent (bringing) this (about). Accordingly you ought 
to have a true knowledge of each (factor) and criticize the various opinions 
concerning it, rejecting the erroneous 96 views. (R, 170) A part of praxis 96 is as 
it were activity,97 and another part is as it were desisting from activity. If you 
grasp this matter you will find that it includes knowledge. For (it consists in)

87 «JI i)jlit. ‘ go, proceed to ’.
88 This corresponds to ,joo in the printed text. As Ritter points out, the word oan also be 

read ji ‘ is differentiated ’. A further possibility is ‘ are modified ’.
89 (J^\ jjl I is an expression frequently used in Arabio philosophical texts which are trans

lated or adapted from the Greek.
90 i_JUAI—the ‘ aims of life ’ (puruf&rtha) referred to above ; cf. p. 311, n. 72.
91 Lit. ‘ for him who reads it ’.
98 ‘ Jungles ’ corresponds to ^Ldl occurring in Ritter’s text. If the reading ^LDI, 

suggested by Ritter in his critical apparatus, is adopted, the meaning would be ‘ deserts ’ or 
‘ waste lands ’.

88 A primary meaning of ^Li is 1 comparison, analogy ’. It may be used in the sense of 
syllogism or reasoning.

“ ck-

** The translation conforms to Ritter’s reading IA-AI. Ritter’s critioal apparatus has iLjtl.

98 cf. India (quoted by R, p. 169, n. 10); LAG-1 ihU Jl 1 Jij*
di> JfrAi V J»- Jl ^U-l o*? J* Sjl-ly L_>*xJIj (of. Sachau, I, 76 et seq.).
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compression 98 of that which spreads out from you towards external (things), 
so that you are not concerned with anything but yourself. (It also consists in) 
the quelling of the faculties of the soul,99 so that they should not cling100 to that 
which is not you.101 (It consists finally in) every (faculty) engaging in the work 
which is assigned to it by you. This activity102 comprises both knowledge and 
praxis.

Q 2. What is the state of a man who has compressed within103 himself the 
faculties of his soul and hindered them from spreading out ?104

Ans. He is not completely bound, for he has severed the bodily 105 ties 
between himself and that which is other than himself, and has ceased to cling 
to things external to him. But on the other hand he is not prepared for libera
tion, since his soul106 is with his body.107

Q 3. How is he (to be described) when he is in neither of the two states which 
have been mentioned ?

Ans. He then is as he really is in his essence.108
Q 4. This answer is not satisfactory as an explanation.109 Let me know 

whether he increases or decreases110 to any degree thereby, on the analogy of 
the expansion of leather in the rain and its contraction in the sun, so that he 
would decay and perish on account of the succeeding states which change him ; 
or alternatively whether he does neither increase nor decrease, as is the case with 
air,111 in which case he would be inanimate 112 without awareness of anything.

•* <JI jLiHVI yvS (R, 183 (1. 167)) corresponding to praiydhara (sutra 2.64).
99 This expression corresponds to the term vrtti of the sfitras (e.g. 1.2).
190 The translation conforms to the reading £_il)l; of. R, 170 (1. 8). Ritter’s text has _*rll
101 of. sutra 1.2: yogak citta-vrtti-nirodhab ‘Yoga is the suppression of the modes of 

functioning of the mind ’.
10! 199 Lit. ‘ towards ’.
194 of. V introducing sutra 1.3 : tad-aoasthe cttasi vi$ayabhavad, buddhi-bodhaimd purusah 

kiyisvabhdvah ‘ Since there is no objeot when the mind is in this state, what will be the oharaoter 
of the self which oonsists of intellectod and intelleotion T ’.

199 Ritter’s text has here The translation conforms to the reading 1 . II suggested
by Ritter in his oritioal apparatus. Cf. R, 170 (1.8). A possible but not very plausible emendation 
of the former reading would be S -II, namely : social ties.

199 l_rAj\

197 of. India, Hyd., 62 (quoted by R, p. 170, n. 4) : % A,L^J[ ^ J Jy. ^
*u dJb b'b/ (of. Saohau, I, 82).

108 of. sutra 1.3 : tadd drasfuh svar&pt 'vaethdnam ‘ Then the seer (that is, the self) retains its 
own form ’.

IM (^ <j-
119 Cf. V&o. under sfitra 1.3 : ‘ Never does the energy of the mind, (in that it is) absolutely 

eternal, deviate from itself. Accordingly, as (it is) in restriction, just so (is it) in emergence also. 
Assuredly, the actual form (svarUpa) of the mother-of-pearl does not suffer increase or decrease of 
being, no matter whether the perception (jAdna) whioh refers to it (gocara) he the souroe of 
oorreot knowledge (pramdna) or (the source) of misconoeption ’ (Woods, 14).

111 Ritter’s printed text has • The translation oonforms to the alternative reading
suggested by Ritter’s oritioal apparatus : Aji\f. This probably corresponds to alcdla ‘ ether ’. 
Cf. R, 190 (1. 8 and 1. 10) (corresponding to sutras 1.41 and 42 respectively)

119 jlr;.
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Both opinions contradict the basic (universally) accepted tenets, namely that the 
soul is alive and will not die, and is not subject to decay and annihilation.

Ans. The meaning of my statement, that he is as he (really) is, is that when 
these sense-faculties and psychic faculties return into him, they are united with 
him in a certain manner which consists in his adhering U3 to them and belonging 
to their aggregate.114 This man used to be aware through his senses of what he 
perceived116 and used to know through the faculties of his soul, which were 
spread outside of it, that which is external to it, so that the return into him (of 
the sense-faculties and the faculties of his soul) did not add to him anything : 
he is exactly as he was before that.118 (R, 171)

Q 5. How many are the faculties of the soul which spread out of it ?
Ans. They are five.117 The first of them is apprehension,118 which has three 

modes 119: (a) (apprehension) by means of the five senses 120 ; (b) (apprehension) 
by means of inferring121 from a percept,122 for instance smoke indicating a fire 
which is behind a fence preventing it from being seen ; (c) (apprehension) by 
means of hearsay accompanied by a consensus of opinion,128 for instance our 
knowledge that the city of Kanauj is on the bank of the Ganga river. For this 
(knowledge) is attained by means of information received 124 and serves as a 
substitute for one’s apprehension of this (fact) by eyesight.

The second (faculty of the soul) is imagination,125 by means of which one 
knows a thing not as it really is. For instance when the rays of the sun fall on a 
(desert) plain in a certain manner and the thirsty man takes it to be water.

The third (faculty of the soul) is (conventional) opinion,126 which has no

111 Ritter puts a question mark after oUl. In all probability the word should be read 
> :>UJ deriving from the root hJ.

111 of. sHtra 1.4.: vrUi-e&rupyam itaratra ‘ At other times it (the self) takes the same form as the 
modes of functioning (of the mind) ’.

116 Or ‘ that which encompassed him ’.
118 of. V on sutra 1.3 : svarupa-pratiffJia taddniyi citi-iakiir yaihd kaivalyt; vyuilhdna-citte 

tu soli taihdpi bkavanit na tathd ‘ At that time the energy of the mind is established in its own form, 
as in the state of kaivalya. But when the mind is in its emergent state, (the energy of the mind), 
although really the same, (does) not (seem) so ’ and of. Vac. ad loo.

U7 of. sutra 1.6 : vrtlayah paOcatayyah . . . ‘ The modes of functioning (of the mind) are of 
five kinds . .

111 Cf. pra.ma.na in sutra 1.0: pramdna-viparyaya-vikalpa-nidrd-smrtayaJi ‘Modes of
oorreot knowledge, incorreot knowledge, comprehension of words, sleep, and memory ’.

la° of. pratyakfa in sutra 1.7: pratyakpdnumdndgamah pramS.na.ni ‘ The modes of correot 
knowledge are perceptual, inferential, and linguistio ’.

111 Ritter’s text has here with a question mark. In all probability the word should be
read ^jULI. Cf. anum&na of the corresponding sfitra 1.7.

IK

Cf. agama in sutra 1.7.
jo-.

115 JJc. Cf. viparyaya in sutra 1.8: viparyayo mUhyS-jMnam atadnLpa-praiipfham 
‘ Inoorreot knowledge is false oognition which takes a form other than that of the objeot ’

“* uWI- Cf. vikalpa in sutra 1.9 : Sabda-jA5ndnupdti vastu-iunyo vikalpah ‘ Conception 
based on communication laoks a (corresponding) objeot and results from perception of words ’.
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reality behind it, but in which one follows current habits of language. For 
instance the expression used by the general public ‘ the spirit’s knowledge ’.1I7 
(They use it) although the expression has no signification,1*8 and yet (the man) 
who employs it is not blamed, on account of (linguistic) habit.

The fourth (faculty of the soul) is dream(ing),1*8 which is man’s knowledge of 
things which are (in reality) other (than what he knows), which have no 
subsisting reality corresponding to the knowledge in question.

The fifth (faculty of the soul) is memory,130 which is the retention of what 
has been known by the knower without its being obstructed by forgetting.

Q 6. How can the quelling of the soul and the compression of its faculties 
away from external things be accomplished ?

Ans. This may be accomplished in two ways. One of them is of a practical 
nature,181 namely habituation.181 For when a person has turned to a faculty 
of the soul in itself,188 has painstakingly prevented it from rebellion, and has 
given it in trust to that which is the best for it perseveringly and applying 
himself to it continually—then, unless he repeats (this practice), a time of 
negligence may intervene between two periods, in which time the soul may 
lapse back to what is unsuitable. But by means of continuous application, as a

1,7 Ritter’s text has here oLs-, with the remark that the MS appears to have al_». The word 
should probably be read j^JLe. Cf. V on sutra 1.9 : tad yatha caitanyayi purusasya svaripam iti 
yadd citir eta purufiah tadd kirn air a kena vyapadihyate, bhavati ca vyapadeie vrttir yathd caitrasya 
gauh ‘ Thus when, since “ the self is in the form of intelligence ”, (we say that) the self is 
nothing but intellect, then how can it have attribute or designation ? Furthermore, it is to the 
designation that (attributive, etc.) relationships are imputed, as for instanoe (in the case of) 
“ Caitra’s cow ” ’.

1S»

1M hjjJI. Cf. nidrd ‘sleep’ in sutra 1.10: a-bhdva:praiyaydlamband vrttir nidrd. ThiB 
sutra is translated by Woods : ‘ Sleep is a fluctuation (of mind-stuff) supported by the cause 
(praiyaya, that is tamos) of (he (transient) negation (of the waking and the dreaming fluctuations) ’. 
Deussen, however, translates it: ‘ Die nioht auf einer realen Vorstellung fussende Funktion ist 
der Sohlaf ’ (Deussen, AUgemeine Oeschichie der Philosophie, Bd. I, Abt. 3, 612). Like al-BIruni 
and unlike Woods, Deussen takes the negating partiole a in the beginning of the sutra as applying 
to the oompound as a whole and not as applying to bhat'd. Accordingly he oonstrues the definition 
in the sutra like al-BIruni. The latter, however, misunderstood this definition as applying to 
dream.

150 Jh~JUI. Cf. smrti ‘ memory ’ in sutra 1.11 : anubhnta-visaydsar/ipramofah smftih. Woods, 
following the interpretation of V5c. ad loo. translates this sutra: ‘ Memory (smrti) is not-adding- 
surreptitiously (asarppramofa) to a once experienced objeot ’. Deussen, however, translates it:
‘ Das Nioht-abhandenkommen eines Objeotes, dessen man inne ward, ist die Erinnerung ’ (op. 
oit., 612). Cf. J. R. Ballantyne’s translation (Toga-sdtra of PataAjali, reprinted, Caloutta, 1900, 
14). The latter two, like al-BIruni and unlike Woods, take asayipramofa to mean ‘ lack of loss, not 
letting drop (as from memory) ’. For this meaning of the term of. the Sanskrit dictionaries of 
Mnnier—Williams and Bbhtlingk, and U. Wogihara, The Sanskrit-Ohinese dictionary of Buddhist 
technical terms, based on the Mahdvyutpatti, reprinted, Tokyo, 1969, 109.13.

1,1 Jj7. Cf. R, 109 (II. 18 and 19), 170 (1. 4).
1,1 -q_yo. Cf. abhydsa ‘repeated practice, training’ in sfitra 1.12: abhydsa-vairdgydbhydyi 

tan-nirodhah ‘ The suppression of those (vrttis is attained) by repeated practice and detachment ’.
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result of which affects disappear, and by means of habituation,134 the faculty 
in question will indubitably acquire this habit in a permanent fashion, and 
will be diverted from the tendencies it had when it lacked, this habit.136 

(R, 172)
The second way is intellectual,138 namely mental asceticism,137 which 

consists of contemplating the consequences with the eye of the heart,138 and 
considering the evil of the existents, which come into being and pass away. For 
nothing is worse133 than decay and passing away, these two being inherent in 
(the existents). The result of this way is that when the person knows the ill and 
the malignity in all things ; his heart eschews all pursuits of this world and the 
next, his mind becomes free to seek liberation from them; he is relieved of 
questions and needs. For they are the causes of attachment to things existing in 
the world, and add to the evils of bondage, and prevent him from addressing 
himself single-mindedly to his liberation.140 When his ambitions are turned 
away from whatever there is in all the worlds, he has attained a stage tran
scending the three primary forces.141 The latter are snch that no world can exist 
unless there is production by them. They generate nature by means of one of 
them142 and destroy it by means of another of them,143 (these two forces being) 
pure 144 in their two respective genera. (The third force) which is intermediate 
between the two partakes of the two others, and is on account of this capable

u* Ritter gives the Arabio word as UJjdl and states that the MS is not dearly legible here. 

The oorrect reading appears to be U_ydl.
1,5 Of. sutra 1.13 : latra sthitau yatno ’bhydsab ‘ Of these, repeated practice is the effort to 

remain in the state (of suppressed vrttis) ’ ; and sutra 1.14 : sa tu dirgha-kala-nairantarya- 
tatkdra-sevito drdha-bhumih ‘ This (effort), however, is consolidated (lit.1 possesses solid ground ’), 
when it is well attended to for a long time and without interruption ’.

138 Jif. Cf. V on sutra 1.12. In the corresponding quotation in India, (R, p. 172, n. 1 =
Hyd., 60 = Sachau, I, 79) this word is corrupted into (Sachau: ‘ renunoiation 1 via
omissions ’).

137 UiqJI—a term referring to a way of life oharaoterized by abstinence as praotised by the 
SiifTa Cf. vairdgya ‘ detachment, passionlessness, renunoiation ’ in sutra 1.16 : drsUin^ikraviiui- 
vifaya-vitrsnasya vaSikdra-saijijAd vairdgyam ‘ Detachment is the consciousness of (self-) control 
on the part of one who is no longer thirsting for objects that are perceivable or promised by 
scriptures (lit. ‘ heard ’) ’.

138 ■ lull —a regular §ufl term denoting non-disoursive intuitive knowledge of the
mystic.

lje The translation follows Ritter’s reading here, *^-l- He, however, states that he is not 
sure of this reading. An alternative reading may be suggested: • ‘ free from ’. Cf. Vao. on
sutra 1.16 : ‘ For nothing alive is ever free from connexion with bondage to birth and death ’ 
(Woods, 39).

140 J.'
111 i.e. the three gunas. Cf. sutra 1.16: tat-pararji purusa-khyater guna-vaitrfnyam ‘ The no- 

longer-thirsting for the guvas that results from the knowledge of the self is superior to that 
detachment ’.

143 Lit. ‘ on one side ’.
143 Lit. ‘ on the other side
444 Replace original for Ritter’s emendation Cf. R, 181 (11. 7—8).

VOL. XXIX. past 2. 22
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of governance and maintenance.146 That person transcends (these forces) by 
slipping away from (all) three of them.

Q 7. How many kinds of conception146 are there 1 One or more than that 1
Ans. There are two kinds. One of them is a conception of material (things) 

perceived by the senses.147 The second is the conception of the intelligibilia,148 
which are devoid of matter.149

Q 8. Which of the two kinds belongs to those who are spiritual and god
like ?160
. . . Ana. Because they are of simple161 species, not having gross (or cor
poreal) bodies.16* The other153 kind164 is of greater value and price than is 
to be found among men.166

Q 9. And what is the position of angels166 with regard to the two kinds ?
Ana It is like the position of the spiritual ones in confining themselves to 

the other167 kind, being free of anxiety as to being bereft of this (state), 
(R, 173) whereas the other spiritual ones do not enter upon it with the same 
integrity and freedom168 from thoughts about consequences.

Q 10. Is there or is there not a difference of rank169 in this state among the 
angels 1

145 of. India, Hyd., 30—1 : e '■ tlj'i/li . . . £•***
d ~all joLill 0^531 IfL . . . three

powers . . . whioh are oaHed sattva, rajas, and tamos .... The firat power is rest and goodness, 
and henoe oome existing and growing. The second is exertion and fatigue, and hence come 
firmness and duration. The third is languor and irresolution, and henoe oome ruin and 
perishing’ (Saohau, x, 40-1). For the equation of the three gunas (qualities, constituents of 
Nature) with the three aspeots or forms conceived in the dootrine of the trimurti, the Hindu 
trinity, of. e.g. Kalidasa’s Kumdrasarpbhaoa, 2.4: namas trimurtays tubhyayi prdk srqttb 
kevaldtmane/guna-traya-vibhdgdya paicad bhedam uptyu$t ‘ Salutations to you, 0 Trinity, one 
before creation, afterwards divided for the sake of the division of the three qualities ’. Also of. 
W. Kirfel, Symbolik des Hinduismus and des Jinismus, Stuttgart, 1969, 44; J. Gonda, Die 
Reiigionen Indiens, n, Stuttgart, 1963, 66.

144 Sj-J. 147 1<8
148 of. sfitra 1.17-18 : vitarka-vialr&nanddsmitd-r-apdnugamaisayiprajiUUah ‘ The self becomes 

fully aware of objects by assuming the form of deliberation, reflection, joy, and egoism ’; virdma- 
pratyaydbhydsa-pUrvakai sayiskdra-beso 'nyah ‘ By constantly dwelling on cessation until only 
the residual impressions remain in awareness, the self attains a different Btate ’.

1M The answer to this question and a further question answered by the following appear to 
be lacking.

1,1 l». ...ill probably meaning here 1 inoorporeal ’.
161 of. sutra 1.19: bhava-pratyayo videha-prakrti-laydn&m ‘ Thoee who experience the 

absorption-into-prairlt oharaoteristio of “ videhas ” (lit. ‘ the bodiless ’) attain the self which is 
aware of existence ’.

1U jji-’yi may alternatively be read as he. ‘ the last ’.
154 • '< All may refer to one kind of concentration, or alternatively to a kind of men or 

spiritual beings.
165 of. sutra 1.20 : iraddhd-virya-smjii-samadhi-prajUd-purvaia itarefdm ‘ Others attain this 

only after (developing) faith, energy (i.e. firmness of will), mindfulness, concentration, and 
insight ’.

154 See p. 307, n. 37 above.
147 may alternatively be read as i.e. ‘ the latter ’.
144 Lit. ‘ purity ’. 154 of. viiefa in sutra 1.22 (next footnote).
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Ans. There is certainly a difference of rank;160 (for) this is a characteristic 
of all groups, both spiritual and corporeal. Were this (difference in rank ever) 
lacking in them (one could not explain) why the emancipation of some of them is 
(relatively) speedier,181 while that of others is slower. There is no reason for 
the speediness except the persistence in a devoted.181 activity, just as there is no 
reason for the slowness except remissness in this activity. Consequently there 
are degrees among them, and so a difference in rank results.

Q 11. Is there a way to liberation other than the two ways, namely habitua
tion and asceticism ?

Ans. (Liberation) may be attained by devotion.183 This is constituted by 
withdrawal164 from the body and (directing oneself) towards knowledge, 
certainty, and sincerity in the heart, and towards praise, exaltation, and 
laudation with the tongue, and action with the limbs.166 God alone and nothing 
else is aimed at in all these, so that succour should come from Him with a view 
to achieving eternal bliss.

Q 12. Who is this object of devotion who gives succour ?168
Ans. He is God, who because of His pre-eternity and unity dispenses with 

action, which is requited either by peace, for which one hopes and longs for, or 
by distress, of which one is afraid and which one endeavours to avoid,187 and 
who is (withdrawn) from thoughts, for He transcends the repugnant contraries 
and that which being alike is beloved.168 He knows eternally with His own 
essence.169 For knowledge which supervenes (at a certain moment) has as its 
object that which (previously) was not known. Ignorance, however, cannot 
befall Him at any time or in any state.

1.0 of. sfltra 1.22: mrdu-madhyddhirndtratvdt taio ’pi viMsah. (This slltra appears to be an 
interpolation reading tairapi, subsequently assimilated to sutra 1.23 by reading taio ’pi.) ‘ There 
are grades of propinquity, according as the fervour is weak, moderate, or exoessivo.’

1.1 cf. sutra 1.21 : tivra-satpvegdndm dsannah ‘ Those whose fervour is intense attain the self 
whioh is near the goal ’.

148 IV.H ‘ devoted ’, or alternatively -II ‘ conducive to emancipation
1,5 oLe. Of. pranidhdna in sutra 1.23 : Uvara-pranidhanad vd ‘ Or (the self near the goal) 

is attained by devotion to the Ikvara ’.
1,4 Amend for

185 7-jivf-Li JwJI—a fjufi term. Cf. V5o. under sQtra 1.23 : ‘ By devotion (that is) by a 
special End of adoration either mental or verbal or bodily ’ (Woods, 49).

1,4 For thin question and the answer to it of. India, Hyd., 30 (■= Saohau, I, 27—8), referred to 
by R, p. 173, n. 4.

1,7 .. . •< !«-. stilSai J*_i. Cf. karma-vipSka in sutra 1.24: kUfa-karma-vip&k&iayair 
apardmfffak purufa-vtfefa tfoaraA ‘ Ikvara is the supreme state of the self, having no oontaot with 
the substrata of the fruition of works (karma) based on the afflictions (kUSa) ’.

144 For the idea of thin expression cf. the term dvandva ‘ pair of opposites ’, e.g. sutra 2.48 ; 
Bhagavadgita 2.46, 7.27. Cf. Saohau, I, 263 (annotations). Also of. V on sutra 1.24: 
tasydikvaryaip admydti&a/a-vinirmuktam ‘ His pre-eminence is altogether without anything equal 
to it or excelling it ’ (Woods, 60).

148 of. sutra 1.26 : tatra niratUayarp aarvajda-bijam ‘ In that state there is the unexcelled 
germ of the omniscient.’
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Q 13. Since the liberated one is described by these attributes, what is the 
difference between him and God, the Exalted One ?170 (R, 174)

Ans. The difference between them consists in the fact that the liberated one 
is as described above in the present and the future time, but not in the past 
which precedes his liberation. He is therefore like a deficient. . . ,171 as he does 
not possess in the state which he has achieved the past time which has elapsed. 
For his liberation does not (belong) to pre-eternity.172 God the Sublime, on the 
other hand, possesses the attributes described above in the three parts of time 
which are conceived by us, namely the past, the present and the future.173 For 
He in His essence transcends time and its periods from pre-eternity to eternity 
in the future.174

Q 14. Does He have other attributes than those you mentioned ?176
Ans. He has perfect sublimity in worth, not in place, because He transcends 

location. He is the absolute perfect good desired by every existent,176 and He is 
knowledge which is free from the pollution of heedlessness and ignorance.177

Q 15. Do you or do you not attribute to Him speech ?
Ans. Since He knows He must indubitably speak.178 

• Q 16. If he speaks because of His knowledge, what then is the difference 
between Him and Kapila179 the knower and the other persons of knowledge who 
spoke because of what they knew ?180

1.0 This question and the answer to it bear a resemblance to V on sutra 1.24. Of. also V on 
siitra 1.26.

171 The word is blurred in the MS.
1.1 of. India (quoted by R, p. 174, n. 1).
173 ‘ Future ’ is designated by two words : cjuli—. and oT.
174 cf. kdlenanavaa-Jteddt in sutra 1.26: aapurveadm apt gurah kalenanavacchtdat ‘ Ho is also the 

teaober of the ancients, for He is not limited by time ’.
173 For questions 14H8 and the answers to them cf. India, Hyd., 20 et seq. (= Saehau, I, 

28 et seq.), referred to by R, p. 174, n. 4 et seq.).
178 Al-BIruni uses here expressions deriving from Greek philosophical texts translated into 

Arabio.
177 of. sutra 1.25.
173 of. sutra 1.27 : iasya vdcaiah praiiavah ‘ The word expressing Him is the saored syllable 

“ Om ” ’. Al-Biruni may have understood vdcaka here as referring to speech as an attribute of 
God (tasya) and not to the saored syllable ‘ Om ’ (yranava in the sutra) as expressive of God. 
In his translation al-Biruni omits any referenoe to this saored syllable.

173 The word JS ooourring in the MS, whioh Ritter has replaced by ^i~\, was pretty 
certainly an Arabio transoription of the Sanskrit name Kapila. Al-BIrunI probably transcribed it 

or alternatively he might have used the Persian character for ‘ p ’, in whioh case the
transoription was JA”. Cf. India, Hyd., 102. Also of. India, Hyd., 54, aJj dli 1 JxS~
iivi-b ‘ the sage Kapila, for he was bom knowing and wise ’ (Saohau, x, 72). Acoording 
to V5o. under sutra 1.26 -the earlier commentator Paficatikha described Kapila as ‘ the first 
knower’. Kapilaisthe well-known name of a oelebrated anoient sage. Cf. R. Garbo, Die. Sdyikhya- 
Philosophie, 24 et seq.

1,0 of. India, Hyd., 71 : dJfij ^UJI iSoblll ^ J-iil ...II Jc
i tb* f * 5Svj7>UlI ‘ ftsis are the sages who, though they are only human

beings, excel the angels on account of their knowledge. Therefore the angels learn from them, 
and above them there is none but Brahman ’ (Saehau, x, 93).
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Ana. It is time which, differentiates them. For the above-mentioned (persons) 
learned to know and spoke after (a time) in which they did not know nor speak ; 
and throngh speech they transmitted to others what they knew. Consequently 
their speech and teaching are within a (certain) time. As, however, divine 
things have no connexion with time, God, may He be praised, knows and speaks 
in pre-eternity. It is He who addressed in various ways Brahma 181 and other182 
primal (sages). To some of them God sent down a book, to others He opened a 
gate for intermediation (with respect to Him). Again to others He made a 
prophetic revelation so that they grasped in thought that which He bestowed 
upon them. (R, 175)

Q 17. Whence does He have this knowledge ?
Ans. His knowledge remains in the same state throughout eternity. 

Inasmuch as He is never ignorant, His essence is full of knowledge and does not 
(need to) acquire knowledge which He did not have. According to what He 
says in the Veda which He revealed to Brahma : ‘ Praise and eulogize Him who 
spoke the Veda and was before the Veda \183

Q 18. How can one worship Him who cannot be perceived by the senses ?
Ans His appellation establishes His existence. For only an (existent) 

thing is given a predicate ; and a name is given only to a nameable (object).184 
Though He is inaccessible186 to the senses, so that they do not grasp Him, the 
soul cognizes Him and thought conceives His attributes. This is the pure manner 
of worshipping Him. And as a result of constancy and diligence in this manner 
of worship some realization is achieved186 through the above-mentioned 
habituation,187 and hindrances are quelled (which prevent) the soul from being 
compressed and from compressing (its) faculties so as to prevent their spreading 
out and their attachment to what is not real.188

•m cf. Vac. under sutra 1.26. Jjljl is a translation of pvrvefam ocourring in sutra 1.20. 
The difference between I^vara and Brahma is mentioned in V&o. under sutra 1.20. The way the 
Arabio version defines the difference between God and the anoient sages derives from sutra 1.26, 
the commentaries on it, and probably also from the commentaries on sutra 1.25.

1M is probably a misreading of which occurs in a parallel passage in India
(R, p. 174, n. 9). The misreading may be due to the influence of the last part of the preceding 
name ^>1j .

193 cf. V on sutra 1.2-1 and V&o. under sfitras 1.2-1 5 with regard to Ifrvara as the author of 
the Veda. With regard to Rvara as the knower of. Vac. under sutra 1.24 and sutra 1.25 itself. 
Cf. India, Hyd., 21 (= Saohau, I, 29).

1,4 of. sutra 1.27. Also cf. V and Vao. on the same sutra with regard to a name as proof for 
the existence of the objeot named.

1,8 Lit. ‘ absent ’.
1,4 Acoording to a parallel quotation in India (R, p. 176, n. 3) : ‘ felioity is achieved .
167 of. R, 171 (11. 16 and 19). With regard to verbal and mental habituation of. sutra 1.28 : 

taj-japas tad-artha-bhdvanam ‘ Utterance of it Berves to reveal its meaning ’.
1M jl-l juo. In §ufl terminology jj-1 means God. With regard to ‘contraction and 

‘ obstacles ’ here of. sutra 1.29 : talah pratyak-ceianadhigamo ’py antardySbhdvai ca From 
that comes knowledge of the intellect within and removal of obstacles ’. Contraction seems to be 
the antithesis of vilcsepa ‘ projection ’ mentioned in sutra 1.30.
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Q 19. What are the hindrances which prevent the soul from attaining its 
own self ?188

Ans. The hindrances which (keep) the soul (away) from its proper pure 
activity are blameworthy moral qualities, which it acquires because of negli
gence 180 with regard to that which is obligatory, of sloth191 in action, of 
procrastination,188 of doubt183 with regard to truth, of impotence 184 due to 
ignorance and of the opinion which (sees) the obligatory as not obligatory.186

Q 20. The soul acquires blame because of these hindrances. Are there other 
hindrances which are not blameworthy ?

Ans. (The soul)198 is distracted197 by preoccupation in the following six 
manners : its preoccupation with impulses which come to it without any 
intention on its part; its preoccupation with created beings188 whose reincarna
tion 199 it expects ; its preoccupation with disappointment in and despair with 
regard to its quest; 800 its preoocupation with change in the body 201 which is 
its chariot 808 ... to it, or its occurrence is in it or in its actions.203

-rm • >
Q 21. What is the way towards quelling and warding off204 of (the above) ? 

(R, 176)
Ans. The setting apart of one’s thought towards God, the Exalted and 

Sublime One, (alone) to the point of not being aware of anything else that 
might distract him.205

188 The expression LfTlj JL5VI ‘attaining its own self’ is olose in meaning to the 
expression svarUpa-darianam apy asya bhavaii ‘ he gains insight into his own nature ’ in V on 
sutra 1.20.

180 of. pramSda in siitra 1.30: vyadhi-siydna-sarnAaya-pramaddlasydvirati-bhrdnti- 
darkmdlabdAa-bhimikaivdnavasihiiatvdni citta-vikfepds it ’ntaray&h ‘The obstacles are the 
distractions of the mind, i.e. error due to siokness, languor, doubt, heedlessness, sloth, and 
sensuality, also lack of an objeotive basis for perception, and instability of perception ’.

181 of. alasya in sfltra 1.30.
1,8 1st. ‘putting off till to-morrow’. Perhaps this is meant to render anavasthitatva 

‘ instability ’ of sfltra 1.30.
188 of. sarjiiaya in sutra 1.30.
184 of. alabdha-bhumikatva in sutra 1.30.
184 of. bhrSnii-darSana in sfltra 1.30.
1,8 For the text up to the word ‘ body ’ of. sfltra 1.31 : duhkha-daurmanasydhgamejayalva- 

h/dsa-pra&vdsci vikstpa-sahabhuvah ‘ The companions of the distractions are pain, melanoholy, 
trembling of the body, inbaling and exhaling ’. Also of. V on this sfltra.

187 IflAAj corresponds to vikytpa in sfltra 1.31.
188 of. adhibhavtikam in V on sfltra 1.31.
188 J*JL-. See above, p. 309, n. 68.
800 of. daurmanasya in sfltra 1.31.
881 of. ahgamejayatva in sfltra 1.31.
808 The three words that follow appear to be oorrupt. Bitter notes that they are difEoult to 

read in the MS. For the simile of the ohariot of. India (Saohau, I, 49) : ‘ The soul is in matter like 
the rider on a oarriage (ib»£) . . . ’.

808 The meaning is not olear.
804 of. praiiftdha in sfltra 1.32 (see next footnote).
808 This is certainly meant to render sfltra 1.32, though the Sanskrit text here does not refer 

in any way to God : tat-pratifedhdrtham tka-tattvdbhy&sab ‘ Their removal is effected by repeated 
practice aimed at a single entity ’. corresponds to tka-iaitva here. For this answer of.
India (quoted in R, p. 176, n. 1.).
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Q 22. Is there a thing that ought to be wished for together with the thought 
which has been described ?

An« *°8 He ought to wish and desire the welfare of all creatures without 
exception, rejoice in its being achieved by them,207 have compassion on the 
unfortunate and the afflicted,*08 be glad because of the works of the righteous 
and the good,209 shrink from the works of the wicked and the evil210 And he 
should (obtain) awakening m for his soul,212 so that his breath 213 will not go 
away and be lost214 in the two states of (namely) its retention and expulsion.216

Q 23. What is his state when he achieves this stage before liberation ?
Ana.218 (At this stage) his psychic power overcomes his body, the bodily 

obstacles have been abolished and he is in control of his (own) self. If he wishes 
he makes it as small and subtile as a grain of dust, and if he wishes he makes 
it as big and extensive as the air.217 It218 is like to a crystal,219 in which its 
surroundings are seen, so that the things are in it, whereas it is external to them. 
In the same way he contains that which encompasses him,220 so that when

*«« For this answer of. India (quoted by R, p. 176, n. 3).
*07 Here jd-'l A j corresponds to maiirS in sutra 1.33: maiiri-laruTia-muditopek^dndrp 

sukha-duhkha-punydpunya-iimydndm bhdvandtal citta-prasddanam ‘ By cultivation of affeotion 
for the pleasant, compassion for the unpleasant, delight at good, indifferenoe to evil, calm of the 
mind is attained’. jUll ISIS” corresponds to V ad loo.: sarva-prdpifu; to V ad loo.:
aukJia-sarpbJiogdpanneju.

,M Here yS- corresponds to karuna in sutra 1.33; AjIaAJIj (^jij to
duhkhiitfu t» V ad loo.

«°» corresponds to muditS, in siitra 1.33 ; od-UJI Jl^l/ to punydtmaktfu In Y ad loo.

110 Here corresponds to updc$a in siitra 1.33; to apunydt-
maktfu in V ad loo.

111 This possibly corresponds to citta-prasddam in sutra 1.33.
Ill

,u If Ritter’s suggestion is correct, a j should probably be added :

*i* Al-Biriinl seems to have run the two sutras 1.33 and 1.34 together. The word yi i 
corresponds to premia in sutra 1.34: pracchardaTia-vidhdrandbhydni vd prdnagya ‘ Or (this is 
attained) by breathing out and holding of breath ’. Here corresponds to vidhdrana ; and

JUjJ to pracchardana.
,1* For this answer of. India (quoted by R, p. 176, n. 3).
117 Thin corresponds to sutra 1.40: paramanu-parama-maAattv&nto ’sya vafflcSrab ‘ His 

control extends from the smallest atom to the greatest magnitude ’. For jAdU of. vaHtdra. 
For of. paramdnu here and V ftd loo. For of. Maniprahhd ad loc. There seems to be
no reference to sutras 1.36-9.

*i* For the present sentenoe and the following one of. sutra 1.41 : kf\na-vftter abhijdiasyeva 
maty.r grahUT-grahana-grdhytsu tats(ha-tad-adjanatd samdpattib ‘ Samdpatii is the presence in all 
(small and large) and the encompassing of all (large and small) on the part of the mind which has 
abandoned the functions of knower, knowing, and known, as a good gem shines on all and bears 
the image of all ’.

*i» The word ojjb corresponds to abhijdto T7taniA in the sutra and to sphafika in V ad loo. 
(where the whole illustration is used In a somewhat different way).

mo The Amhin iU.1 may also mean: ‘ that whioh he comprehends ’. Cf. R, 170 (1. 19),

177 (1. 2).
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union 221 between (the act of) knowing and the known 222 (is achieved) in him— 
he being the knower—intellection, he who intellects, and that which is intellected 
become in him one thing.223 (R, 177) And withal he (subsists) within four 224 
degrees whose glory and splendour 225 differ. The first is the lowest; it (consists 
in) the apprehension of the three above-mentioned (i.e. the act of knowing, the 
known, and the knower) qua names,226 attributes,227 and details which do not 
constitute 228 definitions.229 When he transcends it, (reaching) definitions which 
turn the particulars of things into universale,230 he achieves a second degree.231 
He does not, however, cease in this (state) from (engaging in) details of (his) 
knowledge of things. Then, when (engaging in) details is abandoned in his

The word .l*:| may correspond to samdpaiti ‘ fusion ’ in sutra 1.41.
U1 ‘ Known ’ is here in the plural in Arabic.
1,1 The terms iDL>L»II, and |1UI as well as the terms Jlilc, JjjULI, and JJUI, may

correspond to grahana, grahydni, and grahitr (sutra 1.41). The formula affirming the identity in 
one subjeot of the second triad of Arabio terms is often used by the Aristotelian philosophers, 
being applied to God.

of. V on sutra 1.46 : so caiurdhopasafJchydtah samadhir iti * Thns concentration has been 
described according to its four subdivisions ’. This refers to the kinds of concentration disoussed 
in sutras 1.42-A. For what follows of. India, Hyd., 63 (quoted by R, 176, n. 3) = Saohau, i, 
69-70 : ‘ The Hindus say : “ If a man has the faculty to perform these things, he can dispense 
with them, and will reach the goal by degrees, passing through several stages. (1) The knowledge 
of things as to their names 'and qualities and distinctions, whioh, however, does not yet afford 
the knowledge of definitions. (2) Such a knowledge of things as proceeds as far as the definitions 
by which particulars are olassed under the category of universals, but regarding which a man 
must still practise distinction. (3) This distinction (viveka) disappears, and man comprehends 
things at once as a whole, but within time. (4) This kind of knowledge is raised above time, and 
he who has it can dispense with names and epithets, whioh are only instruments of human 
imperfeotion. In this stage the inteHectus and the inteUigens unite with the inteUectum, so as to 
be one and the same thing ”. This is what Patafljali says about the knowledge which liberates 
the soul ’. Also of. India, Hyd., 51-2 (= Sachau, I, 68).

m The reading of ►If. seems to be doubtful.
m In the Arabio : 1 name ’ in the singular.
187 iio ‘ attribute ’ in the singular.
“■ Lit. ‘ give ’.

This has a slight correspondence to sutra 1.42 : tatra iabddrtha-j-Adna-vikalpaih sa-hkinid 
savitarkd samapattib ‘ Of these (i.e. within the category of samdpatti) savitarha (the determinate)- 
samdpatti is associated with oonoepts arising from the cognition of the meanings of words ’ 
(tatra is absent in some versions). For of. iabda in the sutra. However, al-Biruni seems to 
introduoe here conceptions deriving from the epistemology of the Aristotelians. This also seems 
to be the case in what follows.

1,0 of. sutra 1.49: Sruianumdna-prajAdbhydrfl sdmdnya-visayd viiesdrthaivdt. Woods’s 
translation here is apparently based on the probably incorreot reading anya (of. Deussen, op. cit., 
618) instead of sdmdnya ‘ universal ’ : ‘ has an objeot other than the insight resulting from things 
heard or from inferences inasmnoh as its intended-objeot is a particular ’ (Woods, 94). Both J_ -I at

‘ details ’ and CjLjj*- ‘ particulars ’ correspond semantioally to vi&esdrtha hero, whereas .-.I TC 
‘ universals ’ corresponds to sdmdnya. Al-Biruni may have misconstrued the sutra or the 
commentary on it.

111 This differs from the second kind in Patafijali’s sutra 1.43 : smrti-pariiuddhau svardpa- 
Hlnyevarthamdtra-nirbhdsd nirviiarkd ‘ The nirvitarka (non-determinate samdpatti) appears to 
consist of the objeot alone, as if it had relinquished its own nature, when memory is purified (i.e. 
done away with ; or : when mindfulness is perfected ’) ’.
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knowledge, and when he apprehends things as unified 332 and actualized 
according to time, he reaches the third degree. In this (stage), when existence 
is separated in his (mind) from time and ...233 his knowledge of particulars 
and universals; then not (even) that which is as subtile 234 as an atom236 

is hidden from him.236 He is superior to one who receives information 237 about 
a thing with regard to which something is hidden from him, so that the defect of 
a person who hears about (the thing) is not removed 238 by the (act of) 
hearing.23* He can do without designating by names and attributes,240 these 
being instruments of necessity and need. Thus he has reached the ultimate 
(stage) in the noble fourth degree, and deserves to be called truthful.241

Here ends the first section, (dealing with) making the heart steadfastly 
fixed,242 of Patanjali’s book.

ua For .Ll'yii ‘when he apprehends things unified’ of. V on sutra 1.43:
cJca-buddhy-upakramab ‘ the formation of a single mental-act ’ (Woods, 82).

**• Ritter indicates a laouna here.
1,1 of. sutra 1.44 : ttayaiva savicdrd nirvicdrd ca suksma-viqayd vyakhydtd ‘ By this has been 

explained the savicdrd and the nirvicdrd samdpatti whloh has subtile objects ’. (This translation 
is corroborated by V on sutra 1.46. An alternative translation might be : ‘ By this has been 
explained the -savicdrd samdpatti; whereas the nirvicdrd samdpatti may be explained as having 
subtile objects ’.) Cf. also sutra 1.46 : suksma-viyayatvarfi cdlihga-paryavasdnam ‘ These subtile 
objects include the uncharacterized ’.

136 >Ls sometimes serves as a term designating 1 atom ’; of. p. 312, n. 80. This, however, is 
not the case in Kal&m terminology.

**• cf. Bhoja on sutra 1.49 : asydip hi prajndydrp subpna-vyavahiia-vipraicTft&ndm api 
viitsdh sphufenaiva rupena bhasats ‘ When this (yogio) knowledge (has been attained), then (any) 
particular, even if it be subtile, hidden, or distant, becomes distinctly manifest ’.

ar7 may alternatively be rendered by ‘ one who gives information ’.
**• Lit. ‘ cured ’.
**• For of. iruta, sutra 1.49. The translation proposed in the Arabio text may require 

here the emendation of the second in R, 177 (1. 7) into -q. This statement appears to refer 
to a discussion similar to that of V on sutra 1.49. Here j -*t- .11 ‘ one who receives information ’ 
may refer to dgama of V on sutra 1.49, and Jti. ‘ is hidden ’ may refer to vyavahita ‘ placed 
apart, hidden ’.

a4° For •(-.'i/I of. iabda in V on sutra 1.49.
141 The Arabic word JjA—« is often used as a designation of persons venerated on religious 

grounds. Thus it is applied to Muhammad’s friend and father-in-law, Abu Bakr, who was the first 
Caliph. The description of the last state by the word ‘ truthful ’ corresponds to that of sfitra 1.48 : 
ftarpbhard tatraprajdd ‘ In this (calm) the insight is truth-bearing ‘ (Woods, 94). Cf. India, Hyd., 
67 (1. 12) : -II . ~j jc- axJj C1jb\j ‘ though his degree be lower than that of the saints ’
(Saohau, i, 76). Sutras 1.46, 47, 60, 61 are not reflected in the Arabio text.

ala Lit. ‘fixed in one place’. For ■ -1511 jlhere of. R, 183 (1. 21), corresponding to 
sutra 3.2.



CHING-TE CHEN AND THE PROBLEM OF THE 
‘IMPERIAL KILNS’

By Mabgajbet Medley

It was in. the year 1866, with the publication of Stanislas Julien’s partial 
translation of the then fairly recently published T‘ao-lu p5f of 1816, that 
Europe and America first became aware of the possible existence of an 
‘ imperial kiln ’ or group of kilns at Ching-tfi Chen ^ 18 HL1 Nor was this 
all, for according to Julien’s translation such an ‘ imperial kiln ’ was established 
in the year 1369, the second year of the Hung-wu period.2 In view of
Julien’s standing in his own time, it is not unnatural that the facts as recorded 
by him with regard to this important event should have remained virtually 
unchallenged for the better part of a century. Jacquemart, in his monumental 
Histoire de la cSramique,3 from which so many terms for wares and techniques 
have survived to become common currency, is heavily dependent upon his 
predecessor in the field. The first suggestion of an alternative possible date 
comes from Bushell in a footnote to his translation of the T‘ao-shuo ptf IS;,4 
a work dating from 1774 and thus slightly earlier than the T‘ao-lu. This earlier 
work is generally regarded as less historically inaccurate than the T‘ao4u, 
which is perhaps a little sounder on the technical side ; both works, however, 
are notoriously unreliable. The date quoted in the T‘ao-shuo for the establish
ment of an ‘ imperial kiln ’ is the thirty-fifth year of the Hung-wu period, that 
is 1402, but Bushell in his note writes, 1 The Official Record 6 says second year, 
which is probably correct. The emperor died in the thirty-first year of his 
reign ’. He thus briefly dismisses the date 1402 as error, preferring to accept 
the local history as being in this respect the more reliable source. Bushell 
completed his translation in 1891,6 hut his text remained unpublished until 
1910, two years after his death, and nearly ten years after the publication of \ 
his greatest contribution to Chinese ceramic studies, Oriental ceramic art,7 for 
which he used the same source materials. With reference to this translation
of the T‘ao-shuo Nobumori Ozaki writes, ‘ How far he expected this manuscript

1 Ching-tS Ch£n t'ao-lu S I® Pi by Laa Se 1®. with the preface date 1816. 
The work was later revised by his nephew Chfing T‘ing-kuei |jjj ££ Jtjj. The edition used is the 
reprint of 1891.

* Stanislas Julien, Histoire et fabrication de la porcelains chinoiee, outrage traduit du Ohinois, 
Paris, 1862, translator’s preface, pp. lix-l-ri.

* A. Jaoquemart, Histoire de la ciramique, Paris, 1873, 64.
4 T’ao-shvo by Chu Yen && in 6 ohtian, published in 1774. The edition used is

the reprint of 1914. Stephen W. Bushell, Description of Chinese pottery and porcelain being a 
translation of the T'ao-shuo, with introduction, notes and bibliography, Oxford, 1910.

* Whenever Bushell refers to the ‘ Official Reoord ’ he means the Fou-liang bsien-chih
ff^ig.Hswas lent a copy of the 1823 edition of Ch’iao Ohn in 22 chiian by
the then direotor of the Bibliothtque Nationalo, Paris. It has not been possible to trace thin copy.

* Description of Chinese pottery and porcelain, p. 66, n. 2.
T Stephen W. Bnshell, Oriental ceramic art, the collection of W. T. Walters (text edition), New 

York, 1899. Abbreviated to OCA.
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to be published after his death is a matter only for conjecture but, judging 
from the number of errors in it which might lead the unkind to question his 
capacity as a sinologue, I am convinced that he intended to revise it thoroughly 
before publication ’.8 In Oriental ceramic art Bushell kept the date 1369, and 
in discussing his Chinese sources he states unequivocally that he proposes to 
‘ depend chiefly on the official annals of Fou-liang-hsien and on the T‘ao-shuo, 
the author of which devotes his third book to a general account of the porcelain 
of the Ming dynasty He then writes under the heading ‘ Hung-wu ’ that 
‘ in the second year of his reign (1369) the imperial kiln was built at Ching-te 
Chen \10 As stated above, this date is not given in the T'ao-skuo, but is 
recorded by Julien in his translation of the T‘ao-lu. To anyone familiar with 
both these texts, this would suggest that Bushell has confused the titles of the 
two works, but the footnote in Description of pottery and porcelain makes his 
acceptance of 1369 in preference to 1402 understandable. He had already made 
clear his dependence on the T'ao-shuo and the Fou-liang hsien-cfuh of 1823, 
so it is unfortunate that the relevant passage reads
m iff & & m0 ib m m m m, ^ m m - m, w m = + m ‘ *t the
beginning of the Hung-wu period, the Chen (|(|) as formerly, was subordinated 
to Fou-liang county in Jao-chou fu. For the first time fired wares were now 
dispatched annually to the capital. There was an imperial depot and 20 official 
kilns \u It should be made clear that these official kilns were thus under 
contract to supply the needs of the capital. This would involve the production 
of all types of wares, from massive wine jars to common tea bowls for the use 
of the whole administrative hierarchy as well as for the palace itself. It would 
be going beyond the evidence to infer from this passage that any of these 
20 kilns produced wares of such special quality for the palace alone as to justify 
the term ‘ imperial ’, or the belief in the existence of an ‘ imperial kiln ’. Even 
apart from the mistranslation, it is difficult to understand how Bushell was 
able to maintain bis position with regard to this date, especially as he had 
access to such texts as the Jao-chou fu-chih ^ jttj Iff Si? of 1826 and the 
Chiang-hsi t'ung-chih £1 B M iS °f 1882, which both, on the authority of 

' a sixteenth-century work partly included in the ceramic sections, give the date 
as the thirty-fifth year of the period.12 He cannot have been unaware of this

* Ozaki Nobumori, ‘ Chinese literature on oeramios ’, Oriental Art, NS, m, 1, 1967, 26-7.
• OCA, 189. The italios are Bushell’s.
10 op. oit., 190.
11 Fou-liang hsien-chih, oh. 6, T'ao-oh&ng [56jJ jgf section of the monograph on natural

resources, f.l r/v in the manuscript oopy made for Sir Percival David from the edition of 1740, 
oompiled by Li Chien-tfi This edition differs fundamentally from the K‘ang-hsi
edition of 1682 by Wang Lin-ytlan 3i 7C to which all other references in this paper have 
been made. Bushell’s borrowed oopy of the 1823 edition would have been nearer to the edition 
of 1740, so for this reference alone the Ch‘ien-lung edition has been preferred.

ia OCA, 643-4. Bushell gives a summary of the histories of both these works and the dates 
given above are those of the editions he UBed. The work quoted in these two local histories is 
the Chiang-hsi shing ta-chih £X B -§ fz 6y Wang Tsung-mu 31 °f 1666 and
issued with supplements in the Wan-li period not earlier than 1690.
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contradiction, yet surprisingly lie lets it pass' entirely without comment. It is 
evident that his evaluation of the Chinese sources does not coincide with our 
own, but this can scarcely be held against him, since he naturally inherited the 
traditions current in his/own time.18 Even more unfortunate is the fact that 
he inherited not only the Chinese tradition, but also that established by Julien, 
of whom he was, however, somewhat critical, but by whom on this point at 
least he may have been influenced. Bushell, in his two great works, the 
translation of the T‘ao-shuo and Oriental ceramic art, laid the foundations for 
our research in Chinese ceramics. It is a misfortune that his authority in his 
own time, and the respect in which he has always been held, has resulted in 
his errors passing almost unrecognized and proving a serious obstacle to our 
progress in this field; perhaps nowhere is this more obvious now than in his 
perpetuation of a specific date for the establishment of ‘ imperial kilns ’. As 
Pope has been careful to point out, however, Bushell was handicapped, ‘ He 
lacked the critical apparatus of modem sinology, and his first-hand contact 
with ceramic wares dating from periods earlier than the Ch‘ing Dynasty must 
of necessity have been somewhat limited. This is in no way to his discredit; 
he simply lived too early . . . \14

Since the beginning of this century bibliographical studies have advanced 
nearly as fast in some respects as our knowledge of the material remains of 
China. The last 30 years, especially, have seen rapid developments in almost 
all fields. An unfortunate exception would appear to be the critical examina
tion of the literary sources on ceramics, where there has been a too ready 
dependence upon late texts, such as the Tao-shuo, T'ao-lu and the late editions 
of the local histories, many of which rely in their turn on earlier texts them
selves of uncertain value. Owing to this neglect of the Chinese source materials, 
we have until recently been compelled to accept Bushell’s statements, and not 
only this, to accept the unquestioning repetition of them by others, most, but 
by no means all of whom either have had no access to the texts, or who lacked 
a sound knowledge of the Chinese language. Nevertheless Hobson, who availed 
himself of the assistance of his colleague Lionel Giles, while following Bushell, 
does examine, however briefly, the contradiction between the two dates 
traditionally recorded, and points out that in order to bring the thirty-fifth 
year of Hung-wu within the reign of that emperor it is necessary to base one’s 
reckoning on the year 1364, when he declared himself Prince of Wu.15 This 
ingenious way out of the difficulty is entirely without justification. Chinese 
dating is based on a reign period, and in this instance to attempt to antedate 
the establishment of the dynasty is to make complete nonsense of the system.

13 Bnshell’s oh. xxiii, ‘ Chinese bibliography in relation to the ceramic art OCA, 639-99, 
is a useful one and he is metionlous in stating his editions ; that these editions are not always 
the best available to-day oan hardly be held against him.

14 John A. Pope, Chinese porcelains from the Ardebil shrine, Washington, D.C., Smithsonian 
Institution, 1956, 28. On pp. 27—33 Pope evaluates the Chinese sources.

15 R. L. Hobson, Chinese pottery and porcelain, 2 vols., London, 1916 ; see i, 163-4, and 
n, 1-2.
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Others such as Zimmermann and Honey, both writing in the first half of this 
century, follow the tradition established by Julien and Bushell.18 The next 
step, surprisingly, was taken by Jenyns when he for the first time raised the 
question as to whether there was at any time an imperial kiln in the Hung-wu 
period.17 After summarizing the situation up to the time of writing he rather 
spoils the effect by suggesting that the thirty-fifth year could be regarded as 
the most reasonable date. He gives as his reason the argument put forward 
by Ozaki Junsei jl 0$ ft] ® in his long paper ‘ Kasei-yo ^ ijg f^,18 which 
is briefly that when Yung-lo t)< ^ seized the throne from his nephew, he was 
so anxious to expunge all record of the young man’s reign, that he ordered the 
deletion of the events that lay between Hung-wu and himself from both the 
dynastic history19 and the Shih-lu.20 This argument would mean that the last 
year of the Chien-wen period saw the establishment of the ‘ imperial
kiln ’, which in view of the precarious situation in which the wretched young 
man found himself, quite apart from the disturbed state of the empire as a 
whole, seems not only historically unlikely, but even impossible. Jenyns, how
ever, favours this theory because ‘ it would explain the absence of imperial

18 Ernst Zimmermann, Chinesische PorzeUan, seine Oeschichte, Kunst und Technik, Leipzig, 
1913, and the same author’s Chinesische PorzeUan und die Hbrigen keramischen Brzeugnisse 
Chinas, Leipzig, 1923, agree in using 1369, as does also W. B. Honey in The ceramic art of China, 
and other countries of the Far East, London, 1944. In connexion with Honey’s study it is only 
fair to point out that his book was intended as an aesthetic approach to the subject rather 
than a critical historical survey, but the book has had such wide circulation that it seems 
important to note it here.

17 Soame Jenyns, Ming pottery and porcelain, London, 1953, 34-8.
18 Published as a whole number in Tdji [Sfe] ‘ Oriental Ceramics vm, 1, 1930. Jenyns 

unfortunately gives the volume as 3 and omits the page references. Ozaki at that time believed 
(pp. 29-30) that there were historical reasons for accepting the thirty-fifth year of Hung-wu 
(1402), but does not discuss these. Later in his Mindai no tdji fyj © pfis] ^ Ceramics 
of the Ming period Tokyo, 1942, he expresses a new view (pp. 7-8). It is that the first date 
is too early, and the seoond too late, and that what has happened has been to write ^
‘ thirty-fifth ’ instead of twenty-fifth ^2 -J-* . He refers to the Ta Ming hui-ti&n I3J3
^ jj|i, oh. 194 (see Ohung-u>6n shu-chU edition ^ ^ ^j, Taipei, 1963, vol. v, p. 2631, lb) 
to a passage dated to the twenty-sixth year concerned with the manufacture of porcelain vessels 
for ‘ general use ’ ^ , the requirements for whioh were to be estimated in terms of men and
materials, and he interprets the passage as meaning that the kilns were established in 1392, 
apparently regardless of the error of one year. What he does not seem to have realized at the 
time was that the phrase ^ /(§ §§ JDl ^ tyj) does not usually mean wares for use only in 
the imperial household, but wares intended for use throughout the palace precinct, in the store
rooms and in the ministerial offices of the nei-fu . As the Ta Ming hui-tien text continues
in the next sentence { ... if the requirements are large craftsmen should be moved to the capital 
and IrilnR set up ; if they are small the wares should be made privately in Jao-chou fu and 
Gh*u-ohou fu ’, it is unlikely that at this time any wares were made at what is normally under
stood to mean an imperial kiln—one which produced wares of the highest quality, in accordance 
with a prescribed range of designs. The unskilled labour needed for briok and glazed tile making, 
whioh is also mentioned in the same passage, implies that budgeting economically was more 
important than making ‘ imperial ’ wares, whioh would have involved a considerable outlay of 
capital, as well as a careful reorganization of the labour force in order to achieve the high 
standards of craftsmanship that would be expeoted.

1# Ming-shih ftj, compiled by Chang 'Eing-yil 55 S 3£ an(^ ot^ors-
10 Ming shih-lu gfc.
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porcelain of the Hung-wu period far better than the destruction of the palaces 
at Nanking an event that took place in the same year. Daisy Lion-Gold- 
schmidt in her useful handbook 22 ignores this possibility, stands firmly on the 
1369 date, and attempts no examination of the conflicting traditions. It is, 
however, somewhat disturbing to find as recently as 1963 that Sullivan in his 
catalogue of the Barlow collection23 accepts unhesitatingly the same date 
apparently basing his opinion on the Ching-te Chen t‘ao-tz‘u shih-kao ^ |g jgj| 
p8| §£ ®. fcj,24 a compilation in which the authors in fact are strongly inclined 
to favour the year 1402 instead.

A more cautious attitude has been adopted by a small number of specialists. 
The best known are Pope, who in writing of ‘ imperial wares ’ avoids all mention 
of an imperial kiln,25 Gamer, who similarly evades the difficulties involved in 
taking sides,26 and Ayers, who comments that Chinese sources are at variance on 
the point, and leaves the matter severely alone without committing himself in 
any way.27 Arthur Lane in his chapter on ceramics in The arts of the Ming 
dynasty writes less cautiously, but discerningly, ‘ We may safely discredit the 
conflicting Chinese accounts of an imperial factory founded at Ching-te Chen 
by the first Ming emperor, Hung-wu. There is no tangible evidence of Ming 
“ Imperial porcelain till the reign of Yung-lo (1403-24), when for the first 
time the reign mark was applied to a series of wares whose almost excessive 
refinement set them apart from anything previously made at Ching-te Chen. 
Significantly the marked Yung-lo pieces are all monochromes white or glazed 
a rich copper red \28

Such then is the situation with regard to the European and American texts 
on the ceramics of the beginning of the Ming dynasty.29 On the one hand there

11 Jenyns, Ming pottery and porcelain, 38.
** Daisy Lion-Goldsohmidt, Lee potteries et porcelaines chinoises, Paris, 1967, 90.
*’ Michael Sullivan, Chinese ceramics, bronzes and jades in the collection of Sir Alan and 

Lady Barlow, London, 1963, 106-6.
14 Ching-iS ChSn t'ao-tz‘& shih-kao pSj HJ. fK ‘ Draft history of the ceramios

of Ching-tt Chen ’ oompiled by Ohiang-hsi shtng ching-lcung-yeh t'ing t‘ao-tz‘6 yen-chil so-pien
Ceramio Research Department of 

the Chiang-hsi Province Light Industries Office ’, Peking, 1969, 96-7. The only text referred to, 
and quoted from in these few pages, is the Fou-liang hsien-chih, but no indication is given of the 
edition used. As stated above, p. 327, n. 11, there are fundamental differences between various 
editions of this work, so that this compilation oannot, in its present form, be regarded as of 
any great value.

“ Pope, Ardebil, 33-8. The author disousses ‘ imperial ’ wares solely to define the term as 
regards quality.

’• Sir Harry Gamer, Oriental blue and white, London, 1964, and the same author’s introduction 
to the catalogue of The arts of the Ming dynasty, an exhibition organized by the Arts Council of 
Great Britain and the Oriental Ceramic Society, London, 1967, 1-12.

17 John Ayers, The Sdigman collection of oriental art. Vol. II. Chinese and Korean pottery 
and porcelain, London, 1964, 20.

** Arthur Lane, ‘ Ceramics ’, in The arts of the Ming dynasty, 27.
It is interesting to notice the Japanese attitude to the problem as recorded in Sekai toji 

zenshU it [$jj ^ ^ ^j| ‘ Catalogue of world oeramios ’, xi, 1966. Although there is no 
reference to any ‘ imperial kiln ’ in the main body of the text, a chart at the end of the book 
inoludes both dates, 1369 and 1402, without comment.
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has been a blandly uncritical, almost irresponsible acceptance of error, and on 
the other a caution which forbids, until further research has been undertaken, 
any mention whatever of an ‘ imperial kiln ’, the establishment of which would 
be of fundamental importance not only to the economy of a particular area, 
but also to the development, both technical and stylistic, of the wares them
selves. The establishment of a kiln of this kind would, because of the inevitable 
economic impact, certainly have been recorded in historical documents. 
Although there is considerable confusion with regard to the European-language 
texts, this is slight compared with that encountered in the Chinese sources. 
These quote and misquote, abbreviate and garble with a frequency that would 
be disconcerting were one unaware of the manner in which traditions are so 
often handed down.

The tradition that an ‘ imperial kiln ’ was established in 1369, according to 
Sakuma Shigeo ft |H3 fi Jj 30 has its origin in the single historical stratum 
of the T‘ao-lu of Lan P‘u: 35IJP&3&
_k£, fg'ggjysu&is

‘ In the second year of Hung-wu a ch‘ang was built at the foot of 
Chu-shan at [Ching-te] Chen, to produce ceramics to be supplied to the 
capital. They called these “ official ” wares (kuan-tz‘u) in order to 
distinguish them from the popular wares \31
This differs from the 1682 edition of the Fou-liang hsien-chih, which says 

simply ‘ In the Ming, at the beginning of the Hung-wu period, they began for 
the first time to fire wares for dispatch annually [to the capital for general 
use] ’.si The ultimate source for the date 1369 would appear to be a passage 
in the Ta Ming hui-tien ^ Fjfj ^ J^l,33 which it is probable that Lan P‘u knew 
of and misinterpreted. The passage occurs in the Kung-pu X Board of 
Public Works section under the heading Ch‘i-yung f§ Ifj ; it reads as follows :

jy & & • • • H
ft si m m g

‘ Sacrificial vessels : In the first year of Hung-wu it was decreed that 
vessels for the Imperial Ancestral Temple should be changed, and made of 
gold. ... In the second year it was ordered that all sacrificial vessels be 
of porcelain \34

30 Sakuma Shigeo ^ ^ , ‘ Mindai Icsitoku-ten yOgt/6 no ikdsatsu ' |pj ^
■£§ study of the ceramio industry at Ching-tfi Chfin in Shimizu
hakushi isuiW hinen Mindai-shi ronsi3 Studies,
in Ming history in memory of Dr. Shimizu [Taiji] Tokyo, 1962, 467—87. Abbreviated to 
Mindai-shi ronsO. 31 T'ao-lu, oh. 6, 4a.

33 Fou-liang hsien-chih, oh. 6, 39a. The words in square braokets ooour in most texts and 
have been added in this instanoe for the sake of olarity. The Ch‘ien-lung edition of 1740 actually 
inoludes the whole of both sentences os given here, relying on the Chiang-hsi shing ta-chih.

33 Ta Ming hui-tien, ch. 201, 2716, 26b.
34 This is also borne out by the Ming T'ai-tsu shih-lu fjf] ^ §§t Taipei, 1962,

oh. 44, 0872, 8b. The Board of Rites submitted a memorial asking that all but one type of 
vessel out of a series of five, should be made of porcelain. This was agreed by the Emperor in 
the eighth month, i.e. September 1369. Nothing is recorded as to where these vessels were to 
be made, or about their colour, and there is no evidence that they were made immediately.
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Since the wares were to be made for the imperial ancestral temple, Lan, 
who was no historian, might well assume that such vessels would only be made 
in an imperial factory, as they were in his own time, at Ching-te Chen, in the 
kilns that were established there towards the end of the seventeenth century, and 
that were administered by a superintendent appointed directly by the palace.35

Another aspect of the confusion is due to a misunderstanding of the 
administrative and revenue collecting functions of the different districts and 
offices of Jao-chou fu. According to the Cheng-te ]£ edition of 1511 of the 
Jao-chou fu-chih, quoted by Sakuma, ‘ Ceramic production began in the T‘ang 
period and was fully organized in the Sung; in the present (Ming) dynasty 
an office was established to control this \86 Apparently this office not only 
controlled the potters, but also taxed them and levied a commercial tax on the 
ceramics purchased by the merchants. Sakuma goes on to explain that in the 
twenty-fourth year of Hung-wu (1391), there were two types of pottery and 
mine tax, a part of which was payable by Eon-hang.37 As among the natural 
resources of the area ceramic wares are specifically mentioned in most of the 
official sources, it must be presumed that a part of this revenue was due from 
the kilns in production, the proportion of the tax being calculated on the basis 
of the size of kiln and estimated production, as had been the practice in the 
Yuan 7C period.38 It would naturally be considered necessary, on the founda
tion of the new dynasty, to re-establish the fiscal administration at an early 
date for a sector of the economy from which a steady revenue could be obtained 
by siphoning off the excess profits. All the sources agree that an office was 
set up ‘ at the beginning of the Hung-wu period ’,39 but the confusion seems 
to have arisen from a failure to appreciate the type of office, as in some of the 
texts the sentence in which the characters shui-k‘o chu fjg. ^ or shui-k‘o ssu 
fjfc if] occur has been transferred to a context immediately concerned 
with the production of ceramic wares, instead of leaving it in its original place 
in the section relating to the general administration of the Chen as part of. 
Fou-liang hsien. In the Tao-lu and the T‘ao-shuo only the title of the officer 
in charge remains. This has the effect of implying that the officer directed the 
production, but had nothing whatever to do with taxation, so that by the 
eighteenth century the position was almost certainly completely misunderstood. 
The text that makes the position perfectly clear is the rare Chiang-hsi sheng 
ia-chih ffi ^ ^ of the Wan-li period completed in or soon after
1590. Here the tax office is named together with the title of the officer in 
•charge. It is from this work that all later sources, like the local histories and

33 In the first half of the fifteenth oentury sacrificial vessels were made at Tz‘6-chou as well 
as Jao-ohou. See below, p. 336.

31 Mindaishi ronsO, 460. This edition of the Jao-chou fu-chih, from which Sakuma quotes, 
has not been available to me.

37 ibid., 460-1.
38 Chiang Ch‘i ^ jjjff, T‘ao chi liich [$g fd [}§■, inoluded in Fou-liang hsitn-chih of 1682 

as T'ao-chifu fg pf^, oh. 4, 46b et seq.
38 All the sources consulted in oonnexion with the preparation of thin paper.
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the works on ceramics, have quoted with varying degrees of accuracy. This 
work states the position as follows: jtM A

‘ In the Yuan the chien-chen of the tax office was changed to become a 
t‘i-ling 0. In the present dynasty, at the beginning of the Hung-wu 
period the Chen as formerly was subordinated to Fou-liang county in 
Jao-chou-fu. At the beginning of the Cheng-te period they established an 
imperial vessel depot to take overall control ’.40

This passage is followed a little farther on by, +
ffli ihjc - m, ir & - + ts w

‘ In the thirty-fifth year of Hung-wu for the first time they opened up 
kilns and began firing wares to be dispatched to the capital for general use. 
There was one imperial depot and 20 official kilns. In the Hsiian-te period 
an officer of the Ying-shan-so ® was placed in charge of the workmen. 
At the beginning of the CMng-t‘ung period this organization [under the 
Ying-shan-so] was suspended. In the ting-ch‘ou year (1467) of T‘ien-shun 
they again deputed eunuchs to take charge of production ’.u >
Even with the introduction of a date and some changed wording, there is 

nothing here to justify the belief that an imperial kiln as such was in operation. 
How this date came to be accepted so completely by the compilers of the local 
histories is something of a mystery, the more so as no.date is included in the 
earlier Chia-ching #pf edition of the Chiang-hsi t‘ung chih, which is dated 
1525. Later texts quoting from the Chiang-hsi sheng ta-chih are all very similar, 
though in several cases sentences have been transposed. On the problem of the 
date 1402 we find an eighteenth-century source, quoted by the compilers of the 
Ching-te Chen ta‘o-tz‘u shih-kao, displaying an interpretative daring not apparent 
elsewhere. The work quoted is the Shih-wu yiian-hui % HP! $T of Wang 
Ch‘i ££ The passage occurs in a short entry under the title Ku Jao chi 
fy fjfc gg.42 The author starts with a quotation from the Ko-hu yao-lun fy 
jgf §£■ 43 and this is followed by the two passages from the Chiang-hsi-sheng

40 Only two complete oopies of thin text survive, one in the National Library in Peking, and 
the other in Naikaku Bunka in Tokyo. I am grateful to Professor Denis Twitchett for his help 
in procuring for me a miorofilm of the ceramio seotion from the Naikaku Bunka copy. Chiang-hsi 
shSng ta-chih, oh. 7, 2a. The Ch‘ien-lung edition of the Fou-liang hsien-chih quotes this whole 
passage verbatim, but the K‘ang-hsi edition of 1682 omits it altogether.

41 ibid., eh. 7, 3a.
11 Shih-um yilan-hui ijl Jig ch. 28, 14a. The order of the characters of this book 

title appear to differ, perhaps from one edition to another, unless it has been wrongly quoted 
by both Sakuma and Ohing-ti CMn t'ao-tz'i shih-kao. The title given here is that in the Ku-yd 
ts'ungsku fy ® of 1796 to whioh reference has been made.

“ Ko-hu yao-lun -jfj g£|- by Ts‘ao Chao Hg. This work was completed in three 
chUan with the author’s preface dated 1388. This extremely rare book was greatly expanded, 
and re-arranged in the fifteenth century by Wang Tso 3* ■£§:< ail(-l it is generally to this later 
work that one is compelled to refer. Its value as a source-book is therefore questionable.

VOL. XXIX. PAST 2. 23
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ta-chih, quoted above, but when he reaches the thirty-fifth year of Hung-wu he 
makes a change,

‘ Coming to Hui-tsung of Ming, in the fourth year of the Chien-wen H %
period for the first time they opened up kilns and began to fire wares to be
dispatched to the capital for general use ’.44
The addition of the cyclical date lends his statement- an air of conviction 

that one finds in no other source.
One further date before the end of the first quarter of the fifteenth century 

has been put forward to complete the confusion. This is to be found in an 
inscription composed by a certain Chan Shan J$] in or soon after 1665, 
which is included in the i-wen-ckih —■ section of the 1682 edition of the
Fou-liang hsien-chih. The relevant passage reads MS
ffl m, # m + W

‘ Coming to our own dynasty, at the end of the Hung-wu period (i.e. c. 1398)
an imperial vessel depot was built and was controlled by a eunuch official \45

The author then continues to the effect that in the Hung-hsi gfc gg period
(1426), l’1™01
eunuch Chang Shan first offered prayers and sacrifices to the gods involved in 
ceramics, and built a temple and a depot ’. This inscription, composed in the 
second half of the sixteenth century, is the first we have so far referred to in 
which a name is mentioned, and to this we return below.

It is important to notice in connexion with the date of the establishment 
of an imperial depot, that all the texts so far referred to, themselves date not 
earlier than the Wan-li % )ff period (1673-1619). The fragmentary edition of 
the Chumg-hsi t‘ung-chih, dating from 1625 is one of the very few pre-Wan-li 
texts available ; it is particularly fortunate that among the surviving fragments 
of this work the sections dealing with the ceramic production of both the 
Jao-chou fu and Fou-liang hsien should be accessible on microfilm. In neither 
of these two sections are any dates mentioned in connexion with the production 
of ceramic wares, whether for imperial use or not. It is clearly stated that there 
was a Yu-ch‘i-ch‘ang I® at Jao-chou ‘ outside the Yiieh-po gate of the
city’ IT (ft pt( y)-,46 and that there was one at Fou-liang hsien
‘ 20 li M 4° the west of the hsien ’ %£ JPI W — M-47 The first of these 
lay on the south side of the city, on the river bank, and the second was in fact 
at Ching-te Chen. This text gives strong support in favour of the interpretation 
of the character ch‘ang JJg as ‘ depot ’ rather than as ‘ kiln ’ or ‘ factory ’. The 
characters for kiln are almost invariably found to be tso |g or yao gg. The use 
of ch‘ang with the connotation of a warehouse or large storage centre, with an

44 Shih-wu yilan-hui, oh. 28, 14a.
18 Fou-liang hsien-chih, oh. 8, pt. 3, 32a—b.
*• Ohiang-hsi t'ung-chih, Chia-ohing edition, 1626, oh. 8, 26a. The Yung-ch6ng edition of 1732 

omits all this, preferring to rely on the Ohiang-hsi shtng ta-chih.
47 ibid., oh. 8, 29b.
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administrative office attached, is common in Ming historical texts. If we are 
correct in accepting this interpretation, it rules out altogether the possibility of 
an imperial kiln as such, at least during the greater part of the Ming dynasty, 
and probably for the whole period. It is nevertheless clear that by the end of 
the seventeenth century, in the early years of the Ch‘ing dynasty, a manu
facturing complex had developed that could justifiably be called an imperial 
kiln.

From the sources available there does not seem to have been any real 
interest on the part of officialdom in the production of high-quality ceramics 
before the Hsiian-te period. The incident relating to the Junior Commissioner 
Chang Shan, referred to above, is the first to indicate contact between the palace 
and the potteries. It was the first time, so far as we know, that an official order 
was transmitted for high-qnality wares. The story of Chang Shan is recorded 
in the ceramic section of the Shih-huo-chih -j£ the economic chapters of
the Ming shih fjf ft, and in the Ming-shih-kao PJJ ft fg 48 in very similar 
terms. Chan Shan records it as having taken place in the Hung-hsi SR 
period (1425), the implication of his text being that the incident began and 
ended in that year, and this is also the implication of reports in both the 
Shih-huo-chih and the Ming-shih-kao, though in these two texts the date 1426 
is given, that is the first year of the Hsiian-te [§[ period. The discrepancy 
can be satisfactorily explained, as Sakuma suggests, by the fact that although 
the Hsiian-te period had not begun, Jen-tsung ^ 48 was already dead and 
had been succeeded by Hsiian-tsung }§[ ^. The various accounts dovetail so 
neatly that this conclusion is inescapable. The Shih-huo-chih tells the story 
very briefly, as follows +
*1 fl & So

‘ In the Hsiian-te period for the first time a eunuch official, Chang Shan, 
was dispatched to Jao-chou [to supervise] the manufacture of dragon and 
phoenix decorated white sacrificial porcelains for the Feng-hsien tien. 
Tz‘h-chou was to produce sacrificial vessels [for the altars] in the domain 
of the Princes of Chao. In the course of the year Shan was executed for 
offences he had committed, and his post was abolished ’.60 
The Ming-shih-lu PI] If has the longest account, and here the story 

is divided into two parts. The first part is recorded in the ninth month of the 
Hung-hsi gfc fS period, three months after the emperor’s death, ‘ On the day 
i-yu £ (3 an order was dispatched to the Board of Public Works that Jao-chou

11 Ming shih-lcao flfj ft oompiled by Wang Hung-hsfi $§ $&> who offered his 
‘ Draft history of the Ming ’ to the throne in 1723.

48 Jen-tsung died in the sixth month of 1425.
,0 Minshi shohkashi yaJcuchu fjg ft fet ‘ The Shih-huo-chih of the Ming-

shih ’ : translated into Japanese with notes. Edited by Dr. Sei Wada (T5y5 Bunko Publications, 
ser. A, no. 40, 1967), Chinese and Japanese text. Vol. n, Japanese text, p. 1041. The Ming-shih 
too exaotly repeats this, see 2, 300c.
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fu in CMang-hsi was to make white porcelain sacrificial vessels for the altars of 
Tai-tsung ^ ^ and Jen-tsung {2 ^ in the Feng-hsien tien, and that sacrificial 
vessels were to be made at Tz‘Q-chon for each of the altars of the Princes of 
Chao \81 The rest of the story is told in the entry for the twelfth month of the 
second year of the Hsiian-te period (1427), ‘ The eunuch Chang Shan was 
executed. Shan had been sent to Jao-chou to supervise the making of porcelain 
vessels. He cruelly oppressed his subordinates for incompetence, and many of 
the pieces made for imperial use he distributed among his friends. The authori
ties heard about it and because of his greed he was ordered to be executed in 
the market-place ’.B2

On the basis of the literary evidence and of Sakuma’s research, there is no 
certain record of any official involvement in the production of high-quality 
porcelains before the Hsiian-te period. The earliest recorded notice so far found 
of an imperial depot and office is that noted by Sakuma.68 This notice occurs 
in the Cheng-te edition of 1511 of the Jao-chou fu-chih. Sakuma quotes this,
‘ For a long time the office of the junior eunuch commissioner was outside the 
Yiieh-po gate. It was established in the Hsiian-te period. Every year tribute 
porcelain was sealed and taken up here by the senior eunuch commissioner to 
be sent up [to the capital] ’.B4 The next notice, without date or reign period, 
occurs in the fragmentary Chia-ching edition of the Ghiang-hsi t‘ung-chih under 
the heading Yu-ch‘i-ch‘ang in the section on Fou-liang hsien, Iff —

‘ Twenty li to the west of the Hsien seat of government is Ching-te Chen.
A eunuch officer is here [to supervise] the manufacture of vessels \66 

It is of some interest to note that eunuchs had an important place in the system, 
although they were not always employed. An important point to notice is that 
after Chang Shan’s execution, the supervisory post he held was abolished, so 
that immediate supervision was withdrawn. After the date 1427 there appears

61 Ming HsHan-tsung shih-lv. ^ 'jjj oh. 9, 0231, 4a. It is not yet known when
tile praotice of marking porcelain with a nien-hao "if- began, and there are none bo far 
recorded of the Hong-wn period that can be regarded as genuine. The mark of Yung-lo (1402-24) 
is known, but is perhaps only genuine on a few pieces of white ware, and possibly on two small 
blue and white bowls, which were published by Ch‘6n Wan-li jH in Ku-lcung po-vm-yUan
yUan-k'an ® HJ ‘ Report of the Palace Museum ’, no 1, 1968, p. 61. I have
not seen these pieces, and the photographs so far published are unfortunately so indifferent that 
it is impossible to be sure about them. It is possible that the white pieces, whioh all seem to be 
bowls and stem-cups, were in faot made early in the Hsflan-t6 period and formed part of the order 
with whioh Chang Shan was oonoemed. Whatever the explanation, the number of marked pieces 
that may be attributed safely to the early fifteenth century must be far fewer than the number 
so far attributed to the period solely on the basis of the mark. It is, for instance, extremely 
unlikely that any of the so-called ‘ bodiless ’ type with an-hua decoration belong to the
period ; they should perhaps be assigned to the eighteenth century.

58 ibid., oh. 34, 0863, 4a.
M Mindai-shi ronsO, 462.
54 The text quoted by Sakuma runs,

45 Chiang-hsi Cung-chih, oh. 8, 26a.
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to be a gap in the record until 1433, when an officer was sent down by the 
Board of Public Works, not by the palace, with an order, probably with 
drawings of designs, for 443,600 pieces to be supplied for use in the palace.68 
An order of this size would have taken some time to fulfil, and it is hardly 
likely, for practical economic reasons, to have been the output of a single kiln.

None of this suggests that there was a specific kiln, or even group of kilns, 
operating solely for the benefit of the imperial household, or that manufacture 
was located only at Ching-te Chen. The facts rather indicate the reverse, that 
these ch‘ang, offices, with their packing and storage facilities were placed at 
convenient centres in relation to the very large number of kilns spread through 
the countryside. The Chiang-hsi t‘ung-chih in its section on natural resources 
tends to support this when it points out under the heading tz‘u-ctii §£ §§ for 
Kuang-hsin fu J0f {§ Jff area, that I-yang hsien §§ !g£ and T‘ai-p‘ing hsiang 
^ zp both produced high-quality wares, and the wasters and pieces not up 
to the required standard were highly valued by the townspeople and were 
distributed among the craftsmen.57

In the face of this accumulation of evidence it is necessary to accept that 
not only was there no such thing as an 1 imperial kiln ’, but also at least until 
the Hsiian-te period there was virtually no interest in the products of Jao-chou 
and no attempt to exert tight government control over the ceramic industry. 
Even after the commissioners were appointed and orders were sent down 
through the palace departments and the Kung-pu, the court remained depen
dent for supplies of wares made on a contract basis. Not only this, but it must 
be remembered that Jao-chou was not the only area supplying the needs of the 
court and capital. Tz‘ii-chou, Chun-chou, Ch‘u-chou, and Chen-ting fu all 
supplied the palace departments with wine jars, bottles, and flasks of various 
kinds.68 A side-light on this is given in the Ming Hsiian-tsung shih-lu fpj *|f 
^ which records that the office called the Kuang-lu ssfi 7ft ^ is]
calculated that the annual manufacture of wine and other liquors required the 
use of 220,000 pieces, and that the department was dependent upon the lower 
officials of the Board of Public Works I i?] to ensure that they were
made as required,69 a statement that does not suggest that in 1426 consistently 
high-quality wares had a very important place in the minds of members of the 
palace administration. Moreover, although commissioners were appointed, they 
were frequently withdrawn after quite a short time, and then after a lapse of 
time others would be appointed, themselves to be withdrawn in their turn. 
After the beginning of the Hsiian-tS period control of the ceramic industry 
seems to have been exercised mainly through control of the craftsmen. Only 
at intervals did this control extend to the production of specific wares in

50 Ta Ming hui-tien, ch. 104, 2632, 4a.
57 Chiang-hsi t'ung-chih, Ytmg-chfing edition of 1732, oh. 27, 7a.
58 Ta Ming-hui tien, oh. 104, 2631, 2b.
** Ming Hsiian-tsung shih-lu, oh. 6, 2a.



MATERIALS RELATING TO THE COWRY CURRENCY 
OF THE WESTERN SUDAN—H1

REFLECTIONS ON THE PROVENANCE AND DIFFUSION OF THE 
COWRY IN THE SAHARA AND THE SUDAN

By M. Hiskett

The corny
‘ Parmi tant de coquilles que le flot des mers rejette sur les plages, il n’en 

est pas que les hommes aient rechercMes, recueillies, portdes plus que les 
cauris.’2 * 4

The purpose of this study is to investigate the cowry in the Western Sudan. 
But it is impossible to study any aspect of cowry diffusion and use in isolation, 
and some understanding of the complex and fascinating global history of the 
shell is essential to our knowledge of its history in this area.

There are several species and many sub-species of the cowry. We are 
concerned only with Cypraea ahmdus and Cypraea moneta. C. moneta is norm
ally considered to be the larger, but as Quiggin points out, ‘ size is an unsafe 
guide in conchology and the Cypraea are notoriously variable ’.8

The use of the cowry is as old as intelligent man, for Jackson tells us ‘ The 
association of perforated cowry shells with men belonging to the Cro-Magnon 
group is not without interest when it is remembered that these people were 
members of our own species—Homo sapiens, and quite distinct from the earlier 
Neanderthal people ’. 1 Within the era of civilized man, they have been found 
in pre-dynastic and dynastic burials in Egypt,5 and Jackson suggests the 
possibility that C. annulus found in a grave at Abydos, may have been used 
as money.6 Shells have been found in Tuscan graves, and were used by the

1 For part I see BSOAS, nn, 1, 1960,122-12. We should like to add a note in explanation of 
the dating of the Emirs of Kano given in the introduction to part i of this article (‘ Materials 
relating to the cowry currency of the Western Sudan—I BSOAS, xnx, 1,1966, 122), which was 
unfortunately overlooked when BSOAS, xxxc, 1, went to press. These dates are based on the 
lengths of reigns attributed to the emirs in the ‘ Song of Bagauda ’ (see ‘ The“ SongofBagauda *’— 
ttt B80ASy Yxvm, 2,1965, 366). Although the chronology of WB is certainly less reliable than 
that of the Kano Chroniole up to the reign of Muhamman Bello, it gives the lengths of the reigns 
of the emirs who followed this ruler, with whom the Kano Chronicle stops short. These dates are 
obviously based on reoent memory and are likely to be aoourate (although it is true that while two 
MBS attribute ten years to the Emir Aliyu, the third gives him nine only : ‘ “ Bagauda ”—i 
BSOASy xxvn, 3, 1964, p. 550, n. 76). The date of the installation of Abbas is known exactly 
and by reckoning back from this we arrive at the dates given in ‘ “ Bagauda ’*—m *, 366. The 
alternative dates are those given by S. J. Hogben and A. H. ML Kirk-Greene in their The emirates 
of Northern Nigeriaf London, 1966, 214. But these scholars do not give their authority for these 
late reigns which are not covered by the Kano Chroniole and they themselves agree that the Kano 
dates, as they have given them, may need revision. While we by no means assert that the WB 
dates are final, we feel that they are more acceptable than those given by Hogben and Kirk-Greene.

1 E. G. Gobert, * Le pudendum magique ’, Revue Africainef xcrv, 426-7, 1951, 5.
* A. Kingston Quiggin, A survey of primitive money, London, 1949, 26.
4 J. Wilfred Jackson, Shells as evidence of the migrations of early culture, Manchester, 1917,137.
8 ibid., 128. 8 ibid., 129-30.
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women of Pompeii as prophylactics against sterility.7 Jackson suggests, on the 
evidence of their discovery in medieval graves of women in Europe, that this 
use may have persisted into the Middle Ages.8 * They have been found again in 
Anglo-Saxon graves.8 The Carthaginians used the shells, for they have been 
dug up in Punic graves,10 and the Romans appear to have given them the 
nickname porci or porcidi ‘ piglet ’ which has passed through the Low Latin 
or early Italian porcdlana to the French porcdaine, and thus into English 
‘ porcelain ’.u Indeed Jackson suggests that the Romans may themselves have 
taken the nickname from the Greeks.

On the other side of the world cowries were known from very early times 
in China and India, and the Sanskrit Jcaparda, from which our own ‘ cowry ’ 
is thought ultimately to have derived, may be, as one authority suggests, the 
Chinese loan-word ho-pei.12 * Cowries have been found at the site of Nimroud;18 
in Transcaucasia; and in Crete, Turkistan, and Scandinavia.14 Indeed it is 
apparent that this tiny, rotund, and pleasing object has accompanied man 
through countless centuries of his development and has been intimately- 
involved in his emotional life and in the daily business of his living.

The paths of cowry diffusion have been delineated by Jackson in his classic 
work.16 Quiggin states ‘ westwards from India they spread through Afghanistan 
into Persia, and from thence into Europe, where they encountered the stream 
that had trickled up in prehistoric times, probably connected with the amber 
trade ’,18

What they were initially used for, and for what reasons, is obscure. Despite 
Jackson’s surmise, it seems doubtful whether they were really used by the 
ancient Egyptians as currency. Certainly they were valued at a very early date 
as charms. Much learned discussion took place in Man over the period 1939-43, 
as to whether the cowry was a charm against the evil eye because it resembled 
a half-closed eye, or a prophylactic against infertility because of its resemblance 
to the female vulva. This correspondence has been summarized by Gobert in 
an article in which 'with notable scholarship he demonstrates convincingly that 
behind the magical and life-giving properties attributed to the cowry lies an 
age-old concept of le pudendum magique.11 How and why the shells first came 
to be used as currency we shall never know on precise authority, although 
Elliot Smith’s suggested explanation, given in his introduction to Jackson’s 
work, carries conviction.18 But once the process has begun, the career of the 
cowry as an exchange medium is assured, for it possesses in addition to its

7 ibid., 139. * ibid., 139. " Quiggin, op. cit., 26 ; Man, xu, 37, 1941, 48.
10 Gobert, op. pit., 6. 11 Jackson, op. oit., 126. la Quiggin, op. oit., 30.
15 Jaokgon, op. oit., 131. 11 Gobert, op. oit., 6. 15 op. oit.
14 op- oit., 28-9, but it is difficult to understand why they came overland aoross Afghanistan.

One would expect them to come by sea directly from India to Persia.
1T op. oit.
18 °P- oit-i introduction, pp. xix-xx. He suggests that they were first given as bridal dowries,

and that this praotioe may have given rise to their use as currency.
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attractiveness, all the attributes of good coinage—convenience, durability, and 
an almost total resistance to forgery.

The cowry in Arabic literature
As we shall see, the first recorded evidence of the importation of cowries 

into the Western Sudan comes from an Arabic source.19 It is therefore pertinent 
to our study to inquire what the Arabs knew about the shell, and how they 
used it.

Arabic sources present a clear account of the use of cowry shells {wada‘, 
wada‘ah) from the first Islamic century. The IAsdn al-‘arab of Ibn Mukarram, 
who died in 711/1311, quotes the tradition:20 aJ 411 £Oj V ap^j jl*J 

‘ He who hangs a necklace of cowries round his neck, God will not prosper 
him ’; and has the comment on it: ^41 A»lk jjilS”’ t^-r ^

‘ He (Muhammad) only forbade them because they used to use them in 
necklaces out of fear of the evil eye ’.

If this tradition is authentic, it follows that cowries must have been in use 
among the Arabs during the lifetime of the Prophet—and thus, in effect, during 
the pre-Islamic era. Indeed, Gobert has a reference to al-Mustatraf which 
mentions the use of cowries during al-JdhUiya as a charm against the pangs 
of despised love.21

That they were in use during the first century of Islam is confirmed by the 
lines of the poet Jamil Buthaynah (d. 82/701) 22

&1 £0,11 (N
(JUl j ^\

‘ Do you not know, 0 mother of the boy with the cowry necklace 
That I laugh with joy at the thought of you, while you are hard-hearted ? ’

The Sihah of al-Jawhari (d. 398/1007-8) has under samma ‘ the loop of the 
girth called wadin ’ and ‘ anything like cowries (wada‘) brought up from the 
sea ’. This description is repeated in the Qdmus of al-Flruzabadi (d. 817/1415), 
and in the Taj al-‘arus of Sayyid Murtaja aL-Zabldi, whose work was completed 
in 1181/1767.

A curious reference to the shells appears in the Maqamdt of al-Hamadham:23

^J OiJ ^ip. ^ ^

‘ And behold, he was a monkey trainer, making his monkeys dance, and amusing 
those who were with him. And I danced the dance of the dog with the cowry 
collar ’.
In a footnote the editor, Muhammad ‘Abduh, says : ‘ al-muharraj is the dog 
wearing a necklace of at-hiij, that is cowries (wada‘), and he is not given this

i» Abu ‘Abdullah b. ‘Abd al-'Azir al-Bakri. 20 b.v. wada‘.
*i ‘ A1 Moetatraf; trad. fr. 6. Bat, Leroux, 1899, 1902, n, p. 109.’
” Al-AmBti of al-Qali, seoond ed., Cairo, 1926, n, 300. “ Beirut, 1889, 93-A.
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necklace until he is trained, and until, when he becomes strong in running, his 
whole strength is in leaping and bounding

Although the Arabs themselves’ do not appear ever to have used the shells 
as treasure, this use was well known to them, for Sulayman al-Tajir (Sulaiman 
the Merchant), whose travelogue was recorded by an anonymous author in 
237/851, gave this description of what he observed on his visit to the Maldives.24

A^lil oJLa j £Ojil j j S^Ip j

aa*** ^33 j Hi ^Ji j ...

AjjpJj J £Oj]l IfA "0.1 A>y

‘ They (the Maldive Islands) are all inhabited by people and by coco-nut palms, 
and their treasure is cowry shells. This queen amasses cowries in her treasuries 
. . . and the cowry comes to them on the surface of the sea, and in it is a living 
creature. Branches of the coco-nut are taken and cast on the surface of the 
sea, and the cowries attach themselves to them. They are called al-kibtah 

Al-Mas'udi (d. 346/956) has an almost identical description :26

IAU ISli fjA aa>- £Ojil <10 dJJd j £0^11 iSOil aJl* jj^l j

"Oil 4>3 3 **4* ^JaI

AjS b y3 i

<Aj^j tj* olS"" Id UU- ^oj!l <1

‘ The treasure of this queen is cowries. Now the cowry is alive, a sort of animal. 
When her treasure diminishes she orders the people of the islands to cut 
branches of the coco-nut palm with the foliage, and spread them on the surface 
of the sea. Then the creatures climb up on them and are collected and spread 
out on the sand of the sea-shore. The sun dries up the creatures inside, and the 
cowry remains empty and the treasuries are filled with them ’.

Whatever uses of the shells the Arabs may have observed elsewhere in the 
world, they themselves appear to have used them solely as prophylactics against 
the evil eye and, possibly, as ornaments, although behind their use as ornaments 
there probably lay a belief in their magical powers. Their use in a magical role 
is amply attested by European observers of the last century. Burckhardt, 
writing in 1813 or 1814 of El-Fedja in Nubia, says :26

‘ I particularly noticed the Sorombak and the small white shell called in 
Cairo Woda ( £Oj) with which the Gipsey women tell fortunes, by tossing
them up as they pronounce the person’s name, and by observing the position 
in which they fall to the ground ’.

14 SilsUal ai-tawdrilch. Paris, 1811, 6.
” Murij ai-dhahab. ed. Barbier de Meynard, Paris, 1801, 1, 337-8.
“ Travels in Nubia, London, 1819, 406 ; second ed., London, 1822, 420.
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Lane, in Ms Modem Egyptians, comments as follows :27
‘ The small shells called cowries are especially considered preservatives 
against the evil eye ; and hence, as well as for the sate of ornament, they 
are often attached to the trappings of camels, horses, and other animals, 
and sometimes to the caps of children

The evidence of Daumas, writing in the mid-nineteenth century, is particu
larly interesting, for he describes the independent ritual use of cowries by 
nomadic Arab tribes living in what had formerly been the Saharan cowry 
currency area, and where vestiges of this currency still lingered.

‘ Sidi-Mohammed-el-Gandouz, qui vecut, mourut et fut enterr6 & l’endroit 
meme oh la pi6t6 des fid&les a depuis 61ev6 le marabout qui porte son nom, 
6tait TennmmA pour 1‘hospitalitA que trouvaient chez lui les pauvres et les 
voyageurs.

Les caravanes de passage, foumissaient h ses aumones en lui laissant de 
la viande s6ch6e, de la farine, des dattes, du beurre, etc. qu’il distnbuait 
aux malheureux dont les provisions Ataient 6puis6es et aux phlerins indigents 
qui venaient le visiter et prier avec lui. Cet usage s’est conserve ; aucune 
caravane n’oserait passer pi 6s de ce heu d’asile sans faire la prihre et sans 
laisser une ouada.’28

Here the cowry has become a votive offering. Subsequently Daumas makes 
it clear that the word ouada has itself come to mean ‘ a votive offering ’ :

‘ Les Kheddam d’un marabout sont obliges d’aller, me fois l’an, visiter 
le tombeau oh repose le premier saint, chef de sa famille, et chaque p&lerin, 
suivant sa fortune, y laisse des cadeaux appel6s z/iara.

A son tour, le marabout, on quelqu’un de ses parents, va visiter les 
Kheddam, et ce voyage est encore 1’occasion d’une ample ricolte de presents 
qui, cette fois, prend le nom de d ouada.19

0 Sidi Abd-el-Kader, dit-il, tu es le protecteur du voyageur, le com- 
pagnon de celui qui va en ghrazia, l’ami du malheureux, sois avec nous et 
pour nous dans ce voyage, et, quand nous serons de retour nous donnerons 
en ton hoxmeur aux pauvres, une riche ouada (cadeau, present) ’.30

Elsewhere, speaking of other Arabic-speaking Saharan nomads, he shows 
that the word has acquired yet another derived meaning, that of ‘ fete ’ or 
‘ religious festival ’ :

‘. . . mais il sait, quand il le faut, dignement fftoyer ses hfites. Vienne 
d ouada, la fete patronale d’une tribu, d’un douar, oh se trouvent ses amis, 
il ne leur fera pas l’injure d’y manquer; et, fut-ce & trente ou quarante 
lieues, il faut qu’il aille y rassasier son ventre ’.81

The shells were well known in North Africa at the beginning of the nine
teenth century, for James Grey Jackson records that 32,000 lb. of cowries were 
imported into Mogador from Amsterdam in the year 1805.32 Cherbonneau, in his

17 London, 1860, 261. ** Moturs et coutumes de VAlgirie, Paris, 1866, 66.
18 ibid., 328. 30 ibid., 366. 31 ibid., 260.
** An account of the empire of Morocco. Third ed., London, 1814, 24.
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‘ Definition lexigraphique de plusieurs mots usit&s dans le langage de l’Afrique 
septentrionale [— premiere partie] ’,33 the information for which was collected 
in Constantinople and which was compiled in 1849, writes under simply
‘ coquillage de mer biganA en forme de grain de cafe et fendu par le milieu 

By the middle of the nineteenth century Barth had come across the Walid 
Rashid in Bagirmi with the head harness of their horses and camels adorned 
with cowries.34

It becomes clear that although the Arabs carried cowries into the Sahara in 
their trading packs, it was certainly not their example which prompted their 
use as currency. Either they learned that the negroes already used them as an 
exchange medium, and decided to profit by this, or else, which seems more 
likely, they carried them in to sell as ornaments much in the same way as 
European traders brought in beads, and the Sahaxans themselves converted 
them to use as money. Be this as it may, at the same time as they traded in 
them with the negroes, the Arabs continued to use them as amulets and 
ornaments, as they had done since before Islam.

The early Saharan cowry exchange area
The possibility that the shells were known in the Western Sudan before the 

Islamic era cannot be ignored. Tin objects bearing a superficial resemblance to 
cowries have been found at a Nok site in Northern Nigeria, and fall within a 
time span 280 b.c. to a.d. 875. These objects, however, need not necessarily 
represent cowries, and for the time being they must be ignored as a factor in 
dating the introduction of the cowry to the area.36

There is, however, ample evidence that the Carthaginians traded to some 
depth into the Sahara, and as we have seen, they certainly had the cowry. 
What may be significant is that C. annulus found by Gobert at Kerkouane were 
not pierced at the apex, but were ground down at the back,36 for it is thus that 
cowries are normally prepared for stringing throughout the Western Sudan. 
But this is not conclusive, since back-ground cowries have been found in Egypt 
and spasmodically elsewhere, and are of course common in East Africa. The 
Romans are also possible carriers, for it is now certain that they penetrated 
deeply into the Sahara, and that their influence was at work in the Fezzan. 
Finally, there is the theory, espoused by Jeffreys, of Pharaonic provenance and 
diffusion.37 This we propose to discuss in detail anon.

33 Journal Asiatique, Scr. 4, Tom. tttt, 1849, 63-70.
34 Travels, eeoond ed., Loudon, 1867, m, 382.
33 I am indebted for this information to Mr. B. E. B. Fagg of the Pitt Bivers Museum, Oxford. 

Mr. Fagg writes lThe smelted tin objeots do resemble cowry shells but there can be no certainty 
that they represent them ; if anything, I think it rather improbable ’. Mr. Fagg adds that since 
the resemblanoe is superficial it should be completely ignored as a factor in dating the introduction 
of cowry shells.

34 op. oit., 0.
31 In an article ‘ The diffusion of cowries and Egyptian oulture in Africa ’, American 

Anthropologist, l, 1948, 46-63.
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The first written record, of cowries in the Western Sudan which I have been 
able to discover is that of the Arab geographer al-Bakri (d. 487/1094). This 
writer makes frequent mention of the media of exchange in use in the areas 
with which he was concerned.38 Speaking of Kougha 88 he says :

‘ La plnpart des marchandises qne l’on y apporte consiste en sel, en cauris,
en cuivre et en enphorbe, ce dernier et les cauris y ont le pins de d6bit .

It seems clear from his very comprehensive coverage of the exchange media 
of the Western Sudan during the eleventh century that both unminted gold 
and stamped gold dinars and mithqals were in general use ; so also was gold 
dust, and in certain areas grain, salt, copper rings, and cotton strips. Cowries 
were an article of trade much in demand, but at this early date there is no 
suggestion that they were used as coinage. Now since al-Bakri makes a point 
of listing the various currencies, it seems unlikely that he would have omitted 
to mention the fact if cowries had been used for purposes of exchange, and the 
conclusion is that they may not have been so used during the eleventh century 
at least not in the areas known to al-Bakri.

The next reference is that of Ibn Sa'id, who died in 673/1274. His testimony 
may therefore be taken to apply to the situation prevailing in the mid
thirteenth century.

<sai\ J ^ J 0bjJI 0^4 ^ ^ aL-L* LIj . . .

SJ-chj I (—>yJb j aJIp (J.I ^ jJ

by jbs- ^‘1 *lll IfA N ojLL (J iilp J.I ^ djj^i j

40 ^ I JJ1 Nl IfL % £Oj!I J j ^ill j 0^ j

‘. and as for the city of Ghanah, it is one of the greatest cities of the Sudan, 
and it is in the extreme south of the Maghrib, and the merchants travel from 
Sijilmasah to Ghanah and Sijilmasah is a city in the extreme west (of North 
Africa), far from the sea. They travel from Sijilmasah to Ghanah in a waterless 
desert, in which no water is to be found in a journey of about 12 days, and they 
carry to it figs, salt, copper, and cowries, and nothing is exported from it except 
coined gold ’.

This reference is important on two counts. First, because it shows that 
cowries were still being imported into the Western Sudan from North Africa in 
the thirteenth century. Second, because it states that minted gold coins were

SB Description de I’Afrique septentrionale, translated by de Slane, Paris, 1913. Arabio text, 
Paris, 1911, second ed. For example, 300/168 ; 326/173 ; 327/174 ; 330-1/170 ; 331/177 ; 
333/177-8; 339/181.

a9 ibid., 336/179. The medieval capital of Songhay, present Gao.
<o Abvijedat historia anteislamica, ed. H. L. Fleisoher, Leipzig, 1831, 176-0.
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manufactured in the Sudan and exported to North Africa.41 It is still not 
certain, however, that cowries were used as currency. They may have been 
desired as ornaments and charms.

The first reference to the use of cowries in business transactions comes in 
the Masalik al-ahsar of al-TJmari (d. 749/1349).42 He states that gold was used 
by the king of Mali for trade with the north, for the upkeep of the court, and for 
rewarding his servants. But all internal business transactions were in cowries, 
imported by the merchants at a considerable profit. Some 20 years later Ibn 
Battuta states that cowries were employed as currency in Goga and in Mali.43

For the fifteenth century we have the testimony of Mahmud al-Kati 
(b. 872/1468) who mentions the use of cowries in Mali as payment to the 
parents-in-law of brides, in order to ensure that the children of the marriage 
should not claim emancipation from serfdom.44 During the sixteenth century 
their use was noted in Timbuctu by Leo Africanus as small change,46 and on 
the evidence of al-Sa‘dI they were still in use there during the seventeenth 
century \48 The Kano Chronicle shows that cowries were first introduced into 
Hausaland during the reign of Sharefa—that is, during the first half of the 
eighteenth century.47

41 It is not the purpose of this study to dismiss the preoious metal currency of the Sahara 
and Western Sudan, exoept in so far as it related to the cowry. It must be said, however, that 
the whole question of such a coinage poses an enigma. References to the mithqal need not refer 
to a ooin, but to an equivalent weight of gold dust or bullion. Al-Bakri, however, refers to 
dln&rs and then he makes speoifio mention of an unstamped gold ooin oalled pula'

yA- ji Therefore according to his testimony there were both
dln&rs and certain pre-ooins oiroulating in the eleventh century.

This is followed by the evidence of Ibn Sa'id. But we are bound to ask why, when the whole 
trend of the trade was to piok up raw gold in the Sudan for processing in the mints of Sijihnasa 
and North Africa, the Ghanaians should mint gold coins for export ? This appears to be ‘ coals 
to Newcastle ’, and we cannot do other than regard the word ol-‘ayn with extreme suspicion, 
as a very probable corruption. It is altogether more reasonable to suppose that anoient Ghana 
exported dust and bullion. But then, in the sixteenth oentury we meet again this insistence on 
the existence of an unstamped pre-ourrenoy in the testimony of Leo Africanus (infra, p. 347). 
Finally there is the statement of Dupuis (Journal of a residence in Ashantet, London, 1824, 
Pt. n, p. lviii) that ‘ duoats (mitskal) ’ were minted in Nikki, the capital of Borgou. Yet despite 
the persistent asseverations of our sources, as Mauny points out (‘ Ateliers monetaires Ouest- 
Afrieains ’, Notes Africaines, No. 78, 1958), no speoimen of these gold coins bag ever been 
recovered. Since gold coinage which has been circulating in significant quantities simply does 
not disappear, the whole thing is a puzzle. One is reluotant to do the observant Leo the possible 
injustice of assuming that he is merely eohoing what may be an initial error of al-Bakri, but we 
are bound to observe that suoh things did happen, and it is a possibility. We shall of oourse most 
humbly exonerate Leo should a speoimen of this mysterious unstamped ooinage come to light!

*' Paris, 1927, French translation (Gaude&oy-Demombynes, vol. i), 75-8, Arabic text, 202.
44 H. A. R. Gibb (tr.), Ibn Battuta. Travels in Asia and Africa, 1325-1354 (Broadway 

Travellers), fifth impr., London, 1963, 334, Gao, al-Bakri’s Kougha.
44 Tariih al-fattdsh, Paris, 1913, 107—8/66. In fact Mahmud Rati began to write big work 

early in the sixteenth century, but the conditions whioh he describes apply to the fifteenth century.
46 The history and description of Africa ... of Leo Africanus, translated by Pory, ed. Robert 

Brown, m (Works issued by the Hakluyt Sooiety, No. 94), London, 1896, 826.
44 Tarikh al-8udan, Paris, 1900, 338/221-2.
47 H. R. Palmer, Sudanese memoirs, Lagos, 1928, m, 123.
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We thus have a continuous record of the cowry in the Sahara from the 
eleventh to the- seventeenth century, together with the eighteenth-century 
reference of the Kano Chronicle, the significance of which we shall discuss 
below. It is not, however, certain that the cowry was used as currency during 
the first 300 years of this period.

Did the cowry come overland from the east coast ?
G. I. Jones says in his article ‘ Native and trade currencies in southern 

Nigeria during the eighteenth and nineteenth centimes ’, Cowries, which are 
shells found in the Maidive islands, must originally have come overland through 
the Eastern Sudan and East Africa, but with the development of trade between 
Europe and India, they were shipped from India to European ports, whence 
they were brought by European traders to the Slave Coast in ever-increasing 
quantities during the seventeenth and eighteenth centimes ,48 There are no 
grounds for asserting that the shells ‘ must ’ have come from the east overland 
to the west. This is but one possibility, and there are weighty objections to it.

As we have seen, cowries were being carried from North Africa along the 
Saharan caravan routes as early as the eleventh century. What were these 
shells, and from whence did they come ? There is in fact no reason why the 
Arabs of the eleventh century should not have procured supplies of shells 
directly from India, for their contacts with India at this date were entirely 
adequate. But Barth states, presumably on the authority of oral tradition, that 
the cowries current in Songhay in the eleventh century were the large Persian 
variety, and that the smaller Indian variety were not introduced until much 
later.49 Leo Africanus tells us that this was also so in the sixteenth century. 
Indeed, Barth’s tradition may well derive from Leo :

1 The coine of Tombuto is of gold without any stampe or superscription, 
but in matters of smal value they vse certaine shels brought hither out of 
the kingdom of Persia . . . h60
In the light of Quiggin’s comment, no significance need be attached to size.61 

But Jackson does mention that cowries are harvested in the Persian Gulf,62 
and this may explain the provenance attributed to these early shells. More 
significant is Quiggin’s description of cowry diffusion, in which she states 
that from India the shells passed through Afghanistan into Persia, and from 
thence into Europe.68 It is to be expected that some of these shells on their 
way from Persia into Europe, would have been diverted southwards along 
the coast of the Maghrib and ultimately to Sijihnasa. Alternatively they may 
simply have come down into Morocco from Spain, and thus Leo s so-called 
‘ Persian ’ shells may have come originally from India. One thing is certain, 
however : these eleventh-century ‘ Persian cowries entered the Sudan via the 
Mediterranean and not overland from East Africa. If this was the position in 
the eleventh century, there is no reason to suppose that it must have been

« Africa, xxvm, 1, 1968, 48. “ op. oit., rv, 428. 50 supra, p. 346, n. 46.
»i supra, p. 339. “ ShdU, 123. 54 supra, p. 340, n. 16.
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otherwise in Roman, Carthaginian, or even Pharaonic times. Indeed, a 
Mediterranean route is, at all times, more credible than a trans-continental 
overland route.

Jeffreys has argued for an ancient Egyptian origin, in the article to which 
we have already referred, and he links the Ibo sextuple cowry counting system 
with the ancient Egyptian duodecimal system. He writes, ‘ it seems that when 
it is reported that India and China were trading with Egypt, it was really Egypt 
that was trading with these lands, carrying cowrie shells across the Erythraean 
Sea with which the Egyptian mariners were familiar. Once the cowry was 
established as a means of foreign currency it would not be long before the 
Egyptians would introduce- it into Africa and with it their own system of 
recording by sixes \64 This is highly speculative, but we do not exclude the 
possibility that the Egyptians could have introduced the cowry by sea. Else-' 
where, however, Jeffreys appears twinsist on an overland route : ‘ This shell, 
whose origin is the Red Sea and Indian Ooean, when found at Benin in 1480 
must have spread from East to West \66 This, of course, is not so. Eirst, as 
we shall see, a European cowry loan-word had become established on the Coast 
by 1608,56 and it is therefore possible, at the least, that cowries from Europe had 
reached Benin by the end of the fifteenth century. But leaving this aside, it 
remains entirely possible that eleventh-century cowries from the Niger Bend 
could have found their way down to Benin by 1480. Also, while there is some 
evidence of a sextuple counting'system in Ibo, Jeffreys’s evidence for such a 
system elsewhere in West Africa is fragmentary, and as far as the present author 
is aware, quite incorrect for Hausa. There is no loso meaning ‘ sixty ’ in Hausa,87 
but only laso meaning ‘ twenty We cannot offer an explanation for the Ibo 
counting system, but in view of the other evidence which we have adduced, we 
regard it as of too slight a character to support so monumefltal a theory as 
overland trading contacts between Pharaonic Egypt and the West Coast. So 
many other possibilities could have intervened in the vast time span involved.

Sir Hamilton Gibb also appears to have given a blessing to the trans
continental theory, in the apparatus criticus to his edition of Ibn Battuta.68 
In n. 33 to ch. xiv he says :

£ The existence of a cowry exchange in the Malli empire, alongside the salt 
exchange, is conclusive evidence of the commercial relations across the 
African continent referred to in note 14 [sic, read 16], as cowries are found 
in Africa only on the east coast, between the Equator and Mozambique ’.

Like Jeffreys he begs the question, for he overlooks the possibility that the 
cownes in Mali were not East African natives, but had been imported from 
distant parts of the cowry-producing world—in fact, as we have seen, from 
Persia. In n. 16 to ch. xiv, where he discusses the origin and meaning of the 
word Lamlam, he says :

M American Anthropologist, L, 1948, 61. st ibid. 47.
“ Pereira’s bozy, infra, p. 361. 87 Jeffreys, op. cit., 60. op. ok, 382.
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‘ Ibn Battuta heard at Kilwa that gold dust was brought to Sofala from
Yuff jn the country of the Limis, which was distant a month’s journey from
there. For this trans-continental trade see note 33 below 

Then in n. 16 he says :
‘ Cooley1 s identification of Yufi with Nupe, on the left bank of the Niger
between Jebba and Lokoja, has been accepted by all later authorities ’.

He thus appears to postulate a trans-continental trade route linking the Niger 
with the East African coast, in use during the fourteenth century. But is this 
credible ? From Hausaland to the Zambezi is approximately 2,600 miles in a 
straight line across the centre of Africa,. It took over two months to cross the 
Sahara from Hausaland to North Africa, a distance of some 1,400 miles. Camel 
portage was certainly not practical on the trans-continental route, and can we 
therefore accept that it was possible in anything like a month ? But if such 
a route had existed and been of practical value, would not the diligent and 
opportunist Arab slavers and gold traders have known about it and exploited 
it ? Yet not one of the Arab geographers breathes a hint of it, save only and 
doubtfully, Ibn Baffuta. Not only this. East Africa was adequately endowed 
with her own gold-bearing areas. What conceivable economic reason can 
therefore have existed to carry gold dust from the Niger, right across the centre 
of Africa, on a trek that must have taken many months, in order to deposit 
it at Sofala, when it could be obtained with so much less labour close at hand— 
on the Zambezi itself for instance ? Finally, Ibn Baffufa and his contemporaries 
believed that the Niger was the Nile. Therefore, even though he may have 
imagined that the gold came from Nupe, his state of geographical confusion was 
such as to have misled him. There was, of course, a trade in copper between the 
East Coast and Katanga during the Middle Ages. It is therefore conceivable 
that what Ibn Baffufa thought was a trans-continental trade was in fact this 
traffic to and from the Congo. But there is no evidence that this early trade 
was cowry-based, and indeed the cowry is reputed to have been introduced into 
the Congo by the Arab slavers of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.69

*’ If a trans-continental route did exist, it is easier to visualize it running across the grass 
savannah belt well north of the Congo forest, and in this ease, of course, its eastern terminus 
could not have been Sofala. We do not believe in the existence of snch a route during the Middle 
Ages for the good reason that there is no mention of it in the Arab historians from Ibn Hawkal 
onwards, and we are convinced that they could not have been ignorant, nor have maintained 
a conspiracy of silence about suoh a route. That it may have been in existence in pre-Islamio 
times and been blooked-after Islam by the Christian Nubian kingdom is possible. Certainly 
Oliver and Page (A short history of Africa, London, 1902, 42) have noted the discoveries of 
Arkell, whioh suggest that the remnants of the Kushitic dynasty lived out their day in the area 
between the Nile and Lake Chad and we have here a possible channel for the introduction of 
anoient Egyptian culture, including the cowry, into the Sudan. But if this were so how are we 
to explain the known absence of the cowry in Bomu and Kanem, for it is hard to believe that 
it went on leap-frogging this area for nearly two millennia, whatever the prowess of a rival 
ourrenoy T And how also do we explain the statement of a dooument whioh external evidence 
has shown to be remarkably truthful in other respects, that the cowry did not appear in 
Hausaland until the eighteenth century t As we shall argue below, it is simply not acceptable 
that the deoks should be oleared for the trans-continental theory by stating baldly that the 
Kano Chronicle is wrong.

VOL. xrnx. part 2. 24
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If cowries came from east to west and carried with them elements of 
Pharaonic colture, it is necessary to.establish with some certainty when they 
first acquired value in East Africa. As far as our researches have shown, the 
Periplus is the sole authority for an early cowry, chronology on the East Coast. 
Jackson says: 60

‘ Among the articles mentioned in the “ Periplus ” as exported from this
place—the Quiloa or Kilwa of modem times—is an item NawrAios oAlyos
(lit. little sea-shell), a term which has given rise to some discussion ’.

This is usually taken to refer to tortoise shells, hut could be any one of an 
almost infinite variety of conchs, including of course the cowry. But Quiggin 
in her ‘ Trade routes, trade and currency in East Africa ’, admits that the 
reference in the Periplus is doubtful,61 and the theory of the early use of cowries 
in East Africa cannot stand on such slight evidence. Ibn Battuta visited 
Mombasa and Kilwa 62 in the fourteenth century. While not conclusive, it is 
worth recording that this assiduous observer noted cowries in the Maldives,68 
in Ceylon,64 and as we have seen, in the Sahara, but he does not mention them 
in Swahili country. A possibility is, therefore, that they were not used there.

Quiggin lists a number of early Portuguese travellers in East Africa. She 
does not record that any of them noted cowries, except Pinto, who saw them 
used as ornaments at the Cazembe court in 1798.66

Roscoe says ‘ When they were first seen in Uganda they were extravagantly 
valued and two shells would buy a woman but they soon depreciated until 
(about 1860) 2,500 would only buy a cow . . . ’.66 This same author says that 
cowries were probably introduced to the Baganda during the reign of 
Semakoldro, who lived during the last quarter of the eighteenth century. The 
cowry has existed in its natural state on the east coast of Africa from time 
immemorial. Therefore we do not dismiss the possibility that it became an 
object of value from place to place in East Africa, and that this may have been 
so from very early antiquity. Nor would we exclude the possibility that 
occasional specimens may have reached the Atlantic coast in the course of the 
enormously complex pattern of human intercourse which we now know to 
comprise the history of Africa. We do contend that there is no general pattern 
of early or consistent cowry use throughout East Africa such as would justify 
us in believing that East Africa was the point de dSpart for the diffusion of the 
shells across the continent.

Jackson has given a map showing the distribution of the use of cowries.67 
But when we compare this map with a population map of the world, such as

«° Sheas, 143.
81 Occasional Papers of the Bhodes-Livingstone Museum, No. 6, 1949, 15. Even if it oould be 

shown that it was cowries which the Greeks oarried, it does not follow that the shells were value 
objects to the East African natives of the day. There have been many instances of preolous 
materials being garnered from natives who attached no worth to them.

“ Gibb, op. cit., 112 f. “ ibid., 243. “ ibid., 248.
88 ‘ Trade routes ’, 5-8. 88 The Baganda, London, 1911, 460 . 87 SheUs, 125.
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that given in the Oxford atlas,es it becomes strikingly obvious that Jackson’s 
area of cowTy use corresponds closely to the areas of greatest population density. 
This is, of course, what one would expect, since it will be where populations 
have been thickest that objects, including cowries, will survive to testify to 
their own use. But this can mislead, for the pattern in which cowry use has 
been established does not necessarily correspond to the routes along which 
cowries moved. This is very obvious in the case of the Sahara. Jackson’s map 
has a dot at Morocco and another approximately at Bilma. But in between is 
a blank. Yet there can be no doubt from our medieval Arab sources that the 
western and central Sahara was one of the busiest channels of cowry movement 
so far known to us, and that it remained so over five centuries. Thus the broad 
band which Jackson shows stretching from east to west across Africa is not 
necessarily the line of entry, but merely a line of retrieval.

To sum up : We do not exclude the possibility that cowries could have 
come to the West Coast by very early carriers, long before the Arabs or the 
Europeans. But we consider that in this case the bulk of them was either 
carried through the Mediterranean and down the west coast, or, more probably, 
that they reached North Africa from Middle Eastern sources and were carried 
in along the early Saharan trade-routes. We see no reason to assume that they 
must have originated from East Africa, and we regard the existence of a trans
continental route as highly unlikely. If specimens did trickle through overland, 
then this was a secondary and minor movement.

The cowry vocabulary of West Africa
Apart from the Arabic wada‘, the earliest cowry word known to us is 

Dapper’s boesjes, which appears to date from the late seventeenth century.90 
Pereira, however (whose work was available in 1508), refers to sheep used in 
trade on the Rio Real, and says that they were called bozy.70 Dapper also 
observes that bochie was used to describe copper bracelets,71 and Jones wonders 
whether bozy, boesjes, etc., is not a general trading term of a Coast language 
used to describe any medium of exchange and later specialized to mean 
‘ cowries ’.72 We agree that this form appears to-have become used generally, 
as Jones suggests, but we believe the whole complex of words boesjes/bochie/bozy 
to stem from the Portuguese buzio/Erench bouges which according to Quiggin 
arise in turn from the Maldivian holy — ‘ cowry/cowries ’,73 Bozy is therefore 
not a native word which came to be specialized in the meaning of ‘ cowry ’, 
but a foreign loan-word which came in with cowries and subsequently became 
generalized. Moreover, Quiggin states that the word appeared in Benin as 
abuy, and in Dahomey as aJcwe.7i While we are not acquainted with the

•8 The Oxford ados, revised repr., London, 1963, vi-vii.
” I am indebted to Jones, op. cit., 43, for this referenoe, and for other references to the early 

aooounts of the Ooast traders, all of whioh are given in his artiole.
70 ibid., 43. 77 ibid., 44. t « ibid., 44.
73 Primitive money, 30. 74 ibid., 30.
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phonological processes underlying these naturalizations, they nevertheless seem 
to us to he quite possible derivations from a common source.

For the rest, the cowry words of West Africa are an enigma. We are faced 
with the fact that an article of such basic market importance, which is obviously 
exotic, failed to carry with it its own loan-word, but is described by a variety 
of words most of which appear to be unrelated. We list the cowry words known 
to us in the main languages of West Africa, moving broadly from east to west.

Waday kemti76
Bagirmi kemd-kemd76
Kanuri kungona77
Hausa wuri, plur. kudi/kurii
Fula seedere/seerre, plur. ceede
Songhay noor, plur. noorey 78
Ibo mbudambu (C. annulus i)

ayolo (0. moneta ?)
Yoruba owo
Nupe woni, plur. wonizki
Mande kpoyo
Mauritanian Arabic Vwedea 80

The Nupe woni is the stem wo to which the numeral ni has been suffixed. 
It is therefore clearly related to the Yoruba ov>6. Kemti, kemi-kemd, and 
possibly kungona could also be related. We wonder whether the Bird abuy is 
to be detected in the Mande kpoyo, and we shall endeavour to demonstrate a 
link between the Nupe woni and Hausa wuri. Beyond this we are unable to 
recognize any link between the remaining ‘ cowry ’ words though we are aware 
that mere visual dissimilarity is of no significance in the complex processes of 
sound shifts. On phonological evidence, however, we conclude that Hausa is not 
indebted for its cowry terms either to the Arabic wada‘ or to the Songhay noor. 

Meek has attempted to explain wuri, kudi/kurdti as follows : 81
‘ Another Hausa expression for “ he gazed ” is ya yi wuri da ido. Wuri is 
shown in the dictionary (p. 1094) as meaning “ gazing in wonder, surprise, 
fear ”. Wuri-wuri means “ in startled, terrified, amazed' condition ” 
(p. 1094). The more common expression wuri da wuri means “ manifestly ” 
“ openly ”, or “ face to face ”. The word work’Ua, which is said to mean 
“ to screw up one eye to look at a person ”, is obviously a compound of 
wuri and k’U, a root meaning “ very small ”. Similarly wurk’UUi “ a person 
with only one useful eye ” (p. 1096).

78 Barth, op. oit., m, 382.
76 ibid., 382.
77 Barth, op. oit., n, 242, 297.
78 ibid., 446, chede.
7t I am indebted to Professor P. P. Lacroix for information concerning this Songhay word. 

I am also indebted to a number of my oolleagues at the School of Oriental and African Studies 
for information and suggestions concerning these West African words.

80 Vinoent Monteil, ‘ Sur le vooabulaire Pranco-Maure Notes Africaines, No. 42, 1949, 66.
81 Man, xli, 36, 1941, 48.
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Now it appears that the Hausa word for “ cowry ” is wuri (plural kur’di 
or ku’di), and although the dictionary indicates a slight tonal difference 
between wuri = stare and wuri = cowry, this tonal difference (if indeed it 
exists) would not prevent the two words from being genetically the same.... 
Students of Hausa have often wondered why “ cowries ” (in the plural) 
should be kur’di whereas “ cowry ” (in the singular) is wuri. I think we 
now have the clue. Kur’di (or ku’di) is simply the Hindi or Urdu kaudi, 
whereas wuri is a native African word meaning “ eye ”

Meek’s explanation is ingenious, and certainly deserves consideration. We 
do not, however, agree with it. In the first place the root meaning of wuri, 
with high final tone, is ‘ place ’. The tonal difference is a real one, and cannot 
be brushed aside. All the combinations meaning ‘ confront ’, of which ‘ gaze 
in fear ’ is clearly one, have a high final tone. There are on the other hand 
a nmnber of combinations involving the notion of ‘ selling ’ in which wuri with 
low final tone occurs : ya taya wuri ‘ he offered it at a knock-down price ’ ; 
na kar6i kudina wuri na gugar wurri ‘ I was paid in full ’; and the punning 
ba su da wuri sai umrin zama ‘ They haven’t a penny to call their own ’ (lit.
‘ they have no wuri (cowry) except the wuri (place) of sitting down ’), which 
is surely conclusive. We would argue that wuri and wuri are genetically quite 
different, and that wuri is almost, certainly a loan-word.

As for the kurdi, kaudi equation, since we must admit at the outset that we 
are defeated by kurdi/kudi it is perhaps presumptuous to question Meek’s 
explanation. Nevertheless there are considerable objections to it. According to 
Jackson, the Hindi and Urdu are kauri or kaudi.82 Kauri has clearly given the 
English ‘ cowry ’. Hausa does not change the internal diphthong au (or ow) 
to u, and ‘ cowry ’ would be expected to give a Hausa form kawali or kaicari, 
after the paradigm Arabic bawl > Hausa bawali ; Arabic al-qawl > Hausa 
alkauxdi/aikaivari. Neither is there any precedent for the glottal d. As for any 
notion that the word comes directly from the Hindi form kaudi, and not through 
‘ cowry ’, this is remote, since it presupposes a direct link between Urdu or 
Hindi and Hausa independently of an English or Arabic filter. We do not reject 
out of hand Meek’s explanation of kurdi, but we feel that these objections must 
be answered before it can be accepted. Indeed the whole teasing problem of the 
cowry words cries out for a full semantic and phonological study.

The later cowry currency area south of the Niger
Further discussion of the provenance and paths of entry of the cowry into 

our area involves an appreciation of its distribution. Dupuis, writing in the 
nineteenth century, states that eastwards from Dahomey ‘ the current coin 
throughout these regions is cowries; not only do they circulate east of the 
Aswada in Dahomey and Dagomba, but also in the Ashantee provinces of 
Bouromy, Baboso, Yobaty, Quahon, Agnamo and Tkhran, where gold is not 
found ; for the Gold Coast extends no further east than Berracoo ’.M Elsewhere

M Shells, 126. Journal of a residence in Ashantee, Pt. n, p. xli.
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he says, ‘ Cowries are the current coin of the Niger, and of most or of all the 
interior parts of the continent, excepting the westernmost countries of Wangara, 
Ashantee, Gaman and some of their dependencies, where gold is also found ’.81 
Coming westwards across Bomu towards the Niger we have Clapperton’s 
evidence for the position that obtained there at almost the same date. Arriving 
at Katagum he wrote, c Here we found, for the first time, kowrie shells in 
circulation as money; for hitherto native cloth, or some other commodity of 
standard price, had been the common medium of exchange ,.86

In Barth s day the position was substantially the same. Cowries were 
marginally current in Kukawa, having been recently introduced by speculators. 
But eastward of this point, in Bomu, Bagirmi, and Waday, although known as 
trade articles, they were not acceptable as currency. They appear at infrequent 
intervals in Barth’s account of his travels east of Bomu, but not as currency, 
and there is no doubt that the western edge of Bomu was the limit of the 
cowry currency area. Travelling north, Barth also used cowries in Timbuctu, 
but they were apparently not generally accepted beyond this point.

With this evidence before us, it is tempting to assume that the cowries, 
imported into the Sudan in the eleventh century from North Africa, crept 
southwards until, as the Kano Chronicle states,86 they reached TTa.nHH.lii.nrl early 
in the eighteenth century; that they then fanned out east and west, stopping 
short when they came up against the established cotton currency of Bomu, 
and merging with the flow of cowries from European sources imported into the 
Coast from the sixteenth century onwards. But this, like the theory of the 
direct east to west trans-continental route, is too facile.

Jeffreys has simply rejected the evidence of the Kano Chronicle in the 
following passage : ‘ Both Codamosto and Ibn Batuta give the lie to the 
following statement in the Kano Chronicle of Northern Nigeria : In Sharefa’s 
time (1703-1731) cowries first came to Hausaland \87

Now as we shall show, Palmer mistranslated the Arabic of the Kano 
Chronicle in one small but significant particular. Nevertheless, we believe that 
the import of his translation is correct. But certainly Jeffreys is not justified 
in summoning Ibn Battuta to his aid, for this traveller did not get within 
500 miles of Hausaland, and Quiggin appears to share Jeffreys’s error when she 
states that he saw cowries sold at 1,150 to the dinar ‘ in what is now Nigeria \88 
There is no reason to suppose that because cowries were in use in fourteenth- 
century Mali and Songhay, they must also have been in use some 500 miles 
further to the south-east. We know that Bomu and Kanem were involved in 
the trans-Saharan caravan trade at an early date. In fact, the Bornuese were 
probably responsible for initiating the slave-trade from the Hausa countries. 
Yet they never adopted the cowry currency. Jeffreys assumes too readily that 
cowries spread down from Songhay, but the question that really arises is 
whether they came to Hausaland from the north at all. If they did come from

M ibid., p. oxi. 8t Denham and Clapperton, Travels, London, 1831, m, 248.
” supra, p. 346, n. 47. " op. cit., 47. •» Primitive money, 9.
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this quarter why did they not carry with them either the Arabic or the Songhay 
word ? Can they then have come from any other direction ?

At this point it is necessary to establish what the Kano chronicler did say. 
An Arabic MS of the Kano chronicle,89 which I believe to be the oldest extant 
copy, and the one from which Palmer took his working copy, reads as follows :

4JU3 j jjiil (J a*6 J^ d'b/ ^ c5^"” 0U3 J

.... Avs iilyi

Palmer translated this : ‘ In Sharefa’s time cowries first came to Hausaland. 
The Sarki was a mighty warrior. Among his captains were Sarkin Dawaki 
Sodi. . . ’."

In fact, the translation should read ‘ In Sharif a’s time cowries (hurdi) came 
to Hausaland because he was zealous in raiding, and first among the champions 
of his time were Sarkin Dawaki §odi . . . ’. In omitting the conjunction and 
reducing his translation to two apparently unrelated sentences Palmer 
unwittingly deprived us of the reason behind the coming of cowries to Hausa
land. At first sight one might be tempted to read hurdi simply as ‘ money, 
wealth ’, but on consideration this is unlikely. The chronicler is writing in 
Arabic and had he meant merely ‘ money ’, ‘ wealth ’, or ‘ booty ’ he would 
have used the normal Arabic word mol, as in fact he has done throughout his 
narrative,91 or possibly ahanimah. The fact that for the first time he now uses 
a non-Arabic word, and moreover one that is a foreign loan-word in Hausa, 
indicates that he means specifically ‘ cowries ’. This view is strengthened by 
the fact that elsewhere in his narrative he has used Hausa terms such as 
bindiga (Ip-JUj) 92 and goriya (bjjp) 98 when referring to the introduction of
these articles into Hausaland. More significantly still, why does he say ‘ to 
Hausaland ’ and not ‘ to Kano ’ ? Sharefa’s activities could only be expected 
to enrich Kano, not the other and rival kingdoms of Hausaland. We believe 
that the chronicler was writing with all deliberation when he used the words 
hurdi and hausa and that he meant precisely that cowries came to Hausaland 
because of the slave-raiding activities of Sharefa. The explanation could be 
that Sharefa brought in large quantities as booty and decided to make use of 
them. More probably, he found it profitable to trade his captives down south 
for the cowries which were by now the established currency of the coastal 
slave-trade. In either case, it is clear from Barth’s evidence that there was

«» Hiskett, 1 The Kano Chroniole JRAS, April 1967, MS (C). A photostat copy of this MS 
is in my possession and another from the same negative is housed in the Library of Ibadan 
University. The passage in question appears on sheet 104 of my copy.

80 Palmer, op. oit., m, 123.
81 Por instance at points corresponding to Palmer, op. oit., m, p. 102,11. 13 and 37 ; p. 103, 

1. 20, and passim.
88 ibid., p. 109,1. 8, ‘ guns ’.
“ ibid., p. 109,1. 29, ‘ kolas ’. The ohronioler also uses the Hausa plural (babanni) for

* eunuohs * in the same line.
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no obstacle to a ruler introducing the cowry currency into his domains for his 
own profit.94

Palmer’s loose translation could be due to bis copyist having picked up 
pjtjl in the next sentence] and read it as ^1 for aJV. But what is much

more likely is that Palmer—not unnaturally—was puzzled by this sentence, 
turned to a Hausa gloss, and relied upon it too literally in his translation. But 
the gloss recorded the import of the original, though not its exact wording!

Before we reject what the chronicler has to say it is well to remember that 
he wrote before 1900. The events in question happened between 200 and 
150 years earlier. Local memory of what took place some six generations ago 
is not lightly to be disregarded and we believe that the chronicler must be taken 
at his word.

Apart from North Africa and the Sahara, Bomu and Nupe are the areas 
most closely associated with fataud—the long-distance trade of the itinerant 
Hausa merchants which has played so important a part in the Hausa economy. 
Since the influence of Bomu had declined by the eighteenth century, and since 
in any case the Bomuese did not use cowries, there is no point in looking to 
that source. But if we turn westward, towards Nupe, the outlook is more 
promising.

In the reign of Kumbari (1731-43) trade with Nupe was significant, for the 
Kano Chronicle states that during this reign shields were brought np from Nupe, 
and also guns.96 This latter is particularly significant. Guns are mentioned in 
Kano as early as the first half of the fifteenth century, but if this dating is 
accurate they were almost certainly from Bomu and ultimately of Oriental 
origin.96 The guns from Nupe on the other hand are likely to have been the 
cheap muskets imported into the Coast and commonly bartered for slaves. 
Dapper (c. 1680) mentions them and no doubt they were present on the Coast 
considerably earlier.97 Mungo Park lists fire-arms and ammunition as among 
the trade goods imported from Europe to Gambia at the end of the eighteenth 
century.98 In this reference to Nupe we have a direct link with a trade area 
in which the imported ‘ Indian ’ cowry was current coinage. This link emerges 
in the same half-century that cowries are first mentioned in Hausaland, and it 
suggests strongly that they came as part of the general expansion of the coastal 
trade. As to the extent of the trade from the Coast inland we need be in no 
doubt, for Dupuis speaks of natives who were ‘ in frequent habits of traversing 
the African Continent from south to north (or vice versa) from the forests of

84 op. oit., rr, 310. " Palmer, op. cit., m, 124.
*• ibid., 109. But (die statement must be received with considerable soeptioism. If fire-arms 

came to Kano at this early date, they must have derived ultimately from either Egypt or North 
Africa. But the Burjl Mamluks, although they did not entirely rejeot gunpowder, had a 
conservative prejudice against it. As a result, in 1617, they were heavily defeated by the 
Ottomans, who had whole-heartedly adopted the new weapon, and used it intelligently. In 1691 
the Moroocan musketeers routed the Songhay army which was still armed with bows and arrows. 
It is therefore difficult to credit that either Bomu or Kano possessed fire-arms as early as 1438.

87 Jones, op. cit., 61. •« Travels, London, 1799, 26.
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Ashantee to the several parte of the Ghulby and Niger eastward, as far as 
Bomou, and even Baghirmi where it is stated the Shary forms a junction with 
the waters of the Shady in its course to the Egyptian Nile Dnpuis was 
writing from Ashantee just over a hundred years after the introduction of 
cowries to Hausaland, but he was describing a well-established trade and it is 
entirely reasonable that we should regard the guns from Nupe as coming within 
the ambit of a wide pattern of west to east cowry based trade which must have 
been well under way during the eighteenth century.

Barth mentions cowries from Bahr al-Ghazal in the market of Abu Gher, 
in Bagirmi,100 and this is the first and as far as we know, the only concrete 
evidence of their entry by a direct east to west route. Apart from this, Barth’s 
evidence is clearly to the effect that cowries were drifting into the eastern Sudan 
not from further east, but from the west, for he points out that a large quantity 
of cowries had recently been exported from Kano to Bomu where, as he says 
later, they had been introduced as a speculation by the ruling people.101 
Indeed, this movement had caused a shortage of shells in Hausaland. And in 
Sarawu, where shells were not currency, it was nevertheless the Hausa Jcurdi 
(kurcCi) or Eula chede (ceede) which was used to describe them. The same was 
true in Wushek, in western Bomu, where they had come to be used as coinage 
and where the western Hausa zango was used to describe a lot of 100 shells.10* 
Thus, in the middle of the nineteenth century there is still a clearly defined 
drift of cowries from west to east, now beginning to spill over beyond the 
established cowry currency limit on the western edge of Bomu.

As for the Hausa wuri, it is more likely to be the Nupe wont than any other 
form which we have so far traced : n and l are close in Hausa and l and r are 
sometimes interchangeable. Thus wuri is a possible Hausa naturalization of 
woni.

Finally, the ‘ Song of Bagauda ’ points to another definite link between 
the ‘ Nupe ’ cowry and the Hausa, for the poet says :

‘ He has a charm made of the horn of a duiker,
And he has cowrie shells of the sort used in the necromancy of the Nupe 

people ’,103
The Hausa therefore not only acquired the use of cowries as currency from 

Nupe, but also a method of using them in fortune-telling.
We now propose the following conclusion. The medieval cowry currency 

area of the Sahara did not extend south of the Niger, except for possible minor 
percolations such as may have accounted for the early presence of the shells 
in Benin. Its failure to establish itself in Hausaland is probably to be attributed 
to the dominance of Bomu during the sixteenth and part of the seventeenth

88 op. oit., Pt. n, p. xvi. 100 op. oit., m, 386.
101 supra, p. 356, n. 94. 101 op. oit., rv, 61.
i°a Hiskett, ‘ The “ Song of Bagauda ” : a Hausa king list and homily in verse—n BSOAS, 

xxvm, i, 1966, 112-36, at A19/37.
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centuries and the resistance offered by the ancient copper currency of that 
empire.101 As the Saharan trade declined it was replaced by the expanding 
coastal trade. Correspondingly, the cowry currency area of the Sahara 
stagnated, while the cowry currency of the coastal trade advanced to take in 
Hausaland and encroach on Bomu. At the same time it is probable that the 
cowry currency area of East Africa, which was by now well established, was 
slowly drifting westwards, and no doubt we have a trace of this movement in 
Barth’s shells from Abu Gher. The culmination of these movements is the 
pattern of cowry use across Africa which Jackson established early in the 
present century.106

Currency values in the Sahara and the Western Sudan
For currency values, and the relationship between the various exchange 

media up to the nineteenth century we are dependent on the fragmentary 
information of the Arab geographers, and, at the very end of the eighteenth 
century, on certain information culled from Mungo Park: For the nineteenth 
century we have a number of European travellers, primarily Dupuis, Clapperton, 
and Barth.

A prime difficulty in attempting to assess the accounts of the Arab geo
graphers is uncertainty as to the identity of the coinage which they quote, and 
the continuity over so many centuries, of its value. We propose therefore only 
to take cognizance of prices given in mithqals (Arabic mithqal), dinars (Arabic 
dinar), or cowries where these can be readily converted back to the mithqal 
by virtue of the fact that we know the rate of exchange prevailing at the time. 
From the time of Mungo Park onwards we can also relate the dollar either to 
the mithqal or to the cowry.

The mithqal is a gold coin which, according to Mauny, weighed between 
4-25 and 4-729 grammes.106 Its value was approximately 10 shillings sterling. 
The dinar was also a gold coin—the unit of currency in the eastern Caliphate, 
and was equivalent in value to the mithqal. Hitti gives its value as about 
10 shillings sterling,107 and for our purpose dinars and mithqals are of equal 
value. Ibn Battuta states that the cowries he saw bought at 400,000 to the 
dinar in the Maldives were sold at 1,150 to the dinar in the Sudan.108

Leo Africanus has a reference which is obscure. He states :
‘ The coine of Tombuto is of gold without any stampe or superscription,

101 Barth, op. oit., n, 310, mentions the tradition that the anoient ourrenoy standard of Bomu 
was the pound of copper—‘ rotl ’. There is also evidence of an iron ourrenoy, for Denham records 
suoh a ourrenoy in Loggun (Denham and Clapperton, op. oit., m, 23), but Barth observes that 
in his day it had been replaced by the cotton ourrenoy (op. oit., in, 309).

10S Shells, 126.
10* op. oit., but as we have observed above (p. 346, n. 41) references in the Arab geographers 

may equally well refer to the equivalent weight in gold dust or bullion. It is also possible that 
when the Arab travellers use the term din&r they may be using it merely as money of account, 
and that the actual transaction took plaoe in gold dust or bullion.

107 History of thi Arabs, London, 1943, p. 171, n.
108 Gibb, op. oit., 243.
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but in matters of smal value they vse certain shels brought hither out of 
the kingdom of Persia, fower hundred of which shels are worth a ducate : 
and six pieces of their golden coine with two thirds parts weigh an ounce \109

Leo’s Arabic text has unfortunately not come down to us, and so we do not 
know what ‘ ducate ’ represents in the original Arabic. But if these ‘ ducates ’ 
weighed just under one-sixth of an ounce it is clear that they were coins of 
approximately the weight and value of the mithqal, for the Roman ounce 
weighs 27-288 grammes.110 It is therefore a most extraordinary circumstance 
that, at the beginning of the sixteenth century the cowry rate had fallen from 
its fourteenth-century level of 1,160 to 400—or put in different terms, the 
cowry had become scarce and thus more valuable—and this at a time when the 
trans-Saharan trade was still enjoying its hey-day. It appears however, that 
this was a temporary state of affairs, for al-Sa‘dI states that as a result of the 
drought which struck Timbuctu in 1617 the rate fell to 500.m Obviously 
therefore it must have risen to something above 600 in the intervening century. 
Nevertheless, it does appear that the value of the cowry in relation to the 
mithqal rose substantially over this period from the beginning of the sixteenth 
to the beginning of the seventeenth century, for al-Sa‘dI twice states that slaves 
were sold for from 200 to 400 shells.111 In both cases this was during a glut of 
war captives on the market, but evep so it is a remarkable figure when com
pared with the 40,000 mentioned by Mahmud al-Katl (b. 872/1468, writing of 
conditions during the fifteenth century) as a payment made to ensure that the 
children of domestic serfs did not claim emancipation.113 Clearly this figure of 
al-Kati’s must represent the value of a slave, otherwise it would have been entirely 
uneconomic. Although we have no record of the exchange rate in the fifteenth 
century as far as we have been able to discover, al-Kati’s figure does enable 
us to work out a presumptive rate which seems reasonable. At Ibn Battuta’s 
rate of 1,160, 40,000 cowries would represent 34-7 mithqals. This is more than 
Ibn Battuta paid for a slave girl by approximately one-third.114 In the same 
order of increase we may therefore suppose that the rate during the fifteenth 
century stood at from 1,726 to 2,000 cowries to the mithqal.

Mungo Park does not convert mithqals directly to cowries, but only to 
sterling, stating that one ‘ minkalli ’ was equal in value to 10 shillings sterling.116 
But he then values 260 cowries at one shilling sterling and it therefore appears 
that the cowry was 2,600 to the mithqal.116 The exchange rate had obviously 
risen from the level to which it had dropped in Leo’s day, and the value of 
the cowry was correspondingly considerably less.

Dupuis, who wrote in Ashantee and whose work was published in 1824, 
values the mithqal at between 3,400 and 3,600 cowries.117 Barth, whose

101 supra, p. 346, n. 46.
110 Panly-Wisaowa, Beal-Encyclopaedic, rx, A, 1, ool. 620, b.t. vneia.
111 Ta’rikh. 338, Arabio text, 221-2. 111 ibid., 167/96, 243/168-9.
u* supra, p. 346, n. 44. 111 Gibb, op. oit., 336. 115 Travels, 280.
u» ibid., 199. 117 op. oit., Pt. n, p. oxiv.
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observations relate to the period circa 1860, notes that the mithqal was worth 
4,000 in Timbuctu, but also observes that the price fluctuated considerably.118 
We therefore propose to regard Dupuis’s 3,600 as an average rate for the 
nineteenth century. We thus have the following table to guide us :

fourteenth century, one mithqal—1,160 cowries 
fifteenth „ „ „ 1,726-2,000 (?) cowries
sixteenth „ „ „ 400 cowries
seventeenth „ „ „ 500(+) cowries
eighteenth „ „ „ 2,600 cowries
nineteenth „ „ „ 3,600 cowries

This suggests that the supply of cowries was plentiful during the fourteenth 
and fifteenth centuries; then became very scarce during the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries ; revived in the eighteenth century and increased quite 
sharply during the nineteenth century, due no doubt to the nineteenth-century 
importations of shells from Zanzibar which Jackson notes.118

Our first informant as to the value of the cowry in relation to the silver 
dollar is Clapperton, who was in the Western Sudan from 1822 to 1824. He 
states that four dollars were equal to 8,000 cowries—2,000 to the dollar.120 
He subsequently confirms this rate when he states that 3,000 were equal to 
a dollar and a half.121 Barth gives the exchange rate as 2,600 to the dollar.121 
Although this rate varied from time to time and Barth was forced on one 
occasion in Katsina to accept 2,300 to the dollar,123 2,600 seems to have been 
normal. The difference between Clapperton’s valuation and that of Barth is 
small, and may be accounted for by normal fluctuations in the exchange rate. 
Nevertheless, it is probable that the value of the cowry was still declining in 
relation to precious metal currencies during the first half of the nineteenth 
century.

Our schedule quotes 192 dollars at 384,000;124 then 10 dollars at 40,000125 
and another lot of 6 dollars at 25,000.12a This is 2,000, 4,000, and 6,000 to the 
dollar respectively, a puzzling set of figures. The difference in price between 
the three lots could be accounted for by the fact that we are dealing with 
Spanish and Austrian dollars, although Barth states that both were of equal 
value.127 More probably some of the coins could have been clipped, while local 
minting out of adulterated silver is not out of the question. It does appear, 
however, that a sound dollar was worth as much as 6,000 and thus the cowry 
must have depreciated sharply in relation to the dollar during the last half of 
the nineteenth century. Since both the dollar and the mithqal were precious 
metal currencies it is reasonable to assume that their value in direct relation to 
each other remained constant, and on this assumption the following comparative 
table emerges:

116 op. eit., n, 142. 118 Shells, 143.
111 Denham and Clapperton, op. oit., iv, 46. 
181 op. oit., iv, 102-3. 1,1 supra, f. 7.

supra, f. 17.

1,0 Denham and Clapperton, op. oit., iv, 31. 
la op. cit., n, 163, and passim.
1,5 supra, f. 16.
1,T op. cit., n, 142.
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Clapperton, c. 1822 2,000 cowiies 1 dollar * mithqal128
Barth, c. 1860 2,600 cowries 1 dollar \ mithqal
our text, c. 1880-90 6,000 cowries 1 dollar \ mithqal

The exist of goods
(a) The medieval period. Unfortunately the medieval geographers give such 

scant information on the price of goods that we are unable to arrive at any 
really valid comparisons. What little information we have is based on the 
mithqal, not on the cowry. Al-BakrI states that in Awdaghost during the 
eleventh century six rams could be bought for a mithqal.129 Mungo Park bought 
one sheep for three teelee-kissi,130 which were equal to half a mithqal, so 
obviously mutton in eleventh-century Awdaghost was extraordinarily cheap. 
On the other hand Al-Bakri values com at six mithqals the hintar.131 A kintar 
is one hundred rothl, and the rothl is approximately one pound avoirdupois, so 
that for the price of six rams one could buy only approximately 16 J pounds of 
corn. It seems clear therefore that while mutton was locally produced and 
plentiful, com had to be imported into the eleventh-century Sahara and was 
therefore a luxury foodstuff. This is confirmed by Ibn Battuta, in the fourteenth 
century, for he states that the people of Sijilmasa subsisted partly on millet 
‘ imported from the Negro lands \132 He also confirms that wheat was scarce 
in the Saharan towns, and that mutton was plentiful.183

Ibn Baftfifa’s ‘ price list ’ is a little fuller than that of al-Bakri. He states 
that a horse cost 100 mithqals, but observes that this is expensive.131 Leo 
states that ‘ Horses bought in Europe for ten ducates, are sold againe for fortie 
and sometimes fiftie ducates a piece \18S Mungo Park prices a horse at from 
10 to 17 mithqals.186 Barth bought a ‘ first rate horse of foreign race ’ in 
Kukawa and paid 760,000 cowries for it.137 At Dupuis’s reckoning this would 
be the equivalent of 213 mithqals ! The schedule values an akawal horse at 
60,000188—that is just over 17 mithqals at Dupuis’s rate. Since Ibn Battuta 
points out that 100 mithqals is expensive, presumably the average price was 
something below this, and therefore a price of 60 mithqals 200 years later 
suggests that the gold currency (as opposed to the cowry) remained remarkably 
stable. Mungo Park’s figure and that of the schedule no doubt represent the 
price of a locally bred animal.

(b) Slaves. Al-Bakri notes negro slave girls selling at 100 pieces of gold or 
more.189 Ibn Baftufca bought a slave girl at 25 mithqals.110 Leo states ‘ a 
young slave of fifteene yeeres age is sold for sixe ducates, and so are children 
sold also \141 To judge then by the fourteenth-century price, and that suggested 
by al-Kati in the fifteenth century112 the price of slaves had dropped sharply

ia» Reckoning 3,600 to the mithqal. 1,3 op. oit., 300/168. 130 op. oit., 306.
i*i op. oit., 300/168. 131 Gibb, op. oit., 317. 133 ibid., 336. 131 Gibb, op. cit., 331.
138 op. oit., m, 827. 136 op. oit., 306. 137 op. oit., n, 316. 138 supra, f. 6.
133 op. oit., 300/168. 110 supra, p. 369, n. 114.
m op. oit., m, 827. 143 supra, p. 346, n. 44.
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by Leo’s day. Mungo Park informs ns that ‘ tbe price of a prime slave when 
I was at KamaJia was from nine to twelve minkallies ’,143 Elsewhere he says 
‘ The price of a slave varies according to the number of purchasers ■ from 
Europe, and the arrival of caravans from the interior ; but in general I reckon 
that a young and healthy male from 16 to 26 years of age may be estimated 
on the spot from £18 to £20 sterling \144 With the mithqal at approximately 
10 shillings this is equivalent to a top price of 40 mithqals.

Denham notes slaves bought in Yawari for from 60 to 70 dollars.145 At
2.000 to the dollar, which was the rate prevailing in his day, this is 120,000 to
140.000 cowries, or up to 40 mithqals at Dupuis’s rate.

Barth is uninformative on the price of slaves, except to comment how 
cheaply they were to be bought in the east. Thus in the market of Abu Gher, 
in Bagirmi, a slave was to be had at from six to seven dollars 146—that is, 
17,600 cowries, while in Yola apparently the price was as low as 8,000.147 
Both these were slave harvesting areas, however, and certainly the price became 
greatly enhanced by the time the slaves reached the main markets. It is 
interesting incidentally that Monteil, some 60 years later gives a figure of
100.000 cown.es for a slave in Yola.148 Was Barth mistaken, and should his 
figure have been 80,000 ?

The schedule records the position at the end of the nineteenth century. 
Our Habibatu, Asiri, Ghanbu, and Irmakulla each fetched 160,000,149 slightly 
above the figure Denham quotes in Yawari. Arzuqi, despite her name, fetched 
a mere 40,000 160 and so also did Fanta and Anfana.

Obviously slave prices were subject to very wide fluctuations. We may 
note, however, that the 26 mithqals which Ibn Baffufa paid in the fourteenth 
century would certainly have bought him a slave at the end of the nineteenth, 
though perhaps not the pick of the MadaJci’s seraglio. The 40,000 cowries paid 
in the fifteenth century would have sufficed to secure the Dati of our schedule.161

141 op. oit., 305. 144 ibid., 26. 141 Denham and Clapperton, op. oit., xrc, 108.
148 op. oit., m, 420. 448 op. oit., n, 602.
148 P.-L. Monteil, De Saint-Louis d Tripoli par It lac Tchad, Paris, 1895, 252.
148 supra, f. 1. Dr. Bivar has kindly drawn my attention to the following letter from a Sultan 

of Sokoto, drafted apparently by the Waziri Buhari in the late nineteenth century, to the Emir 0f 
Maradi making proposals for the ransom of ‘ the woman .Timma.

.u, j »L»j- j njo If nJ* LIc Lc Lu. j jaJ ^jl <^ilf Jl
^ Ai 61 h j Lili y jf^ nc j »\j. jl

Jl J II* : <—jdl •dl-d dn L. L_ricl dii i_Jl» if ji-l 'ji-\ ■ 1c J^l Lrhi-\
‘ To the Emir of Kalina (Katsina) Masaiadii (Masalaci), son of the Emir of Kalina and 

Ma 5di (Maradi), greetings etc. As for what follows, know that a woman oalled Jimma is in 
5asaw at the house of Sarkin Noma. We desire that you hand her over to the bearer of the 
letter, that he may deliver her to us and we will hand over to him your youth AgjhnSn b. Gbulbi. 
in order that the free may ransom the free, as AgJjucJn has requested from us. Let this be in 
lieu of his ransom of 400,000 (cowries). This and peaoe’.

Baba (Mary Smith, Baba of Karo. Second impression, London, 1964, 69 and passim) mentions
400.000 cowries as a ransom prioe. It would therefore seem that this figure was a standard one
for a ransom as opposed to a sale. 1,0 supra, f. 2. m supra, f. 4.
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It therefore seems that the fluctuations in slave prices, wide as they were, 
remained within stable limits over five centuries.

(c) Clothing, commodities and foodstuffs in the nineteenth century. Articles of 
clothing provide us with our most fruitful source of information for nineteenth- 
century values. Denham prices the ‘ turkedee ’ at from 2,000 to 3,000.162 
Barth prices this article in Kano at from 1,800 to 2,000,163 but at 4,000 in Say 
and Timbuctu.154 Turkuda in our MS range from 2,000 to 3,000. A much more 
expensive article, the burnous (bamus) is valued by Barth at 52,000 166 and 
another decorated with silk and gold lace at 60,000;166 two were worth 
100,000 in Timbuctu.167 Our schedule has burnouses from 10,000 to 80,000, 
the latter figure including one ‘with copper wire decorations’.168 Barth 
mentions the zane, of which there are many varieties, at from 2,500 to 3,000.163 
Our schedule lists one at 5,000. Barth has riga sa/ci at from 18,000 to 20,000.180 
Our schedule has a girke of sa/ci at 60,000 161 and another at 20,000 ;161 also 
a gore of sa/ci at 40,000.168

There are certain other miscellaneous items priced by Barth which we may 
compare with our schedule. He values a small skin of dates at half a turkudi,iei- 
that is, about 1,000 cowries. This agrees with our ‘ dried dates with jasmine : 
one thousand cowries ’. He has a camel at 60,000,106 while our schedule values 
the Maddki’s beast at 100,OOO.100 Barth has two rams, two vessels of honey, 
and ‘ two loads of com worth from eleven to twelve cowries ’, all at 100,000.167 
Our scribe values 11 rams at 44,000—4,000 each ram. A pot of honey in perfect 
condition he values at 10,000 ; others at 2,000 the pot. If we allow 20,000 for 
Barth’s two pots of honey and 24 cowries for his com we are left with 79,976 
for two rams, almost 10 times our scribe’s valuation. It seems possible that 
Barth may have been cheated quite substantially at times.

We have no evidence for comparing the price of clothing and foodstuffs in 
the nineteenth century with preceding centuries. Expressed in cowries, such 
articles appear to have become slightly more expensive at the end of the century 
than at mid-century. There is, however, no general pattern of significant 
increase observable in the prices quoted by Clapperton, Barth, and our fin de 
sibde scribe.

Taxation in the Fulani emirates during the nineteenth century
We have discussed elsewhere taxation in the Fulani emirates.108 We now 

have a means of measuring this taxation more accurately against the cost of 
living prevailing at the time. Barth mentions a kurdin Hasa (land tax) of

1U
lie

ns
in
1U

1«7

Denham and Clapperton, op. cit., iv, 46. 188 op. oit., n, 142.
op. oit., n, 64. 
supra, f. 12. 
supra, f. 10. 
op. oit., m, 112. 
op. cit., rr, 61.

188 ibid., 106.
158 op. oit., n, 126. 
188 supra, f. 17.
188 op. oit., iv, 200.

188 op. oit., iv, 290.
187 op. oit., rv, 439. 
180 ibid., 128.
188 supra, f. 11.
188 supra, f. 6.

188 ‘ Kitdb al-farq: a work on the Habe kingdoms attributed to ‘Uihman dan Fodio \
B80A8, ran, 3, 1960, 674 f.
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2,500 cowries levied both in Katsina and Kano on the head of every family.169 
This is in fact equal to one silver dollar and according to our schedule would 
purchase one goat,170 a most fecund animal the flesh of which constitutes the 
staple meat diet of the poorer classes in Northern Nigeria. In Zaria a kunCin 
Icasa of 200 cowries was levied on every hoe.171 This is equal to two minwa 
of honey,17* a foodstuff widely and easily produced by the wild bee in the 
characteristic tree hives of the Hausa peasant. The tax of 500 cowries on an 
ox, horse, or ass load, which appears to have been standard both in Clapperton’s 
time and Barth’s is,173 for instance, the value of one-fourth of a jar of Asben 
salt,174 five minwa of honey, or just over four skeins of war-xcar silk thread.176 
Obviously we do not know everything about the administration and incidence 
of these taxes, but measuring values in terms of local produce and manufactures, 
there is no evidence of fiscal oppression in the Tulani emirates of the nineteenth 
century. On the contrary, these imposts seem mild.

The scribe’s accountancy
Barth states that cowries were packed in rush sacks called taJcrufa, each 

containing 20,000 cowries.176 This is confirmed by our MS, and the Arabic 
hasir ‘ mat ’ is the scribe’s rendering of the Hausa tahrufa.

On f. 3 of the MS the scribe strikes a total of 141 mats. The total number 
of cowries up to this point is 2,820,000. At 20,000 to a sack this is exactly 
141 sacks. At the foot of f. 4 he strikes a total 67 mats for the male slaves. 
Our addition is 1,340,000 cowries, which is precisely 67 mats. Thus there can 
be no doubt that 20,000 to the sack is the proper figure.

At the bottom of f. 5 the scribe gives a total of 108 sacks. We have a total 
of 2,399,000, which gives 119-9—say 120 sacks. There can hardly be a possi
bility that a folio is missing, for the folio commences with the statement 
‘ And this is the record of the value of the quadrupeds ’; thus no other folio 
could have intervened. At the bottom of f. 6 he gives a total of 30 sacks and 
8,000 cowries. We arrive at a total of 369,000, which is approximately 19 sacks. 
The curious fact however, is that the scribe’s total for ff. 5 and 6 is 138 sacks, 
and 8,000 cowries, while we have a total of 139 sacks to the nearest sack. We 
therefore agree his total but cannot follow his addition !

The next total is struck at the bottom of f. 8, where he gives 60 sacks and 
6,470 cowries. We have a total of 883,000 cowries, which gives 44 sacks. We 
thus assume that certain folios are missing. From f. 9 to f. 19 our scribe gives 
no running totals. Onr totals for each folio are as follows :

f. 9 217,000 10 sacks and 17,000 cowries
f. 10 370,000 18 sacks and 10,000 cowries

1,4 op. oit., n, 88.
171 Barth, op. cit., n, 144.
175 Hiakett, ‘ Kitdb dl-farq ’, 576.
176 supra, f. 14.

170 supra, f. 5.
171 supra, f. 16. 
174. supra, f. 16. 
174 op. oit., n, 28.
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f. 11 465,000 23 sacks and 5,000 cowries
f. 12 369,000 18 sacks and 9,000 cowries
f. 13 220,000 11 sacks
f. 14 305,000 15 sacks and 5,000 cowries
f. 15 130,000 6 sacks and 10,000 cowries
f. 16 65,000 3 sacks and 5,000 cowries
f. 17 131,000 6 sacks and 11,000 cowries
f. 18 350,000 17 sacks and 10,000 cowries
f. 19 183,000 9 sacks and 3,000 cowries
Total = 140 sacks and 5,000 cowries

This gives a grand total of 531 sacks, to the nearest sack-. On f. 20 the scribe 
gives a grand total of 599 sacks. We have thus not accounted for 68 sacks, 
and we must assume that the schedule is not complete.

The final allocation of the estate to the heirs is interesting. The Qur’anic 
principle to he applied in the distribution of the estate of a Muslim deceased 
is that a male shall have twice as much as a female. This, however, can be 
modified in certain circumstances. Our scribe first deducts his fee of 69 sacks. 
This is something over 10% if we accept his total of 599 sacks. He then states 
that there is a remainder of 531 sacks to be divided among the heirs. In fact 
there are only 530. Each of the two males is to receive 154 sacks and 2,286 
cowries—a total of 308 sacks and 4,572 cowries. Each of the three females is 
to receive 77 sacks and 1,143 cowries—a total of 231 sacks and 3,429 cowries. 
Thus the total inheritance is 539 mats as against 531 originally to be divided ! 
We cannot explain this discrepancy. It appears, however, that the division of 
this inheritance was intended to be in the ratio of three-fifths to the males and 
two-fifths to the females.

Conclusion
We have led the reader through long and sometimes involved arguments, 

which we have tried to summarize as we proceeded. Nevertheless it may be 
helpful if we now finally draw together our conclusions and present them in 
brief.

We believe that the problem of the provenance and routes of entry of the 
cowry into the Western Sudan is a complex one, for which no single explanation 
exists. However, the main channel by which they came in during medieval 
times was certainly the Sahara, and we see no reason why this should not have 
been the case in antiquity.

Certainly we have no faith in the theory of an early trans-continental route 
linking West Africa with the East Coast or with ancient Egypt. In medieval 
times some cowries may have trickled through from East Africa to West Africa 
via the Congo, but this was not a significant channel. We reject the notion 
that a major trans-continental route existed in Ibn Battuta s day.

The medieval Sahara was an important cowry exchange area and we know 
that the cowry currency became established as far south as Songhay. But that

VOL. xxrs. PART 2. 26
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it spread from Songhay to the Hausa states is an assumption which the Kano 
Chronicle contradicts. On the authority of the Chronicle we believe that the 
cowry came to Hausaland, via Nupe, as part of the general eastward expansion 
of the coastal trade, and not by way of the Sahara; this is supported by 
phonological evidence. Moreover, we accept that the cowry did not reach 
Hausaland until the first half of the eighteenth century.

As for the value of the cowry, we record an overall deterioration from 
1,160 to the mithqal in the fourteenth century to 3,600 to the mithqal in the 
nineteenth century. During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, however, 
it became scarce and its value rose sharply. Throughout the nineteenth century, 
which is the only period for which we have adequate information, its purchasing 
power remained stable.
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NOTES AND COMMUNICATIONS
AN ARABIC INSCRIPTION

FROM THE TIME OF THE CALIPH ‘ABD AL-MALIK1
(PLATE I)

The very hard, grey basalt stone on which this inscription is cut was dis
covered in 1961 by Mr. Shalom Kotzer (of the kibbutz Sha'ar ha-Golan) in 
shallow water off the southern shore of the Sea of Galilee, near the modem 
amphitheatre of Tsemab (Samakh). In 1962 it was moved from the water to the 
kibbutz by Mr. Kotzer and his son Moshe. A preliminary note on the inscription 
in Hebrew by the present writer appeared in ‘Al ha-Mishmar of 11 January 1963. 
The inscription consists of eight readable lines in simple KufI script, incised on 
a fairly smooth surface. The back of the stone is not worked. Its maximum 
measurements are: height 0-64 m., width 0-52 m., thickness 0-16 m. The 
inscription is now preserved and exhibited in the Israel Museum, Jerusalem 
(no. 63-428).

1 I wish to express my deep gratitude to my teacher and friend Dr. M. J. Easter, who helped 
me in deciphering the seventh line of the inscription, to Mr. Israel Shen, who read the manuscript 
of this note, find furnished valuable comments, and to Dr. A. D. H. Bivar, who read the final 
version and made valuable criticisms.
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The inscription reads as follows :
a]ill (\)

I ̂ 1 All V ^>.J\ (Y)
^ a!) (r)

jAI aUI aJ (£)

JLp aJUII «JLa (°)
jll J^A 1 ilSil fy* aUI (1)

' erf l“‘^J up-4 * (V)
dil ,jA ^yil j£3- (A)

[---Ui*ry] 0)
(1) In the name of God, the Compassionate,
(2) the Merciful. There is no God but
(3) Allah alone ; He hath no companion.
(4) Muhammad is the Apostle of Allah. Hath ordered
(5) the levelling of this difficult pass the servant of
(6) God, ‘Abd al-Malik, the Commander of the Faith-
(7) ful; and it (i.e. the work) has been fulfilled by the two hands of Yahya b.
(8) al-Hakam in the (month) Muharram of the year three
(9) [and seventy-------------- ]

From the main part of the inscription, which begins on the fourth line, it can 
be inferred that it was erected to commemorate the making of a difficult road in 
the time of the caliph ‘Abd al-Malik. Four milestones from the time of this 
caliph and bearing his name were found in Palestine at the end of the last 
century,2 3 and they testify to the attention he paid to the roads of this province. 
The present inscription, however, gives a far wider conception of the official 
enterprise connected with the maintenance of the roads during the reign of this 
caliph. Moreover, inscriptions commemorating the inauguration of roads are 
rare in the abundant material of Arab epigraphy.8 This is, apparently, the 
oldest inscription in Islam relating to the inauguration of a road ; it is also the 
second longest and almost the fullest inscription from the time of ‘Abd al-Malik 
after that of the Dome of the Hock (Qubbat al-§akhra) in Jerusalem.4

The word tastiti which occurs in 1. 5 of the inscription, and which
was rendered as ‘ levelling ’, is found, as far as the writer knows, in only one 
other inscription, namely that which apparently commemorates the paving

1 M. van Berohom, Matiriaux pour un corpus inscripiionum arabicarum. n. Syrie du snd. 1
(J6rusalem ‘ ville ’), Le Caire, 1922, pp. 17-21.

3 See G. Wiet, ‘ TJne inscription dn Sultan Djakmak Bulletin de VInstitute d’^gypte, xjn,
1939, 80.

1 Ripertoire, no. 9.
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of a road from Acre to Tyre under the Mamluk sultan Jaqmaq in 860/1446.6 
Professor Wiet translates.this word by the French aplanissement, and suggests 
that the Arabic expression may have a wider meaning than "the French. This 
is because tashU in the inscription of Jaqmaq appears with the word tanq,6 In 
the present inscription the word can have only one meaning, since it is connected 
with ‘aqaba, which must be smoothed or levelled if a route is to be cut through it.

The word ‘aqaba signifies a difficult ascent or mountain pass,7 of which the 
Arab geographers mention many examples. Almost every one is distinguished 
by a special name, e.g. ‘Aqabat al-Tin, ‘Aqabat al-Kumman, ‘Aqabat al-Nisa’, 
‘Aqabat al-Sayr.8 The find-spot of our inscription (map reference 20662347) 
leaves no doubt about the identification of the particular ‘aqaba mentioned in 
1. 6. In the vicinity of the Sea of Galilee there is only one ‘aqaba, called by the 
Arab geographers ‘Aqabat al-Flq or ‘Aqabat Afiq.9 The beginning of the ascent 
(211232) is about 7 km. from the find-spot of the stone. The way there climbs 
a very steep mountain, rising from 74 m. below sea-level to a plateau about 
300 m. above sea-level. The ascent is about 6 km. long, and is named after the 
village of Fiq or Afiq.10 It thus corresponds with the description of Yaqut, who 
says that the ‘aqaba is two miles long,u and that the village of Fiq stands at its 
entrance.12

From the Arab geographers it may be deduced that the village of Fiq and its 
‘aqaba were important stations on the way from Damascus to Jerusalem. Ibn 
Khurdadhbah mentions this place when writing on the route Damascus-Kuswa- 
Jasim-Flq-Tabariyya-Lajjun-Qalansuwa-Ramla-Jerusalem.13 MaqdisI also 
gives a detailed account of this route, and of its many branches in various 
directions after reaching 'J’abariyya.14 Ya‘qubl mentions Fiq, ‘ which has

5 G. Wiet, op. oit. Professor Wiet kindly drew my attention to this article.
6 ibid., and of. Lane, Arabic-English lexicon, s.v. where he says under i .1. (II) : 

‘ He rendered it smooth or soft, plain or level or smooth and soft; namely a place, etc.’.
7 Lane, op. oit., s.v. 'aqaba (I . I c) : ‘A difficult place of ascent in the mountains . . .’ eto.
8 Yaqut, m, 692 ; Mas'udi, al-Tanbih toa ’Uishraf, Leiden, 1898, 68, 386, 390 ; Ibn Bustah in 

Bibliotheca Geographorum, ed. de Goeje, vn, Leiden, 1892, 184, 186 ; and Ya‘qubi, Kitab al- 
bvldSn, in the same volume, 311, 314, 325.

• G. Le Strange, Palestine under the Moslems, London, 1890, 386 ; Yaqut, I, pp. 332,1.22-333, 
1. 12 ; Ya‘qubl, op. oit., 327.

10 The Biblioal Afeq, see 1 Kings xx, 26; 2 Kings xiii, 17. Of. Abu ’1-FidS,’, Qiographie 
d'Aboulfeda, tr. H. Keinaud, Paris, 1848, n, 2, p. 16 and n. 3.

11 On the value of the Arab mile see M. van Berohem, op. cit., pp. 27-9.
11 Yaqut, loo. oit., and also m, p. 932, 1. 21-933, 1. 3, where he says : ‘Aqabat Fiq yunhadar 

minhd US abghawr ghator al-Urdunn wa minha yushraf ‘old fabariyya wa buhayratihS wa qad 
ra’aytuhd miraran ‘ One may descend from ‘Aqabat Fiq down to the ghawr, the Jordan Valley. 
It overlooks fabariyya (Tiberias) and its lake, and I have seen it many times ’. See also, ibid., n, 
p. 684, 11. 6-12, where almost the same words are repeated. A convent (dayr) was built near 
the ‘aqaba ‘ between the pass and the lake on the mountain slope above the pass. The place is out 
out of the rook and is still (thirteenth oentury) inhabited by monks. It is frequented by travellers 
and is held in muoh veneration by the Christians ’. Le Strange, op. oit., 429. See also ‘Umari, 
MasSlih ababgar, Cairo, 1924,1, 336-7 ; Ya'qubi, op. cit., p. 327, 1. 11.

18 Ibn Khurdadhbah, KitSb abmasalih wa ’l mamSlik, Leiden, 1889, p. 78,11. 1-6.
14 MaqdisI, Ahsan al-taqdsimfi ma'rifat al-aqdlim, Leiden, 1906, pp. 190,1. 14-191,1. 1.
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an ‘aqaba ’ (Ftq dhdt al-‘aqaba) on the road from Damascus to Jabanyya.15 It 
appears from the accounts of some of the Arab historians that this route, which 
led from Damascus via Flq, passing the southern extremity of the Sea of Galilee, 
was for many generations used in preference to its alternative, which passed to 
the north of the lake via Jisr Banat Ya‘qub. It was by the southern route that 
§alah al-Din invaded Palestine before the Battle of Hitfln.16 It is mentioned in 
his time, and in the subsequent Mamluk epoch in connexion with military 
operations and movements.17

This route was in fact already important in Biblical times,18 and in the 
Boman-Byzantine period.19 With the increasing importance of Syria under the 
governorship and caliphate of Mu‘awiya (from a.d. 639), and under his succes
sors, particular attention was paid to the province as a whole, and especially 
Palestine. In addition to its own significance, Palestine continued to play an 
important role as a country of transit between Syria and the rich province of 
Egypt.

Near the south-western end of the Sea of Galilee, the village of Sinnabra 
gained importance under the Umayyads. There Mu'awiya and ‘Abd al-Malik 
used to spend their winters. Other Umayyad caliphs are also reported as having 
resided in this palace from time to time.20 Yaqut mentions the place as ‘ lying 
opposite to the ‘Aqaba of Afiq ’, and we may assume that the road which led to 
it, by way of the ‘aqaba, was carefully maintained.21 When ‘Aid al-Malik came 
to the throne (65/685), and built the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem (72/691),22 
the road through this difficult terrain would have been broadened, repaired, or 
even paved anew. Unfortunately the date of this operation is not fully preserved 
in our inscription (1. 8). All that can be seen is the month muharram and the 
year three (thaldth), i.e. the beginning of the year 73 (May-June a.d. 692) or 83 
(Eebruary-March A.D. 702). The evidence is in favour of the earlier date

111 Ya'qubI, op. oit., p. 327, 11. 12-14 ; Ya'qubi, Le pays, tr. G. Wiet, Le Caire, 1937, p. 178, 
and the notes there. See also Abu ‘Ubayd al-Bakri, Mu'jam md ista‘jam, Cairo, 1945, p. 178, 
11. 7-9; I^takhri, Kitdb masalik al-mamalik, Leiden, 1927, p. 66, 11. 16-17; Gaudefroy- 
Demombynes, La Syrie d Vipoque its Mamelouks, Paris, 1923, p. 119, n. 1.

18 S. Lane-Poole, Saladin, London, 1926, 204-5 ; J. Prawer, A history of the Latin Kingdom of 
Jerusalem (in Hebrew), Jerusalem, 1963, 531.

17 Ibn al-Atbir, al-Kdmil, Leiden, 1863, m, p. 39, 11. 24-5 ; Ibn Wfi?il, Mufrij ai-lcurib fi 
akhbdr Bani Ayydb, Cairo, 1953-7, m, 265 ; Ibn Taghri Bird!, aLNujum al-zdhira, ed. Popper, 
vi, p. 126,1. 19.

18 Y. Abaroni, The land of Israel in Biblical times: a geographical history (in Hebrew), 
Jerusalem, 1962, 41-2. For detailed disonssion on the Via Maris, see pp. 33-44, and consult also 
maps 6 and 7.

18 M. Avi-Yonah, Historical geography of Palestine from the end of the Babylonian exile to the 
Arab conquest, third ed. (in Hebrew), Jerusalem, 1962, 82, 88.

M Yaqut, m, 419 : ‘ al-8innalrra, mawdi', bi 'l-Urdunn muqdbil li ‘Aqabat Afiq . . . kdna 
Mu'duhya yashtu bihd ’. Bal&dhurl, Anonyms arabische Ghronik, ed. Ahlwardt, Greifewald, 1883, 
p. 200, 11. 11—16. Cf. Le Strange, op. cit., 531. L. A. Mayer, ‘ Ae-fjinnabra ’ (in Hebrew), in 
Eretz-Israel (Israel Exploration Society), I, 1951, 169-70.

11 Yaqut, loo. oit.
** Ya'qubI, Ta’rikh, ed. T. Hontsma, Leiden, 1883, n, p. 311,11/6-16 ; Maqdisi, op. oit., 169.
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(73/692), as Yahya b. al-Hakam, who is mentioned in 11. 7-8, died not later than 
80/699-700.23

The man who was charged with the supervision and management of this 
project was Yahya b. al-Hakam. The word al-Hakam which begins 1. 8 of the 
inscription can easily be reconstructed. The mim is fully preserved, and also the 
upper half of the leaf, the diagonal line of the ha, and the vertical line of the lam. 
It is probable that this is Yaljya b. al-Hakam b. Abi ’1-‘Aj=i, the stepbrother 
of the caliph Marwan b. al-Hakam—Yahya,!s mother was of the tribe of 
Muxra 24—and therefore the paternal uncle (‘amm) of the caliph ‘Abd al-Malik. 
In the battle of the Camel (36/666) he fought by the side of his brother Marwan 
with Talha and Zubayr against ‘All and managed to escape wounded from the 
battlefield. A member of the tribe of Taym al-Bibab gave him shelter, and 
afterwards brought him safely to Damascus.25 He apparently remained in 
Damascus, where in the time of the caliph Yazid I he publicly expressed his 
detestation of the murder of Husayn b. ‘All.26 Under ‘Abd al-Malik he is 
mentioned as the commander of a military expedition sent against the Banu 
Kalb in 75/694-6.27 In the same year he was appointed governor of al-Madina.28 
In 76/696-6 he was dismissed from his service in al-Madina and returned to 
Damascus.29 In 79/698-9 he commanded a raid against the Byzantines.30 
Baladhuri also mentions that he was appointed governor of Filastin, but he 
does not give the date of that appointment.31 It seems, therefore, that before 
he was nominated governor of Madina—and he could not have been sent 
there prior to the pacification of Hijaz and the transfer of Hajjaj to ‘Iraq 
in 76/694—Yahya b. al-Hakam was charged with the supervision of the works 
at ‘Aqabat al-Fiq.

In studying the four milestones from the time of ‘Abd al-Malik which were 
found in Palestine,32 van Berchem says of ‘Abd al-Malik: ‘. . . ce Calife n’a 
fait que rfrparer les routes qui sillonnaient son empire ’.33 Our inscription 
furnishes clear evidence that ‘Abd al-Malik did not satisfy himself with repairing 
the old roads and maintaining them in a fit state for traffic, but that he also 
thought of, and at least in this one instance executed enterprises on a larger 
scale. The ‘aqaba inscription completes the picture which the four milestones

” of. L. Caetani, Ohronographia Islamica, Paris, n.d., I, 966, no. 113 ; DhahabI, Ta’rikh 
(d-Isldm, Cairo, 1949-60, m, 213.

14 Baladbnri, Ansdb al-ashrdf, ed. S. D. Goitein, Jerusalem, 1936, v, p. 160,11. 11-13.
15 Tabari, ‘ Annals ed. de Goeje, I, p. 3219,11. 11-19.
“ ibid., n, 376 ; p. 382,11. 3-10.
37 Baladbnri, Ansab al-ashrdf, p. 186,11. 15-16.
18 Tabari, op. oit., n, p. 863, 11. 8-9 ; p. 873, 11. 3-6; p. 1085, 11. 7-8 ; BalSdhnri, Ansab 

al-ashrdf, pp. 162,1. 21-163,1.10, and also p. 160, 1. 11; p. 374, 1. 12. Baladburi, ed. Ablwardt, 
69, 188, 189.

88 Tabari, op. oit., n, p. 940,11. 6-6.
38 ibid., p. 1036,11. 16-16.
31 BalSdbnri, Ansab al-ashrdf, p. 163, 1. 10.
33 See p. 368, n. 2, above.
M op. oit., pp. 22-3.
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sketched, namely that the caliph gave priority to the maintenance of roads 
which connected his capital with Palestine. The special attention paid to 
Jernsalem34 and the need for preserving good communications with the impor
tant province of Egypt (once again in the hands of the Umayyads from the time 
of Marwan I), were amongst the canses which led ‘Abd al-Malik to carry out his 
projects of paving new roads, and repairing and delimiting the old ones.

This inscription enables ns to fix the date of these undertakings, which was 
not possible on the basis of the four above-mentioned milestones.

It is likely that in addition to the four milestones in question, others were 
installed along the way (or ways) between Damascus and Jerusalem, as these 
two towns are mentioned on the milestones.36 The other milestones may have 
been replaced or simply destroyed by the ‘Abbasids. If we add the present 
inscription to the four already mentioned, we may come to the conclusion that 
the main road which connected Damascus with Jerusalem under the Umayyads 
passed to the south of the Sea of Galilee.36

MOSHE SHASON

84 See p. 370, n. 22, above.
85 Van. Berohem, op. cit., p. 21 (plates).
88 Dealing with the route whioh connected Damascus with Palestine van Berchem says 

(op. oit., p. 27) : ‘ Quant A celle de Damas, on ne connait m8me pas son paroours ; pour le fixer, 
il faudrait retrouver plus an nord une aerie de millaires parodies A ceux-ci ’. No more mdestones 
have been found but the ‘aqaba inscription at all events indicates the route followed by the road.
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J. A. Sanders : Discoveries in the 
Judaean desert of Jordan, it. The 
Psalms scroll of Qumrdn cave 11 
(llQPsa). (American Schools of 
Oriental Research, Palestine Archaeo
logical Museum.) xi, 99 pp., 17 

■ plates. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1965. 63s.

This latest volume in the series presenting 
the Qumran scrolls for fuller study has the 
great advantage of simplicity in the sense that 
it contains only material from one soroll and 
substantially though not entirely from one 
book of the Old Testament. The whole of the 
manuscript, containing 28 columns and some 
fragments, appears in the plates. The very olear 
photography enables a ready oheok to be made 
of the transcription exoept at the damaged 
bottom edge where about one-third of the 
oolumns is lost and there are many points at 
which letters are regrettably only partially 
visible.

The continuous text is dearly of the greatest 
importance for it reveals a number of features 
whioh are very valuable for psalm study. 
Thus, we have a different order for some of the 
psalms (the same is true of manusoript 
4QPsb in whioh Ps. oiii is immediately followed 
by Ps. oxii, the MS covering Pss. xoi-oxviii). 
Ps. ov is here followed by oxlvi and cxlviii, 
then (oxx) exxi-cxxxii (oxx is missing but may 
be assumed to have been present in the lost 
lower part of the preceding oolumn), then 
cxix, cxxxv, cxxxvi (! cxviii, about whioh 
something farther must be said), oxlv, a 
psalm known in Syriao (Syriac Ps. H), a plea 
for deliverance, Ps. oxxxix, oxxxvii, oxxxviii, 
Sirach li, 13 fF., an apostrophe to Zion, Ps. 
xciii, oxli, oxxxiii, cxliv, Syriao Ps. m, Ps. 
oxlii, oxliii, oxlix, cl, a Hymn to the Creator, 
2 Sam. I'xiii (only verse 7 appears but it may 
be reasonable to assume that the remainder of 
the so-called ‘ Last Words of David mriii, 1-7 
appeared in the text), a prose account of 
David’s compositions, Ps. oxl, oxxxfv, and 
finally Ps. oli A (known from both Greek and 
Syriac Ps. I) and a fragment of a further 
psalm (oli B) known also as part of Ps. oli in 
Greek. In addition the fragments contain 
parts of oi, oii, oix, and possibly the opening of 
either oiii or oiv.

This listing of the contents already shows 
how markedly divergent the scroll is from the 
accepted psalter. The indication in the list of 
David’s compositionB that he wrote 364 songs

for daily use, and 62 for sabbaths and 30 for 
other special days (whioh, together with 4 for 
‘ the stricken ’, totals 460), suggests that the 
relation of this form of the psalter with the 
Qumrfin calendar may well need to be investi
gated, as it has also seemed appropriate to 
consider the relation of the Biblical Psalter 
with a particular type of liturgical use. Some 
of the earlier disoussioDS concerning the order 
and use of the psalms dearly need re-examina
tion.

Moreover, this psalter indudes a number of 
extra psalms. Of these, Ps. oli A (Syriao Ps. 
I) and B and Syriac Ps. H and IH are already 
known, and Dr. Sanders offers a detailed 
discussion of the textual problems. It is 
interesting to note here how perceptive was 
Professor Martin Noth’s study of the Syriac 
Psalms find his proposed retranslation of them 
into Hebrew 36 years ago. The psalm known 
from Siraoh li, 13 fF. also appears here, totally 
detached from that setting. This need not 
surprise us, since we also know of an example 
of this from the Old Testament, where Ps. 
xviii appears also as 2 Sam. mrii, and indeed 
other psalm passages in the Old Testament 
—Habakkuk iil, Jonah ii, Isaiah xxxviii for 
example—might perfectly well appear in a 
psalter and may in fact have so appeared in 
lost collections. The remaining compositions 
here are new to us, though dose to analogous 
poems already familiar ; they give us a further 
insight into the ^ealth of psalm literature, and 
in particular show the interrelationship of 
psalmody and wisdom already observable in 
the Old Testament psalms.

The conception of what constitutes the 
Psalter is inevitably affected by this manu
script. The Old Testament Psalter is the one 
finally accepted by the Jewish and Christian 
communities ; but it was not the only Psalter 
to exist, and we may perhaps not unreasonably 
suppose that other arrangements and collec
tions were known. The Syriao psalter of the 
Nestorian ohuroh, with additions to the Old 
Testament Psalter, is another suoh oolleotion. 
Such a recognition is important for any 
approach to what constitutes a canonical 
body of writings suoh as both Jewish and 
Christian communities accept as in some 
measure authoritative.

This form of the psalter also presents ns 
with an interesting in sight, into the place of 
David, and it is possible that the form of Ps. 
oli A here presented gives evidence of some 
Orphio influence. Dr. Sander’s discussion of 
this, on pp. 61-3, is not perhaps as dear as it
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might be, and one may wonder whether we 
have here evidenoe of actual Orphic influence 
or simply an indication of a point to which 
such influence might readily attach itself, 
namely, the pioture of David as the good 
shepherd and as the sweet singer. This 
Qumran psalter lays very great stress upon 
psalmody as Davidio, and it is perhaps of 
particular interest to note the attribution to 
David of prophetio power—‘ all these he spoke 
by means of the prophecy whioh was given him 
from the presenoe of Elyon ’ and to compare 
this with the similar attribution of prophecy 
in Acts ii, 30. Dr. Sanders oompares Old 
Testament usage for his translation of n’bi’a 
as prophecy (p. 93); one may, however, 
wonder whether the term here does not carry 
something more of a sense of ‘ prophetio status, 
prophetio power ’ rather than merely the words 
of a prophecy.

The detailed examination of the text of these 
psalms reveals a very wide measure of agree
ment with the Masoretic text, and this is even 
greater if merely orthographio variants are 
disregarded. Yet there are important points of 
difference, of whioh only one or two can be 
noted here. In the text of Ps. cxlv a refrain is 
added ‘ Blessed be the Loan and blessed his 
name for ever and ever ’ after eaoh line ; this 
suggests the probability that such a psalm as 
oxxxvi with its refrain existed also without the 
refrain, and furthermore that the insertion of 
suoh refrains was a part of aotual use. It is 
possible that the psalm also has a oolophon 
dealing with its use (of. p. 38). In column 16 
Dr. Sanders finds Ps. oxxxvi, 26 followed 
immediately by Pb. oxviii, 1, though the latter 
is uncertain because it is in fact so common a 
psalm phrase, and the former is very unlikely 
since, as Dr. Sanders admits, there is no space 
like that to be found elsewhere between 
psalms. But is what follows really a short 
selection from Ps. oxviii ? The matter needs 
fuller discussion than can be given here, but we 
may note that whereas elsewhere psalms 
known to us from the Old Testament Psalter 
appear with their verses in normal order, here 
we should have oxviii, 1,15,16, 8,9, a verse not 
in Ps. cxviii, and 29 (which is again a common 
refrain like the opening). It would seem more 
reasonable to suppose that we have here a new 
psalm, allied in part with oxviii but not to be 
identified with it.

The opening verses of Ps. xciii in column 22 
present us with three points of interest. The 
psalm is prefaced by haWHyd as is the case 
with a number of psalms in the Old Testament 
Psalter; have we here too an indication of 
use t The very badly damaged text of v. 1 is 
read by Dr. Sanders to contain two important 
variants. The second, [ ]in i.e. tikken for 
Masoretio tikkCn, would correspond with some

manusoript and versional evidenoe, and 
provides a reading preferred by some scholars : 
‘ He established the world ’ rather than ‘ the 
world was set firm ’ which may have been 
influenced by the following form timmof. It 
must be admitted, however, that the photo
graph leaves a lot to the imagination. The 
first variant, again uncertain because of the 
damage to the text, suggests a reading 
wayyit'azzir (confirmed by LXX) for Masoretio 
hit’azzar. If this reading is accepted, then it 
would seem reasonable to take the following 
'ap as the object of the verb ‘ and he girded 
himself with wrath ’, paralleling the two 
preceding phrases, and not, as Masoretio text 
and LXX, taking 'ap with the verb following 
in the sense of ‘ even, indeed ’. Suoh a reading 
does in faot provide a better poetio structure.

Dr. Sander’s edition provides the necessary 
faotual information about the manusoript; it 
inoludes a disoussion of the palaeography on 
the basis of whioh he proposes a date in the 
first half of the first century a.d., and of 
orthography and the like. The Syriac Psalms 
and the apocryphal compositions are discussed 
in considerable detail, and there is an index of 
Hebrew forms in the non-Biblical texts. All 
this provides a wealth of information for the 
further disoussion both of these texts and of 
the Biblical material corresponding to them, 
and we may be grateful for this further instal
ment in the slow and laborious process of 
publishing the Qumran documents so that they 
may be fully and adequately discussed.

PETER R. AGKBOYD

Moshe Piamknta : The use of tenses, 
aspects and moods in the Arabia 
dialect of Jerusalem. [xx], 601, 
[xxxvii] pp. Jerusalem : Bureau of 
Adviser on Arab Affairs, Prime 
Minister’s Office, 1964. $10.

Pinohas Wechter : Ibn Barun’s Arabic 
works on Hebrew grammar and lexico
graphy. xvi, 236 pp. Philadelphia : 
Dropsie College, 1964. (Distributed 
in G.B. by Oxford University Press. 
60s.)

Joshua Blau : The emergence and lin
guistic background of Judaeo-Arabic : 
a study of the origins of Middle Arabic. 
(Institute of Jewish Studies, Univer
sity College, London. Scripts Judaica, 
v.) xix, 227 pp. [London]: Oxford 
University Press, 1966. 75s.
Each of the three works under notice 

refleots, in its own way, highly praiseworthy 
Jewish soholarly interest in Arabic. An 
eminently practical purpose is pursued in Dr.
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Piamenta’s study of the ourrent local Vulgar 
Arabic Dialeot of Jerusalem. A doctoral 
dissertation under the guidance of his teaohers 
at the then School of Oriental Studies of the 
Hebrew University, Jerusalem, it contains 
some material published earlier. However, 
also this part of the study is thoroughly 
revised and vocalised according to the original 
texts. As Jerusalem Arabio is the author’s 
native tongue, he is in an exceptionally suitable 
position to furnish useful material inter alia for 
the comparative study of modem Arabio 
dialects. His Btudy is at the same time a 
historio-linguistic record of no mean signi
ficance, seeing that it represents the last phase 
of the Arabio dialeot as it was spoken by those 
Jewish inhabitants of Jerusalem who had 
mingled with its Arab population until the 
partition of the oity with the establishment of 
the State of Israel in 1948. Thus, this study 
represents a useful bridge between the respec
tive speakers of Arabio and Hebrew in the 
region divided between Israel and Jordan. Its 
publication by means of the process of dupli
cation was facilitated by the Bureau of the 
Adviser of Arab Affairs, Prime Minister’s 
Office, Jerusalem. The bulk of the book is 
written in Hebrew and oomprises a preface, a 
detailed table of oontents, lists of abbreviations 
(in lieu of bibliography), a general introduction, 
and finally six chapters dealing with the perfect 
and imperfeot tenses, the jussive and impera
tive moods, the uses of partioiple and condi
tional sentences. At the far end of the book 
there is a useful table of contents and general 
summary in English.

Likewise specialized, yet on an entirely 
different level, is the late Pinohas Wechter’s 
study of Isaac Ibn Barun, a little-known 
Spanish-Jewish Hebrew philologist of the 
eleventh century. Wechter’s study comprises 
a summary of Hebrew-Arabio comparisons 
prior to Ibn Barun and of the scanty material 
about his life and oultural activity, his sources 
and his influence on the subsequent philology 
of Semitio languages. The bulk of the book is 
devoted to Ibn Barun’s ‘ Book of comparison ’, 
to the discussion of the structure of its gram
matical and lexical parts, and the translation 
of its grammatical part. All the sections are 
profusely, at times perhaps too profusely, 
annotated; the notes taking up somewhat 
more than half the book. Vet, even though 
they might not have lost any value in con
densation, they represent the findings of 
sound and solid painstaking research.

The book also contains a preface by 
Lawrence Marwiok on studies of Ibn Barun 
prior to Weohter, find on Weohter’s life and 
works; acknowledgements by the Pinohas 
Weohter Publication Fund Committee; and a 
list of abbreviations. (It is not dear whether

this was drafted by Weohter himself or by 
Lawrence Marwiok who put the finishing 
touches to Weohter’s manusoript and prepared 
it for the press.) Soholars in the field of 
Biblical studies, as also of Hebrew and Arabic 
linguistics, will have cause to be grateful for 
this fine, scholarly English rendering of a 
great medieval classic.

Dr. Joshua Blau, well known to the oircle 
of specialists and beyond for his publication of 
the Besponsa of Maimonides and other studies 
in the field of Judaeo-Arabic, deals in his 
present work with the subjeot on a far larger 
canvas. He examines the salient problems 
connected with Judaeo-Arabio under six 
headings, and discusses in another two chapters 
some general trends and isolated features. 
The book is rounded off by an additional 
ohapter containing his general oonolusions; 
three respective appendixes on ‘ The linguistio 
oharaoter of early Muslim Middle Arabic ’,
‘ The integration of Hebrew elements in 
Judaeo-Arabio ’, and 1 Vestiges of tanwtn in 
Judaeo-Arabio and modem Bedouin dialeots ’ ; 
two indexes of subjects and words ; and two 
lists of abbreviations (in lieu of bibliography).

Parts of this book, as stated by the author, 
were published previously. Yet also these have 
now been muoh amplified or substantially 
modified. Dr. Blau’s reasoning, as his readers 
have learnt to expeot from his earlier books, 
is always luoid and most of the time compel
ling. His arguments for Judaeo-Arabio as a 
separate dialeot or language, dearly distinot 
from all other forms of Middle Arabio—already 
ohampioned very ably in his previous Qrammar 
of mediaeval Judaeo-Arabic (in Hebrew)—are 
certainly sound. On the other hand, he 
perhaps overstates his ease in his arguments for 
the thesis that Judaeo-Arabio was deliberately 
used as a separate Jewish language by authors 
with sufficient knowledge to write in a style 
nearer to Classical Arabic. Also, in his discus
sion of the ‘ surprising fact ’ that some noted 
authors, e.g. Maimonides and his son R. 
Abraham, at times use for the most hallowed 
matters of Judaism terms borrowed from 
Islam, Dr. Blau rather surprisingly evinces no 
acquaintance with the interesting modem 
parallel in the linguistio usage of Hungarian 
Jews who are otherwise saturated with 
traditional Jewish lore and hardly assimilated 
religiously or culturally with their gentile 
neighbours; a phenomenon whioh elidted 
acid comments in the Israeli press in a noted 
artiole entitled 1 Miert magyand f ’ with the 
Hebrew sub-title ‘ Mdh ha-hungarith ha-zoth 
la-khem t ’ It is also of some moment that in 
demonstrating this 1 surprising fact ’, as also 
throughout his present book, Dr. Blau again 
negleots most of those Judaeo-Arabio works 
whose omission in his aforementioned Qrammar
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■was pointed out in my review (BBOAB, uvi, 
3, 1963, 653-4) ; e.g. Moses Maimonides’ 
‘ Book of precepts ’ and commentary on the 
Mishnah, and Abraham Maimonides* commen- 
ary on Genesis and Exodus and his Ma ‘aseh 
ntasim.

However, minor omissions of this kind 
hardly detract from the great value of this 
signal contribution to scholarship whioh 
richly deserves praise.

B. WnMHirBEBQ

Earl Berger : The covenant and the 
sword : Arab-Isradi relations 1948- 
56. x, 246 pp. London : Routledge 
and Kegan Paul Ltd.; Toronto : 
University of Toronto Press, 1965. 
35 s.
The Arab-Israeli oonfliot never ceases to 

intrigue and occupy Btudents of international 
politios and oonfliot. In this instance, a 
Canadian journalist who was in Jerusalem at 
the time of the Sinai oampaign in 1956 has 
tried to reconstruct from the documented 
records of this confliot—potentially always an 
explosive confrontation between Israel and her 
Arab neighbours—the reasons why it continues 
unresolved. A major theme of his inquiry is 
the disonssion of 1 What happened in those 
intervening seven years ’ between the first 
Arab-Israeli war whioh ended in January 1949 
and the seoond whioh began in October 1966 
with Israel’s invasion of Egypt. What 
compelling reasons persuaded the Israelis to 
attaok T

Eirst, according to the author, was the 
Israeli conviction after the armistice agree
ments Bigned in 1949, that the Arabs did not 
want peace, that they would prepare for a 
1 second round ’ against Israel. Consequently, 
they adopted a militant attitude regarding 
the inevitability of another armed confronta
tion with the Arabs. For the next seven 
years the Ben Gurion activists predominated 
over Israeli politics. On the other side Arab 
propaganda against Israel intensified. Matters 
were moreover complicated by the rapid 
political ohanges whioh took place in the 
neighbouring Arab countries.

After a discussion of the border situation 
between Israel and Jordan and Israel and 
Syria, 1949-56, the author devotes the last 
four ohapters in his book to the relations 
between Israel and Egypt from 1949 to the 
Gaza raid in February 1966, and from that 
time to the Sinai war in 1966. He seeks to 
unravel why the armed dash between them 
developed in October 1956 after an auspioious 
beginning of an attempted rapprochement 
between Israel and the new rfigirne of Egypt 
in 1962-3. He makes the point that this had

failed before the Gaza raid, not after, and 
attaohes great significance to the rivalry 
between Iraq and Egypt, intensified by the 
Baghdad Pact, in making matters worse. 
With the Czech arms deal in 1965 and the 
nationalization of the Suez Canal in July 1958 
the Israelis were convinced that Egypt would 
precipitate a dash the moment she felt able to 
do so. At the same time the old safeguards of 
the Tripartite Dedaratdon were virtually 
inoperative, the UN" rather uncertain. The 
effeot of all these factors was great in leading 
Israel into preparation for the eventualities of 
a war.

The major points made by Dr. Berger Eire as 
follows. (1) While the armistioe agreements 
and the commissions supervising them have 
worked well in preventing border dashes from 
erupting into wider conflicts, the agreements 
nevertheless have not brought the opponents 
any doser to peace. They have not been able 
to preclude full-scale warfare such eis oocurred 
in 1956. (2)'Whatever the pros and cons of the 
issue, neither side trusts the other. InsteEid 
there are fears of expEmsionism on either side. 
(3) Both sides are fleroely nationalistic Eind 
therefore militarist and implicitly expansionist. 
The Israelis are determined to survive whereas 
the Arabs have not at least ostensibly relin
quished their sesiroh for revenge.

One should note, however, that since the 
removal of Ben Gurion from aotive political 
life in Israel there has been a marked toning 
down of those vociferous activities usually 
associated with militant nationalism. On the 
other hand the preoocupation of the Arabs 
with their own affairs and rivalries has so far 
precluded concerted military action even on the 
delicate issue of the diversion of the Jordan 
waters. While this is no precondition for a 
resolution of the Arab-Israeli issue, it is at 
lesiet a detente foroed upon the parties 
involved by circumstances.

The book is, as political reporting goes, well 
written. It does not really add anything new 
or hopeful to this perennial problem in 
international oonfliot. The psychological 
motives it introduces to explain Israeli action 
in October 1966 were not unknown to keen 
observers. Nevertheless, the author has made 
dear the immense difficulties involved in the 
task of those attempting to keep two such 
irreconcilable contestEmts from getting at one 
another’s throat.

P. J. VATIKIOTI8

J. Aqtjilina (comp.) : Tl-muza Maltija : 
antologija ta’ poeti Maltin (2ni edizz- 
joni). [viii], 286 pp. [Valletta]: A. 0. 
Aqnilina & Co., 1964.
Professor Aquilina does himself scsint justioe
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when he calls this anthology the second edition 
of Il-muia Mdltija, whioh was first brought 
out in 1948. The first edition contained 
selections from the works of 22 poets, beginning 
with Biohard Taylor (1818-68). These 
selections have been revised—in the oase of 
some of the poets, very extensively—and to 
them have been added three traditional songs 
and poems representative of another 23 poets, 
most of these belonging to the post-war 
generation. A oritioal essay whioh introduced 
the first edition has been omitted from the 
second, as it has been reprinted in Studji 
hritiii letterarji ([Valletta], 1960). All in all, 
not muoh more than one-third of the material 
in this seoond edition is taken from the first.

A poet himself—some of his own composi
tions figure in this seoond edition—and an 
energetio scholar who keeps his finger con
stantly on the pulse of Maltese life, Professor 
Aquilina is happily placed and well equipped to 
compile suoh an anthology. Prom books in 
print and out of print, from periodicals, and 
no doubt from personal acquaintance, he has 
put together useful biographical and biblio
graphical notices on the poets, and has made 
selections that are both broadly representative 
of Maltese poetry and entirely up to date.

With so good a lens it is not difficult to form 
a pretty sharp picture of the Maltese muse. 
There is no mistaking the fact that she was 
bom in the nineteenth century, and that 
—despite her oriental tongue—hers was a 
south European pedigree, and a long one. 
Indeed the acknowledged father of Maltese 
seoular literature, Museat-Azzopardi, tells us 
(in li-muia) that when he had his first vision 
of the Muse she led him to ... a well-Btocked 
library.

This attachment of Malta’s nascent poetry 
to a massive and well-formed tradition has been 
the source of great strength. The fumblings of 
the beginners were few, the passage to compe
tence and even to the virtuosity of a Dun 
Karm rapid and impressive. Free verse, 
jingling quatrains, and fairly elaborate strophio 
forms (as in Serraoino-Inglott’s U-warda u 
jien) are confidently handled. The narrative, 
didaotio, and lyrical genres alike are well 
served. And the surest sign that Maltese 
poetry is not merely striking attitudes but 
standing confidently on ground it shares with 
others is that we find in it, alongside the 
ponderous and the sentimental, the wit and the 
deft sensitive touohes of an Anton Buttigie^.

At the same time one cannot help wondering 
whether originality has not been inhibited by 
the fact that there was enough in the common
places of nineteenth-century Italian literature 
to slake Maltese thirst. The range of Maltese 
lyrioism—love, nature in its varied moods, the 
aspirations of youth and the perspectives of

maturity—is well indicated in Briffa’s MiU- 
(jdid poeta. And when Bianoardi borrows the 
subtly balanoed form of the Petrarchan sonnet 
for pen-portraits that are a mere catalogue of 
personal characteristics, the result is no more 
elegant than may be exported of a suit bought 
off the peg.

Perhaps what makes Maltese poetio experi
ence even more stable and less adventurous 
than even that of its parent culture is the 
extent to which it rests on an ancestral faith. 
The Maltese poet may rebel against his time 
and inveigh against the perversity of man ; 
but like the bidwi in the field he seldom has to 
delve deep before he strikes bed-rook. Aquilina 
may imagine himself in Baudelaire’s Paris, 
sinking into Hell; but he does not sink very 
far before he is redeemed from deep despair by 
the sound of the bells of the Madeleine (Infern 
u hnisja). And the orphan’s appeal to the 
Madonna (Pesci’s Anflu istoed) to take his 
mother’s place, although transparently elemen
tal in its sentiment and not devoid of gauoherie, 
reveals that the relations of the Maltese with 
the Holy Family are truly familiar :
Jeqq tibqa’, ’l ibnelc ikejken, 
irrid indewqu l-Uma bii-ianbur.
Nghalimu jistad gKaU-brimba w gKaU-haddida; 
NgKid il missieri jtina x-xibha l-kbira, 
gllalbiex naqbadlu iervajew ghaiiiela.

Even among the post-war poets—although 
sensitive, like Oardona, to the problems of the 
underdeveloped areas of the world; although 
sharing, like Camilleri, Europe’s sense of re
sponsibility towards others; although making, 
like Aohille Mizzi, wry faces at the Science 
that produced Hiroshima, or rattling out their 
questions like Gulia in his spirited Trid 
temmen—there is no revolt and no revolution.

To the ories of anguish that reverberate from 
one end of the Mediterranean to another, 
Maltese poetry has no distinctive note of its 
own to add ; but it has the safe qualities of a 
tree whose roots lie by still waters.

p. CAOHIA

Erin Serraoino-Inglott (tr.): Dante 
Alighieri: Id-divina commedia bU- 
Malti. L-infem. xxxix, 318 pp. 
[Valletta] : Stamperija tal-Gvem, 
1964.
Like other masterpieces of Italian literature, 

the Divina commedia has long engaged the 
attention of Maltese men of letters. As early 
as in 1864 Biohard Taylor made a verse trans
lation of the Count Ugolino episode (Inferno, 
oanto xxxni). Ganni Sapiano Lanzon (1858- 
1918) published at different times an integral 
translation of the Inferno in prose, and verse 
translations of ‘ Franoesca da Bimini ’ and
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again of ‘Count Ugolino’. Alfred Edward 
Bor^ (fi. end nineteenth and early twentieth 
century) also rendered the entire Oommedia in 
Maltese verse, and yet another anonymous 
verse translation is quoted by Mr. Rob. 
Mifeud Bonnici in a small collection of studies 
published under the title Dante Alighieri 
([Valletta], 1956). Now—dissatisfied with 
these earlier efforts on grounds both of aocuracy 
and of literary style, and noting that the 
familiarity of the Maltese with Italian has 
deolined in the past 30 years—Mr. Erin 
Serracino-Inglott offers his version as a 
contribution alike to the understanding of 
Dante and to the advancement of Maltese 
literature. It is the first part, the Irtferno, that 
has appeared in time for the celebration of the 
seventh centenary of Dante’s birth. More than 
half the space .is taken up with notes, and the 
volume includes a seleot bibliography and 
brief studies on Dante’s life, on the Birina 
commtdia, and on the topography of the 
Inferno.

To his formidable task Mr. Serraoino-Inglott 
has brought an unexpected combination of 
talents, for he is best known as a dramatist and 
as a translator of Gaston Leroux; also, on a 
lesser scale, as a poet and philologist.

Em is a strict line-for-line rendering, in 
which he has forsaken the rhyme altogether 
rather than jeopardize fidelity to the sense ; 
here and there, however, he has tried to 
reproduce special alliterative or rhythmic 
effeots.

One tercet taken almost at random (the 
fifth in canto nn) will illustrate the main 
features of this new translation :

Noi andavam con li diece demoni: 
ahifiera compagniaJ ma neUa chiesa 
coi sanii, ed in tanerna co1 ghiottoni.

Alina bqajna sejrin mal-ghazar xjaten;
Fuh, x’xirha tat-ilcexkix ! Imma, $o knisja 
mal-qaddisin, ufmieKa mat-taqqieqa.

The verse flows easily, the syntax is unstrained. 
Dante’s graphio style and concrete imagery 
seldom oall for the subtleties of overtone and 
connotation that, say, Dun Harm had to 
contend with in his translation of Foscolo’s 
Sepolcri. Instead, Mr. Serracino-Inglott’s 
major problem has been with vooabulary, not 
only because Dante uses a number of words 
not common in preaent-day Maltese, but also 
because the translator shares the Maltese 
writer’s preference for words of Semitic 
derivation; henoe in the above example his 
ohoiee of the obscure mieicla (from ’-k-l ‘ to 
eat ’) rather than the everyday Inertia. So 
Mr. Serraoino-Inglott ransacks Vassalli and 
de Soldanis in search of forms now obsolete, 
and some he gives on his own authority. The

bulk of his notes is a discussion and explanation 
of the words thus resuscitated ; well over 500 
of these are listed at the end of the volume.

Veiy seldom does he relinquish these fur
nishings of a philologist’s ivory tower and stray 
towards what Goethe called the ‘ parodist’s ’ 
attempt to interpret a text in terms of what is 
most familiar to his publio. A curious instance 
of this is in oanto xxx, v. 49, where he declines 
to translate liuto as ljut, despite the Arabic 
pedigree of the word, on the ground that it is 
not known in Maltese; instead, he uses 
kitarra. He does, however, have the candour 
to admit that one reason for the choioe is that 
at this point he needed a polysyEabio word. 
The result is particularly infelicitous as the 
reference is to the shape of the lute, not to its 
use as a musical instrument.

There are object-lessons here for those 
interested in the use of Arabio colloquials ns 
literary idioms. As a translation, the work will 
fully answer the needs only of a restricted 
public, a publio scholarly enough to share 
Mr. Serracino-Inglott’s enthusiasms, yet in
capable of reading the original. But collectors 
of Maltesiana will certainly want it on their 
shelves, for it is—in every sense of the word 
—monumental.

P. OAOHIA

Hamat, Haputh Zand and others (tr.): 
The Eastern key : Kitab ak-ifadah wa 
’k-i‘tibdr of 'AM ak-Latif aTBaghdadi, 
translated into English by Kamad 
Hafuth Zand and John A. and Ivy E. 
Ytdean. 293 pp. London: George 
Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1966. 63s.
As long ago as 1810 Bilvestro de Sacy 

translated this work into Frenoh under the 
title of Relation de I’jSgypie, providing his 
translation with copious and excellent notes. 
The Relation in his rendering and commentary 
has well stood the test of time and the volume 
has been used by generations of scholars. This 
new presentation of ‘Abd al-Lafif consists of a 
facsimile of the Pocooke MS in the Bodleian 
Library, already utilized in the preparation of 
the early orientalist editions, accompanied by 
a rendering into English.

It is an understatement to say that the 
English translation appears in no way to 
improve upon the French version in point of 
accuracy, but where the reviewer has made 
sample comparisons of the English with the 
Arabic and Frenoh versions of the text, the 
English may broadly be said to have rendered 
the Arabic original more or less correctly. The 
transliteration is so bad, inconsistent, and 
plainly inaoourate as to mutilate many names, 
and the translators have often ignored the 
plainly marked vowelling of the Arabio
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original in favour of incorreot vowellings of 
their own. The notes are little short of 
derisory, as is the bibliography, and it is 
regrettable that, even if economy in annotation 
was felt to be desirable, a little more should 
not have been drawn from the wealth of de 
Saoy’s commentary.

Of the grosser type of inacouraoy we find 
(p. 67) ‘ Boston alteta ’ (for al-qil'ah), rendered 
‘ Garden of Peace ’, (p. 71) lath rendered as 
‘ plantain ’, (p. 96) waral spelled as waran, 
(p. 103) Barada for Ba“ad, (p. 113) ‘ hasemik ’ 
of the footnote should probably be read as 
HashimI, but, on p. 171, de Sacy appears to be 
mistaken in reading al-amir ai-mdiq for 
al-amin al-.}ddiq. It is ourions that on p. 284 
an Arabio number should be described as 
‘ Persian ’. No doubt there are many more 
errors and inaccuracies than these few here 
noted. As a species of literary ouriosity of 
‘ orientalism ’ there may be remarked the 
reference to the spiritualist communication 
which Mr. and Mrs. Videan olaim to have had 
with ‘Abd al-Lafif through a medium, the 
first occasion known to the reviewer that a 
medieval Arab writer has so manifested 
himself in the twentieth century. Prom a 
practical point of view, however, Arabists will 
be grateful rather for the excellent reproduc
tion of a well-written MS in nasjA hand. One 
of its peculiarities, not unknown in other 
MSS, is occasionally to omit the top stroke of 
the leaf.

S. B. SBBJBAUT

Rudolf Sellheim (ed.) : Die Qelehr- 
tenbiographien des Abu ‘ JJbaidallah al- 
Marzubani in der Rezension des Hafiz 
al-Yagmuri. Teili: Text. (Bibliotheca 
Islamica, Bd. 23a.) 32, 471, *41 pp., 
6 plates. Wiesbaden : in Kommission 
bei Franz Steiner Yerlag GmbH, 1964. 
DM 48.
Abu ‘Ubaidallah al-Marzubanl (296-384/ 

909-94) was a voluminous writer, but com
paratively little of his output (of. Fihrist, 
132 fiF.) has survived. He compiled a huge 
work entitled al-Muqtabas in whioh he 
provided information about grammarians, 
literary men, poets, and learned men. Although 
it is not extant in its original form, there are 
an epitome (mukhtafar) by Yusuf b. Ahmad 
al-Yaghmuri and a selection (mukhidr) by 
‘All b. JJasan, both from the seventh/thir- 
teenth century. Only part of at-Mukhidr has 
survived, but the whole of cX-Mukhtasar, 
which is the text here presented, exists in a 
unique manuscript, Nuruosmaniye 3391 ii 
(new number 2887). It was not prepared from 
the original work, but from one entitled 
al-Muntakhab, a selection from the original,

compiled by Bashir b. 3p£mid early in the 
seventh/thirteenth century, which is no longer 
extant.

The editor quotes al-Qifti as saying that the 
original work consisted of almost 20 volumes 
with 3,000 sheets. al-Yaghmuri quotes 
Bashir b. IJamid to the effeot that there were 
18 volumes, adding that in compiling al- 
Muntakhab he had omitted isn&ds and matters 
which seemed inessential, but had given the 
best parts of all the biographies. The editor 
estimates that Yaghmuri’s aX-MukhXa§ar of 179 
folios contains only about a seventeenth of 
al-Muqtabas. He raises the question why a 
work so important for the history of Islamio 
literature should not have been widely spread 
and makes some suggestions. As the oopying 
of huge works was a heavy task, copyists might 
hesitate to undertake this one whioh would 
interest a very limited publio. War and 
destruction were further reasons, notably the 
destruction wrought by the Mongols in the 
seven th/thirteenth century. The flooding of 
the Tigris which oaused damage to the 
Niramlya madrasa before the Mongol invasion 
may have been the reason for the loss of the 
autograph copy which was housed in its 
library. There were other possible reasons. 
Maraubanl was criticised for his Mu'tazilite 
beliefs and his adherence to the ShTa, also for 
his fondness for alcohol. He is said to have had 
two bottles in front of him while he worked, 
one of ink and the other of nabidh, to both of 
which he applied himself assiduously.

It is fortunate that Bashir b. IJSmid made 
his abbreviation before the autograph copy 
disappeared and that Yaghmuri worked on 
this Muntakhab, no longer extant, to produce 
his Mukhtaqar. This work, whioh is divided 
into four ajzd’ relating to the number of pages 
deals, after some introductory matter, with 
four main snbjeots : (1) learned men, gram
marians, and transmitters of Basra; (2)
transmitters, learned men, and Qur’an readers 
of Kfifa ; (3) learned men, grammarians, and 
transmitters of Baghdad ; (4) the genealogists, 
this last occupying only pp. 347-61. Nos. (2) 
and (3) are preceded by a note on the beginning 
of the towns and their occupation; no. (1) 
has suoh a note more than half-way through 
the artioles on the men. Altogether there are 
126 articles of varying length, some very 
slight. Bor example, on p. 272 one man is 
merely named and another has nothing but a 
vague reference to the date of his death. Other 
notices are quite lengthy, the longest (pp. 
126-70) being that on al-A?ma‘I. The articles 
contain many quotations of poetry and give 
brief biographical notes, the interest being 
mainly in what the men said on various 
topics. The date of death is usually given, and 
frequently the date of birth also.
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This important and welcome addition to the 
biographioal works in whioh the Arabio 
language is so rich hae been very carefully 
edited with an admirably informative intro
duction both in German and in Arabio. There 
are eight indexes oovering people, places, 
battles, Qur’&n references, traditions and 
proverbs, etc., verses of poetry with the metre, 
books mentioned in the text, and books 
mentioned in the notes. There is also a lengthy 
list of errata and corrigenda to which may be 
added that one should read on p. 31,1. 2 wdfir 
for tawil; on p. 33,1. 6 kamil for sorf‘, and on 
p. 300, 1. 21 Qur’an rr, 124 for Vi, 124. Correc
tions should also be made in the index on pp. 
441 and 431. The Qur’&n reference is correct 
in the index. On p. 165, 1. 3 the pointing 
‘Amrwaihi is obviously a misprint,. The only 
pointing which fits the metre is ‘Amruyah.

JAMES BOBSON

M. Abdul Haq Ansabi : The ethical 
philosophy of Miskawaih. (Faculty of 
Arts Publication Series, 15.) xiv, 
200 pp. Aligarh : Aligarh Muslim 
University, 1964.
The kernel of this book consists of chapters 

on ‘ Happiness ’, ‘ Virtue ’, ‘ Cardinal virtues ’, 
and ‘ Practical ethics ’, with a short ohapter on 
‘ Society and the State ’ and a still shorter 
conclusion. The relevant parts of Tahdhib 
cd-akMdq and to a lesser extent of K. al-aa'dda, 
are summarized in a competent and readable 
fashion. The relation of Miskawayh’s views to 
those of Plato and Aristotle are discussed on 
the basis of the generally accepted views of the 
Greek philosophers, but there is no attempt to 
oonsider (d la Walzer) his relation to the later 
developments of Greek philosophy. Though 
theauthorhasmuoh sympathy with Miskawayh, 
he is able to oritioize, for example, his exces
sive use of the Aristotelian mean. His chief 
interest, perhaps, is in presenting the ethical 
philosophy of Miskawayh as one that, with a 
few modifications, may be brought into 
harmony with the religion of Islam and with 
modem needs. The book may thus prove to be 
of some importance in the aggiomamento of 
Islamio thinking.

It has unfortunately to be recorded that the 
opening ohapters, especially that on ‘ Islamio 
ethios before Miskawaih ’, are much less 
satisfactory. Here the author again relies on 
commonly-held views, e.g. of Mu’tazilism as 
‘ unbridled rationalism ’ which was 1 routed ’ 
by al-Ash'ari ... a view now definitely out of 
date. Note 34 to oh. ii, purporting to give the 
basis of an assertion about the Ash’arites 
appears to be in fact from al-Shahrastani’s 
acoount of the Mu’tazilites (ed. Cureton, p. 30 ;

ed. Cairo, 1948,1, 69) with whom the Ash'arites 
are here contrasted. On the whole the author 
has little sympathy with the Sufis and little 
knowledge of them. A glaring piece of slipshod 
scholarship is on p. 46 where he takes a 
statement by al-Ghazall in Mizdn ai-'amal and 
on this builds the general statement that ‘ The 
fjfifr conception of the highest good or Sa'Sdah 
was similar to that of the philosophers ’. He 
fails to realize that Mizan al-‘amal, whioh is in 
the tradition of philosophical ethics, was an 
early work of whioh al-Ghazall seems in his 
fjufi period to have disapproved, since he never 
quotes from it nor repeats its main dootrines.

Despite such weaknesses the book should 
give a further fillip to the study of Islamio 
ethioal thought.

W. MONTGOACBBY WATT

Luoien Golvtn : Recherches arcMo- 
logiques a la Qal’a des Band Hamm&d. 
311 pp., 110 plates. Paris: G.-P. 
Maisonneuve et Larose, [1965].
In this work, substantial in content as in 

volume, the author gives a definitive account 
of exoavations whioh have extended over many 
years. The site, lying about 62 mileB Bouth of 
Bougie, in the Hodna Mountains of Algeria, at 
an altitude of over 3,000 feet, constituted the 
oapital of the Hammadid dynasty—an off
shoot of the Zirids of Ifriqiya (Tunisia) 
-—between its foundation in 398/1007, and the 
transfer of the dynasty to Bijaya (Bougie) in 
643/1148-9. In c. 647/1162 the oity was 
oaptured and laid waste by the Almohades, but 
the author concludes from the finds that there 
was some subsequent oooupation. The period 
is one summarily treated by the Arabio 
historians, and, fotr reasons whioh will appear, 
unknown to numismatios. The author has 
already used archaeological data to supplement 
the texts in his previous work, Be Magrib 
central d Vipoque des Zdridts. Now he examines 
the archaeological finds from every point of 
view, considering such diverse matters as the 
mentions in poetry of the palaces of the site, 
and the industrial implications of the copious 
finds of pottery.

The book is divided into two parts : one is 
devoted to the site and its monuments, and the 
other to the small finds from the excavations. 
The oity lay on a plateau surrounded by rugged 
mountains, presenting a complex topography 
made clearer by the four aerial photographs 
(pi. n-rv)—although these, like the site-plan 
in fig. 1, would be more easily grasped if on a 
larger scale. The only monument above ground 
is the minaret of the mosque, a square tower 
decorated with arohed niches, and reminiscent 
of the Giralda of Seville, though more austere. 
Excavations, started by de Beyli6 in 1908, and
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entered. On p. 170 it is said that ‘ when Arab 
rule was in its turn superseded the Guptas 
were reigning in the East and West of the 
PunjabThis seems to invert the true 
succession of events. On p. 144 the date of 
186 B.o. attributed to ‘ the Scytho-Parthian 
king Azes I ’ is more than a century too early. 
Another anachronism is the statement (p. 146) 
that Gandhara soulptures ‘ reveal Sassanian 
influences since the author seems to maintain, 
correctly in this reviewer’s opinion, that the 
sculptures of the lifetime of Kanishka belong 
to the seoond oentury a.d., whilst the Sassa- 
nians belong to the third century. It was thus 
not possible for Sassanian influence to affect 
these soulptures.

Besides a few routine misprints, there are a 
rather large number of erratically-spelt names 
of persons and places, for which the following 
corrections are suggested: p. 76, for ‘ Kwa- 
rasm ’ read ‘ Khwarizm ’; p. 78, for ‘ Cyres- 
katu ’ read ‘ Cyresohata ’; p. 86 and passim, for 
‘ Sunk Khotal ’ read ‘ Surkh Kotal ’; p. 88, 
for ‘ Khaja-i-Khodja ’ read ‘ Kuh-i Khwaja ’; 
p. 124, for ‘ his wife Apamea ’ read ‘ his wife 
Apama ’; p. 132, for ‘ Kundar ’ read apparent
ly ‘ Kunduz ’; p. 133, for ‘ Bucephulus ’ read 
‘ Bucephalus ’; p. 143, 146, for the barely 
recognizable ‘ Gondolphus ’ read ‘ Gondo- 
phares ’. On p. 145 the present reviewer is 
nonplussed by the words ‘ Then the Soytho- 
Sakian king Mauryas invaded northern India 
and established a kingdom there bearing his 
name. It inoluded Gandhara, where St. 
Thomas is believed to have visited him ’. On 
p 160 there is another reference to a king 
named ‘ Mauryas ’, and one can only conclude 
that this strange name is a misprint, for 
‘ Maues ’. Even with this correction, the text 
is not entirely freed of difficulties. On p. 160, 
for ‘ Amurat ’ read, perhaps, ‘ Amaravati ’; 
p. 164, for ‘ Peshwar ’ and ‘ Balk ’ (the latter 
passim) read ‘ Peshawar ’ and ‘ Balkh ’. On 
p. 176 ‘ Tivetans’ is apparently a mere variant 
for the more familiar ‘ Tibetans ’; on p. 197 
‘ Idigutsohai ’ would, it seems, be better spelt 
‘ Idiqutsohahr ’.

There are also several mistakes in the 
captions to the plates. Thus fig. 75 illustrates 
a representation of a Sassanian king, whose 
individual crown shows that he is not Shapur 
II, as olaimed in the caption, but most 
probably Khosrau II. The coin of Spalapati- 
deva illustrated in fig. 131 is, if genuine, 
actually of silver and not of gold. Despite this 
rather high incidence of clerical errors, the 
book forms a stimulating introduction to the 
work of a wide range of artistio schools, whose 
produots are thus conveniently brought 
together within a single volume.

A. D. H. BIVAB

VOL. XXIX. PAST 2.

Vincenc PofuzKA : HindMina : Hindi 
language course. Part 1. 534, 44 pp. 
Praha: Stitni Pedagogicke Nakla- 
datelstvl, 1963. K6s. 34.50.
This teaching course compiled by Dr. 

Vinoeno Pofizka, with the collaboration of 
many of his colleagues and others whose con
tributions are acknowledged in the preface, 
fills a long-felt want. Essentially it presents a 
series of 20 graded lessons each with a reading 
text, vocabulary, and grammatical notes, the 
exegetical material being bilingual (Czeoh and 
English) throughout. An introduction treats 
of the transcription used and its phonetio 
realization, whioh is generally sound and 
oareful; the English-speaking learner, how
ever, needs a caution on the dear quality of 
Hindi final l and post-vocalic r. The intro
duction also provides general notes on the 
Devanagari script, with a full list of conjunct 
oharaoters. The first four lessons proper 
introduce the Devanagari soript gradually, 
with texts based on only the characters 
brought in up to that point, and at the same 
time take the student through the essential 
grammar of the noun—albeit in a paradigm of 
eight cases, whioh may suit the Czeoh learner 
better than his English counterpart; the 
author has, however, previously pointed out 
that formal recognition of only direot, oblique, 
and vocative plural cases is neoessary. The 
remaining lessons present the essential gram
mar of Hindi in convenient sections, with 
generous and luoid explanation and a wealth 
of examples, and full vocabularies in which 
the provenance of each word is unambiguously 
indicated. Vocabularies and examples, and in 
the earlier lessons the texts also, are given in 
transliterated form as well as in DevanSgari. 
A seotion after the last lesson is devoted to 
conversational sentences and expressions, with 
its own glossary, and further grammatical 
summaries, and an appendix on the Urdu 
alphabet, complete the material. There is a 
full general index and a select bibliography, 
and a separate key to the lessons.

The course as a whole is well planned, and 
no point of Hindi grammar is left unexplained. 
The transcription used is an extension of the 
conventional Sanskrit system, with additions 
for modified Devanagari characters used to 
represent the Urdu sounds [q], [x], [y], [a], and 
m. the Hindi retroflex flaps, and rather 
strangely a double transcription for 3", which is 
represented by v and O- There is indeed a 
strong case for reoognizing two diaphones, to 
borrow Daniel Jones’s convenient but negleot- 
ed term, whioh may be symbolized as /v~w/ 
and /v~b/ the former occurring for example 
in the ‘ deictics ’, e.g. [i)8llfi&]~[W9haa], and 
in verbal infixes, the latter regularly as the

27
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realization of Skt. v in loan-words, e.g. 
[oioek]—[bibek]; these may fall together in 
the case of some speakers, thereby leaving 
[t>] and [w] as allophones. It is, however, open 
to question whether this distinction is necessary 
for students in the elementary stage of learning 
the language. This transcription is certainly 
workable; but experience in teaching the 
language in London has shown that to repre
sent the so-called ‘ diphthongs ’ by ai and ou 
leads in practice to distortions in the learner’s 
pronunciation, and we have preferred to break 
away from the conventional Sanskrit model 
(our system is briefly described in my article 
‘ The syntax of partioipial forms in Hindi ’ in 
B80A3, xrx, 1, 1957, p. 94, n. 1).

The lessons are rather too long (an average 
of abont 18 pages) for any of them to be taken 
as a day’s unit of work. But at a rate of two 
lessons per week, supplemented by language 
laboratory work and drills devised by the 
teacher, they could form a solid firat term’s 
work for the average student. The book will 
be of great value for the student of Hindi who 
has to work alone, and the more fortunate 
student working with a teacher will find it of 
great use for reference and for revision.

J. BUBTON-PAGE

Saeva Daman- Singh : Ancient Indian
warfare, with special reference to the 
Vedic period, xiv, 203 pp. Leiden : 
E. J. Brill, 1965. Guilders 25.
In this work, substantially the thesis he 

submitted for the degree of Ph.D. in London, 
the author has made a study of the nature of 
warfare in India as it developed in a period so 
far given soant attention. The great progress 
made in archaeological research in India in the 
last 20 years has done muoh to extend our 
knowledge of the ‘ empty millennium ’ before 
the Buddhist, period, and Dr. Singh has made 
full use of the evidence now available from 
archaeology as an addition to, and often as a 
corrective of, the evidence of the texts he has 
studied. The textual material considered is 
for the most part Vedio, from the early ftgveda 
to the later classical Upanisads. The Buddhist 
Nikayas and the Vinayapifatea have also been 
used to provide material in support and 
extension of the earlier textual evidenoe. 
Material from the Epics has been used only in 
corroboration of the Vedio and archaeological 
evidence, and Dr. Singh has wisely been 
oautious in its use; for a considerable portion 
of the Epio, whioh contains much graphio 
description of warfare of various kinds, is 
generally considered to be late, in Bpite of the 
undoubted antiquity of much of the Epio 
tradition.

Dr. Singh considers first the various branches 
of the fighting power—infantry, ohariots, 
cavalry, elephants; he then proceeds to such 
more general topios as arms and armour, forts 
and fortifications, and military organisation, 
and concludes with a chapter on the ethics of 
war. An appendix on ‘ arahery in modem 
Tndia ’ seems somewhat out of place. Through
out his discussion he is ooncemed to show the 
development of the conception of warfare in 
its various branches, for example, in the 
nomadio Aryans’ gradual assumption of the 
principles of fortification already developed to 
a high degree in the pre-Aryan Indus valley 
urban civilisations, in their adoption of the 
elephant, in the deoline of the Aryan war- 
chariot in favour of the cavalry, and so on; 
necessarily this involves an investigation of the 
metallurgical techniques underlying the manu
facture of arms and armour, and Dr. Singh 
adduoes powerful evidence to show that iron 
was established by the time of the Painted 
Grey ware, c. 1100-800 B.o. Here a passing 
reference to the 1 “ wootz ” process’ is 
unfortunate ; see further the review of Studies 
... in tumour of K. A. G. CrtswcU, p. 391, 
ad fin.

Many of Hr. Singh’s findings have great 
relevance in the wider context of Indian 
warfare in the historical period; for example, 
he drawB from the Aitareya Brahmana an 
indication of the prevalence of night attaoks, 
features whioh are condemned as essentially 
Hindu in the Indian Muslim manuals of war, 
to be guarded against but never emulated 
(for references see e.g. the artiole ‘ 1,1 arb 
(India) ’ in Encyclopaedia of Islam, second 
edition). Again, the use of the elephant to 
oarry archers and perhaps also projectile 
engines is dearly paralleled in fourteenth- and 
fifteenth-century texts.

The question may be raised as to whether 
the Vedio texts, especially when taken out of 
context, can be expected to yield a valid 
picture of faotual institutions; to what 
extent, for instance, may the verbal pioture of 
the chariot of the sun relate to the reality 
of the battle-ohariot ? Clearly there is Borne 
danger of the incautious author trying to 
extract too muoh, as when some of the wilder 
speculators disoover aeroplanes and flying 
saucers in the Mah&bharala. In many cases, 
however, the Vedio verses obviously do reflect 
the direct human experience of their authors, 
and in his selection of them Dr. Singh has, as 
we have stated above, constant appeal to the 
testimony of the realia whioh objective 
arohaeology has provided; the Vedas thereby 
stand revealed as more generally reliable 
oultural source material than they are fre
quently supposed to be.

The work is well produced and printed, and
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misprints seem to be very few. Dr. Singh's 
olear statement leaves ns in his debt.

J. BUBTON-PAQH

D. C. SmoAB : The Guh&as of Kvjkinihd. 
(Calcutta Sanskrit College Research. 
Series, No. xxxrv. Studies, No. 18.) 
xv, 87 pp., 8 plates. Caloutta: 
Sanskrit College, 1965. Rs. 10.
With this volume the author demonstrates 

once again his exoellenoe in a type of historical 
research whioh may be called the first level of 
synthesis, by whioh I mean the gathering 
together of related epigraphs, squeezing out 
every drop of information they will yield, and 
collating the evidence of literature, numis
matics, and the epigraphs of contemporary 
kingdoms in assessing their full significance. 
One can almost say of Professor Sircar that, 
like a hunger-artist, the less nourishment he 
has, the more he thrives: the basio ingredients 
of this book are three oopper plates and two 
stone inscriptions concerning six Beventh- 
oentury rulers of an obscure line of the early 
Guhilas of Mewar, belonging to Kijkindhii 
(near modem Kalyanpur), some 40 miles south 
of Udaipur. Beoause of the concentration 
whioh he devotes to a subjeot, little escapes his 
scrutiny and muoh has a wider significance 
than one would at first suppose. Such is the 
case with this book. The title misleads : only 
one and a half of the six ohapters deal directly 
with the KlHlrindhS. branch of the Guhilas, the 
first two concerning the origin of the Rajputs 
in general and the Guhilas in particular, the 
third with the rise of the Guhilas, and the next 
two with the early history of Mewar and its 
relations with Harsa and the Later Mauryas. 
Photographs and printed texts of the Kiskin- 
dha epigraphs are inoluded in the back. The 
result is a book whioh no one oonoemed with 
Rajput history can afford to overlook, whioh 
few oonoemed with Indian dynastio history 
would want to overlook, and from whioh many 
oould profit.

Professor Sircar is right in rejecting the 
view of V. V. Murashi that the dates of the 
inscriptions refer to an unknown era founded 
by an ancestor of maharaja Bhetti of Kigkindha 
who ruled ‘ a great empire flourishing in 
Rajputana and the neighbouring territory in 
the seventh century A.D.’ (p. 63). To the 
arguments he adduces against this theory 
oould be added the fact that all the titles of 
the Kislrindba. inscriptions are feudatory 
including the title mah&raja, as appears from 
the fact that AparSjita of the main line of 
Guhilas employed a maharaja Var&hashpha 
as commander of his army (Udaipur Inso. of 
a.d. 601). He is also right in eliminating the

Bhafika era, of purely local scope and probably 
not in use at this time. He advances cogent 
arguments in favour of the Harsa era, and it 
must now be generally admitted that the 
Harsa era best suits the Kiskindha dates. 
That being so, Kiskmdha must have been 
subjeot to Harsa.

Professor Sircar further puts forward a 
theory that the Nagda-Ahar branoh of the 
Guhilas were feudatories of Harsa for a while 
and sees in the use of the Vikrama Sarpvat in 
the unique inscription of Siladitya, Harsa’s 
contemporary (v.s. 703/a.d. 646), ‘ a conscious 
attempt on ,the part of t,hi« branoh of the 
Guhilas to repudiate the use of the Harsa era ’ 
(p. 48), toward the end of the latter’s reign. 
He thinks Siladitya may have been named 
after his overlord (Hanja bore the biruda 
Siladitya), and gives parallels; and he finds 
evidence that the Pusyabhuti power in 
western India was declining in Harsa’s later 
years in the fact that the Maitraka king adopts 
the imperial style in A.D. 648. He therefore 
thinks it possible that SilJditva ‘ had some 
credit for the decline ’. It is an attractive 
theory but against it (though not disproving 
it) can be brought the fact that the Nagda- 
Ahar Guhilas were independent kings before 
and after Harsa; the ooins of Gnhfla figure a 
crowned head, and Siladitya himself issued 
ooins, although this could have been after his 
break with Harsa. Professor Sircar’s view 
must remain an interesting hypothesis at the 
present state of knowledge.

THOMAS B. TBAUTMAHN

Anthony D’Costa, S. J.: The christiani- 
sation of the Goa Islands, 1510-1567. 
[x], 234 pp., map. Bombay : [Heras 
Institute, St. Xavier’s College], 1965. 
Rs. 9, S3.
It is a matter of ascertainable fact from the 

voluminous published sources referring to this 
period, that the conversion polioy pursued by 
the Portuguese in Tndia during the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries involved a variety 
of carrot-and-Btiok methods with the stiok 
sometimes predominating. Pr. D’Oosta’s book, 
whioh is clearly aimed largely at counteracting 
A. K. PrloTkar’s recent works on The Qoa 
Inquisition (Bombay, 1961) and The printing 
press in India (Bombay, 1968), seeks to show 
that ‘ the Christian doctrine that a person who 
aooepts Baptism must do so freely and sincerely 
was itself never in doubt ’, and that this 
dootiine was applied during the years 1610-67 
with a few relatively insignificant exceptions. 
In discussing this problem, it is essential to 
remember that Portuguese polioy was not
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always consistent, and that in any event the 
Church Militant only got into its stride in 
Portuguese India with the mass destruction of 
the Hindu temples in 1640 and the arrival of 
the Jesuits at Goa two years later.

Prom 1640 onwards, the Portuguese 
authorities certainly enaoted a large number of 
harsh and oppressive laws with the objeot of 
preventing the publio praotice of Hinduism, 
Buddhism, and Islam in Portuguese-oontrolled 
territory in Goa and its vicinity, but the 
application of these lawB varied from the 
exceedingly rigorous to the purely formal. 
Similarly, the laws whioh were enaoted for the 
purpose of favouring converts to Christianity 
and discriminating against those who declined 
to be converted, and also with the declared 
objeot of taking Hindu orphan ohildren to be 
oateohized and baptized as Christians, were 
sometimes applied to the letter and sometimes 
not. Pr. D’Costa stresses that ‘ the Christian 
priests were ordinarily kind men ’, and so they 
doubtless were, according to their lights; but 
they watched without a qualm the writhings of 
crypto-Jews being slowly burnt to death at the 
stake. Moreover, many of the most eminent of 
them, including the Bishop of Dume in 1622 
and the Archbishop of Goa some 26 years 
later, advocated that the looal Hindus should 
be given the alternative of mass conversion to 
Christianity or expulsion from their anoestral 
lands. Things never proceeded quite so far as 
this, although the same suggestion was made 
by responsible Portuguese prelates at intervals 
down to 1728 at least. Pr. D’Coeta does his 
best to minimize the effeot of the partial 
exodus of Hindus through fear of forcible 
conversion to Christianity in 1661, but the very 
souroes whioh he partially quotes (Silva Bego, 
Documenia^do, India, n, 410-11, 616-17), 
show that the Count of Redondo (1661-4) and 
!D. Ant&o de Noronha (1664-8), had to reverse 
the policy of the priest-ridden D. Constantino 
de Braganja (1568-61) and give the Hindus of 
Goa speoifio assurances that they would not be 
converted by foroe.

Pr. D’Costa has two interesting and well- 
written chapters entitled ‘ the debate round 
the rigour of mercy ’ and ‘ the working of the 
rigour of meroy ’; but those on the receiving 
end of this polioy were apt to experience more 
of the rigour than of the mercy. A Jesuit 
missionary’s eyewitness report of 1668 describes 
how the Padres foroibly prevented the Hindus 
from celebrating their own rites and cere
monies, even in their own homes and behind 
dosed doors at night. He explains how the 
missionaries encouraged stool-pigeons to spy 
and inform on their friends and neighbours, 
and even on their own kith and kin. 1 By thus 
impeding the heathen rites, by punishing those 
who perform them, and with the support whioh

the lord governor Francisco Barreto and the 
lord Dom Constantine gave and give us in this 
matter, the number of the chosen of the Lord 
increases daily.’ (Letter of Pedro de Almeida, 
S.J., Goa, 26 December 1668.) Pr. D’Costa 
evidently considers that suoh measures need 
not be classified under the heading of 
‘ forcible ’; but it is likely that he would so 
olassify the similar restrictions on the practice 
of Roman Catholicism in some Protestant 
countries in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
oenturies.

My chief criticism of this book is that 
Pr. D’Costa makes insufficient allowance for 
the Bpirit of the age, whioh, after c. 1640, was 
one of increasing religious intolerance in the 
Christian World. He projeots backward into 
the past the eirenical and eoumenioal spirit of 
Vatican H. This is a dangerous historical 
anachronism. Among Catholics and Protes
tants alike, genuine believers—and the vast 
majority were genuine in that age—wore 
convinced that tolerance of a heathen religion 
was dangerous to men’s souls, and might easily 
bring down on their own heads the wrath of 
the Living God. This belief was reflected in the 
proceedings of the First Ecclesiastical Counoil 
held at Goa in 1667, whioh declared that all 
religions other than, the orthodox Roman 
Catholio Faith as defined in the Council of 
Trent were intrinsioally wrong and harmful in 
themselves.

This Ecclesiastical Counoil of 1667 also 
admitted that heathens often complained to the 
seoular authorities at Goa that ‘ their ohildren, 
or slaves, or retainers ’ had been made 
Christians by force. Pr. D’Costa dismisses 
these complaints as greatly exaggerated where 
they were not altogether unfounded. Doubtless 
some of them were exaggerated; but it is 
significant that a representation to the Crown 
drawn up at Lisbon in February 1663 by the 
Bishops of Ceuta, Lisbon, Tangier, Angra, 
Portalegre, Lamego, and the Algarve, oatego- 
rioally stated that there were great abuses 
prevalent in all of the Portuguese overseas 
mission-fields, including the use of force and 
the faroieal baptism of uninstruoted converts. 
It is unlikely that seven leading Portuguese 
prelates would have made these grave allega
tions withont being quite sure of their facts. 
Pr. D’Costa’s unfamiliarity with the ‘ olimate 
of opinion ’ in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
oenturies is also shown by his claim on p. 24 
that Jesuits all over the world freed all their 
slaves as the result of an order from their 
General to do so in 1660. Nothing oould be 
further from the truth. Whatever the’ Jesuit 
General may have ordered in 1669, the fact 
remains that many Jesuit Colleges and 
Institutions in Asia, Africa, and America, 
retained the use of Negro slaves down to the
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suppression of the Society in the Portuguese 
dominions by Pombal in 1759-60, and in the 
Spanish empire a few years later. There are, 
literally, thousands of published and un
published documents to prove this.

I do not wish to oonolude this review by 
giving the impression that Fr. D’Coeta’s hook 
is worthless. On the contrary, it is an excellent 
work in many ways, oarefnlly documented, 
and giving one side of the problem in great 
detail. But it does not dispose of the arguments 
of the ‘ Devil’s Advooates ’, and it does not 
refute the facts adduced by Cunha Rivara and 
Priolkar, although it may modify them slightly 
in some instances. Finally, it does not follow 
that because dubious methods were used to 
obtain converts at that period, the descendants 
of those converts did not become good 
Christians. This fact was realized by the 
Bishop of Dume in 1522, when he stated that 
even though those Indians who accepted 
Christianity in order to avoid expulsion from 
their ancestral lands could hardly be expected 
to become good Christians, ‘ yet their children 
will become so ’. Just as the descendants of the 
Saxons, Teutons and Slavs who in many oases 
were foroibly converted to Christianity, sub
sequently beoame fervent Christians, so the 
inhabitants of the Goa islands in the oourse of 
two or three generations became profoundly 
attached to the religion whioh had been 
imposed, none too gently, on their forefathers.

o. B. BOXEB

K. N. Ceattdhtjki : The English East 
India Company : the study of an early 
joint-stock company, 1600-1640. ix, 
245 pp. London : Frank Cass and 
Co. Ltd., 1965. 65s.

Dr. Chaudhuri reviews the organization, 
policy, and financial and trading methods of 
the East India Company in its first 40 years. 
He ascribes the formation of the Company to 
the desire of the English Levant merchants to 
share in the probable diversion of spioes from 
the overland route after the successful Dutcji 
East Indies voyages of 1598-9. Thus he sees 
the Company initially as an offehoot of the 
Levant Company and minimizes the quest for 
new markets for English manufactures as a 
stimulus in early English voyages to the East 
Indies. Dr. Chaudhuri rightly regards the 
pre-1620 period as an experimental one, in 
whioh the Company developed its trading 
structure from Japan to Persia, concentrating 
initially on the easily purchasable Indonesian 
pepper and expanding after the opening of the 
Surat factory in 1613 to more oomplex invest
ments in Indian calicoes and indigo and

Persian silk. The deoade of 1620-30 was a 
particularly bad one for the Company, in 
terms of shipping losses, negligible profits for 
the disastrous second Joint Stock, and dis
turbed European markets. Adverse develop
ments also oocurred in Asia, where the Anglo- 
Dutoh alliance of 1619 failed, the English 
were exoluded from the Spice Islands, and the 
Far Eastern factories were closed. At such 
times, friction was aoute between the Com
pany’s small short-term investors and the 
affluent members of the Court of Committees, 
who, with extensive European export con
nexions, could wait longer for dividends. The 
reversion from the Joint Stook to three 
separate voyages to Persia in 1628-30 reflected 
the laok of confidence. Thereafter the Com
pany recovered slowly, seeking greater effi- 
oienoy in proven, limited branohes of Asian 
trade.

The drawbacks in Anglo-Asian trade, as 
Dr. Chaudhuri shows, were the great export of 
money from London to Asia and the limited, 
unstable market in London for certain Asian 
commodities, particularly pepper and indigo. 
The money problem was resolved after the 
Cottington Treaty in 1630, when Spain agreed 
to market her American Bilver in London 
not Genoa, but the other weaknesses re
mained. The Company imported 1 million to 
2 million lb. of Indonesian pepper annually, but 
English domestio consumption was about 
300,000 lb. The domestio demand for indigo 
was tied to the British textile industry and by 
the 1630’s calico, for which the demand 
appeared insatiable, was the most promising 
investment. The restricted market for pepper 
and indigo in London involved the Company 
by the 1620’s in a re-export trade to the 
Mediterranean, whioh Dr. Chaudhuri suggests 
was necessary for the viability of the Company 
and contrasted with the simple bilateral 
character of earlier English overseas trade.

Some of Dr. Chaudhuri’s generalizations are 
debatable. Did the community of interest 
between the Levant Company and East India 
Company persist after 1600 in view of the 
latter’s re-exports to the Levant T This needs 
further investigation, because the bulk of the 
Levant Company’s exports to the Mediter
ranean remained British manufactures. What 
was brought back to London and did those 
commodities face competition from the imports 
of the East Tndia Company ? Again, did the 
East Tndia Company really appreciate the 
importance of inter-Asian trade in this period ? 
The English never exploited its ramifications 
as the Dutch did, for example between Patani, 
Ayuthla, and Japan. Even in the Indonesian 
pepper trade, the English relied more upon 
Spanish money in their purchases than upon 
imported Indian textiles. The declining
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profitability of the pepper trade should also 
not be over-emphasized. The margin of profit 
still remained considerable and other com
modities also showed a decline in price. In the 
1660’s and 1670’s the Company doubled its 
investment in Indonesian pepper, when the 
selling prioe in London was half that of the 
1630’s. Finally, in analysing the proportion 
of shipping which returned to London from 
Asia, would not the tonnage provide a better 
ratio than the number of ships ? Thus, 
although only 38 ships out of 60 returned to 
London in 1620-30, the respective tonnages 
were 21,060 and 23,103. A loss of about 2,000 
tons over 10 years is negligible and oan be 
explained by the working to destruction of 
the Company’s inter-Asian ships.

These are minor oritioisms. Dr. Chaudhuri’s 
book is a comprehensive one, scrupulously 
careful in its analysis and restrained in its 
conclusions. It is to be hoped that he will 
extend his period of study.

D. X. BASSETT

A. E. Rat.awttoetn Ahmed : Social 
ideas and social change in Bengal, 
1818-1835. xi, 204 pp. Leiden: 
E. J. Brill, 1965. Guilders 28.
In this book Dr. Salahuddin Ahmed has 

investigated some of the social problems whioh 
confronted Bengali sooiety in the years 
between 1818 and 1836. There are six chapters: 
the first examines the nature of the Western 
impaot on Indian sooiety in Bengal, the 
seoond outlines the reactions and attitudes of 
the conservatives and those who were pressing 
for oertain reforms, the following two ohapters 
deal with the newspapers, both in English and 
in vemaoulars, while the last two tell us 
something about the interplay of public opinion 
and Government polioy on questions such as 
sooial reforms by legislation and the establish
ment of an educational system for Indians. 
Dr. Ahmed’s main oonolusion is that with the 
successful termination of the Maratha Wars in 
1818, British rule in India entered a new phase 
of development the effects of whioh can be 
seen most dearly in Bengal. Its political 
stability and security was now assured, its 
administrative framework had been firmly 
established, and the British Government in 
India oould now with increasing confidence 
move towards a more positive role in respect 
to Indian society in place of the old polioy of 
striot non-interferenoe with indigenous oustoms 
and conventions. The abolition of the censor
ship of the press by Lord Hastings in 1818 in 
the face of opposition from the Court of 
Directors at home was the first step taken in

this direction, while under Bentinok as 
Governor-General this prooess gathered further 
momentum and led to the suppression of the 
practice of suttee and the establishment of 
English as the medium of instruction and the 
language of publio affairs.

If the attitude of the Government was still 
oautious and hesitant, at the same time its 
members were impressed and influenced by 
the agitation for sooial reforms ooming from 
within Bengali sooiety. In the late eighteenth 
and early nineteenth century this sooiety had 
sunk to a deplorable leVel of moral corruption 
and ignorance whioh, as the progressive 
Indians oame to see, had to be altered before 
any sooial progress could be made. Contaot 
with the West and familiarity with European 
institutions and values through the British in 
India had loosened some of the rigidity of 
sooial outlooks and attitudes of traditional 
Indian sooiety, although as Dr. Ahmed has 
shown, the effects of the impact of British rule 
in Bengal were different among Hindus and 
Muslims. The distaste with which the Hindus 
had regarded the Muslim domination of India 
made them welcome English rule with a certain 
amount of relief, while the Muslim community 
in its anger at having lost its political power 
to the English held aloof for a long time from 
the benefits of Western education and ideas. 
The Hindu leaders of Bengali sooiety were 
themselves divided into three groups: the 
conservatives, the moderate reformers who 
inolnded suoh notable figures as Rammohan 
Boy and Dwarkanath Tagore, and the radicals, 
at first inspired and led by Henry Derozio, the 
young Anglo-Indian teaoher at the Hindu 
College.

Dr. Salahuddin Ahmed’s book was originally 
presented as a Ph.D. thesis at the University 
of London, and the main aritioism of it must 
be that it still has the narrow framework of 
thesis requirements. The present title is mis
leading, since the book makes no attempt to 
examine the fundamental ideas whioh still 
characterized the structure of Hindu and 
Muslim society in Bengal, nor does it attempt 
to measure the effects and degree of change in 
the society at large. Occasionally, some of 
Dr. Ahmed’s generalizations seem a little far- 
fetohed. For example, he states on pp. 100-1 
that the new landed aristooraoy in Bengal 
contained two elements, one with an urban 
and commercial background and the other 
whose interests were solely confined to land, 
and he attributes progressive ideas to the first 
because ‘ oommeijoe appeared to them more 
important not merely because it was more 
profitable ; it held aloft the banner of ohange 
and progress and was therefore, ideologically 
more acceptable ’ (p. 102). Apart from the 
fact that no reference is cited to show whether
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in fact this was the view of any zamindar with 
twin interests in land and oommerce, it seems 
highly doubtful if the latter oould by itself 
induoe any such ideological notions in its 
participants. The fact that many of the 
successful Indian merchants and trading 
agents were buying land and setting up as 
wealthy zamindars can be explained simply on 
the ground that, in the absenoe of a wide range 
of outlets for investment, land provided a 
lucrative and stable source of employment for 
surplus capital.

K. If. OHAUDH.UBI

Stephen N. Hay (ed.): Dialogue 
between a theist and an idolater ; 
Brahma pauttalik samvad. An 1820 
tract probably by Rammohun Roy. 
v, 200 pp., front., 2 plates. Calcutta : 
K. L. Mukhopadiyay, 1964. Rs. 16.
In this volume Mr. Hay has republished 

with an introduction, glossary, and index a 
nineteenth-century Bengali traot on Hindu 
idolatry and its contemporary English transla
tion. Although it is known from various 
sources, as well as from the title-page of some 
reprints, that the author of the Bengali traot 
is Brajamohan Dev, Mr. Hay has raised 
doubts about the authorship and discussed 
the question in detail in a fairly long intro
duction. Mr. Hay’s thesis is that ‘ there is a 
strong probability that Rammohun Roy wrote 
the tract on whioh Brajamohun Majumder’s 
name occurs ’ (p. 41). In the light of Mr. Hay’s 
argument this conjecture does not seem to be 
totally improbable.

Within 40 years of its publication the tract 
ran into several reprints. Several English 
translations also were published, some with 
annotation. In this volume Mr. Hay has 
reprinted the earliest available (1842-3) 
Bengali text (the first edition is untraceable) 
and an English translation of 1821. We are 
grateful to Mr. Hay for the reproduction of the 
Bengali and English texts in one single volume.

A few points may be raised here whioh 
puzzled me and may be puzzling to other 
readers. First, the English text of Mr. Hay’s 
edition represents that of the 1821 edition, but 
the title-page of Mr. Hay’s edition describes it 
as An 1820 tract. The introduction, too, refers 
to ‘ an 1820 traot ’ (p. 29), ‘ 1820 edition ’ 
(p. 36). One wonders what has happened to 
this ‘ 1820 tract ’. Is it a translation earlier 
than 1821 ? If it were so, we should have 
more information about it. Alternatively, if 
the date is wrong, we must be told so in the 
beginning. Second, we are told that the

1842-3 Bengali edition contained 38 footnotes, 
but they are not inoluded in Mr. Hay’s edition. 
One may be inquisitive to know what sort of 
notes they were and what were the reasons for 
their exclusion. Third, one fails to understand 
why a facsimile of the title-page of a later edi
tion is inoluded whereas that of the 1842-3 
edition, whioh supplies the text for Mr. Hay’s 
edition, is exoluded. Fourth, one may also ask 
why Mr. Hay found it necessary to change the 
original title of the 1842-3 edition from 
Tathya prakdi to Brahma pauttalik samvad in 
the title-page of his edition. This probably has 
been done on Long’s testimony. But Tathya 
prakdh antedates Long’s Catalogue, the 
accuracy of which is doubtful, by not less than 
16 years.

This book would have been more useful if 
Mr. Hay had compared the texts of the 
different editions. His brief comment on the 
Tatvabodhini Sabha edition is interesting. 
This could have been more interesting if he had 
pursued it further instead of laying so much 
emphasis on the authorship whioh he knew he 
could not settle oonolusively.

T. w 11 ktt kr-tt

Jatindra Chandea Sengupta : West 
Dinajpur. (Gazetteer of India. West 
Bengal District Gazetteers.) xv, 
269 pp. Calcutta: [Government of 
West Bengal], 1965. Rs. 15.

'The old Imperial, Provincial, and District 
series of the Indian gazetteers have been called 
the finest monument of the British administra
tion in India; Spate, in the introduction to his 
India and Pakistan: a general and regional 
geography, London, 1964, points out that ‘ no 
comparable area of the world has anything like 
this survey of all aspeots of life ’, and calls 
them ‘ a Domesday and much more ’. But 
the old District Gazetteers of Bengal, valuable 
though they still are in many ways, are now 
over 60 years old, and vast sociological, 
demographio, and political changes have 
occurred in the areas they covered. The 
international boundary drawn in 1947 between 
the new India and Pakistan out the old 
Diniijpur Distriot into two; the present 
volume, of oourse, relates only to the new 
distriot to the west of the frontier.

This gazetteer conforms with the general 
pattern for revision of District Gazetteers 
recommended by the Government of India. 
Within this pattern it is substantially a 
revised version of the 1912 Din&jpur gazetteer 
of F. W. Strong, LC.S., muoh of whose work 
has been appropriated (with due acknowledge
ment) verbatim, especially in the sections on
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flora and fauna, geology and climate. For the 
rest the revision seems to have been extensive, 
oompetent, and painstaking, and the compiler 
has on occasion been able to incorporate the 
results of work in which he was engaged 
elsewhere—for example, he was during three 
years of his task simultaneously Superinten
dent of Census Operations in WeBt Bengal, and 
has therefore been able to ensure that the 
demographio information was the latest 
possible. Information he received from various 
Government, State, and other bodies has 
similarly guaranteed the freshness of the 
industrial, fiscal, legal, ednoational, agricul
tural, and ohrematistic data. In some cases, 
however, the information still stands in need 
of revision; for example, in the historical 
seotion the name of the conqueror is given as 
Muhammad Bakhtyar Khalji {rede Muljam- 
mad-i Bahhtiv&r or M. ibn B.), and Raja 
Ganesh is said to have acceded to the Bengal 
throne in a ‘ short interregnum of a few 
years ’, although the numismatic evidence 
shows an uninterrupted sequence of Muslim 
rulers until the accession of Ganesh’s son the 
convert Jalal al-DIn Muhammad. Again, in 
the seotion on language, the specimen of 
Din&jpur Bengali is simply that of Grierson 
from the old Linguistic survey of India, 
Prodigal Son and all.

At some places the English readB a little 
strangely; for example, the chapter on 
‘ General administration ’ is divided into two 
seotions, headed ‘ The State Government 
set-up ’ and ‘ The Central Government set
up ’; and the reader needs to he aware that a 
‘ polioe station ’ is a small administrative area 
within a sub-division, lest he take fright at 
snob statements as ‘ the maximum number of 
Bengali speakers, numbering 128,245, reside 
in ftaiganj police station ’.

In general, however, this gazetteer is a mine 
of useful and recent information on the 
district it covers. Geography, history, 
‘ people ’ (demography, language, religion, 
caste, and social life, with population tables), 
agriculture and irrigation, industries, banking 
and commerce, communications, eoonomio 
trends, administration, revenue, crime and 
justice, local government, education and 
culture, public health, social service organiza
tions, and places of interest, all have chapters 
devoted to them; a bibliography of 3 pp. lists 
the works most utilized in the compilation of 
the volume ; and the index is foil and aoonrate. 
The one serious omission is a map, or preferably 
a series of maps. But if the series continues on 
the lines of this gazetteer it will represent a 
worthy line of succession to the old I.C.S. 
gazetteers.

J. BTOTOS-TAQE

Ved Prakash Luthera : The concept 
of the secular state and India, xv, 
187 pp. Calcutta, etc. : Oxford 
University Press, Indian Branch, 
1964. 22s.
Brief, bnt oloeely argued, this work provides 

a valuable addition to the literature relating 
to the nature of the Indian polity. The author 
is concerned to demonstrate that the continual 
insistence, in public utterances and aoademio 
writing, that Tndia is a secular state, causes 
confusion and stems from imprecise thinking. 
Building up his case mainly upon the basis of 
constitutional debates and legal judgements, 
he first Bets out to refine the proposition of a 
‘ secular state ’ until he arrives at a valid 
conceptual theory. He then seeks to discover 
how far the Constitution of India measures np 
to theory. If one ohooses to question Dr. 
Lnthera’s approach, it must be over the 
fundamental question as to whether it is 
feasible or useful to attempt a total definition 
of Hie term ‘ secular state ’. When we 
examine broad oonoepts, Buoh as democracy, 
nation, parliament, it is oertainly not enough 
to he oontent with some vague general im
pression of what the term implies. But the 
concept of democracy differs markedly when 
it is employed by Woodrow Wilson, Lenin, 
Atatnrk, Gandhi, or Mao Tse-tung, and we 
need to know precisely how each man inter
prets the concept. The point at issue is 
whether it is acceptable to determine that one 
interpretation (say, that of President Wilson) 
is correot, and all the others to some degree 
faulty. Dr. Luthera does follow this course, 
and he finds that the United States—although 
it has not entirely fulfilled the ideal—approxi
mates most olosely among the nations of the 
modem world to a Beoular state. Turning to 
India, the author has little difficulty in 
showing (with a wealth of legal citations) that 
even the limited goal of a quasi-secular state 
envisaged in the Indian Constitution has not 
been realized. His approach has the virtue of 
exposing the humbug whioh sometimes 
surrounds the secular state notion in India. 
Dr. Luthera oites the example of Article 48 in 
the Constitution whioh is the basis for legisla
tion (now widely adopted) against cow 
slaughter. The Artiole rests upon the argument 
that animal husbandry ought to he developed 
‘ on modem and scientific lines ’; bnt Dr. 
Luthera exposes the hollow nature of this 
claim to be looking forward, and demonstrates 
that the cow slaughter ban represents a return 
to ancient Hindu religions custom. Of oonrse, 
the author is a purist, and he insists (p. 108) 
that ‘ though the objective of the eradication 
of untonchability which the state has set 
before it is, it needs to be emphasised, highly
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desirable and noble, tbe performance of snob 
fanetions by the state as far as the religions 
institutions is concerned is not consistent with 
the ooncept of the secular state Excluding, 
as he does, the reform of religions abuses from 
the true fnnotion of a ‘ secular state ’, Dr. 
Luthera allows very little of the accepted 
orthodoxy to escape unscathed, though he is 
prepared to oonoede that India may qualify 
for the description of a ‘ non-communal ’ 
state. This is a distinguished work; deserving 
to be pondered by those who approaoh politios 
both from the theoretical and the practical 
standpoint.

HUGH TUTKHE

Hans-Ddetee Evers : KuUunoandd in 
Ceylon: eine Untersuchung uber die 
Entstehung einer Industrie- Unter- 
nehmerschicht. (Sozialwissenschaft- 
liclie Beitrage zui Entwicklnngs- 
forsclumg, Bd. 1.) 206 pp. Baden- 
Baden : Verlag August Lutzeyer, 
[1964], DM27.
It is gratifying that the first volume in a 

new series should be devoted to Ceylon, a 
country that does not strike the headlines so 
often as many of the ‘ emerging ’ nations and 
which is, as the author remarks, generally 
overshadowed by India in the allotment of 
research programmes. Dr. Evers’s study, 
based on two visits to Ceylon lasting in all 18 
months, is of outstanding interest, and 
adduces a comprehensively large quantity of 
data from which hypotheses are proposed with 
great aouteness.

After an introductory section explaining the 
problem to be considered., namely who is to 
lead the new society in Ceylon in a technical 
age, and the methods by whioh oultures can 
ohange and new leadership groups arise, there 
follows a summary of the traditional order in 
pre-European Ceylon, which, though it 
naturally touches on caste and ‘ feudalism ’, 
is noteworthy for its isolation of various less 
often noticed features of the ‘ Indian period ’ 
of Ceylonese history. Such are the inter
dependence between the oharismatio ruler, 
whose position was based upon rites of a 
brahmanical origin, find the sangha, whioh has 
always exerted political influence—and after 
all, Buddhism was sponsored by royalty in 
Ceylon from the first (or almost from the 
first). The ideal of the catcravarti monarch 
reflected the position of a philosopher-king, 
and the rulers of Ceylon have almost always 
sought to maintain and farther the Buddhist 
sdsana. One might add here mention of the 
Diyasena legend, especially since publicists

have sought to identify the late Mr. S. W. It. D. 
Bapdaranfyaka with Diyasena. Another idea 
of far-reaching importance is wbat Dr. Evers 
describes as the idea of the Buddhist welfare 
state, i.e. that rulers in general must acquire 
merit by good works towards their peoples 
(notably by constructing irrigation works, for 
instance). It was a reflection of this idea that 
caused the kings of Ceylon to be treated as 
bodhisattvas. Furthermore, Ceylon itself was 
and is held to be a plaoe of particular impor
tance in Buddhist contexts, and to be under 
speoial protection from the gods for this 
reason.

Moving to modem times, Ceylon has lived, 
for the last century at least, under a plantation 
eoonomy, and still does so for the moBt part. 
Apart from graphite mining, whioh started in 
the mid-nineteenth century, industrial under
takings on a small scale have opened up since 
1920, and more particularly since 1940. The 
post-war developments have not been the 
objeot of much systematic inquiry, and are 
still indeed in relative infancy. Dr. Evers has 
collected data, mostly summarized in tables, 
of the community, caste, religion, and educa
tion of the entrepreneurs, and also, it is some
what ourious to find, of their occupations, or 
original occupations—since these develop
ments are mostly so recent that the entre
preneurs have in fact been trained for, and 
often still practise, other jobs. In this section 
some mention is made of the Indian Muslim 
communities of Ceylon and also of the Chinese ; 
on these two almost untouohed fields, further 
researoh is greatly needed. The present work, 
however, is mostly concerned with the 
Sinhalese, since they do provide the majority 
of the economio leaders of the country. These 
leaders are almost all of goyigama or kardva 
caste, with a preponderance of the latter, 
except in state-owned industry. Most of them 
are Buddhist, and in spite of the fact that 
nearly all Sinhalese Roman Catholics are of 
kardva oaste, virtually no Roman Cathodes 
are found in positions of industrial prominence. 
(Theories that the Protestant ethos favours 
the acquisition of gain will not, however, apply 
in Ceylon.) They have almost all had a 
‘ Western ’ education, and are mostly land- 
owners (still almost the only really respeotable 
occupation in Ceylon) or else lawyers. The 
connexion between oaste, public offioe, and the 
ownership of land is still very strong.

Based upon these data, a rough distinction 
is then drawn between three types of entre
preneur : the feudal type, corresponding 
roughly to the kind of family which aoquired 
a dominating position under the Portuguese 
and Dutch occupations(cinnamon-»ntttZaZfyars); 
the intellectual type, corresponding roughly to 
the kind of family whioh aoquired a dominating
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position in the British period after the Cole- 
brooke-Cameron reforms of 1833, i.e. those of a 
Westernized liberal outlook; and the true 
capitalistic type, conformable to the secular
ized, technical world that emerged (in Ceylon) 
after independence—but this last type is rare 
in Ceylon, and agrees ill with the current trend 
of revived nationalism. Of these, it is the 
second type whioh seems most likely to 
prevail at present. These three types of 
entrepreneur are illustrated by a short series 
of family histories—of the de Soysa family for 
type 1, and of other less clearly recognizable 
families for the other two types. This section 
is also of absorbing interest. While the 
Ceylonese themselves are very well aware of 
family ties and connexions, this information 
is not generally widespread among foreigners, 
and a reference book of Ceylonese families is 
greatly to be desired, and would surely be 
fascinating to compile. Wright’s Twentieth- 
century impressions of Ceylon (1908) is almost 
the only available work containing any such 
information. Directories, who’s whos, and 
even newspaper obituaries, are astonishingly 
reticent with regard to the families of the men 
they are considering, and do not usually even 
name their fathers, let alone their mothers. 
While the nameB borne by Sinhalese persons 
often give the student much information, it 
needs considerable patienoe to trace family 
connexions in the absence of a system of 
surnames, and Dr. Evers’s consultation of 
electoral lists for this purpose iB particularly 
praiseworthy.

Caste tension and the Buddhist revival 
are the factors that have had the greatest 
influence upon the emergence of the new 
economio leadership. In the caste structure, 
the hardva caste has had the advantage of 
being almost exclusively a low-country caste, 
which had never developed feudal obligations, 
and whose members could therefore sell their 
skills (fishery and carpentry) where they would. 
There has been goyigama-hardva tension since 
before 1800, as is shown by the establishment 
of the Amarapura nihdya early in the nine
teenth century, and the hardva economio 
position has risen steadily ever since. Simul
taneously, the Buddhist revival (which may 
be taken to have started with V&livita 
Saranankara in the Kandyan kingdom of the 
eighteenth century) urged forward the emerg
ing hardva entrepreneurs to perform deeds of 
merit by economic aotivity. Dr. Evers also 
showB that the hardvas had the least * socio
cultural distance * from a modem eoonomy, 
since the whole system of fishery in Ceylon 
requires a capitalist (muddtdli) and a system 
of auotion.

The concluding section is an estimate of the 
value-systems and outlook of the new entre

preneurs. Most of them, the author says, while 
vehemently criticizing state officials as 
entirely ignorant of economics, nevertheless 
strongly support state planning, and objeot 
merely to its present inefficiency. Here the 
‘ feudal ’ entrepreneur may in faot hold ideas 
whioh would in Europe be deprecated as 
‘ fasoist ’. The intellectual entrepreneur is 
strongly in favour of state finance for industry 
(largely because he himself is often a man 
without capital resources). The majority- 
opinion is thus ranged behind the traditional 
Buddhist * welfare state ’, and the economy is 
identified with the state. Politicians are 
therefore accorded the position of the kings of 
old (and, by some intellectuals, Marxism is 
identified with Buddhism). The whole idea 
of a * private sector ’ is ooruing to appear as a 
colonial survival and an intrusion upon the 
Buddhist way of life.

This study covers events almost up to the 
present day; it mentions the ‘ coup * of 
January 1962, although the writing was only 
completed in May 1962. The industrial 
personnel who are the prime scope of inquiry 
have mostly emerged in the last 16 years. 
This book is therefore concerned with a field 
that has hardly been touched before, but is 
clearly of the greatest importance. The author 
makes more than one interesting excursus into 
connected problems, such as the educational 
systems in the island, and calls for further 
investigation into other aspects of the field 
whioh he himself had no time to pursue. 
Among these, a further and more detailed 
investigation into family histories and con
nexions seems to deserve a high priority.

O. H. B. REYNOLDS

M. D. Wainwright and Noel Matthews 
(oomp.) : A guide to Western manu
scripts and documents in the British 
Isles relating to South and South East 
Asia, xix, 532 pp. London, etc. : 
Oxford University Press, 1965. £5. 
This guide represents a survey of the 

resources of more than 300 institutions in 
England, Scotland, Wales, and Ireland. These 
inolude libraries, universities and colleges, 
record offices, as well as -the headquarters of 
bodies long associated with Asia, suoh as 
religious organizations, military and naval 
establishments, and business firms. The 
‘ Prince * who is absent from this mighty 
oompany is the India Offioe records: a volume 
devoted to this collection alone awaits separate 
publication. The earliest materials date back 
to the beginning of the fifteenth century; the 
last refer to 1900. The factors which have
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determined the inolusion of an entry must vary 
widely: some material of marginal utility has 
crept in: this reviewer was flattered but 
surprised to discover that he features as source 
material on pp. 232 and 233. The extra
ordinary variety of this miscellany may perhaps 
excuse the reviewer from discharging the 
traditional task of vetting the work for errors : 
a random oheok disclosed only one mistake: 
on p. 276, Sir Herbert Edwardes is listed as 
Edwards. The weight of the material lies 
heavily in the more traditional fields of 
research. The scholar whose interest lies in 
military history, institutions of government, 
or diplomacy, will find richness in these pages. 
Sooial history, hitherto neglected in the South 
and South East Asian area, can be greatly 
advanced, on the evidence of these resources. 
However, the economist or eoonomio historian 
will find little to excite his appetite. In 
Liverpool, two firms offer a small amount of 
new material, and so do the Chamber of 
Commerce and the oity’s Public Library. The 
great city of Glasgow offers virtually nothing. 
The City of London preserves its traditional 
discretion. The Bank of England discloses a 
selection of East India Stook records. The 
Chartered Bank explains that it has ‘ an 
extensive collection of records ’ whioh. ‘ are not 
available ’, though ‘ speoiflc questions might 
be answered on application ’. Throughout the 
commercial capital of the Empire, the rest is 
silenoe.

We must return, thankfully, to materials 
brought to our notice in other fields. The 
catalogues of items vary a good deal in the 
degree of information they afford. The entries 
under the Publio Record Office are terse, 
though explioit; those provided for the 
Bodleian Library are much more full. The 
great body of material relates to the activities 
of the British in Asia, rather than to Asia 
itself: in some degree, this follows the decision 
to restriot the field to documents in Western 
languages only.

How is a reviewer to prooeed from the 
general to the particular in order to give some 
impression of the wealth of sources uncovered 
by this excellent guide T The index alone 
comprises 60 pages of small type. The first 
entry refers to ‘ Abba Thule ', and covers ‘ A 
Treaty of Peace between Abba Thule, Chief of 
Horror, and Arraoklye, Chief of Malagok ’ 
(these potentates dwelt in the Palau Islands 
of the Pacific). The final entry reads ‘ Zwann, 
Johann Pieter Kleiweg de ’ who, it seems, 
wrote a treatise on the treatment of smallpox 
on the island of Nias off Sumatra, Die Heil- 
kunde dtr Niaster. Whatever our speoifio 
interest, it emerges that we shall all need this 
volume as an indispensable tool of the trade.

HUGH TIN HUB

B. Rintcken (ed.) : Folklore mongol. 
Lime troisibne.—Lime quatribne. 
(Asiatische I’orsclraiigen, Bd. 12, 15.) 
[v], 272 pp.; xxvii, 325 pp. Wies
baden : Otto Harrassowitz, 1964-5. 
DM 32, 60.
These two invaluable volumes oontinue the 

publication of texts of Mongol folk literature 
collected by Academician Rintohen, mainly 
in the late 1920’s, but also as recently as 1967. 
Their contents are very different. Vol. m 
contains three epio poems, of whioh the second 
is of Buriat origin and the third, by far the 
longest, occupies nearly 200 pages of 48 lines 
each. Vol. rv is made up of a large number of 
shortish texts. These are divided and sub
divided into the following categories :
(A) short forms of Mongol folk-lore in the

Khalkha dialeot
(i) stories, legends, anecdotes

(ii) proverbs and sayings
(iii) riddles
(iv) benediotion formulas (Mo. trflpel)

(B) texts laoking an ending
(C) folk-lore texts in mixed speeoh
(D) texts in Mongol writing (but here tran

scribed into the standard orthography of
the series)

The incomplete texts are selected from among 
those of the compiler’s collection which were 
ravaged during the troubled year 1937. The 
texts in mixed speech were noted down in 
Ulan Bator from speakers of other dialeots, 
especially Buriats, Chipohins, and Dagurs, who 
were trying to talk Khalkha.

Vol. m had unfortunately to be published 
without its prefaoe, whioh was lost in the post 
between Mongolia and Germany, as were the 
corrected proofs. A second copy of the 
preface was, however, prepared in time to be 
printed retrospectively in vol. rv, so that the 
reader is not deprived of the compiler’s 
essential commentary and analyses. Both this, 
and the preface to vol. iv itself, some 12 pp. 
in all, are in French. Of especial value is the 
detailed analysis of the second epio, ‘ The wise 
boy Sagadai and the prudent girl Nogodai ’ 
whioh, being of Khori-Buriat origin, is even 
more difficult to make out—certainly for this 
reviewer—than the texts in Khalkha. The 
commentary brings out clearly the primitive 
tribal nature of the sooiety where this epio had 
its origin, and the shamanistio view of the 
world whioh prevailed there. It would have 
been helpful to have some analysis of the third 
epic, ‘ The wise 160-year old king Old Dragon ’ 
whioh Academician Rintche'n characterizes as 
presenting the manners and oustoms of his 
people, the military and administrative 
organization of nomad sooiety, the description
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of campaigns, great assemblies and national 
feasts, and so on. The proper exploitation of 
an. epio of this length is an appreciable task. 
More immediately accessible are the pieces con
tained in vol. iv, whioh are short enough not 
to demand such prolonged and concentrated 
attention. Still, it should not be supposed 
that they are easy reading either. They are 
reproduced in plain text, without explanations 
except for a few rare glosses. The riddles are 
at least supplied with their keys, but eveu so 
the riddles in mixed speech are often very hard 
to penetrate. The folk-tales are a good and 
typical sample of this genre of Mongol popular 
literature. Disregarding legend (represented 
here by item A 5, 1 The Olet war ’, of which a 
variant has recently appeared under the title 
‘ Shar Baa tar of the Olets ’ in Yanjavyn 
Jieldeg Hlgerees ‘ Tales told by Yangjav ’ 
(Stadia Fololorica, m, 4), Ulan Bator, 1964} 
and anecdote (especially items A 26 and A 26,
‘ The Darhad shamans ’ and ‘ The lama’s 
horse ’ which will be referred to later), they 
exemplify each of the three main types of folk
tale distinguished by Walther Heissig (Mongol- 
ische Mdrchen, Bugen Diederiohs Verlag, 
1963, 237)—the animal tale, the tale of magic, 
and the ‘ situation ’ or ‘ social ’ tale. Classifica
tion is too complicated a matter to broach 
here, but Professor HeiBsig’s scheme seems to 
the reviewer hardly comprehensive enough, 
nor are the categories sufficiently olear-out. 
P. Horloo {Mongol ardyn yavgah iUger ‘ The 
Mongol folk-tale ’ (Studia Folclorioa, i, 8), 
Ulan Bator, 1960) suggests a fourth oategory 
of 1 humorous ’ tales, in whioh he puts mainly 
mendicant and liar stories. Even so rt is hard 
to know how to classify suoh a tale as item 
A 10, ‘ The story of the bull ’ (for a variant of 
which see Heissig, op. cit., 70), whose essence 
is nothing but whimsical hyperbole taken to 
absurd lengths. Where should one group the 
story 1 Three benefactors of creation ’ which is 
short enough to quote in full T ‘ Why the 
orane steps along pit-pat is this—he steps 
gently lest, if he stepped heavily, the earth 
might cave in and everyone fall into the 
craters. Why the grasshopper gets up on top 
of a pebble is to keep watch from a height lest 
the Last Flood should come and destroy 
humanity in its waters. And why the bat 
hangs head down from something and keeps 
watch towards heaven is lest the heavens 
oollapse and destroy humanity.’ Items 19-24 
are origin-tales of the 1 Just-so story ’ type, 
and while they might be classified as animal 
stories, are of a sub-group sufficiently distinct 
to stand by itself. Tales of this sort are 
unfamiliar to the reviewer in their original 
form, though one, item A 20, has been retold 
by Owen Lattimore in his book Mongol 
journeys.

Professor Heissig gives an excellent charac
terization of the Mongol tale, bringing out the 
use of alliteration, of alternating prose and 
verse passages, of hyperbole and repetition, 
and so on. One device he does not mention, 
though it is common enough, is the use of puns 
and words with double meanings, associated 
with secret messages or deliberate misunder
standings. Many stories rely on thiR device for 
their whole point. The deliberate misunder
standing is illustrated by the story ‘ The 
official put to shame ’ in the collection Oncftin 
tsagaan botgo “The orphan white camel-kid ’, 
Uian Bator, 1968, 6. P. Horloo, op. oit., 84, 
discusses the ‘ secret message ’ device. Our 
item C 12 (variant in Folklore mongol, I, 1900, 
item xv) is an example of the plot dependent 
on the malicious distortion of conversation 
aooidentally overheard, and susceptible of 
more than one application, to embarrass or 
shame the original speaker. Such tales may 
well be looked upon as a sub-group of the tales 
of triokery and deceit whioh themselves form a 
substantial group within the oategory of the 
1 situation ' story. Modem, politically con
scious Mongol literary critios necessarily see In 
such taleB evidence of sooial oriticism and of 
the class struggle in action. One Mongol 
scholar comments on the badarchin or mendi
cant storieB, which correspond in some distant 
way to the Jewish type of Schnorrer or 
scrounger stories: ‘ In these stories the
mendicant is the superior of the khan and the 
lama in wisdom and ability, and direots his 
powers to the assistance of the poor masses. 
The figure of the mendicant in these stories is 
that of the direct proteotor of the masses ’ 
(P. Horloo, op. oit., pp. 80-1). This analysis 
assigns to the mendicant a fixed olass-role in a 
politically consoious society which, in the 
reviewer’s opinion, is a dogmatio assertion 
quite unsupported by the facts. The outsider 
is always a stock figure of fun, and of admira
tion, too, in popular tales, whether liar, 
mischief-maker, racial outsider, or, as in the 
Mongo] tales, wanderer. To discuss seriously 
the conflicting oiass interests of mendicant and 
temple-lama is to take the whole matter far 
too seriously, since for every time the mendi
cant comes off best, he oomes to grief at least 
once as well. He may put a prince or a miserly 
householder to silence with his quick wits, but 
just as easily falls viotim to his own failings of 
greed and lechery, as in the Rabelaisian 
encounter between a mendicant and a oow-girl 
of which Academician Rintchen offers us two 
hilarious versions (item A 3, and item xiv of 
Folklore mongol, i). In any oase, these two 
versions reinforce the argument about the 
group-outsider, for thiB mendicant is doubly a 
stranger: he is a Tibetan or Tangut lama, a 
figure good for a laugh in his own right in
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Mongol tales. More likely to be correct is 
Professor Heissig’s moderately expressed view 
that the Mongol folk-tale, in contrast to the 
epio whose hero is most often a swaggering, 
powerfol warrior king, may spring from a 
lower stratum- of Mongol society. It seems 
ohancy to go muoh further than this. What 
oomes out in such stories is not social oritioism 
of a olass nature, but moral oriticism aimed 
at taking down the hypocrite, the pompous, 
and the greedy, and compensating in the 
process with a good deal of Schadenfreude, too, 
and a fair leaven of obscenity.

‘ Humorous ’ tales of deceit and revenge are 
of oourse not limited to the human sphere, 
and the present collection has two very full 
versions of the tale of how a tiger was put to 
confusion. Item A 2, ‘ The tricky old man ’, 
corresponds roughly to Professor Heissig’s two 
tales 17 i and 17 ii, in whioh an old man plays 
a part. Item A 4, ‘ The bull, the billy-goat, 
and the ram ’ is a fuller and raoier version of 
the purely animal tale told in Sodnom, Mai aj 
ahuin holhogdolloi ardyn aman zohiol ‘ Popular 
literature relating to animal herding ’, Hlan 
Bator, 1966, 109-11,- and, in a much briefer 
recension, in the same collection, p. 126, and in 
Mongolyn hoshin Ulger, yaria ‘ Humorous tales 
and aneodotes of Mongolia ’ (Studia Polclorica, 
nr, 2), Ulan Bator, 1961, 47. (Sodnom’s 
version has been copied into Bosson’s book 
Modem Mongolian, reviewed BSOAS, xxvm, 
2, 1966, 417-18, with one small but important 
alteration.) No moral is pointed in any 
version, nor does any seem to be intended. 
The shorter versions of the story bring the 
narrative to a close when the tiger, bluffed into 
confusion and retreat by the three friends, 
gets his own baok on the fox (or wolf or bear, 
according to version) which has led him into 
danger. The longer versions end with a lightly 
ironioal coda: ‘ So these three beasts did not 
fell prey to a wild animal. But one of them 
ruptured his crotoh, and another smashed his 
horns, and when the grass grew again they all 
went home

There is, however, a vigorous moralizing 
spirit perceptible in Mongol literature from the 
earliest times, from the didactic texts con
nected with the name of Oinggis Qan onwards. 
But the conscious manipulation of this to turn 
the folk-tale into an instrument of sooial 
criticism with a definite political objective is a 
modem innovation, exemplified by some 
apparently altered tales emanating from 
Chinese Inner Mongolia. No suoh political 
oolonring is discernible in any of Academician 
Rintchen’s stories, nor, indeed, in any others 
of those published recently in Ulan Bator, so 
that one is entitled to deduce that in Inner 
Mongolia familiar themes have either been 
adapted by the editors before publication, or

have been subtly altered by the narrators 
themselves under the stress of sooial change. 
Both explanations seem likely. The second 
would account for a similar, earlier process, by 
whioh epics aoquired a light Buddhistio 
veneer. The eifeot of the impaot of a new and 
energetio oulture upon a conservative, less 
vital, though deeply rooted one, leading to a 
breakdown in the individual's confidence in 
the old view of life, may usually only be 
guessed at, or discerned in general terms. So 
it is particularly valuable to find, in the two 
anecdotes items A 26 and A 26, a direct 
commentary on them by the narrator, a 
woman of Ulan Bator aged 42 when she 
reoited them in 1947. She would have been 
bom about 20 years before Marxism began to 
take effeot in Mongolia in the mid-1920’s. Her 
anecdotes are tales from real life about the 
magical powers of shamans and lamas, but 
she evidently had her doubts about their 
veracity, doubts not really resolved by the 
new theories she was having to grow used to. 
She says : ‘ The Darhads had terrible shamans. 
When their wrestler was nearly beaten, their 
shaman sent a thong into our wrestler’s thigh. 
But I don’t know if this is true or false. The 
old stories are deceits and lies, and useless old 
stuff—they call them survivals of feudalism, 
and uncultured. Looking at it today, it must 
be lies, what I’ve told. But when I was young 
people all talked like that, and they said it was 
true. But maybe it is lies ’. And again:
‘ People whispered that the lama had killed 
the other man’s horse, so that his should win, 
but the owner of the horse was afraid of the 
lama, and let the matter go without saying 
anything. Who knows whether the horse 
collapsed and died, or whether it was the 
lama’s doing ? I heard that the lama fled 
abroad .... By now he must be 40 years old. 
But maybe the tale isn’t true. In the old, 
primitive days people used to say all sorts of 
things ’.

It is no surprise to find internationally 
known themes, for example that of Puss in 
Boots (C 1), Tom Thumb (C 2) and others, 
in this collection. Puss, in Mongol versions 
(for instance Mongolyn hoshin Ulger, yaria, 47) 
is always a fox, while Tom Thumb is known 
as ‘ Tail-boy ’ and is an animal’s tail come to 
life.

Among the texts in written Mongol we note 
23 songs, followed by three epio poems, which 
inolude a version of Qan Qarangyui (for which 
see also Tyurko-mongol'shoe yatyhoznanie i 
fol’hlorislika, Moscow, 1960), and a Janggar 
epio.

The compiler expresses his hopes that his 
collections will be translated. For more than 
one reason it will not be an easy job to make 
a complete translation. As a small gift for
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Academician Rintchen’s recent sixtieth birth
day, the reviewer would like to offer a version 
of item A 16, one of the few short enough to fit 
the limitB of a review. It was told by Mergen 
Gombojav, presumably the same Gombojav 
who studied with Paul Pelliot in Paris.

‘ Fat Boy, Butter Boy, and Broom-grass 
Boy there were, the three. One day the wind 
got up, and they covered over the smoke flap. 
Broom-grass Boy went outside to pull over the 
flap, and was blown away by the wind. 
Butter Boy went out after him, and was 
grabbed by a dog. Fat Boy was afraid to go 
outside, and stayed inside the stuffy tent and 
melted away. See what a happy life they 
lived 1 ’

0. S. BAWT)BN

Lawrence Krader : Social organiza
tion of the Mongol-TurMc pastoral 
nomads. (Indiana University Publica
tions. TJralio and Altaic Series, 
Vol. 20.) x, 412 pp. The Hague : 
Mouton and Co., 1963. Guilders 48, 
$13.26.

The object of this monograph is to study the 
sooial organization of a number of related 
nomadic groups, not simply as an end in itself, 
but as a contribution to oultural history. The 
case for Buch an endeavour is that, as Ruth 
Benedict pointed out, social organization has 
‘ the advantage of greater precision in defini
tion of terms than other aspects of oulture, 
with the possible exception of linguistics ’. 
The Mongol-Turkic peoples are an ideal subject 
for snob a study for it is rare, in the author’s 
words, 1 to find a cultural entity such as the 
nomadio pastoralists of the Asian steppes, who 
have a record of fifteen centuries or more of 
recorded history of social organization, that is 
with enough recorded detail to oompose suoh 
a history ’. (It might have been as well to add 
that for the earliest periods the data are 
scarcely speoifio, the problems of linguistic 
reconstruction considerable, and the problems 
of application to aotual groups—whether in 
spaoe or in time—formidable.) Although 
Professor Krader’s primary oonoem is with the 
ethnographio present, he insists upon the 
historical continuity of these pastoral nomadic 
groups. As a result, he discusses the organiza
tion of the Orkhon-yenisei Turks (sixth- 
eighth centuries a.d.) in the light of the 
material available (seventeenth-twentieth 
centuries) on the Kazakhs; he is also able to 
throw considerable light on the organization 
of the Mongols at the time of Oinggis Qan, 
through a study of more recent material from 
the Ordos. Again, his summations of kinship

termB (and omissions, as in the absence of a 
term for father’s sister’s child among the 
Ordos Mongols) provide muoh food for thought.

The book is arranged in a number of 
chapters each of which deals with a separate 
people: Ordos Mongols, Buryats, Volga 
Kalmuks, Kazakhs, and Monguors (of the 
Kansu-Tibet frontier). There are an intro
ductory chapter, a long concluding section in 
which the author draws together oertain 
salient features of his work, and lists of kinship 
terms, tables of kinship systems, and maps—■ 
not very good—with an extensive bibliography 
and an index. Professor Rrader commands a 
formidable range of literature (though not 
Chinese) and was able to travel in parte of the 
Asian steppe as far as Tashkent and Samarkand 
in I960 so that, although the book is not the 
result of field-work in the conventional sense, 
it is based upon considerably more than an 
exclusively library knowledge. Apart from the 
value of the bringing together of a considerable 
body of data relating to a major cultural 
grouping there are a number of other matters of 
worth to be found in Professor Krader’s book, 
some largely theoretical, others of perhaps 
more general interest. As a result of his study 
he was able to show that the Uzbeks (studied 
by L. P. Potapov) had a kinship system 
similar to that of the Kazakhs, a Turkic, and 
the Kalmuks, a non-Turkio people. At the 
same time he was able to show that, contrary 
to the classic view set out by Radloff, the 
Kirgiz and Kazakh did not have a single 
kinship system. In his investigation of the 
Ordos material he has been able to show that 
not all kinship relations have a mutual 
terminological relationship. This seems to be 
beoause the father’s siBter having married 
away from her 1 natal family ’, the son of her 
brother may have a relationship with her, but, 
sinoe he has no relation with his father’s 
sister’s son, the Mongols refuse to invent a 
term for a non-existent relationship. He is 
able to comment interestingly upon the 
prooeas of olan formation and to show not only 
how the Monguor material enables this to be 
studied in a most illuminating manner, but 
also how the data relating to the Kalmuks in 
the present century shows them in transition 
from genealogical clan to named sib. (The 
latter term is Professor Krader’s proposal for 
the equalitarian olan of Kirohhoff.) As an 
anthropologist in the American tradition 
Professor Rrader is interested in the extent to 
whioh the kinship patterns of the Mongol— 
Turkic nomads are to he oompared with the 
Omaha system. This problem is thoroughly 
discussed in his section on terminology (pp. 
366-72), a discussion whioh may help in 
resolving Borne of the problems of the origins 
of Buoh a system, since classical Mongol,
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Ordos, and Chahar on the one hand and Buryat 
(seemingly similar to Iroquois) are olearly to 
be distinguished from Kalumk, Hazakh, 
Kirgiz, and Uzbek which are Omaha. (The 
author’s analysis of the Buryat system is a 
contribution to the subject, for it does not 
appear to have been previously described.)

In a detailed, and not always easily readable, 
study Professor Krader has not only brought 
together a oorpus of material of importance 
and interest to a number of disciplines but has 
also shown how the principles of patrilineal 
descent and agnatio relationship have con
stituted the social nexuB of the peoples of the 
steppe to a degree whioh is almost unique in 
its extent and oonsistenoy. He can rightly 
claim to have demonstrated that ‘ the dan and 
lineage as Altaic steppe kinship structures are 
precisely the embodiments of the principles of 
patrilinearity and agnation. The steppe 
societies well serve as the dassical oases 

; these principles and structures of 
social organization ’. Thanks to 

his efforts it will now be possible to include 
them in the oorpus of teaching material for 
those concerned with problems of social 
organization and political structure as well as 
with kinship pur sang.

ANTHONY OHBISTIB

Moriya Mitsuo wp M il SB fft: Chugo- 
ku ko-saijiki no kenkyu—shiryfi no 
fukugen wo chushin toshite ®
m m is © ©f Pc «
7€ £ + & t L T- 6, 493,5pp. 
Tokyo : Teikokn shorn, 1964. ¥3,000. 

Desk Bodde (tr.) : Annual customs and 
festivals in Peking as recorded in the 
Yen-ching sui-shih-chi by Tun In
ch'en. Second edition (revised), xxviii, 
147 pp., 7 plates. Hong Kong: 
Hong Kong University Press, 1965. 
H K$ 35. (Distributed by Oxford 
University Press. 52s. 6d.)

UoexDA Miomo Pj B3 jE 5^C : Pekin 
fuzoku-zu fu ft ^ Si, 0 it- 
(‘T<5yo Bunko’ series, 23, 30.) 2 vols. : 
21, 149 pp., 64 plates; 3, 170 pp., 
54 plates. Tokyo : Heibonsha, 1964. 
¥ 900.
One fascinating genre of Chinese literature 

whioh has suddenly begun to attract the 
attention of scholars is the group of works 
known as Sui-shih-chi ^5 ‘ Records of
the seasons of the year ’, or ‘ Records of annual 
functions ’. These provide a sort of annual

calendar of customs, ritual observances, etc., 
often with respeot to a single dty or a Bpeoiflo 
locality. The earlier examples often, in 
addition, provide a work calendar for the 
seasonal tasks of agriculture, and have 
provided unique information for the agrarian

I recently reviewed (BSOAS, xxvn, 3, 1964, 
646-7) the new edition, by Professor Moriya 
of a newly discovered late T'ang example of 
this genre, the Ssu-shih suan-yao of Han 0. 
Professor Moriya has been engaged for some 
20 years in the Btudy of similar works, and has 
now brought together the results of this 
research in the volume under review. In this 
book he attempts, in the first section, to 
review all of the surviving literature of this 
type from the late Ban down to the Sung 
period. He gives a very full oritioal discussion 
for each of the major works, beginning with 
the late Han Ssu-min yUeh-ling [3 j3t U /ft' 
of Ts‘ui Shih ^ 2§£, and ending with the 
early Sung attempt, in the grand enoyolopedist 
spirit of the late tenth oentury, to produce a 
comprehensive collection incorporating the 
whole of the genre in Hsfi Hsieh’s ^ §§ 
8ui-shih jfcuang-chi l^f )j|f §5 • The most
substantial sections in this introduction deal
with the Feng-t'u chi ^ ^ f£ °f Chou Ch‘u 
Jjfj (jjj, a late third century work from 
Kiangsu; the Ghing-ch'u sui-shih chi jtjlf]
Sc §& ftn early seventh century com
mentary to and expansion by Tu Kung-ohen 

S’ IS °f the Ohiug-ch'u-chi ^ ^ fj), of 
the early sixth century writer Tsung Lin 
^ ^jjf, of whioh Professor Moriya has already 
published a oomplete translation with copious 
notes (Kochi Keiso saishihi fU ^ jjS;

, Tokyo, 1951); and the Ssu-shih suan- 
yao. The discussion of the Ghing-ch‘u sui-shih 
chi is an extremely elaborate exercise in 
textual critioism of the various recensions and 
quotations of the work whioh survive. 
Professor Moriya rejeots the generally accepted 
view of Chinese bibliographers that the book 
in its original form is lost, and holds that the 
edition of the Pao-ysn-i'ang pi-chi collection, 
although in places corrupt, and with some 
defective passages, represents substantially the 
full text of the original work.

The second half of the book, as the title
implies, is devoted to the reconstruction of the 
texts of the works discussed in the introduc
tion, in so far as this is possible on the basis of 
preserved quotations. Several of these works 
have been ‘ reconstructed ’ by nineteenth and 
twentieth century Chinese scholars, but in 
every case Professor Moriya has been able to 
improve upon their texts, or to recover
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additional fragments. The works with which 
he deals are as follows.

(1) Ts'ui Shih’s Ssv-min yileh-ling. Another
annotated reconstruction of this highly im
portant and interesting book was published 
very recently by the Chinese agrarian historian 
Shih Han-sheng A,_\ Jjc (S&u-min yileh-ling 
chiao-chu 0 ^ -ft- Peking, 1965,
114 pp.) and the two works are to some extent 
complementary, Professor Shih being primarily 
concerned with the book as evidence for the 
history of agriculture.

(2) Chou Ch'u's Feng-t‘u chi. Here Professor 
Moriya has assembled only the quotations 
which come from the ‘ record of annual func
tions and not the purely geographioal 
sections.

(3) Tu Kung-ohan’s Chiruj-ch u suishih chi.
(4) The early T‘ang Oh‘ien-chin yQeh-ling 

-f- ■§£ ft ft- of Sun Ssu-miao $$ JgJ ^ 
whioh was very widely read in T‘ang times. 
This work is of primarily medical interest—it 
has been the subjeot of several studies by 
modem Chinese medical historians. Many of 
the new fragments oollected by Professor 
Moriya oame from a Southern Sung work of 
the same type, Yangsheng yUeh-lan ^ 
ft jljr of Chon Shou-ohung ft1 An 
Edo-period Japanese MS of this work, from the 
Naikaku Bunko collection, whioh was formerly 
in the Akabayama Bunko is reprinted photo
graphically in an appendix, together with a 
detailed collation of other editions. A second 
important source for the Gh‘ien-chih yileh-ling 
is the very large Korean medical work Uibang 
Yuch'wi ffif ~jj ^ ^ completed in 266 
volumes in 1466^68 and printed in the 
1470’s. This work was taken to Japan by 
Hideyoshi’s Korean expedition, and eventually 
printed by Kitamura Shiritsu ^

in 1861. In the late nineteenth century, 
a number of Japanese soholars attempted to 
reconstruct the Gh'ien-chin yUeh-ling from the 
quotations in this work. Professor Moriya 
reprints photographs—none too legible—of a 
manuscript of one of these reconstructions 
written by Yamada Gyfwei jX| EH !¥!: /fit 
in 1890.

The other works reconstructed are all late 
T‘ang in date: (5) Ch‘i-jen yileh-ling ^ \ 

fa, an abridgement of the last work; 
(6) Paosheng yQth-lv. fa M ^ of Wei 
Hsing-kuei an early ninth century
book, very popular in early Sung timeB, 
containing muoh praotical matter, in the 
manner of the Sen-shih euan-yao ; (7) Chin-ku 
yUan-chi ^ § 0 |2 of Li Yung fa. g 
(tins and the following items describe customs

and ceremonial current in the great cities of 
the ninth century); (8) Chin-men sui-chieh chi 
4c tiff describing the customs
of Lo-yang; (9) Oh'in-chung suishih chi

4* SI B# IE’ and (10) Li«n-1^a sui-

shih chi ^ B# pB’ "^ten by
Li Oho fa £ij[ after the sack of Ch‘ang-an 
during the Huang Ch‘ao rebellion, and 
describing the capital’s former glories.

In later times, the suishih chi oame more 
and more to be dominated by works of this 
latter type, written by local antiquarians, 
usually in a period of decadence or decline, to 
try and recapture and re-oreate with loving 
attention to detail the life and customs of their 
times, while the praotical aspect became 
separated, and was replaced by the flourishing 
popular encyclopedias for everyday use.

One of the most appealing of these later 
examples is the delightful Yen-ching suishih chi 

S US I^F 12 written by a Manohu 
scholar, Thin Li-ch‘en SfcSS £• at the very 
end of the nineteenth oentury, whioh describes 
with loving attention to detail, and a con
siderable display of learning, the annual round 
of the year’s functions as observed in Peking. 
This was translated and published in an 
attractively illustrated form in 1937 by Derk 
Bodde, on the very eve of the extinction of 
the old Peking life. Long unobtainable, it is 
now reprinted, with some corrections in the 
text, and a list of oorrigenda, some based on 
Chou Tao-jon’s j§] A. reTiew °f the 
original edition published in 1942, some on the 
Japanese translation by Ono Katsutoshi 
/]' fa whioh appeared in 1941.
Readers may be interested to know that this 
too (Pekin nenju gySji-ki fa 41 ff
Jjf §2> Tokyo, Iwanami Shoten, 1941) is to 
be reprinted soon in the TSy5 Bunko series of 
Heibonsha. Anyone who is interested in 
custom, religious observance, popular enter
tainment, or in the varied life of the well-to-do 
dilettanti of the last years of the Chinese 
Empire will learn muoh—and derive a great 
deal of pleasure—from this book. But he 
should be warned that it is not to he taken at 
its face value as a straight description of 
oustoms and observances at the end of the 
nineteenth century. Like all suoh hooks it is 
baokward-Iooking and antiquarian in tone, and 
a good deal of it is simply quotation from earlier 
works of the same genre.

Any pcholar who wishes to odd some further 
historical depth to the aooount of Peking 
oustoms presented in Professor Bodde’s book 
will have ample material readily available. A 
very convenient punotuated. text of the 
Yen-ching sui-shih chi was issued in 1961,
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reprinted together with a similar book from 
the mid-eighteenth century, the Ti-ching sui- 
shih chi-slung $ # % 0# jj£ B of Faa 
Yung-ohieh fg first printed in 1768.
(Yen-ching sui-shih chi: Ti-ching sui-shih 
chi-sheng, 2, 94, Peking, Pei-ohing olife-pan 
she, 1961). For early Ch‘ing times there is 
muoh material in local histories of the area, 
and above all in the famous acoount of Peking 
and its history by the great seventeenth 
century soholar Chu I-tsun ^ the
Jih-hsia chiu-wen H ~F "Sf frfi • -®’or
Ming there is a calendar of annual observances, 
somewhat shorter than that translated by 
Professor Bodde, inoluded in the Ti-ching 
ching-vm tilth 'jff ^ if: fyl of Liu T‘ung 
§>J /f0> and Yii I-oheng IE.
the preface of which is dated 1636. (See the 
edition published by the Ku-tien wen-hsfleh 
oh‘u-pan she, Peking, 1967, 23 ff.). For the 
late sixteenth century there is further material 
in the Wan-li edition of the Shun-t'ien fu chih 
101 ^ iS and some interesting notes in 
the YUan-shu tsa-chi ^ )§£ f[2 of Shen 
Pang ^ first published in 1683 (see 
edition published by the Pei-ohing oh‘u-pan 
she, Peking, 1961, 166 ff.).

The reader who wishes to gain a dearer 
pioture of life in Peking in the last years of the 
Ch'ing dynasty or the early years of the 
Republic can do no better than to oonsult the 
delightful pair of volumes published by 
Professor Uohida Mlchio. These inolude very 
dear, though muoh reduced, black and white 
reproductions of a large series of ooloured 
paintings illustrating oustoms, everyday life, 
costume, etc., collected in Peking in 1926 by 
Professor Aoki Masao ^ jE IE the 
great authority on Chinese drama and popular 
culture, and now in the library of Tohoku 
University, Sendai. As he says in his own 
preface to this volume, he collected and 
commissioned these pictures to reoord a way 
of life whioh was already beginning to break 
up. A few of the piotures indeed oontain 
visual evidenoe of this—the dient inspecting 
the girls in a middle-dass brothel wears 
traditional dress topped by a snappy trilby 
hat. As works of art, these piotures are of 
little value, but there is surprisingly little 
visual evidence on everyday life and oustoms 
from the Manohu period, and as historical 
materials these piotures, whioh are flnioky in 
their detail, are of great interest. Their value 
is greatly enhanoed by Professor Uchida’s 
lengthy explanations to eaoh pioture. The 
subjeot-matter is very varied, and fells 
roughly into the following categories: annual 
oustoms, oustomary ritual observances, 
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domestio interiors, clothing and hair-styles 
(vol. i), furniture, domestio utensils, toys, shop 
interiors, shop signs of various trades, itinerant 
hawkers and vendors of a wide variety of 
commodities, and amusements and popular 
entertainments (vol. n). The volumes form 
part of a series designed for the general reader, 
but none the less the serious soholar will find 
useful leads for further reading in the text.

D. O. TWITOHETT

George A. Kennedy : Selected works. 
Edited by Tien-yi IA. (Sinological 
Series, 11.) ix, 644 pp., front. New 
Haven, Conn. : Par Eastern Publica
tions, Yale University, 1964. $10.
This posthumous collection oontains 21 

artioles, some book reviews, a bibliography of 
Kennedy’s writings, and a short ahronology of 
his life. Many of the artioles were originally 
published in the usual soholarly periodicals; 
their excellent style and the pawky humour so 
evident in Kennedy’s works make them a 
pleasure to re-read. Most welcome are eight 
artioles that first appeared in the privately 
distributed ‘ Wennti ’, the series of occasional 
papers pioneered by him, which are not widely 
known and are mostly difficult to obtain. 
Although he may not have intended that such 
informal pieces be published in suoh permanent 
form, we must be grateful that they have 
been, and that these witty and consistently 
readable pieces are now readily to hand.

The selection reveals the wide range of 
Kennedy’s interests in Chinese linguistics. 
Some of his views, in particular some of those 
set forth in ‘ A study of the partiole yen (^) ’, 
and ‘ Negatives in Arohaio Chinese ’, are now 
widely accepted doctrine; the original 
argumentation is, however, well worth reading. 
Others, suoh as his theories on ‘ The Classical 
pronoun forms ngo (5£) and nga (3£) ’, are 
not so convincing, but nevertheless help to fill 
out our picture of the structure of Classical 
Chinese. An interesting failure, the long 
artiole entitled ‘ Word-olasses in Classical 
Chinese ’, whioh was an attempt at a grammar 
of Mencius that eventually proved abortive 
(the word is his), is in feot paoked with so muoh 
material that it really deserves a separate 
review. Although the purely formal approach 
whioh he used in thiH paper did not suoceed in 
establishing the word-olasses whioh were its 
aim, he was surely on the right track in using 
it, and we are given many insights into the 
structure of the language as a result. The 
failure of this approach, however, induced him 
to take the retrograde step of bringing in the 
deus ex machina of stress-and-junoture (p. 340),

28
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and lie came to the oonolusion that the key to 
the description of Mencius’ language lay in 
this (pp. 385-6); in fact, our knowledge of 
these features in Mencius is precisely nil, and 
their introduction merely adds oiroularity to 
arguments about syntactic relations.

Another interest of Kennedy’s was in the 
dialect of Tangsi, Chekiang province; he 
published material on this dialect in ‘ Two 
tone-patterns in Tangsio ’, ‘ Voiced gutturals 
in Tangsio ’, and ‘ Anoient -on -on and the 
J-bomb ’, and gave the Tangsio readings of 
over 400 characters in ‘ Dialeot development ’, 
all of which are inoluded in this selection. The 
first is a deservedly well-known artiole that 
remains the only published treatment of the 
syntactic function of tone-patterning in a Wu 
dialeot. The other two artioles are attempts 
to reconstruct certain features of Anoient or 
Arnhaio Chinese on the basis of phonological 
patterns in Tangsio. To date, few attempts 
have been made to apply a structural approach 
to modem Chinese dialeots, particularly non- 
Mandarin dialeots, and fewer still to make 
inferences about earlier stages of the language 
from this basis; Kennedy’s work must be 
considered a pioneer effort in this important 
but curiously negleoted field. It seems dubious, 
however, to project features of a local nature, 
found only in a more or less continuous 
geographical area, into a uniform Archaio 
Chinese; a multiplicity of reconstructed 
languages might point the way to a more 
realistio pioture of the development of dialeot 
features. The Tangsio dialect appears to have 
many features of historical importance; 
although not all his oonolusions can be accepted, 
Kennedy’s work in this field was of the 
greatest interest.

Other aspects of sinology were not negleoted 
by Kennedy, and in this selection things will 
be found to suit many tastes. Occasionally his 
conclusions are over-hasty (e.g. his contention 
(pp. 312 ff.) that was not a rank of nobility 
in Chou times is oontradicted by Mencius, 
vb.2.3), but oversights of this kind merely add 
spice to the good solid fare presented in most 
of the work. The book is pleasingly printed, 
and misleading misprints are few—on p. 336, 
para. 6, ‘ word-olauses ’ should, of oourse, be 
‘ word-olasses ’. The editor and the many 
former oolleagues of Kennedy at Yale who 
assisted in the preparation of this book are to 
be congratulated on producing a fitting tribute 
to an eminent soholar.

Q. B. DOWNER

Kenneth K. S. Ch'en : Buddhism in 
China : a historical survey. (Princeton 
Studies in the History of Religions,

1.) xii, 560 pp. Princeton, N.J. : 
Princeton University Press, 1964. 
(Distributed in G.B. by Oxford 
University Press. £5.)

This book will no doubt go a long way to 
fill the need for a generally reliable and up-to- 
date introduction to the history of Chinese 
Buddhism. In attempting to present within 
the limits of some 600 pp. a survey of virtually 
all the major sooial, doctrinal, and oultnral 
aspects of Chinese Buddhism, Professor Ch'en 
set himself a task of great difficulty, and it is 
muoh to his credit that he has been able to 
oarry it through to so successful a conclusion. 
He has evidently spent muoh time working 
his way through the vast scholarly literature 
in Chinese and Japanese in order to oolleot 
material for this book, which has the distinc
tion of being the first comprehensive history 
of Chinese Buddhism to appear in a Western 
language. His achievement is particularly 
significant because those works in Chinese and 
Japanese that treat the whole span of the 
history of Buddhism in China do so only in 
skeletal fashion.

The author is to be commended for pro
viding a critical bibliography, 44 pp. in length, 
which lists by subjeot the relevant books and 
articles in both Western and Asian languages. 
Specialists, however, will regret his decision 
to keep footnotes to a bare minimum, since 
this makes it impossible to verify or evaluate 
many of his statements. Although Professor 
Ch‘en suggests in his preface (p. ix) that the 
bibliography can be used ‘ to oheok on the 
authority of any statement or quotation in 
the text ’, the reader obviously cannot do so 
unless reference is made to a speoifio work in 
the bibliography. An example of the sort of 
statement that one would very much like to 
know the source of oocurs on p. 219, where 
Professor Ch‘en remarks that the three 
temples founded in Yen-ohou ^ by the 
T'ang emperor Kao-tsung were designated 
Kuo-fen[-ssu] [§£] ft [-^jp] and that Kuo-fen 
was also probably the name given to the olher 
prefeotural temples established at the same 
time. It is generally assumed, however, that 
the name jgj ft ^p (J Kokubunji) originated 
in Japan, although it seems likely that the 
Emperor Shomu was inspired by Chinese 
precedents when he decreed the construction 
of a Kokubunji in each province. Since the 
T'angsJw (K‘ai-minged., vol.rv,p. 3073a) does 
not give Kuo-fen as the name of any of the 
three temples that Kao-tsung established in 
Yen-chon, one is inclined to wonder whether 
Professor Ch'en did not unwittingly apply a 
Japanese name to a Chinese institution.

The haphazard use of diaorrtioal marks
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throughout the entire book in another minor 
irritation. We find on the same page Hsun-tzu 
(Hsfln-tzu) and Chih-hsfl (p. 439), Hsieh 
Ling-ynn (Hsieh Ling-ytin) and Wang Hsiin 
(p. 122), Bhavaviveka (Bhavaviveka) and 
Nagarjuna (p. 84). Similarly, the Pali form of 
a word is used on one page (patimohkha, 
p. 46), bnt the Sanskrit -form on another 
(pratimoksha, p. 101), when the latter would 
have sufficed in both instanoes. Although the 
author has taken great pains to provide us 
with aoourate data, a few factual errors have 
nevertheless crept into the text. The Ta-pan 
nieh-p‘an-ching chi-chieh ^ ^
ft “ not a collection of 71 commentaries 
(p. 128), but a commentary in 71 fasoioles, in 
which are presented the views of a number of 
scholars (approximately 11). It is not correct 
to Bay that ‘ the only extant translation of the 
short version of the Sukhavati-vy&ha was made 
by Kum&rajlva ’ (p. 342); there is another 
extant translation entitled Ch'eng-tsan ching- 
t‘u fo-she-shou-ching p$ ±
3^ (Taiehd Daizokyo, no. 367) by Hstlan- 
tsang. Professor Ch'cn writes that ‘ two 
editions of the canon were printed under the 
Ming dynasty, one in Nanking known as the 
Southern Ming edition and the other in Peking 
known as the Northern Ming edition ’ (p. 376). 
Besides these two officially sponsored editions, 
however, there was a third, privately printed 
edition of the canon, whioh is variously 
designated as the Leng-yen-ssu 
edition (after the name of the temple in 
Che-ohiang where it was printed), the Mi-tsang 

jjjj edition (after the name of the monk 
who originated the project), or the Wan-li 
|j7 ^ edition (after the name of the year 
period in whioh the work was carried out). 
This third edition was apparently widely 
circulated, for it served as the basis for the 
Japanese Obaku edition completed in 1681. It 
is misleading to suggest that the Ta-ch‘eng 
i-chang ^ ^ the Chineso version
of the MahAparinirvanasHra were the only 
Chinese works to be translated into foreign 
languages (p. 374); there is also a Tibetan 
translation of Yfian-te’e’s [§] j|l] important 
commentary entitled Chieh-shen-mi-diingshu 

^ $8 M ©fit (TShoku catalogue, no. 
4016). (Although Yfian-ts‘e was bom in 
Korea, he lived most of his life in China and 
hence belongs to the Chinese tradition, not 
the Korean.) There seems to be no solid 
evidence to support Professor Ch’en’s con
tention that Dharmapala had been a disoiple 
of Dignaga (p. 321). Professor Ch‘en states 
that ‘ only a few scattered translations ’ of 
Buddhist scripture were made during the Sung

dynasty (p. 366); but the Taishd DaizikyO 
contains no less than 290 Sung translations. 
Some readers will question whether it is proper 
to romanize the name of the Korean king 
Munjong ^ according to its Chinese 
reading Wen-tsung (p. 376) rather than its 
Korean reading. (Incidentally, the reign of 
Munjong commenced in 1047, not 1074 as 
Professor Ch‘en gives it.) Other readers may 
not be too happy about the imprecise usage of 
the word ‘ sutra ’, under whioh heading are 
discussed such philosophical treatises as the 
ChUshe-hm ■£}- gjjf, Ch'eng-wei-shih-lun 
jift P® S&. 1111(1 Ch'i-hsin-lm ®

The two chapters dealing with the major 
sahools of the Sui and T'ang period are lucidly 
written, although for my taste—others who 
have an aversion to Buddhist metaphysics will 
surely disagree—they are far too brief in their 
treatment of doctrine. The Disciplinary 
School, for instance, is disposed of in less than 
a page; the KoAa School, in less than two. 
Biographies are provided for the patriarchs of 
the different sohools, but in a number of oases 
they appear to be too casual in their discussion 
of the man’s contribution to Buddhist thought. 
Por example, no attempt is made to present 
any of the ideas of Hui-ssu ^ tfj, which 
constitute an important element in the 
T‘ien-t‘ai system, nor is it pointed out that he 
was probably the first Chinese patriaroh to 
deolare that Buddhism had already entered 
the Period of Decline (mo-fa a
doctrine of great significance that soon came 
to change the face of Buddhism throughout 
eastern Asia (see his Li-shih-yUan-wen 
|ff jgf TaishS Daizolcyd, xlvi, 787a).
Similarly one would have expeoted to find 
some mention in the biography of T‘an-luan 

that he was the first Chinese Pure 
Land Buddhist to use the terms tzu-li jrj j]
‘ salvation through one’s own efforts ’ and 
t‘a-li ^ ‘ salvation through the power of
Amitabha Buddha ’. Professor Ch’en does in 
faot refer to these ooncepts elsewhere (p. 339), 
but by their Japanese readings (jirihi and 
tarilri), whioh might, lead the reader to imagine 
that these terms are peculiar to Japanese 
Buddhism. The discussion of the major tenets 
of the Sui and T’ang sohools is on the whole 
reliable, although there are a few errors in the 
interpretation of Pa-hsiang dootrine, whioh is 
a little too technical to be dealt with in a 
review such as this.

In one or two instances I find myself in 
disagreement with the author’s generaliza
tions. When he writes, for example, that ‘ of 
all the schools that arose during the T’ang,
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only the Ch‘an and Pure Land remained 
active (in the Sung dynasty) 1 (p. 389), I am 
immediately tempted to inquire about the 
intense intellectual activity within the T‘ien- 
t‘ai Sohool centring around such men as Ku-san 
Chih-yhan |Jj [B and Seu-ming 
Chih-li gg ^ ^ jjj§. Also, can the existence 
of the Disciplinary Sohool in the Sung dynasty 
be ignored entirely when it was capable of 
producing such distinguished scholars as 
YtLn-k‘an ffr and Ytian-chao 7C , the 
author of the standard commentary on the 
Sm-fen-lU hsingshih-ch‘ao P9

? I find it eqnally difficult to aocept 
Professor Ch‘en’s view that the concept of 
‘ harmonization of meditation and the study 
of the sfitras ’ (ch‘an-chiao-i-chih jjjj| ^ —■ 
jg£) (i.e. the belief that there is no basic 
oontradiotion between the Ch‘an Sohool and 
the philosophical schools) originated during 
the Sung dynasty, since this idea is already 
forcefully asserted by the Tang monk Tsung- 
mi ^ in his Oh'an-yUan chu-cViXan-chi 
tu-hsu'ffl M i# & M SB /?■ (TaUhO 

DaizdkyO, no. 2015.)
An 8 pp. glossary is appended, whioh 

provides brief explanations of the Sanskrit and 
Chinese terms occurring in the text. This is 
followed by an index supplying the Chinese 
characters for the personal names, titles, and 
terms appearing in the body of the work. 
Several names of particular interest to students 
of Chinese Buddhism, however, are missing 
from the character index: Lin-erh fjjg 
(p. 32), Seng-ch‘un ff" ^ (p. 82), Peng 
Hsiao-pao /Jn (P- 220), Hsiieh Huai-i 
P i§ (P- 220)> and Huai-hai @ ^ 
(p. 363).

The few shortcomings that have been noted 
above do not, of course, detract seriously 
from the general value or usefulness of this 
book. Students working either in East 
Asian Buddhism or Chinese history owe a 
debt of gratitude to Professor Ch'en for having 
made available in a single volume so muoh 
information that has long been tucked away 
in obscure Chinese and Japanese journals.

STAJTLEY WJtLNSTSIir

Wolprah Ebbrhard (ed.) : Folktales 
of China. Revised edition. (Folktales 
of the World.) xlii, 267 pp. Chicago : 
University of Chicago Press ; London: 
Routledge and Kegan Paul; etc., 
1966. 40s.
All students of folk-lore have been aware of 

Eberhard’s Typen chinesischer Volksmarchen

(Helsinki, 1937): many lovers of folk-tales 
must have enjoyed his Chinese fairy tales and 
foli tales which appeared in an English trans
lation in the same year. Now he has prepared 
another edition of this book to whioh he has 
added a most useful set of notes; he has also 
inoluded a number of newly translated 
Communist, tales which illustrate the way in 
whioh the genre has been nsed by the govern
ment and the Communist Party to expound 
values by whioh they set store. (A prince is 
advised: ‘ The best flowers blossom in deep 
mountain oanyons; the best girls grow up 
among the common people. If you look around 
among the people, you will be certain to find a 
suitable partner ’.) This is a most desirable 
addition—one could indeed wish that there 
were more examples given—for the history of 
Chinese nationalism in the post-1918 period is 
also the history of the growth of Chinese interest 
in their own folk literature (much of it under 
the inspiration of Hu Shih, one of the founders 
of the Folk-song Collection Bureau at Pekin in 
1918). But, as R. M. Dorson points out in his 
foreword, the collection (and utilization) of 
folk-songs and folk-tales has always been in 
the Chinese tradition since Confuoius collected 
material for the Shih ching ‘ Book of odes ’. 
Professor Eberhard rightly draws attention in 
his introduction (p. xxxvi) to the suspeot 
nature of some of the material presented hy 
recent collections where there is very good 
reason for thin king that texts have been 
edited to serve speoifio ends. He instances 
No. 70 in the present collection whioh, as he 
states, has not previously been found in 
China: he thinks that ‘ the tale has been 
thoroughly ohanged, if it is a folktale of 
Yun-nan at all ’ (p. 238). On the other hand, 
the motif is well known elsewhere, and if it has 
been introduced by upholders of the present 
government, they seem to be doing no more 
than was done by those who adopted Indian 
tales in the interests of the spreading of 
Buddhism. It is to be hoped that it will be 
possible for field-workers to undertake the 
study of presentday uses of folk-tales and 
compare published texts with regional originals.

The present volume contains 79 tales 
arranged in eight sections. These deal with 

luok, love, supernatural marriages, 
powers, divine help, the rewarding of 

virtue and punishment of evil, and cleverness 
and stupidity. Each section has notes on eaoh 
story, giving the Stith Thompson motif 
number, the reference to Typen, and a souroe. 
There are also indexes of motifs and of tale 
types and a general index, so that the collection i 
is well equipped to serve students as well as 
those who wish to know something of Chinese 
folk literature as a literary genre. Many old 
favourites are here, including a Chinese version
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of Cinderella (No. 66): other storiea mil 
almost certainly be new to most Western 
readers. Taken as a whole they provide a 
useful and often entertaining introduction to 
an aspeot of Chinese culture which is too little 
known. They indicate dearly how rich a store 
of material is available for study (and in what 
great historical depth). It is to be hoped that 
the reappearance of this work, in its revised 
and extended form, will inspire others to 
follow where Professor Eberhard has led. 
Eolk-lore was onoe a field of repute among 
British scholars : perhaps a by-product of the 
increasing interest in China and Chinese will 
be a revival of such studies in an area which 
Professor Eberhard has shown to be unusually 
rich and nhflllftngfng. Tn the meantime we must 
be grateful for the present work and for the 
detailed studies which made it possible.

Airmomr CHRISTIE

William Willetts : Foundations of 
Chinese art: from neolithic pottery to 
modem architecture. 456 pp.3 inclu
ding 322 photos. London: Thames 
and Hudson, 1965. £8 8s.
The first edition of this work appeared as a 

two-volume ‘ Pelican ’, entitled Chinese art, in 
1968. At that time this reviewer noted 
(BSOAjS, ran, 1, 1969, 173-6) that it was 
scholarly and well written, and that the 
author’s method—giving one selected epoch to 
each art form—was bold and original, but that 
it left large areas untouohed while dealing with 
others in minute detail. This new edition now 
appears in a large handsome format with a 
wealth of excellent illustrations in oolour and 
half-tone. While these, with their long cap
tions, carry the discussion of various art 
forms some way beyond the limits of the 
chosen period, they are not sufficient to 
remove the original objection to the method, 
and the publishers’ claim that this new edition 
is the ‘ standard work ’ and ‘ the ideal intro
duction for the general reader ’, is hardly 
justified, in spite of the book’s many merits.

The heaviest revisions have been made in 
the early chapters, and some account has been 
taken of major archaeological discoveries since 
the first edition was written. Although the 
author quotes from Watson’s Early Chinese 
bronzes he still retains Yetts’s three phases, of 
which the boundaries are becoming increasingly 
blurred; he still devotes much space to 
Karlgren’s A and B groups, though these 
cannot throw much light on Shang bronzes 
unless their significance is understood and they 
help to refine the chronology, which is not the 
case at the moment. In passing, it should be

mentioned that the statement quoted from the 
reviewer’s own Introduction to Chinese art that 
Chengchow has been positively identified as the 
early Shang capital of Ao, is not correct. The 
location of Ao is still uncertain.

It is a pity that the chapter on soulpture 
has not been more extensively revised. 
Mr. Willetts is excellent on early Indian 
influences, but still divides his ‘ first phase ’ 
(400-660) into a * Grand Style derived from 
Mathura, and a linear ‘ lesser style ’, with no 
suggestion that the latter in fact represents a 
developed phase on its own, and owed its 
origin to the influence of the great Nanking 
painters of the fifth century. Nor does he 
attempt to explain the important stylistic 
changes that led to the ‘ second phase ’ (660— 
618). It has now been shown that in the 
mid-sixth century the court at Nanking was 
receiving Buddhist images from the Indianized 
kingdoms of South East Asia when the road 
across Central Asia was blocked. This new 
influence is dearly demonstrated by the hoard 
of stone images unearthed at Chengtu and 
published in 1958, which Mr. Willetts does not 
mention.

The ohapter on T‘ang ceramioe, while like 
that on lacquer and silk, rather too detailed on 
technology, is still the best study of foreign 
influences on Chinese art in the T ang period; 
but it, too, takes little account of recent 
discoveries. T‘ang kilns making polychrome 
wares have now been found, in Kung-hsien, 
30 miles east of Loyang (Wen-unt 1969, 3), 
while the so-called Yo-chou wares of Hunan 
were in fact produoed at Wang-oh eng, a 
suburb of Changsha (Wen-vni 1969, 6). Some 
reference might have been made also to the 
beginning of the oeramios industry at Chmg- 
te-ohen, where a white ware was already being 
made in the T‘ang dynasty.

The chapter on painting remains the most 
disappointing part of the book, in spite of the 
author’s evident ability to deal with abstract 
oonoepts, and his felicitous style. The treat
ment remains old-fashioned and the biblio
graphy shows that he has not attempted to 
bring it up to date: none of the writings of 
van Gulik, Wen Eong, Sherman Lee, or James 
Cahill are mentioned. There is little attempt 
to understand the tradition of the wen-jen hua, 
although it was well established in the Northern 
Sung. While cleverly put, it is quite wrong to 
write (p. 292) that the great Ytian literati 
1 delved with positively Bro-Raphaelit© zeal 
into the pattern-book of Sung painting . 
Much baa been written since the first edition of 
this book was published to show that their 
achievement was something muoh more 
positive and original than Mr. Willetts suggests. 
Again, some modem scholars have perhaps 
gone too far in doubting certain early paintings,
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but Mr. Willette seems to be unaware that the 
problems have been raised at all. The attribu
tions of many of the pictures he produces 
(colour plate 60, for example, and plates 190, 
197, 209, 210, 211* 213) have been disputed or 
exploded. He seems to have got thoroughly 
muddled about Chiang Ts‘an (pi. 214) who 
could not possibly have been at the courts of 
Hui-tsung and Kao-tsung and active at the 
beginning of the thirteenth oentury.

The architecture chapter is one of the best. 
Mr. Willetts is very cautious on the probable 
southern origin of the curved roof, and reliable 
on the evolution of the pagoda. Hih descrip
tion of Peking is, for someone who has never 
been there, something of a tour dt fotct. Kth 
analysis of recent trends, however, might have 
been carried a good deal further. The oritical 
problem in the reconciliation of traditional 
Chinese architecture and the modem inter
national style is surely in the recognition that 
the essence of the Chinese style is not the roof 
but the frame, and when this is fully grasped— 
as the Japanese have grasped it—the main 
difficulty vanishes. There are signs, notably 
in some students’ work published in the 
architecture magazine Ghien-chu Hsiith-pao 
(Jianzhu Xutbao), that a break-through is 
coming, although ideological factors still seem 
to demand a characterless monumental style 
for public buildings.

MICHAEL STTT.T.TVA'V

Chu-tsing Li : The autumn colors on 
the Gh‘iao and Hua mountains: a 
landscape by Chao Meng-fu. [Artibus 
Asiae, Supplementnm xxi.) 109 pp., 
front., 16 plates. Ascona: Axtibus 
Asiae Publiabers, 1966. Sw. fr. 45.
A welFdocumented painting by Chao Meng- 

fu is the ideal subjeot for a scholarly mono
graph, for not only was Chao himself a great 
figure in Chinese history but his painting 
ocoupied a pivotal position in the history of 
Chinese art. In this excellent study, written 
around Chao’s beshknown landscape scroll, 
Mr. Li demonstrates how Chao Meng-fu 
gathered together the strands of earlier 
soholarly painting from Wang Wei onwards 
and wove them into a style whioh both paid 
respect to tradition and opened the way to the 
future development of the u>en-jen hua. Mr. Li 
examines these strands with great care, and in 
the oourse of doing so has much of value to say 
on the equally cruoial ohanges that took place 
in Chinese art theory and oritical attitudes in 
the Yttan dynasty. When we have a shelf-full 
of such monographs—though sadly few early 
paintings yield themselves so successfully to 
this treatment—we will have gone a long way

towards oreating a solid basis for writing the 
history of Chinese painting.

Mr. Li describes the painting minutely and 
traces its subsequent history through the 
inscriptions and seals, nearly all of whioh are 
identified. Hardly less important is the stress 
he lays upon the equally well documented, but 
little known, ‘ Water village ’, a handscroll of 
1302 first published in Ghung-kuo Uua in 1959. 
This painting, executed seven years later than 
1 Autumn colours ’, shows a development away 
from studied archaism towards a freer and 
more spontaneous expression in monochrome 
ink, which is precisely what we would hope to 
find in the oeuvre of Chao Meng-fu. Barely in 
the study of Far Eastern art can so cruoial a 
moment in its evolution be traced in works of 
such quality and riohly-dooumented authen
ticity.

While Mr. Li’s broad judgements and 
specifio analyses are in general convincing, 
there are some points of detail on whioh this 
reviewer finds himself in disagreement. In 
traoing the stylistio ancestry of ‘ Autumn 
colours ’ Mr. Li naturally goes back to Wang 
Wei, and leans heavily on the 1017 engravings 
of the Wang-oh‘uan scroll, whioh he maintains 
‘ gives us a relatively authentic indication of 
the T*ang style ’. This seems doubtful. Apart 
from a general impression of archaism in the 
composition and in the false scale relationship 
between suoh things as buildings and trees, the 
style of these engravings seems to be muoh 
oloser to Ming wood-block illustrations (from 
whioh they are probably derived) than to 
T’ang painting. Again, the author’s ohoice of 
the rather feebly arohaistio ‘ Clearing after 
snow ’ in the Ogawa collection is perhaps a 
little injudicious. Although probably based on 
an early composition, it is dearly a late work, 
and by no means a ‘ logioal step ’ towards the 
stylistically very sophisticated ‘ Travelling on 
the Hsiao and Hsiang rivers in a dream ’ 
(Tokyo National Museum) whioh would seem 
to be a key document in twelfth-oentury ink 
painting. One wonders also whether the 
inclusion of the landscape painting from the 
baok wall of a tomb of 1266 near Ta-t‘ung was 
prompted by its reoent discovery; it would 
seem to provide a very tenuous link in the 
ohain leading to Chao Meng-fu, and the 
similarity the author finds between the treat
ment of one mountain in that painting and the 
central massif of the great Fan K’uan in the 
Palace Museum collection is not very apparent. 
In passing, it might be mentioned that this 
tomb landscape, which Mr. Li considers to be 
‘ an enlargement of a scroll to fit into the size 
of the wall ’ may, from its size and from the 
fact that smaller contiguous panels are painted 
on the adjacent side walls, have been intended 
to represent, or reproduce,-a couch screen
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(wo-'p'ing) round the coffin, such as the owner 
would have had surrounding his bed on three 
sides while he was living.

In this connexion it is curious that Mr. Li 
should bring the two K6to-in landscapes, on 
one of which Professor Shimada found a 
signature of Li T‘ang, into his argument. For 
while he accepts this signature and hence a 
late Northern Sung date for the paintings, he 
draws attention to the similarity in technique 
between them and the tomb painting of 1266. 
He gets over this difficulty by calling the latter 
‘ retardataire * (the current fashionable word 
in "writing on Chinese painting), whereas it 
could equally well be argued that the com
parison supports the view that the K6td-in 
landscapes are of the thirteenth century, a 
verdiot which was widely accepted before the 
discovery of the erased signature. It might be 
added that the only convincing reason for the 
removal of the 'signature of so august a figure 
from a Sung painting is that, at some time in 
the painting’s history, it was considered to be 
a forgery.

While Mr. Li has cast his net wide and 
pulled in some interesting and important fish, 
others equally significant for the study of 
early Ytian scholarly painting seem to have 
escaped. He emphasizes (p. 67) Chao Meng-fu’s 
rejection of the ‘ Southern Sung artistio 
tradition ’; on the same page he goes even 
further and says ‘ the Water Village is a total 
negation of the previous dynasty ’. This is too 
sweeping. While Chao Meng-fu dearly 
rejected the Southern Sung academic tradition 
of landscape painting, as a southerner he must 
have known the work of Mi Yu-jen, Chao 
Ta-nien and Chiang Ts‘an—none of whom 
Mr. Li mentions in this connexion—and the 
free ink style displayed, for example, on the 
two screens shown in the background of 
Mou 1*8 ‘ Clothes for the warriors ’ in the 
Palace Museum collection. The Tung Yuan 
tradition was not dead during the Southern 
Sung; it was merely not fashionable. This, 
however, does not in any way dimmish the 
importance of Chao’s rediscovery of the 
antique, and the passage in Mr. Li’s text on 
p. 20 in which he discusses the paintings by 
anoient masters brought back to the south by 
Chao Meng-fu in 1296, and the contrast 
between these and the paintings by Southern 
Sung masters in Chao’s father’s collection, is 
one of crucial significance for the understanding 
of Chao Meng-fh’s achievement.

Students will regret the absenoe of chapter 
headings and of an index, which makes it a 
little difficult to find one’s way about the text 
and to refer back from the illustrations. On 
the other hand, all seals and colophons are 
given in the original Chinese, and there is a 
useful list of Chinese and Japanese names and

terms. The text is extensively annotated, and 
the illustrations are generous in size and well 
reproduced. In sum, this is a valuable contri
bution to the Western literature on Chinese 
painting.

MICHAEL SULLTVAlf

Michael Cooper, S.J. (comp.): They 
came to Japan: an anthology of 
European reports on Japan, 1543-1640. 
xviii, 439 pp., map [on endpapers]. 
London : Thames and Hudson Ltd., 
1965. 70s.
This anthology is composed of selections 

from the writings of more than 30 Europeans 
who visited Japan during the so-called 
‘ Christian century ’. They include some like 
the Jesuit missionaries Luis Frois, Jo3o 
Rodrigues, and Jeronimo de Angelis, the 
Englishmen Will Adams and Richard Cocks, 
and the Netherlander, Franpois Caron, who 
lived there for many years, besides more 
transient but equally intelligent visitors such 
as the globe-trotting Florentine, Francesco 
Carletti. The Jesuit missionaries naturally 
hold the centre of the stage before the arrival 
of Will Adams in the Liefde in 1600, and the 
most valuable contributions are those taken 
from the writings of Padre Joao Rodrigues, 
S.J. (1661-1634) He lived in Japan between 
c. 1676 and 1612, attaining a mastery of the 
written and spoken language, and an under
standing of Japanese culture which make him 
a worthy forerunner of E. M. Satow and 
B. H. Chamberlain. In combing the old 
missionary records, Fr. Cooper has taken care 
to go to the original Portuguese and Spanish 
texts wherever possible. He has thus avoided 
the secondary (and sometimes bowdlerized) 
Italian and Frenoh versions on which Hildreth, 
Murdoch, and later writers have ohiefly relied.

The extracts are ranged under 23 headings, 
including ‘The country’, ‘The history’, 
‘The people’, ‘Social relations’, ‘The 
Emperor and nobility’, ‘ Law and order’,
‘ The language ’, ‘ Food and drink ’, ‘ Dress ’,
‘ Daily life and customs ’, ‘ Art and culture 
‘ Shinto ’, ‘ Buddhism ’, eto., so that virtually 
every aspect of Japanese life iB adequately 
covered (except sex ?). The method adopted 
haa inevitably resulted in the work resembling 
a scrap-book at times, since some extracts 
amount to only two or three lines each. 
Perhaps these snippets might have been better 
omitted, or else embodied in the notes; but 
the book as a whole makes fascinating reading, 
whether one dips into it or else goes straight 
through it. The reviewer has tried both 
methods, and the second certainly leaves him
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with the impression that this anthology gives 
us a detailed and reasonably accurate pioture 
of late sixteenth-century and early seventeenth- 
oentury Japan. The reading and evaluation 
of the texts is facilitated by Tr. Cooper’s 
unobtrusive but adequate notes at the end of 
each seotion. Another useful feature is formed 
by the potted biographies of all the writers 
who have been laid under contribution. As 
Fr. Cooper remarks in his introduction, some 
of these acoounts tell us as much or more about 
the outlook and prejudices of the European 
writers as they do about the Japanese they 
are attempting to describe; but others are 
remarkably prescient and objective. The 
editor's own knowledge of Japan enables him. 
to point out that not a few aspects of sixteenth- 
century Japanese life have survived down to 
our own day, ‘ and thin should give pause to 
those who after a brief visit to the oountry 
come away with the idea that Japan is com
pletely westernised ’. Readers who, like the 
reviewer, have found B. H. Chamberlain’s 
Things Japanese a never-failing source of 
delight as well as of instruction, will be glad to 
place They came to Japan alongside that 
masterpiece on their shelves.

o. B. BOXEB

Marius B. Jansen (ed.): Changing 
Japanese attitudes toward moderniza
tion. x, 546 pp. Princeton, N.J.: 
Princeton University' Press, 1965. 
(Distributed in G.B. by Oxford 
University Press. 72s.)
This is the first of what is planned as a 

series of five volumes on Japanese moderniza
tion. Basically it oonsists of a group of papers 
prepared for discussion at a seminar held in 
January 1902, these being prefaced by, first, 
an essay by J. W. Kail on the concept of 
modernization, which is also in part a report 
on an earlier conference in Japan, and second, 
a survey by M. B. Jansen of the whole subject 
of Japanese attitudes toward modernization, 
forming a kind of introduction to, and com
mentary on, what is said in the rest of the 
book.

The more detailed contributions begin with 
an examination of the Tokugawa heritage, in 
respeot of education and science. Then come 
discussions of the role of the imperial institu
tion, of the carry-over of Confucian ideas into 
Meiji government and education, and of the 
purposive nature of Meiji leadership as 
exemplified by Yamagata Antonio. These are 
followed by two papers, one on Chinese 
Confucianism and one on the life of Rammohan

Roy (as an example of Indian reactions to the 
West), whioh are introduced to provide a basis 
for comparison with the experience of other 
societies (though they are really too limited in 
scope to serve any such purpose for the reader, 
however valuable they may have been to the 
members of the seminar). The rest of the 
papers deal largely with the reactions of 
twentieth-century Japanese to some of the 
problems raised by modernization for the 
individual. There are studies of some Japanese 
Christians, of a historian, of a number of 
writers. There is a very able analysis of the 
intellectuals. Einally there is an article by 
Maruyama Masao (not written specifically for 
the Beminar), dealing with patterns of indivi
duation, an attempt to work out1 a conceptual 
scheme for the relation between the moderniza
tion process and predominant types of political 
and social response ’.

Inevitably there is a certain unevenness 
about the different contributions in such a 
hook, though in this one they maintain a high 
standard of usefulness, if not always of direot 
relevance to the main theme. What is striking, 
however, is the disparity between the first and 
seoond halves. Most of the papers on Tokugawa 
and Meiji Japan are concerned with the ideas 
and institutions which made modernization 
possible, that is, broadly speaking, with oauses. 
By oontTast, those on the twentieth century 
deal with results : the problems which the fact 
of modernization posed. Only very indirectly 
do they touch on the attitudes whioh made it 
possible for society to move on to further 
stages of development, or which helped to 
determine the nature of modernization in later 
years. This, it may well be, is something 
whioh might emerge from lator volumes in the 
series. Meanwhile we can express satisfaction 
at having a book whioh contains a great deal 
of value to the student, not only of moderniza
tion, but also of modem Japan.

W. G. BBASLBY

Hiranyagarbha: a series of articles on 
the archaeological work and studies of 
Prof. Dr. F. D. E. Bosch. 106 pp., 
4 plates. The Hague, etc. : Mouton 
and Co., 1964. Guilders 28.
The title-page, which faoes an admirable 

portrait drawing of Professor Bosch by Toon 
Holder, goes on to say that the series of articles 
was composed by his friends, his pupils, and his 
colleagues, to which is added the address delivered 
by him at his retirement from the University of 
Leiden, continuing that it was published on the 
occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of his doctorate 
on 14th July 1964. The first article, after an
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introductory note setting out the oiroum- 
stances in whioh the volume grew, is by 
Professor Bosch himself. It is the text (trans
lated into English) of the terminal lecture whioh 
he gave on relinquishing his chair at Leiden : 
characteristically it is entitled ‘ The future of 
Indonesian archaeological research Charac
teristically, for, as the subsequent essays in 
whioh authoritative writers examine aspeots of 
Professor Bosoh’s work over the years make 
abundantly dear, he has always heen con
cerned to develop his subject, to extend its 
frontiers, to build for the future. Suoh a 
scholar, even at the moment of his retirement, 
could have no ooncem with Indonesian 
archaeology in retrospect. And as the biblio
graphical list with its 213 entries up to 1963 
amply demonstrates, retirement has been in no 
sense a synonym for cessation : Indonesian 
archaeology has continued to benefit from his 
contributions.

Much of his work has been direotly concerned 
with Indonesian themes : he was Director of 
ttie Netherlands Indies Archaeological Service 
from 1916 to 1936 and the two ohairs whioh he 
held after his return to the Netherlands were 
both closely connected with the anoient history 
of the Indies. But he never lost his fundamental 
interest in the study of Indian culture, a deep 
knowledge and understanding of which was 
essential, in his view, for the proper study of 
South East Asia. TTis doctoral thesis, some of 
the implications of which are examined in the 
present collection by the late Professor Vogel, 
was on the legend of JImutavahana. His 
magnum opus, in the opinion of P. H. Pott who 
offers a study on his contribution to the 
understanding of Indian symbolism, is De 
gouden kiem (1948 ; revised English version : 
The golden germ, 1961). This work subsumes 
the main theme of his research : ‘ his love for 
the artistio aspeote of ancient South-East Asian 
culture, but, above all, his desire to penetrate 
into the meaning of South-East Asian art and 
his inner conviction of the fundamental unity 
of the Indian world on the plane of thought ’. 
The words are those of Professor van Lohuizen- 
de Leeuw and they characterize not only the 
man but the tone of these essays by various 
hands. Eor this is a set of essays by a group 
profoundly impressed by the work of suoh 
Indologists as Eouoher and Sylvain L6vi, 
working in dose consort (as the contribution 
by George Ccedfes makes admirably dear) with 
Erenoh scholars of EEEO and manifestly 
accepting the view that what they were 
studying was a realm of Indian oulture. The 
measure of their achievement is great indeed : 
the contribution to this achievement made by 
Erederik Bosch is generously, elegantly, and 
most properly celebrated in the volume com
posed by his friends, colleagues, and pupils. If

the time has now oome to consider Indonesian 
oulture as a thing in itself, rather than as part 
of an Indian world, this is to do no more than 
to follow a path whioh Professor Bosch has 
already indicated, and to rely with gratitude 
upon his studies which have done so much to 
point the way and, in many instances, the 
method.

ANTHONY mmiRTTR

Eugenie J. A. Hendebson : Tiddim 
Chin: a descriptive analysis of two 
texts. (School of Oriental and African 
Studies, University of London. 
London Oriental Series, Vol. 15.) 
ix, 172 pp. London, etc. : Oxford 
University Press, 1965. 70s.
This book, the product of six weeks of 

intensive field-work in the northern Ohin Hills 
of Burma in 1964, does not olaim to be a com
plete description and analysis of the Tiddim 
Chin language, otherwise known as Kamhau or 
Sokte. It is nevertheless an important contri
bution to Sino-Tibetan linguistics. The ex
haustiveness with whioh the two short texts 
taken as a oorpus are analysed not only 
provides a solid basis on whioh a larger treat
ment of the language could be based but 
makes the book in itself full of suggestiveness 
about problems found in other areas of Sino- 
Tibetan studies. In present circumstances it is 
no doubt unlikely that an opportunity will 
soon be found of extending the study of Tiddim 
Chin on these lines but we must at least be 
thankful that the 1964 expedition has added 
this, as well as Dr. Theodore Stem’s study of 
the olosely related Sizang Chin language (Asia 
Major, x, 2, 1963, 222-78), to the meagre 
body of sound linguistio scholarship on the 
languages of Burma.

Professor Henderson’s study, using a type 
of linguistic analysis deriving from the school 
of the late J. R. Eirth, makes an interesting 
contrast in method to that of Dr. Stem, whioh 
follows an orthodox Bloomfieldian approaoh. 
Eor example, in the treatment of phonology 
Dr. Stem begins by defining his phonemes, 
with their various contextual allophones, then 
dismisses quantity, tones, junoture, and 
sandhi as features superimposed on them. 
Professor Henderson on the other hand begins 
with a phonetio description, which she intro
duces by oarefully explaining the pronuncia
tion as it corresponds to the accepted missionary 
orthography, indicating it in terms of LP.A. 
symbols and sometimes allowing for a certain 
amount of unsymbolized contextual variation. 
She adds further symbols where necessary to
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account for features ignored in the ortho
graphy—vowel length, sylla ble tone, unstressed 
syllables, and intonation. She then proceeds 
direotly in oh. iv, ‘ Syllable structure ’, to a 
phonological analysis (recognized as pro
visional beoause based on incomplete evidenoe) 
which by-passes what would be olassed as 
‘ phonemics ’ and enters deeply into the realms 
of ‘ morphophonemics ’.

To some extent this analysis is based on the 
kind of distributional oriteria that would be 
used in setting up ‘ phonemes ’. Tor instance, 
she notes that initial c is found only before a 
close front vowel and suggests that it might be 
aligned with t, which is never found in this 
context. (Dr. Stem simply states, without 
discussion, that in his language /t/ has an 
allophone [J] [sic] before /i/.) In other respeots 
she departs entirely from the concept of the 
‘ phoneme ’, as in treating initial and final 
consonants separately and in setting up ia and 
■ua as ‘ nuolear phonematio units ’ alongside

e, a, o, u. Beoause of alternations in morpho
logical systems she regards final stops (-k, -t, 
-p) as ‘ abrupt ’ forms of the same units as the 
corresponding nasals (-5, -n, -t), regarded as 
having ‘ gradual ’ olosure. This enables one to 
correlate at the phonological level the stop- 
nasal alternation with the alternation between 
glottalized find unglottalized in other types of 
finals, e.g., a? and ai, ai? and ai, alP and al. 
(On the other hand, as she points out, it leaves 
unaccounted for the absence of 1 abrupt ’ 
correlates of syllables with long diphthongs or 
long vowels before final -1—i.e. aii and all have 
no corresponding *aa?, *ail?.)

After dealing with phonology, Dr. Stem 
proceeds to discuss the grammar of his lan
guage by units of increasing size under the two 
headings ‘ Noun expressions ’ and ‘ Verb 
expressions ’. Professor Henderson instead 
works down from larger units to smaller ones. 
She begins by distinguishing two styles, narra
tive style and oolloquial style (represented by 
direotly reported speech within her corpus). 
She analyses each style separately. Within 
each style the largest structure she distin
guishes is the sentence, below whioh are found 
the ‘ phrase ’, the ‘ figure ’, ‘ words ’, and 
‘ affixes ’. Each of these structures is made up 
of one or more of the next lower structures 
(‘ placed elements ’) together with appropriate 
partioles and ‘ unplaced elements ’ (suoh as 
intonation and ooncord) whioh belong to the 
structure as a whole. Sentences are not further 
classified but phraseh exist in three kinds, 
subjective, predicative, and adjunotive. Figures 
are verbal or nominal. Words may be inde
pendent (nouns, verbs, quantifiers, adverbial 
conjunctions) or dependent (nominal auxilia
ries, verbal auxiliaries, adverbs). Affixes may 
be either prefixes (pronominal, verbal),

suffixes (nominal, pronominal, nomino-verbal) 
or particles (sentenoe, phrase-final, figure- 
linking, post-nominal). This elaborate and 
exhaustive analytical framework is applied in 
detail to her corpus in oh. vii.

It would be presumptuous for me to try to 
evaluate the contrasting analytical approaches 
of Professor Henderson and Dr. Stem to two 
languages with which I am quite unacquainted. 
Comparison between the two languages would 
of oourse have been rendered more straight
forward if the same approach had been used in 
both oases but need for a fuller corpus is really 
a greater handicap and one can expeot compen
sating advantages from the different emphases 
in the two methods. Certainly the comprehen
siveness and elegance of Professor Henderson’s 
treatment and the olarity of her presentation 
command great admiration and she manages to 
highlight several matters which seem to be 
potentially of great interest to comparative 
Sino-Tibetan linguistics.

Both nouns and verbs in Tiddim Chin show 
morphological ohanges. In the noun we find a 
quite regular change of tone between what 
Professor Henderson calls the ‘ direct ’ form 
and the ‘ oblique ’ form : tone 1 beoomes tone 
3, tone 3 becomes tone 2, tone 2 becomes tone 
1. What this can mean historically must dearly 
depend on a theory of the tones in Chin but 
the regularity suggests that there has been 
innovation and analogical extension at a com
paratively recent date.

Verbal morphology is muoh more compli
cated and contains niany irregularities even 
after one abstracts the main patterns. It 
therefore stands a better chance of reflecting 
features of oommon Tibeto-Burman. Much 
detailed comparative study will be necessary 
before one can ascertain just what these are but 
one or two points suggest themselves even at 
this stage. Professor Henderson notes the 
existence of a number of pairs of verbs with 
alternation between stop and spirant initial 
consonants and with corresponding semantic 
relationships, e.g. /ka'.U (misprinted as /ki3Q 
on p. 22) ‘ to raise oneself ’ : /xalfl ‘ to lift ’ ; 
\kia ‘ to fall ’ : \xla ‘ to drop ’, etc. Dr. Stem 
also found a few suoh pairs in his dialeot 
(p. 251) and noted that this had previously 
been mentioned by Naylor and Wolfenden and 
compared with the use of aspiration to mark 
causative or transitive verbs in Burmese. One 
must, of oourse, further oonneot this with the 
s- prefix in Tibetan which has a similar func
tion. The faot that the employment of aspira
tion for this purpose appears to be no longer a 
living process in either Chin or Burmese 
heightens its historical significance. It is 
obviously an important point from which to 
start in trying to establish the phonological 
isoglosses in Tibeto-Burman.
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Changes in final oonsonant also oeour in 
Chin verb morphology whioh suggest snfifixation 
comparable to Tibetan final -s and da-drag, but 
here the position is more complicated and muoh 
detailed comparison will be required to sort it 
ont. (No doubt there have been analogical 
extensions superimposed on older layers.) 
Kaohin also shows vestiges of the same sort of 
thing. Burmese does not seem to show muoh 
traoe of it, though tonal alternations between 
pairs of semantioally related words could con
ceivably reflect suoh suffixes. But once again 
we need a theory of the tones before we can 
proceed further.

A feature noted by Professor Henderson that 
I find very suggestive for Old Chinese— 
whether historically or simply as a possible 
typological parallel—is what she oalls ‘ figure 
finalglottalization ’ (pp. 60 ff.). This is a glottal 
oonstriotion—possibly phonetically distinot 
and certainly functionally different from 
syllable-final glottal stop (p. 18)—which occurs, 
especially but not exclusively with certain 
affixes, at the end of a figure. This reminds one 
of how in sets of related partioles in classical 
Chinese we often find that those particles whioh 
oan occur before a pause have the rising tone 
(probably derived from final glottal stop) in 
contrast to other partioles in the level tone 
whioh do not oocur in such positions. (Cf. 
Asia Major, vm, 1, 1960, 36, and George 
Kennedy, Selected works, 434-42 (in Chinese).)

To sum up, this is an excellent study. No 
doubt specialists in Burman languages and 
theoretical linguists will have more to say 
about many aspects of it that I have been 
unable to deal with.

E. G. PULLETBLATTK

AndkIs-G. Haudbicoubt : La langue 
des Nenemas et des Nigoumak (dialectes 
de Poum et de Koumac, NouveUe- 
CaUdonie). (Te Reo Monographs.) 
[iv], 85 pp., 5 maps. Auckland: 
Linguistic Sooiety of New Zealand, 
1963.

The languages of New Caledonia present one 
of the numerous enigmas of the Melanesian 
linguistic area. They tend to have complex 
phonological systems and, at least superficially, 
even fewer Common Austronesian words than 
the languages of the Solomons, for instance, or 
of eastern New Guinea. Until recently practi
cally the only source of information available 
was the general survey published in 1946 by a 
French scholar, the late Maurice Leenhardt: 
Langues et dialectes de V Austro-M&anesic.

TTifl phonetic and linguistic equipment, how
ever, was scarcely adequate to describe accu

rately the complex sounds and artioulationB 
whioh are found in this area. It is therefore for
tunate that in the last 16 years M. Haudricourt 
of Paris who is fully conversant with modem 
techniques of phonological analysis should 
have been able to visit New Caledonia and 
bring some of Leenhardt’s work up to date.

The monograph under review is a linguistic 
sketch of a language presumed to have been 
spoken once in a relatively large area in the 
north-west of the mainland, and in the off
shore islands. To-day it is found only in a 
number of pookete.

The first 11 pp. give an outline of the 
phonetic, phonological, and grammatical 
structure. This author’s style is always com- 
mendably succinot, and one of hiB lines of print 
often contains as muoh information as one 
normally expeots to cull from a whole para
graph.

Phonetically there are five points of articula
tion (‘ dorsale v^laire, palatale, apioale cacu- 
minale, bilabiale, labiov61aire ’) and no less 
than seven modes, defined by the author as:
‘ non-aspir6es, aspirSee, sonores, demi-nasales, 
nasales, nasales-aspir^es, aspir6es orales \

Phonologioally, however, the general pioture 
is much simpler sinoe many of these consonants 
do not occur intervocalicalIy and finally. Thus, 
one entire phonetio mode, described as 
‘ sonores ’ does not appear in the phonological 
table of initials, because it actually represents 
the intervocalic form of two other modes of 
homorganio voiceless consonants (aspirated 
and non-aspirated).

Interesting problems of prosody are sketched, 
but the evidence iB insufficient to provide a 
solution.

Grammatically, the evidence shows that as 
in other Melanesian languages, the two systems 
of marking possession in the nominals (by 
suffixation, and by partiole and personal 
pronoun) cannot be predicted on notional 
grounds, and the author is surely right in 
treating these features as having to do with 
grammatical gender which inter alia help to 
keep homonyms apart (p. 10). A number of 
texts with both an interlinear and a free 
translation follows (pp. 13-36). The remainder 
of the work (pp. 36-82) consists of a glossary 
which has evidently benefited from the author’s 
interest in the natural sciences.

This monograph is a useful addition to our 
linguistio knowledge of New Caledonia. It 
whets our appetite, however, rather than 
satisfies it. Moreover the problem of historical 
relation between aspirated and non-aspirated 
consonants in New Caledonia and elsewhere is 
not discussed. It is to be hoped that the author 
will satisfy our curiosity in a later publication.

Q. B. MTLNEB
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J. C. Vergouwen : The social organisa
tion and customary law of the Toba- 
Batak of northern Sumatra. Translated 
from the Dutch by Jeune Scott-KembaU. 
(Koninklijk IuBtitnut voor Taal-, 
Land- en Volkenkunde. Translation 
Series, 7.) xv, 461 pp., map. The 
Hagne: Martinus Nijhoff, 1964.
Guilders 38.
Vergouwen died, in 1933, a few weeks after 

thin monograph had appeared under its 
original title Bet reehtsleben der Toba-batdks, a 
work worthy in every way of the great sohool 
of Indonesian traditional law, adat, founded by 
his teacher Professor van Vollenhoven at the 
University of Leiden. This school had from the 
first been oonoemed with the application as 
well as the study of adat; its founder had been 
responsible for muoh of the change in attitude 
whioh can be seen in the approaoh by the 
administration of the Netherlands East Indies 
to the various legal systems whioh they found 
operating among the peoples of Indonesia. 
Vergouwen, who had developed an interest in 
tribal customs during his initial servioe in 
Borneo and had subsequently studied with van 
Vollenhoven at Leiden, was placed on special 
duty in 1927 as head of the Toba Batak 
Customary Court and ordered to report on that 
institution and make recommendations for its 
reform. His report, published in 1930, was the 
precursor to the present work, based upon his 
judioial experience and the studies whioh he 
made while oarrying out his special duties. It 
served as a textbook in his university and as a 
handbook for other judicial officers in the Batak 
area (as Professor Ebuning remarks in a pre
fatory note based upon his own later ex
periences) and beoause of its insistence upon 
the social structure and organization which 
underlie Batak adat has retained its value as an 
aocount of the Toba Batak however many may 
have been the changes whioh they have under
gone during the past 30 years. Since a know
ledge of Dutch is not always to be found, even 
among those whose primary ooncem is with the 
study of South East Asia (let alone among those 
whose interests are socio-lega] rather than 
regional), the present translation is to be wel
comed, providing as it does a reliable, if not 
particularly readable, version of Vergouwen’s 
fundamental study.

The work is so arranged as to present an 
account of Toba Batak society, its kinship 
structure and religious concepts, followed by 
an account of the Toba corporate community. 
The fourth chapter sets out certain general legal 
concepts of the Toba, while the next five 
chapters deal with specific aspeots of the law : 
matrimony, inheritance, land tenure, debt, 
offence. Ch. x deals with the settlement of

disputes, while some points of detail arising in 
various chapters are documented in five 
appendixes. There is a liBt of legal maxims, 
umpama, of great importance for as Vergouwen 
explains, they are widely and similarly em
ployed and are therefore ‘ more or less fixed 
points in an otherwise very mobile whole ’ 
(p. 137). The only index is one of Batak words, 
but as this is arranged ‘ under their stems, as in 
van der Tuuk’s and Wameok’s dictionaries ’, 
its utility for those who cannot easily deter
mine the stem of a Batak word is uncertain. 
(Fortunately there is a detailed list of contents.)

Vergouwen writes always of what he himself 
has seen, has known, but his obvious interest 
and his knowledge led others, Toba judges, 
litigants, elders, to discuss nice points with him 
whioh had arisen in his absence, or had occurred 
in earlier times. Kin work is therefore at once 
the product of his observations and an historical 
account of Batak law. Those who look for 
statistics will be disappointed : the book was 
written before the Table became a sine qua non 
of sociological publication. But this would not 
surprise the Batak. Eor they speak of their 
adat as being patik na hot, fixed unchangeable 
rule, yet say : togii pe na niddh n» uhwn, 
togudn na nidAh ni padan ‘ legal preoepts are 
powerful: the contents of an agreement have 
more force And to a people whose ideal is the 
flexibility of law, Vergouwen’s impressions are 
more likely to seem a reasonable acoount of 
their law, than any whioh lends itself to ready 
reduction to punched cards or computer tapes.

ANTHOHY OHBISTrK

TTanh Sohaber : Ngaju religion : the 
conception of God among a south 
Borneo people. Translated by Rodney 
Needham. (Koninklijk Instituut yoot 

Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde. Trans
lation Series, 6.) xv, 229 pp., front., 
26 plates. The Hague: Martinus 
Nijhoff, 1963. Guilders 21.
Hans SchSrer, who died in 1947 at the age of 

48, was a member of the Basler Mission. He 
worked from 1932 to 1939 among the Ngajn 
Dayaks and then spent the period 1939—44 
studying under J. P. B. de Josselin de Jong at 
Leiden where he submitted his thesis in 1946, 
Die QoUtsidet der Ngadju Dajah in Biid-Borneo, 
now issued in a translation by Rodney 
Needham. This was to have been the first of a 
series of studies based upon a vast mass of 
field-notes (237 note-books and the completed 
MSfi—amounting to more than 1,000 pp.— 
of two books) dealing in immense detail with 
Ngaju life and religion. It is to be noted that 
all this material was oolleoted before Sch&rerr’s 
period as a student at Leiden, though the form
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of its presentation in his thesis probably 
explains the remark in P. E. de Josselin de 
Jong’s preface that the book’s appearance in 
English contributes ‘ to an understanding, 
amongst anthropologists of other countries, of 
what the pre-war students of Indonesian 
culture who had reoeived their anthropological 
training in Holland were after ’. Certainly, 
SohSrer was oonoemed with an analysis of the 
principles which served as the structure of 
Ngaju society, an approaoh whioh, as is rightly 
noted in the prefiaoe, is perhaps coining into its 
own in the English-speaking world with the 
current interest in the ideas of Monsieur IAvi- 
Strauss. It seems likely, however, that 
SohSrer’s approach owed more to Feuerbach 
than to Leiden, for in his oonolusions he aptly 
oites a passage from Das Wesen der Religion 
whioh ends: ‘ der Gott des Menschen ist
niohts anderes als das vergdtterte Wesen des 
Mensohen, folglioh die Religions- oder, was eins 
ist, Gottesgeschlchte niohts anderes als die 
Qeschiohte des Mensohen ’. This appears to 
have been the spirit whioh underlay the whole 
of his work and the one to whioh we owe a 
study of the greatest value for understanding 
a religious system whioh is important not only 
in Dayak studies but also in the wider sphere 
of Indonesian cultural history.

Sch&rer is much ooncemed with the problem 
presented by the fact that Ngaju thought 
seems always to have been aware of dualism 
not only as a series of sets of oppositions (e.g. 
male/female, up-Btream/down-stream, npper- 
world/underworld) but also as the expression 
of the duality of a total, single system. These 
conoepts oan be seen most dearly in the Ngaju 
idea of God as this is exemplified in their 
sacred texts and in the drawings whioh are 
made by priests and ritually employed by them 
in the course of religions redtations. Of the 
material that he gathered, Scharer here uses no 
more than a fraction, but its nature is well illus
trated by the creation myth whioh he quotes 
in full, with a translation, in Appendix 1. This 
is necessary not only because of the extent 
to whioh he relies upon this particular text, 
but also because without suoh an extended 
example it would be difficult to understand the 
nature of Dayak thought as it finds expression 
in basa sangiang, the language of the first 
anoestors which is used for all sacred stories. 
(Seoular story-telling is in everyday Ngaju.) It 
must not be thought, however, that SohSrer’s 
study is ooncemed only with texts and their 
interpretation, highly valuable though such 
work might be. For, as he is at pains to show, 
the whole of Ngaju Dayak sooiety participates 
in a divine order whose proper preservation is 
the ooneem of all. Hadat is dharma and the 
proper observation of hadat is, or seems to be, 
the main end of sodety. Henoe Schfirer is

concerned also with suoh matters as the 
marriage rituals of the Ngaju and the adminis
tration of justice, aB well as with the role of the 
balian, at once priestess, slave, and prostitute, 
and the transvestite basir who fulfils a some
what similar male role. A considerable section 
of the work is taken up with the rituals for 
the dead, the titoah mortuary feast, and with 
the role of the sacred dead who are part of the 
whole community and of the total godhead.

This is a work of fundamental scholarship 
whioh is a key book for all who are interested in 
the study of the Indonesian world. We must 
be grateful to the Koninklijk Tustituut, and to 
Dr. Needham for making it available to a wider 
audienoe than had acoess to the German 
original, though we may not be wholly happy 
with the rendering at every point. Dr. 
Needham, in a brief ‘ Translator’s note ’, sets 
out some of the difficulties whioh confronted 
him and anyone who has translated work of 
this nature will sympathise with him. For the 
honour of the Basler Mission it should perhaps 
be remarked that the original does not always 
read so inelegantly as the translation would at 
times make it appear : the first sentence of the 
book illustrates this point sufficiently. None 
the less, what we have here does present 
Soh&rer’s work and his difficult ideas in a form 
that should stimulate others to undertake 
further researoh in an area where, as the book 
makes abundantly dear, discoveries of the 
greatest importance for the study of society and 
the history of religion are to be made.

ANTHONY OHBI8TTE

H. Ian Hogbin : Kinship and marriage 
in a New Guinea village. (London 
School of Economics. Monographs on 
Social Anthropology, No. 26.) [viii], 
177pp.,8plates. London: University 
of London, Athlone Press, 1963. 35s.
In another book, published in 1961 and 

entitled Transformation scene, Dr. Hogbin of 
the University of Sydney dealt with the whole
sale changes whioh had taken place in Busama 
(a New Guinea community of the western 
shore of the Huon Gulf) during half a century 
of aconlturation. That earlier work dealt with 
the eoonomio, political, legal, and religious 
activities of the people, whioh had all under
gone a profound ohange. By contrast, the 
present volume, which concentrates on kin
ship, presents an aspeot of culture which 
appears to have altered very little.

After outlining the setting, defining kin and 
community, and the range of kinship dimen
sions, the author gives us a kind of bird's-eye
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view of the life-oyole of a Busama village. 
Dr. Hogbin’s olose study of daily life is 
enriohed by what seems to have been an 
unusually good relationship with his ohief 
informants, who aooepted him sufficiently not 
only to quarrel in his hearing (if not perhaps 
in his presence) but to discuss with him the 
origin and outcome of such quarrels. It need 
hardly be said that the situation of trust in 
which suoh sources of information can be 
profitably tapped are usually not attained 
without a great deal of patience, integrity, and 
professional dedication on the part of the 
investigator.

Rights to land alone are transmitted matri- 
lineally from a man to his sister’s son, but a 
man may bequeath the goods he has acquired 
through his own exertions to his sons. 
Residence is avunoulovirilocal and the lineages 
(which are unsegmented) provide the basis for 
land tenure. The groups based on the member
ship of a men’s olub-house, however (whioh are 
based not on kinship but on neighbourhood 
sinoe a man tends to belong to the olub which 
meets in the house nearest his own home), 
provide the basis for other types of aotivity 
suoh as canoe or house building.

Dr. Hogbin has made a searching study of 
Melanesian social structure elsewhere, and 
specialists will also find pp. 31-7 of particular 
interest. He distinguishes there between two 
main types of unilineal structure. In the first, 
the community is built on a single olan, sub- 
olan, or lineage localized in a separate settle
ment (the groupings being either patrilineal, 
as with the Orokaiva of Eastern New Guinea, or 
matrilineal, as with (he Trobriand Islanders). In 
the second, the community consists not of one, 
but of several localized dans (which may be, 
again, either patrilineal or matrilineal). 
Whereas in the first type there is of necessity 
a wide variety of cognatio and affinal ties with 
other communities, giving what the author 
calls a ‘ broad social horizon ’ in the second 
type no one needs to leave the village of his 
birth on marriage, and therefore ties with the 
outside world are reduoed to a minimmn

Other Melanesian communities, suoh as the 
To’ombaita of Malaita in the British Solomon 
Islands (whioh Dr. Hogbin baa described in 
Experiments in civilization, published in 1939), 
have non-unilineal systems, the main feature of 
whioh is the abeenoe of dans or of lineages 
based on one line of descent alone. The interest 
of the Busama community is, therefore, that 
on the one hand it conforms to the second type 
of unilineal structure (with a relatively 
restricted sodal horizon), but on the other hand 
the importance of the dubs, whioh are not 
organized unilineally, and the faot that a 
person’s immediate obligations are towards his 
immediate cognates (irrespective of whether or

not they belong to his matrilineage) complicate 
the structural analysis.

The chapter on marriage (pp. 103—23) will 
perhaps provide the most interesting material 
for thoee who are anxious to support or to 
rejeot the theories of exchange put forward by 
IAvi-Strause. As Dr. Hogbin provides, perhaps 
unwittingly, heavy ammunition for the view 
that the form of exohange par excellence in 
simple societies is the exchange of women 
between one social group and another, it is 
ourious that he does not mention lAvi-Strauss 
at all. The latter, however, could well have 
inserted the following passage from the work 
under review into one of his own books: 
(p. 104) ‘ Each allianoe is worked out in 
conformity with the principle of reciprocity— 
just as a man who receives a service or a gift- 
must make an equivalent return, so those who 
accept a bride on behalf of a young kinsman 
are in honour bound to bestow another girl on 
the donors. Like the services and the gifts, too, 
the marriages do not oanoel out, and always 
the latest recipients are considered to be in 
debt. Thus each separate union is the com
pletion of one exohange and the prelude to 
another, a link in a never-ending chain ’.

Then on pp. 113-14 the following occurs:
‘ Yet marriage is so muoh a matter of account
ing that frequently the best-intentioned fathers 
and unoles find that they have no alternative 
but to thrust a worthy young girl into the 
hands of a waster or burden a dutiful youth 
with a slattern ’. The difficulty of arranging 
suitable matches is increased by the contem
porary shortage of females, a problem whioh is 
also reported from many other parts of New 
Guinea.

In this work the author has provided a 
rounded account in which there is an obvious 
awareness of, and interest in, some of the 
present burning issues in sooial anthropology. 
These are discussed in the light of the author’s 
Busama material, but theoretical matters are 
not allowed to oust the non-controversial data, 
and so they do not upset the balance of a book 
whioh leaves one with the final impression of a 
warm, sympathetic, and humane work of 
ethnography.

O. B. MILNER

K. J. Ratnam : Communalism and the 
political process in Malaya. sdi, 
248 pp. Kuala Lumpur : University 
of Malaya Press for the University of 
Singapore, 1966. (Distributed by 
Oxford University Press. 48s.)
Any worth-while study of Malayan politics 

must attempt an answer to the question of 
why Malaya has so far succeeded in riding the 
difficulties of a plural society. Dr. Ratnam,
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leoturer in political science at the University 
of Singapore, has made a valuable and sugges
tive contribution to the discussion.

The main purpose of the book is to examine 
the extent to whioh communalism has in
fluenced the political process in Malaya in the 
period up to 1961. The author presents a clear 
and thorough analysis of those features of the 
constitutional settlement which form the basis 
of communal disagreement, citizenship, educa
tion, language, religion, and the special position 
of Malays ; many will quarrel, however, with 
his description of Malaya as a secular state. 
Dr. Ratnam has here limited himself largely to 
explaining the establishment of these con
stitutional provisions; one would have liked 
to see some disoussion of how far communal 
issues have come to dominate the proceedings 
of the legislatures.

The outstanding characteristic of Malayan 
politics has been the achievement of com
munal co-operation at the political level, 
reflected in the success of the Alliance ; these 
developments are well illustrated in the book’s 
analysis of the elections of 1966 and 1959. 
The emergence of an intercommunal (as 
opposed to a non-oommunal) pattern in 
Malaya has, it is argued, been the result of the 
peouliar balanoe of power in Malaya, the 
timing of the 1956 eleotion, and the role of the 
political 61ite. It is also considered that this 
oo-operation has been facilitated by the 
abeenoe of separate electorates, and the 
author is tempted by the contrast offered by 
India and Ceylon prior to independence. As 
he admits, however, some basis of co-operation 
must exist for a common roll to be feasible, 
and the book strengthens at least this 
reviewer’s conviotion of the unique character 
of every communal situation. Although the 
press constitutes one of the main source 
materials for the book, there is no attempt to 
evaluate the role of the press as a moderating 
influence on communal feeling in Malaya.

The fundamental problems of Malayan 
politics emerge clearly from this study. It 
points to the immense obstacles to sooial 
assimilation in Malaya, the conflicting claims 
of legitimacy, and the problem presented by the 
privileged position accorded to the Malays 
as a result of the imbalance of sooial and 
economio power. Dr. Ratmam’s attempt to 
aooommodate the system of Malay safeguards 
within the framework of demooratio ideals has 
led to his adoption of the term ‘ plural 
democracy ’. The expression is, I think, some
what suspect, not only because of its ambig
uity ; some may feel that it only conceals the 
discriminatory implications of these provisions.

The author concludes by expressing the hope 
that developments on the political plane, by 
oreating an area of inter-oommunal co-opera

tion, may modify the effect of communal 
tensions at other levels. Whether this hope 
will be fulfilled will depend, for one thing, on 
how far the present compromise constitutes a 
real as opposed to tin artificial settlement. A 
oautionary prefaoe to the book points to the 
difficulty of assessing developments in Malaya 
in the absence of any effective means of 
testing collective opinion, hence the importance 
of the political 61ite and the political parties. 
It is the latter who ‘ perform the task of 
articulating partioularist demands ’, but an 
assessment of how effectively they fulfil this 
function calls for a fuller treatment of the 
oharaoter and membership of party organiza
tions and the relations of parties and pressure 
groups. The importance in the present situa
tion of the role of the political dlite suggests 
inevitable comparison with pre-1966 Ceylon.

The political process does not, however, 
operate in a vacuum, find the final outcome 
will depend much on the nature and speed of 
social change in Malaya, and the price of 
rubber.

J. H. BEAGLEHOLE

Gerald Cannon Hickey : Village in 
Vietnam, xxviii, 325 pp., 16 plates. 
New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 1964. $10, 72s.
Village in Vietnam is the first, and so far the 

only, detailed anthropological study of a South 
Vietnamese village to have been published in 
the English language. Eor that reason alone, it 
is a book of great importance. French soholars, 
generally speaking, tended to ignore the subject 
of village life, customs, and organization in 
Vietnam, though Leopold Cadiiro was a 
notable exception. However, Cadfere worked 
principally in Central Vietnam, where the 
village life differs considerably, for reasons of 
geography and history, from that in the 
Mekong Delta region.

Dr. Hiokey has provided luoid expositions 
of many facets of life in Khanh-hau, the village 
seleoted for the study, and these are copiously 
illustrated by maps, drawings, and diagrams. 
The main chapters set out in considerable 
detail the village’s history, geography, and 
settlement pattern before proceeding to its 
religious beliefs, social groupings, government, 
and economy. Six appendixes offer the reader 
information extraneous to the immediate 
subjeot of the book but necessary for its full 
understanding. These range from a history of 
the Caodaist religion to a description of the 
workings of a model Hui and inolude lists of 
rice varieties, vegetables, and fruits.

Written in clear and readable English, and 
re sort,big to teohnioal terminology only when
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this is essential, Village in Vietnam may be 
read with equal pleasure by non-anthropolo
gists. Indeed, this book contains so much 
information about the people, the life, and the 
oulture of the area whioh is not available from 
any other source that it will constitute neces
sary background reading for all serious students 
of South Vietnam no matter what the nature 
of their particular interests. While main
taining a scrupulous accuracy throughout, 
Dr. Hiokey has contrived to introduce lively 
descriptions of some of the happenings in the 
village which entertain the reader as well as 
inform him. One such is his account of a court 
scene in which he demonstrates how humour 
may some times be used more effectively than 
law in the settlement of disputes. Another is a 
description of a wedding at whioh the more 
niggardly guests are shamed into giving larger 
wedding presents than they had originally 
intended. Again, the perceptively drawn pen- 
portraits of individual representatives of the 
various social strata to be found in the village 
greatly enhance the reader’s appreciation of 
the kind of people to be encountered almost 
anywhere in the Mekong Delta region.

What Dr. Hickey has not attempted is to 
interpret his material in any but summary 
fashion. Perhaps it would have been presump
tuous for the author of the first systematic 
study of a village in this area to do so. He has 
collected his information, organized it care
fully, and presented it in orderly fashion. 
A number of similar studies would be neoessary 
before conclusions could be reached with any 
degree of certainty. Suffice it to say that this is 
a book whioh may be read with both enjoy
ment and profit.

P. J. HONEY

A. G-beni'bll Pbioe : The Western 
invasions of the Pacific and its con
tinents : a study of moving frontiers 
and changing landscapes, 1513-1958. 
viii, 236 pp., 11 plates. Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1963. 35s.
Dr. Price, a distinguished scholar of the 

University of Adelaide, who describes himself 
in the preface of thin book as an historical 
geographer, is already well known for two of 
his books: Whitt settlers in the tropics and 
White settlers and native peoples. This third 
volume is a survey of the opening up of the 
Paoiflo by the men of the West, and of the 
results in terms of eoology, habitat, oulture, 
and demography.

Books whioh take in the whole Paoifio 
Ooean in their conspectus are, understandably, 
rare. Before an author ventures to deal with 
human activities in and around an area whioh

oovers a third of the world’s surface, he needs 
to have an enoyolopedio knowledge and to 
have aocess to records and documents in many 
languages and cultures: North American, 
Latin American, Australasian, South East 
Asian, East Asian, and Russian, to mention 
only the main subdivisions. The breadth of 
the view whioh is opened, and the extent of 
the knowledge required, have until now dis- 
oouraged all but a few scholars, and yet the 
Paoiflo Ocean has a unity whioh is not limited 
to hydrography and oceanography. As Dr. 
Price points out, its coasts have important 
characteristics in common (notably the 
narrowness of the watersheds draining into 
its waters, whether in Australia, North and 
South America, or the Ear East, and until the 
outting of the Panama Canal, the difficulties 
of access by sea from almost every direction).

It is particularly fitting that this task of 
viewing the Paoifio as a whole should be 
undertaken by Australian scholars, for it is to 
the newer universities in countries with an 
antipodean outlook that we must look for a 
global approach to geography.

In the modest scope of a book of this size 
we cannot in fairness expect to find more than 
an outline of the panorama of Western 
activities in the Paoiflo sinoe Magellan. In a 
sense this is a gain, because it enables the 
author to stress the features which he regards 
as being really significant. Having then given 
us a generous supply of references he is 
content to let us get on with our own reading 
and make our own journeys of exploration into 
four centuries of Paoifio Ooean history and 
historical geography. Indeed muoh of the text 
retains the genial warmth of a soholar who is 
determined to kindle in his students that 
ouriosity and enthusiasm from whioh good 
research work is fed, and new insights are 
gained. Erom the freshness of his style the 
writers of dootoral theses may well derive 
more stimulation than they would from a 
odder and more dispassionate prose.

After considering briefly the Paoiflo Ocean 
and its peoples before the Western invasions, 
and then the course taken by conquest and 
colonization (pp. 1—62), the author establishes 
a primary distinction between what he terms 
‘ settler colonization ’ in the temperate zones 
of the Paoiflc, on the one hand, and ‘ sojourner 
colonization ’ in the tropioal zones, on the 
other. Eor climatic, demographio, and 
cultural reasons Western man baa not been 
successful in making permanent settlements in 
the tropioal Pacific, whereas he has been 
signally successful in the temperate zones. 
Even where he is an unsuccessful settler, 
however, he has a profound influence on the 
political, religious, economic, and legal systems 
of the people with whom he oomes into contact,
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an influence which, is out of all proportion to 
his small numbers and to the relatively short 
length of his stay, and one whioh is likely in 
most oases to leave permanent traces even 
long after his departure.

The rest of the book is ooncemed with 
‘ moving frontiers he. with the ever-ohanging 
distribution of the diseases, animals, and 
plants introduced by Western man, whether 
deliberately or inadvertently. The tale of the 
ravages occasioned by new diseases among 
populations which had no natural immunity, 
is as gruesome as the ourrent population 
explosion (the natural result of the subsequent 
spread of Western medioine and hygiene) is 
alarming.

This work is not without its faults. There 
are a few printers’ errors, or perhaps, slips. 
Thus Vitu Levi for Viti Levu (p. 130), haola 
for haolt (p. 128). The native inhabitants of 
Newfoundland are ‘ Boethuk ’ on p. 77 and 
‘ Boethios ’ on p. 94, while the ‘ Tlinkets ’ on 
p. 82 are presumably better known as 
1 Tlingit ’. ‘ Majaphit ’ on p. 16 should be
‘ Majapahit ’. Another criticism is that the 
book does not gain much additional value 
from its final ahapter (pp. 202—14) whioh looks 
forward rather than baok, in that, having been 
completed early in 1962, its foreoasts are 
already being disproved by subsequent events. 
Thus the dichotomy established by the author 
between Russia and China on the one hand, 
and democratic spheres of influence on the 
other, is no longer entirely justified even four 
years later.

Yet as an introduction to the Pacific region 
for the general reader, and as a first textbook 
of regional history and geography, this book 
could hardly be more satisfactory.

G. B. BHLNBB

Barbara E. Ward (ed.): Women in 
the new Asia: the changing social 
roles of men and women in South and 
South-East Asia. 529 pp., 16 plates. 
Paris : TJnesco, 1963. 50s.

In 1968 the Department of Social Soiences 
of Unesoo convened a conference in Calcutta 
to dlsouss the contributions whioh the sooial 
sciences oould make towards furthering the 
objectives of the project on the Mutual 
Appreciation of Eastern and Western Cultural 
Values. In general terms that contribution was 
seen as the ‘ task of placing oultural values in 
their sooio-eoonomio context, of acquainting 
the general publio with the contemporary 
evolution of these values and of olarifying the 
new conditions of relations among peoples ’. 

The speoifio field of study selected for
VOL. xxcx. past 2.

emphasis was the status of women and, in 
particular, the effeots on the day-to-day 
domestic living of families of the important 
political, legal, eoonomio, educational, and 
other ohanges whioh have taken place in the 
status of women during recent decades. 
Though it is presented in a sociological frame
work the material in this book, drawn from 
eleven countries in South and South East 
Asia, is intended for ordinary people in the 
West. It is hoped not only to inform them but 
to suggest lines of thinking whioh may help 
them to deal with their own problems. 
Unfortunately the price of the book seems 
likely to restrict its distribution.

The volume consists of three parts. The 
first is an essay by the editor on understanding 
sooial roles. Part n consists of 19 separate 
contributions, some written by Asian and 
Western sooial scientists who have oarried out 
research in one of the countries, some by Asian 
women. Part m oontains a brief history of 
female emancipation in southern Asia and a 
disoussion of the main demographio charac
teristics of populations in the region.

Lack of funds for original researoh neces
sitated using material that oould be made 
available by others who were able and willing 
to oo-operate. Muoh of the detail provided by 
the Asian contributors will be of interest to a 
wider audience than that for which the book is 
specifically intended. But by virtue of their 
educational, eoonomio, and social position 
these authors are far from typical, a fact 
whioh many of them readily admit. Moreover, 
the speoial problem selected is not one whioh 
all sooial scientists would inevitably have 
studied systematically. After all, it is not so 
easy in Asia for an outsider to gain access to 
the domestio sphere and yet the need to be 
able to oheok people’s stereotypes about the 
relationship between the sexes with what can be 
abstracted from watching their behaviour is 
well brought out by Swift for the Malays.

For reasons such as these the editor, in her 
introductory essay, had an unenviable task in 
providing a comprehensive framework into 
whioh readers oould place muoh of the detail 
supplied in the contributions. In this she has 
succeeded admirably. After explaining the 
sociological concept of role she proceeds to 
examine the influence of the new institutions 
in Asia on women’s roles. Here it is sufficient 
to list the topios covered—modem medical 
measures, communications, the surge to the 
towns, new employment, education, and 
political emancipation. At a number of points 
throughout the exposition attention is drawn 
to the fact that on many important issues 
concerning the status of women the countries 
of the region oan be divided into two groups— 
those where the patrilooal extended family

29
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system exists and those in whioh the simple 
family system predominates. In general, 
women were very muoh more restricted in the 
former type of family than in the latter. This 
leads up to a section on traditional institutions, 
devoted mainly to an analysis of the wider 
kinship systems of whioh these contrasted 
family types are a part. Attention is drawn to 
the faotors strengthening radial (bilateral) ties 
at the expense of nnilineal links under modem 
urban eoonomio conditions, and the hypo
thesis is advanoed that Booio-eoonomic develop
ment favours the greater equality of the 
sexes.

All of this will help Western readers to see 
some sort of order in the variations that exiBt 
in the status of women within the region. 
Those not aocustomed to seeing suoh topics 
examined in their social setting should find 
muoh to interest them in the approach and 
presentation. My only doubt is whether it 
goes far enough. Too muoh of the discussion 
deals with the effeots of the new institutions 
on middle-olass women whose problems—and 
the solutions to them—are far from typioal 
for the majority.

For example, while the falling death rate 
has had the advantages suggested it has also, 
in two Malay kampongs in whioh I lived, 
forced almost all women to work as rubber- 
tappers to help support their larger families. 
Not for them the solution of employing 
servants to do their domestio work for them, 
though some of them have to pay a nursemaid 
to look after their babies while they work. 
Returning tired, it is not surprising that these 
women may skimp their domestio chores, 
often to the detriment of their children’s 
health. Or if there is a daughter old enough 
she may be kept away from school to look 
after her younger siblings—a practice also 
reported by Fox from the Philippines. And 
though a career woman may become emanci
pated because she can employ domestio 
servants, should we not also be interested in 
the desire of the domestics to emancipate 
themselves ? (On the evidence provided by the 
Asian contributors it would appear that 
domestics in many of these countries are just 
as keen to forsake their jobs for alternative 
work, when it beoomes available, as were their 
counterparts in the West.) In short, we cannot 
assume that only men lose rights when some 
women gain them—a dilemma which is 
familiar enough to many a Western woman 
trying to reconcile her several roles.

It is a great pity that, although this book 
bears the publication date 1963, review oopies 
were not distributed until May 1966—thus 
delaying the critical appreciation of this work 
by two full years.

MAEdARKT MCARTHUR

Peter Ladefoged : A phonetic study 
of West African languages : an audi
tory-instrumental survey. (West 
African Language Monograph Series, 
1.) xix, 74 pp., 16 plates. Cambridge: 
University Press in association with 
the West African Languages Survey, 
1964. 18s.

Peter Ladefoged is already known for his 
careful work in the field of acoustlo and 
physiological phonetics. Much was therefore 
to he hoped for in the present work.

The author spent two sessions in West 
Afrioa, 1969-60 on secondment from Edin
burgh at the University of Ibadan, Nigeria, and 
1961-2 as a Field Fellow of the West African 
Languages Survey. He travelled extensively 
in West Afrioa, carrying out research into the 
phonetics of a large number of languages at the 
principal academio centres in the area, and 
supplemented what he found out from direot 
observation by detailed experiments with in
formants in the phonetios laboratory at the 
University of Ibadan.

The monograph falls into two parts; the 
first 42 pp. present the phonetio discussion of 
topios selected by the author for treatment, 
with frequent enlightening references to the 
tables and figures, and particularly to the 16 
plateB that follow. On the whole this part of 
the book is a model of how to integrate instru
mental data into the verbal description of the 
speeoh events. The seoond part, pp. 43-66, 
oonsists of appendixes, giving the names of the 
languages studied and of the informants used, 
together with a list of most of the oonsonant 
phonemes providing linguistic oppositions in 
each of the languages.

The present work gives the author’s findings 
for 61 languages, including the interpretation 
of data obtained from oine-radiology recording 
and analysing equipment, high-quality tape 
recorders and repeaters, a sound speotrograph, 
a pitch meter combined with an amplitude 
display unit, breath pressure and flow trans
ducers, a high speed ink writer, palatography, 
and a system for photographing the lips. Brief 
accounts of the techniques involved are in
cluded in the introduction, and references are 
given for the reader who is interested to follow 
up. Professor Ladefoged puts the value of these 
techniques in correct perspective when he says 
(p. xviii), ‘ But even the most extensive array 
of instruments can never be a substitute for 
the linguist’s accurate observation and imita
tion of an informant ’. In a work suoh as this, 
the author’s accuracy is reflected partly in his 
verbal description of phonetio events linked to 
the display of instammental data, and partly in 
the consistency with which he employs his
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chosen transcription. No one would deny that 
the reports of his experiments, his illustrations, 
and the oonolnsions he drawB are a valuable 
contribution to phonetics, but his handling 
of examples in this monograph, if I may judge 
from languages with whioh I have some 
acquaintance, and the way in which he uses 
his transcription show inconsistency and in
accuracy.

It may just be a slip that oaused him to place 
Mopti in Nigeria (p. 43), but it is more serious 
when he says (p. 5), ‘ and implosives, in whioh 
there is a downward movement of the dosed 
glottis ’ while in table 1 the only implosives he 
classifies are (oorreotly) voiced. It may be a 
printer’s error too that on p. 36 he gives the 
symbol for the voiced velar fricative for one of 
the centralised baok unrounded vowels, but 
what is one to make of ‘ the homorganio nasal 
frrh ’ (p. 12) for a coarticulation involving 
simultaneous labial and alveolar strictures T 
It is occasionally necessary to rewrite his 
sentences in order to understand what is 
meant. For instance, in talking of table 1 
(p. 1), he says, ‘ This display should enable the 
reader to get a rough idea of most of the 
consonant symbols ’, whereas what he appears 
to mean is that, together with fig. 2, table 1 will 
help to give a rough idea of the artioulations 
and of the sounds, something very different 
from the symbols. It is indeed an impossible 
task that he has set himself here, and table 1 
is best regarded, as he himself almost suggests 
at one point on p. 1, simply as a reservoir of 
symbols. That he regards the symbols as 
phonemio rather than phonetio at least part of 
the time is dear if one takes what he says 
(p. 6) about Hausa stops (‘ Hausa stops are 
sometimes said to be unaspirated ; but this 
was not true in the oase of my informants ’) 
and relates this to the heavy line between k’ 
and kh in table 1, whioh implies that there is 
no language in whioh ejeotive k is in oontrast 
with aspirated k. However, even if suoh 
considerations are left aside, table 1 is un
satisfactory in that it does not do what the 
author says it does (p. 1) : ‘I have tried to 
indude in Table 1 all the contrasting conso
nants in at least those languages that have a 
simple CV structure ’. In table 2, whioh is 
headed ‘ Examples of contrasts between some 
of the items in Table 1 ’, there are eight 
symbols whioh in fact do not oconr in table 1 ; 
they are : tj and d3 without underlining of t 
and d ; all three symbols with raised W in the 
fifth set of contrasts ; tlj just below, without 
a subscript oircle ; fill in the eleventh set and 

in the Bini contrasts on p. 4. There are 
other oppositions in Appendix B not sym
bolised in table 1.

With many of the languages dealt with in 
Appendix B I am not acquainted, and I can

oomment on only a few. In the Pula list 
(p. 46), long vowels are indicated by doubling 
the vowel letter, but in the Hausa list (p. 64), 
by a length mark. This difference of treatment 
is surprising in view of what is said on p. 33, 
where Pula and Hausa are speoially ooupled as 
having long and short vowels, and opposed to 
languages, presumably such as Mende (p. 49), 
in which perceptibly long vowels are regarded 
as sequences of two vowels. The author has 
worked with speakers of different Pula dialects, 
and the origins of the items in what is dearly 
a composite list are not properly indicated in 
the footnotes, so that one does not get a dear 
view of the phonologioal contrasts in any one 
dialeot. To illustrate J the plural form ?be 
Jaawii with gloss 1 they wrapped ’ is needed 
rather than the singular whioh is o Saawii. In 
the transoription of the first example, the 
voiced alveolar plosive should be shown as 
laryngealized, to paa?daa, while the gloss of 
0 vami should be ‘ he wove ’, not ‘ he wore ’.

In the Toruba list, the example glossed ‘ I 
shall go ’ is misleading. It is a three syllable 
piece, syllabio velar nasal, mid tone ; high 
tone o and mid tone lo with no nasalisation 
mark—5 6 lo. The final example &T& [sic] 
should have two mid tones, there are no nouns 
with initial vowel having two high tones. In 
my experience, the consonant in the word for 
dog, orthographically ajd, is a palato-alveolar 
affricate, phonetically, and not a palatal 
plosive.

Out of the 32 Hausa examples, only two are 
beyond criticism. They are (I3&: ‘ red ’ and 

‘ boy ’. In these words, Professor 
Ladefoged shows that he recognized long 
vowels in final position on high and low tones, 
but he fails to mark final long vowels else
where. In fact all except b&lrfkl, and 
•>tiw&fS&, should be given a final length mark. 
In MljrfM the author has shown the wrong r 
symbol. The third example should read 
0&5w4;, with falling and not low tone for the 
first syllable, the two tones being phono- 
logioally distinot. The next example should 
have a low tone mark on the second syllable. 
The gloss for should be ‘ his mother ’
and not simply ‘ mother ’. The tones of 
gw6ndA: are high-low, not low-low as shown in 
the list. The gloss ‘ son ’ should be replaced by 
‘ locust ’. The word for flogging is IjilPdi: 
with tones low-high not high-low. The gloss 
‘ butter ’ should be replaced by ‘ cattle ’. For 
consistency, the letter t in 16lk&tJI should be 
underlined. The Hausa examples in table 2 
require correction. They all should have a 
final length mark. The word for ‘ rust ’ should 
have tones high-low sP&sP&I and all the 
vowels in the word for ‘ fool ’, JAiJAlJA:, are 
long.

There are also, to my knowledge, mistakes
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in the G£, Ewe, and Igbo lists, bnt enough has 
already been said to indicate that the informa
tion in Appendix B cannot be relied on as 
accurate.

Although, in the main, Professor Ladefoged 
has treated the data in the plates well, there 
remain certain points that are not dear. In 
plate LA, what accounts for the energy from 
the base line upwards during the artioulation 
of the ejeotives ? The transcription for this 
Hausa example should show the last two 
vowels as long. The vowel in the je: syllable 
can be seen to be long, and the second 
formant is well above the 2,000 oycle mark and 
correlates with the half close front quality 
appropriate to the long vowel. This contrasts 
with the example in plate 15A from the same 
speaker, where the seoond formant above the 
letter e is lower, and correlates with a short 
vowel of half open front quality. Here again 
the author has mistakes in the transcription, 
whioh should be ba£a: jenai bars:. The 
seoond a should be moved a little to the right 
of its present position beneath the speotrogram 
and given a length mark, the j moved half an 
inoh to the right, under the rising second 
formant, and the e in turn moved a little more 
to the right. The final vowel is partly devoiced, 
as often happens in low tone syllables, but has 
energy visible at about 1600 ops.

The Hausa word for ‘ ohildren ’ oocurs three 
times in the monograph, eaoh time with a 
different transcription, the oorreot version 
being on p. 16. The figures of 30, 200, 170, and 
120 mseo. on p. 16 cannot easily be reconciled 
with the scale under plate IB, illustrating part 
of this word.

The top speotrogram in plate 8A has no base 
line, and the intervooalio oonsonant appears to 
be largely without voice. One wonders why 
nothing is said about this in the discussion on 
p. 20.

The Cambridge University Press is to be con
gratulated on the teohnioal production of this 
monograph, and it is muoh to be regretted that 
their oare has not been matched by that of the 
author in the preparation and correction of his 
text. The work contains so many inaocuraoies 
in detail that it oan be used only with the 
greatest oaution.

J. OABNOOHAIT

I. Sohapera (ed. and tr.): Praise- 
poems of Tswana chiefs. (Oxford 
Library of African Literature.) vi, 
255 pp., map. Oxford : Clarendon 
Press, 1965. 45a.
Interest in vernacular texts from pre-literate 

societies has lately been growing apaoe, both 
for their literary and philosophical oontent and

their value as historical, linguistic, and 
anthropological material. Professor Sohapera, 
who is one of our greatest authorities on the 
peoples of the south-west African Protectorate 
of Beohuanaland, is well able to fulfil all these 
requirements. TTia latest book is a noteworthy 
addition to the Oxford Library of Afrioan 
Literature, a series whioh aims to promote the 
reoording of oral compositions before they are 
lost to memory.

The work oontains 39 previously unpublished 
vernacular texts of traditional eulogies, 
dating from 1760 onwards, from four of the 
Tswana-speaking tribes: the Kgatla, Kwena, 
Ngwaketse, and Ngwato. The poems were 
encountered in the field, between 1929 and 
1940, while Professor Sohapera was conducting 
anthropological research. They were written 
down, at his request, by his literate Tswana- 
speaking assistants, and translated and 
annotated with their aid. In the book, eaoh 
praise-poem is preceded by brief biographical 
notes about the ohief to whom it refers. The 
vemaoular text, presented in the latest offioial 
Tswana orthography, is followed immediately 
by its English translation, both texts being 
numbered every fifth line to facilitate com
parison. The annotation provided supplies a 
great deal of necessary eluoidation. As is the 
oase with so muoh material of this kind, quite 
an amount of obscurity remains, nevertheless. 
It is pointed out, in the introduction, that 
these Tswana eulogies are ‘ not so muoh 
epitomes of tribal history as clues to that 
history ’. Without a good deal of explanation, 
‘ none is itself a sufficient source of information 
about the topics with whioh it deals ’. Un
fortunately, some allusions in the older poems 
have outlived all memory of their original 
faotual reference. Although incomplete and 
unsatisfactory in this respeot as aotual 
repositories of tribal history, these praise- 
poems are, none the less, regarded by the 
tribesmen themselves as their moBt important 
historical mnemonics.

While these 39 items have all been composed 
in praise of tribal chiefs, the range of possible 
subjects for suoh eulogies is in fact muoh 
wider. As with other southern Bantu peoples 
of the Sotho—Tswana Group, and the neigh
bouring Nguni Group, notable warriors and 
heroes, oommoners, women, wild or domestio 
animals—particularly cattle, natural phenom
ena, and even such objeots as trains and bioyoles 
may be deemed worthy of formal praises of 
this kind. In style and oontent, the 39 Tswana 
ohiefs’ eulogies immediately invite comparison 
with other Bantu material in this oategory, 
though the sporadio nature of available 
samples from this widespread field does not yet 
permit anything like a comprehensive survey. 
Superfioially, one notes common features such
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aa the persistent nse of animal metaphor, the 
recounting and appraisal of heroio aotdon, and 
a certain degree of permissible criticism, direot 
or implied. The laok of a consistent unity of 
structure within the poems, which Professor 
Sohapera points out, also seems widespread. 
Eaoh eulogy being a loose series of self- 
contained passages, the order of these stanzas 
can be altered at will, without greatly affeoting 
their balance or purport.

As might, be expected, warfare does not 
provide so prominent, a theme in the Tswana 
praises as it does in comparable Zulu izibongo, 
and there is but scant reference to oattle- 
raiding, if one considers the extent to whioh 
this forms the very core in the ebyevugo 
reoitations of the Bahima of Uganda, dealt 
with in a companion volume in this series 
(H. P. Morris, The heroic recitations of the 
Bahima of Ahkde). Another distinguishing 
feature of the latter is the persistent use of the 
first person, since ebyevugo are self-declared 
assertions of prowess : ‘ I who do not bow my 
head threw myself on the troops . . .’ (op. cit., 
p. 70). Tswana and other Southern Bantu 
praises mostly employ the third person, and in 
many tribes it would he unthinkable to utter 
one’s own praises. Professor Sohapera is not 
explioit on t.biH point among the Tswana, 
however, and tells us little about the style of 
oral delivery, but a great deal of other useful 
contextual information has been provided in 
his introduction. On the whole, the deolared 
objects of the Oxford Library of African 
Literature series : ‘ to introduce the society in 
whioh the works have been created, and to 
describe their literary and linguistio character
istics ’ seem to have been well served in this 
volume.

D. K. KyOROr-r

G. 8. P. Fseeman-Grenvilxe : The 
French at KUwa island : an episode in 
eighteenth-century East African history. 
xvi, 243 pp., front. Oxford : Claren
don Press, 1965. 42s.
The episode described in this volume oovers 

nearly a deoade towards the dose of the 
eighteenth century, a little before the French 
Revolution, when a certain M. Morice obtained 
from the Sultan of Kilwah favourable condi
tions for establishing a fortified trading station 
there, mainly with a view to the export of 
slaves. Dr. Freeman-Grenville has published 
the relevant documents from a manuscript dis
covered by a strange ohance in a London 
bookseller’s shop, two volumes from Chioago 
University seemingly originally forming part of 
the Frenoh naval arohives, and relevant papers 
from the Archives de Prance. More material

might, have been found in Lorient, had the 
arohives there not unfortunately been destroyed 
in the Allied bombing of the port in the second 
World War. Short as the period covered is, 
there is very muoh of interest with regard to 
the history and civilization of the East African 
coast and its link with other countries of the 
Indian Ocean. This study is well edited, 
indexed, annotated, and furnished with a full 
bibliography, though it would have been 
improved in some minor details by consultation 
with an Arabist. The improvements listed 
below are suggested, but although the list is 
somewhat lengthy t.hiH should not be taken as 
in any way detracting from the quality of this 
useful well-produoed work.

p. 35 : it should be added to the disoussion 
of the name 1 AlawT that it is usually that of a 
saiyid, so even if rare in Swahili it is likely to 
show that the person in question is a saiyid.

p. 40,1. 32 : for ‘ drive out the Portuguese ’, 
read ‘ Omanis ’.

p. 60 : rioe is mentioned as an export from 
Kilwah by the Mvlalehtehas al-fitan before 
a.d. 1411.

p. 64: it is not altogether true that ‘ no 
satisfactory history of Musoat has yet been 
written’. Al-Salimi’s Tuhfat al-a‘ydn is not 
without merit.

p. 66 : is the word morfa of mkate morfa, the 
Swahili for millet bread, the Arabic mawfd 
used of a sort of bread-oven T

p. 70 et seq.: the rendering of the base 
Arahm of the Kilwah treaty leaves much to be 
desired, and it is a pity the author did not 
consult an Arabist. Note 6 should be deleted, 
for Kilwat al-Muluk appears to be the name of 
Kilwah as in Shumovaky’s gazetteer to his text 
of Ahmad b. Majid. Sultan ‘AH is the Shir&zi, 
the Kilawi/Kilwl, not the Kilwl Shirazi. An 
entirely new translation of the document is 
required, but it is basically in corrupt South 
Arabian colloquial, the writer being uncertain 
about ‘ain and hamzah, id’ and fd’. One point 
of interest is that on p. 72 Morice is to have 
land from Cape Balfadh to the lighthouse, but 
the Arabio does not read bait mandr as the 
author has misread it, but bait mandz. He goes 
on to attempt the proof that mandr does not 
mean a lighthouse since the ruins of the build
ing there are more like a kiosk for enjoying the 
evening breeze. As the writer of the document 
in other cases has dropped final hd' it might be 
assumed that he meant to write mandz(ih) 
whioh oould be a plural of manzah as in Dozy, 
Supplement, a word still employed in Mukalla 
for a place to sit in the cool of the evening. 
With some reflection the writer’s intention 
could be restored but it requires familiarity 
with South Arabian documents of the present 
day.

p. 90 : the note on Ajan should be deleted
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for it does not stand for the ancient Alania but 
for the Arabio Barr al-‘Ajam, for which see my 
Portuguese .... It is the name for the Somali 
coast.

p. 94 : to the note on Sofala might be added 
the information that Ibn Majid provides 
interesting data on this place.

p. 124: there is no reason to question the 
statement that Socotra Arabs bring fish-oil to 
Zanzibar—which Morioe would have reoog- 
nized by its smell anyway. Soootra has some 
export of salt fish to Zanzibar and fish-nil 
could come this way from 5a<jramawt.

p. 141 : msandarusi of Swahili is the 
Arabio qandarus, a well-known oommodity 
traded in the Indian Ocean and mentioned in 
Arabio sources from at least medieval times.

p. 142 : rassades (small glass beads) does not 
seem to be known to Arabic souroes, unless 
indeed one should read bussad/bussadh. 
properly ‘ coral but perhaps applied to other 
beads. Capouti must be the Persian kabUdi, 
whioh Steingass gives as a turban with a blue 
sheepskin border, but presumably it might, 
just be a trade-name for a kind of blue doth. 
Hardia would seem to be ardiyah, the plural of 
ridd’, the piece of cloth the Bedouin wear over 
the shoulders. The cobe is presumably the 
cobido, eto. of Porrand, Poids, mesures et 
monnaies, 258—800, from the Portuguese 
covado, coudie. Miardia might perhaps be read 
mi-ardiyah, a hybrid word, half a ridd’. This is 
supported by the text- whioh makes the 
miardia 6 cobes as opposed to the hardia's 12.

p. 143 : calin is the Arabio qala'i ‘ tin ’ for 
whioh see Dozy, Supplement, BirQnl, Jamdhir, 
eto. Ghites is the Arabio nowadays
ootton sheeting. Quinsangue, described as red 
and blue loin-oloths seems nearer the Swahili 
kamu than the Portuguese canaqui, though 
the kamu is a long white ootton garment. 
Chouder, is the Arabio shaidhar/shaidar. 
derived from Perso-Indian chadar. These 
words were ourrent in medieval trade oircles. 
If mounara were Arabio perhaps munaiyar 
‘ striped ’, or, with a double warp or woof, 
might be suggested, but it does not seem that 
this was a trade-term in the Indian Ooean at so 
late a period. However, for this and other 
terms an examination of the glossary to the 
Diwdn-i albisah of Mahmud Qari of Yazd, 
though written some centuries earlier, might 
prove helpful.

p. 150 : the Sultan of Kilwah was accom
panied by musioal instruments exclusive to 
royalty. This is also true of the sultans of 
South Arabia where the drum has a special 
significance and plays a large part in tribal 
ceremony.

p. 161 : the mufti is incorrectly described as 
a ‘ superior judge ’. He has no judioial functions 
but gives a legal opinion.

p. 163 : Morioe states that there is no weav
ing on the East African ooast in his day, but in 
Ibn Baffufah’s time Mogadishu doth was 
exported, and it is listed in the Mulakhkhas 
aX-fitan in 1411. Por the goat’s hair doth of 
Soootra see my Portuguese, 157.

p. 208 : the Swahili msaje is the Arabio 
sdj ‘ teak ’.

R. B. SBRJRABT

A. B. Theobald : ‘Alt Dinar, last 
sultan of Darfur, 1898-1916. ix, 
243 pp. London : Longmans, 1965. 
42s.
‘All Dinar b. Zakariya was the last of a line 

of Pur sultans who ruled from the sixteenth 
century until the Egyptian oonquest of the 
sultanate in 1874. Claimants to the throne 
survived precariously during the Egyptian and 
Mahdist oooupation. In 1898 ‘All Dinar seized 
the throne during a power vaouum whioh 
followed the destruction of the Mahdist 
government, and he lost it in 1910 when he was 
overwhelmed by an Anglo-Egyptian force 
during the first World War.

This obscure, unimportant young Mahdist 
adherent of 1891 beoame by 1914 a vehemently 
anti-Mahdist supporter of the caliph Mehmed V. 
It seems that his enforced residence in 
Mahdist Omdurman was a stage in his educa
tion towards the conception of a wider Muslim 
solidarity for which he yearned. No sooner 
had he become sultan than he repudiated his 
Mahdism and had several refugee Mahdist 
amirs, who sought asylum in his territory, put 
to death. As he wrote testily to a correspon
dent in Omdurman in 1914, ‘ Do you not know 
that I followed the Mahdiyyah only to save 
other people’s lives ? ’ He possibly had his 
own neok also in mind.

The oall of a wider Islam oertainly found 
him responsive in the latter period of his reign. 
His suspicions, fanned by the Prenoh advance 
towards his western border in 1909-12 and the 
Italian descent upon the Libyan coast in 
1911—12, convinced him that these Christian 
Powers were quite faithless ; their diplomatic 
shadow-boxing and their complicated intrigues 
one against the other masked their united 
intention to destroy Islam. It only required 
pan-Islamio propaganda, active in Cyrenaioa 
and the Western Oases sinoe 1908, to oonvinoe 
him doubly of their perfidy. He must have 
been told that his own sultanate was still 
formally within the sovereignty of the Ottoman 
sultan and there were Ottoman maps whioh 
still, in one comprehensive sweep, labelled the 
land mass between the Red Sea and the Chad 
basin ‘ Ottoman Africa ’. He began to style 
himself amir al-mu’minin fi Ddr Fur and his
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seals, 2J in. in diameter, bore his genealogy, the 
greater and the lesser, set out in the Ottoman 
imperial manner. In one respect he did not 
imitate Ottoman usage : unlike the Funj 
sultans of Sennar he never olaimed for his 
hutted capital al-Foahir the epithets oi- 
mabrUsah and al-mahmiyyah. He followed 
Arab prinoely tradition in publishing his di-loan 
of verse, IHwdn at-rnadih, fi madh al-nabi 
al-milib (Khartoum, 1913).

Dr. Theobald has not presented a biography 
in the personal sense. For while he has written 
muoh about ‘All Dinar’s relations with the 
Sudan government to which he was tributary 
and with his own tiny satellite states in the 
west, he has written little about the personality 
of the man who oombined African kingship 
with frontier Islam. Within the drily im
personal limits whioh he has set himself 
Dr. Theobald has produced an efficiently 
planned and adequately documented work on 
the administration of the sultanate under ‘AJi 
Diniir so far as it can be studied from the 
arohives of Khartoum, London, and Durham, 
a ohapter which cries out for comparison with 
neighbouring systems of kingship. Dr. Theo
bald shows that the governor-general, Sir 
Reginald Wingate, far from laying deep 
sohemes for the deposition of the sultan and 
absorbing his realm within the central adminis
tration of the Sudan, did not deoide to seek 
permission to mount an offensive operation 
against ‘AH DinSr until the sultan’s violent 
language had made any other course impossible. 
Wingate, as would be expected in a war of 
propaganda, exaggerated the amount of arms 
and ammunition which the sultan was 
receiving from the Central Powers ; so for that 
matter did ‘AH Dinar. ‘AH Dinar’s conduot 
after 1914 cannot be explained as that of a 
orazy fanatio who sacrificed his throne by 
driving the Sudan government to depose him. 
The remoteness of his primitive mind from the 
modem world outside Darfur made the gulf too 
wide to be bridged by mutual understanding. 
Consequently he misinterpreted the attitude of 
the Sudan government towards him and over
rated the armed might of the Ottoman caUph, 
to his own destruction.

In one particular this book introduces what 
may be a future international issue in that it 
oontains the moBt convenient summary known 
to the reviewer of the long Anglo-Frenoh 
travail of delimiting the frontier between 
Darfur and the French colony of the Chad, a 
frontier whioh has outHved the disappearance 
of both Frenoh and Anglo-Egyptian rule from 
the region. It was a compromise frontier as 
most frontiers are, and it was tolerable in the 
poHtical Betting of 1924. The wishes of the 
local people were not taken into serious 
consideration in the course of the bargaining

though the commissioners did their best to 
avoid the splitting of tribes. Delimitation left 
several ethnographio and administrative ano- 
maHes whioh still rankle on both sides of the 
frontier. If ever a re-delimitation is under
taken—and in the new political situation of the 
repubHcs of the Sudan and the Chad it is not 
altogether to be exoluded—the future delimita
tion commissioners would be wise to read their 
Theobald.

TIT l iT A~RT) H 11 iTj

I. M. Lewis : The modem history of 
Somaliland: from nation to state. 
(The Weidenfeld and Nicolson Asia- 
Africa Series.) xi, 234 pp., 16 plates. 
London: Weidenfeld and Nioolson, 
[1965], 36s.
This book breaks new ground, for it is the 

first general history written in English (and 
perhaps in any other language) of the Somali 
of north-eastern Africa. This alone must claim 
attention for the book: these people, some 
3J- million of them, and their new, independent 
country are not negligible in the modem 
African world, even though they have been 
unduly neglected by Africanist scholars. 
Fortunately, however, we do not have to 
welcome the book merely because of its 
scarcity value, for in its own right it is an 
excellent work, all that one could wish for in a 
brief history—comprehensive, reliable, readily 
readable, up to date.

The author, Dr. Lewis, is a professional 
anthropologist who has specialized on the 
Somali for more than a decade, and has 
visited their country several times. He has 
already published an anthropological mono
graph and a number of papers, and doubtless 
there is no one who is better qualified for the 
task of writing a first history of Somaliland. 
Although he makes good use of his anthropo
logical experience and expertise, perceiving 
factors in Somali history that others might not 
have seen, he does not allow this to overweigh 
the more striotly historical purpose of his book. 
Neither the historian nor the general reader 
need fear a biased presentation in anthropo
logical jargon.

Alone among the newly independent 
countries of Africa, Somaliland is very largely 
composed of people who have a single tradi
tional oultural heritage and identity. Dr. Lewis 
regards his history as that of a single * nation ’, 
although for much of the period with which he 
iB oonoemed the Somali were split up by 
external (colonial) forces. This book in effect 
traces, the development of Somali oultural 
nationalism to full political nationalism. This
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kind of development contrasts most markedly 
with the situation in the rest of Africa where 
artificially devised colonial boundaries have 
come to enclose newly independent countries. 
But within these boundaries are heterogeneous 
collections of tribes, ethnic groups, nations 
(call them what you will) with no common 
oulture, heritage, or identity, but with a con
siderable and feared potentiality for dis
integration.

The fulfilment of Somali nationhood has not 
been aohieved: that is, the incorporation of 
all Somali and the areas which they distinctive
ly inhabit into the political state of Somaliland. 
Over a million Somali (nearly one-third of the 
total population) still live outside the nation
state, principally in the Ethiopian Ogaden and 
in north-eastern Kenya. Governments in these 
two neighbouring regions are prepared neither 
to cede territory and people to Somaliland nor 
to admit the principle of the primacy of 
cultural nationalism and oultural determinism 
in political affairs. No African country or 
government would be safe were that principle 
allowed full play, and there is no politician 
who does not know this. Consequently there 
remains a Somalia irredenta, and Somali 
conflict with Ethiopia and Kenya has been 
internationally important, and may well be so 
again. Dr. Lewis’s book is now essential 
reading for anyone who really wishes to 
understand that situation. It is also a valuable 
addition to the general story of the ending of 
colonialism in Afrioa and of nation-building.

P. H. Ohi.T.ivkk

Robert I. Rotberg : Christian mission
aries and the oreation of Northern 
Rhodesia, 1880-1924. xvi, 240 pp., 
8 plates. Princeton, N.J. : Princeton 
University Press, 1965. (Distributed 
in G.B. by Oxford University Press. 
52s.)
The main themes of this short book are 

European mission involvement either in 
autonomous seoular authority, or in colonial
ism, and the lack of sympathetic mission 
connexion with Africans. Often critical of 
European missionaries, it is a book about 
Europeans, not Africans; in that sense it 
continues the colonialist tradition that Afrioan 
history is the history of Europeans in Africa.

The background of tribal power politics, 
stressed by Gluokman, is sketohily treated: 
for example, the Makololo appear with 
Livingstone, but only later and incidentally is 
their rule over Barotseland mentioned (4-6, 
21). Other tribal relationships, as Lozi-Ha or 
Loii-Ndebele, need elaboration. The harshness

of African traditional life is omitted ; oritioal 
judgements by European missionaries hang in 
a void. Afrioan traditional religion is praoti- 
oally confined to an aside about ‘ the worship of 
ancestors ’ (128); were ancestors worshipped ? 
Afrioan Christian missionaries are almost 
excluded. Dr. Rotberg approves Livingstonia 
Nyasa evangelists, and disapproves—though 
Coillard oalled two early helpers ‘ earnest 
Christians and ohoice evangelists ’ (On the 
threshold of cejitral Africa, 338)—-of the 
Basuto; their contribution is not examined. 
Leonard Kamnngu, first ordained Nyasa of 
the TJMCA, who worked and died (1917) at 
Msoro, is unmentioned. Dr. Rotberg explains 
that he has treated Christian separatism 
elsewhere, not indicating where.

Eor missions and autonomous seoular 
authority, the author describes ohiefly T.MR 
work in north-east Rhodesia : ‘. . . none were 
as systematic as the London missionaries; 
none were as successful or as wholeheartedly 
committed to the exercise of temporal power ’ 
(66). Laws and Chisholm of the Eree Scottish 
mission, conducting in 1906 an inquiry for the 
LMB directors, found the work anything but 
systematic or successful. Was the early T.MR 
experience, as Dr. Rotberg suggests, a repre
sentative example, or, as Laws thought, an 
aberration ? Dr. Rotberg quotes LawB, but 
never mentions the inquiry nor outlines its 
findings.

Immediately before the Laws inquiry, T.MR 
missionaries considered demoting all members 
to the cateohumenate. Laws advised against 
this; the directors accepted his report; I do 
not know how this affeoted the proposed 
punishment. The author says nearly the 
entire LMB membership was suspended in 
1906; his only reference is 1904 (139).

Dr. Rotbeig says T.MR missionaries were 
‘ shunned at Fwambo and at Niamkolo— 
labor was scarce and the ohurches and schools 
remained empty—until the missionaries be
latedly built stockades around both of the 
stations in 1890. Once the stookades were 
constructed, Mambwe and Lungu families 
built their homes on mission land . . .’ (67). 
No references are given. Niamkolo letters in 
the LMS archives inolude the following. 
27 June 1889 : ‘ A good few people have built 
huts at the station. They have oome from 
various villages of Ulungu and I understand 
more fire coming. I am sorry I oan’t employ 
more of them but the question of cloth is 
becoming serious ’ (7.4.C). 16 August 1889 :
‘ I have regularly on Sunday collected the 
people living on the station with me and 
proclaimed to them as I could the message of 
the Gospel ’. 26 February 1890 : ‘ In conse
quence of continuous slave raids in this distriot 
our settlement is increasing rapidly and we are
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having an attendance of 120 to 160 people 
every Sunday to service ’ (8.1.A). Finally, on 
19 June 1890: ‘. . . We were forced to put 
ourselves & people (who have for the 3rd time 
gathered around us) in a state of defence by 
erecting a Boma around our village . . .’ 
(8.1.C; see A. J. Hanna, The beginnings of 
Nyasaland . . . , 48). Has Dr. Rotberg used 
other unspecified sources, or reversed praoti- 
cally every detail ? The inoident is significant, 
relevant in assessing how far seonlar authority 
was thrust upon missions: compare the 
author’s bald summary of early events at 
Blantyre (11). The Twain bo stookade was 
built in 1891.

Ab the LMS is a ohief example of independent 
seoular involvement, so the Paris Society is of 
colonial involvement. According to the 
author, Rhodes, wishing to secure Barotseland 
peacefully, urged Coillard to obtain a plea for 
British protection from Lewanika. Coillard 
did so, supported by ohief Kgama, who 
recommended the British against Ndebele and 
Boers. In 1890 Loohner, aided by Coillard, 
persuaded Lewanika to sign a Company 
treaty. Lewanika and his councillors soon 
regretted this, and turned indignantly against 
Coillard (23-6).

Relevant events before and after are 
omitted. British influence was evident to the 
south, in the break-up of the Stellaland and 
Goshen repnblios, the extension of British 
protection to Beohuanaland, both in 1886, and 
the Lobengula treaty of 1888. Lewanika 
several times disoussed a Barotse protectorate 
privately with Coillard, Coillard refusing to 
act; in 1888 Lewanika raised the matter in 
the Barotse oounoil. (Did Lewanika not share 
Coillard’s fears abont Portuguese infiltration ? 
—23.) Finally, Coillard and Lewanika sent 
letters to Shippard, British administrator in 
Beohuanaland, and to Kgama (who was, 
incidentally, a Christian). Then, when the 
British government dawdled, Rhodes nipped 
in. During the Lochner negotiations, Coillard 
tried in part to be interpreter only. Subsequent 
events unmentioned inolude Coillard’s refusal 
to be Rhodes’s Resident, independent Euro
pean traders’ opposition to the treaty, the 
British defeat of Lobengula, Coillard’s rejeotion 
of the 1900 treaty, the Paris missionaries’ 
snpport of the unsuccessful Barotse appeal for 
direot imperial rule in 1907, etc.

Dr. Rotberg implicates missions in Company 
taxation, without dear references (62, 100-1). 
Acute anxiety over taxation, at the Missionary 
Conference, he omits.

The third theme, failure to understand 
Africans, stresses oritioai European judge
ments. For example, Dr. Rotberg quotes 
Coillard on the Barotse, in an ‘ unfathomable 
abyss of corruption and degradation, of whioh

[he had] found a parallel no where in heathen 
Afrioa ’, ‘ treacherous and suspicions—no
savages’ feet are swifter than theirs to shed 
blood. The least provocation, the most 
groundless suspicion, envy, jealousy, and 
vengeance justify the most atrooious crimes ’ 
(38). This, standing alone, scarcely does 
justice to Coillard. First, Coillard’s evidence is 
omitted; Barotseland would have been a 
revelation to Rousseau. Seoond, Coillard’s 
standards were not simply European: he 
sometimes condemned Europe (Threshold, 399, 
473)—1 shall we be the first to cast a stone at 
these poor Barotse ? ’; some oritioisms, as of 
Barotse marriage, were by contrast with the 
Basuto, whose marriage by cattle Coillard 
called ‘ a blessing ... a barrier against corrup
tion, and a civil oontraot ’ (Threshold, 284; 
of. Rotberg, 131). Third, Coillard was more 
sympathetic than Dr. Rotberg’s selective 
quotations reveal. Philip Mason's Birth of a 
dilemma—inclusive but alas ineffectual ex
ample—marshals suoh instances. AddCoillard’s 
aooount after his wife’s death. 1 Lewanika 
hastened to pay me a visit of condolence. He 
was really sad, and I felt grateful to him for 
saying so little. I had a message for him. 
Afterwards there was his mother, whose age 
and position give her especial claims on my 
affection; then his sister, the Princess Katoka, 
an empty-headed creature, but kind-hearted 
enough at bottom; then his wives, who came 
in groups, ohattering, giggling, and teasing 
one another—mere will-o’-the-wisps—they got 
on my nerves ’ (Threshold, 440). This is 
balanced, neither a determination to see the 
worst, nor to pretend things better than they 
are.

Even when missions prefer African links to 
imperialist interests, as in teaohing vernaculars 
rather than English, Dr. Rotberg is discon
tented. He emphasizes so muoh the mission 
fear that English ‘ would hasten the emancipa
tion of a “ bad olass ” of “ oheeky Africans ” ’ 
(48, 109-10), that we may imagine Luther 
translating the Bible because he found 
Augustinian novices turning cheeky on 
learning Latin. Some language questions are 
negleoted. Was Roman Catholio policy 
distinot, as in Kamerun Roman Catholics were 
more willing to teach a European language ? 
What of missionaries whose native language 
was not English, a quarter of the 200 pioneers 
whose brief biographies form an appendix ? 
(Probably the proportion was higher; the 
Paris Mission, as two others also in ‘ Abbrevia
tions used in the appendix ’, is omitted.) 
Only one of 31 Jesuits (all with tiny notices) 
was native to English—and is the training of a 
Jesuit priest really equivalent to a Moody 
Bible Institute course (161) ? The Phelps- 
Stokes commission of 1924 is missing, even in
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the bibliography, though it* report supple
ments statistics oited on pp. 126-6. Was Fell’s 
American visit (124) Phelps-Stokes sponsored 7

In inter-mission relations, we hear muoh of 
competition, little of oo-operation. Personal 
relationships are omitted, as when Coillard 
wrote, ‘ You would have been very muoh 
astonished to see me, a descendant of the 
Huguenots, holding serious converse with this 
disoiple of Loyola, on the experiences of the 
Christian life . . .’. Coillard disagreed with his 
Jesuit colleague over physical punishment:

. it is a serious thing to take the law into 
our own hands, and be judge, jury, and 
exeoutioner all in one ’ (Threshold, 187-8). 
LawB’s inquiry for the LMS, mentioned above, 
was an outstanding instance of trust. Striking 
is the absence of the General Missionary 
Conference, though its reports are oited. It 
began in 1914; in 1922, at least 11 societies 
took part; in 1927, Anglo-Catholics oame in 
oassocks, Jesuits felt strong enough for 
trousers.

Do home-base differences among European 
missionaries deserve more attention T Was 
the Amerioan contribution peouliar ? The 
American Seventh Day Adventists are intro
duced in half a line (71), the English Primitive 
Methodists (because they were 1 low men ’ ?— 
162) in a full page (26-7). What of the rural 
background of the Dutch Reformed mission - 
aries (not all Afrikaners—36), whioh Riohard 
Gray mentioned in The two nations 7 (In 1864 
the DRC condemned the Reverend T. E. 
Burgers for 1 denying . . . the personality of 
the devil ’, so fundamentalism was not for 
Africans only (76-7).)

Often selection is merely puzzling. Holub—
4 adventurer ’ even in the index—among the 
Mashukulumbwe gets full treatment; the 
World War goes unnoticed. Repeatedly ‘ a 
mission ’, ‘ one station ’, etc., did something ; 
but we have full names of early Brethren 
theologians.

Sometimes brevity is tantalizing: Father 
Torrend was gaoled for making payments in 
goods (98)—surely an incarcerated Jesuit is 
worth a word or two more. Torrend was the 
only Roman priest openly disobeying his 
bishop (166); how ? did his bishop incarcerate 
him 7 or forbid him to be incarcerated 7

The style is ironical, underlined by abundant 
quotation marks. ‘ Somewhat mystifying 
mores and folkways ’ is the tone for describing 
the West, ‘ indigenous jural oontext ’ for 
Africa (113, 67). There are too many general
izations about ‘ Africans ’ doing this, ‘ mission - 
{tries ’ that. There are carelessnesses : a priest, 
summoned to a chief’s death-bed ‘ in the vain 
hope that he could alleviate the ohief’s 
suffering ’, ‘ made the last weeks of Mwamba’s 
life more comfortable ’ (34); ‘ of the com

paratively few oateohumens who were even 
baptised . . . innumerable African Christians ’ 
relapsed (139). Did missionaries really reject 
‘ on innumerable occasions ’ Johnston’s advioe 
about Swahili (47) ? What is a non-denomlna- 
tional seot (78) 7 Was it traditional marital 
oustom that Christians marry non-Christians 
(130) 7 What Christian expeots ' total 
viotory ’ before the Second Coming (146) ?

I notioed few typographical errors: 1828 
for 1822 as the foundation of the Paris Sooiety 
(19), 1929 for 1939 as the end of Ross’s 
Kambole service (188). Is 1919 an error for 
1909 (126) 7 otherwise a 1924 souroe is oited 
for 1929 information. Draper died at Kawimbe 
in 1927 (170).

In a short book, under 160 small pages 
(exoluding appendixes), choice is oentral. When 
material on one side is repeatedly ohosen, 
information on the other repeatedly omitted, 
the problem of ohoice becomes a problem of 
bias. Independent Afrioa will not be content 
with the piety of earlier mission studies ; it is 
a pity this book does not provide the new 
oritios with a surer foundation. Fortunately, 
the Lord, not the academio, must answer 
Abraham’s questions about the number of 
righteous men necessary to save the city.

HTCTMPHSBY J. VTflRWB.

Ablette Thubiaux-Heniiebebt : Les 
Zande dans I’kistoire du Bohr el 
Ghazal et de VEquatoria. (Collection 
du Centre national d’4tude des prob- 
lfemes sooiaux de l’industrialisation en 
Afriqne noire.) 318 pp., 4 maps. 
[Bruxelles]: Editions de l’lnstitut de 
Sociologie de PUniversite Libre de 
Bruxelles, 1964. Bel. fr. 330.

Stefano Santandrea : A tribal history 
of the western Bohr el Ghazal. (Museum 
Combonianum, N. 17.) [ii], 346 pp., 
4 maps. Bologna : Editrice Nigrizia, 
1964.
Dr. Thuriaux-Hennebert is surely fully 

justified in believing that intensive local studies 
constitute the best means of extending our 
knowledge of the history of what Sohweinforth 
called the ‘ heart of Africa \ Several historians 
have concerned themselves with the broad 
framework of nineteenth-oentury develop
ments within the Upper Nile—Upper Congo 
region; a deeper dimension can be explored 
only by taking the ethnio group as the unit of 
study. It would be difficult, also, to ohoose a 
more Bignifioant and exoiting example than 
the Azande, with their complicated and 
turbulent expansion, extending their sovereign
ty over numbers of subject peoples and
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assimilating those into fresh political and 
onltnral moulds. It is, therefore, all the 
greater a disappointment to discover that 
history for Dr. Thuriaux-Hennebert can be 
constructed only from the documents of con
temporary eyewitnesses. This self-imposed 
limitation reduces the author to an almost 
exclusive dependence on European material: 
from the report of the Niam-niam pioked up 
by Browne in Darfur in 1799 she jumps to the 
mid-nineteenth century when European 
travellers first entered into direct contact with 
the Azande. The author thus loses an oppor
tunity of reoonsidering the formative early 
years of the great Zande conquests, although 
as she herself admits the material relating to 
this epooh has been recorded by linguists and 
anthropologists and is in dire need of a 
historian’s analysis. But this is by no means 
the full extent of her loss. For without a 
serious attempt to investigate the internal 
dynamics of Zande society, without a detailed 
consideration of dynastio politics and tribal 
rivalries, it is impossible to comprehend the 
external diplomacy of the Azande, or to see 
their leaders as more than puppets reacting 
with various degrees of effectiveness to the 
challenges of contact with the outside world. 
Yet, as Professor Evans-Pritchard has demon
strated in relation to one Zande ohieftainoy, 
this internal initiative can be revealed by 
using the contemporary written evidence to 
cheok on the major themes disclosed by oral 
tradition, whereas Dr. Thuriaux-Hennebert 
employs tradition to write a gloss on her 
documents.

Our loss is all the greater sinoe the author’s 
scholarship and oommand of her ohosen 
material is thorough and comprehensive. 
Apart from those studies that have appeared 
since 1960, a reading of whioh might have 
saved her from a few minor errors—suoh as 
her acoount of the founding of Meshra er Req, 
which has been shown to be based on apparent
ly false evidence—or, more seriously, should 
have added considerably to her acoount of the 
Mahdist contacts with the Azande, she has 
indefatigably exhausted the published material. 
A certain residuum of information regarding 
the Azande has been missed by negleoting the 
unpublished reoords of travellers and consular 
reports from the Sudan, but this is almost 
certainly of minimal importance compared 
with the wealth of documentary material 
relating to the approach from the Wele, 
whioh, it is now revealed, is available in 
Belgian and Congolese archives. All this has 
enabled her to reconstruct a reliable account 
of what the traders, explorers, and officials 
observed among those Azande with whom they 
oame into contact. For assembling all these 
references, for introducing olarity into many

oonfused accounts, for resolving intricate 
questions of historical geography, and, above 
all, for drawing attention once more to the 
potentialities of this study, future scholars are 
in her debt. But for an insight into Zande 
history, or for a deeper understanding of their 
role in the history of the Sudan and the Congo, 
we must await a historian prepared to make 
full use of the African evidence.

During more than 30 years’ service in the 
Bahr el Ghazal, Father Santandrea seized his 
opportunities to record traditions and to 
refleot on the problems they present. He has 
now gathered together his material on some 
little-known tribes situated between the Dinka 
and Azande. Each chapter is devoted to a 
diflerent group, with a preliminary, general 
survey, followed by detailed notes, oomments, 
and the reoords of scattered events. The 
historical horizon for most of these people has 
been dominated by either the Zande expansion 
or the nineteenth-century influences from the 
north, and, although at times it is difficult for 
the reader to distinguish between the traditions 
and Father Santandrea’s reflections and 
comments on them, the book contains a 
wealth of inoident vividly illustrating the 
strategy and alliances of survival.

BIOHABD GUAY

Jan Vansina : Oral tradition : a study 
in historical methodology. Translated 
by H. M. Wright. xiv, 226 pp. 
London : Routledge and Kegan Paul, 
1965. 30s.
Professor Vansina enjoys an established 

reputation as the most experienced and success
ful student of African oral traditions. In this 
truly masterly survey of the whole field, which 
first appeared in Frenoh in 1961, he discusses 
fully the classification of the different types of 
tradition, and how to oolleot, oritioize, and 
publish them, providing both an indispensable 
handbook for the field-worker, and a brilliant 
introduction to the scientific interpretation of 
this type of evidenoe for all who have to take 
account of it. The abstract oharaoter of muoh 
of the argument and the necessarily technical 
vocabulary employed must have made the 
original book rather formidable to many 
English-speaking readers, and the present 
excellent translation is therefore assured of the 
warmest welcome from all teachers and 
students of African history.

It seems almost impertinent to oritioize a 
book already generally reoognized as a olassic, 
but it is perhaps this ciroumstanoe itself whioh 
justifies the expression of oertain reservations. 
No one would question Professor Vansina’s
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demonstration that snoh traditions are deter
mined in form and content by the whole 
cultural environment which gave them birth 
and that they are not to be understood in 
ignorance of their social context or of the 
purposes whioh their preservation was designed 
to subserve. It is equally undeniable that the 
historian who has to make use of oral materials 
has muoh to learn from the techniques of field 
inquiry developed by the anthropologist. It 
may seem a mere truism that such sources, like 
any other historical sources whatsoever, can 
only be safely interpreted by scholars with 
fluent command of the language in whioh they 
are preserved, but it badly needed to be said. 
One’s only fear is that the force with which 
these arguments are developed might carry 
many readers further perhaps than Professor 
Vansina himself would want them to go in 
differentiating oral sources from written ones. 
The historian in Africa certainly faces peculiar 
difficulties whioh he does not meet in Europe 
and he has to evolve new techniques to deal 
with them, but his task here is essentially the 
same as anywhere else ; there is no occasion to 
imply that there is some special mystique about 
it. Professor Vansina seems always to be 
thinking of an expatriate historian having first 
of all to find his way into an alien society. It 
must surely be reoognized that in the very near 
future the typical historian in Africa will be 
himself an African. While it is clear that the 
Yoruba historian, say, who would reconstruct 
the past of his own people, needs to be as 
professionally skilled as his European or 
American confreres, it is less easy to see why he, 
more than they, should be called upon to under
go the secret initiation ritep apparently 
practised by social anthropologists.

D. H. JONES

J. H. G. Lebon : Land use in Sudan. 
(The World Land Use Survey. 
Regional Monograph No. 4.) xiii, 
191 pp., 20 plates. Bude: Geo
graphical Publications Ltd., 1965. 
50s. '
Land use studies in developing oountries 

have a practical significance to development 
projects. They illustrate the problems and 
provide data for future action. A study of land 
use in the Sudan is welcome for both academio 
and practical reasons. Dr. Lebon’s monograph 
deals with a tropioal area of whioh muoh is 
arid or Bemi-arid, and it offers valuable com
parisons with the three earlier regional land 
use monographs on Hong Kong, Cyprus, and 
Tobago.

This monograph is the result of ten years of

intensive study, during eight of whioh, whilst 
the author was Professor and Head of the 
Department of Geography in the University of 
Khartoum, several field investigations were 
made, particularly in Jebel Marra, the Nuba 
mountains, the Red Sea hills and coastal plain, 
and parts of the South and North. Par more 
than a land use description hits been produced. 
The work provides a geographical analysis of 
the Sudan.

The task was of considerable magnitude. 
The latitudinal extent and area of the Sudan 
(3° 26' to 23°N : 967,600 square miles), and 
great deficiencies in basic data, have raised 
some major problems of treatment of the sub
ject. No ertensive land use surveys in the field 
were available. The topographical maps, 
mostly on a scale of 1 :260,000, were too 
inadequate in detail and precision to be of 
much help. Fortunately for most of the 
country north of 8°N there were available the 
high-level trimetrogon air-photographs taken 
by the USAAF in 1943—4. Whilst there are 
more recent air-surveys, these are limited in 
extent and variable in quality. The incom
pleteness of these later photographs restricts 
their use for a land use survey. Using his 
knowledge of conditions on the ground, 
Dr. Lebon has been able to make air-photo
graphs the basis of muoh of the mapping, 
which has been plotted on a 1 : 1,000,000 scale. 
For areas south of 8°N, data have had to be 
pieced together from a variety of sources, 
whioh include individual studies and official 
reports suoh as that of the Jonglei investigation. 
Dr. Lebon has also drawn widely on the eco
logical work of Messrs. J. K. Jaokson and 
M. N. Harrison and their vegetation map of the 
Sudan whioh was published on a scale of 
1 : 4,000,000 in 1966. The visual result of the 
completed task of combining many diverse and 
partial souroes of information into a compre
hensive survey is seen in fig. 39 of the mono
graph which is a plotting of the land use types 
on a 1 : 6,000,000 scale. It is a pity that this is 
hidden inside the back cover, and inevitable, 
but unfortunate, that the original 1 : 1,000,000 
sheets are not published.

The seasonal nature of the rainfall under hot, 
tropioal continental conditions of olimate 
emphasises the major importance of water 
availability for vegetation and crops, man and 
his stook. Even in the wetter South, with a dry 
season of only three or four months, and where 
a small area has an average annual rainfall 
over 1,200 mm., the irregularities of the 
advanoe and retreat of the inter-tropical con
vergence and of the rains to the south of it 
mean that water problems are serious. The 
Nilotio tribes show considerable skill in 
adjusting their land use to the uncertainties of 
rainfall, water-level and availability of grazing.
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In the north-west about one-fifth of the 
country is almost barren desert. The White and 
Blue Niles and other rivers with sources in the 
wet Ethiopian uplands provide invaluable 
sources of irrigation water, but in area (but not 
economically) the share of the Sudan covered 
by the Nile basin irrigated lands must not be 
exaggerated. The monograph gives the prob
lems of water supply and management detailed 
consideration, both in the chapters concerned 
with geology, relief, climate, hydrology, soils 
and vegetation, and in the main body of the 
discussion of land use typeB. The importance of 
soil texture and permeability in this oontext 
emerges dearly.

The interpretation of land use draws on a 
wide range of interrelated facts. A geographical 
synthesis of the features of the natural en
vironment and of the human societies, their 
techniques and oustoms, must be made. This 
involves selection of material in order to 
understand and reveal the special character
istics of land use in different areas. It is 
possible for details which are rather marginal in 
relevance to slip in. Some of the interesting 
material inoluded in the discussion of the sooial 
systems of different tribes might sometimes be 
viewed thus. The section on vegetation pro
vides a considerable amount of botanioal 
information. Some of this goes beyond the 
needs of the monograph, and it hardly teems 
that it can be justified wholly on the grounds 
of not having been published hitherto nor as 
aid to the recognition of gpeoies in the field. 
However, much of the land use in the Sudan 
reflects the vegetation cover in an unimproved 
state, which has been modified in varying 
degrees by human activity. It is highly 
significant to appreciate that the various grasses 
and types of savanna have different soil and 
water needs, and also that their varying habits 
of growth and fodder value affeot the lives of 
the pastoral tribes.

A particularly interesting part of the chapter 
on land use types is that which discusses the 
movements of nomadio tribes and their com
plex environmental adjustments—to water 
supplies and available gracing in particular. 
Figs. 18, 20-25, find 27 are of muoh interest 
in this respeot. Dr. Lebon’s discussion of the 
distinctions between sedentary and nomadio 
paetoralists emphasizes the importance of an 
understanding of the social geography and 
anthropology to land use studies. The preju
dice of nomadio tribes towards agrioulture, 
though breaking down, is a significant faotor. 
It is a difficult matter always to draw a dear 
division between dependence on cropping or 
pastoral activities. In this context, logical 
though it is in terms of the ordered scheme of 
the World Land Use types, treatment of 
agriculture (type 4) before pastoralism (type 0)

may be less appropriate in the Sudan. This is 
not to say that agrioulture, whether of irrigated 
ootton or other orops in the Gezira, at Khasm- 
el-Girba or on the Nile riverain lands, or flood 
irrigation in the Gash and Baraka deltas, or 
rainland cultivation in oentral Sudan, is not 
of the utmost importance (especially in 
economio terms), but the area affected and 
proportion of the present estimated population 
of 13 million involved are limited. Many 
special qualities of the Sudan must be appre
ciated in a land use study. A regulated system 
of land tenure such as is found in the Gezira or 
Manaqil cotton lands is not the prevalent 
pattern. Except in north-eastern Sudan, there 
is no private ownership of either onltivated or 
grazing land. The complexities of the subject 
are illustrated further by historical considera
tions. The effeots of slave-raiding and in
security in the past, changes in. pastoral 
practices such as the turning of the Baggara 
tribe from camel to oattle herding, or the 
explanation of the origins of terraced agricul
ture in Jebel Marra, the Nuba mountains, and 
the Ingessana Hills, are instances of the need 
to draw upon a wide knowledge of social con
ditions and physical geography. This 
Dr. Lebon has done. The subject is often in
volved and sometimes the text itself also 
becomes involved. A more definite subdivision 
of the long oh. iii might have helped here.

The more generalized world classification 
scheme, when applied to areas with special 
and distinctive qualities, must he modified. 
This has been a particularly difficult exercise 
for the Sudan. Dr. Lebon has evolved a scheme 
of 30 land use types, with some further sub
divisions for vegetation characteristics in some 
areas of unimproved land. The 1 : 6,000,000 
map and the soheme itself are detailed, and at 
times intricate, but this is largely unavoidable 
in view of the size and varied character of the 
Sudan. Problems of definition, when com
bined systems of grazing and cropping or 
different forms of land rotation or shifting 
cultivation occur, are difficult to resolve. A 
hard and fast line between used and unused 
unimproved land is not always easily drawn. 
Inevitably on the soale of working the minute 
urban areas and irrigated lands in small 
patches or river bank strips cannot be mapped. 
The more generalization there is, the greater is 
the loss of significant detail. It would be hard 
to simplify the soheme set out in table xx.

The fourth and final chapter on land use 
problems is of particular interest. In the 
Sudan, where industry, even of a craft or 
traditional nature, is limited and in the early 
stages of development, use of the land for 
grazing, cropping, or forestry must he the 
mainstay of the economy for a considerable 
time to oome. The disoussion of this problem
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has both academic and applied value, although 
it involves some repetition of points made 
earlier in the monograph. Scientific study of 
the land use reveals strikingly cases of over
use or misuse. Although population densities 
are low by world standards, locally there are 
overpopulation pressures, for example, on the 
Nile riverain lands or in the shifting oultivatian 
areas of the Azande in the South. Soil deple
tion and erosion, especially in overgrazed 
areas around water-points, demonstrate the 
fine balance between plant cover and soil and 
climate and its vulnerability to upset by man. 
The desirability of a controlled system of 
natural pasture management—' deferred 
grazing ’—and perhaps some form of stock, 
ranohing, is clear but its adoption would in
volve complex mental and social readjust 
ments. The vexed question of fire damage to 
the vegetation is another example. Elimina
tion of grass-firing, even if possible, would not 
be wholly benefloial sinoe, where there is no 
fire oheok, ticks and unwanted grass speoies 
may multiply. The distinctive physioa] and 
social characteristics and problems of the 
North and the South of the Sudan are con
stantly revealed. They must be aooommo- 
dated In the development projects of the 
future.

The text is well supported by 89 diagrams 
and maps, many of whioh afiord a valuable 
pioture of distribution patterns, by 38 half
tone illustrations, and by 24 tables. Sources of 
information are fully indicated, and a valuable 
bibliographical list of published and un
published sources appears in the footnotes. It 
would have been easier for referenoe, however, 
had this information been assembled at the end 
of the work. Careful proof-reading has almost 
entirely eliminated misprints. In some oases 
there are very minor discrepancies in the maps 
and map keys. The railway system shown on 
some of the maps, no doubt a result of the time 
required to go through the press, is not quite 
up to date. Appendix B on the Thomthwaite 
classification of climates would be rather 
difficult for a non-specialist to oomprehend, and 
some misprints have crept into the water 
balance computation for Yambio in table 
xxiv. In the ohapters dealing with the 
physical geography of the Sudan, there are 
some points whioh might be debated by the 
specialist, bnt this is inevitable where com
pression is required, and the conclusions, so 
far as the understanding of the land use is 
concerned, Me not affected.

Indeed one has to search hard for any 
defects, and those that are found tire minor in 
oharaoter. The reviewer would reiterate the 
words of the editor in his preface—‘ this fine 
exposition of the whole land use of the Sudan ’. 
It is to be hoped that it wil] provide a model

for surveys of land use in other parts of the 
world, and that, within the Sudan, it will be 
valued for its aeademio contribution to the 
better understanding of the country, and as a 
foundation and a sign-post for a more effective 
future use of the Sudan’s natural assets.

J. OLIVER

James L. Gibbs, Jr. (ed.): Peoples of 
Africa, xiv, 694 pp. New York, etc. : 
Holt, Rineliart and Winston, Ino., 
[1966],
This is a really admirable textbook for 

students of ecology and special areas in Afrioa 
as well as for those beginning anthropology. 
Fifteen societies are described. These include 
foragers, pastoralists, agriculturalists, and 
mixed farmers. They are distributed over most 
of the sub-Saharan ecological zones, which 
largely coincide with the culture areas desig
nated by Herskovits. A surprisingly large 
number of prominent anthropologists have 
contributed. All contributors have expressed 
themselves very clearly, even though some of 
them deal with aspeots of complicated themes 
whioh have appeared in their monographs. 
Some material is published for the first time, 
particularly that by Dr. Gibbs on the Kpelle of 
Liberia and by Dr. Southwold on the Ganda.

The editor has not tried to impose a rigid 
theme on the material, but he does suggest 
oertain correlations of ecology, population size, 
and political and sooial complexity. He does 
this by including before each article a short 
summary, in whioh he compares the society 
described with others in the book on the basis 
of the above three variables.

A Btrong interest of tie editor throughout is 
the way in which the various societies are inte
grated. The Afikbo Ibo of Eastern Nigeria are 
politically uncentralized, bnt are charac
terized by a strong development of associations 
whioh have the funotion of integrating a wide 
range of people in a unitary manner. The same 
general funotion is ascribed to five other 
societies described, the Tiriki, Jie, Tiv, 
Yoruba, and Swazi, whioh have formalized age 
systems. Among the Yoruba and Swazi these 
systems are supplemented by the existence of 
kingdoms as sooially integrative institutions. 
At a more speciflo level, the funotions of some 
age systems among these peoples are sharply 
differentiated. The Tiriki system has assisted 
the difficult process of aooulturation. The Jie 
system tends to reinforce cultural conservatism. 
Tiv age-sets cut across the divisive effects of a 
dominant patrilineal principle.

The pastoral Jie, Eulanl, and Somali are 
similarly oompared. All three analyses show 
that in the necessary movement of people with 
their oattle, the duster of rights pertaining to
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individual herds provides the focus of group 
formation. Thus basio to the structural forma
tion of social groups oattle are also at the basis 
of ideology: that of the lineage among the 
Somali, and that of the family among the Jie 
and Fulani.

Foragers are represented by the IKung 
Bushmen of the Kalahari desert and the Jibuti 
Pygmies of the Ituri forest. A oommon feature 
of both is the wandering band, which is of 
necessity small. Though these two peoples 
differ in detail in their him ting techniques, they 
both exhibit the marked lack of social com
plexity oharaoteristio of hunters and gatherers.

Agriculturalists and mixed farmers may 
together be divided roughly into those 
societies generally devoid of political centraliza
tion and those constituting centralized states. 
The relevanoe of type of subsistence to political 
organization is apparent in the example of the 
Qanda. The Ganda staple crop is the banana 
which requires very little attention and can 
be grown in the same plot for many years. 
This allows a relatively high density of 
population and enables men, freed from the 
time-consuming labour of other agricultural 
societies, to oonoentrate their energies on 
elaborating the society’s institutions, in
cluding that of government and kingship. The 
result is the development of one of the most 
highly refined and strongly centralized king
doms in Africa before the coming of the 
European.

Of tie centralized states, the Ruanda are 
dearly distinguished by their caste-like 
structure. But, strangely, the Suku are not 
accorded the separate designation of ‘ segmen
tary state ’, in spite of the pioneering work by 
Aidan Southall among the Alur in 1963. The 
editor is as guilty here as the author. He states 
that the Suku have both political centraliza
tion and a strong segmentary lineage principle 
and, as if announcing new findings, indicates 
‘ that the two prindples are not completely 
incompatible, as they have sometimes been 
asserted to be, but complementary ’. Referring 
to the same artiole the editor curiously des
cribes matrilineal descent and patrilooal 
residence as virtually incompatible norms, 
rather than as a variation of the matrilineal 
principle. Even at the level of a textbook it 
may be better to avoid these categorical 
assertions.

But these seem to be the only faults in a book 
of very many virtues. The editor and publishers 
have done a fine job.

D. J. PARKTN

Robert P. Gray and P. H. Gulliver 
(ed.): The family estate in Africa :
studies in the role of “property in family

structure and lineage continuity, v, 
265 pp. London: Rontledge and 
Kegan Paul, 1964. 30s.
In the tradition of P. H. Gulliver’s own The 

family herds and Jaok Goody’s indispensable 
Cambridge symposium The developmental cycle 
tn domestic groups, this volume of essays 
edited jointly by Dr. Gray and Dr. Gulliver 
examines the recurrent patterns of formation, 
growth, and dissolution in the life of the family 
and its resources in seven traditional African 
societies (Shambala, Tanganyika; Gusii, 
Kenya; Suku, Congo; Taita, Kenya; 
Lobedu, Transvaal; Arusha, Tanganyika; 
and Sonjo, Tanganyika). In a straight
forwardly written, if sometimes curiously 
naive, introduction, Dr. Gray justifies this at 
once eoonomio and developmental (or ‘ pro- 
oessural ’) approaoh in terms of the light whioh 
it sheds on the manner in whioh kinship 
relations are oonneoted with rights in property 
and change as these change.

While one welcomes the emphasis on 
ecological and economic faotors, Dr. Gray’s 
treatment reveals all too dearly the danger of 
placing too great weight on these imperatives 
to the neglect of other relevant influences. 
Thus, in discussing the effects of migration, an 
evolutionary sequenoe is envisaged in which 
the migrant family groups lose the autonomy 
and independence (which they are assumed to 
have possessed as migrants) in response to 
further influxes of new settlers and population 
growth. No account is taken of defensive or 
offensive needs, of common ritual interests, or 
of pre-existing sooial, political, or religious 
organization, to say nothing of culture in the 
widest sense. Similarly, given that polygyny 
in patrilineal societies gives rise to matri- 
oentric divisions within the polygynous family, 
the suggestion that whether this, or the 
patrilineal tendency, ‘ prevails ’ is mainly 
determined by the system of property rights is 
altogether too simplistic. And it is equally 
questionable to argue that the reason the 
matri-centrio ‘ house ’ principle is prominent 
amongst the Gusii is the ‘ striot system of 
bride-price book-keeping ’.

In short, what might otherwise be an 
unexceptionable plea for the need to give due 
weight to eoological and economic considera
tions in any thorough structural (or ‘ pro- 
cessural ’) analysis all too often degenerates 
into a blatant environmental and eoonomio 
determinism.

Fortunately, as a whole, the essays are more 
rewarding than this introduction. Professor 
Winans opens with a workmanlike account of 
the Shambala family, enlarging on his previous 
monograph on this people, and pointing how 
in this patrilineal society marriage payments
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do not convey fall rights over women to their 
husbands. A married Shamhala woman 
remains partly at least still a member of her 
own natal lineage and her father continues to 
have considerable ritual responsibility towards 
her. In the following generation, as we would 
expect, matrilateral ties are correspondingly 
important. Next Professor R. A. Levine 
contributes some further material on the 
family organization of that well-documented 
people, the Qusii, showing how contemporary 
land shortage and the growing economio 
independence of sons jointly weaken tradi
tional paternal authority. Professor Igor 
Kopytoff follows with new information on the 
interesting family and lineage structure of the 
Suku who have the distinction of being the 
only matrilineal people dealt with in this 
volume. Despite their adherenoe to this 
prinoiple of descent, however, marriage pay
ments run high and include a substantial 
portion for the bride’s father as a reward for 
having begot and safely reared his daughter. 
Moreover, on divoroe the amount of bride
wealth returned to the husband is reduced by 
half for each daughter bom to him, and by a 
quarter for eaoh son. There are thus dearly 
established paternal rights in this matrilineal 
society and these rights can be relinquished 
by the husband and given over to his wife’s 
lineage with the return of his marriage pay
ments. The father’s legal role is consequently 
that of a trustee for his wife’s lineage; and 
daughters are in effect redeemed on marriage 
when their father is rewarded for his services. 
Sons in turn are expected to remain.with their 
fathers until the letters’ deaths. This is 
fascinating material.

The next artiole on the Taita family 
developmental cycle by Professor and Mrs. 
Harris is also interesting. In common with 
many Muslim societies but few non-Muslim 
African societies (the Tswana are an excep
tion), the Taita, though patrilineal, do not 
have exogamous dans and indeed tend to 
concentrate their marriages within their 
principal residential groups. It is difficult, 
however, to see why the exercise of property 
rights as contingent on looal residence, or the 
sharp emphasis on matrilateral ties, should 
exoite any more surprise than the operation 
of similar factors (with, however, dan exo
gamy) amongst that prototype of patriliny 
the Nuer. The ‘ appearance of bilaterality ’ at 
the local level in the composition of residential 
units is not a very rare feature in patrilineal 
societies.

The Taita are followed by the Lobedu on 
whose family organization and marriage 
system Dr. Krige has contributed a long and 
well-dooumented article whioh is all the more 
weloome since it incorporates new material

collected sinoe her earlier research and 
publications. Richly studded with oase 
material, this essay emphasizes the oraoial 
exchange role of oattle in marriage and the 
pairing of siblings in terms of a man’s right to 
marry with the oattle aoquired through his 
sister’s marriage and his corresponding 
obligation to produoe a daughter for his sister’s 
son to marry. However, contrary to Edmund 
Leaoh’s interpretation (in ‘ The structural 
implications of matrilateral cross-oousin 
marriage ’, JRAJ, t.x xit, 1-2, 1951), this is 
not a ‘ Kachin structure in reverse ’ with a 
strong tendency for the wife-receiving group 
to rank higher than the wife-giving. On the 
oontrary, Dr. Krige maintains, the relationship 
between wife-takers and givers is one of mutual 
respect and equality. What does emerge, 
though, is that the cattle-linked sister has a 
special ritual relation with her brother’s 
ohildren. And it is interesting that tradition
ally, though rarely to-day, a husband on 
divorce could not keep his wife’s children but 
received a total refund of his marriage payment 
oattle with their increase. The children went 
with the mother and when she remarried were 
absorbed into her new husband’s lineage.

Dr. Krige’s essay is followed by an admirably 
dear account of the Arusha family by Dr. 
Gulliver whioh affords a useful supplement to 
his recently published volume on Arusha social 
control. This brings out strikingly the dis
parity between the ideal familial values of the 
Arusha and their actual situation and shows 
how the traditional authority of the father 
with its eoonomio basis in the oontrol of 
bride-wealth oan be offset by a son’s ties in the 
age-set system, as well as to-day by his 
increasing opportunities for economio indepen
dence. Finally, Dr. Gray himself oonoludes 
with a short essay on Sonjo lineage structure 
and property in whioh his oonoem with 
reducing kinship ties to property interests 
seems to be responsible for his strange oon- 
olusion that irrigation water—whioh is not 
lineage controlled—oan hardly be considered 
as a form of property. Why not ?

I. M. LBWIS

Paul Spencer : The Samburu: a study 
of gerontocracy in a nomadic tribe. 
xsv, 341 pp., 4 plates. London: 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1965. 
40s.
The author of this book did 27 months of 

field-work among the Samburu, a branoh of 
the Masai in northern Kenya, He regards the 
choice of a virtually unknown tribe for study
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as a ‘ risk many anthropologists have to take 
This seems to be a rather unfortunate remark, 
for surely an anthropologist should be glad to 
find a tribe which has not been studied; or is 
he no more than a sort of literary plumber who 
has to probe the unknown beoause it is a job 
he is paid to do T However, he olearly liked 
the Samburu when he got among them, and 
his book is a good and useful contribution to 
Nilo-Hamitic studies. In spite of our defeotive 
knowledge of the rest of the Masai, Dr. 
Spencer’s account makes it clear that there 
are considerable and significant differences 
between the patterns of organisation of the 
Masai and the Samburu. The elders have 
muoh more power than they appear to have 
among the Masai, while the Samburu seem to 
have had no laibons of the Masai type. It 
might, however, be legitimate to speculate as 
to whether an anthropologist working to-day 
is likely to have suoh reliable sources of 
information as those of 30 or even 20 years ago, 
in the time before a period of unprecedented 
ohange during whioh a whole generation has 
elapsed. Nevertheless the book gives an 
excellent, detailed, and well-dooumented 
aocount of certain aspects of Samburu life. It 
consists of 11 chapters, the first three of 
which deal with stook eoonomy, olanship and 
exogamy (in whioh the interdependence of 
clansmen is stressed), the family and the herd, 
and the allotment of cattle to wives. In the 
fourth ohapter we come to the segmentary 
desoent system, by whioh term Dr. Spencer 
designates the two-group division (‘ Blaok 
Cattle ’ and ‘ White Cattle ’) with sub
divisions, U-mareiia, whioh he calls phratries, 
dans, and sub-clans. The phratries seem to 
correspond to the in-kishomin of the Masai, 
and the dans to their il-gilai. But this section 
of the book needs a good deal more elucidation. 
It is followed by a short aooount of the age-sets 
whioh is far from adequate. (In passing, is 
olpiroi on p. 82 a misprint, or is it the correct 
Samburu word ?) Muoh of the rest of the book 
deals with the ‘ oonspiouous difference ’ 
between the moran (warriors) and the rest of 
the sooiety, with the restrictions placed on 
them, and with the control exeroised over 
them by the elders. The latter appear as the 
real power in the tribe, controlling the moron

by means of their privilege of cursing. The 
status of women is then diBouseed. There is a 
ohapter on * sooial attitudes and ceremony ’ in 
whioh we are given analyses of (a) a particular 
marriage, (6) oircumoision ceremonies, and 
(o) danoing, together with an explanation of 
the ‘ shaking ’ in whioh both Samburu and 
Masai indulge, e.g. before battle. The last two 
ohapters compare the Samburu and some of 
their neighbours (Turkana, Dorobo, Rendille), 
and offer some remarks on ‘ the gerontooratio 
sooiety ’ in general. It will thus be seen that 
the book oovers only a limited part of the 
whole of Samburu society; the subjeot of 
religion, for instance, is not really brought in 
at all. Although the index gives ‘ religious 
beliefs, p. 186-93 ’, all that we find on turning 
to these pages is a vague statement that 
oertain addons may lead to misfortune through 
the agenoy of supernatural forces whioh are 
ultimately directed by ‘ God ’; and this is 
followed by a number of statements about 
ritual oursing. Our knowledge of Masai 
religious beliefs is very inadequate, and one 
might have hoped for further information 
from this book, not in spite of, but rather 
because of, its insistence on gerontooraoy. 
Dr. Spencer’s note that he has given a fuller 
aooount of Samburu religious beliefs elsewhere 
does not excuse this shortcoming, especially 
when ‘ elsewhere ’ turns out to be not a normal 
published source, but a oyclostyled paper read 
at a conference. In a book of this size it should 
surely have been mentioned that the Samburu 
appear to be the ‘ Burkeneji ’ of the early 
travellers suoh as Teleki and von H6hnel 
(whose book, incidentally, is not inoluded in 
the bibliography, though Thomson’s is, and 
he hardly saw the Samburu). The diagrams 
are helpful, though the map on p. xvi is not 
so good. In one of the four ooloured plates 
the skin colour has come out with a queer 
bluish tinge. There is a great deal of value in 
the book, and the ohapter on the moran is of 
particular importance; the practice of 
whipping oontests described here is another of 
the interesting peculiarities of the Samburu. 
Dr. Spencer has done well with the material 
he has seleoted for presentation.

G. W. B. HOTTISGPORD
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Otto A. Jager : Antiquities of north 

Ethiopia : a guide. 130 pp., 12 plates. 
Stuttgart: F. A. Brookhaus Komm. 
Grescli. GmbH, Abt. Antiquarium; 
London : Slogan Paul, Trench, Trub- 
ner and Co., 1965. 30s.
This is a nicely produced guide to the 

antiquities of northern Ethiopia written by an 
enthusiast for the benefit of layman and 
tourist rather than the expert. Dr. JSger spent 
several years in Ethiopia where he served as a 
medical adviser. The beauty of the country, 
its wonderful climate, its exoiting fauna, and 
the antiquities whioh testify to Ethiopia’s long 
and turbulent history have all oombined to 
arouse the author’s interest in the history and 
civilization of this ancient realm. Dr. Jager 
has a keen eye for art and beauty; he has 
travelled widely and wisely in northern 
Ethiopia and knows the Gondar area parti
cularly well. His narrative is pleasant and 
unpretentious, and the illustrations and 
drawings oonvey the authentic atmosphere of 
Ethiopia.

Apart from the Gondar region, the guide 
deals with the antiquities of the Aksum area 
and the famous monolithic churohes of 
Lalibela. The historical narrative reveals the 
pen of the amateur rather than the professional 
scholar—and, perhaps inevitably, there are 
many inaccuracies and oddities. The table of 
historical dates and the bibliography are 
somewhat inadequate : the Kebra nagast has 
been placed in the sixth century [sic], Enno 
Littmann is throughout described as an 
arohaeologist, and Conti Rossini obtains one 
mention in the bibliography, while Perruchon 
aohieves no fewer than 14! Terms like 
‘ Sabaean ’ or ‘ Jewish ’ laok preoise definition, 
and the beginnings of Oriental Christianity 
are described in terms that would worry the 
student of Eastern religions. The English 
translation (T) is somewhat idiosynoratio, and 
minor blemishes, suoh as ‘ apocryphaes ’, 
‘ Henooh ’ (p. 26), ‘ autocephal ’ (p. 124), 
ought to have been removed.

Nevertheless, tourists as well as seasoned 
travellers in Ethiopia will weloome Dr. JSger’s 
monograph.

BDWABD TTT.T.-KTmmtTF

Gunther Krahl : Deutsch-arabisches 
Worterbuch. xxiii, 480, [xxvii] pp. 
Leipzig : YEB Verlag Enzyklopadie, 
1964. DM30.
The fact that this work has an introductory 

sketch of German grammar—noun and verb

inflexions, etc. (both in German and Arabio)— 
seems to indicate that it is primarily intended 
for Arabio speakers, rather than German 
speakers. The nature of the work itself bears 
out this impression. There are approximately 
12,000 entries, hut only rarely are more than 
one or two Arabio equivalents given, and the 
rich subtlety of nuance of Arabio is unex
ploited. For ‘ Sendung ’ we are given only the 
mercantile term irsdliya, the radio term 
bamdmaj (no mention of idha'a), and as an 
equivalent of 1 Mission ’ risala (and not wafd 
or tawfid). For ‘ Posse ’ we are given only 
masrdhiya hadiya fa'biya or fast mudhik, and 
nothing for the more generalized sense of the 
word outside theatrioal usage. While it is a 
reasonably good guide for the Arabio speaker 
to everyday, technical, and business German, 
the sparseness of the interpretations makes it 
doubtful whether it will be found adequate for 
the Arab desirous of reading German imagina
tive literature or poetry. For German speakers 
attempting to write acceptable Arabio it would 
certainly be of little use.

In the light of this, it seems odd that the 
oompiler has thought fit not merely to in
corporate all the numerals (up to the thousands 
—‘ sieben ’, ‘ siebzehn ’, ‘ siebzig ’, ‘ sieben- 
hundert ’, ‘ siebentausend ’ all get separate 
entries) in the dictionary, but also to add an 
appendix listing the Arabio cardinals and 
ordinals in their full form written out in 
words, a feature of use only to German 
speakers.

The typography is excellent and very clear; 
one contributory cause of the clarity is that 
only essential vowels are given.

A. F. L. BHESTON

Geoffrey Parrinuer : Jesus in the 
Qur’an. 187 pp. London.: Faber and 
Faber, 1965. 32s. 6d.
Dr. Parrinder, who is Reader in the Com

parative Study of Religion in the University of 
London, considers that ‘ the encounter of the 
world religions is a major fact of our times and 
it demands a restatement of traditional 
theologioal expression ’ (p. 144). He oonoeives 
of his book as providing a tool for some of this 
theologioal aotivity by presenting ‘ a com
pendium of Quranio teaching on this great 
subject ’ (p. 15). Though his interest is thus 
religious and theologioal the book is primarily 
a work of scholarship. It passes in review all 
the references to Jesus in the Qur’&n, arranging 
them according to topic. The foous is on the 
Qur’an itself, but later Muslim commentators 
are taken into account where they throw some
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light on the interpretation of the text. Recent 
writing by Muslims and some books and 
articles by Christians are also drawn on. 
There are also comparisons with the New 
Testament and other early Christian material 
in order to bring out parallelisms between 
these and the Qur’Sn.

It might have been thought that there was 
little-new to be said on these matters. Yet 
Dr. Parrinder’s assertion that ‘ the teaching of 
the Qur’an about Jesus is widely ignored ’ 
(p. 15) is amply justified by the many novel 
pieces of insight to be gained from his book. 
His careful oolleotion of relevant material and 
still more his eirenio exploration of various 
possibilities of interpretation have produoed a 
fascinating work from whioh the present 
reviewer gladly acknowledges that he has 
gained muoh of value. It is to be hoped that 
this book will help to stimulate the needed 
theological discussions, not least by suoh 
phrases as ‘ the undoubted revelation of God 
in Muhammad and in the Qur’an ’ (p. 173). 
One small slip has been noted in the remarks 
about gods having wives and families (pp. 73, 
136); there is nothing in WellhauBen’s Rests 
arabischen Heidentums to justify suoh con
cepts, despite references to ‘ daughters of 
God ’ in the Qur’an. The reference to the 
Hibbert Journal on p. 127 should be to an 
article entitled ‘ Islamio theology and the 
Christian theologian ’, and to tt.tx, April 1951. 
That on p. 159 to this Bulletin is to m, 1, 
1958, 1-14.

W. MONTGOMERY WATT

Hans Kjndebmann (tr.) : tJber die 
guten Sitten beim Essen und Trinken : 
das ist das 11. Buch von <E- Ghazzali’s 
Hauptwerk. tfberselzung und Bearbei- 
tung ale ein Beitrag zur Geschiohte 
unserer Tischsitten. xxix, 330 pp. + 
addendum slip. Leiden : E. J. Brill, 
1964. Guilders 46.
The student of al-Ghaz&lI will perhaps be 

somewhat disappointed by this book for it is 
not primarily about al-Ghazaii, but, as the 
sub-title indicates, about the history of table 
manners and other customs connected with 
eating. It is nevertheless a most learned work, 
and contains a mass of material from many 
obscure sources. The translation oooupies only 
42 pp., then 280 pp. are given to particular 
words, while an ‘ analytisaher Saohindex ’ is 
allotted about 70. This gives some idea of the 
character of the work. Anyone who dips into 
it will find muoh fascinating lore and accounts 
of vestigial customs, while the index makes it 
eminently usable as a work of reference.

W. MONTGOMERY WATT

Helga Brentjes : Die Imamatslehren 
im Islam naoh der DarsteUung des 
Aseh'ari. (Abliandltmgen der Sach- 
sischen Aiademie der Wissenschaften 
zu Leipzig. PMlologisch-liistorisclie 
Klasse, Bd. 64, Ht. 6.) 60 pp.
Berlin : Akademie-Yerlag, 1964.
DM 8.10.
This essay, consisting of about 50 large 

pages, is devoted to an examination of the 
views of the imamate held by various Islamic 
sects, as these have been expounded by the 
well-known al-Ash’ari in his Maqaldt al- 
Isl&miyyin. The material is presented in seven 
chapters dealing with Khawarij, Zaydites, 
extreme ShTa, RawafiJ, Hu’tazila, Hurji’a, 
and Sunnites. To the statements of al-Ash’ar! 
there has been added much information from 
other sources about the persons named. On 
the whole this has been competently done ; the 
most questionable point noticed is the in
clusion of Pirar b. ‘Amr among the Mu’tazila 
(p. 42 f.) despite the saying of al-Khayykt (not 
mentioned though the book was used) that he 
was a follower of Jahm. Fundamentally, 
however, the essay is no more than a prelimi
nary oolleotion of material. The treatment is at 
what might be oalled the conceptual level as 
distinct from the existential; that is, there is 
no attempt to relate the views a man held to 
his historical situation. One might, have 
expected, e.g., some consideration of the close 
association of some of the Mu’tazila with 
al-Ma’mun. Again many profound difficulties 
raised by the material are ignored, such as the 
relation of Pirar to the Mu’tazila, the problem 
of how Abu Haniffl, can have views ‘ dose to 
the Murji’a ’ or be reckoned as one of them 
(p. 48) and yet presumably be a Sunnite, and 
the oonnotation of the terms RawafkJ and 
Imamiyya, assumed to be identical on p. 15 
but apparently ignored on p. 36. In extenua
tion it may be noted that the essay was 
completed early in 1962, since whioh date 
material and disoussions have appeared whioh 
make suoh an essay hardly worth publishing in 
1966.

W. MONTGOMERY WATT

Stanley Lane-Poole : Saladin and the 
fall of the kingdom of Jerusalem. 
(Kiayats Oriental Reprints, No. 8.) 
[ii], xix, 416 pp., map. Beirut: 
Eiayats, 1964. L.L.12, 30s.
Since this book was first published in 1898 

(second ed., 1926), muoh work has been done 
on the Egypt and Syria of Ayyfibid times. 
The essential characteristics, political and
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military, of the Ayyubid regime are now more 
folly understood than heretofore. Attention 
has also been given, in the course of modem 
research, to the difficult problems of a financial, 
economic, and commercial nature, which beset 
the Ayyubids. The numerous publications of 
more recent date have set the career of 
fjalab al-Din in a more exaot and luminous 
perspective. None the less, the present volume, 
based on Arabio sources of the first importance, 
e.g. the works of Bah5* al-Din, Ibn al-Athlr, 
‘Imad al-Din, eto., and also on invaluable 
Christian sources suoh as the chronicles of 
William of Tyre and of Emoul, remains the 
best narrative account available in English of 
the great Muslim whose name—after that of 
the Prophet Muhammad—still evokes perhaps 
the most immediate of responses in the 
Christian mind. This volume is furnished 
with an index and with a number of maps and 
tables (p. xvii gives a list of contents, mis
leading, however, in one or two small details— 
the reissue contains, e.g., no list of illustrations 
and no table rv). The reappearance in print of 
this well-known book should be welcome to 
student and soholar alike.

v. j. PARRY

J. J. Saunders : A history of medieval 
Islam. xv, 219 pp. London: 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1966. 32s.
This work, a* the author himself makes dear 

(p. viii), is not a direot outcome of original 
research. It is in fact an attempt to set forth 
in brief the achievements and attitudes of 
modem historical scholarship within the broad 
field of medieval Islam. Mr. Saunders, in the 
preface to this book, states his belief that there 
is now in being a considerable reading publio 
interested in the Muslim East—a publio, 
however, as yet ill-furnished, in English, with 
historical works of a general nature. This 
volume has been written as a small contribu
tion towards the fulfilment of suoh a need.

A first chapter outlines the conditions pre
vailing in pre-Islamio Arabia. Further ohapters 
trace the course of Muslim history from the 
time of the Prophet Muhammad to the Mongol 
capture of Baghdad (seventh-thirteenth cen
turies). A final ohapter is devoted to the 
civilization of medieval Islam and a short 
epilogue points forward to events after the fall 
of Baghdad in 1258. Mr. Saunders does not 
examine Islam as a religion; nor does he refer 
more than briefly to the affairs of Muslim 
Spain and Muslim India. Eaoh chapter is 
provided with a short annotated list of 
suggestions for further reading, the main 
emphasis resting on books, monographs, and 
artioles of recent date in English and French 
(there is mention also of one or two works in

German and Italian). The author notes also 
translations, into English and Frenoh, of 
important Muslim souroes (e.g. of works by 
Ni^am al-Mulk and Ibn Khaldun). The 
volume contains, in addition, a glossary of 
Muslim terms, a ohronology of the main dates, 
a number of maps, and an index. Mr. Saunders, 
through a careful selection of material, has 
sought ‘ to indicate the main trends of Islamio 
historical evolution ’ (p. viii). His book, whioh 
is dear and informative in oharaoter, deserves 
the favourable attention of the wider publio 
mentioned in the preface.

v. J. PARRY

Mahmud Y. Zayid : Egypt’s straggle for 
independence. x, 258 pp., map. 
Beirut: Khayats, 1965. L.L. 18, $6.
Despite its emotive title, this book is a 

serious investigation of Anglo-Egyptian rela
tions from 1882 to 1930, intended ‘ to provide 
the reader with a historical study... of the 
Anglo-Egyptian Treaty of 1936 ’ (p. ix). The 
soope of Dr. Zayid’s inquiry is thus oonfined 
to diplomatic and political history; and since, 
from the select bibliography and footnote 
references, it seems that he had access only to 
published materials (almost exclusively in 
English and Arabio), the analytical depth of 
the resulting presentation is neoessarily 
limited. After an introductory ohapter, 
summarizing developments down to the 
British occupation, Dr. Zayid enters upon his 
main theme. Ch. il deals with the occupation 
proper, from 1882 to 1914. The souroes cited 
for these first two ohapters vary considerably 
in authority, and some indication of their 
standing would have been useful. The 
important recent study, Ronald Robinson and 
John Gallagher with Alioe Denny, Africa and 
the Victorians (London, 1961), has apparently 
not been consulted. Ch. iii and iv cover the 
protectorate and the oourse of events leading to 
it* abrogation. Ch. v-vii describe the ensuing 
vioissltudes of Anglo-Egyptian diplomacy, and 
their repercussions on political life between 
1922 and 1936. The Treaty of 1936 is examined 
in detail. There are some slips in names and 
dates, and the typography is not impeccable.

p. II. HOLT

Robert W. Macdonald : The League 
of Arab States : a study in the dynamics 
of regional organization, xiii, 407 pp. 
Princeton, N.J. : Princeton Univer
sity Press, 1965. (Distributed in 
G.B. by Oxford University Press. 
68s.)
This book attempts an analysis of the
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League of Arab States as a case study in 
regional organization. While the author has 
made use of League documents and interviewed 
many persons directly engaged in its work, he 
corroborates his interpretations of the material 
with extensive use of secondary sources. He 
starts out with the premise that the League has 
been a relatively effective agenoy for the 
accommodation of the rivalries and conflicting 
national, or particular, interests among Arab 
states, thus helping to maintain peace between 
them. He then refers to the expanded 
activities and increased efforts of the League 
in bringing about greater economio and 
oultural co-operation between member Btates, 
as well as in promoting better arrangements of 
collective seourity between them. He finds 
its efficiency and efficacy proven in the area of 
regional functional and political organization. 
To this extent those who felt that the League 
would remain at best an instrument for the 
national polioies of one or another of the 
stronger Arab states and at worst a dead paper 
organization have been disappointed. . The 
author also suggests a real and effective 
extension of the League’s independent au
thority and influence with member states under 
the energetio administration of Searetary- 
General Muhammad ‘Abd al-KMliq IJassuna.

r. j. vatikiotis

James Fuller Blumhardt and D. N. 
Mackenzie : Catalogue of Pashto 
manuscripts in the libraries of the 
British Isles, xii, 147 pp. London : 
British Museum and Commonwealth 
Relations Office, 1965. 70s.
This catalogue is something new in library 

co-operation, for it represents the first ‘ union 
catalogue ’ of manuscripts in one Asian 
language in British libraries. It describes the 
170 Pashto manuscripts known to exist in 
these libraries, mostly in the British Museum 
(69) and India Office Library (60) with smaller 
numbers in the John Hylands Library (16), 
School of Oriented and African Studies (10), 
University Library, Cambridge (8), Bodleian 
Library (6), Trinity College, Dublin (2). The 
late J. F. Blumhardt had described 62 of these 
in his Catalogue of the Marathi.. ., Pushtu and 
Sindhi manuscripts in the library of the British 
Museum, London, 1906, and 64 of the IOL 
manuscripts in an unpublished catalogue; 
other descriptions had been published by Bth6 
and Browne. These descriptions, amounting 
to 126, have been edited and revised by 
Dr. MacKonzio, who is solely responsible for 
the descriptions of the remaining 44 manu
scripts.

The table of contents provides a dear 
oonspeotus of the works listed, classified under 
the convenient headings of ‘ Religion ’,
‘ History ’, ‘ Philology ’, ‘ Poetry ’ (‘ a. DI- 
wftns ’; ‘6. Other verse ’), and ‘ Tales, eto.’; 
the serial numbers (from 1 to 169, there being 
an inserted 62A) show the numbers of each 
text and the number in each of Dr. MaoKenzie’s 
categories. The works are oited in a transcrip
tion in which dots, sub- or superscript, mark 
distinctions of the script having only graphic 
significance, while underlines, macrons, and 
inverted oiroumflexes mark signs of phono
logical signifioanoe—a dear and convenient 
system which might well be usefully copied 
for other languages using modifications of the 
Arabio Bcript. In the detailed descriptions 
which follow Dr. MacKenzie gives, in addition 
to the usual bibliographical data of location, 
size, date, oolophon, provenance, etc., a brief 
aocount of the author where any details of him 
are known, and a full account of the contents 
of each work, often with lengthy citation of 
the Pashto text.

The descriptions are followed by a numerical 
index which forms a concordance to the MS 
numbers in the various library lists, their 
numbers in the Blumhardt and Eth6 and 
Browne catalogues and handlists, and their 
numberings in the present catalogue. There 
are complete indexes of titles and of persons, 
in transcription and in the Pashto soript.

In a preface the Keeper of the Department 
of Oriental Printed Books and Manuscripts in 
the British Museum and the Librarian of the 
India Office Library express the hope ‘ that 
the publication of the catalogue may stimulate 
other co-operative undertakings by which the 
manuscript resources of many libraries in 
specialist branohes of orientalist scholarship 
are surveyed within the compass of a single 
publication ’. If their hopes oan eventually— 
for suoh undertakings involve muoh dedicated 
and time-oonsuming labour—be justified, 
Oriental scholarship will be well served.

j. B.-P.

Bozorg Alavi : Oeschichte und Ent- 
wicklung ier modemen persischen 
Literatur. (Iranisclie Texte und 
HilfsMoher, Bd. 5.) x, 264 pp., map. 
Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1964.
DM 48.
Professor Alavi describes the evolution of 

Persian prose and poetry since the beginning 
of the twentieth century (with a brief intro
duction on nineteenth-century developments) 
against the background of political and social 
change. His treatment of his subject is there
fore strictly chronological. While he has a deep
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feeling for Persia's literary heritage, it is olear 
that he considers that literature should reflect 
the spirit of the time, and this, for him, is the 
struggle against despotism. He writes with 
sympathy, understanding, and honesty. He 
accepts the conventional starting-point for 
modem Persian literature, namely the work of 
Q&’imMaqam (1797-1835). He points out that 
whereas prose could develop freely poetry was 
weighed down by the incubus of the past, and 
it was not till after the death of Na?ir al-Din 
Shah that poetry became oonoemed with 
political ideas and patriotic emotions. He 
analyses the development of both prose and 
poetry and the various influences, internal and 
external, to whieh they were subjeoted, the 
development of the short story, the novel, and 
new tendencies in Persian verse. He tracoB the 
increasing maturity of Persian prose as the 
oentury progresses and the high degree of 
success achieved by prose writers, and con
trasts this with the position as regards the 
newest trends in poetry. There he points to a 
certain anarchy corresponding to the unrest 
which he sees in all aspeots of the country’s life. 
He welcomes the revolutionary transformation 
which has begun in the works of some of the 
younger poets, but frankly admits that it has 
not yet reached fruition. He gives a critical 
assessment of the achievements and place in 
the evolution of modem Persian literature of 
a large number of prose writers and poets. 
Among the former he singles out, among 
others, as key figures, Malkam Khan, Dih- 
khuda, JamSliadeh, and Hidayat; among the 
poets he notes many figures of importance 
including ‘Arif, Iraj Mlrai (Jala! al-Mamalik), 
Ashraf al-Din Gflani, ‘Ishqi, Parrukhi Yazdi, 
Lahuti, and Hushang IbtihSj. He includes 
short sections also on the Farhangietdn, or 
academy, set up under Ri$A Shah, and the 
work done by Persian scholars in the literary 
field, paying special tribute to Mirza Muham
mad Qazvlnl and Malik al-Shu‘ara Bahar 
(whose work as a poet he also discusses at 
length). This book as a history of Persian 
literature in the twentieth oentury is to be 
highly recommended although the aritioa] 
approaoh which Professor Alavi adopts to
wards the works of the writers and poets he 
discusses does not extend to his discussion of 
the political history of the period with whioh 
he is dealing.

• ANN K. S. TiAUntTON

Ludwik Stebnbaoh : Supplement to 
0. Bdhdingk’s Indische SprUche. (Ab- 
handluHgen fill die Kun.de dee Morgen- 
landes, xxzvn, 1.) xxvi, 119 pp.

Wiesbaden: Deutsche Morgenland- 
ische Geselischaft, Kommissionaverlag 
Franz Steiner GmbH, 1965. DM 28.

BiShtlingk’s Indische, SprUche (seoond edi
tion, St. Petersburg, 1870-3 ; supplements in 
M&anges Asiatiques, vn, 1876, 669-67 and 
vm, 1-2, 1877, 2-03-49), undertaken originally 
as a matter of urgenoy to provide material for 
the Petersburg dictionary, remains an indis
pensable reference work for the editor of 
Sanskrit texts. Dr. Stembach’s Supplement 
brings together a number of further attesta
tions for most of Bflhtlingk’s 7,866 subhdfitae, 
drawing mainly on his own researoh in the 
field of dharma&dstra and niiiiasira. Complete
ness is unattainable, but the author’s familiarity 
with materia] obtained from Sinhalese, 
Javanese, Burmese, Tibetan, and other sources 
as well as with k&vya and the vast ko£a 
literature makes the Supplement a useful aid 
to researoh.

One must regret some errors of judgement 
(the reprinting of a large amount of Caijakya 
material where a brief reference to Dr. Stern- 
bach's Canakya compendia would suffloe, and 
the subordination of the bibliography to an 
unindexed list of sigla) and one recalls that 
Bfihtlingk would never have noted a reference 
without noting also the variants found. 
BShtlingk’s purpose was rather different from 
that of Dr. Stembach : ‘ The specification of 
additional souroes . . . may one day help in the 
determination of the authorship ’. Reference 
to a particular work in text and sigla list does 
not mean that a thorough oollation has beeu 
undertaken : thus there is no reference ad 
Spruch 18 and (variant) 3971 to Subhd- 
fitaratnahofa (siglum SkV) v. 1338 (similarly 
the published edition and translation of SkY 
ignore BShtlingk’s apparatus for this verse, 
although a corrupt SkY reading supports the 
leim aparam of Spruch 18 and the oombined 
evidence suggests an original parivddas tathyo 
bhavati vitaiho vd leim aparam, atathyas tathyo 
vd haraii mahirndnar/i janaravah . . . dose to 
Haeberlin’s version published in 1847, and 
more oohprent than any later version). 
Bdhtlingk’s own supplements have not been 
used, not even to the extent of omitting infor
mation already supplied by Biihtlingk.

j. O. WRIGHT

Semen Matsunami (comp.): A cata
logue of the Sanskrit manuscripts in the 
Tokyo University Library, ix, 387 pp., 
front. Tokyo: Suzuki Research 
Foundation, 1965.
The publication of Professor Matsunami’s 

excellent catalogue, available for consultation
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in Tokyo University Library since its compila
tion in 1936-44, is most welcome and less 
tantalizing than might have been the case, 
sinoe Professor Matsnnami has promised 
farther scholarly evaluation of these important 
texts.

The Sanskrit collection of the Tokyo Uni
versity Library consists of manuscripts 
brought to Japan c. 1914 from Nepal and Tibet 
by JunjirO Takakusu and Ekai Kawaguohi. 
Of the 670 manuscripts collected, some 60 
failed to survive the earthquake of 1923 in a 
recognizable condition, and a farther 100 
(approximately) are non-Buddhist. The 
remainder are termed Buddhist, although this 
can be decidedly misleading, muoh of the 
material classified as Tantra and DharaijI 
being merely Buddhist recensions of important 
Saiva and neutral material (Mahabhairava- 
iantra, Skandapurana, Yamar&jaioke&varapriir- 
(handstotra, etc.) : in any case an index of 
titles (however conjectural) would have been 
useful.

J. 0. WRIGHT

A. Krishnaswami : The Tamil country 
under Vijayanagar. (Annamalai Uni
versity Historical Series, No. 20.) 
[xiii], 418 pp. Annamalainagar: 
Annamalai University, 1964.
Studies of the history of Vijayanagar have, 

hitherto, tended to concentrate upon the 
activities of that great kingdom in the Deccan, 
and upon the arohiteotural and other remains 
that it left there. Its increasing involvement 
with Muslim power to the north, oulminating 
in 1666 with the battle of Talikofa, has also 
received due attention.

Welcome, therefore, is Dr. Kriahnaswami’s 
study, which deals with the activities in the 
south of India of the Vijayanagar kings with 
particular reference to the Tamil country. Bis 
sections on Kafioipuram and on the develop
ment of the Nayaka kingdom of Madurai after 
the battle of T&likota are especially interesting.

The continued involvement of Orissa in the 
politics of this area is rightly dismissed by the 
writer at some length. We know from Tamil 
literary sources such as Kcdihkattupparani that 
Kaliiiga had already exerted considerable 
influence upon the medieval history of the 
Coromandel coast.

I was disappointed to note the rather sparing 
use by the author of Tamil literary sources for 
this work. Sinoe the Hoysajas are mentioned 
on the first page, it might not have been amiss 
to allude even in a footnote to PurandpUpu, 
v. 201, wherein occurs possibly the earliest 
reference to a tiger-slayer as an anoestor of a
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royal person that we possess in the languages 
of this area.

The layout and presentation are good, and it 
is but to be hoped that a subsequent edition 
would be illustrated. There is a large number of 
buildings endowed by the kings of Vijayanagar 
throughout the Tamil oountry.

j. R. HARR

Khat.iq Ahmad Nizami : Some aspects 
of religion and politics in India during 
the thirteenth century, [xxxi], 421 pp., 
front., 5 plates. Bombay, etc. : 
Asia Publishing House for the De
partment of History, Aligarh Muslim 
University, [1965]. 50s.
Although the publishers have not made it 

dear, this book is a reissue of Dr. Nizami’s book 
whioh was originally published as Publications 
of the Department of History, Aligarh Muslim 
University, No. 16, in 1961 : the pagination, 
the introduction by Professor Mohd. Habib, 
the foreword by Dr. C. Collin Davies, and 
even the binding, seem to be identical with 
those of the original version.

Dr. Nizami’s valuable study of thirteenth- 
century Indian Muslim sooiety, largely drawn 
from little-known hagiographical sonrces, is by 
now well enough known to need no further 
oomment. That the Asia Publishing House 
has now taken on its publication is not only a 
healthy sign for the increasing interest in 
medieval Indian history, but should also 
ensure a wider circulation for this useful work.

• J. B.-P.

India. National Archives : Fort 
Wittiam-India House correspondence 
and other contemporary papers relating 
thereto. (Indian Records Series.) 
Vols. rv, xv. Delhi: Manager of 
Publications, Government of India, 
for the National Archives of India, 
1962-3.

Vol. iv: C. S. Srinivasaohari 
(ed.) : 1764-1766. xxxvi, 536 pp., 
front., 8 plates. 1962. Rs. 17, 
39s. 8d.

Yol. xv: C. H. Philips and 
B. B. Misra (ed.): 1782-1786.
xviii, xlv, 905 pp., front., 8 plates, 
2 maps. 1963. Rs. 25, 58s. 4d.
In face of the growing tendenoy to present 

students with pre-digested selections of 
documents the Indian National Archives must 
be congratulated for their perseverance in their
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polioy of publishing in full this important 
correspondence covering the period between 
1748 and 1800, although it may sometimes be 
felt that insignificant details might with 
advantage have been omitted. Like their 
predecessors, these volumes each contain, 
besides the documents, an editorial introduc
tion, notes, a selective bibliography, a com
prehensive index, and a detailed list of office
holders.

The volumes under notice are ooneemed 
with matters of the greatest historical interest 
—the former with the return of Clive to India 
and the acquisition by the East India Company 
of the oivil administration of Bengal, Bihar, 
and Orissa, the latter with the last troubled 
years of Warren Hastings in India and with 
some of the problems that he left to his 
successors. From time to time it is mistakenly 
assumed that undergraduates can rely on 
textbooks and need not busy themselves with 
original sources. But the student reading the 
several dispatches in these volumes can gain 
not only an understanding of the complexity 
of the age but also good grounds for questioning 
the textbooks themselves. He can see, for 
example, how as early as 1766 the Council at 
Fort William are dealing with the problem of a 
‘ drain ’ of wealth from Bengal, or how as late 
as 1786 they seem to fear the danger of French 
intrigues with other Indian powers. But he 
m ay also ask how far suoh polioy considera
tions were stressed by the authorities at Fort 
William with an eye to their acceptability in 
England—how far, in other words, the offioial 
documents suffice for an understanding of 
offioial polioy. These volumes should prompt 
such questions even if they do not necessarily 
provide answers.

K. A. BAIXHATOHET

Holden Rubber and P. J. Marshall 
(ed.) : The correspondence of Edmund 
Burke. Vol. v: July 1782-dune
1789. xxx, 496 pp. Cambridge:
University Press, 1965. £6.

As Holden Furber observes in his preface, 
the period oovered by these letters represents 
a time ‘ of little change ’, and therefore ‘ these 
letters lack the cohesiveness given by the 
political theme ’. It was during this time that 
Burke turned increasingly to the condition of 
India, and set him self to bring about the 
downfall of Warren Hastings. Yet events in 
India appear in the correspondence almost 
entirely as adjuncts to the English political 
debate. Philip Francis, Henry Dundas, and 
other participants in Indian affairs are among 
his regular correspondents. Yet India remains

only the baokdrop to their projeots : it might 
easily have been North America (for example) 
which provided the stage upon whioh these 
men conducted what was essentially a dialogue 
about English political principles. In this 
respect, the attitude of the late eighteenth 
century provides the tone whioh prevailed in 
the relationship between oolonial and home 
politics right down to the end of the British 
Empire. Professor Furber has discharged his 
editorial task with an exact attention to the 
ramifloations of political and sooial interests, 
suoh as would have delighted the doyen of the 
politics of the era of George HI, Lewis Namier 
himself.

HUGH TINKER

K. M. de Silva : Social policy and 
missionary organizations in Ceylon, 
1840-1855. (Imperial Studies, No. 
xxvi.) x, 318 pp. London: Long
mans for the Royal Commonwealth 
Society, 1965. 45s.

This work, skilfully written from a study of 
offioial and missionary archives, is an appro
priate contribution to a series of ‘ Imperial 
Studies ’, having the orthodox approach of 
British colonial historians. Its leitmotif is the 
evolution of polioy, as between the Colonial 
Offioe in Whitehall, and the officials and 
missionary establishment in Ceylon. Dr. de 
Silva has chosen to oompare the role of the 
missionaries, vis-d-vis the government, in the 
formation of policies towards Buddhism, 
education, caste, tribalism, and the problem 
of immigrants from India. One might have 
supposed that, as his main theme is the inter
action of Evangelical Christianity with 
indigenous religion and sooial custom, a 
systematic account of the religious, political, 
and economio forces within Sinhalese society 
would have been provided. But though the 
author is condescending to the one-sided 
approach of the early-Viotorian British who 
are under his inquiry, he is equally one-sided 
in his own presentation of the situation. The 
Sinhalese hereditary officials, the temple 
managers, the monks, and the peasants and 
coolies who provide the infrastructure, as it 
were, of British polioy make occasional and 
momentary appearances in the narrative as 
supernumeraries. Only in the chapter called 
‘ The problem of oaste ’ does the author begin 
to illustrate the effeots of missionary activity 
by producing some examples of sooial pressure 
and sooial ohange. This is a useful work, but 
its eoope is severely limited.

HUGH TTNWHR
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B. D. Santval : Nepal and the East 
India Company. viii, 347 pp. London: 
Asia Publishing House, [1965], 45s.
Because of the reassertion of Chinese 

suzerainty over Tibet, India. is vitally inter
ested in preserving the independence of the 
Himalayan frontier state of Nepal. For this 
reason Mr. Sanwal’e interesting account of 
British relations with Nepal from 1767 to 1867 
serves a useful purpose. The author has not 
the scholarly equipment of the late Professor 
Sylvain L6vi and is indebted to the French 
savant’s Le Ntpal, published in 1906. He is 
also indebted to W. W. Hunter’s detailed study 
of Brian Houghton Hodgson, the British 
Besident at Kathmandu between 1833 and 
1843, from whose researches into Nepalese 
history and culture all later scholars have 
borrowed. To understand Gurkha history it is 
essential to remember that early in the nine
teenth century all real power passed to the 
hereditary prime ministers of the Kan a family 
and the kings of Nepal became state prisoners 
in the white palace of Kathmandu until, in 
1960, King Tribhuvana reached Delhi by air. 
A well-deserved tribute is paid to Jang 
Bahadur Rana, who came to the assistance of 
the British in the Indian Mutiny. There is a 
very interesting chapter on Jang Bahadur’s 
visit to England. While in London he went to 
the opera. It is recorded that he did not seem 
to appreciate the musio but was obviously 
attracted to the ballet. The book is probably 
intended for students in India. Place should 
have been found in the bibliography for N. 
Chatterji’s Mir Qasim (1936) ; L. Petech’s 
China and Tibet in the early eighteenth century 
(1960) ; H. B. Wood’s Nepal bibliography 
(1969); S. Cammann’s Trade through the 
Himalayas (1961); and Sir Francis Taker’s 
Oorlcha (1966). The book deserves better 
maps.

0. COLLIN DAVIES

J. A. B. Palmer : The mutiny outbreak 
at Meerut in 1857. (Cambridge South 
Asian Studies.) xi, 175 pp., map. 
Cambridge : University Press, 1966.

Here is a detailed, hour by hour and person 
by person account of that fateful day at 
Meerut which set off the Indian Mutiny. The 
author has investigated meticulously eaoh 
shred of evidence relating to this episode, and 
he succeeds to some extent in penetrating 
beneath the surfaoe of events to the motives of 
those involved. Like all Mutiny accounts, this 
is the story as seen through British eyes, even 
though the author brings to his task an

intimate acquaintance with the Indian idiom. 
TTih conclusion is that the Meerut outbreak 
was carefully planned by the rebel leaders. In 
his belief, because the Bengal Army represented 
a oross-seotion of the rural population of the 
Gangetio plain, the revolt was more than a 
mutiny; it was an expression of a much wider 
social discontent. The author is not prepared 
to argue that the Meerut incident was part of a 
carefully planned large-scale rising—this is 
outside his set purpose, which is to ascertain 
what happened at Meerut on 10 May 1867. 
This he accomplishes in an urbane and well- 
modulated narrative. A writer of such 
fastidious accuracy would doubtless wish to be 
informed of any minor errors, and in stating 
on p. 96 that a Conductor was a Sergeant he is 
wrong. Among British personnel attached to 
the Indian Army, a Conductor was a Warrant 
Officer Class I.

HUGH TINKER

Pran Chopra : On an Indian border. 
xi, 140 pp., front., 8 plates. London : 
Asia Publishing House, [1964]. 30s.
The latent border-oonfliot between India and 

China has stimulated Indian interest in regions 
whioh were previously seldom visited and only 
inadequately documented. Their strategic 
importance has resulted in the establishment 
of administrative and military centres in areas 
where until 1947 a sparse local population lived 
in a state of virtual autonomy. Among these 
border-regions whioh have recently come into 
the limelight of publicity, though unfortunate
ly they have been oloeed to Western travellers, 
are Lahul, Spiti, TCmns.nr, and Ladakh, and 
the present book deals with the conditions and 
problems of these areas. It is written in the 
popular style of a travel book, but contains 
interesting observations on the ethnography, 
geography, and political problems of the 
localities visited.

Mr. Pran Ohopra is clearly a person of 
independent judgement, and his assessment of 
the many problems created by the impact of 
Indian officials and soldiers on local social 
patterns deeply rooted in traditional ideas 
shows unusual sensitivity and imagination. 
Throughout the book he advocates a polioy of 
tolerance and respect for local customs, and 
takes on the whole a line very similar to that 
pursued by Verrier Elwin in the North East 
Frontier Agenoy. Although this is not a 
scholarly or systematic account of life in the 
western border areas, it contains much 
information not available elsewhere. He 
ahowB, for instanoe, that the Chinese suppres
sion of monastio life in Tibet has had very 
grave effeots on Buddhist institutions inside
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the Indian border. For monasteries which 
used to obtain reinoamate lamas from Tibet 
and sent their novioes and monks to Tibet for 
training and study are now out off from their 
spiritual roots, and their prestige is waning 
even among the local population.

This unpretentious book will be useful to all 
those concerned with the ohanged economio, 
sooial, and political situation on the Tibeto- 
Indian frontier.

O. YON iffaEE-HAnntNDOKF

Sunil Kumas Sen : Studies in industrial 
policy and development of India (1858- 
1914). [ix], 192 pp. Calcutta : Pro
gressive Publishers, 1964. Rs. 12.60.
The second half of the nineteenth oentury 

was a period of economio transformation foT 
India. The building of the railways, roads, and 
irrigation canals, the rise in agricultural 
prices, the rapid increase in the volume and 
value of India’s foreign trade, these were some 
of the elements of growth in the economy. In 
this book Dr. Sen has shown that Borne of 
these activities were more than passively 
influenced by the polioy of the British Govern
ment in India. As one of the largest purchasers 
of a wide variety of industrial products in the 
country, the Government of India was in a 
cruoial position to influence the country's 
industrial development. Between 1877 and 
1914 the average annual expenditure of the 
Government on stores for India amounted to 
£IJ million, while the value of the stores for 
the state railways not charged to Revenue 
rose from under £1 million in 1883-4 to nearly 
£3 million in 1913-14. The Government 
indents included iron and steel, coal and coke, 
timber, machinery and engineering goods, 
woollens, paper, and chemicals. In formulating 
its policy for the purchase of these products 
the Government, according to Dr. Sen, was 
mainly motivated by two considerations. In 
the first place, under the influence of the 
prevailing doctrines of laissez-faire, it was 
utterly opposed to any direot participation in 
the productive process, and, secondly, it 
reserved the right to purchase on terms most 
advantageous to itself on the ground of both 
quality and price. The effect of this polioy 
was naturally that for a long time the greater 
part of the stores had to be imported from 
abroad, although in 1876 Lord Salisbury, then 
Secretary of State for India, allowed the 
purchase of artioles specifically manufactured 
in India. Dr. Sen seems to think that this was 
the first time that the Government considered 
buying goods of Indian origin in the Indian 
market. But there is definite evidence that in

the early dayB of railway construction in India 
both the Court of Directors and the railway 
companies repeatedly stressed the importance 
of procuring railway materials in the looal 
market, and it is probable that the difficulty 
experienced in obtaining them at competitive 
prioes led to the abandonment of this polioy. 
While it does not pretend to examine the 
genera] problems relating to India’s industrial 
development, Dr. Sen’s short book, based 
entirely on offioial sources, provides a useful 
guide to certain aspects of Government polioy 
on the question of official support for Indian 
industries.

K. N. CTHAUDHUBI

M. N. Srinivas : Religion and society 
among the Coorgs of South India. 
Reprinted, xvi, 269 pp., front., 10 
plates. London: Asia Publishing 
House, 1965. 46s.

Professor Srinivas published the results of 
his field-work among the Coorgs of South 
India in 1962, at a time when the first post-war 
social anthropologists were either m the field 
or were writing up their material. This book 
is not itself a ‘ village study ’ of the kind which 
the latter produoed and which was to beoome 
almost the standard form of research. Rather, 
it considers the whole of Ooorg society 
(admittedly a fairly localized one). Yet because 
of its concern with social structure and with 
the relation this bears to ritual praotioe, the 
book has stimulated a great deal of later work. 
Especially significant have been Professor 
Srinivas’s analysis of oaste and village structure 
in terms of vertioal and horizontal solidarity, 
his detailed consideration of the rights and

a
tioiis of members of the Coorg joint 
-, and his main subject, namely, the 
consideration of the ‘ ritual idiom ’ of Coorg 
society. Probably the most debated idea in 

the book is that of Sanskritization, whioh the 
author uses together with the notion of 
‘ spread ’ to analyse the way in whioh local 
cults and religious ideas are related to those at 
a higher, up to an all-India, level. Although 
the term has come under fire and the ooncept 
has been modified, the picture of cultural and 
sooial fluidity whioh Professor Srinivas drew 
with it has proved most useful. In short, the 
book has had a most important influence on 
the development of the subjeot, and it is good 
that a reprint now makes it again readily 
available both to Indianists and to others 
interested in Indian society and culture.

A. O. MAYHB
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Henby Obenstein : Goon : conflict and 
cohesion in an Indian village, xi, 
341 pp., 4 plates. Princeton, N.J.: 
Princeton University Press, 1965. 
(Distributed in G-.B. by Oxford 
University Press. 68s.)
This is a book about the social organization 

of a village in the Poona distriot of Maharash
tra. We are given, after preliminary chapters, 
analyses of the family and household, the 
■wider kin groups, the caste groups and their 
interrelations, the system of economio relations, 
and the pattern of political power in the 
village. Finally, two ohapters discuss sooial 
ohanges assessed in 1964-6 and again when 
the author briefly revisited the village in 1901.

Much of the analysis and many of the con
clusions will prove useful for comparative 
studies. For instance, Professor Orenstein’s 
remarks about the relations of caste to kinship, 
the nature of sooial control within oastes, the 
relation of caste to subcaste, and the im
portance of commensal relations as an idiom of 
caste hierarchy corroborate and oan be used 
to amplify already published material on caste 
systems. The data are presented convincingly, 
though there are inevitably places where one 
asks for more, e.g., on the implications of 
oross-cousin marriage, or on the degree to 
which a settlement in whioh the majority of 
the populace lives in scattered homesteads can 
be called a village at all, a problem whioh is 
touohed upon comparatively late in the book. 
.The discussion of confliot and cohesion, too, is 
brought in at a fairly late stage, and is less the 
book’s main theme than is the purely structural 
and organizational analysis. The book’s value 
lies not here but rather in its place as the first 
detailed sooial anthropological work on this 
part of India, and it is a welcome addition to 
the literature. One oan only regret that the 
price (for which only four plates are included, 
and no glossary) may deter people from buying 
and reading it.

a. o. MAYXB

Abdur Rauf : Renaissance of Islamic 
culture and civilization in Pakistan. 
xix, 320 pp. Lahore : Sh. Muhammad 
Ashraf, 1965. Rs. 20.
For the most part this book, by the Director 

of the West Pakistan Bureau of Education, 
is an account of the development of Islamio 
civilization in general and that of Pakistan in 
particular; this is directed to a wide publio 
and is generally subjective. Of greater value 
to the soholar are the ohapters on religious 
education in mosque, school, and university, 
and a useful account of such cultural institu

tions a 
Eesearc

the Central Institute of Islamio 
rch at Karachi (soon to move to Islam

abad), the Institute of Islamio Culture at 
Lahore, the Islamio Academy of Dacca, and 
others. There is a short account of the Auqaf 
Department, and a longer record of the recent 
‘ Phenomenal growth of Islamio literature ’ in 
Pakistan. There is a full bibliography and an 
adequate index.

S. M. Tkbam : Modem Muslim India and 
the birth of Pakistan (1858-1951). 
Second edition, revised and enlarged. 
xv, 350 pp., front., 15 plates. Lahore: 
Sh. Muhammad Ashraf, 1965. Rs. 20. 
This book originally appeared under the 

title Makers of Pakistan and modem Muslim 
India, by ‘ A. H. Albiruni ’, in 1960. In its new 
dress it is much enlarged, although its general 
approaoh is still largely biographical. In the 
account of those Muslim political theorists 
whose thought has had most influence on the 
conception and ultimate realization of the 
Islamio State which is Pakistan muoh more 
attention has now been given to Bengal, and 
the events and the dominant personalities of 
the last 16 years have been fully treated; 
particularly detailed is a long study of 
Muhammad Ali Jinnah. This account of 
modem Islamio political thought as inter
preted in Pakistan will be weloomed for its 
luoidity and oareful presentation. Its referen
cing, in footnotes, is adequate if not oopious; 
but a full bibliography and an index would add 
considerably to its utility. Perhaps Dr. Ikram 
will provide both in the next edition.

j. B.-P.

Paul Ratchnevsky (ed.): Beitrdge zum 
Problem des Wortes im Chinesischen ii. 
(OstasiatisclLe Forschungen, Ht. 3.) 
[iii], 138 pp. Berlin: Akademie- 
Verlag, 1964. DM 32.
In this volume H. Herrfurth examines the

semantic and syntactic 
numeral olassifiers in oollo 
paring them with Indone 
with the means of disting 
in other languages, suoh

sohen ’, pp. 1-44). Paul Ratchnevsky discusses 
two olassioal prefixes : (1) arohaio yu ,
well known in such combinations as yu Esia

functions of the 
Chinese, oom- 
olassiflers and 

; noun olasses 
lo-European

/fj JJ, and according to Ratchnevsky widely 
used in the ‘ Odes ’ in oontexts where it has 
been mistaken for the existential verb;
(2)o [S5f before kinship terms, personal and
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family names, and certain pronouns, common 
sinoe the Han especially in the South, and 
paralleled in many Altaio and other eastern 
Asian languages—Ratchnevsky defends the 
thesis of Haenisch that it is a foreign borrowing 
(‘ Zur Frage der Pr&figiernng im arohaischen 
und alten Chinesisoh ’, pp. 46-80). Q. Schmitt 
argues that many classical words, particularly 
among the prepositionB and among animal 
names, are phonetically descended from inter
jections ; an appendix oonsiders the phonology 
of the final partioles (‘ Zur Prage der Inter- 
jektionen im arohaischen Chinesisoh ’, pp. 81- 
108). M. W. Sofronow traces the history of 
the oolloquial prefixes a pij and uni JO and 
the suffixes tz& -f- and erh Ijjl (both diminutive 
from the Han to the eleventh century) and 
t'ou gpj (marking round or curved objocts until' 
the sixth oentury), and classifies their various 
functions in the earlier oolloquial literature 
(‘ Die wortbildenden Pr&fixe und Sufflxe im 
Mittelchinesisohen ’, pp. 109-38).

A. O. GRAHAM

periodical artioles on kindred subjects and 
publishing them in book form is highly 
meritorious. Dr. Bishop has accumulated 
particular merit in editing these works by 
different hands on Chinese literature. The
authors are all Harvard scholars, and most of 
the articles originally appeared in the Harvard 
Journal of Asiatic Studies. They are so well 
known that they require no comment. Two of 
them are Dr. Bishop’s own, on oolloquial 
literature; Dr. Glen Baxter contributes his 
artiole on the origins of the tz‘u and a transla
tion of Yoshikawa KOjirfl’s study of Six 
Dynasties prose style; Achilles Fang has his 
rendering of the Wen-fu; and, finally, Pro
fessor Hightower has three pieces, all with 
model annotations, the longest being ‘ The fu 
of T‘ao Ch’ien ’. The general combination of 
meticulous scholarship with a due sense of 
proportion and occasional levity makes this 
book pleasurable as well as profitable to read, 
or re-read.

D. H. POLLARD

Ssu-yu Teng : Advanced conversational 
Chinese, xv, 293 pp. Chicago and 
London : University of Chicago Press, 
1965. 55.50, 41s.
Language textbooks, if successful, multiply 

their kind. Conversational Chinese has been 
successful, judging by sales, so Professor Teng 
has given us Advanced conversational Chinese. 
With Chinese the kinds to multiply are added 
to by the various types of romanization. This 
book uses Wade-Giles. The first half consists
of model conversations, backed up by short 
exercises, on subjeots of potential interest to 
gentlemen of an inquiring mind. The second 
half has the complete texts of two one-act 
plays, ‘ An artist ’ by Hamng Po-hsi, and 
‘ A wasp ’, by Ting Hsi-lin; these are accom
panied by notes, feansoription, and translation. 
The plays are well chosen, the translation 
helpful, and the whole idea a very good one. 
Altogether, the amount and variety of material 
in this book is very considerable, and those 
who have already set out with Professor Teng 
may continue their journey with confidence.

John L. Bishop (ed.): Studies in 
Chinese literature. (Harvard-Yenohing 
Institute Studies, xxi.) [viii], 245 pp. 
Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard Univer
sity Press, 1965. (Distributed in 
G.B. by Oxford University Press. 
36s.)
The current practice of collecting memorable

[E. D. Grinstead and J. Lust] : 
Chinese periodicals in British libraries. 
Handlist no. 2. [iv], 102 pp. London : 
British Museum, 1965. 20s.
This is a revised, refined, and enlarged 

version of the mimeographed Handlist no. 1 of 
the same title circulated by the British Museum 
some time ago. It is not only fuller in its 
coverage than the previous lists, but gives 
characters for titles (although these are miming 
in a few entries). A few additional items might 
have been added from specialist (particularly 
scientific) libraries, but it covers the main 
oollections adequately. The overall picture, 
however, remains very patchy. There is much 
to be done—and a great deal of money to be 
spent—before we in Britain can olaim anything 
like adequate holdings of Chinese journals.

D. o. T.

Prank H. H. King and Prescott 
Clarke : A research guide to China- 
coast newspapers, 1822-1911. (Har
vard East Asian Monographs, 18.) 
x, 235 pp. Cambridge, Mass. : East 
Asian Research Center, Harvard Uni
versity, 1965. (Distributed by Har
vard University Press. Distributed in 
G.B. by Oxford University Press. 
28s.)
Tbe foreign-language press of the nineteenth- 

century China coast is dearly a vast untapped 
resource to the historian. But there has been
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a wide variety of reaotions to it, ranging from 
its dismissal as biased and inaccurate, acting 
as the mouthpiece of various vested interests 
on the one hand, to its unoritical use as 
primary principal source material on the 
other. A oritioal appraisal has been urgently 
needed, and Mr. King and Mr. Clarke have 
provided us with an excellent preliminary 
summary.

After a brief, mm men-sense and highly 
relevant introduction, setting out the oritical 
problems, they list, with all available detail on 
editorship and polioy, all Western-language 
papers published in Macao, Hong Kong, or 
China until 1911, and certain London papers 
and ‘ overland ’ editions of the China Coast 
press produoed for interested readers in 
England. This list is very full, and inoludes, 
for example, Russian newspapers published in 
Manchuria, Japanese newspapers from Man- 
ohuria, Hong Kong, Shanghai, and Tientsin 
(in an appendix), and many papers from 
minor ports, besides the long lists of the press 
in Shanghai, Canton, and Hong Kong with 
which we are comparatively familiar. A 
number of scholars throughout the world have 
clearly gone to great trouble to make this list 
as complete as possible, and a finding-list 
details all known library holdings of each 
paper. Soholars in this field will also be very 
pleased to know that Mr. King’s university is 
planning to make microfilm available of all 
these newspapers. A further very useful index 
lists the often confusing and inconsistent 
Chinese names by whioh oontemporary 
Chinese writers refer to each paper.

This is, however, muoh more than a biblio
graphy. Many readers who are unlikely to go 
further into this material themselves than an 
occasional foray into the China Mail, the 
North China Herald, or the London and China 
Express, will find interesting material in the 
balanced, sensible, and wittily written intro
duction, and will get an amusing new perspec
tive on nineteenth-century journalism from 
the long section devoted to the biographies of 
known editors and journalists. Particularly in 
the earlier years oourt aotions, assaults, and 
duels between rival editors seem to have been 
matters of common occurrence. And to these 
early editors, the common journalistic peril of 
the libel action (it is amazing that there were 
not even more, considering the intemperate 
tone of muoh of this early journalism) was 
compounded by the pressures exerted by the 
colonial governments in Hong Kong and 
Macao. Modem editors may complain of the 
operation of the law of libel and defamation : 
but none is likely to suffer the fate of Tarrant 
whose criticisms of the corrupt Hong Kong 
government of the 1860’s culminated in a libel 
action in whioh the oolonial government

retained the entire Bar of Hong Kong, so that 
poor Tarrant was forced to defend himself.

D. o. T.

John DeErancis : Chinese-English 
glossary of the mathematical sciences. 
[iv], v, 277 pp. Providence, R.I. : 
American Mathematical Society, 1964. 
$3.

Mathematics is one field where Chinese 
scholars have continued to produce a formid
able output of research of the very highest 
quality. The American Mathematical Society 
him made strenuous efforts to make the results 
of this researoh available to Western soholars, 
since the number of trained mathematicians 
with a good reading knowledge of Chinese is, 
and is likely to remain, very small. This 
glossary of some 16,000 teohnioal terms, which 
was commissioned by them, will be immensely 
useful to the Chinese linguist faced with the 
necessity of translating technical material in 
the mathematical field. It will also be a useful 
stand-by for suoh people as social scientists 
working in the field of statistics, for the 
vocabulary is rather broad in scope. Lastly, it 
also will be of some use to persons working on 
similar fields in Japanese, as it extracts muoh 
of its vocabulary from recent Japanese 
teohnioal dictionaries of mathematics and 
statistics. These Japanese terms are dearly 
labelled as suoh, and need cause no oonfusion.

D. o. T.

Hersohel Webb : Research in Japanese 
sources : a guide. [By] Herschel Webb 
with the assistance of Marleigh Ryan. 
xv, 170 pp. New York and London : 
Columbia University Press for the 
East Asian Institute, Columbia Uni
versity, 1966. $4.76, 36s. 6d.
This is an extremely useful little book, 

providing a guide to works of reference, 
through which the student oan solve a wide 
range of problems arising in the use of Japanese 
materials. There are ohapters on bibliography; 
oalendars and dating; weights and measures; 
personal names; place-names; translation; 
written sources in general; historical sources; 
and legal and offioial materials. In each, there 
is a brief survey of the available reference 
books and how to use them, accompanied by a 
sufficient account of the relevant institutions 
to make the explanation dear. Muoh work 
li ilh dearly gone into the task of making the 
material both acourate and suocinot. There is 
some doubt whether the handbook will be of
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much help to students who know no Japanese, 
despite the pious hopes expressed in the 
preface; but there can be no question that it 
will be an indispensable part of the library of 
those who have a knowledge of the language.

W. G. B.

Sydney Crawcour : An introduction to 
kambun. (University of Michigan. 
Center for Japanese Studies.) adx, 
78 pp. Ann Arbor: University of 
Michigan Press, 1966.
In this work the author lists the construc

tions and semantic classifications of Chinese 
and assigns to them their equivalents in the 
standard system of Japanese readings, giving 
examples in the original Chinese, with the 
Japanese version, English translation, and 
explanation. Indexes enable the reader to find 
references by means either of the Chinese 
character or of the Japanese word. The person 
with a knowledge of Japanese wishing to 
interpret the Chinese is able to do so, and the 
student of Chinese can use the Japanese 
versions to help him understand the Chinese, 
or, at least, this is the hope of the author. A 
reader with a knowledge of modem Japanese 
might welcome being given the modem 
equivalents of the peouliar and archaic 
Japanese used. One section of the introduction 
explains how to extract the correct Japanese 
readings when the Chinese text is provided 
with JeuTiten. It is felt that the author could 
have usefully provided more examples of the 
disentangling of these, for they seem to 
present a considerable difficulty. In general, 
however, this book should prove very useful.

0. J. D.

R- P. Dore : Education in Tokugaioa 
Japan. (International Library of 
Sociology and Social Reconstruction.) 
xiii, 346 pp., 8 plates. Berkeley and 
Los Angeles : University of California 
Press; [London: Routledge and 
Regan Paul], 1966. 35s.
This book fills an important gap in the 

search for the political, economic, and social 
factors that enabled Japan to adjust so 
rapidly to its preoipitate entry into the comity 
of nations in the mid-nineteenth century. The 
existence of a large class of highly literate 
samurai officials was of obvious advantage in 
the absorption and application of the new 
technical knowledge. These were the men who 
determined the national goals, but the wide
spread diffusion of literaoy among the masses 
gave these leaders a rank and file capable of

understanding directives from above and 
acquiring their own modicum of technical skill.

Professor Lore reviews the development of 
education during the Tokugawa period at both 
these levels with his usual exhaustive but 
never exhausting acumen. He shows in a new 
context how the Tokugawa settlement slowly 
weathered during the long peace into a regime 
of considerable social and economic com
plexity, in which education became less and 
less the opiate of the samurai olass and 
increasingly a training for administrative 
efficiency. By 1868 almost all samurai were 
literate, and many had received an intensive 
education in the great secular sohools. This 
literacy was shared by the majority of town- 
dwellers with a settled occupation and farmers 
of middling status, in a society that depended 
upon the written word for its efficient opera
tion. However, Professor Lore regards such 
progress as having been made in the teeth of 
the ourrioulum, which was ‘ plainly dull and 
in addition almost meaningless ’, later con
ceding that there was still a sufficient glimmer 
of inspiration to make rebels of the best 
pupils, ensuring that when the time and the 
opportunity came they ■would seek to destroy 
the educational traditions that had formed 
them !

His analysis of the various aspects of suoh a 
diffuse subjeot as education is throughout a 
model of olarity. The growth of scholarship 
and the spread of literaoy are oarefully 
pursued as two separable but obviously 
related themes. Later, the educational system 
as a whole is analysed in terms of the three 
variables of the existing degree of appreciated 
need for differentiated talents, the ideal status 
system, and the actual distribution of income, 
power, and prestige. Finally, the number, 
size, and organization of the various educa
tional institutions and schools are convincingly 
estimated from statistical material that 
presents some difficulty to evaluate. It is 
doubtful that Professor Lore’s handling 0f 
this subjeot will be improved upon, and his 
book provides a solid foundation for disoussion 
upon the nature and extent of Tokugawa 
education, a subjeot so far abandoned in 
Western writing to the airy speculations of the 
value-system sociologists.

A. FBASER

M. A. Jaspan : Folk literature of south 
Sumatra. [Vol. i, Pt. 1.] Redjang 
Ka-ga-nga texts, [ii], 92 pp., 2 maps 
[onendpapers]. Canberra: Australian 
National University, 1964. A£1 Is.
The sub-title of this work tells us that it deals 

with texts coming from the Redjang country
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in the mountains behind Bencoolen and that 
they are in the local form of several Sumatran 
pre-Islamio scripts of South Indian derivation. 
The language is Malay. There are eight texts 
and they have been written on bark doth, a 
bamboo oylinder, bamboo tiles, rattan stioks, 
a buffalo horn, and, in one very reoent case, 
paper. They deal with love lyrioe, spells and 
inoantations, maxims, proverbs, formulations 
of oustomary law, and dan history. They are 
displayed by Mr. Jaspan on 18 pp. with the 
•help of a Redjang fount for a typewriter 
evolved by himself and lithographically 
reproduced here and they are aocompanied by 
romanized transliterations, translations, and 
notes as well as a description of the syllabary 
and comments of various kinds.

The field is not new and, as will be seen, the 
material presented is scanty. Moreover only 
one of the passages is likely to be more than 
100 years old. The present monograph does 
not in itself add muoh to work done in the past 
by Dutch scholars, but, looking on it purely 
as a first instalment in a oo-ordinated pro
gramme of work sponsored by the Australian 
National University, it may lead to very 
interesting results.

Can it be that an old form of Malay language 
and oulture penetrated in Hindu/Buddhist 
times from the east ooast of Sumatra beyond 
the navigable reaches of the rivers to remote 
mountainous areas well south of Minangkabau 
and there survived and flourished long after 
the east coast and its immediate hinterland 
had become Muslim ! Are the various Ka-ga- 
nga saripts of Sumatra evidence that there was 
a considerable Old Malay literature in the 
maritime kingdoms of Srivijaya and Malayu ? 
How does one account for the similarity of the 
Macassarese saript!

Perhaps one or more of these and similar 
questions may be answered after further 
material has been gathered and presented in 
the forthcoming parts of this work. The next 
three are to be called: Further Ka-ga-nga 
texts (containing, I understand, texts from 
Pasemah, Serawai, and cognate Middle Malay 
peoples), Mythology and legends . . ., and 
Poetry ....

B. O. G. BARBBTT

P. Drabbe : Drie Asmat-dialeaten. 
(Verhandelingen van Pet Eioninklijk 
Institnnt voor Taal-, Land- en Volken- 
kunde, Deel 42.) viii, 236 pp.,_map. 
’s-Gravenhage: Martinos Nijhoff,
1963. Guilders 37.
Father Drabbe, to whom we already owe 

several grammars of New Guinea languages 
and dialects, and who must surely be one of

the most industrious and indefatigable 
pioneers in the field of Papuan linguistics, has 
ohosen to describe simultaneously three 
olosely related dialects, spoken in the lower 
reaches of the rivers flowing through the 
A am at. oountry in the southern part of Western 
(formerly Netherlands) New Guinea.

The Asmat people, who are perhaps among 
the least-known and least-acoulturated of the 
ooast dwellers, speak languages with highly 
complex morphological patterns, and the mind 
boggles at the thought of the immense physical 
and intellectual obstacles whioh Father 
Drabbe must have overcome before he was 
able to gather all the information in this first 
compendium.

The modem techniques of linguistio analysis 
oannot be employed as a criterion to evaluate 
this work. The author is eminently a practical 
and methodioal man, whose concern is to put 
on record all the grist that comes to his mill. 
Thus, faced with a number of closely related 
dialeots, rather than ohoosing one and ignoring 
the others, he makes a careful record of all 
three, so that every item of information is 
given three times over (of necessity in a partly 
similar, partly different form). It must be 
admitted that this greatly complicates the task 
of grasping essential features, especially as the 
three dialeots (Kawenak, Keen ok and Keena- 
kap) are not always tabulated separately.

The grammatical part of the work ocoupies 
pp. 6-116. The rest consists of carefully 
annotated texts in the Kawenak dialect 
(pp. 117-04), followed by comprehensive word 
lists and useful indexes.

A highly specialized study of this nature is 
not likely to have a wide appeal, and its 
discursive nature does not make it readily 
usable for practical purposes. And yet, now 
that it is available in a convenient form, it is 
certain that this wealth of information will 
find an important plaoe in the study of Papuan 
languages.

G. B. mujteb

Samuel H. Elbert and Torben Mon- 
berg (ed. and tr.) : From the two 
canoes : oral traditions of Rennell and 
BeUona Islands. (Language and 
Culture of Rennell and Bellona 
Islands, Vol. i.) x, 428 pp., 6 plates, 
2 maps. Copenhagen: Danish
National Museum in cooperation with 
the University of Hawaii Press, 
Honolulu, 1965.
•Rennell and Bellona Islands are two Poly

nesian outliers in the British Solomons. The 
authors oolleoted the bulk of their material in 
spells of field-work during 1967-9.
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The first ohapter gives a general aooount of 
the geography, sooial organization, and culture 
of the islands with some notes on the language. 
It outlines the field experiences of the authors, 
explains how they collected their material— 
the stories were mostly taken down verbatim 
at informal and oonvivial story-telling sessions 
attended by all interested parties, disousses 
methods of translation, and examines the 
status and function of stories and story-telling 
in the looal oulture. Ch. ii oontains thumb
nail sketches and biographies of most of the 72 
informants who supplied the genealogies and 
legends that form the bulk of the volume. 
Ch. iii gives 10 genealogies of important looal 
families and the first part of ch. iv lists five 
genealogies of gods. The remainder of the 19 
ohapters oontain the oral traditions tran
scribed in a (segmental) phonemio script, side 
by side with an English translation. These 
texts contain stories of gods; of oulture-heroes 
like MatUikiiiki (the Maori Maui) and Sina; 
of the settlement of Rennell and Bellona by 
the Polynesians and their enoounters with the 
Eiti—according to looal belief, these were the 
aboriginal inhabitants; of their subsequent 
lives, adventures, and deaths, arranged in 
chronological order by generations; of visits 
by canoes blown off their course ; and of the 
ooming of Christianity.

This work is a model of its kind. The 286 
texts, apart from the interest of their subjeot- 
matter, provide an invaluable oorpus of 
Iinguistio data; each is carefully reoorded 
and annotated, set in its situational oontext, 
and faithfully translated. The book has 
gained from the collaboration of two scholars 
whose interests are somewhat differently 
focused: Professor Elbert interested in
language and folk-lore primarily for their own 
sake, Mr. Monberg for the light they throw on 
pre-Christian oulture. From the two canoes is 
more, however, than a mere documentation 
and analysis of Iinguistio and oultural data. 
Affeotion and respeot for the Polynesians and 
their oulture leavens the authors’ scholarship : 
the islanders responded by disolosing some 
part of their cherished traditions.

j. a. BU8B

Hedda Mobrison : Life in a longhouse. 
206 pp. [Kuching]: Borneo Litera
ture Bureau, [1963]. 8$.
The author of this book had the privilege of 

enjoying on a number of occasions the warm 
hospitality of an Iban longhouse in Sarawak. 
The Ibans tire slash-and-bum hill-padi farmers 
whose traditional way of life is threatened by 
the increasing shortage of land and the gradual 
transition to a oash eoonomy. That is, their

oharaoteristio form of residence under a single 
roof is not suited to the modem methods of 
farming which are gradually being forced upon 
them by decreasing soil fertility and increasing 
population. Moreover, the traditional religion 
can no longer find full expression now that 
head-hunting is suppressed, while Western 
oultural values are gaining an increasing 
foothold.

Because she felt that the days of the long
house way of life might be numbered, the 
author decided to make a permanent pictorial- 
record of it before it was too late. She seleoted 
a typioal longhouse on the Ngemah river (a 
tributary of the Bejang) and used her oppor
tunities with imagination and a feeling for 
atmosphere.

There are some 170 pages of photographs, 
hardly any of whioh betray any signs of self- 
consciousness or pose on the part of the 
subjects, and many of whioh cannot have been 
taken without a great deal of difficulty. 
Approximately half the coverage is devoted 
to the longhouse itself and the activities of its 
dwellers in or about their home. The other half 
takes us into the countryside for a compre
hensive look at the whole oyole of rice growing, 
culminating in the storage of the harvest and 
attendant oeremonies.

The introduction sums up the past, sketches 
the ohanging situation of the present, and 
peers into an uncertain future. The translations 
provided in Malay, Iban, and Chinese, both 
of the introduction and of the captions, should 
help to secure for this book the wide circula
tion it deserves.

G. B. MTT.iniR

Raymond Firth and James Spillius : 
A study in ritual modification: the 
Work of the Oods in Tikopia in 1929 
and 1952. (Royal Anthropological 
Institute. Occasional Paper No. 19.) 
[iv], 31 pp., 4 plates. London : Royal 
Anthropological Institute of Great 
Britain and Ireland, 1963. 10s.
The Work of the Oods (1940), one of the 

principal works published by Baymond Firth 
as the result of his main period of field-work 
during 1928-9 in Tikopia, describes in the 
fullest detail the two oyoles of ritual and social 
activities which formed the olimax of the 
religious year.

In 1962, aooompanied by James Spillius, he 
made a second visit to Tikopia and was able 
to observe the same rituals, enacted in some 
oases by the same participants, and to measure 
the effeot not only of the passage of 23 years, 
but of the advance of Christianity.

During his first visit, Christians had been in
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a minority. The Polynesian religious oyoles 
commanded the support of all the ohiefs. In 
1952 tile situation was reversed. Analysis and 
comparison were, however, complicated by the 
fact, first that the principal enaotor of the 
rites, though still a heathen, was prevented 
from taking his full part by old age and illness, 
and secondly that the supply of food on the 
island had become severely restricted by a 
hurrioane.

These problems are discussed and a number 
of interesting practical and theoretical con
clusions are reached. They stress the value of 
oheoking and confirming field data over a 
period of years. Muoh of the elaborate 
structure of Tikopia ritual down to the smallest 
details was still observable even after the 
passage of a generation.

The findings also show that as an ancestor 
cult deolines in ritual importance, ‘ the kin 
unit it supports does not neoessarily dis
integrate ; the meaning of the anoestor 
relationship may take on a new form as a 
political tie ’ (p. 30). Moreover when a strong 
pressure is applied, as in this instance that of 
Christianity, a pagan religious ritual cyole 
may prove remarkably flexible. Older symbols 
may ‘ mean much more to some people than 
to others, depending in part at least upon the 
degree of their status involvement in the 
symbolio behaviour. One result may be that 
rather than the symbols maintaining the 
sooial system, there is a struggle by oertain 
elements of the social system to maintain the 
symbols ’ (p. 31).

It is to be hoped that a future edition of the 
Work of the Oods may inolude this paper as an 
appendix.

G. B. ^TfiW tfR

John J. Carroll : The Filipino manu
facturing entrepreneur: agent and 
product of change. [xxi], 230 pp. 
Ithaca, N.Y. : Cornell University 
Press, [1966], $6.76. (Distributed in 
G.B. by Oxford University Press. 
46s.)
This study is based on intensive interviews 

carried out by Father Carroll among 92 
Filipino entrepreneurs who operate relatively 
large-scale manufacturing enterprises—defined 
as employing 100 or more people. The study 
sheds much light on the patterns of social 
mobility in a developing country and on the 
factors which influence the nature and extent 
of entrepreneurial activity. There is also a 
short but illuminating disoussion of the work 
of Max Weber, Everett Hagen, and David 
MoClelland and its relevance to entrepreneurial 
studies.

VOL. XXLX. PART 2.

An interesting fact noted by Father Carroll 
is that the entrepreneurs who established 
enterprises before 1950 often started on a very 
small scale and many originated from the ranks 
of oraftsmen artisans. A number originated 
from those who had been forced by the 
oiroumstanoes of the Japanese occupation to 
leave wage employment and to engage in 
‘ buy and sell ’ trading and similar activities. 
For many this was a ohanoe to prove to 
themselves that they could carry on business 
successfully. In contrast, those who started 
manufacturing in the 1960’s usually originated 
from the ranks of large merchants. This was 
the period of import controls and dollar 
allocations. Most of the industries favoured 
in the allocations required large initial oapital 
expenditure, e.g. automobile assembly. Many 
of the merchants who became manufacturing 
entrepreneurs in this period seem to have done 
so in order to protect their profits from the 
Squeeze resulting from the imposition of 
oontrols. As one would expeot, these entre
preneurs had to be as skilled in political 
lobbying as in industrial management. The 
author believes, however, that most of the 
enterprises founded in the period of controls 
will be able to stand on their own feet as 
oontrols are gradually dismantled.

This book is a very useful addition to the 
growing literature on entrepreneurship in 
underdeveloped countries and is informative 
on the conditions whiah encourage the develop
ment of manufacturing entrepreneurship. 
Economists, sociologists, and polioy makers 
should find it of much value.

P. INGHAM AYBE

William Oates and others: Gugu- 
Ycdanji and Wik-Munkan language 
studies, by WiUiam and Lynette Oates, 
Hank Hershberger, Ruth Hershberger, 
Barbara Sayers, Marie Godfrey. 
(Occasional Papers- in Aboriginal 
Studies, No. 2.) vi, 146 pp. Canberra : 
Australian Institute of Aboriginal 
Studies, 1964.

Richard Pittman and Harland Kerr 
(ed.) : Papers on the languages of the 
Australian Aborigines. (Occasional 
Papers in Aboriginal Studies, No. 3.) 
[iii], iii, 166 pp. Canberra : Australian 
Institute of Aboriginal Studies, 1964.
These two volumes contain between them 

22 papers on the phonology, grammar, and 
vocabulary of six Australian languages. They 
are mainly written by members of the Summer 
Institute of Linguistics. The material has 
generally been obtained at first hand, either

31
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in the field or from an informant at the 
University of Queensland. The languages 
oovered are Gugu-Yalanji, spoken along the 
Bloomfield River in North Queensland ; Wik- 
Munkan, spoken at Coen in North Queensland 
and on the Gulf side of Cape York Peninsula; 
Anyula, spoken at Borroloola on the MoArthur 
River in the Northern Territory; Burera, 
spoken in the Blythe River area of Arnhem 
Land; Maung, spoken on Goulbum Island 
and the adjaoent mainland of western Arnhem 
Land; and Gidabul, a dialeot of the Band- 
jalang group in north-eastern New South 
Wales. These languages are spoken by small 
groups, rarely numbering more than a few 
hundred.

The data on which these papers are based 
were oolleoted during fairly short periods of 
research. Some of the material is necessarily 
therefore a little sketchy and some of the 
analyses are provisional and tentative. The 
phonology is generally limited to an outline 
phonemic analysis together with a brief state
ment of syllable structure. The papers on 
grammar are rather more detailed, and there 
is a 1,200-word vocabulary of Gugu-Yalanji, 
as well as an interesting comparative artiole 
on pronominal matrixes.

J. E. BUSE

Kay Williams on : A grammar of the 
Kolohuma dialect of lj<). (West African 
Language Monograph. Series, 2.) vii, 
127 pp. Cambridge: University 
Press in association with the West 
African Languages Survey and the 
Institute of African Studies, Ibadan, 
1965. 18s.
This is the first detailed grammar of any 

dialeot of Ijo (Xjaw), whioh is spoken by about 
600,000 people living in the Niger delta area of 
Nigeria. This language is of particular interest 
because it differs in some important respeots 
from its neighbours, Igbo, Edo, and Yoruba, 
and its relationship with them is obscure. The 
differences are a gender system in the noun, a 
passive construction of the verb, and, most of 
all, a system of extensive morphophonemio 
tone ohanges which completely transforms the 
tone patterns whioh would be assigned to 
words in a lexicon of the language. This, it has 
been suggested, represents a Btage of transition 
from being a tone language to one with a pitch 
accent or a purely intonational system.

The description is based on the generative 
transformational method, but in an interesting 
section of her introduction (pp. 7-10) Dr. 
Williamson explains why she found it necessary 
to make certain modifications in dealing with 
this language. In brief, this was because she

was attempting to describe an obsoure language 
about whioh little was previously known and 
because she had to use more than one infor
mant, so that her material was not uniform. 
She readily admits that some of her rules are 
not as tidy as she would wish and that oertain 
points need further investigation. One would 
like, for example, to know more about the 
distribution and use of the aspeot-tense 
morphemes whioh are listed in Appendix t, 
pp. 112, 113. Ijo is split up into many dialeots 
and it is doubtful if, in spite of the number of 
speakers, there will ever be muoh written in 
thelanguage. The value ofthisgrammar, which 
is in itself an important contribution to West 
African language studies, would oertainly be 
enhanoed if it could be followed by a supple
mentary volume of texts.

B. O. HOWLANDS

A. J. Wills : An introduction to the 
history of central Africa, ix, 386 pp. 
London: Oxford University Press,
1964. 25s.
A dull book is not neoessarily a bad book, 

but when—as in this case—it is intended to 
encourage a somewhat reluctant teaching 
profession to pay more attention to local 
history a dull book may do harm. This one 
is as pedestrian as a Company Report and 
will neither stimulate the younger teacher, nor 
overcome the suspicion or indifference of the 
older teaoher, whether he be white or blaok, 
about the value of African history. Students, 
whom the author also hopes to reach, will find 
little but conventional themes and accepted 
judgements, many of them long overdue for 
revision or much better dealt with elsewhere. 
Although it is olaimed on the cover that 
the book gives a ‘ balanced consideration to the 
long history of the African peoples before the 
advent of the European ’, the material 
unconnected with European activities is in fact 
cursory and confusing. This applies particularly 
to the disousslon of Zimbabwe and the 
Shona-speaking peoples. It is surprising that a 
work from a distinguished press should contain 
so many errors in the notes and in the biblio
graphy, nor does the text itself reach a high 
standard of accuracy in dates and names.

BIOHABD BROWN

Robin Halle tt (ed.) : The Niger 
Journal of Richard and John Lander. 
(Travellers and Explorers.) ix, 317 pp. 
London: Routledge and Kegan Paul,
1965. 42*.
The journal of the Lander brothers’ success

ful expedition of 1830 to determine the oourse
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of the lower Niger was an apt ohoioe to initiate 
this new series of popular editions of great 
works of travel in modem times. Biohard and 
John Lander were ill-equipped as scientific 
explorers, both materially and educationally. 
They confined themselves very largely to the 
twin objectives they triumphantly accom
plished, to solve the purely geographical 
problem and to turn their experiences into a 
‘ best-seller ’, whioh for all its dated ‘ literary ’ 
mannerisms remains one of the most enter
taining narratives in the whole library of 
African adventure. They were abundantly 
justified in the modest value they themselves 
set upon their work as sociological reportage. 
They do, however, present us with a firsthand 
account, superficial and heavily prejudiced 
though it is, of a wide area of southern and 
central Nigeria, at a period of crucial historical 
developments, whioh are otherwise largely 
undocumented, and as suoh their journal 
constitutes an indispensable source-book of 
Nigerian history.

The present edition, by the general editor 
of the projected series, is a skilful abridgement 
whioh reduoes the leisurely three-volume 
journal to little more than half its original 
length, while preserving the flow of the 
narrative and the essential flavour of the book. 
The introduction brings together all that we 
now know about the authors, and usefully 
reviews the Nigerian background in the 1830’s. 
Editorial footnotes to the text are kept to an 
adequate minimum, but there is a full gazetteer 
of places named. The attractive black and 
white illustrations are mostly reproductions 
of those of the first edition, supplemented by 
others from Allen and Thompson’s 1848 
edition of their Niger explorations.

As the editor himself acknowledges, the 
serious student must still go to the full text. 
Many of the passages omitted here (some of 
which are summarized in the notes) oontain 
precisely the detailed historical information he 
will be most interested in. The general reader 
will, however, welcome the landers’ book in 
this muoh more handsome and readable format, 
teachers may confidently oommend it to 
undergraduate students of African history, 
and it should be a valuable accession to any 
school library.

D. H. JONES

C. W. Newbury (ed.): British policy 
towards West Africa : select documents, 
1786-1874. xxviii, 656 pp. Oxford : 
Clarendon Press, 1965. 63s.
As the author explains in his preface, this 

‘ is essentially a book of sources from State 
papers, most of which are published here for

the first time and are not easily accessible to 
students ’. The need for suoh a book has long 
been felt, especially in African universities, 
and it should prove a most valuable tool to 
teaohers and students.

The size is about right for the purpose. The 
material is^well chosen. Errors of transcription 
or oitation appear to be remarkably rare. 
(The minute printed on p. 340 was aotually 
dated May 1846, not 1846 as here, and cannot 
therefore be attributable to Lord Stanley who 
was not then in offioe.) The documents are 
grouped together in ohronologioal order under 
such topical headings as ‘ Legitimate trade ’, 
‘ Eolations with African societies ’, ‘ Company 
and Crown administration ’, etc., eaoh topio 
being prefaced by a page or so of explanatory 
oomments.

The ‘ diplomatic ’ aspects of the subject do 
not fare too well under this treatment. It is not 
really possible even to illustrate the com
plexities of Glover’s dealings with his Yoruba 
neighbours, by the publication of three or four 
of his often somewhat disingenuous dispatches. 
Administrative history is better suited to this 
approach and here Dr. Newbury is usually a 
sure guide. The need for compression leads 
him, however, to give on p. 640 the false 
impression that a Supreme Court for the West 
African Settlements (which remained, in fact, 
a paper soheme only) was aotually established 
in 1866. ,

The 40-pp. general introduction is both very 
learned and very well written. It is likely to 
remain for a long time the best short survey 
of the whole subjeot.

D. H. JONES

Godfrey and Monica Wilson : The 
analysis of social change, based on 
observations in central Africa. Re
printed. vii, 177 pp. Cambridge : 
University Press, 1965. 16s.
The reissue ofthis still stimulating book 20 

years after its original publication should 
please anthropologists. True, certain concepts 
and propositions have become outdated. In 
these days we are unlikely to introduce our 
main theme with such a heading as ‘ From 
primitive to oivilized ’. Terms like ‘ small- 
soale ’ and ‘ complex ’ are among those whioh 
have rightly replaced ‘ primitive ’ and ‘ civi
lized’. Yet, allowing for the development and 
modification of ideas over these years, the 
book is useful for teaching purposes, both as 
regards oertain concepts and as an example of 
immediate post-war anthropological thought.

The Wilsons see two major causes of social 
ohange. One is the ready acceptance by 
indigenous populations of new ideas and
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behaviour. The other is the ‘ disequilibrium ’, 
eventually restored to a new balanoe, created 
by vehemently opposed groups and categories 
of people. The central ooncept in the analysis 
is that of ‘ scale ’ whioh the Wilsons define as 
‘ the number of people in relation and the 
intensity of those relations ’. Where a sooiety 
suffers from unevenness of scale disequilibrium 
will ensue. Since, the Wilsons claim, equili
brium is a basic necessity of social life, evenness 
of scale will reappear in the context of a 
remoulded society. Social ohange will have 
occurred.

There are two major oritioisms to be made of 
these ideas. One is that the whole analysis 
depends too muoh on the rather vague notion 
of equilibrium. A more pertinent question 
nowadays would ask what degree of integra
tion among their institutions different societies 
show over time, a question the Wilsons touoh 
upon. The seoond oritioism is that the notions 
‘ scale ’, ‘ impersonality ’, and, indeed, ‘ sooial 
ohange ’ are too broad and imprecisely defined 
for use in the intensive analyses of to-day, in 
whioh role-analysis and ego-centred extended 
case studies have become indispensable yard
sticks.

But all this detracts unfairly from a work 
whioh constituted an advanoe in its science 
when it was published.

D. J. PARKIN

Nigerian law : some recent developments. 
A report of a discussion conference held 
from March 13 to March 16, 1964, at 
St. Catherine’s, Cumberland Lodge, 
Windsor Great Park. (The British 
Institute of International and Com-

Earative Law. Supplementary Pub- 
cation No. 10.) viii, 131 pp. 

London: Stevens and Sons Ltd., 
1966. 21s.
The papers whioh are contained in this 

volume explain, briefly, a variety of different 
features of the Nigerian legal system and its 
background; and they show the way in 
whioh it is being developed, both in the oourts 
and through the active interest of the members 
of the very recently-created law faculties of 
the universities.

Two of the papers are ooncemed with con
stitutional law: Mr. Nwabueze, of the 
University of Lagos, outlines the main features 
of the Federal Nigerian Constitution; and the 
Deputy Solioitor-General, Mr. Adebiyi, deals 
with fundamental rights and provides some 
useful information on the manner in whioh 
the courts have interpreted the constitutional 
provisions relating to freedom of conscience

in particular. In the field of publio law there 
are also two papers on labour relations—one 
by Professor Hanbury, whioh deals with the 
background and some of the principles 
involved in Nigerian legislation on the topio; 
and a more detailed exposition of the con
temporary position by Mr. Yesufu, of the 
Ministry of Eoonomio Development in the 
Federal Government. A Nigerian barrister, 
Mr. Okubadejo, contributes an interesting 
description of some of the problems relating to 
local government, its structure and its place 
within the Federal and Regional systems.

Professor Allott offers some useful and 
original ideas on the subjeot of the ‘ common 
law of Nigeria ’, and deals at length with the 
place of the received English law within it as 
well as with the possible ways in whioh it will 
evolve in the future. The volume concludes 
with a valuable paper by Professor Milner, of 
the Ahmadu Bello University at Zaria, on 
‘ Legal education and training in Nigeria ’, 
whioh oontains not only a dear pioture of the 
growth of the system of legal education in the 
Federation, but also a number of important 
suggestions for its improvement.

A short conference of the kind whioh gave 
rise to these papers oannot hope to oover the 
entirety of the contemporary Nigerian legal 
system. There are a number of obvious 
omissions In the subjects ohosen for presenta
tion, notably within the field of private law, 
whioh receives scant attention: apart from 
references to it by Professor Allott and 
Professor Milner, there is only one paper 
within this field—by Mr. Justice Onyeama, on 
land law—with all the remaining topics being 
ignored. The same applies to oustomary and 
Islamio law.

NEVILLE RUBIN

Douglas Brown : Criminal procedure 
in Uganda and Kenya. (Law in 
Africa, No. 13.) xxvi, 166 pp. 
London: Sweet and Maxwell; etc., 
1965. 37s. 6d.
This volume provides a brief outline of the 

manner in whioh the Criminal Procedure Code 
of Uganda works and is oonoemed almost 
entirely with trials whioh take place in the 
magistrates’ oourts in that country. It is 
intended as an elementary handbook, to be 
used by non-professional magistrates, police 
officers, and students, rather than as a com
prehensive commentary on the Code ; and, as 
suoh, it suooeeds well in providing the reader 
with an outline of the relevant rules, derived 
either from statute or oase law. Its applica
bility to Kenya is less direot, and derives 
from the fact that the Code in that country is
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wlmilar to Uganda’s though not identdoal with 
it. Prom a practical point of view, this 
probably makes very little difference; and 
care is taken by the author to refer readers to 
the appropriate sections of the Kenya Code, 
even though the text is based on that of 
Uganda. Kenya cases are also oited.

BV IT.T.'B RUHlN

C. R. Boxer : Portuguese society in the 
tropics : the municipal councils of Ooa, 
Macao, Bahia, and Luanda, 1510- 
1800. xvi, 240 pp., front., 4 plates. 
Madison and Milwaukee : University 
of Wisconsin Press, 1965. $6.
There ifl an artistry in Professor Boxer’s 

choice of subjects for monographs. Unlike 
lesser mortals, who are restricted by their 
own narrow expertise to some well-defined 
field or farrow of research, he is equipped to 
seleot at will that continent or period or 
culture which happens to awaken his fancy as 
an apt illustration of whatever occurs to him 
as significant. And he possesses the intellectual 
imagination to seize upon subjects whioh are 
limited in themselves but whioh may illuminate 
and extend our understanding of major 
historical themes. Now, he has chosen to 
compare the working of the municipal council, 
the Senado da Camara, in widely-separated 
Portuguese settlements in South America, 
south-west Africa, South Asia and eastern 
Asia. He demonstrates that the Portuguese 
idea of local participation in municipal affairs 
is far removed from that British * Gas and 
Water Socialism ’ whioh was exported (with 
dubious suocess) to the emergent countries of 
the British Empire. One of the main functions 
of the overseas Portuguese municipal council
lors was to organize and celebrate the feasts 
and Processions of the Catholio year. This 
appealed vastly to the Asian tradition of 
popular management and participation in 
festivals, and contributed largely to that fasion 
of Lusitanian and Asian attitudes whioh gave 
to Golden Goa and Macao, City of the Name

of God in China, their unique character as 
doorwayB both to the East and the West. As 
a means of self-government, the Senado da 
Camara was somewhat sterile. Professor 
Boxer shows how all important decisions had 
to be referred to the Crown in Lisbon. Still, 
the Council gave the settlements much-needed 
continuity, amid the comings and goings of 
Governors, and provided yet another thread 
in the web of checks and balances which 
ensured that the rickety Portuguese Empire 
enjoyed such an amazingly long lease of life.

HUGH TINKER

Boletin de la Asociaddn Espattola de 
Orientalistas. Adoi. 231pp. Madrid: 
A.E.O., 1965. Ptas. 120, $2.
This new Spanish publication, of whioh at 

least one volume per year is promised, will 
include articles, notes, and book reviews drawn 
from the entire field of oriental studies. In an 
introductory editorial Professor F. M. Pareja 
describes the foundation and aims of the 
Asodaoi6n Espafiola de Orientalistas, to which 
is appended a oopy of its statutes. Among the 
contributions in thto first issue of the Boltiin 
are studies of the Muslim origin of capital 
designs in Spanish cathedrals by Francisco 
Tfngrip.T-. Almech; of the provenance of the 
first Spanish shields by Martin Almagro ; of 
the age of the Palestinian Targum by A. 
Eiez Macho ; of the psychology of Islamic 
mysticism by Fernando Frade ; and a proposal 
for the edition of Arabic manuscripts relative 
to Muslim Spain by Charles Pellat. Among the 
notes and notices are summaries of the several 
orientalist oongresses held eaoh year through
out the world, Mid announcements of forth
coming meetings. Finally, there is a section of 
brief book reviews. Students in all branches of 
oriental studies will welcome the appearance 
of this periodical, in its pleasing format and 
with its wide range of subjects.

J. WANSBBOUGH
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OBITUARY

ALFRED GO I LOAD l\TE

For a wide circle of his friends the death of Alfred Gnillanme on 30 November 
1965, shortly after his 77th birthday, was a sudden shock, though not altogether 
unexpected within his family. To the last months he was sending offprints of 
essays and notes on the interpretation of difficult passages in the Old Testament 
to friends who marvelled at his undiminished vigour of mind. Throughout his 
active years, when administrative duties occupied a great part of his time, he 
had always pursued his research in his chosen field, bordering on both Arabic 
and Hebrew studies.

Tall and muscular, Guillaume was of Channel Island stock settled in 
England, and never lost his fondness for the countryside and the tending of a 
garden. In his later life he enjoyed watching the games he had once played on 
the odd day he could spare at Twickenham or Lords. Above all a man of 
humour with an infectious laugh, he could remove dyspeptic gloom and induce 
a balanced view of difficulties ; impatient of real negligence of duty or bad 
behaviour, he did not allow a passing phase to prejudice him long. Loved by 
his family, continuously bound to many colleagues, Alfred Guillaume leaves a 
happy memory among his circle.

He went up to Oxford a year or two later than the normal, to Wadham, 
with an Exhibition and then the Pusey and Ellerton Hebrew scholarship ; in 
1913 he was awarded a first class in the Oriental schools—Hebrew and Arabic 
with Syriac as the third subject, then an exacting test for an Englishman—and 
won all the prizes available, the Houghton Syriac and Septuagint, and the 
Junior Kennicott Hebrew scholarship. Thus he was solidly based in the intense 
and extremely critical learning of the Oxford Semitic scholars of his time. It is 
probably difficult for anyone now to understand the intellectual ambience that 
then prevailed ; over 50 years of discovery, decipherment, and minute inquiry 
into details have altered so much. S. R. Driver, to whom, with the Americans 
Brown and Briggs, all English-speaking scholars are indebted for the revision of 
Gesenius’s dictionary, had established a form of the ‘ Higher Criticism ’ deve
loped at Tubingen and other German and Dutch centres as academic doctrine ; 
the ignorance shown in counter-criticism, generally of the kind found much 
earlier in the attacks on Robertson Smith in Scotland, and the erratic views of 
Sayce, left students the more convinced that the methods and results of Old 
Testament criticism were beyond question. In Arabic studies Wellhausen was, 
with Goldzffier, the prevailing influence, but at Oxford the idiosyncracies of 
D. S. Margoliouth created an extreme scepticism. To appreciate Guillaume’s 
stature as a scholar it is necessary to compare his work with the doctrine he 
received—a comparison he never made himself—for the stages by which he 
arrived at his final attitudes were part of his make-up ; but the labour and 
mental effort demand a proper appreciation.

In 1914 when the first World War broke out Guillaume, already an ordinand,
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joined, as many of us did, a Kitchener battalion of the Royal Fusiliers as a 
private, but was given a commission in the Lancashire Fusiliers (a tough lot) 
in 1915 and served with them in France. Sick leave in England gave time for 
his marriage to Miss Margaret Woodfield Leadbitter, daughter of the Rector of 
West Walton, Norfolk, in 1916, then he was sent to Egypt and at the end of 
his military service was Captain on the staff of the High Commissioner, men
tioned in despatches—for some who remember the circumstances as honourable 
as a decoration. The ability to deliver a lecture in modem Arabic, rare at that 
time among European scholars, was acquired in Cairo.

He returned to Oxford in 1919 as Liddon Theological Student, took a 
curacy, and lectured on Hebrew to theological students at Cuddesdon College. 
After acting as lecturer on the Old Testament at King’s College, London, he 
was appointed Professor of Hebrew and Oriental languages at Durham, 1920-30, 
serving also as a parish Rector, years of which he and his wife retained happy 
memories. From 1930 to 1943 he was Principal of the training college for 
Church of England schoolteachers at Culham, and acted as honorary Assistant 
Keeper of Public Records during the war years. In the winter of 1944-5 he 
was at the American University of Beirut as Professor of Arabic, and in the 
autumn succeeded S. H. Hooke, an old Oxford friend, as Davidson Professor 
of Old Testament Studies in the University of London. In 1947 he accepted 
the Arabic chair at the School.

Up to t.hiR time his main published work on the Old Testament is to be found 
in contributions to the New commentary on Holy Scripture, including the 
Apocrypha, 1928, for which he acted as co-editor with Bishop Gore, and in the 
Bampton Lectures, Prophecy and divination, 1938, an examination of both 
the passages in the OT which refer directly to omens and those which can be 
explained on comparative grounds as due to priestly or prophetic routine in 
augury. His work in Arabic studies had been devoted to the religious teaching 
and thinking in the early centuries of Islam in the two holy cities of the Hijaz, 
a subject which seems not to have interested English or Scots scholars at the 
end of the nineteenth century, though vigorously examined by the Germans 
and Dutch. The traditions of Islam, 1924, was followed by The influence of 
Judaism on Islam, 1927, his thesis for DJD., and The summa philosopkiae of 
al-Shahrastdrii: Kitab nihayatu ’l-iqddm, 1931, from the time when he was 
collaborating with Sir Thomas Arnold on The legacy of Islam. The courses he 
gave for undergraduates between 1947 and 1955 at the School were therefore 
directed to instruction in the basic tenets and philosophy of Islam, and their 
tenor can be found, reduced to small scope, in his Penguin of 1954, Islam; it 
has been translated into Arabic, Italian, and Spanish, no small tribute to its 
authority when the available books in these languages are considered. These 
years also led to his translation of Ibn Isfiaq as edited by Ibn Hisham, The life 
of Muhammad, 1965, a boon for all those of us who cannot read or cannot 
easily find their way about in that compilation. Because these books super
ficially make no claim to originality, nor any parade of argumentation about
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modem views with abundant references, it is easy to forget that they represent 
an almost total change of attitude from that known to Guillaume at Oxford 
and indeed still common in some quarters in 1940-60. Doubts dispelled by new 
knowledge are quietly suppressed ; legitimate scepticism is mentioned without 
unnecessary emphasis, hut proved facts appear where relevant. Islamic 
religious tradition will never, probably, become a popular subject: but the 
study in England has been set on a new course. Guillaume was made a Member 
of the Arab Academy of Damascus in 1949, and of the Academy of Baghdad 
in 1960; ‘ulamd’ recognized in him one learned in their specific ‘ibn even 
before the appearance of these books.

After Guillaume retired from the School in 1966 he spent two years at 
Princeton as Visiting Professor, and then returned to his home near Abingdon, 
still busy on contributions to the Encyclopaedia of Islam and other articles. 
His last work on the traditions was published in 1960, New light on the life of 
Muhammad, a summary of the contents of a MS in a library at Fez, about 
which Dr. Hopkins had sent him a brief report; Dr. Allouche obtained a 
microfilm for his use. This MS, lacking the title at the beginning, is an account 
by al-Bazzaz of a report by Yunus ibn Bukair, who heard Ibn Ishaq’s lectures 
at Kufa and added some 200 hacRih from other sources. In default of the edition 
Guillaume had hoped to produce of this much damaged and difficult text, he 
gave a full summary of passages not in Ibn Hisham’s edition, and an introduction 
providing necessary information with comments on points of special interest. 
It was a remarkable testimony to his eyesight and energy at the age of 72.

For many years he had published brief notes on passages in the OT formerly 
subjected to radical—generally too radical—emendation. He was extremely 
sceptical where emendation required major alterations in the consonantal text, 
hut welcomed with great pleasure confirmation of modem corrections in, for 
instance, the great Isaiah scroll from the Dead Sea region. Most of his notes 
justified the consonantal text by accepting the existence of a percentage of 
words explicable by Arabic root-significance larger than was recognized before, 
say, 1914, when legitimate comparisons were thought to be confined to Aramaic 
and—rarely—Akkadian. Freer use of Arabic for comparison developed during 
the 1930’s and 1940’s, but spasmodically, and sometimes without regard to 
whether the meaning assigned to the Arabic word was really ancient and 
primary. Besults were then generally doubtful, sometimes unacceptable, and 
alwayB subject to the suspicion of dictionary-flipping. Guillaume’s mastery of 
both languages put his suggestions into a different class. Finally, this work 
brought before him the problems of the book of Job—form (generally dissected 
into two entities), background (not usually considered as belonging specifically 
to a particular area), date (commonly, in ‘ Introductions ’ to the OT, assigned 
to the Hellenistic period or not much earlier). At the time of his death he had 
nearly finished a book on this subject. In outline what he had to say is by now 
already known from essays published in the last two years, but it will be fasci
nating to read his full exposition when the book appears, as it surely must, even
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if the final revision is lost. On the three points Guillaume came to firm conclu
sions : the form corresponds to one known in Arabic literature, the background 
specifically the area east of Jordan, near the caravan route to Taima and the 
Hijaz, the date sixth century B.O., the time of Nabonidus’s campaign, referred to 
in the text. As was usual with him, Guillaume did not in these essays enter 
into arguments against the orthodox critical views he had once accepted ; he 
concentrated on the positive aspects of what he had to say. He was obviously 
much influenced by Professor Gadd’s edition of the Nabonidus texts from 
Harran, yet the freshness of mind displayed astonished me. For 40 years I 
have been a heretic about the book of Job, as the result of conversations 
with Budge in the 1920’s, and well laughed at by friends for believing in an 
early date—earlier than even Guillaume’s. His last work, at the age of roughly 
75, has all the virtues that should attach to the writing of a man 40 years
younger. ___

SIDNEY SMITH
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BLANK VERSE (AL-SHI‘R AL-MURSAL) IN MODERN 
ARABIC LITERATURE

By S. Moreh

The accepted definition of poetry among most of the classical Arab prosodists 
is al-kaldm al-mawzun al-muqaffa ‘ speech in metre and rhyme h1 Unrhymed 
verse was thus excluded.

The simplest rhyme in Arabic verse is generally, a consonant (rawiyy) 
between two vowels. The only exception to this rule is the rhyme of al-qasida 
al-maqsura, i.e. in a poem which rhymes with cdifmaqsura, where the consonant 
is not important.2

It is obvious from the different statements of some of the critics and philo
sophers who were interested in the Greek sciences, that the Arabs were aware 
that the Greeks had blank verse. However, they were all firm in their conviction 
that rhyme in Arabic poetry is as essential as metre. Farabi (873-950) in his 
Kitdb al-shi‘r,3 observed that Homer used blank verse : wa-yabdn min fi‘l 
Awmirush shd‘ir al-Yundniyyin annahu Id yaMafiz bi-tasdvn al-nihdydt,* while 
the Arabs pay more attention to rhyme than do other nations : Inna li ’l-Arab 
min al-‘indya bi-nihdydt al-abydt allafi fi ’1-shi‘r akthar mimmd li-kathir min 
al-umam allafi ‘arafnd ash‘draha.s

Even the great scholar of Greek philosophy and the commentator on the 
Poetica of Aristotle, Ibn Sina (980-1037) tended to deny Arabic unrhymed 
verse the title of poetry : al-shi‘r Jcaldm mukhayyal mu’aUaf min aqwdl dhdt 
iyqd‘at multafiqa, mutasdmya, mutakarrira ‘old waznihd mutasMbiha huruf 
al-khawdtim ... wa-qawlund : ‘ mutashdbihat al-khawdtim ’ li-yakun farqan bayn 
al-muqaffd wa-ghayr al-muqaffa—fold yakdd yusammd ‘inland hi ’ 1-shi‘r md 
laysa bi-muqaffa.6

The Arab prosodists disapproved of slight discordances in the rhyme, its 
vowel, and the vowels preceding its consonant (rawiyy). In their developed 
‘ art of rhymes ’ (‘dm al-qawdfi) each type of discordance was given a special 
term such as iqwd’, ikfd’, isrdf, and sindd. Of course, avoiding such ‘ defects ’ 
imposed greater shackles on the freedom of the poets. Pure scientific, philolo
gical, and lexicographic works which were written by Arabic scholars, developed

1 The third condition usually added is the existence of intention (gagd or niyya) to compose 
poetry. In this way the prosodists were able to exolude certain verses of the Qur’an whioh may be 
scanned into one of the Arabic metres from being poetry.

* of. ‘Abd Allfih al-Tayyib, al-Murshid ild fahm ash'ar al-‘Arab wa-?in5.‘atiJui, Cairo, [1956], 
i, 22-3.

3 See 8hi‘r, the magazine for Arabic poetry, m, 12, 1959, 90-6, edited by Dr. Muhsin MahdI.
1 ibid., 92.
* ibid., 91. Of. also, the definition of Ijiazim al-Qartajannl in his Kitdb al-inanahij cU-adabiyya. 

The third chapter of this book whose original title is supposed to be Minhdj aX-bvXaghd' wasirdj 
al-udabd' was edited and published by ‘Abd al-Rabmin Badawi, separately as a reprint from: 
Mflanges Taha Husain, ojferts par ses amis et ses disciples d Voccasion de son 70iime. anniversairc, 
publics par Abdurrahman Badawi, Le Caire, 1962, 85—140. (The Arabic title of the book is : Ha 
J'aha Husayn fi ‘id milddih al-sab‘in.)

3 See Jawdmi' ‘ilm al-musiqd, ed. Zakariyyi Yusuf, Cairo, 1966, 122-3. Of. also Muljammad 
al-AhwSnl, H>n Sind, Cairo, 1962, 85-6.
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poetry towards purification in form, music, and visual perfeption by introducing 
dl-badi‘ (the science of metaphor). These devices added more obstacles to free, 
expression of emotion and thought. During the centuries the monotonous 
themes, poetical diction, and metaphor arrived at a point of stagnation, in spite of 
the fact that, through their extraordinary talents, great masters of Arabic poetry 
succeeded in adding a few interesting innovations to the Arabic poetic heritage.

Under the impact of the West, some Arab poets tried to introduce new 
poetic diction, metaphors, and themes, and to find new forms and music which 
suited them in order to be able to avoid what they considered the enslaving 
style and sonorous and declamatory tone of classical Arabic poetry. For this 
reason strophic forms of the muwashsTiah and zajal were revived. The versifica
tion of the Iliad by Sulayman al-Bustanl (1866-1926) 7 was one of the most 
serious attempts to get rid of the burden of the monorhyme in the monometric 
poem. Bustani translated most of the Iliad into strophic verse following an 
established fashion among the Syrian and Lebanese poets. He did not want to 
use blank verse, the original form of the Iliad, in his versification. He preferred 
strophic to blank verse because, as he stated, poetry in Arabic is defined by 
rhyme and metre (al-kaldm al-muqaffa al-mawzun).s For this reason he refrained 
from violating Arabic taste and the nature of the Arabic language which is rich 
in rhymes, in contrast to other languages.9 However, although he was con
vinced that rhyme and its melody are an essential part of Arabic prosody, he 
did not use monorhyme extensively because he found it monotonous and an 
unnecessary restriction in epic and narrative poetry.10 Nevertheless, his 
admiration for rhyme led him to avoid any defects in rhyme condemned by 
Arab prosodists.11

Later on, strophic verse became firmly established in modem Arabic poetry 
through the continuous endeavour of the Lebanese and Syrian poets in the Arab 
world and in America. However, many other poets tried to find new forms and 
music for the new themes of narrative, dramatic, and epic poetry which they 
attempted to introduce in order to enrich Arabic literature with new elements 
borrowed from the West,12 but found that the rhyme is an obstacle which must 
be removed :13

T The Arabio title is : Ilyddhai HimirHs, mu'arraba nafman. . . followed by a French title : 
L'lliade d’Hombre, traduiie en vers arabes avec une introduction historigue et liiUraire svr Vauteur 
ct son oeuvre en regard de la literature arabe et des usages de I’orient. Le texts est accompagni de 
notes et suivi d’un vocabulaire par Bvlaiman al-Bustdny, Cairo, 1904. On Bustani see H. A. It. 
Gibb, ‘ Studies in contemporary Arabio literature ’, B80S, rv, 4, 1928, 761.

* llyadha, 94. " ibid., 96. 10 ibid., 101-2. 11 ibid., 99-100.
11 This tendency among the Egyptian poets to experiment on ‘ blank verse ’ and not only 

on strophio verse is demonstrated in the following phrase written by ‘Abd al-Eattah Earljat in bis 
oritical notes to Ahmad ZakI Abu Sbidl’s diwdn, Anin wa-remin, Cairo, 1926, 167 :
yb ^ jOj y» ui Al
*lx\j ye ^ bj^-l+LI I*. Aj\ trii lijjA-i AkJI Vj

13 From ZabSwI’s artiole ‘ Baud aX-nathr tea ’l-shi‘r ’ ‘ On prose and poetry ’, in al-Siydsa al- 
UsbU'iyya, n, 78, 1927,18, reprinted in the appendix of Hilal Nag's book at-Zabdwi toa-diwdnuh
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5Jli jJp IpLil y JS" S-LvaJiJI ij (JlpsJI U[j

\j>- i&Jj y\J3\ A_ud C.-ab>-l ^pLiJJ 5J^~u

Ks- ijjJi (J j*JA\ j>-txJ _jl (_y oAj^j b jlfkl

.a ^.h.JL]1 a> wLusjl Aita A^ilajl ^a A-j^iJI ^CaIaDIJ ^

lA>l{lS"* Jj (_gf \ j-^jp ijLaJI (jl l—^ *£-" (-5
^lAyaJJj <_j^J-| (_J oU-bil <J i—oUl d~j jJS”” j^T (J

^jJl aJJkJli I; Ail^j y Jb ^j JyNl aJaI^-I jj^ap J _y*AJI

.UjXaII A*JL& 1^^- (k*’b1^J

The Egyptian poets, who were influenced mainly by English literature, and 
the Iraqi poet Jamil §idql al-Zahawi (1863-1936) who was influenced by the 
scientific and literary activities of the American missionaries and their Arab 
graduates,14 preferred experimenting with unrhymed verse which they termed 
Shi‘r mursal to imitate English blank verse. Then plea for introducing it was 
that it was used by most of the European nations, and occurred in old Arabic 
poetry. They bolstered up their claims by quoting instances from I'jdz al- 
Qur’dn by Baqillani (d. 1013)16 and from al-Mutvashshah ft ma’akhidh 
al-‘idamd’ ‘ala ’1-shu‘ard’ by Muhammad b. ‘Imran al-Marzubani (909-93).18 
Other critics described such examples as the worst possible types of rhyming, fit 
only for weak poets and women, and expressed their opinion that they should be 
forbidden in poetry. The modem poets also adopted the Western classification 
of poetry based upon Plato’s theory that poetry is divided into the lyrical, the 
epic, and the dramatic.17 To their amazement, they found that the bulk of 
Arabic poetry written throughout its long history was mainly lyrical and that it 
did not deal with narrative, dramatic, or epic.18 They tried to explain this 
phenomenon and argued that one of the main factors which deprived Arabic 
poetry of epic and narrative element was the rigid tradition of using mono
rhyme in the Arabic qasida, while other nations, including the Persians, 
practised writing long epics either in unrhymed verse or in changed rhymes in a 
simpler pattern.19
al-mafqad, Cairo, [1963], 361-71 (see 364). Cf. also Zah&wi’a introduction to Bhu'ara’ cU-‘a$r, by 
Muhammad fjabri, n, Cairo, 1330/1912, 11-12.

14 See al-Kcitib al-MUri, it, 16, 1946, 469, 466.
18 Cairo, 1374/1964, 84. See ‘Abbas Mahmud a]-‘AqqAd’s preface to Diwait al-Mazini, 

[Cairo, 1913], pp. m-n; Muhammad ‘Abd al-Mun‘im Khafaji, Madh&hib al-adab, Cairo, 1963,46-7.
14 Cairo, 1343/1924-6,19-20. See Khaftlji, op. oit.,47, and Hnsayn al-^arlfi’sartiole ‘ Majma‘ 

al-bubUr ’, cO-RiscOa, i, 7, 1933, 13-14.
17 of. Bustani, Ilyadha, 163-4; Khafaji, op. cit., 41, 60 ; Mfthir IJasan Fall ml, Tafawwur 

alshi'r al-'Arabi al-hadith fi Afipr 1900-1950, [Cairo], 1968, 93. See also the critioism of this 
approach in al-Risdla, I, 14, 1933, 20.

18 However, Bustani did not argue that the Arabs did not write epios, but that their epics were 
not in verse only but in verse and prose ; op. cit., 171-2.

18 BustSnl, Ilyadha, 166-7, and Ahmad Amin, I'ayt} dl-lchdtir, Cairo, 1940, n, 246.
The problem whioh attracted the attention of the modem Arab poets and critics is why the 

Arabs translated Greek writings on philosophy, logio, and medicine while ignoring Greek literature
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Therefore, the following arguments were urged against the classical defini
tion of Arabic poetry, namely, that it was characterized by metre and rhyme : 
that rhyme and its music are not an essential part of poetry ; that the mono- 
rhyme limits the sense and leads the poet away from his original conceptions, 
it obliges bim to adjust his emotions and thoughts to the rhyme, an act which 
shocks the poet from his trance-like state of creative sensitivity, that its

and why the Arabs did not write epio poetry although other Eastern nations suoh as the Indians, 
Persians, anoient Egyptians, and Turks wrote epics while the Indians, Persians, and even the 
Syrians translated the Iliad into their language (Bustard, loo. oit., and 62-3, 266). Among the 
first Arab scholars who tried to solve this problem was Sulayman al-Bust&nl who suggested three 
main reasons. First, religious, beoause of the pagan elements in the Iliad, while Greek philosophy, 
logio, and medioine were useful to the Arabs. Seoond, the Christian translators of Greek soience 
were not able to write poetry in Arabic. Third, the Arab poets did not know Greek (op. oit., 
66-7).

However, a more reliable answer to this difficult, problem was provided by a contemporary 
soholar and poet of that period, whioh shed a strong light upon the attitude of the Arabs towards 
Greek poetry and whether in faot religion was an important faotor. This soholar and poet is 
Harim al-Qartajannl (see p. 483, n. 6; GAL, I, 317, Suppl., i, 474). The dftodn of QarfSjanni was 
edited and published recently by ‘Uthm&n al-Ka“&k, Beirut, 1966, under the title : Diwdn 
ffdzim ai-Qatidjanni (608-684). In his book Minhaj al-bulaghd' (or Kiidb almandhij aladabiyya), 
Qart&janm succeeded in applying the ideas of Aristotle in rhetoric and poetics to Arabio poetry.

From the comments of Qarf&jannl we can understand how the Arabs looked at Greek poetry. 
In disoussing the Poetica of Aristotle, Qarf&janni described Greek poetry as limited to certain 
themes, eaoh theme being written in a certain metre dealing mostly with legends (see Badawi’s 
edition of the third ohapter, 13) :

U £ AJ A-jLjJI (_^&Ia« i . —^ j»,t 1 (j I pSCi-l oli
pJ^)USl jlA-j (jl)jl flAjA^ Ivcl^pl CALS' Lc! ULjjJI jUtl jU £4JJ jjdjji

Li aUIj j/UI LfO.iL—! £ AfJ—^JI ^ jl »LAl Aj>-j LfJ (J^ApSJ 1 JAILS'

In another place, Qarfajannl described the difference in the character of Arabio and of Greek 
imagination. The latter is based upon legends ‘ suoh as those whioh old women relate to ohildren ’ 
(ibid., 20) :
*Uil (juLLjjJI #1OLS'j . jL*! ^ ^Ljujfl JjU—j/[j

jL »Utj/l dJL j £ jIjV 1--- Jl j-flolil 1—fie Oyjo
Jr* ol—uJI _/U«JI o djh<£ u j£. Ujlk t dJS Jc UjAuj £4_j 11 UjutS"

.LfLt*
However, Qarfajanni quoted the argument of Ibn Sln4 in his summary of the Poetica of 

Aristotle (of. Aristotle, De poetica, a Graeco transtulit commentis auxil ac critica editione antiquae, 
Arabicae versionis et Alfdrabi, Avicennae, Averroieque commentariorum ‘Abdurrahman Badawi, 
Gairo, 1963 (the Arabio title is, Fann alehi'r), 184) that this type of poetry does not suit all 
temperaments (op. oit., 21) :
^La.*.dl CjLil^hl *AS (Ji [£_a*—-JL jjAmlJI (jl V^D £ cjli* jw.tll ^yJ! Us L‘~v*" (jjL pi A?;

.fl^LJJl (jijjj Lr jJ lis jlo : Uoji JlSj .^Jl
As to the religions faotor which Bustard put forward as a very important one, it has been ably 

demonstrated by QarfAjannr that it was not important (loo. oit.) :
Jo JjlAnJ jl il £Al <LIS oS ieLJI A*-- i_>Lo jl _^>All I ^ Jl>Li£-VI JSCJL* 

i_jaSJI I A* Ji» (4) Ajj . (ji-tll Af— i—>Uj ijl j/l ^ .JiJI jlj JjJiJI LIS'

. . . . (jjAll Uhl
In feot we can add that the historical background, the setting of the epios, and the several 

strange names whioh are in these poems were foreign to the Arabs. Moreover, we cannot ignore
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jingling effect disturbs the melody of tbe metre and tbat in a good poem, images 
and ideas are more important elements.40

The modernist poets thought that by neglecting rhyme they would be able 
to rehabilitate Arabic poetry and to keep pace with European literature, by 
introducing dramatic, narrative, and epic poetry.41

Many critics tried to find out who was the first Arab poet to use unrhymed 
verse in modem Arabic literature. In an article written by Durrhn Khashaba 
in alrRisdla24 entitled ‘ cd-Shxr al-mursal and our poets who experimented 
with it ’, the writer said that he could not decide whether the first poet in 
Egypt and the Arab world to start writing in shi‘r mursal was ‘Abd al-Rahman 
Shukri (1886-1949) 43 or Muhammad Earid Abu Hadid. In an article in his book 
Yas’cHunak24 ‘Aqqad tried to answer this difficult question and emphasized 
that the three poets Tawfiq al-Bakri (1870-1932) 46 in his poem Dhat al-qawdfi, 
Jamil Sidql al-ZahawI in a poem in al-Mu’ayyad and ‘Abd al-Rafiman Shukri in 
his poems in al-Janda were the first to try their hand at it. But ‘Aqqad could 
not decide which of the three was the first among them.48 He presumed that 
Tawfiq al-Bakri was the first to do so in his poem Dhat al-qawdfi. Then Zahawl 
followed him and only later did Shukri publish his shi‘r mursal.

In our opinion, the first experiment in blank verse in modem Arabic literature

the importance of the fact that most of the actions in these epics are under the influence of the 
Greek gods whioh the Arabs rejected and considered as childish legends, and also of the pride 
which the Arabs enjoyed in their poetry. Other scholars who discussed this subject are : H. A. R. 
Gibb in ‘ Studies in contemporary Arabio literature BSOS, v, 3, 1929, 466; Tawfiq al-llakim in 
al-Maiih Uwdib, Cairo, [1949], 9-64; ‘Abd al-Raljman al-Dayinl in al-Adib aL'IrOqi, I, 
2, 1961, 32—9; M&hir Hasan KahmT, Tafauncur al-shi‘r al-‘Arabi al-hadUh fi Mifr 1900—1950, 
[Cairo], 1968, 93-6 (a brief survey of the problem with valuable references to artioles and books 
which discussed it); and Shawql Payf, Dir&sdt fi 'l-shi'r at-'Arab al-rr.u'dfir, second ed., Cairo, 
[1966], 44-7.

«o On the argument of modem Arab poets that rhyme is not essential in poetry see Zahawl in 
Diic&n (U-Zahfiwi, Cairo, 1924, p.b, 8ihr alshi'r, ed. Rufa'il Butff, Cairo, 1922,1, 66—8, ai-HildX, 
xxxv, 8, 1927, 913, and p. 484, n. 13 above ; Naimy, al-Ghirbal, Cairo, [1923], 87 ; Norik al- 
MalS’ika, Shafaya wa-ramad, second ed., Beirut, [1969], 12-13 ; ‘Aqqad, preface to Diw&n 
ai-Mazini, p. m; NiiSr QabMnl in al-8hi‘r qindil akhfiar, Beirut, 1963, 36-9; Jamill al-DIn 
al-Alusi, ‘ al-M-ulawwalru aw shi'r alvial&him ’, al-Aqf&m (Baghdad), I, 4-6, 1964-6, 34—44 ; 
71-78, 84r-98; 89-98.

!1 See for instance the artiole by Muhammad Farid Abu ijadid in al-Rimla, I, 9, 1933, 10 ; 
Bust&nl, op. ait., 101 ; p. 484, n. 12, and above, n. 20.

“ xi, 640, 1943.
“ On Shukri sec GAL, Suppl., m, 126.
14 Cairo, 1946, 64.

On Bakri see Dasuqi, Fi ’l-adab al-Tyadith, third ed., n, [Cairo, 1969], 401-36; GAL, 
Suppl., m, 81-2.

“ IJasan al-^arifl stated that Zahawl was the first (od-Risala, I, 7, 1933, 13), while Ahmad 
ZakI Abu ShadI (see Adabf, I, 7-9, 1936, 366), and ‘Abd al-‘Az!z al-Dasuql {Jama'at Apollo, 
[Cairo],«1960, p. 86, n. 1) considered Shukri to be the first poet to write blank verse in modem 
Arabic literature in Egypt, and Muhammad ‘Abd al-Ghafur considered him to be the first who 
wrote blank verse in Arabio (Apollo, n, 9, 1934, 874). An anonymous writer of a letter to al-Adab 
(n, 4, 1964, 69) said that Abu Hadid was the first. It is worth while noting here that ‘Aqqad 
ignored in all his discussion on shi'r mursal the activities of Abu Shadi, probably because of the 
latter’s criticism of his poetry in Apollo (see for instance I, 7, 1933, 707-9; n, 6, 1934, 364-6; n, 
6, 1934, 471-3 ; n, 7, 1934, 683-7).
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took place earlier than the beginning of ther twentieth century, when these 
experiments were proceeding. This was performed by Rizq Allah Hassun 
(1825-80) 87 in his versified translation of the eighteenth chapter of the Book of 
Job in his book Ash‘ar (d-shi‘r in 1869.18 In his Arabic preface Hassun said in 
explanation of his method.:89
^evjjjj! jSuh <jl (J, ASj

OlT AiJJ 43 bill 1 ■...v^ bi ' C,.L.P .!>- 4jli

Lj 1 U 1 -A *AvP LS"" 43 Ui 1 O 1 ^3 1

. (Ljjjji ^s?-l ^ Jjl Ai’V (j-nJI *j*\ (Jfii SwL>-[j 5Ali
This experiment did receive publicity in literary circles, as is shown by the 

publication of two editions of the book and by the composer’s statement in his 
preface that he had shown his versification to Christian and Muslim scholars 
and poets and ‘ they approved of it and admired it ’. Furthermore, it seems 
that Sulayman al-Bustanl was referring to Hassun’s argument for applying 
‘ blank verse ’ when he said in his article ‘ Shi‘r ’ in EncydopSdie arabe 30 that 
‘ some people claimed that rhyme was not required at first and that before 
Imru’ al-Qays, seven successive monorhyme verses had not been heard of 
among the Arabs. However, this argument is irrelevant, because the Arabs did 
not compose on a single subject or event except in monorhyme verses ’. More
over, ‘Isa Iskander al-Ma‘luf in his article ‘ alShi‘r al-manthur ’ (al-HUal, 
xrv, 10, 1906, 582), mentioned this experiment of Hassun in whioh ‘ he made 
loose the chains of rhyme and liberated his pen from its obligations, thus his 
thoughts were free to tackle the ideas without hardship or deliberation ’.

Hence, if we omit the four unrhymed verses whioh Ahmad Faris al-Shidyaq 
(1804-88) mentioned in al-Sdq ‘ala ’l-saq 31 as part of his attempt to write 
poetry in unrhymed verSe of different metres, we may consider Hasstin to be the 
first poet in modem Arabic literature who wrote blank verse.

The assumption of ‘Aqqad that Tawfiq al-Bakri was the first Arab poet in 
modem times to write blank verse does not seem correct to us either. Bakri 
published his poem in the mutaqdrib metre, Dhat al-qawdfi, in 1906-7 in his 
anthology SaJidnj al-lu’lu’.32 Each verse has two hemistichs and every two

57 See Yusuf As'ad DJLghir, Mafadir cd-dirdsa cd-adabiyya, Beirut, [I960], u, 316-17; GAL, 
Suppl., n, 767-8.

** Beirut, 1870, 31-3. The first edition was printed in London, 1869, entitled Poem of poems, 
with an English preface and dedicated to ‘ His Imperial Majesty Alexander II, Emperor of all 
the Russians ’.

*“ ibid., 3. 30 Cairo, 1898, x, 490.
31 Published in Paris, 1866, 369. The verses are :

—* j* Lc'tT J—,-yJI j»l—cj j-fA dhr> JuJI ipL-
jji'

i• -.rtii ui j

ji” (j C-J "s/l

fj—J^j
ii L_p 
Ifi___ £■

a* fj—
jydl ji-JI ^ j> h j 

t_J jh ___li 4_jlpij

33 Cairo, 1900-7, 341-50.
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verses liave the same rhyme—that is, he wrote this poem in muzdawij (couplet), 
as is obvious from the first four verses :

l a*

c-r*0' tj* JjLdl
J>\ *11 (J,l J*.sAJj

V <j-“

J,l j_j—*il t_i_*p ^—ti

In English poetry, blank verse consists of nnrhymed lines, generally in 
iambic pentameter, used mainly for epic and dramatic poetry. A clear distinc
tion is made between this and the rhyming couplet which is always made of 
units of two, equal, rhyming lines, whatever the theme of the poem.33 It seems 
that what made Arab critics and poets include the couplet in blank verse is that 
there are some accidental couplets in Milton’s Paradise lost, and that Shakespeare 
ended some scenes of his dramas with a few rhymed lines although the rest of the 
scene was in blank verse.

‘Aqqad was not the only poet to consider the muzdawij as shi‘r mursal 
(blank verse). Other scholars did the same, such as Hasan Salih al-Jaddawi 
who defined shi‘r mursal34 as being ‘ free of rhyme completely or of different 
rhymes . . .’. Abu Shad! was more reserved in his definition of shi‘r mursal in 
al-Shafaq al-baM, where he said :38

li o\£" oh Sd>dj!l aAISJI ijj* (j-*
Jb»-p (Blank Verse) _p*AJIb jl i2JU-l tiLlii* jl *£?)*}*

■ iJjfc?'
‘ That which is almost free from rhyme is considered shi‘r mursal though it 
might be in couplets or alternative rhyme. But in fact in “ al-shi‘r al-mursal ” 
(Blank Verse)'there is no adherence to rhyme ’. Still in his diwdn Anin wa-ranin 
Abu Shad!38 composed his poem Laylat al-ams in muzdawij using the ramal 
metre and added to the title the words min al-shir al-mursal ‘ in blank verse \37 
However, if the muzdawija can be taken as shi‘r mursal there would be no need 
to prove that blank verse is a recognized and established type in Arabic prosody 
in the urjuza al-muzdawija. Moreover, if the muzdawija which is composed in 
metres other than rajaz can really be taken as shi‘r mursal, then Psalms civ,

53 See art. ‘ Blank verge ’ in Oxford dictionary of English literature ; Enid Hamer, The metres 
of English poetry, London, 1930, 61; and artiole ‘ Couplet ’ in S. H. Steinberg (ed.), Cassell’s 
encyclopaedia of literature, x, 121. ‘Aqqad, in his book Shu’ara’ Migr, Cairo, 1037, 62, was reserved 
in bis statement that Bakri’s poem was in blank verse when he said : 
j-a-lpl SJ.-alll ^(>5 J-Ui ^ill J-^II £• jl ol aj j-oJI i> (d-S 

ij. jji Jl U jl
34 al-8hafaq al-bSki, Cairo, 1926-[7], p. 14, n. 1.
34 ibid., 636. ** Cairo, 1926, 20.
37 Mustafa ‘Abd al-Latif al-Saljarti in his book al-Shi‘r al-mu‘dfir ‘ala daw’ al-nagd al-hadith, 

[Cairo], 1948, 177, considered Abu ShBdl’s poem lid al-marsam in his anthology 'Awdat al-Rai, 
Alexandria, 1942, 99-100, whioh is in fact an urjUza muzdawija, as blank verse.
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cxix, cxxxv, etc.,38 which were translated in muzdawij by Naslf al-Yaziji 
(1800-71) 39 in 1867 for the American missionaries, must be taken as the first 
attempt.

Hence, we cannot consider Bakrl as the first poet to write ‘ blank verse ’ in 
modem Arabic literature. Zahawi can be taken as the first poet in the twentieth 
century who tried to introduce ‘ blank verse ’ into Arabic literature. Twice at 
least, Zahawi declared himself to be the first poet to write shi‘r mursal. In 1922 
he said of rhyme in Arabic poetry, And aicuxtl man nabadhahd zahriyyan ‘ I am 
the first to reject it ’;40 and in his introduction to his poem Ba‘d alf ‘dm ‘ After 
a thousand years ’ in al-HUal 41 in 1927 he said of the poem, wa-hiya min 
al-shi‘r al-mursal al-ladhi istahdathtuh ji ’l-shi‘r al-‘Arabi mulligan iyyah min 
qayd al-qawdfi ‘ it is in blank verse, which I introduced into Arabic poetry 
freeing it from the chain of rhymes

However, in the second article he referred to a poem published in al- 
Mu’ayyad before 1908 as the first poem which he wrote in shi‘r mursalIt 
seems that Zahawi is referring to his poem entitled al-Shi'r al-mursal which 
he included in his anthology al-Kalim aL-manzum,iS and introduced by the 
words wa-qdl ghayr muUazim al-rawiyy wa-dhalikfi zaman al-istibddd, subscribed 
* Baghdad 1 April 1323[/1905) ’. The suggestion that this is the first shi‘r 
mursal composed by Zahawi which he published in al-Mu’ayyad is confirmed by 
the acknowledgement on the title-page of the dlwdn which reads : ' The poet... 
published most of the poems ... in pseudonym in the renowned Egyptian 
newspapers when [Ottoman] despotism was vigorous ’.

In fact Zahawi was among the most enthusiastic poets on behalf of the 
introduction of blank verse into Arabic literature. In his lectures, articles, and 
introductions to his ddwdns he condemned the monorhyme not because of it 
monotony, an argument which he rejected,44 but because it restricts the poet’s 
freedom in expressing his thoughts and emotions. According to Zahawi the 
trammels of rhyme in Arabic poetry are heavier than in Western poetry because 
rhyme in Arabic involves the vowel (Tiaraka) preceding the consonantal letter 
of the rhyme (rawiyy) besides the vowel of the consonant itself. The fact that 
the casus (case ending) of the rhyme is part of it, dictates the grammatical 
structure of the verses. Therefore, the poets let their ideas be dictated by the 
rhyme instead of its being complementary to the sense. Thus, by neglecting 
rhyme the Arab poets will be able to concentrate upon conveying their thoughts 
and emotions and will not allow rhyme to enslave them.46

38 See Maz&mfr loa-tasabib wa-agh&ni rtihiyya, Beirut, 1807, 216, 242, 271.
38 On al-Yaziji see Gibb, BSOS, iv, 4, 1928, 760 ; GAL, n, 494, Suppl., I, 140, 142, n, 765.
10 Sihr ai-shi'r, 58.
11 See al-HiW, xxxv, 8, 1927, 913, quoted also by Hil5l NajI, op. cit., 193H1.
43 We were not able to trace this poem in r,l-Mu'ci’/i/ad or tbe exaot date of its publication 

because the issues of this newspaper in the British Museum are of the year 1900 only.
43 Beirut, 1327/1909, 171-6.
44 JHwdn al-Zahdwi, p. b.
48 See the comments of Zahawi cited in p. 487, n. 20 above. TTilfi.1 N&jl in his comprehensive 

work on Zahawi [aX-Zahax&i wa-diio&nuh aX-mafqud, 187—8), gave a summary of Zahawl’s
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However, the ‘ blank verse ’ which Zahawi composed bears the crude signs 
of a first attempt. He still kept the rigid form of the Arabic individual verse 
with its caesura which divides it into two hemistichs, and the sense (grammatical 
form) and metrical pattern ending with the end-stopped line. In fact Zahawi 
was not aware of the possibility of the run-on line. The ‘ enjambement ’ which 
is one of the main techniques of English ‘ blank verse ’ was still unfamilar to him 
because the tadmin in classical poetry is forbidden. His argument for introducing 
blank verse reveals his conventional attitude and his misunderstanding of the 
nature of blank verse. He claimed that metre rather than rhyme—made 
familiar by custom—is what is essential in producing the music, because ‘ when 
a single verse is quoted, it is still enjoyable whether this verse rhymes with the 
other verses or not \46 Moreover, he rejected the organic unity of the poem 
which other poets tried to introduce into Arabic poetry ; a unity which ‘ is a 
matter of taste and is not essential in poetry \47 Eor this reason each verse in 
his ‘ blank verse ’ is independent in theme and structure from other verses and 
the poem tends to be a collection of proverbial sayings without any order or 
connexion but the monometre, upon which all the verses of the poem are based, 
as the first six verses of his first ski'r mursal written in 1905 show :48

^Lj3j 0,^1

j*j JsJI (J iSji

ApI 4—xa~3} 

__Jj 3 i_J—1 OtAij
JU-^ll (_$

Uli ^j <-;J[r>->L?-

<SjJ\ O* j—
I (J l*! 

L*a ^ (3/AJI (Jl>p l* lil 
1 j- Ajl' otii liliyl < IS I

In these rhymeless lines the poet was not able to invent a personal or new 
style, form, music, and metaphor which could enable the reader to judge him on 
his own merits and independently of the classical school. Instead, the use of the 
tawtl metre, the traditional diction, and the end-stopped line kept the conven
tional external music of this metre. The sonorous tone and the proverbial 
sayings recall famous maxims but the absence of the monorhyme made a 
disappointing contrast with the conventional poetry.

introduction to the second volume of Muhammad ^abri’s book Shu'ara* al-(afr, Cairo, 1912, 
3-15, where he defended blank verse.

46 See Zahawi’e introduction to his poem Bald alf ‘dm ‘ After a thousand years 1 in 100 verees 
of blank verse published in al-Hildl, xxxv, 8, 1927, 913—17. Of. also al-Siydsa al-UsbQliyya, n, 
78,1927, 18, and Hilal Naji, op. cit., 194, 365.

On the difficulty of the enjambement (tadmin) in Arabic blank verse see M&zinTs article on the 
translation of The merchant of Venice into Arabio in his book Hasdd al-hashim, Cairo, 1924, 23—4.

47 cf. Ha&l Naji, op. cit., 366-7, and alSiydsa cd- VsbiCiyya, n, 78, 1927, 18.
48 al-Kalim al-man^um, Beirut, 1327/1909, 171, reprinted in Dtwan al-Zahawi, 31, and in 

Shu'arfV oZ-‘o?r, by Muhammad §abri, n, Cairo, 1330/1912, 33-6. In this poem in shi(r mursal, 
Zahawi allowed himself to vary the type of foot in the darb (the last foot in the line), a technique 
which is forbidden in Arabic prosody.
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Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that, although Zahawi did not study nor was 
able to read any European language and literature,49 he still ventured to take 
tentative steps in a new form, at a time when the conventional form was regarded 
as the best and the only one suitable for Arabic poetry. However, the question 
arises as to how Zahawl arrived at blank verse despite his not having studied any 
European literature. The answer is that he was influenced by the campaign 
launched by Syrian and Lebanese scholars against the conventional form of the 
Arabio qastda, by the Arabic and Turkish translations of Shakespeare and of 
other European poets and dramatists, and by Sulayman al-Bustani’s intro
duction to his verse translation of the Iliad in which he compared Arabic and 
European poetry and defined the various forms of Western prosody including 
blank verse.80

The second experiment in rhymeless verse at the beginning of the twentieth 
century was made by Bulus Shahadah, from Acre. In a letter sent to the editor 
of the journal al-Hildl published under the title ‘ cd-Shi‘r al-mawzun ghayr 
al-muqqffd ’ (al-Hilal, xrv, 4, 1906, 214-16) the writer commented on an article 
by Jurji Zaydan in which he encouraged the introduction of shi‘r manthur 
(poetry in prose) in Arabic literature initiated by Amin al-Rlhani. Bulus 
Shahadah argued that the Arab poets should also follow the European poets in 
composing rhymeless poetry (ski‘r mawzun Id qdfiya lahu) ‘ as the pre-Islamic 
poets before Imru’ al-Qays did ’. The merit of this type of versification, as 
Bulus Shahadah observed, is that it makes versification easier and enables the 
poet to express himself in a simple and natural way without the deliberation of 
rhyme and its burden, as Milton and Shakespeare did in their blank verse. It 
also enables the poet to concentrate upon ideas and simple style. He continued 
by saying that this genre is more effective than the shi‘r manthur. In this letter, 
the writer declared that he intended to translate the dramas of Shakespeare in 
this type of versification if Zaydan approved of it. At the end of his letter the 
writer gave a translation, in 14 rhymeless verses in al-(avnl metre, of a part of a 
scene from Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar.

In his reply, Zaydan encouraged this genre which was known in Syriac 
poetry and called to the Egyptian poets to lead the movement, so that Arab 
poets from other countries might follow them.

The Egyptian poets who wrote rhymeless verse after Zahawi did so under 
better conditions. They had all studied English literature and their under
standing of blank verse and its technique was deeper. Yet, they were unable to 
develop it to an acceptable standard, or to put into practice the theoretical 
techniques which they had studied in English blank verse.

Although all the indications show that Zahawi was the first to write shi‘r 
mursal in the twentieth century, Abu Shad! in his first manifesto on al-sM‘r

“ Zahawl admitted this, in his letters published in al-Kaiib al-Mipi, rv, 16, 1940, 469.
50 See for instance the article by Najib al-5addad (1867-99) on the comparison between 

Arabio and European poetry in MulcMdnU al-Manfalufi, seoond ed., Cairo, 1937, 126-46 ; Najib 
Shahln’s artiole in ai-Muqtafaf, xxvn, 1, 1902, 24-6 ; Bustani, op. oit., 6-200. Cf. also ZahSwi’s 
letters in al-Kaiib al-Mitri, iv, 16, 1946.
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cd-hurr 51 declared that ‘Abd al-Rahman Shukn was the first to write blank 
verse ’ in modem Arabic literature. However, he did not mention Zahawi 
although he too was a friend of his.82 Abu. Shadi did not substantiate his argu
ment with proof although it would appear that he was complimenting his 
living friend Shukn at a time when Zahawi was dead.

However, ‘Abd al-Rahman Shukri was more successful in his shi‘r mursal 
because of his wide reading in English literature and in the masters of blank 
verse in this language. Shukri, in contrast to Zahawi was educated in English 
in the Egyptian schools under the British occupation, and after being trained 
as a teacher of English, graduated in 1909 from the High School of Education. 
He continued his studies in England and was deeply influenced by the English 
Romantic poets.53 In his first anthology Daw’ al-fajr, published in 1909, we 
find a poem in blank verse entitled Kalimdt al-‘awd$if64 in al-wdfir metre 
which bears the same features as Zahawi’s first experiment. Although he 
occasionally used rhymed verses, Shukri was unable to practise the principle 
of organic unity which he advocated.

In his anthology La’ali’ al-afkdr, he published his narrative poem Nabulyun 
wa ’l-sdhir al-Hifri 55 in 23 lines of blank verse in al-kdmil metre. It has unity, 
but still the caesura and end-stopped lines where the sense ends with the line 
are strictly observed.

Later on, his friend Abu Shadi patronized the movement of introducing 
shi‘r mwrsal into Arabic drama, and into narrative and epic poetry. Dr. Abu 
Shadi studied in England for 10 years (1912-22) and was steeped in English 
literature. He was a great admirer of Shakespeare.8 8 He translated the Tempest, 
and wrote his book Dhikra Shakespeare ‘ In memory of Shakespeare ’, Cairo, 
1926, for Shakespeare’s anniversary. He admired his blank verse, and that of 
Thomas Hardy (1840-1928) in his epic drama The dynasts (1903-8).87 However, 
the introduction of ‘ blank verse ’ by Abu Shadi was only one side of his wide 
activities in experimenting with every possible poetic form including the 
Arabic muwashshah forms and English free verse and sonnets. Nevertheless, 
Abu Shadi’s activities gave great impetus to the movement, especially through 
his poems in shi‘r mursal which he published with an introduction explaining 
the techniques and merits of this type of verse ; and by his articles and replies

51 Atypeof1 free verse ’ introduced by Afrmad ZakI Abu Shadi undor the influence of American 
free verse. It is based on the prinoiple of applying various Arabio metres in one poem. The 
ohange in metre should be according to the demand of the poetic experience. Cf. al-Shafaq al-fxiki, 
635 ; Apollo, x, 8, 1933, 846-7. See also the first manifesto of Abu Shadi on al-shi'r al-burr and 
the second manifesto by Mustafa ‘Abd al-La^if al-Sahartl in Adabi, x, 7—9, 10—12, 1930, 366, 415.

61 See Abfi Shadi, cd-Shu'la, Cairo, 1933, 101-3, and Masrah al-adab, Cairo, [1928], 191.
M See his artiole in aH-Muqtafaf, xov, 2, 1939, 172-3.
“ Second ed., Alexandria, 1913, 71.
56 Alexandria, 1913, 305.
5* TTia book DhikrS Shakespeare was written at the invitation of the Poetry Society in 

London on the oocasion of the inauguration of the Shakespeare Memorial Theatre on Shakespeare’s 
anniversary. It contains a sonnet, a quatrain, and three odes in praise of Shakespeare. See also 
ApoUo, i, 8, 1933, 846, and his articles on Shakespeare’s sonnets in Masrah al-adab, 138-60.

57 See his artiole ‘ Thomas Hardy the poet of humanity ’, in Masrah al-adab, 120.
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in his literary periodicals Apollo (1932-4) and Adabi (1936-7) in which he 
defended the use of shi‘r mursd against the attacks launched by the con
servatives 58 and encouraged other poets to adopt it.

In his various anthologies, Abu Shad! experimented with sh£‘r mursal 
especially in his large anthology al-Shafaq d-bate. In this, he translated into 
unrhymed verse the narrative ‘ Memnon ’ by Voltaire (1694-1778) 89 in 201 
lines, The cricket on the hearth by Charles Dickens (1812-70) in 26 lines,60 
Stars’ by F. W. Harvey,61 ‘If’ and ‘Night’ both by Rudyard Kipling 

(1866-1936),62 and ‘0 Conspiracy’ by Shakespeare.63 Besides, he composed 
two long narratives in shi‘r mursd, d-Ru'ya, 64 in 126 and Mamlakat IbUs 66 
in 131 lines. In these poems Abu ShadI was able to carry the shi‘r mursd a 
step further by omitting the caesura and using run-on lines.

In his various articles and replies, he defended blank verse on the ground 
that it was known in old Arabic poetry, and that it is necessary in modem 
Arabic poetry to enrich it in themes and forms and to enable it to vie with 
European literature. Blank verse also helps the poet ‘ to subdue versification 
to poetry . . . instead of subduing poetry to composition .... Thus the poet 
achieves what he aims at, such as description, explanation, and analysis and 
invites the reader to concentrate all his thoughts on the meaning and the 
moral instead of being influenced by the jingling sounds of the words and 
the acrobatics of rhetorics and rhymes \66

In fact Abu Shadi was able to put his finger on the core of the problem and to 
understand the relation between form and matter. He argued that the poet is

18 See for instanoe the artiole by 9asan al-ljatlm ‘ Apollo fi 'l-mizdn ’, ApoUo, I, 10, 1933, 
1225-7, attacking Abu Shadi's school for his activities in introducing new forms in Arabic poetry 
including blank verse :
OjjCS'j c-~~»l ^1 LfoLr jM j! ifcLc ib-U-l hyAI Vj ipU LI I ......I,
UjLoxII >K Li Lib-(^-jy*ll j*t)\ Lf- jl ^Jl .undl ojjLJI *1* 3A’ ^

jl ^ iilll f ^1
f _hF* ^ i-ilill *J JL_ju jl jcLiJI jl ^ ^ bJLi ly
o-±lI ^-r*t 4j' J® J; ^ IK 01 j-uJ 01 11 blgll ^ LKc jl juj f

. . . ^KJI IK ly dl—*.lb 5ALsJ! ly xJL* jA jJUS' ^yl^VI j-LH
lljJ^ If 4-11 L |v+i jjc iilll j* ‘ji*- Cf-J jjp jKcl jl b>yl

.»bJI Jc y-)^«JI j«A)b 1^—1 cA)
~ A*"1 A* 4r*^'l i^LDb jjyJI -lii jli Oj_y |»t>K KjjLj L...;l ^.*11 j|
jl «>.l jl (^Lp-I 11 ^ib avbl —y«AJI IK jl p->LS0l IJu ^ j^Si Lc ^jl H ^ll 

\aA ^1 Of-kv ‘k"^,^l jsib jSA IIa jl jl-l # . .dl ^c- ^Ciibl jl 4-
L?-i-»l a* i* lA 01 i^jjVI iiLltll Cj\jj jA . . . J—L5j JS” [A~cj

<-ibi ii *1^1 4LJ J-yii A_JI JT y-ij«JI JjiJIj A-J jl JyJUl j. J*j jl

.LajI jljjl ^ Jj (^—>4 i_l»bi j.-^..^5ll uJUAfiJb 
Cf. also the artiole by Muhammad al-Bishblshl in al-Risala, 1, 11, 1933, 14-16.
68 al-Shafaq aX-haki, 626-39. <° ibid., 721-2.
81 ibid., 726-7. « ibid., 923-6, 1001-2.
81 ibid., 1014-16. «< ibid., 668-68.
88 ibid., 1023-84. e« ibid., 626.
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free to choose the form which the poetical experience dictates irrespective of 
whether it is in metrical or prose rhythm.67 This was an unsatisfying answer to 
the conservatives who clung to the argument from taste and heritage to justify the 
use of the conventional form. To apply shi'r mursal, he said, does not necessarily 
result from inability to master the conventional form which became worn out. 
The new form reveals the originality of the poet, while the conventional one 
smothers all originality by obliging the poet to echo the classical masters and 
imitate them. However, he failed to put into practice his brilliant ideas or to 
produoe dramatic or epic works in shi'r mursal, or to give convincing examples 
which effectively answered any criticism, either in his unrhymed verse, or in 
his shi'r hurt, in whioh he tried to copy English and American free verse, or 
even his ‘ blank-free verse ’.68

In 1933 after the publication of an article by Dr. Muhammad ‘Awad 
Muhammad in al-Risdla 69 condemning the use of shi‘r hurr which he called 
majma' al-buhur, Muhammad ‘Awad Muhammad prophesied for this genre of 
poetry, the same fate as shi‘r mursal which he considered to be doomed to failure. 
This article provoked a reaction on the part of the revolutionary poets who had 
hoped to make a great revolution in Arabic poetry by employing shi‘r mursal 
and hurr, in dramatic and epic works, as was the case in English literature. To 
prove that shi'r mursal is the best medium for dramatic work Muhammad 
Farid Abu Hadid in his reply to ‘Awad, cited a prose translation by Khalil 
Mutran (1871-1949) of a scene from OtheUo by Shakespeare,70 and in a later 
issue a scene from Julius Caesar,71 translated,into prose by Muhammad Hamdi. 
Side by side with these two prose translations, Abu Hadid placed his versifica
tions in ‘ blank verse ’ and invited the readers to judge for themselves which 
translation was more effective. Most of the readers preferred the blank verse 
and some remarked that by reading them with enjambement the absence of 
rhyme went unnoticed.

However, Abu Hadid who was the first to write an original drama in shi'r 
mursal—Maqtal Sayyidina ‘Uthmdn (published 1927)—made use of techniques 
in Arabic blank verse which were lacking in the former experiments of the Arab 
poets, such as the complete absence of caesura, the extensive use of run-on 
lines, in which the sense ends within the line, as against the end-stopped line, 
and in some of which he allowed the use of 5 or 7 feet instead of 6, as the sense 
required. In this way he thought that he was able to produce new musical 
effects and more agreeable verse.

This method of overflow of sense did not find favour with Suhayr Qalamawi

»7 ApoUo, i, 10, 1033, 1228.
•» See Adabi, x, 7-0, 1036, 327-0, 363-4.
•• i, 6, 1033, 10. See the reply of Abu Shidi in ApoUo, i, 8, 1033, 845-7.
70 See ai-Risdla, I, 0, 1033, 10-12. The translation of Khalil Mutran was published in Cairo, 

1060, under the title ‘Ufayl.
71 aRRisala, 1,12, 1033, 8-10. The translation was published in Cairo, 1028, entitled Riwdyat 

Ydlyus Qnyfor. Besides these Abu H ad id wrote in rhymeless verse his dramas Maqtal Sayyidina 
‘Uthmdn, Cairo, 1027 ; Khtisrdwa-Shirin ; Maysiinal-Ohajariyya, 1028 ; and Zuhrdb wa-Rustum. 
Cf. OAL, Suppl., m, 227. Unfortunately, I was not able to get hold of the last three dramas.
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and in a later issue of al-Risala 72 she joined the discussion and argued that the 
end-stopped line which ends the sense with the metrical pattern is the most 
suitable technique for the shir mursal because it preserves two characteristics 
of Arabic versification—the Arabic metre and the end-stopped line—and 
ignores the third which is the rhyme.73 Qalamawl demonstrated her method in 
her poem Dhu ’l-fa’s. In defending her poem, and shi‘r mursal in general, she 
attributed the crudeness of her experiment to the novelty of the absence of 
rhyme in Arabic since the Arab ear and taste are used to the monorhyme poem.

However, with ‘All Ahmad Bakathir, from Hafir amawt who was educated 
in Egypt, the shi‘r mursal acquired a higher standard. In his book in which he 
deals with the art of drama from his own experience entitled : Muhadardt fi 
farm al-masmhiyya min khUal tajariin al-shakhsiyya, ([Cairo], 1958), Bakathir 
reveals how he arrived at shi'r mursal and the identity of the main writers who 
influenced him.

At an early age Bakathir started composing poetry in conventional form and 
style. In the Hijaz he read Shawqi’s dramas for the first time. These dramas 
made a ‘ great impression ’ upon the young poet and he decided to imitate 
them. In consequence, he wrote his drama Humdm aw fi ‘dsimat al-Ahqdf, in 
the same style as the Shawqi dramas in rhymed verse of two hemistichs.

His studies of English literature, especially Shakespeare, at Cairo University 
changed his attitude towards poetry and literature in general, and he determined 
to try his hand at unrhymed verse in imitation of Shakespeare’s blank verse 
in order to prove to his lecturer in English poetry that the Arabic language is 
also capable of this genre.

His first experiment was translating Romeo and Juliet, using at first al- 
mutaqarib metre and then other Arabic metres which he found suitable for the 
content and situation.74 In his preface to Romeo and Juliet, Bakathir called 
his versification mazij min al-nazm al-mursal al-mun{aliq wa ’l-nazm alrhurr ‘ a 
mixture of blank run-on verse and free verse ’, a style similar to that applied by 
Abu ShadI in 1926-7 in his versification of the ‘ Chorus of angels ’ by the 
Dutch poet Joost van den Yondel (1587-1679).76

73 i, 14, 1933, 10.
73 loo. oit. See algo the criticism of Qadrl Lut-fi, al-Risala, i, 15, 1933, 18, and the reply of 

Qalam&wl, ibid., i, 17,1933, 11. An appreciation of Qalamawi’s artiole was published in Apollo, 
n, 2, 1933, 90.

74 See Bakathir, Muhd4aralfifann al-masrahiyya, [Cairo], 1958, 4. This drama was published 
in Cairo in 1946, after it had awaited publication for 10 years as Bakathir stated in his preface- 
(ibid., [3]). In June 1946, Bakathir published a poem under the title Namddhaj min al-sbi‘r 
al-mursal al-burr ‘ A sample of blank-free verse ’ in 76 verses of irregular rhyme scheme with an 
irregular number of mutaqdrib feet in each line without using enjambement (see at-Risdla, nn, 
625,1946, 680-1). In a later issue of al-RisSla (nn, 628,1946, 762-4) IJusayn Ghannam criticised 
Bakathlr’s experiment on the ground that it robs poetry of its musio and that it is dull and 
prosaio. As an example of a successful type of what he defined as shi'r mursal min awzdn vtuta- 
qariba‘ blank verse of similar metres ’ he presented his translation of H. W. Longfellow’s (1807-82) 
poem Hiawatha (1866), written originally in trochaio dimeter, in ai-todfir metre with an irregular- 
number of feet and an irregular rhyme scheme, a method which was termed shi'r burr by Abu 
ShadI and not shi'r mursal.

73 See al-Shafaq al-bdki, 801-4.



However, through this experiment Bakathir arrived at the conclusion that 
the only metres which are suitable for shi‘r mursal are those which repeat one 
type of foot such as kdmil, rajaz, rmUaqdrib, mutaddrik, and rarrwX, while those 
which employ two types of feet—which Abu Shadi used—such as sari, khafif, 
and tawil, are unsuitable.

The success of this translation encouraged Bakathlr to write an original 
drama in shi‘r mursal, and he chose the life of Akhnatun the Pharaoh who 
revolted against the priests of Amun and preached peace and love. In this 
drama, al-Samd’, aw Akhnatun tca-Nafartitl (Cairo, 1943), he used the same 
techniques which he studied in Shakespeare’s blank verse such as the overflow 
of sense, and the use of the paragraph, not the line as the unit of sense. More
over, he used al-mutaddrik metre only, throughout the drama, and allowed 
himself to use more frequently an undetermined number of feet in the lines, 
according to the demand of sense, thus avoiding the hashw (interpolation) 
which the conventional line of verse with its prescribed number of feet requires, 
and enabling bim to use a rhythm for dialogues which is nearer to ordinary 
speech and more suitable to theatrical performances, as in the following example 
from this drama : 76

CJir llli?

£clt» L>-

1 y* jJjtlail i?Llpl L-^-XvP

Ifeli jliill jc*

A^'Lb> (j Lfy ^1 Sjruj (JJ
In these lines the number of feet used is irregular. Lines 1, 2, 5, and 8 

contain eight taflldt of the mutaddrik metre (- ^ -), line 3 has nine feet, line 4 has 
seven, line 6 has four, and line 7 has five feet.

This method of versification in which a single metre with an irregular 
number of feet in each verse is used, was also employed'by Dr. Muhammad 
Mustafa Badawi, a lecturer in modem Arabic literature in the University of 
Oxford, in 1946. However, although he had read Abu Shadi’s blank verse, 
yet the main influences were G. M. Hopkins (1844-89) and T. S. Eliot 
(1888-1965).

Through this type of versification Dr. Badawi intended to liberate lyrical 
poetry and make it nearer to actual five speeoh, and to render Arabic poetry 
suitable for drama and theatrical performance.

However, Dr. Badawi preferred to use metres which are based on two types
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76 See MubBiJariU fi fann al-ma,irahiyya, 11.
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of feet, because he 'was convinced that tbis type of metre is not monotonous, is 
nearer to prose rhythm, and is less declamatory.77

Yusuf al-Khal did the same in his anthology al-Bi’r al-mahjura 78 which he 
developed independently.

Hassun, who was the first poet to write unrhymed verse in modem Arabic 
literature, did not attach any label to his new experiment. He only referred to 
it as ‘old uslub al-shi‘r al-qadim bHa qdfiya ‘ in the style of ancient poetry, 
without rhyme \79 While Sulayman al-Bustanl in defining the blank verse of 
the Iliad said:80 wa-amma cd-asl al- Yundrii fa-huwa mawzun ghayr muqaffd 
wa-qdfiyat hull bayt qd’ima bi-nafsiha la turd‘d fihd al-mumdthala li-ayyat qdfiya 
min al-qasidawa ’l-nashtd ‘ as for the Greek original, it is in metre and unrhymed. 
The rhyme in each verse is independent of the others, and it is not necessary for 
it to resemble any of the others in the poem or in the song ’. Najib al-Haddad 
(1867-99) in an article comparing European and Arabic poetry referred to it as 
al-shi‘r al-abyad 81 (a literal translation of the Erench term vers blanc ‘ blank 
verse ’). This term was also used by L. Cheikho in his book Tdnkh al-dddb 
al-‘Arabiyya fi ’l-rub‘ al-awwal min aX-qarn al-‘isknn 88 where he defined it as 
fi md yad‘unahu bi ’1-shi‘r al-abyafi ghayr al-muqaffd, while Mikha’il Nu'ayma 
(or Naimy) in al-Ghirbal called it al-shi‘r al-mudaq (ghayr al-muqaffa) 83 Ibrahim 
al-‘Urayyid used the term al-shi‘r al-talq as a synonym for al-shi‘r al-mursal,8i 
as Khafaji did in his book Madhdhib al-adab.86 However, the term most 
frequently used for blank verse in Arabic is al-shi‘r al-mursal88 which was used 
by most of the Arab poets and critics especially the Egyptians.87

Other critics, such as Sami al-Kayyali 88 and Khafaji,80 confused this term

77 From a letter sent to me by Dr. Mohammad Mustafa Badawi, from Oxford, dated 22 
March 1966. Cf. also the preface to his anthology Rasd’il min London, Alexandria, [1966], and 
ibid., 109-10.

78 Beirut, 1968, 49-62, 66-78. 78 Ash'ar al-shiW, 3.
80 op. cit.,96. The term aLshi'r al-mawzdn ghayr al-muqaffa was also usod by Bfilus Shaljadah 

in his article on blank verse in aLHilal, xrv, 4, 1906, 214-16.
81 See Muhhtdrdi al-Manfalufi, 140.
** Beirut, 1926, 41. This term was also used by Mfig.inT in JjLafdd ai-hashim, 34.
83 P. 174.
84 See cd-Adab, rr, 6, 1964, 27. It seems that by this term ‘Urayyiif meant poetry in prose.
88 Cairo, 1965, 19. Ibn Khaldun in al-Muqaddima, Beirut, 1900, 667, used the term nathr

mursal to denote unrhymed prose, and defined it: wa-huwa cd-ladhi yuflaq fihi al-kaldm iflaqan 
wa-ld yuqaffa‘ ajza'an bal yursai irsdlan min ghayr taqyid bi-qafiya wa-ld ghayrihd. It seems that 
the modem Arab poets used the term shi'r mursal under the influence of Ibn Khaldun’s term.

88 In TSj al-'arils minjawdhir al-qamOs by Murtarfa al-Zabldl, Cairo, 1306-7/1889-90, vn, 344: 
al-irsdi . . . (al-tflaq) wa ’l-ta]Miya ... toa ’l-irsal aydan (al-ihma[) wahuwa qarib min aLiftaq wa 
’1-taJchliya. In Lisin ad-'Arab, by Muhammad ibn Mansur, Beirut, 1966, an, 285 : arsal al-shay’ : 
aflaqahu wa-ahmalahu ; and in Lane’s Arabic-English lexicon, London, 1867, I, 3, 1081 : ‘ Irsdl: 
the act of setting loose or free ’.

87 Beside the Egyptian poets and oritics whom we mentioned above see also Durrini Khasbaba’s 
article on European blank verse in aLBisila, xi, 638, 1943, 847 ; Muhammad ‘Af5, Ra’y fi 
adabini al-mu‘dsir, [Cairo, 1968], 29-30 ; ‘Umar al-Dasuql, Fi ’l-adab adhadith, rt, 237 ; ‘Aqqid 
in adBisila, xi, 638-40, 1943 ; ‘All al-Hilli in ai-AdM, n, 4, 1954, 67.

88 See his article ‘ The future of Arabio literature ’, Revue de I’Acadimie Arabs de Lamas, 
xxxxx, 3, 1964, 440-1.

88 See Madhdhib adadab, 19.
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with poetry in prose (shi‘r manthur) or ‘ free verse ’ based on prose rhythm 
rather than metre. The use of different terms caused confusion in the minds 
of readers who were not able to distinguish clearly between them, especially 
when some critics called couplets and quatrains blank verse.90

While blank verse in English literature is written mainly in the heroic 
iambic pentameter, in Arabic, the shi‘r mursal is not confined to any special 
metre and it is seldom used in tawxl, the metre which is considered in Arabic as 
heroic, or in rajaz, the metre in which long scientific and historical works were 
written. Only Zahawl used {awU in his poems of shi‘r mursal91 and Ibrahim 
al-Mazinl (1880-1949) in translating part of Milton’s Paradise lost,w Other 
metres used in shi'r mursal are kdmil, basil, khaftf, ramal, and mutaddrak (or 
mutaddrik).

As we have seen before, blank verse was used by these poets to translate 
meditative, dramatic, and narrative poetry and to write ‘ philosophic ’ and 
narrative poetry, where there is no need for the melody and music of rhyme. 
These experiments aroused tremendous opposition from the conservatives.93 
In defence of their method those Arab poets who practised shi‘r mursal made 
use of all the arguments in the preface to Milton’s Paradise lost. They defended 
their new method in Arabic poetry by arguing that fixed rhyme obliges the poet 
to express a full sense (grammatical form) in every individual verse by using 
end-rhyme in an end-stopped verse. Thus the qaqxda became a collection 
of independent units of complete sentences without any real unity of 
subject, experience, and thought. Furthermore, rhyme was an obstacle to 
conveying the poet’s thoughts and emotions freely and a great burden upon the 
poet especially in long poems. It dictated the thoughts and meaning and 
enslaved the poet. The freedom which blank verse bestowed, allowed Western 
poets to write great dramatic, narrative, and epic poetry, and only by adopting 
this type of verse, would it be possible to cope with the development of European 
poetry. Unlike prose, shi'r mursal enabled the poet to exploit the metre, which 
made for conciseness and elegance. It restrained the poet from prolixity while 
enabling him to use poetic diction, metaphor, rhetoric, and imagery. Moreover, 
blank verse had a new rhythm which was denied to rhymed verse and suited 
long narrative and dramatic poetry.94

90 Jalal al-Khayyat, al-Addb, rr, 5, 1964, 68, in a letter from Baghdad, said, hinting at this 
oonfnsion of terms, and trying to give a dear definition of them :

^ LoVI Lpjln- hlill . . . . . . jJkil . . . I . . .>1 ^JL)I
^Jl »^jUII Jj ̂  C.oUJLuj ^ s_^-*yi

.'j. *1 (j »LoVI dJ-i^-l ^1! aJU-d-l ala (1)1 A^J t (J(/ V
.... l*AAj

91 See his poem oited p. 491, n. 48 above, and Ba'd alf 'dm in al-Hildl, xxxv, 8,1927, 913-17.
91 Diwdn al-Hdzin{, Cairo, 1917, rr, 170-2.
99 See for instance p. 494, n. 68 above.
91 See Diwdn ai-Zahdun, p. b ; Abb ifadid in al-Ritala, i, 9, 1933, 10 ; ‘Aqqad, preface to 

Diwdn al-Mdzini, p. m ; Sabarti, al-Shi'r al-mu'dfir, 122.
VOL. TTTT. part 3. 34
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• ZahawT,"5 ‘Aqqad,08 Abu Hadld,97 Suhayx Qalamawi,98 and Abu Shadi99 

admitted that the Arab ear and taste were not used to unrhymed verse and that 
whether one liked it or not was a personal matter. They expressed their hope 
that in time the Arab readers would get used to unrhymed verse and its music. 
The first two poets mentioned above, suggested that the first step must be to 
experiment with strophic verse or to change rhyme and metre whenever the 
poet felt it was necessary, in order to educate the readers’ taste to accept blank 
verse.100

The critics who opposed Arabic blank verse—m any of them were of Azhari 
or conventional education—argued that rhyme is essential in Arabic poetry and 
that one of the fundamentals of Arabic prosody is rhyme with its comprehensive 
and developed art called ‘dm al-qawdfi. Tradition, taste, custom, the nature 
and wealth of the Arabic language all show that there is no need or place for 
blank verse.101 In the same vein, it has been argued that the absence of rhyme 
disappoints the reader’s anticipation. It corrupts the melody and distorts the 
parallelism and balance of the verses. It leads to prolixity and connects the 
verses in one chain of loose units in which rhyme is expected to be a natural 
pause, reinforcing the poetic expression.102 For these reasons, the Arabs do not 
need to copy Western blank verse, which is a necessity in the European 
languages, because they are poor in rhyme, while the Arabic language is the 
richest.103

They also maintained that though it is true that some examples of unrhymed 
verse were preserved in works of Arabic classical criticism, yet this kind of 
rhyming was considered a grave defect termed ihfd’ and ijaza.101 Besides, there 
is no rhymeless verse of high quality in old Arabic poetry, and what was pre
served in critical works were only examples of grave errors in rhyming which 
poets had been avoiding through the entire history of Arabic poetry. It was 
very bad sense, to set up errors as examples to be followed.106

The weakness in the arguments of the conservatives is that they did not 
allow any new experiment on new poetic forms. However, while Khafajl 
suggested a return to the urjuza muzdawija,106 ‘Abd Allah al-Tayyib rejected 
any other form than the monorhyme qasida in monometre.107

In fact both sides argued from the viewpoint of taste and custom and failed 
to note the different techniques of blank verse and the monorhyme poem.

•" See Shu'ara’ ai-'asr, n, 11 ; al-Siyasa al- (Jsbu'iytja, n, 78, 1927 ; Sihr alshi'r, 67.
** Yas'alUnak, 66. 87 al-Riidla, I, 9, 1933, 10.
•» al-Risala, i, 17, 1933, 11-12. •» Apollo, I, 8, 1933, 847.
100 See Zahawi, Stbr al-8hi‘r, 67 : l Jjbl dll <^jl <^l . . .

.o- UU u-i~j ijjl ^ jS'l Lj-ill A) UUII iJU See ‘Aqqad,
Yas’alUnak, 64-5. Cf. also Bakathlr, Muhafardi ft fann al-masrahiyya, 9-10.

101 Khafajl, op. cit., 43, ‘Abd Allah al-fayyib, al-Murshid ild fahm ash’dr al-‘Arab wa- 
sind’otthd, Cairo, [1966], i, 26 ; Mu bam mad ‘Awa<J Hnbammad, al-Risala, i, 6, 1933, 10.

101 '[ayyib, loo. cit. 101 Tayyib, op. cit., z, 7-8, 26 ; Khafajl, op. oit., 60.
1W Tayyib, op. oit., i, 23, Khafajl, op. oit., 46.
105 Tayyib, loc. oit.; KhafSji, op. cit., 46. 101 KhafSji, op. oit., 49-60.
107 Tayyib, op. oit., i, 26-6.
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Although Abu Shad! understood the relation between form and matter, yet, like 
all the other poets, he failed to put his ideas into practice. Moreover, the shi‘r 
mursal poets were not able to give up the habit of stating their poetic experience, 
and to use instead symbols, images, and dramatic elements to convey it, and to 
justify the use of the new form. They were not able even to subdue the external 
music of metre and to depend upon the internal music of the internal structure 
of the poem and its diction instead of depending only on the external music and 
declamatory tone of conventional poetry. Had the poets who experimented with 
shir mursal been able to do so and to develop a new style which resembles the 
actual speech, blank verse would not seem an abortive illegitimate child in 
Arabic poetry.

In fact, no Arab poet in the first half of the twentieth century was able to 
write such a poem or drama in shir mursal that its theme, diction, techniques, 
and other musical devices could be claimed to have taken successfully the place 
of the monorhyme qasida. This failure to find the right techniques for Arabic 
blank verse led many poets to stop experimenting with blank verse. Even 
‘Aqqad, who encouraged Shukr! in his experiments and expressed his optimism 
in 1913, about the future of Arabic blank verse, that it would replace fixed 
rhyme and strophic verse in long poems of various subjects,108 expressed his 
disappointment with blank verse in 1943. He found that during the 30 years 
since 1913 he was not able to enjoy Arabic blank verse or to accustom his ear 
to it.109 He even used the arguments of the opponents of blank verse to explain 
its failure in Arabic. He was astonished to notice that he enjoyed reading 
English blank verse and that he did not miss the delight of rhyme, while he was 
unable to enjoy Arabic blank verse at alL He tried to explain this as follows :110 
‘ Whether we attribute this [fact] to the unity of the poem in our poetry or in 
theirs or to the origin of the chanting of the caravan leader (huda,’) in our 
language and to the origin of singing in theirs, or to the domination of the 
sentiments (hissiya) in the nature of the Semitic people and the domination of 
fanoy and imagination in the nature of the Western people, the fact remains 
that we Eastern people enjoy their blank verse and we do not feel the lack of 
rhyme in it while we do not tolerate the absence of rhyme in our poetry. We are 
now taking a middle-of-the-way course, neither sticking to it unreservedly, nor 
abandoning it entirely. We are not under obligation to adopt their ways, as 
they are not bound to follow ours ’.

The explanation of ‘Aqqad failed to trace the main reason for the failure of 
Arabic blank verse. This failure of Arabic blank verse was a symptom of the

lM Diwin al-Mdzini, p. m, and Sihr al-shi‘r, 66.
108 Yas’alunaJe, 66.
110 loc. oit. However, Bakathir gave up lining shi'r mursal in drama because he found that 

prose is more suitable and sounds ‘more realistio’. (See Muhddar&t fi fann al-masrahiyya, 8.) 
This is mainly due to the faot that Arab poets, unlike prose writers in their own field, were not 
able to develop a new poetio diotion whioh resembles everyday speech. On this problem see 
faha ljusayn’s article in al-Siyasa al-Usbu'iyya, n, 74, 1927, 10-11, and that of Muhammad 
ljusayn Haykal, ibid., rr, 76, 1927, 10-11.
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critical stage through which Arabic poetry was passing in the early years of the 
twentieth century. Sh\‘r mursal was introduced into Arabic poetry in a period 
when the young poets were revolting against any rhetorical and musical devices 
of the post-classical period of Arabic poetry. Therefore, they were not able to 
find a substitute for the music of the rhyme. Those revolutionary poets who 
tried to introduce blank verse into Arabic were in a stage of trial and error, 
attempting to find new form, music, style, and metaphors which could suit the 
new themes and thoughts they borrowed from the West. They tried to write in a 
simple and direct style and to concentrate mainly on ideas and thoughts and 
to neglect classical rhetoric, puns, and musical devices whioh could take the 
place of the rhyme. They were not successful in this because they were not able 
to find a substitute for the classical Arabic poetic diction. For the Mahjarf poets 
it was easier. They could find a substitute for this diction in the Biblical, 
Christian liturgical style which they absorbed and refined in the course of 
the nineteenth century, in the vernacular songs, and the conventional poetic 
diction. The Egyptian and Iraqi poets who experimented with shi‘r mursal, 
had no other sources of a different diotion and themes which they could 
develop as was the case with the Mahjaris. They could not help but continue 
with the neo-classical poetic diction and style of the ‘Abbasid period with its 
classical technique of stating poetic experience simply in sonorous long metres, 
and an oratorical style of which the fixed rhyme became an essential component 
through the long history of Arabic poetry. By using these techniques, metres, 
and diction even in rhymeless verse they provoked association and comparison 
with the monorhymed qapda and caused blank verse to be judged according to 
the criteria of the qasxda and not according to its own criteria. Thus rhyme was 
so necessary, and its absence so striking that it corrupted the external music of 
the poem and rendered it prosaic and dull, as most of the critics rightly observed, 
and their experiments were doomed to failure.

The defendants of Arabic blank verse claimed rightly that Milton criticized 
rhyme as ‘ being no necessary adjunct or true ornament of poem or good verse, 
in longer works especially, but the invention of a barbarous age, to set off 
wretohed matter and lame metre . . . \m But those critics forgot that Milton 
and other masters of English blank verse used other techniques which they 
substituted for the melody of the rhyme. The English poets who composed 
poetry in blank verse used the verse paragraph in order not to fall into the great 
faults of the Arabic fixed rhyme and the crude type of English blank verse 
where one verse contains a complete unit of sense in stiff and formal form, or 
being formless when the rhythm and sense are carried over to the following lines. 
What the Arab poets struggled to get rid of, he. the unity of sense in the Arabic 
individual verse, seems to return in a new, dull, and chaotic type of end-stopped 
verse independent in sense and structure, in which, the sense and metre end 
together.

However, the English poets who practised blank verse depended upon 

111 See Paradise lost, ed. A. W. Verity, Cambridge, 1962, 4.
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common speech and exploited the freedom and techniques of this type of verse. 
They compensated for the loss of the rhyme by using flexible combinations of 
verses which depend upon the meaning by reaching perfection in the elaborate 
harmonies of the overflowing. In other words English poets were capable of 
numerous varieties of subtle and effective modulation and enjambement; for 
example, ending the sense not at the end of the single verse where the rhyme 
would serve as a pause or full stop but within the line. In this way the unit of 
rhythm became the phrase. Besides this, there were the variations in the posi
tion of the caesura, their use of alliteration, assonance, and other onomatopoeic 
effects which compensate for the loss of the rhymes’ music.

Moreover, in English poetry, most of its great masters used blank verse as 
their medium. There was a steady advance through experiments towards full 
accomplishment and elaborate technique capable of embodying the richest 
fruits of human experience and imagination.111

Only the young Arab poets of to-day, after adopting vers irrigulier113 and 
terming it shi‘r hurr were able to produce agreeable rhymeless poems. The shi‘r 
hurr contains a number of stanzas in which the number of verses, the number of 
feet (taf'xldt) in each line, and the rhyme scheme are irregular. Before adopting 
this new form, it was not open to them to use the poetic techniques of Western 
poetry, such as the running on, or the overflow of the lines, the use of musio 
of imagery and ideas, alliteration, assonance, and the onomatopoeic effects of 
words, the music of sound derived from the use of parallelism and reiteration of 
verse, words, and sense in a different combination.

These young poets who began their poetic career at the close of the 1940’s 
were greatly helped in their task by the pioneering efforts of the former genera
tion who did much to develop a new poetic diction, and to make a loose way of 
rhyming more acceptable. Of great help for the new shi‘r mursaX and ‘ free 
verse ’ (shi‘r hurr), was the flexible form of the new genre in which the taf‘xla 
(foot) is used as the unit instead of the hemistich (sha^r). This device enabled 
them to practise ‘ enjambement ’ easily in their poetry, and in an effective way.

A good example of modem Arabic unrhymed shi‘r hurr is the poem by 
the Egyptian poet fjSalah al-Dm ‘Abd al-§abur (1932- ) entitled AhU
‘ My father ’:114

jLjj ^LyaJI lAft ^6 (Jlj . . .

^LvaJI UJ *-Lhi Ob jJUl <Jy>-

nt See Hamer, The metres of English poetry, 67-8.
us Vers irrigulier stemmed from the Cowleyan ode named after Abraham Cowley (1618-67) ; 

see J. T. Shipley (ed.), Dictionary of world literature. New revised ed., Paterson, N.J., 1960, 290. 
For this reason the Arabio shi'r hurr has a completely different characteristic from Western free 
verse or vers libre whioh is generally unrhymed verse without the conventional metrical pattern. 

114 See his anthology al-Ndsfi bilfidi, Beirut, [1967], 66-8.
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Only the first four verses rhyme alternately. In the other verses, rhyme is 
absolutely neglected and the reiteration of some verses, words, and ideas and 
the onomatopoeio effects take its place. Moreover, the emotional tension and 
the melodious and melancholic tone of the poem, the simple images derived from 
daily peasant life in Egypt, which the poet succeeded in using genuinely in 
order to convey the milieu and the setting of his poetic experience, enabled him 
to dispense with the rhyme. Hence, the shi'r hurr in modem Arabic literature 
enabled the poet to exploit and absorb all the former experiments of the past 
generation of poets in an agreeable way.

The development of shi'r mursal in Arabic poetry was only one aspect of the 
long struggle of the Arab poets to find a new form which could convey their 
poetic experience according to their new understanding of poetry influenced by 
the West; their new simple diction ; their new themes, thoughts, and metaphor.

To sum up, we find that in modem Arabic poetry there are two types of 
poetry both called shi‘r mursal in an attempt to copy English blank verse. The 
first type is the muzdawija, i.e. a poem in which the two hemistichs in each line 
of verse, rhyme, or in which a pair of lines rhyme together expressing a complete 
and independent unit of sense. The second type is the rhymeless poem of either
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end-stopped lines, in which the sense-pause and metre coincide, or where the 
sense is carried to the following line or lines.

The followers of the shi‘r mursal movement failed to achieve their aims of 
writing dramatic, epic, and narrative poetry, and of injecting new blood into 
modem Arabic poetry. What they were able to achieve was to translate some 
of Shakespeare’s dramas in unrhymed verse and to write some narrative poems 
whose only reason for existence nowadays is their historic value as an example 
of this type of versification. Yet the main, positive side of these efforts is that 
they encouraged other poets to carry on new experiments and that they led to 
the use of irregular numbers of tqf‘ildt in the lines, a device which was capable 
of producing new music and was exploited and developed by other poets, at 
a later date.



THE SUDHANA POEM OF RDDHIPRABHAVA

By H. W. Bailey

In the Saka language of Gostana (Khotan) three manuscripts contain 
a metrical version of the Buddhist avadana of Sudhana. These texts were 
printed in my Khotanese Buddhist texts (1951). Two, Ch. 00266 and P 2025 (with 
P 4089a), are two copies of one text. The third text, P 2957, differs markedly 
in phrases, in additional verses, and in orthography; it is in a less developed 
form of the language.

At the end of P 2957 there is a brief colophon giving the name of the poet 
Rddhipxabhava, who states that he had taken the tale from an ancient Sastra.

Here a translation is offered as far as it can yet be interpreted. The brief 
commentary indicates what is still conjectural.

Sigla have been adopted : C = Ch. 00266, P = P 2025, B = P 4089a, 
A = P 2967. Titles of texts are : Bhcd. = Bhadracaryddedana, ET, i, 222-30, 
ed. J. P. Asmussen, The Khotanese Bhadracaryadedand, 1961; Edg. D = F. 
Edgerton, Buddhist hybrid Sanskrit dictionary; JdtS = Jdtakastam, KT, i, 
198-219, M. J. Dresden, The Jdtakastam, 1955 ; JtvP = Jxvakapustaka, KT, 
i, 136-95, ed. Sten Konow, A medical text in Khotanese, 1941; Manj. = P 4099, 
KBT, 113-35 ; Si. = Siddhasara, KT, i, 2-134; 0 = BM Or. 8212.162, KT, 
n, 1-10; C Vajr. = Ch. 1.0021 b, KBT, 149-56.

Sudhana and Manohara
C 44 I go with reverence to the buddhas’ dharma-ratna,1 the ocean of the 

practice of the three vehicles, in the eighteen schools, excellent, wise, meri
torious,2 the eightfold buddhas’ path which they protect, the caryd is called 
right samvrti truth. As a lion king,3 while a prthagjana, by help of tnrya 
(boldness), truth, krtajnatd (kindness), firmness, he drew hearts to him and 
always with delight (sukha).1 * When now he has passed over (triumphed), 
being on the mjrdsana (diamond throne), his fourfold thought (of maitri, 
koruna, mudita, and upeksd) is always on the trdoka. He approached 
Kapilavastu; the king Suddhodana. For the sake of bodhi-vision he 

C 50 scattered 6 all these dharma-ratna. Thus twenty thousand Sakyas he brought 
over to the ddsana. For Yaiodhara’s sake he there narrated a tale in illustra
tion ; he related his purmyoga (earlier exploits). So he spoke, listen to it.

In the city of Hastinapura, 0 dramaims, there was then a king by name 
Dada 6 as a cakramrtin, imperious ; eighty thousand Jcoftardja kings were 
under the king, who did his command.7 The devi queen was by name 
Suryaprabha, a janapada-kalydni created from rasdyana. To him such a

1 P 2896.2, KBT, II, the dftarma-rSja. * P 82, pre-eminent.
* P 88, king of beasts. 4 P 2896.6, dama, with the dharma.
* P 88, he distributed. 4 P 92, Dana ; A 28, Dhana.
T P 94, 400,000 equipped men ; P 2896.10, pfrma tcaihaisa ysdra, Jcofi four hundred

thousand.
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king’s son was bom upon the rdjdsana (royal throne) like the star Arupa in 
the vimdna (abode) of £akra.8 At the time of the jatimaha (birth feast) the 

C 55 name Sudhana was given him. All sixteen parts of Jambudvlpa 8 asked 
after him. Thus he grew adorned with good qualities, with tegas (splendour), 
as the golden lotus in lake Mandakhn. With royal gunas equipped, he 
studied Sdstras, and archery, he learned excellent sciences (vidyd-sthdna). He 
surpassed all in the land.10 His senses (indriyas) were like Paraiu-rama’s, 
a cause of prosperity in this meritorious land. A meritorious ndgardja by 

C 60 name Citra dwelt where in the ground at all times the seeds ripen.11 The land 
became such as Uttarakuru appears. In his vicinity there was a ndga-bhavana 
(abode of ndgas) a wood, excellent with many flowering trees, rich in fruits, 
birds, geese, gxvangivdkas, birds of the plain, jays, where they sported in 
a place thick with trees. A rsi dwelt there vowed to acquirement of bodhi, 
happy with the four apramdna (the infinitudes, maitrx, karwnd, mudita, 
upeksd) in that wood, to whom many devas, men, demtas did honour ; he was 
a kcdyanamitra advanced in a state of indifference (samatd).

C 65 The king Dada—as a frontier king lived king Mahendrasena, who was on
his part fierce, evil, hostile, harsh, irreligious, sharp, perverse, irascible. He 
held the beings of his whole land in oppression. He dispossessed the distressed 
pitiful beings.12 The many13 unprotected (anatha) beings went to Hastina- 
pura, wherefor famine occurred there and the harvest failed.14 Because of 
his irreligion, which the king did not admit, many were the villages 15 and 
hamlets which lay empty. The roads were overgrown ; at their pleasure the 
beasts were there in their haunts. At another time the king looked at the 

C 70 country, he saw empty houses, tracts, without tegas the plains. He asked his 
intimates (amdtyas), To what land have the men gone 1 The houses are 
empty, dark where here are no men. So they said, 0 king, they10 are greatly 
oppressed, for their livelihood the many beings are distressed, no food is got 
from the harvests ; clothes, food and nutriment are lacking.17 An intolerable 
lot is theirs, extreme. 0 king, secretly one by one they have fled from here ; 
they have gone away, 0 king, to the city Hastinapura.

In king Dana’s land18 there was a ndgardja, such a one as makes prosper 
C 75 the livelihood (upajtva) of beings.19 For a time, for months, for years he 

leads to increase after increase. King Dana is very religious, he does no 
irreligious act; he cares for the beings of the whole land as for his own son. 
His country is as Jambudvlpa in the time of Haricandra in former times, 
0 king.

• P 2806.12, the shining deva vimdna.
• P 99, the land. 10 P 14, Jambudvlpa.
11 P 106, where the good seed now always flourished.
11 P 116, A 23 add : many of whom left the land.
13 A 23, the many thousand. 14 P 117, most intolerable.
14 P 117 adds deia, places. 14 P 121, satiau, your subjeots.
1T P 123, A 26-7 add : there are beggings for food, many taxes.
14 P 126, Dada ; A 28, Dhana. 14 A 28, of the whole land.
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Mahendrasena felt shame, as he issued a command, Let the people he free, 
remit all taxes. Is there anyone who could draw that ndgaraja here ? He 
shall rule over the land. There was there one sorcerer amdtya who could 
prepare the kalpa (ritual) of an ancient mantra (spell), so that pain at once 

C 80 descended upon the person affected by kraddha.20 When he came to the 
naga-bhavana (naga’s abode) on the bank in the wood, there he made a kdrsl 
(circle) secretly according to the circular form.21 He bound up the whole 
srmd (limit) with a mantra. Pain seized the head of the ndgaraja. He knew, 
I have no other saviour but in human form to seek in the wood the hunter.22 
He so met the hunter Padamaka, he asked him, Do you know, or not, the luck 

C 85 (padamja = dharmatd) of this land ? Citra so spoke, It is from favour and 
likewise from the king. Therefore he began to weep to him, the hunter arose. 
You so are very good who recognize my power. Now he has come against my 
life. He is here.23 The king Mahendrasena has sent a killer. Do you for me 
now take on yourself one sin, do a violence for me, it will be good for the land. 

C 90 Treat him however with respect for fear you may be overthrown by him.2* He 
so said, Dismiss your anxiety, I will surely protect your life, in that I shall 
prepare a mantra-sadhana (a rite according to a spell).25 He drew that 
ndgaraja right into the mandala. In front of him there the hunter placed 
himself in the thicket. With poison-covered arrow he shot him through the 
heart, he struck him with a sharp knife. The sddhaka (officiant) became still, 
the ndga escaped. Then he took him thence down to the naga-bhavana. 

C 95 He did him royal honour, presented wealth to him. He for his part asked 
them for the amogha-pdSa (unfailing noose). The agitated ndga made an 
adhisthana (favourable act, blessing), saying, Take care in this matter.26 
When he passed away, after the son carried on, Utpalaka by name; the 
noose descended to him.

The hunter then in that wood found a person,27, he served him because of 
kindness to his father.28 Upon the mountain Gandhamayana in Kinnaradvipa 
Druma the kinnara king had five hundred daughters. Since the rsi had dwelt 

C 100 there for a long time, he was well used to them, they came there frequently. 
He revealed secrets 29 about them; they were wont to make sport in the 
lotus pool.30 When he heard that report the hunter took the noose and placed 
himself in the thicket.31 The five hundred brilliant quivering ones came

10 A 34, pain at once seized upon the person affeoted by the braddhd of the enchanter. 
21 A 35, circular place. A adds : When he came to the ndga on the bank he made a circular

place. From there they went to the naga-bhavana.
11 A 30, by name Padiraaka.
13 A 39 adds : where he is present.
21 A 41 adds : this mantra of his is very strong.
** A 42, in that he inspected the sddhana of the enchanter’s mantra.
14 A 47, he gave it, again did him honour from them. P 163, A 47-8 add : the hunter put 

the noose in his house with honour.
27 A 49, went there into the wood. 11 A 49, the rpt.
” A 01, many secrets. 30 A 61> ^ poolflj -m streams.
81 A 63, descended into.
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C 105 there.®* He threw towards them the noose and drew one towards him. She, 
by name Manohara, stood there bonnd, filled with tears, with weeping throat. 
They cried out loudly, they lamented their sister. She said, My sisters, of 
one birth with me, forgive me, go, so that you may not be bound next.33 The 
hunter drew towards him the unhappy Manohara. She said, Touch me not, 
lest I die. Seek a man equal in rank to me, there sell me. Be pleased not to 

C 110 bind me, have pity, good man. Her brilliant ratna (jewel) and robe by use of 
which she could fly away, she gave to him.34 Manohara following the hunter 
lamented loudly.36

Sudhana the king’s son went out hunting with a retinue.39 He heard the 
noise of an unhappy woman. His heart was turned, he asked, Who is crying 
out ? When they saw her the &res{hins explained to him, they said to him, 

C 115 0 king, so she is in the hunter’s hand. This young ignorant37 girl is like a 
dem38 which they have created out of rasdyana (elixir).39

When the prince saw the woman before his eyes, every pore expanded 
with joy of mind, his limbs quivered. Much wealth, many ko{i (millions) he 
gave to the hunter. On the brilliant chariot, adorned with jewels, there he 
placed her, he took her away to the vdywna (garden).40 The prince sent a heart
felt message to his father, I have found myself a wife.41 Do not be angry, 0 
king ; though bom among hinnaras, I have her in my power. This message 
arrived at a time of festivity. As soon as the king had heard he deigned to 

C 120 issue a command, As many as are my bresthins and amdtyas,** I invite here all 
without exception. The kng mounted, he went out with royal retinue. The 
crowd of people was a thousand ikofis. The country, the city, they adorned 
finely.43 They beat a thousand huge drums, accompanied by seven hundred 
stringed instruments. Well-groomed riding animals were there, horses, 
elephants, buffaloes. The kalydnamitras were brilliant in form. When 
Sudhana the prince went out,44 he had such beauty as the autumn moon, as 

C 125 the sun when it issues on the Udaya-giri (eastern mountain), or as lightning

»* A 53 adds : when he threw the noose into the air, it ever roBe upwards.
88 A 56 adds : their heart began to throb by reason of the separation, they went empty- 

hearted to KinnaradvTpa.
34 A 59, He said, Suddenly you will flee again by way of the air. Where can X reach you ? 

How shall I seize you ? She stood bowed down, she gave him that jewel and likewise the robe, 
by means of which she went in the dka£a flying.

35 A 61, She said to him, Do not lead me bound, (but) on foot, free.
36 A 62 adds : His heart auspioious, on his brilliant chariot.
87 A 64, unawakened.
38 P 177, with (all) the senses.
39 A 65 adds : With (all) senses as the Suja of Sakra. When the hunter came before the 

prince, bn wing low he placed her there, he said, I have captured the very daughter of Druma 
the hinnava king, by name Manohara. I have brought down the one by force of the amogha 
noose, worthy of a king. Deign to accept her.

40 A 68 adds : in sport, amusement, play, and jests they flooded the roots of their hearts.
41 A 69, worthy of a king.
48 A 71 adds : under me the most excellent kings living by fighting.
48 A 73 adds : they set up around cdmarls, patakas, and banners.
44 P 191, into the oity.
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in clouds with network of jewels. Fire-coloured surrounding rays mount up.46 
They adorned Manohara also altogether excellently, she possessed the senses 
like Suja of Sakra.18 The whole people honoured her nobly as she sat there in 

C 130 her excellence. For three months they drank in a great carousal. In sporting, 
amusement, play, and jests, they flooded the roots of their hearts. They 
became amorous,47 bound to one another as are the cakravakas (ducks), for 
a thousand births ever in the same birth.48

At that time two brahmanas, purohitas came. One became the king’s 
kalydnamitra, the second the prince’s. Then the brahmana of the prince 
Sudhana began to contemn the king’s brahmana. When the king’s brahmana 
understood the matter, he thought, He shows discourtesy because of the 
prince’s powers, he shows his contempt and savagery and discourtesy. He 

C 135 planned to ruin the prince.
When enemies dwelling in the mountains rose up,4# they so spoke 80 to 

the prince, Lead the army. He took his wife to the chief queen for her to be 
in her care, saying, Deign to protect her here. If trouble and hindrance 
should come to her here, or if her life is threatened so that you cannot protect 
her, give back to her that brilliant jewel and robe. My mother, be pleased 
not to withhold it.

C 140 He led out that unbroken 61 army, all-conquering. The enemies came into
his power, he triumphed. Accompanied by his four-membered army he went 
out invincible as Narayaija deva.

That night king Dada 6a saw a dream that all his enemies had surrounded 
the city, they had burst open his belly, drawn out the intestines, had three 
times fastened it around the city. He related the dream early in the morning 
before the purohiia. The purohita gave him a false interpretation 68 (nirde£a ; 
A 88, adeSa) He so said, 0 king, it is a very great fault. An aritfddydyuh- 
pratipaksa (a protection for life against the arista, signs of death, and the 

C 145 rest) is necessary. A propitiatory rite (idntikara) must here be carried out, 
a -offering, and likewise a sacrifice must be offered.84 A brahmana’& great 
pancavdrsika assembly must be held at which gold must be given, jewels, 
milch cows. As many kinds as there are of tiryagyoni beings, their veins must 
be opened, a pool (ted) of blood must be prepared. It must be made over
flowing. There you must bathe. The calamity will half vanish. Then with

48 A 77, a gold-coloured surround in g ray shines.
48 A 78 adds: they gave jewels, garlands of pearls, groomed riding animals, horses, 

elephants, buffaloes. Sfiryaprabha the queen began to scatter gold.
47 P 199, sharp.
48 A 80 adds : Here the men increased their pleasure more and more.
48 A 86, at another time In one oity built on a mountain they rejected the (royal) command.
48 A 85 adds : they appointed the prince.
81 P 212, greatly feared(J).
88 A 86, dhand.
M A 88 adds : for his escape.
64 A 90, we shall pour a libation Into the fire, of as many as there are of tiryagyoni and 

wild animals.
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kinnara fat a Aaw/a-offering must be burnt. All calamities will vanish. The 
king said, All things are to hand, where then can I get the kinnara fat 1 

C 150 The purohita spoke to satisfy his hostility. He so said, 0 king, this matter 
is settled. In the palace lives this pure kinnan. Melt but that, all calamities 
will disperse.85 At that time stiffness seized the king’s limbs. He said, Put 
far away this thought of yours. This woman is surely the vital basis of my 
son’s life. If he loses her how for his part will his life continue 1 He said to 

C 155 him, 0 king, the human heart is tough.58 This seven thousand yojana 
Jambudvipa must be renounced in your own favour. Do not obstruct this 
project.67 When the day arrived they now kindled the fire.68 All the people 
of the whole land feel sorrow for her. The women in the antahpura of the 
whole palace cried out loudly, in the inner chambers secretly,68 Now how will 

’ the prince’s life continue ? 60 When the day arrived, they now kindled it.81
When the queen Suryaprabha knew the circumstance she gave the 

C 160 brilliant jewel and likewise the robe to her. She so said to her, Please to 
accept this back from me, my daughter. Manohara, prostrate on her breast, 
cried out aloud. When she came forth into the mandala-vala-grdma (gathering 
of the circular sacrificial enclosure) she three times incanted, she rose into 
the air. Afterwards she said, Take leave of Sudhana for me. Let him take 
the daughter of the Pancala king, full of good qualities, worthy of a king, so 
that he does not remain sad, nor suffer greatly and lose life untimely. She 
went by way of the air from Hastinapura.88 Being a lover, as a visitor to the 
rsi there, she said to him, Truly I am going to Kinnaradvipa, I shall no more 

C 165 return. I have left a message for Sudhana in his sorrow. If he comes for me, 
tell him my counsel, if he does not regard it but follows me. I think in my 
heart, I am important for him. At heart I was dear, and he was happy and 
beloved. In the sixteen parts (= all) he was most dear to me. So let him 
come alone to Avala-dlmana (Alaka abode ?) where there is no place for 
human kind, dangerous with yak§as and nagas, terrifying, distressful; 
mountain clefts infested with rdksasas, sheer ; rivers, forests, alkali streams. 
If he should not take the advice but follow, let him go to the Himavant 
mountain. There exists a medicinal herb.83 Let him cook a rasayana abhaya- 

C 170 kdraka (elixir giving safety) and let him eat a piece of it. Twelve years he will 
go, but hunger and thirst84 he will not feel; new power of endurance is produced 
in his limbs.85 He should carry a sword, bow, arrow, the mna, musical

“ A 96, all deeds will succeed.
64 A 99 adds : I have not heard that a man has died of love.
67 A 101 adds : when they had spoke so to him, then on his part the king did not Bpeak. 

But at once they created a huge mandate, for Manohara they placed a huge pit.
56 A 101 adds : now they will kill her.
49 A 102 adds : they so spoke to one another. 80 A 103 adds : without his wife.
41 A 104 adds : They all, to the utmost of their power, deoorated her finely.
41 A 107, she departed into the wood (without Hastinapura).
«® A 111 adds : oalled sudhana. 84 A 112 adds : cold and heat.
48 A 113 adds : two axes he will oarry formed like the shoulder-blade, by whioh he crosses 

peaks (read g(ar)i), rooks, and mountain tops.
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mstrument, hammer, spear.6® In a northerly direction he must set out alone. 
He will come seven hundred yojanas ; mountains stand there, of the twelve 
kinds these he must climb. He will come to the Black Mountains called 
Kaukulaka. There lives a king of monkeys, huge in limb. To him food is to 
be given, and he will take him on his back. He will carry him away upwards 
seven hundred yojanas.®7 He will come to the Ajapatta mountain, there 

C 175 dwells an ajagara (goat-swallower snake). He must shoot at it with a vajra- 
shaft arrow. He will rise up on it, will come to the katnarupins.6* In that 
place one amorous rdksasi lives who through passion entices beings, at the 
last destroys them. For him she put on a newly-flayed skin coat. The 
rdksasi carries him off, mounts him on the mountain peak. There he must 
promptly slay her with his sword. Afterwards he will come to the mountain 

C 180 by name Ekadhvaja. There dwells a vulture-shaped rdksasi. For her let him 
touch the vind and surely he will escape without danger. Seven hundred 
yojanas he will proceed ; there stand mountains made of vajra, firm, below 
ponds.66 There is found one bridge.70 The road is difficult, there are forty 
rivers, alkaline, rushing. There he must bathe. A wound in his limbs will be 
closed so that he escapes without danger.71 When he comes near to Kin- 

C 185 naradvipa,72 there are five hundred yaksas appointed.73 When he comes 
there, then will he find me ? My father there is fierce likewise my mother.74 
The ring she gave him in case he should ask.

When the prince came he understood the case.75 They all asked him 76 
in full how it was. Those who tried to please him, made a request, Endure. 
He stayed no longer, he followed,7 7 he set out alone from the city. Whatever 
came before him, tiryagyoni and all the wild beasts, bowing down he asked 

C 190 from the heart, Have you seen Manohara 78 or not, where she ha3 gone ? 
When he came to the wood he found the rsi. There the bmkmana prospered, 
skilful man.79 He gave him his wife’s ring. During this interval twelve years 

C 195 had passed.80 Alone there Sudhana sat beside the pool.81 When there came

A 114, in Me hand, in place of spear.
87 A 110 adds : eight hundred yojanas, there is a mountain by name Vajraka. It is as 

smooth as a mirror appears.
•• A 119, just when he escapes he comes to the k&mar&pins.
89 B 6 adds : smooth as a mirror appears.
70 B 7, a bridge is built there at the river.
71 B 9 adds : with medicament. A 124 adds : there are many mountains made of the 

seven preoious stones.
72 A 125 adds : with labours and travails.
73 A 125, as guardsmen five hundred yaksas are appointed. The orty appears made of 

jewels, towers and likewise palaces, enclosures, ponds, lotus-pools.
74 A 120, B 12, my father fierce, my mother rough, A 127 adds : he will not know how it 

will be for him, by what path.
76 A 128 adds : there in the land. 7* A 128, he went out thence from the city.
77 C lyaimasta from older nimalsta- 1 rubbed, followed *; B 10, lyahvasia ‘ passed over 

A 129 adds : that troublesome path.
78 B 19 adds : my own. 79 A 131, of excellent origin.
M A 132 adds : when he came to KinnaradvTpa with labours and travails.
81 A 132, in the wood of the palace there near the pool.
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five handled 82 kinnans they were carrying jewelled jars for water.83 They 
Lifted the jars to carry to the palace. One remained there, an aged woman, 
old, she could not lift the jar upon her shoulders.84 Alone there sat Sudhana. 
He went to her, he asked, Mother, where is the water carried ? She so said, 

C 200 Drama the kinnara king has five hundred daughters. At that time they 
went away. One 86 the men of Jambudvipa seized. It is the twelfth year 
since she returned here. For this it is she bathes three times 86 so that the 
smell of man upon her may vanish and she be clean. Sudhana humbly placed 
the great jar upon her shoulders. Secretly he threw that ring into the jar. 
When the old woman came 87 to the palace, at the time she poured out the 
water on her limbs. When she saw the ring and she had become stiff with 

C 205 fear, she hid it secretly. Her heart began to tremble. At last she asked her,88 
Have you seen anyone ? What you have not yet told, tell it me straight. She 
told all, A man 891 saw, such a one as a devapulra perfect in (all) the senses. 
When he saw me his eyes filled with tears. AJ1 those who (each one) is her 
sister they all learnt the secret. Before her 90 she told the course of the 

C 210 affair. When they had heard of Sudhana’s good qualities, honourable ones, in 
detail, she revealed all. They agreed with her thought, they brought him into 
the palace. They searched out a place, all were in the secret. There they 
placed him so that no rumour got abroad. For many days they well honoured 
him. The kinnans secretly at night used to fetch him. Though all the sisters 
were quietly held back, before the mother they revealed all that was in the 

C 215 secret,91 Manohara’s husband has come, Sudhana the prince, like Narayaqa 
deva. Mother, may you deign not to be angry with me. Without any 
subterfuge I will bring him before you. That he has come here from so far 
should be sufficient punishment for his fault, for him who for twelve years 
has travelled over the mountain clefts. The queen so ordered, Bring him 
before me. Her mind was quite cleared at the mere sight of him. To him she 

C 220 said, Son, at present the kinnara king Drama threatens violently. He said 
to her, Queen, may you be able to endure, content, honoured. Even if they 
should break my life into one hundred pieces,91 it would be right that 
milk here should issue. When the queen had had the interview with them and 
his wife 93 (lacuna, see A). When Drama the kinnara king had heard,94 
he imposed upon him unlimited punishment, harsh threats, abusive speech. 

A 151 All that the kinnara king asked him the prince made known to him. He 
went out invincible as a kesarin lion. He so said to him, Son, on your part

88 A 133 adds : youthful. “ A 133 adds : all, in their hands.
»4 A 135 adds : he fell upon the ground, he uttered blessing, in love, towards the aged one.
88 A 136 adds : Manoharti. 84 A 138 adds : a day always.
87 A 139 adds : far. 88 A 140, the aged woman.
88 A 141 adds : lordly. 80 A 143, them.
81 A 140, the nature of the secret.
81 A 149, He said to her if he should make my life into two pieces.
88 A 150 adds : then the mother told the king, Manohar&’a husband has come.
84 A 162, asked.
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A 155 remain now here. All pleasures of men and dems are here. So long lie stayed 
and instructed them. They gave him liberty. He rose with his wife by way of 
the sky, he went to Hastinapura. For a time and period he rode, he came in 
the evening. When he had come to his own land, then he made a royal 
brilliant pujd-karma (worship), abundant, to Sakra and the other dems, 
Sendra and Upendra. From them he received sovereignty, he held the four 
dmpas.

How does it seem to you, Sramanas ? Now in former time Sudhana the 
prince—I make him known to have been myself; Suryaprabha the queen, 
Dhana, king of kings—I make known to have been Mahamaya and Sudctho- 
dana the king.

A 160 This much has been told in an ancient Rostra (treatise). Some little merit 
there may be for me the humble Rddhiprabhava in that I have committed 
no fault nor great sin.

COMMBNTAKY

C 44 vyasthaunm, A 164 vyasthdmm, P 2784.2, KBT, 13 vyasthdnm, A 167 
vyasthenm adj. from BS vyavasthdna- practice, but P 2896.2, KBT, 11 vyastkye 
tsuka from vyavasthita-. The suffix -m replaces older -ika- as in S 2741.254, 
KBT, 99 nlvdysm from naivdsika-. The noun in P 2787.147, KT, n, 107 rdja- 
idstra-vyasthd, 0 21 rdja-vyastdm.

45a hastuiv(d) paksv{d), loc. pi. in the eighteen schools, with variants. See 
A. Bareau, Les sectes bouddhiques du petit v&hicule, 15 ff., names of 19 schools in 
inscriptions and literary texts. Tib. sde and Chin. pu (Mdhdvy. 9076).

45b punuda punyamnt-, meritorious, holy, but the other texts here have 
A 165 prradhdnd, P 2896.3, KBT, 11 prraddna, P 82 padauna, P 2784.3, KBT, 
13 paddna, BS pradhdna- pre-eminent, dominant.

45c hasta-padya beysufia pade, BS as(dnga mdrga of the eight parts, in Pali 
sammd right with ditthi, samkappa, vdcd, kammanta, djim, vdydma, sati, 
samddhi. Here Khot. adds beysuna of the buddhas. A 165 and P 2896.3 have 
the unexplained variant pajsa-padya five-fold.

46a savya hak§a, P 83 savara hgkqa, P 2896.4 savrra haksa, A 166 sarm 
haksa, P 2784.5 samra haksa. The variants point to BS samvrti- convention 
(form as in Manj. 132 saskrre, 382 asaskrre from BS samskrta- and asamskrta). 
Also Manj. 143, 148 savrra haksa and C Vajr. b 7 savrrini inst. sg. Mahdvy. 
1368 samvrti-satya; Edg. D samvrti-, Pali sammuti- limited truth.

The word haksa is older hafk^ha truth, with ks for older th as often in later 
Khot. Note in Tib. script thr for Khot. ks in KT, v, 382.

46b P 2784.5 sarrau idydna re, P 84 sorrow <&a)ydm rre ; elsewhere here 
the phrase is incomplete C sard rr(e), P 2896.4 sorow Dayana (rre), A sarau 
idyauna {rre) lion, king of beasts ; the BS phrase (Kd&yapa-parivarta, p. 65) 
mfgardjd kesari, Pali stho migardjd. Then &dya- is NWPkt. *&dmya- as AMg. 
sdmya-, older Pali sdpada-, BS ivapada-, Vedic AY kodpad-, RV tvdpada- beast 
of prey. From this Pkt. form comes also E 12.43 i&auggi from *6dmyagiga-
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older *bdpadakika-. Note cm Mauggi cu ttdrdaSuni beside C 190 ttnkvaunya ttx 
jsd dava the tiryagyoni and likewise the wild beasts, and JatS 25 v 1 sarrau data 
rre. Infra 50 idya- is the different word Sdkya-.

46c prahuja prthagjana, layman, with many forms in Khot. : Manj. 54 
prrahuja, 146 prrahujana, P 2787.118, KT, m, 105 prrahajana, P 2790.138, 
KT, n, 63 prrahvjam, P 84 prruhuja, P 2784.6, KBT, 13 brrvuhuja, E prahujana, 
P 2781.4, KT, in, 68 prrahajanavAtd. NWPkt. Dhp. 66 prudhajana, 304 
prudkijane, Pali puthvjjana-, BS prthagjana-.

47a ttd is related to ttdsta as hd to E halsto, hdsto, later hd§\a, ratoE valsto, 
vd§(o, later vdsta and cd to E cdlsto, later casta. All these are directional adverbs : 
hd to that place, vd to this place near the speaker, ttd to that place near the 
person spoken to, cd to what place. The earlier translation of ttd by therefore 
was an error. Note that two forms may occur in one phrase C 186 hd hade hasta, 
P 2781.74, KT, m, 71 vd vds(d. For ttd note A 70-1 hamya ha§dq ttdsfd beside 
C 119 hamya sg ttd ha§da. For cd A 135, = C 198 kusta, Ch. 00277, 3 r 1, C 191, 
Manj. 119 cd§(a.

47b Read va thlye as two words ; intervocalic -th- was replaced by -h-.
47c nehvasta crossed, passed over, as BS atikram-, from *niz-hvah~, pres. 

Manj. 169 nehvaitta, ptc. older E 12.3 neihvastu.
47d vajardysana on the diamond seat, P 2787.70, KT, n, 104 vajrrdysa; 

Toch. A 297 b 2 waiirsim dsdna Imo seated on the vajrdsana, Uigur wadraz-an 
orgiin dzd (cited BSOAS, xm, 2, 1950, 403); Tib. rdo-rje gdan, Jap. Jcongauza
& si m.

48 P 2896.104 andstrreva, BS andsrava- uninfluenced.
49a usahya- renders BS upasamkram- to approach, as Bhcd. 52 r 1 usahlme, 

BS upasamkrami.
49b iauddva re, king Suddhodana, A 159 iauduvam, P 2896.6 iamdhuva, 

E 2.22 M&duvani, 6.19 M&dutari, 6.22 teddutani, Uigur T II D 173e, 12 satudan 
xan, Sogd. Bud. VJ 1505 dnt’wSn, Chin. ^ gf sie-t‘ou-ye (AM, NS, ix, 2, 
1963, 221).

49c gujsahrriya scattered, from gu-, older vi, and tcabalj-: tcabnta- (Bal. 
0152 b 2, KT, m, 131). Here the variants are P 88 gvddai, and P 2896.6, KBT, 
12 gvade from *vi-var- distribute, Oss. Dig. iudrun, jurst, Iron udryn, bdjudryn, 
udrst, bdju&rst distribute, divide, Dig. Idudrun, Iron ludryn, luorsUm to sift from 
*fra-vdr~. On Khot. vara- share, see KT, rv, 61.

50a &dya- from the NWPkt. to BS idhya-, E May a-. BS also idhiya-, Pah 
sdkiya-. Ch. c. 001,1042, KBT, 142 iayd risgyd, Toch. A Sdkki, Toch. B gen. pi. 
dakkets, adj. Sakkediie, TumSnq Karmavdcand 13 gen. pi. dakyand, see BSOAS, 
xm, 3, 1950, 656.

50b yaSaudara, BS yaiodhara, P 2896.7, KBT, 12 yaiddara, Sogd. Bud. 
VJ 1508 yVwhrh, Uigur y’kwt’ry (W. Radloff, Tiiastvustik, p. 10, 25 b 5) with 
Brahmi gloss yaiudari.

50c najsada illustration, freq. in ttu nijsadu, BS evam eva (SaTnghdfa-sutra, 
Gilgit MS 37, 12 b 5 et al.); older nijsada-.
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51 puravayauga, P 90 puravaydmga, P 2896.8, KBT, 12 puravaydga, 
P 2782.48, KT, m, 61 purvayaugd former achievements. Edg. D proposed 
previous lives, but J. Filliozat, JA, ccli, 1, 1963, p. 47 n. 9, urged for yoga here 
‘ maitresse de discipline

52a dado, nauma Dhana by name, P 2896.9 dana, A 28 dhana; Divy. 
435.5 mahadhana-. Here the -n- has been treated like -nn- and replaced by -nd-, 
whence -d-. Below kinnara- has given A 50 kaidhara-, B 10 Jcedara-, C 99 
Tcaidara-.

52b parauyai in authority, adj. to parau command.
52c kautairauja BS kottardjan-, as GUgit MSS, m, 1, 100.13 pratisima- 

koftardjdnah, P 2896.10, KBT, 12 kdtardja, P 9 kaunda rrauda.
52d <Rna under, subordinate, from which infra B 6 dija, C 181 ddjands\a 

downwards, below.
52e P 2896.10, KBT, 12 pdrma tcahaisa ysdra ko{i 400,000, C 53 omits, P 94 

only 400. For pdrma = koti, note P 3513, 3 v 4^-4 r 1, KT, m, 113 tcahause Jcula 
pdrma hastusa lak§a byurd hauda ysdri hastase with dyadic hula pdrma (the same 
phrase also Ch. c. 001, 775, KT, v, 250, Ch. 00268.35, KBT, 101; pdrma also 
JdtS 4 v 4).

53a suryaprraba Suryaprabha, mother of Sudhana. Divy. 449.9 has 
janani without name.

53b jaAca ya nna was detd queen, with dyadic jaAca fern, queen, and dem, 
so below freq. deva rendered by jasta- is king or deva.

53c janava-kaddna BS, Pali janapada-kalydni the beauty of the land, with 
d for older -ly-, and transfer to the -a inflexion.

54a raysaya, BS rasdyana- elixir. Also Bhcd. 45 v 2 raysdyana, P 2783.62, 
65, KT, in, 75 raysdyam, Si. 2 r 4 riysdyendm, OKhot. Kha. i.58a, 1 a 1, KT, v, 
132 raysdyamna inst. sg. and raysdyand nom. sg. Uigur (TTT, vn, 72) noS 
rasayan, Mong. arasiyan, rasiyan, arSan.

54b raysaya, BS rdjasana- royal seat, modified in Khot. by association with 
Iran. Khot. rrdys- in ndyse ruler, and adj. rraysanonda- ruling. Fuller form in 
P 2958.122, KT, n, 117 raysdyam bimdd, JdtS 18 v 2 rdysdyifta loc. sg.

54c ardna stdrai the star Arupa, P 98 ardna. Pali aruna sun, BS arunod- 
ghdta- break of dawn, Hindu Skt. arunodaya-.

55a P 2896.12, KBT, 12 coda jasta vamdiia with coda from *candana- 
brilliant, see infra 117 cadana ; here coda replaces iahrra of C 55.

55b C, P 98 jauttamaka birth feast, also P 2928.12, KT, m, 105 ; but 
P 2798.141, KBT, 43 jdttamahd, Divy. 515.18 jdtamaha-, Edg. D jdtimaha-, 
jdtdmahd, jdtamaha-. Here -h- has given -kh- and then -k-, cf. -k- for -kh- in 
JRAS, 1955, 18, and note also -kh- for -h- in BS Ch. c. 001, 898, KBT, 137 
makhiAvari, for' maheAvara-. In Tib. F. W. Thomas, TLT, I, 316 hdra-dha-mu-ka 
is for dfdhamukha.

55c The name sudhana- has the forms here C svadana, 112 sudana, P 98 
sudena, A 61 sudhana, Mahdvastu sudhanu-, Divy. sudhana-, as GUgit MSS, 
m, 1 sudhana.
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55d Jcsasa Jcala sixteen parts, making a whole, infra 166 Jcsasa bdga, also 
Ch. 00267.16, KBT, 147 Jcsasa Jcala, similar in Pali Jcala.

57a maddhaha Jchyeha, P 98 made(Jia)fta Jchyeha, P 2896.13, KBT, 12 
maddhaha Jchyiha also P 3513, 80 r 1, KBT, 64 maddJcaha Jchyeha in lake Manda- 
kiriT- Pali manddJdni a lake in the Himavanta-padesa- A 4.101 called saro, BS 
saras, and Divy. 194 ManddJdni pusJcarini. The Jchyeha is loc. sg. to E Jchdhd-, 
Sogd. yyh, Yazgulaml xex (e from a), West Iran. Zor: Pahl. xdn. P 3515, 72 r 2 
Suv. Jchahi dsaiji viysdmji, BS 3.84 uisdh sardh pusJcarini taddgdh.

57b samattara equipped with, P 101 samattama, P 28%.13, KBT, 12 
samayattara, compared with P 94 samatta, C omits, P 2896.10 samartha. Infra 
123, 184 samautta from the Pkt. to BS samarpita-. Possibly contaminated 
samartha and samarpita.

57c, P 102 ustastrn archery, which is to trace here older *i§u-astriJca- with 
Pkt. *usu- from isu- arrow, Pali usu-. In usta- for older -sva- possibly graphic 
confusion has occurred, the subscript -f- being like -v-, or -sv- was replaced by 
-stv- and -v- lost. Older Khot. has E 25.241 isvastu. Khowar has kept the word 
in vesu arrow (G. Morgenstieme, Report on a linguistic mission to Afghanistan, 
72). Pali has issattham, AMg. isattha- with

58a audrd for aidrd as P 103 aidrrd gen. pi. senses, indriyas. In P 2896.14 
possibly ttyi tdri should be read, the signs are not folly clear.

58b paraSu-rdma is introduced also into the Rama story (BSOAS, x, 3, 
1940, 559-60 ; KT, m, 67).

58c samattakara causing prosperity, from sampattiJcara- as in P 2896.14, 
KBT, 12 sapaUaJcari. Hence sampa- passed to samba- (Khot. sambaj-, sabaj- to 
prosper) and thence to sama- here.

59 caitta. P 104 cai(ttrd), P 2896.15 caittrra, the name of the naga, Divy. 
435.11 janmacitra.

60a dajira the'seeds (ttlf)maHa) ripen. For the blurred aksara ba and bada 
read Jiarn b(a)da at all times. P 106 has rasta right through for usual Jiam- 
rasta always, hence rasta vistdve the seeds (ttima(tta)) continued always. The BS 
equivalent has akale out of season.

61a vttaru, P 106 utta(ru) from the Pkt. of uttaraJcuru-. Older E 17.38 and 
folio y, p. 353, 328 uttaruvd, 14.108 adj. uttaruvi fivanda gen. sg. Hence uttaruva- 
from *uttarauru- by -r .. r- becoming -r .. v-. The Chin. ^ IfL K 555, 968, 
1348 iitanue from iuat-tan-jiwvt, that is, *iMarvb, Jap. uttanetsu. From this 
came Sogd. Bud. (Soghd. Texte, n, 10.51) ’wt’nwr, but BS uttarakuru- in Sogd. 
Dhydna. 117 ’wtrJcwr ’rSV. For Uttarakuru, Greek 'OrropoKoppai, Lat. attacori, 
see W. Kirfel, Die Kosmographie der Inder, 183 ; A. Herrmann, Panly-Wissowa, 
ReaRexiJcon, xxxvt, 1888; Divy. 215.20; S. IAvi, JA, S6r. xr, Tom. xi, 1, 
1918, 134; G. Tucci, Melanges Ghinois et Bouddhiques, ix, 1948-51, 197 ; 
Vasubandhu, Abhidkarmakoia m, 146 ff. For the adj. note H. Hoffmann, 
AfdndtiJca-sutra, text 47 (tr. 83) uttarakauravd manuqydh.

61b nd-bava, 81 loc. sg. ndva-bhamda, BS naga-bhavana. In Oilgit MSS, 
m, 1, ndga-bhuvana is printed.
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62a sye mvara jivajivd ra(mnd) cosy birds geese, jivanjxvaka, birds of the 
plains, jays. OKhot. siya- renders hamsa- (Kha. i.13, 142 v 1, KBT, 5). In 
P 109 mmnd is taken as adj. to rrai plain, another adj. in raja namva salt of the 
plain, and a third in E 20.7 rravye (not -c-). For rrai plain, note also Sogd. 
Bud. P 2.810 r’yyh, Chr. r’y neSloy, Man. r’y, pi. r’yt, Zor. PahL Ind. Bd. (ed. 
Justi, 29.5) Vg *rdy, NPers. ray, Pag to rdya.

62b ftideja from older E Jadtfdna- thick, luxuriant, ak&rna, with Sogd. Bud. 
(P 2.811, Dhuta 257, Vim. 31) Jcysn’k, cognate with Lit. kie&a, kibjna thickly 
overgrown place, kteti grow thickly.

63a ldbrn-vrata[sta]stha, P (la)bi-vrrastha from BS *ldbhya-vratastha- 
standing on a vow to obtain (bodhi).

63b aprramdnau jsa the four apramdna, infinitudes of maitri, karuixd, 
mudita, upeksa, with short -a- in A 16 apprimanyau jsi.

64a samahvd, P 112 samatta, A 17 sami (for samatti ?) has been taken as 
Pkt. to BS, Pali samatd indifference, but with -aha- from -aiha-.

64b bdysafta rr(e), P 112 biysanue (rre), A 21 baysam rre, older balysana- in 
Suvarnabhdsa-sutra 31 b 7, KT, v, 109 balysani sand, BS sdmantakah. P 2893.14, 
KT, in, 83 has baysna ksxra frontier land. Pali sdmanta, Edg. D sdmantaka- 
near, bordering, sdmantakah pratikatru-rdjd (Suv. 71.10). Also Hedin A v 3, 
KT, m, 16 balysafidnu rrundinu raJcsa. The word balysana- belongs with Av. 
Vdnz&na- enclosure, OPers. vardana-, Zor. Pahl. vdlan, NPers. barzan. Ossetic 
has drudz herd (Miller-Freiman, Worterbuch, i, 598, Pam. 2.123.36 sdgti drudz 
herd of deer, see also E. Benveniste, Etudes sur la langue ossbte, 35). Outside 
Iranian OInd. has vrjdna- and majd-, Lit. vefiti to press together.

65a cadrra fierce, P 113 canda, A 21 candi, and infra 186, Divy. 435.16 
canja- harsh, from Pkt. *candra- or *canda- with either primary or secondary 
-nd-. See JRAS, 1949, 2-4.

65b skarba rough, harsh, Divy. 435.16 karkada to WakhI skurf (G. 
Morgenstieme, IIFL, n, 474), possibly Sogd. Chr (Soghd. Texte, n, 6.39) sqrb. 
Infra also B 12 skaraba, JdtS 33 r 2 skarbe.

65c pyada-v(a)di perverse, Si. 103 v 1 pyada-tsukq, BS unmdrgt, Tib. log-par 
soii-ba go back, Ch. c. 001, 866, KBT, 136 harbidau pyadamgdryau sdnyau, Tib. 
dgra thams-cad-kyis gnod-pa bgyi-ba, older E 18.19 pyada. The source will be 
*apa-tar- turn off or * pa-tar- turn back. The -vadi is uncertain : either Ind. 
vddika- speaking, or some unidentified Iranian noun.

66a, P 115 hatharaka, A hamtharkye oppressed or in oppression, from 
ham-Qrang press together. Av. has only draxta-. The -th indicates an older 
ham-9- not fra-9-.

66b grraysya, P 115 grraysye, A 22 graysye, infra 167 graysa-, Divy. 450.29 
samdhda- swarming, infested, from a base graz- or garz-, or possibly xraz-, not 
identified. If karz- alternating with xraz-, possibly Oss. Dig., Iron kdrz strong 
might connect.

66c, P 115 harahausta, A 23 harahausti he dispossessed from *fra-frausta-.
68a parama, P 118 paramai, A 24 parmahe village, P 2787.167, KT, n, 107
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gauddra parmahai vtra in a village of Gandhara, Suv. 55 v 2, KT, I, 239 parmiho, 
BS nigame.

68b harasta madapa, only C, older madpa road (uncertain etymology in 
BSOAS, xxi, 1,1958, 46). Here harasta- will be older E hdrsta- overgrown from 
*frd-rusta-. No suitable meaning can be got from rand- to scrape, in pres. 
ran- : rasta-.

68c gumai at will, according to one’s pleasure, from the contexts. E 4.61 
ggumai barindd buMdna, graune pharu they wear for pleasure many perfumed 
garlands. The base may mean be happy, attested in Av. m&yd- pleasure, or 
direct from the may-, md- attested in MPaT wm’dn suffer, if specialized as 
pleasant experience. The form ggumai may be gen. sg. beside *ggumdy& as 
E h&rftai beside h&rstayd really.

69 hijsara, only C, loc. sg. to hajsara- range, scope, sphere, from *fra-£ara- 
and *ham-6ara~, with umlaut crossing the second syllable, as in ysdrra-, hid ana-, 
infra 166c dimana. Suv. 5 r 2, KT, i, 233 hajsaro, BS gocara-, also 24 r 2 hamjsare, 
BS gocara-. Infra C 167 (and C 378, KBT, 112).

70a tcairama for tcdnma, as P 119, A 25, renders BS ksetra, Tib. iin.
70b gapha open space, plains, older ggampha-, frequently to render BS 

yojana-. If it is from gambh- it will belong with Av. jaiwi-, jafra- and OInd. 
gambhira- but with reference to extension over, not to depth.

70c aumdca intimate, counsellor, amatya, older Khot. amdca-, amakya- 
BS amatya-, see other forms KT, iv, 62. Tib. ’amadag indicates a form with 
-aka- not so far found in Khot. The amdca- is closely associated in tales with the 
hdrva, dresthins.

71a thaurasd, P 121 thausdva, A omits, oppressed from older thurs-, pres, 
opt. P 2787.87, KT, n, 104 thiirsi be persecuted, pret. H 143 NSB 13 r 7, KT, 
v, 96, N 130.11 thursdtdndd, see AM, NS, vn, 1-2, 1959, 16. Possibly from 
*drud- from *0uari to cut.

71b djud livelihood, P 121 jvauma, from juv- to live, P 3513, 23 r 4, KBT, 
57 djuva, 23 v 1 ajuva, BS djxva-. Note also Si. 15 v 1 j4va life.

72a badajatca, P baraijaja, adj. to banja- harvest, crop, from bara- harvest. 
Variation of -d- and -r- is rare, but BS tiraskdra- is written P 5538 b 65, KT, m, 
123 ttufaskara.

72b pamvaha, P pamuhg clothing, garment, frequent, see KT, rv, 162. It 
occurs in an unpublished OKhot. text. Base pati-mauk- in pres, pamjs-, pret. 
pamdta-.

72c P 123 rukdja, C omits, A 26 rruJaji, here only ; possibly *rauka-ka- 
with -inaa- for food, adj. to pajdme begging.

72d A 27 pajpme, P paj(d)mi from pres, pajya-, pret. pajista-, pres. ptc. 
pajyandaa-, base gad-, OPers. jadiya-.

72e P 123 thaga, exaction, tax, infra 78, P 131 thaga, A 32 thamgi Ch. 
0048.39, KBT, 73 thagaja kstrana from dang- draw, stretch.

72f avatca m, P 117, 123 avyaucha, A 27 avyaucd surely. In Si. 12 r 5 
ayyaucd renders Tib. mi bzad-pa intolerable, daruna. From a- not, with
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either P 2790.134, KT, m, 63 pyauca help, or 0 19, KT, n, 2 vyauca- 
hindrance.

73a sk(au)daka secretly, infra 213 skauda, 202 sk(au)daka, P 145, A 102 
skauda, E 2.30 skodi. Compared with hauda seven, from *hafta, and ttauda, 
E 23.294 ustoda- from *tafta-, this skoda-, skauda- indicates older *skafta- as in 
Av. skapta-, only Frahang i dim 12, glossed Skaft, NPers. Hguft wonderful. 
Outside Iranian Greek cr/ceVaj conceal, Lit. kepure hat give a good contact.

73b pahaiya fled, older E pahiya-, to pres, pahdj-, incoh. pahais-; P 5538 
b 73, KT, in, 124, BSOS, ix, 3, 1938, 535 pahai, BS prapaldna-.

76a kOda, older k&de very, A 29 kari.
76b thy(au)tta, P 129 thyautta formerly, but A 30 haitti bddi former time, 

see A 158 infra.
77 haracadra, P 129 haracanada, A 30 haracamnd, Tib. (J. Hackin, Formu- 

laire sanscrit-tiMtain, p. 17, 1. 63) ha-ra-6an-tra namyi raja, Uigur (E. W. K. 
Muller, Uigurica, in, 4) yarttantri. This is the Hindu Skt., Aitareya Brdhmanya, 
Hariicandra, the pious, just, liberal king (with aerial city).

78a mahaidrasai(na), P 130 mahaidrrasaina, infra 87 mah{ai)drasaina, 
P 143 mahaidrrasaina, A 39 mahaidrasai(n&), that is, Mahendrasena. Divy. 
435.5 only daksinapdncala- king. Toch. A 66 b 2 mahendrasene.

79 sada-prraipaUi dmd(ca), P 132 saidrra-prrdpattai aumaca, A 33 saida- 
prrdttai aumaca an amdtya with siddhi, magic powers, hence a compound BS 
siddhi-prapta.

80a madrra sdhya, P 133 madrra sdhye, A 33 mamdri sdhye he prepared 
a mantra-spell; similar Jaina Pkt. mantarn sahei (H. Jacobi, Hdhdrdsfri 
Erzdhlungen, 52.17); BS sddhayati, Pah sddheti. Infra 93 sadaka preparer, 
sorcerer, P 150 sadaka, A 45 sadhaka, Jaina Pkt. sahaga conjurer (N. Brown, 
The tale of Kalaka, 42.18). The sadhaka is an important officiant in mandala- 
texts, see E. Haarh, Acta Or., xnn, 1-2, 1958, 62.

80b and 91b, A 34, 42 kauvdle incantator from the contexts. The word is 
only in A. It is possible to divide the syllables kau vale or kauvd le or kau vale 
or as one word kauvdle. In adopting kauvdle it is proposed to trace the word to 
an older Pkt. *kdwa-vdlaga-, keeper of the *kawa-, with -valaga- as in Khot. 
mdtrvalai, BS devapaldka-, Tib. lha bon-po in Samghd^a-sdtra, Reuter 1 r 5, KT, 
v, 394, ed. Konow 78 b 5, facsimile J. Soc. Finno-Ougrienne, xxx, 1913-18, plate 
vm ; BS Gilgit MS 37, 73 b 6. Eor *kdwa- from kavya-, note also Khot. hava 
infra 148b for Pkt. *hawa- from older BS, Pah havya- offering. In Buddhist 
texts the kavi-, and his kavya- are deprecated as Pah, Digha-nikdya 1.11; the 
kavya- poem is in Jdtaka 6.213, 24 and kabba-karana- occurs in the commentary 
to the Digha-nikdya. BS has Astada^a-prajhdpdramitd 69.17.23 kavitah kdveydi 
ca fanciful and invented by poets (cited Edg. D s.v. kavita-). The word kdvya- 
occnrs also in Krorain Pkt. 514 rev. 3 kdvya-karane in a list of studies. It is also 
in Uigur kaici (A. von Gabain, Die uig. tlbersetzung der Biographic Hiien- 
tsangs, p. 8, 1. 4). It is, however, a conjecture to assume that kavya- had 
developed the further special meaning incantation. Mahdvyutpatti has 6421
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kavih Tib. sfian-nag-mkhan master of poetical expressions, and 6122 kdvyam 
srlan-dnags, purely therefore the poet. (Mahdvy. 6848 kavya- offering to the 
manes, seems not to be useful here.)

81, P 135 Mm, older P 1311 b 5, ET, in, 42 samnija karsa circle of cow- 
dung, Av.-dh. 9 r 3, 4 karsa, Suv. 54 v 4, ET, i, 238 karsa, BS mandalakam, 
variant Kha. 0012 b 2, ET, I, 255 karsa, and loc. sg. Av.-dh. 9 v 5 kersa, Divy. 
306, 23 ; 369.7 gomaya-karsi, see JRAS, 1955, 17.

82 slma karavi baste, P 136 sima karmnd baste, A 35 <st>ma kan baste he 
bound in the boundary, that is the act of BS simabandha- making a magic circle, 
see P 2958.147, KT, n, 118, Ch. c 001, 980, EBT, 140 stmabamddhanl yanum&, 
S 2529.123, KT, v, 366, Divy. 150.21. Tib. renders by mdhams bead-fa. The 
word came also into Sogd. sym’fintt (W. B. Henning, Sogdica, 60-1) and Perso- 
Arabic simabanddt (V. Minorsky, Marvazi, p. 124).

83, P 138 ladrrai hunter, A 36 lamdrrai, older JatS 5 r 4 ludrrai, infra 
P 173 lodrre, A 65 laudrai from Pkt. Hudraga-, Pah ludra-, ludda-, rudda-, rtila-, 
see H. Liiders, PhUologica indica 43-4. From Pkt. ludra- BS and Hindu Skt. 
made lubdhaka- as from lobh- when the hunter’s activities were disparaged. 
Pkt. -udr- can have replaced either older -udr- or -audr- (vrddhi) since the 
vrddhi au may be reduced to u. Related are OInd. rudra-, adj. raudra- (Jaina 
Pkt. rodda-, ra'udda-, BS rudrra-). The god Rudra is JatS 20 v 3 raudrra (-au- 
as often in later Khot. for -u-). The Rgveda rudrd- is the hunter as god (earlier 
J. Charpentier, WZEM, xxttt, 1909,167) named as the ranger, wanderer in the 
mountains or on the plains (the hunter is anuvicaran in Divy. 442.16). The 
base rod-: rud- to range, be extended gave the adj. rudrd- (used of the wide- 
travelling A4vina in RY 8.22.14 rudrdv). It occurs in this primary meaning in 
RV 1.3.3 et al. rudrd-vartani- wide-ranging, epithet of the Aivlna. RV 1.180.8 
has virudra- of the stream of soma prasrdvana- (where Sayapa proposed drdvana- 
liquid, or with rav- roar, roruyamana-dravana- with roaring liquid). The frequent 
RV rddas- in rodasi the two wide (uni 7.86.1) surfaces, equivalent to the two 
pajasi of the two surfaces of the earth and the sky, belongs with Av. raoSah- 
surface, Sogd. rwS-, Zor. Pahl. nod *roS surface, see BSOAS, xn, 2, 1948, 326, 
not as in C. Bartholomae, AUiran. Wb., with raudh- (naturally the OHG lutti, 
luzzi, lizzi of antlutti, from wlit-, in OE andwlita, is not comparable).

Etymologies of rudrd- are numerous, see recently W. Wiist, Rudrd, m.n.pr., 
1955, who proposed to connect Lat. ruttus, agrestis, basing it therefore on what 
is clearly a secondary trait.

84, P 139 padamaka, name of the hunter, A 37 padimakd, the second 
hunter infra 97a uttapalaka, Divy. 437.12, 15 sdraka and phalaka, halaka, 
Mahdvastu n, 102, tr. 99 utpalaka and rndlaka.

90 fidysai, P 146 nauysa, A 41 ftydysi be defeated, older E nyauys-, ptc. 
nyausta-.

91 navyane, P 147 ftavgunai, A 42 navune certainly, containing nava- from 
older Bhcd. 54 v 3 natau, N 77.3 nyatau, E n&tatd, Sarnghdla-sutra 14 b 2 ndgatd, 
H 142 NS 58, 50 r 1, ET, v, 87 ndgaiu, hi W Pkt. nigata, from OInd. niyata-
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held, firm, sure. Here the -e is the pronoun older te yours, but the -n- is 
unexplained.

92, P 49 cabvaha, loc. sg., into the thicket, bushes, infra 103 cabvaHa 
vastd, P 163 cabvafia vista, A 53 carnbvahd vahaistd, corresponding to Divy. 443.10 
puspa-phala-vitapa-gahanam dsftya. The older form in E 25.420 hand kdnndd 
mudd cambuve vtri the dogs drag the corpses to the bushes. In the Hama 
text we find P 2781.28, KT, m, 69, bdysafta catnbva bushes in the wood, JdtS 
15 r 3 bamhya catnbva ysdysa. If the name was given in reference to the move
ment of the foliage the base may be kamp- shake, like Khot. canibula- shaking ; 
verb found in Sogd. knp- with preverbs Man. ”bnb-, Bud. nknp-, pk’np-, 
OInd. kampale.

93a bitcattai he pierced, A Intcatte, but P 150 uhydsta he shot. A pres. 
bitcan- occurs in P 2893.252, KT, m, 93 fntcandttd to be broken up. This gives 
a base siand- break. The ptc. in -atta- indicates *s6andita-, unlike the -st- of 
hatmsta-, vatcasta-, gaicasta- and N 16.46 nitcaste.

93b P khaudala, A 44 fchaudalq, C omits, sharp applied to a sword, only 
here. JivP 49 r 4, KT, I, 141 has hvakhdmdalaja dstai, BS drukq bone from a 
boar’s tusk (?). A medicinal druka- could contain the word am- boar (or be 
supposed to contain it) and hva- could be from the IE su- (for which Khot. uses 
pdsa-). That would give khdmdala- sharp point, and correspond here to khau
dala-. Divy. 438.24 has utkrtta-mvlam iirah krtvd.

95 aba noose, pdia-, older ahva-, BS pdia-, Tib. lags-pa, see BSOAS, 
xxm, 1, 1960, 16.

97a uttapalaka, P 155 upattalaka, A 48 uttdpalakd, the second hunter, 
Divy. phalaka-, halaka-, Gilgit MS phalaka-, Tib. span-leb-6an possessing a 
board, span, span-leb board.

97b bahdysa, A 49 byahdysi, P byabd(jjsa) hunter, from byaha- hunting with 
second component -aysa- as in hindysa- senapati; Av. navdza-. The base is 
vay- to chase, Sogd. w’ywk, MPeT w’ywg, Oss. Dig. udjun, Iron vain to run, see 
W. B. Henning, BSOAS, xi, 3, 1945, 471, OInd. viti, vydnti, Lit. veju, vyti.

98 pa&g, P 157 pa&§, A 49 par&§ he served, verbal pari-, pres. P 3510.7.8, 
KBT, 52 pdrysd . . . pariidd the servants serve, beside p&rysa- servant.

100 P 159 Huve, C 101 fiduve, but A 51 mude he dwelt. This meaning 
would support ni-auk- against ni-yauk- unless two forms auk- and yauk are 
admitted : OInd. ok-, Av. ao6aya- (1), Sogd. ywk, see Indo-Iranian Journal, n, 
2, 1958, 153. Khot. ptc. ftuta- in afluta- unaccustomed, pres, fiuj-, incoh. nus-, 
see KT, nr, 36 (23.15, 17).

101 hdiarya tnalakya guda, P 160 hdiarya md(la')kye gude interpreted by A 
pha rihdsakye many secrets. In hdiarya could be traced hd with a base iar-, if 
found in sdrs(ai, jdya-idsta probably prahdna-idld (see BSOAS, xv, 3, 1953, 
532, JRAS, 1955, 24); and Stael-Holstein 27 haiirma if it means covering. That 
is, although with unclear i-, a cognate of OInd. iarana-, iarman-, possibly 
idld, and verbal Lat. cdo and others. Then hdiarya is sb. or adj. secret.

The word mdlakya is probably to be connected with malm attested in
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P 2925.9, KT, m, 100 farrai u malai sfika tti jsa java ttyau ysyai hurdka sa khu 
dean prrabhd. This cannot yet be fully translated : the £vrrai and malai, 
fikd (commentary) likewise prayers (to jdpa- prayers) giving the taste of those 
like Acarya-prabha. Here malai is in a list of objects of study, possibly a 
derivative from BS medya-, mala used often at the end of titles of books, as in 
yoga-maid a medical text, jataka-mald, ratndvaddna-mdld; Si. 1 v 5 inst. pi. 
yauga-maulyo with collections of medical courses.

110 khai, P 172 khai, infra 138, 159 khai ttuve, P 211, 240 khai ttuvai. 
Corresponding to 159 rana ttijsd khai ttuve A 104 has ramnd ttijsdm vdstd jewel 
and likewise robe, Divy. 446.28 ouddmani-, 449.13 vastrdni. In khai, khai may 
occur *xdvya- from xap- to cover in khapa covering, see Trans. Phil. Soc., 1954, 
146-55 from kap-.

A base tau-: tu- to cover is known in Khot. tturaka- covering of a bow, see 
BSOAS, xxrrr, 1,1960, 33 ; this would give ttuvaa- covering, hence in khai ttuve 
there is a dyadic phrase (rather than a compound).

111a drrautta hami can fly, A 61 hamdrrayst moving in space. The base 
may be the dr of- in Zor. Pahl. Gr. Bd. 105.7 drafS-, BaL drafS-, NPers. diraf$- to 
shake, with the motion specialized to fly. The Khot. present is drdh-.

111b P 61 hdrga free, see AM, NS, vn, 1-2, 1959, 17-18.
113a parabyutta turned over, P 175 parapyauutta, A differs, to Si. 5 r 3 

parabyuttd; BS viparyasta-, Tib. Idog-ste reversed: byuh: byutta- change, 
transfer, translate from abi- or vi- and yaup- (from R. E. Emmerick) in Sogd. 
ywp-, p6’wp- to exchange, pdywfs- be changed, Matt, xvii, 2 perepopfadr] 
(W. B. Henning, Sogdian texts of Paris, 720 ; Soghd. Texts, I, 16.7 ; Henning, 
BBB, p. 63).

113b, P 176 hdrrvd, A 63 hdrva, possibly the -d is from -u, suffixed u and, 
rather than a suffix -aka-. Similarly infra C 120, P 185 hdrrvd dmdea, A 72 
hdrva hvandi. These are the Sresthins, merchants, bankers.

114a gavAta in hand, P 72 diAtd, OKhot. Kha. i.185 a, a 3, KT, in, 155 
&6a ggo&m phgna a handful of dust, see BSOAS, xm, 4, 1951, 931. Infra A 133 
pharhye gauitd jars in hand, P 5538 a 64, KT, n, 129, AM, NS, xi, 1, 1964, 25 
gauAti in hand, P 2897.43, KT, n, 116 gavAta, Ch. 00327.4, KT, n, 52 gamAta to 
Wakhi gavmst, OInd. gabhasti-; Av. gava-, Zor. Pahl. gw' *gav hand. Khot. 
-Hd from -stir, as E gguAtd- flesh, NPers. goU, from *gau-sti-.

114b avayseda ignorant, A 64 alnysadi unawakened, but here P 177 edrrau 
jsa drrauma. Eor avaysamda- note Ch. 00268.147, KBT, 66 jidi paid avaysdmdi 
spina hajvatte prrari ni butte then being ignorant in folly, he does not understand 
the nature of wisdom, ibid. 134 avaysdmdi aysmu king because of ignorant 
mind. Eor alhysdrnda- unawakened cf. C Vajr. b 13 alhysddye gdttrani from the 
unawakened gotra (inherent buddha quality).

115 A 65 nddai I drew down, to C Vajr. b 57 nydmdi hastamd bumi he 
has secured the best 6/n2wt-stage. Possibly this is from ni-kdn- to put down, 
kan- to throw, put; P 5538 a 46, KT, n, 128 fipfia plan (?), see AM, NS, xi, 1, 
1964, 25.
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116, P 180 aga spaUira limbs twitch, but A 67 Jcaurka spaliyi where kaurka 
is from kura- by -ka- suffix, Zor. Pahl. ker, Nairn kur, kor, Biabanaki kur (G. 
Morgenstieme, letter of 1 January, 1959).

117a cadane raha, P cadana raha, but A 67 bveygstye rate: bida on the 
bright chariot. See also supra C 55 coda. In cadana- bright can be recognized 
*6andana- shining, to Olnd. candra- with suffix variation as in Khot. nauna- 
soft, Av. namra-, NPers. narm; further to Lat. candeo. OIran. 6a- is more 
usually Khot. tea-, but neither ca- here nor the -nd- in place of -n- from -nd- 
seems sufficient ground to claim a loan-word. See JRAS, 1942, 16 ; ibid., 1949, 
2-4 ; BSOAS, xin, 4, 1951, 926-30.

117b vare, not care, as P 181 vare, A 68 imax, though the v- here in C 
approaches c- in form.

118a A 68 buid jests, infra 129, P 197 buia, A 68 buSd, older Suv. 65 a 5, 
KT, v, 116 nom. sg. busd, BS tesya-, E 24.24 pL buMd, 2.91 inst. pi. buJyau. 
For a connexion with Armen, zbosanem to be merry, see Revue des fitudes 
Arm&niennes, NS, n, 2, ‘ Iranian in Armenian ’.

118b A 69 k§ hudi corresponds to C hasda (so for hastu) yiide gave a report, 
possibly to be compared with P 2781.73, KT, m, 71 siyem kg, I learned to 
think (?).

119a bujsana baida, A 70 bujsand bedd at the time of festivity, where 
bujs- is to enjoy, feast, to Olnd. bhog-.

119b A 71 only yaudamvajiva for a BS yodhopajiva living by fighting.
122a janava-kdya- from BS janapada- and kdya- multitude of people ; BS 

has jana-kaya-.
122b A 73 disa pestdmdd pale they set up around chowries and banners, 

from *pari-8tdta-, with -s- preserved as in vistdta-. For disa conjecturally, see 
BSOAS, x, 3, 1940, 592.

122o A 74 daukye banners (?), equivalent to BS pataka-. It may be traced to 
a base dvag-, from a variant daug- to flutter, in Av. Swoz-, Olnd. noun only 
dhvaja- standard, outside Iran, in ONorse dukr cloth, by a development 
*dauga£a-. The base drap- as in Zor. Pahl. dlpynd *drapend hardly suits, since 
-r- would remain.

123a, P 188 ysara kusa one thousand drums, A 74 ysdra kmd, as in Uigur 
(Uigurica, rv, 20, 239) ming aring kowrukldr.

123b tdUa lnnau(na), P 188 ttUae Knauna, A 75 tfide bvndnd stringed (?) 
instruments, by conjecture. Oss. Dig., Iron have tel wire. Turk Osmanli has 
tdl, tel thread, wire. If Ossetic tel belongs with Khot. ttila the word would be 
Iranian and borrowed into Turkish, as Saka thauna- became Turk. ton.

124 rrvdna in form, for older rum, sis Bhcd. 55 r 4, P rauna (so probably 
read). For rrvd = ru note also C Vajr. b 49 namadrvdna from older nimandruna-.

125, P 191 ysauna, A 75 ysgna beauty, beside the adj. ysdnasta-, ysaunasta- 
rendering BS iobhana-, §obhita-, verbal ysande it shines, not he knows, which is 
expressed with preverb pa-ysdn- and te-ysdn-.

126a, P 193 avwkini, A 76 ava&uinai lightning, with OKhot. Suv. 65 a 2,
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KT, v, 116 aSund, BS aSani-, JlvP 47 v 2, KT, i, 139 asuna. The form amSuni 
may be taken as from *auSun& by umlaut from aSund, possibly contaminated 
with am- water, cf. avdtsare apsarases.

126b dd-gune, P 193 dd-guna flame-coloured (used also of the white 
umbrella of a monarch), but A 77 ysara-guni yellow-coloured.

128a, P 196 siija, A 77 mja, the name of the wife of Sakra, older E 24.106 
suSe. Supra A 65 sujd, JdtS 12 v 1 siija. Pali similarly sujd, but BS Saci, whence 
Took A SaM, Sad, and Tocb. B II 184, 230, Uigur (Uigurim, n, 22) sad qatun.

128b, P 196 tidha aunadai seated fittingly, C sa(tia) ttdha auna{dai), A 78 
sa{tta) tid(ha) sfdnai. This assumes that ttdha from pronoun ta- is like ttdhirai, 
ttdharai, BS samyak, Tib. yah-dag, des-par.

129a, P 197 Ichaysana khas{auda, A 80 Jchdysani Jchaspirndd they drank a 
drinking.

129b A 78 pyahd inf. to scatter from *pati-kan-, as p&rdn- from *pard-kan-, 
NPers. paragandan.

129c Kyauda ys(i)raka hlya b(d)ve, P 198 hiyauda ymaka hlye bam, A 68 
hiydmdd ydraki hiye bdve they sprinkled the roots of their heart, that is, they 
rejoiced. Infra 204 3 sg. pret. fern, hiyd utca she poured out the water, corre
sponds to A 139 nlSa tvd utd she threw (= poured) out the water. This is then 
hlya- from hixta- as Av. hixta- to haik- to pour, OInd. sek-: sikta-. But E 5.106, 
10.7 hiyd is dyadic with basta- bound from hay-: hi- to bind.

130 tcarrdka, lost in P, cakravdka duck, type of conjugal fidebty. C 32 
asnai tdrauka u tiara pigeon, duck, and partridge, ibid. 3 tdrdka, 0 123 tdrauka, 
P 2022.14, KT, m, 43 jsirauvd, older E 23.135 tdrau, 21.16 tdrauka. Zor. Pahl. 
Vid. 2.42 S’Mww’k *caxravak ; Pah cakkavaka-, Hindi cakwa, Tib. translated by 
hur-ba.

131 P 199 haha a haha ever in the same birth from older Suv. 24 r 6 
hamiha, BS eka-, BM Or. 11344.16.3 hamfia, loc. sg. to hama- same; also 
Stael-Hol. 58, KT, n, 75 haha ydtha, Ch. ii 004, 4 r 2 haha baida at the same 
time. But from handara- other, loc. sg. hadaha.

133a hahara, P 203 ammauna, A 82 animuni, infra P 205 hahara, A 82 
hahira, indicates a hostile attitude. P 203 ammauna is BS ammdna- contempt; 
A animuni has replaced am- by ami- possibly influenced by a- with nimana- 
regret. The preverb ha- is a later form of ni-: C Vajr. b 58 haharka is older 
Suv. 64 b 5 niharkd, BS nigraha- restraint. The base nihalj- is from ni-Orang, 
ni-darg- from drang- to press. Khot. *nihara- could represent *niharga-, as 
mura- bird is from *murga-, in Av. m&rsya-. Then P 5538 a 17, 27, KT, n, 
126-7, AM, NS, xi, 1, 1964, 24, hathard trouble could be *hamdarga- beside 
P 3513, 68 r 4 hamtharka, BS samkafa-, see supra C 65. Then -hara-, -thara- 
would require a base drang- with -g-, not -k-. Eor haihara- a connexion with 
darb- was envisaged AM, NS, xr, 1, 1964, 24.

133b P 205 tsaikm for ttraiksa- sharp.
135a, A 83 ascddmma, P 206 asodama from a Pkt. *a-saloma- or *a-samloma- 

not with the hair, cf. anuloma- and pratUoma-, Pah anuloma-, patUoma-.
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135b A 83 gachandm, Si. 125 v 2 gacfidndmjsa, Tib. gduhs misery (Skt. 72 
v 2 omits).

136a, P 207 gara-vachi&a dwelling in the mountains, but A 84 garft-vadade, 
of a city, built in tbe mountain, Divy. 445.23 Jearva^iJea- from Jcarvafa-s hilly 
region. In vachikg we may have either va- or pa- with -chik-, that is a palatalized 
initial Jch-, hence a Biot, base Jchaiz-, attested in pachiS- to make, as a polite 
word for yan-, or padim-.

136b A 84 parau pthiyaudd they rejected the command, rebelled, pihlya- 
ptc. to pihej- in Si. 102 v 5 pihejama, BS samdharana-, Tib. hgags-pa 
to stop.

137 hade trouble (1): C Jch(v)ai hade ma hist attara corresponds to P 209 
khvai ma hisidai'daJtha haysgame. Hence hade is P dukha- trouble, and attara is 
P haysgame distress. Then in hade we could see the connexion of Zor. Pahl. arlik 
attack, Pazand ardi, see Trans. Phil. Soc., 1959,105 ; ibid., 1960, 88, or *fra-rti-. 
C attara is likely to come from BS antardya- obstacle ; note Divy. 450.1 jivita- 
ntardya-. See also P 2834.46, EJBT, 46 Jiadd.

139a m(d)ma, P mama, voc. sg., mother, infra 198 mama, A 136 amai.
139b ndrrvd, uncertain, translated as from *an-d-ruxtaka- unbroken, base 

rang-.
139c P 212 Jiaudm, uncertain, taken as greatly feared, as containing hu- 

and the base dvay- of Av. dvaedd threat, and dvai-S-, Av. dvaeiah-, OInd. 
dve§as-, Khot. H vii 150, 1 v 7, KT, v, 99, N 141.37 duistd.

141 aguhasta invincible, as BS Lal.-vist. 332 (Lefmann), 242 (Vaidya) ■ 
ndrdyana iva durdharsah. Infra A 153 aguhastd Jehu Jcyesard sarau invincible as 
a Jeesarin lion. Here P 214 agvehasta, A 86 agvihastd. This is from Jehad-: Jehasta- 
to strike, also in guhei, piJiei (SamgJidta-sutra 14 a 1), Si. 136 r 5 guhdme jsa BS 
Jesata-, Tib. rdol-ba, E pdhasta-. Elsewhere Av. xad-, NPers. xastan.

142a, P 216 pdstauda, A 87 parsfa, Divy. 447.30 udaram spJiofayitvd ; also 
P 2783.64, KT, m, 76 gara ttrairJcha pdr§{a burst the mountain peaks, P 2024.37, 
KT, n, 77 pdstamdu. The -rsfa- occurs also in Kha. ii 29a, b 5, KBT, 10, bur§(a-, 
and Kha. i.219, 1 v 2 (omitted from KT, v) hdrsta-, E 21.35 birsta-, with pres. 
Vajr. 2 b 2 busdd bursts, rendering BS chedaka-, Si. 138 v 1 bersdd.

142b pajarrustada, P paraju§tauda, but A 87 fius^ydmdi, Divy. 448.1 
antrair vesfitam. The meaning is to fasten around, hence the preverb is pari- as 
in P. C Vajr. b 41 jusu 1 sg., I join, I attack is likely to be from yaux-if-, base 
yaug- to join. This occurs also, rather than paSt-, in fiuspya- from *ni-yaux-$-. 
Si. 144 r 2 nusfand, Tib. phur-la, 153 v 1 iiuslydna, 153 v 1 dustana, Ch. 
00268.137, KBT, 66 Hustye basti. lit parajuspi- thoj- from older y- has been kept.

144, P 220 iauttara, P Mstyakard for a BS Mntilcara- creating peace.
145, P 221 pajava${d, A 92 pamjsiva§dri, from pancavdrsilea-, the quin

quennial assembly, see BSOAS, xm, 4, 1951, 930, KT, rv, 17.
145a dinu guhg,, P 221 dvinai guJig,, A 93 dinu guh§, pi., milch cows, with 

-u for older -uvd from -uve, Av. daenu-, OInd. dhenu-.
145b A 90 dridards\a ysundm we will pour into the fire. The word dridara-
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may correspond to Pali tividha- as epithet of the threefold fire, familiar from 
Vedic times.

146 re khaufia, P 222 rri khauna, A 90-1 re Ichumdna veins mnst be opened, 
Si. 150 v 4 rrdvi khdnd, Tib. ria gtar-Hn, Si. 128 v 5 re, BS sird, Tib. r6a. Suiruta 
has sird-mok§a-, and BS has sirdm mok- to open veins. The word Khot. rrdv-, 
rrdm (Si. 103 v 3), re, m is in MPaT rhq, MPeT rg (W. B. Henning, Sogdica, 56), 
Zor. Pahl. Gr. Bd. 66.11 Vk’n or Uik’n *rahakdn, rakan, Ind. Bd. (ed. Justi, 
19.3) Ig, K20 Ig with two dots over g *rag, Or. Bd. 110.8 Ik’n, Ihk’n, Ind. Bd. 
45.18 Ig’n, Sogdj Man. r’k (I. Gershevitch, Grammar of Man. Sogdian, § 399, 
JRAS, 1942, p. 232, n. 6), NPers. rag, Armen, erak.

The verb is khd- to open, with -um- suffix also khum-, quoted BSOAS, xxni, 
1, 1960, 35 as cognate with kd- in Oss. Dig., Iron kom, in older place-names 
kam, mouth, from *kdma-, and Dig., Iron drgom open, clear, Mmgrel loan-word 
argam clear. Possibly BY khd- opening, and khd- source, Av. xd-, Khot. khahd- 
supra 57a belong here.

147, P 223 usphiradai, A 91 uphmramdai (with -phv- for -sph-) spout 
upwards. So C 10-11, ET, m, 34 uska asphiraca jahvd sphalya-guna upwards 
splashing crystal-coloured in the fountains ; with is- in P 2956.42, KT, nr, 38 
isphiracifta.

148a tedra fat, Divy. 448.18 vasd. Here A 95 dapha it can.
148b, P 224, A 93 hava offering, from Pkt. *hawa-, from older havya- in 

BS, Pah.
150 pasagagara for *pasagdra, P 227 prasggdra, but A 95 prabhand. Here 

pratisamskdra- means acting against. For the Khot. form note NWPkt. 
Dharmapada BSOAS, xi, 3, 1945, 511 sagara, Pah samkhdra (ed. J. Brough, 
The Gdndhdn Dharmapada § 46, saghara).

152, P 230 aga sghgi navai, A 97 agi sahgi ngve stiffness seized the limbs, 
only here : connexion with Sogd &x, PaSto $ax stiff suggested by I. Gershevitch. 
A similar phrase is used E 2.57 rnysai note trembling seized him.

153 aursdrma, P 231 awrsairama, A 97 auserma vital basis. The correspond
ing Divy. 448.23 has prdndh vital breaths. The word occurs also in P 2925.8-9, 
ET, nr, 100 drrayvd pilyd artha ausairma bdydka explaining the meaning and the 
ausairma in the three pitakas (bdydka leader, note BS naya- riiti-, and neya- of 
analysis). The sense would seem to be essence or basis, and may contain a 
second component drama- from ram- to rest; the Zor. Pahl. dosdrm affection, 
vaUabhya-, seems to contain a similar word. The first component could be orsa- 
desire.

155a, P 234 byu§{a, A 100 brrustd to trouble, interfere. Older E 21.14 
bruskd troublesome, 24.26 brusc&te he troubles. The adj. is used of a road 
P 2891.6, ET, m, 79 pada damdd brrdski s{e the road is so rough ; of pain in 
P 2893.148, ET, m, 88 brriiskya v^ndjirndd removes severe pain ; a compound 
in P 2927.40, ET, m, 104 brruska-aysmva with rough minds.

155b only A 101 padamdi, 3 pi., hala paddmdi they placed a pit, to the 
3 sg. pret. fern. P 2834.49, EBT, 46 gatsa padd she placed him in the hole, from 
*pati-dd- and 3 pi. -dmdi from -dtdndd, as ndndd they took.
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155c, P 234 Jehasta, infra 157 Jehu ha Jehasta hadd when the day arrived, 
A 101 Jehvai hd Jehaste bdda : verb Jehah-: Jehasta- move, with preverb Ch. 1.0021 
a, a 2, KT, n, 53 usJehasta-, and H MBD 23 a 12, KT, v, 66 nasJehasta- (beside 
nasJeasta-). See BSOAS, xrv, 3, 1952, 428.

157, P 236 Jcasaujsvd, A 102 Jcasdjsvd in the inner chambers, equivalent to 
BS antahpura- which is used here A 102 amttapura-. The word is a derivative by 
suffix -djsa- from Jcasd- inner part, comer, in tcuratasa- rendering BS caturasra- 
(Abhidharmakoia m, 55), Oss. Dig., Iron Je’ds inner part, hearth, OInd. 
JcAias-, see JftdnamuJctdvaB: commemoration volume in honour of Johannes 
Nobel, 41.

158 A 104 thdJeye power, biiai ustami thdJeye alamgryadi iairJdl they adorned 
her finely to the utmost of their power. The meaning is got from Av.-dh. 18 v 2 
where occurs the series duaita samhd and thdJca, and 19 v 4 the series Jednttd, 
virte, thaJea and updya; and JdtS 13 v 2 vir&ij ddara thaJea, possibly from a base 
dag- beside the nasalized dang- to stretch.

159a Je§ama jsa please from me, where as often the pronoun -m is absent 
before jsa.

159b pdysa- surface, breast, see BSOAS, xrr, 2, 1948, 323-6; an, 1, 
1949,136 ; M. A. Mehendale, BSOAS, xxv, 3,1962, 597-9, on OInd/pdjas- and 
pdjasyd-. The Khowar loan-word pdz means breast. Here pdysu has coalesced 
with the following mra as in JdtS 20 v 4. Ossetic has both D fazd, Iron fdz side, 
and D fdzd, I fdz plain. The translation of OInd. pdjas- by body (S. D. Atkins, 
JAOS, lx xxv, 1, 1965, 9-22) is unacceptable.

160 vala- enclosure from Pkt., Jaina Pkt. vdda-, BS, Pali vdta-, Hindi bar 
fence. Divy. 288.15 has mandalavdta-.

161 pajali rrauda of the Pancala king ; in the Mahdvastu version Sudhanu 
has wives of the Kura and Pancala kings (n, 102, tr. 99).

163 juhaujaka, fern., lover, from juh- to be excited, love, freq., here ptc. 
juhana- with fern. -id-.

164, P 247 pdhauna word, A 109 pahyand, dyadic in C Vajr. b 65 parau 
pahauna, older E 23.92 patdhvdno . . . note he accepted the charge.

166a, P 251 svdra he, A 109 surg, from sa- with -dra-, with -dr- to -ur- to -vdr-.
166b, P 251, A 110 brrauda most beloved, from older Suv. 64 b 1 brydn- 

dama-, E 2.5 brydndama-.
166c avala-dimana, P 251 avala-(di')mana, A omits. Since 169 and P 255 

havamana gar a m in the Himavant mountain, corresponds to A 111 hamavamdi 
giri, it seems possible that the city of Drama, called in the Mahdvastu n, 101.9 
nirati- place of sport, should here be called by a metathesis avala for alaJcd the- 
city of Kubera (see BSOAS, xxiv, 3,1961, 477). In dimana we have *damanya- 
house, abode, by -ya- suffix from *damana- (E 5.5 damdnu, P 2781.19, KT, in, 
69 loc. sg. damtia) with umlaut crossing the second syllable as supra 68 h\jsaray 
and ystrra- Av. zaranya- gold, huSana- iron. The word dimana- also in D V 4 r 2, 
KT, v, 259 dhmandsta, Hedin 60 a 3, KT, rv, 163 <Kmam.

167, P 252 va§anaurau inst. pi. adj. epithet to yaJcsas and ndgas, only here-
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The context suggests destructive or injurious, which leads to a *ava-fSana-bara- 
to Av. fSarny a- to wrench. For -aura- note uysnora from *uz-ana-bara-.

168, P 254 ksdnnd Hava alkali streams, and infra 182 ksd(ri)ja ttajsaca, B 8 
ksdnje ttajsace. A Bud. naraka river ksdranadd tarangini is described Siksasam- 
uccaya 75, tr. 80 and is named in Khot. E 5.61 ksdranadd, the Vaitarani 
(W. Kirfel, Die Kosmographie der Inder, 204), Pah Jchdrodika naM. For Iran. 
Sogd. P 30 wyzt’ry ”w’zh (I. Gershevitch, Grammar, § 1056).

169a, P 266 havamana gara in, A hamavamdi giri loc. sg., with -amava- 
replaced by -avama-. Older E 2.66 himavanda-, P 2783.60, KT, me, 75 hama- 
vamdd yard m. The name of the yaksa sendpati is Ch. c.001, 1008, KBT, 141 
himavatf mistd yakspnd spata.

169b prrueye, P 257 prruxye, A 111 prruyai piece. As a measure in medical 
texts Si., JivP and P 2893, but in P 2891.24, KT, m, 80 piece. The base may be 
rang- break.

170a A 113 dii skamdMng, dva kathiri two axes formed like the shoulder- 
blades. Here kathira- axe is like Khowar kuter- axe (G. Morgenstierne, ‘ Some 
features of Khowar morphology ’, NTS, xiv, 1947, 16), but BS kufhdra-, Pah 
kuthdri, kudhan. Khot. also P 2936.9, KT, m, 109 kauthaira hidamjsa vadaidi 
axe made of iron. In dki is likely a Pkt. loan-word to OInd. RV dmsya-, dmsiya- 
adj. to dmsa- shoulder, whence later Kumaoni asi scythe, Hindi hdsiyd sickle, 
Guj. Msvo hoe from *anisya-, see R. L. Turner, A comparative dictionary of 
the Indo-Aryan languages, Ease. I. Here ait indicates an older *dmsya-.

170b A 113 phyasti peaks occurs in two meanings : (1) be pointed, as here 
and P 2891.23, KT, m, 80 phyaste ; (2) to shine, in Ch. 0048.46, KBT, 73 khu 
gara ysami phyasfa shines like a golden mountain, see KT, iv, 131 for Bud. 
parallels. Similarly the base taig- be sharp and shine.

170c A 113 bima rock, also P 2891.23, KT, m, 80 birni, 38 loc. pi. bimvd, 
adj. 26 bimila; Av. vaema-, Zor. Pahl. vem (Gr. Bd. 19.15), Insc. Hajjlabad 13, 
Parth. wym beside Pers. drky, Armen, vem.

173, P 261 dvdsa-pacada-vd twelve kinds (of mountains) for him.
174 A 116 ndmka soft, smooth, freq., older navka, E 4.89 naunika-.
175 pamatha puna jsa with arrow, dyadic ; Si. 144 r 5 pammamthd, BS 

ialya-, E 14.73 pi. patdmarnthand, from mand- to twirl. The older form of puna 
is puma- from *paruna- see BSOAS, xxrv, 3, 1961, 472.

177a nuvara-kaus(l)a pasta, B 1 nuvara-kau§ta pasta, A 117 nuvard-kausfd 
pdsti newly-flayed skin-coat from the context. In kaus{a- flayed can be seen ptc. 
of kauS: JcuS- to flay, in JdtS 28 r 2 kustdde kamge they flayed off the skin, 
Sarikoll keig-: kaxt to flay (Shaw, quoted by G. Morgenstierne, NTS, i, 1928, 
39). If the word pasta- here, which is the spelling of ah three manuscripts, has 
OIran. -a-, not -d- from older -au-, it could be traced to *pdsta- possibly *pdnsta- 
and compared with Av. pqsta- from *pdnsta-, if that is correctly explained by 
the Pahlavi gloss post. But if here pasta- is from an older *pusta- it can be 
directly compared with OPers. pavastd- envelope, Zor. Pahl. post skin, ultimately 
Khot. pustaa- book (from BS pustaka-, Toch. postak).
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177b prrahausdg 3 sg. pret. fern. she put on, with sd written for st, B 1 
prrahaundya, for -ausfa, A 118 prrihausde present 3 sg., to prahauy-: prahosta-.

178 hauig she carried off, to hoi-, haul- in E 23.308 hosfdndi (not ttuho-) they 
took away, Suv. 63 b 6, KT, v, 116 haulindd ysdnindd dyadic, BS haranti, H 142 
NS 68, v 1, KT, v, 88, N 106.40 holi(ndi) bdyindi, BS upandmyate, P 2781.61, 
KT, m, 70 sijsa jsdm dajagrraiva hausje Da^agriva carried off Sita, this is the 
act harana-. Also JdtS 34 r 1 holg ravishes. The base is fra-vdzaya-.

179 aysgana-ruvye in vulture form, B 4 aysgana-ruvyi, A aysgini-ruvya, 
older E 14.36 uysgana-, see ‘ Indago ariaca ’, Indian Linguistics, xxr, 1960, 3, 
NPers. zayan. See Divy. 460.13 paksi-rdjena.

181a dijandsfa downwards, below, B 6 ddja ; similar -nasta in Si. 102 v 1 
kdlandspl, BS kramam, Si. 138 r 6 ttdlands^d thither, P 2787.92, KT, n, 104 
hdlaing§td towards.

181b B 6 dye, A dyai mirror, older E dydna-, Zor. Pahl. aSvenak, MPaT 
”dyng, Sogd. ”8'yn’k, Bal. ddenk, Oss. Dig. ajddnd, Iron djddn.

183a abydva not opened, closed, B 10 abyd, A 123 qbydsft. That is *a-byata- 
from older a- with vilata-, Zor. Pahl. viSdtak open, empty, NPers. gulddah; 
and bydsta- from bydii- to open. Note also JdtS 9 v 1 bdtai open from viSataka-.

183b k§ade, Pkt. to BS k§ata- wound, to E 8.32 chadd.
184a (t)cada in only C here, but infra 194 tcada near, A 133 tcdda, from 

*6ar-.
184b B prruvd, A 126 prruvaki, men of the fortress, Divy. 467.2 gulmaka- 

sthdna- frontier post, older pruva-, nom. sg. pru, pi. pruva, see KT, rv, 73, 
BSOAS, xm, 4, 1961, 920-6 ; NWPkt. pirova-.

184c hesu upper room, older halsa-, here with suffixed -u and, even before 
tti jsdm.

186,204 joajus^a, Divy. 468.1 angvlimudrd ring. The older form is E 14.137 
pamjus(a-, A 136, 140 pamjusli, to WakhI plangbit, Khowar pulungufyu, Yidya 
pargu$6e (G. Morgenstieme, IIFL, n, 239).

189 naimasta rubbed, pressed, followed, is possible, but it may be an error 
for nahvasta as in B 16, see 47c supra.

192 A131 samiiund from a NWPkt. *same&oni- from samyak and yoni-, of 
excellent origin.

196 byauttai, inf., to carry across, see supra 113 parabyutta.
197 phara, 203 loc. sg. pharada, A 136 pharhya jar, pot, Divy. 467.29 ghaia-. 

Note also the loan-word gala- in Hard. 028, KT, v, 383 pdna-gald water-pot 
from Pkt. to pdniya- and ghaia-.

202a bauia smell, P 3613, 7 r 1, KT, m, 114 spye hiya buid scent of a 
flower, older E bussd, busd, pi. build, freq. in medical texts.

202b apakye clean, pure, from apa-, older atapya- with -kya-. Without a- 
in Av.-dh. 8 v 1, 2, 9 v 1 kapd, with neg. E agapi, atapi, atapye, Suv. 24 v 3 inst. 
pi. atapyattetyau impurities; Toch. akappi, BS aiuci-. This is BS kalpika-, 
kalpiya-, and with a-.

203 dd§\e he threw, to dil- throw (and H 142 NS 61, 47 v 3, KT, v, 29
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uysdiddtd he throws up), corresponding to A 138 ni&dve he threw, put, infra 
204b riiia.

204a uda adult, corresponds to A 139 ysdda- old.
204b hxyd she poured out, A 139 nx&d she threw, Av. Uxta-, see supra 129.
205a striya stiffened, A 140 strrxyi, ptc. to the base stramj-, adj. striha- 

stiff, and infra 214 pastriya-.
205b pacdvai 3 sg. pret. fem., she hid it, from *pacataM yi. This is ptc. 

*pacata- to pres, paean- in P 3513, 67 r 2, KT, I, 245 Suv. pacanum, BS chada- 
ydmi, and in the sense bestow also P 5538 b 68, KT, in, 123 pacana 2 sg. 
imperat., BS prratsadaya (for praticchadaya); pret. P 2906.27, KT, m, 98 
jmstd pace dyadic hidden, P 2910.31, KT, m, 99 pvxsta pacai, P 2801.47, KT, 
m, 67 paca she hid, P 2801.47, KT, m, 67 dx iarnde pacena pyuva removed from 
concealment under the earth. For the base Jean- cover, see Indo-Iranica .' 
m&anges prhenUs a Georg Morgenstieme, 10.

205c pyaria, inf., to shake, see supra 128 to A 79 ysira pyaili to scatter gold. 
For the base Jean- throw, see Trans. Phil. Soc., 1956, 104-7.

206a Jieiu, A 140 JiaiStu someone.
206b A 141 hxydmdA ndM lordly man, to hiye, BS svamx, hiyaudd lord, see 

KT, rv, 62, TumSuq 5.6 Jiawyendi.
212 Jiadave read Jiadd-v-e days, with pronoun suffixed by -v-. If Jiada is 

kept it may be rendered by with many clothes, as cognate accusative.
214 pastri restrained, with -I from -xyd from pL -xye fem. The base starg- 

is in JivP 88 v 1, KT, i, 171 pastarga-, BS stabdha-; pret. Si. 1 v 5 pastnyamdd, 
131 v 1 incoh. pastnsdme, Tib. rihs-pa stiff, P 2958.90, KBT, 42 pastnya 
revolted. Supra 205a stnya-.

218 maurda wandered, P 2781.27, KT, m, 69 murrddmdd diig m they 
wandered in all directions, from mur-: murrda- to press. Also P 2801.45, KT, 
m, 67 Jiastd idmdd murrde he pressed the elephant’s trunk, BJicd. 52 v 1 
vamwrrda-.

219 JiabvaJcye, 223 JuibvaJcya, A 149 JiambveJcye, pejorative, speech, abuse, 
possibly from ham-bav-, attested in Samghd(a-sutra H 143 NS 65, KT, v, 68 
(Konow 4 a 3) 8 r 3 hum, BS Gilgit MS 37, 4 a 5 aha, Tib. gsol-ba he said. Nominal 
are P 2781.6, KT, m, 68 bunaJcya pherde he spoke words, P 2783.50, KT, in, 74 
yuda nerajsa b\ifte he spoke with (llama’s) wife, ibid. 50-1 nera jsq bprle yamde 
he speaks with the wife. A connexion with Armen. Jiamirau tidings seems likely 
(KT, rv, 98).

220 ddsfa honoured (1), the dittography of da makes the change to tsdsta- 
calm unlikely ; it has been taken to connect with das- to get in Av. daSta-.

221a sa JeJianda, Dtvy. 458.11 Jehanda-$atam one hundred pieces, but A 150 
dva JcJiqnda two pieces.

221b Read Jehva vd ma svida naraume that milk should issue here (proving 
innocence).

223 only C, pajaruna salava abuse, older SarngJiata-sutra 37 a 5, KT, v, 76 
pajarunai hvdfiin(<M) they speak abuse to him, Gilgit MS 37, 33 b 7 paribhd§d,
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Tib. spyos-pa from spyo-ba to blame. The base is gar- to celebrate with reversive 
preverb pati-jar- to abuse.

To the end only A.
A 150 drastd she reported, infra A154 aurastai, from a-fras-.
A 153 kyesard sarau, E 6.38 gen. sg. saruai kesard, Hedin 72, KT, iv, 25 

Mka kyesara the Sakya lion, 0 110, KT, n, 7 kyaisara sarau, Ch. ii 004, 4 r 2 
kyasara saram. This kyesara- is from BS kesarin-, epithet of the lion, and also as 
sb. lion. See supra 46b.

A 156a peiaramjsi adj. of the evening. Older Godfrey 3 b 5, KT, m, 126 
paMdrd evening, Vajr. 28 b 3 paidrd, BS sdydhna-, Si. 149 v 2 pa-iy, Tib. mdhan- 
mo night, adj. Si. 4 r 2 pgigramjA.

A 156b tcaista heaped, abundant, connected with C Vajr. b 42 ttakyi 
tcesta tta karma so his acts are accumulated, P 2897.17, KT, n, 115 sau khara&au 
tcaista hayu bydva ma tta yana may you lord Khara^au remember me as an 
established friend. This tcaista- may' represent earlier *6asta- or *sSasta- from 
6and- or sdand-. For heap up, note Oss. Dig. cdndd, Iron cdnd heap, mass, 
multitude; this to a base hand- or skand- which may be OInd. skandate to 
jump, Lat. scando rise.

A 157 saidrd upaidri BS sendra- and upendra-, associate of Indra and 
secondary Indra. Also JdtS 2 v 1-2 iakrrd gyastd dstam ci ra semdrropemdrra 
Sakra deva and the others Sendra and Upendra, P 2896.40, KT, in, 95 iakrra 
dstana saidraupaidrau jastd hiye of the devas Sendra and Upendra beginning 
with Sakra deva. Divy. 567.16 sendropendranam devdndm.

A 158a cvdm saittd samanyau vaHi haittara badd how does it seem to you, 
Sramanas, now in former time, corresponding to the clich.6, as AvadanaSataka 
92.5 him manyadhve bhiksavo yo ’sau tena kdlena tern samayena.

A 158b haittara badd former time, supra A 30 haitti bddi, C 76 thyautta 
former. So Manj. 273, haittara badd. Vajr. 43 a 2 haittd badd. Comparison of 
E paittaru later with paiya long, BS cirena, suggests that this haittara former is 
comparative to E 22.21 haiyd (in haiyd anicca fleeting are the impermanent 
things). The two words can be traced to similar derivatives of fra and apa.

A159 The samavadhdna, summary of identifications, gives: Sudhana 
= Gautama, Suryaprabha = Mahamaya, and Dhana = Suddhodana.

A160 ptru idstrri ancient treatise, cited as source of the avadana. The 
piru is for piruyd, as if -uvd passed to -u, cf. dinu supra 145a.



THE STORY OF SUDHANA AND MANOHARA : AN 
ANALYSIS OF THE TEXTS AND THE BOROBUDUR

RELIEFS

By Padmanabh S. Jaini

(PLATE I)

The story of Sudhana is one of the most popular of the avadanm of 
Northern Hlnayana Buddhism. There are two main versions of this story, one 
adopted by the Mahasahghika school and the other by the Mula-Sarvastivada 
school. The former is preserved in the Hahavastu1 * under the title KiwnarI- 
jataka, and a similar version of this story is found in a Chinese collection called 
Liu-tu-dd-ching ‘ Collection [of tales to illustrate] the six pdramitds ’, said to 
have been translated in approximately a.d. 270 (Taisho Tripitaka, in, no. 152, 
44 f.) and accessible to us in Chavannes’s Tripifaka (Cinq cents contes et apologues, 
no. 80). The Mula-Sarvastivada redaction is found in a Vinaya text of that 
school called the BJiaisajya-vastu* It was translated by I-ching3 and is 
referred to as Ken pen chouo ... by Chavannes (iv, 133). A Tibetan translation 
is also found in Bkah-hgyur,4 * a translation of which is available in Schiefner’s 
Tibetan tales (44—74). This redaction was bodily adopted by the Divydvaddna.6

The Mahasahghika version appears to have been generally superseded by 
redactions related to the Mula-Sarvastivada version. One such appears in the 
Avaddnakalpalatd 8 of Ksemendra. Outside India, another is found in the 
Khotanese (Saka) Buddhist texts,7 and towards the beginning of the fifteenth 
century, a much enlarged form is attested in Pali in recensions of the Pafifidsa-

1 Hahavastu, ed. Senart, n, 94-115.
* N. Dutt (ed.), OUgil manuscripts, m, 1, 123-49.
3 TaishO Tripifaka, xxrv, 59 If. (e. a.d. 700).
4 Tibetan Tripifaka, sxi, 193-3-5 (Ge 190 b 5 ff.).
* Divydvaddna, ed. Cowell and Neil, ixx, 435-61.
As the Bhaifajya-vastu, the extant MuJa-Sarv&stivada text where this Btory appears, is 

incomplete, and as the Tibetan translation of it, with the exception of six verses (see p. 541, 
n. 41, and p. 545, n. 63) and a few minor points (noted by Professor Butt in Oil. MSS) is almost 
identical with the Divydvaddna version it will not be wrong to treat the latter as an authoritative 
Mola-SarvSstivada version. I-nbing’s translation of the Bhaifajya-vastu, in the light of random 
comparison made for me by Professor J. Brough, is based on a text not significantly different 
from the Divydvaddna version (see p. 541, n. 41, and p. 545, n. 53).

On the sources of the Divydvaddna in general, see Huber, ‘ Les souroes du Divydvaddna ’, 
BEFEO, vi, 1906, 1-37 ; L6vi, ‘ Les 6I6ments de formation du Divyavadana ’, TP, S6r. 2, vm, 
1907, 105-22 ; L6vi, ‘ La Drst&nta-pahkti et son auteur ’, JA, coxi, juillot—sept. 1927, 103 ff.; 
J. Przyluski, ‘ Fables in the Vinaya-Pifaka of the SarvSstivS.din school ’, IHQ, v, 1, 1929, 1-6. 
For a oomplete bibliography on this subject and a comparison of several versions of a similar 
story from the Divydvaddna (im) see Kenneth K. S. Ch'on, ‘ A study of the Svagata story in the 
Divydvaddna in its Sanskrit, Pali, Tibetan, and Chinese versions ’, Harvard Journal of Asiatic 
Studies', rx, 3-4, 1947, 207-314.

* Avaddnakalpalatd of Ksemendra, ed. with Tibetan text by S. C. Das and S. C. Vidyabhusana 
(Bibliotheoa Indica), n, 319-413. It oonsists of 337 verses.

7 H. W. Bailey (ed.), Khotanese Buddhist texts, 1961, nos. 7-12 (pp. 11-39). The Khotanese
Jdlaha-stava (Khotanese texts, I, 198-219) devotes eight verses (23 r 1-4) to this story.
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jdtaka, a collection of 50 ‘ extra-canonical ’ jdtakas 8 forming a major part of 
the popular Buddhist literature of the South East Asian countries. In later 
periods the story of Sudhana appears in several vernacular narrative poems 
(pyo) and dramas in Burma and Siam.

No other Buddhist story seems to have enjoyed such wide popularity and, 
with the possible exception of the Vessantara-jdtdka and the Suvannasankha- 
jdtaka {Pannasa-jdtaka, no. 53), no other appears to have survived on a popular 
dramatic stage up to the present day in any Buddhist country.

The three Sanskrit redactions, viz. those of the Mahavastu {Mv.), the 
Divydvaddna {Da.) and the Avaddna-kalpalatd {Ak.), as well as the Chinese 
and Tibetan translations of it (through the translations of Chavannes (‘ Chinese 
A ’) and Schiefner), were already well known when Oldenburg in 1895 identified 
reliefs nos. I, b, 3-20 of the Borobudur 9 with the Sudkanakumdravaddna of 
the Divydvaddna. The Pah redactions of the Zimmi. Panndsa10 {Zp.) and

8 The ‘ extra-canonical ’ nature of the PaAAdsa-jdtaka was first established by L. Peer in his 
article ‘ Les Jatakas JA, 7« S6r., v, 1876 (section ‘ Reoueils extra-canoniques pp. 417 ff.). In 
1917 L. Knot published a complete oonoordanoe of the three recensions of this collection, one 
in Laotian and two in Pali Of the last two, one is found in Burma and is oalled Zimmi Panndsa, 
and the other is the PaAAdsa-jdtaka found in Siam and Cambodia. For full details see ‘ Reoherches 
sur la literature laotienne ’, BEFEO, xvn, 6, 1917, 44-60. H. Deydier in his Introduction d la 
connaissance du Laos gives a brief description of the Laotian version and also states that the story 
of Sudhana is found in the paintings on the facade of a pagoda near Luang Prabang (p. 112). 
Both Knot and Deydier believe that these ‘ extra-canonical ’ works are of recent date and were 
composed in Chieng Mai during the fifteenth-eighteenth centuries by the local monks (see p. 636, 
n. 11).

Only one story of the entire collection has been oritioally edited and translated so far. This 
is found in Mme. G. Terral’s ‘ SamuddaghoBajataka: oonte Pali tite dn Pafiniisa-jataka 
BEPEO, tt.vttt, 1, 1966, 249-361. In her introduction Mme. Terral deals at length with the 
manuscript material of these oolleotions and the peculiarities of their language.

There are three MSS of the Cambodian recension of the PaAAdsa-jdtaka in the Bibliothbque 
Rationale in Paris, one in Phnom Penh (Terral, op. oit., 266) and one in Colombo Museum 
Library (obtained from Cambodia in exchange—see Catalogue of palm-leaf MSS, i, 1938). Two 
Laotian nissayas of the PaAAdsa-jdtaka (entitled Ha-sip-xat) are listed in Pierre-Bemard Lafont’s 
• Uventaire des manusorits des pagodes du Laos ’, BEFEO, Ln, 2, 1963. The National Museum 
at Bangkok has a large number of palm-leaf MSS of the PaAAdsa-jdtaka (in Cambodian characters) 
hitherto unpublished. During my visit there in 1961 I was able to obtain, through the courtesy 
of the ourator of the Museum, miorofilm copies of eight (incomplete) MSS written during the 
post-Ayuthyan period and two MSS, one in Burmese (jdtakas 1-17) and the other in Mon (jdtakas 
1-11) characters. I was also able to obtain microfilms of a MS in Laotian characters from the 
private oolleotion of Dr. Christian Welder. This MS oontains Bix stories and is dated Sakaraj 
960 (a.d. 1689), perhaps the oldest MS of the PaAAdsa-jdtaka so far discovered.

• Boucher in his ‘ Notes d’ardteologie bouddhique (les bas-reliefs de Borobudur) ’, BEFEO, 
rx 1909 9-18, confirms Oldenburg’s observation and adds that two more reliefs, nos. I, b, 1-2 
also depicted the same story. For the purpose of this identification Mv. and Da. were compared 
but Ak. was not considered of any help as it was composed later than the Borobudur period. 
See N. J. Krom and T. van Erp, Beschrijving van Borobudur, 1920, 219-36, where details of 20 
reliefs (Ser. I, b, 1-20, plates i-x) are given and compared with the corresponding story in Da. 
The Saka version was not then known and Zimmi Panndsa, although published in 1911, does 
not seem to have been consulted. As will be shown below (p. 664, nn. 71 and 76) oertain 
scenes in reliefs nos. 16 and 18 oan be satisfactorily identified only by means of the Pali versions.

10 Zimmi Panndsa (i.e. Chieng Mai 60) edited anonymously and published by the Hantha- 
waddy Press, Rangoon, 1911. The work, an octavo of 686 pp., has no introduction, oritioal 
apparatus, or variant readings.

MSS of Zp. are not found, to the best of my knowledge, anywhere outside Burma. In 1961, 
I was unable to find even a single MS of it in the libraries of Rangoon, Mandalay, and Pagan,
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Pafiftaea-jdtakau (Pj.) were published later, but have remained comparatively 
unknown. With the publication of a translation of the Saka redaction14 by 
Professor Sir Harold Bailey it is now possible to compare the Sanskrit, Saka, 
and Pali sources. In this article a comparison will be made of these different 
versions of this story in order to establish their mutual relationship and also 
to trace the main sources of the Borobudur reliefs (nos. I, b, 1-20) as well as 
of the popular vernacular versions prevalent in Burma and Siam.

Tide: in Mv. the story is called Kinnan-jdtaka, in Da. Sudhanakumdrdva- 
dana. In AJc. it is called Sudhanakinnary-avaddna suggesting a combination of 
the titles by K^emendra. Of the two Pali redactions 7/p. has Sudkanukumdra- 
jataka and Pj. has Sudhana-jdtaka. The editor has kindly confirmed that the 
Saka text has no title.

Niddna or ‘ moral of the story ’ : in Mv. the jaiaka is placed in the mouth 
of the Buddha who narrates it to the monks to illustrate how even in the past 
Ya^odhara his wife was won by bim ‘ after great fatigue (khedena), great effort 
(kamena), and great valour (rhryena) \I * * * * * * * * * * * 13 In Da. the Buddha narrates it to a 
king to illustrate his great charities, meritorious deeds, and the fulfilment of 
the mrya-pdramiidM There is no reference here to Yaiodhara. ‘ Saka ’ makes 
only a casual reference to Ya&xLhara : ‘ He approached Kapilavastu .... For

I learnt from an elderly Mahathera, ohief abbot of Pagan, that, according to an oral tradition 
current in hie young days, King Myndon of Mandalay (1863-78) had disapproved of this apo
cryphal work and consequently very few MSS of it were to he found in the monasteries of Burma.
It is not found in Siam, not even in Chieng Mai, possibly the plaoe of origin of this work as the
title seems to indicate. In 1962, however, a MS of it consisting of 162 leaves was discovered by
the Venerable U Wa Tha Wa in the Zetawun monastery in Monyway (in Monywa district) near
Mandalay. I have been able to obtain photographs of this rare MS by the oourtesy of the
Venerable U Wa Tha Wa and U Maung Maung Tin of the University of Mandalay. The MS is 
complete and is dated SakarJj 1169, i.e. a.d. 1807. It is identical with the published Zp. and
might have been the source of the latter.

11 Three parts containing 16 jdiakas have been published by the Institut Bouddhique, 
Phnom Penh, 1963.

An abridged Siamese translation (with the original Pali verses) of the Padhdsa-jdtaha was 
first published in Bangkok in 1926. It was published again in 1966 by the Pine Arts Department, 
and is entitled Pannydt Ohadok (PaAHasa-jdtaka) chabap hQ samut haeng chat (National Library
version). In his preface to the first edition, Prince Damrong states that these stories were com
posed in Chieng Mai around a.d. 1467-1667. He also refers to the tradition that these stories 
were not approved of by a king of Burma. The second edition published in two volumes contains 
61 stories instead of the traditional 60 found in the Cambodian version.

ls ‘ The Sudhana poem of Hddhiprabh&va ’, BSOAS, xm, 3, 1966, 606-82. I am deeply 
grateful to Professor Sir Harold Bailey for his kind permission to use the typescript of his 
translation in preparing this artiole.

11 Na bhiksavo iddnim eva Yaiodhard khedena labdhd anyadd pi t$d mayd mahatd khedena 
mahatd hramena mahatd viryena labdhd (Mv., n, 94). The first Chinese version (Liu-tu-chi-chi-ng— 
‘ Chinese A ’) gives a totally different niddna. Here the story seems to illustrate not how Gautama 
obtained his wife, but Chandaka’s former rendering of assistance to Sudhana which ultimately 
made him responsible for helping Gautama to become an ascetio. At the end of the story Chandaka 
is identified with one of the two monks (unlike Mv., where Chandaka is identified with Vasantaka) 
who help the prince in his searoh for Manoharii. Chandaka plays a very minor role in the story, 
and it is likely that the source laoked the attested Mv. niddna.

11 Punar api mahdrdja yan maydnuttarasamyaksambodhipraptaye ddndni dattdni punydni 
kfldni viryapdramitd ca paripdritd anuttard samyaksambodhir ndradhitd tac chrdyatdm (Da., 436).
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Ya&xlhara’s sake he there narrated a tale in illustration; he related his 
purvayoga ’ (Bailey, ‘ Sudhana poem 606). Ak., however, appears to resemble 
the niddna of Mv., introducing a novel, incident in his personal life:16 
‘ Whenever the Lord entered his capital city, Yaiodhara, confined to her palace, 
would, out of despair, try to throw herself from the terrace. The Lord would 
then save his loving ex-wife [by a glance of great pity]. One day being 
questioned by the monks out of curiosity the Lord said : Yaiodhara, 0 monks, 
on account of her separation from me is afflicted and resorts to such reckless 
acts. I too, 0 monks, in the past have experienced great calamities on account 
of my separation from her ’. The Pali redactions give a long niddna in full 
imitation of ajataka story.16 Both differ from the accounts given above. Here 
the Buddha narrates this story to a monk in love with a beautiful woman to 
show the dangers that a man in love may undergo to obtain his beloved, forsaking 
his parents, his kingdom, and even endangering his life.

The story: it will be convenient to summarize the Mv. and Da. redactions 
separately, as representatives of the two main versions. The variations found 
in ‘ Chinese A ’, closely related to the first version, and in the remaining redac
tions, associated with the second version, will be noted at the appropriate place.

Kinnan-jdtaka (Mv.)

In Hastinapura there reigned a virtuous king named Subahu. He had a 
son (the bodtesattm) named Sudhanu, the heir to the throne. His neighbour17 
a king named Sucandrima ruled in Siiphapura. This king wishes to perform a

15 Tatsahgam aliiiganayor nirdka bhrdnidkhildid vifamurcchiteva/
dhptirp vayasydm iva vdrayaniirp nirasya saudhdi tanum vtsasarja//
Tadd yadd pallavapeialdiigi deharn samuisrttavati sail sd/
tadd tadd manmathamohitdrp tdrp daydrdracaJcsur bhagavdn rarak^a//(Ak., 4-5).

The words of Mv., mahatd khedena labdhd, find an eoho in
Maydpi tasyd virahtna pftrvarp janmdntare mdravimohitena/ 
earpsaktasantdpanimiUabhitah khedah prabhdtavyasano 'nubhutah//(Ak., 8).

1€ ‘ Kuto nu dgacchasi luddakd ’ ti. Imarp dhammadesanarp satthd Jetavcme viharanto ekarp 
ukkanfhitabhikkhurp drabbka kaihesi. So kira ekadivasamhi bhikklidya caranio ekarp itihirp 
uiiamarupadfiararp dievd patibaddhacitto hutvd tato nivattetvd ekarp antarp pattarp fhapetvd adho- 
mukho dammano pajjhdyanto nisidi. Tadassa edhdyakd(o) bhikkhu larp disvd ‘ bhanie, tumhdkarp 
aphdsuhan ’ ti pucchi. ‘ Amtso, na me aphdsukarp, hiyyo bhikkhdcdraithdya caranio ekarp itihirp 
disvd patibaddhacitto hutvd tena me ukkapfhitam eva dvuso ’ ti. Te pi bhikkhu tarp gahetvd bhagavato 
eantike daesesurp. Te satthdrd ‘ kirp nu kho bhikkhave anicchamdnaAn eva bhikkhurp gahetvd 
dgacchathd ’ ti vutte tarp attham arocesurp. ‘ Saccarp kira tvarp bhikkhu ukkanfhitoH ’ ti pucchitvd 
‘ dma bhante ’ ti vutte, ‘ md bhikkhu evaruparp kareyydsi, tvarp saddhdya pabbajito attano pitararp 
chaddetvd mama niyydnike sdsane pabbajitvd katharp kilesarasatp gaccheyydsi t Bhikkhu, mdtugdmo 
ndma anatthakaro dujjayo tasmd hi bhikkhu sankiliffharp duccaritadhammarp vinodeyyasi, katharp 
ukkanfhitarp gaccheyydsi f Pubbe papditd mdtugdmarp niesdya mahantarp rajjasirirp mdidpitunaA 
ca anoloketvd attano jiviian ca aganetvd mdtugdmarasena aiidukkararp agamarpeu ’ ti voted tunhi 
ahosi. Tehi ydcito atftarp dhari. Pj., 29-30.

The Zp. version of this passage is larger than Pj. by almost a half and is repetitive and 
elaborate, showing a oertain interest in such items as iamatha, vipaesand, and asubha-kammatthdna. 
Pj. is as usual short and more to the point.

17 According to ‘ Chinese A ’ the two kings are related to eaoh other as father and son, the 
latter (Nan-lo-shih) being the father of Sndhanu.
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sacrifice of all living beings.18 Hunters gather all kinds of beings with the 
exception of a kinnari. A competent hunter (name not given)19 is sent to 
capture a kinnari.

He goes up to the Himalaya, approaches a hermit in his hermitage where he 
hears celestial music. He learns from the hermit that it is the singing of the 
kinnans, daughters of a kinnara king called Drama.*0 He learns the name of 
one of them called Manohara and also that she could be captured by uttering 
a truth (8atyavdkyena).a He utters her true name, thereby making her stand 
still, captures her, and brings her to the sacrificial enclosure of Sucandrima.

Xing Subahu sends Sudhanu to attend the sacrifice. There he falls in love 
with Manohara, preaches the doctrine ** to king Sucandrima, rescues her from 
the sacrifice, and brings her to his capital as his wife.

He is greatly attached to her and neglects his duties, and the citizens prevail 
upon the king to get rid of her. Consequently, the king bids her depart.*3 
She leaves for the Himalaya.

There she meets two hunters called Utpalaka and Malaka.21 She gives them 
a ring and a garland, instructing them to give them to Sudhanu if he follows her.

18 In ‘ Chinese A ’ the king of Ni-ho-pien (Siiphapura ?) learns from some selfish brahmins 
that it is possible to go to heaven alive by performing a sacrifice of all beings. The king undertakes 
this sacrifice. After four months the brahmins put up an impossible condition of including a 
kinnari among the beings to be sacrificed so that they can escape the blame if the sacrifice does 
not yield the desired result. In Mv. the rfis who are invited by the king to inspect the sacrifice 
and point out any deficiencies suggest that it is incomplete without a kinnari (pratyavek^antn 
bhagavanto yajiiavdfaip kirji paripUrnaiji na veii. . . . Deva kinnariyt Uno . . . (Mv., n, 96)).

18 Later in the story Mv. mentions the names of two hunters, Utpalaka and Malaka, whom 
the kinnari meets on her way home in the Himalaya. In ‘ Chinese A ’, however, these two are 
referred to here as ‘ deux religieux ’ (p. 294); by an order of the king they are brought to the 
capital, are fSted, and requested to find a kinnari.

,0 This name is not noted in Pali, but appears frequently as a name of a king of the lcinnaraa 
in Buddhist Sanskrit works. A Mahayana text called Druma-kinnara-rdja-parip\xchd-sUira, 
translated into Chinese by Kumirajiva, is reported by Nakamura Hajime in his ‘ A critioal 
survey of MahUyiina and esoterio Buddhism ’, Acta Aeiatica, vi, 1964, 68.

u aha. Satyavdkyena etd badhyanti na Saknonii antardhayiturp ....
Dhitd tvarp kinnararajasya Drumarajho yahasvini/ 
eiena satyavdkyena tiflha baddhdsi kinnari//
Tathd tvarp Drumarajasya dhitd Drumena rdjAiI sarpvrddhd/ 
satyavacanena bhadre Manohare md padayi gaccha//(Mv., n, 96).

On satyavacana, see E. W. Burlingame: ‘ The Act of Truth (saocakiriya) ’, JBAS, 1917, 
429-67; W. Norman-Brown : ‘ Basis of the Hindu Aots of Truth ’, Review of Religion, v, 1, 
1940-1, 36 ff.

In ‘ Chinese A ’ Manohara is named ‘ Devi (a forme humalne) ’. Nor is there any mention 
of the satyavacana; the two monks leam a spell from the hermit, pronounce it, and bring her 
in a bamboo cage to the oapital.

** Mv. lists here the ten kukda and akubala karmapathas. ‘ Chinese A ’ devotes several long 
passages to the condemnation of brahmins and thoir sacrifices.

u RajAd SttbShund Sudhanukumdro iabddpito. Putra janapadd oravanti. Arthdrthdni na 
samaruUdsaei yathdpdrvayt, Manohardye . . . pramatto viharasi visarjehi pmira etdip.... Rdjiid ca 
amdtyd dnattd uparundhatha kumdratp . . . Manohard . . . anujfldtd Niratiyi kinnaranagararp 
gamandya . . . mdidpitmdyi sakdhayi. . . (Mv., n, 101).

24 Tathiip .. . duve lubhdaputrd mrgavydtp anvanii. Eko . .. Ulpalako ndma dviiiyo .. . Mdlako 
ndma (ibid.).

‘ Chinese A ’ again refers to them as ‘ deux religieux ’ who had apparently returned to their 
abode after first having captured her.
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Sudhanu leaves in search of her with a companion called Vasantaka,25 

meets the two hnnters in the Himalaya, and obtains the ring and the garland 
from them. All fonr go in search of Manohara. After crossing several mountains 
they come to the retreat of the hermit (this time his name is given as Ka^yapa) 
and beg him to guide them.

The hermit asks a king of monkeys 28 to guide them. All four mount him 
and ride to the city of Drama, called Nirati, on the summit of Mount 
Kailasa.

As they all stand outside the city Sudhanu sees some hitman maids gathered 
to draw water for the purifying hath of Manohara. The prince secretly pnts 
the ring in one of the pitchers. Manohara, while being bathed, finds the ring, 
recognizes it, and reports to her parents.

The prince is received by the king Drama and the lovers are reunited.27 

Sudhanu is anxious to return to his parents and is transported there with his 
wife by a gronp of Yamhhara yaksas.

Sudhanu’s father orders funeral rites 28 to be performed for the supposedly 
dead prince. The arrival of the prince brings great happiness to all.

Sudhanahumdravaddna (Da.)

In Da., ‘ Saka ’, and Ah. the king is called Dhana of Uttarapancala (instead 
of Subahu of Mv.). In ‘ Pah ’ he is called Adiccavamaa. TTis son is Sudhana 29 

the bodMsattva. The mother’s name is not given in Da. In ‘ Saka ’ she is 
called Suryaprabha, in Ah. Rama, and in ‘ Pah ’ Candadevl.

In Mv. Subahu’s neighbour king Sucandrima is said to be his friend (in 
‘ Chinese A 5 they Eire father and son) but in Da. etc. this neighbour is a rival 
of Dhana. His name is not given in Da. or ‘ Pah ’. In ‘ Saka ’ as well as in

15 So ddni rdjakuldto nirydtvd sdrdhaiji Vasantakena (kind paricdrakena . . . (Mv., n, 103).
This name occurs only in Mv. In ‘ Chinese A ’ the guardian deity of the palace shows him 

the way, but the prince leaves alone in search of the ‘ Devi ’.
”... iha uddtM vdnardpraiivasanti. To tefdtji yUihapaii so mama abhiprasanno .. . tarn ahayi 

vdnarardjayi adhyegifyatp. . . . Jit<i aha. Imam kumdrarji dimand caturtharjx Drumasya . . . 
kinnaranagaram tahiyi nehi. Vanaro aha. Bhagavan nemi (Mv., n, 108).

In ‘ Chinese A ’ this monkey is Sakra in disguise : ‘ En oe moment, Sakra, roi des devas, prit 
la forme d’un singe dont le merveilleux prestige faisait trembler la montagne . . .’ (p. 301).

17 Evayt Sudhanu mahatd vibhdfdye . . . kinnarar&jfto nagaraiji pravt&ito . . . Drumtna ca . . . 
abhinandiio utsange sarjuxhito . . . (Mv., n, 111).

”... Subdhund mdrgand karitd . . . tasya bhavati mrto bhavUyaii Icumdro. . . . Tena rajhd 
kumdrasya Sudhanusya mrtasya lc&ryani krt&ni . . . (ibid.).

This incident is not found in 1 Chinese A ’ or any other version.
19 The names Dhana (only onoe Mahadhana, Da., 436) and Sudhana in Da. are less convincing 

than their Mv. counterparts Subt.hu and Sudhanu. Grammatically it is more likely that -u 
ohanged to -a than vice versa. In Da., ayayi ddrako Dhanasya raj hah putro bhavaiu ddrakasya 
Sudhano ndmeii can account for the advent of Dhana. The name SubShu appears only in Mv., 
but Sudhanu reappears in Zp., despite an explanation by the latter : tassa pana j&tadiva&e yeva 
tesu fhdnesu id pi nxdhikumbhiyo bhdmito utfhahiivd pdkafd honti. Aiha Adicoavatpsarajd pi tatp 
acchariyayt disvd . . . Sudhano iv eva ndmarji ak&si (Zp., 146). Thus Zp. introduces Sudhana but 
discontinues this in favour of Sudhanu. Pj. is consistent in oalling him Sudhana, Sudhana- 
kum&ra, and Sudhanar&ja.
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Ak. lie is called Mahendrasena.30 He is a -wicked king and his subjects desert 
him to take refuge in the kingdom of Dhana.

This exodus increases their rivalry and an element not found in Mv. and 
‘ Chinese A ’ is introduced into the story. A naga (dragon) called Janmacitraka 
(Citra in ‘ 8aka ’ and Ak.n and Jambucittaka in ‘ Pali ’) protects the kingdom 
of Uttarapancala and keeps it rich and full of food. The rival king sends a 
brahmin (only Ak. gives his name as Vidyadhara) to capture or kill this naga. 
The naga finds this out, seeks help from a hunter called Phalaka 3i (TJtpalaka 
in ‘ Saka ’ and Ak., Pmjdanka in ‘ Pali ’) who kills this brahmin and is honoured 
by the naga with various presents. The hunter now approaches a hermit and 
tells him about his gifts obtained from the naga. The hermit then asks him 
to get the nagapdia (called amoghapaSa ‘ unfailing noose ’).33 The hunter 
returns to the ndga-bhavana, persuades the naga to part with the nagapdia.M 
On a subsequent occasion he visits a certain mountain, meets there another 
hermit, learns from him about the bathing kinnans, and captures Manohara 
(without the aid of the satyavakya of Mv.) with his ndgapdia. The Pali versions 
refer only to a single hermit but otherwise agree with Da. ‘ Saka ’ and Ak., 
however, differ from Da. In these the hunter meets only one hermit and

#0 ‘ Ab a frontier king lived king Mahendraeena ’ (Bailey, ‘ Sudhana poem ’, 507). 
of. Babhuva tasya bhdbhartur bhupatir bh&myanantarah/

mdn\ Mahendrasendkhyah prakhydtaprthuviJcramah//(Ak., 13).
11 1 A meritorious ndgardja by name Citra dwelt where in the ground at all times the seeds 

ripen ’ (Bailey, 4 Sudhana poem *, 607).
of. Visaye nagardjo ’sti Citro ndma bahudakab/

akdle SasyanifpaUis tat prabhdvena jdyate/(Ak., 33a, 34a).
** Da. gives the name of this hunter as Hal aka but it is stated in the footnote (p. 437, n. 2) 

that MS C generally gives Phalaka. Professor Brough, who checked I-ching’s transcription of 
this name, informs me that Phalaka is the correct reading in the Mula-Sarvastivada version. 
This is also confirmed by the reading in the Bhaifajya-vastu (Oil. MSS, in, 1, 133).

Da. actually refers to two hunters called Sfiraka and Phalaka. These might correspond to 
She-li and Yu-pen of 1 Chinese A * (p. 294); Mv. in this context does not name the hunter, but 
on a subsequent occasion it refers to two hunters called TJtpalaka and Malaka (Mv., n, 102). 
It is possible to conceive some relationship between Phalaka, Yu-pen, and TJtpalaka, but we 
cannot determine which is the more original form. As for Siiraka (corresponding to She-li and 
Malaka) Mb name is mentioned only once in Da.: taira . . . dvau lubdhakan praiivascUah S&rako 
Pludakah. Sdraho kdlagato Phalaka jivaii (Da., 437). It is not dear why his name should be 
introduced as he does not play any part in the story. This obscurity-is removed in both 4 Saka * 
and Ak. where the two hunters called Padmaka (‘ Saka ’: Padamaka) and TJtpalaka are related 
as father and son. The father obtains the ndgapctia and when he dies it passes to his eon who 
captures Manoharft:

‘ When he (Padamaka) passed away, after the son carried on, TJtpalaka by name ; the noose 
descended to him * (Bailey, 4 Sudhana poem \ 608).

of. Lubdhakdh Padmaka ndma sa me $ajfirak$anaksamah/
putrdyotpalakcUehydya ptUarji daitvd vyapadyata/(Ak., 48a, 66b).

53 Jfail} kaihayati. Ktrji ratnaik . . . tasya bhavane amogho ndma p&Sas tiffhati tatjx ydcasva 
(Da., 439).

** . . . alaijt mama rainaih kiijt tv ctayi amoghapaSayi prayacchaiheli . . . yadi asti kjiam 
upakftaiji cdnuprayaccheli . . . (ibid.).

cf. Ndgapdsaiji tarjx ydcdmi, tendhaiji idha gacchdmi/
tasmd tarji detha taiji sxgharji, ndgardjd mdhiddhiko ti//
. . . bho ndgar&ja, tvarjx atipapancatji avatvd nagap&saiji va me dehi ti (Zp., 153).
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approaches him already armed with the nugapdsa. Consequently he visits the 
naga only once and not twice as in other versions.36

The subsequent flight of the other hitmans is described in only two lines 
in Da. Zp. here describes in nine verses their lamentation and the crying of 
Manohara’s mother. The latter is sent by the king Duma (Da., Drama) in 
search of her.38

In Da., ‘ Saka ’, and Ak. Manohara hands over her magic crest-jewel 
(icudamatii) to the hunter. In ‘ Pah ’ there is no direct reference to it but she 
hands over her shoes (pddapurana) and all her jewellery (alaiikdrabhanda).37 

The hunter brings her to the capital where she is married to the prince. This 
new element, viz. their union in Hastinapura changes the scene of the sacrifice 
as welL In Mv. and also in ‘ Chinese A ’ it takes place outside Sudhana’s 
capital.

In Mv. and ‘ Chinese A ’ the sacrifice takes place because of a foolish desire 
of the king to attain heaven, but in Da. etc. it is introduced as part of a court 
intrigue directly affecting the prince. Here we find a cunning purohita of the 
king intent on destroying the prince in order to get rid of a rival brahmin 
currently serving the prince. In Da. these two brahmins come from Jetavana ; 
their names are not given. ‘ Saka ’ is silent on their names and their place of 
origin. Ak. states that they were ddksindtyas ; their names are given as Kapila 
and Puskara. In ‘ Pali ’ they are related as father and son, the father comes to 
know of his son’s ambition and informs the king that the prince is trying to 
kill the latter to obtain the throne ; the king, however, does not believe this 
and turns a deaf ear to him.

First the pwrohita sends Sudhana on a military expedition against a rebel. 
Sudhana goes to take leave of Manohara but on seeing her he forgets all about 
the expedition. The purohita tries to bring him out of his harem. The king issues 
orders that the prince should not be allowed to see her again once he comes 
out.38 This echoes the Mv. account39 of his neglect of the royal duties for 
which he is detained by the king. Neither ‘ Saka ’ nor Ak. allude to this

** ' He (the. naga king) . . . presented wealth to him. He for his part asked them for the 
amogha-pd&a . . .’ (Bailey, ‘ Sudhana poem ’, 608).

ok dbhyaracamanai Citrena karlcit IMam vv&sa salt//
Kadacid atha ndgena pujyamdnah savismayah/ 
vidyudddmopamayi pakam amoghdkhyam dadaria sah/ /(Ak., 60b, 61).

M Zp., 164-6 ; also 166.
*T Taya Hrasthai cUd&manir daita utctat ca. E(a cVddmanir yasya haste tasyuhaifi vasi bhav&mi 

(Da., 443). Cf. Atha so luddako . . . bhoii dsvi, tvaiji tuyharji jxMtparanan ca alanhdrabhatu/ah ca 
mayhayi dehiti (Zp., 166).

For similar tales where bird-maidens were oaptured by stealing their feather-robee, see 
A. T. Hatto, ‘ The Swan Maiden: a folk-tale of north Eurasian origin f ’, BSOAS, tytv 2 
1961, 326 ff.

” Oaccha kumara . . . kdrvaiikam satundmaya. Evayi devcti . . . antahpurayi praviffo Mano-
harSdarSanac cdsya sarvayi vismrtaip.----- Bdjd kathayati . . . nirgatah kumdro 'ntahpurdt preqayi-
tavyo yatha Manoharay&h sakaSayi na prativasatUi . . . (Da., 446).
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incident. In these and the Pah versions he simply assures Manohara that he 
will return soon.40

Sudhana begs the king’s leave to see his mother, approaches her to protect 
Manohara, to guard the crest-jewel, and not to give it to her unless there was 
a danger to her life. Both ‘ Saka ’ and Ah. are identical on this point with 
Da., the Ah. even repeating a verse in this connexion found also in the latter.41 
The Pah versions are silent on this.

In Da., Yaiiravapa the regent king instructs Pancika yahsa to fight on 
behalf of the prince. In ‘ Saka ’ as weh as Ah. he fights the war without any 
intervention by the yahsas. In ‘ Pah ’ guardian deities (drakhhadevata) protect 
him in the battle.42 .

During his absence the wicked purohita is presented with a golden oppor
tunity to destroy the prince by getting rid of Manohara. The king has a had 
dream43 suggesting an impending disaster and the purohita urges him to 
undertake a sacrifice of ah kinds of beings including a hinnari. The Da. account 
of the subsequent pleading by the wicked purohita 44 differs considerably from 
the corresponding passages in ‘ Saka ’, Ah., and the Pah versions.

40 Iti pitrd samdditfab samihitaranoisavah/ 
kinnarivirahakiah so 'bhud doldkulah ksanam//
Adrdgamandkhydnair yatnendlvdsya vallabhdm/(Ak., 163, 164a).

cf. Mahdsaito, bhadde, tvarp md socasi, md paridevcsi, mama gamanarp drain na hoti . . . 
khippaip eva dydmi ti tarp samassdsctvd . . . nagarato nikkhami (Zp., 161).

41 So Manohardsantakaip ciddmapim dddya mains sakdiaip . . . kathayati . . .
Duhitd Sakrakalpasya kinnarendrasya mdnini/ 
pdlyd virahaiokdrtd madvdtsalyadhiyd tvaya//(Da., 446).

This verse is not found In the extant Bhai$ajya-vastu (Oil. MSS, m, 1, 139) nor in its Chinese 
and Tibetan translations (see p. 646, n. 63). It is, however, found in Ak.: 

jananxrp svairam abkyetya pranipaiya jagdda sab//
Duhitd Sakrakalpasya . . . madvdtsalyadhiyd tvaya//(Ak., 164b, 166).

41 Tena khalu samayena V aiiravano mahardjo . . . paly at i Sudhanakumdraip .... Tasyaitad 
abhavat. Ayarp bhadrakalpiko bodhisattvab . . ■ sahdyyam asya karaniyaip . . . PaUdkarp . . . 
dmanirayats . . . (Da., 447).

of. Tasmirp khans sakalanagare arakkhadevaidyo . . . dbaipsu :
Bho devoid sabbt mayaip vasantd sabbatfhanesu/
i.-akkhdma tattha tattha gatarp sasenarp Svdhanurp sadd//(Zp., 161).

Both Da. and ‘ Pali ’ give long descriptions of the battle. The ‘ Saka ’ is very brief and Ak. 
devotes only half a line : sa yayan tdrnarp sainydcchdditadiitmvkhab/(lSTb).

41 Da. : Dhanena ca rdjnd svapno drsfab. Ordhrendgaiya rdjiia udararp spbofayilvdntrdpy 
akarfya tan nagaram antrair vetfitaip saptaratndni grhaip pravt&yamdndni drftdni (447).

‘ Saka ’: ‘ That night king Dada saw a dream that all his enemies had surrounded the city, 
they had burst open his belly, drawn out the intestines, had three times fastened it around the 
city ’ (Bailey, ‘ Sudhana poem ’, 610).

Ak.: Drtfam adya mayd svapnt niruddharp latrubhih pur am/ 
pdfitodarakrtfail ca mamdnirair pariveffitam//(164).

Zp.: Bvardpo svpino ahosi : raAdo antaip kucchito ntkkhamitvd sakalajambvdiparp tikkhatturp 
parivaftetvd puna kuechiyarp pavisitva a#hdsi ti (162).

These four accounts of the dream show a ourlous relationship between the four versions. 
The grdhra of Da. and the corresponding * enemies * in both ‘ Saka ’ and Ak. are absent from 
‘ Pali ’. The ‘ three times ’ of ‘ Saka ’ is missing in Da. and Ak. but is found in ‘ Pali ’. The 
reference to saptaratndni is peouliar to Da., while the words grharp prasxiyamdndni correspond 
to ‘ Pali ’ kuechiyarp pavisitvd. Da. agrees with ‘ Saka '-Ak. for the opening but with 1 Pali * 
for the close.

44 Tyajed ekaip kulasydrtht grdmasydrthe kularp tyajed/
grdmarp janapadasydrtbe atmdrtbe prthiviip tyajed//(Da., 448).
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In Mv., Manohara leaves the capital at the order of the king ; her manner 
of departure is unspecified. In Da. she escapes from the palace by obtaining 
the crest-jewel from her mother-in-law. In ‘ Saka ’ she obtains the jewel, 
comes forth into the sacrificial enclosure (mandala-vdla-grdma), recites a spell, 
arid rises into the sky. In Ak. also she is given the jewel by her mother-in-law 
and asked to proceed first to the place of sacrifice (yajHabhumi) and then to 
fly in the sky.46 In ‘ Pali ’ Manohara pleads with the queen to intervene, and 
when the latter tries to seek an audience with the king the men of the purokita 
prevent her. Manohara then asks for her padapurana and the alaiiMrabhanda, 
adorns herself, and begs leave. When the king’s men arrive to capture her 
she flies in the air.

In ‘ Pali ’ the story is interrupted here by scenes of lamentation during 
which Manohara and CandadevI dwell upon the inevitability of karma which 
has brought about this separation.46

In Mv. and ‘ Chinese A ’ Manohara meets Utpalaka and Malaka, gives 
them the ring, and later proceeds to Kafyapa’s hermitage. In Da. as well as 
in ‘ Saka ’ and ‘ Pali ’, she directly approaches the hermit, gives him the ring, 
and also explains the dangers the prince will meet on his way if he follows her. 
In Ak., however, after her flight she comes straight to her abode, is given a 
purifying bath, and then after a lapse of several days returns to the hermit to 
give him the ring.

Sudhana returns triumphant to his capital and is stricken with sorrow on 
not finding Manohara. He obtains from Phalaka more information about the 
lake where she was captured and sets out alone in searoh of her. ‘ Saka ’ and 
Ak. do not refer to his meeting the hunter. In ‘ Pah ’ he takes the hunter 
with him (instead of Vasantaka as in Mv.), and makes an Act of Truth 
(saccavacana) declaring his determination not to return to the city without 
Manohara.

On the way to the hermitage he laments for Manohara asking various 
objects and birds the whereabouts of his beloved wife. The whole scene is

This verse is found in the Mahabhdraia and several other works. See Ludwik Stembaoh: 
Cdnakya-niti-texi-tradition, i, 1, Hoshiarpnr, 1963, 109.

Tyajante jivitasydrthe nijadeiapriydimajah/
jiviidd aparaip rdjan jlvaloke 'sti napriyam//(Ak., 193).
Supahi me kalharp deva no thomenti pararp rakkharp/ 
aitdnarp anurakkhd va thomenti yeva panditd//
Sasise patati aggi puttayi pi jahati tadd/
kirp mocesi pare dukkhi tvarp gavesi eukhaip sadd//{Zp., 164).

41 Tat samanantaram eva Manohara gaganatalam uiplutya gdthaip bhdfate . . . (Do., 449). 
Cf. * When she came forth into the mapdala-vdia^rdma (gathering of the circular sacrihoial 
enclosure) she three times incanted, she rose into the air (Bailey, ‘ Sudhana poem ’, 611). 

cf. Svabvd dattarp samdddya baddhvd mdrdhni Sikhdmapim/ 
nrpdhftd kratukzelrarp gatvd vyoma vyagdhata//(Ak., 193).

41 Nardnaip migapakihlnaip viyogo te koto pubbe/
tena aiihi vipdkena viyogo t’ajja paiind//
Kiip karomi mama pubbe kareyya paraviyogatp/ 
tena kammavipdkena viyogo hoti amhakan ti//(Zp., 166).
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reminiscent of a similar scene in the VikramorvaSiya47 where the king searches 
for his lost wife. Mv. and the Pali versions have nothing similar to this and 
‘ Saka ’ deals with it in a single line : ‘ Whatever came before him, tiryagyoni 
and all the wild beasts, bowing down he asked from the heart, Have you seen 
Manohara or not, where she has gone 'i ’ (Bailey, ‘Sudhana poem ’, 512). Ah. 
devotes 12 verses to this scene.

As in Mv., the hermit here also gives a monkey to guide the prince. But 
whereas he rides on the monkey (accompanied by companions) according 
to Mv., in Da. he proceeds to his goal leaving the monkey behind him. On 
this point both ‘ Saka ’ and Ah. differ from Da. According to these the prince 
meets this monkey on a mountain called Kukula, and rides on him. In ‘ Pali ’ 
he obtains this monkey from the hermit and makes him his guide but does 
not seem to ride on him.48 Instead he comes across a group of birds 49 (called

17 These and other Btriking similarities have been noted by A. Gawrohski in his Notes sur 
es sources de quelques drames Indiens, 1921, 18-39, where the author discusses at great length 

the relationship of Sudhanakumaravaddna (Da.) to the legend of Pururavas and Urvaii in general 
and to Act iv of Vikramorva&iya in particular.

41 Mv., n, 108 : So ddni vdnarddhipati tato eva a&ramato dtmand caturtbarp kumdrarp prflarp 
drohayitvd .... Da., 466 : ... tan apy atikramya Himavdn parvaiarajab. Tat praveiena tvayd 
imdni bhaifajydni samuddnetavydni . . . vdnarab samuddnetavyo .... On p. 467 : . . . tatas tena 
yathopadifl&b sarve samuddnitdb sthdpayitvd vdnaram. Alarp kumdra . . . tvarp elcdki....

Sohiefiler’s translation differs here from Da.: * When he had obtained all but the monkey, 
he came back with them to the Rishi. The Rishi gave him a monkey and said, 0 youth, . . . 
alone, without companions, . . .’ (Tibetan tales, 70). See Tibetan Tnpifaka, XU, 201-6—6 
(Ge 204“).

‘ Saka ’ (Bailey, ‘ Sudhana poem ’, 612): ‘ He will come to the Black Mountains called 
Kaukulaka. There lives a king of monkeys, huge in limb. To him food is to be given, and he 
will take him on his baok ’.

AJc., 262b, 263 : Himavantarp atikramya KukQlddrim avdpa sab//
Pbalopahdraib svikrtya tatra vdnaraydtbapam/
Vayuveqdkhyam aruyha sa tarp iailam alaAghayat//

Zp., 172 : Evad ca vatvd mabdsatto attano magganayakatp makkafapotakarp dddya . .. gamanam 
drabhi.

4* There is no reference to any bird helping the prince in Mv. Da. refers to a ‘ king of birds ’ 
which will oonvey him over a mountain called Vajraka, fourth in a list of nine mountains: 
(Vajrake pak^irdjena pravehdh (Da., 460 ; 466).

In ‘ Saka ’ (on the next mountain oalled KamarilpI) there is a rdkgasi: ‘. . . (he) will come to 
the kdmardpins. In that plaoe one amorous rdkgasi lives who through passion entioes beings, 
at the last destroys them. . . . The rdkfasi carries him off, mounts him on the mountain peak. 
There he must promptly slay her .... Afterwards he will oome to the mountain by name 
Ekadhvaja. There dwells a vulture-shaped rdkfasi. !'"or her let him touch the vipd and surely 
he will escape without danger ’ (Bailey, ‘ Sudhana poem ’, 612).

Ak. is in oloser agreement here with the ‘ Saka ’ account except that here the prinoe uses the 
mnd not against the vulture-shaped rdkfasi on Ekadhvaja but against an ordinary rdksasi 
on the mount Kamarupa. Here the ‘ vulture-shaped ’ rdkfasi appears on the mount Vajraka 
and carries him off to the peak of that mountain :

Yindsvanair va&kjtya rdkfasiip kdmarUpinim/
Kdmarupddrim uUatighya prayayau kinnaripriyab//(2&S).
Atbogrataram druyha Yajrakdkhyarp sa parvatam/ 
grdbraiUpdrp samdlokya r&kfasirp pifitaifinim//(267).
MdrpsahibdbS tarn vtkfipya grdbrardpd nUdcari/ 
nidadhe Hkharasydgre bboktwp bkifanavigrahd//(268).

Although some common basis exists for the inoident of a roipcwa-bird oarrying the prince 
aoross the mountains, ‘ Pali ’ alone shows this bird to be friendly to the prince and refers to his
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hatthi-linga sakuna) and 1 earns from their talk about a great feast being 
arranged by king Duma for the purifying ceremony of Manohara. The prince 
ties himself to the wings of a bird and is flown across the mountains to a lake 
where several maidens are gathered to fetch water for Manohara’s bath.

The incident of the recognition of the ring is identical in both Mv. and Da. 
But ‘ Saka ’ and Ah. give a slightly different account of Sudhana’s attempt to 
place the ring in the pitcher. In Da. he places the ring secretly in the pitcher 
of a maiden. In ‘ Saka ’ he befriends an elderly maid : ‘ They lifted the jars 
to carry to the palace. One remained there, an aged woman, old, she could 
not lift the jar upon her shoulders.... He went to her, he asked, Mother where 
is the water carried ? ’ (Bailey, 1 Sudhana poem ’, 513). In Ah. also it is said 
that he approached an elderly maid full of fatigue from lifting the pitcher and 
asked, ‘ 0 Mother, for whom is this being carried that you should disregard 
such great strain ? ’ In both accounts the prince helps the old woman with 
her pitcher, obtains the news of Manohara, and secretly throws the ring in the 
pitcher. It is interesting to note that the Pali versions also make use of this 
ruse but without making the kinnan maid an old woman. Instead the prince 
resorts to an Act of Truth (saccadkitthdna) by the power of which one of the 
maidens becomes unable to lift the jar. She then approaches him and begs 
for his help.60

Only ‘ Saka ’ and ‘ Pali ’ refer at this stage to the years he spent in search 
of Manohara. According to ‘ Saka ’ it took him 12 years to reach the abode of 
the kinnaras, but according to ‘ Pali ’ he accomplished this in a period of 
7 years, 7 months, and 7 days.61

In Mv. the reunion takes place without any further incident. Bing Drama 
receives him with royal honours and the couple are united. In Da. the prince 
is brought secretly into the palace and kept in a guarded place.68 He is then

flight (in the last stage of his journey) tied to the wings of it: Tasmitp khant bahU Hatihilingasa- 
kund taiji vtiiavanarp dganivci tatth’ era nisTdanid annamaAAarp pucchirpsu. Bhonto, ajja mayarp 
kuhim gocararp gaphdmd ti. . . . Atha mahdsatto tkassa pakkhaniamajjhe pavisitvd khaggarajjuya 
pi atidnarp bandhitvd nipajji (Zp., 173). See p. 664, n. 76.

10 Mv.: Sudhanuprcchaii. Kahirp udakarp imarp nuryaii. Ahansu. Sd Manohara sndpayipyati. 
Tasya manufyagandhayi apanayifyati. Tom kumdrena ahguliyakd paScime udakaghafe praksiptd 
yaiha tahi kinnarihi na drffa. Manohara snayaii ca ahgvMyaka sndyanliye iato ghafakaio ulsangt. 
patita. Manohardye sd anguliyakd drsfvd parijndid (n, 110).

Da.: Tenaikasydh kinnaryd ghafs ’ndlakfiiaiji praksxptd sd ca kinnari abhihUd anena tvayd 
gJiafena Manohard tat praihamataraip sndpayitavyd (468).

Ak.: Kumbhotkse.pt kramdridyds tatraikasy&h sametya sah/
hastdlambena sdhdyyarp krtvd papraccha tdrp Sanaih//(283).
Mdiah kasya krte toyamidarp yaintna niyats/
yad bhaktyd gariyait ndyarp bhavatibhih parikramah//(2M).

Zp. : Sacs pandharp tassa mama saccddhitthdnapdramlpAranena tdya Manohardya saddhiip 
samaggavdsaip labhissdmi tdsu ekikd kinnarikaAAd tarn uddkaghafaip ukkhiptutp asakkontl iatth' 
eva tifthatu ti adhifjhahitvd . . . afflidsi (174).

el ‘ During this interval twelve years had passed ’ (Bailey, ‘ Sudhana poem ’, 612). Cf. Atha 
bodhisatto mahd ussdhtna gacchanto sattavassdni satiamdsasattadivasddhikdni . . . (Zp., 172).

** Gacchainatp pracchannaip pravciaya. Taya prave&itdb sugupte pradtit sthdpitah. Tata 
Manohard pitvJy pddayor nipatya kathayati . . . (Da., 468).

In ‘ Saka ’ they meet secretly before his arrival is announced to king Drama; ‘ They agreed 
with her thought, they brought him into the palace. They searched out a place, all were in the
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put to two tests by Vi tig Drama before be can claim her as his wife. Whereas 
this last episode is found in both Ah. and ‘ Pah it is absent from ‘ Saka 
But ‘ Saka ’ is not in complete agreement with Mv. Bather it seems to allude 
to some kind of test: ‘ he (Drama) imposed upon him unlimited punishment, 
harsh threats, abusive speech. All that the hinnara king asked him the prince 
made known to him. He went out invincible as a hesarin lion. He so said to 
him, Son, on your part remain now here . . .’ (Bailey, ‘ Sudhana poem ’, 613).

The first test consists of a feat of skill in archery reminding us of similar 
scenes in the Rdmdyana and the Mahabharata, with this difference that here 
the prince accomplishes this feat with the help of Sakra. Ah. agrees with Da. 
in its account of this test and repeats five verses found in the latter.63 In

secret. . . . For many days they well honoured him. The binnarfs secretly at night used to fetch 
him . . .’ (Bailey, ‘ Sudhana poem 518).

Ab. follows ‘ Saka ’:
Taya guptaiarc nyasiatn bantam udydnamandire/ 
kumudvativa babinarn gatvdpabyan Manohard//(293).
Tad yat prtmnah sadrbam ucitarn yad yat autsukyardbe/
tat tat earvar/i pranayasubhagarn dampati cabraius tau//(296 cd).

83 Aha ca :
A Tvayd bdntyd jilds tdvad ett kinnaraddrahah/

sayidariitaprabhdvas tu divyasambandham arhasi//
B Aiydyatarn baravanatn krtvoddhpiya bararji hr anal/ 

vyuptam anyunam uccitya punar dehi tilddhabarn//
C Sarjidariaya dhanurctdt drdhalabsddi baubalarn/ 

tatah birtipaidbeyarn tavdyatid Manohard//(Da., 458).
These three verses are identical with Ab., 313—15.

D Satabratusamddiftair yabpaih srtbararilpibhib/ 
utpdiite baravane same vyuptarn tUddhabayi//

E Sbikrtaiji samuccitya Sahrasrffaib pipHibaih/
bumarah binnarmdrdya vismiidya nyavedayat//(Da., 469).

These two verses aro preceded by the following three verses in Ab.:
F MithydbramaUebaphale pravrttayi iarapdtane/ 

tarn rjijhdya Sahasrdbfah pabfapdiad acintayai//
G Kirp bhddrabalpibo bodhisattvo ’yarn pdrthivdimajah/ 

niyubiah binnarendrena nifphale blesakarmani//
H Asydsmin samydydse bdryarn sdhdyabam mayd/

iti sa&cintya Sabro ’sya barmanispattim adadhe//(Ab., 317-19).
Although verses A, B, C, D, and E, together with one more verse, viz. Duhitd Sabrabalpasya 

. . . , cited above (p. 641, n. 41), appear in both Da. (in all MSS used by Cowell and Neil) and 
Ab., they are not found in I-ohing’s translation of the Bhaifajya-vastu. (Professor Simon, who 
kindly oheoked this for me, found that several other verses—notably 12 of Da., 466—7, from 
Drfpud ad ... to Oandrasya bhe . . . —although found in the Tibetan, are missing from I-ohing’s 
translation. Cf. TaishO Tripifaba, tttv, 63b-64b.) The six verses in question are also missing 
from, the Tibetan translation of the Bhaisajya-vaatu. It is probable on the evidence of the Chinese 
and Tibetan translations, particularly of the latter, that these verses do not belong to the original 
Bhaifajya-vaatu.

Verses A, B, and C appear to he quotations as they are preceded by the words aha ca in Da. 
These are followed by a prose passage containing a significant line : DevatdS caifdtn autsubyam 
dpatsyante avighnabhdvaya (p. 469). At the end of this passage occur D and E whioh explicitly 
state that ydb^as performed the feat at the instruction of Satakratu.

Whether this intervention by Sakra was introduced into the Bhaifajya-vaslu story by the 
compilers of Da. (taking a olue from the line devatdb caisdr/i . . .) or whether Da. was following 
a different MS tradition of the Bhaisajya-vastu containing these verses cannot be determined on 
the available evidenoe.

Only these six, out of 44 verses found in this avaddna of Da., are repeated (not as quotations)
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‘ Pali ’ the prince shows his skill in archery entirely on his own without the 
intervention of &akra.M

The Pali versions here introduce an additional test of his strength by making 
him lift a huge sapphire stone. The prince now has recourse to an Act of Truth 
asserting his future attainment of the Buddhahood and lifts it on his shoulders 
with great ease.6®

When he succeeds in his first test the king puts him to one more test of. 
recognizing Manohara in the middle of a thousand hitmans exactly like her 
reminding us of a similar scene in the Nala-Damayanti episode,66 this time 
with the roles reversed. The prince, like Damayanti, has recourse to the 
utterance of a satyavdJcya (the first and the only time in Da.) and by the power 
of its truth Manohara steps forward to meet him. Ah. treats this incident 
casually, simply stating that he recognized her and took her hand.67 The Pali 
versions turn it into a more dramatic incident. He makes an Act of Truth 
(as in Da.) and begs the devaids to point her out (among seven other hitmans). 

According to Pj., Sakka comes down in person, and tells him that he will create 
a golden fly which will hover around her head. According to Zp., however, 
he comes down in the guise of a golden fly and tells him that he will indicate her 
to him by sitting on her hand.68 Sudhana recognizes her and they are united.

by Ksemendra in his poem consisting of 331 verses of his own. It is not improbable that Kjjemon- 
dia was here introducing the intervention of Sakra either following some other version of the 
story or as one of his own innovations. His three verses (F, 6, H) preceding D, E leave no doubt 
that the latter were also his own compositions. It seems likely, therefore, that the six verses in 
question were interpolated into the MSS of Da. at a later stage and have survived since then 
in all our known MBS of Da. The fact that Sakra’s intervention at this stage of the story is not 
found in the Pali versions points to the same conclusion.

“ Tara sutviI Sudhano . . . attano dhapurp dropetvd . . . vijjhati. Atha so saro dhanujjiyd mutto 
satiatdlarukkhe ca satla udumbararukkhaphcUake . . . evarp paribhinditvd . . . puna Sudhanuss' eva 
hatthe patiffhasi (Zp., 176).

“ Mahdsatto . . . mahaUapdsdparp ndma niiavannapdsdnaphalakarp upasaipkamitvd tikkhatturp 
padakkhinam kaiva . . . sace ’harp andgate bodhirukkhamdle . . . nisinno m&rabalayt vidharasetvd 
. . . anuttararp aammdsambodhirp abhisaijdmjjhisDdmi, api ca kho pana sacc ’hatp sakalalokasanni- 
vdsdnarp catianarp jatyddimdnasa-KUidiamahdpabbaiata sanJeamilurp sakkomi, idani idarp mdhdUa- 
pdsdnarp ndma jdtigarukarp lahvkam eva hotu ti saccddhiUhdnarp adhiffhaMtvd iarp uklchipi 
(Zp., 177).

** Tathd Drumasya duhild mameha tvaip Manohard/
Mghram etena saiyena padarp vraja Manohare//(Da., 469). 

of. Harpsdndrp vacanarp irutvd yathd me Naipadho vjiah/
paiitve tena satyena deeds tarp pradiianiu me//(Nalopdkkydna, v, 17).

57 AbMnnavarparupdndip iulydbharanavdsasdrp/
kinnarindrp sthitdrp madhye grhdpa nijavaOabhdm//
Ity uktak sa punas tena kinnariSatapaAcakam/ 
tulyaparnavayoveJatp dadaria vyagram agratah//
Tdsdrp madhye parijddya sajagrdha Manohardm/ 
vaUarfvanasaipchanndip bhrtigat cuiaUMm iva//(Ak., 327-9).

6* Jtdjd attano sattadhitaro . . . samdnardpd . . . pafipdfiyd nisiddpetvd ‘ bho Sudhanakumdra, 
passasi mama dhiiarabbhantare tava bhariyd atthi uddhu natthV ti aha. Mdhdsatto . . . ajdnitvd 
updyatp cintenio . . . adhiffhahanio aha :

Tadi saccarp aharp pub be, sabbasattahitarp kararp/ 
paraddrarp no gacchami puressdmi manorathaip/ 
no kiAoi paraddreeu deikihaniu me devoid ti//

EvaA ca pana vaivd Sakkassa bhavanarp unhdkdrarp daesesi. Bakko avajjanio tarp kdranarp
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As in Mv. the prince begins to feel homesick and wishes to see his parents, 
and the united couple are conducted to Hastinapura by the kinnaras. ‘ Saka ’ 
and Ak. do not refer to his longing to return home. The Pali versions give a long 
account of his sorrow ; even king Druma accompanies them 68 (not found in 
any other version) and stays at Uttarapancala for a week enjoying the hospitality 
of king Adiccavamsa. The prince is now crowned and having ruled righteously 
for a long time enters Tusita heaven after his death.

In 1 Pah ’ the jataka is properly concluded with a brief sermon on the four 
Noble Truths, at the end of which the monk attains arhatship.60

Samodhdna: samodhdna or identification of the characters of the story of 
the past (atdtavatthu) with the persons connected with the story of the present 
(paccappannavatthu) is one of the main features of a Pah jataka and also of 
th.Q jatakas in Mv. Da. identifies only Sudhana with the Buddha. Aik. identifies 
only Sudhana and Manohara (with the Buddha and Yafodhara) and ‘ Saka ’ 
only Sudhana and his parents (with the Buddha, Suddhodana, and Mahamaya). 
The chart on pp. 548-9 summarizes the nomenclature of the characters in the 
various sources; divergence in the samodhdna of Zp. and Mv. is also noted, 
since the development of the samodhdna, like that of the nidana and title, 
has some bearing on the genesis of the story as a whole.

The presence or absence of the last four characters in the story, viz. Janma- 
citraka, the purohitas, and &akra, standing respectively for the episodes of the 
ndgardja, the court intrigue, and finally the tests of valour, divides the story 
into its two main versions. Otherwise the subject-matter of the two versions 
including the names of the characters shows a virtually exact correspondence 
indicating a certain dependence of one on the other. The possibility of Mv. 
borrowing from the Mula-Sarvastivada version is very remote: there is no 
reason why the narrator of the Mv. version should purge these major and

Aatvd dkdsena dgantvd santikarp mdhdsattassa etad avoca: ‘ iota, mahdpurisa, dhaip suvanna- 
makkhikarp nimminitvd suvannamaikhikd yassa itthiyd sisarji padahkhinarp katvd tarp tana 
bhariyarp jdndhf’ ti (Pj., 71).

In Zip., 8akka arrives in the guise of a golden fly and settles on Manohara’s hand: Atha 
Saiko dvajjanio iaip kdranarp Aaim suvannamahkJiikena agantvd bodhisattassa kanpasamipe 
samuliapai• : ‘ sdmi Sudhanu, aharji Saicko va saAcaranamakkhiko hutvd iava bhariyahatihe 
paiitfMmittvayitdyasannSyaeiayihatihariigahetvdayarpdevimamabhariydtivadssi ’ti (Zp., 178).

For further changes in this scene made by the popular Burmese dramas see below (p. 567, 
n. 86).

s# T5ta Sudhanu, aharji pi idani tayd saddhirp manussdlokarji gamisadmi ti. . . . Dumardjd 
bodhisatiassa mBidpUdnaip ndnappakdrdni datvd dpucchitvd puna attano nagaram em agamdri 
(Zp., 180).

*° Evan ca pana viithdreivd dhammadtsanarp aharitvd bhilclchave, evarp pi pubbe panditd 
mdtugdmarp nissdya . . . pakkamirpsu yevd ti. SaAkhepen' eva . . . ittarp pi bhilckhdnaip cattdri 
saccdni pdkdsento imarp gdthadvayam aha :

Dukkhasaccarp samudayarp nirodhaA ca maggasaccaip/ 
iti hi tarp catusaccaip aabbd id kathitd mayd//
Tchhimakarp dukhhasaccarp taphd samudayarp ndma/ 
nibbdnarp nirodhasaccarp affhaiigikarp maggasaccan ti//

Bhagavato desandvasdne so ukkanfhito bhikkhu arahaitappatto nikkileso nibbhayo yeva ahosi. 
AnAe pi sampattaparisd sotdpatiiphaiddini pdpunirpsd ti (Zp., 181).
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Characters in the story Zp. Mv.
1 Subahu Mv.

Nan-lo-shih ' (Sunese A ’
Dhana Da., ‘ Saka Ale. Suddhodana idem
Adiocavarpma ‘Pali’ (‘ Chinese A ’:

2 ‘ Sudhanusya mitA ’ Mv.
unnamed ‘ Chinese A ’
‘ Sudhanasya jananl ’ Da.
Sfiryaprabha ‘Saka’ MahamSyS idem
Kama Ah. (‘ Chinese A ’:
Candadevi ‘ Pali ’

3 Sudhann Mv., Zp.
Hsfi-lo ‘ Chinese A ’ the Buddha idem
Sudhana Da., ‘ Saka ’, Ah., Pj.

4 The other king :
Sucandrima Mv.
king of Ni-ho-pien

(‘ le roi grand-pire ’) ‘ Chinese A ’ not identified idem
nnnamed Da., ‘Pali’ (‘ Chinese A ’:
Mahendrasena ‘ Saka ’, Ah.

6 Sorcerer brahmin:
absent Mv., ‘ Chinese A ’
nnnamed Da., ‘ Saka ’, ‘ PaU ’ not identified absent
Yidyidhara Ah.

6 Drnma All except ‘ Pali ’
Duma ‘PaU’ SfLriputta Mahfi.nfi.ma
T“ou-mo ‘ Chinese A ’ (‘ Chinese A ’:

7 Manohari AU except ‘ Chinese A ’ YasodharS idem
‘Devi’ ‘ Chinese A ’ (‘ Chinese A ’:

8 Manohara’s mother:
nnnamed AU not identified idem

9 Utpalaka Mv., Ah., ‘ Saka ’
Yu-pen ‘ Chinese A ’ Ananda Rahula
Phalaka or Halaka Da. (‘ Chinese A ’:
1'iiydarlka ‘PaU’

10 Malaka Mv.
‘ She-li ’ ‘ Chinese A ’
Saraka Da.
Padamaka ‘Saka’ absent Ananda
Padmaka Ah. (‘ Chinese A ’
absent ‘ PaU ’

11 KSAyapa Mv., Da., ‘ Saka ’
nnnamed ‘ Chinese A ’ Kassapa Mahakaiyapa
Kassapa ‘PaU’ (‘ Chinese A:
Yalkalayana Ah.

12 Vasantaka only in Mv. absent Chandaka
13 The rebel:

absent Mv., ‘ Chinese A ’
nnnamed Da., ‘ Saka ’, ‘ PaU ’ not identified absent
Hegha Ah.

KSiyapa)

She-miao)

Suddhodana)

not identified) 

Gopa)

: Maudgalyayana)

Chandaka)

fSariputra)
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Characters in the story Zp. Mv.
14 The monkey:

unnamed
1 Sakra in disguise * 
V&yuvega

16 The nagaraja: 
absent
Janmaoitraka

Mv.,Da., ‘ Saka ‘ Pali ’ Kitludayi 
‘ Chinese A ’
Ah.

Mv., ‘ Chinese A ’
Da.

Kanthaka
(‘ Chinese A ’: Kapthaka)

Citra
Jambucittaka

‘ Saka Ah.
‘Pali’

Moggallana absent

16 purohita no. 1:
absent
unnamed
Kapila
Kusala

17 purohita no. 2 :

Mv., ‘ Chinese A ’
Da., ‘ Saka ’
Ah.
‘Pali’

Devadatta absent

absent
unnamed
Puskara

Mv., ‘ Chinese A ’
Da., ‘ Saka ‘ Pali ’ 
Ah.

not identified absent

18 Sakra:
absent Mv., ‘Chinese A’, ‘Saka’
Satakratu
Sakko

Da., Ah.
‘Pali’

Anuruddha absent

inoffensiye episodes from a good Buddhist avaddna. Rather it is probable 
that the simpler version reflected in Mv. has been re-edited with the introduc
tion of the three new episodes. Since certain episodes are peculiar to Mv. 
(notably the closing funeral rites) or Da., it will be necessary to distinguish 
between these redactions and the versions adopted by the Mahasanghikas 
(Mv. V) and the Mula-Sarvastivadins (Da. Y).

In this recasting the narrator had to make only two minor changes in the 
original story, via. shifting the place (from Simhapura to Hastinapura) and 
time (after instead of before their marriage) of the sacrifice. The new episode 
of the ndgardja merely culminates in procuring the noose with which the hunter 
captures Manohara, a result as miraculously achieved in Mv. with a simple 
Act of Truth. The wicked purohita no doubt plays a central role in the new 
story, but the germs of a court intrigue were already provided in Mv. V and 
can be detected in the scene where the prince is detained by the king and 
Manohara is ordered to return to her parents. Here the editor of Da. V had 
to make a slight change, sending the prince on an expedition on the one hand 
and making Manohara a victim of the sacrifice on the other. The third innova
tion, the tests of valour, appears like an appendix, not entailing any alteration 
in the original story. It only demonstrates the practice of the tnrya-paramitd 
by the bodhisattva amply achieved by Mv. Y in its account of his crossing the 
mountains, etc., on his way to the abode of the hinnaras.

The remaining differences between Mv. Y and Da. Y also suggest that 
certain improvements have been effected by the latter on the former. The first 
of these concerns the two hunters. In Mv. Y Manohara meets them in the
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Himalaya and gives them the ring to be given to the prince. She then arrives 
at the hermitage of Kaiyapa, rests there for a while, and then proceeds to her 
abode. In Da. Y she approaches the hermit directly and gives him the ring. 
Da. V would thus be more economical in eliminating two superfluous characters 
at this point and in making a better use of the hermit.

In Mv. Y the prince takes Yasantaka as an attendant in his search for 
Manohara. Yasantaka otherwise plays no part in the story. He also is absent 
in Da. V. Here the prince sets out alone on his arduous quest. The same motive 
of presenting the prince as a brave hero seems at work in the short scene 
connected with the monkey. In Mv. Y the prince rides on him accompanied 
by three other attendants. In Da. he insists on going alone despite the pleading 
of the hermit.

While we may assume that Da. Y has introduced these innovations and 
improvements into the Mv. V version, there is no question of direct borrowing 
from Mv. by Da. For despite the general similarity between these two versions 
Da. does not repeat even a single line or verse of Mv., and presents its story 
in a very different style and language. On the other hand it is clear that the 
Mula-Sarvastivadins have drawn on some earlier Da. Y text. Had there been 
a classical Pali Sudhana-jataka 61 it would doubtless have thrown further light 
on the matter. The possibility of the existence of such intermediate versions 
is indicated by the ‘ Saka ’ which shares only two of the three major innovations 
(the episode of the naga and the court intrigue) with Da. Were this to be the 
only difference between the two, ‘ Saka ’ could have been treated as merely 
an abridged version of Da. But there are in ‘ Saka ’ several other distinctive 
points, preserved in Ah., suggesting an independent source for itself. In the 
order of their occurrence these can be listed as follows.

(1) Name of the wicked king: Mahendrasena (same in Ah.) [p. 539, 
n. 30],

(2) Name of the ndgardja : Citra (same in Ah.) [p. 539, n. 31].
(3) Name of the hunter : Padamaka (Padmaka in Ak.) [p. 539, n. 32],
(4) The two hunters being father and son (same in AJc.) [p. 539, n. 32],
(5) Padmaka obtaining the ndqavatia on his first visit to the ndqardja (same 

in Ak.) [p. 540, n. 35],
(6) Description of the dream (‘ Saka ’ almost identical with Ak.) [p. 541, 

n. 43],

81 The story of Sudhana is absent from the Pali Jdtaka book and oilier affhakaihdx. The 
Khai^dhala-jdiaka (no. 642, J, vi, 129-67), however, offers several points of oomparison with 
both Mv. and Do. Here also the king wishes to undertake a sacrifice to attain heaven alive 
(as in Mv. and ‘ Chinese A ’). Here also the king’s oredulity is exploited by a wioked brahmin 
minister (Khapijahilla) who encourages the king to engage in human sacrifice with a seoret plan 
to kill the prince Canda the bodhi&attva (as in Do.) who has exposed his aots of injustice. In 
this as well as in Mv. and ‘ Chinese A ’ the bodhimiiva gives long sermons on the evils of sacrifice, 
the main Buddhist message of the stories concerned. But whereas the story of Sudhana develops 
into a beautiful love story with all the ingredients of an epio, the KKan4ahdla-jdtaka remains a 
purely didactio one being terminated by a rather premature intervention by Sakka at the 
performance of an Aot of Truth by the wife of the prinoe.
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(7) Manohara going through the mandala-vala-grama before her flight 
(through yajnabhumi in Ah.) [p. 542, n. 45].

(8) Sudhana’s meeting with the monkey on the mount Kaukulaka (Kukula 
in Ah.) and riding on it (same in Ah.) [p. 543, n. 48].

(9) Account of a rdhsasi carrying the prince on the peak of a mountain 
(similar in Ah.) [p. 543, n. 49].

(10) Helping an old woman with her jar before putting the ring into it 
(same in AJc.) [p. 544, n. 50],

(11) Secret meeting of Sudhana and Manohara before his arrival is revealed 
to king Druma (same in Ah.) [p. 544, n. 52].

There are also three scenes 68 found only in Da. but missing both in ‘ Saka ’ 
and Ah.

(1) Sudhana’s reluctance to leave Manohara before going on the expedition.
(2) The scene of the battle waged by Pancika yak§a on behalf of the prince.
(3) Sudhana’s meeting with the hunter before leaving in search of Manohara.
It is very significant that all these distinctive points, and in the case of the

ndgaraja 63 and the dream 64 even the phraseology used, are reflected in Ah., 
which in almost all other respects follows Da. (and repeats six verses 95 found 
in the extant version of the latter). This correspondence between ‘ Saka ’ and 
Ah. confirms our hypothesis of a source for the ‘ Saka ’ independent of both 
Mv. and Da., and in content intermediate between these versions. The com
pilers of Da. must have used an intermediate version related closely to the 
common sources of ‘ Saka ’ and Ah.

That Ksemendra had access to Da. and the source material of ‘ Saka ’ 
needs no further proof; but he may have used yet another version now lost 
to us. His title, as noted above, seems to combine the titles of Mv. V and Da. V. 
But there are certain names and a few minor scenes in Ah. that cannot be 
traced to any known version. Whereas two names, Mahendrasena and Pad- 
maka, found otherwise only in the ‘ Saka ’ are also to be found in Ah., the 
‘ Saka ’ name of Sudhana’s mother, Suryaprabha, is replaced here by Rama. 
Ka4yapa is the name of the hermit in both Mv. and Da. In the ‘ Saka ’ his 
name is not given. In Ah. he is called Yalkalayana. Names like Vidyadhara 
(for the sorcerer who comes to capture the ndga), Kapila and Ptujkara (for 
the two purohitas), Megha (for the rebel), and Vayuvega (for the king of the 
monkeys) are found only in Ah.

•* We ignore a scene found only in Da. showing the lamentations of the childless king Dhana, 
his prayers to gods, the conditions (jpratyaya) of oonoeption, the treatment of the queen in her 
pregnancy, and the birth of the ohild. This stereotyped description (tasya kridalo ramamdiyisya 
na pulro na duhitd . . . vardhate hradastham iva pahtajayx . . . (Da., 439, 11, 26-30 to 441) is 
also found in the KofUcarndvad&na and Supriydvadana. It is also found with slight variations 
in the following avad&nas of the Avaddna&ataka: Kusida, Maitrakanyaka, Hiranyapani, and 
Qatyika.

“ See p. 539, n. 31. ■
M See p. 641, n. 43.
•* See p. 641. n. 41, and p. 846, n. 63.
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Of the scenes we may note the following.
(1) In Da. the king is frightened at Manohara’s flight and is worried that 

the sacrifice might remain incomplete. The purohita simply says : deva, 
siddhartho ’pagatapdpo devah sdmpratam iti (Da., 449). In Ah. the purohita is 
more convincing when he says :

Mantrair mayd samdhrstah Krurakhyo brahmaraksasah/ 
nirvighnas te bratuh siddhah sa hatd tena hinnari//(Ah., 196).

(2) In both ‘ Saka ’ and Da., Manohara first approaches the hermit (in 
Mv. the hunters) find gives him the ring before arriving at her abode. In Ah., 
after the flight she comes straight to her parents, is given a purifying bath, 
and after a lapse of several days returns to the hermit to give the ring (Ah., 
198-202).

It is, of course, possible that these names and scenes (and possibly the one 
discussed above, p. 545, n. 53) are merely innovations employed by Kjjemendra 
in the course of re-editing the story from different versions.

Although the precise date of the composition of the Pali versions is not 
known, it is generally agreed that they are of a period later than all the versions 
hitherto discussed. Their relation to their predecessors therefore is of great 
importance in tracing their main sources, particularly as the works are extra- 
canonical, and originate (traditionally) not in India or Ceylon, but in the distant 
land of the Lao.68

With the single exception of the name Sudhanu (found only in Zp.) there 
is no indication that Mv. has been used by ‘ Pali ’. Only one of the more 
important distinctive points common to Ah. and ‘ Saka ’ is found here. This 
relates to the scene of putting the ring in the pitcher. Both ‘ Saka ’ and Ah. 
make the maiden an old woman, unable to lift the jar. Zp. and Pj. employ 
an Act of Truth to make her unable to lift it instead of making her old.67 
There is another minor correspondence, viz. the length of the period of their 
separation. This point is mentioned only in ‘ Saka ’ and ‘ Pah ’. In the former 
this period is of 12 years, in the latter it consists of 7 years, 7 months, and 7 
days. Although evidently some common ground exists, it is not sufficient to 
suggest that use has been made of any version close to the extant ‘ Saka ’ and Ah.

Consequently, the only source left for ‘ Pah ’ would be Da. However, 
from the comparisons given above, it is clear that although the Pah versions 
have much in common with Da., even more than ‘ Saka ’ and Ah., they are 
by no means identical with it. The differences between ‘ Pah ’ and Da. tend 
rather to indicate an independent source for the former. These differences 
may be grouped under three heads.
(a) The absence of certain characters and scenes

(1) Only one hunter and one hermit (instead of two of each).
(2) The scene of Sudhana’s lingering in the company of Manohara before 

he sets forth on the expedition [pp. 540-1, nn. 38-40].

« See p. 534; n. 8. 87 See p. 544, n. 61.
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(3) The scene of Sndhana’s lamentation while seeking for Manohara 
[p. 543, n. 47].
(b) Additional scenes

(1) Lamentations by Manohara’s mother [p. 540, n. 36].
(2) Sudhana flying tied to the wings of a bird [p. 543, n. 49].
(3) Sudhana lifting the heavy stone by making an Act of Truth [p. 546, 

n. 55].
(4) The visit of king Drum a to the capital of Uttarapancala [p. 547, n. 59].

(c) Variations
(1) Sudhana taking the hunter with him (instead of merely obtaining 

information from him about Manohara).
(2) Sudhana making the monkey his guide (instead of going alone) [p. 543, 

n. 48].
(3) Sudhana making an Act of Truth to make the maiden unable to lift 

the pitcher (instead of simply putting the ring into the pitcher) [p. 544, n. 50],
(4) Sudhana showing his skill in the feat of archery without help. (In Da., 

Sakra orders ydksas to perform this for him.) [pp. 545-6, n. 53, 54.]
(5) Sudhana recognizing Manohara out of seven kinnans by the help of 

Sakka who comes down in person, and creates a golden fly which hovers around 
Manohara’s head. (In Da., Sudhana has to recognize her out of 1,000 (Ak. has 
500) kinnans. Manohara steps forward when the prince performs an Act of 
Truth) [p. 546, n. 58].

The last scene, the recognition of Manohara by the prince with the help 
of Sakka, supplies, we believe, a clue to the main sources of the ‘ Pah ’. Scholars 
like Oldenburg, Foucher, and Krom who studied the Borobudur reliefs depicting 
the story of Sudhana have considered that it was based on Da.68 They had 
access only to Mv. and Da., and the reliefs do indeed to a large extent agree with 
Da. But relief no. 18 (plate I (b)) depicting the scene of recognition, offered 
special difficulties in its interpretation and its identification with the Da. account. 
This relief shows seven maidens seated inside a pavilion (mandapa). A young 
man with a halo is standing in front of them. Behind him there is a raised 
standard with a winged conch 69 mounted on it. At the other end another 
person, also with a halo, is seated on a pedestal with attendants crouching 
under it. The scene clearly depicts the recognition of Manohara (among seven 
kinnans) in the presence of king Drama. Of the two nimbate persons, the 
seated one was rightly identified by Foucher with king Drama, the only person 
depicted with a halo on two other occasions (reliefs nos. I, b, 14 and 17)—dis
tinguishable as a king of Jdnnaras (semi-divine beings) from the king of

ss See p. 634, n. 9.
e9 On the significance of the winged oonoh in Indian (and Bombudur) sculpture, see F. D. K. 

Bosch, The golden germ, 116 ff., where a similar standard from the Borobudur reliefs is reproduced 
on pi. 52d. The oonoh is usually associated with Vispu or his avataras. In Therav&da Buddhism 
it is associated with Sakka, e.g. in the scene of Maravijaya : Sakko devarajd Vijayuttaraeaiikharn 
dhamamano apfhdsi, so kira saiikho visarphaUhasatiko hoti, sakirp vdtavi gahdpctvd dhamanlo 
caltdro mdse saddarp karitvd nissaddo hoti . . . (Jdtaka, i, 72).
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Uttarapancala and all other human beings, including the prince. The standing 
nimbate figure could, on the basis of the Da. account, only be the prince. But 
as he does not appear with a halo in earlier or later scenes, Foucher assumed 
that the standing figure also depicted Druma granting his daughter to the 
prince.70 This obvious error was noticed by Krom who identified the standing 
figure with the prince.71 The contrast, however, between the ornate splendour 
of the dress of this nimbate figure and the simplicity of that of the prince in 
the preceding relief (plate i (a)) escaped his notice, and although he observed 
the raised standard, he did not try to explain its presence in this scene.

The Pali versions, particularly Pj.,12 afford us a more satisfactory explana
tion of both the halo and the raised standard found in this relief. The standing 
nimbate figure depicts neither Druma nor the bodhisattva but $akra who 
according to Pj. comes down in person. The arrival of Sakra on the scene is 
denoted by this standard which appears nowhere else among these 20 reliefs. 
He would be invisible to all but the prince, an effect achieved by the sculptor 
in a most ingenious way. Not a single eye is turned towards him. By contrast, 
in the preceding scene (plate i (a)) where the prince is engaged in the first test 
(the feat of archery) he is keenly watched by a large number of the assembly 
present. The remaining story, which presumably involved Sakra’s conversation 
with the prince and the hovering of the fly, is left to the imagination of the 
spectators.

Finally we may note yet another detail that agrees only with ‘ Pali ’. Da. 
speaks of 1,000 hinnans73 (Ak. of500) among whom Manohara is to be recognized. 
It is obvious that such a large number cannot be depicted on a relief and the 
sculptor would show only a few of them. Yet the fact that only seven maidens 
are shown is significant as this number exactly corresponds with the satta- 
kanMyo of ‘ Pah ’. This number is again repeated in ‘ Pah ’ in connexion with 
the scene of Manohara’s bathing in the pond (prior to her capture) and relief no. I, 
b, 5, depicting this scene, also shows only seven kinnaris (as against the 500 
of Do.).74

It is true that the remaining three scenes (viz. the prince flying across the 
mountains tied to the wings of a bird,70 the prince lifting the heavy stone, and

70 18 (L. 86). H se r6sout enfin, ainsi qn’il est 6crit et qu’on pent voir, k acoorder au prince 
la main de sa fille BEFEO, Et, 1909, 16.

71 We cannot accept Krom’s suggestion (Beschrijving van Barabudur, 234-6) that relief 
no. 18 ia depicting the majesty of the bodhisattva by giving him a halo, since elsewhere in the 
reliefs the same prince appears without halo. As regards the trace of a halo on the figure of the 
prinoe in relief no. 20 whioh according to Krom may be faintly visible, this is oertainly an illusion 
produoed by a slight break in the relief above his head.

71 See p. 646, n. 68.
” Taiah lcinnarisahasrasya Manohardsamdnardpasya madhye Manoharatji sth&payitvd . . . 

(Da., 469).
71 Tdvan Manohari kinnari pancaiataparivaritd avaiirnd snatvyi (Da., 448). Cf. Atha id 

sattakinnarikafMOyo Dvmarajadhtidyo . . . kinnariganaparivutd ... tassa tire oiaritvd nisidiyisu... 
(Zp., 164). Mv. does not give any number: Manohari noma dhitd bahdhi kinnarehi kinnarihi 
caparivdritd . . . (Mv., n, 97).

7* In this oonnexion, a pair of birds perched on the branch of a tree on the left-hand oomer 
of relief no. I, b, 16 might be of some speoial interest. The relief depicts Sudhana’s meeting with
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Drama’s visit to the human world) are not depicted on the Borobndnr reliefs. 
These were perhaps not thought to be of any importance or more probably 
were later additions to the story. But there is not a single scene in all the 20 
reliefs which could be shown to be at variance with the account in ‘ Pah ’. It is 
therefore evident that the Borobudur reliefs of this story are not based on Da. 
but on some other hitherto unknown version which could also be the primary 
source for ‘ Pah ’.

Whether this common unidentified source also belonged to the Mula- 
Sarvastivadins or to some other school popular in Java cannot be determined 
on the basis of ‘ Pah ’. Nor is it possible to ascertain the precise date at which 
it became accessible to the Theravadins of the South East Asian countries 
who presumably adopted it with several additions of their own and rewrote it 
in Pah in perfect imitation of a classical jdtaka for Pj. and Zp. Despite their 
apocryphal nature, these two versions became very popular among the Buddhists 
of Burma and Siam, and were adapted later for pyos, plays and theatrical 
performances composed in their own languages.

The earliest of these 76 appears to be the Manoharipyo 77 by Nawade dated 
1579 based on Zp. This is fohowed by the Suja pyo by Padesaraja in the first 
half of the eighteenth century. In 1776 appeared a Yagan called Ngwedaung 78 
by Shwedaung Nandathu. A play based on this story called Dwe Me Naw 
pya zat79 (actually called Ngwedaungthu ‘ Girl of the Silver Hill ’) by Chan 
Mya was published in Rangoon in 1880. In 1878 A. Eytche published a transla
tion ‘ The Silver Hill : a Burmese drama \80 Fytche does not mention the 
sources of his translation. It was probably based on an oral text, as in the 
case of J. Smith who in 1839 published a similar version of the story of Sudhana 
in his ‘ Specimen of the Burmese drama ’.81

In Siam also the Sudhana-jataka of the Pj. version became the source for

the hermit and liis obtaining the ring from the latter. From here onwards he starts on his journey 
through the forests and mountains until he arrives at the lake (relief no. 10). In the Pali versions 
alone he is brought there tied to the wings of a bird (see p. 543, n. 49). The fact that these two 
birds axe seated and are not flying (unlike those in nos. 2, 3, 5, 11, and 10) suggests that their 
presence in this relief is probably linked with the story rather than merely forming a part of the 
scenery of the forest. There is, however, one more bird seated in the remote right-hand comer 
of this (no. 15) relief. But it is sitting right on top of a lake and may therefore have no other 
significance.

74 I am indebted to Mr. John Okell for furnishing me with a list of published Burmese works 
on Sudhana. Of the unpublished mention may be made of a Mon MS called Lilc bra rai inaii 
kahri ‘ The book of the diadem of the hinnari’ (124 pp.) found in the Bernard Free Library, 
Rangoon, a microfilm of which obtained by Mr. H. L. Shorto is in the Library of SOAS.

77 Mandalay, Hanthawaddy Pi^akat Press, 1929.
I am grateful to Professor Hla Pe for comparing Nawade’s work with Zp. and establishing 

their relationship.
78 See ertraots in Anthology of Burmese literature, re, Rangoon, 1922, 131-4.
78 Rangoon, Bengalee Job-printing Press, 1880.
80 In his Burma past and present, 1878, n, 20-58. The translation is by Lieut. Sladen and 

Colonel Sparks made in 1850.
81 Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, no. 91, 1839, 636-61.
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many popular theatrical plays in Thai.88 According to Ren6 Nicolas,83 the 
generic term for a theatrical performance of the ancient ‘ chatri ’ type is nora, 
a southern Thai variant of central Thai mandra, (from Pali Manohara). In the 
southern provinces of Siam the story of Manohara has long been a favourite piece.

It is difficult to determine the extent of the dependence of these popular 
works in Burmese and Thai on the two Pah versions. Works like the Manohan 
pyo Eire clearly based on 7/p. But the English translations available to us 
indicate the possibility that independent popular oral traditions exist, directly 
connected with the Borobudur reliefs. The additions found in these two are 
of a minor nature, e.g. Manohara giving birth to a child while the prince is 
away on the expedition, or king Drama subjecting the prince to an additional 
test of subduing a wild elephant and a horse. The omissions are more significant. 
The episode of the ndgaraja is only hinted at: the hunter obtains the noose 
from the hermit which had been presented to him by a dragon.84 The second 
test of ‘ Pali ’, the lifting the heavy stone,83 and the last scene, Drama’s visit 
to Uttarapancala, are missing here as also in the Borobudur reliefs.

But the more popular and distinctive scenes of ‘ Pali ’, e.g. the flight of 
the prince tied to the wings of a bird, the Act of Truth for making the maiden 
unable to lift the pitcher, and finally the intervention of Sakka in the scene 
of the recognition are all retained in both. The last scene undergoes a still 
further refinement in Eytche’s version. Here the seven maidens expose their

81 See Bot lakfyn khrang krung kao ‘ Theatrical pieces of the Ayuthyun period ’: Nang 
mandra and Sang ihqng version in the National Library, Bangkok, third ed., 1964, 130 pp. I 
am indebted to Mr. B. H. S. Simmonds for a comparison of Nang mandra with Pj. The Thai 
text contains only one soene depioting Manohara’s coming to bathe in the pond culminating 
in her capture by the hunter. (A miniature painting from a Thai MS of Traiphum dated 
a.d. 1776, depicting the scene of Manohar&’s oapture by the hunter is reproduced by Klaus Wenk, 
Thailandieche Miniaturmalereien, Wiesbaden, 1966, pp. 79-81 (plate xvi).) For brief theatrioal 
extracts from eighteenth-oentury fragments based on this story, see Schweisguth, fitudt sur la 
littirature eiamoise, 146—62. Also see Jean Drans, Eistoire de Nang Manora et Hisioire de Sang 
Thong. Tokyo, 1947.

81 Rend Nicolas, ‘ Le lakhon nora on lakhon ohatri; et les origines du thdatre classique 
Siamois ’, Journal of the Siam Society, jvm, 1924, 86-110.

84 The Hermit: There is one way, and only one, my son,
To gain the end you seek. A magio noose 
The King of Dragons gave himself to me. . . .
But take it, if you list, and snare your bird. Fytche, op. cit., 33.

In Smith’s translation the hunter captures Manohara with his own noose: JASB, no. 91 
1839, 639.

88 The lifting of the heavy stone reminds one of a similar incident in the episode of two giants 
known as the Kills brothers in the Qlaee Palace Ohronxde: ‘ When they had eaten it they said, 
“ Let us test whether what our teacher told us be true or no I ” So they made assay, and lo ! 
they could lift a stone slab ten cubits in length, eight oubits in breadth; and they put it at the 
foot of the stairs of the monastery ’ (tr. Pe Maiing Tin and G. H. Luce, 1923, 76).

The testing of enterprises by the lifting of stones is not unknown in present-day Burma as 
the following note kindly sent to me by Mr. H. L. Shorto would indicate: ‘ Omen stones or 
touobstones (Mon tma’ nimit) are kept at various pagodas (in Lower Burma) in front of a 
particular image of the Buddha or of the guardian not of the pagoda. After praying to the 
Buddha or not the suppliant tries to lift the stone (about the size of a cannon-ball, of stone or 
metal); if he is successful he will be luoky. The formula is a sort of saccakiriya : “ If I... ,
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finger through a sevenfold screen and the prince has to recognize his bride 
by identifying her. The prince begs the ‘ Powers ’ to ‘ grant him a sign ’, and 
a bee settles on Manohara’s finger.86

The use of the screens is probably an afterthought suggested by the stylized 
hand-gestures of the Borobudur reliefs. But there is no doubt that Sakka plays 
an important role in this story as well as in a majority of these apocryphal 
jatakas. He appears in no less than 31 of the 50 jatakas of Zp.,s7 and on 30 
occasions is identified with Anuruddha, renowned for his ‘ clairvoyant eye ’ 
(dibbacaJckhu ti pdkafo). This appears to be an imitation of the Vessantara- 
jdtaka where also Sakka is identified with Anuruddha.88 Otherwise in the 
Theravada tradition, particularly that of Ceylon, Anuruddha plays a no more 
significant role than the other chief disciples of the Buddha. The prominence 
given to him in Burma and also in Siam 86 suggests the existence of a cult 
dedicated to Anuruddha and identified with Sakka, the chief of the 37 nats 
of Burma. It may not be without significance that the founder of the Pagan 
dynasty, the king responsible for placing Sakka at the head of the 37 nats, the 
first Buddhist king of Burma, should also be called Anuruddha 90 (a.d. 1044— 
1077). He might have been a royal patron of this cult and, in conformity

may I lift this stone ” ’. See also Shway Yoe, The Burman: his life and notions. Third ed., 
London, 1927, 240.

It ia possible that this particular test in the Pali versions might have been introduced by the 
monks of Burma from some such popular tradition.

M King : Before my daughters let a seven-fold screen
Of silk inwrought with gems suspended be,
And from within let each of them, in turn,
One taper finger carefully expose.
If he, who claims the lovely Dwaymenau,
By this can single her from the rest,
I will admit his title to her hand. Fytohe, op. oit., 58.

87 Of the 31 stories not less than 23 are found in Pj. and there also Sakka is identified (in 
the samodh&na) with Anuruddha. The only story where he is identified with Moggall&na is 
Akkharalihhita-jdlaka (Zp.t no. 43). Of the remaining 19 stories where Sakka does not play any 
part, 12 are to be found only in Zp. These could possibly be much later additions to the earlier 
collections of Sakka stories in both versions.

88 On Anuruddha, first cousin of the Buddha and one of his chief disciples, see DPPN. 
The Pali scriptures and affhakathds speak often of his iddhi powers and in 14 jatakas he is iden
tified with Sakka. In Mah&ySna texts Anuruddha’s name appears as Aniruddha: tatas idny 
dbharandni cire$a idlena Bhadrikasya Sahyakumdrasya Mah&ndnvno Aniruddhasya cabadh- 
yania sma (LaUiavistara, 229). See Edgerton’s B3SD.

81 Mr. E. H. S. Simmonds to whom I owe the following note informs me that Aniruddha is 
mentioned along with the Buddha in theatrical invocation texts in Thai: In a shadow-play 
MS in the Library of the University of Edinburgh (Oriental collection, no. PL 42) Aniruddha 
appears immediately after the Buddha in the following passage :

I salute the Buddha the Supreme One, 
compassionate towards innumerable creatures, 
may we be raised to the state of Nirv&pa.

I salute Aniruddha, he who sets all in being
the jungles of wood and water,
all streams that pour down from the hills ’.

10 On Anuruddha (transcribed as Anawrahta in modem Burmese) king of Pagan, see the 
Glass Palace Chronicle, tr. Pe Maung Tin and G. H. Luce, 1923, 64-100. On p. 96 he is referred
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with the concept of ‘ Devaraja ’ of those regions, might even have been identified 
with Sakka. Popular stories displaying Sakka’s graceful interventions, originat
ing even outside the Theravada tradition, as in the case of the Sudhana-jataka, 
might then have found a place among the orthodox Theravadins, forming a 
nucleus for the later apocryphal collections like Zp. and Pj.

In the light of the comparisons of the various texts given above it would 
appear that Mv. Y is the oldest, that the redaction used by 1 Saka ’ occupies 
a position intermediate between Mv. Y and Da., and that Da. is a subsequent, 
more developed redaction. Ksemendra in his Ah. follows Da. in the main but 
appears to have had access to source materials connected with ‘ Saka ’. An 
unidentified redaction belonging to the Da. V but differing in several details 
from the Indian and ‘ Saka ’ texts seems to have reached Borobudur where it 
became the source of reliefs nos. I, b, 1-20, and also of the apocryphal versions 
written in Pali, in imitation of the classical Jatcdca book, by the Theravadins 
of South East Asia. These in turn, together with popular traditions surviving 
from the days of the Borobudur reliefs, appear to have inspired the composition 
of a large number of pyos, plays and theatrical performances based on this 
story popular even to this day in Burma and Siam.

to as king Anumddhadeva. See also Maung lit in Aung, Edk elements in Burmese Buddhism; 
H. L. Shorto, ‘ The 32 myos in the medieval Mon kingdom BSOAS, xxvr, 3, 1963, 690.

Early terra-cotta plaques bearing the name of this king spelt Anrrnddha are referred to in 
the Report of the Superintendent, Archaeological Survey of Burma, for 1906 (p. 10), 1912 (p. 19), 
and 1916 (p. 16). The last reads : Eso bhagawd maharaja siri Aniruddhadevena koto vimuttattharji 
sahattheneva ti.

But tile same king’s name with a different spelling Anuradha occurs in an inscription (In
scriptions of Burma, portfolio n, pi. 100a) dated Sakarftj 609 (a.d. 1247) in the phrase Oakkawatiy 
Anuradha klon thu so kyuxtn lay (1. 6).



COLLOQUIAL IN THE YU-HSIEN K‘U

By Arthur Walky

What follows, as will be apparent to the reader, was written as a review 
of Mr. Howard Levy’s translation of the Tang story Yu-hsien Mu,1 which, 
although mentioned in some Western histories of Chinese literature, has not 
hitherto appeared in a complete translation.

After introductory remarks Mr. Levy analyses the story (it is of course a 
seventh-century Chinese story, lost in China but preserved in Japan) and then 
gives his translation of it, followed by nearly 100 notes. In subsequent sections 
he discusses the authorship of the hook, the history of the text, and its influence 
on Japanese literature. This section contains what is so far as I know the first 
translation of the story of a supposed intrigue between the author of the 
Yu-hsien k‘u and the Empress Wu-hou, as given in the Japanese book Kara- 
monogatari (thirteenth century). A notable feature of Mr. Levy’s book is the 
bibliography, which runs to 20 pp. and contains many items printed in relatively 
obscure Japanese publications.

Mr. Levy is no doubt right in saying (p. 66) that the Gh‘ao-yeh ch‘ien-tsai, 
another work attributed to Chang Wen-ch‘eng (perhaps better known as Chang 
Tsu) the author of the Yu-hsien Mu, is not Chang’s original book but an expan
sion of it, dating from much later times. I wonder, however, whether the 
extracts from it in the T‘ai-j>‘ing kuang-chi may perhaps represent the Ch‘ao- 
yeh ch‘ien-tsai almost in its original form. Out of over 200 extracts there seem 
to be only two that are later in date than Chang Wen-ch‘eng’s time. The 
question needs going into more thoroughly.

If it is true that the current editions of the Ch‘ao-yeh cMien-tsai do not 
present the work in its original form, the same may also be said of another book 
by Chang Wen-ch‘eng, the Lung-chin feng-sui p‘an ‘ Dragon-sinews phoenix- 
marrow judgements ’. It mentions, for example, an accusation brought against 
Li Chi-fu =£ * some 50 years after Chang’s death. For the literary genre 
called p‘an see my Po Chii-i, 28.

I shall frequently allude to the commentary in Chinese which is affixed to 
the early printed editions of the Yu-hsien Mu. Of the very numerous Chinese 
works which the commentator quotes the latest is the Wen-ch‘ang hstu-chii 
Si Wo hji a popular encyclopedia dating from about a.d. 820. The com
mentary therefore probably dates from the ninth century. It may well have 
been written in China for the use of Chinese readers. Who was the author ? 
There is a poem about a dawn parting of lovers (Ts‘ai t‘iao chi, ch. 5, p. 4) 
by Yuan Chen, the friend of Po Chii-i, which certainly reads as though the 
author were paraphrasing the dawn parting passage in the Yu-hsien Mu. The

1 Howard S. Levy (tr.) : The dwelling of playful goddesses : China's first novelette, by Chang 
Wen-eh‘eng (ca. 657-730). 2 vols. : '[ii], iii, 119 pp.; 79 pp. [Tokyo: Dai Nippon Insatsu, 1966.] 
(Distributed by Paragon Book Gallery, New York. Translation volume, $4. Plus volume 
containing Chinese text, $0.)
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cock and the magpie are jointly abused in the same way as in the Yu-hsien k‘u 
and the Lord of Heaven reproached for interfering with the love affair. A 
conceivable person to have written the commentary (though this is perhaps too 
wild a speculation) is perhaps Po Hsing-chien (brother of Po Chii-i and friend of 
Yuan Chen) who wrote a fu on love-making, preserved only in a Tun-huang 
manuscript now at the Bibliothhque Nationale.

One document of some importance in connexion with Chang’s life is not 
mentioned by Mr. Levy. This is a ‘ personal statement ’ (Ch‘iian T‘ang wen, 
ch. 172, fol. 1) apparently addressed to the Emperor Ming-huang in 713 or 714. 
In it he says that, having been honoured with official rank, he has not success
fully accomplished a single service, and is fully prepared to be condemned to 
death. But there is one thing on his mind. He has recently put together a 
selection of his writings in a considerable number of scrolls, including poems, 
prose-poems, memorials to the Throne, and records. These he intended to 
present at Court, but has not yet had time to make a fair copy of them. He begs 
to be allowed a hundred days’ grace in which to put the book in order, so that 
even after his execution his literary fame may endure. The request was presum
ably ignored, for no trace of any such literary collection can be discovered, 
though it does seem (see above, p. 559) that the Yu-hsien lc‘u still existed in the 
ninth century. It is surely of some interest to know that what eventually 
failed to be transmitted in China was not only the Yu-hsien k‘u but also the 
whole of Chang Wen-ch‘eng’s literary output previous to about his 57th year.

The Yu-hsien k‘u contains many colloquial expressions. Almost all of them 
occur, with ample context, and in many cases very frequently, in the popular 
literature from Tun-huang, and the publication in 1957 of the Tun-huang pien- 
wen chi by Wang Chung-min and others made it possible for the first time to 
understand fully the colloquial expressions in the Yu-hsien k‘u. Tun-huang 
colloquial has been made the subject of an invaluable book, Chiang Li-hung’s 
Tun-huang pien-wen tzu-i t‘ung-shih revised
edition, 1960. In 1961 the great Japanese authority on Chinese literature, 
Professor Inya Yoshitaka, published his Tonko henbun shu ko-go go-i sakuin, 
an index to Tun-huang colloquial. Light on some of these expressions will be 
found in the Shih tz‘u oh‘ii yii-tz‘u hui-shih Chang
Hsiang, 1954. None of this material is used or even referred to by Mr. Levy. 
Partly in the light of this Tun-huang material and partly in that of parallels 
I have noticed in the course of miscellaneous reading in the last 40 years, I have 
ventured to make a few suggestions.

p. 12,1.17 : g Jg ‘ She conceals herself ’ should be ‘ she is inwardly aware ’ 
of her own beauty. The commentary in Chinese says that tzu-yin means ‘ in 
her heart she sets store by . . .’. This colloquial idiom is fully illustrated and 
discussed by Chiang Li-hung (pp. 59 and 60).

p. 12,1. 22: ® ^ ^ ^ ‘ The very sight would fill him with longing ’.
This' should be ‘ If the eye could see her how immensely moving it would be ’. 
The traditional Japanese gloss is tka baikari ‘ to what extent ’. Jo-wei meaning
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‘ how interrogative or exclamatory, is given in most dictionaries, native and 
Western.

p. 12,1. 23 : |g. Mr. Levy translates ‘ she ’. The Chinese commentary says 
it means ‘ thou ’. This is not so eccentric as it sounds. In a song (Taisho 
Tripitaka, xlvh, 529c) the monk Pen-chi A Jg (840-901) says §| Jfe, ^ !p 
‘ If you had not been there I should have died ’. In a note he explains that this 
means fir ‘ I owe my life to you ’.

p. 12, 1. 24: A 5* SO A A * Why should he further beseech Heaven ’. 
This should be ‘ How elsewhere should he seek a Paradise ? ’ 1 It would be 
profitless for him to seek a Paradise anywhere else ’, says the Chinese commentary.

p. 15, L 15 : ft A tF ‘ 80 unapproachable ’. The Chinese commentator 
says that ch‘iu-shou ‘ expresses the attitude of putting in a plea ’. I can quote 
two passages, not I think previously noticed, where ch‘iu-shou undoubtedly 
means ‘ plead with ’. One occurs in a poem by the ninth-century poet Wang 
Chien (Ch‘iian Tang shih, ch. 11, p. 62b). A Court singing-girl newly arrived in 
the Palace begs the instrumentalists to play each note of a song she is singing 
individually and clearly so that her relatives outside the Palace may be sure to 
recognize the tune. The expression used for ‘ pleads with ’ is ch'iu-shou.

The other example occurs in ‘ Swallow and sparrow ’ (Tun-huang pien-wen 
chi, 252) where the sparrow pleads with (ch‘iu-shou) his gaoler to remove his 
cangue. In the Wang Chien poem there is a variant A ^ which shows that the 
second element in the binome is a colloquial suffix with no fixed orthography.

p. 15, L 19: A S£ ^—Mr. Levy, ‘ Difficult to live ’. But in T'ang colloquial 
when an adjective comes between t‘ai and sheng, sheng is only an adjectival 
ending and does not mean ‘ five The parallelism here between sheng and ssu 
‘ die ’ at the end of the line before is purely formal. Compare p. 31,1.19, where 
Mr. Levy rightly translates A ^ as ‘ too greedy ’.

p. 16,1. 7 : jpj ^ ^ "gf if ‘ Why sustain a burdensome body for a
hundred years ? ’ This should be ‘ Why must you waste (fail to take advantage 
of) your allotted life-span ? ’ What is evidently the same binome is written 
% at Tun-huang (Pien-wen chi, 89, 90). This may be what we ought to 
read here.

p. 16,1.16: || J& IS A ‘ Is a hungry spirit deliberately provoking me ? ’ 
This suggests that Mr. Levy takes ch‘iung huei in the sense of ‘ hungry ghost5 
(Buddhist, preta), which does not fit the context. Ch'iung kuei has two meanings : 
(1) the Demon of Poverty who has to be sent away by making him small 
offerings ; (2) a term of abuse, 1 wretched creature ’. The Chinese commentary 
by saying gj ‘ he curses her ’ indicates that he here takes ch'iung huei in the 
second sense : ‘ The wretched creature came on purpose to torment me ’.

p. 20,1. 17 : s # /Hi jS ‘ How would you ever be willing to pass through 
here 1 ’ This does not make sense and should be ‘ how could you ever have 
managed to . . . ’. See my article ‘ Notes on the Yuan-ch‘ao pi-shih ’, BSOAS, 
xxttt, 3, 1960, 527, 528.

p.21,1.7: 'TMn I A S ‘Or as if the (Reverent Prince of Lu) had
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suddenly constructed his Temple of Spiritual Light J3 tan should be j=L, as 
restored in most modem Chinese editions. Chieh ch‘ang exactly balances the 
§T PI of the previous line. A rough translation would be ‘ A moment later 
seeming like the Ling-kuang Hall when it was just inaugurated ’. I do not 
think cha ever meant or was thought to mean ‘ suddenly ’ in T'ang times.

p. 24, last line but seven: ^ ® ^ ‘ Why must you instantly make
fun of him ? ’ This should be ‘ Why must you needs make fun of him over and 
over again ? ’ Hui-hsieh seems to have the same meaning as hui-hsii &

p. 28, second poem: leisurely penetrates his
ears ’. But the Chinese commentator explains that this refers to a story of 
certain bamboos that emit a sound of wind and rain without anyone blowing 
into them. Wu-shih therefore means ‘ without trouble ’ in the sense of ‘ without 
one’s having to do anything about it ’.

p. 29,1. 18 : 5E M ^ ‘ substituting my position This should, I think,
be ‘ I work turn and turn about ’, unlike the barbarian who was cheated of his 
fair share of riding and had to go on foot all the time.

p. 30, poems : the hero recites a poem which is said to be about the back
gammon-board, and Tenth Maiden replies with one which presumably deals with 
the same subject. On the face of it both poems deal solely with the amorous 
connexion between him and her. This is equally true of the original and the 
translation. ‘ Back feet ’ and ‘ front waist ’ must, however, be technical terms 
connected with backgammon; but though I have looked up a good deal of 
the literature connected with the subject I have failed to discover what 
they mean.

p. 30, bottom : § EsS '(ffi ' Elder Sister is concealing some inner intent ’. 
This should be ‘ is inwardly aware of her own partiality ’, and therefore attri
butes a like partiality to me. Tzu-yin often has this implication. See Chiang 
Li-hung, 60, where one of the examples is from the Ch‘ao-yeh ch‘ien-tsai (T‘ai- 
p‘ing kuang-chi, ch. 249, p. 1930).

p. 31: # ‘ Placing each alongside a box ’ should be ‘ Placing
them one on each side ’. is here written for The Chinese editions correct 
this. Compare Chang Hsiang, p. 747.

p. 31, L 22seq.:*j|^g#jStro &
{pf ‘ Sister shouldn’t neglect the fact that she is (like a) rabbit inside the hole 
belonging to a dog. How does she know what’s going to happen next ? ’ This 
should be ‘ Madam, don’t try to justify yourself! The hare that runs into the 
house by the dog-hole is drink and food coming of its own accord. I wonder what 
else it expeoted ? (i.e. except to be made by the family into hare broth and 
hare ragout) ’.

Fen-su, in the sense ‘ excuse oneself ’, ‘ justify oneself ’, occurs 12 times in 
the Tun-huang literature. It is also explained in the Oho Tceng lu of T‘ao Tsung-i, 
ch. 2, p. 9b. The dog-hole is a round hole at the bottom of the door made so 
that the dog can run in and out of the house. It is the people of the house, not 
the dog, who are going to kill and eat the hare. The words 1 is drink and food
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coming of its own accord. ’ are present in the earliest manuscript, as also in the 
text supplied by Mr. Levy, but are omitted in his translation.

For chih fu yu ho ju compare Chang Wen-ch'eng’s Ch‘ao-yeh ch‘ien-tsai as 
quoted in Tai-p'ing Kmng-chi, ch. 389, p. 3107,
‘ I wonder what else (i.e. else than what it appears to mean) this designation 
(Village of the Five Dukes) means ? ’ For the saying about the dog-hole 
compare Tun-huang pien-ioen chi, 379, ‘ When a hare goes in by the dog-hole it 
will not be long before it is cooked and eaten ’.

p. 36: ^ # m ffi ffio £ ZP ^ So BP ^ B # So A @ M
m m

‘ Its seeming coldness is only on the surface ;
It didn’t iron a lifetime in vain.
Though it now is cold and second-hand,
I still search for that broken-down copper ’.

This seems to do violence to Chinese idiom. The text continues ‘ Everyone 
laughed ’, and there are in the poem several double meanings. Thus ton-mien 
refers to Tenth Maiden’s countenance and at the same time to the top part of 
the flat-iron into which hot embers are put. Leng-o refers to the coldness of her 
feelings and at the same time to the cold condition of the flat-iron. Finally 
ts‘an-t‘ung conceivably means ‘ the rest of the copper ’ and at the same time 
JjJJ ff?J ‘ agreement ’.

I would tentatively translate :
‘ If obduracy (cold face, cold top) continue 
It could not in a whole lifetime be ironed away.
At present although it (your heart, the flat-iron) is cold and bad 
You and I must search for the remaining metal (must try to reach an

accord) ’.
The difficulty of the above interpretation is, of course, Fung, which I take to 
mean ‘ blank ’.

p. 40,11. 17-18 : & A JU A H fg ^ ‘ She, fully aware that
I am a guest, feels annoyed when I arrive ’. This should be ‘ They (the swallows) 
are well aware that I am a visitor. They have come only as a strategem to stir 
up your feelings ’. For ‘ visitor ’ we might under the circumstances almost say 
‘ customer ’. For this meaning of nao see Chang Hsiang, 517. In T‘ang colloquial 
-jg fang-pien has an adverbial sense : ‘ as a suitable expedient, as a means, 
as a ruse ’, etc.

p. 40, L 20: nTnri£JS,$fe‘A pair of swallows, just then playing at love ’ 
should be ‘ This pair of swallows happens really to be making love ’. That is to 
say, you are wrong in supposing that they were only putting up a show of love- 
making in order to stir up my feelings.

p. 45, 1. 6: PH 3? JE J§ tfe ‘ Having heard that you shoot arrows very 
quickly ’. This should, I think, be ‘ While you have still got the thumb-guard 
on your hand ’. The line makes no sense as it stands and I think #§ *{& should 
be corrected to (or ^). This colloquial use of wen is amply illustrated by
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Chiang Li-hung, 123. flfj wen-ckien ‘ while one is still hale and hearty ’ is of 
frequent occurrence.

p. 46, last line but five: 'H SU A if! ‘ Someone else’s invitation’. This should 
be ‘ someone else is hindering her ’. See below, apropos of p. 47, bottom line.

p. 46, bottom line: A ‘ She is using this means to await your
call ’. This should be ‘ It is only as a device that she waits till you summon 
her ’. One might paraphrase it by ‘ It is only for appearance’s sake ’.

p. 47, 1. 17 : 0| ^ HO $£ ^ ‘ The path must be upright and held fast ’. 
This should be ‘ the only thing for you to do is to catch on firmly Ching-hsii 
is correctly glossed in Japanese editions as tada-ni subekaraku ‘ what you only 
ought to do ’.

p. 47, 1. 18: SS H ‘ Tour high-spiritedness is quite sufficient ’.
This should be ‘ It does not matter how much energy you put into it ’. More 
literally ‘ it does not matter how much spirit you bring into play ’. Che-mo, 
written in at least six different ways, is a colloquial expression that from T'ang 
times onwards seems to belong exclusively to the language of poetry.

p. 47,11. 21-2: ^ &o W 1$ II? ‘ If you still seek to preserve
yourself from me, Let me just borrow for a bit your lovable waist ’. This should 
be ‘ How can I plead successfully for the temporary loan of your lovable waist ? ’ 
For jo-wei see above, pp. 660-1, and for ch‘iushou see above, p. 561.

p. 47, bottom line : A {Si +0 28 ' That is why she is so conveniently 
inviting ’. This should be ‘ It is only as a ruse that she makes a point of impeding 
me ’. Compare the song g ® (Yiieh-fu shih-chi, ch. 72) in which a lady in 
a boat says that the waves beating against her prow 4B 'M ‘ make a point 
of impeding me ’.

p. 48, L 18 : g H SJ ‘ She goes to him, her loveliness self concealed ’. 
This should be ‘ She is aware in her own mind that a love-affair is coming ’. 
For tzu-yin, see above, p. 562.

p. 50,1. 10 : * Charmless ’. But the normal meaning of po-mei is ‘ of
frail charm ’, i.e. pretty. There is an exactly parallel passage (Tun-huang pien- 
wen chi, 264) in which the Phoenix King calls the sparrow a ‘ po-mei brown
headed bird ’. The key to both these passages (as also probably to Tu Fu’s 
fft ^ W #1 Si is a poem by Hsu Ling (507-83) which I translated on p. 112 of 
Eos, edited by A. T. Hatto, in which the cock is reproached for disturbing 
lovers at dawn. The term of abuse levelled at the bird is not po-mei but wu-lai 
^ J| ‘ scamp ’. I take po-mei to be a colloquial expression having the same 
meaning as the literary expression wu-lai.

p. 51,1. 4: Til @ [gfr [if] ‘ I would have disregarded neither knowing nor 
hearing of you This should be ‘ It was in the natural course of things that we 
should know nothing about one another ’. For this use of plan-tzu compare a 
poem by the sixth-century a.d. Emperor Chien-wen, addressed to a beautiful 
lady about whom he says.it is natural that she should be incomparable in 
beauty because she is the Goddess of the Lo River come back to life. See Ku 
T'ang shih chi, ch. 79, p. 16.
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p. 51, L 5: l|f0 jig ^ ^ ft- ‘ The Lord of Heaven forces
many things to occur; Now he seemingly transmits an order that parts ns 
two This should be ‘ The Lord of Heaven is needlessly interfering, causing us 
to make a parting snch as this ! ’ Jo and wet do not here go together. as 
often, is for -f^f " such

p. 55, last line of last poem: # fi? i£j ^ ‘ I would soar Hui-hsieh here 
as above, p. 562, means ‘ surely

p. 57, n. 12 : the Three Kingdoms Wei dynasty is here confused with the 
Tatar Wei dynasty. The dancer in question lived in the third century a.d.

p. 60, n. 57 : the game of double-six is usually supposed to have reached 
China in the Three Kingdoms Wei dynasty. Mr. Levy’s ‘ 549 ’ may possibly be 
another instance of the confusion noted just above.

p. 70,1.12, and p. 74, n. 4 : the statement that Yii Ch'eng-hsieh (1775-1840) 
wrote an article on colloquial in the Yu-hsien k‘u has been repeated from one 
book of reference to another. The article is sometimes quoted as occurring in 
his Kuei-ssu lei-Tcao (‘ Classified notes ’ of 1833); sometimes as being in his 
Kuei-ssu ts‘un-hw, a continuation of the same work. I can find no trace of it 
in either.

The above suggestions refer almost exclusively to colloquial expressions 
occurring in the poems. In translating the prose passages, which are almost 
always in literary language, and which form the greater part of the work, 
Mr. Levy is thoroughly competent.



A DOCUMENTARY STUDY OF CHINESE LANDLORDISM 
IN LATE CH'ING AND EARLY REPUBLICAN 

KIANGNAN

By Yuji Muramatsu 

(PLATES I-X)

I
In current studies of the problem of landlordism in twentieth-century China 

there is a fundamental conflict and contradiction between the interpretations 
of the socio-economic historians, whose major thesis is often the inevitable 
process of progressive weakening and eventual decline of the control of ‘ feudal5 
landlords over land and peasants, and the actual conditions and facts of 
contemporary Chinese history, in which the decay of landlord power seems to 
have been far from inevitable, and where such persons as P‘eng Pai and Mao 
Tse-tung have had to exert great revolutionary efforts to forcibly destroy the 
landlords’ dominance.

There can be no doubt, however, that such socio-economic developments 
as the progressive commercialisation and monetarization of the Chinese rural 
economy did have a great effect upon the freeing of the peasantry from the 
direct control exercised by their gentry landlords and by the local authorities. 
But even if we accept this as a general tendency, or as a valid theoretical 
generalization, much specific factual historical research remains to be done 
before we can say with confidence to what extent, in which areas, and at what 
time, this general tendency actually took effect.

It is the generally accepted view that there is a lack of adequate documentary 
source materials available to permit us to make direct concrete studies in 
depth of Chinese landlords and their exploitation and control of the peasantry, 
both from the institutional aspect and also in action. As a result really exhaus
tive and thorough studies of Chinese landlordism have been very few. However, 
the generally accepted notion that primary sources for modem Chinese economic 
history are scarce or lacking is true only to a limited degree. In recent years I 
have discovered considerable numbers of landlord documents, including lists 
of tenants, rent-rolls, tax-books, rent-collectors’ letters and various procedural 
documents deriving from landlord bursaries, in the libraries of the T5y5 Bunko, 
the National Diet, the Jimbun Kagaku Kenkyujo of Kyoto University, the 
T5yo Bunka Kenkyujo of TokyS University, and the Harvard-Yenching 
Institute.1 In these collections at least several hundred items of manuscript 
source materials are available for study. Up to the present I have myself been

1 A great many scholars have helped and enoouraged me in this study. I would particularly 
like to express my gratitude to the librarians of the institutions in whioh the manuscripts are 
preserved, and also to Professors L. 8. Yang of Harvard and D. C. Twitchett of London, who 
have gone oarefully through my English MB before publication.
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able to work through only 100 or so of these, and have published the results 
of my research in a series of articles in Japanese which are listed below.*

These establish clearly, I believe, that landlordism in China remained

1 My prinoipal studies relating to this topio are as follows. I'or the sake of brevity, I refer 
to them in subsequent notes as Muramatsu (1), etc.

(1) ‘ Niju-seiki shots ni olceru So-shi kimbB no ichi so-san to sono kosaku-seido—Koso-shS Oo- 
kO-ken Hi-shi Kydju-san kankti “ Soseki-bensa-satsu ” no kenkyi ’ “ ifc §2 H {C jo

v -m.® t z <d
‘A landlord bursary in the neighbour

hood of Su-chou at the beginning of this century and its tenant-system—a study of the Kung- 
shou-ohan bursary of the Fei olan of Wu-ohiang oounty, Kiangsu Kindai Chigoku Kenkyi, v, 
1964, 1-184.

(2) ‘ Shin-matsu So-shi fukin no ichi so-san ni okeru jinushi shoyichi no chdzei kosaku kankti 
—KOso-shS Go-ken Fu rin-ichi-san chiteisdryO kankti bosatsu ni tsuite ’ fpf 5jc 3^ M Pft S£ ©

- a a ic y- s m (d
\C ~0 h ~C ' Tax payment and rent collec

tion by a landlord bursary of late Ch'ing Su-chou—a study of the tax books of the Feng Lin-i chan 
bursary in Wu-hsien, Kiangsu ’, Hitotsubashi Daigaku Kenkyi-nempO: Ktizaigaku Kenkyi, v,
1963, 163-383.

(3) ‘ Kokuritsu Kokkai Toshokan shizo no “ Gyorin zusatsu ” ni tsuite ’ ® ± 19 # ® #

tt & m © si is (C 1 On the “ Fish-scale books ” possessed by the
National Diet Library, Tokyo ’, Hitotsubashi Daigaku Kenkyi-nempO: Ktizaigaku Kenkyi, vn,
1964, 247-346.

(4) ‘ Shin-matsu Konan ni okeru kosaku jOken to lcosakuryB no saicho ni tsuite—Kbso-shb 
Qo-ken Han-shi GisO, onajiku Go-shi Tokeisan no shdyu, shoran, soyu, jijo, stkkyaku, oyobi
“ shus-setsu bisa ” satsu no kenkyi ’ ^ ^ ^ (C & i f /J'
© m m jc o © t—ti

ft ^{itgjJW©©^ ‘°n the conditions 
of tenant cultivation and extraction of rent payments in late Ch'ing Kiangnan—a study of docu
ments such as Chao-yu, Gh‘eng-lan, Tsu-yu, Tsu-t'iao, CKieh-ciao, and “ Ch‘u-ch‘ieh pei-ch‘a ” 
issued by the Charitable Estate of the Fan olan, and the Yfl-ching tsu-ohan bursary of the Wu 
clan of Wu-hsien county, Kiangsu ’, Hitotsubashi Daigaku Kenkyi-ntmpB: Shakaigaku Ktnkyi,
v, 1963, 129-208.

(6) ‘ Shin-matsu Hin-sho no KBnan ni okeru hbran kankti no jittai to sono ktssan-h/Skoku— 
Soshi Go-shi Tokei-san “ H&shd kakugd bisa” satsu no kenkyi' fpj3^ci5C'&7©tT]^fi<l4o

Ufiitil©! Iif©9i»# &-W M £ R & & &
m m # ii « j © frjf ‘ The realities of tax-farming and the balance of a

r-farming enterprise—a study of the Pao-hsiao kt-hao pei-ch'a account books of the YG-ching 
an bursary of the Wu olan ’, Kindai Chigoku Kenkyi, vx, 1966, 1-66.
(6) ‘ Sailein gimoku shita jakkan no Ohigoku jinushi-sei kankti monjo ni tsuitt—Hafutsu-

Tenkei Kenkyisho shizO no soyi sono ’ H &£ J§ @ L/'C^rF©4I®Slli{^J

m m x # k o © t—Bn ti®»^0fti©as^©i
‘ On some more Chinese landlord doouments recently studied—such as the tsu-yu possessed by 
the Harvard-Yenohing Institute and others ’, Toyd Gakuho, xlvi, 4, 1966, 1-33.

(7) ‘ Kindai-Ghigoku no jinushi monjo ni tsuite—sono shurui to seishitsu ’ 2£ ® ©
© HI J§| h. 14 ’M. ‘ On landlord doouments of

modem China, their type 
Kenkyi, rx, 1966, 1-60.

s and nature ’ Hitotsubashi Daigaku Kenkyi-nempO: Keizaigaku

(8) ‘ Chigoku kindai-ka no tochi-mondai The land
problem in the modernization of China ’, Eekishi KyOilcu, tttt, 12, 1966, 1-12.
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overwhelmingly powerful at least until the early 1920’s, and that one vital 
factor in the maintenance of this power was the institution known as the 
‘ landlord bursary ’ (tsu-chan which 1ms previously received com
paratively little scholarly attention.®

Roughly speaking a landlord bursary or tsu-chan was an organization for 
the large-scale exploitation and management of lands owned by landlords. It 
was usually established and owned by a gentry 4 landlord with some official 
background and therefore with considerable local influence and social standing. 
Such a landlord bursary did not only manage the landed properties owned by 
the owner of the bursary, hut also accepted as agents lands owned by other 
landowners who found it more convenient to deposit their landholdings with 
the bursary rather than to manage them directly for themselves. The bursary 
collected rents from tenants and paid the taxes due to the local government 
in respect of all the lands under its management. The rents received from the 
tenants of lands accepted for management from landowners other than the 
owner of the bursary were remitted annually by the bursary to their owners 
after deduction of taxes, bursary commission (chan-fei ^ 35), and other 
expenses.

The authorities recognized the convenience of the landlord bursary in the 
collection of taxes on behalf of the local government, and it became customary 
to dispatch regularly runners from the fu or hsien administration (Fu-ch‘ai 
fl!f or Hsien-ch‘ai )gj or other lower-ranking official underlings, such as 
chou-f‘an jg, to assist the rent-collectors to force the tenants to pay their 
rents to the bursaries.6

* Until very recently, the only studies of the bursary institution apart from my own were 
those in Amano Motonosuke’s Jz 3=f JC 1$ ShinandgyS-heizairon ^ H|5 $ ^ ® 8? I&> 
Tokyo, 1840, and Shina nteon zaUci gfi J| # f 2. Tokyo, 1942, and in the chapter on
the tenancy system of the Ohung-buo ohing-chi nien-chien 1934 nf3 ^ ^ $£? 1934,
Nanking, 1936.

[Readers may be interested to compare this documentary study with the classical field-study 
of a neighbouring district, K'ai-hsien-kung, published before the war by Pei Hsiao-t ung 

311hi- Peasant life in China (London, 1939). Lei mentions the institution of the landlord 
bursary, which he oalls a ‘ rent-collecting bureau ’, and which in K‘ai-hsien-kung was oalled 
a chit (j|g?) Tather than clan ig on pp. 188 ff. Pei is writing of a later period even than the 
latest of Professor Muramatsu’s documents, when the process of breakdown had gone still 
further. As he says, ‘ economio depression . . . has made rent a heavy burden on the peasant, 
and the income derived from rent much more vulnerable to the landlord ’. The death of Pei 
Chung-shen, mentioned by Professor Mnramatsu on p. 674, was shortly followed by a peasant 
rising in the Su-ohou district, whioh was put down with much bloodshed.]

Last year another article appeared dealing with the subject, Chou Ch‘i-ohung Jlfj ijjl Jjt3, 
‘ Ti-cku chieh-chi ti lien-ho tsu-hsi—P‘ing-hu tsu-chan lien-ho pan-shih-suo ti chi-chien tsui-cheng ’

Wen-ioti, 1966, no. 3, 6-7,11.
* In Uiia study I employ the term ‘ gentry , in spite of the difficulties whioh this raises, in 

roughly the same sense as does Chang 0h‘ung-li in his study The income of the Chinese gentry, 
Seattle, 1962.

6 Throughout the Ch'ing period (aud indeed from the early years of the Ming) strict prohibi
tions were repeatedly promulgated by the central government against the existence of any
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The landlord bursaries permanently employed such personnel as clerks 
(shih-yeh (Si? Jjfi), workmen (kwng-jen I _AJ> and rent-collectors (ts‘ui-chia 
■fH ). The former were allocated tasks in the storehouses (chan-ts‘any j^) 
book-keepers’ office (chang-fang |§ and cashier’s office (Jcuei-fang fljj M) 
maintained by the bursary. The rent-collectors usually lived in the countryside, 
and were each responsible for the collection of rents due from a certain specified 
number of tenants. They collaborated with the runners and other official 
underlings sent out by the local authorities, to press for payment of rents from 
the tenants, and to bring the rents in to the bursary.

Among the individual landlord bursaries for the study of which significant 
amounts of relevant documents are available are the following:

(1) The Kung-shou-chan $ g ® OI Kung-shou-sheng-chan H ® & 
of the Fei clan. The documents relating to this are in the T5y5 
Bunko.6

(2) The Yii-ching tsu-chan £5? 0L ^ of the Wu ^ clan. The documents 
relating to this' are in the National Diet Library.7

(3) The Ching-yii tsu-chan igg ^ of the Ts‘ai clan. The documents 
relating to this are in the Jimbun Kagaku Kenkyujo, KySto University.

(4) The Tzu-ching tsu-chan S tS of the Wang clan. The docu
ments relating to this are in the National Diet Library.

(6) The Feng-ho-chan 5 Jn IS of the P‘an clan. The documents 
relating to this are in the National Diet Library.

(6) The Yung-an-chan ^ of the Hsii clan. The documents
relating to this are in the T5y5 Bunka Kenkyujo, TSkyo University.

(7) A bursary of which neither the name of the bursary nor that of the
owner clan is known, but which apparently had a close relationship 
with the Feng-lin-i-chan (Sj possessed by Feng Kuei-fen
i| The documents relating to this are in the Toyo Bunko.8

institution or persons anting as intermediaries in the payment of taxes between the aotual tax
payer and the looal authorities. However, the very repetition of suoh orders proves the futility 
of the government’s attempts to enforce the prinoiple which it oalled tzu-feng t'ou-kuei 

personally wrapping and personally putting into the oheet ’. In aotual fact there 
was a great deal of suoh intervention of third parties, whioh was known by the general term 
pao-lan fd, . Most of the ediots embodying suoh prohibitions point out the looal influential 
families and gentry members as the chief oulprits. I am of the opinion that the landlord bursaries 
were among the most confirmed offenders. In anyoase, whatever prohibitions the oentral 
government ohose to issue, local officials were still forced to depend upon the goodwill and 
assistance of landlord gentry to oolleot their taxes.

8 See Muramatsu (1). 7 See Muxamatsu (4) and (6).
* See Muramatsu (2). The covers of the rent and tax-books from this bursary held by TOyfl 

Bunko give the name neither of the bursary nor of its owner olan. However on some is the note 
‘ Held by the Feng T.in-i bursary for future reference ’. Feng Lin-1 was, 

of course, the well-known scholar official Feng Kuei-fen (1809-74), on whom see Hummel, 
Eminent Chinese of the Ch'ing period, Washington, 1943 ; Huang Ts‘ui-po ^ , ‘ Gh'i-shih
nien ch‘ien ti Wei-hsin jen-wu Feng Ohing-t‘ing’ U “k ^ t^I ?S= :$! A4&/1 if: 2^. 
Chung-shan Wen-huah Ohiao-yH-kuan Ohi-h'an, iv, 2, 1937, 96-110 ; Momoee Hiroshi "g" §/>,
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(8) The Kung-hao-tsu-chan 5^ Sfe ® ® of the Pin-hsing kung-suo 5? J| 
Q fjf. The documents relating to this are in the Harvard-Yenching 
Institute Library.®

(9) The Charitable Estate of the Fan clan, i.e. the famous Fan-shih I-
chuang Documents relating to this are in the National
Diet Library and in the T5y5 Bunka Kenkyujo.10

Of these bursaries, the first six were all established and owned by individual 
clans, and the seventh, too, was probably also of the same type. The eighth 
was a bursary established by a group of gentry families for the special purpose 
of donating grants to meet the travel expenses of candidates visiting the 
metropolis or the provincial capital to sit for the official examinations.11 The 
last was the famous charitable clan estate of the Fan clan, which had been kept 
continuously in existence since 1050 and lasted until our own days. There are 
already some good studies of this.1®

All of these bursaries were, it seems, situated in the same province of 
Kiangnan, Kiangsu, and most of them were in the same district of Su-chou. 
However, very recently Chou Ch‘i-chung has published a study of the activities 
of similar landlord bursaries in P‘ing-hu county in Chekiang province,18 and 
it is thus clear that the landlord bursary was not an institution confined to the 
very special Su-chou district. Just how widely it was distributed, however, 
will only be ascertained by future research.

The dates of the surviving documents cover the period from the late Ch'ing 
until the 1930’s. For example, rent books of the Kung-shou-chan (bursary 
no. 1 above) dated 1906, 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910, 1911, 1912, 1922, 1927, 1928, 
and 1929 are available. In addition, the National Diet Library possesses the 
tenancy contracts, which range in date at least from 1868 to 1919. From 
the books of the Yu-ching tsu-chan (bursary no. 2) we can reconstruct an 
almost continuous record of its land management from 1893 to 1928. Thus,

‘ Hyd Keifunto sono chojutsu ni tsuite' © S’ 3® 1C O © ~Xj ,T 5a RonsS, n,
1940, 96-122 ; and Mnramatsu (2), 269-95.

• See Mnramatsu (6) and (7), particularly postscript 3 to the latter.
10 See Muramatsu (4).
11 See Ho Ping-ti, The ladder of success in Imperial China, New York, 1962, also Vang Lien-

BllenS tlj gi, ‘ Ko-chii shih-tai iifu-k‘ao lafei vxa-ti ’ fH)
Ching-huah HsUeh-pao, new ser., n, 2, 1961, 116-28.

11 S®6 Shimizu Morimiteu 7jt ® $fc, Chugoku zokusan seido h5 §9 M r#J lx
Tokyo, 1949 ; D. C. Twitchett, ‘ The Fan clan’s charitable estate, 1050-1760 ’ (in A. F. Wright 
(ed.), Confucianism in action, Stanford, 1969) and ‘ Documents on clan administration : i. The 
rules of administration of the oharitable estate of the Fan olan ’, Asia Major, NS, vm, 1, 1960, 
1-35 ; Niida Noboru, iff. -fir E0 pH, ‘ Chugolcu no ddzoku maia wa sonralcu no tochi shoyu 
mondai' hoseishi
kenkyil, 3, Tokyo, 1962, 683-740 ; Makino Tatsumi ^ Up JJ|, Kinsci Chigolcu sdzoJeu kenkyil 

+ - Tokyo, 1949> 121-34; KondC Hodeki Jg $| gj, ‘ Uanshi
giso no hensen ’ ?£ ft ^ M 3!< TOydshi KenkyU, xxi, 4, 1963, 93-138.

la See p. 568, n. 3.
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although these materials concern a rather small and restricted area geogra
phically, the documents may sometimes be used to provide a long and 
continuous chronological series of statistical materials.

II

One of the principal groups of surviving landlord documents com
prises rent-books (plates i-n) entitled Tsu-pu g. Tsu-chi H $§, or 
Tsu-chi pien-ch‘a US 3£> from certain of the bursaries. These books
were usually compiled annually by the bursary clerks, and recorded in 
respect of every individual plot of land (a) the names of its tenants, (b) its 
dimensions, (c) the amount of rent, (d) the rent payments made during the 
year, (e) credits given to the tenants, if any, and (f) any other relevant details 
concerning the particular landlord-tenant relationship.14 The rent-books thus 
give us not only a general picture of the estates managed by the bursary as a 
whole, but also provide a variety of detailed information about the rents of 
these lands, the tenants who cultivated each plot, the amounts of rent collected 
both in kind and in monetary equivalents, the payments of rent, and outstand-

The total acreage of lands managed by a single bursary often amounted to 
several thousand mou, which was quite extensive in comparison with the 
average scale of landed property in the Yangtse valley region in the nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries. For example, in 1908 the total acreage con
trolled by the Kung-shou-chan (bursary no. 1) amounted to 2913-709 mou,16 
while those of the unnamed bursary no. 7 totalled 5884-450 mou.1* A part of 
these lands was actually owned by the owner of the bursary, but the bursary 
also managed and controlled other lands belonging to other landowners, some 
of them fellow-clansmen of the owner, but others members of other clans. An 
interesting feature of the bursary institution is that the bursary owner himself 
was usually not the owner of the largest acreage administered by the bursary. 
Almost, always the largest landed property under a bursary’s management 
belonged to some outside landowner. The acreage of lands belonging to various 
owners which made up the estate managed by the Kung-shou-chan (bursary 
no. 1) are set out in table 1 (p. 572).17

Among these landowners, the first two, i.e. the Fei and Ku clans, belonged, 
as I shall show below, to the gentry class. Both of their landed estates bear 
the designation Vang (‘ hall ’), that is to say the land was family or clan 
property. Of the other four landowners, which include the owners of the two

14 The Toys Bunko possesses 24 volumes of renkbooks for lands belonging to the Kung-shou- 
t‘ang, Hung-hsin-hao, I-tai, and ChOn-hao, administered by the Kung-shou-chan bursary. All 
bear the bursary's name either on the oover or printed in the block oentres (p an-hsin) of each 
page. Other rent-books in the Diet Library, Jimbun Kagaku Kenkyujo, Kyoto, and the Harvard- 
Tenching Institute are in very similar form.

11 See Muramateu (1), 27.
14 See Muramatsu (2), 306.
17 See Muramatsu (1), 27.
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Table 1

Ownership of lands under the management of the Kung-shou-chan 
bursary of the Fei dan

Kung-shou-t‘ang of the Fei clan (If # M (the bursary owner) 368-185
Lo-shou-t‘ang of the Kn clan (SH ^ ^ 182-727
Ho-hao (£-$!) 479-610
Hung-hsin-hao of the P‘u clan (if ff §8) 1883-187
1't‘ai (f& 100-684
Chun-hao (£ ft) 840-428

Total 3854-821

largest estates, those of the Hung-hsin-hao and Chhn-hao, three did not bear 
the designation t‘ang but were instead entitled hao ft, which was normally 
used for the title of business or commercial organizations.18 Perhaps most, or 
at least some of the landowners who preferred to deposit their lands with such 
gentry-managed bursaries were in fact absentee landlords who had to live in
the cities because of their involvement in their urban enterprises.19

Of the Fei and Ku families mentioned above, the latter was unquestionably 
a gentry family with an official background, since in the rent books of the
bursary both the family name Ku and the title of its hall [t‘ang) also bear an 
official title—Shih-hsi yun-ch‘i-wei fHr J6j\20 I have also been able
to identify and obtain some information about the Fei family Between the 
leaves of the rent-book dated 1907 of the Kung-shou-chan bursary owned by 
the Feis, I discovered an empty envelope used for an obituary gift addressed 
by a certain Wang Ta-jen 3: ^ A ^ Peking to a person by the name of 
Fei Chung-shen g gg living in the Hun-t‘ang-hsiang ^ igi in Su-chou. 
It seemed reasonable to assume that this Fei Chung-shen was either the head, 
or at least an important member of the Fei clan who owned the bursary. 
Working upon this assumption it has proved possible to discover quite a lot 
of material on the history of this Fei clan from contemporary local gazetteers 
and the collected works of local persons.21

According to these sources, the Feis had been locally eminent in the Su-chou 
region during the Sung and Yuan dynasties, but later fell into a decline, and

19 See Muramatsu (1), 30-1, and p. 179, n. 13.
19 This does not imply that absentee landlords whose principal business was in the oities 

deposited lands with bursaries because these were in the countryside. Most bursaries were not, 
but were established in a town like Su-ohou (see Muramatsu (0), 14-18). The advantage whioh 
the bursary had to offer was that through the gentry-offloial status of its owner it was able to 
oontrol and manage peasants even from its urban headquarters.

” See Muramatsu (1), 30.
al See Muramatsu (1), 32-34 ; Chen Yung-kuang, ‘ Fei Chi-chien chia-chuan ’

^ fS, in T‘au\-chou wen-chi 3; Chang Chung-jen (Jg <ft{i £2, ‘ Fei chan
chung-shen chia-chuan' £ g fti gj* J£ $, Ghih-yUan pan-yUeh-Fan, 5; Wu-chiang hsien 
hsU-chih, 19 ; etc.
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hardly any record remains of them during the Ming period. In early Ch ing 
times one of their members, Fei Hung-hsiieh ^ ^ acquired the chin-shih
degree in 1700 and was appointed magistrate of the county of Po-yeh in Pei 
Chih-li province. But even after this the family remained poor, and Fei Chen- 
hsiin ^ ig U (1738-1816), Fei Hung-hsiieh’s descendant and the great- 
great-grandfather of Fei Chung-shen mentioned above needed great determina
tion and powerful ambition to undertake the study required to pass the official 
examinations with high ranking. Fei Chen-hsun passed the chu-jen examination 
in 1.768 and the chin-shih in 1775. He later held a succession of both important 
and lucrative offices such as Reviser of the Wen-yiian-ke $$ US} 
secretary of the Szechuan Office of the Board of Finance §5 0 Jl| 7U i lf^, 
senior secretary of the Shantung Office of the Board of Finance )3 SB ill 
73 0 Superintendent of the Pao-ch'iian-chii Mint 55 ^ Supervising 
Censor of Shantung Province (Jj ^ ^ etc. Most of these posts
must have been lucrative ones, since they were specially concerned with such 
duties as the regulation of the salt business, the minting of coin, and water- 
conservancy works on the Yellow River. After his retirement from office 
Fei Chen-hsun taught for seven years in the famous Cheng-i shu-yiian jE $2 
^ ^ academy.

It was undoubtedly in Fei Chen-hsun’s time that the Feis established their 
position as a wealthy and influential landlord gentry family. After him at 
least three clan members acquired the chin-shih degree and two others became 
chu-jen. Fei Chung-shen’s immediate ancestors had remarkable academic 
success. His father was a chin-shih, his grandfather a chu-jen, and both his 
great-grandfather and great-great-grandfather were chin-shih. All of them, 
moreover, were employed in active official posts, and two of them were post
humously enshrined, one as a ‘ Country Sage ’ (Hsiang-hsien $$ ) and the
other as an ‘ Official of Distinction ’ (Ming-huan Hl)-

Fei Chung-shen himself (1884-1935), influenced doubtless by the sudden 
change in the social, political, and intellectual atmosphere which followed 
the first Sino-Japanese War of 1894-5, did not apply himself very rigorously 
in preparing for the official examinations. Having failed in one autumn 
examination, he purchased the official status of assistant secretary, and was 
given a magistrate’s post in Pei Chih-li, but in fact worked as a secretary to 
Yuan Shih-k‘ai (1859-1916),“ at that time Governor-General of Chih-li, and 
later the President of the Chinese Republic. Both Fei Chung-shen and Yuan’s 
eldest son were married to daughters of Wu Ta-cheng ^ ^ & (1835-1902) 33 
a very eminent civil and military official who was also a noted archaeologist, 
painter, and calligrapher. Wu was a very important gentry-member from 
Su-chou, where his clan had long been extremely influential.

In 1909, after Yuan Shih-k‘ai temporarily fell from political power, Fei 
Chung-shen was given a post as second secretary in the Board of Transportation

11 See Hummel, Eminent Chinese of the Chling period, 960-3.
» ibid., 880-2.
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and Communications. But in the next year he returned home to Su-chou to 
observe the ceremonial period of mourning for his mother, and then remained 
living in retirement in Su-chou as an influential member of the local gentry. 
In 1911, the former Viceroy Ch‘eng Te-ch‘iian § was installed as head
of the ‘ republican ’ army in Kiangsu, and asked Fei to participate in establish
ing a new government.*4 But Fei Chung-shen rejected any official post and 
devoted himself to restoring and maintaining order in the district after the 
revolution.

He established an electrical company to compete with the enterprises 
operating on foreign capital. He also set up the first local farmers’ hank to 
provide financial support for farmers and landowners to 1 protect ’ them against 
the reckless exploitation of the traditional style moneylenders. He negotiated 
with the local officials to decrease the amount of tax payable in years of bad 
harvests, and dredged and embanked harbours and canals around the Taihu 
lake. He restored the local shrine of Confucius, and edited biographies of the 
elders of Wu-chiang, his native county. But at the same time he sent his own 
sons to study abroad, one to Oxford and another to the United States. In 
1915 he paid a short visit to Peking, which was at the time under the dictator
ship of his former patron Yuan Shih-k‘ai. He was offered an official post, but 
having remonstrated against the plot of Yuan and his followers to enthrone 
Yuan as emperor he returned to Su-chou and remained there until his death 
in 1935.

In 1924 the first repercussions of the civil war, resulting from the growing 
independence of the provincial war-lords and from the antagonism between 
the conservative north and the revolutionary south, began to reach the districts 
of Su-chou and Wu-chiang. First the army of the war-lord Sun Ch'iian-fang 
® H then the Manchurian army of Chang Tso-lin 51 H poured into 
the district, and soon after, in 1927, came the Kuomintang Northern Expedi
tionary Army. In the midst of the consequent disorders, Fei Chung-shen made 
great efforts to promote the charitable activities of the Red Cross, and to 
assist generally in the restoration and maintenance of public order in the 
province.

After the revolution of 1927 it would appear that the financial prosperity 
of the landlord enterprises of the Fei clan rapidly deteriorated. This was 
partly the result of the increasing independence of their tenants, and partly 
the result of the development programme initiated by the new Nationalist 
Government, established in 1928 in Nanking, which suddenly aggravated the 
tax burdens on their lands. This situation became still more grave with the 
onset of the general economic depression after 1931. According to a history 
of the Fei family compiled by Chang Chung-jen, 600 mou of their hereditary

“ See Muramateu (1), p. 180, n. 20. See also Kuo Hsiao-oh'eng ftf file > Ohiang-su biang-fu. 
cAishih jl ^ tiCj » moluded in Chung-kuo SHh-hsfieh. hui (ed.), Hsin-hai ko-ming 
¥ vxr, 1-32.
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lands in the counties of Chen-tse jp and Wu-chiang ^ iX in the neighboux- 
hood of Sn-chon suffered bad harvests in successive years, and even though the 
Feis sold some of these lands to pay off their tax arrears, this was still insufficient. 
Fei Chung-shen in desperation petitioned the government to have all the family 
lands confiscated in settlement of their outstanding tax debts, but naturally 
his request was rejected. He could not press his poverty-stricken peasants to 
pay rent, and so in 1935 he addressed another long and extremely moving 
letter to the government. But before this could be sent he fell sick and died.*6

I have gone into some detail about their case, because the Feis, and Fei 
Chung-shen as the head of their clan, were in many ways representative of the 
condition of the more prosperous scholar-official gentry and their families in 
Kiangsu during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

The Feis were a locally important clan, who had enjoyed unusual academic 
success and access to office in successive generations. Fei Chung-shen had, 
moreover, been able to strengthen their position still further by a marriage 
alliance with another very influential local clan. He and his clan thus had a 
solid and substantial basis for establishing a landlord bursary. Nevertheless, 
the Feis were not themselves owners of the largest share of the lands which 
were managed by their bursary. The largest single share of their lands was 
accepted for management from the Hung-hsin-hao of the P‘u clan, which was 
probably a non-agricultural business organization possessed by a different 
family.

Another important feature of the landholdings recorded in the rent-books 
of the landlord bursaries is that they were almost invariably composed of a 
large number of very small fragmented plots. In this respect there was no 
difference between the lands owned by the bursary owners and those of other 
landholders who had deposited their lands with the bursary for management. 
Not only were the individual plots always very small, but their situations were 
always widely dispersed. They were usually scattered across the borders of 
such minor administrative sub-districts as the tu and t‘u |BJ, and sometimes 
even extended into more than one county (hsien) or prefecture (/«), intermingled 
with other plots owned or held by many other landlords or managed by other 
landlord bursaries. So that the statement above that the total area of lands 
which were held and managed by a single bursary often amounted to several 
thousand mou does not in any way imply the existence in a certain fixed loca
tion of a large, integrated, continuous estate of that total acreage. Nor does it 
imply that the scale of farming on a bursary’s lands was larger than the normal.

To give a picture of the small size of individual plots, I tabulate, in tables 
2 and 3 (p. 576), the sizes of plots making up the landholdings managed by 
the Kung-shou-chan (bursary no. 1) which was owned by Fei Chung-shen and 
his family.86

16 After Pei Chung-shen’s death, none of his three sons suooeeded him as a landlord bnrsary 
owner. Two became engineers, and the other a university professor. See Muramatsu (1), 37.

*• See Muramatsu (1), 46-0.
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Table 2
Size distribution of plots making up the lands managed by 

dan’8 Kung-shou-chan
the Fei

Owner

Size (mou)

Kung-
shou-
t‘ang

TTung-
hsin-
hao

Lo-
shou-
t‘ang

Ho-hao I-tai Chiin-hao

Below 0-99 27 97 22 15 11 59
1-0-1-99 53 138 27 50 4 71
2-0-2-99 45 165 29 42 9 68
3-0-3-99 21 112 12 41 8 45
4-0-4-99 12 52 2 15 6 28
5-0-5-99 6 43 2 8 1 27
6-0 - 6-99 — 21 1 3 — 9
7-0 - 7-99 —■ 6 —. 2 ____ 2
8-0 - 8-99 ■— 12 — 1 _____ 3
9-0-9-99 ■—■ 4 — — 1 .

Above 10 1 9 — — ____ 2
Total 165 659 95 177 40 314

Table 3
Average size of plots making up the lands managed by the Fei 

clan’s Kung-shou-chan

Owner
Total acreage Number of Average size

(mou) plots of plot (mou)
Hung-hsin-hao 1883-187 659 2-85
Kung-shou-t‘ang 368-185 165 2-23
Lo-shou-t‘ang 182-727 95 1-92
Ho-hao 479-610 177 2-70
I-tai 100-684 40 2-51
Chiin-hao 840-427 314 2-67

Total 3854-820 1450. 2-65

Table 2 shows clearly that at least 75 per cent and in some cases more than
90 per cent of the plots making np each property were smaller than 3 mou. 
It also shows a slight difference between the plots comprised in the larger 
properties such as that of the Hnng-hsin-hao, and those of the smalW owners 
such as the Lo-shou-t'ang. The larger properties included a smaller percentage 
of plots under 3 mou in size than the smaller. There is also a difference in 
composition between the two clan properties (Kung-shou-t‘ang and Lo-shou- 
t'ang) and the properties of the urhan-based hao, the average size of plots 
being much greater among the latter than the former. But in any case, as is 
shown in table 3, the difference was not very great. The larger the acreage of 
a domain became, the larger the number of its component strips, and the 
average size of the individual plots remained about 2-5 mou.
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Of course there were some cases of tenant farmers whose tenancy extended 
over a number of individual plots of land.*7 But in the majority of instances 
the plots rented to individual tenants corresponded with the area farmed by 
the tenant’s family. In pre-war central China the acreage generally accepted 
as necessary for subsistence was 3 mou per capita (not per family). So it is 
clear that the scale of cultivation undertaken by the tenants who farmed the 
lands managed by the landlord bursaries was really very small, and not very 
far above bare subsistence level.

It is possible also to get a clear idea of the wide dispersal of the plots 
managed by a bursary, since the rent-books usually give the position of each 
strip by specifying the yii if or embanked area in which it was located. The 
yii was an official cadastral subdivision of the t'u and tu, and since it was 
usually quite small these indications enable us to locate the plots with some 
precision, for local gazetteers of the locality28 permit us to discover to which 
t‘u and tu each yii belonged. Table 4 28 shows us the very wide dispersal of the 
plots owned by the Kung-shou-t'ang and administered by the Fei clan’s 
Kung-shou-chan bursary.

County
Wu-hsien

Chen-tse

Tabus 4
Dispersal of plots leased out by Kung-shou-t'ang

Tu Tu Distance of tu from county town
1 1 more than 20 li north-west
3 [East] 6, 10, 11, 12 more than 20 li south

22 1 56 or 56 li south
23 [East] 3, 9, 17 45 li south
24 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 more than 40 li south-west
28 20, 24 45 li south-east

2 [South] 1 15 li south-west
18 14 more than 50 li south-west

Note. 1 Chinese it was equivalent to I mile.

Since the county yamen of Chen-tse was in the town of Wu-chiang, which 
was some 15 miles south of Wu-hsien the yamen of which was in Su-chou city, 
the plots of land owned by the Kung-shou-t'ang of the Fei clan were scattered 
widely over the two counties, and the distance separating the most widely 
dispersed plots must have been at least 25 miles. This, however, refers only 
to the holdings of the Kung-shou-t'ang itself. The Kung-shou-chan bursary, 
as we have seen, administered lands of five other owners, and these were still

17 See Muramatgu (1), 74—7, 83-6 for examples. The problem of the rights, legal status, and 
so on of tenants is taken up below.

*• See Wu-chiang hsien-chih (Chien-lung ed.), 3, tjfii tT ® 4?? > Oh'ang-chou
hsien-chih (reout in 1766), 1, It would appear
that the district subdivisions of tu, t‘u, and yfl in this region underwent little ohange during 
the Ch‘ing period.

*• See Muramatsu (1), 47-70.
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more widely scattered, one owner, the Chiin-hao, owning some plots in yet a 
third county, Ytian-ho hsien.

The multiple ownership and the widely dispersed location of bursary land
holdings naturally made their management and administration very difficult. 
But this did not inhibit the landlord bursaries from exerting a very strong, 
direct, and minute control both over the plots of land under their management 
and over the peasants who tilled them. It is to this problem which I shall 
now turn.

m
In discussing the actual relationship between landlord and peasant, it is 

essential to discuss three distinct aspects of the relationship between tenant 
farmer and bursary; first, the legal status of the tenant peasants; second, 
the amount of rent which they paid in relation to the tax load which the 
hursary bore in respect of their land; and third, the landlord’s control and 
authority over the person of his tenant.

In connexion with the legal status of tenant peasants, I have located two 
■distinct groups of new source material. First are the details relating to individual 
tenants entered in the rent-hooks referred to above, and second are the surviving 
tenancy contracts. In examining the landlord documents in the collection of 
the National Diet Library in Tokyo I discovered some 50 single-sheet docu
ments which had been inserted between the leaves of rent-books and other 
hursary documents bound up in book form. Among these were tenancy contract 
•deeds of the types designated chao-yu ^3 and ch‘eng-lan jfc (plates ttt-tv) 

■drawn up by tenants and addressed to their landlord. These are dated between 
1876 and 1919. Most of them were found in the rent-books of the charitable 
■estate of the Fan clan, and concern the tenant relationships between individual 
peasant tenants and the Fan estate. One other item refers to a peasant tenant 
■of the Tzu-ching tsu-chan bursary of the Wang clan (bursary no. 4).30

Although the tenant deeds were of two separate forms—chao-yu (literally 
* recruitment of tenant ’ or ‘ recruited tenant ’) and ch‘eng-lan (‘ acceptance 
■of undertaking ’), the actual contents of the undertaking entered into by the 
tenant were fundamentally similar, in fact virtually identical. In either type 
•of deed the tenant said that he had not enough land to cultivate [fa-t‘ien 
keng-chung ffl fH) and so agreed to be recruited as a tenant [chao-yu), 
■or agreed to undertake (ch‘eng-lan) the cultivation of so many mou of land, 
■situated in a certain yii Iff of a certain t‘u |f)j, and promised to pay rent of so 
many shih of rice, plus an extra rent charge of so much to cover the cost of 
■transportation of the rent grain (li-mi ^). In case of any natural disaster 
such as drought, flood, gale or insect damage, the rent was to be reduced, in 
accordance with the custom of the area (ssu-fang ta-li H jz $!)• The deed 
was drawn up to guarantee the keeping of the undertakings verbally given.31

30 See Muramatsu (4), 128-41.
31 See Muramatsu (4), table 1, p. 146. Full texts of 12 tenancy contracts are reprinted in 

the same artiole, pp. 133-40.
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Plate V

Demand note for rent (rsr-vr)
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The deeds were signed by tenant peasants, by tenants and intermediaries 
(yang-chung & 41)) by tenants and former tenants (hsien-chao ^ S written 
for or hsien-lan H |), or by the tenant and a guarantor of payment
of his rent (pao-tsu ®_). Many of the tenant peasants, former tenants, and 
even the intermediaries and guarantors, presumably illiterate, have simply 
made a cross beneath their names which had been written in by some literate
person, in place of signing themselves.

There are currently two diametrically opposed theories which predominate 
among Japanese scholars concerning the nature of the landlord-tenant rela
tionship in post-Sung China. Some claim that the relationship was essentially 
a pure contractual relationship, purely economic in nature, between the peasant 
without land and the landlord without labour power. The other party assume 
the existence of ‘ serfdom ’ or of a certain lower stratum of the peasantry who 
were semi-permanently put under restraint to cultivate a certain plot of land, 
and personally subordinated to the authority of a certain ‘ feudalistic landlord.

The contracts in the possession of the National Diet Library state that the 
tenants need the land because they have not themselves enough land to 
cultivate, and are thus willing to pay a certain amount of rice or its equivalent 
value to the landowner as rent, which would certainly seem to indicate the 
economic nature of the contract. But at the same time none of the 12 deeds 
which I have discovered and published specifies the time when the tenant 
relationship will expire. Some even state specifically that the rent will be so 
much in the first year, but that it will be increased by so much in the second, 
third, fourth, or the next normal year (p‘ing-nien zp ^), which would suggest 
that both parties to the tenancy presupposed that it would continue for a
term of several years.

In connexion with the long-term or semi-permanent nature of these tenancies, 
the tenant records in the rent-books provide a great deal of evidence showing 
the inheritance of a tenancy from father to son. The column of the rent-books 
which lists the tenants occupying each plot frequently shows two or three 
tenants of the same surname cultivating plots of the same, or almost identical 
size in the same embanked subdivision of the same t‘u. This would suggest
that these plots had originally formed the plot cultivated by a tenant, which 
had been inherited by his sons when he died or became too old to work, and 
subdivided according to the traditional principle of equal division of inheritance.32

In other cases a plot is listed as jointly allocated to two or three tenants of 
the same surname without having been divided into parts. A rent book of the 
Hung-hsin-hao lands administered by the Kung-shou-chan bursary dated
1907, contains the following entry :

ffe *

Hsii Ta-'

2 & £

yiian 1
te 1 Wl°U

3 t lin hao

vol. nn. part 3.

M See Muramatsn (1), 70-3.
39
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Here it is apparent that Hsii Ta-yiian and Hsii Ta-te were either brothers or 
at least members of the same generation (pet fjg) of the Hsii family, who had 
divided equally a plot of 2-7 mou which had originally been cultivated by a single 
tenant as a single lot.33 There are also a great many names of tenants in the 
rent-books which have been altered to the names of their sons or other relatives.31

It is reasonable, then, for us to assume that the landlord-tenant relationship 
with which these documents are concerned was a rather stable one which 
could often last longer than a single generation. However, on the other hand, 
the evidence should not be understood to imply the existence of any rigid 
social or status differentiation which bound the individual permanently and 
indissolubly to his status as tenant. We can find, moreover, much evidence 
in the rent-books that tenants could freely buy or sell their tenancies from or 
to other persons through monetary transactions.36 Some degree of social 
mobility certainly existed both between small tenants and large tenants and 
between tenants and landowners, if not between tenant farmers and bursary 
owners. And hereditary succession to tenancy was not a universal rule. 
According to the evidence of the rent-books tenants were not always replaced 
by their sons or members of their own family. Many tenants’ names are erased 
to be replaced by new tenants of a different surname. The tenant farmers were 
in no way a class of hereditary serfs.

As we have seen, when the tenancy of a plot was inherited by several sons, 
it was usually equally subdivided among them, a process which tended con
stantly to diminish the scale of individual tenancies. But there were other 
cases where a single tenant concentrated under his single tenancy a large 
number of plots, and undertook comparatively large-scale cultivation. For 
instance, between 1908 and 1912 a tenant of the Kung-shou-chan bursary 
named Ling Wu-i ^ 2£ —■ extended his tenancy over 19 plots totalling 58 mou 
belonging to the Ho-hao estate, and over another plot of 12-7 mou belonging 
to the Hung-hsin-hao. His name is also recorded in connexion with yet another 
plot of 4-5 mou of land belonging to the Hung-hsin-hao, but in this case he was 
not the tenant, but a subtenant or actual cultivator (hsien-chung Jg H) under 
another tenant.36

M See Muramateu (1), 71. 81 See Muramatsu (1), 86-8.
35 In most oaeee a tenanoy contract had to be mediated through a third party intermediary, 

and assured by guarantors. Bursaries often depended upon the recommendation of the headmen 
of embankments (yO-chia iff ^) etc., to recruit good reliable tenants (chao-tien ig fiU). 
Nevertheless, fundamentally the contracts were still free. Actual concrete mention of the system 
of land tenure involving dual ownership (i-t‘ien erh-chu — |f} ^ _}) whioh was characteristic 
of the Kiangsu area, and is described in Pei Hsiao-tung’s olassic description of a neighbouring 
county {Peasant life in China, London, 1939, 174 ff.) is not found at all in any of these rent-books 
or land books. But there were very many cases in which the person who signed the tenanoy 
contract (ju-ch'i JA. ;$?) was not the same as the cultivator or cultivators (chung-mou fjg 
who were presumably his subtenants. Moreover, it was possible for a person to be at one and 
the same time a formally contracted tenant, and also a subtenant and actual cultivator of other 
lands whose contracted tenant was another person.

34 See Muramatsu (1), 73-86.
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Ling Wu-i was thus tenant of 20 plots amounting to a total of more than 
70 mow, and was thus engaged in fanning on a much larger scale than that of 
the average farmer in the area at that time. At the same time he was himself 
cultivating a small plot as a subtenant. The plots over which he had extended 
his tenancy were scattered in various embankments (yil) and a number of tu 
and t'u. In listing the various plots of which Ling Wu-i was the present tenant, 
the rent-books also list the names of many former tenants (yiian-tien JH fffl) 
of the plots.37 It is almost certain that some at least of these former tenants 
were in fact still cultivating their original plots, but were now doing so as 
Ling’s subtenants. The records of the rent-books show that Ling Wu-i was 
paying the rents due from the plots of which he was tenant promptly and on 
time, and Ling must then have been charging these actual cultivators rent as 
subtenants a little higher than the rent which he was paying as tenant-in-chief.88

Ling Wu-i’s name is entered in the rent-books with the annotation k‘o-min 
§ j£ ‘ immigrant ’. From similar annotations to the names of other tenants 
listed in the rent-books we know that many immigrants were at this time 
coming into the fertile Kiangnan region, especially from the Chiang-pei area 
north of the Yangtse where the drier climate and alkaline soils permitted far 
poorer average crop-yields. This Chiang-pei region later became one of the 
major sources of the supply of unskilled labour in the industrial and urban 
complexes of Shanghai and Nanking.

In many cases the annotation ‘ immigrant ’ appears with the name of new 
tenants who had replaced former tenants in the rent-books, and there is 
evidence to show that such immigrants were willing to be content with rather 
poor conditions to get a start in life as tenant farmers. For example, the 
Kung-shou-t‘ang of the Feis (bursary no. 1) held eight plots in Nan-fu-yii, 
6th t‘u, 24th tu, of Wu-chiang county £E + if),
four of which were newly reclaimed land from which, naturally, poorer yields 
were to be expected. Three of these inferior plots were tenanted by immigrants 
from north of the Yangtse (Chiang-pei k‘o-min § js-,).39 But none the
less some of these people were able, by hard work and by exercising economy, 
quickly to improve their economic condition. In the rent-books of the Kung- 
shou-chan bursary we can find many immigrant tenants other than Ling 
Wu-i who, like him, had collected a large number of plots under their single 
tenancy, and were presumably subletting the lands to subtenants.40

Among the landlord documents held by the Toy5 Bunko are land books 
and tax registers connected with the landholdings in Wu-hsien and 
Ch‘ang-chou counties by bursary no. 7 (the name of which is unknown).41 
There are among them eight volumes entitled (Jhang-i ch‘u-yu kuei t‘u-ts‘e 
Jl: H, tb 4 ® 0 M dated 1886 which list the plots held in Ch‘ang-chou 
county, under each t‘u and tu, giving their site (yiX if or ctiiu i£), dimensions,

17 See Muramatsu (1), 74r-7. 
s# See Muramatna (1), 88-93. 
11 See Muramateu (2), 136-8.

See Mmamatsu (1), 83-4. 
See Meramateu (1), 91-2.
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tenants, and amount of rent. The total area of land held by the bursary in 
Ch‘ang-ohou county and rented to tenants was 3189-96 mou, from which the 
total amount of rent due was 3269-357 shih of rice. There are no similar land 
books for the bursary’s holding in Wu-hsien.

We do, however, have at our disposal another source of information, three 
volumes which are untitled, but which for convenience I will call the ‘ land 
books B ’ of bursary no. 7. These ‘ land books B ’ record the acquisitions of 
land by purchase or mortgage during 1866 and 1870. For each of the 78 
transactions completed during the period, the date, name of vendor or mort
gager, intermediaries through whom the transaction was conducted, the site 
(tu, t‘u, yii), tax-rate classification (k‘o-tse ^ glj), dimensions, amount of rent 
in rice (y&an-e mi Jit $5 ^), and name of the tenant, are given. The books 
also record the sale (shou-ch‘u H JJi) or the termination of the mortgage 
through redemption (pa-ch‘il ^ or pa-ch'C tzu-chung ^ g fg) of the 
land the acquisition of which had been recorded. This record of sales and 
redemptions covers the period from 1866 to 1910.41

I have so far been unable to prove the identity of this bursary no. 7. But 
since the covers of some of the documents bear the inscription Feng Lin-i chan 
pei-k‘ao — $6 {ffi on the cover, it seems very likely that the books
have been kept in a bursary owned by Feng Lin-i, better known as Feng 
Kuei-fen g ^ (1809-74), an outstanding scholar official of Su-chou, who 
served as secretary to Li Hung-chang during the years when the latter was 
engaged in the suppression of the T‘ai-p‘ing rebellion in the Yangtse delta 
region in the early 1860’s.43 The land books show that the holdings of the 
bursary, both in Wu-hsien and Ch'ang-chou counties, increased rapidly during 
the late 1860’s and early 1870’s, that is directly after the suppression of the 
T‘ai-p‘ing3.44

At this time the bursary was clearly lending money, on the security of 
lands, and increasing its holdings of land through subsequent foreclosures. In
most of these transactions the former owners of the land seem themselves to 
have been landlords who either sold or mortgaged large amounts of land, often 
widely dispersed in different localities, to the bursary. If in fact that bursary 
was that of Feng Kuei-fen, who complained so loudly in his works about the 
inequalities existing between the gentry ^ )3 and the common populace 
/J-. , and who made such violent attacks in his writings against the tyranny

41 The ‘ land books B,’ employ only one term for acquisition, chih-te (jj , which can mean 
either purchase or mortgage, since later some of the lands were sold off (ahou-ch'u jjj) and 
others redeemed (shv-ch‘u j$| Jfj). For details on disposal by sale {shou-mai fjf J)[) redemption 
(kui-ehu [n] jjjj), and partial cession {hsi-ch‘u fi{) see Muramatsu (2), 256-68. The ‘ land 
bookB B ’ reoord lands acquired between 1866 and 1870. The records of disposals by sale or 
redemption cover a far longer period, from 1866 to 1910. It seems probable that the land book 
is incomplete. See Muramatsu (2), 174-6.

43 See Muramatsu (2), 281-95.
44 See Muramatsu (2), 296-304.
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of the powerful gentry shen-chin hao-hu -gf ^,45 there is indeed a
remarkable contrast between the discussions developed in the essays in his 
Chiao-pin-lu k‘ang-i 3 tfc INI (completed 1861, published 1885) and
his literary works Hsien-chih-t'ang kao H ^ ^ In (published 1877), and the 
actual behaviour of his bursary.

Among the other documents connected with this bursary no. 7 held by the 
T5y5 Bunko are a variety of tax-books.4® These classify the plots held by the 
bursary in Wu-hsien and Ch‘ang-chou counties according to the tu and t‘u in 
which they were situated, and list their size, tax-rate classification, title holder, 
amounts of both tiding hfe X (land-poll tax) and ts'ao-liang |j| (tribute- 
grain) taxes to be paid, and record the actual tax payments made during the 
year. By comparing the records of these tax-books with the land books of the 

' same bursary, it is possible to find many plots which occur in both sets of 
records, and it is possible to compare the amount of rent collected from a given 
plot with the amount of tax paid in respect of the same land.47 Selecting only 
those plots for which both rent and taxes were paid up without any arrears, 
it is possible to arrive at the figures given in table 5 on p. 58.48

The ti-ting, or land and poll tax was charged in silver, while the ts‘ao-liang 
or tribute rice was naturally collected in kind. If we convert the silver paid 
as ti-ting in these tables into rice at the contemporary rate of three liang of 
silver = one shih of rice, we have an overall average tax payment per mou 
of 0-1350 shih compared with average rent receipt of 1-0266 shih in Ch‘ang-chou 
comity, and an average tax payment of 0-1339 shih compared with a rent 
receipt of 1-0710 shih for Wu-hsien. The generally accepted average rice yield 
in Kiangnan was 2 shih per mou in the late nineteenth century. We may thus 
say that the average tenant was paying something more than 50 per cent of 
his rice crop in rent to his landlord, while the landlords were paying only some 
13 per cent of these rent receipts in taxes to the government.

IY
To sum up what has already been said, Chinese landlords during the late 

Ch‘ing and early twentieth century may be said: (1) to have owned large 
numbers of very small plots of land, widely scattered and often dispersed 
over several y&, t‘u, and tu, or even over more than one county (hsien).

11 See Huang Ts‘ui-po ^ ‘ Gh‘\-ehih nien ch'ien chih wei-hsin jen-uru Feng Ching-
ting’ -t; f ^ Ghung-shan Wen-huah Ghiao-yil-kuan
Chi-k'an, iv, 2, 1937.

*• There are three sets of suoh books entitled: (1) Wu-i ko-tu-l‘u ts'ao-mi tmmg-ts'e 
^ iW A AN compiled about 1870; (2) Ch'ang-i uru-jvn U‘ao-mi Utung-te'e

JciL$Sl^tlf^i8§AA compiled about 1868-9 ; (3) Ch‘ang-i wu-jun t‘ien-tan ts'e 
dated 1894, together with some other volumes of the same type whioh 

have lost their covers or titles. See Muramatsu (2), 138—46, 176-208.
47 See Muramatsu (2), 324-77.
*® See Muramatsu (2), 307-18.
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Table 5

Tax rates and rends on lands in possession of bursary no. 7

A. Ch'ang-chou county
Tax-rate Tax payments Rent-receipts

classification 
of land

Ti-ting
(silver:
liang)

Ts‘ao-liang
(grain:
shih)

Acreage
(mou)

Rent
(shih)

kuan-tse ('gf HU) 1673-605 178-506 166-643 1633-795 1729-526
erh-tou-tse (“ if- HO) 5-006 0-329 0-419 5-006 4-900
min-tse (jji HU) 20-074 2-712 1-887 20-752 20-805
huang-min-tse (Jc flU) 
hsia-ti-tse (T fill HO)

l 5-283 0-588 0-561 5-283 5-536
2-479 0-118 0-143 2-579 2-470

Total 1706-447 182-253 169-653 1717-415 1763-237

B. Average tax-assessment and rent per mou (Ch‘ang-chou county)

Tax-rate Tax payments Rent receipts
classification Ti-ting Ts‘ao-liang

(liang) (shih) (shih)
kuan-tse 0-1066 0-0995 1-0272
erh-tou-tse 0-0657 0-0831 0-9788
min-tse 0-1351 0-0940 1-0364
huang-min-tse 0-1131 0-1061 1-0478
hsia-ti-tse 0-0475 0-0576 0-9577

- All lands 0-1068 0-0994 10266

C. Wu-hsien county

Tax-rate Tax payments Rent receipts
classification Acreage Ti-ting Ts'ao-liang Acreage Rent

of land (mou) (silver: (grain: (shih)
liang) shih)

kuan-tse 672-595 78-956 64-890 674-095 722-036
i-tou-tse (— if- HO) 35-200 2-722 3-050 35-200 38-510
erh-tou-tse 12-000 0-877 0-930 12-000 12-000

Total 719-795 82-555 68-873 721-295 772-546

D. Average tax-assessment and rent per mou (Wu-hsien county)

Tax-rate Tax payments Rent receipts
classification Ti-ting

(liang)
Ts‘ao-ling

(shih) (shih)
kuan-tse 0-1173 0-0964 1-0711
i-tou-tse 0-0763 0-0866 1-0940
erh-tou-tse 0-0730 0-0775 1-0000
All lands 0-0888 0-0868 1-0550
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(2) These plots were rented to numerous peasant tenants, a few of whom 
managed to concentrate a considerable amount of land under their individual 
tenancy, but most of whom worked their individual plots and engaged in 
farming on a very small scale. (3) Many of the landowners were engaged in 
business other than agriculture, and moved their residence to the towns or 
cities. They continued, however, to be landlords and often invested the profits 
from their urban businesses in land. (4) Since such absentee landlords could 
no longer exercise direct personal control over their lands and tenant peasants, 
they usually deposited these lands for management with a bursary tsu-chan. 
Such bursaries were set up and owned by gentry landlords who held great local 
influence by virtue of their official backgrounds. (5) Their tenants paid annually 
a rent of about one skih of rice, or its equivalent, per mou of land, out of which 
the landowner had to pay some 0-13 shih or 13 per cent of the total rent received 
to the government in taxes, including both the land and poll tax (ti-ting) and 
tribute grain (ts‘ao-liang). (6) The bursary collected the rents and paid the 
taxes due on the lands owned both by the bursary owner and by other land
lords who had entrusted their lands to the bursary for management.

The rather high level of rents placed a very heavy burden on the tenant 
farmers, who had to pay slightly more than half of their total crop to the 
bursary. Tenant farmers entered into their contracts freely and voluntarily, 
and that they should have been willing to accept such unfavourable conditions 
is a reflection of the very high density of rural population and intense demand 
for cultivable land.

On the subject of rent payments, we have available two distinct types of 
source material, the procedural documents such as the tsu-yu (fg. [h or |j|), 
ch‘ieh-chiao (lj] P), etc., and the various account books recording rent pay
ments and arrears. The tsu-yu (see plate v) were the notices issued by the 
bursary to its tenant farmers notifying them that the storehouse would be 
opened for the receipt of rents (k‘ai-ts‘ang shou-tsu J#C SI)- The National 
Diet Library has such documents issued by the Charitable Estate of the Ean 
elan dated 1875,49 while the Harvard-Yenching Institute has 25 tsu-yu from 
the period 1920-30.60 There is no noticeable difference in form between those 
issued under the Ch'ing in the 1870’s and those issued in Republican times. 
In either case they are single-sheet documents of regular form, on which is 
stated the date when the storehouse will be opened, the site and acreage of the 
plot and the rent due from it, and the name of the tenant. They are marked 
with the name and situation of the bursary 61 and carry its seal. Sometimes

49 See Muramateu (4), 141—2. 60 8ee Muramatsu (6), 1—9.
61 See Muramateu (6), 8-9, and photographs 1-4. The site of the bursary storehouse or the 

place where payment is to be made is always clearly stated on the tsu-yu. For example,
— Ilti' Reat is to be paid over at 

No. 250, east of T‘ao-huah-wu, inside the Ch‘ang-men gate (of Sn-ohou) ’ or ^ j)€
1 Kent Trill be aocepted at the bursary gate in Chang Ssu-liang 

hsiang lane at the east end of Yin-ma-ch‘iao bridge ’. The bursary storehouses and granaries 
of the Tan Charitable Estate can be seen on the plan of the olan buildings in Su-chou reproduced 
in Trvitchett, Asia Major, NS, vm, 1, plate 2.
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they prescribe fixed time-limits known as na-hsten |5g, fei-hsien pj|, 
t‘ou-hsien gK [5g, erh-hsien “ |5g, or san-hsien H Pil, and promise a discount62 
on rents paid before the expiration of the time limit. They are often written in an 
authoritative tone, and order that the tenant be informed (by the rent-collector, 
ts‘ui-chia Ep) to bring in in good time well dried, clean and high-quality 
rice for his rent, so that it can be straightway transferred as tax payment, and 
warning that non-payment or arrears will be punished without mercy.

The sites of the bursaries which issued the tsu-yu in the Harvard-Yenching 
Library were almost always in big cities like Su-chou, usually on a canal. 
They were not necessarily in the business district, but were more often situated 
in the residential quarters, and probably annexed to some large gentry mansion, 
as was the case with the Fan Charitable Estate (see map).

The tsu-yu were issued at the bursary, and the rent-collectors delivered 
them to the tenants in the countryside. We possess daily journals of the 
bursary storehouses of the Ts‘ai clan (bursary no. 3) entitled ju-ao A JUfc 53 
for 1865, 1878, 1891, and 1894, and of the Fan Charitable Estate, entitled 
jih-shou 0 Itfc for 1865 and 1903.84 These show a rather prosperous situation, 
with many tenants actually paying rents into the bursary even before the 
opening date, and most rents being paid well on time. But other rent-books, 
such as those of the Kung-shou-chan (bursary no. 1), parts of which we possess 
for various dates in the twentieth century, show a very different picture.

Table 6 (p. 588) shows the frequency of arrears (pu-ch‘ing-ch‘i sf ^ §£), 
successive failure to pay rent (li-nxen ch‘uan-ch‘ien jg ^ £ ft), and demands for 
payment (ch‘ai-chu\ jjjj) shown in the rent-bookB of the Kung-shou-chan.86 The 
frequency of rent arrears shown here is really very considerable. For example, 
50-6 per cent of the lands belonging to the Hung-hsin-hao managed by the 
bursary were in arrears in 1909, 87-5 per cent of the I-tai lands in 1910, and 
47-7 per cent of the Chun-hao lands in 1929. Even on the lands which were the 
actual property of the bursary owner, the Fei Kung-shou-t‘ang, there were 
from 20 to 30 per cent of the plots in arrears from 1906 to 1909, and in 1906 
10 per cent had failed to pay rent for successive years. But repeated demands

51 The promise of discount was not always hononred, or at least some of the tenants who 
paid up promptly actually had to pay more than those who reluotantly paid rent after being 
called upon to do so by the rent collectors. Although it was stated that after the expiry of the 
time-limit the payment of rent in full would he demanded without mercy, in practice this could 
not be enforced. On the basis of my recalculation of the data in the rent-books, it is dear that 
the bursary olerks always treated carefully, and often underestimated, the rents due from 
substantial tenants holding a number of plots, such as Ling Wu-i mentioned above. Poverty- 
stricken tenants who were really incapable of paying in full within the time-limits were also 
carefully watohed, and treated considerately. They were given credit, allowed extension of the 
time-limit for payment, and their rent underestimated to lighten their burdens. Por my detailed 
calculations see Muramatsu (1), 102-10.

*s These documents, entitled Ching-ytL-t'ang li-chi ^!] 816 possessed by
the Jimbun Kagaku Kenkyujo, Kyflto.

** These, entitled Fan-shih i-chuang jih-shou ® K S 0 , are possessed by the
National Diet Library.

“ See Muramatsu (1), 160-1.
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by tbe rent-collectors were apparently effective in producing eventual payment. 
Arrears and non-payment of rents were particularly frequent in tbe case of 
lands deposited with the bursary by other landlords. In these cases there is 
virtually no record of the issue of demands for payment.56

£ Site of landlord bursaries
1 Wu Chiu-te chan
2 Wu Kuei-keng chan zkmmm
3 Li Tun-jen ohan assets
4 Ku Chuan-yen ohan
5 P‘an Thing-yli chan m
6 ChiangGh‘eng-enohan ^ J§.

7 Ting Shn-shan ohan ~T I®} ^lr 48
8 Li Shih-te chan & vtmm

(outside city wall, not shown on map)
9 Ku Htd-yii ohan m

10 Han Lei-feng ohan
11 Cheng Shu-te chan mm

A Ltt-men Gate |g] P6]
B Hsiu-men Gate ^
C Pan-men Gate P*J 
D Wu-haien County Offioes 
E Su-ohou Fu Prefeotural Administration 

Offices
P Prefeotural Sohool 
G Ytian-miao Taoist temple 
H Ch‘ang-ohou County Offices 
I Yuan-ho County Offices 
J Examination Halls.
K State Silk Manufactory ® 12 iff '
L Lou-men Gate P^
M Peng-men Gate ijpf P^

It was essential for the bursary to employ the services of rent-collectors 
to press tenants to pay their rents. For example, in 1909 the Kung-shou-chan 
bursary employed 27 rent-collectors to supervise their own Kung-shou-t‘ang

s® See Muramatsu (1), 148-60.
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Table 6
Kung-shou-cTtan bursary: frequency of rent arrears, non-payment, 

and demands for payment of rent
Owner Year Number Bent in 

of plots arrears
Kent

unpaid
Demands for payment 
once twice more

often
Kung-shou- 1906 166 32 12 66 3 0
t'ang 1907 166 34 3 26 12 1

1908 166 63 3 26 7 0
1909 161 46 1 33 0 0

Ku Lo-shou- 1906 96 33 13 21 6 0
t‘ang 1907 96 19 3 17 17 6

1908 96 23 3 4 8 0
1909 106 42 3 7 0 0

Hung-hsin- 1907 669 311 68 0 0 0
hao 1908 660 306 66 0 0 0

1909 662 336 69 0 0 0
1910 660 314 64 0 0 ' 0

Ho-hao 1908 178 76 6 0 0 0
1910 177 86 6 0 0 0
1911 178 68 0 0 0 0
1912 177 72 6 0 0 0

I-tai 1909 40 16 0 0 0 0
1910 40 36 0 0 0 0

Chun-hao 1922 314 98 0 0 0 0
1927 314 87 0 0 0 0
1928 314 94 0 0 0 0
1929 314 160 0 0 0 0

lands, which comprised 166 plots scattered over 31 yii. But in the same year 
7 collectors were employed to supervise the lands of the Ku Lo-shou-t‘ang 
lands, comprising 96 plots in 10 yii, and only 7 more to deal with the far larger 
Chun-hao properties which included 314 plots dispersed over 90 different yii. 
It is clear that some collectors were responsible for collection only from one or 
two embankments (yii), while others had to collect rent from dozens of plots 
scattered in many different yii. It is also apparent that the bursary exercised 
far closer control over its own lands than over the properties entrusted to it 
for management.

The Kung-shou-chan bursary employed two quite distinct types of rent- 
collector. The first category were themselves tenants of bursary land, whose 
own arrears of rent sometimes appear in the record. Among them are to be 
found the widows of former tenants, Buddhist priests, and the priests of village 
shrines (miao) who could usually be expected to belong to the lowest income
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groups in Chinese rural communities.67 The second category of rent-collector 
included many headmen in charge of embankments (yii-chia id ^) and other 
official underlings employed in the collection of taxes. The former type of 
rent-collectors naturally undertook responsibility for a smaller area and fewer 
tenants than the latter, each of whom exercised control over a wide area, 
sometimes including a dozen or more yii embankments scattered over several 
t‘u or even several tu.5B

The National Diet Library in Tokyo possesses 53 letters written by rent- 
collectors employed by the Yii-ching tsu-chan of the Wu clan (bursary no. 2) 
and addressed to the clerks shih-ye fjfj in the bursary at Su-chou. These 
were discovered placed between the pages of a book kept by the bursary 
entitled Ch'u-ch'ieh pei-ch‘a 1H hO 1® S which was a register of the issue of 
documents called ch‘ieh-chiao hO JjiJ) °r warrants for the arrest of tenants who 
either could not or would not pay their rents on time. The letters (plates vi-vn) 
illustrate the actual mechanism by which surplus agricultural production was 
bled off from the villages to the cities and towns. They also show, in vivid 
detail, how tenants were .pressed for rents not only by the bursary rent- 
collectors, but also by official underlings and village elders acting with the 
authorization of the local government.69

The letters, which are without any fixed form and are written on irregular- 
sized sheets of paper, mostly report the arrival in the small town or chen §j| 
where the rent-collector was living of yamen runners (ch’ai-yu or boat
men (chou-jo‘an ft (g) from the hsien city. These runners and boatmen were 
minor employees or retainers of the local government whose original duties 
were to act as messengers, collect taxes, maintain law and order, watch and 
arrest dissidents, and to perform miscellaneous services around the local 
yamen. However, in these letters from the bursary rent-collectors it is clear 
that they were employed as a coercive force to press tenants to pay their 
rents. They appear to have been dispatched from various hsien governments 
in the area,60 and are referred to as ‘ Ch‘ang-ch‘ai ’ Ke:, i.e. runners from 
Ch‘ang-chou hsien, ‘ Yiian-ch‘ai ’ ft i.e. runners from Yiian-ho hsien, or 
1 Fu-ch‘ai ’ g., i.e. runners from the prefecture! government at Su-chou.

These official runners brought with them a list of tenants who were in 
arrears or had defaulted, the Gh‘ien-tien Jc‘ai-tan fH which had been
prepared for them by the bursary clerks, and called upon each tenant for 
payment. If they wanted to take a tenant into custody and thus force him 
to pay his rent they required the warrant (ch‘ieh-chiao) referred to above, and

•7 See Muramatsu (1), table 20, pp. 138-9, and table 21, pp. 142—4.
18 See Muramatsu (1), 135-47.
“ See Muramateu (4), pp. 149-163, where I reprint in full the texts of the available letters.
80 Presumably the runners came from the county yamen in whose jurisdiction the lands lay. 

The register of warrants of arrest of the Yii-ching tsu-chan bursary of the Wu olan mentions 
not only runners from the local authorities mentioned in the text, but also those from Wu-hsien 
(Wu-ch’ai ^ ^). It thus seems that the bursary’s lands were scattered over the /« of Su-chou, 
and in the three counties of Ch‘ang-ohou, Yiian-ho, and Wu-hsien.
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they also liad to carry an official tablet (kuan-p‘ai 'jijf ffi) authorizing their 
mission. The village elders such as ching-ts‘ao gg gg and ching-pao 
who were also responsible for the maintenance of order and for the collection 
of taxes, also regularly collaborated with the bursary rent-collectors and yamen 
runners, especially in the case of arresting defaulting tenants.®1

The official underlings employed in the private task of collecting rents on 
behalf of a landlord bursary naturally tried to claim the most pretentious 
official authority for their mission. But at the same time the entire expense 
of their trip to collect rents was borne by the bursary, and was usually paid 
in advance by the rent-collectors and recovered from the rents remitted to the 
bursary. The runners were given daily remuneration according to a roughly 
fixed scale,®2 varying according to whether they were travelling alone by land 
(tan-han 1$. JfL) or in pairs by land (shuang-han fg JjL), alone by boat 
(tan-shui H tK) 01 hi pairs by boat {shuang-shui 7jc). The rent-collectors 
paid all the expenses of their accommodation ‘ food, room, oil, and firewood ’ 
(fan-fang yu-huo M A.)- A. special customary charge also had to be paid 
for their carrying the official tablet of authorization (kuan-p‘ai), known as 
‘ tablet charge ’ (p‘ai-fei ^), and those carrying these tablets were also 
entitled to a special personal pourboire known as jun-chih ^.®3

Thus official duties and the serving of private interests were very closely 
interrelated. Some authors, such as T‘ao Tzu-clTun (1821-91) Pi ^ a 
scholar official, poet, and philanthropic physician of Su-chou, claimed that 
‘ the official lictors of the county yamens (hsien-shu li-i )gg iff %£) were 
always in short supply during the winter month when the collection of rent 
arrears was usually carried out, because so many of them had had to be sent 
out into the countryside to collect rents for so many landlords. As a result, 
the hsien government usually had to hire city layabouts (ch'eng-shih chiu-po 
wu-lm-jen ffr tgj 1$ 1$ A) who were sent to the bursaries to act as
official runners. When the landlord or bursary sent out to colleot rents in the 
villages, the collectors were always accompanied by such “ lictors ”. The boat 
by which these people travelled along the canals was commonly called the

,1 See Murainateu (4), 183-6. See also NaitS Konldchi ftj ^, Rikubu seigo chUkai
Tv lnfi fiSS icf t£ fPi=> reprinted Tokyo, 1960, 41, and Hsiao Knng-elman, Rural China: 
imperial control in the nineteenth century, Seattle, I960, 63-6.

M The Ch‘u-ch‘ieh pei-eh‘a register mentioned in the text gives (on p. 60b) the following 
rates of remuneration paid to runners from Ch‘ang-ehou county in the winter of 1897. One 
runner going alone by land 426 cash per diem; a pair going by land 760 cash ; fee for taking 
one tenant into custody, 600 cash; fee for putting one tenant in a cangue, 490 cash ; accom
modation for one runner per diem 60 cash. Tor further detail, see Muramateu (4), 190-1.

55 Among the documents from the Yfl-ching tsu-chan in the Diet Library was found a bill 
requesting the payment of such jun-chih consideration of two silver dollars for the runners 
hearing the offioial tablet entitling them to oolleot rents {chui-teu-p'ai ;g[ Jpjl). This bill 
was addressed by a certain Wan Ch'ing-hsflan of the Oflioe of Rites in the yamen of Su-chou fu, 
to a graduate named Wu En-ah‘ing, who must have been the owner of the bursary, and the 
ehih-yeh or clerks of the bursary, at its office in She-ohia hsiang lane, Su-ohou. See Muramatsu 
(4), p. 163, and document no. 68.
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“liotors’ boat” (ch‘ai-chuan ^ jfe), and everybody was frightened and 
disturbed by its appearance.’ 64

V
The landlord bursaries, then, sometimes had their tenants arrested when 

they defaulted in paying rent. But of course not all tenants who fell into 
arrears with their rent payments were automatically arrested. For one thing 
there were so many of them that it would have been impossible to confine 
them all in any ‘ tenants ’ lock-up.65 For another, such action would in the 
long run have been counter to the interests of the landowning class. In the 
four volumes of rent-books from the Knng-shou-chan bursary listing payments 
of rent from lands owned by the BLung-shou-t'ang and Ku Lo-shou-t ang for 
the four-year period 1906—9, 175 out of a total of about 250 tenants fell into 
arrears with their rent, while 19 were continuously in default. None the less, 
during these years only 7 tenants were actually arrested.66

Table 7
Cases of arrest of tenants of lands of the Kung-shou-t‘ang and Ku Lo-shou-t ang 

estates administered by Kung-shou-chan bursary
Case no. Acreage 

of plot 
(mou)

Rent paid 
current 

year

Rent paid 
previous 

year

Period
of

detention

Remarks

1 3-10 nil paid 11 Dec.-?
2 1-35 none until 

arrested
paid 16-23 Nov. rent paid

20 Nov.
3 4-80 none until 

arrested
nil 16-24 Nov. rent paid

24 Nov.
4 0-76 none until 

arrested
paid ?-16 Nov. rent paid

29 Nov.
5 3-80 nil arrears 21- 24 Nov.

22- 24 Nov.
tenant’s wif 
and son als< 
arrested

6 3-26 nil arrears 20 Nov.- 
4 Dec.

7 3-50 nil arrears ?

As is shown in table 7, in each of these seven oases no rent whatever had 
been paid for the current year until the time of arrest, but apart from the third 
case, some at least of the previous year’s rent had been paid. I have attempted 
to trace the history of the families involved in these seven cases, and have 
found that all were very poor peasants whose rents had in the past fallen into

« See T‘ao Tzu-oh’mi ftf J- Tsu-ch'Oth j§[ fjg, la-4a, 11a, 12a-b, 14a.
•8 See Amano Motonosuke, Shina nSson zakki (p. 568, n. 3), chapter entitled Sosha no

Icosaiuseido ’ j££ © /J' $1] St-
«• See table 6 above, also see Muiamatsu (1), 160-1.
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arrears in successive years, and some of them were tenants of lands which had 
been flooded. None the less, none of them had defaulted completely for succes
sive years (li-nien ch‘iian-ch‘ien) and most had paid at least something every 
year. At the same time the same rent-books include many other tenants who 
had paid nothing for several successive years without suffering arrest.67 In 
three of the cases recorded, the rent was paid after the tenant had been detained 
for a few days, but in the other cases there is no statement that rent was paid, 
and yet the tenant was released. In the fifth case the bursary had the tenant’s 
wife and then his second son, who was still young, arrested.

Case no. 3 is particularly interesting. It concerns a tenant called Wu 
Yuan-chang, who was tenant of two plots in different yii. His rent fell into 
arrears both in 1905 and in 1906. In 1906 he did not pay when the rent collector 
demanded payment for the second time, and was arrested. Now Wu Yiian- 
chang was not only himself a tenant, he was also a rent-collector for the bursary, 
and the headman of a yu Iff ^. He was thus certainly not among the poorest 
class of tenants, and it is possible that he was arrested not because he was too 
poor to pay his rent, but because he was too independent to do so.

It is clear that the bursary clerks and the rent-collectors gave considerable 
thought to each case before ordering an arrest. But when an arrest was con
sidered feasible, and when it was judged to provide an example to others and 
to correct the offender, they did not hesitate to have not only the tenant but 
members of his family and even the local headman taken into custody. Some
times the arrested man was placed in a cangue or wooden collar chia 64 
and imprisoned in a tenants’ lock-up, in an attempt to force the tenant, his 
family, or his neighbours to pay the rent and have the hostage released.

The regular legal process for taking a tenant into custody was as follows. 
(1) The bursary clerks prepared a list of defaulting tenants who were further 
described in such terms as ‘ disorderly tenant ’ (luan-tien SL fH), ‘ intractable 
tenant’ (han-tien <(f fH), ‘bad tenant’ (pi-tim flH or fH), or ‘bad 
tenant who refuses to pay his debts’ (pi-k‘ang tien-hu ht tlL fH fi). (2) The 
prefect or magistrate then issued a warrant (cJi ieh-chiao jjj] 3^1) (see plate Tin), 
ordering the headman of the locality to apprehend the tenant. (3) The runners 
from the local yamen went out to the countryside to serve the warrant. (4) The 
runners, local headmen, and rent-collectors jointly went to make the arrest.

The actual warrant was served upon the local headman, ching-ts‘ao or 
ching-pao, and it is thus unlikely to have found its way into library collections. 
I have only located one incomplete ch‘ieh-chiao, issued by the Fan Charitable 
Estate in 1878, which is in the National Diet Library. However, both the 
National Diet Library and the Toy5 Bunko possess blank forms for m airing- 
out such warrants, which are cast in almost exactly the same form as the 
example issued by the Fan Charitable Estate. The blank in the National Diet

•7 See Muramateu (1), 159-60.
** See H. G. H. Wood he ad, A journalist in China, London, 1934, 24; NaittS Kenkichi, 

Bikubu seiffo chdkai, 104.
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Library has been cut in half and the reverse side used to make a memorandum 
of rents received. At the Toy5 Bunko I also discovered about 20 blank forms 
of a Republican period document which, although cast in very different form, 
clearly had the same purpose as the ch‘ieh-chiao employed in the Ch‘mg period.

These Republican period documents were found between the pages of the 
rent-book for the lands owned by the Chiin-hao estate and administered by 
the Kung-shou-chan bursary in 1929. Although they are blank forms rather 
t.bn.n actual warrants, almost all the wording is printed on them with spaces 
left only for the insertion of concrete details such as the name of the tenant 
to be arrested, the title of the bursary, and the site of the lands involved. 
These pro forma warrants are thus valuable evidence about the arrest of 
defaulting tenants.

The blank form comprises a statement addressed to the county (listen) 
authorities that a certain refractory tenant (wan-tien ijjf ffH) named . . . had 
dared to resist the collection of his due rent and refused payment (t‘ing-kang 
pu-wan :jj§ in, yf 7c), followed by a request that the authorities should strictly 
enforce his arrest (ch‘ih-t‘i yen-chui 5j5). It then states that a list
of tenants in arrears had already been placed on file, and that, none the less, 
the tenant had persisted in refusing to pay his rent. It then continues that, 
since the taxes due on the land come from the rents paid by the tenant, unless 
the bursary requested the aid of the authorities in arresting him and forcing 
bim to pay his rent there would be no way for the landlord to meet his tax 
liability. The local authorities were thus requested to order the yamen runners 
responsible for rent collection (ts‘ui-tsu li $1 quickly to take the tenant
into custody at the local branch police post (kung-an fen-chu fc ft- Joj), 
and there together with the head of the local watch, press him to pay. If he 
still refused, he should be detained for a while and ordered to complete his 
payment within a specified time-limit. If by any chance he still continued to 
resist, his case was to be referred to the committee for settling rent payments 
(tien-tsu chu-fen wei-yuan hui fffl & ft ^ M #) ^d punished in accordance 
with the law, so as to teach him a lesson.69

The most important feature of this wording is the rationalization which it 
gives for the exercise of official authority, by the employment of the police 
and the police lock-up, to collect private rents and enforce the payment of 
private rent liabilities, on the grounds that failure to collect rent would lead 
to non-payment of taxes. This same theorization was also to be found on the 
tsu-yu documents, and must have been repeated, often explicitly, in many 
other instances. But even when it was not spelled out, it was always tacitly 
understood in dealings between local authorities and landlord bursaries.

The ch‘ieh-chiao, then, was an official warrant for the arrest of a private 
person on official authority. It should thus have been lawfully drawn up and 
issued by the local government. But on close examination the surviving 
examples of ch'ieh-chiao not only show some variations in wording, which

•* See Muramatsn (1), 170-4.
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would not be expected in an official document, but also each bears a printed 
seal of the bursary or the charitable estate on whose behalf they were to be 
issued.70 It would thus appear that blank forms of cJiieh-chiao warrants must 
have been printed and kept ready in the bursaries. This assumption is sup
ported by the large number of loose blank warrant forms found between the 
pages of the Kung-shou-chan rent-book, apd by the other example where the 
reverse of one of these forms had been used to write a memorandum. It would 
seem that not only were the local authorities co-operating with the bursaries to 
collect rents, but that the bursaries themselves were not simply pressing their 
tenants for payment, but were exercising a pseudo-official authority over their 
tenants by themselves drawing up and issuing warrants for official execution.

The CJi‘u-ch‘ieh pei-ch‘a (plates rx-x) of the Yu-ching tsu-chan bursary 
was, as I have said, a register of the issue of such warrants, and gives us valuable 
and detailed information about the employment of official employees in the 
collection of rent. One section of the book is an account71 of the number of 
days spent by the runners from various county offices in calling upon defaulting 
tenants, and of other incidental expenses n which this involved, such as costs 
of accommodation and customary fees for carrying the official tablet (chih-p‘ai 
^ #jl), for putting the refractory tenant in a cangue (tsu-t‘i-chia H. Ss $3 °r 
simply and for making an arrest (chiao-chu PaJ- |j4j), etc.78

Another part of the register lists tenants (fffl), bad tenants (pi-tien jj£ 
or bad refractory tenants (pi-k‘ang tien-hu fjL fHl ^) with their addresses, 
and the name of the headman (ohing or ckxng-ts‘ao §£ of the sub-district 
where they lived. This list is a chronological one and is clearly a memorandum 
of the tenants who were to be arrested, and the local headmen who were to be 
requested to assist. A third section of the register gives details of the arrest 
of various individual tenants.

Through this register, the arrest of tenants of the bursary can be traced in 
vivid detail. For example, in the autumn of 1890 the bursary had 17 tenants 
arrested, and in 1891 more than 20.74 In the spring of 1900 31,200 cash were 
paid out in expenses and fees for the runners from Ch‘ang-chou county, and 
no less than 82,175 to those from Yuan-ho county.76 We can also follow in 
detail the process of such an arrest.

For example, because of non-payment of rents by a tenant called Han 
Lao-hu $jjl ^ $£ holding land in the 11th t‘u of the 24th tu of Yuan-ho county, 
a certain Wang 78 was taken into custody on 20 October 1890. On 
28 October, 5 November, and 9 November the local headman was called to

70 See Mursmatsu (4), 142, (6), 25. 71 See Muramatsu (4), 186—96.
75 Ibid. 71 See Muramatsu (4), 198-6.
74 See Muramatsu (4), 177-80.
7t See Muramatsu (4), 186-8.
74 Several surnames, suoh as Wang T, Yti |j£, Chou Jf], Ch‘eng ig, etc., repeatedly 

appear in the documents as sureties. These must be the names of local elders or headmen who 
went surety not only for the payment of taxes, but also for the payment of rent within the 
prescribed time-limit.
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account (pi jfc)77 and on the last date somebody (presumably the detainee) was 
put in a cangue (chia $5). On 12 November the pi order was rescinded 
(k‘ai-pi ffc), but the obstinate tenant was exhibited to the populace at the 
gate as an example (fa-t‘ou-men ^ ^ P^).78 The headmen and constables of 
various t‘u connected with the case were called to account (pi) again on 
17 and 20 November and 2, 8, 12 December. On 13 February of the following 
year Wang was again arrested. Pi orders were issued to the local headmen on 
19 and 26 February and 3 and 16 March. On 3 March Wang was again put in 
a cangue and exhibited to the populace at the gate.

Obviously a single case could cause a great deal of trouble, and in addition 
many arrested tenants became ill during their detention, owing to the very 
bad conditions of confinement, and had to be released through sickness (ping- 
shih fP). In the spring of 1892 three of the bursary’s tenants were arrested, 
all of whom had subsequently to be released because of illness.79 The reason 
why this was done is made clear by a case recorded in another rent-book, of an 
unidentified bursary, held by the T5y5 Bunka Kenkyujo.80 Here a tenant 
called Chang A-ts‘ao, who had been cultivating 11-2 mou of paddy and paying 
11-9 shih of rice as rent, had fallen into arrears and in 1931 failed to make any 
rent payment. He was arrested and detained in a tenants’ lock-up (tien-tsu 
ch‘u fen so jS fft) where he fell sick and died. The rent-collector
who had had the tenant detained then consulted with the relatives of the 
deceased man, who agreed not to press a case against him on condition that 
100 silver dollars Mex. should be paid to them in compensation, and all out
standing liabilities for rent cancelled. The deceased’s son also accepted a 
coffin for his father’s burial from the rent-collector, and the affair was settled.

YI
The landlord bursary in late Ch‘ing Kiangnan thus functioned as a little 

state within the state, and its owner and even his clerks could exercise real 
authority. We find, for example, letters written by local officials to bursary 
owners and bursary clerks 81 in which, even when the authorities were 
demanding taxes due from bursary land, the tone and wording usually remains 
very courteous and respectful.83

We have seen how the bursaries arrogated official authority in the issue 
of warrants. There is a further field where they may have usurped official 
responsibility. There are already a number of excellent and thorough studies

77 The precise meaning of pi K; is obscure. But it seems to mean ‘ to call a looal headman 
to acoount See Giles’s dictionary, p. 1092, under ft

78 The meaning of fa-t'ou men is also unolear. The interpretation given was suggested by 
Professor L. S. Yang.

78 See Muramatsu (1), 198-9.
80 This book has no title. The blook-centre of each page is inscribed Cheng-tsu Is't IE ® ®1-
81 See Muramatsu (6), 22-3, and documents from the Ching-ytt tsu-chan in the National 

Diet Library.
88 See Muramatsu (0), 22-3.
vol. xxxx. part 3. 40
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on the documents known as ‘Fish-scale maps’ (Yii-lin t‘u-ts‘e [0 HD),
the official cadastral registers and plans which had been compiled since Snng 
times as a basis for land-tax collection.88 But recently I have formed the 
impression that some at least of the surviving ‘Fish-scale maps’, some at least 
of those Ch'ing period land books listed by libraries in this category, were 
not in fact such documents compiled officially by the state for the purpose of 
tax collection, but were rather private compilations made by landlord bursaries 
for the purpose of their own private collection of rents.84

The landlord bursary exercised a semi-state power over its lands and 
tenants, then, in various ways.86 But this should not be taken to imply that 
the state gave any formal and explicit recognition to the political or legal 
independence of the bursary within its own lands as a result of the limited 
power of local authorities to exercise strict control over remote districts. The 
bursaries’ control of their lands and their peasants depended in fact upon the 
theory that the payment of taxes to the state was a common duty of both 
the landlords and their peasant tenants. It was only on these grounds that the 
bursaries could invoke the aid of the state in their dealings with tenants who 
had defaulted in payment of their private liabilities, have them arrested, 
detained, sometimes even killed, and treated as criminals.

The bursaries remained really powerful at least until the early 1920’s. 
Until then, it was the accepted thing for a scholar or official who had had a 
successful career and managed to save some capital, to invest this in land and 
settle down as a gentry landlord. In the social and institutional situation of 
the late nineteenth century this was the most easy, secure, and respectable 
way of living a prosperous, independent, and influential life.

But, as we have seen from the case of the Kung-shou-chan bursary and 
its owner Fei Chung-shen, in the present century the situation was radically 
changed. Immediately after the Nationalists came to power in 1927-8 Fei’s 
landlord enterprise ceased to be profitable, and in the early 1930’s he was 
petitioning the state to confiscate his lands in payment of his tax liabilities. 
His sons did not dream of becoming landed gentlemen or bursary owners. 
Two became engineers after studying in Shanghai and abroad, the third 
became a university professor. It is clear that the tremendous radical funda
mental transformation of Chinese society as a whole which began to gather 
momentum in the 1920’s had also deeply affected landlordism.

13 See Niida Nobora, Chugoku hdseishi kenkyu 2. Tochi-h&: Torihiki-hd, Tokyo, 1960, 
277-321.

'* See Muramatsu (3), especially 247-60, 262-61, 267-73, 278-9, and 317-23. The reasons 
for my belief that some of these T#-Jin t‘u-U‘e are private compilations made by landlords or 
bursaries are as follows. First, the numbers of the oA‘iu embanked areas in whioh the 
land-stsrips are listed are not consecutive, and are often very discontinuous. This would certainly 
mean that the listing of land-strips in these books is not exhaustive but selective. Next, the 
amounts of rice given against each plot are often as large as one skih per mou. This can hardly 
represent tax, but would on the other hand make sense if interpreted as rent. See Muramatsu (6) 
on this problem.

,s See the works of Amano Motonosuke and Chou CITi-ehung cited above, p. 668, n. 3.
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Table 8

Change in the net profit from lands belonging to the Chi-hao and under the 
management of the Ching-yii tsu-chan bursary, 1893-1928

Acreage
(mou)

Income Expenditure
Net gain 

paid to the 
owner (1,000 
cash, yuan*)

Rents
(shih of rice)

Monetary 
equivalent 
(1,000 cash, 

yUan*Y

Tax
(1,000 cash, 

ykan*)

Total
(1,000 oash, 

ykan*)

1893 65-338 44-380 97-635 28-648 40-712 66-923
1899 66-338 40-144 116-416 35-497 46-689 69-826
1900 66-338 42-849 108-076 33-896 46-174 61-902
1901 66-338 37-596 114-704 34-322 61-186 63-519
1902 55-338 41-203 135-972 41-717 68-166 77-807
1903 56-338 36-514 121-620 44-854 63-248 68-277
1904 66-338 42-366 130-264 41-711 63-366 66-888
1905 64-261 41-606 118-976 39-743 57-121 61-815
1906 58-029 33-046 146-143 46-441 66-844 80-299
1907 58-029 43-712 190-203 59-705 79-436 110-767
1908 58-029 40-408 243-010 58-248 89-808 153-202
1909 58-029 36-005 213-464 62-662 90-943 122-521
1910 68-029 46-326 262-098 69-709 101-133 150-960
1912 58-029 37-832 *169-046 *40-843 *66-969 *112-077
1913 68-029 45-633 *193-797 *41-793 . *51-996 *136-201
1914 68-029 39-626 *176-347 *45-118 *61-630 *114-715
1916 68-029 46-416 *211-317 *46-258 *62-447 *148-870
1916 58-029 49-392 *219-664 *46-258 *62-794 *166-770
1917 58-029 39-641 *176-799 *37-614 *66-372 *119-427
1918 68-029 43-922 *196-074 *40-649 *69-720 *136-326
1922 58-029 45-473 *301-046 *36-273 *67-627 *243-418
1923 68-029 49-633 *347-749 *49-187 *63-783 *283-966
1927 68-029 41-447 *344-010 *79-707 *121-380 *230-072
1928 68-029 43-029 *368-539 *82-196 *164-691 *213-848

1,370-091 1,006-771
1,988-466 597-143 843-724 1,144-701

*2,703-289 *646-796 *809-408 *1,896-690

162-968 46-934 64-901 88-063
Average 41-907

*245-763 *49-617 *73-682 *172-335

“ After the beginning of the Republic in 1911 the standard unit of currency was changed 
from the copper cash to the silver dollar {yUan).

The last material which I wish to present directly illustrates this transforma
tion. It comprises 24 volumes entitled Pao-hsiao ho-hao pei-ch‘a tit §& 
$jf g, which are possessed by the National Diet Library, Tokyo. These 
are account books compiled by the Tii-ching tsu-chan bursary between 1893 
and 1928, which preserve an almost unbroken record of the annual balance 
of land managed by the bursary for various outside landowners. The bursary 
made an annual report to each owner of rents received, taxes paid, and expenses 
incurred by the bursary including bursary commission (chan-fei U 5t) and 
the various payments made to the local authorities or to their employees.8®

Of the 34 landowners {hao) depositing lands with the bursary in 1893, 
three at least are still to be found in the list for 1928, and had kept their land

’• See Muramatsu (6), 3-21.
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continuously under the bursary’s management.87 The information given in the 
accounts about the lands managed on behalf of these three owners have made it 
possible for me to trace their profits and losses for 24 years in the period 1893- 
1928. The results show some of the startling changes in the economics of 
landed investment, which undoubtedly were a vital factor in preparing the 
stage for the land reforms later undertaken by P‘eng Pai and Mao Tse-tung.

In table 8 (p. 597) I have taken one of these three owners, the Chi-hao 
as a representative case, and try to give a balance sheet of the profits 

from their lands over this period.88
These changes can be seen even more clearly in the graph below.

Fig. 1. Change in net profit from landed property of Chi-hao managed by Ching-yii tsu-ohan
bursary, 1803-1928.

a7 See Muramatau (6), 27-30.
*• For my detailed argument on the reasons for selecting this particular property as repre

sentative, see Muramatsu ((5), 38, 61.
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It is clear that the period falls into at least four stages. (1) During the years 
down to 1905, income, tax, and other expenses of the landlord all remained 
relatively stable and roughly in equilibrium. (2) During the period from the 
Russo-Japanese War to the 1911 Revolution, rents rose steeply, but taxes and 
other expenses lagged behind, resulting in a rapid increase in net profits. 
(3) The period 1912-17 remained very profitable for the landlord with rising 
income from rents and relatively steady tax rates and other expenses. (4) After 
1918 or 1919 the growth of income from rents evened out and stopped, while 
expenses, particularly tax demands, grew suddenly and ever-increasingly, 
resulting in a sudden and dramatic decline in net profits during the 1920’s.8* 

On the surface landlordism in the late nineteenth century and the 1920’s 
and 1930’s shows many of the same features, and in reading the procedural 
documents connected with rent-collection and tenants’ arrests from before 
and after the 1911 revolution I have always been impressed by the apparent 
lack of change in the attitudes of the authorities towards the landlords and 
bursaries, and in the powerful domination which landlord and bursary were 
able to exercise over their lands and tenants. But it seems clear that this 
surface lack of change in fact masks the steady advance of fundamental 
economic changes which suddenly became manifest in the period immediately 
after the first World War, and set the scene for the decades when China at 
last plunged into fundamental and revolutionary social changes.

See Muramatsu (5), 38-61, for a detailed analysis of these figures.



THE GLORIOUS VICTORIES OF ‘AMDA SEYON, 
KING OF ETHIOPIA

By Edward Ullendorfp

‘Amda §eyon was one of the most outstanding Ethiopian kings of any age 
find a singular figure dominating the horn of Africa in the fourteenth century. 
Almost alone among Ethiopian rulers he was fortunate in having his principal 
campaign against Adal chronicled in a manner worthy of this exploit, for, in 
contrast to much of the literature preserved in Ga‘ez, ‘Amda §eyon’s chronicler 
could wield his pen with dexterity and some literary panache.

Though Muslim traditions mention friendly relations between Muhammad 
and the Negus, the principal expansion of Islam occurred at a time when the 
Aksumite state was in a period of decline. The Persians had disrupted the sea 
and trade routes in the Red Sea, and the Muslim conquests soon enveloped the 
whole of Arabia and North Africa. Ethiopia was thus severed, at least 
temporarily, from its spiritual source, the Patriarchate of Alexandria. In fact, 
Islam had knocked on the very gates of the Christian kingdom : it had occupied 
the Dahlak islands. The isolation of Abyssinia, which was to last for many 
centuries, had now begun. Trade and conquest were a thing of the past, and in 
the face of the great Islamic expansion there was nothing left to the people but to 
retire within their impregnable mountain fastnesses.

While the internal upheavals in the heart of Ethiopia were at their height 
(towards the close of the first millennium a.d.), Islamic encroachment along the 
fringes of the kingdom became bolder and more dangerous. The internal 
troubles were eventually checked, and ground lost, both territorially and in the 
propagation of Christianity, was regained, but the effects of the disturbances on 
the periphery could not be mitigated in the same manner. Here the losses along 
the coastal plains proved irremediable ; the Islamization of the lowlands con
tinued at an accelerated pace, and Muslim powers succeeded one another in 
establishing their sovereignty, with varying degrees of effectiveness, over the 
African Red Sea littoral. But Islam threatened not only the coastal areas from 
which the Abyssinian kingdom had been cut off; it spread its militant faith also 
among the nomadic groups who lived and moved between the sea and the 
eastern slopes of the escarpment until, finally, it began to encroach even upon 
eastern Shoa and the Sidama country. The period from the tenth to the twelfth 
century, the time of greatest internal weakness, saw the systematic penetration 
of Islam on a wide front: in the Dahlak archipelago, the Dankali and Somali 
coasts, among the Bedja in the north and the Sidama in the south, in the Ifat 
sultanate of eastern Shoa, at Harar in the east and near Lake Zway in the west, 
where Arabic inscriptions and Islamic tombs attest the radius of Muslim 
expansion.

The slave-trade proved to be a powerful agent in the Islamization of the 
coastal plains, for it maintained the link with the Arab world and established or
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supported such centres as Zeila or Mogadishu with their Dankali and Somali 
hinterland. Moreover, the slave-raids undoubtedly accelerated the diffusion of 
ThIrtti among the pagan peoples of Bast Africa, as conversion was the easiest way 
of escaping this recruitment. The organization of this lucrative trade was 
enormous : it set up bridge-heads deep in the interior of the country and what 
had begun as a raiding expedition developed into permanent control of entire 
areas and the establishment of a series of petty states and sultanates.

It is impossible to say with any degree of certainty whether the origin of the 
Muslim state in eastern Shoa is due to slaving expeditions. Its beginnings are 
shrouded in impenetrable darkness, but it must have existed for a considerable 
period and have been under the rule of the Makhzumi sultans, probably since the 
late ninth century. The overthrow of this Shoan sultanate, in 1286, and its 
absorption within that of Ifat, the predominant Muslim state in Ethiopia, is 
described in a document published by Enrico Cerulli (RSE, i, 1941, 6-42). The 
sultanate of Ifat under the Walasma dynasty had become the focus of Islamic 
expansion in Ethiopia and of all those southern nuolei of resistance to Abyssinian 
and Christian encroachment who saw in the spread of Islam the lesser evil. Ifat 
was firmly established on the south-eastern fringes of the Shoan plateau and has 
impinged on many points and at several stages in the subsequent course of 
Ethiopian history.

The war of attrition between the central Christian highlands and the Muslim 
sultanates, entrenched all along the eastern and southern fringes of the Abys
sinian plateau, is the principal feature of Ethiopian history during the period from 
the fourteenth to the sixteenth century. Proceeding from east to west we first 
encounter the sultanate of Adal on the Dankali and Somali coast. At times Adal 
formed part of the state of Ifat; its ruler was styled Amtr or Imam (Negus in the 
Ethiopian chronicles), and one of them who opposed the Ethiopian king ‘Amda 
§eyon’s march against Zeila, in 1332, was defeated and slain. Harar became a 
Muslim city-state and a great centre of Islamic commerce and cultural 
propagation. Ifat held the south-eastern part of the Shoan plateau and the 
slopes of the Awash rift-valley ; it was the most important of the sultanates. To 
the west of Ifat, in what is now the Arussi region, the Dawaro kingdom 
controlled large tracts of southern Ethiopia. It bordered upon the Bali sultan
ate, while the small principalities of Sharkha and Arababni lay between Dawaro 
and the most westerly Muslim state, Hadya, whioh comprised the territory of the 
Sidama and Gurage.

Those were the Muslim sultanates ranged against the Emperor ‘Amda §eyon 
(1314^14). They covered a greater area than that controlled by the Christian 
king, but the latter had the advantage of a geographically compact state, while 
the Islamic peoples were spread in a vast semi-circle without proper communica
tions or political cohesion. ‘Amda Seyon seized the initiative, attacked Ifat and 
Hadya, and defeated both. He had thus gained the entire plateau down to the 
Awash river. And though these Muslim principalities displayed great powers of 
recovery, for the time being ‘Amda Seyon had relieved the pressure of Islamic
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encroachment. Victory brought mass conversions to Christianity in its wake ; 
many monasteries find churches were founded at that time, and the name of 
‘Amda §eyon himself was registered among the saints in the Synaxarium.

It is the chronicle of ‘Amda Seyon’s glorious victories which has now been 
rendered into eminently readable English by Dr. Huntingford.1

The Oxford Library of African Literature has made an excellent beginning 
with volumes by W. H. Whiteley, B. W. Andrzejewski and I. M. Lewis, 
I. Schapera, and H. E. Morris. A case can certainly be made for the inclusion in 
this series of the narrative of ‘Amda §eyon’s campaigns against the Muslims in 
the fourteenth century—provided that the annotated translation is accom
panied by ‘ the complete text in the original language ’ (as suggested on the back 
of the dust wrapper of the series as a whole). This, alas, is a most serious 
omission in the present case, for without first establishing a sound Ethiopic text 
it is impossible to produce a convincing translation. The Clarendon Press has 
been uncharacteristically remiss in describing this work, on the title-page, as 
having been ‘ translated and edited ’ when, in fact, no edition of the text has 
been attempted and the correct description would have been ‘ translated and 
annotated ’.

Dr. Huntingford, well-known from his previous writings, especially in 
collaboration with Professor Beckingham, has entered into the spirit of ‘Amda 
Seyon’s time and has lavished much work on the preparation of the present 
volume.

The introduction of some 40 pp. deals with the background of this military 
venture and provides much of the information on which H.’s translation is 
contingent. It is followed by a very helpful synopsis of the text and by the full 
translation of the narrative of the war. We are also offered, in addition, a 
translation of a summary written in Portuguese by Pero Pais early in the 
seventeenth century (= vol. n, pp. 246-67 of the 1946 edition) which corrobo
rates the essential accuracy of later copies of our text. The volume concludes 
with a rendering of four of the 12' (or 13) famous Amharic royal songs, of which 
two expressly refer to ‘Amda Seyon, while a further two, in the opinion of 
Dr. Huntingford, appear to do so. There are several illustrations, useful maps 
(always a particular strength of H.’s), five indexes, and a short bibliography 
which clearly does not aim at completeness.

The most satisfactory parts of the book are those which deal with the 
historical geography of Ethiopia. This chronicle contains a great number of 
place-names which previous- translators have largely left unidentified. H.’s 
systematic attack upon them is particularly valuable. While he would probably 
be the first to admit (see p. 31) that some of his suggestions are rather desperate 
guesses, many of them are helpful and indeed convincing. And although H. 
might be more chary of random resemblances and facile etymologizing, we

1 G. W. B. Hnntingford (tr.) : The glorious, victories of ‘Amda Seyon, Icing of Ethiopia. 
(Oxford Library of African Literature.) xii, 142 pp., front., 6 plates. Oxford : Clarendon Press, 
1966. 38s.
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cannot but hope that he will undertake much farther work in the field of 
historical geography. Meanwhile, it will be generally accepted that a translation 
must be judged primarily on its linguistic and literary merits.

The ‘ Victories of ‘Amda Seyon ’ had been rendered into French by Per- 
ruchon (JA, 8e S4r., xiv, 1889) and into Italian by Bruno Ducati (1939). In 
addition, there is the summary translation into Portuguese (referred to in the 
present volume) as well as the detailed English paraphrase by Bruce (Travels, 
Third ed., 1813, m, 43-91). H. makes no reference at all to the best translation, 
i.e. Dillmann’s ‘ Die Kriegsthaten des Konigs ‘Amda-§ion gegen die Muslim ’ 
{Abh. d. K. Preuss. Akad. d. fFiss., 1884, 1007-38). The advantage of this 
translation does not only He in Dillmann’s mastery of language and subject but 
also in his use of a much eadier MS (Dillmann, Bodleian catalogue, no. XXIX) 
belonging to a different fifiation. It is hard to see how H. could have failed to 
notice this rendering which is so frequently referred to in the Hteratnre consulted 
by him. Acquaintance with Dillmann’s work would have saved H. from many a 
pitfall.

H.’s translation gives an adequate impression of ‘Amda Seyon’s campaign, 
but as a translation it commits many elementary blunders and a large number of 
mistakes ; there is also a great deal that betrays the amateur linguist and which 
can only be described as neither right nor wrong. H. follows Perruchon’s French 
rendering much too slavishly and is thus frequently led into error by his 
predecessor. Closer attention to the Ethiopic original would have obviated 
many of these difficulties. The translator never really tells us what sort of 
translation he is aiming at, but the many brackets and footnotes make it clear 
that it is meant to be a fairly fiteral rendering. The detailed observations below 
will show that H. faithfully reproduces the errors of earfier translations (adding a 
generous sprinkling of his own), but unhappily it cannot be averred that there 
are many independent feficities which compensate for these shortcomings. The 
present reviewer has reached this conclusion with much reluctance, sincere 
regret, and a good deal of anguish—especially in the case of so scholarly and 
congenial a colleague.

At the same time it must be admitted that no translation could have been 
completely satisfactory without first establishing a text based on a careful 
collation of the existing MSS. Huntmgford was, therefore, ill advised to embark 
on yet another translation (or at times a translation of a translation) before 
producing an acceptable text. H. knows of three MSS (p. 26): (1) BM Or. 821 
(= Wright 392) which was copied about the middle of the nineteenth century ; 
(2) Bibfiothhque Nationale, Eth. 147 (= Zotenberg 143) copied a fittle eariier 
but made from the same recension as the previous one; (3) d’Abbadie 118 
(= Conti Rossini 197) of the same provenance as the other two. As these three 
MSS all derive from Dejazmatch Haylu’s recension, collation of these MSS with 
each other and, above all, with others of a different origin would have been 
essential. In fact, there are at least six other MSS, some of them very important, 
known to the present reviewer:
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(4) d’Abbadie 52 (= Conti Rossini 194);
(5) Mondon-Vidailhet 27 (Chaine catalogue);
(6) „ „ 61 ( „ „ );
(?) „ „ 62 ( „ . „ );
(8) Ruppellsche Sammlung (Rtippell, Iteise in Abyssinien, n, 336 ff.; cf. also 

L. Goldschmidt, Die dbess. Handschr. d. Stadibibliothek zu Frankfurt am 
Main);

(9) Bodleian XXTX (= Bruce 88).
It is particularly surprising that H. does not refer to no. (9), for this MS contains 
the Amharic royal songs which form part of an appendix to the present volume. 
Collation of these MSS would have advanced our knowledge beyond the text 
produced by Perruchon who used BM Or. 821 with some variants from BN Eth. 
147. Not surprisingly, these variants axe of a very minor character, since both 
MSS derive from the same redaction.

On his own evidence, H.’s translation was made from the text as printed by 
Perruchon (p. 33) and only ‘ doubtful passages ’ were checked by reference to the 
MS itself. Yet, how is one to know which passages are doubtful ? And what 
prevented H. from using at least the BM MS, for Perruchon’s version is marred 
by innumerable printing mistakes which undermine confidence in this text ?

Since at least two of the Old Amharic royal songs expressly refer to ‘Amda 
§eyon, inclusion of a translation is clearly justified and indeed to be welcomed. 
Although a number of scholars have tried their hand at a translation (see below), 
Littmann’s Die aUamharischen Kaiserlieder (Strassburg, 1914) has remained the 
only complete rendering. Littmann himself was very conscious of the inevitable 
imperfections of his translation (cf. RSO, xx, 1944, 474 ff.). In view of the fact 
that by general consensus these songs constitute the most important as well as 
the' most difficult document of early Amharic, it would have been entirely 
satisfactory to reproduce Littmann’s translation as it stands. To ask an 
untrained Ethiopian student to make a translation of these remarkably complex 
songs borders on levity. The result is, of course, a mere rehash of Littmann’s 
rendering (without express acknowledgement of this fact) marred by a good deal 
of retrogression on that great Orientalist’s version. At a time when we possess at 
least seven MSS of these songs (see below), it seems pointless to translate without 
first preparing a text which is sufficiently sound to allow of such translation.

Every system of transcription or transliteration that is consistent in itself 
should prove to be acceptable. But H. does not seem to be completely clear 
about the distinction between transliteration and transcription. The ambiguity 
of the 6th order and the absence of a sign for gemination have led H. into many 
errors (transcriptions such as makuannen (p. 24 et passim) or pdppds (p. 100) run 
counter to his own rules—p. 40) and indeed into such monstrosities as mazdgbeta 
(for mazagebta—p. 60) or asayfet (for asyeft—p. 82).a The transliteration of till 
Go‘az words in the book (in addition to their representation in Ethiopic

* maz&gbeta or asayfet, perhaps more than anything else, show IL’s distance from Semitio 
Ethiopia.
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characters) was completely superfluous and has quite unnecessarily produced 
countless mistakes. Moreover, what is the point of adding diacritical marks (and 
frequently wrongly) to such common words as Amhara, Harar, Tana> or ‘Ezra ?

There are some curious omissions in the bibliography. Apart from Dill- 
mann’s ‘ Kriegsthaten ’ (already mentioned), one misses many of Conti Rossini's 
relevant writings. d’Abbadie’s MSS have received magisterial treatment at the 
hand of this great savant (JA, 10® S6r., xix-xx, 1912.11® S6r., n, vi, 1913,1916) 
and ought to be assessed in the light of his observations. Very important for 
‘Amda §eyon’s campaign are Conti Rossini’s Note -per la storia letteraria abissina 
(1900). The edition and translation of the Mashafa berhan by Conti Rossini and 
L. Ricci (CSCO, ccl-ooli, 1964) may have come too late to receive consideration 
in the present context. But Mauro da Leonessa’s ‘ Un trattato sal calendario 
redatto al tempo di re Amda Syon ’ (RSE, m, 3, 1943) is of considerable 
relevance to chronological problems.3

In fact, the chronology of ‘Amda §eyon’s reign and campaign differs in H.’s 
book from that generally accepted. He appears to agree (p. 3) with Bruce 
(Travels, Third ed., m, 43) who, if I am not in error, is the only one to date his 
reign 1312—42. The weight of evidence seems to be on the side of Dillmann 
(‘ Kriegsthaten ’, 1008), Wright (BM Catalogue, vi-vii), Conti Rossini (Note, 16), 
and Cerulh (Storia della letteratura etiopica, 36) who all posit 1314-14 ; and only 
the most cogent considerations should persuade one to dissent from these 
scholars. Again, H. gives the date of the Adal campaign as 1329 (p. 26 et passim) 
in contrast to everyone else’s 1332. To justify his date he resorts to the oddest 
piece of reasoning (n. 2 on p. 63) in asserting that the author of the narrative 
must have ‘ miscalculated ’ the Ethiopian year in arriving at 1332 when he ought 
to have reached 1329 ! H. is fortified in his belief by his calculation of the date of 
Easter,'but he appears to overlook that these considerations do not apply to the 
dating of the Ethiopian Easter. In any event, I know of no valid reason why we 
should abandon the year 1332 as that generally agreed for ‘Amda f^eyon’s Adal 
campaign.

The indexes appear to be very suitably arranged, but on closer inspection it 
will be found that there is an enormous number of omissions. Over a specimen of 
two or three pages these omissions were in excess of 30 per cent. Such central 
entries as Agawmedr (16), Bahrdar (26), Dambya (16), Marab (19), Abay 4 (16, 
17, .19), Conti Rossini (13), Dawit I (38), Heruy (39), Mahdara Maryam (26), 
Rinck (24), Tana (16), Tigre (1,19), etc., are missing altogether, while very many 
other entries are listed incompletely.

3 As an example of tL’s insufficient command of the relevant literature one might take 
pp. 27-9 where he argues that Tewodroe and Galawdewos are not the kings by that name but the 
two martyrs of Antioch. But all this had already been established by Conti Rossini (Note, 16—17), 
with greatly superior arguments, and by Devos (Analecta BoUandiana, T.xir, 1944, 306-9). Conti 
Rossini in particular pointed out that, if Theodore and Claudius were the emperors by that 
name, they would be likely to be interpolations whioh could be ascertained from the comparison 
of of varying filiation. This important aspect was never investigated by Huntingford.

4 All these entries are given in Huntingford’s spelling.
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I have found myself in much difficulty vis-a-vis the footnotes to the 
translation (pp. 63-110). Most of them seem to me quite redundant, for they 
generally state the obvious but do not deal with genuine difficulties in the text: 
pp. 66, 69, or 101 are cases in point. « [should read >] hM • is 
stated to be ‘ receptacle for arrows ’ (p. 106) or bdhra extra ‘ the Erythraean sea ’ 
(p. 98)—but what else could it be ? These explanatory notes are not only 
superfluous but they also contain many errors, either of printing or of interpreta
tion (e.g. p. 109). Quite a few such notes are'mere repetitions (e.g. pp. 80 and 
104, 89 and 106).

An excellent feature of the book is the careful cross-referencing between the 
Pais summary and the Ethiopian chronicle (pp. 111-28). In view of these 
detailed cross-references it is not clear to me what the list of parallel passages 
(pp. 41-3) is meant to add, particularly as it contains a number of mistakes 
(I think the first fol. 39 should read fol. 40, while the second reference should be 
foL 41).

Finally, the value of the work could have been greatly enhanced by closer 
attention to the available Muslim sources, especially TJmari and Maqrlzl 
(Ilmdm). It would have been interesting to compare the information provided 
by these sources with the details contained in the Ethiopian narrative.

If the tone of these observations is predominantly critical, it should not be 
thought that Huntingford’s work is devoid of value. If much of the translation, 
in the absence of detailed work on the preparation of an acceptable Ethiopic 
text, must unhappily be regarded els a gallant failure, Huntingford has at least 
drawn renewed attention to this important text and has provided much 
information in his introduction.

Now to some details.
■ p. v : not ‘ all ’ the Ethiopic MSS of fAmda §eyon’s war were copied in the 

nineteenth century. Bruce 88 (Bodleian XXIX) is among some important MSS 
of an earlier date.

p. 1, n. 2 : the reference to The Ethiopians should read 98 (not 78).
p. 2: is the Muslim area in the north not somewhat overstated on this 

otherwise excellent map ? In the fourteenth century Islamic influence is 
unlikely to have embraced so much of the Tigre province.

p. 3 : ‘ The decline of Aksum coincided with the establishment of Islam (a.d. 
622) ’. This seems to me somewhat sweeping. May I refer to the complex causes 
mentioned on p. 67 of my The Ethiopians (second edition) ? I think the conflict 
between Christians and Muslims was not ‘ continuous ’ but rather ‘ inter
mittent ’; there were fairly quiescent periods as well. In n. 1, for rock-hewn 
‘ church ’ read ‘ churches ’.

p. 4: Frumentius’ brother is referred to as Aedesius Eind Sedrakos in 
Ethiopian sources. Geraft is not an acceptable spelling for Graft; otherwise one 
has to write ‘Ameda Seyone. Note 1 does not reflect the religious situation quite 
correctly. Cf. Guidi, OM, n, 3,1922, 187-90; The Ethiopians (second edition),
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105. Note 2 : the Council of Chalcedon (451) is called •"I'ldt« dAVI«
‘ council of heretics

p. 5, n. 3 : I do not understand the contrast to which H. refers here : ‘eqbeta 
should, of course, read ‘eqebta.

p. 8 : read aramawyan (for aramaweyan). The passage at the foot of this page 
appears between quotation marks. In fact, however, it is not a translation but a 
paraphrase with omissions (from CSCO, nan, 31).

p. 9 : again, this is a paraphrase with omissions.
p. 10, n. 1 : I fail to see the object of this observation. Note 2 is an 

unfortunate piece of etymologizing ; by this process one can arrive at almost 
any explanation. For Got see CSCO, lvh, 106 (= lvi, 118) : Gor is the idol of 
Egypt and Samaria

p. 11 : the translations here were clearly made from other translations and 
not from the originals. §edenya are not ‘ rustic demons ’ (as Huntmgford, misled 
by Perruchon’s translation, supposes) but ‘ oppidum Aegypt.’ (DiUmann, Leon- 
con) ; for the city of Sedenya cf. also the Synaxarium for 10 Maskaram and 
Breasted, History of Egypt, 351. To describe Damot as ‘ a province lying to the 
south-west of Mugar ’ is tantamount to saying that London is south-west of 
Epping.

p. 12 : curiously enough, H. omits to say that the ‘ Laws and institutions of 
the kingdom ’ are also included in his own BM MS Or. 821. There are some 
important mistakes in the translation which could have been avoided by 
consultation of Guidi’s article in RRAL, Cl. so. mor., Ser. 5, xxxt, 1922, 69. 
Ddhana is not a proper name but the Amharic for ‘ royal tent ’. There is a 
caesura after Behd, and Aqambale should read Aqambase. Note 1: Arabic nuMab 
is a sing, of which the plur. form is na&aMb.

p. 13 : the translation here has serious flaws and is again very largely a 
translation of a translation. I cannot find the first line in the Go oz original. 
hedug is variously rendered in the same passage as ‘ district ’ and as chief . It 
was not ‘Amda §eyon who ‘ set over their land beings who were not of the race of 
Adam and Eve ’, but the rebels themselves had done that. Note 2 : da 
Maggiora’s dictionary is largely derivative and is not a source worth quoting. 
ahbay is the plural of hobay, a Tigrinya word.

p. 14: for Eskender read Eskender. The second paragraph here derives 
directly from Cerulli’s Storia della lett. etiop., 53 and 59. This ought to have been 
stated, for some of it is opinion rather than fact.

p. 16, n. 2 : the term ‘ literally ’ is often used in a rather curious way ; hagar 
is ‘ country ’ as well as ‘ city ’.

p. 17 : bahdwrt should read bahawort.
p. 18 : The disquisition on md’kala is very odd.
p. 19, n. 2 : it is quite clear that Amano is a nom. prop. In n. 3, the date of 

Ninck’s edition should read 1790.
p. 20 : means ‘ metropolis ’. Note 1 : I do not believe there is any

substance in H.’s view that Wifat refers to the Shoan part, while Ifat relates to
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the lowlands. See Trimingham, Islam in Ethiopia, 58 (cf. also Isenberg Amharic 
dictionary). In fact, the forms Ifat, Efat, Wifat, Wafat, Yefat are mere graphic 
variants.

p. 24 : without checking the original one could not possibly guess that the 
transliteration Halt’ (the designation of the Ethiopian Emperor) stands for 
J—.8 Also, the Arabic rendering does not reflect At < but Am.« which is 
of great importance for the development of Amharic.

p. 25 : details about further MSS of our text have been given in the 
introductory part of this review.

p. 26 : why is Beta Mangest rendered as ‘ Treasury ’ and not as ‘ Palace ’ ? 
Why is the position of Mahdara Maryam described as ‘ about 35 miles east- 
north-east of Bahrdar Giyorgis ’ instead of ‘ 7 miles south-west of Debra Tabor ’, 
a very important centre ? It is much too sweeping to assert that most of the 
known royal chronicles belong to the redaction of 1784 (MS Bruce 88 = Bodl. 
XXIX is one of many earlier MBS). The wars of Gran were much more 
destructive than the loss of the beta mangest. Note 1 : cf. the Masoretic text of 
Judges xviii, 30, for the Manasseh : Moses substitution.

p. 27 : since there exist several earlier recensions of our text, the questions 
raised on this page have a factual answer and require no speculative treatment. 
Line 17: for 43 read 41. Note 3 contains some factual inaccuracies as well as some 
errors of transliteration and translation. Incidentally, the translation ‘ glorious ’ 
for ‘tn.g < requires no supporting argument, but H.’s reasoning is circuitous.

p. 29, L 1: the correct rendering of hAJt.TJ’» is ‘ infidels ’; H.’s ‘ heathen ’ 
is again influenced by Conzelman’s ‘ paien ’ rather than by the original. Should 
there not be a fourth group of sources for the place-names of the sultanate of 
Shoa, i.e. ‘ other Arabic documents ’ ?

p. 30: H. is inclined to be much too cavalier in his treatment of the linguistic 
aspects of Ethiopian place-names. To take just one example which he quotes 
here from an earlier article of his (African Language Studies, m, 1962, 186) : 
Manquarir (Moncorrer) is explained simplicity as ‘ the cold place ’ (allegedly 
from md‘en ‘ breadth ’ and quarir ‘ cold ’); yet it is obviously ‘ the cold spring ’ 
(from » */.i:« or 4AC «, depending on whether it is used as masc. or
fern.). To connect Tumha (in Damot) with Tankua requires an act of faith rather 
than linguistic discipline.

p. 31: read Futuh al-Habaia.
p. 32 : read tanbaldt. Why Bequlzar in view of j j (Basset’s ed. of Futuh. 

al-Haba&a, fob 15) and -flAA « IIc« ? In 1. 3 of the final paragraph, add : in 
BM MS 392.

p. 33 : the reference to n. 2 has disappeared in 1.14. To quote from the Bible 
is not the prerogative of the ecclesiastical profession in Ethiopia.

p. 34 : the substance of the first three lines also appears at pp. v, 27, 41. 
Section vi: does the gist of this not already appear in sections n and rv ? 
For n. 1 cf. Zanutto, Manoscritti etiopici, 68-9.

5 P. 16 of the Arabic text of Einok’s edition of MaqrM’a Hmam.
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p. 36 :. the identifications of place-names here seem to be very largely 
guess-work. For das cf. Amharic %t\ • ‘ hut

pp. 38-9 : the importance of the Amharic royal songs warrants a few 
observations. In addition to the four MSS mentioned by H. there are at least 
three others:

(5) Mondon-Vidailhet (Chaine catalogue) no. 45 ;
(6) d’Abbadie 118 (= Conti Rossini 197);
(7) Riippell (Frankfurt) (= Goldschmidt catalogue, p. 60).

It is of the utmost importance to produce a critical edition, making use of all 
known MSS of these songs, on which alone a reliable translation can be based.®

Guidi’s publication of the text (URAL, Ser. 4, v, 1889) was based on Bodl. 
MS Bruce 88 with variants from BN Eth. 147 (and not the other way round—as 
Huntingford states). Huntingford also avers that ‘ Guidi’s text and Littmann’s 
version show that there is a certain amount of divergence between the manu
scripts ’, but since Littmann’s version was made from Guidi’s text, knowledge of 
these divergences (and they do exist and make an edition imperative before 
translation is attempted) cannot derive from this source.

It would have been of the utmost importance to refer to Praetorius’s remarks 
on p. 11 of his Amharische Sprache and, above all, to his part-edition and 
translation in the appendix to his great masterpiece.

The division of verses varies somewhat between Bodl. Bruce 88 and BN Eth. 
147 (= Zotenberg 143), and the latter also has an additional section (listed under 
(1) in Zotenberg’s catalogue). The reviewer is in agreement with the views 
expressed by S. Strelcyn (JSS, rx, 1, 1964, 257), and before anything else is 
written on these songs, it would appear essential to explore the precise linguistic 
status of the language in which they are couched.

Apart from the translations by Littmann and Praetorius, the reviewer is aware 
of the following part-translations : Pereira, Cangdo de Gtdavdevos, Lisbon, 1898 ; 
Conti Rossini, RSO, x, 1925, 494, 514; Vagiografia etiopica e gli atti di 
Yafqeranna EgzC, 1937 ; Littmann, Gesch. d. aeth. Lit., 263 ff.; Cerulli in R. 
Accad. d’Italia: Conferenze e letture del Centro Studi per U Vicino Oriente, I, 
75-6 ; Basset, Futuh al-flabaSa, 189.

p. 39 : ‘ Ethiopic, more properly called Ge‘ez ’ seems odd and is tantamount 
to ‘ German, more properly called Deutsch ’.—‘ Ge‘ez ... a Semitic language 
from South Arabia ’ is a remarkable over-simplification and in this form 
certainly not correct.—‘ Ethiopic... ceased to be spoken about a thousand years 
ago, though it has a large body of literature .. ..’ The logic of this statement 
seems rather strange.

p. 40 : Ethiopic ‘ has three daughter languages ’. The term ‘ daughter ’ may 
not necessarily do justice to the full complexity of the situation—but why 
‘ three ’ 1 What about Gurage, Harari, Gafat, and Argobba ?—‘ Ethiopic ’ is

• A critical analysis of all known MSS of the Amhario royal songs has been undertaken by 
Mme. J. Mantel-NiMko (in an—alas still unpublished—diploma thesis at the University of Warsaw, 
1966). Cf. S. Strelcyn in Proceedings first Int. Gongr. of Africanists, 1964, p. 106, n. 2.
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Ga‘ez, the general adjective being ‘ Ethiopian The Oxford English dictionary 
rightly admits Ethiopic ‘ now only with reference to the language ‘ Syllabic 
alphabet ’ is a contradictio in adjecto. Eor ‘ alphabet ’ read ‘ script ‘ Radical 
letters ’ is nonsense; read ‘ consonants Eor the purposes of transcription it is 
customary to use l.c. forms only. Correct the second character to read A. The 
first p should read p. To transliterate h», etc., as Am is wrong ; read, instead, 
kua, gya, qua, hua or better : hi, etc.

p. 53 : H. almost invariably fails to distinguish between indicative and 
subjunctive in Ethiopic : ‘ let us write ’ is wrong. Perruchon correctly renders 
‘ nous 6crivons’. In L 8 ‘ seeks help ’ is a mistranslation for ‘ while we seek ’. In 
1. 11 read ‘ let us seek ’ for ‘ we also seek ’. In 1. 12 ‘ they ’ should read ‘ He ’: 
this has some doctrinal significance. In the second paragraph, read: ‘ the 
arrogant and perfidious King of the Infidels had revolted against him ’ and 
delete H.’s misconstruction. Incidentally, ‘ rebels ’ should read ‘ infidels ’ 
throughout the book whenever used to characterize the Muslims.

In the following I shall pick out a few random points only, as it is clearly 
impossible to correct the entire translation.

p. 54: write : ‘ Sabraddin ’ for ‘ Sabradin ’ throughout. Note 4: XHu{.AP”<
p. 55, n. 1: the distinction which H. makes between ’/P't' and is 

not, in this form, accurate. Note 4: the form fi is interesting for the 
development of Amharic. Read ■ H. often follows Perruchon in an 
erroneous paragraph division ; on this page, 1.10 is, in fact, part of the sentence 
with which the paragraph in 1. 9 ends.

p. 56 : Huntingford : ‘ and (it is) a gift which he sent to the king, [paragraph 
division]. And he gave permission to his soldiers to kill everyone .. . ’.

Correct rendering : ‘ the tribute, which he had levied for the king, he gave to 
his soldiers that they might fight for him ’ (cf. also Dillmann, ‘ Kriegsthaten ’, 
1013).

p. 57 : Dillmann (‘ Kriegsthaten ’, p. 1014, n. 2) had already adduced cogent 
reasons why the translation now proffered by Huntingford in 11. 6-8 could not be 
correct. In 1. 22 H.’s translation ‘ the constitution of the Holy Spirit ’ confuses 

‘constitution’ (Vsr‘) with -7-CA^ ■ (Vrsy) ‘ quality, disposition’.
' thd 1 cannot mean ‘ with javelins, and with arrows ’. Dillmann (op. 

cit., 1014) reads • 66 ■ ‘ wooden lances ’.
p. 61: » and T‘/*JtPb » are both translated as ‘ altar ’ in the same

sentence. It appears somewhat rash to introduce the Falashas (who, as far as I 
know, are never expressly mentioned) at the first reference to ‘ renegades who 
are like Jews ’.

p. 62 : H. confuses 4*'}h • with < in rendering -py • AAi > hcft-f-fi« 
as ‘ subject them to the ride of Christ ’ instead of ‘ in his zeal for the religion of 
Christ ’. kababa in the sense of ‘ invest a person with an office ’ is not known to 
me.

p. 64 : H. confuses rhfi ■ ‘ loins ’ with « ‘ bosom ’. ‘the sena kini of his
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magic ’ is, of couise, nonsense; the elaborate footnote 2 is quite redundant, 
hi « h.V * /*’<{•£ 1 simply means ‘ his witchcraft ’ or ‘ his talisman 

p. 66 : the object of the footnote eludes me. 
p. 69: ditto.
pp. 70-1: I find myself in great difficulty here, for I have neither any 

recollection nor any record of having furnished the translation of the so-called 
proverb with which Huntingford credits (or, as it turns out, debits) me. I have 
no idea how I am supposed to have arrived at the translation here offered. One 
thing, however, is certain : I could not possibly have been aware of the context. 
Looking at the passage as a whole, it seems to me that some of the unknown 
words must be proper names of places. In fact, the crucial passage is unlikely to 
be a proverb but appears to be a simile which the king uses to make his point. 
There seems every reason to think that Dillmann (‘ Knegsthaten ’, 1023) saw 
this passage in its proper light and gave a convincing rendering of it. At the 
same time, it is interesting to record Conti Rossini’s view: ‘ Approfitto 
dell’occasione per segnalare che, avendo io fatto interrogare i monaci di Debra 
Dammb sul senso dei proverbi a pag. 42 del testo Perruchon, proverbi che il 
Ducati salta senz’altro, non mi fu possibile di trarrie alcun costrutto : i vocaboli 
a noi ignoti sembrano ignoti anche al dero del celebre antico convento ’ 
(‘ Pubblicazioni etiopistiche dal 1936 al 1945 ’, RSE, rv. 1944-5 (pub. 1946), 40).

p. 72,1. 13 : for 1 help ’ read ‘ release ’. Note 1 will not stand up to closer 
scrutiny.

p. 73, n. 1 : text and translation here are faulty, 
p. 82 : qast is ‘ bow ’—not ‘ arrow ’.
p. 97, n. 2 : I know of no evidence to support H.’s statement that ‘ the form 

mdrya is generally used instead of marydm when the reference is not to the 
Virgin Mary ’. In fact (as H. himself appears to see), Perruchon, ‘ Histoire ’, 
p. 415, n. 4, immediately springs to mind as a contrary instance, 

p. 104, n. 4 : read ».
p. 109, n. 1: read MP-Cirf >. Note 2 : a simpler reason is that ffcr does not 

occur in the causative form. Note 4 relates very strangely to the translation 
‘ ornaments ’.
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SOME KHOTANESE PAST PARTICIPLES
One of the difficulties in the study of the verbal system of a language that 

is comparatively little known can be finding the appropriate past participles 
to go with present stems or the reverse. This difficulty faces those working 
with Khotanese. H. W. Bailey has only recently assigned drsta- to drih- ‘ to 
share and pdrsta- to pnh- ‘ to conceal Some further suggestions I make 
here for the first time.
1. her-: kilsta- ‘ to sow ’

This is really a suppletive system *kdraya-: *Mta- like Avestan hdraya-: 
karSta-, Manichean Middle Persian1 y’r-: kyU, Buddhist Sogdian2 kyr- beside 
Man. Sogd. hSt- (< *kr$ta-3). Parthian 4 has kyU.

The meaning of her- and kilsta- has never been in doubt. Already 
E. Leumann 6 translated E 23.126 : hatdrra henndi salye ttlma daso-gyfinau 
rrvm ‘ (Nur) einmal sften sie im Jahre den Samen, (und doch) zehnfach er 
w&chst ’. S. Konow had bilingual evidence from the Sanghdtasutra,6 where herd 
corresponds twice with Tibetan btab (perf. < hdebs-pa ‘ to throw, cast ’). The 
Sanghafasutra also contained the phrase : sd uysnord . . . kye ttutu bamhyu 
hdlste (84 a 1) correctly translated by Konow £ that being . . . who planted this 
tree ’. Here the Sanskrit version is now available 7 in the Gilgit manuscript 
no. 37 . yenayam vdpito drumah (78 a 6-7). In the vocabulary, however, 
Konow has ‘ to prepare, to plant5 and ‘ cf. Av. leant ’. But Avestan leant- is 
‘to cut ’’ something quite different from ‘ to plant, to sow ’. The Suvarnabhd- 
sottamasutra 8 has : hho uhu pa[ddmjsyanu] gyastdnu balysdnu vdtd Suru ydddnda 
sta hMstdndd sta uhu iddye bdgo (30 v 6-6, KT, v, 108) ‘ as you have acted well 
towards former dew-buddhas, you have planted a root of merit’ (= Sanskrit 
yaOiapi te yuyarn purvajinaJcrtadhihard avaropitakuMamuld, p. 68, 1.9, in the 
edition of J. Nobel, 1937). Here hdXstdndd sta is used to translate avaropita- 
‘ planted’. In Late Khotanese,9 the pp. kilsta- is found spelled hai’sta- 
(P 2741.117, KT, n, 91) and haista- (P 2891.19, KT, m, 80), with the normal 
loss of preconsonantal -l- in LKh. as in ba’ysa- from balysa- ‘ Buddha ’.

Two other verbs in Khotanese have an s-extension in the participle: 
prdhauy- ‘ to put on, wear ’, pp. praJiausta- and pareh- ‘ to restrain oneself ’, 
pp. parausta-. The detailed analysis of these verbs presents difficulties.

The derivation of kilsta- < *hr$ta- is obscured by the fact that the only

W.B.Henning, ‘DaaVerbnmdesMittelpersisclienderrarfaiifragmente’.Z/i, ix 2 1933 192
* I. GerahevitolL, QMS, § 640, n. 1, p. 84. ’
* I. Gorahovitch, QMS, § 147, p. 21.

■ Ghi1^’ mr 1939> 98 J Boyeo, The, Manichaean hymn cycles
»n Parthum, 1964, 191.

5 Maitreya-samiti, 83 ; E, p. 267.
* 27 a 3 ; 33alin8. Konow, Saka studies, 1932.
7 Information supplied by H. W. Bailey.
8 See S. Konow, SPA W, 1934, 440.
8 H. W. Bailey, AM, NS, i, 1, 1949, 46.
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other past participles ending in -dlsta are from verbs whose present stem has 
*-rt e.g. hamggdlsta- (E 5.103 ; 6.27) beside the present (3 sg. mid.) hamggaltte 
(E 5.47 ; 6.84) < *ham-gart- ‘ to result ’ or *-rd e.g. pdskdlsta- (E 2.108) beside 
the present (3 pi. act.) pdskoMndd (E 15.36) < *paU-8kard- to analyse , cf. 
BSogd. ptSkrb P 21II 2 (?) and wytkyrb- ‘ to pierce ’ (W. B. Henning, BSOAS, 
xi, 4, 1946, 728). Similar difficulty caused Konow10 to dissociate nimalys- ‘to 
rub down ’ from its past participle ndmalsta- by taking the former < *ni-marz- 
but the latter < *ni-mard-. Parthian11 shows the expected *nimarz-: *nimr$ta- 
as nmrz-: nmwH ‘ 6pnrer, nettoyer’. Accordingly, H. W. Bailey12 quotes 
nimalsta- as an example of ‘ the replacement of OIran. -r&ta- by -rsta- . He 
compares the well-known case of midysdi- ‘ favour, compassion <C *mridi-, 
already in 1912 compared by E. Leumann13 with Avestan m&rsidika-.

Two further words show the continuation of the Old Iranian group *r$t-. 
OIr. *rHi- ‘spear’ > Kh. hdUtd (nom.-acc. pi.) (E 5.60) and OIr. *pr$ti- 
‘ back ’ > Kh. patiti14 (nom.-acc. pi.) (E 22.30). These words do not go against 
the development expected. The palatal s (£) is due, not to the OIr. *$ but to 
the palatalization caused by the final -t. It should be recalled that in the Kh. 
t-declension,16 the normal treatment for the nom. sg. is -d without palatalization 
e.g. arm (E 2.9) ‘ envy ’ ; ndrd (E 25.448) ‘ wife ’ ; bdysustd (E 4.18) ‘ bodhi ’; 
mdstd (E 24.22) ‘ month ’ ; midysdd (E 2.58) ‘ compassion ’; mratm (E 16.4 ; 
24.12, 110, 113) ‘ goodness ’ ; hajvattm (E 21.26) ‘ wisdom ’; tend (E 21.54) 
‘ blood ’. But in the gen.-dat. sg. the ending is -e with palatalization e.g. arete 
(E 24.102, 104) < arm-; bcdysitite (E 14.62) < balysusti-; mutide (E 4.14) 
< midysdi-; mratete (E 12.5) < tedratdti-; hajvattete (E 3.73) < hajvattati-; 
hufie (E 14.99) < hunt-. Similarly, the nom.-acc. pi. shows -d with palatalization, 
e.g. maM (E 25.201) < mdsti-. TidMti and patiti therefore imply stems hdlsti- 
and palsti-, and we would expect to find the nom. sg. in OKI. as *hdlstd, *paistd.

The reason for the development of OIr. *rH- to Kh. -1st- is the palatal 
nature of Kh. k In loan-words it is used simply to reinforce a palatal, as in 
pylMa- for punya- in E 12.37 or Kaliava- for Kafyapa- in E 14.61 et al. LKh. 
frequently has the spelling -ly- for OKh. -I- e.g. piskalyyfld (Si. 142 v 1, KT,
1, 82) beside OKh. pdskaUndd (E 15.36); samkhdyare (P 3513.48 v 2, KT, i, 
225, translating °liptah) beside OKh. samkhali (D HI.l 8 v 2, KT, v, 69). Loss 
of -l- in TE~h is accompanied by palatalization of the preceding vowel, as in 
befysa- < balysa- ‘ Buddha ’ and further examples below.

2. drah-: drautta- ‘ to fly ’
draft- was first made known in the fragmentary text E 18.1 : ma thajsi kyi 

drraha hd Inkd ttu dd&u. This verse is still obscure.111 H..W. Bailey conjectures

10 S. Konow, NTS, xr, 1939, 67. 11 A. Ghilain, op. oit., 63.
i* H. W. Bailey, TPS, 1966, 114.
ls E. T-nriTnnjin, Zur nordariichen Sprache und Literaiur, 1912, 72.
14 Explanation of paltti is doe to H. W. Bailey.
16 8. Konow, Primer of Khotanese Sdka, 1949, 38 is quite unreliable.
14 It has not been noticed hitherto that the phrase drreha jed brriyikyd virfyfd in the StaSl- 

Holstein Misoellany (64, ET, n, 76) provides a dear parallel with drrdha hd btlcd ttu ddtu in E.
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the meaning: ‘ Do not persist in lamentation, speed, as a beloved, to that 
region \17 E. Lenmann18 had conjectured the meaning ‘ schiitzen ’ for dr ah-, 
comparing ‘ Av. Ordvhay-, Skt trdsay ’. S. Konow19 objected in his review of 
Lenmann, but he could suggest only ‘ perhaps base drag-, drang- In his 
‘Languages of the Saka’,so 164, H. W. Bailey gave for drdh- the meaning 
‘ chattering ’ or ‘ disputing ’, having in mind the apparent correspondence 
between drdh- and bajeqs- in lyrical texts (see below). He now adopts the 
meaning ‘ go, run about

P 2896.21 {KT, m, 40) has the verse : bai’jakye drghldd hamdd spyauysdm 
bamhyau, which H. W. Bailey 91 translated : ‘ the sparrows make noise among 
the flowering trees ’. He now prefers : ‘ the sparrows dart about among the 
flowering trees ’. The passage is parallel with :

kakva tcirauka u papuika bimjdkye
tta ml Hjesgra hamda spyauysdm bamhydm (P 2026.16-17, KT, m, 46)

‘ The ducks, cakravdkas, and hoopoes, sparrows thus sing among the flowering 
trees ’. The same passage, with variant spellings, is found also in Ch. 00266.9, 
KT, m, 34, and P 2966.3-4, KT, m, 36. Both meanings suit the context 
equally, and it is not necessary to equate them.

The 3 sg. pres, is found in LKh. as drdhe for older *drdhdt& in P 2936.6, 
KT, m, 108 : muraka bliaurakd ci didd ksavu drdhe ‘ the predatory bird which 
so much cries out and darts about,.22

Beside a present stem drdh- one expects a pp. drautta- on the analogy of 
such verbs as : ysdndh- ‘ to bathe ’, pp. ysdnauita-; pdrdh- ‘ to be established ’, 
pp. pdrautta-; eh- ‘ to reach ’, pp. autta-; druh- ‘ to move, shake ’, pp. drautta-. 
With the preverb uys-, spelled ays- as often in LKh., drautta- is found in the 
Khotanese Rama story : aysdrauttd md’ hd pusa pastd (P 2783.181 (20), KT, 
m, 73) ‘ the fly, having flown up, fell right down ’. The translation*1 flying up ’ 
and a reference to the information about the word obtained from the different 
versions of the Sudhana story were given by H. W. Bailey, BSOAS, x, 3, 1941, 
690. oia’ hamdrrdysd33 tsvg, (P 2967.60-1, KBT, 33) ‘ she went through the air ’ 
corresponds with drrautta hamlya ‘ she flew ’ in P 2026.172 {KBT, 17) and 
drrautta haml ‘ id.’ in Ch. 00266.110-11 {KBT, 26).

drdh- and drautta- should thus be put together. The pp. points to a base 
with a labial, cf. eh-: autta- < *dp- ‘ to reach ’, and the present stem allows 

as intervocalic *-f- > -A-, cf. saha- ‘ hoof ’ beside Avestan safa- etc. Thus, 
drdh-, drautta- can be traced back to *drdfya-: *drdfta- from a base *drap/f- or

1T Rather ‘ in the direction of the beloved as Kh. uses loo. of the goal of motion (see 
R. E. Emmeriok, BSOAS, mvm, 1, 1966, 32) and data- means ‘ direction ’ not ‘ region ’.

11 E, p. 446, s.v. drSh-.
“ S. Konow, NTS, n, 1939, 66.
10 Handbuch dtr Onentcdiatilc, Abt. I, IV. Bd., Iranistih, 1, Linguietit, 1968.
11 AM, NS, n, 1, 1961, 39.
a* Reading and interpretation due to H. W. Bailey.
” haijidrrdysi is LKh. for harndrauysi, already oonneoted with Pahlavi andarvdS and 

Parthian 'ndrw’z by H. W. Bailey, Zoroastrian problems, 1943, p. 126, n. 2. This is preferable 
to his view in BSOAS, x, 3, 1941, 698.
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*drd-p/f~. Possibly we have here the Iranian reflex of IE *drep~, an *-ep- 
extension84 of *der- (Pokomy, 204) ‘ to ran, hasten OInd. has several 
extensions of IE *der-: dr&ti, drdmati, drdvati, all meaning ‘ runs ’. Similar 
*-ep-extensions may he found in Iranian and Indian. Pahlavi drap-, found 
twice in the 3 pi. pres, in the Nirangistan (92, 94) 25 as drapend corresponding 
to Avestan baromna ‘ wearing ’ and niva\nho\nti ‘ they put on ’, may be ‘ to 
wear ’ rather than ‘ to dress \26 In that case, it could represent an IE *dhr-ep-, 
enlarged from IE *dher- ‘ to hold, carry, wear \27 This connexion allows the 
comparison of OInd. drdpi- ‘ mantle, garment ’ and Lithuanian drdpanos 
‘ clothes ’ with Greek 8perno < IE *dr-ep- ‘ to out, tailor ’, yet another IE 
*-ep-extension, in this case < IE *der- ‘ to cut ’ (Pokomy, 211).

3. pmys-: pm’sta- ‘ to cover ’
The meaning of pmys- and pvTsta- was made known by H. W. Bailey in 

BSOS, vm, 1, 1935, 134, quoting bilingual evidence. In A bcust’s leg : studies 
in honour of S. H. Taqkadeh, 1962, 35, he said : ‘ If these are from the one 
base, it is not yet clear how they are connected ’. The following remarks show 
that this relationship presents no phonological difficulties if LKh. pvCsta- can 
be identified with older pulsta-. Although the meaning of both words is the 
same, there is not yet sufficient evidence to give conclusive proof of their identity.

OKh. pulsta- is now found three times. E 22.32 has prrahondna pulstd 
‘ covered with a garment ’. A comparison familiar in Buddhist literature is 
expressed in E 25.387 :

ttathdggatta-ggarbhd trdmu vastfile pulstd 
Jcho ye ratanu ndsta u dl landau pnhd

‘ The tathdgata-garbha is so concealed as one should take a jewel and hide it 
under the earth ’. A further occurrence of pulsta- in OKh. has just come to 
hand : Jdaidyau pulstd ‘ covered with IdeSas ’.*8

The LKh. spellings show the subscribed hook in pvi’sta- in a number of 
places : P 2782.2, KT, in, 58 ; P 2906.27, KT, m, 98 ; P 3513.79 r 2, KBT, 
63 ; Si. 1 v 3, KT, i, 2. But the hook may be absent, especially in LKh. In 
the present instance, we have in P 2906.27, KT, nr, 98, the verse :

Ichu ji carau pm’std pace hamgaustd na vd haryne 
beside the same verse in different orthography in P 2910.31-2, KT, m, 99 :

Ithva ja carau pvista pacai hagausta na na vd haruilai.

“ On IE *ep-extensionB, see F. B. J. Kuiper, Die indogermanischen Nasalprdsentia, 1937, 60.
16 Nirangistan, ed. A. Waag, 1941, p. 93.
*s Afl M. Mayrhofer, KurzgtfassUs eiymologisches Wdrterbuch des AUindischcn, n, 1963, s.v. 

dr&pify, following H. W. Bailey, TPS, 1964, 147—8.
17 O.Ind. dhf- has all these meanings.
11 V. S. Vorob'ev-Desjatovslrij and M. I. Vorob'eva-DesjatovBkaja (ed.), Slcamnit o Bhadre 

{novyt listy sakstoj rukopisi ‘ E ’), Moscow, 1966, 46. This work provides an important addition 
to our knowledge of Khotanese. I take the opportunity to note here one or two small points 
by way of improvement on the text. In 2.139 read haiji vats ‘ always \ as elsewhere in E. In 
2.166 read rraysd haphdra 1 empty distractions the same phrase as E 6.6. In 2.167 read mau 
nd hamatis. hamatts cannot in OKh. be the same as hamaitd (E 23.131) * changes * <C *fra-mi$atai, 
but is a new verb, < *fra-madatai. The unplaced folios on pp. 296—7 are folios 267 and 268.
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This verse was translated by H. W. Bailey :88 ‘ as when one puts a cover on 
a lamp, covered np it shines not

The use of a subscribed hook in Khotanese to indicate the loss of a sound 
is well known. It is especially common in LKh. in be’ysa- < balysa- ‘ Buddha 
The -1-, being palatal in nature (see above), causes palatalization of the preceding 
vowel before it disappears. No other case of -l- affecting -tt- in this way is 
known to me. But -it- is palatalized in LKh. forms of mvlysdd- ‘ compassion ’ : 
tnviMe’ P 2028.95, KT, n, 83 ; mve’idi P 3513.27 v 1, KBT, 58; mvai’Sdd 
P 3513.82 r 4, KBT, 65. Palatalization of -u- to -m-, although not caused by 
-I-, is known in Kh. noun declension. Locative singulars : uvra (Suv. 63 r 4, 
KT, v, 114) < ura- ‘ belly ’; K&a (E 2.16) < husa- ‘ hollow vessel ’ ; genitive 
singular feminine : gvih& (Avdh. 9 r 3, KT, m, 3) < guha- ‘ cow ’; instrumental 
sg. fern.: mmre jsa (E 23.252) < mum- ‘ coin ’. The spelling pvi’sta- for older 
pulsta- seems possible, but it is surprising to find it in a text as old as the LKh. 
Siddhasara.

pulsta- may be derived < *pa-br$ta-, pp. < *pa-barz-. *barz- ‘ to cover ’ 
has been found in Ossetic Digoron dmbdrzun, Iron dmbdrzyn ‘ to cover ’.30 It 
was shown above that -Ista- may represent OLr. *-r$ta-. The treatment of *-abr- 
may be seen in huda- ‘ given ’ < *fra-brta- beside hauda- < *fra-barta- (cf. 
Sogdian heavy stem Sfirt-, v. I. Gershevitch, GMS, § 486, pp. 72—3). In this 
case, the present would be in OKh. *pulys-, agreeing with LKh. pmys- and 
cans. pvti’-. If, however, pm’sta- and pulsta- were not identical, the present to 
pulsta- may have been *pufrom a stem *pa-vart-, showing an extension of 
*var- ‘ to cover ’,31 IE *uer- (Pokomy, 1161-2).

The recently published folios of E contain the verse :
trdmu tvx aysmu balysa o§hu vdte vasvdtd aggamjsd 
samu Jcho dtdii vasu&ti vdno pyaumnu patiht (2.176)

‘ Your mind, Buddha, is always pure, faultless, just as the sky becomes clear 
without a *covering of clouds ’. Here paO&u seems to mean ‘ covering ’. If this 
is correct, it could be < *pa-kaiz-ya-, a derivative of a base *kaiz- ‘ to cover ’. 
T.Kh pviys- could also go back to *pa-kaiz-. In that case, the pp. pm’sta- 
instead of *pms{a- may be due to contamination with *pu’sta-, the expected 
LKh. form of older pulsta-.
4. bihljs-: bihiya- ‘ to increase ’

It is my intention to give in a separate note the evidence for assigning to 
bihiysde in E 23.113 and bdhiysda in Ch. 00266.318, KBT, 109 the meaning 
‘ increases ’ instead of ‘ decreases ’ as hitherto. Once the meaning 1 increase ’ 
is obtained, we have a present stem for bihiya-, and the group is completed by 
an inchoative present.

A 3 sg. pres, ending in -ysde in Kh. may indicate either a present in -ys 
such as vahiysde (E 24.125) ‘ descends ’ < vahiys- or a present in -js such as 
vataysde (E 18.12) ‘ flows down ’ < *vatajs- (< *ava-ta6a-) or drysde (E 13.8,

«» BSOAS, x, 3, 1941, 579. *° JRAS, 1954, 29-30 ; TPS, 1954, 132-3.
11 On this, see H. W. Bailey, JRAS, 1953, 110.
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47) ‘ holds ’ < drjs- (<*drja-). js in Kh. was pronounced [dz], and the group 
[dad] was regularly simplified to [zd], written ysd.

From a present in -ys a pp. in -s(a is expected, as vahds(a- (E 2.86) < vahlys- 
‘ to descend ’; but from a present in -js a pp. in -iya is expected, as padiya- 
(E 6.46) < padajs- ‘ to bum ’ or Inya- (E 21.31; 26.416) < bijs- ‘ to pour over ’. 
If therefore we associate bihlysde with bihlya-, the present stem must be bihljs-, 
not bthlys-. This gives a base *x/6/haik/g-. But not only is the form ambiguous, 
the meaning Of the simplex is also uncertain. The simplex could mean ‘ to 
grow ’, ‘ to extend ’, or ‘ to move ’, all giving the meaning ‘ increase ’ when 
combined with a preverb. If the simplex means ‘ to move ’, it may be possible 
to find it in the Sudhana story. There (Ch. 00266.68-9, KBT, 23) gumai hljsara 
dava may mean ‘ the wild beasts wander at will ’. hljsara may show the same 
spelling of the OKh. ending -are for the 3 pL pres. mid. as is found in LKh. 
stara P 4099.106, KBT, 118; hamara P 3613.68 r 1, KT, i, 230; and cf. 
hajsdmare Ch. 00277.11 v 3, KBT, 71 (= hamjs&mdn Ch. 00268.196-6, KBT, 
68). If the simplex is hljs-, the possibilities are reduced to two : *haik- and 
*haig-. Three bases *haik-84 are already known in Iranian, but their meanings 
do not suit.

The 2nd pers. sg. pf. intr. m. occurs in the Jdtakastava: udmyastd ysdtl 
rdysdysfia usJca bihlvi (18 v 2(79)). This is translated by Dresden : 83 ‘ Full of 
disgust you were bom ; upon the royal throne high you were lifted ’. There 
bihlya- is derived from *vi-6ang-.3i This should, however, mean something like 
‘ to pull apart ’, as Kh. has thamj- ‘ to pull ’ and pathamj- ‘ to pull back, 
restrain ’. bihtvi should now be translated ‘ you became greater, increased ’.

The pp. used as an adverb has the special sense ‘ (increasedly >) very ’. 
Examples are : mulysda-jsera bihlyu (E 6.87) ‘ very worthy of compassion ’ ; 
styuda bdhlyu (E 11.7) ‘ very firm ’; bodhicittd pdta’jsi hdm&te bihlyu (E 12.49) 
‘ bodhicitta becomes very powerful ’. In the LKh. reduced form, bihl: ni bihl 
pvdta (Si. 16 v 3, KT, i, 26) ‘ not very cool ’, translating Tibetan ha-cah bsil-ba 
yan ma-yin. As an adjeotive, it has the meaning ‘ increased, intensified ’, as in 
bihitdfie kdscejsa nrhlya (Kha. i,187a, 1 b 3, KT, v, 166) ‘ oppressed with intense 
sorrow ’.

The inchoative is also found in the Jdtakastava: gara-ttdjd . .. bihisadd-jyna 
(15 r 2(63)). This was translated 35 : ‘ There was a mountain stream ... on 
its extended course ’. ‘ Increasing ’ will suit this passage welL Formally, the 
inchoative bihls- is probably a LKh. spelling for *bihis-, if such an inchoative is 
considered as haspds- ‘ to strive ’ beside the causative haspij- ‘ to urge ’, both 
< *fra-spaik~. Similarly, with -u- we have the inchoative vasus- ‘ to become 
pure ’ beside the causative vasuj- ‘ to purify ’, pp. vasuta- ‘ pure ’, both
< *ava-sauk-.

B. E. EMMEBICK

" H. W. Bailey, B80A8, xxi, 3, 1968, 630-1 : ‘ to pour; to dry ; to satiate ’.
M. J. Dreaden, The Jatakastava, 432. 

a* H. J. Dresden, The Jdtakastava, 481, s.v. bihi.
3t M. J. Dresden, The Jdtakastava, 481.
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Hebmann yon Wissmann : Sammlung 
Eduard Glaser ni. Zur Geschichie 
und Landeskunde von ali-SHdarabien. 
(Osterreichische Akademie der Wis- 
senBchaft-en. Philosophisoli-Mstor- 
ische Klasae. Sitzungs berichte, 246. 
Bd.) 486, 4 pp. Wien: Hermann 
BShlaus Nachf., 1964. S 560.

A. G. Lundin : Sammlung Eduard 
Glaser v. Die Efonymerdiste von Saba 
(atis dem Stamme Ifold). (Oeter- 
reichische Akademie der Wissenscliaf- 
ten. Philosoptisch-ldHtorisclie Klasae. 
Sitznngsbericlite, 248. Bd., 1. Abh.) 
102 pp., 26 plates. Wien : Hermann 
Bohkus Naohf., 1965. 8 164.
With, the appearance of the present volumes, 

the project of publishing the rioh materials 
collected by Eduard Glaser during his travels 
in the Yemen towards the olose of the last 
century Beems to be well under way. At a time 
when most of the research carried out on 
South Arabian inscriptions appears to be biased 
towards the areation of palaeographical 
schemes and related historical investigations, 
however important in their own right, the 
straightforward publication of inscriptions is 
tending to fall behind. In the Glaser collection 
there are still many squeezes and oopies of 
texts awaiting publication, and how frustrating 
it is to find that an inscription upon whioh 
some crucial argument depends, is ‘ unverfif- 
fentlicht ’ or ‘ in eel i t-c ’. It is to be hoped that 
this aspect of the Sammlung will not be over
looked in future publications.

It is perhaps often forgotten by those who 
have not been privileged to inspeot Glaser’s 
materials that his diaries also contain rich 
funds of observations on Yemeni topography, 
geography, anthropology, religion, and philo
logy. It is the first two categories which 
underlie Professor von Wissmann’s massive 
study. He has made his name as one of the 
greatest living experts on South Arabia and 
this work oould not have been put in better 
hands. Above all, he has personal experience 
of many of the regions he disousses and an 
unparalleled knowledge of the published 
literature, as a glanoe at his footnotes will 
reveal. The author has of late years turned 
his interests to the history and chronology of 
Saba’ and IJimyar, on the basis of the chrono
logical scheme established by Professor J. 
Ryokmans of Louvain. The materials pub
lished by the latter have been mainly con
cerned with the palaeographical justification

of his system and with some of the linguistio 
and cultural oonsequenoes. It must be 
admitted that, although the latter are very 
convincing in presentation, it is extremely 
difficult, particularly through the lack of 
adequate documentation, to follow the sparse 
commentaries on the chronological background 
and to make praotieal application of the 
results. Professor vou Wissmann, though 
departing in detail from the Ryokmans 
ohronology, has done a great service by 
publishing in this book a detailed outline of his 
system. The first section (pp. 27-77) is an 
historical analysis designed to illustrate his 
genealogical tables, and more detailed discus
sions are placed where appropriate throughout 
the reBt of the book. There then follow studies 
on the topography and historical geography 
of three little-known regions of the Yemen 
Highlands. The largest seotion (pp. 81-206) is 
devoted to the northern region of Najritn and 
to the Amir, a race of cattle breeders who 
worshipped the god cJSMWY and were of 
importance in the oaravan route to North 
Arabia. Then comes the obscure district lying 
between Marib and the Jawf (pp. 209-68), a 
region of great political importance in the 
earliest epigraphio period but later turned into 
virtual desert and now offering a great poten
tial to the archaeologist. Finally, the district 
of SM‘Y in the central plateau, with its associ
ated worship of T’LB, and the hdme of the 
Hamdanid dynasty, is examined (pp. 271-383). 
There are oopious and helpful indexes. This is 
indeed a monument of learning and it is to bo 
hoped that further regions of South Arabia 
will ultimately receive similar treatment from 
the author. If any oritioism is to he made, it 
is that the large number of revisions and 
corrections appended to the text proper, 
though with adequate references within the 
text, lends to difficult reading. But it is hard 
to see how this could have been avoided in a 
field where opinions are constantly subject to 
change.

A few suggestions of a minor character may 
be offered.

p. 29 and throughout: the royal surname 
YNF might be vocalized Yanaf rather than 
Yanuf in the light of a Greek legend 
1ANAAQ on an Aksumite coin.

p. 62 : the fact that 40 coins of ‘MDN BYN 
YHQBP were found on the Somali ooast does 
not in itself prove that he was of the Himyarite 
dynasty. The coins all come from one hoard 
whioh could conceivably have reached Africa 
in normal trade.

p. 66 : Ptolemy’s Basileion Zabram may
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oontain additional evidence of the Aksumite 
presence in the land of the Kinaidokolpiiai. 
If it is in foot to be identified with MarsS 
Ibrahim, it might represent Ga'ar zd-Abnham. 

p. 67, 1.2 : for ‘ b’lf ’ read ‘ bfelf 
p. 83 : the oonfusion of h and ‘ is possible 

even for a trained European but it would be 
very hazardous to base any identifications of 
place-names on a possible sound shift ‘ > h 
between ISA and modemYemeni Arabio.

p. 179 : in Pliny’s ‘ Ghodae Aiathuri ’ the 
emendation of the second name to ‘ Alithuri ’ 
etc., and its identification with ’LTWRm of 
Jamme 636 is convincing, but not the sugges
tion that ‘ Chodae ’ represents Kw'$. Might it 
not perhaps be hatefa ?

p. 878, 1.11 : for ‘ bbdm ’ read ‘ mhd*n 
Professor Lundin’s contribution is of a quite 

different character, though also concerned with 
history and ohronology. In the Glaser collec
tion there is a large number of squeezes of short 
texts of a rather similar and stereotyped nature, 
allegedly stemming from the fjirwab region of 
Saba’. Their significance has hitherto been 
overlooked, but the author, who haB several 
important articles on the social structure of 
South Arabia to his credit, has established that 
they in foot constitute lists of eponymous 
priestly officials. Though the materials were in 
a very confused state, he has succeeded in 
reducing them to a semblance of order which 
greatly facilitates their understanding. 
Although individually titi informative, as a 
body they have enabled the author to Bhed 
muoh light on the social and religious functions 
of the officials. The system behind the epony- 
mate is analysed in detail and an attempt made 
to establish an order for the individual person
ages—a task where palaeography is only of 
very general assistance. According to the 
ohronology proposed they cover the very 
remarkable period of 1086-327 B.o., whioh the 
reviewer must admit to viewing with some 
misgivings. However, despite the rather for
bidding nature of the materials, there is much 
of general interest in this hook, and indeed one 
new word, mwiltn (Gl. 1743/1), for which the 
author suggests the translation ‘ hegfltigendes 
Gesohenk ’ (p. 67), with the remark that the 
root tbH is otherwise unknown in Old South 
Arabian. In a forthcoming axtiole, ‘ Homioide 
in pre-Islamic South Arabia ’, the reviewer 
makes the suggestion that the verb hit in 
Jamme 669/24 may derive from this root, and 
suggests the sense, ‘ to make a conciliatory

TTatm Blanc : Communal dialects in 
Baghdad. (Harvard Middle Eastern 
Monographs, x.) ix, 204 pp. Cam
bridge, Mass.: Center for Middle

Eastern Studies of Harvard Univer
sity, 1964. (Distributed by Harvard 
University Press. Distributed in G.B. 
by Oxford University Press. 32s.)
This is an extremely good short comparative 

study of the Muslim, Christian, and Jewish 
dialects of Baghdad.

In the fourteenth century the dialect of 
Baghdad was the qtliu type (of. p. 6), a type 
now preserved principally in northern Iraq. 
This study dearly shows that the Jewish and 
Christian dialects of Baghdad are of the qdtu 
type and therefore represent dialects either 
lineally descended from the old Baghdad 
dialect (as aearns likely for Jewish Baghdadi), 
or brought to Baghdad from northern Iraq (as 
seems likely for Christian Baghdadi). The 
Muslim dialect of Baghdad on the other hand 
is of the gelet type (of. p. 6) and would seem to 
have replaced the older Muslim dialeot 
comparatively recently (pp. 160-70). Rather 
vague statements have been made on these 
general lines in the past, but this is the first 
time that the foots have been adequately 
isolated, studied, and analysed.

There are too many points of interest to he 
covered in this review, but some are especially 
worthy of comment.

p. 22 : I have also noted the shift r > $ 
whioh Blanc notes as ‘ reported for Tekrit ’, 
in notes made on the Tikriti dialect (as e.g. 
fQab ‘ drink ! ’) and also the occurrence of r in 
loan-words (such aajidir = qidr ‘ pot ’) and in 
neologisms (such as dirts ‘ studying ’). It may 
be of interest to compare the Tikriti agub'a 
‘ four ’ with Mosul 5ba‘a (p. 22 ; of. also the 
Baghdadi forms on p. 00).

p. 27 : kHal ordinarily means ‘ to hit ’ and 
not ‘ to kill ’ in Baghdadi.

pp. 38 if.: sinoe Muslim Baghdadi is a fusion 
dialect, the study of certain problems and in 
particular of the sound change a > i is made a 
good deal more complex. However, it would 
seem reasonable to suppose that the treatment 
of a in open syllable is essentially the same 
in the pel* (-type dialect which forms the base 
of the Muslim dialect of Baghdad as in the 
8hammari-type dialect of ‘Anaiza, an analysis 
of the phonology of which should appear in the 
next volume of this Bulletin, and that devia
tions are due either to dialeot mixture or later 
developments. In the dialeot of ‘Anaiza 
a > i in (non-final) open syllables except under 
definable phonetio circumstances.

The rural dialeots of southern Iraq would 
seem to be more conservative than Baghdadi 
in this respeot. Thus in Muslim Baghdadi 
suffixation does not affect vowel quality. 
‘ She ate it (m.) ’ in Muslim Baghdadi is 
’ajHata, and not ’oHita whioh is rural and 
‘ vulgar ’.
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It can also be reasonably argued tbat the best 
explanation of the occurrence of » in oloeed 
syllables in forms such as xiSba and kitbat is to 
assume that at an earlier stage of development 
a > i in open syllable in forms such as xiiba 
(< zaSdbah) and ktibat (< katabai), and indeed 
such forms still occur in southern Iraqi rural 
dialects (of. Meiszner). That these latter were 
the older forms seems to be argued by the 
occurrence of forms such as ruJcbai where » > u 
in the contiguity of (he labial in an older (now 
‘ rural ’) form rkubat. Many suoh forms have 
been ‘ corrected ’ in nouns, however, as e.g. 
gipba = (rural) gsuba.

p. 112 : the change o > t in open syllable 
as discussed above probably took place later 
than the elision of i in suoh forms as tinjarbin, 
tinjarhun, etc., and similarly for all comparable 
forms.

p. 147 : Jewish Baghdadi inglbi may be 
influenced by the older angrbi, still ourrent in 
e.g. Kuwaiti.

p. 153: Jewish Baghdadi daurw ‘ fire ’. 
Besides the Central Asian dialect quoted it may 
be noted that this is the usual word for ‘ fire ’ 
in all of the Eastern Arabian diale ots (vii. the 
coastal dialects from Kuwait to Ras al- 
Khaima).

p. 156 : in the Eastern Arabian dialect lakh 
still retains the preoise meaning of ‘ 100,000 ’.

This is a most important monograph in the 
field of comparative dialectology and the 
author deserves our thanks.

T. It. JOHNSTONE

A. Ben Shemesh (tr.): Taxation in 
Islam. Yol. n. Qudama b. Ja'far’s 
Kitab al-kharaj, part seven, and 
excerpts from Abu Yusufs Kitab al- 
kharaj. vii, 148 pp. Leiden: E. J. 
Brill; London: Luzac and Co. Ltd., 
1965. 63s.
In 1968 Ur. A Ben Shemesh published Vol. I 

of Taxation tn Islam, a translation of Yahya b. 
Adam’s Kitab al-kharaj. The second volume, 
now published, oontalns a translation of the 
first 18 chapters of part vn of Qudima b. 
Ja'far’s Kitab al-kharaj with photostats of the 
text, a translation of a short section of Abu 
Yusuf’s Kitdb al-kharaj based on (he Bulaq 
edition of 1885, and of p. 447 f. of Baladhuri’s 
Fatih al-buidan (de Goeje's edition). An 
excellent bibliography is supplied, as well as a 
list of Qur’Sn quotations, a list of legal 
principles, a glossary, and a general index. The 
glossary oould have been extended.

This work of Qud5ma (d. probably before 
320/982) is preserved in a unique manuscript 
(No. 1076) at the Koprfilil Library, Istanbul, 
containing parts v to vnr. Part vn has 19

chapters, the last here left untranslated as it 
deals with conquests, not taxation. Qudama 
describes various forms of taxes, discussing 
suoh subjects as the taxation of different types 
of land, fadaqSt, the fifth of the spoils in war, 
hidden treasures whioh have been discovered, 
irrigation, etc. Qudama’s book is of great 
interest. Emphasising as it does the necessity 
of finding one’s authority in the earliest 
sources, it frequently quotes the Qur’an, 
hadith, and writings of early authorities in the 
different Bohools. Where the schools differ he 
mentions the point of disagreement. Occasion
ally there are remarks about the meaning of 
words. Dr. Ben Shemeah concludes from 
Qudama’B summary of religious precepts on 
taxation that it proves ‘ that those preoepts 
did not change during the period of about 150 
years from the compilation of the first KitSb 
al-kharflj by al-Mahdi’s wasir (d. 170/786) till 
the end of the reign of the Caliph al-Muqtadir 
(d. 320/932) ’. Regarding the translation he 
says he has done hiB best ‘ to preserve the 
meaning rather than attempt a literal ren
dering’. While this has been successfully 
accomplished in the main, it has sometimes 
resulted in the omission of phrases, and even in 
a slight misrepresentation of the original. 
Attention may be drawn to some matters.

The text on p. 133 says that if a Muslim gets 
a lease of some land, the owner has to pay the 
kharSj, whereas the Muslim pays zaidt If his 
orop amounts to five xoasqs. On p. 26 the trans
lation omits the reference to the owner’s 
payment of kharaj. On p. 29 the translation 
* The divergence ooncems the right to take 
more than what was agreed upon from kharaj - 
paying ‘anwa lands, whereas there is no 
difference of opinion as to the prohibition of 
taking more than what was agreed upon from 
Sulk-land ’ should rather go, ‘ A difference of 
opinion has occurred regarding [the right of] 
people on ‘anwa land to own their land, but 
no difference has ooourred regarding [the right 
of] people on sulh-land to own their land ’. 
It is questionable whether ' waterwheels 
wurked by a camel ’ is the oorreot translation 
of sato&ni(p. 37). This word, whioh is explained 
as the camels which pull the buokets, more 
likely refers to a method of drawing water 
whioh I have often seen, in whioh a oamel 
walkB down a ramp pulling up water from a 
well. On p. 49 the translation speaks of the 
mufaddaq as the taxed one, and mufaddiq as the 
sadaqa-colloctor. The Arabio (p. 109) says, 
‘ al-mufaddiq without tashdid is the one who 
takes the fadaqa, and al-muffaddiq with 
tashdid is the one who pays it ’. The translation 
did not take account of the faot that the 
presenoe of the tashdid referred to the assimila
tion of the id’ of the fifth form to the fad. Some 
smaller points also may be mentioned. Onp.26
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dya muhJcama is translated ‘ a proclaimed 
verse ’ instead of ‘ a preoise (or unambiguous) 
Terse At the top of p. 26, in a quotation from 
the Qur’an, ila qaulihi has the curious transla
tion ‘ supplemented by ’. On p. 39, in the 
phrase translated ‘ some add ootton and 
similar kinds of oereals ’, the word translated by 
‘ ootton ’ is at-qafdni, a kind of pulse. Some 
terms relating to traditions are not quite 
accurately translated, ‘on is translated ‘ on 
behalf of ’ (pp. 28, 44) instead of ‘ on the 
authorityof’. Onp. H2wa-laisabi’l-mufaK!ia]} 
‘onAi* is used of a tradition from ‘All. This is 
translated, ‘ and there is no rectification 
oonoeming it ’. It is more likely that it means 
the tradition is not Terifled as coming from 
‘ATT. Finally tvariq is Tariably translated:
‘ agricultural land ’ (p. 43) ; ‘ Tegetables ’
(p. 66); oorreotly, ‘ ooined silTer ’ (p. 66). 
A m intake whioh ooours throughout with one 
exception is Malik b. Anas (for Anas).

There is a displacement in the photostats, 
pp. 116 and 114, i.e. f. 91t and 92, following 
f. 90. According to the system of numbering 
they should follow p. 112. The photostats are 
correctly arranged from right to left, but the 
page numbering goes right through the book 
from left to right, whioh is a little oonfusmg.

This is a work of great interest, by producing 
which Dr. Ben Shemesh has performed a useful 
serrice. He hopes to publish a third Tolume, a 
translation of Abu Yusuf’s KUdb ai-hhardj, thus 
completing the translation of the three early 
books extant on the subjeot.

JAMBS BOBSON

S. M. Twamtidbtn : Some aspects of 
the socio-economic and cultural history 
of Muslim Spain, 711-1492 a.d. 
(Medieval Iberian Peninsula. Texts 
and Studies, Yol. n.) vii, 238 pp., 15 
plates, map. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 
1965. Guilders 56.
It is indeed difficult to pass judgement on 

this work, the result of the deToted labours of 
an author who disarmingly admits in his 
preface that the book may haTe ‘ flaws and 
shortcomings ’ and who invites ‘ suggestions 
for its improTement ’. Suoh phrases are, of 
course, usually little more than conventional 
expressions of modesty : in this case they are 
fully justified. The charitable thing would be 
to diamiRs the book in as few lines as possible 
as a well-intentioned failure, but it is published 
under the respeoted imprint of E. J. Brill and 
forms part of a series—MTT (Medieval Iberian 
Peninsula. Texts and Studies)—edited by 
C. Marinescu, Josc MillAs Valliorosa, and 
Hussain Honbs : as such it is likely to be taken 
as deserving of trust. Unfortunately this trust

would be misplaced. The book is a complex 
tissue of errors, misunderstandings, careless 
mistakes, and schoolboy howlers, all so inti
mately oonfused that correction would be 
impossible. A complete list of errors would 
occupy many pages, and has no raison d'Hrt, 
sinoe we may hope that there will not be a 
second edition. The points made below are 
seleoted to show why the book is utterly 
unsatisfactory.

Dr. Imamuddin has a splendid disregard for 
the forms of names. Of the 14 writers men
tioned in his preface, no less than six have 
their names wrongly spelt! If this happens to 
authors to whom Dr. Imamuddin is expressing 
his indebtedness, one may guess what is the 
fate of the generality of names and terms. No 
attempt is made to ensure that proper names, 
eto., are given their standard English forms, 
they are simply transcribed from secondary 
sources in a jumble of Spanish, Erenoh, Latin, 
and Arabio. The well-informed reader will 
pick his way through the maze, but it is unfair 
to oonfront the Pakistani undergraduate 
student of Spanish Islam (for whom the book 
really seems intended) with forms like Virgilio 
and Quidio (?), Isidorous Pacensis, etc.; and 
one wonders what suoh a reader would make of 
the word* Gerarqia ’ onp. 195. He will not find 
it in an English dictionary, nor yet in a Spanish 
one, for it is the Spanish for ‘ hierarchy ’ 
doubly misspelt. Nor could the Pakistani 
general reader be fairly expeoted to spot the 
oonfusion which makes Heloise the mistress of 
Adelard (identified by the index with Adelard 
of Bath) I Conversely the non-orientalist 
Western reader will not be helped by the 
occasional Persian (or presumably Urdu) forms 
whioh in error orop up in place of Arabio : 
‘arsenal’ is said to derive from ddr-i-sana‘ 
(p. 69). It is perhaps a minor matter that 
patronymics are given a ouriously Indian 
flavour by the use of the spellings bin and f bn.

The Western reader might be inolined to take 
Dr. Imamuddin’s competence in Arabio on 
trust: he should beware. Alf and not Alif is 
the first word of the title of the ‘ Arabian 
nights ’ (no isolated slip this, see the entry 
AlifLaylah in the subjeot index p. 217, where, 
characteristically, there is another slip : for 
191 read 192). The form Bayt al-Mal ai- 
Muslimin (pp. 60 and 67) is a soleoism. The 
ruling family in Granada were the Nasrids and 
not the NSsirids (p. 47 et passim). The Bunu 
Taifas (sic, p. 194, but Banu in the index) are a 
tribe that never was. The Arabio for watch- 
tower is tali'a and not paliyah (p. 196). Bay bin 
Yaqddn is no way to transliterate that well- 
known title—but I fail to do fall justice to the 
author’s idiom by merely pioking on this 
detail: read the whole sentenoe. ‘ A number of 
commentaries were written on the works of
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Avempace, Averroes, Ibn al-‘Arabi and 
Bay bin Yaqddn of Ibn Tufayl {12th century) or 
the philosophy aatodidacto ’ (sic, p. 193).

At first it is an amusing intellectual exercise 
to untangle the muddles created by the author. 
How, for example, did the following sentence 
come into being : ‘ Alvaro of Cordova, another 
Zealot chief, wrote in Latin the biography of 
his brother Eulogio mid some poems on 
confession ’ ? If we turn to Jos6 Madox’s 
contribution to the Bisloria general de las 
literaturas hispdnicas, Madrid, 1949, I, 264 (a 
work to which no acknowledgement whatso
ever is made), we find that, speaking of 
Eulogius, Madox refers to ‘ la vida que de 41 
esoribib an fraternal amigo Paulo Alvaro 
and we see how a fraternal friend has turned 
into a brother. But after a time one tires of the 
game, one simply becomes sad or angry. One 
does not care how laiifundia has become a 
sooial doss, or Koine the name of a ‘ spedes of 
Hispano-Romanoe used almost all over the 
country ’ (p. 29), one merely thinks that 
howlers of this order should not appear in the 
production of a soholarly press.

A great deal is Baid of words in Spanish 
derived from Arabic, but all the splendid work 
of modem soientifio linguists is unknown to the 
author. Simple assertion will not make ‘ carro’ 
come from Arabic ! Because alpargata and 
gaita have cognates in Arabio, we cannot 
assume that they oome from that language. 
Borrowings can take place in two directions. 
And in a discussion of the origins of words, it 
really is worth while to spell them oorreotly ; 
there is, for example, no such word as kHale 
(influence of kilo ?). Acequia (not azeqaia) does 
not mean in Spanish ‘ a camel carrying water 
for irrigation ’ '. Some of the words which are 
given as in current Spanish use (e.g. aimoxarife, 
p. 193) have not existed outside the pages of 
history books for centuries, and indeed some 
of the supposed borrowings never had ourrency 
except in the speoial vocabulary of Spanish 
Muslims (e.g. azaque, p. 194).

The author wrote a doctoral thesis on the 
eoonomio history of Muslim Spain, but on suah 
mattera his book is as defective as on all 
others. 11o use is made of modem methods of 
analysis, and a large proportion of the spaoe 
devoted to ‘ commerce ’ consists of lists of 
miscellaneous odds and ends mentioned some
where or other as being exported or imported 
(‘ green marble basins from Syria ’; ‘ pelisses, 
mostly made of marten’B fur from Khurasan ’), 
with no attempt to determine the fundamental 
structures of the eoonomy, to see what was 
important and what was not.

On technical matters the author is ill- 
informed. If his souroes really did say that 
glass was made from clay (p. 116), then that 
snippet of misinformation was not worth

repeating. And mercury, pace Dr. Imamuddin, 
b really a metal (p. 99).

One would like to think that this book had 
some merits to counterbalance its defects. The 
fact that the author oomes from East Pakistan 
might have given him the ability to stand back 
from his subject and present it in perspective. 
Here again we are disappointed. As a historian 
his methods are very similar to those of the 
medieval Arabs : the various conflicting views 
of his very mixed bag of (mostly secondary) 
souroes are presented side by side with little 
oritioa] evaluation. The title gives a very 
good indication of the oontents of the book, but 
although quite a lot of potentially valuable 
material is assembled, suoh is the lack of 
method that little or nothing is done to 
advanoe the cause of learning : serious work 
will continue to be based on IAvi-Provenval.

It is uncertain to whioh periods the map is 
meant to refer : place-names are oonfused (e.g. 
Ifriqiyah Is here—as throughout the book— 
taken in its Modem Arabic sense of Africa, the 
continent, and not in the Classical and 
Medieval sense of Tunisia; the town east of 
Oran ought to be labelled Algiers and not 
Algeria, etc., eto.). There are also 16 photo
graphic plates. No acknowledgement is made, 
but several seem to be taken from Josh 
Guerrero Lovillo’s Miniattira gdtica castdlana, 
Madrid, 1956, and are of dubious relevance. 
‘ Reproduction from a 13th century manu
script ’ is a curious way to refer to the famous 
manuscript of Alfonso’s Canligas ; in any oase, 
to judge from the loss of definition, these plates 
would appear to be oopied from Guerrero 
Lovillo’s photographs and not made direct 
from the MS.

There is a bibliography in a very ourious 
order ; some authors are listed alphabetically 
under their first names, some under surnames, 
at least one author is under his initials only : 
P. Boissonade follows after Pareja, Felix M.! 
There is an erratic subject index that is a 
surrealist bad joke. Question—Why is there in 
the subject index an entry ‘ Bellver p. 73 ’ T 
Answer—Because, although that author (not 
subject) is not mentioned by name, a work by 
him is referred to in footnote 3.

One can imagine only one function that this 
book might fulfil. Furnished with suitable line 
drawings, it might yet become a schoolboy 
classio under the revised title of 711 and all 
t^a<- l. n. HARVEY

R. Bayxy Winder : Saudi Arabia in 
the nineteenth century, xiv, 312 pp., 
front., 7 plates. London, etc.: 
Macmillan ; New York : St. Martin’s 
Press, 1965. 42s.
This book is a survey of Saudi history, not
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striotly during the nineteenth oentury, bnt 
from Ibrahim Pasha’s capture of Dir'iyya in 
1818 to Muhammad ibn Rashid’s victory at 
Mulaida in 1891. It is therefore oonoemed with 
a phase of central Arabian history whloh has 
attracted little attention, being obviously of 
more limited interest and more looal in impor
tance than either the rise and fall of the first 
Wahhabi state or the dramatio revival of 
Saudi power that followed the coup d’fitat of 
1902. On the confused events of the period 
Dr. Winder has written the best book to date. 
Philby’s pioneer work Arabia (1930) conveys 
the Wn.hhfi.hT atmosphere admirably and 
sympathetically, but Dr. Winder is much more 
reliable about ohronology, and he has used a 
number of sources, Arabio, European, and 
occasionally Turkish, that were not available 
to his predecessor. These inolude Arabio MS 
material and unpublished American dootoral 
dissertations. Some of the latter evidently 
contain valuable information, bnt it is useless 
to refer to them, as is sometimes done here, for 
fuller details about particular topics. The 
author carefully describes Saudi relations with 
the British, the Omanis, the Truoial states, and 
the Al Khalifa, and, as we might expeot, gives 
considerable attention to the history of 
Buraimi, relying extensively on the Saudi 
Government Memorial of 1955. A welcome 
feature of the book is that some consideration 
is paid to the administrative and financial 
system, to literary aotivity, and to the careers 
of the most prominent, ‘ulavtd’.

The book is pleasantly produced, though the 
maps are hardly adequate. The text is broken 
into short sections with headings in italics, in a 
way that reoalls a textbook, though the 
writing is often impressionistic. Dr. Winder 
inoludes some colourful quotations of question
able accuracy. Mignan’s aooount of the death 
of Rabma ibn Jfibir (pp. 39-40), for example, 
is one of those ‘ eyewitness ’ descriptions of 
an inoident in whioh all the participants 
perished. There are some misprints of whioh a 
few are disconoerting, e.g. ‘ mortality ’ for 
‘ morality ’ (p. 12, 1. 1) and ‘ received ’ for 
4 achieved ’ (p. 83, 1. 7). There is a very good 
bibliography, which might, usefully have 
included the Reports on the Administration of 
the Persian Ou^f Political Residency and Muscat 
Political Agency, which are available in print 
from 1874-6 until after the end of the period 
with whioh this volume is oonoemed.

A few remarks oall for question. Like 
Philby himself Dr. Winder is apt to write 
4 Arabia ’ when he means Saudi Arabia or 
Najd. The statement that ‘ aside from the . . . 
labours of the late H. St.J. B. Philby, little 
serious researoh has been published on the 
history and culture of Arabia sinoe 1937 ’ (p. 
vii) is grossly unfair to Rossi, Serjeant, and

Thesiger, to name only a few. Ibadis are not 
4 now limited to Oman and certain pookets in 
North Africa ’ (p. 34) ; there are some in East 
Africa. The 4 outsider’s discovery of and eager 
search for fine Arabian horses ’ (p. 214) does 
not date from the reign of Faisal ibn Turkl. 
Dr. Winder ignores the earlier activities of 
Count Wadaw Rzewuski, perhaps beoause 
Hogarth, in his classio Penetration of Arabia, 
disguised him so effectively as Roohwusky.

O. V. BBOKHTGHAM

Y. Hinoesky : Iranica : twenty articles. 
(Publications of the University of 
Tehran, Yol. 775.) xrvi, 332 pp., 
front., 3 plates. [Tehran : University 
of Tehran], 1964.
To the University of Tehran has fallen the 

melancholy privilege of publishing the last of 
Professor Minorsky’s work whioh he saw 
through the press. The mere oolleotion into one 
volume of 20 of the great scholar’s artioles 
would of itself have earned the gratitude of 
specialists in many fields of study. Even the 
nine contributions to the Bulletin are rendered 
muoh more accessible for consultation and 
reference, to say nothing of papers published 
in more specialized journals or in Pestschriften. 
One thinks in this connexion of suoh artioles as 
4 La domination des Dailamites ’ (a paper read 
to the Sooidtd des iStudes Iraniennes in 1931) 
and 4 L’epopde persane et la literature 
populaire russe ’ (read at the oelebration of 
Firdausi’s millennium in Tehran in 1937 and 
published in 1944 in Hazar-sala-yi-Firdausi), 
both of whioh the reviewer has now seen for 
the first time. So too 4 The older preface to the 
Shah-ndmeh ’ from Btudi in onore di O. Levi 
della Vida (Rome, 1966) is at last available to a 
wider readership. However, with typioal 
conscientiousness, the author was not oontent 
simply to reproduce the artioles as they 
stood: he has been ooncemed to incorporate 
the results of his own and others’ subsequent 
researches, and the consequent additions and 
alterations have in some cases (notably the two 
articles on Vis and Rfimln) led to a drastic 
revision of the original text. Thus the present 
volume may be consulted with profit even by 
those scholars (and they must be few and far 
between) who have easy aocess to all these 
artioles elsewhere.

There is little indeed that one can add to the 
author’s own corrections and amendments. 
The following are four very small points.

p. 86 : for flzdn substitute iz, the -on being 
simply the Persian plural ending. On uz 
4 artisan, craftsman' see now Doerfer, 
TUrkische und mongolische Elemente im 
Neupersischen, rr, 144-6 (No. 693).
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p. 196 : on the ‘ queer story ’ about Fakhr- 
al-Din Gurganl at the court of the ‘ shith ’ of 
GurgSn see now the H&hi-nama ed. Rouhani, 
83-6, transl. Rouhani, 148-62.

p. 283 : the highest class oipaizas or ‘ tablets 
of authority ’ had a tiger’s, not a lion’s head 
upon them. Marco Polo’s mistake is due to the 
ambiguity of the Persian shir (shir). See 
Pelliot, ‘ Notes sur le “ Turkestan ” de M. W. 
Barthold TP, lira, 1930, 12-66 (at p. 17).

p. 284: the word shire is actually Mongol 
and means both ‘table’ and ‘desk’. See 
Lessing, Mongolian-Snglish dictionary, s.v. 
sirege, also Doerfer, op. cit., I, 367-8 (Nos. 
243 and 244).

The 20 artdoles in the present -volume con
stitute only a small portion of the author’s 
acripta minora. Perhaps a second selection 
might be made, in whioh the reviewer would 
suggest the inclusion of ‘ Tamim ibn Bahr’s 
journey to the Uyghurs ’ and some of the 
Caucasica and Mongolioa series. This would be 
a tribute to Minorsky’s memory suoh as he 
himself would have greatly appreciated.

JOHN A. BOYBE

Raoul Cubeel and G&rabd Fusbman : 
Le tresor mon&aire de Qunduz. 
(M&moires de la B416gation Aicteo- 
logique Franca iso en Afghanistan, 
Tom. xx.) 93 pp., 60 plates. Paris : 
Librairie C. Klinoksieck, 1965. Fr. 48. 
The great find of Graeoo-Bactrian coins 

known as the Qundus Treasure is probably the 
largest of the kind that has ever come to light. 
It is certainly the only one to have been 
reoorded intact. It contained 627 ooins, of 
which 6 were double-decadraohms weighing 
more than 84 grammes; and 12 were Attio- 
weight tetradrachms of rulers previously 
known only for the smaller bilingual issues. 
Now by a far-sighted decision the DAPA has 
issued a publication of the find in which every 
coin is illustrated. The 63 plates of ooins 
provide an invaluable body of reference 
material, far more comprehensive than any 
collection previously catalogued, and repre
senting a substantial proportion of the anoient 
dies.

Whilst the illustration is therefore rioh, the 
text by contrast, is economical. This balance is 
no doubt an appropriate one, sinoe the full 
implications of the Qundui; Treasure will only 
emerge in the light of future discoveries. None 
the less, in the five concise chapters are dis
missed the main problems of the find : its date 
of burial, the new coins appearing for the first 
time, the double-decadrachms of Amyntas, 
the significance of the monograms whioh 
appear upon the ooins, and ‘ problimes divers ’ 
whioh inolude the possible political significance

of the dotted and reel-and-bead borders. The 
problem of kings who bear the same names is 
discussed in an appendix.

These discussions are generally well-bal
anced, and main tain a healthy attitude of 
scepticism, but a few points invite comment. 
In discussing the date and circumstances of the 
deposit, weight is plaoed on the question of 
whether it represented a ourrent fund, or was in 
fact a savings hoard. The latter view is pre
ferred. This conclusion is felt by the author to 
be a dissent from opinions once expressed by 
the present reviewer, but the outcome of the 
argument is little different. ‘ Si cette vue est 
juste, les considerations que l’on pourrait etre 
tent6 de faire sur les oiroonstances de l’enfouis- 
sement perdent de leur int6rfit. M. Bivar est 
amend par son hypothdse & placer l’enfouis- 
sement vers 100 avant J.-C., an moment 
probable de l’invasion nomade, et h 1’expliquer 
par celle-oi. Main s’il agit d’un trdsor de 
thdsaurisation, cette hypothdse ne s’appuie sur 
rien.’ It seems a trivial point to deoide whether 
the nomad invasion oaused the ooins to be 
buried, or merely prevented the owner from 
retrieving a pre-existing hoard. Yet if on p. 59 
the relevanoe of the nomad threat seems to be 
denied, on p. 60 the logic of the evidence leads 
back to an identical conclusion. ‘ On pent 
dono songer il une date d’enfouissement plus 
basse (than 140 b.o.), ce qui nous rapprocherait 
de la date de l’invasion Yueh-ohih.’ In 
substance, therefore, there is no oonflict of 
opinion.

A spectacular feature of the find was the 
discovery of new denominations and new types, 
discussed in oh. ii. The Attic tetradrachm of 
Theophilus with the title Autokrator, and the 
type of a seated Athena—apparently based on 
the issues of Lysimachus of Thrace, though the 
connexion is unexplained—and the Attio 
tetradraohms of Lysias, Archebius, Philoxenus, 
and Hermaeus, were previously unknown- 
The last issue, that of Hermaeus, suggests an 
important historical conclusion, that Greek 
rule in some parts of Bactria persisted after the 
first nomad inoursions in 130 B.o. M. Passman, 
no doubt oorreotly, endorses the view that these 
coins of Attio standard circulated north of the 
Hindu Kush, whilst the bilingual issues of 
‘ Indian ’ standard were meant for circulation 
south of the watershed. There is, however, 
strangely no comment on the two new types of 
king Plato occurring in the find—the sun- 
chariot to front (no. 388), and the standing 
Mithra (no. 399). A ohapter (oh. iii) is naturally 
devoted to the amazing double-decadrachms of 
Amyntas.

Various points arise from the discussion of 
the monograms, in whioh a position of extreme 
scepticism is taken. ‘ Nous ponvons dire aveo 
quelque vraisemblance ce qu’ils ne sent paa
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mais non ce qu’ils Bont.’ The reason for this 
impasse may be a misinterpretation of one 
deoisive piece of evidenoe—that coinB from the 
same obverse dies, and therefore presumably 
struck at the same mint, are found to bear 
varied monograms. This is Been as a proof 
that the monogratns are not indications of 
mint. However, the true explanation may be 
more complicated. Whilst the general outline 
of the monogram could indicate the mint of 
issue, minor ohanges of detail oould at the same 
time differentiate successive periods of the 
coinage. These successive periods might 
naturally be linked by shared obverse dies. 
Another unsatisfying argument is that the 
Attic-weight and the bilingual issues of Lysias, 
Antialoidas, Philoxenus, and Hermaeus (also 
indeed Amyntas), which in each case have the 
same monograms, cannot be issues of the same 
mints sinoe the different denominations were 
intended, to circulate on opposite sides of the 
Hindu Kush. If all were struck at Alexandria- 
of-the-Caucasus, the relatively rare Attio 
denominations oould well have been a trade 
currency for export to the north. One has only 
to recall the great silver mine of Panjshir a few 
miles from the site of this Alexandria.

Macdonald’s hypothesis that the reel-and- 
bead border on coins of Eucratides indicates 
links with the Seleucid dynasty is re-examined 
in the light of the Qundux coins. It is shown 
that the use of this border is not oonfined to the 
dynasty of Eucratides, nor the dotted border to 
the dynasty of Euthydemus. The argument 
from this feature is therefore weakened, though 
the linking of Eucratides with the Seleuoid 
dynasty remains an attractive hypothesis. In 
discussing the problem of ‘ les souverains 
homonymes ’, the conclusion reached is one of 
sceptioism, but it is interesting to see that the 
strong case for two Apollodoti is here accepted. 
Also right, we are convinced, is the admission 
of only a single Heliocles; but it is possible 
that the case for acknowledging two rulers each 
with the names of Euthydemus, Demetrius, 
and Eucratides is stronger than is represented 
here.

The interesting annexe by ML Le Berre 
describes the site of Khisht Tepe on the Oxus, 
findspot of the Qunduz Treasure, and also 
nearby the important fortified enclosure of 
Qal‘a-yi Z&l on the lower Qunduz River. Thus 
the full story of the find is here reported for the 
first time. The book is in all respects a worthy 
reoord of the most significant recent coin- 
discovery in Afghanistan. It encourages the 
hope that resources may one day be available 
to present in similar style the contents of the 
Mir Zakah hoard, with its promise of com
parable illumination for the Indo-Baotrian 
coinage.

A-. D. H. BIVAB

J. Nemeth : Die TQrken von Yidin : 
Sprache, Folklore, Religion. (Biblio
theca Orientalis Hungarioa, x.) 
420 pp. Budapest: Aiad&niai 
Kiad.6, 1965.
This attraotively produoed book is of far 

wider soope and importance than its title 
suggests, since it draws upon all other work 
done in the field of Balkan dialeots of Turkish 
and is, in consequence, a major contribution to 
comparative dialectology. It is the culmination 
of half a century’s work devoted to the task of 
studying and classifying these dialeots by one 
of the acknowledged experts in the field.

It comprises a detailed description of the 
sounds and grammar of the dialeot of Turkish 
spoken in Vidin, a town on the Danube, now 
in Bulgaria, and the original texts on which 
this linguistio study was based, which in 
themselves provide a weloome addition to the 
collections of Turkish tales already published 
and are a valuable source of information about 
the life of a Turkish community in a Bulgarian 
town.

The texts oonsist of 18 Mdrchen (pp. 121- 
226), including a version of the well-known 
minstrel tale Elif He Mahmud, 6 Erzahlvngen 
(pp. 235-63), 49 songs (pp. 257-71) of which 
40 are in mani form, 66 riddles, and accounts 
of the customs and popular beliefs and prac
tices of the Turks of Vidin which are rapidly 
becoming forgotten (pp. 284-373). They are 
presented in a transcription based on that used 
in Philologiae Turcicae fundamenta • a German 
translation of the entire corpus of material is 
also supplied. The texts were noted down 
mainly during tie years 1931-8, the greater 
part of the material being dictated by a single 
informant, an elderly widow who supported 
herself by telling fortunes, dispensing homely 
cures, and performing the Mevlud; she is 
revealed as a story-teller of talent, for a live
liness of expression is evident in her narration 
in spite of the restrictions imposed by the 
method of recording.

Apart from a very useful illustrated glossary 
(pp. 377—413), the rest of the book is devoted 
to a description of the Bpeeoh sounds of the 
dialeot of the texts (pp. 24-77), and of the 
special features of its grammar (pp. 77-106) 
and syntax (pp. 108-15). At the time of the 
investigation, three fypes of Turkish were 
spoken in Vidin : that of the gypsies ; that of 
the eduoated Turkish people, i.e. those who 
studied Turkish at school and read books 
written in the literary language of Istanbul 
and looked on it as the ideal; and the collo
quial language whose speakers had very little 
contaot with the literary language. It is the 
third of these which forms the subjeot of this 
study.
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Professor Nemeth had observed a cleaT 
phonetio distinction "between the dialects of 
western Rumeli, ■which inoludes Vidin, and of 
eastern Rumeli, whioh includes Istanbul. 
Since the same distinotion exists in Anatolia, 
he feels able to use this purely linguistic evi
dence as the basis for a theory that the Turkish 
colonisation of western Rumeli was from north
eastern Anatolia, i.e. the Pontic region, and of 
eastern Rumeli from western Anatolia.

The sound system of the western Rumeli 
dialects as exemplified here by that of Vidin 
differs from that of Istanbul Turkish in four 
main respects : (i) the final i/t/tt/u of Istanbul, 
whether as a suffix or as the last syllable of 
a stem, is represented by i only, e .g. guy i * well’, 
fellpri ‘ bridge (ii) the vowel of the verbal 
suffix -mif is invariable ; (iii) the plural suffix 
is invariably -Ur; (iv) the voiced velar plosive 
represented in the orthography but not pro- 
nonnoed in Istanbul Turkish is always pro
nounced in Vidin. The author insists, however, 
that these sound features cannot be attributed 
to the influence of Bulgarian, even thongh all 
speakers of this dialect are bilingual, einoe they 
are identical with those of north-eastern 
Anatolia.'

Syntax, along with vocabulary, is seen as the 
sphere in whioh Bulgarian has had a strong 
influence upon this form of Turkish. Here, 
however, a flaw can be detected in the argu
ment : Professor N6meth assumes the rules 
of the literary language to be the ‘ correct1 
form ; consequently, for him, kendxmi gorurum 
ihliyar, dofiri gider ah$\ duhvnxna, elxnde bir elma 
var—alt\ny duvaq ba^xna urUrUr qizxn represent 
* bold inversions ’, dne either to the influence 
of Bulgarian syntax or to the artistic needs of 
the narration. These constructions, however, 
and indeed almost all of his many examples, 
would be perfectly normal in Istanbul, given 
the appropriate sound changes. Such construc
tions, e.g. complement or attribute in sentence 
final position, are normal, and therefore 
oorreot, in the colloquial language generally 
(C. S. Mundy, BSOAS, xvn, 2,1955, 279-306); 
they are much exploited by modem writers and 
are even widespread in prose writings of the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Thus, what 
is here identified as a regional feature is rather 
a feature of a particular style.

In grammar the most interesting phenome
non of this dialect is the absence of the -yor 
present tense and its replacement by a present 
tense in -ay, e.g. yazay ‘he is writing’, 
qiqaysxniz 4 you go out

The value of this scholarly and stimulating 
book would have been further enhanced had 
the exhaustive references in the body of the 
text been brought together into a single biblio
graphy, but even without this, the work is

extremely useful and of the greatest interest 
to Turkologists and folklorists alike.

MABGABBT BAUTBEIDGH

Goktji Chandra Jain (ed.): Satyaidsan 
parikfd of Achdrya Yidydnandi. 
(Jnanaplplia Murtidevi Jaina Gran- 
thamaki, Sanskrit Giantha, No. 30.) 
48, [8], 34, 62 pp., plate. Varanasi: 
Bharatiya Jnanpith, 1964. Ra. 6.
The author of this hitherto unpublished work 

is Aoarya Vidvanandin, the great Jaina logician 
of the ninth century A.D., author of the famous 
Affasahasri. The present edition is based on a 
Nagarl MS found in the Jaina library of 
Arrah. The editor has also utilized two other 
MSS in Kannada soript found in the Jaina 
Bhapjara of Moodbidri. All the MSS are 
undated and incomplete.

The work forms a series of similar parihfds 
(criti quos) by Vidy anandin, e. g. the Aptapariksd, 
Pramdnaparikfd, and Pdtraparflcfd, and, as 
noted by the editor, showB an unmistakable 
impaot of similarly entitled Buddhist works, 
e.g. the Alambanapariksa of Digniga, the 
Sambandhaparikfd of Dharmaldrti, and the 
Pramdxtaparikfd of Dharmottara. In his 
parilcpds, as well as in his more famous works 
like the Affasahasri and the Yuktyanuidsana- 
filxI, Vidya.na.ndin builds up a formidable 
oritioism, initiated by Samantabhadra and 
AkalaAka, of the Indian schools in general and 
of the Buddhists in particular. The present 
work contains a thorough and sustained 
examination of Vedantio Monism (including 
the Sabdadvaita and the Citradvaita), Bud
dhist Idealism (VijMnav5da), the Sautrantika 
Kluxiam, the Cfirv&ka Materialism, the 
Safikhya Evolutionism, the MTmfirpsS Realism, 
the categories of the Vaifepika, and finally the 
Nyaya theory of salvation. Although brief and 
incomplete, the work is in essence a compen
dium of Indian philosophy and is a forerunner 
of similar later works like the Syddvddamanjari 
of Mallipepa or the Khan4ana-khantfa-lcMdya 
of Sriharsa.

The work abounds in a large number of 
hitherto unidentified quotations from contem
porary texts. It also oontains several less 
familiar technical terms and definitions, 
e.g. the affdiigika-mdrga of the Buddhists : 
Tatha moksdhetubhita mdrgand. 3d ca sam- 
yaletva - sayijAil - poyijiii - mkkdyakarma - anior- 
vydydma-djivaslhUi-samddhilaksattd affdhgdh. 
Taira samyakivayi padarihdndrn ydihdtmyadar- 
Sanayi. SayxjAd vdcahdh Sabdah- Bayijni vdcyo 
'rlhah. Vdhkdyakarmanx vdktdyanydpdrau. 
Aniarvydydmo vdyudhdrand. Ajivasihitir dyura- 
vasdnaparyantarn f,r{iruvlhdranfl. Bamddhir 
ndma sarvayt duhkharji . . . Minyam iti 
eatyabhdvand (p. 21).
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This is scarcely a mere adaptation of the 
traditional Buddhist mdrga: samyagdrsfi, 
°sarpkalpa, °vdc, °karmdnta, °djiva, °vydyama, 
°smrii, °samddhi. The terms karma-antar- 
vydydma and karmdnta.. .vydydma correspond; 
the former may be associated with Vedic 
antaryamd (a derivate of V5yu, prdnardpd- 
panna) and its false etymology uddnti 'ntdr 
dtmdn yaidh, while the term karmdnta/kam- 
manta lacks a satisfactory linguistic explana
tion. The position of vydydma in the traditional 
list, separating djiva and smrti, is then probably 
secondary, and an original *djivasmjii/ 
djivassati ‘ lifelong reflexion ’ seems likely. 
VidySnandrn’s explanation of sthiti is as 
forced and tautologous (beside vdyudhdrand) 
as the standard explanation of djiva (duplicat
ing karmdnta, although Sk. djiva ‘ being lived 
on by, etc.’ requires an upapada). The re
maining terms samyaktva-earjijhdsarpjilivdk- 
Icdya and samyugdrfti-samyaksayikalpa-sam- 
yagvdJc may be derived from a hypothetical 
*samyaksavijndsaipjilivdkkdya ‘ correct speeoh 
(iabddrthasdhitya)’; standard sources would 
reflect the interpretation *samyaksamjnd- 
samyaksaijijdi-samyagvdk-kdyakarma-, while 
Vidyanandin’s version looks for the eight 
elements thereby established.

A oertain similarity between the underlying 
formula *samyaksarp,jddsarp,jdivdkkdya-kar- 
mdniarvydydma-djivasmrti-mmddhi and the 
Vedio ‘ logogonio ’ series (VS 13.65) viivd- 
karman (Vayu)—mdnas . . .—antarydmd— 
pahcadahd (Stoma)—brhdi might suggest that 
the Buddhist mdrga originally specified three 
constituent factors in eamddhi. The nature of 
the postulated corruptions and the locution 
djiva° (Vd. ydvajjivdm, late Sk. djivam) tend to 
suggest that the formula is of Middle Indian 
origin.

The edition contains useful notes and indexes 
and is rendered the more valuable by a 
scholarly essay by Dr. N. Tatia on some issues 
raised in this treatise.

p. s. jahti

R. Dessigaub and others : Leg legendes 
givaUes de Kdficijmram : analyse de 
textes et iconographie. Par Ii. Dessi- 
gane, P. Z. Pattabiramin et Jean 
FiUiozat. (Publications de l’Institnt 
Franca is d’Indologie, No. 27.) [i],
xviii, 152 pp., 49 plates, map. 
Pondichdry: Institut Franyais
d’Indologie, 1964.
This interesting study may be associated 

with the same authors’ La Ugende des jeux de 
fliva d Madurai and Claude Jacques’s Gaydmd- 
hdtmya (Nos. 19 and 20 in the same series, 1960 
and 1962) ; all provide a wealth of poorly
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accessible localized anoient legendary material 
whiah has evidently developed over the cen
turies in ooncert with the arts and oustoms of 
the regions. After a disoussion of early literary 
references to Kaflci, the present volume offers 
a full resume of an eighteenth-century Tamil 
version (Kddcipurdna) of a sthdnamdhdtmya of 
the oity, together with over 100 photographs 
of buildings and reliefs relevant to the text. 
A Sanskrit version (KdAcimaAdtmya) became 
available in time to provide some material for 
the introduction and for the index of proper 
names; we may hope that the writers will 
have more to say about this and another 
Sanskrit Kdficimdhdimya in their possession.

They seem to be mistaken in regarding the 
Sanskrit text as the source of the more deve
loped Tamil version. The Sanskrit colophons 
tend to identify an ‘ Ekamranathapurapa ’ 
(~ oh. 62-7 of the Tamil version), consisting 
of ‘ jeux de Siva ’ and standard appendixes, 
and supplementing the sihdnamdhdtmya 
proper ; the divine mango tree, corresponding 
to tiie fig tree of Gayfi and the Gild, is editori
ally prominent and is associated with a Vedio 
train of thought (which reappears in the 
preamble 7.26-8—p. xvii, n. 3 requires correc
tion) : 62.27-86 brahmamantra, brahmapura, 
and brahmapujita (glossing ledftci). Two other 
treatments of Tam. ikampa Sk. ekdmra 
appear, however, to be subjacent. An associa
tion with Kampai (62.40-53, cf. the ‘ brahma- 
pdjiia ’ VeJJakkampa -—■ svacchailedmre&vara) is 
also taken for granted in the sihdnamdhdtmya 
(Tirukkampa ~ tryekdmra and Kampavipa ~ 
ekdmravana, beside Tiruvekampa and Ekampa- 
vana). Another, restricted to the ‘ Kkamrana- 
thapuriuja ’, involves Sk. ambara, or rather 
Pk. diarpbara which more credibly represents 
*dvyambara (~ ekavdsas and dvivastra in Sk. 
Sutras) than ‘ dig-ambara ’ : of. 62.44 Ekam- 
naranata following explicitly pentasyllabio 
Ekampanata, and 63.169 Ci tarn para ‘ sitdm- 
bara, tvetdmbara ’ (of. VeJJakkampa). The 
Sanskrit, with uniform ekdmra it seems (p. xvi), 
is obsouring significant variation and must 
therefore be based on a forerunner of the Tamil 
version. Citampara ~ cidambara p. 122 and 
the like would support this, but the index has 
not made full use of the Sanskrit (Aflantapar- 
pan&pa -—' Ananta0 p. 119, but Sk. ananda° 
p. ix).

We should rather see in Ekampa ~1 ekdmra 
an *ekdmba * having one mother ’ beside 
Tiriyampaka ~ tryambaka in the preamble and 
Ampikai, Ammai ~ ambikd, ambd. The missing 
link *dvyamba, ftV dvimdtf, may be involved 
in the history of diaytbara and siatpbara, if 
these, like vaikhdnasa, kdpdlika, etc., are 
basically divine epithets giving rise to sectarian 
designations. The spelling Ekampara reappears 
in the final episode of the story (64.79) where

42
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he marries Durga, bom of Gauri’s dark aspect; 
dmra, hampai, and ambara are here Irrelevant, 
and it seems probable that the incestuous 
marriages of *Svet5mba-Dvyamba narrated 
in an ‘ EkambapuriLpa ’ represent the oldest 
material contained in the Kancipurdria. The 
symbolism of incest and plural mothers (light, 
dark, and mottled), as well as the dual visas of 
light and darkness, and the primordial tree 
(not, however, specifically mango or fig) may 
be observed in the ftgvoda, but the immediate 
souroe of the Tamil original will have been 
proto-Jaina Prakrit.

j. o. WEIGHT

Lallanjt Gopal : The economic life of 
northern India, c. a.d. 700-1200. 
xxiv, 306 pp. Delhi, etc.: Motdlal 
Banarsidass, 1965. Rs. 15.
In this book (originally his doctoral thesis for 

the University of London) Dr. Gopal has pro
duced a useful study, throwing muoh-needed 
light on the economio life of a oonfused and 
oonfusing period of Indian history. It is but 
one more proof that the conditions of what 
Dr. Gopal oalls the ‘ early Medieval period ’ 
are at last receiving the soholarly attention 
they merit. The period was not very original, 
putting off those who prefer to search out 
origins ; its political life was a tangled skein, 
requiring patience to unravel; and the picture 
it affords is largely one of pettiness and deoline. 
Its great advantage, on the other hand, is the 
wealth of sources, in oontrast to earlier periods, 
which it offers the historian, and Dr. Gopal has 
oast his nets very wide indeed : besides the 
more usual documents, romances, narratives, 
poetio anthologies, lexicons, and even mathe
matical treatises have provided grist for his 
energetio mill. Yet, as Dr. Gopal remarks, its 
study is important for determining the causes 
whioh rendered Indian resistance to Muslim 
invaders so weak, and the historical processes 
whioh took place are moreover worthy of study 
in their own right. While one may demur from 
his belief in the ‘ fundamental unity of the 
period from Harsa to the establishment of 
British rule ’ (p. 232) and its implication that 
Muslim rule wrought no qualitative ohanges in 
Indian life, one nevertheless feels that A.D. 
700-1200 forms a convenient and ooherent 
‘ period with characteristic political and 
economio arrangements, arohiteoture, and 
religious life.

Ch. i deals with the ownership of the land 
controversy into whioh the author quite 
rightly brings feudalism, using the inscriptions 
to show the increasing royal claim to proprie
tary rights which were then made over to 
religious donees and feudatories. The second

chapter provides the specialist with a glossary 
of revenue terms employed in the inscriptions. 
In his ohapter on slavery, the author finds more 
of it, and a worsening of the slave’s lot, com
pared with earlier times, though no evidence of 
slave markets. Guilds (oh. iv) deolined in 
importance and became fossilized into low 
occupational sub-castes (merchant guilds, 
which in some oases got royal charters, are not 
dealt with). Inland trade (oh. v) was hampered 
by petty feudal chiefs who plundered the 
highways and caravan routes. Ch. vi and vii, 
dealing with foreign trade by land and sea, 
make dramatio reading. Central Asia is fought 
over by Turks, Tibetans, Arabs, and 
Chinese, India abstaining. Arab, Chinese, 
Ceylonese, Sumatran, and Javanese ships ply 
the Indian Ocean, while with some exceptions 
Indians are oontent with the plunder of foreign 
ships or the fruits of the distribution trade. 
The author aooounts for the vast number of 
horses imported to India by lack of expertise 
in breeding, and the collusion of foreign 
merchants in keeping farriers out of India 
(a conclusion that wants further investiga
tion—climate might have been a more deoisive 
factor). In oh. viii, ‘ Credit and banking ’, 
Dr. Gopal finds an entrenohment of the credi
tor’s prerogatives and higher interest rates. 
The coins of the period, few, unoriginal in 
design, and orude in execution, are surveyed 
in oh. ix. Though the right to mint was a royal 
prerogative, it would seem to have been rarely 
exeroised, judging from the soarcity of coins, 
and sometimes it was conferred on wealthy 
merchants. In his concluding ohapter the 
author remarks on the prosperity and pomp 
of the upper crust and the worsening lot of 
the villager under feudal oppression.

This interesting study provides a wealth of 
detail, but the pioture that emerges is fragmen
tary, and some of the conclusions seem 
doubtful. Bor example, Dr. Gopal rejeots the 
‘ taboo on travel ’ theory as an explanation 
for the deoline in Indian participation in 
overland trade, on the grounds that the taboo 
applied only to brahmans, and whether it was 
observed cannot be determined (p. 118), while 
he seems to aocept the ‘ taboo on sea voyage ’ 
theory in explanation of the deoline in Indian 
shipping in the teeth of Professor P. V. Kane’s 
judgement that this, too, applied only to 
brShmans (p. 130), and without specifying his 
grounds. The ohief difficulty, however, is that 
eoonomio history demands statistics and medi
eval Indian sources offer none, or only partial 
statistics. Thus questions suoh as the volume 
and balance of foreign trade are especially 
refractory. (Dr. Gopal denies an unfavourable 
balance of trade in India, if I understand him 
aright, but believes India suffered a decline in 
profits.) Dr. Gopal is to be oommended for
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producing a book, in spite of this and other 
obstacles, of value to all historians of the period.

THOMAS E. TBATJTMANlf

Ram Sharan Sharma : Indian 
feudalism: c. 300-1200. (Centre of 
Advanced Study in Ancient Indian 
History and Culture, University of 
Calcutta. Lectures and Seminars, 
No. 1-A (Lectures).) xiii, 320 pp. 
Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1965. 
Rs. 15.
This excellent series of essays (originally 

lectures) deals with the origins of Indian 
feudalism (a.d. 300-760) and feudal polity and 
economy among the Palas, Pratih&ras, and 
R&Strakutas (a.d. 760-1000), pauses to re
examine the problem of individual, oommunal, 
and royal land rights in medieval India, and 
goes on to consider feudal polity and economy 
in the two oenturies preceding the establish
ment of the Sultanate (a.d. 1000-1200).

Professor Sharma finds the origin of Indian 
feudalism in the land grants made to learned 
brahmans, temples, and monasteries for whioh 
epigraphio evidenoe begins in the first century 
a.d. In early times these grants, judging from 
the Arthai&stra, were in the form of fields of 
waste or virgin land, free of tax, made in 
perpetuity to the recipient and his heirs.
‘ Waste ’ (khtia) land had become a legal fiotion 
by Gupta times. Villages together with their 
fields and inhabitants, rights of taxation, 
administration, the dispensation of justice 
(with the right to enjoy fines received), and 
immunities from the interference of royal 
officials were increasingly made over to religious 
benefioiaries. Suoh was the pattern on which 
the relations between the sovereign and his 
dependants, both subject rulers and officials, 
were based, with the difference that while 
religious grantees owed no revenue or other 
seoular obligations, other grantees owed their 
overlord various obligations of which the most 
characteristic were regular tribute and military 
aid. The evidence for service grants is admit
tedly thin before the tenth century, and the 
obligations of feudatories must be determined 
through a study of belles-lettres and inscrip
tions, the legal texts being strangely silent on 
this. All other relations were forced into the 
feudal mould: royal charters conferred on 
merchant guilds in sixth-eighth century 
western India granted them immunities and 
required of them obligations analogous to those 
of feudal barons. The peasantry was reduced to 
a kind of serfdom, in some instances tied to the 
land, through mounting tax burdens, increasing 
obligations to perform forced labour, the evils of

subinfeudation and the transfer of communal 
rights in theory to the king, in praotiee to the 
feudatory. Here, too, the feudal pattern, once 
established, engendered itself: artisans were 
in some cases tied to temples, in some others 
to merchant guilds. The typical picture was 
one of local, self-suffloient economies, local 
centres of power, wealthy barons and poor 
peasants.

Professor Sharma re-examines the perennial 
question of the king’s ownership of the land in 
the context of these developments and finds 
that early, undefined communal rights gave 
way in the post-Gupta period to, paradoxically, 
individual proprietorship on the one hand and 
royal proprietorship on the other. The theory 
of royal ownership is not to be confused with 
that of eminent domain : the medieval Indian 
king was considered the greatest landowner 
with rights to the land superior to the rights 
of lesser landowners. The irony of this develop
ment is that the theory of royal ownership was 
evolved to justify the transfer of proprietary 
rights to religious and secular beneficiaries. 
The king gave away in practice what he had 
gained in theory ; the peasant lost in practice 
what he had lost in theory; and the land
lords—temples, monasteries, brShmans, minis
ters, barons—were the real winners.

These essays, excellent as they are, occasion
ally betray signs of haste. The author, for 
example, may want to revise his opinion on the 
inadequacy of medieval legal texts concerning 
the obligations of a feudatory in the light of 
Medhatithi’s comment on Hanu vn.202 : the 
oonqueror shall install a member of the same 
family on the throne and conclude with him 
a treaty, the terms of which are, 1 You and 
I shall have equal shares in your inoome, you 
shall consult me in all that you do or do not do, 
at the proper time you shall come and help me 
with your treasury and army ’, etc. Indeed 
relations of this sort between conqueror and 
oonquered must have been as anoient and as 
formative for feudalism as the practice of 
making religious grants. On the other hand 
when (p. 119) he refers to the Agni Purona 
(‘ a work of about the lOth-llth century, and 
what it states is mainly based on the Kdman- 
ddka Nitisdra, ascribed to the 8th oentury 
A.D.’) on the obligations of the feudatory, he 
should note that although the passage in 
question occurs in M. N. Dutt’s translation, it 
oocurs neither in Kamandaka nor in the 
Anand&Arama Sanskrit Series edition of the 
Agni Purdrm on whioh Dutt’s translation 
appears to have been based.

For the next edition (the book deserves 
several) the author will want to put right the 
juxtaposition of ‘ religious ’ and ‘ secular ’, top 
of p. 113, and ohange ‘ grantee ’ to ‘ grantor ’ 
on the subsequent page, as well as the numerous
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typographical errors to whioh a first edition 
is prone.

The polity of medieval India is beginning to 
get the systematic treatment it deserves. 
Independently and almost simultaneously with 
this book, Mrs. Krishna Kanti Gopal has 
produoed a University of London Ph.D. thesis 
under the title Feudalism in northern India 
(c. 700-1200), covering some of the topics 
treated by Professor Sharma, and others he has 
not. It is to be hoped this fine thesis will soon 
be published as a complement and supplement 
to the book under review.

THOMAS B. TRAUTMAMT

Khushwant Singh : A history of the 
Sikhs. Vol. i: 1469-1839. xiii, 419 
pp., 4 plates. Princeton, N.J.: 
Princeton University Press ; London : 
Oxford University Press, 1963. 50s. 

Fauja Singh Bajwa : Military system 
of the Sikhs during the period 1799- 
1849. xx, 387 pp., 6 plates. Delhi, 
etc.: Motilal Banarsidass, 1964. 
Es. 20.

The Sikh community and its transformation 
through the age* offers muoh food for thought 
to the historian as well as the sociologist. 
Starting as a religious movement deeply 
imbued with humanism, pacifism, and eoleoti- 
oism, Sikhism gradually developed into a 
oloeed society with a marked predileotion for 
militarism. While its founder had especially 
decried the forms find rituals of religion, his 
successors evolved an elaborate theology. As 
Khushwant Singh has observed in an earlier 
work, ‘ It is oertain that none of these forms 
or symbols were observed or enjoined by Guru 
Govind Singh’s nine predecessors (a fact 
inoorrectly assumed by some Sikhs) ’ (The 
Sikhs, London, 1953, 178). But once the faith 
had evolved its symbols, these came to oocupy 
far greater importance than the original 
spiritual content of the faith. While Sikhism 
is not the only faith to have undergone thin 
exteriorization, its transformation is unique 
in the sense that it had begun as a movement 
of protest against the extemalism of other 
contemporary religions. Regrettable though 
it may be, it is not without reason that 
external forms marking out a religion from 
others oome to assume greater importance 
than its spiritual oontent. for the former are 
identifiable while the latter is not. The 
langars and later on the five kakkas have been 
far more instrumental in building up the 
sense of community among the Sikhs than 
the spirit of N&nak’s original teachings.

A history of the Sikhs stands midway

between serious research and popular writing. 
It is highly readable but rather weak in 
documentation. The historical background in 
ch. ii has many errors. The reviewer disagrees 
with the author’s assessment of the fifteenth 
century in India. The period, far from being 
especially marked by anti-Hindu spirit, was 
more eoleotio than the previous oenturies. 
The fifteenth oentury indeed witnessed the 
growth of the Hindu element in the army and 
the revenue department of the Delhi Sultanate. 
It is also inaccurate to say that during this 
period ‘ the Hindus reverted to the worship of 
idols ’ and ‘ The Caste system came back into 
its own ’ (reviewer’s italics). The two elements 
were too deeply rooted in the Hinduism of 
northern India to weaken from the impact of 
the monistio as well as devotional trends 
spreading out from the South. There is no 
dearth of evidence to show the prevalence and 
persistence of idol-worship and the oaste 
system in Hindu society in the centuries 
preceding the fifteenth.

The souroes of Guru Nanak’s life and work 
need very careful and oritioal evaluation. 
There is muoh in the Janam Sdkhis—as in the 
Sufistio hagiologies—which needs to be 
heavily discounted. The story of the flower 
petal and the bowl of milk (p. 47, n.) is a 
travelling tale. Accounts of Guru N&nak’s 
travels to Baghdad—agreed upon by ‘ all 
sources ’, according to Khushwant Singh—and 
to Dacca, Chittagong, and Ceylon are very 
muoh open to doubt and need to be olosely 
oheoked with non-Sikh sources. A definitive 
reading of the Baghdad inscription will dear 
up the mystery of the Guru’s visit to that 
city. A rational criterion for evaluating 
hagiologioal evidenoe is a desideratum. Reoent 
work on Guru Nanak, done at SOAS, will, 
when published, largely fill this need.

The account of the enoounters between the 
Sikh gurus and the imperial Mughuls is also 
not altogether unbiased. The author has 
ignored the sober and rational view taken by 
Beni Prasad of Jahangir’s dealings with the 
Sikhs (History of Jahangir, London, 1922, 
148-60). It is one of the most regrettable 
aooidents of history that in 1600 as well as 
1668, the respective Sikh gurus backed the 
wrong horse in the struggle for the Mughul 
throne. The two fateful executions in 1606 and 
1676 made the Sikhs feel they were being per
secuted. Guru Govind Singh’s ambitions for 
power and his exhortation to his followers to 
destroy the ‘ Turks ’ finally aligned the Sikhs 
as a community against the Mughul govern
ment. The Sikh transformation—so muoh be
moaned by Tagore and Jadunath Sarker—was 
oomplete. Thereafter muoh of Sikh history is 
disfigured by violence and bloodshed. In this 
reBpeot, however, there seems not muoh to
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choose between them and their main adver
saries, the Afghans. There is considerable irony 
in the identity of explanations offered for Sikh 
savagery by Khnshwant Singh and for Afghan 
savagery by a Muslim historian. Khnshwant 
Singh alludes to ‘ a Sikh like Gyan Singh, 
exaggerating the reports in a spirit of anti- 
Muslim exultation The author of the 
chapter on Shah AbdAli in the History of (he 
Freedom Movement (Vol. I, Karachi, 1967, 
p. 274, n.) remarks, ‘ Some of the contemporary 
Muslim writers have given exaggerated 
accounts of the Afghan campaign Un
doubtedly there was a strong element of 
exaggeration in these reports. Some historians, 
however, are carefully selective whioh exag
gerated report to discount and whioh to 
acoept at face value.

Khnshwant Singh is certainly at fault in 
identifying the story of the Sikhs with ‘ the 
story of the rise, fulfilment and collapse of 
Punjabi nationalism ’. Nor is there any 
historical evidenoe for the emergence of 
‘ Punjabi consciousness ’ by the end of the 
fifteenth century. The Sikhs constituted a 
minor, although a distinot, section of the 
population of the Punjab and their struggle 
for political supremacy can in no way be 
represented as an expression of the Punjabi 
consciousness or of Hindu resistance to 
Muslim rule. It is also remarkable that as late 
as 1822, the Sikh army was predominantly 
non-Punjabi (Military system of the Sikhs, 71).

The author does not seem to have used the 
extensive Persian sources of the period in the 
original. This is evident from references to 
Elliot and Dowson and from the author’s 
reproducing the errors of earlier writers. 
Thus, following Edwardes and Garret (Mughal 
rule in India, 166), the author renders 
Aurangzeb’s remark as md ast hamafas&d baqi 
as a prophecy that after him only turmoil 
would remain.

These blemishes notwithstanding, the book 
when completed is sure to command a wide 
readership. It has on the whole a sober 
historical approach, has assimilated much of 
the earlier writings on the subjeot, and, 
above all, reads remarkably well.

Fauja Singh Bajwa’s book, though not as 
well written as Khnshwant Singh’s, is a more 
solid work. The first chapter provides a 
succinct and perspioaoious summing up of the 
situation on the eve of the rise of Ranjlt Singh. 
When the latter set about reorganizing the 
Sikh army, he had the advantage of learning 
from the Mughul failures as well as from 
British successes. He worked his way care
fully to a radical reorganization of the Sikh 
army. It will be always a matter of controversy 
whether Ranjlt Singh acted wisely in partially 
Europeanizing his army. Fauja Singh Bajwa

has examined the issue carefully but has 
avoided giving a categorical verdict. Perhaps 
none can be given. The author traces the 
growth of the Sikh military machine in six 
phases. He has discussed in minute detail and 
yet with muoh olarity matters relating to the 
constitution and composition of the Sikh army 
and to its recruitment, discipline, leave rules, 
pay and allowances, cantonments, transport, 
and supplies. The two ohapters on tactics and 
strategy make interesting and thought-pro
voking reading. The anthor has treated the 
various aspects of his subjeot methodically. 
His approach is objective and he reoords, as a 
matter of course, the Sikh partiality for 
strategems, bribery and false pretexts in the 
oonduot of sieges, and their ‘ great propensity 
for plunder ’ and for foraging.

The two books constitute a valuable 
addition to modem historical literature on the 
Sikhs.

MAZUL ISLAM

Wing-tsit Chan (tr. and oomp.): A 
source book in Chinese philosophy. 
xxv, 866 pp. Princeton, N.J.: Prince
ton University Press ; London : 
Oxford University Press, 1963. 63s.
There has long been a need for a comprehen

sive anthology of Chinese philosophical texts 
in translation, particularly where students of 
philosophy with little or no knowledge of 
Chinese are ooncemed. The present anthology 
satisfies just suoh a need, and there is no doubt 
that for many years to oome it will remain the 
standard work in the field. In the words of 
Professor C. A. Moore in the foreword, ‘ Few 
scholars oould have—or would have—under
taken it; no one else could have handled it so 
well ’. Since the merits of this work are obvious, 
I may be permitted to turn my attention, 
rather, to its limitations and shortcomings, as 
the student is likely, when forewarned, to be 
in a better position to make the best use of this 
substantial anthology.

Professor Chan is well known as an authority 
on Neo-Confucianism. It is, therefore, not 
surprising to find that for him the history of 
Chinese thought is centred round Neo-Con
fucianism. This approaoh affects the treatment 
of the ancient period in two ways. Firstly, 
more space is allocated to whatever has 
greater bearing on Neo-Confuoianism. The 
‘ Four books ’ for instanoe, take up 100 out of 
the 300 pp. devoted to the ancient period down 
to the end of the Han. The ‘ Great learning ’ 
and the ‘ Doctrine of the mean ’ are given in 
their entirety, covering, between them 30 pp., 
while Legalism gets a mere 10, and the Huai 
nan tzu less than 4. Secondly, in translating
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tie Confuoianist works, Chu Hsi’s interpreta
tion is generally followed. Even with the 
Chuang tzu, it is often its signifloanoe for Neo- 
Confuoianism that is singled out for comment.

This approaoh is a perfectly legitimate one, 
but it does raise a fundamental issue whioh any 
translator of ancient Chinese texts has to face. 
Is he, to borrow a phrase from Arthur Waley, 
to produoe a ‘ soriptural ’ translation, or is he 
to attempt to produoe an ‘ historical ’ transla
tion T Eaohhas its use. We need the first kind 
for understanding the subsequent tradition, 
but we need the latter if our oonoem is with 
what the texts originally meant. The reader of 
the present anthology should bear in mind that, 
in the main, the translation is ‘ scriptural ’ and 
will prove muoh more useful for him if his 
interest is in Neo-Confuoianism than if he is 
interested in the anoient period for its own sake.

The general arrangement of the book is as 
follows. Each chapter begins with a short 
introductory passage, followed by the selec
tions, with short comments inserted wherever 
the translator thinks fit. There is an appendix 
whioh discusses difficulties encountered in 
finding English equivalents for Chinese philo
sophical terms. There is also a limited biblio
graphy and a glossary with Chinese characters.

The introductory remarks and the comments 
are too short to present anything like a reasoned 
statement. The oomments, in particular, 
sometimes degenerate into dogmatio assertions 
not alwayB helpful and sometimes positively 
misleading. Eor instance, on the story about 
Chuang Tzu dreaming that he was a butterfly, 
we find this comment: ‘ A beautiful story in 
itself, it is a complete rejection of the distinc
tion between subject and object and between 
reality and unreality ’ (pp. 190-1). But is it? 
What has the story to do with ‘ subjeot and 
objeot ’? There is no question of Chuang Tzu 
losing his own identity in the contemplation 
of the butterfly. The point of the story hasto 
do with truth. There are two propositions : 
(a) Chuang Tzu dreamt that he was a butterfly, 
and (6) the butterfly dreamt that it was 
Chuang Tzu. Chuang Tzu is saying, firstly, 
that we can never be able to say whioh of these 
propositions is true. Secondly, he is saying 
that, since there is definitely a distinction 
between Chuang Tzu and the butterfly, meta
morphosis is involved. This again has nothing 
to do with ‘ subject and objeot ’.

Again, on Ivung-sun Lung’s disoussion of the 
separation of whiteness and hardness, the 
comment is : ‘ The problems discussed are
strikingly similar to those of seventeenth- 
century philosophers in Europe, namely, 
primary and secondary qualities ’ (p. 242). 
It is difficult to see where the similarity lies. 
Kimg-aun Lung has not mentioned any 
‘ primary ’ qualities, even less is he drawing

a distinction between them and ‘ secondary ’ 
qualities. It is true, whiteness and hardness 
happen to be two of the so-called ‘ secondary ’ 
qualities, but whatever Kung-sun Lung is 
saying, he certainly is not saying that they are 
in the mind of the percipient. This kind of 
arbitrary identification of Chinese philosophical 
problems with totally unconnected problems 
in Western philosophy not only betrays a lack 
of philosophical sensitivity but does a positive 
disservioe to the reader by putting red herrings 
in his way.

One further example. In the translation of 
Wang Ch’ung’s disoussion of the position 
taken by various thinkers on the issue of 
human nature, we find: ‘ Liu Tzu-oheng
(77-6 B.o.) said, “ Man’s nature is inborn. It is 
in man and is not expressed. His feelings, on 
the other hand, are what come into oontaot 
with things. They are revealed externally. 
What is revealed externally is called yang and 
what is not expressed is oalled yin”.... 
Aocording to his words, nature is yin (evil) and 
feelings are yang (good). But don’t man’s 
endowed feelings, after all, have both good and 
evil elements ? . . .’ (p. 296). Notice that the 
words ‘ evil ’ and ‘ good ’ are inserted by the 
translator, and theBe are then taken as a basis 
for the statement that aocording to Liu Hsiang 
* man’s nature is evil but his feelings are good ’ 
(p.296). This a total misunderstanding of what 
Wang Ch‘ung said. Partly this has been helped 
by the omission of some oruoial sentences in 
the translated passage, but it is mainly due to 
a misinterpretation of the final sentence. In 
the omitted part, Wang Ch’ung says, ‘ To 
ignore the goodness or badness of nature and 
to consider only whether it is internal or 
external and consequently yin or yang, is to 
deal with the problem in a way difficult to 
understand ’. We oan see from this that the 
insertion of the words ‘ evil ’ and ‘ good ’ is 
totally unjustifiable. The final sentence, 
correctly interpreted, means ‘ In considering 
nature as yin and feelings as yang, is he or is 
he not saying that there is good or bad in 
nature ? ’. In Wang Ch’ung’s view, Liu Hsiang, 
as opposed to Tung Chung-shu who held nature 
to be good and feelings to be bad, contented 
himself with merely stating that nature is yin 
beoause internal and feelings are yang because 
external, thus avoiding the oruoial question of 
whether they are good or bad.

The introductory remarks are not completely 
free from faotual errors. There is one in parti
cular whioh deserves comment. Professor Chan 
says that ‘ the practice ’ of ooupling the names 
of Loo Tzu and Chuang Tzu ‘ did not begin 
until the fifth century ’ (pp. 177-8), and gives 
the Eon Han-shu by Pan Yeh (398-446) as the 
earliest text in whioh the term occurs. In 
doing so Professor Chan is, once again,
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repeating an erroneous statement which has 
often been made before. The term ‘ Lao 
Chuang ’ is to be found in the final chapter of 
the Huai nan txu (SPTK ed., 21.3a), and while 
the first chapter of the Huai nan txu contains 
an exposition of Lao Tzu’s thought, the second 
contains an exposition of Chuang Tzu’s 
thought. What better proof oan there be that 
1 Lao ’ and ‘ Chuang ’ were linked together 
even by writers of the Western Han 7 At any 
rate, the term ooours in the San leuo chih (oh. 21, 
Chung Hua Shu Chfl punctuated ed., p. 606) 
by Ch‘en Shou (d. 297) who antedated Han Yeh 
by a century and a half.

In a volume of translations aoouracy is of 
the first importance. My general impression 
is that the quality of the translation is some
what uneven. Professor Chan seems not 
altogether at home in the ancient language. 
From time to time he is baffled by a construc
tion or an idiom. Here are a few examples.

?L ? B. ‘ £ rfn ± -Hl :
ffl W0

XS^-Hbc ffl rfn ^ Jc #r $
“f* ^ ' (Lun yU 10/9). * Confucius said,
“ Those who are bom with knowledge are the 
highest type of people. Those who learn 
through study are the next. Those who learn 
through hard work are still the next. Those 
who work hard and still do not learn are really 
the lowest type”’ (p. 46). Was Confucius 
really such an intellectual snob as to pour 
oontempt on those who fail to learn in spite of 
hard work ? The passage in fact means ‘ Next 
come those who try to learn after being dis
tressed by their ignorance. Failure to make 
any attempt to leam even after being dis
tressed by their ignoranoe is the reason for the 
common people being the lowest *.

!£ JSp.’ (TahsHeh 4). ‘ ConfuoiuB said, “ In 
hearing litigations, I am as good as anyone. 
What is necessary is to enable people not to have 
litigations at all”1 ’ (p. 88). Again, the transla
tion makes ConfuoiuB sound as if he were brag- 

This is because the word yu is mistrans- 
and the idiom pi yeh misunderstood. 

Pi yeh is a common idiom in the ‘ Analeots ’, 
and is to be found in 3/7, 6/30, 7/11, and 19/17 
besides the present passage. The passage 
should be translated : ‘ In hearing a case I am 
no different from other people. If some 
difference must be found, it is perhaps that 
I get them not to go to litigation in the first 
instance ’.

(iChung yung 20). ‘ When there is anything

1 This is in faot a quotation from the 
‘ Analects ’ 12/13.

not yet studied, or not yet understood, do 
not give up ’ (p. 107). This should be taken 
to mean ‘ Either you do not try to leam a 
thing at all, or you should not put it aside 
until you have mastered it ’.

m ; S m. j& % £ Sc ¥ £ & &
% SU fjl (Motzu, SPTK ed., 2.4a-b). ‘ When 
the honorable and the wise run the govern
ment, the ignorant and the humble remain 
orderly, but when the ignorant and the humble 
run the government, the honorable and the wise 
become rebellious * (p. 229). It seems odd that 
* the honorable and the wise should become 
rebellious’. Professor Chan has misunderstood 
wei cheng hu which takes an object. The passage 
should be translated : ‘ There is order when the 
ignorant and lowly are ruled by the exalted and 
wise ; there is disorder when the exalted and 
wise are ruled by the ignorant and lowly

Professor Chan has a rather high-handed 
way with grammatical words. In some in
stances, no great harm is done, but in the case 
of logical arguments, this can be misleading. 
In the first three paragraphs on p. 237, the 
words yu and wu are overlooked in the trans
lation seven or eight times. Thus, * That one 
cannot say “ there is no horse ” when there is 
a white horse ...’ becomes * [When we say 
that] a white horse cannot be said to be not a 
horse . ..’ (1. 11). Again, fei chih is translated 
on pp. 237 and 238 variously as ‘ there were no 
marks ’, * without marks ’, and 1 are not 
marks ’, when only the last is a correct rendering 
of the word fei.

In his translations, Professor Chan some
times adopts suggestions made by eminent 
Ch‘ing scholars, but just as often he does not. 
There does not seem to be any fixed rule. One 
suspects that this depends rather on the 
edition Professor Chan uses. For instance, in 
the case of the ‘ Four books ’, he has used 
hardly any of their suggestions, while in the 
case of the ‘ philosophers ’ he does use them, 
presumably because in the case of the former 
he has followed Chu Hsi’s edition, while in 
the latter case, he has followed the collected 
commentaries of the late Ch‘ing. Sometimes, 
Professor Chan dismisses a suggestion by a 
Ch’ing scholar too hastily. For instance, in 
connexion with a passage in ch. 26 of the 
Mo tzu, Professor Chan dismisses a suggestion 
by Wang Nien-sun that should be
emended to j&J [Jjj, in a curt note whioh says, 
‘ Wang Nien-sun . . . reads men (gate) as 
hsien (leisure). .. without improving the text ’. 
Does he really think that a scholar of the calibre 
of Wang Nien-sun is capable of making such 
an inane suggestion ? What Wang actually
Baidis: PS £ % DA. Bfl Ml ^ BB
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Mo tzu chien hu, 7.2a). What he is suggesting 
is, firstly, that $8 should be emended to 
JfJfJ P^J,t° bring it in line with other texts and 
other parts of the Mo tzu, and secondly, in the 
phrase [JJJ the word is to be taken in 
the sense of P^]. Presumably he did not think 
it necessary to tell the reader what the meaning 
of the word P£] was. It means ‘ door bar, 
a barrier ’. Hence the combination yu hsien 
means ‘ shut off, remote ’. It probably never 
occurred to him that anyone would accuse him 
of proposing that the word jhould mean 
‘ leisure ’.

These are but minor blemishes in a work 
conceived on such a grand scale, and I am sure 
it will, in spite of them, prove to be a most use
ful work to the Btudent of Chinese philosophy.

D. o. LAtT

Bubton Watson (tr.): Han Fei tzu,: 
basic writings. (TJnesco Collection 
of Representative Works, Chinese 
Series.) ix, 134 pp. New York and 
London : Columbia University Press, 
1964. 51.66, 12s.

Having given us Beleotions from both the 
Mo tzu and the Hsiin tzu, Dr. Burton Watson 
has produced yet another volume, consisting 
of Beleotions from the Han Fei tzu. It follows 
the same pattern as its predecessors. There is a 
short introduction, followed by the translation, 
consisting, in this case, of 12 out of the 65 
chapters of the original. There is also an index 
and an outline of early Chinese history whioh 
serves for all volumes in this series.

The introduction is luoid and sucoinct, 
giving the few facts known about Han Pei’s 
life, an account of the historical background, 
and a summary of Han Pei’s philosophy. I find 
this introduction wholly admirable. There are 
only two minor points on whioh I wish to 
comment. Firstly, the treatment of Han Pei’s 
predecessors in Legalism, whose ideas he 
incorporated into his own system, could be a 
little fuller. Shen Tao, in particular, is barely 
mentioned, but nothing is said about shih, the 
key oonoept in his thought. In the case of Shen 
Pu-hai, the term shu is, indeed, mentioned and 
oharaoterized as ‘the polioies and arts which he 
[i.e. the ruler] applies in wielding authority and 
controlling the men under him ’ (p. 8), but in 
the translation it is often rendered simply as 
‘ polioies ’ (e.g. p. 81), which seems hardly 
adequate when the term is used in this technical, 
as distinct from a more general, sense. The 
second point is the statement, in connexion 
with oh. 20, Ohieh Lao ‘ Explanation of Lao 
Tzu ’, and oh. 21, Pfl Lao ‘ Illustrations of

Lao Tzu ’ : ‘ Two other sections, not translated 
here, are aotually east in the form of commen
taries upon passages from Lao Tru’s Tao-te- 
ching. They give the Taoist classio a purely 
political interpretation . . . ’ (p. 18). This 
seems to me to be a misleading statement, 
particularly where oh. 20 is conoemed, for in 
this ohapter is to be found a most profound 
statement of the type of Taoist thought very 
prevalent at the end of the Warring States 
period. It is possible that Ban Pei used this 
kind of Taoism as a basis for his Legalist 
thought, but it would be going too far to think 
of this kind of Taoism as ‘ a purely political 
interpretation ’ of tie Lao tzu.

When the selection oovers harely over one- 
fifth of the original work, there is bound to be 
room for disagreement over the ohoioe of 
material for inclusion. Nevertheless, I think 
there are legitimate grounds for dissent in the 
present case. Firstly, the inclusion of oh. 6,
‘ The way of the ruler ’, and oh. 8, ‘ Wielding 
power ’, is of questionable value. Both these 
chapters are written in the oryptic style, with 
rhymes for the most part, meant presumably 
for the initiate and, perhaps, to be read with a 
commentary. They are difficult for the trans
lator and unrewarding for the reader.

One of the most interesting features of the 
Han Fei tzu is the skilful use of stories to 
illustrate his ideas. Even excluding ch. 21, 
there are nine chapters of suoh stories, and 
oh. 10, ‘ The ten faults ’, seems an odd choice, 
for though the stories are fairly attractive they 
are not particularly apt as illustrations. I 
should have thought that any one of the six 
chapters, from 30 to 36, would have been 
preferable.

Lastly, it is difficult to see why neither oh. 43, 
Ting fa, whioh discusses the relative impor
tance of fa advocated by Shang Yang and shu 
advocated by Shen Pu-hai nor oh. 40, Nan 
shih, which defends Shen Tao’s advooaoy of 
shih against his critios is included in the 
present selection.

The translation is exceedingly readable, but 
this is something we have come to expeot of any 
translation of Burton Watson’s. There are 
many places where the rendering is felicitous. 
This being the oase, it is unfortunate that on 
the score of accuraoy the book leaves something 
to be desired. There are quite a number of 
instances where Burton Watson has gone 
astray when his predecessor W. K. Liao, whose 
complete translation he has consulted, is 
essentially right. There are also cases where 
Burton Watson has followed Liao in his 
mistakes. One or two instances will have to 
suffice.

ffi ffl 0 m ffl. m 0 m m (Ohm
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Ch'i-yti, Han fei Uni chi shih, Shanghai, 1968, 
1068). ‘ The nation at peace may patronize 
Confncian scholars and cavaliers; butthenation 
in danger must call upon He fighting men. Thus 
those who are of real profit to the state are not 
nsed and those who are used, are of no profit ’ 
(pp. 107-8).1

The second half of the passage is incorreotly 
translated. The mistake lies in taking suo li 
to mean ‘those who are of real profit to the 
state ’, i.e.1 ite fighting men ’. It in fact means 
‘ those who tire benefited ’, and refers to ‘ those 
who are kept ’. It would be better to translate 
the passage as : ‘ In times of peace Confucians 
and soldiers of fortune are kept; in times of 
crisis, regular soldiers are employed. The ones 
who are benefited are not the ones who are 
employed; the ones who are employed are 
not the ones who are benefited ’.

It is interesting to note that the same passage 
with minor variants is to be found in oh. 60,
m zp m « as m m m m ft ±.

(Ch‘en, 1091). Here Burton Watson trans
lates : ‘ The nation at peace may patronize 
Confucian scholars and cavaliers, but the

;men.
o are patronized, are not those 

who are of real use, and those who are of real 
use are not those who are patronized ’ (p. 122). 
Suo yang che is here correctly taken to refer to 
‘ Confuoian scholars and cavaliers ’. Suo li in 
the previous passage should be no different.

® m m n fie m &
jjb §§ ^ (Ch'en, 10861. ‘ ... if his actions 
are base, he should not refuse to be treated as 
a slave, but if his actions are upright, he should 
not hesitate to defy the feudal lords ’ (p. 120).*

The translation has gone wrong through the 
failure to realize that there is a striot antithesis 
between the two halves of the sentence. It is 
better to translate as : ‘ When he is in the 
wrong he would avoid even a slave, but when 
he is in the right he would defy even a feudal 
lord ’. This whole passage parallels closely a 
passage in Mencius n.A.2 whioh goes as 
follows : ‘ If, on looking within, one finds one
self to be in the wrong, then even though 
one’s adversary be only a common fellow 
coarsely olad one is bound [read ijfp for ✓fl] to

nation in danger must call upon ite fighting i 
Thus those who are patronized are not t

‘ When the state is. at ; literati and
cavaliers are supported; once an emergency 
arises, armed officers are taken into servioe. 
Thus, the privileged are not used ; the used are 
not privileged ’ (W. K. Liao (tr.), The complete 
works of Han Fei Usu, 2 vols., London, 193ff-69, 
n, 287).

1 of. ‘... if he aots wrongly, he should give 
way to bondmen and bondwomen ; and if he 
aots aright, he should assert himself even 
before the feudal lords ’ (Liao, n, 300).

tremble with fear. But if one finds oneself in 
the right, one goes forward even against men 
in the thousands ’.

3C 136 (P* 1086)- ' For funerals, the Mo-ists 
prescribe that "winter mourning garments be 
worn in winter and summer garments in 
summer * (p. 119).8

This passage has been misinterpreted 
because the word tsang, following Liao, is 
wrongly translated as ‘ funeral \ Tsang is
* burial ’ and the passage should be translated 
‘ The Mo-ists advocated that when a man died 
in winter he should be buried in winter clothes, 
and when he died in summer he should be 
buried in summer clothes *.

There is also one case of a mistaken state
ment of fact whioh can be traced to Liao. In 
connexion with the story of the usurper 
Tzu-han, Burton Watson writes, ‘ The incident 
to which Han Fei is referring here is otherwise 
unknown * (p. 31, n. 2). This follows Liao who 
expressed himself muoh more forcefully:
1 Tzu-han was a minister of Sung, but his 
intimidation of the sovereign is mentioned 
neither in the Historical Records nor elsewhere 
except here. Granted that this chapter is not 
spurious, Han Fei Tzu must have derived the 
information from some unreliable souroe of 
his age ’ (i, 48). Whether Han Fei Tzu’s source 
of information is reliable or not we have no 
way of knowing, but it is emphatically not 
true that the story is otherwise unknown. The 
story is to be found in the Han shih toai chuan 
7/10 (Ssu Pu Ts‘ung K‘an ed., 7.7b), the Huai 
nan tzu 12/18 (SPTK ed., 12.7b) and the 8huo 
yilan 1/42 (SPTK ed., 1.24b). This is not all. 
The story is related by Li Ssu in one of his 
memorials to be found in the 1 Historical 
records * that Liao specifically mentions (Shih 
chi, ch. 87, Chung Hua Shu Chii punctuated 
ed., Shanghai, 1959, 2559). Moreover, there is 
a reference to Ttu-han in the Chan kuo tsle 
(K‘an yen numbering 1/8) whioh seems to 
refer to the incident at issue, ¥ ¥ ft

* Tru-han gave up his position of prime 
minister for that of ssu k'ung. The people 
were oritical of him but well-disposed towards 
the prince.’

Though it is not dear whether ssu k‘ung was 
the official in Sung in oharge of punishment, 
the last part of the sentence seems to echo our 
present story.

Not only is Burton Watson’s translation 
based on the text of the Han Fei tzu chi shih 
by Ch‘en Ch‘i-yu, but he follows Ch‘en’s 
suggestion on a number of occasions. It is,

3 of. ‘ The Mohists, for funeral rites wear 
winter clothes in winter days and summer 
clothes in summer days ’ (Liao, n, 299).
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perhaps, not out of place to point out that 
whereas Ch‘en’s work is useful for the variety 
of commentaries, both Chinese and Japanese, 
gathered in the same volume, his own sugges
tions are often ill-founded and, on occasion, 
even preposterous. I shall confine myself to a 
single instance.

-till (P- 88)- ‘ Affairs of government 
were not pressing and time was left to spare. 
The way the ruler relied upon his position made 
it so ’ (p. 27). In a note on the word translated 
as ‘ pressing ’, Burton Watson says, ‘ Emending 
tsu [J§1] to t‘sn [{J£] in accordance with the 
suggestion of Ch‘en Ch‘i-yu ; but the meaning 
is very doubtful ’.

Ch'en’s own note says, ‘ Ghih pu tsu does not 
make sense. Tsu is a mistake for ts'u (p. 104, 
n. 86).

This suggestion is truly astonishing. The 
passage contrasts the ruler who is able to 
delegate authority with one who is unable to 
do so. The latter 1 will find the day too short 
and his energy insufficient’ (p. 26). The 
pass ago under disoussion is an antithesis to 
this and clearly means ‘ There are not enough 
affairs of government to ocoupy him and he 
finds that there is time to spare ’.

In faot, this passage in the Han Fei tzu is 
based on a passage in oh. 11 of the Hsiln tzu, 
where the same point is made and similar 
words used. Twice we find fk m ^ t. 0 
f iS ^ ^ (SPTK ed„ 7.11a,
20b). Furthermore, the first passage in whioh 
this occurs is also quoted by the Huai nan tzu 
(SPTK ed., 14.10a). In none of these oases does 
the oharaoter appear as ts‘u.

Finally, there is a <»se where the way a 
sentence is interpreted involves a point of 
philosophical interest.

* Jfil JiT
(Ch‘en, 1090). ‘ [Now suppose there is a man 
who . . . refuses . . .] to change so much as a 
hair of his shin, though it might bring the 
greatest benefit to the world ’ (p. 121).

Burton Watson adds this note: ‘ A
reference to the followers of Yang Chu. Cf. 
Mencius vnA,26 : “ Menoius said, ‘ The
principle of Yang Tzu was “ each for himself ”. 
Though he might have benefited the whole 
world by pluoking out a single hair, he would 
not have done it ’ ”

It is dear that Burton Watson accepts 
Menoius’ statement as a fair description of 
Yang Chu’s position. This is by no means 
certain. It is much more likely that Menoius 
was deliberately misrepresenting Yang Chu,
and to this end has carefully ohosen an am
biguous form of words. In this sentence the 
phrase li t‘ien hsia translated ‘ have benefited

the whole world ’ is ambiguous. It may 
equally mean ‘ to get the Empire as benefit ’. 
But Mencius sees to it that by his further 
commonte the reader is predisposed towards 
the former interpretation. That the phrase oan 
have the latter meaning is clear from the 
following passage from the Lti shih ch'vn ch‘iu,
oh. 20, pt. 1 : mm tfc *L. $ & ?•
^Ij 3^ "'I' (Hsll Wei-yil, LU shi/i ch'un ch'iu 
chi shih, Peking, 1955, 937). Kao Yu, presum
ably under the influence of the Mencius 
passage, interprets the phrase li t'ien hsia as 
‘ benefiting the people ’. Lu Wen-ch‘ao, quite 
rightly, points out that this is not so, and says 
that it should mean ‘ taking the Empire as 
something profitable to oneself’.

But whatever the truth is with the Mencius 
text, the formulation in the Han Fei tzu is 
sufficiently different for it to be considered on 
its own merits. As it stands, the sentence can 
only be translated as ‘ will not exchange a hair 
on his shin for t'ien hsia chih ta li ’. The 
question is whether this means * the greatest 
benefit of possessing the Empire ’ or ‘ the 
greatest benefit to the Empire ’. I must say 
that the latter meaning seems to me to be 
highly unlikely. Furthermore, the present 
passage goes on to characterize suoh a man as 
one ‘ who despises material things and values 
his life ’. ‘ Material things ’ here refers to the 
possession and enjoyment of material things, 
as this, indulged to excess, constitutes a threat 
to health and even life. We can see that only 
1 the possession of the Empire ’ can be looked 
upon as a ‘ material thing ’ in this sense.
‘ Benefit to the Empire ’ is hardly a matter for 
indulgence. There is further evidence to sup
port this interpretation. Twice in the Huai nan 
tzu we find a statement very close to the one in 
the Han Fei tzu :

FJf K ig (SPTK ed., 2.4b).
‘ It wonld not give him satisfaction to exohange 
a hair on his shin for something as big as the 
Empire.’

m Jz T £ ±
(14.8b). * He would not exohange one

satisfaction of mind for even something as big 
as the Empire.’

Any slight ambiguity there might have been 
in the Han Fei tzu text is removed in the 
Huai nan tzu text by the absenoe of the word li.

This volume of translation bears signs of 
having been finished in some haste. There are, 
apart from misprints, a number of cases where 
phrases in the Chinese text have been left 
untranslated. First the misprints : p. 9, 1. 26, 
‘if’ should be ‘ of ’ ; p. 80, 1. 18 (also p. 69, 
1. 17), * rule ’ should be ‘ ruler ’ ; p. 83, 1. 19,
‘ that ’ should be ‘ than The omissions :
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p. 28, 0 are left out at the beginning of
the second paragraph (1. 4) ; p. 36, Jjj? \ 

are left out before the sentenoe 
beginning ‘ Disoard wisdom ’ (1. 24) ; p. 80, 
S ^ X I BP ft “e left out before 
the sentence beginning 4 Ho, olasping the 
matrix* (1- 12) ; p. 104, jft & & jffi
jjl SS IJL are 1®^ out at the en|i °f ft16
seoond paragraph (1.19). There is one instance 
of an error in the romanlzation of a proper 
name. On p. 67, Tung Knan-yii should be 
Tung E-yfl. |J§ it s misprint peouliar to 
Ch'en’s edition which Burton Watson used.

D. o. LATJ

Hin-oheung Lovell : IUustrated cata
logue of Ting yao and related white 
wares in the Percivdl David Foundation 
of Chinese Art. (University of London. 
Percival David Foundation of Chinese 
Art, School of Oriental and African 
Studies. [Catalogue,] Seotion 4.) xlix, 
20 pp., front, 12 plates. London: 
School of Oriental and African Studies, 
1964. 16s.
This further instalment of the Peroival David 

Foundation Catalogue is based upon research 
for whioh its author obtained her M.A. degree 
with distinction in 1963. The distinction was 
well earned, and her introduction, extending to 
some 43 pp. with its annotated bibliography, 
represents a positive contribution to our 
knowledge of the complicated group of 
ceramio wares here dealt with. The catalogue 
itself describes 106 specimens and comprises all 
the Ting and related wares in the Foundation 
which could be asoribed to a Sung, or slightly 
earlier, date, together with those of later 
centuries made in the same tradition; the 
Sung ch’ing^pai, the T6-h.ua poroelain of Fukien 
and their associated wares, are specifically 
exoluded.

Huoh evidence concerning the Sung Ting 
ware kilns in Hopei has now been brought to 
light by Japanese and Chinese researoh: 
Mrs. Lovell summarizes this, and also re
examines the indications provided by the older 
Chinese literary sources. She makes the point 
that although this ware was patronized by the 
Court, it is incorreot to describe it as an 
* imperial ’ ware ; on the oontrary its reper
toire of forms, which are preponderantly 
utilitarian, and the large soale of the produc
tion, point to a very widespread use. The 
forms, decorative styles, and manufacturing 
techniques are examined in turn. The firing of 
pieces upside down was, she suggests, prompted 
by economy: in this way multiple stacking

in saggars became practicable. The familiar 
lei-hSn ‘ tear-marks ’ seem due to glaze
dipping methods ; the much-discussed mang 
defeots noted in a twelfth-century work are 
perhaps to’ be identified with the splinter-like 
cuts sometimes found near the foot of a piece 
and may be due to the paring-knife, or even 
to unout finger-nails grasping it for the glaze- 
dipping !

Of more crucial importance are the problems 
of dating. The latest evidence suggests that the 
Ting production was firmly established by the 
mid-tenth century; and among several 
specimens probably made about this date is 
the dish No. 172, with stamped inscription 
Ting-chou kung-yvng ‘ for general use ’, or 
‘ ordinary quality’. At this time a part of 
northern Hopei passed under Liao rule ; and 
two saucers, inscribed Jtsin kuan ‘ new official ’ 
(Nos. 186, 198) are thought likely to have been 
made in North China for Liao use. The 
eleventh and early twelfth oenturies saw the 
period of greatest achievement, when the finest 
carved decoration was also practised : indeed 
both ivoyama and Feng Hsien-ming have 
deduced from the site evidence that the kilns 
ceased operation soon after 1127. Mrs. Lovell 
considers this a too arbitrary conclusion, and 
holds that a true Ting ware continued to be 
made in the north throughout the twelfth and 
thirteenth centimes, possibly even later.

In the face of these authorities her claim is 
a bold one. It is based on an assessment of 
stylistio changes in form and design whioh are 
outlined, but not too critically examined here ; 
but there is other significant evidence to 
support it, for example the existence of 
moulds for the impressed designs bearing the 
dates 1184,1189, and 1203 of the Chin dynasty. 
A dish in the British Museum inscribed with 
date according to 1271 is also invoked as a 
Ting piece although the origin of this, perhaps, 
might be disputed, despite the further kung- 
yung inscription. The main argument is 
nevertheless powerful enough to suggest the 
need for a oloser scrutiny of the kiln-site 
evidence : or can it be that the manufacture 
was transferred to some other site not yet 
investigated 7 The answer to these questions 
is central to the determination of the Northern 
Sung deoorative style. The theory of a 
‘ Southern Ting ’ ware very olosely resembling 
that made in Hopei is dismissed with equal 
firmness; and here Mrs. Lovell is fully sup
ported by the archaeological evidence so far. 
Clearly she places no reliance on the muoh- 
disoussed inscription on the dish, No. 184, 
whioh purports it to have been made at Yung- 
ho in the mid-twelfth century.

The preceding discussion of T'ang white 
wares makes many salutary points and the 
fresh examination of literary texts is of
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particular ■value. While she avoids the error of 
equating the European word ‘ porcelain ’ with 
the Chinese izii she comes near it, however, 
in stating that white porcelain apparently 
emerged towards the end of the Six Dynasties 
or during the Sui: on present evidence the 
earliest ware to whioh the term is fully applic
able oannot yet be dated before the eighth or 
ninth oentury. The identification of 1 Hiring 
ware and of the earliest southern white 
wares, are problematic matters approached 
here with a justifiable caution. There is much 
valuable disoussion of material from recent 
tomb, finds.

A useful chapter is devoted to Liao wares, 
the quality of whioh, however, is perhaps some
what underestimated. In Transactions of the 
Oriental Ceramic Society, 1962-3, Koyama 
affirms quite positively that porcelains com
parable to Ting ware were recovered from more 
than one Liao kiln-site. Further discussion 
centres on wares of the Ming and Ch’ing 
dynasties which are also well represented in 
the collection. A oatalogue of this kind could 
not be expected to resolve all outstanding 
questions concerning these Chinese white 
wares. Students will nevertheless feel them
selves indebted to Mrs. Lovell for this careful 
study of the Foundation’s rich assemblage 
of them, and for her highly constructive 
introduction.

JOHX AVERS

D. W. Fokkema : Literary doctrine in 
China and Soviet influence, 1956-1960. 
xviii, 296 pp. The Hague, etc.: Moufcon 
and Co., 1966. Guilders 32.
The title says ‘ literary doctrine ’ and it 

means doctrine, not theory. Dr. Fokkema 
explains : ‘ The Chinese literary theorist does 
in principle acknowledge the existence of the 
speoifio artistio quality of literary works, and, 
however inadequately, he may study the 
object of literary material in its literary 
aspect. For this reason we must accept the 
Chinese syBtem of principles whioh govern 
literature as essentially a literary doctrine ’ 
(p. 260). The ‘ he may ’ is very reserved, and 
rightly so, because he rarely does study the 
literary aspect, in this book. If the literary 
doctrine is to be the poor fare that one would 
expect from this summary, how do you write 
a book about it ? You end up by writing about 
politico-literary disputes.

The oore of Dr. Fokkema’s study is an 
analysis of the Wen-i poo throughout the 
period concerned. He defines the official 
dootrine by examining the cases where it was 
seen to be violated. Most of this case material 
he Berves up raw, either quoting direct or

summarizing the differences of opinion. This 
method oan and does lead to patchiness, and, 
for the reader, indigestibility. The writer’s 
attention oan stray from what was said to who, 
however unimportant a person, said what. For 
instance, on p. 133 Dr. Fokkema notes: 
‘In his article Ning “tso” wa yu (Rather 
“left” than right) Li Feng pointed out 
certain ambiguities, some even intentional, in 
the use of the terms “left” and “right” 
in oommunist jargon ’. What the ambiguities 
were we are not told. In a book that is meant 
to be about literary doctrine one would have 
expected the arguments, not the personalities, 
to occupy the central place. More analysis and 
less example would have made the book more 
readable ; one oould have wished in faot that 
the ‘ oonolusion ’ ohapter had been expanded to 
envelop the rest.

As to the Soviet theory, it is not shown to 
have genuinely influenced anybody. Rather 
does its authority appear to have been used to 
gain a tactical advantage in domestio disputes. 
Both dootrine and anti-doctrine would have 
developed, again so it appears, along the same 
lines had there been no communication 
between Russia and China in the 1950’s.

Dr. Fokkema has done a careful and 
scholarly job with this book, but it is dear that 
he has no sympathy at all with Chinese 
Communist literary dootrine. He might have 
been better employed had he turned his evident 
talents to an earlier -period—say the I930’s— 
when there was room for genuine debate, and 
when apostasy was (sometimes) voluntary, not 
enforced.

D. B. POLLARD

Ellis Joffe : Party and army : profes
sionalism and political control in 
the Chinese officer corps, 1949-1964. 
(Harvard East Asian Monographs, 
19.) xii, 198 pp. Cambridge, Mass.: 
East Asian Research Center, Harvard 
University, 1966. (Distributed by 
Harvard University Press. Distri
buted in G.B. by Oxford University 
Press. 26s.)
We are grateful to the Harvard EaBt Asian 

Center for having published a monograph of 
such topicality and to Mr. Joffe for having 
written a work on the tensions between 
professionalism and party oontrol in the 
People’s Liberation Army of China. This is a 
oase study of the larger problem of ‘ Red p. 
Expert ’ (hang-yO-chuan), although it might 
not be intended as such.

The author is aware of the difficulties 
confronting him, as he says right at the 
beginning that ‘ although there is no dearth of
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material, especially before 1960, its quality 
leaves much to be desired ’ (p. vii). But a 
dearth, of material does occur in some oases. 
Bor instance, we do not know what lessons the 
Chinese have drawn from the Korean War; 
nor do we know for oertain what were Marshal 
P’eng Te-hnai’s personal reflections on it. 
P'eng is beyond doubt the most interesting 
figure in the People’s Liberation Army. In 
1930 he gave more support to Li Li-san than 
anyone else and towards the end of that year 
it was his troops stationed at Fut'ien which 
mutinied against Mao. His part in the civil 
war as the commanding offioer of the First 
Field Army was meagre compared with that 
of Lin Piao, Ch‘en Yi, and Lin Po-oh‘eng, and 
yet it was he who was seleoted to lead the 
Chinese soldiers in Korea. Later he more than 
anyone else was responsible for promoting 
professionalism in the People’s Liberation 
Army. Mr. Joffe explains his downfall well, 
but not ftdly enough. Because of a dearth of 
material, he has at times to fall back on 
conjecture (e.g. p. 96).

Mr. Joffe’s effort suffers from two major 
defects: At no stage of his exposition does he 
discuss the strategic aims of the People’s 
Liberation Army. If the prinoiple of ‘ politics 
taking command ’ can be accepted at its face 
value and the avowed aims of the Chinese 
Communist party oan be trusted, we can safely 
assume that the Army’s strategic purposes are 
the defence of the territorial integrity of China 
and readiness to give aid to revolutionary 
movements when requested. The former is 
common to all national armies. Even in this, 
however, the Chinese Army’s approach is 
different from its counterparts, especially from 
those in the developing countries. Strategi
cally, the Chinese Army has the ohoice either 
to stop an invader at the ‘ gate ’ of the country 
or to allow him to come in and then wage a 
guerrilla war against him. If it adopted the 
first approach, it would have to have mecha
nised divisions as well as a modem navy and an 
airforce. Such a method would therefore entail 
the building up of a defenoe force strong 
enough to match at the conventional level any 
invading force (the American, for instance), 
the relianoe on up-to-date weapons and their 
paraphernalia, the growth of professionalism 
and its corollary—a decline in political oontrol, 
and colossal expenditure. The futility of this 
approach for a poor country has been demon
strated by, say, Chiang Kai-shek in the 1930’s 
and by Dr. Nkrumah in the 1960’s. A few 
frigates and a few outmoded fighter planes 
would scare no one. China therefore ohooses 
the second approach, the People’s War in 
which the whole country can be turned into a 
quagmire of guerrilla fighting for the mecha
nized invading troops. In this way, China oan

regard herself as invinoible and the record of 
the South Vietnam National Liberation Front 
has given China new faith in the strategy of the 
People’s War Mao has forged. Seen in this way, 
China's paradoxical effort in the field of nuolear 
development is no concession to the profes
sional officers (p. 144). Rather it is her refusal 
to he blackmailed by nuclear powers in both her 
own defence and her intention to aid revolu
tionary movements.

Another defect of Mr. Joffe’s work is his 
scant reference to China’s available eoonomio 
resources for defenoe and his preference of 
newspaper reports on Chinese eoonomy to 
scholarly analyses already in existence. 
Obviously, China's choice of approaoh is based 
on the consideration that the People's War is 
the most effective and the cheapest kind of 
defenoe. The only eoonomio factor China 
has in pientiftd supply is men whose efficient 
use for war or for peace can save her a great 
deal of other preoions resources for her 
industrialization.

In a study of this kind, no one can esoape the 
fate of becoming dated very soon. China is 
changing swiftly; so is her defence. Who 
could have expected, for instanoe, suoh rapid 
ohanges in the People’s Liberation Army since 
September, 1966 ?

Having made my criticism a, I must oonclude 
by saying that Mr. Joffe’s monograph is a very 
useful piece of work in which the author has 
argued his case well with diligence, luoidity, 
and above all, an admirable objectivity.

jubomb oh‘en

Isabel and David Crook : The first 
years of Yangyi Commune. (Inter
national Library of Sociology and 
Sooial Reconstruction.) xiv, 288 pp., 
12 plates. London : Routledge and 
Kegan Paul, 1966. 42s.
Mr. and Mrs. Crook begin by making the 

important point that more than one-fifth of the 
world’s population live in ‘ people’s oom- 
munes ’. They then ohallenge their readers : 
' To turn a blind eye to suoh a sooial organism 
is to deny a primary fact of twentieth-century 
life. For the oommune, whether one likes it or 
not, has taken root and flourishes. Despite the 
doubts of some friends and the fears and 
obstructions of enemies its influence is 
spreading and will spread farther in the course 
of the present deoade ’ (p. xi). It seems to me 
that this is the wrong spirit in which to 
introduce a contribution to the International 
Library of Sooiology and Social Reconstruc
tion. Who would want to turn a blind eye f 
Since, however, they have lived so long in 
China, the authors are perhaps unaware of the
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great and unsatisfied appetite of social 
scientists for facts about and analyses of the 
Chinese communes. The authors should not 
have been oonoemed about doubting friends 
and fearful and obstructive enemies, but have 
addressed themselves to the large body of 
soholars (of very mixed political opinions) who 
are intellectually curious about what is 
happening to Chinese society. Having (as I see 
it) written the wrong kind of book, Mr. and 
Mrs. Crook have produoed a wearisome tract 
instead of the exoiting sociological monograph 
one might, have expected from writers privi
leged to be close to the reality of mainland 
China. This book is tedious—not because it 
defends the Chinese experiment (why should it 
not ?), but because it asks few interesting 
questions, laoks general ideas, and does not 
rise above the home-made analyses supplied 
by the subject-matter.

This is the Crooks’ second book about 
Communist. China.' In their first, llevoluiion in 
a Chinese village (1959), they described the 
village of Ten Mile Inn (Hopei provinoe) in 
the late 1940’s. Ten Mile Inn came to form a 
brigade of Yangyi Commune along with 67 
other villages and hamlets, and to it the 
authors returned for visits in the summers of 
1969 and 1960. ‘ It is mainly on material
gathered during these two visits that this 
book is based ’ (p. xi). (But in the winter of 
1960-1 the commune was divided into four as 
part of the national movement whioh by the 
end of 1962 had produoed more than 70,000 
communes out of the original 26,000, a division 
about whioh the authors have little to say.)

The book opens substantively with an 
account of Ten Mile Tnn during the years 1938 
to 1968. Land reform having been completed 
in 1948, ‘ the large-scale development of 
mutual aid . . . surged forward ’ (p. 5), because 
land reform was no permanent solution to the 
problem of equality. Land and other property 
were ohanging hands and ‘ class differentia
tion ’ reappearing. From mutual aid groups 
the farmers turned to co-operatives, which 
made their great advance in 1966. And when 
these too were seen to involve ‘ contradictions ’, 
a decision was taken to move on to ‘ fully 
socialist oo-operatives ’. Finally, in September 
1958, 33 farming oo-operatives (37,000 people) 
merged to form Yangyi Commune. ‘Ten years 
had brought a 10,000 fold increase in the siie 
of the basic unit ’ (p. 33).

The chapters whioh follow give an account 
of the economio and gross organisational 
problems facing the new oommune up to the 
summer of 1960. An initial set of ‘ oontradio- 
tions ’ was solved in the spring of 1959 by 
making the brigade the chief level of ownership 
and management. Other ‘ contradictions among 
the people ’ (over labour and distribution) then

followed, and policy was framed to deal with 
them.

In the second part of the book the authors 
take us through various aspects of the life of 
the oommune : farming, industry, commeroe, 
social services, education, and military affairs. 
As in the oase of the earlier chapters, the reader 
interested primarily in economic questions may 
well find in this section of the book a good deal 
of factual material to fit into wider interpreta
tions of China’s economy ; for the sociologist 
there are some faots, but they are not very 
revealing of the life to which they relate. 
Indeed, one wonders what Mr. and Mrs. Crook 
did during their visits to Ten Mile Inn except 
interview some informants. There is little in 
the book to suggest much direct observation, 
and one may ask how far the authors could 
support their statements from what they 
actually saw. (Despite the relianoe on in
formants, few of the people quoted come alive. 
To one of them, however, my heart goes out.
‘ “ All this leaping forward takes it out of 
you ”, one man oomplained ’—p. 69.)

The same question must be raised in con
nexion with the third part of the book, which 
deals with the politics of the commune. The 
faots and their significance are established by 
the informants and the ideology to which they 
subscribe. Let me illustrate from the little the 
authors have to say on a subject one might, 
reasonably have expected them to deal with 
thoroughly: the family. In the chapter 
entitled ‘ Women ’ there are a few pages 
touohing on the difficulty of releasing women 
from domestio duties in order to allow them 
to play a full part in commune life, but one 
looks in vain for systematic documentation 
of the structure and working of commune 
families, and it is a surprise to come to the 
‘ Epilogue ’ and read : ‘ The family and
marriage, with more mutual respect based on 
social and economio equality, rising standards 
of education and rioher cultural life, was [»tc] 
becoming more stable and harmonious, not 
less ’ (p. 280). What is the evidenoe which 
allowB this conclusion ?

There is a further odd feature of this book. 
From time to time the authors oite Chinese 
publications, but they are nearly all put out 
by the Foreign Languages Press, Peking. Are 
we to oonolude that it was not possible to make 
use of the Chinese press T Is there so little to be 
gained by living in mainland China ?

MATTRTfTH FBEHDMAN

E. Dale Saundees : Buddhism in 
Japan, with an outline of its origins in 
India, [ii], 328 pp. Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press,
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[1964]. (Distributed in G.B. by 
Oxford University Press. 52s.)

It is a sad reflection on the present state of 
the study of Japanese Buddhism in the West 
that a distinguished university press saw fit to 
publish a book such as this. Although 
Dr. Saunders’s Buddhism in Japan is the first 
work to appear on this subject since the 
publication of Sir Charles Eliot’s Japanese 
Buddhism over 30 years ago, it is, all things 
considered, a less satisfactory work than the 
latter, despite the faot that it treats some 
topics not covered by Eliot. It was obviously 
the intention of Dr. Saunders to write a non
technical survey of Japanese Buddhism for the 
general reader. While the reviewer might 
sympathise with the author’s objective, he can 
only deplore the staggering amount of mis
information that is likely to be foisted on yet 
another generation of unwary students. In too 
many inBtanoes the author is apparently 
unaware that bis aocount of an event belongs
to the realm of pious legend rather than 
historical faot. His treatment of major themes 
in Buddhist history and doctrine is on' the 
whole far too superficial even for the general 
survey that he is attempting.

The unsuspecting reader might assume that 
since the author is an associate professor of 
Japanese, he drew upon soholarly materials 
in the Japanese language when preparing this 
book. If in faot he did so, it is not at all 
obvious to the reviewer. One would he hard 
pressed indeed to find, for example, a single 
serious work on Japanese Buddhism published 
in Japan within the last 30 or 40 years that 
accepts as historical fact the aocount of the 
introduction of Buddhism into Japan given in 
the Nihongi, as does Ur. Saunders (p. 91). It is 
generally agreed among Japanese historians 
that the mission from Paokch’e which is Baid
to have brought the first Buddhist scriptures 
to Japan arrived in a.d. 538, not 552, which is 
the date given in the Nihongi. Dr. Saunders 
showB no hesitation in treating the letter from 
Tfing Syongmyfing to Emperor Kimmei as an 
authentic sixth-century document, although 
Japanese scholars conclusively established 
almost half a oentury ago that this letter is a 
forgery Hfl.t.rng from the eighth century. The 
author is obviously more indebted to the 
hagiographer than to the historian when he 
says that Shinran was a friend of the regent 
Kaneiane and that Shinran’s wife Eshinni was 
Kanezane’s daughter (p. 199). Similarly, 
there is no reliable evidence to support the 
legend, reported as fact in this book, that 
Shinran returned with his master Honen to the 
capital after the ban on the Pure Land teaching 
had been lifted in 1211. The author oonfuses
legend and faot once again when he writes

(p. 104) that the eighth-century monk Gyogi 
was the originator of the theory that the Shinto 
deities were indigenous manifestations of 
Indian Buddhas and bodhisattvas (honji 
suijakuselsn ^ $[l Hg IS)- Ttle eminent 
Japanese historian Tsuji Zennosuke ^

31} disposed of this fiction once and for all, 
one would have thought, some 47 years ago, 
when he published his monumental Nihon 
BukkyGshi no kenhfi (see thirteenth ed., 
Tokyo, 1942,49-67). Another piece of religious 
fiction that passes for fact in this book is that 
Dosho Hg (629-700) became acquainted 
with Zen ideas while he was a disciple of 
Hsuan-tsang and established a ’ Zen hall ’ 
after returning to Japan (p. 218). This story 
was probably concocted in the fourteenth 
century by a Zen monk, Kokan Shiren 
£jjj with a view to showing that his own 
Bchool could trace its history baok to the pre- 
Nara period. One hopes that Dr. Saunders is 
not so naive as to think that the word zcn'in 
jjjjjj which happens to occur in a passage 
in Die Shohi-Nihongi describing Dosho’s 
activities, invariably means a ‘ Zen hall ’.

The author apparently did not go to any 
great lengths to ensure the aoouracy of muoh of 
the information that he offers to his readers. 
A few examples of this follow : ’ [The Daibut- 
suden of the T5daiji] was burned down in the 
twelfth century and the present hall was then 
erected ’ (p. 103). The present Daibutsuden 
dates not from the twelfth century, but from 
the beginning of the eighteenth century.
‘ [The Sanron was] never an independent sect 
in Japan . . . ’ (p. 116). This is an astounding 
statement: the Sanron functioned as an 
independent ‘ sect ’ (if one may term any of 
the pre-Heian schools ‘ sects ’) well into the 
twelfth century, its major centres being the 
Gangbji pf; !$! Daianji ^ and
Tonan’in j|£ ^ [The Ohung-lun ||jjf,
J Churon] is a work by Nagixjuna... ’ (p. 116). 
Only the verses in the Chvng-lun may be 
attributed to Nfigarjuna; the prose portions 
of the text, which constitute the bulk of the 
work, were written by Ch‘ing-mu § (Skt. 
Pihgala ?). ‘ The Yogaoharin [arc] school . . . 
was brought to China under the name of 
fa-hsiang, a translation of the Sanskrit dharma 
lakshana . . . ’ (p. 120). Ea-hsiang was not the 
name under whioh the Yogac&ra school was 
brought to China, but a name given to it only 
in the eighth century by its Hua-yen op
ponents. In time, however, this name came to 
be accepted by the adherents of the Yog&cara, 
who in the earliest period had referred to their 
school simply as the ‘ Chung-tsung ’ rf3 ^, 
i.e. the school that teaches the doctrine of the
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middle path. The designation ‘ Fa-hsiang 
school ’ probably had a pejorative connotation 
when it was first used, since it suggested an 
inferior school of Buddhism that was concerned 
primarily with the classification of dharmas, as 
opposed to the ‘ superior ’ schools snoh as the 
Hua-yen and T'ien-t’ai which oocupied them
selves ohiefly with the question of the Absolute 
(Ja-hsing ^ J hosshS). It was probably 
for this reason that throughout the Narn 
period the Yogacara school in Japan referred 
to itself as the ‘ HosshO sohool ’ and not 
‘ Hoasd sohool

When Dr. Sannders writes ‘ Nara Buddhism, 
though externally Mahayana, had been con
cerned basioally with Hmayana dootrines ’ 
(p. 136), one wonders whether he regards 
Hosso, Kegon, and Sanron, all major Nara 
schools, as TTTnfl.yH.na systems. Equally curious 
is the description of Cbih-i ^ as the 
‘ founder ’ of the T‘ien-t‘ai sohool and Hui-wen 
m x as its 1 systematizer ’ (pp. 138-0). If 
the distinction between ‘ founder ’ and 
‘ systematizer ’ is to be made with respeot to 
these two men, surely Hui-wen must be 
regarded as the founder sinoe he is universally 
reoognized as its first Chinese patriarch, 
whereas Chih-i, being the author of the major 
T‘ien-t‘ai treatises, must be considered its 
systematizer. Although Hui-Wen’s dates have 
not been definitively established, it is patently 
wrong to give 660 as the year of his birth, as 
Dr. Saunders does, sinoe this would make him 
considerably younger than both his disciple 
Hui-ssn © and the latter’s disciple Chih-i. 
Incidentally the year of Chih-i’s birth is 
wrongly given as 631 ; it should be 638. To say 
that Tao-an ^ was a worshipper of 
Amitabha (p. 188) is onoe again mistaking 
legend (and a curious one at that) for faot; 
Tao-an was well known as a devotee of 
Maitreya. Only a peouliar sense of history 
could lead one to choose as Hichiron’s ‘ three 
chief successors ’ Nichiji 0 ff, Nisshin 
0 and Nichi6 0 (p. 236) to the

exolusion of his disciples Nik5 0 |pJ, who 
succeeded Nichiren himself as abbot of the
chief temple at Minobusan, and Nikk6 0 jpl, 
whose interpretation of Niohiren’s teaching 
forms the basis of a number of Niohiren- 
centred denominations, including the 85ka 
Qakkai, the most powerful religious movement 
in Japan to-day. In a number of instances the 
author oonfuses important historical figures. 
Jinne, for example, is not the Japanese 
name of the Chinese monk Shen-hsiu jjffi %S~ 
(p. 210), but of Shen-hul jj^ Ear
from being the same man, Sben-hsin and Sben- 
bni are the founders of rival branches of the

Cb‘an (Zen) sohool. Similarly, Bodhidharma’s 
disciple Hui-k‘o jQt of is not known in Japan 
as Koika (p. 206), but as Eka, Keika being the 
Japanese name of Hui-kuo ^ ^, the 
seventh patriarch of the Shingon sohool. The 
author errs seriously when he writes that 
Asafiga and Vasubandhu were Madhyamika 
philosophers (p. 301) ; they were, on the 
contrary, the leading proponents of .the 
YogSeSra sohool.

Little attempt has been made to uphold 
mmimum standards of chronological accuracy. 
Some of the inconsistencies in dating will be 
obvious even to the general reader who has 
little knowledge of Buddhism. Eor example, 
on p. 96 the author writes : ‘ By 623 aooording 
to the Nihongi (Annals), there were in Japan 
some forty-six Buddhist temples. 810 priests, 
and 669 nuns ’. But two pages further on he 
has : ‘ By 624, there were already nearly fifty 
temples, eight hundred priests, and well over 
five hundred nuns ’. We read on p. 116 that 
Ea-lang jtj; gfj (607-81) and Chl-tsang Jjjj; 
(649-623) were taught by the ‘ amazing 
soholar ’ Kumarajiva. Kumarajiva certainly 
would have been an ‘ amazing soholar ’ had he 
actually taught these men sinoe they were bom 
about a oentury after his death. Another monk 
who might also be described as an ‘ amazing 
scholar ’ in the same sense is K‘uei-chi JjE 
whose dates are given as 032-82 (p. 120), 
sinoe we are told that the Japanese monk 
GembS jSf who had ' studied in Chjna 
since 717 ’, had been his pupil (p. 121). In iaot, 
Gembo was a disoiple of Chih-ohou jjf].
Again, on p. 140 we read : ‘ in 804 [Saioh.6]
was Bent to China by the Emperor Kammu... . 
In China, [he] beoame a pupil of Chan-jan 
(717-782) ’.

A number of spurious Sanskrit proper nouns 
occur in the text. The Sanskrit original of 
Roshana Butsu & UP is not Lochana 
(p. 103), despite the frequent occurrence of 
this name in the works of early Western 
writers on Chinese and Japanese Buddhism, 
but Vairooana, the Japanese name Roshana 
(also pronounced Rushana) here being merely 
a oontraotion of Birnshana pjl )jjf ■
It is pointless to speak of the Amiiat/urdhydna- 
sQlra when one means the Kuan-unt-liang-ahou- 
ching IS § M. (P- 192) si1106 aere 
is no reliable evidence to suggest that this was 
its original title. On the contrary, there are 
some cogent reasons for thinking that this 
siitra is of Central Asian or possibly even 
Chinese provenanoe. Equally unatteeted are 
suoh reconstructed titles as Baiyonddhishdtira 
[sic] for the Ch‘tng-shih-lun (p. Ill)
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and Dvddashadvdrashdstra for the Shih-erh- 
mendun -f- H g£f (p. 116). The latter, 
incidentally, is wrongly translated as Treatise 
on the Eleven Oates; it should be rendered 
Treatise on twelve aspects of [Buddhist] doctrine 
or more simply Treatise i» twelve sections. We 
might, note here a few misreadings of oommon 
Japanese proper nouns : ^ is tradition
ally read IWben, not RyCben (p. 183) ;

[5p should be J6yS Dais hi, not Shoyo 
Daishi (p. 224)—incidentally, this title was 
conferred on Ddgen in 1879, not 1800; 
EE ilfc iH “ rea<^ Sanyo shiiki or SangO 
shihi, not SangyO shiki (p. 160).

At the end of the volume Dr. Saunders has 
appended a seven-page 1 selected biblio
graphy ’, a table showing the strength of the 
various religions groups in Japan, a short 
ohronology listing the major events in Buddhist 
history, and a ‘ Glossary of Indian terms with 
their Japanese equivalents ’. The bibliography, 
which is supposed to provide ‘ a point of 
departure for further reading ’, omits a few 
standard works for whioh space could have 
been made easily enough. It is difficult, for 
example, to justify the omission from the 
seotions on Tantrism and Tibetan Buddhism 
of suoh basio studies as Dr. Snellgrove’s 
Hevajra tantra and Buddhist Himalaya. Like
wise one would have thought that the major 
writings of D. T. Suzuki would at least have 
deserved mention in the seotion on Zen. The 
‘ Glossary of Indian terms ’, whioh might have 
proved useful had it been executed with due 
oare, unfortunately reflects the general level 
of the whole book. Virtually every type of 
error possible within the limits the author set 
for his glossary has been made, whioh must in 
itself be an achievement of sorts. Within its 14 
pages we find examples of the following: 
(i) faulty Sanskrit (vijndskandha); (ii) garbled 
Japanese (Eddodan); (iii) the mistaking of 
Sanskrit for Japanese (dgama is not a Japanese 
word, as is indicated on p. 314, but a Sanskrit 
one); (iv) erroneous Japanese equivalents for 
Sanskrit terms (ceiand is translated shi 
JgJ, not * j§) ; (v) incorrect identification of 
persons (the Chinese pilgrim I-ohing 
is not known in Japan as Iohigyo, but as Gijo, 
Ichigyo being the Japanese name of the 
Chinese commentator I-hsing — jfy) ; (vi) 
simple faotual errors (there are five NikSyas, 
not four) ; (vii) the misreading of Buddhist 
terms (j^j is read holekd, not hOku) ; and 
(viii) bizarre or obsoure Japanese equivalents 
for common Sanskrit terms (rakfasa, sarfishara- 
skandha, samudaya, sayivrti, and krdvaka would 
normally be rendered rasetsu Jjsj| ^l], gydun :fy 
jgj[, ji zoiu <{£, and shOmon |§fj
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respectively, and not arakasetsuba, msokukara- 
un, sammudaya, sambutsuritei, and sharabalca, 
which are phonetic transcriptions of ex
ceedingly rare occurrence).

One oan only conolude from the large number 
of elementary errors found in this book that the 
author was ill-prepared at this stage of his 
studies to undertake the writing of a history of 
Japanese Buddhism. His naive discussion of 
major events betrayB an unfamiliarity with 
the scholarly literature in his field, while the 
misreading of common Buddhist words and 
the confusion of well-known names and dates 
point to a poor grasp of his subject. Since 
many of the blunders cited in this review could 
have been eliminated had the author simply 
taken the trouble to oheok his material in any 
of the standard Buddhist dictionaries, one 
is led to suspeot that the author did not feel 
that normal academio standards need apply 
in a subject suoh as Japanese Buddhism which 
is still regarded by many people as something 
hopelessly esoterio. Dr. Saunders wrote in the 
foreword to his book: ‘ The following history 
of Japanese Buddhist Doctrine is neither 
exhaustive nor detailed. If anything, it may 
be oalled “ selective ” ’. Perhaps ‘ slapdash ’ 
would have been a more appropriate word.

STARLET WEINSTEIN

Frank 0. Miller : Minobe TatsuMchi :
of constitutionalism in 

jdii, 392 pp. Berkeley and. 
geles : University of California 

Press, 1965. $7.50. (English agents : 
Cambridge University Press. 60s.)

RANK W. IS
interprete 
Japan. 
Los Ange

Minobe Tatsukiohi (1873-1948) was a figure 
of considerable importance both as a legal 
theorist and as a critio and essayist on the 
political developments of his day. Professor 
Miller sees in him the most advanoed, the most 
thoroughly rationalized, and most influential 
attempt to support a liberal political order on 
the basis of the Meiji constitution. A short, 
frail man and a poor speaker, Minobe was yet 
a formidable and somewhat arrogant antago
nist, gifted with a dear, inoisive style and a 
oapaoity for oloee, logical argument.

From the outset of his academio career in 
public law studies in Tokyo University, 
Minobe argued that the state alone is the 
subject of governmental power, and that the 
monarch is an organ of the state. While 
the historical basis of Japan’s national polity- 
differed from that of European states, the 
constitutional law of Japan should be treated 
as belonging to the general category of con
stitutional monarohy as known in European 
theory. He was soon engaged in a bitter feud

43
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with. Uesugi, who held the chair of constitu
tional law at Tokyo University, and who 
called Minohe a treacherous rebel for denying 
that the Japanese Emperor both embodied 
the state in his own person and stood outside 
the constitution he had himself granted. 
Minobe narrowly escaped dismissal in 1912 
when his cosmopolitan approach to the con
stitution was not in offloial favour, yet by 1920 
his view had become orthodox, enjoying almost 
universal academic acceptance and substantial 
official sanction.

Minobe was assisted in this not only by the 
general trend towards a parliamentary oabinet, 
but by the fact that the text of the Meiji con
stitution was laconic to the point of obscurity 
on many critical pointB. Professor Miller 
shows how Minobe went further than any of 
his academio contemporaries in seizing upon 
the liberal possibilities of the Staatsrechislthre 
of Imperial Germany, in whioh the monarch 
along with other elements in the constitutional 
structure was reduoed to a status subordinate 
to a superior entity, the state. In the state- 
personality theory Minobe discovered an 
academically respectable and bureaucratically 
tolerable formula on which to build a theory of 
publio law in harmony with the new parlia
mentary spirit in Japanese politios.

For Minobe saw no satisfactory substitution 
for parliamentarianism. A return to the old 
hureancratio system had become inconceivable 
in 1920, and against the socialist-syndicalists 
who now demanded ‘ direct democracy ’ 
Minobe argued that the representative system 
for all its faults was still relatively the most 
salutary way to satisfy the universal drive of 
modem civilization towards the freedom of the 
individual. Minobe denied that the Meiji 
constitution, properly interpreted, in any way 
inhibited the development of a parliamentary 
cabinet, on the basis of his axiom that consti
tutional government is responsible government. 
While he wished to enhanoe the role of the 
lower house in the Diet by restricting the use 
of ordinances and reducing the exoessive 
power and privileged status of the House of 
Peers, and even looked forward to the eventual 
abolition of the Privy Counoil, Minobe never 
abandoned his trust in the viability of the 
constitution itself.

On the other hand, Minohe was not blind to 
the defects of political party government. 
A consistent defender of political and intellec
tual liberty, he was entirely opposed to the 
peace preservation legislation of 1925 and 
1928, in which political party cabinets connived 
with their bureaucratic rivals in an attempt to 
equate private property with the national 
polity. Minobe did not deny that Japanese 
law bad in fact established a capitalist system, 
but refused to admit that either the national

polity or the constitution forbade the modifi
cation or even the abandonment of this system.

In the face of the corruption and venality of 
the political parties, Minobe advocated the sub
jection of party finance to publio view, and 
hoped that the increased proletarian voice in 
politics after universal suffrage would constrain 
the most serious abuses of capitalism, and 
promote humane and democratic ethics. He 
gave much attention to a scheme for strict 
proportional representation to guard against 
the swamping of minorities in the increased 
electoral corruption that followed the exten
sion of the suffrage.

In 1934, with the tide now running strongly 
against political party government, Minobe 
retired to a seat in the House of Peers. In 1936, 
he became the centre of a conspiracy in whioh 
academic, bureaucratio, military, and politioal 
party elements joined together to oust a 
number of prominent men who were known to 
be critical of current developments. After 
a spirited defence of his academio theories, 
Minobe bowed to pressure and resigned his 
publio positions. Later in the year, he was 
shot in the leg by a deranged youth inspired 
by the railings of the pamphleteers.

For the next ten years, Minobe remained in 
retirement. But in October 1946 he resumed 
active life, and was intimately oonneoted with 
the Japanese attempts to draft a post-war 
constitution. True to his earlier beliefs, 
Minobe continued to maintain that a revision 
of the Meiji constitution was unnecessary and 
inappropriate. He oited Britain as an example 
of how democracy oan be fully realized in fact 
under the form of monarchy. Past evils in 
Japan were due to bad government, bad laws, 
and the perversion of the true spirit of the 
constitution, not to the constitution itself. 
When the Occupation authorities took the 
initiative in enacting the new constitution, 
Minobe was at first shocked and confused, but 
by his death in 1948 he had on the whole 
accepted and approved of the new regime.

On the debit side, Professor Miller points out 
that Minobe was a captive of the ffitist psycho
logy of the professional bureanoraey, who 
showed little real sympathy for popular 
interests and invariably regarded government 
as the business of experts. The sociology on 
which he based his jurisprudence was a purely 
oonoeptua] system, uneonoemed with empirical 
investigation. Minobe did not strike a blow in 
favour of a pragmatio and relativistio view of 
the purpose of the state, and failed to grasp 
the reality of the sociological phenomena 
underlying constitutional systems. In the face 
of these limitations, Minobe’s courage, inde
pendence, and conviotion were not enough.

Professor Miller has produced a work of solid 
scholarship, which will be required reading for
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the specialist in modem Japanese politics and 
ideas. It is a contribution of great value to an 
understanding of the promise and limitations 
of pre-war Japanese liberalism, in the person 
of its most comprehensive exponent. Moreover, 
in providing a detailed exposition of Minobe’s 
theories, Professor Miller has also provided a 
most useful insight into the psychology and 
oonoeptual equipment of conservative advo
cates of constitutional revision at fie present 
day.

A. FRASEB

Aura Ibiye : After imperialism : the 
search for a new order in the Far East, 
1921-1931. (Harvard East Asian 
Series, 22.) ix, 375 pp. Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 
1965. (Distributed in G.B. by Oxford 
University Press. 76s.)
Dr. Iriye, who is assistant professor of 

diplomatic history at Harvard University, has 
prodnoed a first-class study of Japan’s policy 
towards China within the broader context of 
international relations in the Par East. He is 
generally conoemed with the fumbling at
tempts of the powers to deal with the devel
oping Tm.tinnn.1iHm in China after the wave of 
Japan’s expansion in the 1910’s and the 
conclusion of the Washington treaties. The 
author describes these as the search for a new 
order and analyses it in terms of three initia
tives.

The first of these is the Soviet initiative 
(1922-7) when the Soviet Union undertook 
active anti-imperialist diplomacy in China, 
whioh culminated in a oampaign to win over 
the Kuomintang but was ultimately unsuccess
ful. Dr. Iriye emphasizes the significance 
of the hitherto neglected Peking Tariff 
Conference of 1926, whioh might have ‘ brought 
about a new era in Sino-foreign relations. In 
fact it signalized the final demise of the 
Washington system and Witnessed the exit of 
the Washington powers as a group ’. Faoed by 
the upsurge of Chinese nationalism and the 
success of the Northern Expedition, the 
Wash ington Powers—Britain, the United States 
and Japan—began to seek separate arrange
ments with China. Not, the author would 
argue, that these were dramatio reassessments 
of policy as has sometimes been depicted sinoe 
they kept in line with the attitudes whioh had 
already been adopted at the Tariff Conference. 
This seotion ends with a masterly analysis of the 
80-oalled ‘ Shidehara diplomacy ’: on the one 
hand, Foreign Minister Shidehara persisted in 
a rigid stand towards China and failed to 
secure a new order based on friendship between 
China and Japan; on the other, he was not

inclined to oo-operate with the powers in 
China at this stage.

The years 1927-8 are described as the 
period of ‘ the Japanese initiative ’, when the 
other powers who were lying low because of 
uncertainty over the outoome of the civil war 
in China, take second place. The focus is on the 
premiership of General Tanaka (1927—9) of 
whioh Dr. Iriye writes that ‘ muoh of what is 
usually attributed to Tanaka can be traced to 
Shidehara’. While he initially followed 
Shidehara’s polioy, Tanaka became more and 
more involved in aggressive solutions like the 
Shantung expeditions, the Tsinan inoident, 
and the assassination of Chang Tso-lin. The 
author is at pains to show the background to 
Tanaka’s decisions by tracing the advice he 
obtained from diplomats in China and the 
fails accomplis with whioh he was presented by 
his military leaders in China. The conventional 
view of Tanaka is reinterpreted. Dr. Iriye 
denies that Tanaka introduced a ‘ positive ’ 
policy and claims that its oharaoteristio was 
often indeoision. No mention is made of the 
‘ Tanaka Memorial ’. It is ironical that, though 
Tanaka combined the foreign ministership with 
the premiership, he ‘ tended to bypass regular 
diplomatic channels ’ in his dealings with 
China; and that, though he was an army 
leader, he signally failed to keep the generals 
under control. He was evidently not the 
‘ strong man ’ whioh he is sometimes portrayed 
to be in Western literature.

Part m deeds with the Chinese initiative 
(1928-31), that is, Chiang Kai-shek’s advance 
on Peking and his acceptance there and in 
Manchuria. In the face of China’s vigorous 
foreign policy, the foreign governments 
agreed to take part in negotiations over tariffs, 
extraterritoriality, etc. But Tanaka tried, in 
oontrast to Shidehara’s policy, to keep Chang 
Hsueh-liang and Chiang Kai-shek apart and 
‘ stumbled on the rook of Japanese militarism ’ 
whioh was asserting itself in the Kwantung 
army. When Shidehara returned to office in 
1929, he tried to restore good Sino-Japanese 
relations and to return to a polioy based on 
economio advantage. But his appeals for co
operation met with no suocess from abroad and 
were challenged by the Chinese as in the 
Nakamura incident. Since Shidehara’s polioy 
failed to produce results, the activist groups 
within the Japanese army worked for a more 
dynamic policy ; ‘ the Manchurian question 
had become a test case of oivilian bureaucratic 
supremacy within Japan ’. Shidehara was not 
strong enough to keep opposition in oheok; 
and the explosion of 18 September 1931, 
with whioh the study ends, shattered all hope 
of a peaceful settlement with China.

Comment should be made on the rather odd 
title—After imperialism. Dr. Iriye conoeives
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that the imperialism of the powers had ended, 
with the first World War or at least with the 
post-war settlement. In the case of Japan it 
had reaohed a olimax in 1918 and then lay- 
dormant until 1931. ‘ This did not mean that 
imperialism as suoh was gone. It simply meant 
that the old ooncepts and praotloes defining the 
relations between empires had now been dis
carded .... It remained to be seen whether the 
Washington treaties provided a workable 
alternative to the diplomaoy of imperialism.’ 
The book shows that the powers failed to work 
together over China.

This is a valuable study of a negleoted field 
whioh uses an interesting range of new sources. 
It acquaints the non-Japanese specialist with 
much recent Japanese thinking on the subject. 
It uses a wide range of American manusoript 
sources and has explored Japanese foreign 
and military archives together with the Chinese 
Foreign Ministry archives in Taiwan. It speaks 
with greater authority on the Japanese and 
American side of the story than it does on the 
British. This may be a slight distortion for it is 
probably true that for the period of this study 
Britain was still the most important outside 
power in China. But this is quite understand
able when Britain has published so few of her 
sources for this period that many aspeots of 
her China policy are still uncertain. Certainly 
the most illuminating part of the study deals 
with Japanese diplomaoy and polioy formation. 
This has been studied before for the events 
immediately preceding the Manohurian orisis 
but it has now been set in perspective by this 
valuable study of the 1920’s. The effeot is to 
show the continuity of many aspects of 
Shidehara’s and Tanaka’s polioy and to blur 
some of the sharp dissimilarities which previous 
studies have discovered between these two 
statesmen.

L H. HISE

A. H. Johns (ed. and tr.) : The gift 
addressed to the spirit of the Prophet. 
(Oriental Monograph Series, No. 1.) 
[v], 224 pp. Canberra: Centre of 
Oriental Studies, Australian National 
University, 1966.
This book is a valuable contribution to the 

knowledge of the spread of Muslim mystioism 
in Java, a field hitherto almost dosed to those 
students of South East Asian culture who are 
unable to read Butch. Roughly half of it 
consists of a modem Javanese poem written 
in the metres tfanjang gula, asmarandana, 
sinom, and midjil, with the translation, 
followed by variae Uctiones of two other MSS 
and notes. The date of composition cannot be 
ascertained, but it might be the eighteenth

oentury A.D., and the plaoe of origin is probably 
a ward of the town of TSgal on the north 
ooast of central Java. The author had perhaps 
travelled and studied abroad. These topios are 
dealt with in the preoeding ohapter on ‘ The 
Javanese Tubja and the Arabio original ’.

This Arabio original is printed on pp. 129-37 
and translated on pp. 139-48 ; it ‘is a 17th 
century Indian work representative of the 
orthodox tradition of Sufism ’ (p. 6). ‘ The
author was Muhammad ibu Fa<Jli’llAh, a 
Gujerati, who died in 1620 ’ (p. 5). It is 
‘ a sucoinct work, a collection of aphorisms 
almost. The author oalls it a nubdha, a summary 
or compendium of Sufi teachings, thus it is 
edeotic in oharaoter, and further researoh may 
show that very little of it is in fact original ’ 
(p. 6).

For the reconstitution of the Arabio text, 
Professor Johns was able to make use of the 
uncompleted edition of Dr. P. Voorhoeve, 
until lately curator of the Department of 
Oriental Manuscripts of Leiden University 
Library. Dr. M. Fakhri of the Dept, of 
Philosophy of the Amerioan University of 
Beirut helped him with the English rendering 
of the text. Unfortunately, my years of the 
study of Arabio lie too far behind me to permit 
me to go into this section.

Professor Johns summarizes the author’s 
teachings as follows (p. 19) : ‘ that God is 
omnipotent, possessed of Power and Will; 
that the visible world and individuals have 
significance only through reference to God, not 
to themselves, and that the saving seoret is 
a realisation of the relation of the Exterior 
Forms to their Fixed Prototypes; further, 
that nothing in the exterior world may be 
identified with God although all proceeds from 
Him, and finally that Perfection oan only be 
attained through obedience to the Divine 
Law ’.

The last third of this book consists of: 
‘ Appendix ’, being passages from one Javanese 
MS whioh are additional to those in the most 
reliable one ; glossary (i.e. on the words of 
the Javanese version, edited and translated; 
40 pp.); words of Arabio derivation occurring 
in the Javanese text; terms of reference or 
address to the Deity that oocur in the Javanese 
text; proper names occurring in the Javanese 
text; works consulted; index.

Hindu Java was, and Hindu Bali is, always 
very aware of the system of nava-sanga (‘ nine ’ 
In Sanskrit, followed by ‘ nine ’ in Javanese), 
the gods of the eight points of the compass 
with the Upper God in the centre. It may not 
be an accident that Java’s transition to Islam 
in the sixteenth century is attributed to wali 
sanga, the nine ‘ saints ’, whose names may 
vary, but whose number is fixed. It is also 
ourions that the twentieth-oentury students of
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this religious movement consist of some eight 
Dutch scholars (Kraemer, Schrieko, Rinkes, 
Drewes, Zoetmulder, Doorenbos, Nieuwen- 
huyze, Vooihoeve), centred around their guru 
Snouok Hurgronje, the famous Islamologist. 
Professor Johns no doubt consulted their 
works, but regrettably failed to derive from 
them the full profit that he might have done. 
For example he simply overlooks that for the 
corrupt word tjinajumani, in i.22i, Zoetmulder 
(Pantheisms en monisms, 367), proposes an 
emendation which, in essence, is confirmed by 
Drewes on p. 298 of his extensive review of 
Johns’s Ph.D. thesis (BKI, oxv, 3, 1950, 
280-304). And I object to Professor Johns’s 
note on p. 26 : ‘ The examples adduoed by 
Drewes on the role of prosody in determining 
meaning {BKI, p. 296) are not convincing and 
'his conclusions could bo equally and more 
securely established by other criteria ’. 
Professor Johns has the right to disagree with 
M. Hardjowirogo, the Javanese poet and 
author of a 70-page pamphlet on Javanese 
metrics, and with Professor Drewes, who 
devoted two pages to this suhjeot, but one 
would have expected him to explain where 
and how his predecessors erred and why his 
solutions are the better. Of his own work it 
can be said that for the additional parts of the 
B MS no system of prosody has been attempted, 
and no tentative translation has been offered, 
and though, fortunately, they have been 
inoluded, the way to their explanation has not 
been made easier by the non-inolusion of their 
words in the glossary. It must be admitted 
that to translate from a text of which only one 
MS is accessible is a hazardous and often 
unsatisfactory undertaking—though his pre
decessors often had to do it. Nevertheless it 
may lead ultimately to good results, and ex
perience has shown that texts that are left 
untranslated by their editor are seldom referred 
to by later scholars.

Professor Johns cautiously ventures the 
possibility of there being Malayisms in his text, 
and this would be quite natural for a Javanese 
author who was not a purist, who was an 
expatriate and an inhabitant, of a ward of a 
coastal trading centre. When, however, a 
Javanese author uses Sanskrit words whioh, 
in an earlier Hindu period of South East Asia, 
were used in (Old) Javanese compositions as 
well as in Malay works, e.g. tath&pi, Malay 
Utopi, to speak about a Malayism is unrealistic. 
And to consider the personal pronoun, third 
person, ija/ya/ia, well known from Old 
Javanese, as a ‘ Malayism ’ (pp. 111-12) is not 
a tenable argument. Consulting an Old 
Javanese dictionaiy could have helped to 
prevent errors of this kind ; even Juynboll’s 
Woordsnlijst (missing from the ‘ works con
sulted ’) has its advantages.

It is perfectly understandable that Professor 
Johns in his edition (in part tentative, but for 
the first half he had Zoetmulder and Drewes as 
his predecessors) is circumspect in imposing 
consistency in the spelling, and that he is 
sometimes hesitant in deciding whether to opt 
for Hjang ‘ God ’ or Jang ‘ Who ’, but no 
purpose is served by printing Jwang (i.l, 
absent in the glossary, where AUah is also 
absent, so that They cannot be itonnis de se 
trouvsr ensemble; making a glossary is a 
‘ hell ’ of a job, and hell is a place from whioh 
the Indonesian God and the Muslim God are 
no doubt pleased to have escaped ; and a few 
other words have accompanied Them).

There is also little raison d'ttre for pirlabi 
once the oorrect form pralambi has been 
reoognized, or for titkala instead of taikala. 
The book would have gained if Professor 
Johns had had the leisure to go through it 
once more, scrutinizing his punotuation marks, 
putting square braokets in some places and 
omitting them in places where, in view of the 
nature of the Javanese language he is trans
lating, they are superfluous. In this respeot 
Drewes’s translation is definitely more read
able, and I am not the only one who likes hiB 
English better than that written by Professor 
Johns.

The main question is, however, whether the 
editor-translator has succeeded in presenting 
the best possible text from his MSS, and 
whether his Javanese-English translations are 
right. As far as I could understand these 
mystical verses, I should say he has suooeeded, 
though I do not agree with the translation in 
m.22-3 : hang aran alam saiunggal ‘ the name 
of the first world ’ . . . ping kalih alam ihi ‘ the 
Becond world has its place ’ . . . leaping tiga 
gating alam ‘ the third world ’. The Muslim 
traditions adduced in the notes are attractive 
and useful: they add to the value of this well- 
produced book.

O. HOOYTCAAS 
e

S. J. Essee : De Uma-taal {west Midden- 
Gelebes) : spraakkunstige sohets en 
teksten. Uitgegeven en van een woorden- 
lijst voorzien door J. Noorduyn. (Ver- 
handelingen van het Koninklijk Insti- 
tuntvoorTaal-,Land- enVolkenkunde, 
Deel 43.) xv, 144 pp. ’s-Gravenhage : 
Martnms Nijhoff, 1964. Guilders 24.
S. J. Esser one of the best-known linguists in 

the service of the Netherlands administration 
during the inter-war period, died in a Japanese 
internment camp in 1944 while still in his early 
forties. A few years before his death, in his 
position as resident linguist on Celebes he had 
published studies of Ledo and Kulawi, which
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like Uma belong to the Western Toradja 
group of languages (of whioh Adrian i had given 
a survey in outline as early as 1914 in his 
Ban'ssprckende Toradja).

The present work, edited and introduced hy 
Dr. J. Noorduyn, is based on field-work under
taken in 1940. It was already in an advanced 
stage of completion on the outbreak of hostili
ties with Japan. A great part of Esser’s 
materials on other languages of the area was 
lost during the war and it is possible that even 
these notes on Uma are not complete.

Contrary to Adrmni’s opinion, Uma lacks the 
tense and time system whioh is attested for 
Ledo and Kulawi and whioh he regarded as 
being characteristic of the Western Toradja 
group of languages for classification purposes. 
Moreover Uma may now no longer be con
sidered to have open syllables only, Bince as 
Esser discovered, many words have a final 
glottal stop.

Dr. Noorduyn gives first the grammatical 
outline prepared by Esser, followed by his field 
texts. In order to facilitate the study of the 
latter, an alphabetical list of words occurring 
in the texts has been oompiled, giving Dutoh 
glosses either obtained from Esser’s field notes 
(which are not sufficient to provide a full 
translation) or suggested glosses based on 
other languages closely related to Uma. A 
Dutch-Uma index has also been added.

As the editor points out, Esser in his offioial 
position, faced by a multiplicity of languages 
and dialeots and by the need to provide his 
colleagues in the administration with practical 
information, wanted to make a short but 
intensive study of the principal languages in 
order to Identify and to describe their most 
important characteristics.

The grammatical outline which takes up the 
first 45 pp. of this work is therefore by far the 
most interesting part of this book. Valuable as 
the texts are as a source for a further analysis 
of Uma (pp. 46-102), the absence of p. trans
lation and grammatical commentary must 
detract from their usefulness to the general 
reader.

Many features of Uma seem to be more 
characteristic of Eastern than of Western 
Austroneaian languages, notably the occur
rence of speoial morphemes to mark the 
presence or absence of transitivity (pp. 8-9, 
28 el passim). As in Ooeanio languages, notably 
in Samoan, oertain pronouns (here called 
‘ interjeotional ’ or ‘emotional’) may denote 
subjective attitudes such as, for example, self- 
pity (p. 36). Esser does not, unfortunately, 
indicate in what situations they would be used 
and with what anticipated results.

The production of this book maintains the 
high standards of the series in whioh it appears. 
It is marred, however, by a slip-up in the

binding process, with the result that in the 
review oopy there are two consecutive series of 
pageB numbered 33-48.

G. B. SnUTEB

J. C. AtfCEAUX: The Nimboran language:
■_phonology and morphology. (Verlian- 
delingen van het Koninklijk Instituut 
voor Taal-, Land- en VoLkenkunde, 
Deel 44.) xv, 246 pp. ’s-Gravenhage : 
Martinos Nijhoff, 1966. Guilders 23.
The Nimboran language is spoken by some 

3,000 people living on the western side of the 
Dgremi river, about 20 mileB due west of Lake 
Sentani, inland from the north coast of New 
Guinea. After the war a number of Nimboran 
speakers settled in the oapital of the territory. 
Dr. Anceaux had the opportunity of studying 
their language both there and in the Nimboran 
area itself over a period of three years. He 
undertook the laudable, but as be says, 
extremely ‘ exacting and timetaking ’ (p. 2) 
work of learning to speak the language him
self. He was rewarded not only by gaining a 
muoh more direot insight through his efforts to 
understand and to be understood, but also by 
obtaining relevant information at first hand. 
He appears to have been fortunate in bis oboioe 
of a prmoipal informant.

The result of this oareful preparation and 
cultivation, of the ground is a rioh harvest. 
This work is destined to be oounted among the 
few syBtematio grammars of a Papuan language 
published up to date.

Special attention has been paid to the 
numerous problems of morpho-pbonology 
which arise owing to the presenoe of numerous 
aflixia] and inflexional morphemes in a 
language where agglutination is so extensive 
and oomplex as to verge on incorporation. The 
optional nasalization of the voioed oonsonants 
and the spirantization of the stops in oertain 
positions are already familiar to us from other 
Papuan studies, but in the case of Nimboran 
this is complicated by what appears to be a 
prosodic feature of vowel harmony affeoting 
actor morphemes.

We also meet again the extreme complexity 
of the time and tense syBtem which we have 
oome to expeot in many Papuan languages. 
Nimboran verbs can be inflected for both 
object and subjeot. In the latter five persons 
are reoognized—first, seoond, inclusive, third 
masculine, and third feminine; three 
numbers—singular, dual, and plural; and four 
tenses—present, future, past, and recent past. 
By far the most interesting and characteristic 
feature, however, is the system of position and 
movement morphemes whioh not only add to 
the usual (that is to say conventional) deiotio
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positions (here, there, and ‘ yonder ’) two 
more—‘ above ’ and ‘ below ’—but also take 
account of movement to or from the speaker in 
relation to the other four grammatical points 
of reference reoognized by the language. 
Movement and space, that is to say, no less 
than time and tense are categorioal oriteria for 
the description of the Nimboran verb.

There are no less than 16 verbal olasses 
whioh the author designates as ‘ positions ’ 
(perhaps not altogether happily since move
ment as well as position is a relevant faotor). 
The theoretical interest of these olasses 
transoends the confines of Papuan studies and 
justifies the reviewer in summarising their 
principal features in the following oode 
(devised in the interest of brevity and with due 
deference to the author).

Let A represent the position of the 
speaker, B that of the person addressed, C be a 
position beyond the sight of either speaker or 
person addressed, X) a position above the 
speaker, and E a position below the speaker. 
Class 1 denotes A

2 D
3 E
4 B
5 C
6 from A to D
7 from A to B
8 from A to E
9 from A to C

10 from D (or C) to A
11 from E to A
12 from B to A
13 from E (or B or C) to X)
14 from E to B
15 from B (or D or E) to C
16 from B to E, DtoE (or to B),

C to E (or to B)
To gain an impression of the formidable 

array of a Papuan verbal paradigm (besides 
which the Latin or the Greek or even the 
Russian verb seems to be simplicity itself) the 
reader should turn to pp. 186—246 where 
Hr. Anceaux has set out the full conjugation of 
a single verb with (at least potentially) 
exponents for five olasses of person, three of 
number, and 16 space and movement olasses 
added to the conventional assortment of 
tenses, and moods (or perhaps aspects). Far 
from being daunted the author states some
what disarmingly before presenting the reader 
with 60 pp. of a single verb (p. 185) that ‘ No 
alternative forms are given in this table ’. No 
doubt if we pressed him he would provide 
those also.

He is in fact open to the reproach that if the 
grammarian is so fascinated by the versatility 
of the syBtem that he loses sight of the extent 
to whioh it is governed and oiroumsoribed by 
the limits of human experience, he may indulge

in a kind of scholastic exercise. We are not 
told what proportion of this apparently very 
versatile paradigm has actually been attested 
in recorded utterances (and not merely been 
elioited from an admittedly very intelligent 
informant). This observation is prompted by 
examples such as : ‘ You two will be buried 
above ’ (p. 118), ‘ You and I bite (bit to-day or 
yesterday) far away ’ (p. 80), and very many 
others which to say the least strain the 
imagination.

This oritioism, however, does not seriously 
detract from the merit of an important work.

G. B. MTT.TTHTt

G. CcEDiis : Les etcUs hindouises d’lndo- 
ekine et d’IndonSsie. NouveUe Sdition 
revue et mise & jour, [iii], 494 pp.,
6 maps. Paris: Editions E. de 
Boccaxd, 1964.
The new edition of this standard work on 

early South East Asia has been thoroughly 
revised and extended by a further 28 pp. The 
great changes from the earlier edition of 1948 
testify to the enormous progress achieved in 
these 16 years.

As in its earlier edition, this work deals only 
with the so-called ‘ Hinduized ’ states of South 
East Asia during the period in whioh Indian 
influence made itself felt. This is the reason 
why the history of Vfet-nam is exoluded, 
although this state is an integral part of South 
East Asia and its history olosely linked with 
developments in Campa and Cambodia. The 
historical account is brought up to about 
ij). 1600 but with minor variations for the 
different areas (Cambodia to 1431, Campa to 
1471, Indonesia and Malaya to 1611). Ayu- 
thya and other states starting in about the 
middle of the fourteenth century are not 
disoussed, whereas Malacca is briefly dealt 
with, although its history begins only in the 
fifteenth century. In the opinion of the 
reviewer striot adherence to a clear geo
graphical and ohronological frame (as, for 
instance, in D. G. E. Hall’s A history of South 
East Asia) would have been preferable to 
reliance upon suoh oriteria as Indian influence. 
This is especially the ease because each sub- 
period into whioh the account is divided 
comprises a number of sections dealing with 
individual states of South East Asia This 
division is a great advantage as it enables the 
reader to obtain a kind of panoramlo view 
over the entire region. It is true that, except 
perhaps in a few isolated instances, there does 
not appear to be any clear relation between the 
developments in eaoh individual area but this 
impression is probably partly due to the 
lacunae in our knowledge.
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Great lacunae still remain in spite of the 
remarkable progress made during the last 16 
years. Even during the time that this work 
was in the press some new publications, whioh 
throw important light upon some aspects, 
appeared, notably J. Boisselier, La sialuaire du 
Champa, and Th. Pigeaud, Java in the four
teenth century. Both books are mentioned in 
the work under review but could not be fully 
utilized. A few other publications, however, 
should have been mentioned or utilized. Thus, 
for the archaeology of the sites in northern 
Malaya, such as those of Pengkalan Bujang, 
too little notioe has been taken of the important 
publications of Alastair Lamb. Hill’s new 
edition of the Stjarah raja-raja Pasai and 
Buddhadatta’s new edition of the Jinakdlamdli 
should have been mentioned. The same 
applies to van Jtomondt’s study on the 
temples of the Penangungan, that by de 
Graaf on the end of Majapahit, and a few 
others.

The penetrating but controversial studies on 
Javanese historiography by C. C. Berg are 
mentioned several times but have not or almost 
not influenced the account of Javanese history 
in the present work. Some of the reasons are 
explained in n. 4 to p. 387 f., though not quite 
convincingly. Thus, on p. 270, the division of 
the empire by Airlanga is given as a simple 
fact in the spirit of N. J. Krom without any 
reference to the later interpretations of C. C. 
Berg nor to those of P. D. K. Bosoh, E. M. 
Uhlenbeok, and A. Teeuw.

In spite of these minor points the work has 
been brought admirably up to date and 
constitutes a thoroughly reliable guide to the 
problems of anoient South East Asia. In these 
pages there is an astounding amount of 
judioiously sifted knowledge. No space is 
wasted with sterile controversies or unessential 
discussions. True to the great traditions of 
Erenoh scholarship, the olarity of thought is 
fully matched by the luoidity of expression 
whioh, in spite of its conciseness, never leaves 
the reader in doubt on where precisely the 
author stands in the numerous difficult topics. 
As, however, the composition of suoh a text
book necessarily involves making decisions in 
hundreds of controversies it is hardly to be 
expected that all other scholars will every
where agree with the opinions expressed in this 
work. As these concern, however, points of 
detail on whioh the pauoity of evidence or 
major difficulties in its interpretation exclude 
a consensus of opinion among scholars, there 
is little to be gained from listing all the points 
on which the reviewer may hold different 
viewB.

A work of such amazing richness and superior 
quality gives a clear idea of what is known 
about anoient South East Asia. There remain

hardly any serious chronological problems. The 
outlines of political history are well established, 
and for several areas and periods we now 
possess very precise knowledge. Also for some 
of the highest aspects of civilization, suoh as 
religion, art, and architecture, our knowledge 
is impressive. On the other hand, relatively 
little is still known about suoh fields as 
administrative, social, and economio history. 
Our ignorance in these fields is not primarily 
due to lack of materials but partly to linguistic 
difficulties preventing us from fully utilizing 
the rich epigraphic and literary sources and 
also to the inadequacy of archaeological 
research. There is reason to be confident that 
most of the serious gaps and uncertainties 
would disappear after more intensified research. 
Our knowledge of ancient Burma still lags far 
behind that for the other countries of South 
East Asia as only very few inscriptions have 
been adequately published.

Finally it is necessary to express regret at the 
way in which this important work has been 
edited. Letters with diacritios are almost 
completely absent so that ingenious, hut not 
very neat, methods had to be adopted to 
replace the diaoritics by other means suoh as 
that of using italios for the linguals. The five 
maps at the end of the book are only in blaok 
and white and give no indication of the relief. 
They also give too few details and often 
contain mistakes. Thus, Oo-6o is omitted on 
the first two maps, while the map of central and 
eastern Java contains inaccuracies. Although 
numerous publications are quoted in the notes, 
a detailed bibliography would have been 
desirable.

J. <3. DE CA8PARIS

John Bastin (ed.) : The British in west 
Sumatra (1685-1825). xlii, 209 pp., 
front., 4 plates, 5 maps. Kuala 
Lumpur : University of Malaya Press, 
1965. M$33. (Distributed by Oxford 
University Press. 88s.)
This book of documents, edited by Hr. 

John Bastin, illustrates a relatively unknown 
and largely unsuccessful period of British rule 
and trade on the west coast of Sumatra. The 
principal British settlement of Benkulen, 
known as Fort York from 1686 to 1714 and as 
Fort Marlborough thereafter, was established 
by agents of the Madras government of the 
East India Company to retain a British foot
hold in the Indonesian pepper trade after the 
Dutoh Company had terminated the 80 years 
old British connexion with the west Javanese 
sultanate of Bantam in 1682. The London 
directors, who would have preferred a settle
ment at nearby Priam an, deplored the ‘ never
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enough to be repented errour ’ of the Madras 
presidency and for most of its existence British 
Benkulen was a financial failure. In dne course, 
the Benkulen government set up subordinate 
residencies along 800 miles of west Sumatran 
ooast from Tapanuli to Krai, with which land 
communication was almost impossible and 
naval communication was expensive. The 
expedients, varying from forced cultivation to 
more liberal economic incentives, by whioh the 
British tried to profit from this diffuse pepper 
trade and the relationship thus created between 
the East India Company and the local Indo
nesian rulers and cultivators are the principal 
themes of Dr. Bastin’s book.

In this respect, the documents which Dr. 
Bastin has reproduced meticulously and 
verbatim from the Sumatra Factory Becords 
at the India Office Library, London, suggest 
a consistent divergence between the relatively 
benevolent intentions of the East India 
Company towards the Indonesian cultivators 
and the ooeroive measures of some of its agents, 
who were not usually capable or honest. The 
London directors favoured adequate financial 
incentives to the pepper planters, but this was 
not ready feasible, because of the highly 
competitive and inelastio market for pepper in 
Europe, unless the Company abandoned its 
oostly governmental role in west Sumatra and 
reverted to the occasional maritime oontaots 
of the early seventeenth century. When the 
Americans entered the west Sumatran pepper 
trade as free traders, particularly in the first 
two decades of the nineteenth century, neither 
British administrative retrenchment, nor the 
eoonomio liberalism of Baffles enabled Fort 
Marlborough to supply pepper at rates below 
the European selling price. The new spice 
plantations at Benkulen, developed between 
1796 and 1824 by importing seedlings from the 
temporarily-captured Dutch Moluocas, also 
proved unoompetitive by 1822, despite their 
vastly increased output. The eonfliot between 
the role of the Company as a supervisor of 
plantations and its function as a competitive 
trading organization is clearly brought out 
by Dr. Bastin and was resolved only when the 
Company’s Sumatran possessions were trans
ferred to the Dutch in 1825.

While the Company admittedly did not pay 
the Indonesian pepper planter adequately, it is 
debatable whether British rule in west Sumatra 
was as harsh as Dr. Bastin suggests. The 
keynote of British government there would 
appear to be incompetence, aggravated by 
individual abuses, rather than methodical 
exploitation, in view of Fort Marlborough’s 
continuous insolvency and the trivial quantities 
of pepper gathered from 300 miles of coast. In 
a good year, Fort Marlborough supplied half 
the pepper which the Company had obtained

from the free market at Bantam in the 1670’s. 
It is difficult to believe that British compulsion 
was either very onerous or effective in these 
circumstances.

The selection of documents for publication 
is always difficult, as is comment upon the 
selection when one is not fully familiar with 
the sources. Dr. Bastin has concentrated upon 
the early years of British settlement at 
Benkulen (1686-6) and the reformative efforts 
of Deputy-Governor Joseph Collet (1712-16), 
Commissioner Walter Ewer (1800-6), and 
Lieutenant-Governor Thomas Stamford Baffles 
(1818-24). These speoific periods illustrate 
his main themes admirably, but occasionally 
intermediate documents whioh provide local 
colour might be replaced by others which 
indicate the development of policy. This is 
more noticeable in the eighteenth century, 
where, for example, the decision to elevate 
Fort Marlborough to a presidency deserves 
elaboration. The nineteenth-century docu
ments occupy approximately half the book 
and possess a greater unity in consequence.

The British in west Sumatra is a valuable and 
soholarly contribution to the study of early 
forms of European oontrol in Indonesia. Dr. 
Bastin’s introduction to the documents is 
helpful and perceptive. His copious footnotes 
on ancillary matters such as looal Chinese 
settlement, the Bugis mercenaries employed 
by the Company, the opium trade, the ravages 
of smallpox, and the British use and final 
manumission of slaves in 1818 are most 
valuable. The illustrations, particularly of 
Collet, Marsden, and Baffles, have an appeal 
of their own.

D. K. BASSETT

R. N. Jaokson : Pickering, Protector of 
Chinese, ix, 127 pp., front., 6 plates. 
Kuala Lumpur : Oxford University 
Press, 1966. 32s.
Anybody who has read W. A. Pickering’s 

Pioneering in Formosa and is well informed 
about the history of Malaya in the nineteenth 
century will be familiar with most of what 
Mr. Jaokson has to say in his new book. But he 
says it very well, and there is an historical fit
ness in the faot that the life of the first major 
Chinese specialist in the service of a British 
Malayan government has been written by the 
last. (Mr. Jackson was, as he Bays, ‘ the last 
Englishman in the oentral government [of 
Malaya] to hold a Chinese Affairs post ’—p. vii. 
He is now Deputy Begistrar of the University 
of Hong Kong and is known to Malayanogues 
for his earlier book on immigrant labour.)

Piokering’s significance in the history of 
Western intercourse with the Chinese has a
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major and a minor aspeot. In his early years 
he knew the south China coast and lived in 
Taiwan. From the rambling book Pioneering 
in Formosa we can get some impression of 
what the Chinese frontier in Taiwan was like 
a hundred years ago. (The sub-title of the 
book, Becollections of adventures among 
mandarins, wreckers, and head-hunting savages, 
is an aocurate description of the main oontents 
as well as being an example of late nlneteenth- 
oentury publishing style.) But it is unlikely 
that we should have paid muoh attention to 
the customs offioial and business man in Taiwan 
if he had not, in the seoond part of his active 
life, been taken up by the Government of the 
Straits Settlements and given the chance 
first to play a role in the British pacification of 
the western Malay States in the early 1870’s, 
and, seoond, to mature into the founder of 
the Chinese Protectorate. In the latter role 
(his most important) Pickering established and 
shaped for many years to come a very British 
system for administering the affairs of the 
strange and often unruly Chinese population 
of Malaya. It is a great pity that Pickering’s 
lack of literary gifts has prevented us from 
knowing more about his experiences as an 
administrator and his views of the Chinese 
immigrant society of the Straits Settlements 
over whioh he presided.

Mr. Jackson as biographer has put together 
the available material (published and un
published) in an engaging manner (his book 
can be read for pleasure, which is saying a great 
deal), but he has forgone the opportunity of 
writing the definitive work on the subjeot by 
failing to deal fully enough with the general 
historical and social contexts within which 
Pickering lived and laboured. The history of 
the Chinese in Malaya, pioneered by Purcell 
and cultivated by Mr. Jaokson among other 
later writers, is still in need of the sociologically 
inolined scholar to • explain the nature of 
Chinese institutions and groupings in the 
nineteenth century and to show how they both 
limited and responded to the efforts of the 
agency whioh Piokering founded.

MAUEIOB FREEDMAN

M. G. Swift : Malay peasant society in 
Jdebit. (London School of Economics. 
Monographs on Social Anthropology, 
No. 29.) x, 181 pp. London: Univer
sity of London, Athlone Press ; New 
York : Humanities Press Ino., 1965. 
30s.
The differences between the various consti

tuent districts (luak) of Negri Sembilan are far 
less significant than the fundamental similarity. 
Thus this study of one suoh district, Jelabu,

can tell us a great deal about Negri Sembilan 
as a whole. The ruler (undang) of Jelabu, 
traditionally subjeot only to the titular 
authority of the ruler of the whole state 
(Tang-di-Pertuan-Besar, or Tam Tuan), 
exercised his powers with the concurrence of 
the eight ohiefe (lembaga) of the eight matri- 
lineal olans who formed the Council of Eight. 
Their unanimous approval was neoessary for 
his appointment, and if they were unanimous 
they could depose him. Three of these olans 
took it in turn to fill the ofifioe of undang. 
Eaoh olan was divided into a number of sub- 
olans (perut), each of whioh in turn had its 
own ohief (ihuhapa). A perut was always 
exogamous and marriage was matrilocal. Not 
all marriages took place within the village and 
therefore any village always contained 'men 
who were not under the hereditary authority 
of the local ibubapa, and, conversely, any 
sub-clan had its male members scattered in 
various villages. Men continually visited their 
natal villages to keep in touch, and to alleviate 
the feeling of ‘ not belonging ’ whioh inevitably 
affected them in their wives’ villages. A man 
had no right at all to interfere in the concerns 
of his wife’s perut. All ancestral land was 
owned by women, and passed on death to 
their daughters in equal shares. An unmarried 
man was entitled to support from his female 
kin, a married man was supported from his 
wife’s land and from his own privately owned 
land whioh, unless otherwise disposed of 
beforehand, became anoestral land on his' 
death and continued thereafter to pass in the 
female line. A good deal of this traditional 
system still survives to provide the jural 
framework of modem economic, politico-legal, 
domestio, and local life with whioh the book 
proceeds to deal in turn.

It is a remarkable fact that although the 
matrilineal oharaoter of muoh of the social 
structure of Negri Sembilan has long been 
known and frequently been remarked upon, 
there has hitherto been no published study 
based upon modem field methods to refer to. 
Dr. Swift, who is Leoturer in Anthropology at 
the University of Sydney, and who was guided 
into Malay studies by Professor R. W. Firth 
at the London School of Economics, has now 
filled this gap. His book has been eagerly 
awaited and will be widely read. It is rather 
sad for this reviewer to have to report that it is 
in some ways disappointing—not because the 
quality of the actual work presented is any
thing but excellent, but because Dr. Swift 
(or was it his publisher ?) does not seem to 
have made up his mind for whom he was 
writing. Those familiar with the existing 
literature, or the actual soene, can certainly 
read the book with pleasure and profit, but 
readers new to the material may feel that too
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much looal knowledge has been taken for 
granted. It is to be hoped that Dr. Swift will 
give us a full-dress monograph on Negri 
Semhilan some day soon. That having been 
said, and mention made of some olumsy 
phraseology, a rather ourious ordering of 
subject-matter, and a few over-hasty general
isations about the Chinese, the book can be 
thoroughly recommended. Tor the first time 
it is possible to make sense of Malay matriliny 
and the way it ‘ fits ’ into the political system, 
on the one hand, and the economio system, on 
the other, as these have been changing in the 
twentieth century.

BARBARA E. WARD

B. Sarkisyanz : Buddhist backgrounds 
of the Burmese revolution, xxix, 250 pp. 
The Hague : Martinus Nijhoff, 1965. 
Guilders 28.50.
In 1966, three ohapters of Emanuel Sarkis- 

yanz’s Mussland und der Messianismus des 
Orients (Tttbingen, J. C. B. Mohr) gave us, in 
the steps of Mus, Heine-Geldem, and a few 
others, a pioneering account of the Messianic 
Buddhist origins of modem Burmese Socialism. 
After some field-work in 1969, Professor 
Sarkisyans now devotes a whole book to this 
topio and it is likely to prove a landmark in 
Burmese and Buddhistio studies.

Two main parts, oh. i-xvi and xxi-xxviii, 
are devoted to royal and modem Burma 
respectively; they are bridged by four very 
readable ohapters on British Burma whioh are 
less original than the others. In the first part, 
the author argues that the relation between 
ethics and social behaviour, whioh Mai Weber 
could not disoover at the level of ecclesiastical' 
or scriptural Buddhism, can be found, in a 
very seminal form, at the level of the lay 
Buddhism within Theravada whioh has 
profoundly influenced the social and political 
behaviour of South East Asia. This was largely 
based on notions of the ideal Buddhist ruler 
which passed from A£okan India to Ceylon 
and thenoe to Burma. Despite Paul Mus’s 
warnings, in his preface, that the ideas held 
by a Burmese medieval king and Aioka may 
have been very different in praotioe, it must 
be said that Professor Sarkisyanz’s argument 
is very persuasive and that his technique of 
surrounding an historical outline with numerous 
variations on his ohosen theme provides 
extremely rioh results.

One can only argue here a very few details. 
My principal worry, in the first part, conoems 
the notion that tie charismatic king was likely 
to be a future Buddha. Following Mus 
(‘ according to TheravAda Buddhism there can 
be in the world but one Buddha at a time, and

the interval between them is astronomically 
long ’, p. xviii), Professor Sarkisyanz appears to 
insist that every king he considers thought of 
himself, or was thought of, as Metteya. The 
trouble begins at p. 46 where the author notes 
that, although the soriptures oould not hold 
out the hope to every ruler of becoming a 
Buddha, tradition opened ‘ by implication ’ 
the possibility of being Metteya to Ceylon’s 
kings. This Ignores the fact that many kings 
asked for nothing of the sort or asked only to 
hehold Metteya, or to serve him in some 
oapaoity, or even for a Buddhahood after 
Metteya’s. Alaungsitthu, for instance, whom 
the author quotes on pp. 62-3, writes only:
‘ I would behold Mettaya, captain of the world ’. 
On p. 91, material is adduced to show that 
Metteya’s own cakkavatti Saqikha will be a 
future Buddha. I cannot find evidence in the 
oited texts for this conclusion (Professor 
Sarkisyanz makes two points in one long 
sentenoe, only the seoond of whioh—it does 
not concern Saipkha—is vouched for by the 
references) but, even if it were true, the author 
might, have noted an interesting duality. 
Textually, on the one hand, this cakkavatti 
could not be Metteya. Popularly, on the 
other hand, my own work has shown that 
going pretenders in 1969 olaimed to be cakka- 
vattis who would die to appear as Metteya in 
their next incarnation. The existence of this 
contradiction argues that one might pay more 
attention to the difference between an 
‘ orthodox tradition ’, say that of the 
Oakkavatti-sihandda-snttanta, and another ‘ un
orthodox tradition ’ probably connected not 
so muoh with the king’s view of himself as 
with the view that his subjects might have of 
him. Some kings, like Bodawpaya, succumbed 
to the latter; others, like Alaungsitthu, did 
not. At p. 153, Professor Sarkisyanz does, in 
fact, note the ‘ folk ’ confusion, though here he 
deals with my material in so oompressed a 
manner that he makes me say both more 
(e.g. that Bo Min Gaung is Alaungsitthu) and 
less than I do say. On p. 64, the author notes 
that people in general wished to ‘ behold 
Mettaya ’. The reason given (i.e. that people 
oould then become arhats more easily, p. 162) 
strengthens my contention that going members 
recognized their inferiority to persons still 
seeking nibb&na in this life and at this time, in 
so far as they do not feel themselves to have 
the strength, in this decadent age, to work 
that way themselves and must therefore wait 
for Metteya when conditions will be easier. 
In this respeot, the point made about nibbdno 
at p. 199 should perhaps have been made 
earlier. It should perhaps be added that there 
are two ways in which confusion of ‘ orthodox ’ 
and ‘ folk ’ traditions oould ooour : (i) kings 
■with large periods of time between their reigns
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conld be held to be successive embryo-Metteya 
incarnations (this did happen in Pagan) ; and 
(ii) where two or more gaings compete and 
therefore neglect each others’ olaims, there 
oan be more than one Metteya-embryo in 
Burma at any given time.

Where the author does add considerably to 
the material in hand is in stressing, with Mus, 
the fact that Gautama himself provided a 
model for a eajtfajpaflf-tfutnre Buddha doublet 
(pp. 14, 87), in showing how the cakkavatti 
Saipkha’s army is to become a sangha when 
Metteya arrives (p. 88), in strengthening the 
connexion between the new eighteenth- 
oentury stress on cakkavatti ideals and Burmese 
military expansion at the time (p. 94), in 
proving that some messianio expectations 
oentred, not only on a.d. 4456, but also on 
a.d. 1956 (p. 94), in contributing muoh new 
data on the Setlcyamin in Burma (pp. 166-9, 
178, 208), and in stressing the Sarv&stivftda 
contribution to Messianio Buddhism (p. 90)— 
a contribution which I hope to document 
further on some later oocasion.

The first of these themes finds its final target 
in U Nu who is shown to be the politician who 
best understood the folk aspirations of the 
great majority of the Burmese and owed his 
great popular following to the belief that he 
was an ideal Buddhist leader, a modem 
cakkavatti, perhaps even a future Buddha. 
This demonstration alone—U Nu has never 
found a more sympathetic oommentator— 
makes the book worth while. It is a counter
weight to the speculations of a whole school 
of political scientists. But it does not stand 
alone, for oh. xxiii, xxv, and xxvii also give us 
the best account of the intellectual history of 
Burmese Socialism that we have to date with 
a wealth of attention to contemporary 
Burmese texts which makes one reader regret 
that the footnotes are not indexed or set out 
in a proper bibliography. The punoh against 
those who have contested the value of a history 
of Burmese ideas and accused the author of 
too little attention to faots must be quoted :
‘ Even if it could be assured that the political 
effectiveness of Buddhist sooial ethos in 
Burma is limited to a merely manipulative 
funotion, the latter in itself would justify 
serious investigation of tie contents of the 
ethos to be manipulated, even in terms of the 
Political Soience that produces most current 
books on Burma ’ (p. 238). Nor will Burma 
experts wish to miss Professor Sarkisyanz’s 
devastating comments on those who only 
quote from the Nation, ‘ a Chinese Protestant’s 
newspaper in the English language, whose 
interest in Buddhism is largely oonflned to 
situations in which it might Berve as a barrier 
against Communism ’ (p. 228).

Admiration for the author’s erudition and

vivacity oannot blind us, however, to a certain 
laok of nuanoe in his second part. U Nu, 
AAoka (p. 30), and the Pagan monarahs (p. 73), 
are alike taken at their own valuation. Albion, 
on the other hand, could scarcely be more 
perfidious; nor oould the eduoated dlite of 
bureaucrats trained by her, who prepared the 
way for army regimes not dissimilar to British 
oolonial rule. Professor Sarkisyans; frequently 
out-Eumivalls Fumivall in his picture of 
Burmese unhappiness under the British and 
even manages to take Fumivall to task as a 
practical politician (pp. 134-5) I He is oontent 
with a rather idealized and under-documented 
picture of Burmese rural life in royal times and 
is prone to argue that, because Socialism was 
rooted in Burmese tradition, Bnddhist- 
inspired economies produoed only good, where
as capitalism failed totally. He mentions 
‘ blood and iron ’ rule on the part of Burmese 
kings, but underplays it considerably and does 
not fully notice that, if works of merit often 
assuaged great guilt, the ‘ manipulative ’ 
aspect of royal charismatic claims oould have 
been muoh greater than he allows. Not only 
does Professor Sarkisyanz deliberately under
rate ‘ praotice ’ in his reaction against political 
scientists; there is also some confusion and 
anthropological naivety about what constitutes 
‘ practice ’, for instance when he takes at face 
value U Kyaw Nyein’s ‘ explanations ’ of his 
sudden religious spurt during the 1969 
electoral campaign. The ‘ Stable ’ party, after 
all, was more ‘ eduoated ’ than the ‘ Clean ’; 
they oould have been sophisticated enough to 
do one thing and say another and they shared 
with the ‘ Clean ’ people, under united 
AFPFL rule, a long series of economic and 
planning disasters whioh the author does not 
mention. Now that the ‘ theory ’ side of the 
balance has been so brilliantly redressed, 
oould we, at last, look in more detail at the 
details of the relation between theory and 
practioe ?

e. Michael innrDELSOir

Alrons Loogman : Swahili grammar 
and syntax. (Duquesne Studies. 
African Series, 1.) xxi, 436 pp. 
Pittsburgh: Duquesne University 
Press ; Louvain : Editions E. Nau- 
welaerts, 1965. §7.50.
This ought to have been an important book. 

The late Fr. Loogman spent many years in 
East Africa ; he was a fluent speaker of, 
writer in, and translator into Swahili and a 
distinguished member of the Interterritorial 
(Swahili) Language Committee, and later, 
Professor of Swahili in Duquesne University. 
This is the biggest book on the language that 
exists, and the first detailed study to have been
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published, during the last 20 years. The 
publishers olaim that it is ‘ a comprehensive 
grammar and syntax of the Swahili language ... 
the first grammar that approaches the language 
from within

The author himself is more modest than his 
publishers, as befits a scholarly writer. He 
expresses the hope ‘ that some suggestions for 
(a fresh) approach oan be found in the present 
work ’ and ‘ that it will be of some value to 
compilers of that ultimate treatment which will 
penetrate the genius of the Swahili language 
and express the mentality of the Swahili 
people themselves ’ (preface, pp. vii, viii). This 
aim should be kept in mind, for perusal of 
the book prompts the question : for whom is it 
written ? The beginner T Hardly : some of 
the examples given early in the book assume a 
knowledge of complex constructions (e.g. 
tenses of the verb) that are not explained until 
muoh later on. The advanoed student ? 
Perhaps; but the earlier ohapters oontain 
much elementary information which he oould 
be expected to take for granted. We are left, 
then, with the future writer of the ideal book 
on Swahili, and he will, indeed, find muoh to 
stimulate him in this puzzling mixture of 
brilliant flashes of insight and wild conjeoture, 
of luoidity and obscurity, of oonoise exposition 
and repetitiveness varied by inoonsistenoy, of 
erudition and naivete, of acourate statement 
and flagrant error. In this review, references 
are to the numbered sections of the book.

An outstanding feature of the book is the 
wealth of examples given throughout. Many 
of them are taken from published works by 
African authors, and others give the impression 
of having been heard by the author himself in 
the oourse of everyday conversation. They are 
not ‘ textbook ’ examples, but pieoes of the 
living language, both ‘ standard ’ and ‘ non- 
standard ’—poetical, formal, narrative, or 
colloquial as the oase may be.

In no oilier book have the derivative verbs 
cf Swahili received suoh full treatment (des
cription, with examples, 183-216; list of 
‘ oommon Derivative Verbs ’, 217-60—70 pp. 
in all). Whether or not one agrees with all 
that the author has to say on the subjeot, this 
is undoubtedly a real contribution to Swahili 
studies. His suggestion of the name ‘ Extrac- 
tional ’ as an alternative to ‘ Inversive ’ for the 
verbs in -u- and -o- is a happy one. It is a pity 
that, recognizing as he does that these verbs 
are formed ‘ by insertion of a -u- or -o- before 
the final -o of a primitive [i.e. simple] verb ’ 
(213), he should have failed to reoognize that 
the other derivative verbs are similarly formed 
by extensions preceding the final -a. Thus he 
regards the ‘ Reoiprooal ’ verb (209) as having 
a suffix -no (rather than an extension -an-), 
and this has allowed him to suppose (as, indeed,

other writers have done before him) that this 
suffix is ‘ actually the o-binder no used ,in a 
special way ’.

In a praiseworthy attempt to get away from 
a European attitude to Swahili, the author has 
introduced a number of Swahili grammatical 
terms. He acknowledges his debt to 0. B. 
Kopoka, who first ooined many of the terms 
used, and we must be grateful to him for 
bringing these terms to the attention of 
students of Swahili, and for adding to their 
number. Especially useful are Kopoka’s 
kihusiano (< leuhusiana ‘ to be inter-relevant ’) 
for the partiole called by Mrs. Ashton ‘ the O 
of reference ’ with concord, and mwao (lit. ‘ a 
piece of wood used as a prop ’), defined by 
Hr. Loogman (382) as ‘ a word that supports 
another word or phrase, and in supporting it 
gives it a speoiflo function in a sentence ’.

The author uses Swahili terms for the two 
types of prefix (‘ adjectival ’ and ‘ pronominal ’ 
oonoords in Mrs. Ashton’s terminology). For 
the latter he uses kibadala (cf. badada ya 
‘ instead of’); for the former he has unfortu
nately misquoted Kopoka’s itifaki as ifaiaki. 
This cannot be a mere printer’s error, as it 
occurs throughout the book. Iiifalci is derived 
from the Arabic JLiil and is defined in the 
Standard Swahili-English dictionary as ‘ agree
ment, oonoord, harmony ’; no suoh word as 
ifataki exists. Had Fr. Loogman given the 
derivations of all the Swahili terms used (as he 
does of a few), this lamentable mistake could 
not have ooourred.

The opening ohapter (‘ 'Preliminary studies ’) 
oontains information on ‘ Pronunciation ’ (1-9) 
and ‘ Prefixes and Buffixes ’ (10-20). Seotions 
1-9 and 16 probably constitute the worst part 
of the book, containing as they do so many 
inaccuracies and naive statements that they 
oould only mislead the beginner and oonfuse 
the more advanced student, e.g.

Syllabio m (9) is ‘ something more than an 
ordinary consonant ’; the syllabio n- prefix 
before monosyllabic stems (16) is ‘ pronounoed 
separately, as if it were about to be followed 
by a vowel ’, and the resultant words ‘ might 
be considered to be words of two syllables 
with the accent on the initial letter N ’.

That ‘ NO is a prepalatal voioed nasal ’ (6) 
is, we hope, one of the innumerable printer’s 
errors.

The author devotes several seotions (7, 
16-20, 63-8) to the n- prefix, but the reader 
who attempts to collate the information 
contained in these sections will be left in a state 
of considerable oonfusion. The sections dealing 
with monosyllabic stems (17, 64) are reasonably 
dear; on n- with disyllabic or polysyllabio 
stems we are told that n- ‘ becomes ’ m- 
before 6 or t (17), before b, v, or w (66) ; that
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n + xc > mb (18) and n + l or r > nd (19) ; 
that n- ‘ beoomeB ’ ny- or sometimes nj- before 
vowels (20, 66); that n- can stand 1 before one 
of the following letters only : d—g—j—y—z ’ 
(17), before a stem beginning with a oonsonant 
other than b, v, or to (66) ; and that there is no 
prefix before loan-words (66, 67). Further, in 
the part of the book dealing with pronunciation 
we can discover that in stems beginning with 
p, t, or k ‘ a suppressed N- prefix (which always 
has to be dropped before any of these three 
consonants) ’ results in aspiration (‘ a sort of 
explosive or aspirated sound ’) in the pro
nunciation of some speakers (7 ; no further 
referenoe to this phenomenon is made). What 
we are nowhere told is that the n- prefix is also 
realized as zero (without aspiration) before 
other oonsonants in words of Bantu origin as 
well as in loan-words. Norms such as fisi 
‘ hyena ’, simba ‘ lion ’ are simply ignored ; 
ng'ombe ‘ oow ’ is discussed under ‘ Pro
nunciation ’ (6) and never mentioned again; 
nundu ‘ hump ’ and silcu ‘ day ’ are listed 
among the loan-words.

The division of the book into two main parts, 
‘ Morphology ’ and ‘ Syntax ’, is impressive 
at first sight. Unfortunately a oloser examina
tion gives the impression that the author wrote 
•two separate books on Swahili grammar, with 
some references to sentence construction, and 
put them together. There are praotioally no 
cross-references in the text or footnotes, so 
that it is only after detailed comparison of the 
two parts that it can be seen that muoh of the 
material in part x is merely re-stated, often in 
almost the same words (though sometimes with 
curious inconsistencies) in part n. Further, 
some of the material is presented not twice, but 
four times. Two examples will suffice.

The possessives are described :
(o) in part I, under 1 Kivumi (qualifier) ’ : 

(118) ‘ The six possessives of Swahili are built 
on archaic roots.. .. These roots are joined to 
the usual vibadala . . . with the connective -a, 
to form the possessives.... The six stems are : 
-ngu, -ho, -he., -iiu, -tnu, -ao ’.

(6) also in part I, under ‘ Kijina (substitute) 
(160) ‘ . . . pronominal possessives consist of 
the hibadaia of the thing owned joined to 
archaic forms of the personal substitutes by 
the connective -a ’. The forms are then listed 
as before.

(c) in part n, under ‘ Kiima (noun) ’ : (460)
‘ The first syllable of the form whioh we 
translate as a possessive is a hibadaia; to 
this is added the connective -a with one of the 
substitutes -ngu . . . ’ (list follows onoe more).

(d) also in part n, under ‘ The hijina
(substitute) ’: (491) ‘ The possessive is
expressed by a construction oomposed of three 
elements : The hibadaia of the thing possessed

4- connective -a + -ngu ■ ■ ■ ’ (list follows for 
the last time).

The use of the ‘ wishing-form ’ (called by 
various writers subjunotive, permissive, eto., 
also known as ‘ the -E stem ’) is dealt with at 
considerable length in various parts of the 
book. On the use of this form after a verb 
expressing desire, eto., the facts Eire as follows :

(а) the ‘ wishing-form ’ is used in the second 
verb when the two verbs have different subjects 
(e.g. nataka/silaki idale hapa ‘I want/do 
not want you to sleep here ’; naiaha usilale 
hapa ‘ I want you not to sleep here ’).

(б) the ‘ wishing-form ’ can be used when 
both verbs have the same subject, in more 
emphatio sentences (e.g. naomba nilale hapa 
‘ I beg that I may sleep here ’; naomba nieilale 
hapa ‘ I beg that I may not sleep here ’).

(c) the ‘ wishing-form ’ is not normally used 
when the subject of the seoond verb would be 
the same as that of the first; the infinitive 
(nomino-verbal) is used instead (e.g. nataka/ 
silaki kulala hapa ‘ I want/do not want to 
sleep here ’).
This information can be obtained, with great 
effort—and, indeed, has so been obtained by 
the reviewer—by comparing and disentangling 
the oonfused statements made in 286, 347, 
642, and 666, when it is realized that in 286 
and 642 the first verb is referred to as the 
‘ main ’ verb, in 347 the first is the ‘ auxiliary 
the second (the infinitive) the ‘ main ’ verb, 
while in 666 the first and seoond verbs are 
termed ‘ leading ’ and ‘ dependent ’ respectively.

Ft. Loogman undoubtedly had a keen eye 
for detail: he has not infrequently spotlighted 
some small point whioh other books have 
passed over, or provided a helpful explanation 
of some construction which has puzzled 
students in the past. For instance :

(389-90) : ‘ the mwao na connects two terms 
which are thought of as essentially different ’ 
—which is why no should not be used to con
nect ‘ two adjectives qualifying one noun in 
the same respect ’, nor ‘ two coordinate verba 
in the same umbo [form] and having the same 
subject ’.

(634-6): ‘ The o-binder [Mrs. Ashton’s
‘ A of relationship ’] joins that whioh makes a 
physioal oontaot and the part of the body 
affected ’—an explanation of constructions 
such as akampiga hofl la tiso ‘ he gave him a 
slap in the faoe ’, usually regarded as 1 idio- 
matio ’.

It is well known that the possessive -ahe, 
usually described as third person singular, is 
used for both singular and plural when 
referring to inanimate possessors. Fr. Loogman 
gives an explanation of this usage (496) :
‘ The ordinary form of the possessive of the 
third person plural, -ao, has the hihusiano 
proper to the plural of human beings and
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animals and cannot be used to refer to in
animate objocte

Sometimes, however, the author has failed 
to foDow up an illuminating statement, or has 
obscured his 'ideas by diffoseness or in
consistency.

For instanoe, in 372 he tells us that ‘ Nouns 
very often function as adverbs. The verb 
modified by a noun used adverbially is normally 
intransitive or passive. A noun used adverbially 
usually supplies information about time, place, 
circumstances or cause ’. Examples given 
include constructions such as kumefariki miu 
‘ there has died a man ’; amevunjilca mguu 
‘ he has broken (intrans.) (his) leg ’. In 443, 
however, he deals with transitive verbs (e.g. 
kumpiga mtu flmbo ‘ to hit somebody (with a) 
stick ’), and here he describes the seoond noun 
(fimbo) as a ‘ secondary object ’. He goes on to 
state that ‘ In the corresponding passive 
oonstruotions involving such verbs, the 
secondary objeot is retained ’ (e.g. punda zoo 
walintfweshtoa maji ‘ their donkeys were made 
to drink water ’ (oausative passive)), and 
finally (446) he adds that ‘ some verbs whioh 
are normally intransitive may sometimes take 
an object ’ (e.g. akaiolca machozi ‘ he shed (lit. 
he came out) tears ’). All these constructions, 
whether the verb be transitive (active or 
passive) or intransitive, are oomparable, 
whatever label one may choose to attaoh to 
them—a fact of which Mrs. Ashton was aware 
over 20 years ago (she grouped them together 
under the heading ‘ nominal construction ’).

Etymology is always a happy hunting-ground 
for the starry-eyed enthusiast, and Fr. 
Loogman, in spite of his expressed 1 reluctance 
to advance theories based on vague personal 
impressions ’ (preface, p. vii) has let himself 
go from time to time.

(360): from ‘ an archaic verb kusa, to make 
sharp ’ he derives the nouns : msasa ‘ sand
paper ’, ‘ the material whioh by a rubbing 
motion, repeated, as is indicated by the 
duplication of the stem -sa, produces a shining 
surface ’; msumeno ‘ saw ’, ‘ an object having 
teeth {mr.no) that have been made sharp (su) ’; 
kisu ‘ knife ’, ‘ the object which oan be 
sharpened ’; msumari ‘ is a long objeot with a 
sharp point, such as a nail or the stinger of a 
bee ’; sululu * piokaxe ’—‘ Heaviness is 
indicated by the syllable Zu- (the li- of modem 
Swahili); a double side is indicated by the 
duplication of the Zu-syllable; sharpness is 
indicated by the initial syllable su- ’.

There exists a Common Bantu radical 
*-ti- ‘ grind ’, whioh could be realized in 
Swahili as -sa ; whether any of the words listed 
above are connected with this radical must 
remain in the realm of conjecture. Msumeno 
is perhaps derived from the stem -su (as in 
kisu) -f meno. Msumari is unquestionably

from Arabic • ‘ nail ’. The derivation of 
sululu is uncertain ; it is perhaps from Arabio 

In any case, the equation of lu- with li
kens is highly questionable.

(214): the suggestion that lcudonoa, to 
peok at, is ‘ constructed ’ [sic] from mdomo 
‘ mouth ’ is absurd : change of m to n never 
ocours.

(139) : there seems little justification for the 
statement that the li- in lini f ‘ when ? ’ ‘ is in 
fact the ooncord of the ji- ma- class, singular, 
and seems to stand forjuo, sun ’. In any case, 
the author has just referred to ‘ the stem Ji- ’.

(199) : the extraordinary suggestion that 
-la ‘ is in reality nothing else but -ka with a 
ohange of k to t ’ is attributed by the author 
to 1 some Swahili scholars ’. It would be 
interesting to know who these ‘ scholars ’ are ; 
there is no possible connexion between the 
extensions -ik- and -at-.

On the subject of ‘ verb-form indicators ’ 
(tense prefixes) there are some ourious 
conjectures, e.g.

(272) : ‘ The affix -ka- seems to be derived 
from the verb kukaa, to remain, to continue, 
and in itself does not seem to be a genuine 
form-indicator ’.

(277) : the form-indioator -lei- is ‘ probably 
identical with the prefix of the lei- nouns ’.

There are several errors of fact scattered 
through the book.

(92) : ‘ A few adjectives may take n-, m-, 
ma-, lei- and vi- as prefixes, but not the ji- 
preflx ’ (eight adjectives are listed). In the 
first place, these adjectives can also take the 
prefixes wa- and mi-; in the seoond place, this 
statement implies that all other adjectives 
oan take the ji- prefix, which is not the case.

(108) : edashara and thsnashara are not 
1 multiples of ten ’. They mean ‘ eleven ’ 
and ‘ twelve ’ respectively.

(166) : -ngapi f ‘ how many ? ’ does not 
take ‘ the kibadala of the noun to which it 
refers ’, but the itifaki, as is clear from the 
examples given.

(691): simtupilie kofia topeni does not mean 
‘ do not put his hat in the mud ’, but ‘ do not 
throw . . . ’; it is thus not an example of the 
verb kutia ‘ to put ’ which the author is here 
discussing.

Further, the author makes several general
izations whioh are disproved by the very 
examples given to illustrate them :

(167) : ‘ Whenever kila is not used as a 
qualifier, it is always accompanied by a form 
of reference ’. There is no form of reference 
in kila akipaia fedha ‘ whenever he obtains 
some money ’.

(604) : ‘ The enolitio -pi is always found 
with a kibadala ’. In nilanenapi t ‘ what shall 
I say T ’, it is suffixed to a verb.
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The publishers oaunot be congratulated on 
the production of this book. Minor, but 
irritating, inconsistencies (in the use of capitals, 
italics, hyphens, parentheses, and quotation 
marks) abound. To enumerate the errata 
would require more space than is available 
in a review : over 70 have so far been counted. 
It is perhaps worth noting that the heading 
(613), ‘ “ To be ” in reference to situations in 
the simple present ’ should read ‘... situations 
other than the simple present ’.

The index, whioh appears to have been made 
by someone with no knowledge of Swahili, is 
inadequate, haphazard, confused, inconsistent, 
and often inoorreot. A few examples, taken at 
random, should suffice to warn the reader.

Some verbs are indexed under the initial h 
of the infinitive prefix (e.g. kufanya, kuja), 
others under the initial letter of the stem (e.g. 
-kosa, -sema), and others under both (lcupiga 
and -piga, kuiia and -ito).

Of the interrogatives, only gani is oorreotly 
indexed. Nini occurs in 136 and 603, not in 
162; nani in 137 and 602, not in 162 ; je 
in 138, not in 163; lini in 139, not in 164; 
-pi in 166, 466, and 604, not in 166 ; -ngapi 
(not indexed) in 166.

A random selection of 14 nouns appears in 
the index; of these 3 do not seem to ooour 
anywhere in the text, 4 are wrongly indexed, 
and mboga is obviously a misprint for mbona.

MARGARHT A. BRYAH

W. H. Whiteley : A study of Yao 
sentences, xxvi, 291 pp. Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1966. 75s.
Professor Whiteley’s Study of Too sentences 

presents us with a new and very interesting 
approach to the description of a Bantu 
language. Up to now most Bantuists—or 
Bantuioiste, as van Bulok would have it—have 
put the main stress of their descriptions on 
morphology, and no wonder since Bantu mor
phological structures are so often beautifully 
visible and seemingly—at times deceptively— 
logioal. The amount of information about 
syntax in classical descriptions is generally 
slight, and given as an appendix to the mor
phological description : one can at best expeot 
to find a good picture of the oonoord syBtem, 
some details on the use of verb tenses, non
verbal predioation, and word order in short 
sentences, and a few particulars on the ren
dering or translation of European adverbs, 
conjunctions, and prepositions. As regards the 
articulation of the language at sentence level 
one has to deduoe it from the texts provided 
with the grammar, if any. This inadequacy of 
linguistio description at sentenoe level is not, 
of oourse, a monopoly of Bantu linguistics, as

shown by the most reoent trends of research in 
general linguistics on both sides of the Atlantio. 
Bantu languages should, however, constitute 
a privileged field for this kind of research, pre
cisely because their morphology is in so many 
oases quite obvious and straightforward.

Now one of the main novelties of Professor 
Whiteley’s description of oiYao is that mor
phology oooupies only one-third of the book, 
the other two-thirds dealing first with a 
grammar of relational functions, at syntag- 
matic level, then with an analysis of sentence 
structure. In other words the author carries on 
his description far beyond the point at which 
most other Bantuists stop. That first part— 
phonology and morphology—dearly shows the 
influence of the modem British sohool of Bantu 
linguistics, as opposed to the older German 
and South African sohools. That is to say it 
starts from Guthrie’s basio dichotomy of 
variable and unvariable words, the former 
being further subdivided into nominals and 
verbals according to a formal opposition of 
themes and radicals. This method has been so 
widely accepted not only in Britain but also 
on tire Continent that in many reoent books—■ 
including Too sentences—the terminology is no 
longer exactly that of Guthrie himself, yet the 
fundamental assumptions remain basioally the 
same. Thus there is no real need, in my opinion, 
to disouss the use of such terms as ‘ Long Series 
Nominals ’ as against ‘ Dependent Nominals ’, 
eto. I do regret, however, that, probably for 
want of space, the author has had to oompress 
this part of his description in suoh a way as to 
make it difficult for the reader to grasp it 
easily and remember it afterwards. One 
constantly has to refer to this first part when 
reading the rest of the book and the constant 
use of initials does not make things any easier.

It is in its seoond part—the central one in all 
respeots—that the book really beoomes original 
and new. Using the categories of co-occurrence 
and entaihnent, the author proceeds to give 
a thorough analysis of grammatical relation
ships, more exhaustive and ooherent than 
anything I have read before in this domain. 
From this analysis he then abstracts four 
functional sets or groups or categories (I am not 
very fond of his own use of the term ‘ Class ’) 
whioh, while not necessarily brand-new or 
revolutionary—one has heard of subject, 
object, adjunot, and conneotor before—are 
rigorously defined within the structural system 
of the language so as to provide a kind of 
necessary bridge between the basio morpholo
gical units and the sentences. The third and 
last part of the book is devoted to a typology 
of sentenoe structure, based on the concepts of 
extension and expansion, with several texts as 
illustrations. It is, so to speak, a consequence 
of the first two parts, one of the main qualities
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of this book being, in my eyeB, the coherence 
and logioalness of its plan.

What I should like to see done now would 
be some further formalization of Professor 
Whiteley’s materials with a view to abstracting 
a kind of generative grammar—not necessarily 
on the Chomskyite pattern—of oiYao. I would 
like even more to see his methods applied to 
another, and better known, language, suoh as 
kiRwahfli- A study of Yao sentences is very hard 
going as a book chiefly because oiYao is very 
hard going as a language. This makes it 
difficult, at times to follow the author’s demon
stration, especially as the English glosses are 
not always easy to correlate with the Yao 
examples. There is also the recurrent use of 
hard-to-remember initials, and the absence of 
an index, whioh do not help the reader either, 
be he an Africanist or a general linguist. In 
spite of these minor oriticisms, A study of Yao 
sentences remains among the most important 
works on African languages published in 
recent years.

PIHBBB AJjHXAlTDEB

Vincbnt Haklow and B. M. Chilveb 
(ed.) : History of East Africa. Vol. II. 
lii, 768 pp. Oxford : Clarendon Press, 
1965. 84*.
During the colonial period in any oountry 

it would appear that history operates on two 
distinct levels; on the one hand there is the 
history of the rulers, on the other that of the 
ruled. Though events in one sphere set off 
movements in the other, though there may be 
fragments of ooinoidence as rulers and ruled 
impinge upon one another’s consciousness, 
neither has more than a partial vision of the 
realities of the other. The interpretation they 
give even to the same incidents will differ 
considerably. It is the ohief limitation of this 
useful, and in many wayB valuable, volume 
that, however oritioal the authors may be of 
aspects of imperial rule, it none the less sees 
the history of East Afrioa through the eyes of 
its oolonisers.

Thus the emphasis in the book, according 
to Margery Perham in her authoritative 
introduction, was meant to be ‘ upon the 
effeots of European government and influence 
upon the peoples of East Afrioa and their 
reaction ’. In the very plan, then, parts of 
the picture are miRsing—the effeot upon 
European administrators of the not infre
quently subtle political manoeuvres of the 
people of East Africa and that segment of 
their history whioh continued at times in 
spite of oolonial rule, at times by-passing it.

It is a frequent assumption behind the 
writing of the history of this period that it
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was a time when oolonial officials could carry 
on with the job of administration without 
being harassed by the political demands of 
nationalist leaders or ‘ agitators ’. At one 
level this is true, for ‘ nationalist ’ politicians 
before 194(5 were hardly a significant factor. 
Its implication, however, that all African 
political initiatives were lost in this period 
is misleading. Increasingly studies below the 
surface appearances show that the ‘ mosaio ’ 
of tribal life and politics (to adapt the meta
phor used by Otto Raum in his chapter 
‘ Changes in African life in German East 
Africa ’) was far from statio and fixed in the 
‘ cement ’ mould of oolonial rule. It would be 
foolish to underestimate the far-reaohing 
effects of the imposition of European rule, the 
extent of the authority of the imperial com
mand and the district officer, and the changes 
in African life they wrought. Nevertheless it is 
over-simple to see this as a one-way traffio of 
direction from the oentre as Margery Perham 
seems to suggest in her metaphor : ‘ an undue 
concentration on the African scene might give 
the impression that we are observing the 
action of outstretched hands, while those parts 
of the body which oontain the head and the 
heart directing those hands remain in 
obscurity ’.

The long lapse of time between the initial 
conception of the Oxford History at a Con
ference of Governors of the East African 
territories in 1952 and the publication of this 
volume in 1965 is undoubtedly an important 
reason for one’s dissatisfaction with it. It has 
arrived too late to capture the mood of 
immediately pre-independence liberalism in 
which it was planned, yet too early to use the 
new perspectives which are being, and will be, 
opened up on the colonial period, both as we 
move slightly further from it and—probably 
more important—as the African sources, both 
written and oral, are opened up. It is no 
ooinoidence that the ohapters on Uganda in 
this book are the liveliest and most illuminating 
and that Professor Low’s chapter constitutes 
at least a half-way stage to a synthesis between 
the two levels of history. Even here muoh 
remains to be done on the African side of the 
story, but from the very beginning of European 
rule there were articulate and literate Africans 
in Buganda who have left their own record of 
how they and their contemporaries responded 
to the ohoioes and ohanges in front of them. 
There is little doubt that the same kind of 
evidence, if not so readily available, exists in 
the other territories and certainly the memories 
of Afrioan participants in the events of colonial 
times have hardly been explored.

Even within their own frame of reference 
the ohapters on Tanganyika are most dis
appointing, with uninspiring titles suoh as

44
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‘ The mandate and Cameron ’ and ‘ The slnmp 
and short-term Governors From the African 
point of view, one of the best ways of studying 
the diverse responses of Africans to European 
pressure is through the local movements of 
rebellion and resistance. Yet the ohapter on 
German East Africa, whioh covers so many of 
these, too often sees them purely as problems of 
law and order for the colonial regime, part of 
the process of ‘ paoifioation ’ of the country— 
a word which must have very different 
connotations to rulers and ruled.

While it was dearly intended that the 
chapters on ‘ Changes in African life ’ would 
provide the Afrioan side of the story, they 
have been only partially successful. They have 
provided much interesting and stimulating 
material, but tend to see the individual as a 
sociological unit illustrating trends rather than 
an historical personality with emotions, aims, 
and motives.

It is always easier to see the dramatio 
changes in Afrioan life as a result of oolonial 
rule, more difficult to peroeive the underlying 
continuity in many of the political, eoonomic, 
and social adaptations made by indigenous 
peoples to the new facts of life. Yet it is the 
initiatives which remained in Afrioan hands, 
the way in which some individuals were able 
to play an old game according to the new rules 
which are aspects of the history of this period 
so largely left out of this volume and whioh 
must be taken into account if it is not simply 
to be a reoord of the actions and intentions of 
the rulers.

SHULA M*TIUK

Gordon Waterfteld (ed.): First foot
steps in East Africa, by Sir Richard 
Burton. (Travellers , and Explorers.) 
xiii, 320 pp., 4 plates. London: 
Rontledge and KeganPanl, 1966. 50s.
The latest volume in the ‘ Travellers and 

Explorers ’ series is a new edition of one of 
Eiohard Burton’s less well-known works whioh 
tells the story of his journey to the ‘ forbidden ’ 
city of Harar in 1864-5. The basic text, first 
published in 1866, has been retained and so, 
fortunately, have the greater parts of Burton’s 
entertaining and instructive notes, supple
mented at some points by editorial contri
butions. Of the original appendixes, Barker’s 
description of his attempt to reach Harar 
in 1842, meteorological observations, and 
Speke’s diary are all exoluded, the latter 
because Speke’s own version was published 
in 1864. Material on the Harari language is 
severely out down, only Burton’s introductory 
remarks being retained. On the other hand, 
the appendix on female exoision and inflbula-

tion, omitted by the publishers in 1866 and 
‘ lost ’ by the time of Lady Burton’s 1894 
edition, has been found and inoluded. Mr. 
Waterfleld’s modem introduction replaces 
Burton’s preface. In addition, the editor has 
provided two extra ohapters and an appendix 
based on some original sources. These deal 
with Burton’s plans for the full-soale expedition 
through Somaliland towards the Zanzibar 
coast, to whioh the Harar trip had been merely 
a preliminary, and with the attack on tho 
camp at Berbera in April 1866 which prevented 
the expedition from going forward.

Mr. Waterfleld’s editorial material is not 
intended, except in a general way, to enlarge 
upon Burton’s own acoount of Harar and 
Somaliland or the results of his expedition 
there; the explorer himself is the focus of 
interest and some interesting views on him are 
presented. In particular, the Berbers disaster, 
it is suggested, not only balked the Somali 
expedition but also ultimately ended Burton’s 
career as an explorer. Undoubtedly, the 
quarrel with Speke had some of its roots in the 
Somali expedition and the dispute over 
responsibility for Berbera was one of the more 
serious of Burton’s many brushes with 
officialdom. But Mr. Waterfield by no means 
proves his belief that the Royal Geographical 
Sooiety was influenced by adverse East 
India Company reports on the incident when 
they chose, in 1869, to send Speke to determine 
the source of the White Nile. There is other 
relevant material on the years 1865-9 whioh 
needs to be consulted before this decision is 
understood. Burton’s own Nile plans were not, 
in faot, rejected out of hand in 1869 and the 
society allowed him the privilege of taking 
the whole of its 1869 Journai to write up his 
Lake Tanganyika expedition. This hardly 
suggests he had lost influence. Even Speke, 
as material in this volume shows, was not 
inolined to blame Burton for what had 
happened at Berbera.

There are one or two minor errors and 
misprints, e.g. the description of Samuel 
Gobat on p. 90, n., the spelling of ‘ Juillain ’ 
on p. vii and of ‘ Unanymebi ’ and ‘ Ukerere ’ 
on p. 38. Though the original colours of the 
1866 plates have been lost, there are additional 
illustrations, not all of them, perhaps, parti
cularly relevant, which go to make up an 
attractive volume. This is a worth-while 
addition to a useful series; Burton is always 
readable as well as informative and the editor 
has provided some interesting additional 
material.

r. o. bridges

G. N. Sanderson : A study in the parti
tion of Africa: England, Europe and
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the Upper Nile, 1882-1899. (Edin
burgh University Publications. His
tory, Philosophy and Economics, 18.) 
xv, 466 pp., front., 14 plates, 4 maps. 
Edinburgh: Edinburgh University 
Press, [c1965]. 70s.
In Ootober 1897, Salisbury remarked that 

it was ‘ as difficult to judge what is going on 
in the Upper Nile valley as to judge what is 
going on on the other side of the moon ’. 
Dr. G. N. Sanderson, from a vantage-point at 
Khartoum with access to the Sudanese archives 
to supplement his study of Great Power 
diplomacy, has produced an elucidative 
acoount not only of the Afrioan ambitions of 
the Powers, but also, and for the first time, of 
indigenous African diplomacy and its effects 
on European polioies. The archives of the 
Ministry of the Interior, Khartoum, contain 
the Egyptian Army Intelligence Reports, the 
archives of the Mahdist state relating to the 
correspondence of the Khalifa with Mahdist 
commanders in Equatoria (1893-6), the 
correspondence between the Khalifa and the 
Negus Menilek (1896-8), between Fa<Jl al-Mul5 
Bey and the Congolese (1892—4), and be
tween ‘Arab! Dafa‘aU5h and the Khalifa 
(1897-8). They are indispensable both for 
Sudanese—Ethiopian relations, and for Congo
lese activities in the southern Sudan. The 
papers of the Intelligence Division, Egyptian 
Army, include Kitchener’s instructions and 
dispatches, correspondence with Marohand, 
Jaokson’s Intelligence diaries, his corres
pondence both with Omdurman and with the 
French, and the correspondence between Cairo 
and Omdurman. These provide a oomplete 
aooount of events at Fashoda and of Cromer’s 
reactions to them. On this evidence, Dr. 
Sanderson makes a critical assessment of 
Kitchener's dispatch of 21 September 1898 
and the effect of it on Salisbury’s polioy. The 
disoussion of the Fashoda crisis, the con
frontation of Britain and Franoe on the White 
Nile, though always within the writer’s 
perspective is reached only after careful 
analyses of the formulation and development 
of polioies, and of the expeditions on the 
southern routes of approach. The method of 
inquiry is one of intensive unravelling and 
scrutiny of evidence, and it is authoritatively 
applied to every aspect of the Upper Nile 
question during the years 1882-99.

Salisbury’s initial opposition to the project 
of the Emin Pasha relief expedition has often 
been emphasized. Dr. Sanderson discusses 
Salisbury’s ultimate concurrence and the 
influence on it of Sir Percy Anderson’s 
memorandum to the Cabinet of 30 November 
1886. He suggests that it is going beyond the 
evidence to assert that the approval marked

the beginning of a defensive strategy. The 
repercussion of European intervention pro
duced a vacuum of power in the southern 
Sudan and Salisbury was compelled to adopt 
a polioy of defence by diplomacy. In the 
negotiations of the Anglo—German agreement 
of 1890, it is made clear that Salisbury’s main 
difficulty was not with Berlin but with 
domestio opposition strongly represented in 
the Commons and in the Cabinet, and that 
Salisbury’s failure to olinoh the Uganda railway 
project was not without some attempt to 
initiate publio opinion into African strategy.

In the disoussion of the Anglo-Italian 
protocols of March and April 1891, Dr. 
Sanderson reveals by his research a seoret 
‘ Protocols S6par6 ’. By it, Italy undertook 
in the event of her retirement from any part 
of her newly defined sphere outside the 
Ethiopian frontier, to ‘ offer no objection to such 
abandoned territory being permanently occu
pied by the Egyptian Government’ (p. 79). 
With this evidenoe, Dr. Sanderson disposes 
even more emphatically of the interpretation 
that by the Protocols, Italy’s most extravagant 
ambitions had been met. Furthermore, he 
sees in the subsequent manoeuvres of Hud ini, 
not so muoh ‘ le flirt anglo-triplioien ’ but 
rather a clumsy attempt at seduotion, and 
that the illusion of reciprocity contrived by 
Rudini, had repercussions on Russia’s polioy, 
based on the fear that England would not 
adhere to the Triple Allianoe without some 
firm understanding about Constantinople and 
the Straits. This leads him to oonolude that 
‘ Salisbury’s African settlement with Italy set 
in motion foroes which led to the formal 
Franoo-Russian alliance whioh he was parti
cularly anxious to avert ’ (p. 87).

On Leopold IPs polioy, Dr. Sanderson has 
already produced the authoritative article 
‘ Leopold II apd the Nile Valley, 1880-1906 ’ 
(Proceedings of the Sudan Historical Association, 
i, 6, 1966), which is based on the Belgian 
documents in Deutsches Kolonialblatt. He 
further contributes to our knowledge with an 
analysis of the development of Leopold’s plans 
for Nilotie empire, his drive for the Nile of 
1890, his polioy of playing off France against 
Britain, and the negotiations of the Anglo- 
Congolese agreement. This, in its turn, 
initiated the open Anglo-Frenoh dispute on 
the Upper Nile. On the Franco-German 
Protoool of February 1894, he points out how 
inaocuracies have derived from a misleading 
footnote to the one unimportant document 
published in Die Qrosse Politik on the 
negotiations; that in fact the Protoool did 
not reopen the Frenoh road to the Nile, for 
the Anglo-German agreement had never 
dosed it. Moreover, it did not determine the 
timing of Rosebery’s approach to Leopold;
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that was deoided by the internal politics of 
the Liberal Party.

The way to the Nile from the Prenoh Congo 
had. been opened by the Praneo-Congolese 
Protoool of April 1887, and in his discussion 
of French policy, Dr. Sanderson is particularly 
skilful in assessing the influence of the 
permanent oflioials, of the several pressure 
groups, and the significance of conflicts between 
the Foreign and Colonial ministries. Until 
1893, policy reflected the priorities of iStienne 
and Jamais, Ribot’s refusal to quarrel with 
London, and Leopold’s skill in diplomatic 
manoeuvre and intrigue. Delcassfi’s aggressive 
polioy in 1893 is contrasted with his sober 
judgement in 1898 ; the evolution and frus
tration of the Monteil mission is examined, and 
the assumptions in H&notaux’s reaction to the 
Anglo-Congolese agreement are questioned. 
In the Phipps-Hanotaux negotiations, August- 
December 1894, Dr. Sanderson disputes the 
view that the British Foreign Office was 
‘ ready to go as far in West Africa as the most 
ohauvinistio of Frenohman oould have desired ’ 
if only France would keep off the Nile. He attri
butes the responsibility for the failure of the 
negotiations to Anderson ‘ who wrecked 
whatever ohances there were of a satisfactory 
Nile settlement by his inordinate appetite on 
the Niger ’ (p. 203), in contrast with Salisbury’s 
negotiations with Germany in 1890. Marschall’s 
diplomacy of limited Franoo-Gennan col
laboration is eritioized as ‘ unimaginative and 
pennywise ’ (p. 386). Undoubtedly, Germany’s 
decision to subordinate the Upper Nile question 
to general European diplomacy meant that 
the issue would be settled without advantage 
to Germany. The circumstances and oontext 
of Sir Edward Grey’s ‘ Declaration ’ in March
1895 are searohed into, and both Rosebery’s 
olaim and Conrcel’s explanation are refuted, 
and onrrent interpretations rendered less valid. 
The shortcomings of Rosebery and Kimberley 
as diplomatists are emphasized, and again the 
Oonroel-Salisbury negotiations of February
1896 are given their oorreot significance.

,Dr. Sanderson analyses the way in whioh
Bertheiot’s approval of the Marohand mission 
was gained, and the reasons for the Cabinet’s 
decision of 11 March 1896. In the final 
chapters, he discusses Fashoda, the diplomatic 
setting of the orisis, the encounter including 
the Jaokson-Germain exchanges, and the 
condominium agreement whioh completed 
Salisbury’s suocess against the historio rights 
of Egypt and the Ottoman Porte. Throughout 
the book the interest inherent in the subject 
is sustained not only by the vigorous style of 
presentation, but above all, by the depth and 
soundness of Dr. Sanderson’s researoh.

H. I. LEB

K. D. D. Henderson: Sudan republic. 
(Nations of the Modem World.) 
256 pp., map. London: Ernest 
Benn Ltd., 1966. 37s. 6d.
The end of empire has resulted in a plethora 

of memoirs by former administrators of the 
far-flung territories of the British Empire. The 
Sudan is no exception. The books of H. C. 
Jaokson, Reginald Davies, Dr. Cruiokshank, 
Sir Stewart Symes, and even Sir Geoffrey 
Archer are well known to all interested in the 
past and present Sudan. These works, and 
others like them, are oharming, sentimental 
account*, filled with delightful tales guaranteed 
to amuse any dinner party and whioh appear 
to have long ago crowded out from the 
memories of the teller the offioial, far-reaohing 
decisions of imperial rule. Now another and 
most distinguished member of the Sudan 
Political Service, K. D. D. Henderson, 
Governor of Darfur from 1949 to 1963, 
has sought to write ‘ a personal, but not, 
I hope, a subjective aocount ’ (p. 9). This 
supposition, of oourse, is an illusion. No matter 
how pure his intentions, Mr. Henderson deludes 
himself in thinking that he oan dismiss the 
attitudes and assumptions fashioned after a 
quarter of a oentury of imperial service in 
the Sudan. Sudan republic is very muoh a 
subjective account, and the author xmwittingly 
betrays himself in page after page of pro
consular prose in whioh his judgements and his 
interpretations are, not surprisingly, those of a 
former ruler. Subjectivity, of course, does not 
mean bad history, and certainly some of the 
best history has been written by participants. 
When, however, the participant desoribes the 
frailities and follies of his successors, history 
turns to patronage and interpretation to 
opinion. Unhappily, Mr. Henderson appears 
unwilling to acknowledge such limitations in 
his analysis of an independent Sudan without 
British guidance.

The first ohapters are the best. Mr. 
Henderson knows the northern Sudan and 
its peoples intimately. His description of the 
country and its people is oertainly the finest to 
be found in any genera] book on the Sudan. 
The oharm which aooompanies intimaoy is 
scattered throughout from Colonel Pearson’s 
burial plot, which shall forever be British 
(p. 16), to the delightful story of the ndfir, ‘All 
al-SanusI (p. 42). At oh. iii, however, 
Mr. Henderson’s background begins to work 
against him. Entitled ‘ Rehabilitation this 
chapter desoribes the early years of the 
Anglo-Egyptian Condominium, following the 
reoonquest of the Sudan in 1898. Here 
Mr. Henderson is too much the trustee whose 
most tendentious judgements, such as referring 
to the acceleration toward independence after
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the troubles of 1924 as a 4 doubtful gain ’ 
(p. 48), are as unnecessary as they are question
able. T.flrn others before him Mr. Henderson 
argues that a delay of independence would 
have solved the problem of the southern 
Sudan on the doubtful assumption that the 
Britkhwouldhave welded together the northern 
and southern Sudan without the pressure of 
Sudanese nationalism. The struggles, trials, 
and tribulations of suoh a faithful servant of 
the Sudanese are not very compatible with the 
sweep of history.

Ch. iv-vi are short, straightforward vignettes 
of the critical period between the two World 
Wars. Too much credit is given to Wingate for 
engineering the revolt in the IJijaz (p. 58), but 
his praise of A. R. Lambert’s botanical contri
butions is not only justified but long overdue 
(p. 08). The explanations of local government 
are exoeHent, and the candour with which he 
discusses the motivations behind indirect rule 
(p. 70) are refreshingly realistio and free from 
the pious praise which usually accompanies any 
discussion of its implementation in British 
Africa. Moreover, Mr. Henderson makes no 
attempt to hide the fact that the purpose of 
Western education in the Sudan was first to 
support the administration and only secondly 
to widen the intellectual horizon of the 
Sudanese (p. 76). He is also prepared to admit 
that even with its large endowment of good 
sense and country-squire wisdom, the Sudan 
Government dallied too long in the introduc
tion of representative institutions (pp. 80-1), 
which, however, appears to oontradict his 
earlier pleas for an extension of British 
administration in order to resolve the problems 
of an independent Sudan.

The beginnings of democracy in the Sudan 
are described in oh. vii. This is a oomplex and 
confusing period in the Sudan, deserving of 
fuller and more understanding treatment. The 
interpretations are olympian ; the judgements 
paternal. Here the great dilemma of the 
faithful British administrator in Africa is 
pitifully revealed. On the one hand, he feels 
that British institutions must be operating 
before independence, while on the other, 
instinctively realizing that there will never be 
sufficient time to create them. The resulting 
lament is unreal, repeated so often by other 
former colonial officials to excuse and to 
justify that it has lost whatever appeal it once 
possessed.

The most critical problem of the Sudan 
to-day remains the question of the south. 
Quite rightly Mr. Henderson devotes almost a 
quarter of the book to this subject in his 
longest ohapter (x). Unhappily, during his 
long career in the Sudan he never served in the 
southern Sudan, so that his paternalism cannot 
be neutralized by personal knowledge. In

fact his unfamiliarity with the southern Sudan 
reflects the general lack of interest in that part 
of the country which characterized the Civil 
Secretariat in Khartoum until after the second 
World War. He appears unaware of the extent 
of paoifioation required in eastern Mongalla 
(pp. 159-00) or for that matter in the Bafir 
al-Ghaz&l and Upper Nile Provinces before 
British administration could be introduced. 
The many years of pacification necessary to 
establish British rule placed the south, from 
the very beginning, far behind in the schemes 
of modernization in the Nile Valley. There are 
other minor slips and omissions. Lupton did 
not capture Yambio (p. 160), nor is the creation 
of the Equatorial Corps (p. 161) attributed to 
the desire of British officials to rid the south of 
northern Sudanese, Muslim troops. Southern 
Policy begins with Wingate’s deoision in 1910 
to establish a negroid, African corps for the 
southern Sudan. Even more important, 
Mr. Henderson fails to realize that, although 
British policy was theoretically based on 
retaining the chief and supporting his 
authority, in practice the early British officials 
had to break the chiefs in order to pacify them. 
Simply to Hiffmiflfl the chiefs for * nonco
operation or for practices repugnant to 
western standards of justice and morality ’ is 
to the point of their inveterate hostility 
to British rule (p. 163). Mr. Henderson clearly 
sees that administration in the southern 
Sudan becomes more ‘ direct but he fails to 
draw the appropriate conclusion. Thus when 
he discusses (p. 164) the application of 
Southern Policy, which meant the elimination 
of northern, Arab Sudanese influences so that 
the south could develop along its own indi
genous African lines, he appears to justify its 
application on the grounds of curtailing the 
slave-trade. Undoubtedly, there was a trickle 
of slaves passing out of the southern Sudan, 
but it is pure fantasy to believe that Southern 
Policy was inaugurated to prevent that trade. 
In fact it arose out of the implacable logic of 
indirect rule which was to replace ‘ direot ’ 
administration. If southern Sudanese were to 
be ruled through their traditional authorities 
and institutions, these had to be protected from 
external, non-negroid, African influences. 
Indeed, neither the author’s heart nor interests 
mo in the southern Sudan, and much like the 
recent work of the northern Sudanese journa
list, Beshir Mohammed Said (The Sudan: 
cross-roads of Africa, 1905), he attempts to 
shed light on the complex problem of the 
southern Sudan by extensive quotations from 
numerous sources. The publication of such 
documents is always weloome, but it is no 
substitute for analysis.

In ooncluBion one cannot help but reflect 
that Mr. Henderson’s contribution to the
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historiography of the Sudan would have been 
far greater if he had written a memoir about his 
service in the Sudan from that deep well of 
his long experience rather than attempt to 
interpret ourrent Sudanese history through the 
glasses of his imperial past.

BOBEBT O. COLLINS

Anthony Sillery : Founding a pro
tectorate : history of Bechuanaland, 
1885-1895. (Studies in African 
History, Anthropology, and Ethno
logy, m.) 267 pp., map. The Hague, 
etc.: Mouton and Co., 1965. Guilders 
28.
Three themes run through this new book 

by an author who is already an authority on 
Bechuanaland. The first is external: the 
role of the territory in the partition of Africa. 
The significance of the area—the road to the 
north, thinly wedged between the Kalahari 
and the Transvaal—is well known, and Dr. 
Sillery adds little that will change the standard 
aooonnts of the strategy of the soramble. 
Indeed at points he seems strangely unaware 
of the suggestions of previous soholars, as for 
example on p. 97 where he offers no explanation 
for the change in polioy of Sir Hercules 
Robinson, which was dismissed at some length 
in Africa and (he Victorians. His thorough 
search of the Colonial Office papers—in 
particular the internal minutes and memoranda 
—has, however, enabled him to throw a 
powerful sidelight on the character and 
methods of Cecil Rhodes, and his account of 
the discovery by the Colonial Offloe that 
Rhodes and his associates were ‘ ruthless, 
orooked and powerful to oorrupt ’ should not be 
overlooked by any future biographer or student 
of Rhodes’s influence. Together with this 
discussion of partition taotics, the book 
describes in detail the transition from a 
protectorate, whioh in 1885 was designed 
merely to exolude external rivals, to an. 
administration whioh gradually assumed 
extensive powers of intervention in domestio 
disputes. Here, Dr. Sillery argues, Sir Henry 
Loch’s unauthorized proclamation of 1891 
oreated the prototype of a new form of 
protectorate and gave Bechuanaland ‘ a speoial 
place in imperial history ’.

Behind these two themes lies the question 
of the role of the Tswana ohiefs in these 
developments. Kgama, ohief of the Bamang- 
wato, was probably the most renowned 
African of this time, and his acceptance of the 
Protectorate in 1885, his support of the 
administration, and his visit to London to 
frustrate the Chartered Company are here 
onoe more recounted. Unfortunately, however,

this theme remains for the most part sub
servient to the others : the springs of Tswana 
foreign policy remain elusive, the opinions of 
the chiefs are not always dearly distinguished 
from those of their missionary ooadjutors, and 
the pressures of inter-tribal rivalries are 
described mainly as they impinge on the 
administration and are interpreted through 
official eyes. Kgama, in particular, remains 
an enigma, and one finds it difficult to aooept 
that this despot, who with ruthless vigour had 
seized a ohieftainoy and imposed a regime of 
Viotorian austerity on his people, could 
meekly be ‘ determined as always to be on a 
proper footing with the Protecting power ’. 
His calculations of his own interests and those 
of his people were, one feels, far more flexible 
and subtle than this, and one is left hoping 
that other scholars will follow Dr. Sillery’s 
footsteps and investigate this aspeot of the 
story in depth.

BIOHABD QUAY

C. W. Newbury (ed.): A mission to 
Oelede, king of Dahome, by Sir Richard 
Burton. (Travellers and Explorers.) 
ix, 372 pp. London : Rontledge and 
Kegan Paul, 1966. 50s.
Riohard Burton’s acoount of the kingdom of 

Dahomey, as a work of ‘ pre-scientifio ’ 
anthropology, stands alone in the nineteenth- 
oentury literature of African travel. Burton’s 
linguistio brilliance, tireless curiosity, and 
powers of exact observation enabled him in 
his Mission to Gelds to make what Dr. Newbury 
rightly calls ‘ a unique contribution to our 
knowledge of a West African kingdom’. Here 
was an obvious ohoice for early inclusion in 
this useful new series of ‘ Travellers and 
Explorers ’.

Nobody is better qualified than Dr. Newbury 
to edit this masterpiece, and yet one wonders 
if he has made the best use of his opportunity. 
His long and well-documented introduction is 
admirable in placing Burton’s mission in the 
wider context of British polioy in West Africa, 
but when he turns to the African side of the 
story his touoli is sometimes less sure. It 
seems to the reviewer that he greatly over- 
stresses the inflexibility of Dahoman polioy 
and the irrational element in its motivation. 
His failure dearly to bring ont the very real 
suzerainty exercised by Oyo over the whole 
region in the eighteenth century obsoures the 
reader’s understanding of the very fluid 
‘ international situation ’ created by the 
collapse of that power in the seoond decade 
of the nineteenth century. The Eon and the 
Egba, both former tributaries of Oyo, were 
drawn into a conflict whioh both interpreted
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as a struggle for survival, and which oannot be 
adequately treated in isolation from the wider 
conflagration which engulfed the whole of 
Yorubaland. The realities of political and 
eoonomio rivalry are surely sufficient to explain 
Dahoman animosity towards Abeokuta without 
resort to the fantastio supposition that war 
was needed to provide a Bteady flow of viotims 
for sacrifice. Upon what soale does Dr. 
Newbury suppose human sacrifice to have been 
practised in Abomey ! A number of minor 
errors have been noted. The death of King 
Agaja is given as 1738 (p. 26, n.). Dr. 
Akinjoghin of the University of Ife has 
established from documentary evidence that 
he died in the first half of 1740. The Abplogan 
was not ‘ ohief of one of Allada provinces ’ 
(p. 33) but the chief of a former provinoe of 
Whydah, who had transferred his allegianoe 
to Dahomey in 1726. It is also somewhat 
misleading to speak of the Trench firm of 
Rdgis as pioneering legitimate trade at Whydah 
(p. 6), when the Gold Coast merchant Thomas 
Hutton had opened business there in palm oil 
as early as 1838.

The text is that of the second edition of 
1864, reproduced virtually in full, as are all 
but the most irrelevant of Burton’s own 
copious footnotes. Dr. Newbury’s own notes 
are few and unobtrusive. This very modest 
interpretation of the editor’s role was probably 
imposed by the wider plan of the series, but 
in Burton’s rather peouliar case it may have 
been a serious error of judgement. It is surely 
expected and desired that this series will have 
wide appeal not only to the English ‘ general 
reader ’ but to a non-speoialist African 
readership as well, and from this point of 
view there can be small doubt that Burton’s 
original text would have benefited from muoh 
more positive editorship, both in annotation 
and exoision. Burton’s self-consoious, dated 
style, peppered with Greek and Latin tags, 
snatches of French and Hindustani, and 
forgotten upper-olass slang, is frequently 
difficult to read, and not always easy to 
understand. The very wide range of his 
constant comparative allusions to other 
unfamiliar societies is better calculated to 
impress than to enlighten the majority of 
readers, and Dr. Newbury gives them no help.

More serious is the sustained and vioious 
anti-Afrioan tone of Burton’s book. His 
characteristic blend of cheap Gilbertdan 
facetiousness and ‘ scientific ’ racism is 
certainly revolting even to the most insensitive 
African reader. Of course this element in 
Burton’s writing is so pervasive that it would 
be neither honest nor practicable to try to 
eliminate it by editorial cutting, but the book 
oould easily be made a good deal less un
pleasant by a judioious pruning of the more

outrageous outbursts, and the omission of the 
many asides and footnotes which are no more 
than abusive expressions of the author’s 
antipathy to the Negro. It seems a pity that 
a work whioh oontains so muoh of interest and 
value to African readers should have appeared 
onoe more so disfigured by this display of 
prejudice as to be, for Africans, virtually 
unreadable.

D. H. JONES

J. C. Aftene : Southern Nigeria in 
transition, 1885-1906: theory and 
practice tn a colonial protectorate, xii, 
360 pp., 8 plates, map. Cambridge : 
University Press, 1966. 45s.

This textbook narrative by the head of the 
History Department in the University of 
Ibadan oovers, in workmanlike fashion, what 
had hitherto been a major gap in the published 
historical literature of Nigeria by tracing the 
evolution of the British Protectorate over the 
‘ Oil Rivers ’ from the Berlin Conference to 
the administrative amalgamation with Lagos 
in 1906.

The ourious ‘ treaties ’, whioh in 1884-6 
secured British ‘ freedom of action ’ on the 
Lower Niger and the Oil Rivers, did not 
immediately entail any surrender of internal 
sovereignty by their African signatories, and 
British polioy makers were slow even to 
establish the ‘ paper protectorate ’ needed to 
sustain their olaims against European rivals. 
Increasingly direot responsibility for the affairs 
of the coastal states was imposed upon the 
British, in the 1880’s and 1890’s, by the 
disruptive effect of European commercial 
rivalries upon indigenous institutions, but the 
‘ opening up ’ and ‘ paoification ’ of the, 
predominantly Ibo, hinterland came only in 
the first decade of the present oentury, and 
after the reforms of 1900 had endowed the 
protectorate, on paper at least, with most of 
the forms and institutions of a ‘ Crown Colony ’ 
government.

Professor Anene has been at work for many 
years on this subjeot, and he has been able to 
draw upon the researches of students working 
under his direction. He has tried to make the 
fullest use of oral material, of the work of 
Nigerian local historians, and of later as well 
as contemporary reoords, both in Nigeria and 
in the Public Record Office. Unlike many 
research workers, he has not overlooked the 
valuable contribution to be drawn from 
contemporary published work, of which he 
makes good use. But however energetio and 
resourceful the student may be in his search 
for supporting evidences, the awkward fact 
remains that, for the historian of the early
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colonial period, here as in most parts of tropical 
Africa, the overwhelming bulk of his sources 
derives from the colonial administrative 
machinery itself. The alien officials’ ignorance 
of African conditions oombined with the 
obvious need for self-justification and to 
‘ sell ’ local polioies to higher authority makes 
this a peculiarly difficult body of material to 
interpret, where there is virtually no other 
evidence to set against it. The task cannot be 
made easier for the Nigerian soholar by the 
fact that his own people are seen in these 
records almost exclusively as savages living in 
primeval anarchy, to whom it would be 
unthinkable to asoribe either positive political 
rights or rational motives.

One oan only admire the soholarly integrity 
with which Professor Anene has handled this 
intransigent material. He has sought to do 
justice to the motivations and achievements of 
British administrative policy and, at the same 
time, to unoover the realities of the African 
side of the story. It may be doubted whether 
anyone else could have done better in producing 
a balanced and objective narrative. Inevitably 
there are some false touches. The criticism of 
the undignified begging habits of the coastal 
chiefs and their ‘ ridiculous ’ misuse of articles 
of European dress is a partial failure to 
dissociate from the ethnocentrio prejudices of 
the original sources. Conscious effort to avoid 
this danger leads to perhaps an exoessive Btress 
on the early administrators’ ignorance of 
indigenous politics and society and their 
unwillingness to leam. The judgements on 
individuals are not always easy to accept. 
The heavy contrast between Maodonald and 
Moor, always so favourable to the humanity 
of the former, probably takes too little 
consideration of the very different, circum
stances in which they had to aot. Macdonald, 
too, was capable of speaking of ‘ the strong arm 
of civilization ’.

The impression is given on p. 202 that the 
information from Egharevba’s History about 
the trial and banishment of the last Oba of 
Benin comes ultimately from Bini sources. This 
is a mistake. The whole passage, as Chief 
Egharevba clearly indicates, is a verbatim 
quotation from Ling Roth’s Gnat Benin, a 
circumstance very relevant to the historian’s 
judgement of the whole episode,

D. H. JOKES

A. D. H. Bivar : Nigerian panoply : 
arms and armour of the Northern 
Region. 44, [2] pp., front., 22 plates. 
[Lagos]: Department of Antiquities, 
Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1964.
This is a specialist work, and as for its

specialist aspects, the present revierwer can 
only remark that it bears the constant imprint 
of scholarly competence. It required Dr. Bivar’s 
scholarship to make dear the full significance 
of Northern Nigerian scribal hands and 
chancery documents. He has now performed 
an equivalent service in the field of arms and 
armour.

The work consists of descriptive accounts of 
each of the weapons and garments whioh 
Dr. Bivar displays, and a following seotion in 
whioh these same objects appear in photo
graphs whioh excellently illustrate the pre
ceding discussions. There is also an appendix 
and a useful bibliography.

To the historian of Northern Nigeria two 
points stand out. The first is that this work 
confirms the importance of Mamluk influences 
in the area. The prominence and significance 
of such influences had already begun to be 
realized from the study of Hausa constitu
tional practice and oourt ceremonial. This 
work now provides important pointers as to 
how they entered Hausaland, and indioates a 
more preoise chronology. Similarly, the 
presence of Ottoman influences is underlined. 
The earlier Maghrihl oontaots are not exoluded, 
but are shown to have been tenuous and 
somewhat uncertain. This evidence is par
ticularly valuable because, by implication, it 
rebukes over-ready assumptions of the primacy 
of native Arab contacts with Hausaland.

The seoond valuable contribution is summed 
up in Dr. Bivar’s observation ‘ The final result 
is to show that there is no Bimple answer to 
the question of the origins of this whole body 
of archaeological material ’. This is indeed 
true of all aapeote of Northern Nigerian 
onlture. It can be demonstrated through suoh 
diverse studies as that of the provenance and 
diffusion of oowry shells in the area; the 
borrowing of Arabio loan-words into Hausa 
and the origins of Hausa folk-lore. In each 
ease we are dealing not with simple and easily 
distinguishable trends and associations, but 
with a tangled skein of often unexpected 
contacts and diffusion whioh present a 
pattern of great complexity. Dr. Bivar’s 
study has contributed importantly to the 
process of unravelling. It has also indicated 
a number of directions in which future 
research could profitably be pursued.

Dr. Aida S. Arif’s appendix, in which she 
proposes what she considers to be the transla
tion of the inscription on the Ngala flint-lock 
pistol is not convincing, and it would have 
been better to leave the matter at the point 
to whioh Dr. Bivar himself takes it—that the 
inscription is not susceptible to decipherment 
and is probably in a language other than 
Arabic.

M. HI8KETT
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William A. Shack : The Outage: a 
people of the ensete culture, xiii, 222 pp., 
front., 6 plates. London, etc. : Oxford 
University Press for the International 
African Institute, 1966. 50s.
The Gurage are a people of Hamitio stock, 

speaking a Semitio language, who live in the 
Lake Zeway region of south-western Ethiopia. 
Apart from Professor Leslau’s work (mainly 
linguistio), such as his Eihiopxc documents : 
Gurage, not very much has been written about 
them, and Dr. Shack’s book is therefore a 
welcome addition to the scanty literature. 
After an introductory ohapter dealing with the 
history of the people, the author goes on to 
‘ Ecology and communications 4 Land, 
labour, and ensete ’, ‘ Kinship, local organiza
tion, family, and marriage ’, ‘ The political 
system : clanship and ritual ’, and * Religious 
organization * (these are the titles of ch. ii-vi). 
A final ohapter called ‘ Conclusions * is 
followed by three appendixes (on houses ; on 
lineage segmentation of one clan ; and on sex 
division of labour). There are bibliographies 
and an index.

The Gurage are fortunate in that they appear 
never to have had a crop failure, their staple 
food being the banana-like plant ensete edulis 
(Amharic ensdt, Gurage dsdt), of whioh the 
root, leaf-stem, and inner bark of the pseudo- 
stem are eaten. Other parte are also used 
extensively: bark provides insulation for 
thatched roofs, dried leaves are made into 
plates, leaves are used as wrappings and head- 
pads, and the coarse fibres are sold for making 
rope and bags. The plant is the basis of Gurage 
social and economic life, and a status symbol 
for the rich; it is possibly of greater social 
and economio significance to the Gurage than 
to most of the other ensete-growing peoples 
of south-western Ethiopia. This aspect of 
Gurage culture is described in detail.

The chapter on kinship and local organiza
tion (oh. iv) is refreshingly free from jargon, 
though the terms minimal and maximal 
lineage have crept in, and fig. 10 shows the 
‘ lineage segmentation of the Ysnakwamt 
clan ’; but the author appears to have resisted

the temptation to carry this ad absurdum, for 
he notes that Gurage * do not think in terms of 
differential segments of lineage In the note 
to p. 94 he might have added that the Gurage 
zdr has the same meaning as the Amharic 
zdr, 4 seed ’, 4 origin ’.

As to religion, the Gurage are described as 
being pagan, Christian, and Muslim. They 
have been strongly influenced by long contaot 
with Ethiopian Christianity and with Islam ; 
and both these religions have incorporated 
elements of Cushitic paganism. The two 
obviously pagan cults called Oafit, in which 
men (and men only) honour the Cushitio Sky 
God Waq, and I)fimwamwit, centred on the 
female deity bearing the same name and 
practised only by women, appear to be 
oelebrated by all Gurage ; but the cult of 
Boifi-, the Thunder God, would seem to be more 
of a Muslim oult, though of pagan origin. 
These cults are described; the first two are 
called 4 the dominant religious conceptions of 
Gurage men and women ’, but their inter
relation with Christianity and Islam is not 
sufficiently brought out, and the status and 
practice of these two religions is not clear from 
the book. There is a useful table on p. 36 of 
the primary and secondary religions of the 
Gurage tribes.

The book includes also an account of the 
submerged class called Puga (the Watta of 
the Galla and the Manjo of the Kafa), who are 
hunters, artisans, and ritual experts, and while 
speaking the language of the group among 
which they live, have a language of their own. 
They occur in all the tribal areas of Gurage, 
living among the Gurage but not as part of 
them, like submerged classes elsewhere in 
East Africa, and debarred from marriage with 
the Gurage. They are the technologists of the 
Gurage, who say 4 a Fuga is one who knows

This is an interesting, useful, and well 
written book, and to my mind one of the best 
of the International African Institute’s 
publications. The map at the end (map 4), 
however, is poor, and does not mark all the 
tribes.

G. W. B. HU-NTINGFORD

SHORT NOTICES
James Met.t, a a et : Earliest civilizations 

of the Near East. (The Library of 
Early Civilizations.) 143 pp. London: 
Thames and Hudson, [1965]. 30s.
This book is essentially the author’s contri

bution to The. dawn of civilization rewritten to 
inolude the most recent developments, in

whioh he has personally played suoh a promi
nent part. Hip subject covers, in the traditional 
terminology, the transition from the mesolithio 
to the neolithio onltnre, and the chalcolithio 
period. In the past it has been the onstom to 
speak of ‘ civilization ’ beginning with the 
urban revolution in Egypt and Mesopotamia 
in the Early Bronze Age—i.e. outside the span
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of the essay—and it is with this view that Mr. 
MeDaart conformed in his original exposition. 
This was entitled ‘ Boots in the soil ’ and was 
ooneemed with sketching the neolithio and 
early ohaloolithio periods as the seed-beds 
from whioh civilization was later to spring. 
In this revised form, however, oovering exaotly 
the same period and area, we are told of the 
‘ earliest civilizations We may ask whether 
this is due to new information, or whether it is 
only a redefinition of ‘ civilization ’.

In fact it is the new material furnished by 
two sites whioh has revolutionized our know
ledge of the neolithio period. These are 
Jerioho, and more particularly Qatal Hflytlk 
near Konya in southern Anatolia, where 
Mr. MeDaart’s exoavations have produoed suoh 
extraordinary results. These must completely 
supersede the established notion of the 
neolithio community as being an economically 
autarkio settlement laoking in technical 
specialization and practising subsistence agri
culture. Civilization demands not only a 
considerable degree of technological achieve
ment, but also a community large enough to 
evolve beyond the most simple stages of social 
organization. Both Jerioho and Qatal Hflytlk 
answer to these requirements in some degree. 
Furthermore the wealth and foreign provenance 
of their artefacts indicate the substantial trade 
of the period.

Thus we are fortunate to have Mr. Mellaart’s 
new aocount of this momentous turning-point 
in human affairs, written in the light of the 
latest disooveries by himself and others. It is, 
as he emphasizes, in the nature of an interim 
report, for his own present exoavations are far 
from complete, and also the progress of the 
past five years has been suoh that no one can 
tell what the next five may bring.

J. D. HAWKINS

Rat L. Cleveland : An ancient South 
Arabian necropolis : objects from the 
second campaign (1951) in the Timna‘ 
cemetery. (Publications of tbe Ameri
can Foundation for the Study of Man, 
Vol. rv.) xiii, 188 pp., 120 plates. 
Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 
[1966]. (Distributed in G-.B. by 
Oxford University Press. £9.)
This work illustrates and describes in great 

detail almost all the objects, other than 
pottery, excavated in the Tirana1 oemetery, 
WSd! Bayhan (South Arabian Federation) 
during the second oampaign of the 1961 
archaeological expedition sponsored by the 
American Foundation for the Study of Man. 
Its president, Wendell Phillips, has written 
the foreword. The author did not participate

in any of Wendell Phillips’s earlier expeditions. 
His study is a part-time task whioh he under
took in 1967 helped and advised by Professor 
Albright and Dr. Gus W. Van Beek.

The objeots are varied, both in purpose and 
in their artistio merit. They inolude inoense 
burners, statues, stelae, beads, shells, bronze 
objeots, and reliefs. It is olaimed that the 
contents of this necropolis constitute the 
largest collection of South Arabian antiquities 
of known provenance available for study. 
Together with the inscriptions they have a 
speoial importance and interest for those 
concerned with the oulture of anoient South 
Arabia.

The book is essentially a catalogue and 
reference work designed for the specialist. 
The text is so arranged that eaoh type of 
object is described according to materials, 
features, condition, and significance. Beliefs 
and sculpture are arranged according to 
representation—human figures, bulls, and ibex. 
Eaoh category is prefaced by general remarks 
regarding anoient South Arabian art and 
history.

The objeots oannot yet be dated, although 
they oan hardly be later than a.d. 10. The 
author is aware that this is likely to surprise 
some readers. He points out, however, that the 
first oeramio ohronology for South Arabia 
being worked out by Dr. Gus W. Van Beek is 
nearing completion and that this together with 
the study of potsherds from the Timna‘ 
cemetery should indicate the span of time 
during whioh the oemetery was in use. Until 
this latter study is published it is clearly 
impossible to predict the ultimate historical 
value of the antiquities whioh the author has 
described. He confines his oommente to 
antiquity and does not attempt in his notes to 
compare or contrast anoient objects with those 
still in use to-day in South Arabia, or to assess 
the nature of local oustoms. It is an under
statement, for example, to suggest (p. 30) that 
the ibex ‘ may possibly have had some speoial 
significance in the superstitions or religion of 
the people ’, when in fact the whole question of 
the ibex oult as it still exists in the Hadramawt 
has been studied and described in detail by 
H. Ingrams and B. B. Serjeant.

One oan sympathize with the author who 
has oarried out his painstaking task without 
access to information derived from the excava
tion of a stratified site. He remarks in his 
introduction (p. 3), ‘ So while this collection 
supplies many new details about the past of 
South Arabia, it also urges us on to further 
controlled excavation ’. In fact, political 
conditions being as they are, this hope is 
unlikely to be fulfilled for some time to come. 
On the one hand it underlines a lost oppor
tunity to advance South Arabian arohaeology,
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and on the other it gives an additional value 
and significance to a publication of this kind. 
Everything published about the antiquities 
of South Arabia is to be welcomed. All the 
more so when the artefacts are so dearly and 
attractively presented.

H. T. NORMS

Heinz Geotzfeld : Laul- und Formen- 
lehre des Damaszenisch-Arabischen. 
(Abbandlungen fur die Kunde des 
Morgenlandes, xxxv, 3.) xdii, 134 pp. 
Wiesbaden: Deutsche Morgenland- 
iscbe Gesellschaft, Korn missionsverlag 
Franz Steiner GmbH, 1964. DM 28. 

Ariel Blooh : Die Hypotaxe im Damas
zenisch-Arabisohen, mil Vergleichen 
zur Hypotaxe im Elassisch-Arabischen. 
(Abhandlungen ffir die Kunde des 
Morgenlandes, xxxv, 4.) vi, 102 pp. 
Wiesbaden: Deutsche Morgenland- 
ische Gesellschaft, Komm i ssionsverlag 
Franz Steiner GmbH, 1966. DM 24. 

Ariel Blooh and Heinz Geotzfeld 
(ed.): Damaszenisch-arabische Texte, 
mil tlbersetzung, Anmerhungen und 
Olossar. (Abhandlungen fur die 
Kunde des Morgenlandes, xxxv, 2.) 
x, 216 pp. Wiesbaden: Deutsche 
Morgenlindische Gesellschaft, Kom- 
missionsverlag Franz Steiner GmbH, 
1964. DM 40.

The first of these three publications deals in 
some detail with the phonology and morpho
logy of the spoken Arabio of Damascus.

Some points arise out of the treatment of 
the phonology of this dialeot. Both e and o are 
defined as occurring ‘ nur in einfach ge- 
sohlossener Endsilbe ’ (p. 11) or ‘ nur in 
unbetonter einfach geschlossener Endsilbe ’ 
(p. 13). Many feminine singular words, 
however, have the ending -e, whioh is here a 
conditioned variant of -a (of. p. 90), and this 
case is not really oovered by the description. 
Final o (viz. the 3 m.s. suffix) is defined as -v 
(p. 42), which fits the general statement earlier 
that long vowels are shortened in final 
unstressed positions but remain phonologioally 
long. That -o is phonologioally long, however, 
is not self-evident in this particular instance.

The morphology is fairly fully and satis
factorily treated but the arrangement and the 
lack of tin index oan make reference difficult, 
'and in particular to the broken plurals.

It is doubtful whether some of the compara
tive material adds muoh to the discussion (as, 
e.g., pp. 66 ff.) although it is interesting.

This is, however, a useful documentation of

an important dialect whioh has been in
sufficiently studied up to the present.

The seoond publication deals very thoroughly 
with an aspeot of syntax. Most of the examples 
are from the texts printed in the third work 
considered here, with a few from other relevant 
publications. These latter are not re-tran
scribed, but this should cause no difficulty. 
There is a good index whioh makes for ease 
of reference.

The third book in this series gives a good 
selection of texts covering informal biography, 
stories, and broadcasts. Where the language 
is not completely typioal of the Damascene 
dialeot this is oarefully pointed out to the 
reader (as, for example, in text 20, p. 166).

The notes cover most points of interest or 
query. It might, however, have been useful to 
oross-reference the important demonstrative 
partiole laic, Zsi, (w-l»h) ‘ sieh doch ! ’, etc., 
whioh is disoussed in the first publication on 
p. 48. This seems to occur for the first time on 
p. 4, 1. 14.

The appended glossary contains the words 
whioh ocour in the text which are not given 
in Barth61emy’s dictionary. Some of these are 
listed in Denizeau’s supplement to Barthfilemy’s 
work (1960) whioh does not seem to have been 
used by the authors.

T. Mi JOHNSTONE

Imtiyaz ‘AlT ‘Arsh! (comp.): Catalogue 
of the Arabic manuscripts in Raza 
Library, Rampur. Vol. one. Quranic 
sciences and the science of traditions. 
(Raza Library Publication Series, No. 
12.) xii, 657 pp. + errata slip. 
Rampur : Raza Library Trust, 1963. 
Rs. 30.
This catalogue of the MBS of the Qur’an, 

Qur’anio soiences, and hadith gives a good and 
well-ordered description of the MSS held in 
the Baza Library, Bampur. The schema is 
plain and the arrangement of the different 
elements in the description of the MSS makes 
for convenience of reference.

The system of transcription is fairly ortho
dox, though some conventions (as e.g. z for 
Sldl) are better adapted to Urdu than to 
Arabio. The use of the apostrophe in examples 
suoh as a’s-^awri (p. xi) is, however, rather a 
confusing convention.

Beferences are made to Brookelmann, GAL, 
where these are relevant, and to other Indian 
libraries if a copy of the MS in question is to 
be found there. What the compiler does not 
note on p. x is that other useful references are 
made throughout to authors suoh as HSjji 
Khalifa (of. p. 181) and to other catalogues 
(of. p. 169).
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Pp. xi-xii give details of some of the old and 
interesting MSS in this library. One of these, 
no. 399, a Qur’in commentary by Abu 
‘Abdullah SufySn b. Sa'Id b. Masruq al-Thawri 
al-Kufl deserves especial notice.

The Arabio type is small but clear, though 
the letter ?a’ is often blurred. In the tran
scription of ‘oin, the ‘ tends not to be repro
duced (of. e.g. pp. 333 and 346).

Some few misprints have escaped the proof
reading (as, e.g., Wadihah (no. 298, p. 138) and 
19 for 91 in the errata). These seem to be of 
minor importance and should not detraot from 
the usefulness of this publication.

T. M. j.

Y. Linant de Bellefonds : Trails de 
droit mustdman compare. (Maison des 
Sciences de l’Homme. Recherches 
Miiditerrandennes. Dtudes, vi.) 2 
vols. : 468 pp.; 483 pp. Paris, La 
Haye : Monton & Co., 1966.
This comprehensive treatise will be of 

value to students of Islamio law and society. 
The author describes the purpose and soope 
of the work in his general introduction (vol. I, 
pp. 7-18). He excludes from consideration the 
publio law of Islam, twill al-fiqh (the traditional 
discipline dealing with the souroes of Islamio 
law), and ritual obligations. Within the vast 
remaining field of private law, he undertakes 
a comparative study of the doctrines of the 
four Sunni schools. While using as his frame
work the 1,1 amtf! syBtem, he is anxious to 
present a genuine synopsis, rather than an 
expos6 mainly of the teachings of a single 
school, suoh as has been usual in manuals of 
Muslim law until recent times. He emphasises 
his dose dependence upon Arabio authors, 
and particularly his exploitation of modem 
texts in order to present the contemporary 
Muslim image of fiqh. He prooeeds (vol. r, 
pp. 19-60) to discuss the ‘ formal sources ’ of 
Islamio law—not the traditional ufQl al-flqh, 
which form the theoretical foundation of the 
Sharf'a, but the authoritative texts wherein 
the present-day jurist oan find the law. The 
comparative study is divided into three books, 
dealing respectively with the general theory of 
the juridical aot, with marriage, and with the 
dissolution of marriage. The exposition of the 
great body of data surveyed by the author is 
dear and systematic.

William R. Polk : The United States 
and the Arab world. (The American 
Foreign Policy Library.) xvi, 320 pp.

Cambridge, Maes. : Harvard Univer
sity Press, 1966. (Distributed in G.B. 
by Oxford University Press. 48s.)
This work is published in a series of ‘ hand

books directed towards the formation and 
guidance of an enlightened publio opinion on 
important and difficult questions of American 
relations with different countries or areas ’. 
It gives less space to contemporary issues 
than the title suggests : much of the space is 
given to an historical sketch of developments 
in the Arab world from the time of Muhammad 
to the seoond World War. Given the limits of 
space suoh a summary is inevitably somewhat 
episodic in treatment and divided—at times a 
little uneasily—between the topical and the 
ohronological, bnt readers new to. the subjeot, 
to whom the series appears to be largely 
directed, will find much that is useful in it.

As the discussion ranges over several 
centuries in which the United States did not 
exist and, subsequently nearly a century and 
a half in whioh her role in the Middle East 
was very slight, speoifio U.8. policies reoeive 
comparatively slight treatment. But when the 
author, who, after an academic career, is now 
a member of the Policy Planning Council of 
the U.S. State Department, deals with U.S. 
interventions in the area in the 1960’s, he 
shows a oommendable moderation and 
objectivity, especially in dealing with the 
oonfusions of the ‘ Eisenhower Doctrine ’. He 
also appears to be free from the common 
tendency of Americans to exaggerate the 
significance of Communism in the area. It 
appears surprising, therefore, that in his 
conclusions he approves of what he calls ‘ the 
retention of a police foroe ’ by the United States 
in the area. This seems a misuse of words. 
Police are servants of a community acting on 
its behalf. Unilateral aotions in international 
affairs which affeot the independence of other 
countries do not fulfil t.hiH criterion in the 
community of nations. This was dearly 
recognized by Mr. Dag HammerskjOld when he 
declined to give UN recognition to the U.S. 
landing in the Lebanon in 1968, and the UN 
observers found that the alleged external 
threat to the Lebanon, whioh had occasioned 
the intervention, was unfounded in fact.

Apart from the Arab-Israel oonfliot, the 
discussions on polioies omit an analysis of the 
rivalries among the Middle Eastern countries. 
Admittedly the frequent ohanges in the intra- 
regional balance of power make suoh an 
analysis difficult in a short space, but in any 
further edition of this handbook a brief 
reference to intra-regional rivalries would be 
useful.

e. f! penbose
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J. E. P. Hopkins (ed.): Arabic'periodical 
literature, 1961. xi, 104 pp. Cam
bridge : W. Heffer and Sons for 
Middle East Centre, University of 
Cambridge, 1966. 35s.
This ia the first number of what is hoped to 

be an annual publication indexing articles 
which have appeared in certain Arabio journals. 
It contains an index to the articles in S3 
periodicals to a complete set of which for 1961 
access has been possible. The work is a project 
of the Cambridge Middle East Centre where 
oomplete copies of 18 of the 23 periodicals oan 
be oonsnlted. Of the remainder four are 
available at the School of Oriental and Afrioan 
Studies, London, and one in Cambridge 
University Library.

The editor, who thanks Mr. J. D. Pearson 
and his staff * for their unfailing liberality and 
efficiency in lending ns runs of periodicals 
which we ask for ’, has followed roughly the 
categories adopted by Mr. Pearson in his 
1 ndtx lelamicus, 1906—1955, and its Supplement, 
1956-1960. Altogether 1874 articles are 
indexed. The largest section is No. (12) Arabio 
literature, theatre, opera, oinema, radio, with 
606 items. Next oomes No. (16) Poetry, with 
381 poems indexed, and then No. (1) Theology, 
religious questions, with 143 items. No. (14) 
Diction, plays, has 122 items. Other subjeots 
represented are grouped under the headings: 
Law; Philosophy and psychology ; Soience 
and technology; Medioine ; Geography; 
Economics, trade and industry (the shortest 
section, with 6 items); Sooiology, anthropo
logy and folklore; Current affairs, political 
questions and Arab nationalism ; History ; 
Education; Non-Arabio literature; Essays 
and belles-lettres; Plastio arts and musio ; 
plus a group of 27 items unclassified.

Each item is given its Arabio title with 
English translation, followed by a note to 
indicate its nature and contents. The polioy 
has been to inolnde as much as possible, the 
only categories excluded ‘ in principle ’ being 
translations in prose of matter more easily 
aoocsBible elsewhere. The value of the survey 
is enhanoed by an index of authors. This work, 
oovering a wide range of subject-matter, has 
been very carefully oompiled, and will be 
weloomed as an important addition to biblio
graphical literature. It is to be earnestly hoped 
that the aim of continuing it annually will be 
realised.

JAMS HOBSON

Thsodokb Papadopouhlos : Social and 
historical data on population (1570- 
1881). (Texts and Studies of the 
History of Cyprus, i.) xiii, 248 pp.,

671

3 facsimfl. Nicosia : Cyprus Research 
Centre, 1965.
Dr. Papadopoullos is already known for his 

publications on two very disparate subjeots, 
Ruanda dynastic poetry and the history of the 
Orthodox Church under Ottoman rule. He is 
now in charge of the Historical Seotion of the 
Cyprus Research Centre which has published 
this weloome addition to the soanty material 
available for the study of the history of the 
island under the Turks.

The first part of the book is a detailed 
disoussion of the evidence for the size of the 
population during this period. The principal 
sources of information are travellers’ accounts 
and the census of 1881. Many of the former 
were included by Cobham in his Excerpta 
Gypria; much of the material is therefore 
already well known and was taken into 
consideration by Sir George Hill, but it has 
not been examined so elaborately before. 
In part n data from three registers in the 
arohiepisoopal archives are published and 
analysed. The most important, which dates 
from 1826, is a list of Cypriots liable to pay 
jizya, grouped under villages and parishes, 
and showing the amount payable by each 
individual. Another, dating probably from 
1820, is comparable but incomplete. The third 
records quantities of wheat and barley to be 
supplied by particular villages for oompulsoiy 
purchase during the years 1245-A8/1829-32. 
There is obviously much to interest the sooial 
and economio historian of Cyprus in such 
documents as these and we can only hope that 
more of them will become available, and that 
they will be edited with equal care. It is a 
pity, though, that the English of thiB book was 
not corrected before publication.

O. J. BEOXINGHAM

Albebt Hottrani (ed.) : Middle Eastern 
affairs. No. 4. (St. Antony’s Papers, 
No. 17.) 165 pp. London: Oxford 
University Press, [1965]. 25s.
This issue of Middle Eastern affairs oontains 

an interesting group of contributions to the 
study of the Near and Middle East, ooncemed, 
with one exception, with historical topics. The 
exception is Dr. Eayez Sayegh’s paper on ‘ The 
theoretical structure of Nasser’s Arab Social
ism ’, which, based on the detailed examination 
of data provided by President ‘Abd al-Nasir’s 
speeches and the offioial documents of the 
regime, is an exercise in the Btudy of political 
theory. The contribution by Allan Cunning
ham, 1 The wrong horse T—a study of Anglo- 
Turkish relations before the first World War ’, 
deals with the period from 1877 to 1914. 
Amongst other points it brings out the basio
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similarity of Liberal and Conservative attitudes 
to the Ottoman Empire, and shows the Otto
man entry into *the first World War on the 
side of the Central Powers as an unexpected 
development. This article is marred by several 
misprints. In 1 Turks, Arabs and Jewish 
immigration into Palestine, 1882—1914 ’, Dr. 
Neville Mandel offers a cogent and fully 
documented critique of the common view that 
Arab-JewiBh relations in Palestine did not 
become strained until the Balfour Declaration. 
He shows that, on the oontrary, the period 
from 1882 to 1914 offered a prototype for the 
pattern of relations between the two com
munities after the first World War. Dr. Roger 
Owen, in ‘ The influence of Lord Cromer’s 
Indian experience on British polioy in Egypt 
1883-1907 ’, stresses the importance of India 
as a model for reorganisation in Egypt, the 
role played by men with Indian experience, 
and the effeot of Cromer’s own Indian service 
on his principles of government and their 
application. Finally, Majid Khadduri’s study 
entitled ‘ ‘Aziz ‘All al-Migri and the Arab 
nationalist movement ’ reconsiders the back
ground and career of a man who has long held 
a place among the pioneers of Arab nationalism. 
The article demonstrates the strength and 
persistence of his belief in the unity of the 
Ottoman Empire. This was oritioal for him : 
it led to a dash in 1916 with Sharif IJusayn, 
whose separatist aims were then becoming 
dear, and it made him an object of suspicion 
to the post-War monarchies in Cairo and 
Baghdad.

p. n. HOLT

Joyce Blau : Kurdish-French-English 
dictionary. (Correspondance d’Orient, 
No. 9.) xix, 262 pp. Bruxelles: 
Centre pour l’lStude des Problemes dn 
Monde Musnlman Contemporain, 
1965. Bel. £r. 300.
‘ H existe une literature kurde, cette 

literature est en grande partie iinprintee.’ 
Even the reliable parte of this dictionary, 
however, will only serve as a key to a small part 
of it. Kurdish publications appear in a number 
of dialeots and scripts, and those in the Latin 
are on the whole in a less flourishing state than 
their Arabic and Cyrillio cousins. From 1932 
onwards there appeared in Damascus a con
siderable number of interesting works, in a 
Latin orthography based on modem Turkish, 
published by the late Jeladet Aali Bedir Khan 
and his circle.1 Sinoe 1947 the centre of the

1 A handy selection of these and similar 
texts, ‘ Recueil de textes kourmandji [sic] ’, 
was published by Stig Wikander, Uppsala 
Universitete Arsslcrift, 1969, Nr. 10.

movement has been Paris. But with the 
passage of time the language of these 1 Bedir 
Khan ’ publications, of which Miss Blau has in 
effect made an index of some 6,000-7,000 
words, has acquired a considerable number of 
neologisms of doubtful origin and use and it is 
these, more than the basio vocabulary of the 
language, which stand out when they are 
lined up. It would be a bold man (though 
not necessarily an ‘ agirqav hardi, hold ’, i.o.
‘ fire-eyed ’ one) who undertook to separate 
all the goats from the sheep, but here are a few 
pioked at random :

ajiii peace : formed by substituting the 
abstraot ending -ill for -li in Persian 
dJit.

avzd reputation : based on a misreading in 
Arabio script; Pers. abru. 

ayende present: a misuse of Pers. dyanda 
‘ coming, future ’.

berbdkt oorbeille de fleurs, flower-bed: 
barbuk is a bridesmaid and barbuki (Yusuf 
XalidI) the bridal procession. Has 
‘ corbeille de noces, wedding presents ’ 
gone astray ?

cazd witch : z substituted in Pers. jadil. 
qapbert lithography: made on Pers. idp-i 

sangi by ignoring the Izafe. 
dizgenle burglar : meant to be ‘ pickpooket, 

outpurse ’.
firoqkeri shop : a ‘ sale-makery ’ ? 
havint pardessus, overcoat; zivisiani 

manteau, coat: literally ‘ summer ’ and 
‘ winter ’ things respectively. 

hogtq rival: lit. ‘ 2-/3-year-old goat ’. 
tncaz pear: Syrian Ar. infag. The Kurd, word 

for ‘ pear ’, harmi, appears only in the 
fanciful month-name hermipigk^an 21 
March-20 April, presumably ‘ pear- 
blossom-time ’ (b/piSkivin ‘ to blossom ’). 

keugHk rubber : -eu- is a near impossibility- 
in Kurdish and ‘ rubber ’ is Idsiik wellnlgh 
everywhere in Kurdistan. 

lcir^jiyok external ear : qirSj is ‘ dirty ’ (of 
the body), gir£R3 guh ‘ matters des 
oreilles ’ (Jaba), so ‘ waxlet ’ ? 

merg soul: Pers. ‘ death ’ I 
nilar neutre, neutral.
pagend ruby: the word suggests smelling 

feet, but is a nonsense form of Pers. 
ySkand.

per pfere, father : a Frenah olerio ‘ per X ’, 
or has paf ‘ feather ’ lost an e ? 

pronav pronoun; pronivts programme;
tengnivts stenographer. 

qovdn gramophone record, slrandtr ditto : 
the former (Turk. ‘ cylinder ’) is genuine, 
the latter a ‘ song-holder ’. 

tixwib frontier ; tuxUb limit: Syriao txUmd. 
yekman president: ‘ one left ’ T 

Other words, such as bdyer ‘ fact ’, daraz 
‘ sentenoe (of judge) ’, whence darazda ‘ judge ’,
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and hecdak ‘ hair ’, defy analysis. Since all 
these are indistinguishable in t.hiH list from the 
real Kurdish words they give some point to 
another entry:

boqa pirsan vocabulary : literally ‘ bouquet 
of questions ’.

D. N. M.

Heinrich F. J. Junkeb and Bozorg 
Alavi : Persisch-deutsches W orter- 
buch. xv, 864 pp. Leipzig: VEB 
Yerlag Enzyklopadie, 1965. DM 60.
This Modem Persian-German dictionary is 

the outcome of a commendable effort of self- 
help by the Institute for Iranian and Caucasian 
languages of the Humboldt Universify of East 
Berlin. Paced with the pressing need for a 
dictionary more readily usable than B. V. 
Miller’s Persidsko-russkij slovar' and 8. Haim’s 
New Persian-English dictionary the entire 
Institute, ‘ Studenten, Assistenten, Aspiranten 
und Lektoren ’, set to to roll these two works 
into one, with the further help of M.Mo’in’s 
Borhdn-e qafe‘ and the Farhang-e Nafisi. The 
result is a handy volume, excellently printed, 
with almost the scope of Haim—with 60,000 
words it is half the size again of Miller—and all 
the clarity of the latter.

The only regrettable omissions are of any 
indication of the age or period of words, except 
for some recent neologisms, and of the 
provenance of loan-words. Here was an 
opportunity at least to make the occasional 
corrections neoessary in Haim’s A, F, T, etc. 
(for ‘ Arabio, French, Turkish ’), and no harm 
would have been done by including his ft (for 
‘ rare ’ words), even though it tells only half 
the story and ideally there should have been a 
new abbreviation for ‘ ghost word ’. For 
example, somebody should have laid Avestan 
ayO-xJhisia- ‘ molten metal ’, learned Pahlavi 
ay&cfitst, whenoe (by misreading a oursive 
letter sin) BQ ayux.hU ‘ metals (JUizzcU) ’ and 
Haim ‘ pieoes or bits of metal ’, before it got 
into a Modem Persian dictionary between 
Arabio ‘ ifi&zan in Kurze ’ and French. ‘ ideJUi.it ’ 
as ‘ ajoxSat Metallteile ’. But in the present 
state of Persian lexicography this is evidently 
still too muoh to ask. To say that students 
need to be warned of the dangers of trusting 
any Persian dictionary is not to detract 
particularly from the merits of this one. With 
Steingass, the ‘ Mrs. Beeton ’ of the field, 
selling at £7 and Haim at £16, its price is not 
the least of these.

D. u. u.

Fb&d£rio Feydit (tr.) : David de 
Sassoun: epopee en vers. (Collection. 
Unesco d’Oeuvxes Representatives,

S6rie Armenienne.) 399 pp. [Paris] : 
GaUimard, [1964], Fr. 22.

Georges Ddm£zil (tr.) : Le lime des 
lieros : Ugendes sur les Naries. (Col
lection Unesco d’Oeuvres Repre
sentatives, S&rie des Langues non 
Russes de l’Union Sovietique.) 
264 pp. [Paris]: Gallimard, [1965]. 
Fr. 18.

Pebtev Bobatav (tr.) : Aventures mer- 
veiUeuses sous terre et aiUeurs de 
Er-Toshtuk, le geant des steppes : 
epopee du cycle de Manas. (Collection 
Unesco d’Oenwres Representatives, 
Sdrie Kirghize.) 308 pp. [Paris] : 
Gallimard, [1965]. Fr. 19.

After long gestation, the UNESCO series of 
translations into French and English of olassio 
literary works of the non-Bnssian peoples of 
the Soviet Union has really ‘ got off the 
ground ’. Serge TBOuladz6’s French version of 
Rustaveli’s epio, ‘ The man in the panther’s 
skin ’, reviewed in BSOAB, xxix, 1, 1966, 
166-6, has now won the Prix Langlois of the 
Aead6mie Framjaise, and an English trans
lation of the Georgian Balavariani (Barlaam 
and Joeaphat) has been published in London 
and Los Angeles. Further important national
ities are represented by the three fresh volumes 
received from Paris: the Armenians, the 
Ossetes of the high Caucasus, and the Kirghiz 
of Central Asia. ‘ Bavid of Sassoun ’ is a cyole 
of popular lays about the exploits of iour 
generations of heroes hailing from Sassoun, 
south-west of Lake Van. Episodes from the 
epoch of Arab domination merge with reminis
cences of the Old Testament, and with a rioh 
fund of Armenian taleB and ballads. Professor 
Feydit’s expressive rendering is based on the 
standard Soviet edition, itself somewhat 
bowdlerized, and 1 homogenized ’ from a 
number of disparate sources ; it is somewhat 
removed from the older folk variants translated 
by Macler, with their earthy crudities. 1 Bavid 
of Sassoun ’ has been turned into a respectable 
work of patriotic literature, both among Soviet 
Armenians, and in communities all over the 
world, as witness several recent translations 
published in America. Broadly similar prob
lems arise in connexion with the other two 
works under review, the Ossete Nart stories, 
and the ‘ marvellous adventures ’ of Er- 
TOahtuk, giant of the steppes, this being a 
self-contained portion of the Manas oycle. 
Fortunately the translators, all three acknow
ledged masters in their respective fields, have 
gone back to the original sources and indicate 
a number of variant readings. The Nart 
stories embody elements of the lore and
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beliefs of the Scythians, the Sarmatians, and 
the medieval Alans; versions also exist in 
Kabardian and Chechen. These volumes set a 
high literary standard, make excellent reading, 
and are beautifully produced.

D. M. LANG

E. Khadi-zade (ed.) : Sahib : Daftar-i 
dUhisha (‘ Soohineniye, raduyushcheye 
serdisa ’). (Akademiya Nadk SSSE. 
Otdeleniye Istorii. PamyatnDd Pis’- 
memiosti Yostoka, v.) 33, 286 pp.
Moskva : Izdatel’stvo ‘ Nauka 1965. 
Rbls. 2.15.

M. 0. Darblnyau (tr.) : Simeon Le- 
khatsi : Putevye zametki. (Akademiya 
Nauk 8SSR. Otdeleniye Istorii. 
Pamyatniki Pis’mennosti Yostoka, 
lx.) 322 pp. + errata slip. Moskva : 
Izdatel’stvo ‘ Nauka ’, 1965. Rbls. 
1.15.
‘ Literary Monuments of the East ’ is a new 

series issued under the auspices of the Historical 
Section of the Soviet Academy, in consultation 
with the Academies of constituent Union 
republics, in the present case, those of Tajik
istan and Armenia. It is designed as a 
continuation of the excellent ‘ Pamyatniki 
Literatury Narodov Yoetoka ’, of which some 
60 volumes have appeared since 1969 (see, for 
instanoe, review in BSOAS, xxvm, 2, 1966, 
420). The same format, comprising both 
quarto and ootavo volumes, has been adopted, 
also the dignified blaok cover, recalling our own 
Gibb Memorial Series, though the scope of the 
Soviet projeot is muoh wider, embracing works 
from China, Japan, India, and elsewhere.

The Daftar-i dilhusha or ‘ The hearLpleasing 
book ’ is a Persian historical epio in the style 
of FirdawBl, relating the genealogy and 
exploits of the Shabankarid dynasty of Ears, 
a Kurdish family who claimed descent from 
the Sasanid Ardashir Papakan. All that we 
know of the author is that he served as ohief 
secretary to the Shabankarid ruler Ni^am 
al-Din Tayylb-Shah (1289-1326). The bulk 
of the work is concerned with the reign of 
Mu^affar Mubariz al-Din Muhammad (1226— 
60) and his relations with his rival, the 
Salghurid Atabeg Abu Bakr ibn 8a‘d. The 
poem, published in facsimile from a unique 
oopy in the collection of the Aoademy of 
Soiences of the Tajik S.S.R., terminates with 
the Mongol invasion of Iran. Although its 
chronological framework is extremely vague 
and no dates are given for the events mentioned, 
the epio is valuable as a work of literature, 
and as a description of conditions in Ears prior 
to H-Khanid domination.

Rioher in factual material, and more lively 
and realistic in mode of presentation, is the 
seoond work under review, being the travel 
diaries of a minor Armenian cleric from L’vov 
in Poland, who spent nearly 12 years, from 
1608 until 1619, in leisurely perambulation of 
noteworthy oities and religious centres of 
Turkey, Italy, Egypt, Palestine, and Syria. 
Simeon’s account of the Ottoman court, and 
those of the Doge of Venice and the Pope in 
Rome, is full of pioturesque touches and 
anecdotes. He devotes muoh attention to 
contemporary manners and customs, to 
eoonomio aud social conditions, and also to 
the state of the Armenian and other Christian 
communities under Turkish rule, contrasting 
their wretched lot with that of the happy 
subjects of the enlightened Prankish sovereigns. 
The Russian translation, carried out with 
soholarly aoouraoy, is furnished with notes and 
a bibliography.

D. M. LANG

R. P. Kangle (ed. and tr.) : The 
Eauiiliya Arthasastra. (University of 
Bombay Studies : Sanskrit, Prakrit 
and Pali, Nos. 1-3.) 3 vols. : [xx], 
283, 82 pp.; [iv], 14, 610 pp.; [ii], 
5, 303 pp. Bombay: University of 
Bombay, 1960, 1963, 1965. Rs. 10, 
20, 16.
Professor Kangle’s exemplary edition of the 

Artha&astra, based on the closely interrelated 
South Indian manuscripts and an older frag
ment from Gujarat, appeared with a useful 
,glossary of Sanskrit terms in 1960. For his 
equally outstanding annotated translation in 
Vol. n he was able to use the whole of the 
extant portion of the Malayalam Bhdsdvyu- 
khydna, which prompted only a few small 
alterations to the edited text.

Vol. m, consisting of a detailed study of 
the text with indexes and bibliography, com
pletes Professor Kangle’s work, the result of 
some 30 years’ dedicated and painstaking 
research. Tfis findings will cause no surprise : 
the Maurya minister Vis^iugupta Cai^akya 
Kautilya, using pre-sixth-century material 
without significant alteration apart from the 
superimposition of a well thought-out single 
plan, composed a manual of practical states
manship (‘ extremely probably ’ drawn on by 
Mann, Yajnavalkya, etc., and certainly not 
indebted to them) which has survived with 
interpolations neither extensive nor significant. 
Apart from this, Professor Kangle has provided 
a concise but detailed survey of past contro
versy, a summary of the text, and, in the 
seoond half of his study, a digest of it under the
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expeoted rubrios, ‘ state ‘ sooiety ‘ econ
omy etc.

The controversies mil evidently not rest 
until the inquiry has expanded in scope and 
depth. We should have liked to hear whether 
the writer deteoted any significant common 
basis underlying the commentaries he has 
used ; and it may be felt that space devoted to 
an inconclusive consideration of the oorrect 
spelling of kaufilya (ignoring, p. 112, n. 152, 
the kauddlya Gautamas) might, rather have 
been used to explain, for example, on what 
evidence it is considered to be ‘ carrying 
sceptioism too far ’ to find material in the 
Nitivakyamrta and Kdmandakanitisdra ooeval 
with that used by the oompiler of the 
ArthaAastra.

J. O. WEIGHT

B. Ch. Ctthabba and S. Saneabana- 
batanan (ed.): Bhqjacharitra of Skri 
RajavaUabha. (Jn&napitha MuxtidevI 
Jaina Granthamala, Sanskrit Grantha, 
No. 29.) [vii], 191 pp., plate. Vara
nasi: Bharatiya Jnanpith, 1964. Rs.8.
ParamUra Bhoja of Dhara (c. a.d. 999-1054), 

a king of Malwa, well known through the 
prabandhas of Morutunga and Ballalasena as a 
great patron of letters and also as the author of 
a large number of soholarly works, is the sub
ject of this work in 1576 Sanskrit verses 
(including 36 in Apabhrarfha) by RajavaUabha, 
a Jain poet of the fifteenth oentury a.d. It 
has now been oritioally edited, and the editors 
have utilized eight different MSS, ranging 
in date between v.s. 1498/a.d. 1440 and 
v.s. 1884/a.d. 1826.

Despite its olaim to be a caritra of king 
Bhoja, the work is aotually a story of the 
merits of annaddna performed by the king in 
his previous birth by which he is aided 
through grave dangers to himself and his two 
sons, and is helped in his adventures in yogio 
practices as well as in amorous activities. In 
this respect Rajavallabha’s work shows the 
influence of the Kaihdsaritsdgara and the 
Prabandhacintdman i.

Thus although devoid of any historical 
merit, the work is of some value in verifying 
similar accounts of this great historical person
age as found in Merutunga’s work on the one 
hand and a large number of prataatis found in 
Udayapur and Nagpur on the other. The 
editors in their introduction have made a 
valuable historical analysis of the text. 
Several points bearing on the relationship of 
Muflja, Bhoja, and the C&lukyan king Taila II, 
are freshly discussed together with notes on 
Bhoja’s disputed contemporaries, notably 
Vararuci and Magha.

P. 8. JATNI

Hibalal Shastbi (ed. and tr.): Karma- 
prakriti of Shri Nemickandra Achdrya. 
(Jnanapltha MurtidevI Jaina Gran- 
thamala, Prakrit Grantha, No. 11.) 
31, 158 pp., plate. Varanasi: Bhara
tiya Jnanpith, 1964. Rs. 6.
A large part of medieval Jaina literature 

oonsists of works dealing with various 
categories (prakjii), duration (sthiti), results 
(anubhdga), and causes (pradt&a) of karma, a 
oardinal doctrine of the Jainas. Most popular 
among these workB is the Oommafasdra- 
Icarmakdiula of Nemicandra, a Digambara 
acarya of the tenth oentury a.d.

The present work, although entitled Karma- 
pralcrti by the editor following the tradition 
established by its commentaries, is without a 
title. Out of its 161 (Prakrit) verses, not less 
than 102 are directly borrowed from Nemi- 
candra’s Gommafasdra. This work therefore, as 
pointed out by the general editor of the series, 
Professor Hiralal Jain, appears to be oompiled 
by some unknown person at a later period 
from the Gommafasdra, and seems to have 
survived as an independent work wrongly 
asoribed to Nemicandra, the author of the 
parent work. The present editor of the text, 
however, has ignored this, and in the absenoe 
of more positive evidenoe, has accepted the 
traditional title as well as the assumed 
authorship of Nemicandra.

In addition to the text, the edition inoludes a 
Sanskrit commentary by Sumatiklrti (sixteenth 
century a.d.), a second anonymous com
mentary, and a bhdsd (Kindi) commentary by 
Papflit Hemaraja (seventeenth century). 
There is also a most useful index containing a 
vocabulary of technical terms on the theory of 
karma, followed by diagrams showing various 
sayihajumas produced by different varieties of 
karma.

P. 8. JAXNI

Kbishna Gbaitanya : Sanskrit poetics : 
a critical and comparative study, xv, 
466 pp. London : Asia Publishing 
House, [1966]. 70s.
Since the title and sub-title may oonvey the 

contrary impression, it is worth noting that 
this volume does not contribute to the 
philological exegesis of Sanskrit poetics 
literature, but seeks to present classical 
Indian rhetorio and aesthetic philosophy to 
the English-speaking world ‘ In illuminating 
juxtaposition ’ with the views of mainly recent 
Western poets and oritics. There is un
questionably a need for such a presentation, 
and the general reader will find t.biH book 
well-written and suitably stimulating, although

46VOL. XXIX. PAET 3.
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the very profusion of quotations, often brief 
to the point of name-dropping, may beoome 
irksome. The Sanskritist would be dismayed 
above all by the leitmotiv (pp. ix, 2, 386, 410) 
consisting of an alleged Vedio aesthetio theory 
read into the Atharvavedio phrase rdstna 
trptdb and supported by some highly question
able references (notably p. 242 f.); and by the 
prominenoe given to a faulty rendering (p. 
209 f.) of a statement by Abhinavagupta : we 
may legitimately impute to Abhinavagupta the 
conviotion that ‘ poetry can achieve ethioal 
ends through delight ’ (p. 276), but what he 
said was more nearly to the effeot that poetry 
can achieve delight through ethical ends. 
Could he have expressed the matter otherwise 
in the medium of tenth-oentury Sanskrit T

j. o. WEIGHT

B. B. T-at, : Indian archaeology since 
Independence, [iv], 107 pp., 24 plates, 
map. Delhi, etc. : Motilal Banar- 
sidass, 1964. Bs. 16.
In these dayB of neoessary specialization a 

recurrent problem for both the scholar and the 
scientist is his inability to communicate with a 
wider publio in plain language. The short book 
under review is an archaeologist’s attempt to 
do just this for the work and discoveries of the 
Indian Archaeological Department sinoe 1947. 
It is not aimed at the specialist and one should 
not judge it as though it were. The author has 
made a serious attempt to hold the reader’s 
interest by oareful selection and compression. 
There is a fairly comprehensive bibliography, 
a short glossary of technical terms, and a 
useful ohart of C-14 dates. One regrets that 
the Indian publishing industry cannot produce 
a oheaper and yet more handsome book to 
assist the author’s purpose.

F. E. AIXOHUJ

Pakistan Archaeology. No. 1. viii, 87 pp., 
34 plates. Karachi : Department of 
Archaeology, Ministry of Education, 
Government of Pakistan, 1964. Bs. 
12, 20s.

Ancient Pakistan: Bulletin of the 
Department of Archaeology, University 
of Peshawar. Yol. 1. [i], vi, 146 pp., 
28 plates. Peshawar : Department of 
Archaeology, University of Peshawar, 
1964. Rs. 16, $4.
Pakistan is, at least in terms of her 

archaeological potentialities, vastly rich, and 
it has been a matter of growing concern that 
during the first two decades of her existence 
almost nothing of a viable professional

character has been published there concerning 
archaeological research. The two new journals 
here notioed are thus particularly to be 
welcomed.

Pakistan Archaeology is the offioial production 
of the Department of Archaeology of the 
Pakistan Government. It is well printed and 
illustrated with good photographs. It includes 
primarily summary accounts of the excavations 
and explorations undertaken by both the 
Government and by foreign missions. It is 
significant that while the former are still 
largely unpublished (Mainamati, Banbhore, 
Lahore Port), almost all the latter have 
appeared, often long sinoe. In this respect 
Pakistan has been well served by the American, 
French, Italian, and British teams who have 
worked there sinoe independence. Ancient 
Pakistan is the product of the first university 
department of archaeology in the country. Its 
appearance is a tribute to the energy and 
pioneering spirit of Professor A. EL Dani, the 
head of the department. It is to be regretted 
that the quality of the plates and draftsman
ship leave much to be desired. Further the 
standard of the contents is in some cases 
scarcely commensurate with the interest of the 
materials themselves. This is particularly true 
in the account of the important excavations of 
the Sanghao cave, which produced a deep 
occupation deposit with a stone industry hav
ing affinities with the Mousterian of Central 
Asia and with the Indian Middle Stone Age.

The appearance of these two journals seems 
to augur well for the future and we look 
forward with interest to the succeeding 
numbers, and to the reports on such exoiting 
excavations as those at K.ot-Diji.

T. B. AT.TAmiM

Jyoti Prasad Jain : The Jaina sources 
of the history of ancient India (100 b.o. 
-jL.d. 900). xv, 321 pp. Delhi: 
Munshi Ram Manohar Lai, 1964. 
Rs. 20.
Compared with the Brahmanical and 

Buddhist branches of Indology, works on the 
Jaina branch may be considered scarce if not 
rare. With the exception of a few works, like 
those of Jacobi and Upadhye, solely devoted to 
this ancient community, most Jaina studies are 
diffused in general publications on ancient and 
medieval Indian history, and occasionally in 
voluminous histories of Indian literature. In 
India proper, during the last 50 years a large 
number of works by a few eminent Jaina 
scholars like Mukhtar, Pro mi, Hiralal, and 
Sanghavi have appeared, but they are access
ible only to those who can read Hindi. The 
need to co-ordinate these researches, scattered
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over a large number of books and periodicals, 
and published during the last 100 years, was 
long felt, both for reconstructing a history of 
the Jainas and for evaluating their souroe 
materials for the anoient and medieval history 
of the Indian subcontinent.

In this context, Dr. Jain’s work has the 
merit of being a pioneer in this novel field. 
The present work is not a oomplete collection 
of the Jaina sources of Indian history, muoh 
less a history of the Jainas. But it is an effort 
in the right direction. The author has, for 
the first timq it seems, produced a ohronology 
of all known persons, books, inscriptions, and 
events directly or indirectly connected with 
this community, stretching over a period of 
1000 years, from 100 B.o. to a.d. 900. One of 
the notable features of this ohronology is its 
treatment, contrary to the current praotioe of 
Jainologists, of the two rival schools (viz. the 
Digambara and the Svetambara) as members 
of a single community, resulting in a complete 
record of the Jainas as a whole.

The remaining portion of the work consists 
of elucidatory essays on the ohief events 
recorded in the ohronology. They deal with 
the date of Mahavira’s nirv&na (527 B.o.), the 
Jaina sources for the Vikrama and £aka era, 
and a general survey of the literary and 
cultural activities of the Jainas during the 
period covered by this book.

p. s. JAINI

Stephen Ftjohs : Rebellious prophets : 
a study of messianic movements in 
Indian religions. (Publications of the 
Indian Branch of the Anthropos 
Institute, No. 1.) xv, 304 pp. Bombay, 
etc.: Asia Publishing House, [c1965].
This book oontains accounts of some 50 

religious movements most of whioh have 
occurred in India over the past oentury, and 
which are classed by Father Fuchs as 
‘ messianic ’ because they contain some if not 
all of 15 characteristic features whioh he 
itemizes tend discusses briefly in his intro
duction. The movements are bom out of social 
and economic deprivation ; they have as their 
aim the raising of their followers in social status 
and, in the past, frequently had the aim of 
re-areating politically independent areas. 
Henoe, they are movements which create or 
heighten sooial tensions, and have often 
brought their members into violent oonflict 
with the State. Father Fuchs shows that the 
movements do not always arise in response to 
Christian or Westernizing pressures, but can 
also be reactions to ‘ Hinduization ’. The 
material on whioh the aooounts rest is, of 
course, uneven; the aooounts therefore vary

in reliability and in completeness, and the 
reader would have been aided by some 
evaluation by Father Fuchs of their signifi
cance. One looks, too, for a oonoluding 
categorization of movements in terms of the 
initial definition. But, for all this, the book is 
most interesting, and will form a valuable base 
for the study of a hitherto too neglected aspect 
of Indian religion. It ends with a cautionary 
statement, that there is still discontent 
stemming from the breakdown of tribal 
organization and a lack of social and eoonomic 
progress, and that further movements can only 
be averted by an ‘ enlightened and effective 
polioy of acculturation and in completely 
assimilating the backward communities in the 
coming national culture ’—a daunting task 
indeed 1

A. o.H.

Paul R. Brass : Factional politics in an 
Indian state : the Congress Party in 
Uttar Pradesh, xvi, 262 pp. Berkeley 
and Los Angeles: University of 
California Press, 1965. $6. (English 
agents : Cambridge University Press. 
48s.)
This book is a brilliant study of the adap

tation to the traditional power structure, at 
district level, of the Congress Party in IJttar 
Pradesh. The interaction of party organization 
with rural power and the resulting internal 
factionalism of the Congress Party is described 
for five districts with different political set-ups.

A faction is seen by Dr. Brass as ‘ like a 
political party based on ties between a leader 
and his followers ’, and is ‘ a vertioal structure 
of power whioh cuts across oaste and class 
divisions ’. Can what I think are basically 
mercurial groupings be meaningfully called 
‘ structures ’, even if they are held together by 
individual interests and traditional loyalties 
round the enduring cores provided by individual 
leaders T

In Dr. Brass’s view the boundaries to the 
political conflicts—and the allianoes whioh 
form and re-form, are set by the bitter and 
lasting animosities between local individual 
leaders. Although there are ohanges in the 
membership of the outer oircle of faction 
followers around these leaders, there is a small 
inner oircle which remains faithful through 
thiok and thin.

But, surely, this is true only if the members 
of the inner oircle are not themselves aspiring 
leaders, and only if they consider any ourrent 
patronage as fairly shared out T For instance, 
if a major political oflloe, whioh cannot be 
taken by the faction leader (say that of Zilla 
Parishad Chairman) has to be given to one of
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f.hpurij Borne of the other inner oirole members 
may move away and join other factions.

The problem for the State level leaders of 
Congress is to ensure that factional warfare in 
the districts does not destroy the party as an 
effective political force, and lose it oontrol of 
local government and co-operative institutions. 
Dr. Brass shows how the Congress Party 
sufficiently succeeds in this aim and how it has 
ohanged from a mass movement to an effective 
political party, by absorbing powerful indivi
duals who, if they did not govern direotly 
themselves, provided the necessary links 
between people and government.

For political sociologists and political 
scientists with Indian interests this is the 
book of the year, and an outstanding 
contribution to studies in this field.

W. A. HUGH GRAY

Henry N. Michael (ed.): The archae
ology and geomorphology of northern 
Asia : selected works. (Arctic Institute 
of North America. Anthropology of 
the North: Translations from Russian 
Sources, No. 5.) xvi, 512 pp. 
[Toronto] : University of Toronto 
Press for the Arctic Institute of North 
America, [c1964]. $6.50. (Distributed 
in Cr.B. by Oxford University Press. 
52s.)
This volume contains some 20 papers of 

varying length and significance. It begins 
with an introduction which briefly indicates 
the importance of the various papers in relation 
to the general background of Siberian and 
Amt.in studies. This also includes a liBt of 
general works in Pnglish, some of which are 
translations from the Russian, which ‘ will 
provide general orientation and aid in plaoing 
the papers in proper perspective ’, and one of 
more specialized works on particular regions. 
These will save both the uninitiated and the 
Btudent who wants to follow up a particular 
point a great deal of time and trouble.

Among the papers on arohaeology M. M. 
Gerasimov’s ‘ The Palaeolithio site Malta 
which gives a comprehensive account of the 
excavation of a number of dwellings on the 
banks of the Belaya river, is outstanding. A 
considerable quantity of oultural data was 
obtained from the site, chiefly from the main 
period of occupation. The total exoavation of 
some of the dwellings enabled the centres of 
male and female activity within them to be 
distinguished. The acoount by A. P. Oklad
nikov, the grand old man of Soviet prehistory, 
of the exoavation of the Shllka oave on a

tributary of the Amur also gives a remarkably 
dear and well authenticated pioture of the life 
of its stone age oooupants. It is a good example 
of the successful combination of ethnographio 
and historical sources with the findings of the 
arohaeologist. The nature of Siberia and its 
peoples lend themselves to this approach, 
which is one of the factors whioh save suoh a 
potentially over-specialized subject as the 
archaeology of Siberia from becoming lost in 
its own technicalities and jargon. Okladnikov’s 
two further papers dealing with the Lena river 
basin and the middle Yenisey, V. Ye. Lariohev’s 
paper ‘ Ancient cultures of northern China ’, 
and S. I. Rudenko’s on the Kamchatka 
peninsula are summaries of a more or less 
oritical nature of work both inside and outside 
Soviet territory. All these will be of general 
interest to prehistorians anywhere. The shorter 
artioles on arohaeology find the six papers 
dealing with geomorphology will be of interest 
to specialists in various branches of Arotio 
studies.

Russian field-workers who have tackled the 
problems of these vast and inhospitable 
regions certainly deserve our admiration. So 
do the editor and the translators of this series 
who make all this material available to many 
of us who are interested in these fields but do 
not read Russian. They have succeeded in 
conveying not only the faots, but also some
thing of the atmosphere of Russian scholarship.

BRIDGET ALIGHTS

Klaus L. Janebt (ed.) and Joseph 
Francis Rook (comp.): Na-khi manu
scripts. Parti.—Part 2. (Verzeicbnis 
der Orientalisoben Handschiiften in 
Deutschland, Bd. vn, 1-2.) [xix], 196 
pp., 34 plates; [v], vi, 197-485 pp., 
7 plates. Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner 
Yerlag GmbH, 1965. DM 216.
Among the few scholars equipped to deal 

with the speoial problems of the Nakhi (Moso) 
written language, J. F. Rook, who died in 1962, 
undoubtedly held first place. In a long series 
of books and artioles he introduced a wide 
spectrum of Nakhi life and literature to 
scholarship and the publio. In particular, we 
now have, as the result of the efforts of Rock 
find other scholars, more material, in descrip
tion and translation, on Nakhi ceremonial life 
and language than is available for any other of 
the minority peoples of south-west China. We 
are fortunate that some of his work is now 
being published posthumously.

The work is divided into four sections. 
Section A is a list of the principal Nakhi
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ceremonies, with the titles of known texts 
relevant to each. Section B, the main part of 
the work, is a catalogue of the Nakhi manu
scripts in the 8taatsbibliothek in Marburg/ 
Lahn, arranged according to the ceremonies 
in whioh they were employed. The titles of all 
manuscripts are given in Nakhi script, and 
translated; in most cases the contents are 
summarised and notes on the place of the text 
in the oeremony are provided, and references 
are given if the text has been translated else
where. This section also contains 31 plates of 
paintings representing aspects of the after-life, 
with appended explanatory notes. Section C 
consists of 19 oomplete manuscripts in photo
facsimile, beautifully reproduced and dearly 
legible. Eighteen are in piotographic script, 
and one in syllabic script. The final seotion 
contains various indexes to persons, and 
toponyms appearing in the texts, and oross- 
indexes to catalogue numbers. The layout of 
the work is as elegant as we have become 
accustomed to in this series, and the editor 
and publishers are to be congratulated for 
producing this rich and from now on indis
pensable tool of Nakhi studies.

G. B. DOWNER

Wolfgang Baxter and Herbert 
Franeb (ed.) : The golden casket : 
Chinese novellas of turn millennia. 
Translated by Christopher Levenson. 
[viii], 391 pp. London : George Allen 
and Unwin Ltd., 1965. 40s.

This book contains translations of 40 stories, 
ranging from extracts from the Ohan-lcuo is'e 
and Shih-cAi to P‘u Sung-ling’s Liao-chai chih-i. 
The term novdla, as Professor Eranke explains 
in his exoellent introduction, is used to dis
tinguish it from the tale (Erztihhmg). The 
novdla was written in the literary as distinct 
from the colloquial style, and so could be 
understood only by the comparatively small 
publio whioh had reoeived a classical education. 
The subjeot-matter is one of great variety, from 
accounts of heroio exploits and tales of the 
supernatural to love stories, whose later 
examples were often embellished with poetry. 
The love stories allow one to oatoh intimate 
glimpses of the daily life of the eduoated 
classes. Not many of these stories have 
previously been published in Western trans
lations, apart from a handful of the more well- 
known T‘ang stories and the Liao-chai chih-i. 
One is therefore grateful for the new trans
lations, especially those of the Ming collections 
Chien-teng hsin-hua and Chien-teng yii-hua, 
which Professor Pranke sees as the culminating

point of the genre and whioh have indeed 
enjoyed great popularity and were much 
imitated in Japan soon after they were first 
published, although they have been neglected 
in the West.

This book ‘ is intended for a wide readership 
rather than for the expert ’ and the translators 
have rendered the text freely when a literal 
translation would have been clumsy or have 
necessitated footnotes. This needs no apology 
for one is glad to be spared the sort of rigid 
adhesion to the original text whioh is actually 
less faithful to it because it creates an impres
sion of quaintness absent from the original. 
Yet some of these stories show traces of having 
been translated withless oare or more haste than 
others. For example in the story here entitled 
‘ The lady in the capital ’, ^ fit
means ‘ the only thing I worry about is that 
the affair may not oome off ’, not ‘ If I weren’t 
lucky enough to please her without that ’; 
-k fll ‘ hunchbacked ’ or ‘ with bent back ’ 
is misread as ‘ conducted into the upper floor 
of the house ’, although this does not fit in with 
the rest of the sentence; "yj* ^ 
means ‘ I am all confused ’, not ‘ That must 
beher heart’;
means ‘ the whole audience garod in amaze
ment, none being able to make it out ’, not ‘ The 
whole audience meanwhile was gazing at the 
young man, carried away by delight, and there 
was no one who did not join in the applause ’ ; 
W # ft R §§ means ‘ having said 
this he wept too. When they returned . . .’, 
not ‘ But although he said this, tears came to 
his eyes before he quickly turned away and 
returned to his hostelry ’; m a is 
Jjjj means ‘let us not bring misfortune on 
ourselves ’, not ‘ nothing will remain of us 
when disaster swoops upon us ’. At the same 
time it must be borne in mind that no one 
could translate this amount of mostly un
commented text without making some mis
takes, and that it is much easier to spot 
mistakes than to avoid them. This book gives 
a representative selection of an important 
genre and is a welcome addition to the growing 
body of translated Chinese literature.

G. w.

Michael Loewe : Imperial China : the 
historical background to the modem 
age. 325 pp., front., 6 plates. London: 
George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1966. 
45s.
Dr. Loewe, Lecturer in Classical Chinese in 

the University of Cambridge, has written this 
topical survey of pre-modem China for students
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and interested laymen. The problem of pre
senting two and a half millennia of historical 
experience is approached by means of ten 
topical chapters each divided into sub-seotions. 
The book opens with * Geographical implica
tions ’ and proceeds through chapters on 
politics, cultural development, the economy, 
etc., to a final ohapter entitled ‘ Historical 
evidences \ There are useful tables, maps, and 
a bibliography to supplement the text.

The of chronology and topio offer the
historian not a ohoioe but a dilemma. Hr. 
Loewe has adopted the topical approach and 
has gained a measure of coherence at consider
able cost. One of the costs is the loss of any 
sense of the cumulative achievements of the 
Chinese people; here is a bit on political 
development, there a ohapter on the evolution 
of cities. But the reader will miss the greatness 
of the Chinese : successive experiments with 
ideas, the centuries-long effort to forge viable 
institutions, the long struggle to bring a sub- 
continental area into a single culture Bystem, 
the evolution and mutation of artistic styles 
and modeB of life. * Historical background * 
conceived as a montage of disparate oultural 
elements is less satisfying than ‘ history ’. It 
also offers fewer answers to the basic questions 
as to how a distinctive Chinese civilization 
came into being and what we may expect of 
China to-day and to-morrow.

ARTHUR F. WEIGHT

Andrew Jambs "Nathan : A history of 
the China International Famine Relief 
Commission. (Harvard East Asian 
Monographs, 17.) [viii], 106 pp. 
Cambridge, Mass. : East Asian Re
search Center, Harvard University, 
1966. (Distributed by Harvard 
University Press. Distributed in G.B. 
by Oxford University Press. 20s.)
This short book gives an outline aooount of 

the way in which Western residents in China 
from the last quarter of the nineteenth 
century became increasingly involved in relief 
work for the victims of the famines which 
devastated North China. The traditional 
organizations for famine relief were never 
particularly adequate, and declined in the 
nineteenth century with the general breakdown 
of the financial system. In the terrible famines 
of 1876-0, during which 9,500,000 people are 
said to have perished, they proved totally 
inadequate. On these traditional institutions, 
the most complete general account is to be 
found in Teng Yfin-t‘e §{$ ^ Chung-huo 
chiu-huang ahih ^ §9 jjlfc ^ & (fi*8^

edition, Shanghai, 1987, reissued Peking 
1968, 1961). In the last years of the Ch‘ing 
regime, foreign residents, and particularly 
missionaries, became increasingly involved in 
efforts to relieve local disaster areas, and when 
in 1920-1 North China was again hit by a 
•faininpi almost as disastrous as that of 1876 it 
proved possible to set up a large-scale machine 
for relief which probably saved a vast number 
of lives (though perhaps the existence of a 
railway network which greatly speeded up 
distribution of grain played a larger part than 
the author would grant). As a result of this 
famine the China International Famine Relief 
Commission was established, and from 1921 
until the outbreak of war in the Pacifio this did 
a great deal of invaluable work, in the face of 
difficult political circumstances. The Commis
sion undertook the financing of various 
construction projects, roads, irrigation schemes, 
and flood control works. But probably their 
most valuable achievement was the institution
of rural oo-operatives in Hopei in the late 
1920’s and early 1930’s, whioh helped not only 
to offset the incidence of floods and crop 
failures, but also to alleviate the results of the 
progressive depression of Chinese agriculture 
in thlH period. Perhaps too, the author should 
have drawn attention to the very small scale 
of the rural oo-operativee, whose average 
membership in the late 1920*8 was around 25. 
The movement was none the less a great 
suooess, and was eventually taken over by the 
government’s own agency, the Hua-pei nung- 
yeh ho-teo shih-yeh wei-yfian-hui ^ ;|fc 
m m M m M while the Inter
national Commission turned, its attention to 
the distressed areas of the Yangtse valley. 
Unfortunately, the Japanese attack on China 
began a few months later.

While the oonorete results of the Commis
sion’s activities were merely a drop in the 
buoket in the ohaotio conditions of China 
between the wars, they did provide workable 
models for government relief sohemes, and it is 
a pleasant ohange to read an aooount of co
operation between Chinese and foreigners in 
whioh both parties can take some justifiable 
pride.

D. c. T.

Kubt Steiner : Local government in 
Japan, xi, 564 pp. Stanford, Calif. : 
Stanford University Press, 1965. 
(Distributed in G.B. by Oxford 
University Press. 80s.)
This very solid and valuable book begins 

with a survey of the history of local govern
ment in Japan from the Tokugawa period
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down to the years of military oconpation. This 
takes up about a quarter of the total space. 
The rest is devoted to a detailed study of the 
working of local government since 1952, 
largely with a view to deoiding whether looal 
autonomy in the full sense oan be said now to 
exist. The author’s answer, in sum, is that it 
does not. He also oonoludes that until it does 
Japanese political institutions as a whole will 
not work democratically. In arriving at these 
conclusions he considers a wide range of 
material and subject-matter, examining not 
only local administration in the narrow sense, 
but also politics, elections, and local sooiety 
in general. The result is to make his work more 
interesting and more widely useful than the 
title might at first sight imply; and as It is 
thorough both in its coverage and its documen
tation, it is an important contribution to the 
literature in this field.

W. O. BEASLEY

H. J. de GrtAAF : De regering van Sunan 
Mangku-Rat I TegaX-Wangi, Vorst van 
Maiaram, 1646-1677. n. Of stand en 
ondergang. (Verhandelingen van liet 
Koninklijk Institunt voor Taal-, Land- 
en Yolkenkunde, Deel 39.) viii, 
214 pp. ’s-Gravonbage: Martinus 
Nijboff, 1962. Guilders 22.50.
The present volume deals with the history of 

the Javanese kingdom of Mataram, including 
ita relations with the Netherlands East India 
Company, during the latter part of the reign 
of Sunan Mangkurat I Tegal-wangi (c. 1660 
to 1677). At the beginning of this period 
Mataram gave the impression of a power
ful, well-ordered state, but in less than 20 
years it deolined and disintegrated. When 
it was re-established by Dutch military 
intervention it had lost part of its indepen
dence. The ensuing settlement appears, in 
retrospect, as the first stage of Dutch expansion 
in Java. The events leading to this momentous 
ohange are well documented but also very 
complicated. They inolude oountless court 
intrigues (even a violent quarrel between the 
Sunan and the crown prince), as well as 
invasions of Madurese and Macassarese troops 
or marauders and a struggle between staunoh 
Muslims and the synorotiring oircles of the 
Mataram court. By a judioious comparison 
between Dutch reoords and Javanese traditions 
the anthor suoceeds in reconstructing the 
oourse of events with great detail. His narra
tive inspires confidence also wherever gaps 
in the evidenoe had to be filled or a ohoioe 
between conflicting aooounts had to be made. 
Although the wealth of reliably reconstructed

detail is an asset it also involves the danger 
that wider issues may be lost sight of. I hope 
that the author will find the time to compress 
the main results of his numerous contributions 
to our knowledge of Muslim Mataram into one 
volume from whioh all historically less relevant 
detail is ruthlessly weeded out. In suoh a 
work some attention ought to be given to style 
and presentation. The present volume is 
written in a somewhat loose style interspersed 
with old-fashioned terms and colloquialisms.

J. G. DE GASPARI3

Winston L. Bong.: A thousand lives 
away: Buddhism in contemporary 
Burma. 238 pp. Oxford: Bruno 
Cassirer, [1965]. (Distributors : Faber 
and Faber. 28s.)
Professor Winston King, an American 

theologian and professor of comparative 
religion, author of Buddhism and Christianity 
and In the hope of nibbana, has now written a 
book about Burmese Buddhism based on his 
own experiences as a teacher at the Institute of 
Advanoed Buddhistic Studies, Bangoon, in 
1958 and 1969.

The middle ohapters of the book inolude a 
number of illuminating analyses of basic 
Buddhist concepts both from the point of view 
of the Burmese themselves and from that of a 
detaohed but sympathetic non-Buddhist obser
ver. The author points out, for instance, that 
the Burmese, though eager to manipulate 
‘ scientific critioism ’ of Christianity and other 
Western religions, are very loath to apply 
similar standards to the study of Buddhism. 
He goes at length into the differences between 
Western and Burmese concepts of experi
mentation, pointing out that, in the last 
analysis, the former in their scientific modes 
imply an amoral outlook upon the world, 
whereas the latter inolude a moral component 
inherent in the concept of karmic destiny.

Professor King also tries his hand at a 
redefinition of Burmese religion : ‘ High, low 
and medium ’. Here, as in his material on 
Burmese cosmology and on oertain unorthodox 
manifestations of Buddhism, he is far less 
original and convincing. His final account of 
his experience in U Ba Khin’s meditation centre 
makes interesting reading though it is short 
on the comparative material whioh would have 
set it in the context of the Meditation Move
ment in Burma during U Nu’s ‘ Buddhist 
Kevival ’.

This is an informative and useful work but 
it should not be taken as a complete account 
of Burmese Thorav&da Buddhism.

E. MICHAEL MENDELSON
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Eosemaby Ftbth : Housekeeping among 
Malay peasants. Second edition. (Lon
don School of Economics. Monographs 
on Social Anthropology, No. 7.) xvi,242 
pp., front., 8plates. London: University 
of London, Athlone Press; New York: 
Humanities Press Inc., 1966. 42s.
It is a great pleasure to be able to report 

that thin unique study of domestio life is now 
available again. Mrs. Firth’s detailed exami
nation of the eoonomies of household organiza
tion in north-eastern Malaya was originally 
carried out in 1939-40 in a fishing community 
on the coast of Kelantan. Twenty-three years 
later she returned to the same scene. This 
book, as the outcome of the seoond visit, is not 
simply the former work reissued, but a revised 
version supplemented by new material. Two 
additional ohapters discuss the changes that 
have taken place since 1940, and a new 
introduction describes the writer’s approach 
to the subjeot of social change and the con
ditions of field-work in 1963. A number of 
‘ then and now ’ photographs add to the 
interest of the text.

Mrs. Firth’s discussion of social ohange is 
particularly interesting in that she looks at it, 
as she says ‘ through the eyes of the Malay 
village household ’ (p. 204). In other words, 
she is analysing the milieu in which children 
develop and are brought up, in whioh they first 
learn to play many of their later roles, and in 
whioh they first aoquire their images of both 
their own roles and those of other persons. 
Changes which affeot the domestic household 
are therefore likely to have a particularly 
significant effeot upon the adults of the future 
because they are the most likely to affect the 
children of the present. Mrs. Firth argues 
that in the economic sphere at least, and up 
to a point also in the attitude to women, 
to different, forms of treating illness and 
misfortune, and in leisure activities, the 
Malay fishing community has ‘ always ’ been 
characterized by ‘ an elastio interpretation of 
role playing ’ (p. 207). By implication, one can 
see in this relative ‘ elasticity ’ part at least of 
the explanation for the relative ease with which 
this community appears to be adapting itself 
to modem ohanges, which in any oase have not 
been revolutionary but instead ‘ although 
hastened by war, are the natural and gradual 
development of forces already operating in 
Malaya ’ (p. 204). She concludes by empha
sizing that in any complete study of social 
change the study of education, in its informal 
as well as its formal aspeots, should be given 
at least the same importance as the study of 
political, eoonomic, and technological matters. 
Other social scientists, please note !

B. B. w.

Sidney Geobge Williamson : Akan 
religion and the Christian faith: a 
comparative study of the impact of two 
religions. Edited by Kwesi A. Dickson. 
186 pp. Accra : Ghana Universities 
Press, 1965. (Distributed by Oxford 
University Press. 30s.)
It is still fairly unusual to find missionary 

writers who show genuine interest in pre- 
Christian beliefs and practices in sub-Saharan 
Africa, still less attempt to relate them to 
Christian theology and Church praotice. 
Dr. S. G. Williamson, whose service to the 
Methodist Church of the Gold Coast and Ghana 
stretched from 1933 to his death in 1969, was a 
notable exception. His very interesting book, 
edited for posthumous publication by Dr. 
Kwesi A. Diokson, is based upon a doctoral 
thesis, the purpose of whioh was, in his own 
words : ‘ to examine the nature and the result 
of the impact of the Christian faith and indi
genous religion as this has occurred within a 
limited field, among the Akan people of the 
Gold Coast ’ (p. x).

The book is divided into three seotions. The 
first is a critical account of the way in whioh 
the ..Christian faith was brought to the Akan. 
(From this one is surprised to learn that 
although the Basel missionaries had reduoed 
the Akuapim dialeot of Twi to writing by about 
1836, and a Twi Bible was ready by 1871, only 
F.nglisb Bibles were available in Methodist 
chapels in 1882.) While Dr. Williamson 
recognizes clearly that among the 16 per oent 
of the Akan people who are associated with the 
Christian Church there are some deeply 
convinced and devout Christians, and olaims 
that the Churoh as a whole iB well established 
among the Akan, he nevertheless ends this 
section of his book by quoting Busia’s view 
that the Church is not deeply rooted in Akan 
soil. In attempting to explain why this 
critioism can be made, he turns, in part n, to 
an examination of Akan religion, first in what 
appears to have been its traditional form and 
then as it has been influenced by ‘ Westernism ’. 
Economic change, British administrative 
practice, Western types of education, and the 
presence of Christianity itself as a social force 
are mentioned in turn as major sources of the 
disruption of traditional institutions, values, 
and beliefs, and attention is drawn to the 
significance of modem attempts to interpret 
Akan traditional beliefs in a manner which 
makes them acceptable to Western thought.

Part m (‘ Discussion ’) begins with an 
interesting analysis of the basio differences 
between Christianity as set forth in the 
missionary enterprise and the traditional 
religion of the Akan, considers Akan criticisms 
of missions, and ends with a chapter rather
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oautiously entitled. 1 Towards a conclusion 
of whioh the main theme is that Christianity 
has bo far failed in the task of relating its 
message to the Akan spiritual outlook.

B. B. w.

The transatlantic slave trade from West 
Africa. Cover-title, iii, 92 pp. 
[Edinburgh]: Centre of African
Studies, University of Edinburgh, 
[1966],
This interesting collection of papers, the 

duplicated report of a seminar held at the 
Centre of Afrioan Studies on 4-6 June 1966, 
includes a comprehensive ‘ historiographical ’ 
survey of the literature of the slave-trade by 
Dr. C. Dyfe, and the same author’s brief but 
very stimulating discussion of 1 The impaot of 
the slave trade on West Africa ’. He is 
concerned to ask questions rather than to offer 
a considered interpretation, but he argues 
convincingly that ‘ the basio structures of most 
West African traditional societies survived 
unimpaired by the slave trade ’.

Three of the other papers discussed were 
devoted to a critical analysis of Dr. Brio 
Williams's celebrated work Capitalism and 
slavery, from which it emerges, on the whole, 
very creditably. Of more direct interest to 
Africanists is Dr. Luttrell’s paper on ‘ Slavery 
and slaving in the Portuguese Atlantic, to 
about 1600 ’, whioh shows that the essential 
steps in the evolution of the machinery of the 
overseas slave-trade had already been taken 
by that date.

D. H. JONES

Marte Lb Roy Ladupjb : Pdques 
africaines : de la communaute danique 
d la communaute chretienne. (ficole 
Pratique des Hautes Intrudes—Sor- 
boune. Sixierne Section : Sciences 
Pconomiques et Sociales. Le Monde 
d’Outre-Mer, Passd et Present. Trois- 
i&me Sdrie: Essais, vn.) 231 pp., 
8 plates. Paris, La Haye : Mouton 
& Co., 1965.
The first half of this book surveys traditional 

Mossi sooiety and religion, in Upper Volta, 
concentrating on the role of women. The 
seoond discusses Mossi Christianity, especially 
the Congregation des Soeurs africaines de 
rimmaoulfie-Conoeption de Ouagadougou, 
initiated by the White Sisters but autonomous 
sinoe 1966. The main theme is the pilgrimage 
of the Mossi girl from clan to convent. The 
book is based on five years’ study, presumably 
in Prance, and two months in Upper Volta.

Understandably, much of the general des
cription is derivative rather than original. Pew
non-Prenoh sources appear.

The description of the Congregation itself 
is more vivid. The early story, from the 
informal postulate begun in 1922 until the 
first professions in 1930 (not 1939, as onp. 102), 
is dramatio and moving, even heroic (which of 
the first two Mossi aspirants was it that 
persevered ?). The analysis when Sr. Marie 
visited, 1969-60, including many comments 
from the Mossi sisters themselves, is full of 
interest. Here is a realm little studied by 
Catholic students of Africa, almost unimagmed 
by Protestants and others. (How strange it 
seems that to-day, a third of a century after 
the first perpetual vows of Mossi nuns, there 
is still no Mossi translation of the Bible.) 
Pop Sr. Marie’s introduction, all ooncemed 
with religion in Africa will be grateful.

Yet, might more have been said 7 Can 
history, even in a sociological work, be so much 
neglected—nothing outside Upper Volta save 
a brief description of the first religieuses in 
Senegal (1819-63), only a few lines for the 
Ouagadougou Congregation from 1930 to 1960 
—if the only alternative souroe is an un
published thesis in Rome 7 Within sociology, 
many questions implore more detailed treat
ment : relations between professed nuns and 
their relatives, the transfer of effective power 
from Prench hands to Mossi Superiors, the 
place of the Congregation in independent Upper 
Volta, even the numbers of the Congregation.

This is a book of unusual interest, but 
incomplete.

HUMPHREY J. FISHER

B. W. Thompson : The dimate of Africa. 
[ix], 15 pp., 132 maps. Nairobi and 
London: Oxford University Press, 
1965. £9 8s.

This is essentially a meteorological atlas 
(size 20 in. X 18 in.) comprising 132 maps in 
black outline. The scale is not stated ; but is 
about 1 : 24,000,000 for nos. 1-70, showing 
only Africa, and 1 : 30,000,000 for 78—132, 
which show Africa with the Mediterranean 
basin, India, and the western Indian Ocean.

Its purpose is to ‘ assist in the training of the 
new generation of African meteorological 
personnel ’. Henoe, almost half the maps depict 
pressure and wind, temperature and dew point 
in .Tfl.nnfl.ry, April, July, and October at the 
surface and at the standard heights of 850, 
700, and 500 mbs.; (for pressure and wind also 
at 300 and 200 mbs.). The remaining maps 
depict the principal climatic elements, i.e. 
sunshine, rainfall, temperature, and relative 
humidity, at the surface.
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In the short introduction the author first 
dig crosses the nature of the observations upon 
which the charts have been based. Then he 
gives a succinct acoount of weather processes in 
the tropics and the modem techniques of 
forecasting from synoptic charts. Though 
brief, this exposition is valuable because the 
latest theory of atmospheric motion in the 
tropics and its effects upon weather is clearly 
and simply explained.

J. H. O. L.

Asian and African Studies : annual of 
the Israel Oriental Society. Vol. 1. 
[vii], 176 pp. Jerusalem: Israel 
Oriental Society, 1965. $3.50.
It is pleasant to welcome the initiative of 

the Israel Oriental Society in publishing this 
annual. The primary purpose of the series 
whioh it inaugurates is to make available in 
English selected articles from the Society’s 
quarterly, Hamizrah Hehadash, but trans
lations from other Hebrew periodicals, as well 
as contributions speoially written, will also 
be included. The present volume, edited by 
Professor Gabriel Baer, covers a wide range of 
topioe, mainly of modem and contemporary 
significance. Dr. Shimon Shamir analyses 
Arab nationalist ideology in ‘ The question of a 
“ national philosophy ” In contemporary Arab 
thought ’. In his artiole on ‘ Muslim religious 
jurisdiction in Israel ’, Aharon Layish traces 
the history of Shari'a jurisdiction from late 
Ottoman times, through the Mandatory period 
in Palestine, to present-day Israel, and discusses 
particularly the effect of Israeli legislation on 
the material law administered by the Muslim 
oourts. Ehud Houminer outlines the history, 
and describes the organization and funotions, 
of the BalbtvUri in ‘ The People’s Houses in 
Turkey’. Dr. Harry J. Benda examines the 
role of Islam in Indonesian history in 
‘ Continuity and change in Indonesian Islam ’. 
This artiole was originally given as a leoture, 
and is followed by a summary of the ensuing 
discussion. Finally, Dr. Pessah Shinar compares 
the careers of two Maghrib! resistance leaders

in his artiole,' ‘Abd al-QMir and ‘Abd al-Rrim 
—religions influences on their thought and 
action ’. His analysis of the religious aspects 
of ‘Abd al-Qadir’s political and military 
organization will interest students of other 
movements of Islamic revolt in the nineteenth 
century.

p. M. H.

Orientalia Gandensia : Jaarboek van het 
Roger Instituut voor Oosterse, Oost- 
europese en Afrikaanse TaaUcunde en 
Geschiedenis bij de Rijksuniversiteit 
te Gent. i-n. v, 269 pp., 8 plates; 
v, 350 pp., 16 plates, map. Leuven : 
Oosterse Dmkkerij, 1964.—Leiden : 
B. J. Brill, 1965. Bel. fr. 500 each.
This reoently inaugurated yearbook of the 

Oosters-Afrikaans Instituut in the University 
of Ghent has at once beoome one of the 
indispensable learned periodicals in the field 
of oriental philology and onltural history. The 
Afrioan component in the two volumes pub
lished has been restricted to valuable contri
butions to Bantu linguistic study, and the 
East European section has been oonoemed 
with reoent Russian literature, with Ghent’s 
own fourteenth-century Bdinski zbomile, and, 
somewhat surprisingly, with Myoenaean Greek.

The ‘ oriental ’ field begins, as is its way, 
somewhat west of East Europe with Dr. Urbain 
Vermeulen’s paper oonceming Muslim Spain, 
and traversing the anoient and recent Near and 
Middle East penetrates Central and South Asia, 
well represented with contributions by Profes
sor Walter Couvreur, Professor Ludo Rocher, 
Professor A. Scharpi, and Dr. Josef Deleu. 
These and the Afrioan studies are in Dutch, 
often with adequate summary in English, etc., 
hut oertain articles on East Europe seek wider 
appeal by adopting a Slavio medium. The 
Belgian authorities and the publishers have 
provided a worthy organ of communication for 
the teaching staff and graduates of the Univer
sity of Ghent. They deserve a larger audience 
than can be reaohed, alas, in Dutch.

j. o. w.
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VLADIMIR FEDOROVICH MINORSKY

The passing on 26 March 1966 of Professor Emeritus Vladimir Fedorovich 
Minorsky, at the age of 89, takes from our midst a scholar of international 
eminence who combined immense learning with a rare capacity to befriend and 
encourage younger workers of all nationalities, and to inspire personal affection 
and loyalty among all those who knew him.

Vladimir Minorsky was bom on 6 February 1877 at the small town of 
Korcheva on the Upper Volga, now submerged beneath the waters of the 
Moscow Sea. His parents were Fedor M. Minorsky and his wife Olga, n6e 
Golubitsky. He went to school in Moscow, and was a gold medallist of the 
Fourth Grammar School in the graduation of 1896. Minorsky then read law at 
Moscow University. With a view to embarking on a diplomatic career in the 
East, he entered in 1900 the Lazarev Institute of Oriental Languages, which 
occupied that same picturesque old building in the Armyansky Pereulok in 
central Moscow which now houses the Institute of Peoples of Asia of the Soviet 
Academy of Sciences.

During his stay at the Institute, from 1900 to 1903, Minorsky studied Persian 
under Professor F. E. Korsh, Mirza Ja'far Maljallati, Mirza ‘Abdullah. Ghaffarov, 
and Baron R. Stackelberg; Arabic under Professor A. E. Krymsky and Mr. 
Mikha’il ‘Afaya; Turkish under Dr. Stavros Sakov and Mr. S. Dzerunian; and 
Near Eastern history under Professor Vsevolod F. Miller. He also acquired 
a competent knowledge of English, later to stand him in such good stead. As 
a second year student, Minorsky paid his first visit to Iran in the summer of 
1902. During this trip, partly under the stimulus of the writings of Professor 
E. G. Browne, he began to collect material on the esoteric sect of the Ahl-i Haqq, 
or People of Truth, sometimes known as ‘Ali-Hahl. This sect was the subject of 
his first substantial scholarly monograph, published in 1911 as fasc. 33 of the 
Works of the Lazarev Institute, and awarded the gold medal of the Ethnography 
Section of the Moscow Imperial Society of Natural Sciences.

Meanwhile, in 1903, Vladimir Minorsky had entered the Imperial Russian 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Between 1904 and 1908, he served at the Russian 
Consulate-General in Tabriz and the Legation in Tehran, travelling extensively 
in Kurdistan and other regions of north-western Iran. It was in Tabriz that he 
later met his lifelong friend, the Persian statesman and scholar S. H. Taqizadeh, 
with whom he collaborated in publishing a short novel of Leo Tolstoy in Persian 
translation. This was a critical period in the history of modem Iran, embracing 
the Constitutional movement of 1906-6, and the subsequent partition of the 
country under the terms of the Anglo-Russian agreement of 1907. Russia’s 
attempts to suppress the Persian Constitutional movement and turn much of 
the country into a province of the Tsarist empire were uncongenial to Minorsky, 
who did all that he properly could to dissociate himself from them. It is inter
esting to note that E. G. Browne, in a protest published in the British press,
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mentioned several Russian diplomats by name, including Minorsky ; but when 
Browne learnt Minorsky’s real attitude to the Persian question, he publicly 
exonerated him, and Minorsky even stayed with Browne at his house in 
Cambridge. The Persians’ particular regard for Minorsky, and also his associa
tion with the University of Cambridge, dated from that time.

In due course Minorsky was transferred, and recalled to the Foreign Ministry 
in St. Petersburg, where he made friends with several leading representatives of 
the Oriental section of the Academy of Sciences, notably V. V. Barthold, whose 
disciple he was always proud to consider himself. A year in Russian Turkistan 
as diplomatic attache to the Governor-General, General Samsonov, gave him 
the chance to study at first hand the homeland of Tamerlane and Ulugh-Beg.

An important phase in Minorsky’s public career began in 1911, when he was 
again dispatched to Iran, this time to collaborate with the British consul in 
Tabriz, Mr. Shipley, in surveying the terrain of Azerbaijan and Kurdistan prior 
to the setting up of a mixed boundary commission to settle the long-disputed 
frontier between Iran and the Ottoman Empire. There had never been a 
properly settled frontier between these two states, each one encroaching upon 
the other according to which happened to be stronger at any given time. There 
were also several autonomous sheikhdoms straddling the boundary area, the 
rulers of which habitually changed their allegiance to accord with the dictates of 
expediency. Consequently, there was a wide strip of disputed territory, extend
ing virtually from Mount Ararat to the Persian Gulf. During the nineteenth 
century, Britain and Russia had several times urged the parties concerned to 
join with them in setting up a mixed commission to settle the matter ; the last 
important one had functioned from 1848 to 1852, but was prevented from 
completing its task by the Crimean War. Minorsky’s expert knowledge of the 
territory and the peoples and tribes involved fitted him ideally to represent 
Russia in this new attempt to fix the boundary. Following the exploration of 
north-western Dan by Minorsky and Shipley, the Commission’s work was 
transferred to Istanbul, Minorsky proceeding there in 1912 with the rank of 
Second Secretary of the Russian Embassy to participate in four-power discus
sions and the preparation of the necessary maps and surveys.

A turning-point in Minorsky’s life occurred in 1913, for it was then that he 
married Tatiana, n6e Shchebunin, his constant companion and inspiration for 
52 years, and the charming and patient hostess so well beloved by scholars 
and celebrities who in later years came from all over the world to pay their 
respect to the veteran teacher in his modest Cambridge home. The Minorskys’ 
early married life was spent in the picturesque but rugged surroundings of 
the Turco-Persian border zone, to which Minorsky was detailed for the final 
stages of the boundary delimitation. Assembling at Muhammerah (Eihurram- 
shahr) in the Persian Gulf, the four-power commission set off northwards in 
February 1914. Each commission had its own doctor, several survey officers, 
and an armed escort (the Minorskys had ten cossacks),' with a caravan of up to 
120 mules. The party travelled on horseback. Work was brought to a successful
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end in October 1914, just as Turkey was entering World War I. The ‘ Minorsky 
frontier which now separates Persia from both Iraq and Turkey, has stood the 
test of time for over 50 years.

In the course of this work, Minorsky acquired further knowledge of the 
dialects and ethnography of the region. The results of his topographical 
researches appeared in the second volume of the ‘ Materials for the study of the 
East ’, published in 1915 by the Eussian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and also 
featured in the Proceedings of the Imperial Eussian Geographical Society for 
1916. Thirty years later, in 1944, Minorsky was able to draw still further on his 
observations for an article on Eoman and Byzantine campaigns in Atropatene, 
the modem Azerbaijan.

Following this arduous mission, Vladimir Fedorovich returned to the Eussian 
Legation in Tehran, this time as First Secretary (1916), and later as Charg6 
d’Affaires (1917). From this period dates his important epigraphical and 
archaeological study of the steles of Kelashin and Topuzava, and other ancient 
remains in the vicinity of Lake Urmia, published in 1917 in vol. 24 of the Bulletin 
of the Oriental Section of the Imperial Archaeological Society of Petrograd.

The Eussian Eevolution of 1917 placed Mr. and Mrs. Minorsky in an acute 
dilemma. To return to Soviet Eussia at that time was impossible. In 1919, 
they proceeded to the Eussian Embassy in Paris, where Minorsky hoped, in vain 
as it happened, to make himself useful by his expert knowledge to the Eussian 
representatives at the drawing up of the Versailles Treaty. As a specialist on the 
modem Near East and Transcaucasia, Minorsky’s pen was in demand among 
editors of journals devoted to politics and current affairs. He contributed to 
these a number of perceptive articles on contemporary Eussia, Turkey, 
Azerbaijan, and Georgia, and also on Mosul, the international oil question, and 
modem Afghanistan. He was sceptical of the nationalist pretensions of the 
independent republics of Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia, which in any case 
were soon swallowed up by the new might of Soviet Eussia. He also wrote 
a valuable study of the death of another distinguished Eussian diplomat, the 
dramatist Alexander Griboedov, murdered by a Tehran mob in 1829.

In 1923, Vladimir Fedorovich had begun to teach Persian literature at the 
Ecole Nationals des Langues Orientales Vivantes in the Eue de Lille, and later 
lectured on Turkish and Islamic history at that same institution. From 1925 
onwards he was a regular contributor to the first edition of the Encyclopaedia of 
Islam, for which he wrote 110 articles, several of these being important mono
graphs. His close connexion with England began in 1930, when he was appointed 
Oriental Secretary to the Persian Art Exhibition held at Burlington House in 
London, under the auspices of Bi^a Shah Pahlavi. He took an active part in 
preparing the catalogue of the exhibition, as well as delivering lectures on 
Persian illuminated manuscripts, Luristan bronzes, and the mosque of Veramin, 
which were subsequently published in the magazine ApoUo.

Minorsky’s work had already attracted the attention of that shrewd judge 
of men, the late Sir Denison Eoss, Director of our School of Oriental Studies here
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in London. Sir Denison succeeded in luring Mr. and Mrs. Minorsky from Paris 
to'the University of London, to which Minorsky devoted the remainder of his 
teaching career, first as Lecturer in Persian (1932), then as Reader in Persian 
Literature and History (1933), and finally, after Sir Denison’s retirement in 
1937, as Professor of Persian. When the School was evacuated to Cambridge in 
1939, Professor and Mrs. Minorsky took up residence, first in Green Street, and 
then in Bateman Street, where Vladimir Fedorovich remained for the rest of 
his life. On reaching the age of 67 in 1944, Professor Minorsky retired, being 
appointed an Honorary Fellow of the School.

It was during his long and happy residence in England that Professor 
Minorsky attained the plenitude of his remarkable powers. From 1932 onwards, 
he was a regular reviewer and contributor to the Bulletin of the School, as well 
as to the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society. Many of these articles were later 
collected and reprinted in Tehran in 1964—Iranica: twenty articles (Publica
tions of the University of Tehran, Vol. 775); this volume also contains the most 
complete list of Professor Minorsky’s books, articles, and reviews, amounting to 
206 separate items or groups of writings, and also a curriculum vitae.

Professor Minorsky’s magnum opus appeared in the Gibb Memorial Series in 
1937—a critical translation of the anonymous Persian geography entitled 
Ifudud al-‘alam, or ‘ The regions of the world ’, written in 372/982 ; the 
translation contained 12 maps, together with an English translation of V. V. 
Barthold’s original Russian preface. This indispensable work attracted atten
tion throughout Europe, America, and the Soviet Union, and was followed up 
in 1942 by an edition and translation of Sharaf al-Zaman Tahir Marvazi, On 
China, the Turks and India, published by the James G. Forlong Fund of the 
Royal Asiatic Society. Here and there, Minorsky’s Arabic could occasionally 
be faulted by the pundits, but in view of his vast output, this was perhaps 
unavoidable. As Dr. J. A. Boyle remarks, ‘ the field of his historical and geo
graphical investigations embraced the whole of Eurasia from the Balkans to 
China with special emphasis on the Caucasus area and, above all, Central Asia. 
His translations of and commentaries on two geographical texts of the tenth and 
eleventh centuries respectively are works of extraordinary erudition, and throw 
much new fight on the early history of the various Turkish peoples before their 
conversion to Islam ’. Another standard work of this period wash is facsimile 
edition and translation and commentary on the Tadhkirat cd-muluk, a manual of 
Safavid administration and finance composed around 1725, during the Afghan 
occupation of Persia.

Seldom can a scholar have had so long and busy a retirement as Professor 
Minorsky. Between 1944 and his death, with Mrs. Minorsky’s skilled and devoted 
collaboration, he produced no less than 11 volumes, several of them substantial, 
of original researches and translations, and about 100 articles and reviews, 
including many contributions to the second edition of the Encyclopaedia of 
Islam. His range of interest remained as wide as ever, covering the history, 
geography, literature, and fine arts of Persia, the early history of Caucasia,
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including Daghestan, Shirvan, Georgia, and Armenia, archaeology and numis
matics, as well as Turkish and Central Asian studies. During World War II, 
the heroic struggle of the Russian people against the Nazis reawakened in 
Professor and Mrs. Minorsky their warm affection for their homeland, and helped 
them to re-establish contact with scientific circles in the Soviet Union, where 
they were welcomed with enthusiasm and deep respect when they visited 
Moscow, Baku, Erevan, and Tbilisi as guests of honour of the Soviet Academy 
of Sciences in connexion with the twentieth International Congress of 
Orientalists in 1960. During the academic year 1948-9, Vladimir Fedorovich 
was Visiting Professor at the Fuad University in Cairo, which in 1955 sponsored 
his publication, with English translation and commentary, of the tenth-century 
Arabic poet and traveller Abu Dulafs journeys in Iran. ,

Many honours fell to Professor Minorsky’s lot in the course of his career. 
He was elected Corresponding Fellow of the British Academy in 1943, and was 
an honorary member of the SocidtA Asiatique, the Deutsche Morgenlfindische 
Gesellschaft and the Peruvian Institute for Islamic Studies. His seventy-fifth 
birthday was marked by the presentation of a volume of essays specially 
written by his friends and pupils, and published by the School of Oriental and 
African Studies as an issue of the Bulletin. In 1962 he was awarded the Royal 
Asiatic Society’s triennial Gold Medal, on which occasion he made a character
istically modest and touching speech of thanks which will long be remembered 
by those present. He was elected in 1963 an Associate Member of the Acad6mie 
des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres. The University of Brussels conferred an 
honorary doctorate on him in 1948, to be followed 15 years later by the 
University of Cambridge.

Few eminent scholars have combined such immense erudition with such 
simplicity, sincerity, and absence of conceit. One of his contemporaries, 
Professor A. S. Tritton, recently remarked to me : ‘ The great thing about 
Minorsky was that he had no “ side ” Not for him the off-hand air, the pro
consular- manner with which some bolster up their academic weight. He enjoyed 
parties and academic gatherings, and was much in demand socially. To the end 
of his days, he was eager to appreciate and encourage the potential talents and 
apprentice efforts of the humblest beginners. However busy, however tired, he 
was always genuinely pleased to see visitors young or old, and to give freely of 
his wisdom and knowledge. He was completely free from professional jealousy 
and egoism. I well remember how, when myself a tiro in the study of Caucasian 
numismatics, I used to receive from Professor Minorsky cuttings from the 
Soviet press, in which were announced important finds of ancient coins—data 
unobtainable elsewhere. Again, we may instance his sponsorship of Boyle’s 
magistral translation of Juwaini’s History of the toorld-conquerm', which Professor 
Minorsky helped to get accepted into the UNESCO series of representative 
works, and published in a splendid edition by the Manchester University Press.

In his speech of thanks at the Royal Asiatic Society in 1962, Professor 
Minorsky said : ‘ I remember my joy when at every stage of my research I had
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the support and advice of a pleiad of excellent authorities in different fields of 
Oriental studies If Noldeke, Barthold, Qazvini, Pelliot, and the others whom 
Vladimir Fedorovich named as his teachers were alive to-day, they would be 
proud to see the number and quality of the disciples whom Minorsky brought 
up in the great tradition which they had handed down. Death, the one fact 
which all scholars must accept, has taken away our teacher and friend in the 
fullness of years, but not before he had achieved and dispensed great learning, 
and set an inspiring example. We shall not see his like again.

D. M. LANG
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